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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner-Respondent Cross Appellant,
V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R. RAY,
Public Information Officer,

Supreme Comt Case No. 4 7004

Respondents - Appellants Cross Respondents .

Amended
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Comt of the F omth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE LYNN G. NORTON

RICHARD EPPINK

JESSICA L. KUEHN

ATTORNEYS FORAPPELLANT

ATTORNEY FORRESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO
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ADA Co .1 TY DISTRICT COITRT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
§
§
§

Uza Cover
PL-tintiff,
s.

·~

Id; ho Board of C o1·1tedion l<faho Dep,utment of"
orred:i:on, J e-ffl•ey R a"
Hefeudaut.

Bonds
Cash B ond
4/212019
Counts: 1

location;
du Comity District Court
Judicia] Officer :
01'ton, Lynn G.
Filed on: 02/27/2018
Appelt te 'a e Number : 47004-1019

§

ase Typ e:

1,000_00
Posted Cash

AA- AIJ Initial District outt
Filin•~. (Not E, F, and HJ)

Ca. e 04/30/2019
ppealed Case tams : Snpn"mt> Com·t Appeal

D.T

Current Case Assignment
CVO J-18-03877
Ada County Di trict Court
02/27/2018
Norton, Lynn G .

Case Number
outt
Da.te A signed
Judicial Officer

Plai1ttiff

Defendant

O'-'er,

Lead Allorney. ·
Eppiok, Ricbm1d Alan
R fained
2O8-344-975O(W)

Aliza

[daho Board of ort·ection

Kuehr1 , Jessica L •nn
Retained
208a3. 4-4103(W)

[di1ho Dt'partment of Correc tion

K1.1ehn , ,fessica ) 'DH
Retained
1

208-334-4103{W)

Ray, . effrey R

Kuehn Jessica ynn
Retained
208-334-4103{

DAT

02/27/2018
02/27/20 18

02/27/20 18

02/27/2018

fnit iating Docu1nenl - District

Petition
Verified Petition/or a Writ of Mandate lo Compel the Disclosure of Public Records
Civil Case lnfonnation Sheet

mnmon ] sued
and Filed

0_121120 18

Ii.davit
of Aliza Cover

( \ ';! / 111 /' H ll <J
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ADA Co

'TY DISTRICT COURT

1

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
cifServic-e
03 /06/20 18

03 /06/2018

otice of Appearance
Notice ofAppearance
tipulation

for Briefing Schedule and how-Cau e Hearing
03/07/2018

Mi celbmeous

Alternafi11e Writ of Mandate and Order ro Show Ca11 e
03 /07/2018

Order

to Show Cause
03 /07/2018

03/14/201 8

Notice of Hearing
4/5/l at 45 p m

Re ·ponse
to Petition Jar Writ of Mandate to Compel Disclosure of Public Records (Kuehn jor !DOC
Repondenl.s)

03 /1 4/2018

03/1 4/20 18

Affidavit
ofJ essica Kuehn

tj Affidavit
ofJ eff Zmuda

03/14/201 8

Am nd d
C01ncted Affidavit o/Jejf Z11111da

03 /21/2018

Reply
Brie/in Support of Public Record<, Peli lion

03 /21 /20 18

Declaration
of Richard Eppink

03 /21/20 18

Motion

to Allow an J -Page Brief
03 /21/2018

Memorandum In upport of fotion
to Allow cm 18-Page Brief

03 /26/2018

Order
Denying Motion lo Allow 18-Page Brief

03/28/2018

otice
of R i ed Reply Brief

03 /28/2018

R ply
Brief in Support ofPublic Records Petition [revised}

04/05/2018

Orde1· to Show Cam,e Hearing (2 :45 PM , (Judicial Officer ; orton, ynn G.
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'TY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
04/05/2018

Court Minutes

05/ 14/2018

Order
Granting Peremptory Writ of11,fandate Requiring Di clo ure qfSome R cord

05/1 4/20 18

Miscellaneous
Peremplor) Writ of Mandate

05/28/2018
05/28/2018

05 /28/2018

emorandum of osts & Attorney Fees
Declanuio11
of Richard Epp ink in upport of Petiliona's Memorandum of Fees and Cost.

r:I Declarnlion
of Mol!Jt Kafka in Support of Pehtioner ~s· Memorandum of Fees and Costs

05/28/2018

Declaration
of Lelesre K Miller

05/29/20 18

Motion
to Take Judicial Notice

05/29/2018

t:J Motion
to Reconsider

05/29/2018

Memorandum In . uipport of Motion
of Reconsideration

05/29/20 18

Affidavit
of.Jessi a Kuehn in support ofp1diciaf notice

05/29/2018

Affidavit
Second Affida11it ofJessica Kuehn

05 /29/2018

05/29/2018

Affidavit
econd Affidavit ofJeff Zimrda with exhibit a _ Part 1
Affidavi t
Affidavif ofJeff Ray

O.S /30/2018

Affidavit
Third Affidavit ofJ essica Kueh11

06/04/2018

Motion
for Conventional Filing

06/04/2018

tipulation

for
06/04/2018

onventional •iling
ffidavit
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'TY DI TRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
in S11ppor10JC011ventional.Filf11g
06/06/20 18

otice of Appearance
Molly kajka For Petitioner

06/ 11/20 18

oticc

Notice ofNon-Obj ction to petitioner's Memorandum ofFee' and Co ts
06/13/2018

Order

to Allow Respondents lo Convenhonal!J File Exhibi!s
06/19/2018

ot1ce
oJConvenlional Filing Zmuda

06/ 19/20 18

Notice
of Conventional Filing Kuehn

07/02/20 1

t:J

tipnlarion
Stipu1ation for Briejtng S hedn!e and Hearing on Respo11den1's lvlo!ion for Recon ideration

07/02/20 18

otice of Hearing
Notice of Hearing on Re;,,pondenl\· Mo/ion/or Reconsideration 7/ 25/ J8 @2--45pm

07/09/20 18

Order
Accepting Stipulated Briefing and Hearing Schedule

07/ 11/20 18

otion
Morion/or Order to Lodge AH Re ponsive Records with the Court

07/ 11/2018

Brief Filed
Brief in Support ofMotionfor Order to lodge All Re.spo11si-ve Records with the Court

07/1 1 018

Declaration
Third Declaralion of Richard Eppink

07/11 /20 18

otice of Hearing
On motion for Order (7125118 @ 2:45 P.M )

07/1 2/20 18

Response
Response lo Motion Requesting Court Take Judicial Notice

07/12/2018

&esponse
to Motion to Recon ider

07/ 12/20 18

Declaration
ofAh=a Cover

07/12/20 18

D~claration
Fourth Declaration ofRichard Eppink

07/19/2018

r1 Response
Brief In Opposition of Lodging
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
07/19/2018

&eply
Brief 011 ]vfotion lo R .con ider

07/ 19/20 18

Affidavit
ofJeff Zmuda Re Documents

07/25/20 18

Motio11 for Recuu '.iden1tion (2:45 PM) (Judi ial Officer: Norton, Lynn ~.)

07/25/20 18

Court Minute ·

07/25/20 18
09/1 7/20!8

xhibit Li. t og

t:J Memorandum
Decision and Order Reconsidering Pere111pt01:Y W1 if of Mandat,

09/1 7/2018

t:1 order
Vacating Perempt01) Wrif of Mtmdme

09117/20 18

Amended

Altematiw: Wrir of Mandat "'
10/04/20 18

Schedulmg Coufet·euc, (2 :_,o PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lym1 ,.)

10/04/2018
10/1 0/20 18

Courl Minutes

tj

tipulation

for .'5cheduling
l0/11/20 18

oti e of Service of Di._·eovery Request,

10/1 5/20 18

otice of Trial Setting, Final Pre-Trial Conference & Order

10/ 15/20 18

Amended
Amended An wer to Verified Perftion

10/25/20 18

Motion for Oisq1mli.fication of Judge
1-J

ithou.r Cause ofAlrei·nare Judge

l0/29/2018

Order
fo r Disqnalificaliou Withem / Cause o/Alfernate Judge ~ops.ey

l 1/13/2018

ot1ce
Notice ofDiscowz1y Re ponse to .the C011rt

ll / 14/2018

ll /1 6/20 18

l l /20/20 18

t:J

oticc of "'crvice of Di cove1y Request ·

otice
Notice of Isl Supplemental Discove1y Re~pon -e

10

the (oun

Notice of ervice of Di covery Requests
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
Notice of Seniice of Discove1J Requests

12/04/2018

otice

Notice of _nd Supplemental Discove1y Response to the Court
12/1 7/2018

I ol'lc•c of crvic.e

Notice ofDi co ery Re ponse to rhe Court
12/I9/20 18

Pr•e-trfal O►nferem:e (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: orion. ynn .)

12/1 9/2018

Witne s ist
Petitioner's Initial Trial Wilne sand Exhibit List

12/ 19/2018

indi.ngs of act and onclusions of Law
Petitioner's Initial Propo ed Findings ofFactandC011chrsion of Law

12/19/20 18

Courl Minute

12/19/2018

Motion

Jvfotio11 in Limine to Exclude Undisclosed Expert Teslimony and Related Hearsay
12/ 19/2018

ernorandum In Support of Motion
Brief in Support of Molion in Li mine to Exclude Undi clo ed fa-pert Te limony and Related

Hear.SCI)'
12/1 9/2018

Declaration
Declaration of Mof~y Kafka in Support ofMotion in Limine

12/1 9/20 18

Motion

Morion for an in Camera Examination
12/19/2018

emon111du n In Support of Motion
Brief in Supp01·1 of Petitioner'JJ Molion.fbr an in Camero Examination

12/19/20 18

Declaration
Declaration of Mof(v Kafka in Support ofPetitioner's Motion for an in Carner.a E.i:.aminafion

12/ 19/20 18

Witne
it
Re pondent 'Initial Trial Witne s and Exhibit Li t

12/20/2018

t:J f indings of Fact and Conclusions of law

12/20/2018

otice
of Discove1y R '>POllse fo the Courf ( for Pet's 3rd Req11es1)

12/20/20 18

Re pon e to Request for Di coveiy
First Supplemental

12/20/2018

tj

otice of Hearing

11211· 330pm
12/2 1/2018
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
. tipulatiou
of Pretrial Hearing Notice Requirements
12/24/2018

Motion ro Continue
Trial Sch ,Juled J/ _8/ 19

12/24/20 18

Memorandum In upporl of otion
Re ponden.rs ' 1l1emo in Support ofMotion ro Conlim1e Conll Trial Sch du!ed 11- 9/ 19

12/24/20 18

fidavit
ofJessica Kuehu Support Motion to Continue

12/28/2018

r:J Re pone
Bri .fto Petitioner'.,; Motion in Limine

12/28/2018

BriefFil d
Re :ponse Br ief to Petitioner 1\10/ion for an In Camera Exam

12/28/20 18

Affidavit

A_ff'idavil of.Jessica Kuehn
12/31/20 18

Reply
Rep~f in 11pport ofMotion in Limine

12/31/2018

Reply
Reply in Support ofMotion for in camera Examination

12/31/2018

Oeclarn1io11
Declaration of Molly Kafka

01/02/2019
01/02 019

01/02/20 19
01/03/2019

Motion iH.l.hniu e {3:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.
~

otice of Hearing
J/ JOL OJ9 , _:45 pm -Respondent.' Motion ro Comin11e
Courl Minute

Re ·ponse

Re ponse ro Respondents' Motion to Continue Trial
01/08/2019

Reply
Reply Bri~fln Support of~Morion to Continue Trial

01/ 10/2019

l\lotioo to ( :oothm (2:45 PM) (J1,_1dicial Officer:

01/ 10/2019

Court M inut ·

01/1 4/20 19

otion to Compel
rgenl Motions ro , 'ompel and fiJr Sane/ions

01/1 4/2019

orton, Lytm G.

emorand1..1m In Siipport of Motion
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
Brief in Support ofP fitioner'.s Ur~enl Motions to Compel and for Sanctions

0 1/1 4/20 19

01/14/2019

Declaration
Declaration ofRichard Epp ink i11 Support of Urgent Motions ro Compel and for cmclions

oti1.::e of Hearing
11/6/ 2019 @ 3:30 pm

01/14/20 19

otion to Shorten Time
1olion ro Shor/en Time for Hearing

01/1 4/20 19

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Brief in Support of Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing

0 1/14/2019

Motion
Cover .Molion to Quash Subpoena

01 /1 4/20 19

emoraudl]m In Support ofMotilm
Jvlolion to Quash

01/1 4/20 19

Aftidavit
Affidavit in Support of Morion to Quash

01/14/20 19

Motion
Motion/or Order hortening Time.for Hearing

01 / 15/20 19

01/15/20 19

t:! Response
Opposilion to Respondents' 1\.'folion to Quash or.for a Pr·oteclive Order

t:J Dedaralion
Second D c!aratio11 ofRichard Eppink r - Discm,et') 11,;Jotion.,;

01/16/2019
01 /1 6/2019

01/16/20 19

!\·l otion to 'ompel (3 :30 PM) {Judicial Officer:

orton Lynn G .)

t:J order
Shortening Time fo r Hearing
Order

. 'hortening Time for Hearilig
01/16/20 19

1) 1/17/20 19

Court Minutes

Mc:mora11dum
Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena but Gramtng in Part Protective
Order

01/18/20 19

01/18/2019

M~morandmn
Decision Granting Motion ro Compel and Order Cornpe!ling Discove1:v
Order
inLimine
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
01/18/20 19

_ Ordt:r
for 111 amera Ernmination, and Order

01/18/20 19

011

Trial Procedure

Preliial Order
(Final)

01/20/2019

01/20/20 19

01 /20/2019
01/20/2019

fotion
lYlotion to Reconsider Parl a/Order in Limine

~

emorandum In Support of Motion
Bl'iefiu Suppm·t ofPetilioner's Mo1io11 to Reconsidel'Parl of Order in Limine
ot1ce of Hearing

Motion

lvlorion ro Shor/en Time fin· Heari11g
01/20/2019

01/22/2019

01/22/2019

t:J Menr1.orandum In

uppor1 of Motion
Brief in Support of Mo/ion to Shorten Time for Hearing

oti e of ervice
ofice of 3rd S11ppleme11tal Discover Respon e to the Court
otice
Nofice ofCo,nplitmce

01/2 /2019

lotion for Reconsidera.tio.n (2 30 PM) Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G.)

01/23/20 19

Court Minutes

01/24/20 19

Amended
Order in Limine

0 1/24/20 19

t:J Witn ss List
Petitioner's • irsl Amendment Trial Wi111ess Lisi

01/25/20 19

Ql/_8/20 19

01/28/2019

1ipulation
Stipulated Facls and Er:hibi1s

Court rial (8:30 AM) • Judicial Officer: orton, Lynn
3day

.)

't:1 Collrl Minut

01/28/2019

ourt Minutes
(Recalled)

01/28/20 19

Courl Trial tBJrted

01/29/20 19

ourt Minute.

01/29/20 19
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
Court Minutes

01/29/2019

Reply
Petitioner's Reply Brief in Suppon of Motion for Order at the Close ofRespondents' Case-inChief

01/30/2019

ourt M inutes

02/01/2019

ourl Minur '

02/04/2019
02/04/2019
02/04/2019

02/04/2019
02/12/2019

02/12/2019

Co1trt

rial (8:30 AM) Judicial Officer:

orton, Lynn G.)

ourtMinut s

cheduling Order
for Amended Proposed Findings ofFact/Concln.sions ofLcnv
xhibit Lisr/Lo

BriefFiled
Responden.rs' Final Proposed Findi11g. · ofFact and onclusion.s of Law

BriefFiled
Petitioner's Am nded Proposed Findfngs of Fact and 011clusfo11s of law

02/ 15/20 19

02/1 5/2019

ernorandum of Costs & Attorney Fee
Memorandum of Cot. and Fee re: Motion to Compel

r:J D claration
Declaration of Richard Epp ink i11 Support of Memorandum of Co.sis of ees re: Mo tion to
Compel

02/15/2019

Declaration
Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Memorandum of Costs and Fees re: Motion lo
Compel

02/28/20 19

Objection
to P etitioner's 1lfemorand11m of F ees and Costs R e: Motion to Compel

03 /04/2019

Order

Taking Judicial Notice

03 /05/2019

ch du!in l'F rder
on Cost · and ees on lvfo.rion to , otnpel

03 /1 8/2019

&esponse
in S11ppo1·1 of Memortmdum of.Fees and Costs re: Motion to

03/18/20 19

ompel

Declaration
Second D eclaration ofJl,folly Kafka in Support of Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs
re- Mo/ion to Compel
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
03 /1 8/2019

Declaration
econd Declamlion of Richard Eppink in upport of Petitioner' Memorandum of "ee · and

Cost. re: Motion to Compel
03 / 18/2019

03 /21 /2019
03 /21/20 19

03/21/20 19
03 /21/2019

03 /21 /2019
04/02/20 19

Miscellaneous
Errata
fin d ings ofFacl and onclusions of Law

Mi. cellaneous
PeremptmJ Writ of A1andafe

r:J Judgment
Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Norton, Lynn G. ,
Monetary / Property A,; ard
In ·avor Of: Stak ofldalito Treasmer
· gainst Ray, Jeffrey R
ntered Date: 03/21/2019
Current Judgment Status:
tams : Acrive
mm · o ~ne : 04/03/2019
oneta1y Award:
Amount: . 1,000.00
Comment: 'ivil Penalty

ivil Disposition Entered
Bond Po ' ted - Cash

1000.00 Civil Penalty

04/04/20 19

emorandtim of Costs & Attorney Fee

Third lvfemonmd11111 of Fees and Co. ts
04/04/2019

· Declaration
of RichardEppink in Suppon of Third .Memorandum qf Fee and Co ts

04/04/2019

Declarn1io11
of Molly Kafka iit Support of Third Me1:n0Nmd11m of Fees and Co

04/18/20 19

Motion
lvfolion to Disallow Certain Fees and Costs

04/18/2019

Me1norandum In upp rt of Motion
Memorandnm ISO Morion to Di.sallow

04/18/2019

Declara1io11
Declaration ofJessica Kuehn ISO Motion to Disallow

04/1 9/2019

emonindum
Detision and Order Allowing F ees on Order to Compel

04/26/20 19

. cheduling Order
on Objection to Costs and Fe

PAG
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
04/30/20 19

04/30/20 19

otice of Appeal
Respondent's Notice ofAppeal

tj

otion
for Stay ofProceedings

04/30/2019

04/30/2019

05/0 20 19

Memorandum 1n 'upport of Motion
for Stay ofProceedings
Appeal Filed in upreme Court

t:J AppeHI Fi let! in

u1,reme Courl
Notic o.fCros.s-App 'al

05/03/20 19

otice of Hearing

05 /1 6/2019

Respon e

to Motion Disallov.1C rtafn Co. rs and Attorneys Fees
05 /1 6/20 19

-

Declaration

of Molly Kafka

05 /1 6/20 19

Dechuatio 1
of Richard Epp ink

05 /1 6/20 19

Declaration
of Sherrie Wyatt

05/ 17/20 19

Declaration

Certijj 1ing Compliance with Writ - Zmuda
05 /2? 2019

R!eporler' otice of Tran cripl(s) Lodged
- Snpreme Court No. 4 004

o-;29120 19

Reque t
Request for Additioual Document in 1h Clerk'. Record on Appeaf

06/1 0/20 19

Re ·pone
Re rp m1se /0 Mu/ion fur Stay of Proceedings

06/ 10/2019

otic of Hearing
1:45 pm

61/9/2019

06/1 4/20 19

iscella11eou.r

Second Errata
06/17/20 19

06/1 9/20 19

Reply
BriefIn Support of Molion for Sray of Proceedings

Motion Hearing (2 :45 PM (Judicial Officer: Norwn, Lynn
lo

.)

Disal1ow

PAG

Page
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE No. CVOl-18-03877
06/ 19/2019

06/21 /20 19

ourt M inutes (Judicial Officer:

orton Lynn

.)

Ord r
GM1tting Stay Pending Appeal

07/ 10/2019

Memornnd1,.1111
Decision and Order Di.sallowing in Part R equested Costs and Fees

07/1 9/2019

Reporter'" otice of Tran cript( ) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 4 7004

08/01 /2019

R porter's · oric of Transcript(s} Lodged
- Corrected - up1•eme Co11rr No. 4 004

08/09/2019

Am Dded otice of Appea]
(Cro:ss-Appeal)

10/08/20 19

Reponer's otice of Transc.ript( ) Lodged
- Supreme ourt No. 4 7004

10/ 15/2019

t:J Repotter's

otice ofTranscript(s} Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 4 7004

10/16/2019

Transcrip l Lodg d
- Snpteme Court No. 4 004

10/1 6/2019

Transcript Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 4 7004

10/1 6/20 19

- Tran cript Lodged
011rl No. 47004

- Supreme
I0/1 6/20 19

Trnnscript Lodged
- upre,ne our! No. 47004

10/1 8/2019

pp~ml over/Title Page
- Supreme Court l\fo. 4 7004

10/ 18/20 19

ertificate of ervice
- Supreme ourt No. 4 7004

11/01 /2019

12/03/20 19

ripularion to Amend
To Cortect and Amend the Recotd 011 Appeal

12/04/2019

Order
to Correcr and Amend lhe Record on Appeal

12/06/2019

r:! Notice
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CASE S UMMARY
CASE No. CV0l-18-03877
,\'mice ,i/'Tcrminafimr ({Allorm.'y of Record
D.\n.

Plaintiff Co\·cr. Aliza
Total Chargt:~

l .432.25

Totnl Payments and Credits.
Balance Due as of 12110/2019

lA.:12.2:5
0.00

Defendant Idaho Bomd of Correction
Ci,·il Cash Rmul Acl'OUlll T ypt: Balance as or l 2/ I 0.'2019

1,000.00

P,Vff 14 OF 14
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Electronically Filed
2/27/2018 7:37 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Rose Wright, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
v.

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

C ase N o.

CV01-18-03877

VERIFIED PETITION
FORA WRIT OF
MANDATE TO COMPEL
THE DISCLOSURE OF
PUBLIC RECORDS

Respondents.

1. The people of Idaho have a right to know whether their government
conducts safe and legal executions. There are no properly regulated sources for
lethal injection drugs within the United States. Officials in several states have
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been caught buying illegal execution drugs from questionable foreign sources.
Idaho officials themselves have emailed suppliers in India, seeking lethal
injection drugs for import here.
2. The petitioner, Aliza Cover, is an associate professor of law at the
University of Idaho College of Law whose scholarship focuses on the death
penalty. She teaches a course on the death penalty and has testified in the Idaho
courts on the death penalty. Professor Cover asked the respondents, in a simple
and straightforward public records request, for records about the drugs Idaho
used in its two most recent executions and about the drugs it will use in future
executions.
3. The respondents refused to disclose those records. They told Professor
Cover that they would not disclose any information about the specific execution
drugs it will use or has used—including purchase orders, receipts, source
paperwork, and communications with suppliers.
4. Their refusal was not justified. It was arbitrary, because the respondents
have disclosed to others some of the records that they withheld from Professor
Cover. The respondents have even publicly filed some of the records in court
proceedings. As for the rest of the withheld records, the respondents cannot
meet their heavy burden to show that they fall within the Public Records Act
exemption they have cited.
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Petition for a Writ of Mandate
5. The Idaho Supreme Court has prescribed (in Dalton v. Idaho Dairy

Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 9 (1984)) that mandamus under Idaho Code
§ 7-302 is an appropriate means to enforce the right to inspect public records.
Idaho Code §§ 7-301 through 7-314 establish proceedings for Courts to issue
writs of mandate. Rule 74 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure specifies the
procedures. A writ of mandate is a court order that compels the performance of
an act which a party has the duty to perform. IRCP 74(a)(1). An alternative
writ, in particular, is a writ that orders the party either to perform the act
immediately (in this case, disclose the requested records) or else show cause
before the court why the party has not performed it. IRCP 74(a)(3). When a
petition for a writ of mandate asks that an alternative writ be issued first, the
Court may issue the alternative writ based on an affidavit showing grounds.
IRCP 74(b)(1).
6. Idaho’s Public Records Act is found at Idaho Code §§ 74-101 through
74-126. The Act sets out the “sole remedy” for a person whose public records
request is denied: proceedings in the district court to compel the public agency
to disclose them. I.C. § 74-115(1). Consistent with the writ of mandate rules,
Idaho Code § 74-116(1) instructs that whenever it appears that an agency has
improperly withheld public records, the Court must order the official
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withholding the records either to disclose the records or show cause why he
should not. I.C. § 74-116(1).
7. On September 21, 2017, Professor Cover sent her public records
request to the respondents. She asked for records and information about:
 The most current IDOC protocol for executions.
 The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future
executions (including identifying information about the drugs; drug
labels; expiration dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about
how the drugs are to be stored; etc.).
 The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions
(including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and
communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition
of drugs).
8. The respondents only produced to Professor Cover the most current
IDOC protocol for executions, along with execution scripts and logs from
Idaho’s two most recent executions, of Richard Leavitt on June 12, 2012, and
Paul Ezra Rhoades on November 18, 2011. The respondents did not produce
information about the drugs used in the past executions or available for use in
the future executions: no drug labels, no expiration dates, no purchase orders,
no receipts, no information about the storage of the drugs, no information about
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where IDOC got its drugs from, and no communications with drug suppliers or
others about acquiring the drugs.
12. Rather, the respondent Jeff Ray told Professor Cover that “[t]he
attorney general’s office has advised me . . . that there are some records, like
purchase orders and receipts for execution drugs as well as source paperwork
and communications that I am prohibited from disclosing.” The respondents
denied Professor Cover’s public records request in part, citing “Board Rule
135.06.”
13. “Board Rule 135.06” refers to Idaho Board of Correction Rule 135.06,
which is found in the Idaho Administrative Code at IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06.
That rule states:
Non-Disclosure. The Department will not disclose (under any
circumstance) the identity of the onsite physician; or staff,
contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or medical
teams; nor will the Department disclose any other information
wherein the disclosure of such information could jeopardize the
Department’s ability to carry out an execution.
14. Subsequent research in preparing this petition has revealed that, at the
very least, the respondents use this rule to arbitrarily and capriciously release or
withhold records about lethal injection drugs. Here are just a few examples:
 Email exchanges—just months before the Rhoades execution—
between IDOC Warden Randy Blades and a company, Harris Pharma
LLP, listing addresses in Kolkata and Mumbai, India, seeking
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pentobarbital and sodium thiopental. On information and belief, IDOC
disclosed copies of these emails in May 2017 in response to a public
records request and is aware that the emails were publicly filed in
federal court in Creech v. Reinke, D. Idaho case no. 1:12-cv-173.
 An affidavit of former IDOC Director Kevin Kempf testifying about
which drug (pentobarbital) was used in the execution of Richard
Leavitt in June 2012, when that drug was purchased, where the
supplier of that drug was located, and whether IDOC had an exclusive
contract with that supplier. On information and belief, the respondents
disclosed that affidavit in 2016 to plaintiffs’ counsel in a federal case,

First Amendment Coalition of Arizona v. Ryan, D. Ariz. case no. 2:14cv-1447, and in February 2017 to counsel in another federal case.
 An IDOC Execution Chemical Inventory form for the Richard Leavitt
execution, noting the chemical name (pentobarbital), quantity,
description, chain of custody, and disposition of the execution drug that
respondents used to kill Mr. Leavitt. On information and belief, the
respondents disclosed this document in March 2017 in response to a
subpoena.
15. Not only do the respondents use Rule 135.06 to make arbitrary and
capricious decisions about what and to whom they produce execution drug
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information, but the Rule itself is also unreasonable, invalid, and contradicts the
legislature’s clear expressions.
16. Even if Rule 135.06 were reasonable and valid, it could not justify the
respondents’ partial denial of Professor Cover’s request. Disclosing records
about execution drugs that respondents have already disclosed to the public,
including other public records requesters, obviously could not jeopardize the
ability to carry out an execution. And disclosing any other records about
execution drugs would not jeopardize the ability to carry out any lawful
execution.
17. Accordingly, Professor Cover asks the Court to issue a peremptory
writ of mandate ordering respondents to disclose the withheld records. She asks
that the Court first issue an alternative writ, ordering respondents to disclose all
of the records she requested or else show cause why they should not do so.
Petition, in the alternative, for Judicial Review
18. In the alternative, Professor Cover also seeks judicial review of the
respondents’ partial denial of her public records request, under Rule 84 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Petitions for judicial review may be filed with or
in the alternative to mandamus petitions. IRCP 84(a)(1).
19. Rule 84 specifies required content for judicial review petitions. IRCP
84(c). Here is the required information for this case:
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(1)The name of the agencies for which judicial review is sought are
the Idaho Board of Correction and the Department of
Correction.
(2)The title of the district court to which the petition is taken is the
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the
County of Ada.
(3)The date of the action for which judicial review is sought is
September 25, 2017. There does not seem to be a heading, case
caption, or other designation of the agencies for this action. A
copy of the “Notice of Action on Public Records Request” that
the petitioner received is attached to this petition.
(4)There was no hearing or oral presentation before the agencies.
(5)The issues for judicial review that the petition intends to assert
include:
 Whether the respondents improperly denied Professor
Cover’s public records request in part.
 Whether Idaho Board of Correction Rule 135.06 is
unreasonable or otherwise invalid.
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 Whether Idaho Board of Correction Rule 135.06 justified
respondents’ partial denial of Professor Cover’s public
records request.
(6)No agency transcript is requested, unless respondents contend
that there are any relevant proceedings that could be transcribed.
(7)Certification:
a. Upon filing, service of the petition will be made upon the
respondents through counsel.
b. On information and belief, there is no agency transcript or
record requiring preparation or any fee for preparation.
Prayer for relief
The petitioner respectfully asks the Court for the following relief:
1. An alternative writ of mandate or order that the respondents either
disclose the withheld records to Professor Cover or else show cause why they
should not do so.
2. A peremptory writ of mandate or order that the respondents disclose
the withheld records to Professor Cover.
3. An order under Idaho Code § 74-116(1) that respondents disclose all of
the public records that Professor Cover requested or show cause why they
should not do so.
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4. An order under Idaho Code § 74-116(2) that the respondents disclose
the records that Professor Cover requested.
5. Attorneys fees and costs under the Idaho Public Records Act and all
other applicable law, decision, or custom.
6. All other relief that the Court determines appropriate or that the
interests of justice may require.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner
Dated: February 27, 2018
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VERIFICATION

I, Aliza Cover, verify that I have read the allegations contained in this
Petition and that, other than allegations made upon information and belief, the
allegations are true to the best of my knowledge, and I believe that the
allegations made upon information and belief are true.

State of Idaho
County of Ada

2. / ½, { ·U) l l5

Signed and sworn to before me on
/

~

My commission expires: 7,/kY.JZOz,,)
J
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NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83706
Name of Requester: Aliza Plener Cover
Date: Sept 25, 2017
Address of Requestor:~a=h=·z=a=c~®-u=i=d=a=h=o~.e=d=u~-----------------------Dear Professor Cover
Sept. 21, 2017
(Date)

The Idaho Department of Correction received your public records request on
I.

Request Granted

~

The requested record is enclosed.

D

You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting

Name

Title

Telephone Number

II.
Request Granted in Part and Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety
Your request has been processed. However, your request has been

l!I

Granted in part and denied in part

D Denied in its entirety
Pursuant to:
Idaho Code 74-104( 1)
Idaho Code 74-104(2)
Idaho Code 74-105( 1)
Idaho Code 74-108(5)
Idaho Criminal Rule 32
x
Board Rule 135.06

Idaho
Idaho
Idaho
Idaho

Code
Code
Code
Code

74-105(4)(a)
74-105(4)(b)
74-105(4)(c)
74-113(3)(e)

Idaho Code 74-106(13)
Idaho Code 74-106(17)
Idaho Code 74-106(1)
IDAPA 06.01 .01.108
No record found

The statutory exemptions provided herein shall not constitute a waiver of any and all other legal bases or privileges
which may also be applicable.

~ If your request was denied in part or entirely, the Department had the opportunity to consult with, or the request
was reviewed by, the deputy attorneys general who represent the Idaho Department of Correction.

D

If your request was denied in part or entirely, you have the right to appeal the denial of your request by filing a
petition in conformance with the provisions of the Idaho Public Records Law, Title 74, Chapter 1, Idaho Code. Your
petition must be filed in the Fourth
Judicial District Court of the State of Idaho within One Hundred Eighty
(180) calendar days of the of the date of mailing of this notice.

Ill.

Additional Comments:

Sincerely,
/signed/
Custodian/Designated Custodian Jeffrey F. Ray, Public Information Officer
Date:

Sept. 25, 2017

cc: Central Records (offender records denied in its entirety or in part)

IDOC Public Records Manual
Appendix B, Last update January 2016
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Electronically Filed
2/27/2018 7:37 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Rose Wright, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
v.

Case No.

CV01-18-03877

AFFIDAVIT OF ALIZA
COVER

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

I, Aliza Cover, having been sworn upon oath, aver:
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1. On September 21, 2017, I submitted a public records request to the
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Board of Correction. Exhibit A is a
true copy of that request.
2. Over the following two weeks, I exchanged emails with respondent
Jeffrey Ray about my public records request. Exhibit B is a compilation of true
copies reflecting the content of those emails. Exhibits Bl through B5 are true
copies of the five documents attached to Mr. Ray's September 27, 2017, email
producing public records in response to my request. Exhibit C is a true copy of
the "Notice of Action" document attached to that same, September 27, 2017,
email.
3. As a law professor, I research and write on "evolving standards of
decency" and public participation in shaping the meaning of the Eighth
Amendment.

For example, one of my previous articles, The Eighth

Amendment's Lost Jurors: Death Qualification and Evolving Standards of
Decency, which was published in the Indiana Law Journal, involved an
empirical study of the rate of Wi·therspoon exclusions in Louisiana capital trials
and considered how the death qualification of capital juries skews the Supreme
Court's Eighth Amendment analysis of the constitutionality of capital
punishment. I am now beginning to research the interrelationship between
lethal injection and "evolving standards of decency," and how state secrecy in
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this context affects "evolving standards of decency." As part of my research, I
am hoping to understand how Idaho obtains execution drugs, how it has used
execution drugs in the past, how it plans to use such drugs in the future, and
what information it plans to make available or unavailable to the public. Exhibit

D is a copy of my current curriculum vitae.
4. As a law professor, I also work to educate students and the public about
criminal law and the death penalty, and to expand knowledge about matters of
public importance in these fields .

~ Q
~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME this 27th day of February, 2018.

~

Residing at: ~t~
My commission expires:

Dated: February 28, 2018
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner
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Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
"Ray Jeffrey (Jeff)"
RE: Request for information
Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05:00 PM

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

A

Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful .
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
•
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions.
The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.).

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
Thanks once again for your help.
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho .edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) <alizac@uidaho.edu>
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
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Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
j eray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu
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Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Cover Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
RE: Request for information
Thursday, September 21, 2017 4: 10:32 PM

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

B

Hi Professor Cover:
I have received your email.
I will consult with the deputy attorney general who advises us on this matter and collect the
information you have requested.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information

Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful.
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions.

•

The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.) .

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
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Thanks once again for your help .
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM

To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
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University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu
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Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Cover Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
RE: Request for information
Friday, September 22, 2017 4:42:21 PM

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Hi Professor Cover:
Here is a link to IDOC's execution procedures:
https://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/policy/708
I expect to have more records for you next week when one my colleagues returns from
vacation.
The attorney general's office has advised me, however, that there are some records, like
purchase orders and receipts for execution drugs as well as source paperwork and
communications that I am prohibited from disclosing.
I will have an update for you on your request early next week.

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information

Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful .
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions .

•

The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.) .

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
Thanks once again for your help.
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Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho .edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho .edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]

Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information

Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
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alizac@uidaho.edu
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From:
To:

Subject:

Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
Ray Jeffrey (Jeff)
RE: Request for information

Thank you for the update. I'll look forward to hearing from you on Thursday.
Best,
Aliza

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 4:15 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) <alizac@uidaho.edu>
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
Here's the latest on your request.
I have collected the records that are disclosable. My next step is to have a deputy attorney
general review them.
I expect to be able to email you these documents by 5 p.m. Thursday.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]

Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information

Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful.
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
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•
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions .
The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.).

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
Thanks once again for your help.
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto :jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho .edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
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I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Cover Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
IDOC response to records request
Wednesday, September 27, 2017 3:47:01 PM
Execution Day Proceedings - Leavitt.pdf
Execution Day Proceedings - Rhoades.pdf
Execution Planning and Tracking Log.pdf
Leavitt Execution Team Log.pdf
Rhoades Executon Team Log.pdf
Notice of Action Aliza Cover Execution records.pdf

Hi Professor Carver:
Attached please five files which serve as IDOC's response to your recent records request.
We are unable to provide you with all of the information you requested per Idaho Board of Correction Rule 135.06,
which says:
"Non-Disclosure. The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of the onsite physician; or
staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or medical teams; nor will the Department disclose
any other information wherein the disclosure of such information could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry
out an execution."
I have also attached IDOC' s notice of action in response to your request.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you . If you ' re able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful .
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions .

•

The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
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identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.) .
•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs) .

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
Thanks once again for your help.
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho .edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto :jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho .edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
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My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Cover Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
IDOC response to records request
Friday, September 29, 2017 12:44:04 PM

Hi Professor Cover:
On Wednesday, I sent you the email you see below along with five attachments.
If you did not receive the email and attachments, please let me know and I will gladly re-send.
Sometimes email with several attachments or one big attachment does not make it out of the
state's email system.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2017 3:46 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
Subject: IDOC response to records request
Hi Professor Carver:
Attached please five files which serve as IDOC's response to your recent records request.
We are unable to provide you with all of the information you requested per Idaho Board of Correction Rule 135.06,
which says:
"Non-Disclosure. The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of the onsite physician; or
staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or medical teams; nor will the Department disclose
any other information wherein the disclosure of such information could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry
out an execution."
I have also attached IDOC' s notice of action in response to your request.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)
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From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]

Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some information for
me, I'd be very grateful.
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the past and its
plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for records and information
about:
•
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions .
The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.).

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me with the right
people?
Thanks once again for your help.
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM

To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho .edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track down
someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
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Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
208-658-2141
j eray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to reach you.
My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho College of Law. I teach and
research in the area of criminal law and procedure, including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out
because I'm interested in getting some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd
appreciate chatting with you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able
to give me a call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho.edu
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From:
To:

Subject:

Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
Ray Jeffrey (Jeff)
Re: IDOC response to records request

Thank you for this -I appreciate your help. I will look through it all soon and let you know ifl
have further questions.
Best,
Aliza
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 29, 2017, at 12:44 PM, Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) <j eray@idoc.idaho.gov> wrote:

Hi Professor Cover:
On Wednesday, I sent you the email you see below along with five attachments.
If you did not receive the email and attachments, please let me know and I will
gladly re-send.
Sometimes email with several attachments or one big attachment does not make it
out of the state's email system.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile
Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2017 3:46 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu)
Subject: IDOC response to records request
Hi Professor Carver:
Attached please five files which serve as IDOC's response to your recent records request.
We are unable to provide you with all of the information you requested per Idaho Board of
Correction Rule 135.06, which says:
"Non-Disclosure. The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of the
onsite physician; or staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or medical teams;
nor will the Department disclose any other information wherein the disclosure of such information
could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution."
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I have also attached IDOC' s notice of action in response to your request.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile
Corrections
208-658-2141
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 4:05 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: RE: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. If you're able to track down some
information for me, I'd be very grateful.
As part of my research, I'm trying to understand Idaho's use of lethal injection in the
past and its plans for using lethal injection in the future. I'm specifically looking for
records and information about:
•

The most current IDOC protocol for executions.

•

The drugs that have been or will be purchased/used in future executions
(including identifying information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration
dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be
stored; etc.).

•

The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with
drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs).

Would it be possible for you to help me track down this information or connect me
with the right people?
Thanks once again for your help.
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho .edu
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From: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff) [mailto:jeray@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu ) <alizac@uidaho.edu >
Subject: RE: Request for information

Hi Professor Cover:
I am quite sure I don't know the answers to your questions, but I'm happy to track
down someone who does.
Please send me your questions via email, and I shall gladly track down answers
for you.

Jeffrey F. Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction and Idaho Department of Juvenile
Corrections
208-658-2141
j eray@idoc.idaho.gov (preferred)

From: Cover, Aliza (alizac@uidaho.edu) [ mailto:alizac@uidaho.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 1:31 PM
To: Ray, Jeffrey (Jeff)
Subject: Request for information
Dear Mr. Ray,
I just tried calling your phone and got your voice message that email is the best way to
reach you. My name is Aliza Cover, and I am a professor at the University of Idaho
College of Law. I teach and research in the area of criminal law and procedure,
including on the death penalty. I'm reaching out because I'm interested in getting
some information about lethal injection here in Idaho, and I'd appreciate chatting with
you about what information you'd be able to provide. Would you be able to give me a
call to discuss it? My number is 208-364-4585.
Thank you,
Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
alizac@uidaho .edu
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Execution Day Proceedings
Steps (with timeline) & Script (Single Chemical)
Check

Time

B1

Description of Action

0600 Have Execution chamber,_ Viewing rooms, and, classroom
0730

0800

cleaned. (Lock the tier door during this time)
Move chemicals to safe in F-Block

Witnesses transported from Assembly area to IMSI Adm. Bldg. waiting
rooms.
Courtroom for States witnesses (Chief KempD.
West break room for Condemned's witnesses (Dep. Chief Atencio).
1

0800

Warden miscellaneous duties transferred to Administrative Team.

0830

Medical Team: Prepares syringes.
Director and Attorney General (AG): Arrives at IMSI and proceeds to
F-Block.

0900

Director: Establishes direct communication with AG.
Director moves to the. AG office and verifies with AG that there are no
legal impediments.
(if none)

0900

States to Warden: There are no legal impediments to the
Execution.
Warden and medical team leader conduct audio and visual check

0900

ISCI team moves the 4 media witnesses from ISCI media tent to the
IMS! courtroom.

0930

Warden
Commence in preparing and moving the condemned to the
chamber. (Warden and escort team walk the gurney to the chamber after
witnesses are seated)
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0930

0940

Warden
States to the escort team leader: Commence with the witness escort from the
Administration building.
Witness are escorted and seated in witness rooms.
Medical team:
-Check the restraints inserts catheters and IVs, and attach EKG leads. Exit.
1

·.
..

'

1000

Warden Reads the Death Warrant
Microphone on podium

Whereas, Richard Albert Leavitt, on the 25th day
of September, 1985, // was found guilty in the
7th Judicial District Court for Bingham County
II of the crime of First Degree Murder as
charged in the prosecutor's information; II
and, Whereas, II on the 19th day of December,
1985, // the 7th Judicial District Court for
Bingham County made and entered its
findings of the Court in Considering the Death
Penalty, // finding that Richard Albert Leavitt is
guilty of Murder in the First Degree // and
imposing the sentence of Death; II and,
Whereas, II there is no stay of execution II or
other legal impediments to the execution of the
judgments; II That pursuant to these Death
Warrants II and Idaho Code Section 19.. 2716, II
on the 12th day of June, 2012, on or about
10:00 a.m., // the punishment of death shall be
inflicted on Richard Albert Leavitt II with a
continuous, intravenous administration of a
lethal quantity of chemical approved by the
Director of the Idaho Department of Correction.
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1003

Richard Albert Leavitt do you wish to
make a final statement?

warden:

Switch microphone to witnesses

1006

Switch microphone to podium

Richard Albert Leavitt would you like
your eyes covered?

warden:

Switch microphone to witnesses

1007

Microphone on podium

Director, please reconfirm no legal
impediments exist.

warden:

1007

Director - Reconfirms by phone with the AG that no legal
impediments exist
(if none) states: There are no legal impediments to the Execution,
proceed.

The Attorney General has confirmed that no
legal impediments exist, please stand by while he is
escorted to the States witnesses viewing room.

Warden:

1010

Warden: (After the AG arrives, picks up the phone to confer with the medical
team leader then states in the microphone)

Commence the execution and administer the
chemical.
Microphone to medical on and off on odium
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1015

Medical Team Leader:
-Oversees the administration of the chemical.
-Monitors the EKG machine and observes visual camera monitors.
-Waits 10 minutes after the administering of the chemical.
- If no flat line calls and begins second tray.

1020

Medical Team Leader:
- Informs the Coroner when electrical activity of the heart is ceased.
-Presents Coroner with EKG Strip

1030

Coroner:
-Enters chamber and examines the condemned.
-Pronounces death to the Warden.

1035

Warden: (After death is pronounced by Coroner)
Microphone on podium

The sentence of death has been carried out as
ordered by the court The Execution is
complete.
-Staff closes the States witness curtains.

Director: Calls the Governor's office.

Please escort the witnesses back to the
administrative building.
Warden:

-States witnesses are escorted out of the facility. Radio's the
Condemns witnesses team when they reach the corridor.
-Condemns witnesses are escorted out of the facility.
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Execution Day Proceedings
Steps (with timeline)& Script

B2

Description of Action

Check

0600

Witnesses transported from AssembJy area to IMSI Adm. Bldg. waiting
rooms. Courtroom for States witnesses (Chief Kempfj. West break
room for Condemned's witnesses, (Dep. Chief Atencio).

0620

Warden: Meets with Injection Team.
Warden: Officially transfers custody of lethal agents to Injection Team
. leader, to include transfer of custody documentation.

0630

Injection Team: Prepares syringes.
Director and Attorney General (AG): Arrives at IMSI and proceeds to
F--Block.

0700

Escort Team: Prepares offender for transport.
Warden and Director: Moves to chamber.
Director: Establishes direct communication with AG.

0715

Director .. Verifies with AG that there are no legal impediments.
(if none)

States: There are no legal impediments to the Execution.

0720

Warden (face to Face with Escott team)

0730

Injection Team:
--Checks the restraints, inserts catheters, {V's and attaches leads.

0740

Warden (Face to face with Escott team leader)
--States: Commence \Vith v\.1itness E!ScorL
Escort Team leader communicates with witness escort teams and
begins the process.
Escort the Witnesses for the State to the F Block witness area using upper
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corridor route)

Check

Time

0745

Description of Action

the condemns escort team leader
ts
tac
con
der
lea
m
tea
ort
esc
s
nes
States wit
begin escort using thelower corridor.
y
the
and
l
tro
con
or
rrid
Co
ch
rea
y
when the

Warden and Injection Team leader:
bilities are functioning properly.
pa
ca
l
ua
vis
d
an
dio
au
t
tha
firm
on
--C
d are seated and staff open the
an
ive
arr
es
ss
ne
wit
all
ter
(af
n:
rde
0800 Wa
curtains)

0750

States:
th day
2fJ
e
th
on
II
,
es
ad
ho
R
ra
Vvhereas, id}aul Ez
e 7th
th
in
y
ilt
gu
d
un
'fo
as
vv
//
}
88
19
y,
of Januar
lle County //
{.Judician District Court for Bonnevi
r and First
de
ur
M
e
re
eg
D
t
rs
Fi
of
s
1e
in
cr
e
of th
in the
Degree l{idnapping // as charged
prosecutor's inforn1ation; II

and, II Vtlhereas, II
the 7th
on the 24th day of ~~arch, 1988, //
ville County II
Judicial District Court for Bonne
the Court // in
of
s
ng
di
fin
its
d
re
te
en
d
an
e
ad
rn
ng that
di
fin
II
,
lty
na
Pe
th
ea
D
e
th
g
rin
de
Consi
iurder in the
Paul Ezra Rhoades is guilty of f\/
the First
in
g
in
pp
na
id
I<
d
an
II
e
re
eg
D
t
rs
Fi
ce of Death;
en
nt
se
e
th
ng
si
po
hn
d
an
II
e
re
De~J
ades, fl
ho
R
ra
Ez
ul
Pa
II
,
as
re
he
VV
II
d,
II an
// \Nas ·found
on thf~ 1,i th day of f\1arch, 1988,
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guilty in the 7th \.Judicial District Court for
13,inghan, County II of the crirnes of F!rst
fJE!gree flilurder and First Degree f{idnapping //
5
as charged in the prosecutor S hrforn1ation;

II and, II VVhereas, II
on the 13th day of May, 1988, // the 7th Judicial
l)istrict Court for Bingharn (~ounty // nnade and
v"<?,
i
" d gr,. .i.J
entere-i its nnu1ngs or cuie t,OlH~'t n1 t~onsiaenng
the Death Penalty~ // finding that Paul Ezra
l~hoades 1s guilty of rvturder in the First Degree
and t{idnapping in the First Degree II and
~

~ l

fi
~ if ~-"l
[nri~1,1n~
t t~
·ts \l..h~

❖U bf)
f \J

(? ,.

~

fJ"i~~~"F-1
Ci,E-1 r~e f):'f
s~rtitt
~ 11 u v l.-t I:. ll ;
\fit ~ ~ Ii Y
6
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r,.
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"

II

and, II V\/hereas, II there 1s no stay of
execution // or other legal irnpedhnent to
execution of the judgn1ents; // That pursuant
to these Death VVarrants II and Idaho Code
Section 19~2716, II on the 18th day of
Novernber, 2011, // on or about 8:00 ftiTt 5 // the
punishn1ent of death shall be irrflicted on Paul
Ezra t~hoades II ,Nith a continuous, -intravenous adn1i11istration of a lethal
quantity of substances// approved by th<~
Director of the Idaho Departrnent of Correction.,
iBR

0803

Warden:

Pau~ Ezra l~hoades do you vvish to rr1ake
a final staten1ent? (Microphone above table on and allow time for

states:

statement to be made)
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_,

0806 Warden:

Paul Ezra Rhoades vttould you likf! your
eyes. covered?

States:

(Get response, then turn microphone above table off. Escort team member
present to apply cover if needed)

0807 Warden:

Director, please reconfin~1 no legal
"
1rnpecui" n1ent~s ex1sL

States:

,1

II

0807
,.

Director- Reconfirms by phone with the AG that no legal
impediments exist
(if none) states:
There are no legal impediments to the Execution, proceed.

0810 Warden: (After receiving notification from the Director, picks up the phone to
confer with the medical team leader then states in the microphone)

Con1n1ence the execution by adn1~nistering the
.e.;r~t
1d11
c'ie
·H.~~ chernicR
(Microphone off)

0815

Injection Team Leader:
--Oversees the administration of the chemical.
--Monitors the EKG machine and observes visual camera monitors.
--Waits 3 minutes after the administering of the chemical.
.. Enters chamber to confirm unconsciousness of offender.
-- If unconscious communicates confirmation to Warden and exits
chamber.

0820 Warden: (after confirmation of unconsciousness. Microphone on)
I -•
I . ,.e "t. h -· tt=
11 ,n ~- ~ , -',
States: rt.OjtnH11Eitet lh e 1H18L C "REH lltCa Se
;J~

1>

(Microphone ofO

0830

Injection Team Leader:
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=

ll

....

-Monitors EKG
- informs the Coroner when electrical activity of the heart is ceas
ed.
-Presents Coroner with EKG Strip

0831

Coroner:
-Enters chamber and examines the condemned.
-Pronounces death to the Warden.
{Micro hone on}

0835

Warden: (After death is pronounced by Coroner)

-Staff close the States witnesses curtain, and leave the Condem
ns
witness curtain open for 2 minutes.

(After 2 minutes)

-States witnesses are escorted out of the facility through the uppe
r
corridor.
-Staff close the Condemns witnesses curtain.
(Wait 2 minutes)

-Condemns witnesses are escorted out of the facility through the
lower
corridor.
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Communication : :

:>:offend~frc:::··.

escort& Medicafreafos :

Logistics

Idaho Department of Correction

Execution Planning and Tracking

Deadlines

Task

.

-·-Timeline·
: :(Days)

~e_q.uifed.iTa~ks·::·by'.rifo;1i·ne····.

; #'

. ·.

·.·.

. Target ·1>,- Actual

_'Time.of_ -·1-:C. <>mpletion C::~mpletio11

Day

.

, Date .. . ·

-Date

Offender Name:
Offender Number:
Execution Date:
Execution Scheduled Time:
Division or .··., p· .•. ·.. •R

. Dept :·: .- . .•· .

Monitor legal processes pertaining to death penalty
cases

Ongoing

Daily

Ongoing

Legal

2

Monitor appellate process for death row offenders

Ongoing

Daily

Ongoing

Legal

3

Monitor legal stay of execution process; inform Director
and Chief of Operations of anv siqnificant developments

Ongoing

Daily

Ongoing

Legal

"bl ..

ps1t1e>n e!>pons1 .· e

Richard Albeit Leavitt

23081
6/1212012
10:00

I .·.·.N· . otes_..11s~ues. /F,
. .o1,,,,:nv-.Up

SOP
135.02.01.001'

Deputy Attorney General 11n conjunction with Deputy Chief of
(DAG)
Prisons
Deputy Attorney General 11n conjunction with Deputy Chief of !Section 2.
DAG)
Prisons
Section 2.

4

5

6

7

8
9

C<>MlJ~Jal'HJlJaLreView of 'licens1.1re/certificationforMedical
Team members
pqricJµc:;t.t:>.agl<grC>µtj<J•·•:c:;tl~l< _sq-§~l"lirlgf<>rJv1~cli9?t "f~arn
members

Q<>ricJuc{.t:>a(*gr<>uf'ld.:·•gtl~_cJ<::~<:~ehlngJ<>r,Esc:cirtJea111
members

10

0

·

co

Review·.-Fiscal/P,urchasing;:p·9:·1.ici¢s-::and:,:pr:ocedt.ires-;•::upd_ate·y:;::
anvOcha·nqe's:::c:<x::::;,::::::.:;;::::: ,: ,:1;·.'·:--.-;;:::':;:::1,-:\\:\::::,::•,;i:,<:::.';:.::::-:-•:.- ,i_: ';-: c•:':\':::::1.,i'::::::,::,:::,-,:···•. ··

(])
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11

12

Pnsoris"·
13

14

15
16

,1-~¥~·<1rt\9tifi9~:. . .·. ·. · .· .;· · · ,.·.··:. ·ooeradons;--and:IMSfW~rden\ :
Direct planning and arrangements for execution

F'repare•specialfy:Teains:·
Select· E$CQr-t·TeamO:anddirecttraining

17

SelectMedidaFJei.am:aodrdir¢c:t@irjing

18

Y,~rifyi!i~ri:s4rEl/9.Elrtific.a~ghfg(MEl<:tic.aLJ§cimirnrrrit:>e1~

19

Yrrjf>':1.i~l'l~~r,re7!'.fffic:;,a~ip9 f9t:ptiy~igi~l'l~~ign~--:t?:~~•·
on-site during execution'

..

..

.

20

··Y9r'l~Y~.~~9~~r<>49c1 89§8~ :s;qr§ebingiforMedicat;Jeam

21
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' members
··
·
·
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m
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26

Review and update policies and field memos (if needed)

27

Review/update Policy 135 and SOP 135.02.01.001

28

Review/update field memorandum to coordinate media
activity and provide logistical and communication support
at S. Boise Complex
Review/update field memorandum to coordinate and
implement external security function at S. Boise Complex
(including guidelines for external partner agencies)

29

365

06/13/11

I

365
365

06/13/11
06/13/11

I

01115112

I

Completed

365

06/13/11

I

Completed

Reviewed

I

Operations

!Administrative Team

I

I

Operations
ISCI

Administrative Team
Warden

Every two years
Approval by Chief of Operations
Division

Responsibilities
section

I

SICI

Warden

Approval by Chief of Operations
Division

Responsibilities
section

Page 1

30
31

32
33
34
"('"'"

co

35
36

(])
0)

co

a..

37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44

45
46

47
48
49

50
51
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53
54

55
56

57
58

59

60
61

62

63

N

co
64

(])
0)

co

65

Offender's central file

30

05/13/12

05/17/12

IMSI

Warden

66

Offender

30

05/13/12

05/17/12

IMSI

Warden

67

!DOC Lead DAG

30

05/13/12

05/17/12

IMSI

Warden

68

69
70
71

72

73
74
75

76
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a..

'

Task.
#

........: -:

.. ·.. ··.. ·.·.. :·:

. . :.·.·. · .... ·: ... · ·. ·--:

.......... ··-···

. , .. ,· . .-

: .·.·.-: .· .. ·

Timeline·
(Days)··

77

9c,.11<.typt:9ct9~grp4tj·9e:*h~~i~:c:'r¢¢tjip~/f9r.M¢9i~1 T~~111

78

?t !:§c:c:,l'
9C)p<.t9c:,\t:>13.c:~gr99pqCc:h~9~i§C:r'f'fi'l\l'lf(f
. t J.e. 1311'.1
..
.. ,. .
members

79

CISM team to be available at IMSI
Update IT access list to shared document drive for execution
team members

members

80

Target,•I· i Actual
l"im. e ~ ·:1 :.c·.··.ompleti~. ~ .. ~().mpletion
.: Date . · Date
• Day.

.'

Required T~~k~:t>yi:,-irn~li~.e. .

.·.•·,.··.· . •··•· . •· •

.• i·........

Division·· or·

Refe.rence

~~mC· ;·• if"l~~i~j~~~t~~~rr~ej9~) E~)····
.i. .•.u·.•·.•·.•.·.a ·f·· :
!i"~T~~m<... ::1Mn9~11y.~p~;.u.i.P
. death·.•warrant . . o.i•.n. .·./.i~

IC•?XC? -

,~??'jgi~tiTh~ff

·

s

Operations
Operations

Ongoing

05/13/12
05/13/12

30
30

05/18/12

.

IA. . . d.·.· . m..:. ·• .•· · ·i.•·.·n•.·.i.st.:. . .·. .

. ;:---:,
<J!i·i•••::.•••:
_::.:.. •.··•··
'~.·. ·•·Pffi~~,.:: •·1·•/•.: ..... ~p.·····.·.··
~oi'li.ll'l~~t~~i~l'l••wi~hf~:q1:r~"oy~rric:tl'
9t?l'ltir,~,
.... ·:·.···.····· .. ·...... ·...... :.......:............................
____
and·ParoleComm1ss1on

.•I-RW,n?t
~efs9ffi9~
9h$9il'lg ::1 :9f
.....·.........:. .·.··· .. ·········
., .

82

l
1- . : _30
i§fJ:).p~.r~.tl<>,11::.,. . p~,P~ty (;~ie(Qf':____
. ~~~.Team
M~.·.·.e·······tr,~91.,rlx-~.i~/C
__ _ _ _[
Pr1s.ruis:,,.a...nd Leadership

0. n~eins. .

.

:o. :.

ra.·.·.· •.•.·.t.

I

....
. . . e. . . . ·.·. . :.••·o
. . . . . . c.·
:.n

· i/ ..............

ICISM Team Leader
!Administrative Team

81

·J9r.1.1w.1-r, ,·.:·•

. · > SOP.·.

~osition Responsi~le I: :.Note.s/ls~ue.~li=ollo~-up ..:· :· 1~ 35.02.01.0~1

Dept.:·:·

Section 14.
HetpStar Ticket #82987 submitted
4/27/12 by S Davis; ticket closed 5/18
(delay due to drive mapping tied to Active
Directory Migration)

. gg~in.~::t~~i877:?m~
il?
................·............ :.. •: . :...... ·.. ·.· .. •····

. . r.·.s. .· •·. 8ffi:?s.·; . 1p.1.rr$?ri.·. ·:
t. o

it.••.••.:.:1
·. ·. . •··<·.1r·. e.·.•·..·.•.. ·•.c.•·. . •:·:•····. . ·.• ···.·.••··.•······.· .•···· ·•··· ···.·.· ···
•.... ·.·•·········........·.................
- - - ~l? :PS/1 ~/12 :.•.·.·.1;•· .::

N/A

..c.tipDiJ~;.
···1?:e
..

. . . :·
•/i: ::iil..P?~?ing:[~~:l'lf!3~&d
:·•....................................................................................
·............

o. ·. n. .

.• ·. . i. . •.· • .•·.1.··6.··.•.•·.·./.
. . ...............................
. .·:.•. .·.ct
. . :. . e
.............
···\:··••.···'$·

83
84
85

86
87
88

FiscaFPre .aratfons:::·:
. .,·1~Yi§~•··•1311 ~i:lff,~P:rn:qt:'.':l§,••Rh~r~.~l9ti~YE3rnf~f:!1i:1te=i::1::::i:::,t.
.·:·:i.1?Y~.~~§$~; .fl"'?.ri§rt1i~~Js.·Je>r;ti1•~¥·:~~P7~.ti99~.9(~T'l'9~~. /. '•i,::
:•· shouldbe:foiwarded<.to•·EFO ..for finaJ,'processing; •· ..
, .·. ·:f~yi~~·'.%~rnirl~~t\y¢'T'f,:mi.R!:1P1-e1•:S?r~~~.r:isi~1,i~.• l},f1~

....

EFO:to<be

. i•E.FQ'J<?\<:f.e.

. ............. · .· . ...,.. ,.,. . . . .. . .
><···· ·

89

. service.:forJuture.:Usage•
.•'As.kJeam,to\assistirLlhe/¢ofl'ee
. : .·.•..·.·· · .. " • .. ,, ... ·;' .
.:· . :. •.•.···:<'.·
..•'.. :,:ra·•ufrementsi:;:··c::•

90

··,. ~~Y~~;f.±98~t:•.C?f:•:t~If~~1Br$jJ?1,8..::r~~:::~r.~ri•§·J~::,. ;:'J'.::·

.. . . . ·. . ·. ·.·.••· . · · . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . ,.,:·•.. -,:-:,. . . . . . ,. .ff"~c:Kil'l$ . ip~~~~;99mp1,~,9;\~iS.~~·i.i\

•.. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

r>· . . . . . . . . .,. . . .....:,:.::,:.•.>·• . . ::•r:;i,._.. . ,. . <.:::.>:. . ,. . . . . . . . . . .-. ,:. ::1>

. . . . . :::. . . . . . . ,::, . ::;........ ,.

offby•Directot·' ·. .. · · · ·

· · ·

('I')

co

:•aeterm.Ine::meinumoer:onImesneerc1asses·neeaea1e>r'···
;_··· '' · ···· · · · · ·· · ·· ······· ,. · · · · · ··· · ·
'·itrairiin···:•'-..:.··

(])
0)

co

a..

91

92

93

:time'sheeftr:a1

94

,..?)i9$~?~9~\<?f\
.~~9t(;'
:~su···
lies •. : .,,,.,.:.:.·,:-:.·,.:.::.i

95

.·:::t-.JptifY:.9~P9~,p~,i~t?f:. :

96

. · Prov:ideiinstructions'for:
. :•:;.·.·. . . . . ·.,: :: >o,·. . •.·. . . / . ·::: ;
:();.jo,f(

97

1~\ct~D9.~i;ti~p~~if<?r(~.i.~P.9~:i.ti9h:::9fi,~~.~/99~Y:'~9~.iif?)
iO•}P~t~,r;ryii_r
:. :: . IDOC.will:be•·•r uired,fo::· a ':.for':cren'ia'tion-:· ·:" .... · ...,· ... · ..

98

Prepare e-mail for Central Office staff regarding security
and other instructions for date of execution
Arrange for security staff to be posted at Central Office
State Witness arrangements:
Send Appendix C to state witnesses and request return 14
days prior to execution
Ada County Coroner
County of conviction: prosecuting attorney and sheriff
Sentencing judge
Idaho Governor
Idaho Attorney General

supervisor:otplanned:in

99
100
101
102

103
104
105
106

I

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

I

I

I

I

I

05/22/12
05/22/12
I 05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12

Operations

Division Chief

Completed

Operations
Operations
Operations

Division Chief
Division Chief
Division Chief

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

Division
Division
Division
Division
Division

06/01/12

05/22/12

21

I

06) 01/12
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I

Chief
Chief
Chief
Chief
Chief

E-mail sent by Ops supervisor on
6/1/12 at 13:55 PM

Deadline for return of forms: 14
days prior

Section 16.
Section 16.
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

16.
16.
16.
16.
16.

·••• ·---·.· ...:...... · ··...·....··.··••• ··•·.··.. : .. ••

#
107

108
109
110

........... ·.··.................··:·•····.·.. ···.·.·.·•·· ... ·.. .-·.: ....... ·.......·_. ..··· ...·.................· ,:···.·....·.. ·:···:·.

·Re.quirecl:Ja~~~ b:yifirnel·i~e: .;-· ·:· ·.

Task

....

Ii

•·]imeline· ·nmeof •:1· . ··Target :,>.:.·:•·Actual
(Days) _ : Day . . · po,mpletiC>~ C:~mpletion
· Date- .·· ..·. · Date

Idaho Board of Correction members
Media arrangements:
Jss1.(e.·a::news r~·1~ase-: . an:ntj1Joclh9Te~uiion:date/ti1Tle·'
Send Appendix B to media liaisons and notify of deadline for
return of forms:

2¥'
21

05/22/12

Associated Press (1 seat, as selected by the AP)
County of conviction
Local print/internet
Local broadcast media
Inform media of IDOC rules

21
21
21
21
21

05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12

111
112
113
114

115

21

05/22/12

21

05/22/12

:::: 05/22112:· .

0

SOP:
135.02~01.001
,f,

iv6~:?. r ·:1:·~·C>;:ition R~s·p~·~~ibl~: I•:· :.•·:···Not~~),s;~e;>:·F~!lo-w-Up .: ·
0

Completed

Operations
Division Chief
I
ISection 16.
Director's Office Public Information Officer
:< ::05/18/12': ':Director•s·.Officel' Pub:llcl. nforn,atiori: Officer?j
05/18/12
Director's Office Public Information Officer I Deadline for return of forms: 14
ISections 10., 16.
days prior. Notifications sent 5-1812 and 5-24-12
Director's Office IPublic Information Officer
05/18/12
Section 10.
Director's Office IPublic Information Officer
05/18/12
Section 10.
05/18/12 I Director's Office I Public Information Officer
Section 10.
05/18/12 I Director's Office !Public Information Officer
Section 10.
05/18/12 ( Director's Office (Public Information Officer (Included on forms
ISection 1O.

~1~1!~S~~,~~!~~~11~~1:~~i:!,:~~;~~t!:l!

w§mvJ~w;i~wl~~Pf+iP~-;:jri4\':Wrn
Director's Office IPublic Information Officer
111

cies
IJ==~u;jlj~~te:

:•pir.ectt:>f'.~,Pf'fic:~· Pu~li~;ll"lft:>rrnatit:>l'.liQffic:~f: (;)~jlXVffpfliime)d~y;.~lJfEfpe.~~p/.<f:\

'media·

.

118

IVerify credentials of web-based news media representatives

21

05/22/12

Completed

119

I Prepare and release information to the media

21

05/22/12

Ongoing

120

IProvide briefings to IDOC staff and monitor planning for the

21

05/22/12

Ongoing

21
21

05/22/12
05/22/12

121
122
123
124

execution event
Administrative Team arran ements:
Finalize arrangements with Ada County Coroner's Office for
disposition of the body (including transfer)
IRE!:~iE!:lfJ ro~E!:1]-~tjd fitja,tj:z:e .tean,:f(escort, mE!:c:Ji~tandie>thE!:r
specialty team members)
I Cc,pc:J~ct.:.~pglyE!:1ifJ~tippioflicensure/certifi~tiC>nJc,r
MedicaLTeam<members
.

...

I Director's Office

.- .

. ... . . . . -:<.: warranti'fs:iss·ued:until:t:i:lay,:before

Public Information Officer If applicable or by request

!Section 10.

I Director's Office IPublic Information Officer !Approval by Deputy Chief of Prisons !Section 10.
required prior to release

06/05/12

Operations

IDivision Chief

O erations

Administrative Team
Administrative Team

Operations

Responsibilities
section
Section 16.
Section 16.

I 9ptjctust:~l'l~!YE!:9ff~;iPll•• . ~iflic:~9~ypalc:,11iff~ti,C11'\ .fQr

05/22/12

05/25/12

Q~aticms

IAdmlrii~rative T'ea,rn

::•·••\.05/22/12

05/25/12

::QpE!:rati<:>11$•

IAt;tminis~ratiye·:··Team

05/22/12

:q~/05/12

Qp$ra,tipns;

IAclministrativeTearn

PPE!:ry:ttiol'I~

IAdmini~trati11e·Jeam

I: Q9J"1~pc:t•~r'l~.l\~~c:Jsgro,1.1.l"lct\C:.~(;!:c:.~:.:s;c:r~ri.il'\.9'J9PM~i.~•I
Team members

I pqn99c:t·•.~ri~J,~a,c:k~[t:>.u1"1cl ch~Ks;c:r(;!:el"lil'lgfp(~~p<?.rt
Team members . . . .
.

12s

1

129

I .§P~l.lf_E?~my'~ic;a,tey~l1..1~V8PPf•pJ'(~9.c:JE!:r9YiME?C!i~·I TE!:am

130
131
132
133

134

135

05/25/12.

.

127

Acfrninistrativ.e "'J"ec:1111

<::ori~.~c:t . ~n~.1 :~~r;:Ksr981'1~9h~9~. ~rE!:~Plrig•f,:,r·.pqY$ic:i?1r1·

Administ~tiveJE!:al'li

assigned ··t9 :be·on~site during·: execution

Adrnir1istrativeTeam•:•i/

member~ to ip~ntify:~enousaccess locations
Monftor/veri weekl •trainin fors ecial :teams '

Contact licensed physician to confirm arrangements for onsite services on day of execution
F-Block preparations:
Assign staff, establish schedule, and follow up on periodic
testing of equipment and infrastructure systems in
Execution Unit (includinq status reportin
Verify functionality and synchronization of clocks in
Medical Team room and the execution chamber

co
(])
0)

a..

·physician.assigned to: be on-site during execution

126

-.:::I"

co

0

125

Section

Ad min istrathie Team
Administrative Team

21
21

05/22/12
05/22/12

05/22/12

Operations
Operations

Administrative Team
Administrative Team

21

05/22/12

05/30/12

Operations

Administrative Team

9t~~tf9.~~iri .a,lt}ri,E!:(.i;i~l/E?tj9.ip~~tjf~tj9}4P~lj~~.fE?q9.ir,~/8f
the pfocedllre{includi119Jplans:1ora·oacK-up.wneretpossibJeJ
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Section 16.

Electrical, audio, plumbing, HVAC,
phone, etc.

Section 16.
Section 16.

Section 16.

_Task
136

137

138
139
140
141
142

~

144

rn. :·.• ·.

.v.·.'. '.e··.··. n·.'·'·:·1y
...._·....••.•.·. . . _v.•.·. ·.·.·a.•.·.i... 1. .a
. .·. •.·b···.·•.J. 1. .i. relatedsupplies;
·.:.•·.a·
..•···.•."
. •.· . •.d· •·. ·. :. •. •.•.".·.·•.·.·•.··.c·.·i·o·.·••
t ..·•·n. :·.•. ·.a. .·. ·. 1. check
••·.o
. . ·.·. f
. .·•.•·.·.:·. .a·.1.•.:.1expiration.•and
·•. ·. r·,· · e.· .·.q. •
.·. r.•···ed
. . . . .•. .·. ·.·.•·•. ··.e
. ·. . ·.•.d.·.·.1.·931
equipmentand
sterilization dates . .
.
Ensure acquisition of execution chemicals
Upon receipt of lethal chemicals:
Start a chain of custody_document
Check expiration dates on each item
Secure chemicals in a safe and limit access
ty··.·.·
..•··.···.·.

•.i.ty.·.•.•.•.·.·•·:.•

f.•
..·•·.u.•·.·
..

·.u.:
...··.· .. i...

.•·\1 •.·••· •

21

I

~

147

148
149

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

159
160
161
162
163

O

<•.--:...-:--·.•••••••...-.::<•:....--.•::•.·•.-.,:- ,

Request Incident Action Plan (IAP) submission from all
facilities (IOOC and contractl
Incident Action Plan (IAP) submission deadline (all facilities)

~

~&

21

...

Identify and assign team members and leaders; activate
teams
Establish 4 security areas at S Boise Complex; provide
information to facility_ heads and others
Verify training schedule and documentation with wardens at
IMSJ and other S. Boise facilities
Discuss IMSI preparations with IMSI Warden
Contact CJSM team
NP~fx'yigit:1;1:§¢1'\1ip~·~\9P?~cll9,;1~9(9fde_,;1t~••:VfrJ,@h(,;1p9,,
instruciionS'
Contact FAA to request temporary flight restriction, if a
security threat is anticipated
Planning and briefing for ISP and local law enforcement
!(community safety, traffic control, crowd con_t_ro~I)_ __
Include in meetings and training /simul
line roles and responsibilities
bletop and simulation exerci
Contingency: Identify any staff members, contractors,
volunteers, or other offenders that have a relationship with
the condemned offender or family of the victim or offender;
develop management and/or su_p__p_o.rt plans
Offender and IMSI facili
Veri /direct/follow~u :
·.•••::,D.•Off,hcl'9:t,:p:r()xi.c1~c1:::gp~()r-t~mi.t.YJ1::i::99~p.1
::.::<Ph· sician'Ordeb:for-Sco. of'.Tre;atment"form/,;:>; '

21

I

•t' ·

I 05/22/12

· •· • -·0S/24/1Z::·:<·
05/30/12
05/30/12
05/30/12

I

06105112•
06/04/12

chemicals~sedative

I

I 05/22/12

_____ _

I >: /··. ·•·.·.••··•···ti•i•.i .•...•.•••..•••.ii:•.:f I

·:porchasi,.
inistrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team

Section
Section
Section
If expired, dispose and re_place
!Section
Access only to Administrative Team !Section

Operations

CC::r'E"';•·•""'

Medical Team Leader

Section,16.

Operations

Administrative Team

lnter~operability capability and
re~ri.?ted fr39ue~cies

Section 16.

Operations

I

<.--.-:.•:

·•·· •·i•·•···••·•··•·•· ••.••.• :s:uppli~:S:r .c:ia~h<:;al't,.•.cl'9:fib.rillatc>r,

_ -··-···-··•·-· -··ocI:Denu&Chiefof•PrisQnf'

,::l:: 05/13/12

:':lt~~;ryi,q~ig~,~i: t~P!5~W?pt:i)?\:·

:\ii:§~.

Completed

Section 16.

06/04/12

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons IFacility heads

Section 16.

05/13/12

Completed

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons

Section 16.

21

05/22/12

Completed

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons

Section 16.

21

05/22/12

Completed

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons

Section 16.

Completed
Completed

Operati
Ope

hief of Prisons
hief of Prisons

Section 16.
Section 16.

21
21
nc:11~h?'

·I CeimcfetecJ

· 1Pe.P~W9hi<=f:9tPM~()M ' l

I··

Ii•

/:

a..

05/22/12

NIA

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons INot applicable for this event

Sections 11.,16.

21

05/22/12

05/30/12

Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons

Section 16.

21
21

05/22/1
05/22/1
05/22/1
05/22/12

IP
Completed

tions
tions
1perat1ons
Operations

!Deputy C
!Deputy Chief of Pri
1Deputy Chief of Pri
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section
Section
Section
Section

~,t7/~.r.'.'J:9~N?••':.,··,. ,

.....,.,•·><·•:•••··•. ••··•·••·••·.

Completed prior to receipt of death
warrant

te::

'ff;:i:c::ir1~y_:1M~.t~•r·~9}~9mi:.
• ·'·

• ::--.:..,..-.,./;'·. •.-.,, ...:

1.i9~.ic1•::f9tr,·:'Rr~.9/
c:'· ··::t•/M,~cti~w,~~:a:tp:~~>i~.Y~>int4ritic19~7;:;~
, . ·available •::no••kee ·on .. erson\:·..-•\/:.•• ...-::,:.,._.,• .• ::.: . ,•,:, ..•..•• c.··•'··'·'-·,-

•••i·iO_.tfetjcJ~(fi:lfr¢y.i¢We·q\tq\q~termiq¢;:?1,·11¥(re,r;:iti<:>l'.l~~.-ip·~:';;;•::.·:-·
>offeriders/co·ntracfors,'orVolunteers:,;i•::

165
166

,\;::.:

'··•.9~tryrrji.~~t½'Pff~Yicitfl'l9.!ifte¢t'!,c>f(?Hf9t'l;a,$.e'J:
·limitations/restrictions for: offender ,:
.ic:aLe-:va1ua.tto-n•of'offeh.aet·,.. ,

'Qtfendefw~fgl)tttcrbe:rec::orciedifnto:.Wa,rder,.'$'Log;

1:640\'i··

.. encier'sweight:\·21'6;
Page 6 of 14

16.
16.
16.
16,

Section 16.
Section 16.
•

(])

co

21

Warden
Warden

I.()

co

0)

·····:}~eb#~~h:9ff~h~~t:•qffyi~itt@ffeMctef:f~rni1y:ilh#:~t~ff;
164

16:
16.
16.
16.
16.

30

!Provide

e

SOP:
135.02.01 .001
ef

P_osition. R.esponsible ·· ·•·• Notes/lssuf}s/follow-Up
] t,rrii½~~d~f'.i/.t.n9l,~(Jir,g.rE;l@i~l)di•·-

30

...

..

</

. 05/22/12

- - - -

'.v~~~~ .or

1•.•.•.

:···21

-

o· · ·

Target ·1····.··.. Actual
ompletior (;ompletion
> Date
> Date

Verify acquisition: of medicatequipn,ent and supplies for
ex$'C1JtiQn_llnit verify condition_. functionality; oacK~ups Verify arrangements for obtaining adequate communication
devices
Jg;sue,:r:i9tifica,tip11•;of:pe_l'lcJi1'1S ,,_._.¢,s¢c:1.1tio11\tofa¢ili,ty.tj~~<:fs··
... _., ... -~;_:~--:.--.:...,·...;._-:·:.·..
,,··. · ··;_·,····.·,··,··~
-·.::.•

146

1•.c···

21
21
21
21

(I0OC:and•.:c:ontracffacilities}·ana,1 uuu>comractmon1tor
145

Time .of.·:
Day

:>/22/12
r22/12
vv/22/12
05/22/12
05/22/12

-

143

Timeline
(Days)

Required-Jc1~1<~:.~y Jin,eHne

#

;<I'

Task
#

~equiredTasks,:byJimeline

167

Request a medical emergency response plan to provide
emergency response in the Execution Unit

.Target . 1·•

··Timeline · -Time of
Day··
(Days)···

21

Actual

1100

I 05/21/12

os/22112

'- __ -_·:-··_:.::·,·_::_::· ·: :·_._.-:::··-:."<.:-.:-.-.

. Di.vision or· ..
··Dept.:

. _

Completion Completion
Date · --· · Date ·

IMSI

f>osition Responsible. I · :. ~o~es/issu~~
Warden

SOF' '
135.02.01.001
· ·Reference

rppl~}1;,~:1:>y;:piap1Jty,Ch1ef:J

· 1e40:--

Meet,withiofferider:.todisC1.1ss\the.fo'ltowi11g:··
-·ppti9~s:'c1yai[~91~·t()rpi~p9~iti:9n ()f•l:)e>dy;.-til'l'l~lirttEl~{::::/' ,:---IDOC;r:iol1cv,(prov°rde a'::cop\'A .... ' . . -,' .-',;. _: ..

169
170

I<

!Section 16.

Response in accordance with ICS

. '?1

168

:.· :-·.: .;--::··._ :_-.._.-._·:, :

J:~ollovr,":l.Jp <;:

171

l:lp9~re•.~1;,-~y-i~ :~~~lih~i~piri~y:§1.

v_i~9r~t~9is;:Nml:l_-?99~11:,:r0~1c1()p11:
i'ime.ntion:e,t-.tis-:a::,P,0,SSibil_i :_;:,as

172
173
174
175

--·,,·. :::•:os,1311:2

Witness ·options ·and :preferences>··

.- Modifications to"C:onditions ofC:onfi

05/13/1'2\:

· ::::::·os,1311-2

·: .. _.,. Offer:opportunity'to;·contact:his/her.:attornev:·
I

176

···:,·.er<:>yicJ~'-~\~Cl:PY{Clf:fPP.~~:gi~ff:/:(~yrtjm*iy:'9('-'7:r99~:cJyr~~x

·,-,1.s:oo,:.:-.;-i.:1::"::o.s11:s112•::·•

177

178
179
180

181
182
183
184

185
186
187

CISM Team Preparations:
Finalize CISM team
Identify all groups to include in provision of CISM services

Determine schedule and assignments
Schedule rooms
Plan arrangements for beverages and snacks
Establish management plan (staffing, meals, contingency
plans) to ensure facility operation
Chief
Monitor IMSI activities and brief Deputy Chief of any
concerns or problems
Provide a medical emergency response plan to IMSI Warden

188

Assist with arrangements for Physician, EMTs, ambulance
service if reguested by Warden

189

:Mcir;i1tq(_off~ricJ¢r,:·c1~Hy'.f9t:¢b.~T.$~,§\i9::rri~:~_.~9!~.Xpt-00~9t~tC:

30
30
30

05/13/12
05/13/12
05/13/12

30
30
30
21

1000

05/13/12
05/13/12
05/13/12
05/22/12

30

000
0900

":,::::1MSJ:: ,.

06/11/12
06/11/12

CISM
CISM
CISM

CISM Team Leader
CISM Team Leader

CISM
IMSI

CISM Team Leader
Deputy Warden

:<os122z

,~l??M?i,I

Daily

05/18/12 I

IMSI

I Deputy Warden

I

IMSI

IMedical Authority

Completed

21

05/22/12

Completed

·,!::-:_: ,_..,--;-:;

'<<IMSJ:'.

IMSI

·v••··"t ---,. ..•,_,_ _,
:-·)·.,-·: ..:·.:;.::_.·.:_-::-_·i

::·:·.,

21

05/22/12

Completed

Operations

192
193

Provide contact information for any recorded victims to
the Chief of Operations
Contact victim's family/friends by pl
Send out Appendix D forms to each victim

21

05/22/1
05/22/12

1m_Qleted
Completed

operation.,
Operations

194

Serve as liaison between IDOC and victim's family

21

05/22/12

Completed

Operations

195

Notify victim services coordinator in the county where
the crime originated

21

05/22/12

N/A

Operations

196

197

i"''

/
·<--•·J.;:,\-05/13/

!DOC staff; may also provide for
state witnesses (but not victim or
condemned offender witnesses)

co
co
(])
0)

co

Section 17.

lDeputy,:-\fl/ard~n

1sectiorr1ot/·
Section 17.

Ongoing

Section 16.

Administrative Team

Section 6.
,_..,_o,..nf'ln.,.:1,1-1

05/22/12

191

L:~;~!;L~~!~~~;i~:,~.

·<;f

...

,·. :-:-,.-;

21

Victim Services:

rd~rfi
CISMTeam Le
CISM Team Leader
CISM Team Leader

CISM

CISM

06/11/12
06/11/12
06/11/12
05/22/12

05/22/12

···•·•r<·•

•:•:r,".'"~••,·,·,

:-,os/17112>.c

21

health,)/_:

190

-

?;

jjlllrfl".)J,j:·2\:-:!·';
,(,,-;

Page 7 of 14

Victim Services
Coordinator
Victim Services
Coordinator
DiVislon Chief
Victim Services
Coordinator
!Victim Services
Coordinator
Victim Services
Coordinator

•Off
· -·tMSt\:;: : :\/JO·

.... , ·,·1MSl{

Section 16.
Section 16.
Send via certified mail with return
!Section 16.
receipt; request return 14 days prior

Section 16.

::1:>:··,

:a:1S''

.Se

1

:'1;6')_:

a..

Task
#·
198

Timeline
(Days)

~eq ui_r~~-Ofasksl~y TilTleHne
1·•-::···,

Target 1· · · · . Actual
Completi~n · Completion
Date·
· Date

Time of
·oay

Division or
. ·:. Dept.

SOP
f>osition Responsible 1· •: Notes I Issues /Follow-,Up

135.02.01.001
Reference_

iiQ9r:i~~~~•:§ff7q9:1t1.~,:f~:rt1rIy:bVi'Phc>:ri~·toainfoJ"0'.1:th¢0'.1iOf: . ,
:ex:ecut1orraatemme'.ana:ccmtactinto}or:::;i,ardeni'liaisOb
,·:·;

199

1•.•:-

;·.·,:-.-.:

;:

/_.

,···,·:

··M~u:.',9ft~M9¢e$;§~toi1x:,5~~9q\\iVi~M~~ :/\Jpt1.n9a~i§.n: ~n5fi:';l
1

.fsr~~m~9t.tprmI~tj~9Rm~p,t:i.~f9g-,i~1ip9:J9r:¢r~l'le1ir:;:r:L:

:>1iai~on·to:•offender's.family: and/or,friendsi::-,; .. ·.... . . . . .
200

201

202
203
204

205
204
205
206
207
208

209
210
211
212

I l?rp.yi9~;:r~.$.tJl~t~ri~p:l'I~~ tp\IRP-9t~.~ff\~?9i?'l99it9r:o,plel'lt1!n~•····.;

forthe:exeeu:tion:eve'nt ' ' '

''

' '

''

d:."••i.i;f

' ' '

ICompile a list of state and media witnesses; forward

list with
all agreement forms (Appendix B and C forms) to Deputy
Chief of Prisons
Monitor planning related to the scheduled execution
Monitortrainingcby EscorfTeam · ·

Monitortrainingby:ME::dlcat;fe.am
Monitortrainingby command staff
Contact Ada Co. Coroner to reconfirm arrangements for
transfer of body following execution
Ensureresol1.1tionofanyieq1.1ipmenf.and•supplyissues···
Cohtinue,briefihg _OirE::cto(anctCniefof Operations<·
Continue to conduct tabletop and live exercises with teams
Submit Incident Action Plan to Deputy Chief of Prisons
Review IAPs for all facilities (IDOC, CAPP, ICC)
Continue planning preparation with facility heads
Contact CISM team leader and monitor preparations

7

7

-l>

06/05/12 I Completed

Operations

06/05/12
06/05/12

Ongoing

Division Chief

Section 17.

Operations

Division Chief

Operations

Administrative Team

Ongoing
!Section 16.
Verifyweeklytraining>perschedule ·· Section 17;

AdministrativeTeam:
Administrative Team
Administrative Team

VE::rify Weekly.:·training·.•perschE::dule, · Section.17.
Verifyweekty·training·perschedute: ISection 17:··

!Administrative.Team

I

7

06/05112
06/05/12

Ohgoirig
·ongoing
Ongoing ·

7

06/05/12

06/05/12

Ope:rations
Operations
Operations

7
7·

os1os11.2•iilii•···•···.•·os11 •.1112

Operations

06/0.S/12·•···•·· •···,··:origoingr-:-· •.C/Qperations:: .·, Depufy:Cnief:ofP:risons::,·

7
21

06/05/12

Ongoing

Operations

05122112

I 06/04/12

Alt Facilities

r
:<·.7

06/05/12
06/05/12
06/05/12

7
7

7

Completed
Completed
Completed

213

p1~ntt•.n9'\11'1.~~-t!D.!;J¥{~D}:S:~.t13-:ariq,:I0.~l\laWenforcerrient••·••:
agencies
Deadline for receiving media witness applications

14

214

IDeadline for receiving victim witness applications

14

05/29/12

Completed

05/29/12
05/29/12

05/29/12
05/28/12

05/29/12
06/05/12

Completed

Comoleted

216

Deadline for receiving state witness applications
Forward completed media notification & agreement forms to
Deputy Chief of Prisons for background check investigation

14
14

217

Delegate background checks for media applications

218

Notify media members regarding witness application status

14
7

215

Jrecitc.rfJt1:~:;·.s,24 .:

a,:: <YV<· ::::1:•·· />i:>s:: :•••Ciii :i.: i..•:c1·F·.·.·.·.·::·•_:····:a•··.:··. ::··\· .•·..............
a ·. .·.··,·•·.,
. ...................... ·.·. ·.••·•·•••<•·•......

I

I

1100

05/25/12 I

I

Section 17.

ISection 17;

Deputy Chief of Prisons
!Warden

Operations
Operations
Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons
IDeputy Chief of Prisons

.• ···oo:erations

, pept.JtY:q~.i.~~ C>f: e~f::;9:r:i~

r---

(0

Deputy Chief of Prisons
9,r9xt~)C:9P~rC>l,:{~~r,9):;e>r,tro+, ·

06/05/12

Operations

!Victim Services
Coordinator
Operations
!Division Chief
I Director's Office !Public Information Officer

Operations

Section 17.

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Section 17.

Director's Office Public Information Officer

:.:•::I.Cl:'a,,,tJ,.;.,.,,,.~."7•'.

>:·]Section 17;-.····

Ehstrrec.thatthe':Jollowin· :are::obtainec1·frorri•the;-offender:·•··•
···:•··.9,C>MJ?\E::t~:51i9~.~P?¥r:tr.~rn.i1

W!7ri,.?q.:Mf:liq,~~a;,::,···

'Notificatfon··anctAgreerrienf(Appenaix:-·F}· 0•···

........ ~

.

222

•Insti"l'.ictions•for•haridliri /dis osition•ofthe··rerriain·s:s·• ·

223

"••lnstrtictions:for disposition:9t,p.rpp:,1t·,;1r9::jnm~~¢)f1J~
:-::: :'/(:(: O::T
'," '',,,,",',,_',:,•".:,' ·•,,:,,:',' ·-<1>•···>:".'·'

224

··•··-···•·i-70:••
.• ,.::

)(erttyJ~~t.lq~m}ffl~~i~i~Q}\?tfl~~::f?D~P;9p~:::gf-;1F5f~}~,,~~:
fc,rm•·•has ·been'ioffe·rechtoioffeiider> - - .
· . __. ' : -..
·

225

,reiion:/;t!'<•· .,•,:::,,·.·.,r•:i:,,, .• ,. ,, •. ,. ,

Page 8 of 14

(])
0)

co

05/25/12 I Director's Office I Public Information Officer IE-mail notifications sent 5-18-12 andlSection 10.
5~24-12

219
220
221

1

a..

Task
.#

sottiat:tuei:iosfcan:'be properlviaUocated·

228
I

232

.

ac'66uhtcffsbui'sefriehtJ:·

06/05/12

7

1500

06/05/12

06/06/12

IMS!

Deputy Warden

06/05/12

06/06/12

I . . , ~·~•·

DeQutv Warden

7

0900

I

.......

240

241
242

243

244
245
246
247
248
249
250

251

IMS!

~~•,cc: ;'.•;:_:;:

".'dMSl'

----·.

.....

tinerin8sto>1ooc: sfatt':

)\l~8~"';'.;~0iT1/?':%D~?~~i V
··•• T'.>::iilv:r.rint::ir.t.•with·nffP.ndPr<

-

..

·-

--·-----· ·:,-:--·---:--

----.

IMS!

Warden

1240

06/05/12

06/05/12

7

1100

06/05/12

06/05/12

Director's Office I Public Information Officer !Approximately 1 week prior

2

06/10/12

06/05/12

2

06/10/12

Completed

!section 18.
Director's Office I Public Information Officer Provide to: Director, Chief of
Operations, Deputy Chief of Prisons,
and IMSI Warden
Section 18.
Division Chief
Operations

2
2

06/10/12
06/10/12

06/06/12

M~it:a,.ft?>eP.!ft ~9;~9q91.i~(tt?.<:~pl~tlt?Yit?W~fletna1
SIJ9§~1'l~.§•:q9-,1n91qp§•p9§$o/~tiptj tjfryteqitjlt-"f"e~rtj

Section 10., 18.

BriefDireeto(and:Chiefof:Or:>.era:tion$

06/10/12

2
2

I:.
:

3

·1

(::

>•·

1.·.·•·..•·./

•

.

-

06/10/12

06/11/12

--_L

-t.1•.
·. .• . ·•. •.· •.•·.•· · .· . . o
. . ;.· 6...·.·.·.'.··.•·.o
. ·. ·. ·. .·.9
..•. ·./
.•. . ···.·.1
. . ·. ··.2
. . .•. ·.•.· .·.·•.
· • :\··•.i:•i.•··•:i•··i/.···•i··•··•ii··•···.·••·•:

..
/.·.··.1
. . . . .·.2
. . . ·. · .•·.•.·:·.•.·•.··.·:•.·.:
.
i•.·•>··•..·.·.·6.--.·
;•·>•·:<•.·;•·.·
.. •.···;.\;·•··

i.:.·.·. . ·.·.•.·.•.1·.:.•.·.·•·.•.:·•·•.··...·..•.··...··.•.·o··
••--.•

·>

>•· •>

:

I

_0_p,f:1_Q/12

·•/.·•·.·.·.o.·.·.··.·.·.s
... ·.-.• •.•

·····.·•·••<;•.•·

•.:.·.•··.·.·.•.1·•.•·

06/09/12

06/05/12

::30··

': Ongoing<:-

2

06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12

compl.eted'
Completed
Completed
Completed
06/11/12

2
2

:·2:.··
2

Administrative Team

'Operations

IAdministrativeTeam

'Qpt?~tfqris;:<

t. .

/IA·.•.··
. ·.·•.·.·.d
. . .·.··.·.·m
•.•.·.· .·•·•.. ·i. .•n
... ·.·;·.•>··••·i.•i•···•;•,.•.····•··iii·•.•.•.·•;•·.:
·.·.·.·.·.i....·.s
. .·. . . . . ··r•.··.·.a
...·. . ·..·•.ti
. . ·.·.··v···.·.•..··.e
•.
··.::·e··
. ·. •. ··a.••.·.·.•.·.•....·.·m.·
. .•. .·.·.•....· ·.-.•.:
;.•.ii·•.·
. •.i.:•.·

·< ..·

3

2

Operations

····•···os110112 ::i:c:i•:oe101J:12:··06/10112 I 06/11112

I

<

Operations

·.··•····.•.·.··.T.·.•.·.·
..•

;.

•.·ii

Section 18.

I

0. .
•.·e•· · .•.·•.·•.•·q.·.·.u.·•..•.a
- ...·.•.··.·n
. -.• . ·.t. . ·.l. . .t. i.·.e
. . . ·.·.•.s
. . . .·.·--.;.•.·.m
. . ·.··.·.·.··.·.e.··.·.t. •. ·.h
....·.·.o
. • ·.·.·. ·.·.d
. . .•.···s
. .·...·.•·.•.··.·.o
. . ·.·.·..·f.·.·.....
··.·•·· ·del1veryandmJect1on,.offender··.·:.•:·
.·

::.•:. . . . . •. ·1·.,.•·.·
.....·.•.. ·.·.··.;.i·n····.•·.·.•.c···.•.·.1..u.·.•..d
. .·.·.

<·.·•·•• <.

ISection-18;

::.1s.i··••.•···•i·.•.•
·. ·. .··.e.•. . ·.•.ct
. . ·.·.•· .• i•. ..

·•· ·•·: .• · 1.· ·.•.·.·•.

·Q.·.•
•. ·••...•·n•.·
.•·.•.·.•.••.•..

··8···•
..·•....•..·.·.·.••·•.:

..··records:policy•compliance·····.·•··.·. ··
······.··
Director to make final determination Section 18.
of SOP compliance

I

!Administrative Team

Ope.rations:· ·
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

li•SJ:•:

Dep1.1fy':Chiefof Prison$·•·
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons

ISt?<:tip,r:1 17;
Section
Section
Section
Section

18.
17., 18.
18.
18.

····::>;:;-,. >ISection:•.17;·· ·
· ·•·operations: ··:-1oer,uty-Chief•ofPriso11s·•··,·Operations IDeputy Chief of Prisons In conjunction with IDOC LeadershiplSection 18.
Team, !SCI and IMSI Wardens

~

·• ~.1·.r. •:. . - .· .· •.o.•.••
•.·.·.•.t
...

~n~u.r~§~r:yi9 11.i~, r.~11:ri,~ct19'cin~9.ipr'l1~rvq9g1~ il'I$
supplies) ··
·
· · ·· · -En_~l.lr~_h_e~rt monitor: lead tinesare sufficient in>le.ngth··'

Section 18.
Section 18.

00

co

(])
0)

•·
rehearsal of procedures<with a •llve:body;
Meet with medical expert to discuss technical review findings

Stand up ICS command center
Continue tabletop and live exercises
Confirm staffing levels (regular operations and execution)
Confirm vehicles (appropriateness, readiness; sufficient to
service ne,?s ofreQular operatic~~ an? exe?ution)
Srief,state·candilocat•lawenforcement partners·
Finalize media plan, schedule, potential media witnesses,
vehicle staging, and persons who will be present at the
execution

Administrative Team
Administrative Team

Operations
Operations

~
. -..·.·.·.•.·.·.--.·.·.·.·.·'··.-.·.--.z.~--~Zil(.·.j.•.o
.•.·.
·•·.;.·.o
...•.·.•..•.·.·.:.m
.•.·.·.-.1. . re.:
.
.·.-->·•····,•···I
· ·>··--·>•.
·-·•· •· <.. ·.:··•··••··:""-·>·::••·.•·.:--.:---.-••·<•
•.•.•.•,:··:"-··

254

'"'" ···-·-··•·.
-··

■ r-..-:::11.-

I

AA9 9

rv'

Section 17.

7

252

253

204 Submitted

.....

,.

Deadline for receiving instructions from offender and/or
offender family for disposition of remains
Conduct random drawing for 3 media witness seats (and
alternates)

Prepare finalized media list (names of the 4 media witnesses
and any media representatives planning to be at the Media
Center or near the S. Boise complex)
Compile master list of names for all persons planning to be
present in the Execution Unit
Execution unit readiness:
Confirm preventive maintenance of execution chamber is
current
Test equipment, lighting, HVAC units, audio/video
equipment. etc.
Confirminventory·ofequipmerit; supplies,>andback;.ups
ry1~9i9a,1••·•~9t.1ipl'l'l.~flt/$t.1.i:ir:i1i~§,i.an·~••sm~misa-1.§::<Yt?fify
inventory;sterilization:and·· expiration dates):

238
239

~

,._-.;; ;".', -_-,-::-,.:--------' ':." ;_-_:__ --,:-,-_~--- ,:_:_-, i ,_--:I-: -- ,--,-- :_--;

236

t:

:1~!1~i~!{i!~l~M:Jg~~~~-\~[]~/i;{'.ti'

1300

1pr~exed.rtion:opefati6na1•issues/or•eoncerrisi\
Maintaioir_egulat::•~91'lta.et\with;'¢o,ndeooned•offerii:!er•iaod

:Monitor•:·•plc;innirig:forJbeiex,ec;91i9b 1;1y.t?l'.lt•:c;1."P.':P~?Yip.~:•r,¢•$:y1.,r·

237

·

7

6.rief P,t?pµty:pt,·it?f o,f:(=?,ri.sor:i~·•o,l'l)'l'la,!'lagt?~t?flt/pla,_115-:a:r-,q•arty

235

135.02.01.001

.$op(di1'.iat~:·:a.~tig¢rn~:r'lts'Jcirtrust::::-

the{evenfani:fnotify>inmate·san:kini;{supe·rvi:sor•' -: ·. . . .
Meet with IDOC and contract health authorities to review
plans for coverage and emergency response
Review and coordinate IMSI management plan (staffing,
meals, contingency plans)
Monitor IMSI activities and operations

--- ----: ." --- -- -- -'.-:->.-.= :-:?-:-:::-.--:-__ :-:::.--t:-.:--:::::_.::;-:::-::.,=-/:::.-:;-r:-}i-;=.-~:::::'_:-_::_::-;_-,:::-_:.- _:::-:::_-:"_:_:~::-;-:::-/,.:;;.;:::::::;:,-;-":.=:{,:--.~-_:_=:.-_-;-/:-_.::._:::i:; i:::i-/\::--;:::_::.--'.--:" :_: ;:_:\-\:-;-;'.-.:-:-::_:::::"--"::\-.--::--·

234

SOP

•·

'{S06/05/1'2?FT

..

fa.inil§;iupcfate;:W~frden'ori::any/iss.ues,••re:qu_ests;:orqu,esuonsy.233

.· ·····.·.....
·. ·· ... · · •··· .. · ·· ·>
< ·· · ·. ·
Noteslls~ueslFol/o~-Up

ActuaI

q~~in·•·~•:.11~f9f:Jor,pe~{:~9~~cl~l~~if9t,ir,1¢~M•o<?l'l\m~i9~y::.9f,•·

227

230
231

<>

2~~iR¥',8th~t::1.9.~YRQ~;•Jd~:91i.ty/Y$bi.¢1~•·:.::<.·

ltY¢hig1~~(~r~':/Pr9£1

226

229

Timeline ·1··· ·Timeof. -1 ·····.·.Target
•.·. · · ·•
.o... ·.. · .c·.·..·ompleti. ·.on..
(Days_
.. )
·
ay.
··oate •

Requi_rectTaslcs by Ti me Iine< :'"

i.r.•.·.;·S.·.·
..

·.:.1:.~.~.~.i~.:.:.w·:.~.:.•
. ~.:.:~.•~··
te·presentatives·;--:p·ool'rep·orters

·.·.P.•..·.·.b
. ·.;.·l.r·l·C•;· ·j•·.·•.1.·.. ·.•··.·•.._·..f... ··.·.·.•.~
.·.'.•.•.•· .· .•. ·.it·.•. o.•.·.·.•.·.•.". ·..••,.•.:•·.·.·"··'·••·•···•···i
.·•.:•. .•~.~.c..·.~. •··.i. .•. •.
• .. -.·,-.--.::.c--;·•····•··•··
..-o...•. •_-.•..•·.;•,-.::···••··••--·•·----··•••·.·.•·

•.·.•.•··•·.•.:.•.·.•.t.•.P··.·.·
...

...
h

•.·.r.:
...; ...

9

'06/10/12

05/18/12'

Page 9 of 14

··lMSY•

MedicaLTeam

Team/Leader

Sectlon>18'.

co

a..

Task
'#'

255
256
257
258

Meet'with::cc,r,;9,m~~?)?ff~i;lg~(~~t~~El~~:g;\~qgr~~§><'--,':· ·

261
262
263
264

265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272

-~,!i!~ply,El pytst~9~.i~'g

288
289
290

:::-.:1secuon :113;:·.-:

...,,,,,,..,.,.. :... ~ :1"1.:...:.l'lod •·. · ·

. l~n:~in:;

~~ n~~~~d

; J~-~~i~~;.:1;.;:;.,:

. '. ;• •.

9ff~.ri9~r:'i~~f\,19ti<:>r1;-p~pEl~9~:-,:,::
....

Review IMSI staffinq
Review IMSI inventories for use of force equipment,
weaponsdnd muni1:ior1L_
BrieftMS r-shiffconi_m:al'IQ§lrs\ Ul'lit__sgts:/case:mgrs·;· :
Ensure IMSI tool/key control
Ensure availability of transport vehicles for IMSI needs
Meet with IMSI maintenance staff to identify any
infrastructure problems/concerns
Meet with facility health authority to review medical
emergency respon~e pi~n
.6riefJMS,I \/Varden,\ Oep1.1t,Y :.9~i_.~f(~c1t~tt1$:;~m¥·+·
rpreparedness•i·ssuesJconcems•·-- Approve or deny admittance of news media representatives
from web-based news agencies
Change in offender conditions of confinement:
Commissary purchase termination
Visitation discontinued for non-family (excluding legal
and spiritual advisor)
Ensure . avaflability ofmild:s·edative -.

2
2

0900
1500

2
2

. 1600:
0900
1000
0900

2
2

06/08/12
'06/08/12;,.
05/15/12
06/07/12

06/10/1-2i:'
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12

I

Ongoing

Section'18;
Section 18.
Section 18.
Section 18.

05/17/12

IMSI

Deputy Warden

with facility health authority

Section 18.

IMSI
IMSI
IMSI

Warden
Warden
Warden

06/05/12
06/05/12
06/05/12
06/05/12

7·

1500

',, 06/05/12;.

!Section 18.

.. ,--,via:e~m·ail 'to•·a11•--· 1MSI Staff "

06/05/12
06/05/12
06/05/12
06/05/12

>.•.-.-.-;"'

!Completed by Lt. Butler

!Deputy Warden
DeoutvWarden'
Deoutv Warden
Deoutv Warden
Deputy Warden

7

0900
1300
1500

IMS!
IMSIIMSI
IMSI
IMSI

06/10/12

7
7
7

I

06/05112; . '

:··:-•.'<IMSf''
·'·lMSl''

11.,.-:.:-,.•:.

Warden · ·
warden<

Section 15
Final commissary order submitted !Section 15
Contacdt visiting with immediate
ISection 15
family beqins
· :- Offe·red'startili 6/5/12" ·
- ;: Cootdinate:witti:,F'9C>di~~iyi¢~s:·::·::: ·

O')

co

(])
0)

··-1-: :-· :;:z: i ;; ti:1•-••·
-··

·.•-;•_·-1

Administrative:Teams:andcommand••·staff
Verify/confirm final arrangements and timing:
Licensed physician
Emergency medical personnel
Ada CounJy Coroner
Restrict access to execution chamber
Verify final preparations and readiness of the execution
chamber
Verify execution inventory and equipment checks
Conduct S. Boise complex simulation exercises; finalize
Ensure alignment of contract services activities with IAPs for
modified operational status:
Medical services
Phone
Commissary
Verify facility preparation/status (contact IDOC, CAPP, ICC,
and outlying facility heads)
Confirm staffing, equipment, and materials for regular
operations and the execution event
Co11duct;ti11aJ/rehearsa1::sesslons'With::Medlcal,XEscort,/&
. .-· •···· . ···· ··.·····.~
Aam,nlstrat:ive\Yeams/and'ccimmand:sfaff
Verify final preparations and readiness:

-

06/10/12
06/10/12

2

:·•--,•·::::•Y,,9t.¥i599~'§~:t'f.i.f~••••~~~r~,~m,rt~:f9n~•n~1: :m~~-1-::·-,

q()ri.~tJ~J~h~1r~l\~-~.~§i(Jrl Witb• f'1,gipc1ll•·•·ESC9rt,i&'

284
285
286
287

RPfer.ence
1n

Bff~M:g~r::•~ngr~$y1_~t-:-pc, ~9 vm~•:,:

274

283

-SOP135.02.01.001

.Notes I Issues/ Fol/o'IAI.._Up

·Position• Responsible

p9r,ti_tjp~;g~i1¥ _,_._--:
¢c,r,~~9f:'J·f;i;h
11 _____ . . :,:
famiiv>:i.--·-·. --- ----- ·- <··:,:•: --· ·, ___ ,.-_.

:er9yi~~.r~91~r••••l?ri~~J')~tt9)tR99 ~c1ft.-~i;iq/rn_9riit9tJ>lctr1•nirig
for the execution event ·

281
282

:·oept

,-,.,30-:,::

273

275
276
277
278
279
280

Division or.·

'T;:g~·g9J~$:-I?(::)\P.$({~7'1;ti'.'il::1:?onQoffiQ-:'i(l,·-•::o: :,.- . :::,·-I_Ms-1: ·i:,: :-·:· ·-,1warden·.·-

-, •

uri:resolve•gue~tionshss'ues
Update:wardemon :offender issues/ requests,iquestions: .

(remains;,property°;1n·mate:trustacco·untY·· .:

259
260

·1 ii Target> -1---- Actual .
. Time.of:. Completio~ 9~mpleti_on
Day
· Date
- Date

Timeline
.; (Days).

Requi_red i~a~ks by:.Titl'lel i11ei: ·

I·

:-,

co

··,:-:::::_•-•·•-•I

a..

V!.Jl•·-l';Vlc-·l,C.:-.';-

rg_.,_.·_1~

Uti{1J/12

2
2
2
2
2
2

06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12

06/06/12
06/06/12
06/06/12
06/06/12
06/12/12

2
2

06/10/12
06/10/12

06/09/12

2

2

1-·

1•.••-_I_ii_Y_.o_::_-_'_{_-.•_

()pe:rc1tf911s

AdmfnistrativeTeam

·tv1jpi0)1.trn:_•9f_~(§e~§i()r,§••within4a

-~ectioos .5.,',19.

hours prior to execution

19.
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.

Operatio11_s
QQ_erations
Operations
Operations
QQ_erations
Operations

Administrative Tearn
Administrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Ongoing

QQ_erations
Operations

Administrative Team
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section 19.
Section 19.

06/10/12

Completed

Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section 19.

2
2
2
2

06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12
06/10/12

05/30/12
05/30/12
05/30/12
06/06/12

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section
Section
Section
Section

2

06/10/12

06/11/12

Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section 19.

-1'

~-·.: 12hrs ··· :-r:::·:•R~/1:1rn.f ·•,I? 06/1111?: <,-.
, . .,,._:,.n __

r1n.:.~tirin~--

lAr!mini~tmtivA TA:::im

ryliplr:nu1;yl9f2sessioris{within

+s ·

19.
19.
19.
19.

1K

hours prior to_.execution

1

I

12 hrs

I 06/11/12 I 06/11/12 I
Page 10 of 14

Operations

!Administrative Team

Section 20.

, .. _·.. ···.·=···.· .... ·.··.: ·_ •. ,·. :.:- .. -_.-._.·._·.-:-_: -·:·::-·-·:·-·.·. .--:. ,·.·:: ··_ . .-·.-:.:-_ .. :-:·.·

Task

#:

.·.·~equi.-~d•·•·•Tasks':~Y•:rillleli.ne····.:

Actual

-,. 'Ti . f
Target·
.Ti
merme·
. Iefion Completion
. (D
) .· · .: 1me ·~.. ·.. . Comp
0
ays: i,.ay·
Date
. Oat~· .

>

291

Execution Unit (All rooms)

12 hrs

06/11/12

292
293

Video monitoring and intercom systems
Clocks (functionality and synchronization)

12 hrs
12 hrs

294

Restraints

295

Communication devices

296

Medical equipment and supplies present and functional:

12 hrs
12 hrs
12 hrs
12
12
12
12
12

297

EKG machine instruments

298

Crash cart

299

Defibrillator

300

Medical supplies

301
302

Chemical inventory
Activate the following teams:

304

Command
CERT

305

Maintenance

306

CISM (on~site)
CISM (statewide)
Traffic Control Team

303

307
308
309

310
311

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

2230
12 hrs

2230
12 hrs
12 hrs
12 hrs
2230
2230
12 hrs
12 hrs

Modify operations at S. Boise Complex
Establish Incident Command System (ICS) center
Coordinate set~up of media center

SOP

· 135.02.01.001

-_e_efe.r:ence

06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12

Operations
Operations

Administrative Team
Administrative Team

06/11/12

06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

Medical Team leader

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

Medical Team leader

Section 20.

Operations

Administrative Team

Medical Team leader

Section 20.

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12

Operations

Administrative Team

Medical Team leader

Section 20.

Operations

Administrative Team

Medical Team leader

Section 20.

Operations
Operations

Administrative Team
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Medical Team leader

Section 20.
Section 20.

Operations
Operations
Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section 20.

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12
06/11/12
06/12/12
06/11/12
06/11/12
06/11/12

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Section 20.
Section 20.

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12
06/11/12

hrs

D.'.v~~;r:o.r. .'·•1:·~c,sitior1•··R~.~ponsible:•1 :.··;i:~~t~i./ls;~~s/foll~;-Up

06/11/12

Security, climate control, lighting,
sound, sanitation
Medical Team room and Execution
Chamber clocks

Section 20.
Section 20.
Section 20.
Section 20.

Chief of Prisons
Chief of Prisons
Chief of Prisons
Operations
Chief of Prisons
Operations
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Operations
Director's Office Public Information Officer with !SCI staff
Operations
Operations

Section 20.

Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy

Section 20.

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

20.
20.
20.
20.
20.
20.

0
I'-(])

313

:r ·. ·. .· . ·. 1.··.··.·. ::•:1:,,i/:t~\hfs,:o:::: 1: •:;.p~/t1n2a:: i: \or,z,an~, :f : : ,:i:)'tMS,t: ,. .·.·.·:1:::ii:=:~·~itity?h~c11tt,:;c1~th_o-ritx:i :J:y·.•:< ·• . <<:;•::'.':•:;a:•
··x<'i\:':l$.e9tio-ry:;~.o.•:•··'.. ··
Conduct·medicalirevieW.:or••offer,der's~:hea1mc;arce··•··
9ffE::i:i~~r•·r:iro,p~rw·1~1l'1QX~,i""'·E::r;RrY);:c1i~i:io,~it,i,o,.11•·•••~hE::E::f :::•ti: ,':::· :::•a.1:: ; ·"i.(i?·· ;2130'' :.-.·.:.P. .:. •.6./1.·. ·.1• .•.Y.1.i•.2.•. . .
1.1.•. ,_2.. ...............
.•.
j:;:..•.1w
.•·.-.•.· · ·.·.~. :. d.·•.· . e.·.•· . . . ·. . . ··
. .r
. ·•.r. :.~l.J·:·•...Re
. ·.•._:.a.HtnB.rI;·E::·•.d. . YMP~'t•·•::.:.::.•.i·;·:.:rs
..•..'..•c·. ·,.•.........
·.'.•t. .- •.. .•. . .,. . ····•>
,·
. ::c···
. . . .l••·. ·••·•••:>·•i•:•'••:··•·• . ···••·•.•· . ··•··· .•. .-... .-.........................
·.·................,· IMst:
-:::·
•.·>>•·••:.:..-,.-•_-.:.·
.....;.•·•.·:.:.1:@ff<=·•·rn.•.~
,. player'ln•·.11eu:
of:rel191ous.-medall1on·•·•·;·
. . . \. ......·e
completed:::·
"' ·
···,•;•••

314

Verify readiness of witness areas

315

Verify readiness of transportation vehicles

316
317
318
319
320

Activate IMSI management plan
Final preparations and readiness:
>staff briefinnc:: :
ClSM readiness
p9rjta¢J~9ility\h'~~9¢\(l.PQP/:9~AB/J99):t9y~1'.ify'~¢!iY:c:1tic:>l')i'
Qf,:IA.Ps f9r . rnQdjfi_~g . .9QiJ'cltic,n •i?

312

1

321
322
323
324
325

Order facilities (S Boise Complex, CAPP, ICC) moved to
secure status
SICI grounds/perimeter security
Activate restrictions on access to S. Boise Complex

:.'·.;·;·:·•·.•1•.:.f·)'..·'•·.··~
? ...

::•-.::.1.•·•·.

c'

1
1
1

:':ct:·

I
I

12 hrs
12 hrs
12 hrs
12 hrs

a••··:·.·•·...

:·.1.'·.••./. 1.·.·.·.

06/11 /12
',06/t-1/12:

·-·12·-hrs

r. .

·.:::..·.,.•·.:1.··.(...:.:'·;···:·:·'. . . :.a::.O':

I 06/11/12 I 06/11/12 I
I 06/11/12 I 06/11/12 I
I 06/11/12 I 06/11/12 I
06/11 /12

:06/1:t/12::·

!Warden

IMS!

IWarden

IMSI
IMS I

!Deputy Warden
Depu Warden

lMSI

..

1.o·_.·P···•·.·.···"'.·
. . P.:
. . . . ·'·•:::

I
I
I

!Section 20.
!Section 20.
!Section 20.

Oeputy•.wa·rder{•
Section 20.

:~•1@i:>i,:zg;c;;g1:·
12 hrs
2230

·

06/11/12
06/11/12

I

06/11/12
06/11/12

I

Operations Chief

After formal count

Warden
Warden

Section 20.
Traffic Control Team; until directed !Section 21.
to resume normal o__p_erations
Upon order of JCS Operations Chief !Section 21.

06/11/12
06/11/12

06/11/12
06/11/12

SICI
SICI
Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Warden (Media Center)
Warden (External
Security)
!Warden (External
Securit-'}

2230

06/11/12

06/11/12

326
327

12 hrs
12 hrs

06/11/12
06/11/12

06111112
06111112

I
I

JSCI
SICI

328

IEstablish posts at strategic access and checkpoints in the

12 hrs

06/11/12

06/11/12

I

SICI

Page 11 of 14

!Section 20.

!Operations Chief

ICS

12 hrs

·

I

ICS

Move facilities (S Boise Complex, CAPP, ICC) to secure
status (after formal count)
Set-up media center
Modify operations at S. Boise Complex facilities

controlled perimeter zone

•;·n·••i·:·:.i.:.:r·

IMSI

Work with PIO

Section 20.

Section 20.
Section 21.
Section 11.

0)

co

a..

,_ .. ·-

Task

.#:·
329

330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338

.... .-.-.::····.········.·····.: .. -··•:: .. _. ·_.,

. . 'R.eq
uirec1:·Ta!iks:by:Tirneline''
..
.

..

.

..

'

.

. .

.

.

'

.

.

.

,

·Timelin~:i ··Timeof
.(Days) ·
Day.

!Control access to S. Boise complex as directed
Establish designated staging areas
Final testing of execution unit infrastructure systems
Medica1·,examination·:~offender

12 hrs

Condemned Offender Schedule for 12 Hours Prior:

BegTr1·•·3o~rniri1.1te iritervarentries:irl·observation•logbook:

1

06/11 /12
Completed
24'hrs·•:<,:,I --06/1'-1/12 · . 06/1'1/1·2··••:

·:T,j

Terminate::ipheine·.ca11s:Jor.·conderrined·:offender:·

C.:1'-".''

.·,:·:':::O':::··

0

348

IDirect and coordinate activities as the Incident Command

0

System (]CS) operations chief
Oversight of CERT & CISM team activities
Assist in coordination of media activity

351

Provide logistical and communication support for S. Boise
com lex

352

P'repare::a·1isto:for•FiscaLofaJUuoches\pu:rchased,::ar1d:coffee:o:.,c:

354

355
356

357
358
359
360
361

Section 11.

· 1,·

-·':C]MSI .

Warden
Warden

I

hone•calts : <,·
i:sitorsWl¢~ce · tio1i.o

rr1ey'.$f >,::L:··:,

!Address media issues and requests

353

Upon order by Deputy Chief of
Prisons

·:::,;;2200•<··

·.•:s·:hrs·'

347

349

135.02.01.001
. ·Reference··

.·:fllotes/ lssue~lfolloV'I-Up

I

Warden (External
Security)
!Warden
Maintenance
tv'ledicaTAuthorifyi

Terrninate\vi~i~atip1'(fc>"r"condem:ri~(f•offend¢( : : ;c:.

service'•i:>rovidec.1>:; •
· ._, ·
··,
Attend:,:a11d;,,pc1.r;ti¢ipc1.te:in\prcice:edings:as.: reqtiested\'){::::". :·-::::<·>::• 10:::::· /:.:,::0:.-:::,,::.,x;:;:1·:i.:.:
Attend and participate in proceedings as requested
0
Provide security staff as needed to support security of the
c:smtrolled perimeter zone
Coordinate and implement external security measures for S.
0
Boise complex (including other law enforcemenVsupport
agencies)
Continue to limit access to S. Boise complex as directed
o
Take necessary actions to prevent disruption of execution
activities or orderly operation of facilities at S. Boise complex
l_l!Jple!Jlent Incident Action Plan upon command by ICS Chief
Report facility status to Deputy Chief of Prisons after
execution
Report any issues or incidents resulting from execution

0600

0

o

·-•·:.,IMSJr>

·06/t1/12'>:'.

<

0

1

: <ostt:1112./ •

·· MedicatAuthol'.i:ty::.>·•· · ·
·. .
Secti.on?2't;<•
,::> 4:"hr:s· · ···oe112112L' · '·06/1'2ft2•:•: ·· :·t,:,1Mst· · .... MedicatAuthority
.
Section2t·r·
···:•5'.:hrs··· .. , ·,,:.•osl.12/12J' ··.•os/12/JZ '· · ·.·.·., ·.. •
< Warden;-·
·-.: No::sriac:k:taken,.::'·\t':
·· Section'021/'
0530
06/12/12
06/12/12
IMSI
Warden
Execution Chamber inspected; final
N/A
cleaning
Operations IDivision Chief
Section 22.
06/12/12 I 06/12/12

Have Execution chamber, viewing rooms, foyer, and
0
classroom cleaned. (Tier to be locked during this time)
Attend and participate in proceedings
0
·1..:,...,..:,::. .:c...,.... o- ·•··••·<•·•'.1•··••:i·.··•••io9·
f':rq,yide:: liJ~parp,tt?\.~·rigfitjg$Jtir(yi¢ti.rnf*fal'l'lily{ C()rict¢rnn¢ct:.
·: ca: ,.•.·•.· ...· ::·: :i•::.:::;.,: •:·
otrender.·s·tami1\,;/anct•statewitnesses>:·
Media Center opens; news media representatives must sign
0400
0
in ugon arrival
Facilitate briefing for media
0759
0

350

All Facilities

.SOP.

'posit_ion ~e~pc>n~i~I: I·

•._.i: ~~~i~h·:1~/,::? 1•.·

342

346

SICI

06/11/12 I 06/11/12 I
06/11/12
06/11/12
06/1.1/1'2< · .o6/1J/12>:"

·24•hrs

LightsnacK'of(el'.ed.te>conde:rnne·d::offei:l·der ,: : ·

345

· Dept;

06/11/12

::F

341

344

i::1•.<

· Division or.

l\1()nit()r•()1'f'e119¥(9~ilycf()f',p~a.11s~~;ip>r,,.~i.~l'()tll'l~l'lt~l'
tiealth··.
· · · · · · : ·:.
'
... <.i.<, ·
· ·

340

343

06/11/12

1

Offer a mild·.sedati'i1.e]o offender.;(night'before)::: ··· · ·
Offer aamild:'sedative.to •offei:lder•··· ·

339

Target.
Actual
9ompletion -C:ompletion
· Date
Date·

0600

•

··•·

.... ,

\!l/i.:9'15"{1•,?11•·7
06/12/12

I 06/12/12

06/12/12

I 06/12/12 I Director's Office IPublic Information Officer !Director provided briefing

06/12/12

I Ongoing

I Director's Office IPublic Information Officer

06/12/12

I

I

06/12/12

06/12/12
06/12/12

06/12/12
06/12/12

06/12/12

06/12/12

ISCI

Operations

!Warden (Media Center)
I'--

I

(])
0)

co

a.

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Operations
Director's Office Public Information Officer
Operations

IDeputy Chief of Prisons

·:'•::;:•:1•;:•::::os112112· •:o:a::.1::•:.s:os/1:211:2•>:·.::1. >><)'i\iFisca'P:•: :':,-:\:•:: I.EFQ.'l~•:P'u.~cl'lc1$ir\g:•:
CISM
ICISM Team Leader
06/12/12
06/12/12
06/11 /12
IWarden (SBWCC)
06/11/12
06/11/12
06/12/12

06/12/12

SICI

Warden (External
Security)

06/12/12

06/12/12

SICI

0

06/12/12

06/12/12

SlCl

0

p

06/12/12
06/12/12

06/12/12
06/12/12

All Facilities
All Facilities

Warden (External
Security)
Warden (External
Security)
Warden
Warden

0

06/12/12

06/12/12

All Facilities

Warden
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:·:,.::::;::,\'IIEFQ:"::,::,:•··•:

IAs determined by SICI Warden

Upon order by Deputy Chief of
Prisons

'iNlA· :,,.•,.' ··

ISection 11.

':_·.. -.·· .. _-_'·: ... ···.·... ·.·--··.-· ..•.::·:·_._.:·.•:· .. _·_._ . .-.·._.·_·

.Task
#

362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370

•.Timeline ·I: Time of

R~quire~i1"c1s1<i••·.by:Jirrael.ine

. (Days) .

·Day

0

Return facility to normal operations upon command by ICS
Chief
imit access to Execution Unit in accordance with SOP
Transport van plus 2 escort officers to be staged at media
center (to transport selected media witnesses)
Carry out procedure in accordance with SOP and orders
Carry out procedure in accordance with SOP and orders
Media witnesses to arrive and report to the Media Center for
instructions and escort
Examine offender and pronounce death

Target.·•/:.·1i iActuat:
_Comple~~~ ~c,mpleti_on
Date

· ·

Date·

1400

06/12112

I

06/12112

0

3 hrs

06/12/12
06/12/12

0
0
0

10
10

0

3 hrs

Ongoing
06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12

06/12/12

06/12/12
06/12/12

0

Announce: completion·· of :death sentence/··

:·-: 06/12/t2·••,

l

Division or.·

.:<Dept..:
All Facilities

:135~02.01.001

Warden

Section 21.

Director's Office IDirector
!Transport Group
JSCJ

o.

IMSI
IMSI

Escort Team
Medical Team
Director's Office IPublic Information Officer !Approx. 2~3 hrs prior or as
designated by PIO. _ _
n
Ada County

••··:,:•.•:•JMS.1·•·;

0

After

06/12/12

06/12/12

Director's Office IPublic Information Officer

0

After

06/12/12

06/12/12

Director's Office IPublic Information Officer IWith media witnesses

372

0

1039

06/12/12

06/12/12

Director's Office IPublic Information Officer

373

Verify proper disposal and/or storage of lethal

0

After

06/12/12

Witnessed and documented
according to SOP

3n

Disposal of extra chemicals prepared but unused
Inventory and completion of chain of custody
Securing of extra chemicals in administration safe for
long-term stora_g_e
Collect all documents, recordings, EKG tape, etc. and deliver
them to th~ [)AG.for rElvie~ and ~torase

0
0

0

:er
After

0

After

379
380
381
382

383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396

Oversee sanitizing of execution chamber and isolation cell
Secure execution chamber and condemned isolation cell
ff briefing
Hold CISM diffusing briefings immediately following the event

Ql'lJQlete return of service of the death warrant:
Original: return to the sentencinq court
Copy: file in offender vfile
Co : !DOC DAG office

0
0
0
0

0
0

Operations
Operations

06/12/12

Operations

Administrative Team
Administrative Team
Administrative Team

25.
25.
Section 25.

06/12/12

06/14/12

Operations

Administrative Team

Section 25.

Maintenance
CISM (on~site and statewide)
Traffic Control Team
ISCI media center

(])
0)

1032
After

06/12/1
06/12/1
06/12/1
06/12/12

06/12/12

Operations
Operations
IMSI
CISM

After
After
After
After

06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12

06/13/12
06/13/12
06/13/12
06/13/12

IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI

!"'-.>'

/1

I

I.

...... ··.·•·<<•····•··.••·i·•:.•. . ::i.·•'··•.,

.,r;i)

Half~hour status check; hold 4
sessions (1-Warden, 2-Execution
Team, 3-F-Block Team and Deputy
Warden. 4-C!inicians)

Warden
Warden
Warden
Warden

Per DAG

,>>lQpe ·-·'··-'<:·:··•·•.•. .

06/12/12
06/12/12

ICS
Operations

Operationseii"1er
Deputy Chief of Prisons

2200
After

06/12/12
06/12/12

Operations
Operations

After

06/12/12

06/12/12

Operations

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons

1400
1220

06/12/12
06/12/12

06/12/12
06/12/12

Operations
Operations

SICI grounds/perimeter security

p~9:ri~t:;t9,ijJ?ir.¢t;t9t;Y8hl.~f i:>t8P.~·!f!!ii:>tj!,: ,rii:f!,9!9~:r/:'..

!Section 25.
Section
Section

I

!Administrative Team
Administrative Te
Warden
CISM Team Leader

06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12

After
1415

0

N
I'--

11,2

l~IJ~•.·:•9~.~rJ9.:;~.IIi·fa9i1.itiesJC)/ret:um:to/no.rrnaroP.erationsC'..
l(whenappropriate):.:
1perations and teams at api

Section 25.

06/12/12
06/12/12
06/12/12

/12/12
06/12/12

1

··::>'1:::-\-:

ion 23.
lsectiorf23:·

!Administrative Team

378

aocurnenfanVtexec:'ti'dcfrl;re1atecEissues::: <·

Section 10.

Operations

chemicals:
374
375
376

Reference·

Section 12.
Media witnesses to arrive 3 hrs prior ISection 1
or as designated by PIO

Transport van plus 2 escort officers to transport media
witnesses from F~Block to the media center
Lead news conference in media center immediately following
the event
Issue a news release after the execution

371

SOP

·~ositi?n_Resp()n~ible I ·: N_otes/lssue~/Follovt-Up

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
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24
24.
24.
24.

.~.~{'. '
.·•·.f.~~.99~ip.~:9~:~~,r::1~~9li~m·'
p. ·:•·•. ....................................
. . ~S-:t::.q.~:91us·••·•·.·.··.i·O··'
1e-ft
,..........·.......··· . ··.• . . · ,,......... ·.· ........ ·. ·............
. . . ·,:,•·•...-.<.o
Af•ovo,-,,t;,...,,.
;~ .:~,:;;;;,.,,;;;.. ·

After completion of all diffusing
sessions are completed
lDOC PIO, ISCI Warden
SJCJ Warden

Pep1.1fy(Obilef:¢t:l?•ri$~g~:!'i :wf~bilM§.1;:.yV;~'r#¢0;,Witbir'l/4S>he>i.lrs-::i:

teadership:Te'am·rneri'lb~_rs:,taf:~_is~qt~tio:n:;c)f:c)ir®tOr):

Section
!Section
Section
Section
Section

co

a..

·.:::-.. ·-.·:·.>.:-.:"-.::-··.····.:.... ·,:.--.··..--· ... _·:·,:-·. ··_..:.-.· ...···.·:.-.· ... •.--·.··::-.·· . ·.. ···.-·.

397

Time.of ••··1,··.·••Target, ·1··· Actual
Day .. - \C~mple.
:fe>mpletioTl
. Date·. ·. ··Date

',·•~eijllifed :!~sk~:LlYiTi~~lir,e·'

.·Timeline ·:
(Days)

Consult with DAG for instructions on disposition of execution

0

After

0

After

Task
'#'

tip~

I

I

J:>i~Disiotn_:or··
ep.

">l··•··.,~-sitiin:•R~~~n~i.b.1•e
. .·•:il·.: .::•N~i~~•1•,~;£;;:llo11~~-up····.·:
. . .
<

.·

.

06/12/12

IMSI

Warden

06/18/12

CISM

CISM Team Leader

Jo
398

Hold formal CJSM debriefings

399
400

ff()11ew;9p

401

06/19/12

SOP.

135.02.01 .001

After all processes have been
completed
1.5-2 hr sessions; 15~20 pp per
group; all 3 shifts; 72 hrs to 1 week
after event

Fis'cal:':W

inv'oices'forifin'iir
1. 9,c>:iypl:~~~:i~~\~~P. . .,. ,c,

,.,,·;> . ·:.,,. . ,><•·:•·· ,, ,-,,,

. ,.-;··:•·: ,

w~t~-~PiiR~Pt1YI8.~i~ff:::9f(l;tj~•n*:::~•P-~iM~m~:.§.~~.l~7
t6,fiiializin9iarid·:reviewlngiifwith:thi:LOirector;:':ii·::,: ··. ·. -'· '

402

403

•~:py;.·~~~:::w~;1.ftB~·:•:t~~:;,t~1?~19s:-:,R:~tt~f·:n9~1:,,:r:~e:¢~i~1t

404

lftl'laJi~~::t~~>~¢~~i~ep¢1hil'lplu~iR~\t~~~8¢di:i.l'lf6rp,~ti
tef~rtj<ihe :; ;·;:....r.;;.i;...·.:.~:'.:.;1-:.i:·.....:;;.:..i(..;;;,;..:.:..::.:;.;.~-.:..;;,ii;:,;._,.·:.~::. .c:..' ...
:met\·- · ·

405

ID§st~oySc>

externa1:st<)rageide'i:iic.e\:and:cc1e1iv:er:to\the::oi.re~oi'..'for::

r~cdrct.<?::::-::::>:i:::·::1:,.x:n>Ii,,a:n:r::::;'_,·:::f.:}'/;'./::::,,tr>•,:::::::r/':i:::r:::n':.",:<:<:)::<:::.

dodurrie'ntation':retention\rec1uiren1ents•?> ·-'

('I)

I'-(])
0)

co

a..
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Permane~t log
_:·L9g: Execution -.Log , ·
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NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83706

Name of Requester: Aliza Plener Cover
Date: Sept 25, 2017
Address of Requestor:~a=h=·z=a=c...,_@"""u=i=d=a=h=o~.e=d=u~-----------------------Dear Professor Cover
Sept. 21, 2017
(Date)

The Idaho Department of Correction received your public records request on
I.

Request Granted

~

The requested record is enclosed.

D

You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting

Name

Title

Telephone Number

II.
Request Granted in Part and Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety
Your request has been processed. However, your request has been

l!I

Granted in part and denied in part

D Denied in its entirety
Pursuant to:
Idaho Code 74-104( 1)
Idaho Code 74-104(2)
Idaho Code 74-105( 1)
Idaho Code 74-108(5)
Idaho Criminal Rule 32
x
Board Rule 135.06

Idaho
Idaho
Idaho
Idaho

Code
Code
Code
Code

74-105(4)(a)
74-105(4)(b)
74-105(4)(c)
74-113(3)(e)

Idaho Code 74-106(13)
Idaho Code 74-106(17)
Idaho Code 74-106(1)
IDAPA 06.01 .01.108
No record found

The statutory exemptions provided herein shall not constitute a waiver of any and all other legal bases or privileges
which may also be applicable.

~ If your request was denied in part or entirely, the Department had the opportunity to consult with, or the request
was reviewed by, the deputy attorneys general who represent the Idaho Department of Correction.

D

If your request was denied in part or entirely, you have the right to appeal the denial of your request by filing a
petition in conformance with the provisions of the Idaho Public Records Law, Title 74, Chapter 1, Idaho Code. Your
petition must be filed in the Fourth
Judicial District Court of the State of Idaho within One Hundred Eighty
(180) calendar days of the of the date of mailing of this notice.

Ill.

Additional Comments:

Sincerely,
/signed/
Custodian/Designated Custodian Jeffrey F. Ray, Public Information Officer
Date:

Sept. 25, 2017

cc: Central Records (offender records denied in its entirety or in part)

IDOC Public Records Manual
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CURRICULUM VITAE
University of Idaho

D
DATE: February 23, 2018

NAME:

Aliza Plener Cover

RANK OR TITLE:

Associate Professor of Law

DEPARTMENT:

College of Law

OFFICE LOCATION AND CAMPUS ZIP:
College of Law
University ofldaho
P.O. Box 83720-0051
Boise, ID 83 720-0051

OFFICE PHONE: (208) 364-4585
FAX: (208) 885-5709
EMAIL: alizac@uidaho.edu
WEB: https ://www.uidaho.edu/law/people/
faculty/ alizac

DATE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT AT UI: August 2014
DATE OF TENURE: Untenured
DATE OF PRESENT RANK OR TITLE: August 2014
EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL:
Degrees:
J.D., Yale Law School, New Haven, CT, 2008

Yale Law Journal, Public Editor
Immigration Legal Services Clinic, Supervising Student Director
Yale Human Rights and Development Law Journal, Editor
Rebellious Lawyering Conference, Co-Director
B.A., Yale College, New Haven, CT, 2003, English

Magna cum laude
Departmental Honors in English
Phi Beta Kappa
Lloyd Mifflin Prize for General Excellence: Senior Essay in English or American Literature
Certificates and Licenses:
Member of the State Bar of Louisiana (active 2010 - 2014; inactive 2014 - present)
EXPERIENCE:
Teaching Appointments:
University ofldaho College of Law
Associate Professor (2014 - present)
Loyola University New Orleans College of Law, New Orleans, Louisiana
Westerfield Fellow (2012 - 2014)
Non-Academic Employment:
Louisiana Capital Assistance Center, New Orleans, Louisiana
Junior Staff Attorney (2009 - 2011) (admitted to practice 2010)
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Hon. Stephen Reinhardt, United States Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, Los Angeles, California
Law Clerk (2008 - 2009)
Lawyers' Committee For Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area, San Francisco, California
Legal Intern (Summer 2007)
Refugee Law Project, Kampala, Uganda
Research and Advocacy Intern (Summer 2006)
Children's Rights, New York, New York
Paralegal (August 2003 - July 2005)

TEACHING ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Areas of Specialization:
Criminal Law and Procedure; Evidence; Death Penalty Law

Courses Taught:
University ofldaho College of Law:
Criminal Procedure, LAW 953-01 (Fall 2014, Fall 2015, & Fall 2016)
Criminal Law, LAW 812 (Spring 2015, Spring 2016, Spring 2017, & Spring 2018)
Evidence, LAW 950-01 (Spring 2015, Spring 2016, & Spring 2017)
Advanced Criminal Procedure, LAW 901 (Fall 2015, Fall 2016, & Spring 2018)
Family Law, LAW 963-02 (Fall 2017)
Seminar: The Death Penalty, LAW 901 (Fall 2017)
Loyola University New Orleans College of Law:
Legal Research & Writing (Fall 2012, Fall 2013)
Moot Court (Spring 2013, Spring 2014)
The Death Penalty in America (Fall 2013)

Students Advised:
Directed study:
Spring 2016 (1 student); Fall 2016 (3 students); Spring 2017 (3 students); Spring 2018 (1 student)
Law Review / Critical Legal Studies Journal advisor:
2014-2015 (2 students); 2015-2016 (3 students); 2016-2017 (2 students); 2017-2018 (2 students)

Courses Developed:
Advanced Criminal Procedure: Adjudications (University of Idaho College of Law)
I proposed and began teaching this course as a LAW 901 temporary course in Fall 2015 and Fall
2016. In Fall 2016, I co-wrote and submitted a successful proposal to the Curriculum Committee
and law faculty to permanently add this course to the curriculum.
The Death Penalty in America (Loyola University New Orleans College of Law)
I designed a seminar, using my own course material, focusing on the administration and legal
regulation of the death penalty in America since the 1970s.
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SCHOLARSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Law Review and Journal Publications (Accepted for Forthcoming Publication):
Articles:

The Arbiters of Decency: A Study ofLegislators' Eighth Amendment Role (with David Niven) (offers to
publish extended but not yet accepted).

Law Review and Journal Publications (Published):
Articles:

Hybrid Jury Strikes, 52 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 357 (2017).
The Eighth Amendment's Lost Jurors: Death Qualification and Evolving Standards ofDecency, 92 IND.
L.J. 113 (2016).
Archetypes ofFaith: How Americans See, and Believe In, Their Constitution, 26 STAN. L. & POL'Y REV.
555 (2015).
Cruel and Invisible Punishment: Redeeming the Counter-Majoritarian Eighth Amendment, 79 BROOK. L.
REV. 1141 (2014).
Essays:

On Law-Breaking and Law's Legitimacy, 15 U. MD. L.J. RACE RELIG. GENDER & CLASS 310 (2015)
(symposium).

Scholarly Presentations:
"The Standard-Bearers: A Study of Legislators' Eighth Amendment Role," ABA Criminal Justice Section
Academic Roundtables, Washington D.C., November 2, 2017.
"The Standard-Bearers: A Study of Legislators' Eighth Amendment Role," Junior Scholars Virtual
Colloquium, Stetson University College of Law, August 11, 2017.
"Hybrid Peremptory Strikes," ABA Criminal Justice Section Academic Roundtables, Washington D.C.,
November 3, 2016.
"Hybrid Peremptory Strikes," Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, University of Toledo College of Law,
August 12, 2016.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards of Decency," Faculty Colloquium, University ofldaho College of
Law, March 23, 2016.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards ofDecency," 2015 SEALS Annual Conference Discussion Group,
"Reversing Mass Incarceration: What Reforms Are Working (or Could Work) and Why?," July 29, 2015.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards of Decency," Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, University of
Louisville Louis D. Brandeis School of Law, July 22, 2015.
"Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency," Northwest Junior Faculty Forum, Seattle University School of Law, March 26,
2015.
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“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” College of Law Junior Faculty Retreat, University of Idaho College of Law,
February 28, 2015.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Faculty Colloquium, University of Idaho College of Law, Dec. 10, 2014.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Rocky Mountain Junior Scholars Forum, University of Utah S.J. Quinney College
of Law, Nov. 13-14, 2014.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, Michigan State University College of Law,
August 8, 2014.
“The Four Sons of America’s Constitutional Faith,” Inland Northwest Scholars Workshop, Gonzaga
University School of Law, July 14, 2014.
“The Political Cost of Brady Compliance: Untangling the Paradox of Orleans and Jefferson Parishes,”
2013 SEALS Annual Conference Discussion Group, “50 Years After Brady v. Maryland: Where Are We
Now?,” August 8, 2013.
“Cruel and Invisible Punishment: Redeeming the Counter-Majoritarian Eighth Amendment,” Loyola
University New Orleans Junior Faculty Forum, February 28, 2013.
Honors and Awards:
2017 Ellis Law Fund Scholar (for summer research funding).
Finalist, 2017 AALS Criminal Justice Section Junior Scholars Paper Competition (for The Eighth
Amendment’s Lost Jurors: Death Qualification and Evolving Standards of Decency).
SERVICE:
Major Committee Assignments:
Member (Elected Faculty Representative), Dean’s Advisory Group (Fall 2017 – Spring 2018)
Faculty Appointments Committee (Fall 2017 – Spring 2018)
Temporary Justice, Honor Court (Spring 2017)
Faculty Secretary (Spring 2016)
Member (Elected Faculty Representative), Dean’s Advisory Group (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
Participant, Curriculum Subcommittee (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
Member, Library Committee (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
University Service – Presentations:
Orientation Instructor, Lawyering Fundamentals, August 2017.
Panelist, Criminal Law advising panel, University of Idaho College of Law, Feb. 13, 2017.
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Panelist, “Transition to Practice: State & Federal Clerkships - Faculty perspective,” University of Idaho
College of Law, Feb. 6, 2017 (sponsored by the Career Development Office).
Orientation Instructor, Lawyering Fundamentals, August 2016.
Panelist, Student/Faculty Q&A Session, University of Idaho College of Law, Aug. 24, 2016 (sponsored
by Phi Alpha Delta).
Panelist, Roundtable on advice for female attorneys, University of Idaho College of Law, Apr. 20, 2016
(sponsored by Women’s Law Caucus).
Panelist, Discussion on diversity, University of Idaho College of Law, Apr. 11, 2016 (sponsored by the
Multicultural Law Caucus and the Native American Law Students Association).
Panelist, “Gun Rights: Will the Second Amendment Survive the Current Executive Branch?,”
University of Idaho College of Law, Jan. 28, 2016 (sponsored by the Federalist Society).
Panelist, “Filming the Police,” University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 29, 2015 (sponsored by the
ACLU and the Black Law Students Association).
Moderator/Panelist, “High on Federalism: Marijuana’s Challenge to Federal-State Relations,”
University of Idaho College of Law, Nov. 7, 2014 (sponsored by the Federalist Society).
University Service – Other:
Faculty Advisor, Criminal Law Society, Spring 2017.
Juror, Mock Trial competition, University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 1, 2015.
Judge, Prince Memorial Evidence Moot Court competition, University of Idaho College of Law,
November 19, 2014.
Judge, McNichols Moot Court Competition, University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 24, 2014.
Outreach Service – Presentations:
Panelist, Film screening of Executing the Insane: The Case of Scott Panetti, followed by panel
discussion on severe mental illness and the death penalty, Feb. 21, 2017 (sponsored by the Idaho
ACLU Student Organization and the Idaho Alliance for the Severe Mental Illness Death Penalty
Exclusion).
Panelist, “The Fourth Amendment’s Application to Social Media Surveillance,” 225th Anniversary of
the Bill of Rights Symposium, Sept. 15, 2016 (sponsored by the Diversity Section of the Idaho State
Bar).
Panelist, Film screening and discussion of BUSTED: The Citizen’s Guide to Surviving Police
Encounters, Washington State University, Oct. 22, 2014 (sponsored by the WSU Criminal Justice and
Criminology Graduate Student Association).
Outreach Service – Media Interviews:
Quoted in: Bryan Clark, “Bill would restrict death penalty for mentally ill,” Idaho Falls Post-Register
(Oct. 1, 2016).
Quoted in: Natalie Jacewicz, “With No Insanity Defense, Seriously Ill People End Up In Prison,” NPR
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(Aug. 5, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/08/05/487909967/with-no-insanitydefense-seriously-ill-people-end-up-in-prison.
Quoted in: Samantha Malott, “Gambling with courtroom deals; Judge calls it a ‘necessary evil’,”
Moscow-Pullman Daily News (Sept. 18, 2014), page 1.
Outreach Service – Court Testimony:
State of Idaho v. Jonathan Daniel Renfro, Case No. CR-15-0006589 (2016) (testified on the impact of
death qualification upon society’s “evolving standards of decency” on capital punishment).
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: (workshops and seminars attended)
Teaching:
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools New Law Teachers Workshop (June 2014)
Scholarship:
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools Annual Meeting (January 2017)
Attendee, Southeastern Association of Law Schools Annual Conference (August 2015)
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools Annual Meeting (January 2015)
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Electronically Filed
3/6/2018 1 :51 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lori Ferguson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
,Q F IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppmk@acluidaho.org·
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorn ys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO·, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,.
PetitionerJ

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTIO , IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF

Case

o. CV0l-18-03877

STIPULATION FOR
BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND SHOW-CAUSE
HEARING

CORRECTIO · , and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public lnformation
Officer,
Respond en ts.
Pe itioner and respondents stipulate and agree to the following briefing

and hearing schedule:

STIPill..ATION FOR BRIEFING SCHEDULE A D SHOW-CAUSE HEARING
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1. Respondents may fi1e a re ponse to the petition on orb fo e
"----._

Wednesday} Ma1 ch 14, 2018.
2. Petitioner may fi1 a reply on or before Wednesday, March 21, 2018.

3 . The Court hould hold a hear'ng, pursuant to I.C. §§ 74-115(1) and

74-116(1) and IRCP 74, on Thursday, April 5 2018, at 2:46 pm MT, at
1

which respondents may show cause why the Court should not order
respond nts to disclose the records the petitioner requested.

DATED this 6th day of March, 2018.

/s/ Richard Eppink

Richard Eppinl<
AMERICA CIVIL LIBERITES
U JO OFIDAHO

OF .~ICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF IDAHO

FOUNDATIO
Attorney f01 Petitioner

Attorneys for Respondents

STIPULATION FOR BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND SHOW-CAUSE HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of March, 2018, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing docum nt was filed with the Clerk of the Court
using the i Court E-F1le system which sent a Notice of Electronic F iling to the
following persons:

Jessica Lynn Kuehn
iessica.kue h n@ag. ida ho. gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor

Boise,. Idaho 83720

By: Isl Richard Eppink

RICHARD EPPI .K
Attorney for plain tiffs

STIPULATION FOR BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND SHOW-CA USE HEARlNG
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Filed:03/07/2018 10:39:48
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Korsen, Janine

Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
v.

C ase N o.

CV01-18-03877

ALTERNATIVE WRIT OF
MANDATE AND ORDER
TO SHOW CAUSE

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74 (b) (1) authorizes this Court to issue an
alternative writ of mandate when the petition requests and, upon a verified
complaint or affidavit, shows grounds for issuance of a writ. Likewise, Idaho

ALTERNATIVE WRIT OF MANDATE - Page 1
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Code § 74-116(1) authorizes this Court, whenever it appears that certain public
records are being improperly withheld from a member of the public, to order the
public officials charged with withholding the records to disclose the records or
show cause why they should not do so. Having reviewed the verified petition
and the Affidavit of Aliza Cover, the Court concludes there are grounds upon
which this Court should issue a writ and order to show cause.
Therefore, the Idaho Board of Correction, the Idaho Department of
Correction, and Jeffrey R. Ray are hereby ordered to do one of the following
things:
(1) Disclose to the petitioner all records about the drugs that have been or
will be purchased/used in future executions (including identifying
information about the drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are to be stored; etc.)
and all records about the use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and
Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its
drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others
regarding acquisition of drugs), or
April 5
(2) Appear before this Court on _______________________,
2018, at
2:45 p.m.
____________
o’clock to show cause why they have not disclosed all of

those records. If respondents elect to appear and show cause,

ALTERNATIVE WRIT OF MANDATE – Page 2
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respondents may file a brief and supporting materials on or before
___________________, 2018, and petitioner may file any reply brief
and supporting materials on or before _____________________, 2018.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Signed: 3/7/2018 09:38 AM

Distrist Judge, Lynn Norton

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
March 7, 2018
,KHUHE\FHUWLI\WKDWRQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB,HPDLOHG
VHUYHG DWUXHDQG
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Jessica Kuehn
^jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

&+5,6723+(5'5,&+
&OHUNRIWKH&RXUW

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Signed: 3/7/2018 10:43 AM
'HSXW\&OHUN
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Filed:03/07/2018 15:10:43
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Korsen, Janine

Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
v.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

ORDER TO SHOW
CAUSE

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.
The Court has reviewed the parties' Stipulation for Briefing Schedule and
Show-Cause Hearing, as well as the Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate to
Compel the Disclosure of Public Records and the Affidavit of Aliza Cover. From
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
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that review, the Court finds good cause under Idaho Code §§ 74-115(1) and 74116(1) and IRCP 74 for entry of this order. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1. Respondents may file a response to the petition on or before
Wednesday, March 14, 2018.
2. Petitioner may file a reply on or before Wednesday, March 21, 2018.
3. The Court shall hold a hearing, pursuant to I.C. §§ 74-115(1) and 74116(1) and IRCP 74, on Thursday, April 5, 2018, at 2:45 pm MT, at
which respondents may show cause why the Court should not order
respondents to disclose the records the petitioner requested.
4. As required under I.C. § 74-115(2), the respondents shall keep all
documents or records in question until the end of the appeal period,
until a decision has been rendered on the petition, or as otherwise
statutorily provided, whichever is longer.
Signed: 3/7/2018 03:06 PM

DATED this ___ day of March, 2018.

___________________________
Hon. Lynn Norton
District Judge

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of March, 2018, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was served by email upon the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
PO Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Electronically Filed
3/14/2018 4:32 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

LA WREN CE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

v.

)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information

)
)
)
)
)
)

om~~

Respondents.

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S
PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE
TO COMPEL DISCLOSURE OF
PUBLIC RECORDS

)
)
)

COMES NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and
Jeffrey R. Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys
of record, and hereby submit this Response to Petition for a Writ of Mandate. Based on
the reasons set forth below, Respondents request this Court deny Petitioner's request for a
Response to Petition for Writ of Mandate - Page 1
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peremptory writ of mandate or order further disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 74116( l) and/or (2). Respondents request this Court further deny Petitioner's request for
attorney fees and costs under the Idaho Public Records Act.
INTRODUCTION

Petitioner electronically filed her petition for a writ of mandate to compel
disclosure of public records in this action on February 27, 2018. The Court filed its
Order directing Respondents to respond on March 7, 2018, directing a response on or
before March 14, 2017. Petitioner submitted a public records request to Jeffrey Ray,
Public Information Officer, on September 21, 2017. The Department, through Mr. Ray,
responded to Petitioner's request on September 27, 2017, granting in part and denying in
part her request. Petitioner continues to seek records about the drugs Idaho used in the
2011 and 2012 executions and about the drugs it will use in future executions. Petitioner
argues that respondents refused to disclose the requested records. Respondents submit
that the partial denial was proper, as Respondents reasonably responded to the actual
requests made, that some of the documents requested were not provided because they do
not exist, and that other documents fall into a clear exemption from disclosure.
On March 14, 2018, copies of additional documents were sent to Petitioner, in
care of her attorney of record.

These documents were provided upon a review of

Petitioner's filed petition, which specifically identifies and describes requested
documents that were not, at the time of her initial request, directly responsive to the
request.

The Respondents do not concede, by providing these documents, that the

documents were improperly, let alone frivolously, withheld.
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STANDARD FOR MOTIONS TO COMPEL DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS

On a motion to compel, the withholding party carries the burden of proof to show
why the party withheld specific records. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 100, 320 P.3d
1250, 1259 (2014). The burden remains on the withholding party to justify its denial
even where the agency discloses requested records prior to a hearing.

Hymas I, 156

Idaho 739, 747, 330 P.3d 1097, 1105 (2014). The withholding agency must articulate a
non-frivolous basis for withholding the documents.

Id.

The withholding party acts

frivolously if its conduct is "not supported in fact or warranted under existing law and
cannot be supported by a good faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal
of existing law." Id.; I.C. § 12-123(1)(b)(ii);
ARGUMENT
A. Jeffrey Ray is not an appropriate named Respondent in this matter.

As an initial matter, Respondents submit Jeffrey Ray, a Public Information
Officer, is not an appropriate Respondent in this matter, to the extent the Petitioner seeks
to compel disclosure of records or obtain attorney fees and costs. Idaho Code § 74-115
provides that the exclusive remedy for an aggrieved person is to institute proceedings in
district court to compel the public agency or independent public body corporate and
politic to compel disclosure. A public agency is defined as any state or local agency.
Idaho Code § 74-101 ( 11). An independent public body corporate and politic is defined
as the Idaho housing and finance association. Idaho Code § 74-101(4). Mr. Ray is not a
public agency or independent public body corporate and politic.

To the extent the

petition seeks only to compel and recover costs and fees, Mr. Ray is not an appropriate
party to this proceeding. Mr. Ray could be an appropriate party to a proceeding to seek a
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civil penalty pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-117, as a civil penalty may be assessed against
a public official if the Court finds that official acted deliberately and in bad faith. As
discussed below, however, Petitioner does not seek a civil penalty and is not entitled to a
civil penalty.

B. Respondents did not and do not use Idaho Board of Correction Rule
135.06 found in the Idaho Administrative Code at IDAP A 06.01.01.135.06
arbitrarily or capriciously, and reasonably responded to Petitioner's
request.
Petitioner argues that Respondents apply Board Rule 135.06 arbitrarily and
capriciously as Respondents have previously disclosed certain documents in response to
other requests, but allegedly withheld the documents in response to Petitioner's request.
Upon receipt of a public records request, Respondents are responsible for responding to
that request, and need not provide documents that are not responsive to the specific
request before them simply because certain records may have been produced in response
to a different public records request.
Petitioner notes that other individuals have received other documents that
Petitioner perceives as responsive to her request.

However, Petitioner's request was

vague and generalized. Petitioner's pertinent request was for records and information
about "the use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug
suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)." It is not clear that the documents
cited by Petitioner as documents that were provided to others and should have been
provided to her were actually responsive to her request. Whether Respondents previously
disclosed certain documents to other parties is relevant to whether those documents are
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exempt from disclosure, but not to whether the documents were actually responsive to
Petitioner's request. Petitioner is not entitled to documents merely because they were
provided to another if those same documents did not appear to be responsive to
Petitioner's request.
To the extent the documents cited by the Petitioner, such as the Kempf affidavit
and various email communications, were responsive to Petitioner's request, the denial of
her access to those documents was an inadvertent, good-faith mistake by the
Respondents, and was not an arbitrary or capricious application of the Board Rule.
Petitioner has received, or will receive contemporaneously herewith, copies of additional
records that may be responsive to her request, and that were specifically named in her
petition to enforce the Idaho Public Records Act. See Affidavit of Jessica L. Kuehn, filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Documents responsive to Petitioner's request for "the drugs that have been or will
be purchased/used in future executions (including identifying information about the
drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how the
drugs are to be stored; etc.)" do not exist. While a better practice may have been to
respond to Petitioner's request with a statement that these documents do not exist,
Respondents are not required to produce and do not act frivolously when failing to
produce documents that do not exist. Even if these documents did, Respondent submits
they would be exempt pursuant to IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06.
Petitioner's request was initially denied in part, and continues to be partly denied.
Respondents properly and reasonably relied upon authority contained in statutes and
Board Rules for this partial denial. Respondents' September 27, 2017, response cited
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IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 for this denial (this was cited as Board Rule 135.06). This Rule
provides that the Department "will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of
the onsite physician; or staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or
medical teams; nor will the Department disclose any other information wherein the
disclosure of such information could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an
execution."

IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06.

Respondents relied upon this rule in partially

denying Petitioner's request for documents.

Respondents submit that specific

information sought by Petitioner, specifically the source of the drug, would jeopardize the
Department's ability to carry out an execution, as such disclosure may subject past
sources to harassment. This would harm the source and potentially unduly impact that
source's willingness to communicate with the Idaho Department of Correction in the
future.
In addition to the explicit exemption rule cited in the Respondents' public records
response, a similar exemption to disclosure is explicitly recognized by statute. Idaho
Code § 74-105(4) specifically exempts certain records of the department of correction.
Exempted records include those for which "the public interest in confidentiality, public
safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure as
identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho board of correction under section 20-212,
Idaho Code." Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a). Respondents submit the partial denial of
Petitioner's request is necessary to protect the public interest in confidentiality and public
safety. Public disclosure of documents reporting the additional requested information,
such as the source and exact nature of the drug or drugs used, or the persons involved in
the execution, would be reasonably likely to subject persons or companies involved in the
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execution to significant harassment.

If publicly available, this same information is

reasonably likely to endanger the safety of individuals involved in the execution process.
In addition to the confidentiality and safety of individuals and organizations involved in
the execution process, disclosing the requested information would also be reasonably
likely to jeopardize the Department's interest in confidentiality and security in its ability
to carry out executions.

See Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, deputy director of Idaho

Department of Correction.
Idaho Code § 20-212 gives the Board rulemaking authority, which includes the
discretion to make "all necessary rules" to the Department's operation that are not
"inconsistent with express statutes or the state constitution." IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06
was properly promulgated pursuant to Idaho Code § 20-212. This Rule was properly
relied upon by the Respondents, and Respondents continue to rely upon this Rule in their
partial denial of Petitioner's request.
C. IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 is not unreasonable, invalid, or contrary to the
Legislature's clear expressions.

The Board of Correction has been expressly granted the control, direction, and
management of the state penitentiary. Idaho Constitution, art. X., § 5; Idaho Code§ 20209; Burge v. State, 90 Idaho 473,476,413 P.2d 451,452 (1966); Mahaffey v. State, 87
Idaho 228, 232, 392 P.2d 279, 281 (1964). In accordance with this Constitutional grant
of authority, the Idaho Legislature enacted Chapter 2, Title 20, creating the Board of
Correction to control, direct, and mange Idaho's correctional facilities, and to provide for
the care and maintenance of all prisoners in its custody.
The authority to make such rules and carry out an express legislative purpose is
not exclusively a legislative power and is, instead, administrative in nature.
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State v.

Heitz, 72 Idaho 107, 112, 238 P.2d 439, 442 (1951). The Board has been expressly
granted the control, direction, and management of the penitentiaries of Idaho. State v.
Reese, 98 Idaho 347, 348, 563 P.2d 405, 406 (1977). Idaho Code§§ 20-212 and 20-244
empower the Board to make and adopt rules for the management of prison
administration. Waggoner v. State, 121 Idaho 758, 760, 828 P.2d 321, 323 (Ct. App.
1991). Because the Legislature cannot foresee all practical difficulties the Board may
encounter while carrying out its statutory duties, administrative agencies also have the
implied powers that are reasonably necessary to implement the expressly granted powers.
Vickers v. Lowe, 150 Idaho 439, 442, 247 P.3d 666, 669 (2011). Thus, the Board of
Correction's statutory powers include, but are not limited to, the power to make all
necessary rules to carry out its duties pursuant to Idaho Code § 20-212. As the death
penalty is permissible under Idaho Code and Idaho's Constitution, and the Idaho
Department of Correction is tasked with administering and executing a death sentence,
this rulemaking power extends to executions. Idaho Code §§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A
grant the Idaho Department of Correction specific authority to carry out executions.
Properly conducted executions are integral to carrying out the necessary, and
expressly granted, powers of the Board. Thus, IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 was properly
promulgated as a rule necessary to the conduct of the Board of Correction's necessary
duties.

This rule is not invalid and does not contradict the Legislature's clear

expressions. As previously noted, in enacting Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), the Legislature
specifically deferred to the Board's rulemaking authority pursuant to Idaho Code § 20212 and its identification of risks caused by execution-related disclosures.
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The Legislature has authority to designate rule-making authority to agencies, and
appropriately did so in Idaho Code § 20-212.

IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 was properly

promulgated pursuant to the Board's legislatively derived authority, and is a reasonable
means of carrying out the Department's duties, which include constitutionally sound
executions.
Petitioner provides no authority or argument supporting her bald contention that
the "Rule itself is also unreasonable, invalid, and contradicts the legislature's clear
expressions." (Petition, p. 7). As noted, the Idaho Legislature clearly intended for and
expressly authorized the Board of Correction to promulgate rules necessary to the
management ofldaho's prisons. This necessarily includes procedures and rules related to
executions, as capital punishment is permitted by Idaho statutes as well as the United
States and Idaho Constitutions, and is managed by the Idaho Department of Correction.
IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 is a reasonable restriction upon information disclosed regarding
executions. These rules are within the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction,
were properly promulgated, and appropriately applied.

D. Petitioner is not entitled to attorney's fees, costs, or a civil penalty as the
refusal was not frivolously pursued, and a civil penalty was not requested
and such a demand would not be appropriate here.

Idaho Code § 74-116 provides, "In any such action [to enforce or defend against
disclosure of public records], the court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to
the prevailing party or parties, if it finds that the request or refusal to provide records was
frivolously pursued." I.C. § 74-116. Here, the majority of the documents specifically
identified in her Petitioner have been provided to Petitioner. Those that have not been
either do not exist or fall into the exemptions cited above. Even if this Court determines
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that some documents in Respondent IDOC's possession were responsive to Petitioner's
initial request and should have been disclosed as public records, at worst, both Petitioner
and Respondent are prevailing parties in this matter as Petitioner has pursued the
disclosure of documents that are clearly not public records pursuant to the exemptions
noted above. Even if the Court determines the Respondents were not justified in their
withholding of documents, Petitioner is not necessarily entitled to attorney fees and costs.
To award Petitioner attorney fees, the Court must determine that Respondent's failure to
disclose the requested records was frivolous. Here, Respondent reasonably relied upon
IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 in its partial denial of records. This rule is supported by Idaho
Code § 74-105(4)(a), which provides statutory authorization for the Board's denial of
certain records identified during rule-making, and its promulgation is explicitly permitted
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 20-212.
Some of the documents cited in Petitioner's verified petition were previously
disclosed to other parties in response to other public records requests. These requests
were more specific and detailed.

Respondents reasonably responded to Petitioner's

request, and are not required to guess at the nature of Petitioner's request or provide
documents that are not requested or do not exist. Respondents relied upon statutory and
case authority, as well as the Board's properly promulgated rules. Records were not
frivolously withheld, and this response was not frivolously pursued.
Respondents acknowledge that Idaho Code§ 74-117 provides for a civil penalty if
the Court finds that a public official has "deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused
a request" for non-exempt public records. Petitioner has not alleged deliberate and bad
faith refusal nor requested the Court impose a civil penalty in this matter. Moreover,
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Respondents had a good faith reason to partially deny Petitioner's request, and relied
upon statute and the Board rule. The Board has the express authority to promulgate such
rules, the rule was properly promulgated, and Respondents reasonably relied upon the
rule, as well as statutory and case law authority, in their partial denial of Petitioner's
request.
Based on the foregoing, Respondents request the Court deny Petitioner's Writ of
Mandate to Compel the Disclosure of Public Records, and deny the request for any
attorney fees or costs. Respondents further request this Court not impose a civil penalty.

Respectfully submitted this

·,.r'fl-1
_el
day of March 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO

OFFI

F~RAL

.KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

u~
_l:i day of March 2018, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO PETITION on:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7503
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Via Electronic Filing
V
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y eneral

Electronically Filed
3/14/2018 4:32 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Petitioner,
V.

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA KUEHN

)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

Respondents.

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

I, Jessica L. Kuehn, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
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1.

I am a deputy attorney general, assigned to the Special Prosecution Unit,

Criminal Division. I have been assigned to the above-entitled case. I make this affidavit
based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

On March 14, 2018, Jeffrey Ray, Public Information Officer, sent Aliza

Cover copies of the following records by electronic mail, in care of her attorney of
record, Richard Eppink:
Harris Pharm LLP / Blades Correspondence
Command Agendas 2011
Command Agenda 2012
DEA 224
DEA Form 224
Kempf Correspondence
Leavitt Execution - Valley Correspondence
Medical Team Briefing Powerpoint
Pfizer Letter
Pharmacy Registration
Reinke Correspondence
Rhoades Execution

Valley Correspondence

Zmuda Correspondence
Affidavit of former IDOC Director Kevin Kempf
3.

I have attached a copy of the correspondence sent to Mr. Eppink as

Attachment A. I have not attached a copy of all of the documents listed in Attachment A.
4.

Respondents continue to rely upon exemptions from disclosure in Idaho

Code§ 74-104, Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), and IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.135 for a partial
denial of Petitioner's request.
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DATED this 14 th day of March 2018.

By
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~
Jes«.

Kuehn

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

·~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of March 2014, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing AF DAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acl uidaho. org

Via Electronic Filing
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ATTACHMENT A
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~· IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Protect the public, our staff and those within our custody and sitpervision
C, L. "BUTCH,, OTTER

HENRY ATENCIO

Governor

Director

March 14, 2018

Aliza Cover
c/o Richard Eppink, Attomey for Aliza Cover
P.0. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
Re: Subsequent Response to Request for Public Records
Dear Mr. Eppink:
Subsequent to Ms. Cover's filing of the Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate, the response to
public records request submitted by Ms. Cover on September 21, 2017 was further reviewed.
This review considered the original request as well as the descriptions of documents contained in
Ms. Cover's Petition. The Idaho Department of Correction's decision to provide these additional
documents in no way admits these documents were frivolously withheld or that the Department
acted in bad faith in partially denying Ms. Cover's request. Based upon an additional review of
the request, attached are following records:

Harris Pharm LLP / Blades Co1Tespondence
Command Agendas 2011
Command Agenda 2012
DEA 224
DEA Form224
Kempf Correspondence
Leavitt Execution - Valley Conespondence
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Medical Team Briefing Powerpoint
Pfizer Letter
Pharmacy Registration
Reinke C01Tespondence
Rhoades Execution - Valley Conespondence
Zmuda Correspondence
Affidavit of former IDOC Director Kevin Kempf
No documents responsive to the request for "drugs that will be purchased/used in future
executions" exist. The Department has not purchased and has made no decisions about
purchasing drugs to be used in future executions.
The Department continues to redact or otherwise deny public access to certain documents based
on Idaho Code§ 74-104, Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), and IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.135.
This additional review of your request was conducted by a Deputy Attorney General. As this
response constitutes a partial denial of your request, your sole remedy is set forth in Idaho Code
§ 74-115(1 ), pursuant to which you have the right to appeal by filing a petition in the Fou1ih
Judicial District of Idaho within 180 calendar days of mailing of this notice.
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Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275

Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No,'JO.$'<\

Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
•

ALIZA COVER,

Petitioner,

v.

I

)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFF ZMUDA

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

STATE OF IDAHO )
)
County of Ada
)
I, Jeffrey Zmuda, being first duly sworn on path and state as follows:
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1.

I am the deputy director of the Idaho Department of Correction

("Department"). I have been in this position for 15 months and have been employed with
the Department for over 30 years. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal
knowledge and belief.
2.

Prior to becoming deputy director, I served as the chief and deputy chief

of the Division of Prisons. During the course of my employment with the Department,
my duties have included managing, planning, preparing, coordinating, and implementing
the Department's execution procedures in conjunction with the Idaho Maximum Security
Institution.
3.

As deputy chief, I was tasked with overseeing the execution process and

developing and implementing the Department's Standard Operating Procedures regarding
execution procedures.
4.

IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 permits the Idaho Board of Correction and Idaho

Department of Correction to refuse to disclose "the identity of the onsite physician; or
staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers serving on escort or medical teams; nor will
the Department disclose any other information wherein the disclosure of such
information could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution."
5.

In my experience, disclosing the identity of the source of a lethal injection

chemical and the nature of that chemical would jeopardize the Department's ability to
carry out an execution. Disclosing this information is likely to subject lethal injection
chemical sources to significant harassment and pressure, leading to lethal injection
chemicals becoming unavailable from those sources.
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6.

That it is absolutely paramount the identities of individuals participating in

an execution remain confidential for their own safety and security, as well as the
Department's ability to carry out its statutory obligations.
7.

In preparation for an execution, the Department assures potential members

of the medical and escort teams that their identities will be protected. Individuals
involved in executions have expressed reservations about participating in an execution if
their identities were publicly known. The inability of the Department to staff executions
would jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution.
8.

Idaho Code § 74-105(4) specifically exempts certain documents of the

Department from disclosure when the interest in confidentiality, security, or safety
outweighs the public's interest in disclosure. As noted above, disclosure of the identities
of individuals involved in an execution, including the source of the lethal injection
chemical(s) and the identities of the individuals on an execution team, would be likely to
subject those individuals or entities to harassment. This would also be reasonably likely
to endanger the safety of the individuals or entities involved in the execution.
9.

In my experience and knowledge, sources in various states have refused to

supply lethal injection chemicals to correctional facilities due to external pressures and
public knowledge that those individuals or entities were involved in supplying the lethal
injection chemicals.

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
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10.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

DATED this 14th day of March 2018.

(J_z-d2
___

By_,_l_j___

c._
_ _ _ __

Jeffrey Zmuda

Subscribed and sworn to me on this 14th day of March 2018.

Notary Public fo
Residing at: _ _----'....__--=------My Commission Expires: _ _ _
-"-'I-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ y of March 2018, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY ZMUDA on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org

Via Electronic Filing
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Electronically Filed
3/21/2018 4:57 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lori Ferguson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

v.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF
RICHARD EPPINK

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.
I, Richard Eppink, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am attorney for the petitioner in this case.
2. The Affidavit of Jessica L. Kuehn, filed on March 14, 2018, in this case, refers to
additional public records that the respondents produced to Professor Aliza Cover, the
petitioner, on March 14, 2018, in response to her September 21, 2017, public records request.
The respondents produced the documents to me, Professor Cover's attorney in this case.
Exhibit A to this declaration is a true, compiled copy of those documents. For ease of reference,

I have added Bates numbers (in the format of "IDOC000000") to the bottom right hand corner
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of the documents.
3. Exhibit B is a true, compiled copy of the minutes of the Idaho Board of Correction
from 2011. I obtained these minutes from the Idaho Board of Correction website,
https://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/directors office/board of correction.

For

ease

of

reference, I have added Bates numbers (in the format of "IBOC Minutes 000") to the top center
margin of those documents.
4. Exhibit C is a true copy of the minutes of the Idaho House of Representatives
Judiciary, Rules, and Administration Committee for January 17, 2012. I obtained these
minutes

from

the

Idaho

Legislature's

website,

http://legislature.idaho.gov/wp-

content/uploads/sessioninfo/2012/standingcommittees/120117 1330 hjud-Minutes.pdf.
5. Exhibit D is a true copy of a letter from Idaho deputy attorneys general Mark
Kubinski and Kristina Schindele dated March 3, 2017, concerning documents produced by the
Idaho Department of Correction to private litigants in response to a subpoena, together with
two of the documents that accompany that letter and are referenced in it,........ one titled "Execution
Chemical INVENTORY I CHAIN OF CUSTODY I DISPOSITION" and another titled
"IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 4."
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: March 21, 2018

Isl Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of March, 2018, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the i Court E-File
system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
iessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: Isl Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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EXHIBIT

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION

DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION

/

A

Protect the public, ottr staffand those within our custody and supervision
HENRY ATENCIO

C. J,. "BUTCH" OTTER

Dlrcc:1or

Governor

March 14, 2018
Aliza Cover
c/o Richard Eppink, Attorney for Aliza Cover
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
Re: Subsequent Response to Request for P ublic Records
Dear Mr. Eppink:
Subsequent to Ms. Cover 's filing of the Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate, the response lo
public records request submitted by Ms. Cover on September 2 1, 2017 was further reviewed.
T l1is review considered the original request as well as the descriptions of documents contained in
Ms. Cover's Petition. The ldabo Department of Correction's decision to provide these additional
documents in no way admits these documents were frivolously withJ1eld or that the Department
acted in bad faith in partially denying Ms. Cover's request. Based upon an additio nal review of
the request, attached are fo llowing records:

Hanis Pharm LLP / B lades Correspondence
Command Agendas 20 l 1
Command Agenda 20 12
DEA224

DEA Form 224
Kempf Cotrcspondence
Leavitt Execution - Valley Correspondence
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Medical Team Briefing Powerpoint
Pfizer Letter
Pharmacy Registration
Reinke Conespondence
Rhoades Execution - Valley Conespondence
Zmuda Correspondence
Affidavit of former IDOC Director Kevin Kempf
No documents responsive to the request for "drugs that will be purchased/used in future
executions" exist. The Depaiiment has not purchased and has made no decisions about
purchasing drugs to be used in future executions.
The Department continues to redact or otherwise deny public access to ce1iain documents based
on Idaho Code§ 74-104, Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), and IDAPA Rule 06.01.01.135.
This additional review of your request was conducted by a Deputy Attorney General. As this
response constitutes a paiiial denial of your request, your sole remedy is set forth in Idaho Code
§ 74-115(1), pursuant to which you have the right to appeal by filing a petition in the Fomih
Judicial District ofldaho within 180 calendar days of mailing of this notice.
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I

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

'Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.Jdaho.gov>
5/24/20111:47 PM
Ra: Pentobarbltol

HI Randy,
Sodium Thlopanlal Is Iha drug used by most of Iha sates Ilka Nebraska, South
· 0akola, 0elaware; ·Arazona·elc;
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEQ
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1F Picnic Garden Road, ·
Kolkala 700039
Wast Bengal,
India
Phone (Dirac!): +(91)-33-40814353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5870

Fax: +(1)-800-6526918
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:

·

Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprielary lo Harris Phanma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain lnfonmatlon that Is privileged,
corifldenlial or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo Iha attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
fmwarded message, Iha content and Iha views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company, If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information lo the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
dlstrlbullon, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
informallon In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee Iha! the Integrity of this
communication has been malnlalned and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or interference.

•···· Original Message •··From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )'' <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 1:07 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Chris
Elliot referred to anolher drug called Sodium thlopental. We have to
research Iha! one.
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Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1636
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

.>>->-~Chrls.t,Jarrls.(.t,Jarrls.eharma LLe )"..,;chrlsharrls@harrlspharrnallp.,ep.m~
»> 05/19/201112:15 »>
HI Randy,
The company Information Is mentioned below. Do tell him Chris Harris has
given you his Information so he knows.
Callgor Rx Inc
Name: Elliot Safdle
212-988-0590
212-988-1729
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1F Picnic Garden Road,
Kolkata 700039
West Bengal,
India
•
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614363
Cell: +(91)-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fex: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrtspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the altachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notlfled that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

---- Original Message -····
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From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Phanma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 201110:35 PM
Subject: Re: Pantobarbllol
Chris
.Yesrwewould-appreclele-lheJ/lorklng .together. through .th a.US .company. Rlease .
provide the Information.
Thanks
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )' <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
»> 05/18/2011 09:11 »>
HI Randy,
Just wanted lo know If there Is any update regarding your order. I can
understand your concern for Importing. However this problem Is being solved.
There Is a company In the USA who can Import these products legally and
supply lo you. Other slates are doing the same. I am selling lo the company
In US and you would be buying directly from them. Thay have all the DEA
licenses to Import these kinds of products and distribute II In the US. If
you are Interested I can pass the Info on to you and we can work together
through this company.
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Phanma LLP.
171B/1F Picnic Garden Road
Kolkala • 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1 )-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and lransmllled by this E-MAIL Including any
atlachment Is proprietary lo Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
fo1Warded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
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not ranee! those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnformaUon to the named recipient, you are notlned that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In eny manner Is strlcUy prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system end
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
-- -vlruses,-lnler.ceptlons-or-lnterterence ... ___ ···- __

---· Original Message __ ;
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chrls Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2011 2:11 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
We are still developing the SOP. II will be a month or so I em afraid.
Randy Blades .
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" <chrisharrls@kayempharma.org> 04/05/2011 13:09 »>
HI Randy,
.
Any updates regarding the order?
Regards,
Chris
----- Original Message --From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org
Sent: Friday, March 25, 201112:55 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Yes, things are moving along et the speed of government:·) We do have a
meeting on It tomorrow however.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1835
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> 'Chris Harris" chrlsharris@kayempharma.org 03/24/201113:18 >»
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Hi Randy,
Any updates?
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
KAYEM Pharmaceullcals Pvt. Ltd.
-2rGreen.Elefd-Clc!S ..Ltd .,.Laxman.Mhatra. Road, _
Merlan Colony, Borlvall { W ),
Mumbai• 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone {Direct): +(91)·33-40614353
Cell: +{91)·9636827779
VN!W.kayempharma.org
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutlcal Pvl Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is prlvllaged,
confldentlal or exempt from disclosure under appllcable law. Access to this
e-mail end/or lo the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized, If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In !his E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company, If you are no! the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for dellverlng the
lnforrnallon lo the named recipient, you are notlfled that any use,
dlslrlbullon, lrensmlsslon, printing, copying or dissemination of this
lnformallon in any way or In any manner Is slrlclly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender, There Is no guarantee !hat !he Integrity of this
communication has bean maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, lntarcepllons or Interference.

-~ Original Massage •····
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoo.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com~
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:23 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Chris
We are having soma discussion with our central office folk on which method
to use.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
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>» "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com> 03/21/2011 08:59 >»
HI Randy,
Just wanted lo know If there Is any update regarding your order.
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
- --KA'l'EM-P-harmaceutlcafs.P-vt..Lld,----- __ -·--· ... -·--· ..•
2, Green Field CHS. Lid., Laxman Mhalre Road,
Marian Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779 .
Fax: +(91)-22-28907454

W1w1.kayampharma,com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and lransmltled by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Lid and Is Intended
solely for Iha addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is prtvlleged,
confldentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law, Access lo this
a-mall and/or to Iha attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and Iha views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company, If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of Iha Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform Iha sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

••••• Original Message - ·
From: 'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: Penlobarbllol
>

> Thank you Chris. I wlll gel back to you. Do you take stale purchase
> orders?
> Also what quantity of Pentobarbllol are we talking about to manufaclor?
> Randy Blades
>
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
>
> ••••• Reply message•-··
> From: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharrna.com>
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> Date: Wed, Mar 16, 2011 5:46 am
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
> To: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
>
>

> HI Randy,
>

> It was nice talking to you on the phone yesterday and as discussed I am
- - • - ..•. :. mentlonlng.atl.detalls.below_ .. __________ . ·-----· _____ ..... __ .....
>

> The Pentobarbltal we are not able to supply as we do not have that In
> stock.
> We can manufacture It but the quantity will need to be large for the order
> and I am sure you would not require such a large quantity.
>

> However we can supply you with Sodium Thlopental 1gm Vials at $f5 per Vial
> with the minimum order quantity being 500 Vials. We have supplied this to
> Nebraska and have also Just shipped to South Dakota. Other states are also
> placing their ordars with us,
>

> Do let me know how you wish to proceed.
>
> Regards,
> Chris Harris
> Director Sales & Marketing
> KAYEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd,
> 2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhatre Road,
> Marian Colony, Borlvatl ( W ),
>Mumbai• 400 103,
> Maharashtra,
> India
> Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40814353
> Cell: +(91)·9836827779
> Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
> www.kayempharma.com
>

> DISCLAIMER:
>

> Information contained and transmltled by this E-MAIL Including any
> attachment Is proprietary ·to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
> solely for the addressee/a, and may contain Information that Is
> prlvlleged,
> confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to
> this
> e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is
>a
> forwarded message, Iha content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
> not reflect !hose of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient,
> an
> agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
> Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
> distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
> Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohlbtled. If you are
> not the Intended recipient of this mail kindly delete from your system and
> Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
> communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
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> viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
>
>

> •-·· Original Message ••• ,.
> From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
> To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:46 PM
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
>

>Mr.Harris
>

> I am contacting you Inquiring about the avallablllty of Penlobarbltol.
>

> Thank you
>
>

> Randy Blades
> Warden
> Idaho Maximum Security Institution
> 208-338-1635
> rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
>
>
>
>
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October 20, 2011

(

AGENDA

0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group
Dep, Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Tewalt, Warden Terry Kirkham, CWC Ops Manager Al Ramirez,
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley, Maj. Ralph Powell, Cpt. Scott Johnson, Cpt. Randy Roper, Col.
UC. Chris Eden, Capt. Steve Richardson, Lt. Sheldon Kelly, Sgt. John Burke, Stan Passey,

nm Kelly,

Attendees:

Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimme!, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe,

Please read:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

Agency Representative Group (0900-1100hrs.)

(

✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

ACHD's offer to post lower speed limit

Randy Valley

i

Communication Plan

Al Ramirez

✓

Written Commitment (MOU)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓

Tour of F-Block

Randy Blades

Command and General Staff Meeting (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Bob Morlan

✓

Overtime Costs

Theo Lowe

✓

Signs

Randy Valley

✓

Entrance Staffing

Jeff Zmuda

✓
✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

Special notes:

l
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10.20.11 Command and General Staff meeting
11 a.m. IMS\ Courtroom

(

Attendees:
David Birch, D4
Randy Blades, IMS\
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC\
Jim Crosby, IMS\
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, \SCI
Brett Kimmel, ISCI

Terrie Kirkham, SIC!
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, \SCI
Randy Valley, CO
Jeff Zmuda, CO

the
issued
8 a.m. on Nov. 18. The offender was is scheduled for
- Execution for Paul Ezra Rhoades #26864
------ ------- ----d-said-he
- - - - eatb-war:raAt-at-4-p.m.-OA-OGt. 19,-aAd-he-was-m0ved-t0-f-B\0sk.Gffencier-waH-0oper-ative-an
v.1as not going to be se\Hnjurio_us. His last words are prepared, and he knows who_ he \V~n!s to visit.
Training will inc(ease in preparation for the event.
Upcoming meetings:
• 11 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays for the next three weeks in IMS\ Courtroom. Randy Valley
will send out appointments.

(

(

Miscellaneous:
• Action item: Lt. Frasier needs to compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.
• Action item: MOUs need to determine what they will do with those they arrest, especially if
there are a large number of them. Perhaps, S\CI-CWC or a bus.
• Action item: MOUs need !DOC contact person from 9 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. when command center
opens
• Action item: Each institution needs to delegate someone to report to Mackenzie, as the
situation unit leader. This person will need to be able to roam their areas and report happenings
on a consistent basis. Frequency will increase as event nears. Bring names to next meeting.
• Action item: Map and large signs (facility objectives, etc.) requests are due Nov. 5 to Bret
Kimmel and_Randy Valley. Notify them if you need a point of interest added to the maps.
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda needs to contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9.
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda will send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy
lot, rather than the front entrance.
• Action item: Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or bearings Nov 18
• Action item: Mackenzie Stone will send offender memo ta Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith.
~"'Att1on-1te1T1: Rmes at engagements aifcrpost orders needrooe camplete aoy next meeting.
• Security staff will public access will wear Class A uniforms on the day of the execution. There will
be no casual Friday.
• Undecided observers can be included with the support demonstrators.
• Academy graduation will be rescheduled to prior to the execution. New staff will be available in
support capacity.
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F Block work orders still need to go throug h Randy Blades

•
Fiscal:

rt packet to meetin g attend ees
Action item: Bob Morlan will send out update d Logistics Suppo
items already in stock.
Theo Lowe is tracking all expen ses for the execution, including
form with one supplier per form
All purcha ses need to be submi tted on a Material Requisition
If possible, note on form if
startin g immediately. Section chiefs will approve purcha ses first.
compa ny doesn 't accept purcha se orders .
F Block purcha ses will still go throug h the normal process.

•
•
•

•

Cindy McMackin is Theo Lowe's back up.
at centra l office for emerg encies .
• Do not use p-cards for execution. Theo Lowe will keep p-card
ng authority. All purcha se orders
• A 30-day PCA will be create d so section chiefs will have spendi
will not be on e[)o_c:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ wili_l1ave~sep_a_ra_te logging numbe rs and
wnere fney will be set up. Smaller
Actron item:·, ents-a rrd-otl re-riat ge-item s willoe aehve reffto
Sam Linton will coordi nate all
items will be delivered to a design ated area. \SCI Storek eeper
slips and ensuring resour ces are
incoming resour ces and be responsible for collecting packing
and Bob Morlan will determ ine
alloca ted to the correc t people. Sam Linton, Terrie Rosenthal
•

-- -

centralized location for deliveries.
n for trailer delivery date. The
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to follow-up with Bob Morla
trailer is 8x20 with two chairs, desk and port-a -potty .
pay for the execution; inform ation
Action item: \DOC leader ship needs to determ ine overti me
budge t. Over time will only be paid
has been submi tted to Josh Tewalt. Pay will come from IMS\
um qualifications.
during the operat ional period and in compliance with fiscal minim
ted to execution work·. Theo Lowe
Employees need to track hours on time sheets that are dedica
Randy Blades, will not code
will need work schedu les from every area. Warde ns, except

•

(

•

•

execut ion time on time sheets .
need training to monito r time
Action item: Opera tions sergea nts and sectio n supervisors will
g.
sheets . Theo Lowe has list of people who need to attend trainin

Signs:
•

al requisition form to Bob my
Action item: Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkham will submi t materi
Oct. 27.
middle of next week for external securi ty signage. Order due
will be taken down after the
o Some signs, such as trespassing, will be perma nent; others
m will develo p
event and kept for future uses. Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkha
sc ematic of where signs will go rorfut ure refere nce.

=== === '"•~ -&" '"ao d¥= l>@ £1~ ~de ~1e

me l'\C === === === === ==

Entrance staffin g:

•

(

post will have two armed parole
There will four station ary posts and three roaming posts. Each
from Ada County. The operat ional
officers and \DOC liaisons. The front post will have someo ne
period will have 8-hou r shifts that require no relief.
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orates MOUs, with traffic
There will be a traffic control model that works its way back and incorp
signs to direct traffic out the dairy road.
Patrol unit will be staged at media center.
Josh Tewalt has staff parking permits under control.
period.
As of now, front entran ce will not be staffed outside the operational
on Pleasant Valley road
14 days leading up to the event, D3 and D4 parole officers will be posted
ns will be
from 5 p.m. to 5 a.m, as a two-man observe and report team. Any concer
communicated to Ada County.

•
•
•
•
•

Event timeline:
to meeting attend ees
Action item: Randy Valley to develop event timeline for event and send
Nov. 18 rough timeline:
_ o 3:30 a.m. Command staff _rE'!port _
~--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --,0 ~4- o.m -:-M e-d i•a- ani ~ve
•
•

5 a.m. demon strator lots open
5 a.m. Media random selection
8 a.m. execution
11 a.m. demon strator closes (will close two hours after execution)
Timeline will need to include what time phones will be shut down
s hours for
Action item: Jeff Zmuda will reques t that director's press release include
0
o
o
o

•
•

demon strator lots

(

Media center:
. He will need to
Action item: Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend
He may need to have an
determ ine how front gate knows who is approved to enter complex.
assista nt PIO at the front gate to help officers filter public from media.
badges
• Action item: Jeff Ray will need to determ ine if media will have IDOC
and Keith Yordy need to
• Action item: Jeff Ray, Jay Christensen, Terry Kirkham, Johanna Smith
those who will stay with
coordi nate where media can park for those who will be in the tent and
demon strator s.
nearby for media to set up
• Maintenance parking area will house media center with an area
.
cameras. Caution tape will be set up to dictate where media is allowed
• ISCI staff will park and enter near visiting center entranc e.
media center area and determ ine
• Action item: On Monday, Terry and Johanna will meet to walk
leave.
1! media will be escorte d throug h the front or back entranc e when they

•

=======·===Me~ave¾~md-fo~1~=,e~~u·a~~mfE&reA-~ll~WE,~-~rn

e~,~~~efl,~~aroj=~.=============

Reporting areas:

•

Garret t Coburn will be the staging area manag er for the complex .
o The staging area will be at SICI visiting
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under staging
Action item: Need to determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work
area manager.
o Action item: Garrett Coburn needs to determine his support staff.
o It will have refreshments and activities for staff
area.
o Only staff assigned to duties specific to execution will report to staging
Response team will be stationed at SBWCC, as to be near demonstrators.
Action item: Jeff Zmuda will need to determine where CERT will be
o

(
■
■
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De liv ery Process
• The req ues tor or designee is res pon si~ li for
acc ept ing and receiving ord er
• The req ues tor or designee mu st not e !111 item s
received and bac kor der ed on packing lijp
• The req ues tor or designee mu st send ~i ned
I
packing slip to Logistics Buyer
• Logistics Buyer will con tac t ven dor for all
bac kor der ed item s or discrepancies a dlfo llow
up wit h sup plie r on balance of ord er
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Cohtact Information
"' Logistics Buy4r:. Bob Morlan
I
.
Phone 658-2CD03 ·
0

""- _ j _______ ,.

° Cell Phone-! 1111
Em a i I rm or a.~•(ci)••·•1d•o•c. id a ho.gov
0

Fiscal Logistic_.~-6 is th- e Back up for Bob - T e; L.owe
Phone 658-2 02

e
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@
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Cell Phone
Email tlowe~idoc.idaho.gov
J
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I :
• Due to the vis ibi lity of P-Cards, we
rec om me nd the y no t be used for purch~ses
i
for the ex ec uti on
• We wi ll have a P-Card at Central Officd fbr
late, emergencies, and it wil l be under[ ai fiscal,
ge ne ric na me
L
.
• Should an em erg en cy arise tho se last teW
I
days, please call Theo or Bob.
I
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Processing P a y m e n ts
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• Fiscal Logistics is wo rk ing wi th ot he r SectiIons to
1
de te rm ine if ~v er tim e pay wi ll be giv en
• As soon as th k da ta is co mp ile d, it wi ll be :
pr es en ted to Leadership fo r fin al ap pr ov :1 :
• A Gu ide fo r TJacking Ti me has been devel!oped,
ll co mp let e ti mesh ets, if
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ff
inc lud ing ho wI sta
.
.
.
th e ap pr ov al ~s given
Each sta ff me mb er (and su pe rvi so r) wi ll ;e: ,
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Fiscal Logistics
• Contact lnfo,rmation
- Fiscal Logistics is the Back up for Bob - Theo L9we
- Phone 658-2002
- Cell Phone··
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- Email tlowe@idoc.idaho.·gov

• Backup to Fiscal Logistics (Theo) is Cindy
McMackin
-· Phone 658-2013
- Cell Phone!·-eU!l!!!!l!
.

l!l!!l!!!ll!,. . -~.~"J'

..,....-,,:;.c:!!!!i;l:lr,;.,t'!!,.
.. !!!.!!!_

- Email cmcmacki@idoc.idaho.gov
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RECEIVING REPORT

(

Vend or Name
Purchase Orde r Num ber

Item Number

Quan tity Rec'd

Desc riptio n of Item

(
'

---------

~-----

-

---

-- ------·---- ----

-

Received By (Printed)

Received By Signature

Date Received

(
an,
Whe n comp leted pleas e scan to Bob Morl
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DR AFT

2011
Job Aide for Tracking Time - October/November
Team, but on a normal
A. If you are working on F Block or on the Com mand
work shift , then you will code your time as follows:
is displayed,
1. Open your time sheet in I-Time. Once your timesheet
ded.
Click on the "Cost Accounting" link so time can be recor

ridesJ JStatusJ
ITopJ JBottomJ Jleave Balances! JWeek OneJ jWeek Two! JOVer
~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

(

--

8.

---

will contain
The system will redraw your screen and the timesheet
ation:
fields to the right side for the capture of grant inform
priate hours
Ente r the "Time Code" as "ACT", and enter the appro
worked.
over to the
Using the TAB key (on the left above Caps Lock) move
"PCA" field.
you.
Ente r the PCA that you work in, or the PCA provided
Move the cursor to the "GRANT" box.
a drop down.
Click on the small down arrow. This will show you
Click on "EXCOST00
SAV E your time sheet.
EXAMPLE ONL Y

below, you will code your
B. If you are working in one of the capacities listed
tlme-asJoUows.
-you r normal day off or canceled days off ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - --- --r's; -o,- ---- ---- ---- - - - -0 h-o lci- ove
-are assigned to "Specializ:ed Posts"
heet is displayed,
1. Open your time sheet in I-Time. Once your times
recorded.
Click on the "Cost Accounting" link so time can be

IDOC000034
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Material Requisition
Requestor
Jon Smith
Name
Requester's 658-2003
phone#
Recommended

I

Requester's cell is?O-ISOO

Requisition Date

10/15/201 I

Date Requ ired

10/31/2011

obone#

Source

Ship to

Vendor Contac
Name:

IMS!
13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

Vendor Phone#

.a •• •·

Kuna, ID 83634
Address

Attn:

3

EXAMPLE

2

EXAMPLE2

Amou nt

Unit Price

Description

Qllantity

Item No.

)Jon Smith
s

25.00

s

75.00

s
s
3
s
4
I,~.-;- r.)- -;r\ L~, - '
I >-- --- --- --- +-- --- --+ s
.
-c.. -~_ ;_: ~"'-_!~.--_
---~
------+----1----5-1-- --~
s
6
s
7
s
8
s
9
s
10
s
2

s

70.00

35.00

II

-

-

-

5

-

12

s

-

13

s

-

s

-

14
REQ GRAND TOTA L

.\.'

Speci'.~.l N·t.t~/.Qr
Requirements

rOr'-almve

145. 00

s

Jack Smith upon receipt.
Please deli\•er to the mail room then notify

These items are needed for the media tent.
-------Requisition Justif icatio n- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----+----------

--- - - - - - - - - - - -

ReQuestor's Name Printed

R=ues tor's Sh!nat ure

Piannin!'. Aoorov a1- Siznat ure

-

I
I

Date

Section Chief/ Comm and StaffS i~oatn re

Date

Lozistics Si~alu re

Date

Date

Date

I
IDOC000035
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DR AF T
e if the staf f is
1. Review each time sheet to determin
nt" number, but not
a. capturing regular time against the "Gra
instructions in Item "A" been
receiving Over Time. Check that the
followed, or
to make sure they were
b. capturing over time (ONL). Che ck
time recorded and check that
assigned the shift associated with the
instructions in Item "B" were followed.
Kim Frashier 658-2143, or Theo Lowe
If you need assistance, please contact
658-2002.

(
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Command and General staff meeting
October 25, 2011
IMS\ Boardroom
Attendees:
Henry Atencio
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Jimmy Crosby
Caryl Frasier
Bret Kimmel
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

Bob Morlan
Al Ramirez
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Upcoming meetings:
9 a.m. on Oct. 27, radio communications meeting
11 a.m. on Oct. 27, Command and general staff meeting
Situational update:
Rhoades is currently in F block on 24-hour watch with two staff. His attorneys were on site today with
warden to visit with Rhoades. No significant issues at this time. There are a few details that still need to
be completed in F block. Coroner was here yesterday; went well. Medical and injection team members
have been identified and are currently training. Josh Tewalt and Kevin Kempf are working on obtaining
drug.
Miscellaneous items:
• Action item: Randy needs to follow up with 8!fJabout disabling phones. Phones will be disabled
during the operational period for phones at the SBC. Outlying facilities do not need to
disconnect phones.
• Marty Thompson has been notified that Cl will be closed Nov. 17, but closed Nov. 18.
• Academy graduation will be moved from Nov. 18, requesting it be moved to Nov. 16. Hopefully
will be available on Friday.
• Action item: Next meeting, office space at IMS! needs to be determined for command center.
• Ada county responders will be staged at SIC\ and one posted at media
• \SCI will have two offenders topping on Nov. 18. Release planning will affect time of day. Keith
Yordy will let Henry Atencio know if a parole officer is needed to help escort offenders.
• 5-6 pre-sentence investigators have offered to come out on the day of the execution, if
--------·- --additional-non,security-staffisneeued
--~--~--~-• Action item: All facilities need to bring staffing reports to Thursday's meeting
--· • Jay Christensen to get w i t h ~ o inquire about external ca-~~-,; s~tup near
demonstrators
• Action item: Theo Lowe will change fixed asset inventory for November. Radios will be
postponed to December. After the execution, weapons and special projects will be focus of
November.

IDOC000037
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Specialty teams:
• CERT team training in canceled
for area behind
• Action item: Derek Butler working on where team will be staged. Looking
Nick Dobler (CNT)
team,
CERT
The
on.
institution, so they can be deployed without media attenti
and Randy Roberts (CFRT) will be on site.
g on a plan for the CISM
• Action item: Jeff needs to follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is workin
team and is expected to have a meeting sometime this week.
they will representing their
• Action item: Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that
member, but they have a
team
teams on the day of the execution. Randy Roberts is also a CISM
large enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT.
Moves:
East/West run then SBC
• Action item: Sunday/Monday for North/South and Tuesday/Wednesday
will find contact NICI
z
Ramire
moves Thursday. Julie McDonnell says county is good with hit. Al
ers on Sunday.
and ICIO to determine if they can change their schedules to accept offend

Action items review:
contact person for law
• Action item: Johanna Smith needs to find out if Nick Baird can be the
House is scheduled for
enforcement from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. during the operational period. Lt. Stan
graveyard that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contact person for MOUs.
information to
• Action item: On Thursday, each facility needs to declare who will report
Mackenzie Stone.
get with Jay Christensen and
• Action item: P&P will have a meeting Nov. 1. Bret Kimmel needs to
Chad Page to complete and order map for this meeting.
18.
• Parole Commission will not schedule any releases or hearings for Nov.
• Action item: Mackenzie to send offender memo to wardens.
for approval.
• Action item: Randy to send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf
ge is clear in OSP post
• Action item: IMS!, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force langua
orders and that a copy of the post order is in each truck.
accommodate secure
• Sam has agreed to be centralized location for deliveries, but he cannot
name is on the
items. Sam asks that when ordering items, please request the recipient's
shipping label.
lighting for demonstrator
• Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkham working on power for trailer and
by Nov. 4
posted
trailer
lots. Generators will likely be needed. Terry Kirkham wants
At training on Thursday,
• Action item: Time sheet training will be Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at SICI.
ee's correct PCA.
Theo Lowe will give out PCA list for each facility to reference each employ
time sheets for key people.
• Action item: Theo needs schedule for each facility to double check
o ONL applicable:
• Media center staff
__________ - - - - - ----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•_Extr_aJ)_S_Ep_ositlons_ _ _ _ _
• Observation posts
• Parole officers
• Command center staff
• CERT
o Not ONL applicable (but still need to capture hours on time sheet):
• !SCI Tower 2

(
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• Extra internal security
• Regular OSP positions
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to finalize external security signage and submit to Bob
o
Morlan.
• Action item: Jimmie Crosby needs to order IMS! sign for F block.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to create Event time line for Thursday's meeting.
• Jeff Ray needs to be consulted on his actions items.
• Media will leave front entrance. Traffic control will ensure that media don't go the wrong way.
• Action item: Garrett Coburn will be staging area manager. Dan Schaffer will be assigned to help.
Shannon Cluney will put Dan Schaffer in touch with Garrett Coburn.
• Action item: Johanna and Keith need to contact Dave Wright to determine if deliveries need to
be postponed or denied Nov. 18. Johanna and Keith can provide more information Thursday.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham will bring commissary information to Thursday's meeting
o Completed items on the action item checklist will be kept on bottom part of page, and Randy
will continually update.
Logistical Concerns:
• Media center staff will wear current boots; class A shirts need to go through Sgt. Culley as
reissue.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Medica center site survey with vendor at 1 p.m. today.
Jeff has few requests such as another smaller tent, podium, etc.
Media center tents will come from a vendor, no in-house tents
!SCI will pay for food, but execution will pay for styrofoam, etc. No other facilities will need extra
from
JCS vests for command and general staff have been ordered. Different colors will be for different
sections, and they will be available for rehearsals.
Action item: Jay Christensen to submit requisition order for port-a-po ttys today. Request will
need to include one additional bathroom for BPD crowd and mob control unit.
Check-in, staging, rehab, briefings and demobile areas will be at Stet visiting. SIC! will be parking
in PRC area and leave parking area for stagers.
o Check-in recorders for shifts will be shift commanders
o Jill Whittington and Ruth Scott will be documentation, one will be at SIC!, one at !SCI
o Not all staff need to report to staging that day
Action item: Henry Atencio will organize one security officer to be posted at central office
during week of execution.
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to send updated plan for maps and traffic flow to Randy
Valley

IDOC000039
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Assignm ent Date

110/25/2011

10/20/2 011

Assigned To
Al Ramirez

Brett Kimmel

10/25/2 011

Brett Kimmel

10/20/2 011

Facilities

Due Date

Action Item

run then
Sunday/Monday for North/South and Tuesday/Wednesday East/West

Al Ramirez will
SBC moves Thursda y. Julie McDonnell says county is good with hit.
s to
schedule
their
change
can
they
if
find contact NICI and ICIO to determi ne
accept offende rs on Sunday
Nov. 5 to Bret
Maps and large posters (facility objectives, etc.) requests are due
added to
interest
of
point
a
Kimmel and Randy Valley. Notify them if you need
the maps.
Christensen
P&P will have a meeting Nov. L Bret Kimmel needs to get with Jay
and Chad Page to complet e and order map for this meeting

11/05/2 011

as the situation
Each instituti on needs to assign a contact person for Mackenzie,
the Branch.
for
breifing
specific
area
unit leader. This person will need provide
.
meeting
next
to
names
Bring
Frequen cy will increase as event nears.
All facilities need to bring staffing reports to Thursda y's meeting
for external
submit material requisition form to Bob my middle of next week
27
Oct.
security signage, Order due

10/25/2 011
10/20/2 011

Facilities
Jay Christen sen

10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

of event. It
!DOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for differen t areas
PIOs.
will be helpful for al! staff to be able to point media to appropr iate

10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

will need to
Jeff Ray is anticipa ting 100 media represen tatives will attend. He
. He may neec
determi ne how front gate knows who is approve d to enter complex
from media
to have an assistan t PIO at the front gate to help officers filter public

10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2 011
0/20/20 11
.0/25/20 11

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2 011

Jeff Zmuda

Determi ne if media will have IDOC badges
on site as
Inquire about represen tative from attorney general' s office to be
consulta nt
lots
Request that director 's press release includes hours for demons trator
staged
be
v,ill
CERT
where
ne
Determi
team and is
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the CISM
expecte d to have a meeting sometim e this week
lot, rather than
Send out memo to staff encoura ging-the m to smoke by the dairy

10/25/2 011
10/25/2 011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2 011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2 011
10/25/2 011
10/20/2 011

Lt. Frasier
Mackenzie Stone

10/20/2 011

Randy Valley

10/20/2 011
10/25/2 011

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

10/27/2 011
10/27/2 011

the front entranc e

Randy Valley

Order IMSI sign for f block
from 9 p.m.
Find out if Nick Baird can be the contact person for !aw enforce ment

ed for graveyard
to 4 a.m. during the operatio nal period. Lt. Stan House is schedul
MOUs
for
person
that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contact
represen ting
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
team
CISM
a
also
is
their teams on the day of the executio n. Randy Roberts
CRFT
to
him
member , but they have a large enough continge ncy to delegate
compile contact list of al! section chiefs and key support ers.
Send offende r memo to wardens
n to all meeting
Send out Idaho Code that referenc es interferi ng with an executio
particip ants
mma~d ce.nter
MOUs need IDOC contact person from 9 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. when"co
opens
----Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees_
the
during
disabled
be
will
Phones
follow up with4' about disabling phones.
to
need
not
do
facilities
operatio nal period for phones at the SBC. Outlying

-- --

disconn ect phones.

10/25/2 011

Randy Valley

10/25/2 011
'0/20/20 11

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

d center
Next meeting , office space at IMSI needs to be determi ned for comman
Send copy of rules of engagem ents to Kevin Kempf for approva l
monitor time
Operatio ns sergean ts and section supervis ors will need training to
sheets

Scheduled

IDOC000040
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-

---

10/25/2011
10/20/2011
J/25/2011

Theo Lowe

Schedule for each facility to double check time sheets for key people
Determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work under staging area manager

Cancelled

IMSI, SIC! and !SCI need to make sure use of force language is clear in OSP post
orders and that a copy of the post order ls in each truck

IDOC000041
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10/z.7/z..orl
11 a.m. in IMSI court room
Comm and and General staff meeti ng

(

Atten dees:
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shann on Cluney, SBWCC
Garre tt Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI

Kevin Kempf, CO
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Terry Kirkham, SICI
Bob Morlan, CO
Theo Lowe, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Dan Schaffer, SBWCC

Mackenzie Stone , ISCI
Johan na Smith, ISCI
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Situation updat e:
their needs . Medical teams have been training on
IDOC met with the attorn ey gener al's office to identify
se attorn ey antici pated to file somet hing in
agressive sched ule. Rhoad es is doing well. Rhoades' defen
court at the end of this week or start of next week.
Action item review:
• Mackenzie Stone 's facility conta cts:
o ISCI -Terr ie Rosenthal
o IMSI - Brett Phillips
o SBWCC -Jacq uelin e Braun
o Action item: SICI needs to assign repre senta tive
•

(

Staffing needs :
nt staffing
o All facilities basically even on each shift with curre
o ISCI will have four additional progr ammi ng staff
plan from Dr. Craig and Shell
o Action item: Facilities waiting on clinicial staff action
, Dr. Craig and Shell WambleWamble-Fisher. Jeff Zmuda meeti ng with Shane Evans
Fisher on Friday to discuss.
o New officers will be poste d at the staging area
and 7 staff for media cente r. Media
o ISCI has 6 staff dedic ated for emerg ency transp orts
tion, per Jeff Ray
cente r staff will run shuttl e to front entra nce prior to execu

recom mend ation.
d up with parole officers
will have staff poste d at each obser vation post and teame
SICI
o
by tomo rrow to warde n's about
o Action item: Mackenzie Stone still send out memo
staff. Uniform staff on z"d and 3'd
staffing chang e. Each facility head will forwa rd to their
at SICI visiting. Second shift
shift who's Satur day is Nov. 18 will repor t to staging area
from 11:45 to 12:15 to see if they
will repor t at 0600. Third shift will call the staging area
Monday.
need to repor t at 14:00. Memo will need to go out to staff
El-t-e -repc m~.- - l-flee
#-wil
olluF A-if- -3'4tm t--sra
------ ----U ----"- omma Ad-ee nter-- Will- nGtif y-GaH ett--G
numb ers in SIC! visiting. One for
o Action item: Garre tt Coburn will need to locate two
or-thecommana center1o reachthe staging
- - - - - - - - - --st aff to ca111nandanotherlmer
time sheet tracking.
o Theo Lowe will be able to obtain sign-in sheet s for
n, Dan Schaffer, Jill Whittington,
o Curre nt stagin g area staff: Garre tt Coburn, Cathy Steffe
2 PS ls from D4
ules for all 3 shifts during the
o Action item: Facilities need to subm it staffing sched
Tuesday. Bret Kimmel will
opera tional period to Bret Kimmel Kimmel by 8 a.m. on

area - - - - -- -----

(
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

ensure that staff aren't doubled posted. Bret Kimmel will have the report prepared for
the 11 a.m. meeting on Tuesday.
CERT, CNT leader, CFRT leader will be staged in Cl's red barn
Jimmie Crosby still working with Cl on sign
Nick Baird will be deputy of operations from the start of the operational period to the opening
of the command post. He will need access to a 700 radio.
and
Action item: Keith Yordy needs to notify Nick Baird to attend the 1 p.m. meeting on Tuesday
provide Randy Valley with Nick Baird's contact information for MOUs' use.
Action item: Caryl Frasier working on communicatins plan, including contact list for key players
Frasier's recap of this morning's communications meeting:
o External security will be on 700 radios. Internal security on regular IDOC radios.
o Communications room will be adjacent to command center for human interface
between agencies and frequencies.
o One channel for event operations on externals. Facilities on own frequencies. Radio and
comm center next to command post.
o Ada County and P&P will provide additional radios. ISP and BPD will provide own radios.
o Next communication meeting will be Nov. 4 at IMSI
IDOC legal still looking for Idaho Code that references death penalty
Action item: Randy Valley needs to ask Jeff Kirkham to notify volunteers of closure and
distribute memo to front officers to hand out to volunteers
Action item: Change operational timeline to reflect that the front checkpoint will open at 8 a.m.
on Nov. 17
Josh Tewa It has submitted order to Cl for car badges
Action item: Theo Lowe will notify. about disabling phones
Action item: Randy Valley to put completed action items on the bottom of list

Fiscal:
Blades'
• Action item: Following items need to be purchased. Items will be purchased with Randy
account.
o Coffee: 10 lbs for media, 10 lbs for staging
o Water: 30 cases of water 24 bottles per case
o Al will distribute accordingly
Mailroom:
18.
• Action item: Mailroom staff is going to contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel deliveries Nov.
meeting.
s
Johanna Smithw will report findings at Tuesday'
• U.S. mail will be delivered to SBWCC on Nov. 18.
Planning:
Each person involved
• Action item: Bret Kimmel is developing check in and demobilization plan.
will sign demobilization paperwork and be giv_en resource sheet with community and mental
health resources. Paperwork will be completed at staging area. Plan will be presented at
-Thur.sday'..s meeting___ - - - - . -- . --- . __ . __ - -- -- --- - ---- --- ---- -- -Logistics:
• Bob Morlan expected tent proposal today and will forward to Jeff Zmuda.
• Bob Morlan, Terry Kirkham and Jay Christensen to meet after this meeting to confirm when
trailer, lights and bathrooms need to be delievered.
signs.
• Logistics will need one additional maintenance employee to help install external security
Miscallenous:
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•

(

•

Action item: Jeff Zmuda has an upcoming meeting with Derek Butler. They will address CERT
presence when facilities lift lockdown and return to normal operations.
Facilities will need to work with command post to assess offender population before facilities
end lockdown

(

------------

--

---

--- ---
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Nov. 1, 2011

(

1100hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Com tnan d and General Staff

Crosby, Chilek Klrlkead, Terry
Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie
y, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Breit
Raridy Blades, Jacqllellne Braun, Jay
Valle
y
Rand
lt,
Tewa
Johanna Smith, Josh
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Lowe, McKenzie Stone
Kimm·eI, Caryl Frazier, Bob Mortan, Theo

Attendees:
Please read:

Incident Action Plan

Please bring:

AGE NDA ITEMS

Time allot ted

Presenter•

Topic
(1100-1300hls.)
Command and General Staff Meeting
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items R8v1eiw

✓

Sections Update
o

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Ope-ratlo:ns Sectioh

SICI Branch
. ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
·sBW cc Branch

(
o
o
o

Plannlng Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:

--·---

-

- -------

-

-- -- -----

--

.-~-~----~
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-

11/01/11
11 a.m. in IMSI boardroo m
Comman d and general staff meeting

(

Attendee s:
Jacquelin e Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SICI

Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting:
11 a.m. on Thursday in IMSI courtroo m, Comman d and general staff meeting

(

Situation update:
ugh of IMSI.
F-block construc tion nearly complete . Next wee-k, attorney general will do a walkthro
will increase the
which
,
counties
Rhoades is being executed on two death sentence s from two different
or, victims'
number of witnesses. Witnesse s will include: sentencin g judge, county sheriff, prosecut
a final deadline
family members and media. The director has asked the attorney general's office to give
week.
this
visit
family
a
to issue stay if drug cannot be located. Rhoades is expected to have

Action items review:
• Action item: Bret Kimmel to finish demobilization plan before Thursday 's meeting
All other
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to follow up with Dr. Craig on clinician schedule s.
schedule s have been submitte d to Bret Kimmel as planned.
is
• Action item: At Thursday 's meeting, post orders need to be reviewed to ensure language
.
approval
for
Kempf
Kevin
to
orders
consisten t. Then, Randy Valley needs to present the post
Kevin Kempf will be on site Thursday.
ity
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to propose at Thursday afternoo n's meeting with commun
the
during
IMSI
correctio ns that an additiona l P&P officer be assigned to OSP at ISCI and
operatio nal period. ISCI has two OSP positions and IMSI has one OSP.
that
• Jeff Zmuda is schedule d to have a commun ications meeting Thursday and can address
----------se.----------- --cterno nstrator tim-e-s• 1Yeinch :rdec!ir ,dire"ct or's press -relea
Fed Ex, Ul'~and OHL deliveries
- ____ _ •__ Action item: Johanna Smith will request that Dave Wright acc_e_p_t
on Nov. 18. Dave Wright needs to request name and time of delivery drivers.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18.
• Action item: Randy Valley to bring pagers to Keith Yordy
• Henry Atencio will have statewid e CERT on standby.
. Randy
• Action item: Randy Valley to schedule team coverage meeting at 1 p.m. on Thursday
Roberts, Nick Dobler and Derrick Butler need to be invited.

(
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Thursday's MOU meeting will help with to determine time line and office space
sent to
Action item: Theo Lowe notified -bou t disabling phones. Memo needs to be
rs will need to
Offende
17.
Nov.
on
offenders that notifies them phones will be disabled at 22:20
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational period.
n on time
Action item: Bret Kimmel to send Theo Lowe list of staff that need special attentio

•
•

•

sheets
SICI update:
y.
• Jay identified some additional resources we need to pick up. Good shape by Thursda
ISCI update:
• Road mix spread today
• Waiting on final tent decision
IMSI update:
• Mainly focused on opening ad-seg beds due to events at ISCI
watch
• Working out well with ISCI and SICI staff coming over to help with Rhoades' 24-hour
SBWCC update:
memo to
• Action item: Nov. 4 the P&P road team will begin. Jacqueline Braun to send out
SBWCC staff.
need for trailer.
• Action item: Randy Valley to get Lt. Braun list of accommodations that BPD will
can forward.
MO Us will disclose required resources at Thursday's meeting, then Randy Valley
• SBWCC will need to shut down upper parking lot.
drills and SBWCC
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to coordinate with MOUs and SBWCC for BPD
feeding movements.
then generator,
• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to schedule trailer to be delivered Monday and
toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15.
of
• Action item: Terry Kirkham and Jay Christensen need to provide square footage
18 ISCI will
Nov.
on
a.m.
11
to
a.m.
S
from
open
be
demonstrator lots to Bob Morlan. Lots will
need lights for media center.
Planning:
bring IAPs to next
• Action item: Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel are meeting tomorrow. They will
meeting.

•

nal briefing.
Action item: Randy Valley to send Mackenzie Stone MOU information for situatio
ip.
Then, Jeff Zmuda will approve briefing before Mackenzie Stone sends to leadersh
------- --

-

---------

• Theo Lowe obtained prices on coffee, water, etc.
can order.- ----- - - - -•--Ac tion item:-Jeff-Zmuda-needsto pick color-of 14 chairs-before 1heo Lowe
furniture and
• Randy Blades working on setting up AG office in F-block. It will require minimal
phone line.
• DFM not likely be at IMSI on the day of the execution
• SAWC will not feed staff
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Logistics:
• Christine Iverson has been assigned to be the equipment leader. She will focus on accountability
of radios being distributed to staff and returned to MOUs.
• Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to assign someone to organize the meals that will provided to
speciality teams and MO Us. Check-in sheets will be used to determine how many meals will
need to be provided. At Thursday's meeting, Al Ramirez and Bob Morlan will need an estimate
of how many meals will need to be provided.
• Reminder, communications meeting is Friday, Nov. 4.
• Call signs will be in plain language for the event. Observation post Last name, as example
• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to know final deadline for stay to be determined so that he may
schedule appropriately with vendors.
• Fire marshal will need to inspect media center prior to use. This does not cost anything.
• Action item: Friday, Nov. 4, is the deadline for requisitions
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to rent/buy barrels, cones, candles, parking signs.
• Bob Morlan is currently waiting on proofs for demonstrator lot signs
• Ada County paramedics need to come to Thursday meeting
• Action item: Buck Carper has been designated as person who will install external security signs.
Jay Christensen will work with Bret Kimmel and Randy Valley to outline map for Buck's
installation.
•
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to notify Buck Carper to straighten entrance sign on other
side of Pleasant Valley Road
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to assign team to clear rocks near demonstrator lots
• Action item: Bret Kimmel distributed command and general staff roster. Email Bret Kimmel if
anyone needs to be added to the list.
• Currently, number of staff who will be reporting to the itaging area: 19 staff at 06:00 and 16
staff at 14:00.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to include what time the command center needs to make
decision on 3'• shift coming in on Nov. 18. It will need to be before 11:45 a.m.
• At this point, Rhoades has declined talking to media
• Action item: Group needs to bring suggestions for standards of behavior that Jay Christensen
handed out today.
• Action item: Al Ramirez needs to confirm that Ada County Paramedics will attend Thursday's
MOU meeting. They will have access to the SO2 radio channel
• Action item: Bert Hartz to send out schedule for pre-event stress management training. Staff
will be compensated for meeting. The schedule is as follows:
o 13:30 on Nov. 7 at IMSI courtroom
o 21:30 on Nov. 7 at ISCI conference room
o 5:30 on Nov 10 at SICI visiting center
____o____J__-.3Q_on__No\LlQatSICl~visiting_cente1--_ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Assig nmen t D, Assigned To
110/27 /2011 Bret Kimmel

(

Action Item
involved
Develop check in and demobilization plan. Each perso n
sheet
will sign demobilization paper work and be given resou rce
will be
work
Paper
with comm unity and menta l health resou rces.
day's
comp leted at staging area. Plan will be prese nted at Thurs

Due Date

meeti ng.

10/20 /2011

10/20 /2011

10/27 /2011

(

Brett Kimmel

Facilities

Facilities

10/25 /2011

Facilities

10/27 /2011

Garre tt Coburn

10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray

10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray

\

sts are
Maps and large poste rs (facility objec tives, etc.) reque
if you
due Nov. 5 to Bret Kimmel and Randy Valley. Notify them
need a point of intere st added to the maps.

11/05 /2011

enzie,
Each institution needs to assign a conta ct perso n for Mack
area
e
as the situation unit leade r. This perso n will need provid
as event
specific breifing for the Branch. Frequ ency will increa se
nears. Bring name s to next meeti ng.

10/27 /2011

Subm it staffing sched ules for all three shifts during the
11.
opera tional period to Bret Kimmel 8am Tuesday 11/1/

11/01 /2011

age is
IMSI, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force langu
is in
clear in OSP post order s and that a copy of the post order
each truck
call in
Locate two phone numb ers in SIC! Visiting. One for staff
and one for comm unica tions with Comm and
differ ent ·
!DOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for
to point
areas of event . It will be helpful for all staff to be able
media to appro priate PIOs.
attend . He
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media repre senta tives will
ved
will need to determ ine how front gate know s who is appro
at the
to enter complex. He may need to have an assist ant PIO
front gate to help officers filter public from media

Deter mine if media will have !DOC badge s
office to
Inquire about repre senta tive from attorn ey gener al's
be on site as consu ltant
Requ est that direct or's press releas e includes hours for
10/20 /2011
demo nstrat or lots
Jeff Zmuda
for the
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan
10/25 /2011 JeffZ muda
r~-~--and is expec ted to have a meeting..some.time1his__
- ~ - · ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - OSM team
week
- - - - - --- - - --- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - l0/z1 {'1.0 lr- Jeff-Z muda -- - - - - Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan

10/20 /2011
10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

10/27 /2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20 /2011 .

Jeff Zmuda

J/25/ 2011

Jimmie Crosby

as
Meet with Derek Butler in regard s to CERT's prese nce
facilities come off secur ed status .
the dairy
Send out memo to staff encou raging them to smoke by
lot, rather than the front entran ce
Order IMSI sign for F block
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'

10/25/2011

Johanna Smith

(

10/20/2011

Mackenzie Stone
Bob Morlan

10/20/2011

Bob Morlan

10/25/2011

Find out if Nick Baird can be the contact person for law
enforcemen t from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. during the operational
period. Lt. Stan House is scheduled for graveyard that night, and
Lt. Baird can be that contact person for MOUs

Completed

Send offender memo to wardens

Completed

Send out updated Logistics Support packet to meeting attendees Completed
Tents and other large items will be delivered to where they will
be set up. Smaller items will be delivered to a designated area.
ISCI Storekeeper Sam Linton will coordinate all incoming
resources and be responsible for collecting packing slips and
ensuring resources are allocated to the correct people. Sam

Completed

Linton, Terrie Rosenthal and Bob Morlan will determine
centralized location for deliveries
10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley

Rules of engagements and post orders need to be completed by
Completed
next meeting
Follow-up with Bob Morlan for trailer delivery date. The trailer is Completed
8x20 with two chairs, desk and port-a-potty
Completed
Contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9
Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or
Completed
hearings Nov. 18
Determine overtime pay for the execution; information has
been submitted to Josh Tewa It. Pay will come from IMSI budget.
Over time will only be paid during the operational period and in
compliance with fiscal minimum qualifications

Completed

Send offender memo to Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith

Completed

Send deployment document to agencies to declare resources
that will be dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next
agency representatives meeting and document will include who
will be present in command centers

10/20/2011

Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith

Completed

Determine if media will be escorted through the front or back
entrance when they leave

--------------.-·--·----

----

Completed

-------------------------
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Rhoades 26864 Execution

Command & general Staff

Resource

List
[Pick the date]

(

Name .

Assignment · ·...
Incident Commander
Deputy IC
PIO
Liaison Officer

Reinke, Brent
Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Birch, David

Operations Section
Chief
Staging Area Manager
Staging Area mngr. Asst.
Staging Area
Operations Section
Chief

Zmuda, Jeff
Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Steffan, Cathv
Tewolt, Josh

Planning Section Chief
Deputy PSC
Resource/Demob Unit
Leader
Situation Unit Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader

Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret
Whittinqton, Jill
Stone, Mackenzie

(

Scott, Ruth
Ramirez, Al
Kinkead, Charles
Morlan, Bob
Carper, Arthur "Buck"
Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Carvl
Eilers, Joel

Reporting time to post

Logistics Section Chief
Support Branch Director
Supply Unit Leader
Maintenance Unit
Leader
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch Director
Communications Unit
Leader
Communication Unit
Communication Unit
Medical Unit Leader
Food Unit Leader

·.- ·,Assiiinlni@}'',;,?;f'?""1
Theo Lowe

-->-Finance and Admi,r>---+--- section Chief
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recycling will operate normally on Nov. 17 and run late on Nov. 18
Action item: Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesday. Randy Valley will bring them
Thursday.
jehas been notified phones will be disabled at 2220, not 2100.
Action item: Bret Kimmel will send Theo Lowe schedules for time sheet watch.
Trailer will be delivered Monday
Square footage for lighting done
Action item: Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to assign Chris Clark to organize meals
Action item: This afternoon, Randy Valley, Bob Morlan and Al Ramirez to ballpark number of
meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition.
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal if a backup
is available to borrow.
Jay Christensen will borrow barrels, candles, cones for external area from the Ada County
Highway Department
Action item: Buck Carper still needs to put up signs; straighten entrance sign; and ensure north
lot's open area is closed
Rocks have been cleared from demonstrator lots
Bret Kimmel's resource list is done
Action item: Randy to add 1130 to time line for notifying staging area if 3'd shift needs to come
in on Nov. 18
Action item: Randy Valley to bring standards of behavior to next week's meeting after ISP input
has been added
There will be two ambulances on site Nov. 18 -- One ambulance at the back of IMSI for the
execution and other staged at SICI for external incidences. They will arrive at 0600.
Action item: Jimmie Crosby and Jeff Zmuda needs to talk to Randy Blades about security
coverage on IMSl's back sallyport
g
Action item: Bert Hartz has stress management schedule established. She will send somethin
out to staff today.

SICI:
•
•

Checkpoint trailer will come Monday.
Action item: Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkham will have meeting on Monday with P&P to
finalize schedule
• Action item: Post orders need to be modified to include trespassing piece from agency rep
meeting
o If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC
employee needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC
.BP D-will-be-on-site-fOF--- -- - - - - ------ ____ ___ --ca A request-law-en fo rce-m ent--to-a rrest-trie -per-son-foF--trespa ss ing
demonstrators and Ada County will be able to respond to "perimeter wanderers." If BPD
a -- --- removes--ademohsuator, they Wilnnovetnem tothe1r Stag1rlg"Tra1rer;-At that pciint~-Aa

•
•

County will take custody of the person to be transported. Sgt. Hymas will be the
supervisor of IDOC employees in the demonstrator lots. Jay Christensen and Rick
Severson will be the supervisors of observation posts.
Ada County will have 6 patrol cars stationed at SICI and one patrol car at the checkpoint
BPD will have two cars at the demonstrator lots
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.'
Nov 3, 2011

1100hrs,

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meet ing called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meet ing:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Time keep er:
Command and General Staff
Terry
Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen,
Brett
Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda,

Atten dees :

Smith, Josh
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna

zie Stone
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKen

Please read:
Pleas e bring:

AGEN DA

Incident Action Plan

ITEMS
Prese nter

Time

allotted

Topic
Comm and and Gener al Staff (1100-1300hrs,)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Volunteer Access

✓

CISM Update

-✓

(

✓

Jeff Zmuda

Jeff Kirkman
Elalne Bergeson
Randy Valley

AcUon Items Review

~~

Sections Update
o

Operations SecUon
SIC\ Brancti
\SCI Branch
IMS\ Branch
SBWCC Branch

o
o

o

ICC Branch
Planning Section
Finance Section
LoglStics Section

Notes:
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11/0 3/11

11 a.m. in IMSI boardroom
Command and general staff meeting
Elaine Bergeson, CO
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Attendees:
David Birch, 04
Jay Christensen, SICI
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Tim Higgins, CO
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO
Jeff Kirkman, ISCI
Theo Lowe, CO

Next meeting:
11 a.m. on Tuesday, IMSI courtroom
Situation update:
on and
Rhoades is doing pretty well in his dispositi
Few details left to be completed in F-Block.
do a
will
pf
Kem
f
lar basis. Director Reinke and Chie
communication. Teams are training on regu
day
Mon
his staff will do a rehearsal of their part
walkthrough today. The attorney general and
demonstrators
security and controls. ISP reports that 50-60
rnal
exte
iled
deta
ting
mee
MOU
.
noon
after
chance of
n at the Capital on Saturday. There is a good
were at the anti-death penalty demonstratio
has asked
ades
filing a response to the motion today. Rho
IDOC obtaining the necessary drugs. IDOC is
If there is going
but the Parole Commission has not decided.
,
ation
mut
com
a
for
ion
miss
Com
le
Paro
the
weeks.
will need to advertise the hearing for thre e
to be a hearing, then the Parole Commission
Volunteer access:
Thursday,
to death penalty and need to limit access on
• Action item: Many volunteers sensitive
out memo to VRCs.
Friday and Saturday. Jeff Kirkman will send
site, but
those three days. VRCs do not need to be on
• Religious services will be suspending for
rwork, etc. The IMSI VRC will be on site.
are permitted if they want to catch up on pape
and 18,
nders that phones will be disabled Nov. 17
• Jeff Kirkman sent out memo to notify offe
from 2200 to 2200.
ng to cancel.
phone hearings, but courts may not be willi
• Facilities will need to try to reschedule
.
We will need to accommodate as necessary
..
cte,._
----.-~ewes--wHl,10,bec1ffe

Action
•
•
•
•

item review:
s from Tuesday's meetings
Action item: Mackenzie Stone will resend note
Zmuda review
Demobilization plan is done and ready for Jeff
Dr. Craig sent clinician schedule
ers for Nov. 18
Dave Wright is obtaining list of delivery driv
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have two officers dedicated
P&P will have two parole officers per demonstrator lot and BPD will
to lots
will be wanded, but there will
Minors will be allowed into demonstrator lots. All demonstrators
not be a sign-in sheet or IDs required.
provide their document to Jay
Demonstrators will be given standards of behaviors. ISP going to
to add to document.
nt Valley Road during the
Action item: Staff needs to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleasa
operational period and the speed limit will be reduced.
officer patrols and send to
Action item: Jay Christensen to draft operating procedures for parole
patrolling Pleasant Valley
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning. Parole officers will be
control of any disturbances.
Road, starting Nov 4. From 5 p,m. to 5 a.m. They will contact ISCI
Parole officers will need welfare checks every 30 minutes.

•
•
•
•
•

ISCI
•
•
•
•

•

(

IMSI:
•

g for chiefs review
Randy Valley and Jeff Zmuda to go over post orders at end of meetin
Road mix has been spread for media center
Dave Wright is working on getting names of delivery staff
There will be two PIOs:
o IDOC's Jeff Ray will man the media center
o Ada County's Andrea Dearden will man external incidents
rs will be released. Garrett
Action item: Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time toppe
Coburn needs to determine release plans for toppers.

J Block sergeant will be working Nov. 18

SBWCC:
• Post order is finished and on warden's desk this morning
side will be for BPD.
• BPD is staging at SBWCC. Parking near unit will be for staff. South
line phone information
• Action item: Jacqueline Braun needs to send Caryl Frasier hard
ast so they can notify BPD
• Action item: SBWCC needs to identify when they will feed breakf
ICC:
•

•
•
- - -•
•

- - - - ____
- -

WC to keep traffic off ICC
Action item: SICI-CWC needs car tags. ICC will post front of SICI-C
perimeter
o SICI-CWC will not have any additional restricted access
o Someone will be across the road to monitor.
o Traffic at CWC-SICI that day should be normal.
_ _ _ __
Action item: ICC will need to ~t communications list and_l&_
Randy will need to notify ICC
eckpoints--Action-item: lff--needS1:o provide Randy Valley a-copy of-204 for-ch
ICC will be on secured status

Planning:
between execution and other law
• Web EOC BHS is set up. It will be a communication gateway
enforcements.
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Finance:
de ONL piece
• Schedules can go out, but don 't inclu
time shee ts
shee ts are corr ect; fiscal will triple check
• Ops serg eant s will doub le check time
star t Nov. 20.
y Rus Bowling that new acad emy staff will
• Action item : Theo Lowe need s to notif
re that SBWCC
ett Coburn need to wor k toge ther to ensu
• Action item : Jacqueline Braun and Garr
rity staff
ently, ther e are 22 security and 10 non-secu
gets help it need s from staging area . Curr

(

repo rting to staging.
is still
which includes 8 hour s of run time. Bob
11 lights will be need ed at $110 0 per day,
negotiating delivery char ges.
o 2 lights at each dem onst rato r lot
o 6 lights at med ia cent er
o 1 light at chec kpoi nt
befo re 5 p.m. on Nov. 17
o Action item : Lights need to be delivered
8
s, but should be the only one that goes past
o Checkpoint will run longer than 8 hour

•

o
o

hour s
and
dete rmin e who will test lights and cam eras
Jay Chri sten sen and Al Ramirez need to
.
eras
Victor Rowett for the cam
who will star t up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly
opri ately placed at media cent er
Bret Kimmel will mak e sure lights are appr

Logistics:
atio n period.
provide cell phon e for trail er during oper
• Action item : Joha nna Smith need s to
Trailer will be deliv ered Monday.
llation no later
stensen need to develop map for sign insta
• Action item : Randy Valley and Jay Chri
than next Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead.
s and red barn to
ical location for hard line for facility head
• Action item : Caryl Frasier need s phys

(

•

reach CERT
munications
de staff mem o from ICC who will be in com
Action item : Tim Wen gler need s to deci
room

Staging area :
shm ents , extr a
whit e board, TV with local channels, refre
• Action item : Garr ett Coburn need s a
vehicles.
ps.
• Garr ett Coburn has acqu ired som e lapto
k Kinkead list of vehicle need s.
• Action item : Garr ett Coburn to get Chuc
staging
• Additional staff from MOUs will be in
to park near
notify staff that IMSI emp loye es may need
• Action item : Jimmie Crosby need s to
trailer park if lot gets full
com man d post
ett Coburn need s to atte nd debriefing at
• Action item : At end of the even t, Garr
plan, which need s to include
istensen need s to figure out snow removal
__ __ __ __A~c~ti~o~n~it~e~m_·_.J_a~y_Chr
driveway dow n to F. block

(,

CISM:
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-incident stres s clas ses sche dule d
ed to even t.
to be dete rmin ed, for thos e closely relat
Diffusing on Nov. 18 afte r the even t, time
staff
Formal debriefings in 3-5 days afte r for all
ades
Rho
with
Daily check-ins for staff dealing
Elaine mee ting with clinicians toda y
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(

•

Action item: Elaine to send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan

•

Small pieces of CISM team at each facility

Time line from MOU meeting:
• Nov. 4:
o 01700 to0500-- P&P will be roaming Pleasant Valley Road
• Nov 17:
o 0800 -- Checkpoint opens
o 0800 -- Video cameras turned on
o Mobile command post is delivered
o 2100 -- Operational period begins: Ada County patrolling Pleasant Valley Road,
Observation posts open, additional IDOC rovers being
• Nov. 18:
o 0315 -- Command post opens
o 0345 - MOU leaders need to be at staging
o 0400 - lights and generators need to be turned on
o 0410 - Briefing
o 0420 -All areas need to report to respective posts
o 0430 - Media center opens (Early media can park near demonstrator lots)
o 0500 -- Demonstrator lots open
o 0600 - Ambulances arrive
o 0700 -Witnesses arrive
o 0745 - Witnesses briefed and move witness rooms
o 0800 - Execution
o 1100 - Demonstrator lots and media center close
o MOU team leaders will debrief teams then report to command post for debriefing
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Nov 8, 2011
1100hrs .

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command a·nd General Staff
Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck
Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith
Kimmel, Caryl Frazjer, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time

allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs,)

(

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valiey

✓

Review Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

ACtlon Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

------ --rfot es:--- --
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communications Unit Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event

11/01/2011

0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communications Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and Genera! Staff MeeUng

11/15/2011

900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delivered and set up

11/17/2011

0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
0800 Video Cameras Turned on
0800 The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of the event
0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
1200 Lights will be delivered for Demonstrato r lots and Media Center
1800 Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
2100 Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night TI me Operations Section Chief
2100 Facilities will go on secured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100 Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
W2Q,Offen der Phones will be disabled bY9forth e duration of the event

J_. Z- t..D

0315 Command and Staging will be stood up at IMSI
0345 Check-in Begins at Staging
0400 Lights and Generators need to be turned on
0410 Breinngs will be held at staging for all exterior positions
0420 All areas need to report to their respective posts
0430 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrato r Lot}
0500 Demonstrato r lots will be opened to the public
0500 Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses
0530 Staff Breifing Posted
0600 Ada County Perimedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (One\ will enter IMS!)
______ _____ _____ _____ _____ ______
_ _ _ _ _ _D_63_0__StaftBr.eifi ng_~osted_ ______ _ _ _

11/18/2011

0700
_0Z30
0745
0800
0830
0930
1030
1100
1100
1130
1145

Witnesses Arrive
Staff Breifing_Posted_
Witnesses briefed and eseorted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Breifing Posted
Staff Breifing Posted
Staff Breifing Posted
Demonstrato r lots will be cleared and dosed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution}
Media Center Closes {Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
Notify Staging of whether Swingshlft Staff are needed in Staging
Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
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11/08/11

11 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Command and general staff meeting
Attendees:
Nick Baird, !SCI
Jay Christensen, SICI
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Brian Finn, MTC
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, CO
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO

Terry Kirkham, SICI
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Upcoming meetings:
11 a.m. on Thursday in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
11 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
8 a.m. on Nov. 17 in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting

Situation update:
• All facilities doing well, including offenders and staff. Stress management training available for
staff this week, and it takes about 25 minutes. Rhoades appears to be a bit more depressed, but
clinicians are working with him. Planning agency representatives are·going well, and they will be
providing good resources. Several witnesses have responded, including the sentences judges
who have opted out of attendin . Re resentatives from the AG office were here yesterday to do
walkthrough.
The court is expected to rule on motion by Thursday, but
IDOC expects more motions to be filed by Rhoades' attorneys.
Standards of Behavior:
• One-page document will be available on web site prior to Nov. 18. It will also be handed out to
people as they enter the demonstrator lots.
• Vicky Southwick will be the primary contact for demonstrators who are seeking information
• Action item: Randy Valley to add following items to document:
o Throwing items is prohibited
o Demonstrator lots open at 5 a.m.
~ ~ - - ------o--L-ots close two hours after the execution or at the discretion of IDOC officials.
Time line:
• Action item: Randy Valley to add following items to the time line and bring to Thursday's
meeting:

o
o
o

Media will be transported at 7 a.m. and enter through front entrance. They will be
escorted down to F block with all state witnesses.
Director statements to media
Offender phones will be disabled at 2220, not 1020
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o
o
o

(

o
o
o
o
o
o
Action
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ICC will open its checkpoi nts at 0420
Revision date
Date when ACHD will change speed limit. Second Action item: Staff will need to be
notified of change.
Toppers will leave !SCI at 0600. Case manager s David Greene and Luke Kormylo will
transpor t the offender s to the bus station. They will leave through the dairy road exit.
CERT schedule
Randy Roberts and Nick Dobler will be on site at 0400 on Nov. 18.
Lights will be delivered Nov. 16.
Generato rs and toilets will be delivered Nov. 15
Tent installation will begin Nov. 15

item review:
n.
Buck Carper will test lights and Jeff Young will test camera operatio n prior to executio
Action item: Bob Morlan to have trailer delivered Nov. 14.
Signs will be done late tomorro w or Thursday, then Buck Carper can install them.
Action item: Caryl Frasier will have contact list complete d this afternoo n.
ion
Action item: Randy Valley to send Caryl Frasier and Joel Eilers the additional contact informat
from Steve Richardson at ISP.
to get
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to notify Chris Clark that he needs to get with Theo Lowe
necessar y cash to purchase refreshm ents.
stored at
150 boxed lunches will be needed Nov. 18. They will be purchase d the day before and
SIC!.
Jeff Kirkman sent memo for religious services and phone times.
Cluney
Action item: Mackenzie Stone to send Jeff Kirkman's memo to Jimmie Crosbie, Shannon
and Terry Kirkham.
ICC is sending out a memo to its offender populatio n today.
can be
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to get the phone number for the red barn where CERT
··
·
'·
reached for the contact list.
road and special
back
entering
Action ite~:'Jay Christe,n~~n ri~eds to develop listof who will be
traffic leaving, such as coroner, toppers, etc. Bret Kimmel will send list of names to Jay
Christen sen of !SCI and mailroom traffic.
calls
SBWCC schedule is even again, but may need to pull names from staging area for sick
will
Action item: Garrett Coburn is having a staging area manager meeting tomorro w and
will be at
there
reports
determin e what cars will be needed for the staging area. Chuck Kinkead

least 3 to 4 vans available.
item: Caryl Frasier will determin e SBWCC hard line informat ion today during
Action
•
commun ications meeting
inckone s-wlll-b e-her-e- Nev.-1- 6--BaFreln
-··-----··
-e for DVR.
• Jay Christen sen has all necessar y camera equipme nt, except water-tig ht enclosur
·- .
17.
Nov.
viSiting
SICI
to
bOard
white
deliver
·-•-Ac tion iteni: Seim Liriton will
• Jay Christensen reports that TV will be delivered to SIC! visiting Nov. 17
coffee
• Action item: Caryl Frasier to work with Chris Clark to organize South Boise Complex
•
•

· - ---- -

distribut ion
ining to
Snow removal schedule has been circulate d to facilities. Mainten ance will be cross-tra
do snow removal without offender assistanc e.
Represen tatives from AG office will be on site on the day of the executio n.
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-

w with the
da have a mee ting sche dule d tom orro
Action item : Randy Valley and Jeff Zmu
time s
to add ress including dem ons trat or lot
dire ctor 's office, whe re they will be able
s to dete rmin e cell pho ne for trail er
• Action item : Joha nna Smith still need
king on air spac e
• Action item : Randy Valley still wor
head s will go
!AP toda y to mee ting atte nde es. Facility
• Action item : Randy Valley will send
dy Valley will bring
ey know if ther e are any chan ges. Ran
thro ugh 204s toda y and let Randy Vall
upd ated !AP to Thu rsda y's mee ting .
el Idaho Code action item .
• Action item : Randy Valley to canc
atte nde es. Randy
electronic copy of time line to mee ting
• Action item : Randy Valley to send
time line for Jeff Zmu da's appr oval .
Valley will also deve lop staff-friendly
204 to Randy Valley this afte rnoo n
• Action item : Tim Wen gler will send
tional security
whe n cont acti ng CWC-SICI abo ut addi
• Kapri Zmuda will be con tact for ICC
plac eme nt rath er
wor k with Buck Carper to dete rmi ne sign
• Action item : Jay Chr isten sen will
than developing a map

•

SICI:
•
•
ISCI:

•
IMSI:

•

(

•

ized toda y
Schedule of exte rnal secu rity will be final
re they can be installed
Waiting on few item s to com e in befo
y.
esen tativ es to !SCI at 1 p.m. on Thursda
Jeff Ray is bringing seve ral med ia repr
8. Some gravel
ity's wes t side for staf f parking Nov. 17-1
IMSI is conv ertin g the dirt lot on the facil
will need to be installed.
l's regular parking
mar k thre e spot s as "Re serv ed" in IMS
Action item : Jimmie Crosby need s to
for the med ia van.
lot -- two spot s for witn ess vans and one

Planning:
d limit change, exiting
pose mem o to notify staf f of the spee
com
to
ey
Vall
dy
Ran
:
item
on
Acti
•
ers will be dist ribu ted.
thro ugh the dairy road and parking stick
exits to remind staf f to
barrels to wes tbou nd lanes of facility
add
to
sen
isten
Chr
Jay
:
item
on
Acti
•
turn othe r direction.
Finance:
to Theo Lowe inst ead
expe ndit ures . If you do, then send them
• Reminder: Do not use P-cards for
of the norm al purc hasi ng process.
k afte r the execution.
• Resources will be hou sed in F bloc
---- ---- log isti es- cat 2:30 p.m. toda y.
Friday. The re will be ano ther mee ting
• Com mun icat ions mee ting wen t well
Miscellaneous:
• Staging:
rting to
Gar rett Coburn list of who will be repo
o Action item : Bret Kimmel will send
stag ing by Thu rsda y's meeting.
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Team leaders will report to staging, but they will report to Jill Whittington of the
planning unit. Jill Whittington and Ruth Scott will be staged in the staging area. They will
have specific duties, but will be available to provide some support to the staging area.
o Action item: Branch directors will need to be at the 0410 briefing then report to
facilities.
Action item: Bob Morlan to discover when parking stickers will be ready
Investigations staff is looking into some information that came from an offender who recently
moved to ICIO. However, the information has not been validated. The offender claims someone
from the AKs will assault an !SCI officer. The offender is currently in restrictive housing and
investigators are looking into the situation.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to meet for
nightshift briefing
Juan Ibarra will be ICC's representative in the communications room. He will be an ICC radio.
Action item: Jeff Zmuda to request if Wednesday's leadership meeting can be postponed. He
will notify applicable staff.
o

•

•

•
•
•

(

--------

--------------------

----------------

--
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STATE OF IDAHO
(

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
public's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the
specific areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing
sition to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and oppo

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
rights in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their
been established.
the following restrictions, standards and expectations have
SAFETY:
or responsible party at all times.
a) Children participating must be accompanied by an adult
subject to search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are
tor.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand held metal detec
or metal posts of any type, within
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood
the designated area.
IDOC property
e) Possession of firearms or weapons are prohibited on
prohibited
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is
g) Possession of controlled substances is prohibited
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited
SOUND LEVEL:
sound-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other
s authorized by the Director of
prohibited near South Boise Complex (prison) area, unles
IDOC.
nstrators will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demo
,,..
the sound level to acceptable levels.
es is prohibited
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devic

area, and we appreciate your
The South Boise Complex (prison) area is a no-smoking
--~·-----~----------soeperntioA-by-A0t--sm0k~ng-iA-the clemonstr-atof-lots-.
Complex (prison) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.
execution has been completed.
The demonstrator areas will be closed two hours after the

1
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Action Item
ts and cam eras and who
Need to dete rmi ne who will test ligh
Victor Rowett for the
will star t up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly

Ass ignm ent D, Assigned To
111 /03/ 201 1 Al Ramirez

(
'

cam eras
dule established. She will
Bert Hartz has stress man age men t sche
send something out to staf f toda y
day and then gen erat or,
Schedule trailer to be delivered Mon
toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
; and ensu re north lot's
Put up signs; straighten entr anc e sign

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/0 3/20 11

Bob Morlan

11/0 3/20 11

Buck Carper

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Caryl Frasier
Elaine Bergeson

11/0 3/20 11

Facilities

11/0 3/20 11

Facilities

11/0 3/20 11

Gar ret Coburn

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
,1/0 3/20 11

Garret Coburn
Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/ 03/ 201 1

Jay Christensen

11/ 03/ 201 1

Jay Christensen

10/ 20/ 201 1

Jeff Ray

10/2 0/20 11
11/ 03/ 201 1

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

- - - -- - -

---- -

I

(

----

10/ 20/ 201 1

-

----

Jeff Zmuda

10/2 0/20 11
11/ 03/ 201 1

Due Dat e

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosbie

ope n area is closed
by Tuesday
Frasier will have mas ter con tact list
k to organize meals
Caryl Frasier nee ds to assign Chris Clar
to include in dem ob plan
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing
that notifies them pho nes
Memo nee ds to be sen t to offenders
Offenders will nee d to
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17.
ide the ope ratio nal
make arra nge men ts for legal calls outs
period.
for hard line for facility
Caryl Frasier nee ds physical location
heads and red barn to reach CERT
release plans for topp ers
Gar rett Coburn nee ds to dete rmi ne
from staging area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it nee ds
ds
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle nee
pho ne information
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line
rnal area from the Ada
borrow barrels, candles, con es for exte
County Highway Dep artm ent
enthal if a backup is
ord er DVR and find out from Terrie Ros
available to borrow.
TV with local channels,
Garrett Coburn nee ds a white board,
ing
refr eshm ents , extra vehicles for Stag
nee ds to include driveway
figure out sno w removal plan, which
down to F block
esen tativ es will atte nd. HE
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media repr
knows who is app rove d
will nee d to dete rmi ne how front gate
an assistant PIO at the
to ente r complex. He may nee d to have
from media
fron t gate to help officers filter public

·-

ges
Determine if media will have IDOC bad
ial time topp ers will be
Next Tuesday, nee d to decide the offic
- ---- -- - - - - - r-eleased - - ---- -- - - - - - - rney gen eral 's office to
Inquire abo ut repr esen tativ e from atto
be on site as con sult ant
includes hours for
Request that dire ctor 's pres s release
dem ons trat or lots
coverage on IMSl's back
Talk to Randy Blades abo ut security

-- -

sallyport
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-

-

-

-

10/25/20 11

Keith Yordy

Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT

Completed
In Progress

10/20/20 11

Lt. Frasier

compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

10/27/20 11

Mackenzie Stone

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.

10/25/20 11

Randy Valley

Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for
command center

10/25/20 11

Randy Valley

Send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf for approval

10/27/20 11
10/20/20 11

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need training
Completed
to monitor time sheets

10/28/20 11

Completed

(

(
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communications Unit Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event

11/01/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communications Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and Genera[ Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
11/15/2011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delivered and set up

11/17/2011

0800
0800
0800
0800
0900
1100
1200
1800
2100

Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
Video Cameras Turned on
The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of the event
Agency Representative Meeting
Command and General Staff Meeting
Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator Lots and Media Center
lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief

2100 Facilities will go on secured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100 Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
1020 Offender Phones will be disabled by . f o r the duration of the event

11/18/2011

0315
0345
0400
0410
0420
0430
0500
0500
0530
0600

Command and Staging will be stood up at IMSl
Check-in Begins at Staging
lights and Generators need to be turned on
Breifings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator lotJ
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Dra\'ling will be held to determine media witnesses
Staff Breifing Posted
Ada County Perimedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (Once will enter IMS!)

0630--Staff-Breifing-Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive
0730-staff-Breifing Posted0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Breiflng Posted
0930 Staff Breifing Posted
1030 Staff Breifing Posted
1100 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared and dosed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
1200 Demobilization Begins
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

11/ 18/ 201 1

Demobilization Plan

N
chi ef to coordinate wit h
1. GENERAL INF OR MA TIO
cution wil l require the operations
Exe
s
ade
Rho
the
of
s
ces
pro
The demobilization
staging .
outside agency rep~esentatives and
Un it after Inc ide nt
ion "~II be initiated in the Dem ob
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Exe
s
ade
Rho
the
from
s
ase
rele
All
s itse lf to the hol din g of
and location of the staging are a lend
size
The
al.
rov
app
)
(IC
der
Com man
efficient manner. No resources
s all of the rele ase s in a safe and
ces
pro
to
s
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it
e
tim
the
ing
ure all equ ipm ent is
personnel dur
so. The Log isti cs Sec tion wil l ens
do
to
ed
oriz
auth
il
unt
nt
ide
Inc
are to leave the
ed personnel.
it will che ck out all eve nt assign
retu rne d as issued. The Dem ob Un
tha t are leaving the Incident.
nes to be followed for resources
deli
gui
eral
gen
are
ng
owi
foll
The
r demobilization.
th Boi se Complex imm edi atel y afte
Sou
the
t
exi
l
wil
nel
son
per
All
A.
grol!p supervisor.
participate in a deb rief wit h the ir
l
mi
nel
son
per
d
gne
assi
nt
eve
she et bef ore leaving the
B. All
lth/stress man age men t information
hea
tal
men
en
giv
be
l
wil
nel
son
C. All per
event.
uired for:
Per form anc e documentation is req

(

• Trainees

(

• Outstanding per form anc e
• Def icie nt performance
• By per son al request
2. RESPONSIBILITIES
ible for determining resources
efs and Un it Leaders) are respons
Chi
tion
Sec
.,
(i.e
ds
hea
nal
ctio
Fun
der.
ting lists to the Dem ob Un it Lea
surplus to their needs and submit
ible for:
The Dem ob Uni t Lea der is resp ons
ef ~vitli'surplus resource levels.
• Bri efm g the planning sec tion chi
ut form.
are obtained on the Dem ob Che cko
• Ma kin g sure tha t all sign atu res
process.
and mak ing any adjustments in the
• Mo nito ring the Dem ob pro ces s
onsible for:
The Inc ide nt Com man der is resp
s.
• Establishing the rele ase prioritie
ative release lists.
• Rev iew ing and app rov ing all tent
ons ible for ensuring through:
The Logistics Section Ch ief is resp
accounted for prior to release.
le pro per ty items are retu rne d or
• Sup ply -th at all non -ex pen dab
oun ted for.
ios have bee n returned or are acc
• Communications----that all rad
ons ible for:·,/!,
The Fin anc e Section Chi ef is resp
C incident personnel.
• Mo nito ring all timesheets for IDO
assignment pol icy for the
onsible for managing duration of
The Pla nni ng Sec tion Ch ief is resp
Inc ide nt Commander.
wit h release approvals or
notifying the Dem ob Un it Leader
and
s
ase
rele
e
ativ
tent
ing
iew
• Rev
Reassignments.

3. RELEASE PR IOR ITI ES

hav e bee n established by Inciden
The following release prio ritie s
L-O nts ide .Ag enc ies_ ·_ __
A. Boi se Pol ice Dep artm ent
a Cou nty Sheriff'-s 0ff ice - - - - - - - - - - - - 13c -Ad
C. Idaho Sta te Pol ice
D. Ada Cou nty Paramedics
2. Surplus per son nel
3. Me dia group
4. Bra nch I per son nel
5. External Security Gro up
6. Response Tea ms

t Commander:
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11/1 8/20 11

Demobilization Plan

7. Incident Man agem ent Tea m

(

4. REL EAS E PRO CED URE S
the Incident Commander.
Critical resources will be iden tifie d by
rele ased to ensu re exce ss
nce sections briefings as reso urce s are
Dem ob unit will give logistics and fina
materials.
to the Dem ob
in their units and subm it a list (or lists)
with
s
luse
surp
tify
iden
will
s
head
nal
Fun ctio
a "Tentative
Demob Uni t will com bine lists and form
Uni t Leader in the Plan ning Section. The
wor k ,vith the
will
for review and approval. The Dem ob unit
Release" list to be submitted to the IC
Res ourc es
can be kep t up to date.
Uni t so that the reso urce status boa rd
releases for thei r
team/group superviors of the tentative
Afte r IC approval, Dem ob will noti fy
:
, the Demob Uni t Lea der will
pers onn el. When concurrence is obtained
• Not ify personnel to be released.
fmg.
demobilization chec kou t form and brie
• Giv e crew leaders or individuals the
Demob checkout form to:
Cre w leaders or individuals will take the
o equipment has bee n issu ed)
• Communications Uni t Lea der (if radi
times and documentation)
• Dem ob (last stop for fmal departure
The Dem ob Uni t will:
tion is complete.
• Not ify the Res ourc es Uni t so informa
to the Documentation Unit.
ork
• Collect and send all Dem ob pap erw

5. CO NTA CT INF OR MA TIO N
All resources will mee t
Inci den t Pho ne Num bers
Staging: 208-336-1260 ext
Staging Area at the
Indi vidu al resources are to notify eith er
r home.
significant inci dent occur in rout e to thei
abov e numbers and thei r wor k site if a

(
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Demobilization Checkout
Date: 11/17/2011 2100hrs-1 1/18/2011 2100hrs
Event: Rhoades 26864 Execution

Employee II

Name

Assignment or Assignments

Time Out

Time In
Unit Leader Responsible for Performance:

Unit/ Personnel
Have each section completed and form submitted to Demobilization Leader
Logistics:
□ Supply
Unit:
□ Communication Unit:
-

Planning:
□ Documentation
Unit:
□ Time Unit/Check in-out
recorder:
Other:
Injuries:
□ Yes: Work comp completed by
Human Resource:
information. intial
□ I would like to receive/att end CISM debrief
time. initial - □ I decline to attend a CISM debrief at this
information. initial
□ I have received the Staff support
Remarks/Comments:

(-

\

'

Received

------------------- ---------------- - - --

-

--

---

-----

-----

-------

-

-------

-

-----

- - - -

-

Demobilization Unit Leader Signature:
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Nov 10, 201 1
1100hrs.

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Typ e of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comma-nd and General Staff
by, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
tensen, Shan·non Cluney, Jimmie Cros
Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Chris
y,
Valle
y
Rand
i,
Johanna Smith, Josh Tewa
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez,
Lowe, McKenzie Stone
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Pres ente r

Time allot ted

Topic
o-1300hrs.)
Com man d and General Slaff (11o·

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Demob Plan

✓

Staging Area Update

✓

Action Items Revlew

'

'✓

Jeff Zmuda

Bret Kimmel
Garrett Coburn
Bret Kimmel
Jeff Zmuda

Sections Update
o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch

iMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch
o

Planning Section
Finance Section

o

LoQistiCS Section

o

Notes:
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Execution Event Log
11/10/2 011

Revised 11/08/1 1

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/15/2 011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

Media Tents will be delivered and set up
11/16/ 2011
11/17/ 2011

Center
1200 Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator Lots and Media
1
0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/1
0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/1 1
0800 Command and General Staff Meeting
0800 Video Cameras Turned on

11/21/1 1 at 0800
0800 CERT, CNT, CFRT will be placed on standby until Monday
event
the
0800 The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of
0900
1800
2100
2100

Agency Representative Meeting
Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
Operations Section Chief
Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time
Facilities will go on secured status

2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.

the duration of the event
2100 Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for

2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
2100 CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted at
n of the event
2220 Offender Phones will be disabled by fill!for the duratio
11/18/ 2011

0315
0345
0400
0400

Command and Staging will be stood up at IMS!
Check-in Begins at Staging
n relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 post a1 I £
ICC opens their Checkpoints

0400 Lights and Generators need to be turned on

0410 Briefings will be held at stagirig for all exterior positions
0420 All areas need to report to their respective posts
0420 co·mmunications Center is fully operational
0420 Command is fully operational
Lot)
0430 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator
staff and demonstrator lots
support
to
nce
0500 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambula
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
050"0 Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses
1
0515 Director s Media Briefing
0530 Staff Briefing Posted
on Team
0600 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Anibulance to Executi
bus station
the
to
rt
transpo
0600 2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will
0630 Staff Briefing Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive -To include Media
0730 Staff Briefing Posted
-itness -Room s- - .---- . - - - - - - - - - - - -.----- --·---0 7_45_ Wjtne sses_b riefed -and.e scorte d.to-W
0800 The Execution will begin
-0830 .Staff.Briefing-Posted - - .
0900 Meals Delivered
1
0930 Director s Media Briefing
0930 Staff Briefing Posted
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1100 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled
te of the Execution)
comple
after
1100 Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours
Staging
in
needed
are
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshift Staff
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
1200 Demobilization Begins
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11/03/2011

Bob Morlan

11/03/2011

Buck Carper

11/03/2011
11/08/2011

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

11/08/2011

Christina Iverson

11/08/2011

David Birch

11/03/2011

Elaine Bergeson

11/03/2011

Facilities

11/03/2011

Facilities

11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/08/2011

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/08/2011

Jay Christensen

11/08/2011

Jay Christensen

Due Date

Action Item

Assignment D, Assigned To
111/08/2011 Al Ramirez

Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then
generator, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighten entrance sign; and ensure north lot's
open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offenders that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational
period.
Caryl Frasier need_s physical location for hard line for facility
to reach CERT
heads and
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle needs
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson Who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots for law
enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of
demonstrator lots on tank track.
Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

10/20/2011 Jeff Ray
1-1/08/201-1- Jeff-Zmuda --li70872011 · Jeff Zmuda
10/20/2011
11/08/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby

Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend. He
will need to determine how front gate knows who is approved
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate to help officers filter public from media

-

Determine if media will have IDOC badges
Ensure-that-lMSI provide refreshments-for-Ada C::ounty- - -

-· -----

Paramedics
Request ifWednesdaVs leadership meeting can be postponed.
He will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for
demonstrator lots
Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
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11/0 3/20 11

Joha nna Smith

11/0 8/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 8/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11

Tim Wengler

11/0 3/20 11

Al Ramirez

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Garr et Coburn

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Garret Coburn
Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

-

-

operation period.
Needs to provide cell phon e for trailer during
Trailer will be delivered Monday
to mee t for
Set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda
nightshift briefing
atten dees . Randy
Send electronic copy of time line to meeting
for Jeff Zmuda's
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line
approval
Follow up abou t restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

com plete d
Completed

Pleasant Valley
Staff need s to be notified that ISP will patrol
spee d limit will be
Road during the operational period and the
stickers work
redu ced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the
204 for checkpoints com plete d
ICC need s to provide Randy Valley a copy of
ras and who
Need to dete rmin e who will test lights and came
r Rowett for the
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victo
Completed
came ras
established. She will
Bert Hartz has stres s man agem ent schedule
Completed
send some thing out to staff today
Completed
nize meals
Caryl Frasier need s to assign Chris Clark to orga
plans for topp ers
. Garr ett Coburn need s to determine release
ng area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs from stagi
from the Ada
area
nal
borr ow barrels, candles, cones for exter
County Highway Depa rtme nt
if a backup is
orde r DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal

Completed
Completed
Completed

Cancelled
available to borrow.
local channels,
Garr ett Coburn need s a white board,TV with
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
com plete d
refre shme nts, extra vehicles for Staging
include driveway
figure out snow removal plan, which need s to
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
down to F block
topp ers Will be
Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time
11/0 3/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
re.leased
gene ral's office to
Inquire abou t repre senta tive from attor ney
10/2 0/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
be on site as cons ultan t
back
on IMSl's
Talk to Randy Blades abou t security coverage
11/0 3/20 11 Jimmie Crosbie
Completed.
sallyport
-1D/ 2+/2 01l- - Keit h-Y- 0ray --- Notify Nick Baird to atten d meeting on Tuesday 1pm meet ing
Completed
Completed
Bring time line to next meeting
1110372011 .. Randy Valley
ay. Randy Valley will
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wed nesd
Randy Valley
11/0 3/20 11
Completed
bring them Thursday.
ing after ISP
Bring stan dard s of behavior to next week 's meet
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
input has been adde d
assing piece
Post orde rs need to be modified to include tresp
Randy Valley
11/0 3/20 11
Completed
from agency rep meeting
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11/03/2011

Randy Valley

11/03/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

11/03/2011
10/25/2011

(

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/25/2011
10/27/2011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2011

ition.
Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requis
send to
draft operating procedures for parole officer patrols and
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning
Send o_ut Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants
Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
start
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will
Nov. 20
Will need to get communications list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communications
room
next
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
for the
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan
this
time
some
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting
week
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan

Lt. Frasier

Completed
Completed
Cancelled
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Cancelled

Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
facilities come off secured status.
the dairy
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by
lot, rather than the front entrance
Order IMSI sign for F block
ries
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel delive
Nov. 18.
they will
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

Mackenzie Stone

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.
Completed
d for
Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determine
10/25/2011 Randy Valley
- - ~om plete d-·
·
-·-··~-·· - · - · - - ~ - - - - · - k:ommami-center
10/27/2011

10/25/2011

i--------

10/27/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley

provalSend copy of rules of-engagements-to Kevin-Kempf for-ap

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
training
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need
Completed
to monitor time sheets

---------

- -
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11/10/11
11 a.m. in IMSI boardroom
Command and general staff meeting
Attendees:
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC!
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Joel Eilers, SIC!
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, CO
Tom Kessler, ICC
Bret Kimmel, !SCI

Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramire2, !DOC
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Dan Schaffer, SBWCC
Macken2ie Stone, !SCI
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting:
11 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMS! courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
Situation update:
There is not much change since Tuesday's meeting. Jeff Zmuda will appear in federal court today to
address a motion filed by Rhoades' attorneys, who are challenging the qualifications and identify of the
-- ,..,,- = ~ -•
injection team and medical staff. A ruling is expected Monday.t"' - - "=~--- - --~~ --,..,...=- ~
Barring a stay from the court or interjection by the governor, there should be no other reason to delay
execution.
Demobili2ation plan:
• Plan is approved
• All staff should demobili2e through staging as long as it is open
Staging Area
• Staging area staff had a team meeting yesterday
• 6 vehicles will be on site at staging
• Jeff Zmuda grants branch directors and section chiefs the authority to allocate resources.
Garrett Coburn will notify Jeff Zmuda if resources are running low.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to add the following to the time line: At 11 a.m., some staff
may be able to be sent home. Garrett Coburn will communicate with Jeff Zmuda to determine if
they can go home.
-------

-------- ---

___ _llction item review: __
_ ___________ _
• Signs are on site. Jay Christensen will work with Buck Carper to install signs and fences.
• Action item: Any revisions to contact list need to be mailed to Bret Kimmel, Randy Valley and
Caryl Frasier.
• Action item: Action item needs to be revised to reflect that Christina Iverson will obtain extra
batters to be included with radios she gives to Jay Christensen
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(
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(

Bret Kimmel has schedule for diffusion. Elaine Bergeson's group will meet with the following
times after the execution: Injection, 24-hour watch and escort team. All other CISM events will
be three to give days later.
Jay Christensen needs to get Christina Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she can
prepare inventories.
Jeff Ray has sample of !SCI media badges. It is unclear at this time if he will want the media to
have !DOC badges.
Randy Blades will ensure that Ada County paramedics have refreshments.
Jeff Zmuda met with the director, Jeff Ray and Teresa Jones to address communications for the
event.
Jimmie Crosby will work with shift commander Nov. 17 to reserve spots for witness and media
vans. IMS! will be able to use the same "reserved" signs as they do for the parole board
Action item: Randy Valley still needs to set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda meeting.
They are looking at Monday.
FAA will not restrict air space for the execution.
Action item: Mackenzie Stone to develop memo for staff to notify them of speed limit signs,
traffic plan, stickers, etc., by Monday

Section updates:
• SIC! doing well
• !SCI to meet with Jeff Ray and media today
o Action item: Chuck Kinkead needs to work with Gene Clark to address dirt hump in
media area
• IMS! working on front sallyport plan for Nov. 18.
• ICC put out memos today for staff and offenders. ICC representatives will meet with work center
staff Wednesday
• CAPP will return to normal operations, just like the other facilities, when command post
indicates it's appropriate.
• Action item: Any revisions to the !AP need to be submitted to Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel by
Monday. Final !AP to be presented at Tuesday's meeting.
• Action item: Bret Kimmel will get Theo Lowe a list of names of who will need lunch. The
following groups will need lunch: Demonstrator lots, checkpoint, observation posts, external
security, command post, staging staff.
• Staging staff need to bring card and be issued rules of engagements to be issued a weapon.

(
\
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff
~

NAME

'IT(

-,
nCIL...

~ommander

Renke, Brent
Ray, Jeff

'10

.iason

Birch, David

)peration s chief SBX

Kempf, Kevin
Zmuda, Jeff

Deputy
Hght OPS
•fanning section chief
Planning_Deputy
Situation Unit
Resource /Demob Unit

Baird, Nick
Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret
Stone, Mckenzie
Whittingt on, Jill
Scott, Ruth
Lowe, Theo

Documen tation Unit
'inance Admfn Chief
Finance Deputy
:ogistics chief

McMaclin , Cindy
Ramirez, Al

;upport Branch
Supply Unit leader

Kinkead, Chuck

Maintenance Unit

Carper, Arthur

Equipme nt Unit leader

{'

CommS
Medical Unit
Medical Unit

Eilers, Joel
Camin, Marc (ISP)
Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)
lbbara(ICC)
Ada Paramedic
Ada Paramedic
Claik, Chris

Food Unit Leader
Food Unit

;taging area manager
Staging

Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Tewalt, Josh

)peration s chief Ext. Fae.
K!Branc h Director
Jeputy

ICP IMSI Conference rm .
ICP IMSI Conference rm.

Kirkham, Terry
Christensen, Jay

ICP IMSI Conference rm.

3243 tie/3228t ie
3243 tie/3228t ie

ISCI Shift Command
ICP IMSI Conference rm.

336-07 40 ext. 4500
3243 tie/3228t ie

ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.

3243 tie/3228t ie

Staging SICI

5212 tie

Roving

Central Office
Central Office

Communication center
Communication center
Communication center
Communication center
Communication center

3318tie
3318tie
3318iie
3318tie
3318tie

SICI
F-Block

?????
5212 tie
5212 tie

SICI \(isiting
SICI Visiting
Central Office
SICI Branch
SICI Conference rm.
SICI Conference rm.

5101 tie
5101 tie

:c)epu
nstitution al Operations

CO2/5Ic.l/Ch9
C02/SICI/Ch9
·co2/SICI
CO2/SIC!

Ken Bennett

,ntrance group

SCI Branch Director

Radio channel
CO2

3243 tie/3228\ ie
3243 tie/3228t ie

'xternal security group
:ornplex Check Point
· nstitfutio nal operatlon s

CELL PHONE

Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Caryl

Comms

ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
3243 tie/3228t ie

Morlan, Bob

ier"Vice Branch
Communication Unit leader
Comms

LOCATION

Shift Commander

Front Gate
Shift Commander Office
ISCI Branch

5200 tie

4701 tie
ISCI Warden's Office
Smith, Johanna
_
----47filtie
Office_
rden's
-1SCLW.a
______
cdy,J(eith__
Captains Office
Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene

,iedia Group

Soto, Oved

ransport Group

Media lot
External Security Office
IMSI Branch

MSI Branch Director

Crosby, Jimmie

IMSI DWS Office

3205/

Paul, Kenny

I MSI DWS Office

3205/

)er'

;;1

---'--..

,1al Operations

Shift Command er

Shift Command er Office

24
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,'t

I

, ,;BWCC Branch Director

Braun, Jacqueline

SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Warden's Office

-------+---------

--)eputv - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - +
Shift Command
SBWCC
ions
1al Operat
nl

CO2/SBWCC
na

~,

_',

Execution branch
Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

lranch Director
)eputy
'scort Group
njection Group
.1edical Tearn

xxxxx
xxxxx

xxxxx

CO2
na
na
na
na

F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
Tactical

:ERT Commander
:NT Leader
:FRT Leader
SP

SP
. SP

SP
SP
.SP
SP
SP

SP
SP
'APP Warden
..:APP OW
··cc Warde n
CCDWS
lirtlial Prisons
:ISM Tearn Leader

Butler, Derick
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30

Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cptn
Burke, ISP Sgt.
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson, ISP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, ISP Cpl.
Sly, ISP Cpl.
Tulleners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP Cpl.
Cagle. ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt,

Car550
Car403
car 424
Car 416
Car 463
Car479
Car500
Car 638
Car592
Car 468
Car 643
Car 590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC

4292 tie
4292 tie
4292 tie
Other areas

Filln, Brian

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine

.CERT
CERT

SO2/1A-VAC
5O2/lA-VAC
SO2/1A-VAC
SO2/1A-VAC
SO2/1A-VAC
SO2/lA-VAC
5O2/lA-VAC
SO2/lA-VAC
5O2/lA-VAC
SO2/1A-VAC
Sb2/1A-VAC
SO2/1A-VAC
5O2/lA-VAc
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

Demobilization Plan

11/18 /2011

1. GEN ERA L INFO RMA TION
will requi re the operations chief to coordinate with
The demobilization process of the Rhoades execution
outside agency representatives and the staging area.
ted in the demob unit after incid ent comm ande r (IC)
All releases from the Rhoades execution will be initia
itself to the holding of personnel during the time
approval. The size and location of the staging area lends
ent manner. No resources are to leave the incid ent
it takes to process all of the releases in a safe and effici
e all equipment is returned as issued. The demo b
until authorized to do so. The logistics section will ensur
unit will check out all event-assigned personnel.
for resources that are leaving the incident:
The following are general guidelines to be followed
immediately after demobilization.
A. All personnel will exit the South Boise Complex
a debri ef with their group supervisor.
B. All event assigned personnel will participate in
s-management information sheet before leavi ng
C. All personnel will be given a mental health/stres
the event.
Performance documentation is required for:
• Trainees
• Outstanding performance
• Deficient performance
• By personal request

(

\

2. RESPONSIBILITIES
are responsible for determining resources that are,
Functional heads (i.e., section chiefs and unit leaders)
b unit leader.
surplus to their needs and submitting lists to the demo
The demob unit leader is responsible for:
rce levels.
• Briefing the planning section chief \vith surplus resou
checkout form.
b
demo
• Ensuring that all signatures are obtained on the
ts in the process.
tmen
• Monitoring the demob process and making any adjus
The incident commander is responsible for:
• Establishing the release priorities.
• Reviewing and approving all tentative release lists.
through:
The logistics section chief is responsible for ensuring
returned or accounted for prior to release.
• Supp ly-th at all non-expendable property items are
ed or are accounted for.
• Com muni catio ns-th at all radios have been return
The finance section chief is responsible for:
nnel.
• Monitoring all timesheets for IDOC incident perso
ion of assignment polic y for the incid ent
durat
ging
The planning section chief is responsible for mana
commander.
b unit leader with release approvals or
• Reviewing tentative releases and notifying the demo
reassignments.

3. RELEASE PRIORITIES
---beea-est-ablished-l,y-inoident-oommandeF.- - - - - - · - · -'I°hg..following- r<>lease-prierities-haw
A. Outside agencies:
- - · - - - - - - -a)- Bois-e Police-flep·artrnent
e
Offic
ff's
b) Ada County Sheri
c) Idaho State Police
d) Ada County Paramedics
B. Surplus personnel
C. Medi a group
D. Bran ch I personnel
E. External security group

- -------
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

Demobilization Plan

11/18/2011

F. Response teams
G. Incident management team

4. RELEASE PROCEDURES
Critical resources will be identified by the incident commander.
Demob unit will give logistics and fmauce sections briefings as resources are released to ensure excess
materials.
Functional heads will identify surpluses within their units and submit a list (or lists) to the demob unit
leader in the planning section. The demob unit will combine lists and fonn a "Tentative Release" list to be
submitted to the IC for approval. The demob unit \l~ll work with the resources unit so that the resource
status board can be kept up to date.
After IC approval, the demob unit will notif'\' team/group supervisors of the tentative releases for their
personnel. When concurrence is obtained, the demob unit leader will:
• Notify personnel to be released.
• Give crew leaders·or individuals the demobilization checkout fonn and briefing.
Crew leaders or individuals will take the demob checkout fonn to:
• Communications unit leader (if radio equipment has been issued)
• Demob (last stop for final departure times and documentation)
The demob unit will:
• Notify the resources unit so information is complete.
• Collect and send all demob paperwork to the documentation unit.
5. CONTACT INFORNIATION
All resources will meet
Incident Phone.Numbers
Staging:

Individual resources are to notify either Staging Area at the above number and their work site if any
significant incident occurs in route to their home.
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Norw
RX freq
Function
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#

I

1 External Sec urity ISP

-

I

2 External Sec urity Ada Co~ nty ~herilf

,_

I

I

Medical
3 ,_

Ada Co~ nty ~arc
I

Eme rgen cy
4 ,_

'

IDOC En:,erg 1ea ms

5 External Sec urity External lsecu:tity

-

6 Com man d

ICP

I
I

TX Freq

Norw
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·,,, . . ·. _, . .
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1·-

100

.

Rema rks

Mod e
TxTo ne/N AC
A,Do rM

Will hav e own radios
Dem onst rato r

700 MHz

Dem onsl rato r

700 MHz

Will hav e own radios

Will hav e own radi os

"
Stag ing

700 MHz

Stag ing

SORT

Obs er & Patrol

700 I SIC!

Will hav e own radi os

__ .. -·

- ..

d 11 /17
Rad
,. ios, deli vere
,

Radios deli vere d 11 /17
Set up 10/1 4

I
i
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Rho ade s 268 64 Execution
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I
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I

I

I

I
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I
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I

I

I
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I

Incid ent Location

1

nit)
Prepared by (Com mun icati ons U

I

IMSI , Kun a
de

N

Longitude

w

Latitu
Stole ID
Ada
I
uen cy is
, dep end ing on whe ther the freq
"W"
a
I
Sgt. Eilers
follo wed by eith er an "N" or
e,
plac
n
l
ima
show
dec
are
the
r
nels
afte
s
chan
All
digit
lis\s to show four
cati ng mix ed mod e.
The con ven tion calls for freq uen FY
digi tal (e.g . Proj ect 25) or "M" indi
or
log
ana
ng
_
cati
rsed
indi
reve
Tx
"D"
or
and
"A"
Rx
s t9 eith er
med with the
narr ow or wide ban d. Mod e refer
r and bas e stations mus t be prog ram
mob ile or port able radi o. Rep eate
ion
stl:it
trol
con
a
in
med
3/20 07
ram
prog
as if
1
I

!CS 205

.

I

I

I

County

STATE OF IDAHO

/
\

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

I

public's right to exercise their First .
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the
ic areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The JDOC Is providing specif
ition to the death penalty._
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in oppos
5:00am the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at
completed. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR

rights In a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their
been established.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have

SAFETY:
responsible party at all times.
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or
subject to search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are
tor.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detec
metal posts of any type.
or
wood
to
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached
property.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC
ited.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohib
ited.
prohib
Is
nces
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substa
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
I) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
authorized by the Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless
of IDOC.
nstrators will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event Is disruptive, demo
the sound level to acceptable levels.
s is prohibited.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary device
Boise Complex (prison) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate al the South
-~ ~ - ---- --.-- - - · - - - ~
guidefines.

contingent 1.1po11 compliance with these

Effective 11 /09/11
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Nov 15, 2011
1100 hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AG EN DA
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Com mand and Gene ral Staff

Chuck Kinkead, Terry
tensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby,
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Chris
Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Keith
y,
Valle
Johanna Smllh, Josh Tewalt, Randy
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez,
Stone
nzie
Lowe, McKe
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Time allotted

Topi c
0hrs.)
Com mand and General Staff (1100-130.

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Distribute !AP

✓

AcUon Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

o
o

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

OperaUons SecUon
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
·•

o

Jeff Zmuda

SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch

CAPP Branch
on
SecU
ing
Plann
on
Secti
ce
Finan
Loglsllcs Section

0
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
to exercise their First The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC} recognizes the public's right
for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC Is providing Specific areas
death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the
day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the
In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed.
ment of Correction.
execution, ihe areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Depart

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR

safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a
shed.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been establi

SAFETY:

C

a)
b}
c)
d}
e)

f}
g)
h)
i)

at all times.
Mino'rs participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party
.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
of any type.
Users may riot carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:

devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying
by the Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized
oflDO C.
be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will
the sound level to acceptable levels.
s•iirpro nibited ;-·-- ----- _- --_- -·--- ----c)-D etonat ion-off irewor ks---ur similar nots-e /incen diar,rd e11lce
) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11/09/11
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Due Date

Action Item

Assignm ent D, Assigned To
11/08/20 11 Al Ramirez
11/03/20 11

Bob Morlan

11/03/20 11

Buck Carper

11/03/20 11
11/08/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

11/08/20 11

Christina Iverson

11/08/20 11

David Birch

11/03/20 11

Elaine Bergeson

11/03/20 11

Facilities

Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then
generato r, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighte n entrance sign; and ensure north lot's
open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift, to include extra batteries
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offender s that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangem ents for legal calls outside the operation al

11/03/20 11

Facilities

11/03/20 11
11/03/20 11
11/08/20 11

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/08/20 11

Jay Christensen

period.
Caryl Frasier needs physical location for hard line for facility
reach CERT
heads and
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle needs
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonst rator lots for law
enforcem ent. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of
demonst rator lots on tank track.

11/08/20 11

Jay Christensen

10/20/20 11

Jeff Ray

10/20/20 11
11/Q8/W li_

Jeff Ray
Jeff_Zmu(@__

Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.

11/08/20 11 · - Jeff Zmuda-

Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media represen tatives will attend. He
will need to determin e how front gate knows who is approved
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate to help officers filter public from media

-

--

10/20/20 11
11/08/20 11

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby

Determin e if media will have !DOC badges
__ Ensure that IMSl_pfQVide refreshm ents for Ada County _____ _ - - - - Paramed ics
---- Request if Wednesd ay's leadershi p meeting-c:an be-postp oned.He will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for
demonst rator lots
Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
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11/0 3/20 11

Johanna Smith

11/03 /2011

Mackenzie Stone

11/0 8/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 8/20 11

Randy valley

'

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler

11/0 3/20 11

Al Ramirez

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Garret Coburn

tion period.
Needs to provide cell phone for trailer during opera
Trailer will be delivered Monday
'
Valley
Staff needs to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleasant
will be
Road during the operational period and the speed limit
work
rs
reduced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the sticke
for
Set_up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to meet
nightshift briefing
. Randy
Send electronic copy of time line to meeting attendees
Zmuda's
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line for Jeff
approval
Follow up about restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed

checkpoints Completed
_ ICC needs to provide Randy Valley a copy of 204 for
and who
Need to determine who will test lights and cameras
for the
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victor Rowett
Completed
cameras
d. She will
Bert Hartz has stress management schedule establishe
Completed
send something out to staff today
Completed
meals
Caryl Frasier needs to assign Chris Clark to organize

Completed
toppers
Garrett Coburn needs to determine release plans for
Completed
area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs from staging
11/0 3/20 11 Garret Coburn
the Ada
borrow barrels, candles, cones for external area from
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
County Highway Department
p is
order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal if a backu
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Cancelled
available to borrow.
nels,
Garrett Coburn needs a white board, TV with local chan
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
refreshments, extra vehicles for Staging
de driveway
figure out snow removal plan, which needs to inclu
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
down to F block
ers will be
Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time topp
11/0 3/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
released
office to
Inquire about representative from attorney general's
10/2 0/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
be on site as consultant
s back
Talk to Randy Blades about security coverage on IMSl'
11/0 3/20 11 Jimmie Crosbie
Completed
sallyport
-----·--_10/2 7/20 11_ Keith Yorcl_y_ _ _ Notify-Nick'Baird1:o-attenameetingon-Tuesday1.-pmmeel'ing- Completed
- - eompleted --time line to.ie xtme eting - - --- - - - - - 11/03/2011- - Randy Valley-- - - Bring
y Valley will
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesday. Rand
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
bring them Thursday.
after ISP
Bring standards of behavior to next week's meeting
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
input has been added
g piece
Post orders need to be modified to include trespassin
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
_ from agency rep meeting
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11/03/2011
(

Randy Valley

11/03/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

'

11/03/2011
10/25/2011

10/27/2011

,•

;

Jeff Zmuda

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

I
I

· 10/25/2011
10/27/2011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2011

Lt. Frasier

10/27/2011

Mackenzie Stone

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

10/27/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition.draft operating procedures for parole officer patrols and send to
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning
Send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants
Event timelfne for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will start
. Nov. 20
Will need to get communications list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communications
room
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than next
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting sometime this
week
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan

Completed
Completed
Cancelled
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Cancelled

Completed
Completed

Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
facilities come off secured status.
Completed
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by.the dairy
lot, rather than the front entrance
Completed
Order IMSI sign for F block
Completed
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel deliveries
Nov.18.
Completed
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

Completed
Completed

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.

Completed

Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for
command center

Completed

Send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf for approval
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
Completed
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need training
to monitor time sheets
Completed
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Nov 17, 2011
OBOOhrs ..

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney,
Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Tewalt,
Josh
Smith,
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna
Kimmel, Caryl frazjer, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Present er

Topic

Time allotted

Comma nd and General Staff (0B00-0900hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update
o

C

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
sBwc·c Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o

Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

----- Not es:- · -

-··----·--·-·----

--------·------
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11/ 17/ 11
8 a.m . in IMS! boa rdr oom
me etin g
Co mm and and gen era l sta ff

(

Att end ees :
Ken Be nne tt, IMS!
Elaine Bergeson, CO
Jac que lin e Braun, SBWCC
Ga rre tt Coburn, !SCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMS!
Caryl Frasier, !SCI
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, CO
Kevin Kempf, CO
Bret Kimmel, !SCI

Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Joh ann a Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, !SCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

th
point. The 9 circuit has
this
at
Situation upd ate :
ion
cut
exe
the
p
sto
ed.
't see any thi ng tha t will
ces s is res pec tfu l and dignifi
We are pressing on and don
ms con tin ue to train; the ir pro
tea
lty
cia
spe
He
d.
The
.
ere
eal
sid
app
con
all things
den ied the lat est
10 a.m. Rhoades is doing ok,
at
g
rtin
sta
ay,
tod
s
sal
the
ear
Th ere will be two full reh
wo n't cau se any pro ble ms at
he told Randy Blades tha t he
and
,
day
ter
yes
des
Bla
dy
me t wit h Ran
eve nt.

(

Action
•
•
•

ary information.
item review:
is con fid ent and has all nece,ss
He
ts.
tac
con
all
h
wit
!AP
Nick Baird has full
d tod ay.
l will have 50- 60 IAPs pri nte
Randy Valley and Bret Kimme
efing wa s sen t
ble ms Tuesday. The first bri
pro
no
h
wit
t
tex
t
tes
t
sen
Mackenzie Sto ne
ou t ton igh t.
We dne sda y. The nex t will go

Front checkpoint
Section upd ate :
lights and sign installation.
e
nat
rdi
coo
to
ay
tod
site
on
• SIC!: Jay Ch rist ens en is
rning.
mo
this
rts
cov era ge sta
and a tab le for witnesses.
ere will be sea tin g available
Th
up.
set
is
t
ten
dia
Me
I:
• !SC
ay.
bringing ou t the pod ium tod
o Action item: Jeff Ray is
ks from the ten t are a.
ar ou t som e of the lar ger roc
cle
to
w
cre
ate
inm
an
loy
o !SCI will dep
finished.
wit nes s ent ry.
• IMS!: Staff parking lot is
s for front sallyport, including
ces
pro
ng
lizi
fina
n,__ __ __ __ __ _
is
sby
Cro
o Jimmie
-co mi ng inf <'n ne ins titu till
rns
ceo-n
yc
rit
sem
for
li1 av ea- pro ce, sin pla ce__ __ __ __ _
--- --- --- --- ~-- -u- -lM S~ wn
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__
__
__
__
__
__
s.
nic
ctro
_ in_cltlding una ppr ove d ele
es' family's driver will wait
to det erm ine wh ere Rh oad
_ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __
ds
nee
sby
Cro
mie
Jim
:
o Action item
dur ing the exe cut ion .
sign !AP
f and Brent Reinke nee d to
• Action item: Kevin Kemp
and is pre par ed to dis trib ute
has inv ent ori ed all equ ipm ent
n
rso
Ive
ina
rist
Ch
cs:
isti
• Log
e officers are deployed.
cas es of OC in staging, in cas
few
a
ed
vid
pro
has
I
!SC
ly.
according
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Miscellaneous:
• Next week's debriefing will not be mandatory for all staff but will be available to them.
Debriefing will be mandator y for staff members that are closely related to the event.
• Tim Higgins will be on site tonight for continuity of operation s while Randy Blades is out.
• Reminder of time line:
o 0315 command post will be fully stood up
o 0410 briefing staging
o 1230-1300 Agency rep debriefing
o 1300 media center closes
o 1400 command and general staff debriefing in IMSI courtroom
send
• Action item: Mackenzie Stone will create email group for command and general staff and
reminder about debriefing tomorrow .

------------- ----- - -- - -

----------------
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11 a.m. on Nov. 18
IMSI boardroom

\

Attendees:
Henry Atencio, CO
Ken Bennett, IMSI
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Joel Eilers, SICI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Kevin Kempf, CO

Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Terry Kirkham, S\CI
Christina Iverson, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Al Ramirez, CO
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, co
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting: 1 p.m. on Dec. 1 in IMSI courtroom, command and general staff
Situational update: Everything outside of F block was uneventful today. The agency partners are off site,
and everything went well. There will be an upcoming debriefing and CISM meetings.
Action item: Branch directors and section leaders need to capture information from your respective
groups to present at next meeting. The feedback will be crucial in upcoming executions. There will
potentially be four more executions in the next two years.
Section updates:
• External security: There was a little confusion with radios early this morning, and some staff had
trouble getting to posts. However, it was a smooth process overall. Some officers were cold.
Next time, staff at the front should be scheduled for two-hour rotations. Also, the demonstrator
lots can be staffed differently next time, with more coverage in the anti-death penalty lot.
An escort vehicle should also be at each entry next time. Ken Bennett reports that there were no
complaints in the front area.
• Media center: Media center went very well without any issues. The lighting was just enough.
Media officials reported that they were grateful for the accommodations.
• IMSI: Institution was quiet. Movies seemed to work well for them. Next time, we need to
stagger shifts a bit better. Also, any drivers for the families need to be stationed in a different
area. There were some concerns that the driver in the lobby could overhear conversations in the
court room. Staff initially had some confusion about the correct radio channel.
• SBWCC: Facility was actually quieter than normal.
- - - - - - -•-Staging:·There·were-a fewminorissueswitln:heck-irr,but·theywereTe-solve·d-quickly:-Sta·ging----staff left
messages
with all swing
shift-staff
to notify them-they
did not-need
to -report.
---------- - -----------• Equipment: There were more than enough radios available. Next time, there will need to be a
clear-cut procedure for radio checkouts, including having someone available to checkout radios
at the start of the operational period the day before.
• Communications: There was an issue with SICl's frequency in the morning, but there were able
to hand out more radios to remedy the problem. Ada County Sheriff's office and Idaho State
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•
•
•

•

•
•

Police were very professional and helpful in communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well in logistics.
Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramirez needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event is over.
Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come in as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones in. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.

---··--
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Dec 1, 2011

AGENDA

1300 hrs.

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Debrief

~----------------

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett

Attendees:

Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

.Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1300-1500hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Sections Review

Jeff Zmuda

0

Operations Section
Staging
SICI Branch

(

External Security
Demonstrator Lots
Checkpoint
Facility
ISCI Branch

Media
Facility
•

Transports

IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o

Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

Notes:

(
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign /AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

/

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:

I
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Command and general staff meeting
_ 05/16/12
Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Michael Johnson
Terry Kirkham

Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Overview: This meeting is in preparation of the potential execution of Offender Leavitt# 23081.
• The death warrant is anticipated this week. When it arrives, Warden Blades will serve it to the
offender, and he will be moved to F block.
• The execution is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. Last time, the execution was scheduled for 8
a.m., but delayed because of a late court filing.
• Leavitt is not associated with a security threat group.
• Jeff Zmuda and Randy Valley met with agency partners this morning. They have not heard of any
issues in the community related to the execution.
• Leavitt has several filings in the court. One includes a filing for ineffective counsel, which he had
also filed in 1994. The federal defenders office filed something about a month ago to challenge
the IDOC medical process.
• Leavitt has requested a commutation from the Parole Commission. Olivia Craven has met with
the offender. It is anticipated the Parole Commission will decide to conduct a commutation
hearing about a week after the death warrant is served.
• !DOC has a good source for the required chemicals this time, and it is anticipated we will nto
have the same troubles as the last execution.
• !DOC may change to a 1-drug protocol, rather than the 3-drug protocol.
• Escort and medical teams have been training and are well prepared
Action item: Randy Valley will send out three items this week:

•
•
•

Calendar appointments: Meetings will be scheduled at 10:30 on Thursdays.
204s: Make necessary changes and return to Randy before the next meeting
Ordering process: Theo Lowe will put together ordering process instructions.

Roles and responsibilities:
• Operations Section Chief: Jeff Zmuda
• Finance and admin: Theo Lowe
•- - logistics: Al Ramirez---• Outline and contract: Josh Tewalt
• Terry Kirkham will oversee SICI, which will include entrance group and house staging.
• Action item: Randy Valley will find out if David Birch can take Ken Bennett's palce to oversee the
entrance area.
• Ken Bennett will oversee IMSI.
• Johanna Smith will oversee !SCI, which will include emergency transports and the media
center.
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Jackie Braun will oversee SBWCC.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to add CERT, CNT, Admin team and CISM representatives to org
chart
Staging: Garrett Coburn

Changes and keepers for this execution:
• There will be multiple IAPs that will be more specific to different operational periods.
• P&P will patrol starting the Friday before the execution, rather than 13 days out.
• External security group will post the night before the execution.
• Meetings will be conducted once per week, not twice.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to determine if Boise PD can stage at the PRC, rather than SBWCC.
Then, SBWCC can be used for check-in.
• The execution will be conducted at the same time as the end of the fiscal year. As much as
possible, purchases need to be made before the end of the fiscal year. Same as last year, all
purchases will need to go through Bob Morlan.
• Action item: Review the After Action Report. Bring any changes that you cannot adopt to next
week's meeting.
• The tent needs to be purchased as soon as possible.
• It is anticipated that three new OSP vehicles will be available by the time of the execution. If not,
there are some marked vehicles at central office, but they do not have lights or shot guns.
• ISCI is expecting the media center will want to be open at the same time to be on line by the 5
a.m. news broadcast.
• !SCI will feed in-house again, which will require special ordering.

(

I

\
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Planning Meefing (05/0912012) Jefferey Zrriuda ~E:xecution

Randy Valley
tensen, Jay; Cluney, Shannon; ...
Bennett, Kenneth; Blades, Randy; Chris
To:
Kempf, Kevin
CC:
5/16/2012
Date:
10:30 AM • 11 :30 AM
Time:
Execution Planning Meeting
Subject:
IMSI Boardroom
Place:
6.12.docx
Agenda - Execution Planning Meeting - 05.1
· Attachments: AAR Rhoades 28684.docx;

From:

(

des' execution is attached. Please
ly, the after action report regarding the Rhoa
Please find the agenda attached. Additional
Thanks.
review the MR in advance of the meeting.
Randy
" Dwight D. Eisenhower
"Plans are nothing; planning is everything
Randall Valley
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Idaho Department of Correction
Central Office
208-658-2150

and confidential. If the reader of
age and any attachments may be privileged
The information contained In this e-mail mess
ded recipient, you are hereby
inten
the
to
it
agent responsible for delivering
an
or
ient
recip
ded
inten
the
not
Is
age
this mess
strictly prohibited. If you have
bution or copying of this communication is
notified that any review, dissemination, distri
this e-mail and delete the
to
ing
e notify the sender immediately by reply
received this communication in error, pleas
computer.
message and any attachments from your

\
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec.27,2011

Aftp• l\ction Report / Corrective Action Plan
R(
s 26864 Execution

To:

Kevin Kempf,. Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.

(

The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommendations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.

We will incorporate thr:l recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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Section 1: Incident Overview
Inc iden t Det ails
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

11117111 2100 hrs.

Incident End Time:

11118/11 2100 hrs.
Sout h Boise Complex

Location:

Command and General Staff
--. Title
s·.
Name
. -_-

Brent Reinke
Kevin Kem pf
Jeff Zmuda
Josh Tewalt
Theo Lowe
Randy Valley
Al Ramirez

(

-

-

Position
-

ewe Operations Manager

Johanna Smith

Warden

Jaqueline Braun
Jeff Ray

Operations Section Chief
Finance/ Admin Section Chie f
Planning Section Chief

Emergency Coordinator

Warden

Jimmie Crosby

Operations Section Chie f

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Executive Financial Officer

Terry Kirkham

-

-

Depu ty Incident Commander

Chie f of Operations
Deputy Chie f of Prisons

Warden

-

Incident Com man der

Director

Randy Blades

-

Logistics Section Chief
Execution Branch Director
SIC! Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director
I MS I Branch Director

Deputy Warden

SBW CC Branch Director

Lieutenant

Public Information Officer

Public Information Officer

ns
Particinatine: Fac iliti es and Organizatio
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution
South Idah o Correctional Institution
er
South Bois e Wom en's Correctional Cent
Idaho Correctional Center
Center__
__ C_orrnclianal Alternative PlacemenL

-

-

-

- - - -- -

-

,

-- - - - - - -

-

--

-

-

--

-- ---

-

-

- - - --

-

Idaho State Police
Boise Police Depa rtme nt
Ada Coun ty Sher iffs Office
Ada County Paramedics

(

Ada County High way District
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Incident Ob jec tiv es
ures
135.02.01.001 Execution Proced
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uri
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the
• Provide for
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Management Team tha t can eff
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Inc
te
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rop
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an
ish
• Establ
req uir ed to mitigate the inc ide nt
initial and long ter m challenges
me nt rights to
zens to exercise the ir First Am end
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op
e
vid
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•
l pu nis hm ent in a lawful ma nn er
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ss and
awful civil disobedience, trespa
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• Ensure the re is
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by
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and
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• Minimize the im
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Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
st
Robbery,
napping, Armed
nd
was convicted of 1 Degree Kid
64
268
l
Pau
s,
ade
Rho
8
Degree
198
2
On 04/18/
Nature, and
bery, Infamous Crimes Against
Rob
e,
Rap
st
e
cibl
For
r,
led to
rde
Mu
edu
ades sch
1 Degree
th Warrant was issued with Rho
Dea
A
th.
dea
to
ced
ten
sen
Murder. He was
2011 by lethal injection.
be executed at 0800 on Nov. 18,
Rhoades 26864 was
ediment, the execution of Paul
imp
l
lega
a
to
due
ay
del
ute
min
After a 55
Erwin Sonnenberg, at
th by the Ada County Coroner,
dea
of
nt
me
nce
nou
pro
the
completed with
0915 on Nov em ber 18, 2011.

Incident Re vie w

(

the planning and
to capture the lessons learned from
The purpose of this document is
ning and operation was a
64 Execution. Overall, the plan
268
s
ade
Rho
the
of
ons
rati
ope
ons of this event, lending
with both the planning and operati
d
iste
ass
s
ncie
age
al
Loc
s.
succes
their expertise and resources.

Planning Ph ase

and coordination from several
ely involved and required input
rem
ext
was
s
ces
pro
ning
plan
The
nning process specific to
contingent of \DOC staff. The pla
e
larg
a
as
l
wel
as
rs
tne
par
There were
agency
en weeks before the execution.
sev
ted
star
64
268
s
ade
Rho
of
general sta ff
the execution
partners and our command and
ncy
age
our
h
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with
k
wee
a
e
three weeks.
meetings held onc
twice a wee k for the remaining
gs
etin
me
by
wed
follo
ks
wee
r
groups for the first fou
developed and reviewed
h meeting and an action plan was
Accurate notes were taken at eac
each meeting.
ecially helpful to stay up to date
uency of the meetings was esp
• Agency partners felt the freq
Incident Action Plan.
on the issues and build a good
progress on their
ed it was difficult to make much
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ff
sta
al
ner
Ge
and
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etings" - - - • \DOC Com
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___ _ respective-ac
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s items.
ff to make progress on the action
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Operational Ph as e

g
Sta ff performed well workin
ion went extremely well.
cut
exe
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the
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to
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s
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The operation
nts. Although the
and managing the day's eve
most of the small groups
within their respective roles
the day of the execution,
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ho
00
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rators quickly
were made available
until 0700hrs. The demonst
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the Incident. Their assistance
Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throughout
to further tax their limited staffing.
with external security relieved the institutions from having
was granted access to the
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list of who
0630, the list was not passed on to
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When relieved at
the oncoming shift.
a master list of who is approved to
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint has
to look up visitors.
enter the complex in a timely manner with an effective way
two weeks prior to the event.
P&P provided a patrol at the South Boise Complex for the
This patrol did not encounter any issues.
14 days in advance. However, a
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the area
to be activated it can be done
schedule should be developed in the event the patrol needs

•
•

•

quickly.
who was able to recognize most
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced officer
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
checkpoint should be a longRecommendation - The person who is working the front
quickly through the front
standing staff member. This was helpful to move people
checkpoint.

•

Demo nstra tor Lots:

contingent of staff to keep up
Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for the small
with the searches.
to the demonstrator lots should be
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry areas
considered.
metal detector to facilitate
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additional
searches.
staff to work from. This made it
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searched.
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• Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help identi
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crowd control unit to the event. This
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_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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• Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators. There
be an issue during future events,
responders which limited the parking space. Parking may
if there are more demonstrators.

•

(
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•

•

•

•
•

(

accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMSI staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that the offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the appropriate
time is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMSI they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:
Facility was extremely quiet.

ICC:
The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and it went well.

Planning Section:

•
•

•

Staff and assisting agencies stated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well put together.
In an effort to keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted to utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation - A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
During the event, there were delays and changes made to the timeline, but there was no
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendatlon-:there needstobe recorderin the command post to-assist.
There were several instances of individuals working outside the scope of their
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
initial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.

a

- - - - - ---

•
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•

During this event, there were several days· worth of activities. The one IAP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - !DOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up to the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some to turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
for similar events in the future.

Finance and Admin Section:
•

(

I
'1.

There was a plan developed to track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to it being implemented. During the event, !DOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation - A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
• After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and !DOC was charged for the generator to be refueled.
• Recommendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is accounted for and ready for pickup.
• - - w o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the lunches in the
morning.
...
• !DOC needs to use the same ordering process and spending authority because it worked
well.
• Car stickers were purchased to identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of their cars due to the window stickers saying !DOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOC staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
• Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
• Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building. Six P&P Officers were
posted at the various entrances to Central Office.
·
• There were many questions from staff, as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was to be entered on their time sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operations Sergeants but the information was not filtered to the line staff well.
Recommendation - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and those reporting time dedicated to
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
- - •- -Some-names-of-staff were-placedoR-dowments-that-are-eligible .for-release on a public- - -· - - -- - - - - - records release which the department would prefer not to be released.
Recommendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
• There are was some conflicting information between the Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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ution Procedures and Death of an
Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Exec
nt practice
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with curre
information. Finance will need to define
There have been several public records requests for
events in advance.
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future

•

Logistics:

•

•
•

(,,

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

s were to be issued. Some supervisors
There was not a consistent procedure for how radio
their teams check out radios during
pulled groups of radios for their teams and others had
be tracked down after the fact.
check-in. Several radios were misplaced and had to
Manager assigned to check out
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment
all equipment being issued during the
radios from the start of the operational period. With
check-in process.
!DOC staff are not used to altering their
There was confusion with the communications plan.
s.
communication channels and this caused some issue
the correct radio channel. The
of
ed
inform
r
bette
be
to
need
Recommendation -Staff
morning briefing.
communication plan should also be announced at the
y of posts, from several facilities .
There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a variet
be cared for and returned. Several
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would
ed.
vehicles were returned without being refueled or clean
be returned should be developed in
will
items
these
how
for
ss
Recommendation - A proce
advance.
Communication went very well with assisting agencies.
would account for equipment. Due to
The Food Unit had developed a process for how they
the plans implementation.
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to
up in advance to unsure they are
Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood
prepared for the start of the operation.
hold enough coffee and the food
Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not
several of the larger areas.
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for
asing a few larger coffee urns for media
Recommendation - !DOC needs to consider purch
carafes for smaller areas.
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller
of following the execution .
There was no plan for how trash would be disposed
disposing of refuge preceding the
Recommendation - There needs to be a process for
event.
day prior to the execution of their
Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the
assigned role.
P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Recommendation - IDOC needs to make sure that
Incident at least a week in advance.
e meals.-needed to be delivered .
The drivers delivering meals were not clear on wher
oe rese nt toh1l some areas . - .
· Several area: rwefe Tniss ed initially. Meal shaa to
understanding of where and how
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear
many meals to deliver.
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May 24, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Execution Planning
'McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Attendees:

Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Stall (1030-1130hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Theo Lowe

✓

Demonstrator Liaison

Jeff Zmuda

Round Table

Jeff ZmlJda

Notes:
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Command and general staff meeting
05~1 2

2'1
Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Brian Finn
Tim Higgins
? Ibarra

Michael Johnson
Theo Lowe
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler
Jeff Zmuda

for 10 a.m. on June 12. The offender
Situation update; The execution of Offender Leavitt is scheduled
The family has visited the offender.
has been moved to F Block after issuing the death warrant May 17.
housed at ISCI. Medical and escort
Offender Leavitt has two sons - one on parole in district 6 and one
teams are training. A dress rehearsal is scheduled for May 30.
ol.leavitt's attorneys have filed an
The chemical has been purchased, which will be a one-drug protoc
in the court claiming ineffective
action to challenge our process and credentials. Leavitt has a motion
24 months. His private attorneys are
counsel, which would extend his opportunity to appeal for 18 to
g. A polygraph test on Leavitt was as
representing the offender in the pursuit of a commutation hearin
origination from Idaho media groups to
conducted yesterday, per a court order. There is another lawsuit
allow an increase in witness access.
After action report review:
action report.
• All areas will be adopting the changes recommended in the after
Financial and ordering process:
manual was distributed at the
• The process will be nearly the same as last time. The instructional
meeting with pink tabs to notify changes.
o All requisition requests need to be submitted to Al Ramirez.
o Do not use p-cards.
o The receiving documentation needs to be submitted ASAP.
o Sam Linton will be the single point of contact to receive goods.
is ADLEA-00.
o PCA 56021 will be used this time. Grant/Phase for time sheets
.
teams
o Only actual ONL will be tracked this time for specialty
Action item:
o Time sheet training will be provided at 1 p.m. on May 30 at SIC\.
today.
g
trainin
their
have
Appointment will be sent today. IMSI will
Ra11dy will send
_. _ o__ Action item: The_in_structiona_l_mar1ual_will_be _add_ed to the s.b_are_d drive._
out the instructions to access this drive today.
ated with the execution. For
• IDAPA 106.01.01.135.06 prohibits names being released associ
d. Labor reports were by
example, the business where lunches were purchased was not release
position, not employee name for this reason.
period.
• The offender phones will be turned off during the operational
remains.
the
• Theo will need to know how the family wants to dispose of
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(

charges.
• Theo needs a list of vehicles that will be borrowed to appropriately assign fuel
• The bids should come in Monday for the media tent.
Demonstrator liaison:
warden. Eric
• Ken Bennett was the demonstrator liaison last time, but he will be the IMS! acting
transfer
Kiehl will fill these responsibilities this time. Action item: Ken will contact Eric to
responsibilities.
SIC/ concerns:
not be required
• Lights will be needed for the media center and front checkpoint, but lights will
A
time.
last
as
time
same
the
at
open
for the demonstrator lots. The media center will
or stay.
delay
a
is
there
if
contingency plan needs to be developed for demonstrator lot lights
ICC and CAPP concerns:
e, etc.
• ICC and CAPP will operate the same as last time with extra posts and schedul
review.
for
• Action item: Randy Valley will send ICC and CAPP their 204s
IMS/ concerns:
that are
• IMS/ is looking at staffing concerns. CERT will be on standby as a team and squads
rotated.

(

/SCI concerns:
• Check-in will be at SBWCC. Staging will be at SIC/. BPD will be at SICI-PRC.
• /SCI is concerned about staffing if parole hearings continue as scheduled.
• The stage inside the media tent needs to face the other direction.
Planning concerns:
and during the
• There will be separat e IAPs with different 204s for prior to the operational period
correct radio
primary operational periods. It will clarify for prior to the operational period the
channels, who they report to, where they check-in, etc.
• ACHD will reduce the speed limit; therefore, staff will need to be notified.
Fiscal concerns:
for the
• The checkpoint will not be finished by June 12. An existing building will be used
checkpoint, rather than a trailer.
• Signs need to be created that says "100% ID check."
• We will not use staff ID stickers again.
• Contact list will be developed at the next meeting.
• Action item: Randy will distribute organizational chart this week.
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Ch ie f Ke m pf

'--- '
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fr o m th e
te
ra
a
p
se
d
e
k
c
a
tr
e
b
l
il
All Purchase Orders w
n E-doc).
o
le
b
a
w
ie
v
t
o
(N
gs
Lo
O
re g u la r P
Fiscal w il l e n c u m b e r
p e rs o n a lly
d
n
a
n
o
ti
a
rm
fo
in
g
in
iv
e
Fiscal w il l g e t th e re c
c o n tr o ll e d :
be
n
ca
s
n
o
ti
p
ri
c
s
e
d
so
pay th e invoices
nd p ro v id e
a
r
u
c
c
o
y
e
th
as
s,
st
co
e
Fiscal w il l tr a c k th
le a d e rs h ip w it h .r e p o rt in g
Financial
l
a
rm
o
n
r
u
o
y
to
rd
a
rw
Please do n o t fo
o rk s h o u ld be
rw
e
p
a
p
ll
A
.
g
n
li
d
n
a
h
r
Specialist fo
fo rw a rd e d to Theo.
'

•
•
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• Single P o in t o f
warehouser is n' t
e
th
r,
be
em
em
*R
.
e
s
u
o
h
ISCI W a re
'

st af fe d un til 8: 00 A M . ·
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o th e r
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e
n
yo
n
a
to
t
n
e
s
e
b
ld
u
o
h
s
rk
• N o p a p e rw o
;
e
th
as
,
FO
E
l
ca
is
F
r
o
r
e
y
u
B
s
th a n Logistic
,
'
r
e
y
u
B
s
tic
is
g
o
L
b a ck u p to th e
56021,
A
C
P
h
g
u
ro
th
g
in
th
ry
e
v
e
n
ru
• Fiscal w il l
.
in
m
d
A
I
S
IM
to
e
v
o
m
n
e
th
&
u n ti l fi n a liz e d
A-00.
E
L
D
A
is
ts
e
e
sh
e
m
ti
r
fo
e
s
a
h
• G ra n t/ P
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be
ll:
wi
t
en
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ge
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En
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tim
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ov
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• O
pu bl is he d so on .
t~ d an d
da
up
be
ill
w
e
m
Ti
ng
ki
ac
Tr
r
fo
de
ui
G
A
•
di st rib ut ed , as so on as th e st af f is all
id en tif ie d.
f is
af
~t
as
on
so
as
g
in
in
tra
t
uc
nd
co
ill
w
l
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• Payr
id en ti fie d .
be
ll:
wi
)
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su
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r
be
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m
f
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st
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• Ea
pr ov id ed in st ru ct io ns
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Fiscal Lo gi st ics

.,

• Co nta ct Inf orm ati on
- Fiscal is the Back up for Bob - Th eo Low e
- Phone 658 -20 02 wo rk and Cell Ph one
- Email tlo we @i do c.id ah o.g ov

'
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I

• Bacl<up to Fiscal (Th eo ) is Cin dy Mc Ma c~ in
I

- Ph one 658 -20 13 wo rk and Cell Ph one
- E~ ail cm cm ack i@ ido c.id aho .go v

I

• Pa yro ll co nta cts are l<im Fra sh ier at 658-12143
:'
an d Je an nie Gi ltn er at 65 8-2 02 5.
I

'
I.
'

I

.

'
'
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Material Requisition
Requisition Date

Reque stor
Name
Requestor's
phone #

/

stor's cell I
! Requcphone
#

Recom mende d
Source
Vendo r Contact
Name:

Date Requ ired

Ship to

IMS!
13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

Vendo r Phone #

Kuna, ID 83634
Address
Item No.

I

Attn:

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

(

12

\

13

14
15

Amou nt

Unit Price

Description

Quantity

REQ GRAN D TOTA L

s

-

s
s
s
s

-

s

-

s
s

-

s

-

s

-

s
s
s
s

-

s

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

Specia l Notes or

Requi remen ts for above

Requisition Justifi cation

-

-

Renuest or's Name Printffi

-

-

-

--

Date

llite

Section Chief I Comma nd Staff Slimatu re

I
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May 31, 201 2
1030hrs,

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Josh Tewalt

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Com man d and Gen eral Staf f

Smith,
Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna
non Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry
Shan
ett,
sen,
sten
Benn
Chri
Ken
Jay
rn,
es,
Cobu
Blad
ett
y
Rand
Lowe, Garr
Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith
e
Ston
enzie
Michael Johnson, McK

Attendees:

Execution
After Action Report - Rhoades

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS

Pres ente r

Tim e allo tted

Top ic

(1030~1130hrs.)
-Command and General Staf f

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Operational Periods

✓

Time Line

✓

204 Follow-Up

Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Meeting Sche dule Changes

Randy Valley

Logistics

i

✓

►

Service Branch Update

►

Support Branch Update

►

Supply Unit Update

Caryl Frasier
Chuck Kinkead
Bob Morlan

Randy Valley

Entrance Clearance

✓

11 Operational Period
Operations Section Chie f for Jun

✓

Che ckpo int Update

✓

Meeting Sche dule Update

✓

►

hrs
Tues day June 5, 2012 at 1030

►

Monday June 11, 2012 at 1030hrs

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Round Table

Notes:

IDOC000128
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Command and gene ral staff

05/3 1/12

(

Attendees:
Ken Ben nett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Garr ett Coburn
Brian Finn
Caryl Frasier
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Kevin Kempf

Chuck Kinkead
Terry Kirkham
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Joha nna Smith
Mackenzie Ston e
Randy Valley
Tim Wen gler
Keith Yordy

a.m. on June 12. !DOC is
nder Leavitt #230 81 is sche dule d for 10
Situation upda te: The exec utio n of Offe
ns, as Leavitt' s
y. Ther e are a num ber of othe r legal actio
addressing the med ia lawsuit in cour t toda
is conf iden t in thes e
than Rho ades 'atto rney s. However, IDOC
atto rney s are cons ider ably mor e active
June, the Parole
ective counsel moti on. The first wee k of
ineff
the
with
ern
conc
e
som
is
e
Ther
s.
area
chemicals have been
for com mut atio n hearing. All nece ssar y
Commission should deci de on the requ est
.
ed last night, and team s cont inue to train
obta ined . Full dress rehe arsa l was com plet

(

Front chec kpoi nt timeline:
drive on it.
need to set for 2-3 days befo re traffic can
• Tomorrow: Paving is sche dule d. It will
installed.
• Monday: Refurbished security boo th
electricity and signage installed.
• Wed nesd ay: The stru ctur e will have
antic ipate d.
• Late next wee k: Stripping on the road
oper ation al periods.
Ope ratio nal periods: Ther e will be thre e
be on site. The
p.m. on June 11. Prob ation and paro le will
• First period: 5 p.m. on June 8 to 2:30
man der.
primary cont act pers on is the !SCI shift com
act pers on is Tim
to 6:30 a.m. on June 12. The primary cont
• Seco nd period: 2:30 p.m. on June 11
by one P&P
by security. Exterior post s will be man ned
Higgins. The fron t chec kpoi nt is man ned
at 10:30 p.m.
officer and one secu rity officer, start ing
on is the
demobilization. The primary cont act pers
• Third period: 6:30 a.m. on June 12 until
will be on site during this period.
com man d post . All addi tion al reso urce s
OSP and vehicles:
, wjth the
,ave ligh ts._O ne of the _vehicles is com plete
-~- Eournew_vebicles_are mar ked aodJ
exce ptio n of a shot gun rack.
t etc.
OSP; they will be used for fron t chec k poin
• The new vehicles will not be used for
of the new OSP
even t, which will be hous ed at staging. One
• Ther e are five vans set aside for the
rack.
cars has ever ythi ng done , exce pt shot gun
• OSP will use thei r regular vehicles.

--

IDOC000129
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Staffing:
orm staff. Oth er
staff at staging: 3 officers and 10 non-unif
al
tion
addi
wing
follo
the
have
will
• ISCI
lable.
facilities do not have thei r num bers avai
help with the even t.
• P&P will have 30 staf f available to
rt to staging at 6 a.m .
se Saturday is June 12 will need to repo
• SBC seco nd-s hift security staf f who
fication if they
in by noo n to 336-1260 ext. 5200 for noti
on June 12. Third shift will nee d to call
need to repo rt.

C

Planning:
204s to Randy ASAP.
• Action item : Facilities nee d to send
5 and Jurie 11.
men ts for two additional mee ting s: June
oint
app
send
will
dy
Ran
:
item
on
Acti
•
• Time line:
outs ide patr ol at 10:30 p.m. on June 11.
• P&P officers will need to be used for
system.
• Check-in at SBWCC will use a laptop
6 a.m.
6:30 a.m., if the dem o lots are ope n at
• Am bu lance need s to be on site at
in case
a.m.
ther e will be stal l available at 5
• While the dem o lots ope n at 6 a. m.,
on site at 6
der for mob and crowd control will be
dem onst rato rs show up early. Com man
a.m.
to coo rdin ate team demobilization.
• Randy Valley and Randy Blades need
tativ es will
ers will be on site again. These repr esen
• Action item : Fire team and CNT lead
need to be notified.
tion unit lead er.
e a facility con tact pers on for the situa
rmin
dete
to
s
need
IMSI
:
item
on
Acti
•
cont acts will be:
• The situ atio n unit lead er's facility
o SICI - Michael John son
o ISCI -Te rrie Rosenthal
o IMSI-TBD
o SBWCC - Brandon Phillips
o Staging - Gar rett Coburn
o Dem onst ratio n lots ~ Eric Kiehl
o CAPP -Jef f Henry
o ICC -Ju an Ibarra

Logistics:

ne num bers , for the even t. Lt.

ry pho nes, which use tem pora ry pho
• 41111111 can provide tempora
to provide the numbers prio r to
additional cell tow er. Verizon will need

Fr~sier is looking into an
the day of the even t.
wee k.
king on specific staff assi gnm ents this
• Action item : Lt. Frasier will be wor
er this time.
Sgt. Eilers in the com mun icat ions cent
• Cpl. Roberson will take the place of
ing will nee d to go to check-in- -- - ---- ---- --. Anyone depl oyed from stag
-------• Radios will be dist ribu ted at check-in
--- -- - --- --- --- --- --o.
radi
a
in
obta
to
-·
--- --- --- --at the 3 oper atio nal periods.
• Radio distribution will be available
ater should be used
regular chan nel and mai nten ance repe
r
thei
on
stay
ld
shou
SICI
ests
sugg
• Jay
for exte rnal security.
ted Thursday.
by Wed nesd ay and a test will be con duc
• 40 radios on loan will be available

IDOC000130
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need to
tly less this time . Jeff Zmuda and Jeff Ray
Action item : Media tent quot es are sligh
It need s to
ing.
ition
Fans, swa mp coolers or air cond
dete rmin e the appr opri ate cooling opti on:
ia's audi o.
be dete rmin ed if the soun d will affect med
mult. box.
and
o
• The med ia cent er is prep ared with audi
for the med ia
Lt. Kimmel abou t num ber of lights need ed
• Bob has received information from
too.
cent er. The chec kpoi nt will need lighting,
12.
turn on the lighting the morning of June
• Jay will assign main tena nce staff to
ed in staging.
• Bug spra y will be purc hase d and hous
be need ed:
• The following port able bath room s will
o 2 for med ia cent er
r lot (nee ds handicap accessible)
o 2 for pro- deat h pena lty dem onst rato
r lot {needs handicap accessible)
o 2 for anti -dea th pena lty dem onst rato
ia.
for trash in the dem onst rato r lots and med
• Card boar d boxes will be used again
services.
• SICI will susp end recycling and trash
Lunch will be
as possible; then , Bob can orde r lunches.
• Staffing need s to be conf irme d as soon
deliv ered at 11 a.m.
lan by Tuesday.
• Purc hase orde rs are due to Bob Mor
.
Bob Morlan as soon as they are received
• Packing slips need to be subm itted to
ee and wate r.
coff
r,
ecto
proj
ed at SICI-PRC. They need a
• Abo ut 20 officers from BPD will be stag

•
/

(

Fiscal:
r PCN num bers , for
Randy Valley a list of staff, including thei
• Action item : Facilities need to send
to Theo.
the even t by Tuesday. Randy will forward
family.
on of the rema ins, as dete rmin ed by the
• Theo will need to know the dispositi
n fuel char ges.
the even t, so she may appr opri ately assig
• Theo need s a list of vehicles used in
vehicles.
This does not include regularly used OSP
at SICI to
tran spor t team cont act Bruce Wells-Moore
• Action item : Garr ett will have topp er
coor dina te SICI and ISCI relea ses.
paro le hear ing
with Julie McDonnell to find out wha t time
• Action item : Randy will touc h base
tran spor t will take place.
not need additional white boar ds.
• Staging and the com man d cent er do
• Demo lots will use SICI tabl es

(

Entr ance / clea ranc e:
Randy will send
moved to CWC-SICI again. Action item :
• The desi gnat ed smoking area will be
will be.
kers
y Ada County and ISP whe re the smo
staff notification today. Randy will notif
in fron t and back of checkpoint.
• Con crete barriers need to be installed
signs that say "100% ID check."
Action item : Jay will orde r sand wich
•
will be
ity work cent er chec kpoi nt beca use they
• ICC is requ estin g !DOC cove r com mun
Hst toda y and_
rage
. SIC! is expe cted to_receive P&P cove
c_onduct~ng_paroJe_c_ori,m_ission_hearings
allocated to this area .
will be able to dete rmin e if staff can be

(
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lndd~nt CommmJd11r
S!llntRalnko

Leavitt2308! Execution

Incident Name

omp!
. KevtnK
,_,
,I
.

I

Operational Per1od

0630 -143 0

06/12/12

Time __ __ __ __ __

Date _ _ _ _ _ _-;-
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Operational Period Timel
2012
,,.06/11/143
0

(

2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

12/12
rs 06/11/12 to 0630hrs 06/
Operational Period {1430h
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
status
Facilities will go on secured
asant Valley Rd.
ISP will begin patrolling Ple
. . . . . .ation of the event
rol o f f i c e
pat
e
sid
out
ting
pos
in
beg
Facilities will
y will be posted
CERT will post Squad 1. The
for t e ura 1cin o the event
abled by Offender Phones will be dis

06/12112

0400
0400
0400
0515
0530
0545

0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0830
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1130
1145

(

Check-in opens at SBWCC
lo be turned on
Lights and Generators need
Media Center opens
al IMSI
Command will be stood up
ff and demonstrator lot s
h 1 Ambulance to support sta
wit
ive
arr
cs
edi
ram
Pa
y
unt
Ada Co
g for all exterior positions
Briefings will be held at stagin
12112)
rs 06/12112 to 2230hrs, 06/
Op era tio na l Period (0600h
ir respective posts
All areas need lo report lo the
onal
Communications Genie ·
n relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 pos
p
ICC and ewe SICI Che
ned lo the public
Demonstrator lots will be ope
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
ecution Un it
bulance to Stage near the Ex
Am
1
h
wit
ive
arr
cs
edi
ram
Ada County Pa
12 are transported off site
Offenders due lo lop on Jan
gs completed
Transports for Parole Hearin
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
e Media
Witnesses Arrive - To includ
ed lo Witness Rooms
Witnesses briefed and escort
Th e Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted

Mea.ls Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Staff Briefing Posted
- --- -- - --- - ----Swing-shift Staff Begin Call-in - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -· - - --- -- - - - - -·· - - -- - - ~- - --- ----in\ f-P -os t,rd
--~ --- -·- 72 30 ---s taf ftlr ief
Ch ief s Approval
staff wit h Operation Section
ess
exc
ng
asi
rele
in
beg
y
ma
1300 Staging
be cleared and closed
1300 Demonstrator Lois will
1300 Media Center Closes
Staging
ingshift Slaff are needed in
Notify Staging of whether Sw

(

1330 .
1400 Demobilization Begins
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STATE OF IDAHO
N
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIO
BUREAU OF PRISONS

(

rcise their First
ognizes the public's right to exe
rec
)
OC
(!D
n
ctio
rre
Co
of
t
se of
The Idaho Departmen
ing specific areas for the purpo
vid
pro
is
C
!DO
e
Th
.
ech
Amendment right to free spe
to the death penalty.
support of and in opposition
in
te
tra
ns
mo
de
to
blic
pu
allowing the
and
0am the day of the execution
6:0
at
g
rtin
sta
le
ilab
ava
de
l be ma
of
The demonstration areas wil
pleted. In the event of a stay
com
en
be
s
ha
ion
cut
exe
the
urs after
will remain open until two ho
t of Correction.
tion of the Idaho Departmen
cre
dis
the
at
sed
clo
be
l
wil
execution, the areas

R
manner,
STANDARDS OF BEHAVIO
ir rights in a safe and lawful
the
e
rcis
exe
to
led
mb
se
as
se
To ensure the safety of all tho
ed.
ectations have been establish
exp
d
an
s,
ard
nd
sta
s,
tion
the following restric
at all times.
SAFETY:
an adult or responsible party
by
ied
an
mp
co
ac
be
st
mu
g
a) Minors participatin
subject to search.
efcases, and backpacks are
bri
s,
ge
cka
pa
as
h
suc
ms
b) Ite
tector.
d using a hand-held metal de
.
c) Individuals will be searche
od or metal posts of any type
wo
to
ed
ach
att
ns
sig
or
ds
') Users may not carry placar
(
prohibited on !DOC property.
is
s
on
ap
we
or
s
arm
fire
of
. c) Possession
prohibited.
on of alcoholic beverages is
f) Possession or consumpti
is prohibited.
on of controlled substances
g) Possession or consumptl
behavior is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive
tainers are prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable con
SOUND LEVEL:
lifying devices are
plifiers, and other sound-amp
am
reo
ste
s,
tem
sys
ss
dre
ector
a) Public-ad
unless authorized by the Dir
a,
are
n)
iso
(pr
lex
mp
Co
ise
prohibited near the South Bo
of !DOC.
l be asked to reduce
disruptive, demonstrators wil
is
t
en
ev
an
m
fro
nd
sou
t
b) In the event tha
levels.
the sound level to acceptable
prohibitec:J...
r noise/incendiary devices is
iila
sirr
9r_
s
o~k
_w
fire
°.f
ion
_a!
c) _[)et°.n
is
Boise Complex (prison) area
uth
So
the
at
te
tra
ns
mo
de
to
ENFORCEMENT: Th e right
with these guidelines.
co nti ng en t upon compliance

(

tiv e0 S/3 1/1 2
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Jun e 5, 201 2
I

103 0hrs .

AG EN DA

IMSI Boa rdro om

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
am, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
non Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkh
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shan
Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
,.
Lowe
Theo
n,
y, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morla
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yord
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

cution
After Action Report - Rhoades Exe

Please read:
Please bring:

AGE NDA ITE MS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

------·-

---- --·- ---· ---

-1130hrs.)
Command and General Staff (1030
✓

Situa!ion Update

✓

Time Line

✓

Emergency Teams on Stand-bye

✓

P&P Patrol (Org Chart)

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Al f3,amirez

Logistics

/

(

Jeff Zfnuda

✓

Seivice Branch Update

✓

Support Branch Update

✓

Supply Unit Update

✓

Plans

✓

Fiscal

✓

SICI Branch

✓

ISCI Branch

✓

IMSI Branch

✓

SBWCC Branch

✓

Round Table

Caryl Frasier
Chuck Kinkead

Bob Morlan
Randy Valley

Theo Lowe
Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith
Ken Bennett
Brandon Phillips
Randy Valley

Notes:

;<.fe.y;f

1,1-fJ

-rl.. vl'

--1v11-e 7-f:1. _ .~

.:z /4? 5
•

\
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
06/12/12
0400
0400
0400
051.5
0530

(

0545

1/12 to 0630hrs 06/12/12
Ope rati ona l Per iod (1430hrs 06/1
Checkpoint 'N' opens.
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ley Rd.
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Val
event
patrol officers for.the .duration of the
Facilities will begin posting outside
b19 posted a t . . . ,
CERT will post Squad 1. They will
nt
b y - for t h e ~ the eve
Offender Phones will be disabled
Check-in opens at SBWCC
turned on
Lights and Generators need to be
Media Center opens
!
Command will be stood up at IMS
demonstrator lots
1 Ambulance to support staff and
Ada County Paramedics arrive with
all exterior positions
Briefings will be held at staging for

2/12 to 2230hrs, 06/12/12)
Ope rati ona l Per iod (0600hrs 06/1
their.respective posts
0:600 All areas need to report to
l l al
er ··on
·u
0600 .communications Center i s -.of
ad 1.
relief of Squ
..
post a1
0600 CERT Squads 2&3
~
·.
0600 ICC and CWC SIC! Checkp
opened to the p1Jblic
0600 · Demonstrator lots will be
0730 Staff Briefing Poste.d
0800 Director's Media Briefing
the Execution Unit.
e with 1 Ambulance to Stage near
arriv
dics
ame
Par
nty
Cou
Ada
0800
12 are transported off site
0800 Offenders .due to top on Jan
s completed
0800 Transports for Parote Hearing
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
08?0 Staff Briefing Posted
Media
0900 Witnesses Arrive - To include
d to Witness Rooms
0945 Witnesses briefed and escorte
1000 The Execution will begin
103 0 Staff Briefing Posted .

..

(

',

1100 Meals Delivered
1130 Director's Media Briefing
1130 Staff Briefing Posted
l-in
- - - --- --- --- 1145 Swi.ng-shift Staff Begin Cal
- - -· · - - - - -- - - - --· - - - -u~te
ng- - ~-i no- ---s taf tBr ien
Chi efs Approval
excess staff with OpE:lration Section
g
~sin
rele
in
beg
may
ging
Sta
1300
cleared and closed
r30 0 Demonstrator Lots will be
1300 Media Center Closes
ngshift Staff aie needed !n Staging
1330 Notify Staging of whether Swi
1400 Demobilization Begins
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Command and general staff

(

06/ 05/ 12
Att end ees :
Ken Ben net t
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Gar rett Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Joh nso n
Kevin Kempf

(

Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Joh ann a Smith
Mackenzie Sto ne
Josh Tew alt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

10 a.m . on June 12.
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from Judge Lodge on the med ia's
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. If a
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mission will dec ide ton igh t if it will
Com
ole
ks. The
Par
wee
The
r
fou
ut
for abo
•
the n it would delay the exe cut ion
com mu tati on hea ring is gra nte d,
y plans in place.
ld expire, but the re are con ting enc
dea th war ran t and chemicals wou
his family this
s. The offe nde r is mee ting with
des rep orts the offe nde r is nervou
Bla
n
rde
Wa
ts in man y yea rs. The
•
iety bec aus e he has not had visi
anx
sed
rea
inc
sing
cau
it's
but
cut yes terd ay.
week,
IDOC. The offe nde r rece ived a hair
by
ised
erv
sup
are
who
s,
son
offe nde r has two
and several dre ss
additional medical tea m training
an
is
re
The
n.
trai
to
e
tinu
con
• Tea ms
reh ear sals pla nne d.
ain ed.
• The che mic als hav e bee n obt
anized.
• Agency par tne rs are well org
.
fed
• The gov ern or has bee n brie
Thursday at the sam e location.
l staf f mee ting is at 10: 30 a.m . on
era
gen
and
nd
ma
com
t
nex
The
nges to the tim e line:
ate d tim e line for the eve nt. Cha
Randy Valley dist ribu ted an upd
d 6-7 a.m., not 8 a.m .
• The ISCI top per will be rele ase
e-at noo n, not 1p. m,
- - •- -De mo nst rato r lots will clos
at 6:30 a.m.
• CERT shift cha nge can occ ur
one of the last are as clo sed .
• Check out at SBWCC will be
f are nee ded in staging.
staging of wh eth er swing shift staf
fy
noti
.,
p.m
0
1:3
not
.,
a.m
30
• 11:
. Staff will arrive at 6:30 a.m .
• Staging will ope n at 5:3 0 a.m
a.m. on We dne sda y.
a.m. on Monday night thro ugh 8
10
at
dby
stan
on
ms
tea
y
enc
• Emerg
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Check in/access to resources:
• Regular staff who are working their regular shift, do not need to report to check-in. Non-lDOC
staff do not need to check-in.
• Anyone who is working in a specific role related to the execution needs to check in.
• P&P will check out vehicle and supplies at \SCI, since they will be reporting to them the day
before. The posts will be closed at 10 p.m. on June 11. Action item: Randy Valley needs to send
\SCI the employee name and numbers, so they can be entered in the computer.
en is
• Field and community response team from statewide will be on site this time. Jay Christens
scheduling a briefing for this group.
IAP update:
to
• There will be 3 different IAPs for the different operational periods. The first period reports
be
will
and
Higgins
Tim
\SCI shift commander and will be on channel 4, second period is under
See
on the maintenance channel, the third period will report to the incident command center.
the time line for the updated times for the operational periods.
• Action item: Randy Valley will bring a draft IAP to Thursday's meeting.

(

Logistics:
• Action item: Chuck Kinkead is working on a list of vehicles, which will be five vans, for Randy
Valley to give to Theo Lowe. The vehicles will be at staging. Chuck will bring the keys to Garrett
at Monday's meeting. The new vehicles cannot be used for OSP because they do not have the
shot gun racks installed.
• The media tent is squared away, and the contractor was on site yesterday.
• Action item: The bug spray, trash cans and coffee still need to be purchased.
• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to be notified of the number of box lunches to order.
• The portable toilets and lights are scheduled to be delivered June 8.
• All radios will be available tomorrow.
• Verizon reports their resources have been allocated to the recent fires throughout the
Northwest. There will be no phones or additional service provided.
• Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to meet with Randy Valley to verify staffing lists.
• Action item: SBWCC and \SCI need to send Randy the list of staff who will report to staging.
correct
• Radio check with agency partners is scheduled for Thursday following this meeting. The
frequencies will be verified at this time.
Fiscal:
noon
• Action item: Staff list with PCNs and vehicle lists need to be submitted to Randy Valley by
Wednesday. Randy will forward to Theo Lowe.
• Theo Lowe will touch base with Randy Blades to verify disposal of remains.
• Theo Lowe has contacted the phone company, and they will be able to disable the offender
phones.
SIC\ concerns:
• SIC\ is well organized.
• There will be some small changes on 204, which will be sent to Randy Valley.
• Action item: Sandwich boards need to be made for check in and staging.
• Terry has some concerns about the checkpoint paving. Jeff Zmuda to address with Chuck
Kinkead.
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ICC and CAPP concerns:
dy today.
• ICC will be sending final 204 to Ran
e and ICC road.
• SIC! staff will be posted at the ew

(

SBWCC concerns:
f will be
be in the programs area. Program staf
will
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• SBWCC
running check in.
ected Friday. SBWCC
and barriers ordered, witl'i'delivery exp
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e
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for
d
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• Jay
ing lot.
will need some cones from the park
IMS! concerns:
es are doing well.
• IMS! is well organized and employe
nday.
Ken will pick him up at the airport Mo
y.
nda
Mo
ting
mee
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at
be
will
l
• Eric Kieh
!SCI concerns:
. on Monday.
• The ten t will be installed at 8 a.m
y plan for staff if there is a delay.
• !SCI has developed a contingenc
ted.
• Media site survey has been conduc
have been ordered
fy tha t water, coffee and granola bars
veri
to
ds
nee
irez
Ram
Al
:
item
ion
Act
•
for the media tent.
y.
Planning concerns:
list and verify the med plan by Thursda
ions
icat
mun
com
the
e
plet
com
to
ds
• Randy Valley nee
k out and address
ck-in. It will outline the process for chec
che
at
plan
ob
dem
a
ive
rece
will
f
• Staf
as the last execution.
CISM. This process will be the same

(

Round table:
em built in this time.
, External patrol will have relief syst
ributed · · ·
• Dr. Craig has established and dist
will be
• CNT leader, fire leader and CERT
water.
will hav
• Logistics group to verify staging
: Randy Valley to ensure
ed cell phone from !SCI. Action item
issu
be
to
ds
nee
oint
ckp
che
nt
Fro
•
·
list.
the number is included on the phone
Wednesday.
rings will need to be housed at ICC on
• If the re is a delay, the parole hea
t meal plan to Thursday's meeting
• Caryl Frasier will be bringing a draf
for Thursday's meeting.
• Randy Valley will have draft !AP

(
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June 7, 2012
1030hrs .

AGE NDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comman d and General Staff
Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Sm~h,
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham,
Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Garrett
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Bob
Josh Tewa!t, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda,

Attendees:

Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone, Juan Ibarra-, Brian Finn, Tim Higgins

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS

Presente r

Topic
-------- -------- --------

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

CERT Update

✓

Demob Plan

✓

Logistics·

(
'

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Al Ramirez

✓

SeJVice Branch Update

Caryl Frasier

✓

Support Branch Update

Chuck Kinkead

✓

Supply Unit Update

Bob Morlan

✓

Plans

✓

Fiscal

✓

SIC! Branch

✓

!SCI Branch

✓

IMSI Branch

✓

SBWCC Branch

✓

ICC Branch

✓

CAPP Branch

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe
Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith
Ken Bennett
Brandon Phillips
Juan Ibarra
Bri~n Finn
Randy Valley

Notes:
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Command and gen era l sta ff
06/ 07/ 12
Att end ees :
Ken Be nne tt
Randy Blades
David Birch
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Ga rre tt Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Joh nso n

Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Joh ann a Smith
Mackenzie Sto ne
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda
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ICC and CAPP concerns:
again.
• ICC will have a designee in the communications room

(

!

SBWCC concerns:
• The program building will house staging.
C parking lot.
• The cones will be delivered Monday for the SBWC
• Security staff can wear normal uniform.
ISCI concerns:
be additional outlets for the media and-air
• The media tent will be set up at 8 a.m. There will
conditioning.
IMSI concerns:
• The same cell phone detector will be used again.

\\
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DRAFT
Food unit Plan
Adrian Daniluc, David
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Food Unit equipment check-out/ check in
F-Block

Use location

Item
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker

Page 287

100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
Coffee thermos (JJ_ump)
Coffee thermos (!Jump)
Coffee thermos (p_ump)
Coffee thermos (pump)
Coffee thermos (pumpj
Coffee thermos (pump)

Consumable items
Cups (styroj
Lids

coffee (un-opened bags only)

'

I

Date out:

I

I
issued to:

Clean

F-Block

Inventoried by:

Date in:

No

Yes

Staging
check-in
PRC
Bldg 30
Media

i

Jentry gate
!OPl
!OP2
IOP3
!OP4

J
IAmount

Date in:

Inventoried by:

Needed inventory

Amount

Cups (styro)

1000
1000
5 pounds

Lids
coffee (on-opened bag!. only)

Creamer
sugar
Cases water

Creamer
sugar
Cases water

meal bars

meal bars

30
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06/11/12

TEAM MEETING

1030hrs

(

IMSI Conference Room

Meeting called by: Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning Meeting

Facilitator: Jeff Zmuda

Note taker:

MacKenzie Stone

Timekeeper: Randy Valley
Attendees:

Command and General Staff

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS

Topic

✓

Situational Update

✓

IAP Distribution

✓

Demob Plan

✓

Operational Period Briefing

✓

Round Table

Presenter

Time allotted_

(
NOTES
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Command and general staff
06/11/12
Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
John Carroll
Jarod Cash
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Johnson
Eric Kiehl

(

Chuck Kinkead
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Rod Schlienz
Rick Severson
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Collin Widmier
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Situation update: The execution of Offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. On
Friday evening, the 9th circuit determined that media will have access to more of the execution process.
The dress rehearsal conducted over the weekend reflected this change. The blinds will be drawn earlier
in the process. All witnesses will be seated prior to the offender coming into the execution chamber. The
offender met with his family - two sons, mother and father - on Saturday. He is meeting with his
mother, sister and son tonight until 2100. His last meal will be tonight. He is currently receiving a mild
sedative and anti-nausea medication. Teams continue to train. !DOC has not received any information
on potential disruptions. The Idaho Supreme Court is making a determination today on the offender's
claim for ineffective counsel. IDOC anticipates late filings.
IAP:
•
•
•
•
•

The final version of the IAPs has been distributed.
o Change: The meal will be delivered at 9:30 a.m.
Action item: Randy Valley will send to wardens, including ICC and CAPP, electronically. Wardens
can distribute to their facility accordingly.
There will be copies available in staging and check-in.
Action item: Notify Randy Valley of any changes. Therefore, it can be addressed at the morning
briefing.
BPD will be on site about 7 a.m. tomorrow. They will need chairs for 24 people and a projector.

Demobilization:
• A master inventory will need to be created to ensure resources are collected and returned to F
Block.
o Bob Morlan and Caryl Frasier will organize this group.
o Buck Carper will collect signs tomorrow and return the next day.
o Cones will be collected tomorrow afternoon.
• Agency partners will be the first to be demobilized. Then, P&P and extra rovers next.
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•

(
\

Extra vehicles will be staged at SIC!. The new vehicles will be used at the front checkpoint. Two
more vehicles, which do not have the radios installed, can be used for media escorts and traffic
control.

Operational briefings:
• Team leaders need to be at staging in SICI visiting at 5:45 a.m.
• Briefings will be released via radio at the top of the hour. Briefings via email will be released via
email/phone.
Round
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

table:
IMSI is calm. Staff assault this morning, but it was mental health related.
SICI is experiencing normal activity.
Lights are expected to be delivered today.
Mobile command post has been delivered.
Checkpoint signs in place.
Sgt. Anderson will work the graveyard shift for the front checkpoint. P&P Colson and Lt. Lau will
man the checkpoint starting about 6:30 a.m.
Jay Christensen will be providing a briefing to P&P at crowd control training today at POST.
The media tent is being assembled now.
ISCI population is quiet. They will be playing movies.
Action item: IMSI needs to verify the red eye camera detector is on site. It will need to go back·
to F Block tomorrow.
P&P in the demonstration lots will be a lot of the same staff as last year. There are some new
officers that will be briefed.
P&P will also have three officers at central office.
·ISP discovered it probably don't have S02 on its radios. It is being verified today. As a
contingency, there will be a radio in the communications center.
Maps will be picked up today for staging and check in. Randy Valley will be delivering them
today.
Garrett Coburn will be at SICI today to set up staging.
SBWCC is quiet.
The speed limit has not been reduced yet.
Action item: Caryl Frasier will have coffee and supplies available in check in.
Barricades are all in place. Contact Jay Christensen if additional traffic supplies are needed.

(
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Octobe r 27,

2011

1100hr s,

AGE NDA

IMSI Boardr oom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comma nd and General Staff

Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney,
Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Tewalt,
Josh
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Stone
e
McKenzi
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Bob
Frazier,
Kimmel, Caryl

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Represe ntative Group (0900-1100hrs.)
Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update
0

(

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch

0

Planning Section

0

Finance Section

0

Logistics Section
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October 20, 2011
0900hrs.

AG EN DA

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Agenc y Representative Group
z,
Warden Terry Kirkham, CWC Ops Manager Al Ramire
Oep. Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Tewalt,
n, Cpt. Randy Roper, Col. Tim Kelly,
Johnso
Scott
Cpl
,
Powell
Ralph
Maj.
Valley,
Emergency Coordinator Randy
n Kelly, Sgt. John Burke, Stan Passey,
LtC. Chris Eden, Capt. Steve Richardson, Lt. Sheldo
Comm and and General Staff
Terry
Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen,
, Brett
Zmuda
Jeff
Yordy,
Keith
,
Valley
Randy
,
Smith, Josh Tewalt
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna
Lowe,
Theo
,
Kimme!, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Time allotte d

Prese nter
rs.)
Agenc y Repre sentat ive Group {0900- 1100h

(

Jeff Zmuda

Situational Briefing

✓

Randy Valley

ACHO's offer to post lower speed limit

,,

Al Ramirez

✓

Communication Plan

✓

Wrttten Comm ilment (MOU)

✓

Round Table

✓

Meeting Sched ule {Frequency)

✓

Action Items

✓

Tour of F-Block

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Blades

1300h rs.)
Comm and and Gener al Staff Meetin g (1100-

-

✓

Situational Briefing

✓

Ordering Process

✓

Overtime Costs

✓

Signs

✓

Entrance Staffing

-_t'--·Evenn1meiln-e-- -

Jeff Zmuda
Bob Morlan
Theo Lowe
Randy Valley

Jeff Zmuda

-

-------- -- -- -

✓

Round Table

✓

Meeting Schedule {Frequency)

✓

Action Items

Randy-Valley - - - - -

-

-

-- ------ -

_Ran dy Valle_y___ __ _

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley

Special notes:
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10/20/ 11, 9 a.m. at IMS!
Agency represe ntative group meetin g

(

Attend ees:
David Birch, !DOC
Randy Blades, !DOC
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Terry Kirkham, !DOC
Theo Lowe, !DOC
Bob Morlan, !DOC
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Johann a Smith, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC

Jeff Zmuda, !DOC
Tim Kelly, Idaho National Guard
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Mike Schnei der, Ada County
Ralph Powell, Idaho State Police
Steve Richardson, Idaho State Police
Stan Passey, Idaho State Police
John Burke, Idaho State Police
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC

Nov. 18. The offend er was issued the
Execution for Paul Ezra Rhoade s #26864 is schedu led for 8 a.m. on
death warran t at 4 p.m. on Oct. 19, and he was moved to F Block.
Agencies who will be providing resourc es:
Idaho Depart ment of Correction
Idaho State Police
Ada County Sheriff
Boise Police Depart ment
Idaho National Guard
Ada County Parame dics
Ada County Highway Depart ment

(

Upcoming meetin gs:
9 a.m. on Oct. 27 in IMS! Boardr oom, commu nicatio ns meetin g
Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Attend ees: Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay
Ralph Powell, Boise PD
Chris Eden, Tim Kelly, Mark Schnei der, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson,
represe ntative
g
9 a.m. on Nov. 1 in IMS! Boardr oom, Agency represe ntative meetin
Attend ees: All at today's meetin g
g
9 a.m. on Nov. 3 in IMS! Boardr oom, Agency represe ntative meetin
Attend ees: All at today's meetin g

speed limit on Pleasan t
Action item: Ada County High Depart ment has agreed to reduce the
t information to Mark
Valley Road, near the complex. Randy Valley will forward the contac
Schnei der, who has already been addres sing this issue.
alrespo nse ..O.ne ambula nce willbe posted _ _ _ _
- - . _ -•- Ada County-Earamedics..wilLdevelop.a plan.for .medic
near demon strator s and anothe r on-stan dby for the execut ion
-- -. ill·be-orr site-formcrb anctcro wctcon trol near demon strator area s,- - - - - - -■ -Bois•e--Pol,ce 0-e-partm-ent"w
areas. Additional
This will alleviate other tactica l teams who can be design ated to other
g.
meetin
inform ation unavailable, as BPD was unable to attend
le at any time. The
o Trailer for checkp oint area has been ordere d and can be availab
trailer is large enough to house BPD mob and crowd control , too.
Here is some information
• There will be an additio nal meetin g to addres s commu nicatio ns.
•

(...

collect ed for that meetin g:
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o

(

Lt. Frasier, the services direct, will be key to organizing communication radios, and he
will have help with someone at IDOC who had level 3 communications
o Internal communications will be on IDOC radios, but still need to address how external
communication will work
o Contact lists of all section chiefs needs to be created, including cell, email, radio, work
phone
o District 4 has 41 radios, which have Ada County and ISP channels. They are 700 meg.
o Subgroups would be on their own frequencies with someone who has a radio connected
to a main channel. Main channel would be 700, with VHF radios for internal
communications.
o ISP has a mobile radio communications center with a gateway device that can be made
available. Jay Christensen to coordinate with ISP on power availability and location.
• Ada County and ISP will not require a revised MOU and no bills anticipated. Boise PD to be
determined
• Action item: Randy Valley to send deployment document to agencies to declare resources that
will be dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next agency representatives meeting and
document will include who will be present in command centers
• Idaho National Guard will close tank track
•
Action item: Randy Valley to send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an execution
to all meeting participants
• Traffic will be one-way into the complex and out through the dairy road, with the exception of
media. The road heading from Pleasant Valley Rd. to the facilities is called "!SCI Road"
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda to inquire about representative from attorney general's office to be on
site as consultant
• There will be two protester areas, with the following signs: "Support death penalty" and
"Oppose death penalty"
o IDOC staff will monitor the demonstrators with the following nearby: arrest authority
and BPD mob and crowd control
o Areas will have four-foot walking gates
o ISP is monitoring Occupy Wall Street protests
o Jay Christensen to follow-up on video cameras for demonstrator areas. Cameras need to
be able to record from a high vantage point.
• Action item: !DOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for different areas of event. It
will be helpful for all staff to be able to point media to appropriate PIOs.
•
Action item: Individual agencies will need to develop contingency plans in the event another
incident occurs simultaneously
o Governor and Parole Commission, Central Office may require additional monitoring.
• Rough outline of execution event:
o 9 p.m., Oct. 19, Operational period starts and initiate restricting access to the facility
_Q__3:3D_ a.m._CommancLcenter_staff repocts_____
o 4 a.m. media arrives
---,o --S---a;m-:-demonstrator areas open-- o 5 a.m. media random selection
o 8 a.m. execution
o 11 a.m. demonstrator areas close
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10/27/11
9 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Communications meeting
Attendees:
Henry Atencio, !DOC
David Birch, !DOC
Marc Camin, ISP
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Joel Eilers, !DOC
Caryl Frasier, !DOC
Matt Gambill, !DOC
Nicky Jansen, Ada County

Bret Kimmel, !DOC
Stan Passey, ISP
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Randy Roper, BPD
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

Next meeting:
9 a.m. on Tuesday in IMS! boardroom, agency reprepsentatives
10 a.m. on Nov. 4 in IMS! boardroom, communications meeting
Agencies who will be communicating via radio:
Ada County paramedics, CERT team
!DOC (four facilities), !DOC external security, ISP, Ada County, BPD,
and will be available to respond if
Idaho National Guard and Kuna Fire Department have been briefed
necessary.

(

- -

Additional resources available for operational period:
41- 700 radios from D4 P&P
18 - 700 radios from D3 P&P
20 - 700 radios from Ada County
!DOC maintenance repea ter and radios
Primary communications plan:
interace to primary channel
• !DOC internal communication will use VHF radios with human
through communications room adjacent to command center
ation posts are external security
• !DOC towers are considered internal communication; observ
el will be 502 if radios haven't
• Everyone outside facility will use County 2 on 700 radios; chann
been reprogrammed
• County 2 is encrypted; valley all call is NOT encrypted
gency communication, but will not
• Valley all call will be available as a communication for inter-a
·
·
- - - - -b-e-th_e-p,irrrary e-vent drnnn eJ- - - - - to_4_a_.m~JDOC_oeeds to g!!t hisS_or:l1acL __ _
_ _ _ ~ Lt. Baird will be contact ~rson for agences from 912_.n1.
information to all agencies.
(adjacent to command post)
• Agency representatives will report to communications center
o Attendees:
• ISP - Marc Cumin
• Ada County dispatcher
• !DOC - Joel Eilers
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•

Barring any stays or emergencies, agencies will stand down abou·t 10-10:30 on Nov. 18. ·

Backup plan - ISP mobile command post:
•
•
•

Need will be determined a~er communications exercise {to be scheduled at Nov. 4 meeting)
Trailer will be housed at SIC! due to appropriate power source
Trailer is equip! with ACU1000, which can patch radios. May be delay in communication and will
not be encrypted

Secondary backup plan - cell phones:
•
· • ays 6 towers will be available
• May run into issues of overloaded service, spotty areas and no service inside buildings
• No media access
Command Post representatives:
• Steve Richardson, ISP
• Mark Scheider, Ada Cunty
• BPD representative
• Idaho National Guard representative
• Al Ramirez will find out if Ada County Paramedics want representative in command post

(

Misceallnous notes:
• Agencies need to submit deployment documents
• At 3 p.m. on Saturday, there will be an anti-death penal! protest at the Capitol Building
• Agencies will need to bring own food for operational period. If event runs long, !DOC will
provide food for outside support
Communications meeting on Nov. 4:
• Need to determine date for communication exercise
o Communciation exercise will determine if trailer is needed as secondary back-up.
Exercise will need to verify that communications room will have adequte reception to
reach outlying areas of complex. P&P will be on site for exercise to ensure their radios
work.
• Need to complete 205
• Need to develop list of all contact information for key personnel
• Need to determine call signs, indivial agency channels_
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10/27/2 011

Assigned To
Bret Kimmel

10/20/2 011

Brett Kimmel

Assignment Date

I

c

10/20/2 011

Facilities

10/27/2 011

Facilities

10/25/2 011

Facilities

10/27/2 011

Garrett Coburn

10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

Action Item
sign
Develop check in and demobilization plan. Each person involved will
ity and
commun
with
sheet
demobilization papeJVJork and be given resource
Plan will
area.
staging
at
ed
mental health resources. Paperwork will be complet
be presente d at Thursday's meeting.
S to Bret
Maps and large posters {facllity objectives1 etc.} requests are due Nov.

Due Date

to
Kimmel and Randy Valley. Notify them if you need a point of interest added
the maps.

11/05/2 011

situation
Each institution needs to assign a contact person for Mackenzie, as the
Branch.
the
for
breifing
unit leader. This person will need provide area specific
.
- Frequency will increase as event nears. Bring names to next meeting

10/27/2 011
Bret
to
period
nal
operatio
the
during
shifts
Submit staffing schedules for all three
11/01/2 011
Kimmel 8am Tuesday 11/1/11 .
post
OSP
in
clear
is
e
languag
IMS!, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force
orders and that a copy of the post order is in each truck
for
Locate two phone number s in SICI Visiting. One for staff call in and one
commun ications with Command
of event. It
IDOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for different areas

will be helpful for all staff to be able to point media to appropriate PIOs.
10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

need to
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media represen tatives will attend. He will
may neec
He
.
complex
enter
to
d
determi ne-how front gate knows who is approve
media
from
public
filter
officers
to have an assistant PIO at the front gate to help

10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

Determine If media will have \DOC badges

·0/20/20 11
J/25/20 11

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2 011
10/27/2 011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2 011

Jeff Zmuda

10/25/2 011
10/27/2 011
10/25/2 011

Jimmie Crosby

Order IMS\ sign for F block

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

ting
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will represen

10/27/2 011
10/20/2 011
10/27/2 011
10/20/2 011
- -

-- -

--

10/20/2 011
10/25/2 011
10/25/2 011
10/27/2 011
10/20/2 011

site as
Inquire about represen tative from attorney general' s office to be on
consulta nt
lots
Request that director's press release includes hours for demons trator
and is
team
CISM
the
for
plan
a
on
working
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson, She ls
week
expecte d to have a meeting sometim e this

Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan

1
off
Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT s presenc e as facilities come
secured status.
rather than
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy lot,
the front entranc e

18.
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel dellveries Nov.

team
their teams on the day of the execution. Randy Roberts is also a CISM
to CRFT
member , but they have a large enough contingency to delegate him
meeting
1pm
Tuesday
on
meeting
attend
to
Notify Nick Baird
Keith Yordy
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key support ers.
Lt. Frasier
days off.
Mackenzie Stone Send out memo to warden s regarding cancelling
an execution to all meeting
with
ng
interferi
es
referenc
Send out_ Idaho Code that
Valley
Randy
----particip ants
_ Event t_imeline for event_ and_send to meeting attendee s
Randy Valley

Randy Valley

d center
Next meeting, office space at IMS! needs to be determi ned for comman

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Send copy of rules of engagem ents to Kevin Kempf for approval
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunte er closure.
time
Operati ons sergean ts and section supervisors will need training to monitor

Theo Lowe

sheets

10/28/2 011
-

Scheduled
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---

10/25/2011

(

~/25/2011
iJ/20/2011

Theo Lowe

Theo Lowe

Al Ramirez

10/25/2011

Brett Kimmel

10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

10/25/2011
10/20/2011
10/20/2011

disconnect phones.
Schedule for each facility to double check time sheets for key people

Determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work under staging area manager

10/25/2011

10/20/2011
10/25/2011

follow up with PCS about disabling phones. Phones will be disabled during the
operational period for phones at the SBC. Outlying facilities do not need to

Cancelled

Sunday/Monday for North/South and Tuesday/Wednesday East/West run then
SBC moves Thursday. Julie McDonnell says county is good with hit, Al Ramirez will
find contact NICI and ICIO to determine if they can change their schedules to
accept offenders on Sunday

Completed

P&P will have a meeting Nov. 1. Bret Kimmel needs to get with Jay Christensen
and Chad Page to complete and order map for this meeting
submit material requisition form to Bob my middle of next week for external

Completed
Completed

security signage. Order due Oct. 27
Determine where CERT will be staged
Find out if Nick Baird can be the contact person for law enforcement from 9 p.m.
Johanna Smith
to 4 a.m. during the operational period. Lt. Stan House is scheduled for graveyard
that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contact person for MOUs
Mackenzie Stone Send offender memo to wardens
Send out updated·logistics Support packet to meeting attendees
Bob Morlan

Jeff Zmuda

Completed

Bob Morlan

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jay Christensen
Jay Christensen

J/20/2011
10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

Tents and other large items will be delivered to where they will be set up. Smaller
items will be delivered to a designated area. !SCI Storekeeper Sam Linton will
coordinate all incoming resources and be responsible for collecting packing slips
and ensuring resources are allocated to the correct people. Sam Linton, Terrie
Rosenthal and Bob Morlan will determine centralized location for deliveries
Rules of engagements and post orders need to be completed by next meeting
Follow-up with Bob Morlan for trailer delivery date. The trailer is 8x20 with two
chairs, desk and port-a-potty
Contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9
Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or hearings Nov. 18

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Determine overtime pay for the execution; information has been submitted to

Josh Tewalt. Pay will come from IMSI budget. Over time will only be paid during
the operational period and in compliance with fiscal minimum qualifications
10/20/2011
10/20/2011

10/20/2011

Mackenzie Stone

Randy Valley

Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith

Send offender memo to Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith
Send deployment document to agencies to declare resources that will be
dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next agency representatives meeting
and document will include who will be present in command centers
Determine if media will be escorted through the front or back entrance when
they leave

Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
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j
Nov 10, 2011
0900h rs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Executlon Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

nsen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christe
Powell, Randy Roper,
Ralph
dson,
Richar
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Time allotte d

Agency Repres entative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Check In Procedures

✓

Review Demob Plan

✓

Update on Communications Exercise

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Bret Kimmel

Bret Kimmel
Bret Kimmel
Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Rhoades 1126864 Execution

(

\.

Demobilization Plan

11/18/2011

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The demobilization process of the Rhoades execution will require the operations chief to coordinate with
outside agency representatives and the staging area.
All releases from the Rhoades execution will be initiated in the demob unit after incident commander (IC)
approval. The size and location of the staging area lends itself to the holding of personnel during the time
it takes to process all of the releases in a safe and efficient manner. No resources are to leave the incident
until authorized to do so. The logistics section will ensure all equipment is returned as issued. The demob
unit will check out all event-assigned personnel.
The following are general guidelines to be followed for resources that are leaving the incident:
A. All personnel will exit the South Boise Complex immediately after demobilization.
B. All event assigned personnel will participate in a debrief with their group supervisor.
C. All personnel will be given a mental health/stress-management information sheet before leaving
the event.
Performance documentation is r~quired for:
• Trainees
• Outstanding performance
• Deficient performance
• By personal request
2. RESPONSIBILITIES

(

(

Functional heads (i.e., section chiefs and unit leaders) are responsible for determining resources that are
surplus to their needs and submitting lists to the demob unit leader.
The demob unit leader is responsible for:
• Briefing the planning section chief with surplus resource levels.
• Ensuring that all signatures are obtained on the demob checkout form.
• Monitoring the demob process and making any adjustments in the process.
The incident commander is responsible for:
• Establishing the release priorities.
• Reviewing and approving all tentative release lists.
The logistics section chief is responsible for ensuring through:
• Supply-that all non-expendable property items are returned or accounted for prior to release.
• Communications-that all radios have been returned or are accounted for.
The finance section chief is responsible for:
• Monitoring all timesheets for IDOC incident personnel.
The planning section chief is responsible for managing duration of assignment policy for the incident
commander.
• Reviewing tentative releases and notifying the demob unit leader with release approvals or
reassignments.
3. RELEASE PRIORITIES
The following release priorities have been established by incident commander:
---A. Outside agencies:
a) Boise Police Department
--6) AcJ-a--CountySheriffs-Office - - -c) Idaho State Police
d) Ada County Paramedics
B. Surplus personnel
C. Media group
D. Branch I personnel
E. External security group
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I

F. Response teams
G. Incident management team

4. RELEASE PROCEDURES
Critical resources will be identified by the incident commander.
Demob unit will give logistics and finance sections briefings as resources are released to ensure excess
materials.
Functional heads will identify surpluses within their units and submit a list (or lists) to the demob unit
leader in the planning section. The demob unit will combine lists and form a "Tentative Release" list to be
submitted to the IC for approval. The demob unit will work with the resources unit so that the resource
status board can be kept up to date.
After IC approval, the demob unit will notify team/group supervisors of the tentative releases for their
personnel. When concurrence is obtained, the demob unit leader will:
• Notify personnel to be released .. ·
• Give crew leaders·or individuals the demobilization checkout form and briefing.
Crew leaders or individuals will take the demob checkout form to:
• Communications unit leader (if radio equipment has been issued)
• Demob (last stop for final departure times and documentation)
The demob unit will:
• Notify the resources unit so information is complete.
• Collect and send all demob paperwork to the documentation unit.

(

5. CONTACT INFORJVIATION
All resources will meet
Incident P
hers
Staging:
Individual resources are to notify either Staging Area at the above number and their work site if any
significant incident occurs in route to their home.

-------~------- -------~-------
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11/10/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom

(

Attendees:
David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, IDOC
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC

Christina Iverson, IDOC
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDbC

Situation update:
court today to
There is not much change since Tuesday's meeting. Jeff Zmuda will appear in federal
identify of the
and
ations
qualific
address a motion filed by Rhoades' attorneys, who are challenging the
here today.
be
l should
injection team and medical staff. A ruling is expected Monday. The final chemica
other reason to delay
Barring a stay from the court or interjection by the governor, there should be no
execution.
Next meeting: 9 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMSI boardroom, agency representatives
Check-in procedures:
which is SICI
• Only leaders for agency representatives need to check in and out at staging,
visiting.
• Bret Kimmel has developed pre-loaded check in list for agency staff.
• Demobilization will be at SICI visiting
Then, the team
• Ada County patrol that will be out overnight can check in with Nii::k Baird at ISCI.
leader can check them in at 0400 in staging.
Communications update:
on the issue,
• Trailer was on site for exercise, but patch did not tie. They are currently working
but it is only a back-up plan.
• The primary plan is to use Ada County's channel.
• The valley all call channel is also an option as a back up
total of 40 available
• Christina Iverson will obtain radios from Ada County and District 3 P&P for a
radios
in packets for
• Action item: Christina Iverson will bring radios for Jay Christensen to include
response teams
_r_adicl_s l\llonda_y _
• Action item: Christina Iverson will get with Ga~w,_ ningha m to tes!_Ada County
- - - - toensu re tnanDOCchargers are compatible.
_ - - - -- -- - - - -___ ._ P&P officers wilL;,lsQ_have_celLph_o_nes aYailable_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Nov. 17 will have
• Action item: David Birch will ensure that P&P officer who reports at 8 a.m. on
a radio.
• Calls signs are available in the IAP
's meeting. There
• Action item: Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel will bring finalized IAP to Tuesday
will be a few updates to the communications list.

- -

(
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Security presence outside South Boise Complex:
• Nov. 18. Kevin Kempf is working on plan for central office coverage.
• BPD will have one marked car from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. at central office and the capital.
• Action item: David Birch will contact Olivia Craven to see if they want extra BPD security on site.
BPD can be stationed there or do periodic drive by
• P&P offices will be closed Nov. 18. Staff will be working, but doors will be locked.
Miscellaneous:
• Action item: Randy Valley to bring finalized standards of behavior to meeting
• Ken Bennett will take over some front security responsibilities
• !DOC has two armed employees at central office. There will also be six P&P staff in the lobby
• Idahoans Against the Death Penalty group will be demonstrating at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday at
the Capital Building. This may be a good indicator of demonstrator size Nov. 18.
• !DOC PIO Jeff Ray will be meeting with the media and demonstrator leaders today to go over
site areas
• Occupy Boise will have a training seminar.tomorrow night in Caldwell in hopes to expand their
network
• !DOC has policy in place to address bomb threats. Mail room is currently using gloves to open
mail.
• BPD has an explosives detective dog available, if needed.
• Action item: Bret Kimmel will bring contingency plan for bomb threats to Tuesday's meeting.
• Action item: Mark Schneider to ask ACHD for document that limits !DOC use of tank track for
demonstrator parking. Document cannot come from the Idaho National Guard because they do
not own the property. Ada County has a prescriptive easement with Idaho National Guard.
• Chris Eden will be in Colorado the rest of this week, but he will be on site Noy. 18.
• Idaho National Guard has the QRF team that can respond to crowd control. However, it will have
to have governor's approval to use this group. They have had some training, but they are not
highly skilled.
• ACHD is looking at reducing the speed limit for the operational period, but it may start earlier in
the day Nov. 17.
• To enter the facility on Nov. 18, approved cars will have a sticker. Agency names are also on the
resource list, which will be at the front checkpoint.
• FAA has denied IDOC's request to restrict air space for execution.
• Action item: Bret Kimmei will remind Jeff Ray to feel out media for helicopter use
• - i s planning on boosting cell service signal by placing additional mobile tower nearby.
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Nov 1, 2011

0900hrs.

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning·

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

,

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryi Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schnelder, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise Pb
representative

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA frEMS
Pi"esenter

Topic

· Time allotted

c·ommunicalions Meeting · (0900-1f00hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Follow up on Deployment Document

Jeff Zmuda•

✓

/

✓

. Randy Valley

_Discuss TirTle\ine

Jeff Zmuda .

Round Table

(

Notes:

l
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11/01 /11
9 a.m. in IMSI board room
Agency repre senta tives meeti ng
Atten dees:
Henry Atencio, IDOC
David Birch, IDOC
Jay Chris tense n, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC
Christine Iverson, IDOC
Al Ramirez, IDOC ·

Steve Richardson, ISP
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Scho enbor n, Boise PD
Mackenzie Stone , IDOC
Randy Valley, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Next meeti ng:
senta tives
9 a.m. on Thurs day in IMSI board room , agency repre
meet ing
tions
unica
10 a.m. on Friday in IMS! board room , comm
Situa tiona l upda te:
Rhoades' attorn eys have filed motio n, and !DOC will
Execution is still sched uled for 8 a.m. on Nov. 18.
Execution team is training, and Rhoades is still
respo nd by Thursday. More motio ns are expec ted.
ive. Governor is expe cted on site next week for
house d in F-block. !DOC working on obtaining sedat
walkt hroug h.
•
•
•
•

ment s to Thur sday' s meet ing to discuss tactic s
Action item: Agencies will bring deplo ymen t docu
time line.
and allocation of resou rces. Randy Valley will bring
t docu ment as1soon as possible to Doug
Actio n item: Randy Valley needs to send deplo ymen
C..01-"\(<)l<..,t-,::....
Scho enbo rn at dscho enbor n@ci tyofb oise.o rg.
after this meeti ng.
Actio n item: Agency reps to tour demo nstra tor area
Thursday to have media cente r
by
n
Actio n item: Al Ramirez need s to notify Bob Morla

confi rmed .
parking signs. Signs that are porta ble and have
- • Actio n item: Jay Chris tense n need s to order
fore, may need to rent.
lights will be ideal. Cl may not be able to them ; there
County PIO funct ion as secon d PIO for event .
• Actio n item: Mark Schn eider to reque st that Ada
nstra tor issues. IDOC PIO Jeff Ray will work on
Andr ea will work with law enfor ceme nt and demo
execu tion only.
. Need .to sched ule full-scale exercise at the
• Reminder, comm unica tions meet ing will be Friday
meet ing.
Thurs day's meet ing to give overview.
• ISP repre senta tive from fusion unit will atten d
comm unity corre ction s staff to identify specific
• Terry Kirkham and Henry Atencio will meet with
________ _
order s will be distri buted at the meet ing. _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~aff for exter nal security. Post
rvatio n Post 2 Last Name.
• Call signs will be plain langu age, exam ple Obse
-- · - --- -- t--0f-Visiting. At least one-p atrok ar-wi ll need to be
_ -•- -Ag.e ricies can stage-at-SIC! parking-lotin-fron
poste d at medi a.
come in from outsi de agenc ies.
• Christine Iverson will help track all radios that
to post exter nal secur ity signs.
• Buck Carp er will be unde r the logistics branc h
sitions.
• Friday will likely be cut-o ff date to subm it requi
etc., along Pleas ant Valley
• ACHD will have no parking signs on easem ents,
mph from hill to Kuna Mora
• Spee d on Pleas ant Valley will be reduc ed to 35
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•
•
•
•

State Senator Darrington and State Representative Wills may be on site at IMSI on the day of the
execution. They are working with leadership to determine.
On day of the execution, Kevin Kempf will be in IMSI courtroom with state witnesses. Henry
Atencio will be on the other end of the building with family witnesses.
Execution will not be available on lVs throughout IMSI
Radio communication will be on Ada County's encrypted 502 line
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Nov 3, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

,
Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David
r,
Rope
y
Richardson, Ralph Powell, Rand
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve
Doug Shoenbom

Attendees:

Please read:
Incide nt Actio n Plan

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEM S

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

rs.)
Agenc y Representative Meeting (0900~1100h
✓

Situation Update

✓

Tactics and Plans

✓

Timeline

✓

Round Table

...ico o

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

p10

Notes:
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11/03/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom

Attendees:
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Schoenborn, Boise PD
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Randy Valley, IDOC
Russ Wheatley, ISP
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, IDOC
Harry Eckard, Ada County Paramedics
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Christine Iverson, IDOC
Al Ramirez, IDOC

Situation update:
IDOC is responding today to motion from Rhoades' attorneys. IDOC expects more motions to be filed.
Wardens report facilities are calm. The execution team is training regularly. Rhoades has asked the
Parole Commission for a commutatio n, but the Parole Commission has not decided. If there is going to
be a hearing, then the Parole Commission will need to advertise the hearing for three weeks.

Upcoming meetings:
Nov. 8, at 9 a.m. in IMSI boardroom, agency rep meeting
Nov. 4, at 10 a.m. in IMSI boardroom, communications meeting
Agencies will bring out radios to ensure hand he Ids are operable. Caryl Frasier will dispatch staff
•
to outlying areas of the compound to ensure all areas are able to communicate with
communica tions room.
• Radio check-out process will be determined.
• Group will finalize who will be in the communica tions room of the command post.
• Group will finalize 205 form; Caryl Frasier will bring draft
•
•

Call signs will be established.
Al Ramirez will give briefing of communica tions meeting at next Tuesday's agency rep meeting.

Tactics and plans:
ISP:
At 21:00 on Nov. 17, Matt Smith will have two officers with him on Pleasant Valley Road and
Ten Mile Creek. They will contact Lt. Baird at ISCI for anything notifications .
Coverage will increase as the morning progresses
•
• Steve Richardson and Ralph Powell will be stationed at the command post and Marc Cam in will
stationed in the communica tions unit_ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mobile command center will be stationed in the SICI ad min parking lot, starting Nov. 17. It will
•
- - - - - -----not-besta ffedunless asituationo ccurs.------ - - - - - -

•

•

Sam Ketchum will be in charge of the team working Pleasant Valley Road. He will have one
officer running south, another office running north and two officers at the front area where
demonstrato rs-will park.
Major Wills is scheduled to transport two legislators in an unmarked car to IMSI.
Other staff working in the valley will be on standby

•
•
Fusion unit:

(
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ted in Occupy
Black Block may potentia lly be involved in the demonstrations. They have participa
come
generally
They
police.
with
fight
to
Boise. They have a tendency to violate laws and want
y
tendenc
a
equip to do so. They will be dressed in all black and cover their face. They also have
area they
to wait until law enforcem ent groups in one area, and then they show up in another
•·
suspect is quiet.
Other protests downtow n have been relatively peaceful. Saturday's anti-dea th protest.

•

•
•
•
•

•

attracted about 60 people.
Randy Valley.
Action Item: Steve Richardson to send his demonst rator' standards of behavior to
Then, Randy Valley will present compiled documen t to Tuesday's meeting.
Occupy Boise is about two dozen people.
old Ada
As of yesterday, there are no rules to prohibit demonst rators from camping on the
people per
15
about
be
County Courthouse grounds. They anticipate starting Saturday there will
night.
general's
At this time, ISP has not been asked to provide extra security for governo r or attorney
office.
Disturbances on tank track can be handled by ISP with current staffing.
Occupy Wall Street downtow n may be peripheral disturbance for law enforcem ent.

•
•
Ada County:
Mike Schneider will be Ada County's representative in the command post.
•
has not been
• Ada County will have a dispatcher in the command room, but a specific person
assigned.
• Someone at front, 8 officers
Jeff Ray
Andrea Dearden, from Ada County, has committe d to be the PIO for external events.
•
•
•
BPD:
•
•
•
•

will be the PIO for the media center.
at SICI. They
There will be 3 patrol cars stationed at the front trailer and 3 patrol cars stationed
will rotate as needed. The checkpoint and media center will need coverage.
y.
Ada County will have additional duty on staff that day to be dispatched if necessar
They will
Boise Police Departm ent will focus on demonst rator lots and will be staged at SBWCC.
be self-contained with radios and crowd-co ntrol equipme nt.
They will start in soft uniforms, but bring crowd control gear, if needed.
Two BPD cars PA capabilities will be parked near the demons trator lots.
staging at
Dan Schoenborn will be in the command post. There will be one sergeant at BPD
lots.
trator
SBWCC. Another sergeant and two officers will aid P&P in the demons

Addition al resources will be on standby, if needed.
agency
Action item: Mackenzie Stone will give PowerPoint to Randy Valley to send out to
representatives
will be one camera per demonst rator lot. The cameras will have the ability to record.
There
•
-of engage ment.-•- -Action-item: Randy-Valley-needs-to-add-this process-to the-post-orders and-rules
an IDOC
lots,
trator
demons
the
o If someone is on the perimete r or a disruptio n in
refuses-;-moc-on
-- - - - -e-m ploye-e--needs-nrnotify the-perscm to lirnvEnne premises. If the-p·ers
site for
can request law enforcem ent to arrest the person for trespassing. BPD will be on
If BPD
rs."
wandere
er
demonst rators and Ada County will be able to respond to "perimet
Ada
removes a demonst rator, they will move them to their staging trailer. At that point,
County will take custody of the person to be transported. Sgt. Hymas will be the
supervisor of IDOC employees in the demons trator lots. Jay Christensen and Rick
•
•

Severson will be the supervisors of observation posts.
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•
•
IDOC:
•
•
•
•

BPD will look for the agitators in a disturbance and try to remove them first.
SBWCC will not be able to clear the entire parking lot. They will need to park some staff cars
near their building. However, the rest of the parking lot will be designated for BPD.
IDOC will have three trucks patrolling the perimeter. There will be a parole officer with each
driver during the operational period.
There will be staff at the dairy road access to ensure that traffic exists ok and no one enters that
way.
External security will have VHF and 700 radios.
CERT will be on site during the operational period. The crisis negotiation and fire response
leaders will be on site with their teams on standby.

•
Media center will be staged at ISCI
Ada County Paramedics:
• Ada County Paramedics will have representative in communications room
•

There will be two ambulances that arrive at 06:00:
o One will be stationed near the execution.
o Second will be stationed at SICI to respond to external incidents
o Teams are familiar with working with law enforcement.

Miscellaneous:
• There will be cones in the SBWCC parking lot that directs traffic to turn around
• Traffic and access signs will be posted by IDOC staff
• Coroner may come in on dairy road with 2-3 staff
• ACHD will provide parking signs for demonstrators
•
Front checkpoint will be open at 8 a.m. on Nov. 17 and function through the operational period.
There will be no visiting or volunteers, but minor deliveries will still occur. Primarily only staff
will be entering the facility starting 8 a.m. on Nov. 17, and they will have decals for their
windows.
•
Demonstrator lots will open at 5 a.m. They will close at 11 a.m. or two hours after the execution.
o Demonstrators will be given a copy of the standards of behavior
o They do not have to show an ID, and there will not be a sign-in sheet.
o Minors allowed
•
IAP will be finalized and distributed before Nov. 15.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to follow up about restricting air space
• Action item: MO Us need to bring map requests to next meeting for Bret Kimmel
• Checkpoint, demonstrator lots and media center will have lights
• Staging area will send runners to notify MO Us of briefings
• Southern demonstrator lot is about 2 acres and the northern demonstrator lots is about 3 acres
•
Randy Valley has set up electronic postings on the day of the event for law enforcement
- - - updates~•
Action item: Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday

Time line:
Action item: Randy Valley will bring time line to next meeting
•

Nov. 4:
o 01700 to 0500 -- P&P will be roaming Pleasant Valley Road

•

Nov 17:
o 0800 -- Checkpoint opens
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o

o
o
•

0800 -- Video cameras turned on
Mobile command post is delivered
2100 -- Operational period begins: Ada County patrolling Pleasant Valley Road,
Observation posts open, additional IDOC rovers being

Nov. 18:
o 0315 -- Command post opens
o 0345 - MOU leaders need to be at staging
o 0400 - Lights and generators need to be turned on
o 0410 - Briefing
o 0420-AII areas need to report to respective posts
o 0430 - Media center opens (Early media can park near demonstrat or lots)
o 0500 -- Demonstrator lots open
o 0600-Ambu lances arrive
o 0700- Witnesses arrive
o 0745 -Witnesses briefed and move witness rooms
o 0800 - Execution
o 1100- Demonstrator lots and media center close
o MOU team leaders will debrief teams then report to command post for debriefing

(
'

I
\
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Nov a, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Execution Planning
~McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representativ e Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chrts Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

SituaUon Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timellne

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communications Unit Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event

'11/01/2011

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
0900 Agency Representative Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communications Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/15/2011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delive"red and set up

11/17/iOll

0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities u·ntll 11/19/11

0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled untll 11/19/11
0800
0800
0900
1100
1200
1800
2100

Video Cameras Turned on
The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of ttie event
Agency Re·presentative Meeting
Command and General Staff Meeting
Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator Lots and-Media Center
Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night lime Operations Section Chief

2100 Faclllties will go on secured status

2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100 Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
1020 Offender Phone·s will be disabled by PCS for the duration of the event

11/18/2011

0315
0345
0400
0410
0420
0430
6500
0500

Command and Staging wlll be stood up at IMS!
Check-in Begins at Staging
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Brefflngs will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
Derhonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses

0530 Staff Breifing Posted
0600 ·Ada County Perlmedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (Once will enter IMSI)

_____Qfil0 Staff Breiling 1'9sted

___

____

_ _ __

0700 Witnesses Arrive

_____0730 Staff_llreifing Po5"0d
0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Breifing Posted

0930 Staff Breifing Posted
1030 Staff Breifing Posted
110·0 bemonstrator Lots will be cleared an·d closed {Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution}
1100 Media Center Closes {Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)

1130 Notify Staging of whether Swlngshlft Staff are needed In Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
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NAME

(

CAR#

Major Wills
Major Powell
Captain Richardson
Sgt. Burke
Sgt. Ketchum
MCpl Robertson
Cpl. Coleman
Cpl. Langton
Cpl. Sly
Cpl. Tulleners
Cpl. Beckner

550
403
424,,
4"15
463
479
500
638
592
468
643

Sgt. Cagle
Sgt. Smith

590
549

Marc Ca min
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~'-------~-----------------~-----------Operational Period Dater
DatefTime Prepared

~

Incident Name

11/5/2011

Rhoades Executior,

COMl'vlUNICATIONS IPL4N

~lilt1f,~~t~~i~it~i~~li~~?ttiI*~~l~,:ftftt2&~AWKr!~t~1.; fE~\;:t:{~J!l-~lf!ii~~lt~t:f.:t#Mf'.i t~4i¼}B\t1i1¥~@~ii:1:f~1i{~1i~~?fif
1

Chi

Channel ~arriei!TrlJrlked

Function

I

l Command

1A-S02

I

I

Alt Command 1A-VA(j:

3 Alt Command BOIVAC
4

.

-

..

.

RX Freq

Nor W

\ RX Tone/NAG

!

TX Freq

Nor W

I

Tx Tone/NAG

Radio Sys em Ta)kgroup

!!.
2

- ··· · AssiQiiment --

11/18/2011 1.,~00-1100

1800

OLDca·

5 Tac 2- ISP
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•
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IMSI • Pleasant Valley Rd

Incident Location
RCS Marc Gamin-.

County
·1····- '~-

'

Ada

State ID

Latitude

N Longitude

w
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The convention calls'f0r·frequencY'_lists to·show_Jour· digits·.after- the decimal plac.e, followed by either an "N~' or a· "W", depending on whether the frequency is
narrow or wide band. Mode retJrs ·tol8ither "A" or "D" indicating.anal_o.9 .or-digital .(e.g ..Project 25) or: 11 M 11 indicati~g.mixed,mode. All channels are shown
as if programmed'in a·control st~tion, mobile or portable radio. Repeater and·base stations must be programmed with the Rx and Tx reversed.
.

JCS 205 Excel

I

I
!

•

3/2007

I

11/08/11

(

9 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Agency representatives meeting
Attendees:
David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Harry Eckard, Ada County Paramedics
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Terry Kirkham, !DOC
Christina Iverson, !DOC

y

Al Ramirez, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jake Vogt, Ada County
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

Situation update:
The Parole Commission will not hold a commutation hearing for Offender Rhoades. !DOC expects a
ruling by Thursday on the motion filed by the offender's attorneys. More filings are expected. !DOC is
pursuing the final chemical. Execution teams are training and facility populations are acting as usual.
Next meeting: 9 a.m. on Nov. 10 in IMS! boardroom, Agency representatives meeting

(

Standards of Behaviors:
• One-page document will be available on web site prior to Nov. 18. It will also be handed out to
demonstrators as they enter demonstrator lots.
• Action item: Randy Valley will present document to Command and General staff meeting today.
Then, bring final version to Thursday's meeting.
• Action item: Randy Valley to add verbiage to include that the demonstrator lots are the only
!DOC-approved areas for demonstrators.
• Note, demonstrators that are not obstructing roadways and are not on !DOC property are
technically allowed to demonstrate outside the designated lots.
• Action item: Chris Eden will compose memo from the Idaho National Guard that allows !DOC to
use tank track from Nov. 17 to 11 a.m. on Nov. 18. The memo will also include that extension
requests will need to be coordinated through Chris Eden.
• Action item: Randy Valley to add signature line and effective date to document.
Time line:
• Action item: Randy Valley to add Director's media briefings to time line
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to revise the time line to reflect that P&P is patrolling the South
Boise Complex from 5 p.m. to 5 a.m. starting Nov. 4
• Action item: Randy Valley will add CERT schedule to time line. They will be on standby starting
17.
at 0900 on -Nov.
- - - - --- --- --- - - - - - - • Action item: Jeff Zmuda to send Randy Valley the CERT schedule, once he receives it from Derek
- - --- - Bu.tie[,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - • Action item: Rand Valley to add that external security ambulance to arrive at 0500, Ada County
Paramedics representative to arrive at command post at 5 a.m. IMS! ambulance will arrive at
0600.

•

Action item: Randy Valley to add these items to time line: Communications room fully stood up
at 0420 and command post fully stood up at 0430.
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•

Action item: Randy Valley to add when media transports will occur, when AG office will arrive
and lunch will be provided at 9 a.m.
Action item: Randy Valley will bring updated time line to next meeting.

Radio distribution:
• Response teams will need radios starting at 0800 to 2100 on Nov. 17, then following shift
change.
• Action item: Christina Iverson will pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
• Action item: Jay Christensen to email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
• Action item: Christina Iverson will give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift.
• Action item: David Birch will send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.

(

Parking and external security:
•
Action item: Jay Christensen will need to designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots
for law enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of demonstrator lots on tank
track.
• Action item: Jay Christensen will organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.
• Jay Christensen working on observation post #2 to enhance observation point.
• Signs are not ready, but posts have been ordered.
• Found several signs from last execution, too.
• Signs will be housed in F block for next time.
Ada County Paramedics:
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda will ensure that IMS! provide refreshments for Ada County Paramedics,
who will be staged in F Block.
• Ada County Paramedics will do exercise this week in preparation
Idaho State Police:
• Mark Camin put together draft report on channels.
• ISP submitted their contact names.
• ISP will bring mobile command post to SIC! to functional exercise at 1430 today.
• On Friday, Mark Camin test radios from communications room to outside areas, and it worked
fine.
Miscellaneous:
•

Action item:-Randy-Valley to bring updated-JAP to--'l"hursday's-meeting. Tne-1,XPwillim:lade tne-

•
•

updated contact list from Caryl Frasier.
Action item: Al Ramirez will ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Action item: Ada County Paramedics will bring 206 for Randy Valley
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Nov 15, 2011
0900hrs .

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Ralph
n,
Richardso
Steve
Passey,
Stan
r,
Schneide
Tim Kelly, Mark
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900·1100hrs.}
✓

SituaUon Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Demonstrator Rules Review

Randy Valley

✓

Distribute !AP

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley
. Jeff Zmuda

(
Notes:

(
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STATE OF IDAHO
(

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (!DOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The !DOC Is providing specific areas for the pur,pose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty._
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

(

SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances Is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:

a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near ihe South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event Is disruptive, demonstrafo'rs will be asked to reduce
the sound level fo acceptable levels.
c) Detortation-offireworksor similarnoise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
---

----

-

-

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

(

E:ffective 11 /09/11
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Nov 17, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

ExecuUon Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring: · Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ll'EMS

Presenter

Tdpic

Time allotted

Agency Representa tive Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)
✓

SituaUon Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

✓
✓

(
Notes:
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11/17/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom
Attendees:
Marc Camin, ISP
Harry Eccard, Ada County Paramedics
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC
Christina Iverson, IDOC
Mike Schneider, Ada County

Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Steve Russell, Ada County
Johanna Smith, IDOC
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Situation update:
The 9th ninth circuit denied the most recent appeal from Rhoades' attorneys. They may try to submit a
few other motions; however, we are confident that the execution will continue as planned. The facilities
are doing well. Specialty teams continue to train. The offender met with Randy Blades yesterday and
reported that he will not cause any problems on the day of the event.

(

Round table:
• Jay Christensen is working with ACHD to see if IDOC can borrow some reader boards to direct
demonstrators tomorrow.
• The speed limit signs are up and will go down Monday.
• Occupy Boise has no intention of participating in the demonstrations, per their meeting with
BPD this week
• BPD will have patrol cars on scene at central office, parole commission and D4 probation and
parole.
• Mobile command center is on sight and will be here through tomorrow. Marc Camin will test
patch with Joel Eilers after this meeting.
• lt. Wassan will work with Mike Schneider to coordinate escort tomorrow through the dairy
road.
• IAP will be available tomorrow morning at staging. Only team leaders need to report to staging,
but bring roster of staff on site.
• Time line:
o 2100 (Nov. 17) operational period will begin
o 0315 command post will be fully operational
o 0410 briefing at staging
o 1100 demonstrator lots close
o 1300 media center closes
-o 1300-agencrrep-debriefing -

IDOC000181
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11 a.m. on Nov. 18
IMS! boardroo m
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Christina Iverson, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Al Ramirez, CO
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Attendee s:
Henry Atencio, CO
Ken Bennett, IMS!
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC!
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, !SCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMS!
Joel Eilers, SIC!
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Kevin Kempf, CO

Next meeting: 1 p.m. on Dec. 1 in IMSI courtroo m, comman d and general staff
are off site,
Situational update: Everything outside of F block was uneventf ul today. The agency partners
and everything went well. There will be an upcoming debriefing and CISM meetings .

(

respective
Action item: Branch directors and section leaders need to capture informat ion from your
ns. There will
groups to present at next meeting. The feedback will be crucial in upcoming executio
potentially be four more executio ns in the next two years.
Section updates:
some staff had
• External security: There was a little confusion with radios early this morning, and
cold.
trouble getting to posts. However, it was a smooth process overall. Some officers were
rator
demonst
the
Also,
.
rotations
r
two-hou
for
Next time, staff at the front should be schedule d
lot.
penalty
lots can be staffed differently next time, with more coverage in the anti-deat h
were no
An escort vehicle should also be at each entry next time. Ken Bennett reports that there
complaints in the front area.
enough.
• Media center: Media center went very well without any issues. The lighting was just
.
odations
accomm
the
Media officials reported that they were grateful for
need to
• IMS!: Institution was quiet. Movies seemed to work well for them. Next time, we
stagger shifts a bit better. Also, any drivers for the families need to be stationed in a different
tions in the
area. There were some concerns that the driver in the lobby could overhear conversa
court room. Staff initially had some confusion about the correct radio channel.
• SBWCC: Facility was actually quieter than normal.
quickly~Staging -.-stag ing: There wereafe w minoTiss ues witnthec k in;-ounn ey-were resolved
__ __
staff left message s with all swing shift staff to notify_!hem they_~id_n_ot n~ed_to_r:epCJJ'_t,
to
need be a
• Equipment: There were more than enough radios available. Next time, there will
radios
clear-cut procedu re for radio checkou ts, including having someone available to checkout
at the start of the operatio nal period the day before.
were able
• Communications: There was an issue with SICl's frequenc y in the morning, but there
State
Idaho
and
office
to hand out more radios to remedy the problem. Ada County Sheriffs
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Police were very professional and helpful in communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well in logistics.
Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramirez needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event is over.
Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come in as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones in. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.

(
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Debrief for Planning Section

Event: 11/18/2 011 Rhoades Execution

Overall the planning process was complete d effectively. Periodically not enough time was
allotted between planning meetings on Tuesday and Thursday to accompli sh the assigned tasks.
A schedule of 1 meeting per week up to 2 weeks before the event would allow for more
productivity of tasks between meetings . During the event planning and operation al period

(

people were making tactical and logistical decisions outside of their area of assigned
responsibilities and not in line with approved Incident Action Plan. This resulted in confusion of
assignme nts and extra work for the logistics section, maintena nce unit.
To correct this issue in future events, at the beginning of the planning process job aids (post
orders should be issued to all command and general staff, branch directors, group superviso rs.
and unit leaders. Also, the tactics and planning meetings should be·reduce d in attendanc e to
the branch director level and allow them to manage their branch operation s without external
input from outside the chain of command . This would ensure lines of responsibility are not
blurred and operation al conflict would be reduced. The publicatio n of an incident action plan
for each operation al period from initial staffing of the event to close out would ensure staff
understan d their duties in the expansio n phase of the event.The expectati on from the incident
command er should be clearly stated that once the Incident Action Plan is approved and signed
that it requires their approval to deviate from it.

(

/

Situation Unit:
This unit ran very well. Staff and agency partners were well informed and the informati on was
managed effectively and clearly. T_he use of email and text briefings was very well done and
addressed some communi cations concerns, but was conducte d without issue.
In the future the following change is needed. Next time, the situation unit leader needs
observers at the following locations : staging area and the demonst rator lots.
An IDOC field observer should be designate d for the staging area and demo lots to report back
to the situation unit leader. This would have been very helpful.
Resource Unit:
The resource lists were ever changing during the planning process and this created some issues.
The checks in/out procedur es were confusing to staff due to our normal work habits and the
co-locatio n with staging.
In future events, we need additiona l training for the resource unit leader, and check in
-recorder. We ah-indepe ndent-che ck-in area separate of staging,-t o better-ma nage the large - amount of resources we have and clearly define their assigned responsibilities.
A suggested location woulaoe to utilize SElWCC's educatlon roo111-;--or canopy afffie old staff housing area. In addition the planning section needs to take the responsibility to clearly
communi cate the check in/out and demobiliz ation procedur es to all resources . The equipmen t
check out could be co-locate d with resource unit and alleviate issues with missing equipmen t.

a
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Debrief for Planning Section

/

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

Sergeant Bret Kimmel, Deputy Planning Chief

- - - - - - - - -----
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Debrief for Branch Ill- ISCI

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

!SCI had no issues with maintaining a safe and secure environment for staff and inmates during
the operational period. The operational objectives at !SCI were met. !SCI was staffed heavily to
accommodate the feeding and medical needs of the population. Treatment and education staff
were utilized in the housing units with no accrual of overtime. In future events this will be
considered when staffing the institution and staging.
The media center staff conducted themselves professionally and without issue. The staff time
was managed well by the group supervisor. Staff were demobilized as the media left the area.
In a future event a relief schedule needs to be in place for those staff, to ensure good staff
morale and health. The lighting and tent for the media center were adequate and need no
changes for future events. The only logistical needs were a sound system in addition to the
"mult" box. A possible resource for expertise in this area would be Idaho Public Television
engineers.
The emergent transport group was not utilized by the complex. This was a contingency group.
Again the resources were managed well and demobilized as the event needs decreased.

(
Warden Johanna Smith

--

---
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Dec 1, 2011

AGENDA

1500 hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:
Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (1500-1600 hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Area Debrief

Jeff Zmuda

o

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Immediate Response
Checkpoint

Communications
o

Idaho State Police
Pleasant Valley

o

Boise Police Department

Mob and Crowd Control
Demonstrator Lots
o

Ada County Paramedics

F Block Team
Staging Tearn

Notes:

I

\
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May 16, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Jeff Zmuda (IDOC), Josh Tewalt (IDOC), Al Ramirez (IDOC), Randy Valley (IDOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mark Schneider (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Ralph Powell (ISP), John
1:, 0 ,,, .s ho,,,,, I:, o ~" • ? o,s • "? b.
Burke (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)
1

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communications Meeting (0900~1000hrs.)
✓

Initial Breifing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Request for A9ency Assistance

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Set Meeting Schedule

Randy Valley

Jeff Zmuda

I - Round Table

· Notes:
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Idaho Department of Correction
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships
and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Remke
Director

C. L. "Butch11 Otter
Governor

SITREP
REPORTING DATE/TIME:

INCIDENT NAME:

04/27/12 1000hrs

Richard Leavitt 23081 Execution

SITUATION:
st
Danette Elg in
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
Blackfoot, Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed
Department of Correction.

with a
Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained on or about May 18, 2012,
potenial execution on or about June 12, 2012.
with the
Based on this information, the Idaho Department of Correction is requesting your agency's assistance
execution.
potential
this
to
related
as
operations
and
planning
a week with
The IDOC would like to begin the planning process May 16, 2012. We will schedule one meeting
time.
additional
for
need
the
dictate
ces
circumstan
unless
execution,
the
agency partners preceding
respective
Please respond to Randy Valley, rvalley@idoc.idaho.gov, verifying the point of contact for your
agencies.

i

\

and
IDOC will publish another SITREP once a time and place has been confirmed for our first meeting
timeframes have been established associated with such an event.
PRIORITIES:
the execution
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure that
process:
19-2715, 19Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714,
2716, and 19-2718;
of the
Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity

prison in which it occurs;
Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;
to
Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives
minimize the impact on the community and the state of Idaho;
Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;
up to the
Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances
executed;
is
offender
the
time that---against
Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or
andnerilawful-man
a
ca~ital-~~nishment-inof
Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations
prison.
the
of
operation
the
or
execution
the
impact
to
attempting
the law by any person
the Idaho
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of
.
maintained
be
must
Department of Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved

327-7404
1299 North Orchard, Suite 110, Boise, Idaho 83706 Phone: (208) 658-2000 Fax:_ (208)
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May 24, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA
I

\

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Jeff Zmuda (IDOC), Josh Tewalt (!DOC), Al Ramirez (!DOC), Randy Valley (!DOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mike Schnelder (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Doug Schoenborn (BPD),
Wills, Kedrick (ISP), Hany Eccard (ACP)

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communications Mee.ting (0900-1000hrs.)

(

✓

SituaUon Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Communications Plan

Jeff Zmuda

o
a

Equipment
CommunlcaUons Plan

✓

Dignitary Transport

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Mob and Crowd Control Team Staging Location

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Notes:
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Agency representa tives meeting
05/24/12
Attendees :
Fred Apt, BHS
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mike Schneider, ACSO
Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Josh Tewalt, IDOC
Kedrick Wills, ISP
Randy Valley, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Overview: The execution for offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12.
• The offender has been visiting with his family, to include a son who is on parole in district 6 and
a son currently housed at ISCI. The offender's anxiety level is reduced after reJJorts his mother
will not be attending the execution.
• The media has filed a lawsuit to witness the preparatio n of the execution. There is some concern
with media access to protect the confidentiality of the medical team, which is a five-person
team.
• The offender has a claim in the court for ineffective counsel, which would grant him another 18
to 24 months to appeal. The offender also has private counsel to represent him for
commutat ion efforts. The offender has been approved for a polygraph as part of this defense.
• The chemical has been purchased, which is a one-drug protocol, rather than the three-drug
•
•

cocktail in the Rhoades execution.
Escort and medical teams continue to train.
The offender population is quiet at this time.

Communications plan:
• Most of the communic ations plan from the Rhoades execution will be utilized again. Al Ramirez
is the leader of this plan.
• The correct channel on the day of the execution needs to be bett_er communic ated at the
morning briefing.
• The communic ations room next to the incident command center worked well last time.
o Mark Camon, from ISP, will be at the meeting next week.
o It has been determine d the Ada County dispatcher will be on site.
~----------• Th~r~)/lill be a separate communications meeting aga_in for specifics and a test-run.
;__ ____ ~11Lnn i¥--JJr.b .v.i.d.e. .additio nalsePJ .ice..f=d isaster:. ..relief~ --------• There will be wifi available in the incident command center.
• Radios on l_oan from Ada County Sheriff will be available again.
• Teams in the field received information from the media before briefings from the incident
command system lasttime.
• The mobile command post staged at SIC! will be on site again.
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Dignitary transpor t:
this group.
• No one at this point as committ ed to attend, but we need to plan on transpor ting
• !DOC will reach out to dignitaries this week to verify if they will be attending .

/

(

Mob and crowd control team staging area:
complex.
• The after action review surfaced that staging needs to be closer to the front of the
ce room
• BPD will be stationed at the SI Cl-PRC for training. They will have access to the conferen
for classroom work and the private parking lot for training exercises. They will be in the
time.
classroom about 50% percent of the time and exercises in the parking lot 50% of the
o BPD will have twice as many officers on site as last time.
o There will be about 8 patrol cars and a van or truck/tra iler.
be
o BPD will need to provide the name of the fire departm ent represen tatives if he will
•

on site for the training.
be used for staging.
will
SBWCC

Satellite locations:
Commission
• Probation and parole offices do not need extra security. Central Office and Parole
are requestin g coverage from BPD.
extra
• There also may be some protesto rs at the Capitol building, which may need some
coverage .

(

,-

Additional concerns :
n, which will
• ISP will have one patrol car in the proximity starting the night before the executio
be in addition to the P&P patrol and front gate security.
• The incident comman d post is schedule d to open at 5 a.m.
• The media center will open at 5 a.m.
• The initial briefing in staging is schedule d for 5:45 a.m.
• Agency rep teams will be on site at 7:30 a.m.
from the
• The demonst ration lots are schedule d to open at 8 a.m., unless there is pressure
commun ity to open earlier.
• Lunch will be provided again by !DOC to agency partners.
• PIO Bill Edwards, from ISP, will work with Jeff Ray.
• Sgt. Matt Jones will represen t BPD at the June 7 agency rep meeting.
• BPD is schedule d to conduct commun ity correctio ns response team June 11.
Tuesday
• Ada County Highway Departm ent will reduce the speed limit Monday night through
night.
cones and
• Action item: ACHD and Jay Christen sen need to coordina te for loan of reader board,
no parking signs.
track will be
-• -Action item: Randy Valley needs to verify with-Homeland Security thatthe tank
closed June 12.
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INCIDENT RADID CDMMUNICATIDNS PLAN

1. Incident Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared:

Rhoades 1126864
Execution

11/4/20 11

3. Operational Period
Date/n me:
11/17/2 011 2100hrs11/1S/2 011210 0hrs

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
Function

Frequency/Tone

Remarks

Channel

Assignment

System /cache

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

ResoUfces have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffi Office

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

IDOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resources have
assigned radios
Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

IDOC

SO2/IDOC 6

Extemlll Security

700rohzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

IDOCID4

SO2

Command

700mhz

!CP

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Established 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mhz

SBWCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

Radios delivered
11/17/2011

S. Prepare d by{Communkatlons Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communications Unit Leader
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[f.°r5124i~012) Jefferey Zmuifa: RE:.Marc (ISP Communications Supervisor and Coard.for theMCC during operation)

(

From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

"Richardson, Steve" <steve.richardson@isp.idaho.gov>
"Gardiner, William" <bill.gardiner@isp.idaho.gov>
"Gamin, Marc" <Marc.Camin@isp.idaho.gov>, "King, Denise" <Denise.King@is ...
5/24/2012 7:41 AM
RE: Marc (ISP Communications Supervisor and Coard. for the MCC during operation)

Capt. Gardiner

Thanks for the update.

The May 31 planning meeting will be at 0900 in the same Max. Sec. conf. room that Marc has been at in
the past, which also served as the CP during the last multi-agency operation.

Beyond being familiar with what was done in the last operation, Marc should not have to bring any
materials to the meeting unless he chooses to do so. The last meeting lasted slightly over 30 minutes. If I
am able to attend this meeting, Marc can certainly travel with me if that works for him. SR

(
\

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the
individual( s) named as recipients ( or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended
recipient) and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521. It may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law
including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are not the
intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver,
distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the information it
contains.

From: Gardiner, William
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:24 PM
To: Richardson, Steve
Cc: Gamin, Marc; King, Denise
Subject: Marc

Captain Richardson,

- ~~·Marc has Been assigT\eo1o wofk7ne execution. He will beartne1vlay31 st meeting:

Thanks,
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Page1

I

·fil5t24/0012) ~effer~y ZmLJga

-I~E: Marc (fSP c·o_111muriicati6ns~ervisor_and C~ord. for theMCC duiirigoperaffo~)

Bill

Captain Bill Gardiner
Idaho State Police

700 S. Stratford Dr.
Meridian, ID 83642

confidential use of the
CONFID ENTIALI TY NOTICE: This e 0mail is intended only for the personal and
it to the intended
individual(s) named as recipients (or the employee or agent responsible to deliver
§§ 2510-2521. It may
U.S.C.
18
recipient) and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
applicable law
under
e
disclosur
from
contain information.that is privileged, confidential and/or protected
are not the
you
If
doctrine.
product
work
and/or
including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege
not deliver,
Do
.
telephone
by
tely
immedia
sender
the
intended recipient of this transmission, please notify
on it
informati
the
on
reliance
in
action
any
take
or
contents
its
disclose
distribute or copy this transmission,
contains.
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Page 2

j

May 31, 2012

0900h rs.
IMSI Boardr oom

AGE NDA

(

,v'leeting called by:

Josh Tewa.It

Type of meetin g:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees;

Valley (IDOC), Fred
Jeff Zniuda (IDOC), Josh Tewalt (IDOC), Al Ramirez (IDOC), Randy
born (BPD),
Schoen
Doug
(ISP),
son
Richard
Steve
),
Apt (BHS), Mike Schneider (ACSO
(ACP)·
Eccard
Harry
Wills, Kedrick (ISP),

Please read;
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Topic

Prese_nter

----

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1 000hra.)
✓

Situation Update

Josh Tewalt

✓

Update on the tank track

Fred Apt

✓

operational Period Timellne

Randy Valley

Dignita,y transport

Randy Valley

Meeting Addition Monday Jun 11, 2012

Randy Valley

(
✓

.Round Table
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Agency Rep
(

05/31/12

Attendees:
Mark Cam in, ISP
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Kevin Kempf, !DOC
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Mike Schneider, ACSO
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Josh Tewalt, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Overview: The execution for offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. All chemicals
have been obtained to carry out the execution. There continues to be notable legal activity, with
pending motions in four jurisdictions. The offender's attorney's have presented the Martinez decision
(ineffective counsel) to Judge Winmill. !DOC is confident in its plan of action with court concerns. Full
dress rehearsal last night went well and teams continue to train.

(

Various updates:
• Action item: The tank track has been cleared from 5 p.m. on Monday to 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Randy Valley is going to contact Fred Apt to request to extend the time line Tuesday.
• There will be three operational periods, each with its own !AP.
• Representative Wills and Senator Darrington will likely be attending the execution, but it is not
confirmed they will be brought in by ISP.
• Action item: Additional meeting is scheduled for 9 a.m. on June 11. Randy Valley will send out a
meeting notification.
• Action item: There have not been any concerns from community partners, but Bill Edwards will
verify today and notify Randy Valley.
• Ada County Paramedics will be able to provide the same services as the last execution.
• Randy Valley is still waiting on 204s from several agency partners.
• ISP is planning on having the mobile command trailer on site the day before the execution.
Time line:
• Ada County, in addition to ISP, will have a patrol car in the area the night before.
• The demonstrator lots will be opening earlier than anticipated, but lights will still not be
necessary. !DOC is looking at 6 a.m. opening time.
• A separate communications meeting will be scheduled prior to the execution, tentatively next
Thursday.
• The amhulance_will need an escort atJMSLfromtb~gateio_the building._-----------• Agency partners are requested to be on site prior to the demonstrator lots opening.
• First briefing will be at 5:30, not 7:30.
• Parole hearing transport needs to be added to the time line.
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012

(

1430
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

Opera tional Period (1430hrs 06/11/12 to 0630h ts 06/12/12
Checkpoint "A" opens
ObseNation Posts are posted_
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin pa:trolling Pleas'arit Valley Rd.
· ation of the event
rs for. .
.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol offic
_
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted
.
event
the
·
for Offender Phones will be disabled by -

06/12/12

·o4oo
0400
0400
0530
0600
0630
0630
.0630

0730
0700

0130

.. (
"

-in opens at. SBWCC
Check
/·
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opems_
Command will l:ie stood up a:t iMSI
Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas. need to report to their respective posts
erational .
Communications Cen ter_ ~_
GERT Squads 2&3 p o s t , . . , i n relief of Squad 1.
Opera tional Petiod (0630hrs 06/12/12 to 2230h rs, 06/12/12)
and demonstrator lots
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulanc_e to support staff
Demonstrator lots will be opened to _the public
Staff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
tion Team
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Support Execu
Offenders due to top oh Jan 12
ICC opens their Checkpoints
Slaff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses Arrive - 10 include Media
Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms

0800
0800
0800
0800
Q830
0830
0900
0945
1000 The Execution will begin
1030 .Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Meals Deliverei:I "
1130 Director's Media Briefing
1130 s't°a:ff Brieying Posted
1145 Swing-shift Staff l;legin Call-=in
· - - ---- - -- - - --- · -- --- - - - -- --1230 --Staff-Briefing-PostedSection Chiefs Approval
1300 Staging may begin releasing excess staff with ()peration
"~--~ 1"31. .10 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared arid closed
1300 Media Center Closes
Staging
1330 Notify Staging of Whether Swingshift Staff are needed in
1400 Demobilization Begins
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

(

's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public
ic areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specif
to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of arid in opposition
m the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 8:00a
leted. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hol.jrs after the execution has been comp
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed atthe discretion of.the Idaho

STAN DARD S OF BEHA VIOR
in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights
estabHshed.
the following restrictions, standards, arid expectations have been
SAFE TY:
nsible party at all times.
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or respo
c!to search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subje
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
( ) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
rty.
e) Possession of firearms or weap'C)ns is prohibited on IDOC prope
ited.
f) Possession or consumption Of.alcoholic beverages is prohib
ited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohib
· h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUN D LEVEL:
-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address _systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
s authorized by the Director
· prohibited near the South Boise Cor:nplex (prison) area, unles
of IDOC.
ors will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrat
- the sound level to acceptable levels.
_
esis probibitecL_ __ _ _ _ _
. __ ~)_D eiona tion 0_f ficeworks oLsimilac nolselincendiary_de\lic

'
Complex (prison) area is
ENFO RCEM ENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

(
L

..;live 05/30/12

Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction .
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June 7, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Jeff Zmuda (!DOC), Josh Tewa!! (!DOC), Al Ramirez (!DOC), Randy Valley (!DOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mike Schneider (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Doug Schoenborn (BPD),
Wills, Kedrick (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting {090D-1000hrs.)

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Operational Period Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Dignitary Transport

Randy Valley

I'

Round Table

Randy Valley

Notes:
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Operational Period Timeline
. 06/11/2012
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

(
'

06/12/12
0400
0400
0400
051 5.
0530
0530
0545

C

0600
· 0600
0600
.0600
0600
. 0730
· 0800
0800
0800
0800.
0830
0900
0945
1000
103 0
110 0
1130
____ j-130
113 0
·1145
120 0
1230
1300
130 0
140 0

to 063 0hrs 06/12/12
Ope ratio nal Per iod (1430hrs 06/11/12
Checkpoint "A' opens
Observation· Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
Rd.
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley
ol officers orJhe duration of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patr
posted
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be
. jhe event
for
Offender Phones will be disabled by .
CERT, CNT, and CFRT go on stand-by
Check-in opens at SBWCC
ed on
Lights and Generators need to be turn
Media Center opens
Command will be slood up at IMS!
Staging Opens
r lots
ulance to support staff and demonstrato
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Amb
'
rior positio(ls
Briefings will be held at staging for all exte
to 2230hrs. 06/12/12)
Ope ratio nal Per iod (0600hts 06/12/12
e posts
All areas -need to report to their respectiv
l
Communications Center isJull ..o .eirationa
relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 post
SICI Chee
ICC and
public
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the
Staff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
.
ulance to Stage nea r the Execution Unit
Ada County Paramedic;s arrive with 1 Amb
sported off site
Offenders .due to top on Jan.12 are tran
d
Transports for Parole Hearings complete
Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
ess Rooms ·
Wltnesses briefed and escorted to Witn
The Execution will begin
. Staff Briefing Po~ted
Meals Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
taf/.are needed in Staging.
.. Notify.Staging.of.whether SwingshiftS
Staff Briefing Posted
Swing-shin Staff Begin Gall-in
closed
Demonstrator Lots will be cleared and
Staff Briefing Posted
l
f with Operation Section Chi efs Approva
Staging may begin releasing excess· staf

ewe

Media Center Closes
Demobilization Begins
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Agency rep meeting
06/07/12

(
\

Attendees:
Fred Apt, BHS
Mark Camin, ISP
Bob Cooper, AG
Andrea Dearden, ACSO
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Carly Frasier, !DOC
Teresa Jones, !DOC

Al Ramirez, !DOC
Jeff Ray, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mike Shneider, ACSO
Eugene Smith, BPD
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

itt #23081 is schedule for 10 a.m. on June 12. The
Situation update: The execution of Offender Leav
a
far. The Parole Commission has declined to hold
courts have been ruling in favor of the state thus
ss,
acce
ia
med
the
ding
appealing several decisions, inclu
commutation hearing. Leavitt's attorneys are
is
he
but
y,
ing. The offender is having visits with his famil
ineffective counsel and the commutation hear
ties
and dress rehearsals will be conducted. The facili
becoming more anxious. Teams continue to train
has
unit
n
fusio
the
through Boise on the same day, but
are calm. Occupy Caravan is planning on coming
been obtained.
not indicated any problems. The chemical has

(

A new time line has been distributed:
demonstration lots will open at 6 a.m.
• The primary change from last week is the
11 a.m. The command post meals need to be
• Meals will be delivered before 9:30 a.m., not
arriving at IMS!.
delivered in a way as to not overlap with families
be attending the execution.
• Dignitaries Darrington, Wills and Moss will
Information Officers:
on Ada County 2, the secure line.
On the hour, radio briefings will be announced
ibuted from the incident command post.
On the half hour, situational briefings will be distr
come from Jeff Ray.
The only information released to the media will
ent command post if ther e are any delays or
Jeff Ray will receive phone calls from the incid
emergencies outside the normal briefings.
munications list is finalized.
• Test briefing will be sent today, once the com

Public
•
•
•
•

Round table:
3 IAPs
• Action item: Randy Valley is finalizing the
• Tank track will be clear June 12.
to
notify the director, who will then communicate
• If there are any late filings, t_he AG office will
the command post and PIO.
- -- - - - - morning briefing~ -- - - - - -- - -- - - the
e-at-to-b
need
FS
leade
team
-Only
•e back and forth between media center and
• Andrea Dearden and Bill Edwards can mov
demonstration lots as needed
e
y Valley to work out details of when the AG offic
• Action item: AG office needs to contact Rand
will be on site.
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June 11, 2012
9:00

TEAM MEETING

IMS!

I

\
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator : Jeff
Zmuda

Execution Planning

Note taker:

Mackenzie Stone

Randy Valley

Timekeep er:
Attendees :

Type of meeting:

Agency Representatives

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic
--------------✓

Situational Update

✓

IAP Distribution

✓

Round Table

Time allotted

✓

(

✓

'

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
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Agency representatives

(

06/11/12

Attendees:
Mark Cam in, ISP
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Rob Feeley, BHS

Mike Shneider, ACSO
Mackenzie Stone, /DOC
Randy Valley, /DOC
Kedrick Wills, ISP
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Situation update: The execution of Offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. On
th
Friday evening, the 9 circuit court determined the media will have access to more of the execution
process. The media will have access from the time the offender is brought into the execution chamber
until the pronouncement of death. The medical team's identity will remain concealed. The Idaho
Supreme Court is expected to make a decision today on the offender's claim of ineffective counsel,
which is the last motion IDOC is aware of at this time. The family visited this weekend. The teams
continue to train.
IAP:
•
•

(

Final IAPs distributed at this meeting.
Randy Valley will have plenty of copies for tomorrow.

Round table:
• Briefing test list was distributed last week.
• Communication check was conducted last week.
• ISP does not expect any issues with the Occupy Caravan.
• The tank track will be closed from 1100 today through 2400 tomorrow.
• AG Scott Birch will be driving a grey Ford explorer and will not need law enforcement assistance.
He is expected to be on site by 8 a.m.
• Ralph Powell from ISP will be bringing out Tom Moss.
• The mobile command center is on site.
• Reminder, the briefing in staging is at 5:45 a.m. The briefing for guests at IMSI is at 9 a.m.
• Boise Police Department will be here about 7 a.m. Eugene Smith will be on site at the command
post earlier.
• ISP does not have SO2 on their radios. There is a contingency plan if this cannot be resolved
today.
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From:
To:

Sharon Treese <Sharon.Treese@bop.idaho.gov>
Friday, September 22, 2017 9:16 AM
Wald.Jon

Subject

RE: IDOC BP license

Sent

IDOC000207

WaJd, Jon

Hello Jon,
The physical address has been changed to the Orchard Street address where your supplier ships. To keep this registration current, you will need to renew every
year. Renewal post cards (yellow Sx8) are sent out in April, the card will have your registration number and PIN to enable onllne renewals. The cost is currently
$35.
I am retiring in 2 months so you will need to send questions to info@bop.idaho.gov- this mailbox is monitored by our licensing dept
Best Regards,
Page 348

Sharon Treese
Licensing Specialist
Idaho Board of Pharmacy
NOTICE: This electronic message transmission may contain confidential information exempt from public disclosure. This transmission, Including any attached
files, is intended only for the use of the indlvidual(s) or entity(ies) named above. If you are not the Intended recipient, please be aware that any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please Immediately notify the
sender and delete the copy you received.
From: Wald, Jon [mallto:jwald@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 8:15 AM
To: Sharon Treese <Sharon.Treese@bop.idaho.goV>
Subject: IDOC BP license

Sharon:
In regards to License number
From:
13400 S Pleasant Valley Rd
Kuna ID 83634

we would like to request the address to be changed

l

Thank you.
In addition I am stlll looklng for the information on how the license Is renewed annually, please advise.

IDOC000208

TO:
12~N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706

Jon Wald

Senior Buyer

The lnfOOMtiort contllned In this e-mail message~ any attachments may be privileaed and confidential. If the n1ader of this messa1e Is
not the Intended recipient or an apnt responsible for
dellverln& It 10 the Intended recipient, you are hereby notlned that any review, dlssemin;itlon, distribution or copyln1 gf this communication
Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communkatlon In error, please notify the sender Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from
ygur computer.

2
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Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone: 208-658-2012

Pagel ot J

DEA Form 224 - Completed

Completed Internet Form - NOT FOR SUBMISSION

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
UNDER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT OF 1970

DENControl Number· W17030043B
Submission Date: 03-31-2017

Form DEA 224 - Completed

Internet Receipl NOT FOR
SUBMISSION
Application Complete. Internet
conrirmation no.: 6470691

Idaho Department of Correction
TAXl!Y.c,'ITlrl•';'Gh'-1\'il-ER

Fee Paid: $731.00
T,r; [)O..J<T COllfCTlC'< IIJP~o>.re,.,3,,: ACT C/"

A.,il<\:l'I

151':-"0 (PL 104--13--l) RoO'-•-~CS THATYO'J "'-"'-'\SH
YOWi ~,o()=Jl',l TAAP-'I~ io-:NTir1<~G tluvc>S'I

j826000952

TO 0:_A. Tl-<3 ,_,_..,3~ G fl.!aQlf"'!cO FC>"- [};EJT
CCUEcnoN p;;o-:fO\.'iiES SH0\/1.0 YOIJR Hf
E=<:ov;\!~c.ot.LECT>3..E. IFYOUDO)';OTHA'•EA
FEO;.'V-t. TA.<?.>.r<11 \o;.>.l"1F'l<'m t~.<V3:c/\, us;.

f13400 S. P!easait Valley Road

YO','ii Soct'!. S'cCU~l/u'.13~

Idaho Maximum SecuritylnstituUon

---~

Zi" COO:

STATE

~ 183634 f LI- l'OC CEtL PHO:E '~"c·'c'c"':.___~

!Kuna
A.0 PUCA/{1"S BUS~-='.SS PHOIElltNa;a<c.__ __

~l2o_s_~l-lsss

cl20=.:8__1-ls73

1-12000

1-11502

POCBJA"_

c.lJ=effccZm=uccda=-------------~1REGISTRATION CLASSIFICATION
2 INDICATEHERE IFYOU REQLARE

1. BUSINESS HOSPITAUCLlNIC
ACTIVITY:

ORDER FORM BOOKS.

Q,

3. Drug Schedules, (Fill in all circles that apply)

Q Schedule 11
Narcotic

R:

Ill
.~ Schedule
Narcotic

Schedule II
Non NarcoOC

·-;J. Schedule Ill
,.,__, Non Narcotic

~ Schedule IV

sz_,

Schedule V

4. All Applicants must answer the following:
he }OO rumm:.'J allthorized to r,r-,m:,u, dtS':rb.!le, C,spcMe, c;ood,~d. ~S<!arcll, 0<o-'J-ter,.•ise M~ Ille cool.ro-1«1 s,,t;s\an~sin O\e sc!'\~u!ss furwh.\:Jl yoi are app.y;r,g ur,derl/ie I;;,,,; of lhe s!~te orj,.,r\sl:rictian Ml

v,ho::h }'"U are ~ratilg c,r propose kl opeu:e?

State: JD

State Lkense No.
Expire Date: 01-01-2027
Stale Controlled Substance Lie. No.

Expire Date: -

''

I

1. Has 1M appk:ant ever been o:rn....:l.00 ofa crkr.e VI CO<.!lec!ioii vi'lh ronni-1..:i subsa~ce(s)
_ur;::Iu stote or.federal 1..-... ,.or be=exdvde<l c,f.cfreded lo bi!.e:,ti,..>:fed !rum (>art:dpatioo in.a . Nrr.e.fcaro or slate heal\h c,m, pre-gram, or any s•Y..h act.00 pID:fng?
2... Has\l'~ apptcwt ever SVllenckfN (!or cause) or had a fe.Y.!r,il rorrtro!~ substance
N
reg<Slnl0/1 re,-oked, smp,e,-.ded, re.,,\r\cted order~'ed, oris alTJ sudi at!<Hl P£r,d"r,g?
3. Has Ille apple.int ,wa s"1Tendered (!orcau-se) or had a state pmfessloM!kerue or
N
cootro\'ed subst=_ra;istrafon rew!<.,;j. susper,cted, deJU5o:1, ras!rlded, ort-hced en
probal:ioo. orls any sudi act:,;n p;ncfng?

---- -

-

https://apps.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/webfo1ms/printHTML.do
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4. lfl.he awI-cantls a corporation {otherlhan a ro.-por~tio/1 v.tiose s!ock Is O'i>Tied
- _____a,nd,..tr,.:fod t-1 lhe-P,.,bI-cJ,~r,m, p.,u\nE!Sh.\) •. or pm,mucy ~has-any offire.r,
partaer, s!oc\hvlderorp<oprfflorbeeo rom',cted of a e.',rne 11 cori\ecfon wlh
wntrot-=<J s,.,bstance(s) understate orre.:feral la-H, or ewrsl.l!Tendere<I orha-0 a
fcd;,r.i\ c:ootroJ=<I substance reg"i;.tratoo 1e·,-oked,susp<>nded. restricte<l orden.'ed. or
ewrt;,i;:J a state p.-o~OOal lcense orrontrof,;d substance reg6!ratioJn rewked,
sus~ndffi,der.'.id. res!rid.ed, or pi,,~ on prow~. or is a~y s~>Ch action ~r..d'ng?

"

IDOC000209
4/7./2017

Page Lor J

.unA rorm LL'+ - Lomp1e1ea
6. Payment Method: -

Card Number:

Expiration Date:

Fee Paid: 731.00

7. Certification for Fee Exemption
Certifying Official's Name;

NIA

C..rtify!ng Official's Title:

N/A

C..rtifying Qfficiars

Ph,;,iw:

NJA

ApplicaUon Certification:
WARNING: 21 USC 843(d), states that any person who knowingly or intentionally furnishes false or fraudulent information in the application is subject lo a term of
imprisonment of not more than 4 years. and a fine underTrtle 18 of not more than S250.000 or bolh.

By typing my full name In the space below, I hereby certify that the foregoing information furnished on lhis electronic DEA application is true and correct
and understand that lhis constitutes an electronic signature for purposes of lhis electronic DEA application only.
• Name of Applicant {For individual registrants, lhe registrant lhemselves MUST complete this E-Slgnature) or name of Officer of the Corporation/Company
e-Signature: Jeff Zmuda

This electronic DEA application must be certified by the applicanUregistrant, If an Individual; by a partner of the applicant, if a partnarshlp; or by an officer
of the applicant, if a corporation, corporate division, association, trust, or other entity, See 21 C.F.R § 1301.13(jl for more information on who can certify
this application

https://apps.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/webfmms/printHTML.do
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JJnA 1' arm LL'! -

completed

Yage J or J
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Form 224
Form 225

Form-510
Form 363

Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.

1117-0014 Expires: 04/30/2019
1117-0012 Expires: 07/31/2018
1117-0031 Expires: 05131/2019
1117-0015 Expires: 06/30/2018

(12
(15
(15
(15

minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)

1. No registration will be issued unless a completed applicaDOn form has been received (21 CFR 1301.13).
2. In accordance with the Papeiwork ReducOOn Aci of 1995, no person is required lo respond to a co!ledion of information unless rt displays a va!kl 0MB control
number. The 0MB number for this collection is (See Above). Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average (See Above) per
response, induding the lime for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and
reviewing the information
3. The Debt C()1ection Improvements Act of 1996 (31 U.S.C. §7701) requires that you furnish your Taxpayer ldefllifiC3.tioll Number (TIN) or Social Security Number
{SSN) on this applicaOOn. This number is required for debt co!Jection procedures if your fee is not collecbole.
4. PRIVACY ACT NOTICE:
Providing information other than your SSN or TIN is voluntary; h0\•1ever, failure to furnish it w.11 preclude processing of the app!icaOOn. The authorities for
co!lection of this informati0n are §§302 and 303 of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) {21 U.S.C. §§822 and 823). The principle purpose for which the
information will be used is to register applicants pursuant to the CSA. The information may be disdosed to other Federal law enforcement and regulatory
agencies for Jaw enforcement and regulatory purposes, State and local Jaw enforcement and regulatOl)' agencies for (aw enforcement and regulatory purposes,
and person registered under the CSA for the purpose of verifying registration. For further guidance regarding hO\V your informaOOn may be used or disdosed,
and a complete list of the routine uses of this collection, please see the DEA System of Records Notice ~controlled Substances Act Registration Records" {DEA005), 52 FR 47208, December 11, 1987, as modified.
DIVERSION CONTROL PRIVACY POLICY

https ://apps .deadiversion. usdoj. gov/webforms/printHTML.do
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

First Amendment Coalition of Arizona, Inc.;
Charles Michael Hedlund; Graham S. Henry;
David Gulbrandson; Robert Poyson; Todd
Smith; Eldon Schurz; and Roger Scott,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. 2:14-cv-01447-NVW-JFM

V.

Charles L. Ryan, Director of ADC; James
O'Neil, Warden, ASPC-Eyman; Greg Fizer,
Warden, ASPC-Florence; and Does 1-10,
Unknown ADC Personnel, in their official
capacities as Agents of ADC,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KEMPF
Having personally appeared before the undersigned officer duly authorized by
law to administer oaths, Kevin Kempf, who after first being sworn, states the
following under penalty of perjury:
1.

I am the Director of the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"), and
have held that position since my appointment in December 2014. I have
been employed by IDOC since 1995 and have held a variety of positions
in the Department including: correctional officer, investigator, probation
& parole officer, probation & parole manager, warden, division of

prisons chief, and deputy director.

IDOC000212
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2.

In June 2016, IDOC was served a subpoena to produce documents in
the above-captioned action. In lieu of responding to the subpoena,
Plaintiffs' counsel has agreed to accept this affidavit.

3.

Due to my employment and my position(s) with IDOC, I was involved
in the last two executions performed by IDOC in November 2011 and
June 2012, respectively.

4.

IDOC does not presently have any execution chemicals in its possession.
IDOC last had pentobarbital in its possession. Its remaining supply of
the chemical was disposed of immediately following the June 2012
execution.

5.

The pentobarbital was purchased within 30 days prior to the June
2012 execution from a supplier located within the United States.

6.

The supplier does not have an exclusive contract with IDOC and IDOC
does not know whether the supplier would continue to supply execution
drugs to it in the future.

7.

IDOC cannot definitively state that the Arizona Department of
Corrections has never contacted it regarding execution drugs or IDOC's
source of execution drugs. However, since I was appointed Director in
December 2014, there has been no contact from the Arizona Department

IDOC000213
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of Corrections regarding execution drugs or IDOC's source of execution
drugs.

Sworn to;ind subscribed before me,
t · .2J_5day of September, 2016.

~~~~====-IF~~~
~
My Commission expires:

-5-/'f

/r7

IDOC000214
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I

A Cl)lllljl\1ffiOnlioll F10m Th• C::blef Lcg11l Offlcot& Of Th~ lloltoYJlog S!!t~
AllbMl, ~Colorado• :OalawMe ~~~Mn• Jd(!Jm ~ Mlsibsippl • Mlsaourl •Nevada* Oregon
~ '!'e110ssse<l "Uwi ~ Wa.lii,NJtoil •.wyonung

J1111usry 25, 2011

AUomay Gene!111 Erle li91der
D~parbllcnl ofluslice
~50 PsJ\O.'Y}vruili. Ave,, NW
Weshlngto~, DC 2()$30 ·
' ..

D~ Ailorney0¢1l~l!l~~1der. .'.

· · '!'h \llflJorlty o(fu~sJicllona ib thb 'O'nltl!d /!tale& lh;t lncludo tbo d~~th pl"lJ"lly aun
autltoiizcd !>UU/1hmimtin ~al.u C3SOf, lMludlng Jh6 l>cde.r~l Govomnull!I, p(OVld~ furlblhal
lnJeciionaa tliricpt~lltlbed l\i.ethod 0£ OJ!eQ\ldon. 1n n1najotlty 9f lb.O!& capltlll-M'ma
Jll!'lsdlutiollll, .ag~fll m~luclmJl·ihe Ftder,11 Oove)!\il\eo~ lti,, t1to onlypre.4!bod .mMI\OQ of
exl!!llltlon, wa, 1'.b.~.i\.itc.m~ysl'Jma~ QfJho Stftt~ llneil below, !W(yolll: MSlstano:o ln
l'~liihiln~ l!lUssua oonOO!np)j! tli~ 11roo11r~mmt tlf o~o o, thb pr~ctlo•d mcdicalian.s used In.
1¢,al /l)jt<llion pro'to,;ol$.
·.
·
•
..
' The PIOl<i".(!t U(cd 9Y.Jlll13l o! thoJul'ladiclions cmyloyli)g )~th ill l~i~t!on liiol\1aes tht>
dtug 1oall11Jl tbio~/;IJ\ol:.ilil uJr1,1,~lrllll-1itllng bn1bllu1iihl, $6(1.lum U\i'Qp<lnt{ll I& ln ver;y ruioJ\
aUpplyworJ<lwlan iUW,l◊X·V~O~f IO!LIOJlS, ~~nllnlly UMyeiloblo on !he Of Q.11 m_llrk6I, l'or
iho1cjurli!dlctloJ18 tbat!!av'Q..il,$ !¼Us~vailablo, their sumill<i$ ar~ vll!y~mol -tnlillll~red In .o
.!\aru:!M ot' ~Olllll, rlle ~\ll.t-1&.~I tl10l'Jl' Jll\i&d!otloi» lll\\rtly wilt be unob/6 to ~0!1ll
o~eitutlOn~
in 41\S~~• \W¢1'0
np~,I~ )lnvo- ~m e,1bu1ted and Oovoman hnve signtd do~\{!
w,,mnl$,
..
'
T~e!~fo~•, wo ~ollcit your .ouf1tiuic<1 l,n eithoddl)((tlfylng an B)lptqprlAte ~OUle<1 £11,
.sodium l!llopontaJ or lllaklog ~up,11lli!Sc held by th~ Fi!<l6ral OovommOlit 'ltv~llablo to tho S«itos,
Wt al.$0 requc.it All Oppor1114lty .fO dl~ i.hls lmporn\l\t nw«er Wllh you,

We lookfotwlll:d to hood»gflomyou,
Sincaroly,

¥LL--

k,,\J,,.t·. $¾,a,,. >:g--

John Kroger
Oi'e$on AUQl'/\ey Gnnai~l

J.Uther Stronga

Alnbiroa Alto,mey (l,mer;,l

0D0261

6b6to9S20SJI o1
IW.OJ-1 ctil!C'l l'Tt:1':l .. lh

,v, t
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/~£~.=
n:

Joseph Bld',D
Dtlawai~A\tqmey CleACrDl

John Sutllel:$

Colorado AtlQlIIOy'Gonei:a!·

D~~~cw

1-ewtence Wpedon
ldnha Attomey Oe~I

rml:l~ndl

l'lorld~ A«omDy Q~arnl

a-i~

ct,tlsKoam

Jiml!ood
· MIMilsl~PIAttornoyClon\\lDI

M[11oud Attomoy Qo))O<al

' /$7c;~·<f'"'
RobottCoopet

Catlillrlna CotlllZ MIJSIO

Te11M11t~ AltCU\OY O~tt•l

Nevadil,Attomey IJl.1l!ll'al

- ~ W)~r>L
Rob McKeJllla
Washlllgto.o Annmey Q<Qorel

Bruce llalzburg
Wyoml.ngAttotney Geiieral

000262
IWOJj

S01£l ll0d·l0·83.d
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®fffte of t6e lfiltnrne~ ~etteraI
Wnsbington, :18.rt. 20530
Marqh 4, 2011

Mr. Jnmes McPhers.on
Executive Director
National Association ofAtt◊rneys Oene,nl
2030 M Street, NW
.·
WashingtQ.n, DC. 20Ql6
]).ear Mr, McPbetson:
·This ie1ier responds to tiieJtmu~25,.2'0i1 Iet¢rfr'om vari~us State Attomeys-Oen~ral
concei'illii~ the diffic~ttles.-relat~. tp procw-ement-0fsodium thiopental for use ln lethal
lnjeotionS; 'l11e lack 6f avalla\>illty 1lf sodillm thf9j)ent~fi1· a ~rloi1s concern that the Federal
011vernment fa currently analyzing.
-At the present1ime, ihe:Federal Govemmerttdoes npth;iVe nliy reserves of sodium
thiopcnial for lethal[ajectiOJ)S l)rid is.th.erefQre.fijcipgihesame d°Uemma as.mnny St.tea. Tho
relevant Federal officials tasked With i:illpl¢l\!Mtln~ the Feder~! cleat)\ pen~lty have \lll.dertake(I a
review·_ofthis inatte1•. Jlteyare looldn&';itolhpplicabl~ options to detelllllne the best course of
action fot effectively dlsch:lirgtng·o».rlegal_1espo.nslbi.lltj~s, as. well as any necessary changes \o
current Federal death'jlen·(l!1~ procedutes. Bureau'ot'Pi'lsons General Counsel_ Kathleen Kenney
is coordinating o~r eftb'rts \(l •~cilve thi,~l~IJJO an4 is available. t!l ~iscuss it with you; she can be
reached ot?.02-307,3062.
J np~reciate·afid sfotre your oon_~~t)IS tilioul lhfs mM)~r, but 1 am optimistic that wor!<ab)e
altemativ~ are available: thnt will allow \IS to carry out our.duties.

, Slncorely,

1
't'he lanuory 25 leller was senlby the Attom6ys General of·Alabnm•, Colorado, Doloware, Florida, Idaho,
MississJppi, Missouri.- Nevada, Orcgpn, Te11nc.tsee Ulah, Washi~gton, l\nd Wyoming.
1

DPC001489
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STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OP THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
IAWRENCE-G. WASDEN

October 7, 2011
Jennifer M. Moreno
Berkeley Law University of California
392 Simon Hall
Berkeley, Ca. 94720
Via email

. Re: Public Records Request
Dear Ms. Moreno:
I have reviewed your.public record request received by the Idaho Department of
Correction on September 26, 2011, requesting the following information:
1. Any and all. drngs intended or considered for use in executions.
2. The expiration date of any and all drugs intended or considered for use in executions
c\jrrently in the possession of the IDOC.
3, The lot numbers of any and all drugs intended or considered for use in executions
currently in the possession of the IDOC.
4. Any and all drug or inventory logs from May 1, 2011 to the present.
5. Any and all activity by IDOC from May I, 2011 to the present to purchase or acquire
a!).Y drngs for use in executions, including purchase orders.
6. The manufactures and/or distributors of any and all drngs intended or considered for
use in executions.
7.. Any correspondence between IDOC and any party from May 1, 2011 to the present
regarding drngs intended or considered for use in executions.
8. Any correspondence between IDOC and any party from May 1, 2011 to the present
regarding execution protocols, regulations, guidelines, checklists, or other documents
that instruct or direct the carrying out of an execution.
Based upon my review of your request and the IDOC records enclosed is an email from
Warden Randy Blades with Chris Hanis of Harris Pharma LLP. There are no other documents
responsive to your public records request.

Criminal Lnw Division, Department of CorreoUon
1299 North Orche.rd1 Suite 110, P.O. Box 63720, Boise, Idaho 83720·0018
Tolophono: (20B) 658-2097, FAX: (20B) 327•7486

IDOC000218
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Sincerely,

Krista L. Howard

·Deputy Aiforriey Geiieriii
Idaho Department of Correction

IDOC000219
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SENT VIA EMAIL AND REGISTERED MAIL

RECEIVED

Robert W. Jones
Pfizer, Inc.
235 E. 42"' Street, Fl.11
New York, NY 10017

AUG - 9 2016
Director's Office, IDOC

August 3, 2016
Idaho Department of Corrections
ATTN: Kevin H. Kempf, Director
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
RE: Request for Return of Pfizer Products for Use In Lethal Injection for Capital Punishment
Dear Director Kevin H. Kempf:
Pfizer makes Its products solely to enhance and save the lives of the patients we seive. With Its
acquisition of Hospira, Pfizer acquired certain products that may be used In lethal Injection for capital
punishment and, like Hospira before It, strongly objects to the use of any ofour products In the lethal
Injection process for capital punishment.
Under Pfizer's Corporate Policy for Use of Our Products In Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment,
seven products (potassium chloride, propofol, mldazolam, hydromorphone, pancuronlum bromide,
rocuronium bromide and vecuronlum bromide) are considered "Restricted Products" and are not to
be sold to correctional facilities or other affiliated organization where they may be misused for lethal
injection. Pfizer recently Implemented an enhanced restricted distribution protocol for the
Restricted Products to help combat this unauthorized use. Acopy of the Policy is enclosed and can
be accessed at http://www.pfizer.com/files/b2b/GlobalPolicyPaperLethallnlectlon.pdf
We request that you return to us any Hospira or Pfizer manufactured Restricted Product listed above
in your possession. Pfizer will provide full credit for any returned Restricted Product regardless of
from where you purchased it. Return Instructions are enclosed for your convenience. If you seek to
use or purchase Restricted Product to address a legitimate medical need, we request that your
Medical Director contact Jerry Boesch (Director, Commercial Services & Analysis) at (224) 212•2462
or lerry.boesch@pfizer.com.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

Robert W. Jones
Vice President
U.S. Government Relations

Encl.
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Pfizer's Position on Use of Our Products in Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment
Pfizer's mission is lo apply science and our global resources to improve health and well-being al
every stage of life. We strive to set the standard for quality, safety and value in the discovery,
development and manufacturing of medicines. Pfizer makes its products to enhance and save the
lives of the patients we serve. Consistent with these values, Pfizer strongly objects to the use of
its products as lethal injections for capital punishment.
Pfizer's obligation is to ensure the availability of our products to patients who rely on them for
medically necessary purposes. At the same time, we are enforcing a distribution restriction for
specific products that have been part of, or considered by some stales for their lethal injection
protocols. These products include pancuronium bromide, potassium chloride, propofol,
midazolam, hydromorphone. rocuronium bromide and vecuronium bromide.
Pfizer's distribution restriction limits the sale of these seven products to a select group of
wholesalers, distributors. and direct purchasers under the condition that they will not resell these
products to correctional institutions for use in lelhol injections. Government purchasing
entities must certify that products they purchase or otherwise acquire are used only for medically
prescribed patient care and not for any penal purposes. Pfizer further requires that these
Government purchasers certify that the product is for "own use" and will not resell or otherwise
provide the restricted products to any other party.
Pfizer will cohsistently monitor the distribution of these seven products. act upon findings that
reveal noncompliance, and modify policies when necessary to remain consistent with our stated
position against the improper use ofour products in lethal injections. Importantly, this
distribution system is also designed to ensure that these critical medications will remain
immediately available to those patients who rely on them every day.
ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS:
Propofol, pancuronium bromide, midazolam, hydromorphone, rocuronium bromide, vecuronium
bromide and potassium chloride are FDA-approved. medically necessary drugs administered by
licensed medical professionals, thousands of times a day, in efforts to treat illness or save the
lives of patients around the world. They are well established within the medical community and
continue to serve important needs in surgical procedures and other treatments.
Pfizer offers these products because they save or improve lives, and markets them solely for use
as indicated in the product labeling.

Issued by Global Pa/Icy & lnlematlanal Public Affairs, Pfizer Inc.

- Do Not Dalal/ -
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Hosplra/POzer Returned Good• Proceso
1.• Returned Goods Authorization (RGA) Is required for product returned prior to expiration. Call Customer
Service (1•877-9HOSPIRA or 1•877-946-7747) to obtain RGA. Provide NOC produci code or List-Tue number, lot
number, explreUon dale end quantlly to be returned at this lime. This applies lo all products excluding Schedule II
drugs.
2. Customer Service will mall RGA form and shipping labels to customer.
3. Arrange a earner lo return Iha product.
•

Hospira/Pfizer will help arrange and pay for a carrier lo pick up produci rerumed due to Hosplra/Pnzefs error.
Carrier will scl1edule a lime wllh customer to pick up produci. Under ell other conditions, lhe customer pays
for freight on returned goads ehipments.

•

Customer may arrange and pay for shipmen I of produci to Hospira/Pfizer. Hospira/Pfizer will reimburse Ire lg ht
cosla when Hospira/Pfize(s error caused \ha relum. A signed Returned Goods Authorization form Is required
for unexpired praducl even if the customer cl1ooses Iha carrier. No e1edit will be allowed on frelghl colleci
returned goods shipments to Hospira.

Or

4. HasplratPHzer verifies euthorlzallon, RGA slgneiure, quenlllies relumed, praducl condition, end Issues
appropriate credit.
5. Fleld deslnrclian or expired pradU<:I (excluding Scl1edule II controlled drugs - see point 8 below.) will not be
accepted for credit.
8. Third Party Relumed Goods Companies may relum expired produci an behalf al their customers. Required
Information Includes customer name and address, cusiomefs Hospira account number, cuslomefs DEA number,
NOC product code, lat number, quantity rerurned, size descrlplion and expiralion date. Returns must be ssgregated
by cuatomer or credit may be dolayad or denied. Expired produci (except Schedule II) should be sent freight
prepaid to:
GENCO Pharmaceulical Services (formerly Capilal Returns, Inc.)
6101 North 64th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53218
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Command and general staff meeting
05/16/12
Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Michael Johnson
Terry Kirkham

Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

23081.
the potential execution of Offender Leavitt#
Overview: This meeting is in preparation of
e it to the
k. When it arrives, Warden Blades will serv
• The death warrant is anticipated this wee
offender, and he will be moved to F block.
duled for 8
on June 12. Last time, the execution was sche
• The execution is scheduled for 10 a.m.
.
a.m., but delayed because of a late court filing
at group.
Leavitt is not associated with a security thre
•
heard of any
agency partners this morning. They have not
• Jeff Zmuda and Randy Valley met with
ution.
issues in the community related to the exec
h he had
includes a filing for ineffective counsel, whic
• Leavitt has several filings in the court. One
lenge
chal
to
ago
th
e filed something about a mon
also filed in 1994. The federal defenders offic
the IDOC medical process.
with __
the Parole Commission. Olivia Craven has met
• __ _1,eavi!t hasreCjlle_s_ted a_commutation from
ation
mission will decide to conduct a commut
the offender. It is anticipated the Parole Com
ant is served.
hearing about a week after the death warr
will nto
chemicals this time, and it is anticipated we
• IDOC has a good source for the required
.
have the same troubles as the last execution
er
rath than the 3-drug protocol.
• IDOC may change to a 1-drug protocol,
ing and are well prepared
• Escort and medical teams have been train
Action
•
•
•

s this week:
item: Randy Valley will send out three item
duled at 10:30 on Thursdays.
Calendar appointments: Meetings will be sche
Randy before the next meeting
204s: Make necessary changes and return to
ordering process instructions.
Ordering process: Theo Lowe will put together

Roles and responsibilities:
• Operations Section Chief: Jeff Zmuda
• Finance and admin: Theo Lowe
• Logistics: Al Ramirez
• Outline and contract: Josh Tewalt
ing.
will include entrance group and house stag
• Terry Kirkham will oversee SICI, which
to oversee the
if David Birch can take Ken Bennett's palce
• Action item: Randy Valley will find out
entrance area.
• Ken Bennett will oversee IMS!.
media center.
will include emergency transports and the
• Johanna Smith will oversee ISCI, which
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•
•
•

Jackie Braun will oversee SBWCC.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to add CERT, CNT, Ad min team and CISM representatives to org
chart
Staging: Garrett Coburn

Changes and keepers for this execution:
• There will be multiple IAPs that will be more specific to different operational periods.
•
P&P will patrol starting the Friday before the execution, rather than 13 days out.
•
External security group will post the night before the execution.
•
Meetings will be conducted once per week, not twice.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to determine if Boise PD can stage at the PRC, rather than SBWCC.
Then, SBWCC can be used for check-in.
• The execution will be conducted at the same time as the end of the fiscal year. As much as
possible, purchases need to be made before the end of the fiscal year. Same as last year, all
purchases will need to go through Bob Morlan.
•
Action item: Review the After Action Report. Bring any changes that you cannot adopt to next
week's meeting.
• The tent needs to be purchased as soon as possible.
•
It is anticipated that three new OSP vehicles will be available by the time of the execution. If not,
there are some marked vehicles at central office, but they do not have lights or shot guns.
• ISCI is expecting the media center will want to be open at the same time to be on line by the 5
a.m. news broadcast.
ISCI will feed in-house again, which will require special ordering.
•
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP
Interior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

ACSO Lt Mike
Schneider

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/

RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

Sgt Jake Vogt

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

Vogt
Piccola
Fratusco

No

TBD
Schneider

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

No

TBD
Long

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

No

TBD
Moyer
TBD

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)
Patrol Unit Vil (ACSO - Front
Gate)

PT./TIME

No

TBD

Patrol Unit Ill (ACSO)

OFF

No

TBD

Patrol Unit II (ACSO)

DROP

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No

Russell

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•

•

Stage Ada County Sheriffs Office (ACSO) patrol cars to provide immediate response to civil disruptions
or incidents as they occur.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an authorized !DOC
employee needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law
enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
Patrol Unit VII will be posted at the front gate for a uniform LE presence .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

502

700mhz

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Lt Mike Schneider

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

! 05-18-12
DATE

I

TIME

1200hrs
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

June 8, 2012

South Boise Complex staff:

We are only a few days away until June 12, the scheduled day for the execution of Offender Richard
Leavitt. In addition to potential changes to your schedules, please be aware of the following items:
•

•
•

•
•

The Ada County Highway Department is scheduled to reduce the speed limit on Pleasant
Valley Road. It is expected to reduce to 35 mph June 11 and return to normal speeds June 13.
Please allow extra travel time on these days.
Local law enforcement and P&P officers will be providing extra coverage of the sun-ounding
area Monday June 11.
Check-in will be opened at l 400hrs. June 11 at the SBWCC Program Building for all staff
assigned to event posts. If you are assigned to a position specific to the event you are to stop
and check into the event. If you are scheduled to work your nonnal post you do not need to
stop at Check In.
We will add additional security at the front checkpoint beginning at 1430hrs on June 11. Only
approved personnel will be allowed in the complex. There will be no visitors after that time.
Please use the following areas on June 12:
o SBWCC staff: Do not park on the south side of the east parking lot.
o IMS! staff: Park in the gravel lot that is west of the facility where state buses are
1101mally parked.
,
o ISCI staff: Fill the west parking lot first, then the east parking lot. Please enter through
the visiting entrance.
o SICI staff: Park in the dirt lot notih of Admin.

Your continued professionalism and commitment to your responsibilities is appreciated.

PO Box 14 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83707 · PHONE (208) 336-0740 · FAX(208) 334-2748
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CERT Group

1. BRANCH
Special response

ASSIGN MENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
TIME
06/12/12
DATE

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution

0630- l 430hrs

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Derek Butler

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

J ash Overgaard

TRANS.
NEEDED

6

Yes

CNT

l

no

CFRT

l

no

6

Yes

CERT Squad 2

Cpl. James
Frasier

CERTSquad3

Start time

End time

06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs

06/12/12
1200 hrs
06/12/12
l 200 hrs
06/12/l 2
1200 hrs

06/12/12
1430 hrs

06/12/12
2230 hrn

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spccinl response teams will be stationed at the CERT Tactical Ready Room.
Special response teams will be dispatched by the incil1cnt command post•
Special response teams will be nunrngcd by the operations section .
Special teams have their omt transport vehicles .
CERT Team will need an 8-(!asscngcr van or larger to stage by Tower 4 Sally Por-t or ISCI.

Debrief will I.Jc conducted "ithin the group .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
-All special teams will be on standby from 08/11/12 at 0900rs until 08/14/12 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

S02

700mhz

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

vhf
DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Joshua Overgaard

I

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

l

DATE

I

TIME
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

DATE

TIME

6-12-12

0530

.

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jegsen

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Alpha Squad

LEADER
Danforth
King

EMT

Bravo Squad

NUMBER
PERSONS

8

No

10

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Center and SORT Squad leaders
• SORT Commander will be on site and liaison between Commandhours
0530
at
ICC
in
posted
members
SORT
6
Leaderaod
Squad
• A
members posted in ICC at 1300 hours
• B Squad leader and 8 SORT
off by barricades SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
block
be
will
Entran·ce
North
ICC
•
• A six man SORT extraction team will be assigned to both squadsof. a unit.
hr ICC s·ecurit)'.: staff when outSide
• _All inmates will beOnescorted
escorts and·facmcy-fe......rng o_pe...,ions
• SquaO. will remam Stand-l,y and ·ass1stbe:with
\ - o m m i s s i o n in there hearings.
assigned
Will
membecs
SORT
two
hours
0800
At
•
Cent
Command
tl1e
to
activity
• Report all suspicious
to contact the SORT
• SORT will have facility radios operation on channel as pnmary and channel 6 as secondary
Commander or Incident Cotnmander.

..

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagemeot:
of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self•defense when they are In imminent jeopardy
or death.
Following any use oflelhal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure the area and lhe subject who was a lhreat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
first
Provide necessary medical attention to fill injured parties, treating the most serious injuries
.

.·

9.• DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
.

CHAN •

.SYSTEM

FREQ,

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

REPEAT

502

OIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY {RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley .

FREQ.

FUNCTION

.

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY {PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I TIME
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP

1. BRANCH
IMSI

lnstitlltional Operations

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt Execution

6-11-2012
TIME

1mtil 6-12-

DATE

2012

2230 to
completion

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL

Shift commander on
Dutv

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•

•
•
•

OSP will be staffed with 1 Correctional Officer and 1 P&P Officer
Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution .
Operate on I.M.S.I. repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
Armed post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION S

Read OSP post orders, Follow rnlcs of engagement as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GRO UP COMMUNICAT IONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

IDOC

1-2

LOCAL
REPEAT

REPEAT

GROUND

DIVJGROUP

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

COMMAND

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

l

DATE

I

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Exterior Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

I

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

0530

TIME

6-12-12

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

~

DIVISION{GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jeesen

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point A (North & South
Sally Port)

LEADER

EMT

Sharp

NUMBER
PERSONS

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

No

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
posted at ICC South Entrance
• SORT Squad Leader and one SORT members
SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
barricades
by
block.off
be
will
• ICC North Entrance
IDs to gain entrance on ICC grounds.
have
• ICC employees must be on the shift schedule and
.
Officer
Entrance
South
with
in
check
must
visitors
• All Parble
list the cOlor, m_ake, mcxlel and license plate of the vehicle will by documented
apptoved
a
On
be
,vill
visitors
Parole
All
•
.
- -· .
: . _·-- outh-lmtrance--Officer
e(!:
Cen
Command
the
to
activity
• Report all suspicious
on channe l~Il acellplione to contact the Incident Commander.
• SORT will have facility radios operation
occurs, SORT members will notify the person to leave the premises. If the
disruption
ii
or
perimeter,
• rf somi:one Cnters the
r to request law enforcement.
Commande
person refuses, SORT will contact the Incident
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of.Engsme ~ent:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defen se when they are in imminent
or death .

..

Follci\.'/ing any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the Subject who was a threa't
Notify the Group Supervisor ,
InJuries first.
Provide neces~ary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

502

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

l

DATE

l

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-2012

DATE

0600-1400

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

Shift commander on

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken Bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Dutv

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

No

2

Rear Sally port staff

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Operate according to normal post orders with special exceptions:
l\lcdical team will communicate with facility upon arrival .
.
Rear sally port officers "ill inspect the medical vehicle but will not check the IDs of the medical personnel
•
Coroner's van will be searched and IDs checked
Ambuhince will be searched and IDs checked .
Ambulance will be t'scorted to F-Block
Rear sally nort officers will ooerate on 11\ISI radio frcoucncy

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read rear sally p011 post orders. Do not check IDs of medical vehicle personnel.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION
SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

.

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/G ROUP
External Security
Group

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIG NMENT LIST
4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

6/12/2012

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Lt. B Kimmel

GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCE S ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R
Joint Infonnation Center Security

EMT

Sgt. BCrowl

4

Team
Traffic control team
Emergency Transport Team

Check In
TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

Shift TIME

NIA

0300

0330

Chris Clark

2

!vehicle

0300

0330

Cpl. Steve Strope

6

Assigned
vehicles

0530

0600

Sgt. E. Blair

2

I vehicle

0400

0430

Media tmnsport Team

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

JIC entrance.
Traffic control team will provide a pilot car from the complex entrance to the JIC and post at the
Emergency Transport team will conduct relief in place for the other 2 teams of the group.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIO NS

111e Joint Infonnation Center will be staffed at 0330 hrs and Open to media at 0400hrs.
Staff will park ears in the forth est parking lot from the media staging area.
Staff tnust remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO.
All staff assigned to the external security group will be in class A unifonn.

9. DIVISION/G ROUP COMMUNIC ATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I DATE

I

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Dignitary Tral1Sport

1. BRANCH

I

ASSIGN MENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

DATE

TIME

June 12

0900?-1200?

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER
ISP Major Ked
Wills

EMT

Digllitary Transport

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

I (transp. 3
dienitaries)

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

-

-

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communications will be by cell p h o ~

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
'

FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ'.

FUNCTION

7

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

REPEAT
'

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE
5/24/2012

I

TIME

'
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ASSIGNMENT LIST (ICS 204)
3,

2. Operational Period:

1. Incident Name:
Leavitt Execution

Date To: 6/12/2012
Time To: 1430

Date From: 6/12/2012
Time From: 0600

Branch Director:

Division: Facility

Contact Number(s )

4. Operations Personnel: Name
Operations Section Chief:

Branch: SBWCC

-

Jeff Zmuda
Brandon Phillips

Division/G roup Superviso r: Donald Peebles

5. Resources Assigned:

'
Group:
6102

U)

-~
C

0

0

QJ

'I!,

a..

Contact (e.g., phone, pager, radio
frequencv , etc.)

Resource Identifier

Leader

Unit 1

Chris Dupea

2

6301 or 6317

Unil2

Ami Nunes

2

6100 or 6101

Response and
Escort (RIE)

Jackie Hernande z

1

Radio 1617

Outside Patrol
(OSP)

Christina Boulay

1

Medical

Kathy Lynch

2

Food Service

Scott Spackman

2

Clinician

Sherri Carpenter

1

Operation

IMSI

--

Staging Area: SICI

.

Reporting Location,
Special Equipmen t and
Supplies, Remarks, Notes,
Informatio n

6114

Arrives at 1000

6312
6111

6. Work Assignments:
e4aeility~llcaemain--<Jns;e<sUre<istaltls
No volunteers will b.e allowed a.ccess.
No programming will be provided the day of the execution.
or state will be cancelled.
All non-emergency transports, to include medical, county,
th
2012.
,
12
June
on
work
to
No off-site workers will be .allowed
All outside movements will be escorte.d.
be assigned to patrol around the perimeter of SBWCC. This post will be an unarmed post.
A perimeter patrol
notify the Division Supervisor.
will
When off-site, they
Laundry Service wtllbe cancelled for the day.
Food Service will use offenders froni Unit 2.
Staff will complete an !CS. 214 form.

·will

.

.•.

7. Special lns.tructi6ns:
Slaff will complete thirty minute tier checks.
Di.visi.on Supervisors and clinicians will conduct unit checks every two hours.
Offenders will be escorted between the units.
.,
.,
Linft 2 will send one tier at a time for dining.
;~ :
times.
scheduled
during
dayrooms
!he
to
Offe.nders will have access
All media request will be sent to the Branch Director.

,·
"

8. ComITlunicatioris (radio and/or phone contact rlUmbers needed for this assignment):
PrimaIY Cootact: indicate cell, Qager, Or radio (fregU:engy/s~stem/channel)
Name/Function
radio or phone
/ Unit2
Unit 1

RiE

9. Prepared
ICS 204

radio

/ Medical
I

OSP
Clinician

I

by:

- - Position/Title:

Schaffer
Name: Daniel
·..

IAP Page

· ..

,! ..

phone
radio

Deputy Planning Chief_Sig nature:

.

I Date/Time: .61311.2 2012
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'

1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

DATE

06/12/2012

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

I

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

I

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

shift team

NUMBER
PERSONS

Lt. S. House

30

2nd shift team

Lt. B Bulen

60

3 rd shift team

Lt. E Clark

54

Food Service Team

Tyrel Davis

IO

Institutional Support team

DWCobum

II

1st

2100

TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

4

Medical Team

I

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates within ISCI.
A second outside patrol officer will be posted throughout the operational period .
• Secure JSCI from any unnecessmy inmate movements 21 OOhrs the day before the execution to 2 lOOhrs the day of the execution.
• All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movil;;'S will be provided to the inmate population
throughout the evening
• All programming, outside recreation, education, chapel services, paralegal activities, and inmate visiting will cease the day of the
execution.
• Provide for<log program strnctured movements during the e\•ent .
• All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be ceased for the day of the execution .
• ISCI staff will be provided a public statement and communication with public guidelines 72hrs before the execution.
• A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas as needed 0600hrs-2000hrs the
<lay of the execution.
• Safely maintain pendync food preparation operations during the execution with approximately 12 inmates and food service staff
• Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner with controlled feeding in Pcndyne, the day of the execution.
L1undry will be closed the day of the execution, an extended laundry schedule will be provided for the day before and after the
execution.
• Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
• Diabetic and emer2ency medical is.sues will be conducted with controlled movements to building 20.

•
•

•

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT
REPEAT

9

Maint.

GROUND

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

5/28/12

I

TIME

0800
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

ISP Pleasant Valley
Patrol

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

TIME

June 12

DATE

0500-1400

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Sec Leaders below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Steve Richardson

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

ISP Cpl. Gabe
Coleman (OIC)

(June 12, 0500-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"
(June 12, 0800-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

(June 12, 0600-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

/No for alll

Tpr. Dan
Nelson
Tpr. Justin
Klitch
Cpl. Joe
Chandler

Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY

Cpl. John
Vance

Pleasant V.
Rd.backup

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Responsible for high-visibility patrols on Pleasant Valley Rd. Preserve and
enhance public safety Including carrying out law enforcement activities and providing assistance to members of

the public and allied agencies, as appropriate.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY {RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

I

DATE

I

TIME
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Entrance Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution
6-12-2012

DATE

0500 thrn
comoletion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eric Kiehl

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T er~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot I I

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Yes
Yes

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Post begins at 0500hrs, lots open to public at 0600hrs .
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand-held metal detector
Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
leave the premises. If the person refuses, TDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trt'-'>passing.

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject 'Mlo was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

1 DATE

I

TIME
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGN MENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution

6-11-12 thtu
completion

DATE

TIME

2230

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Patrol Perimeter of SIC! compound .
Operate on SIC] repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

CO!.IMANO

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

l

DATE

I TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Exterior Perimeter Group

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Lcavitte #23081 Execution

6-11 thru612-12

DATE

2230 thru
completion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ter!}:'. Kirkham

Jay Christensen

DIVISION{GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observation Post I

2

Fixed Observation Post II

2

Fixed Observation Post III

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol 111

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of /DOC property

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observe and report any breach of JDOC property or suspicious acLivity to Division Group
Do not engage and with Individuals
LE will be dispatched to respond

Vehicles will have one PO and one IDOC staff member
If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an !DOC employee needs to notify the person
to leave the premises. If the person refuses, JDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespasslng.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:

When the staff member has a reasonable belief that the subject poses an imminent danger and
possesses the ability, means, and opportunity to cause death or great bodily injury to the staff
member or to another person.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

GROUND
TOAIR

TAPPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

I

TIME
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

-----

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

------

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Please read:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Please bring:
----

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

---

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign !AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Demobilization Checkout

Employee#

Name

Time:

Date: 06/12/12

Event: Leavitt 23081 Execution

Assignment or Assignments

Time Out

Time in
Unit leader Responsible for Performance:

Unit/Personnel
Have each section completed and form submitted to Demobilization leader
Logistics:
Equipment Unit:
Communication Unit:
Planning:
Documentation
Unit:
Check In/Out recorder:
Other:
Injuries:
Yes: Work comp completed by

Received

Human Resource:
I would like to receive/att end CISM debrief information .
I decline to attend a CISM debrief at this time.

Initial

I have received the staff support information .

Initial

Initial

Remarks/Comments:

Demobilization Unit Leader Signature:
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report/ Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

To:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

June 25, 2012

Re:

Leavitt 23081 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Richard
Leavitt #23081 on 06/12/12 at 1000hrs.
The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
--reconim enaat1on s for improvement for use in planning s1m1lar events inlne future.
We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report I Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution
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Section 1: Incident Overview
Incident Details
Incident Name:

Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

06/08/12 1800 hrs.

Incident End Time:

06/12/12 2200 hrs.

Location:

South Boise Complex

Command and General Staff
Name

-

_- -

-_

Title

-- --_

.

-

-

Director

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations

Josh Tewalt
Theo Lowe

Position
-

-_

-____

·-

--

- -

•

Incident Commander

Brent Reinke

Jeff Zmuda

-_

,·.

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Executive Financial Officer

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Al Ramirez

CWC Operations Manager

Randy Blades

Warden

Terry Kirkham

Warden

Johanna Smith

Warden

Ken Bennett

Deputy Warden

Brandon Phillips

Lieutenant

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Deputy Incident Commander
Operations Section Chief
Operations Section Chief
Finance/ Admin Section Chief
Planning Section Chief
Logistics Section Chief
<execution Branch Director -SICI Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director
IMSI Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Director
Public Information Officer

particmatmg F•ac1T.
lt!es an dO n,aniza tions
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution
South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correctional Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District
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Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Objectives
•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities will operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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Leavitt 23081 Execution

Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative

st
On Dec. 19, 1985 Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder. He was
sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued on May 17, 2012 with Leavitt scheduled to be
executed at 1000 on June 12, 2012 by lethal injection.
The execution of Richard Leavitt was completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada
County Coroner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at 1027hrs on June 12, 2012.

Incident Review

The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Leavitt 23081 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a success.
Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending their
expertise and resources.

Planning Phase

The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordination from several
agency partners as well as a large contingent of IDOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Richard Leavitt started four weeks before the execution. There were meetings
held_ooce a week witb botb_o_ur agenc_y_p_artners_and. ourmm_mamLand genewl staff_groups for
the first three weeks. The forth week we held two Command and General Staff meetings and
one Agency Representative meeting, with an additional meeting with both groups the day prior
to the execution. Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an incident action plan was
developed for each of the three operational periods.
•

•

•

•

The first situation report was sent to our agency partners six weeks in advance of the
execution. Our agency partners have requested to be notified earlier if possible.
Recommendation - IDOC will send out periodic situation reports to keep our agency
partners informed of any potential timelines for an execution.
The command and general staff should begin the planning process earlier. We started about
five weeks prior to the execution with the IAP finalized the day prior to the scheduled
execution.
Recommendation - The schedule needs to be adjusted so that the IAP is completed 7-10
days ahead of time. Deadlines should be identified for revisions to the IAP.
The Command and General Staff meetings started with Branch Directors and above. As the
planning process progressed more and more individuals were invited to attend.
Recommendation - Command and General Staff should identify and involve their teams
earlier. They need to either invite their individual team members, or be responsible to inform
their individual teams of duties and ensure progress. The list of these key personnel is
necessary for completion of a phone list, organization chart, and meal list.
The Phone List took a long time to finalize. This causes issues for other people in the
planning process.
Recommendation - The phone list should be assigned early on to ensure completion
earlier on in the process.
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•

•

There was some confusion with the CERT team regarding their expected role. They
planned to have one squad on site for 16 hours. Command had requested three separate
squads spanning a 24 hour period.
Recommendation - A special planning meeting should be scheduled with the specialty
teams to clarify roles and expectations for the event.
FCRT Team did not feel they were well briefed in advance of the operation.
Recommendation - The FCRT team leader for the southern team should be included in the
planning process.

Operational Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0600 hours the day of the execution, demonstrators did not
arrive until 0900hrs. The demonstrators quickly dispersed upon notification that the execution
was complete. The execution itself went as planned.
Command:
• The addition of the radio briefing was helpful. A radio briefing was provided on the hour and
a written briefing was posted at the bottom of the hour. This kept our staff well informed of
our progress.
• Wednesday is a better execution day, rather than Tuesday, because of the quick turnaround
at the beginning of the week.
• During the event a family member of one of the victims was allowed access to the command
post.
Recommendation - The command post should be limited to command and general staff
only. Potentially a TV could be made available for staff in the lobby.
• IDOC Command Center heard the execution was complete after the media.
Recommendation - All media releases should be approved by command prior to release to
the media.
• Some staff were released prior to approval from command.
Recommendation - Command should notify all areas when demobilization begins,
following a demobilization plan.
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Operations Section:
Exterior Perimeter:
•

There was confusion with whom external security was supposed to report lo. They were
assigned different people based on the operational period.
Recommendation - Terry Kirkham recommends that Jay Christensen be the primary
contact for all shifts, rather than changing from ISCI shift commander to Tim Higgins to Jay
Christensen.

Demonstr ator Lots:
•

The 4 hour shifts in the demonstrator lots created some scheduling issues and confusion.
Recommendation - 4 hour shifts could be eliminated unless there is inclement weather.
During inclement weather a small relief factor could be used to allow staff to get to get out of
the weather for a break.

Staging:

The phone line that swing shift was provided to call in on was the shift commander's
number. It created confusion.
Recommendation - There should be a line dedicated to staging.
• Only one maintenance person was deployed from staging. There were 20-30 people,
including external partners available. Additionally, there was only a small contingent of
security staff in staging.
__ Recomme ndation~T his appears to_bean appropriate number, if the[ewas_ anincident .
There may need to be a larger contingent of security staff made available in staging.

•

Media Center:
•

•

•

•

Some media outlets only had one representative that needed to be transported to and from
the demonstrator lots and media center.
Recommendation - Media center needs a van, rather than a pilot car, to transport media to
demonstrator lots.
The media center did not have a floor. The media was forced to set up their equipment on
the dirt floor. This caused some mechanical issues, as well as a trip hazard.
Recommendation - The media center needs a floor, even if it's canvas.
The Media representatives were asked to fill out a background check. Some use stage
names and are not comfortable providing their real name.
Recommendation - Since the majority of the media is not provided access to any secure
are of the complex, backgrounds may not be necessary. They will need to request
attendence and show their media credentials to gain entrance. Background checks could be
limited to media that are selected to witness the execution.
The generator lights rented for this event cost $100 a day each.
Recommendation - !DOC should consider putting in permanent lights in the parking lot, if
we intend to continue using this area as the media center. It may save cost in the long run.
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SIC!:
•
•

Facility ran well.
The information provided for which staff from CFRT were assigned to the event was not
complete. It did not include what area, or squad they were from. They were randomly
assigned without knowledge of the issues it could cause.
Recommendation - CFRT should be provided a list of the positions needing coverage, and
CFRT can assign their team members to the posts.

!SCI:
•

•

It is expensive for ISCI to feed in-house.
Recommendation - ISCI could feed the offenders using controlled movements. Breakfast
would be completed prior to the execution and lunch would not start until it is completed.
Offenders would all be secured during the execution.
The Parole Commission chose not to cancel parole hearing the day of the event. ICC
assisted by hosting the parole hearings for ISCI to limit the traffic into the event area.
Recommendation - This worked well. This process should be used again, if this issue
arises.

IMS!:
•
•
•

A written briefing was posted once the execution was complete. However, many staff didn't
have access to a computer and were not promptly notified.
Recommendation -A radio announcement at IMSI would have notified staff quickly at IMSI
and cleared up any confusion.
There were about 47 people in the conference room for the mandatory CISM debrief
following the execution. This is too large a group for an effective debrief.
Recommendation - Escort, Observation, J Block teams etc. required to go to CISM should
be required to attend a separate briefing to manage numbers. The rest of the facility should
not be mandated to attend.

SBWCC:
•

Facility had no issues of note during the event.

Finance and Admin Section:
•
•

•

Deployment checklist was cumbersome, but important. There were only a few odds and
ends that needed to be completed following the execution.
Time sheet reporting was better, but is still a bit challenging.
Recommendation - Theo will request a list of all staff eligible for ONL from each of the
areas.
It was beneficial to have Al Ramirez as a purchasing authority this time.
Recommendation - This process should be repeated.
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Planning Section:
•

•

•
•
•

•

The Check In/Out at SBWCC program building was a success. Staff were able to quickly
check in, get a copy of the IAP. Upon check out they were sent in waves to prevent any
bottleneck. This provided good accountability of staff.
The facilities were never notified when the CISM debriefings would be held.
Recommendation - Planning needs to publish the CISM debrief schedule in advance of
the event.
There was no CISM team member present at check out to provide diffusing if requested.
Recommendation - CISM should assign one member to check out to ensure the well being
of staff as they check out of the incident.
There was some confusion with staff reporting to the incident at check in. They were not
clear as to what equipment they needed and where to get it. They were also not sure where
to report to get a briefing.
Recommendation - All equipment should be issued at check in, to include vehicles.
Someone should be assigned to check-in to provide a briefing to responders at each shift.
There was an error with the external security maps. The maps had positions marked, which
had changed without planning's knowledge.
Recommendation - Planning will work with those responsible for perimeter security to
ensure the maps are accurate.

Logistics:

•
•

•

•

Accountability of equipment issued for this event was well managed. Upon completion
event equipment was inventoried and stored in F-Block for future events.
There was one generator that was not refueled prior to pick-up. This entailed a $150
charge. This was due to a scheduling error. Maintenance understood the generators would
be picked up the day after the event. However, the timeline changed the day of the event,
and maintenance was not notified.
Recommendation - Logistics had a good plan in place to manage this. In the future the
time.line should not be changed based on the early completion of the event.
The food team was assigned a small pick-up to complete their tasks. With 200 people
assigned to the event it was not large enough to accommodate the amount of meals
needing pick-up.
Recommendation - A larger vehicle should be assigned to the food unit to manage their
duties.
Only the staff on dayshift on the day of the execution were scheduled to be provided a meal.
Other staff came expecting a meal, but were not provided one.
Recommendation - The staff on graves and swings on the day of the execution should be
provided a meal.
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (!DOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The !DOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of !DOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31 /12
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012
1400

Operational Period (1430hrs 06/11112 to 0630hrs 06/12112

2230

Check-In Opens
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
the duration of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers
d,_.
e
t
s
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o
Offender Phones will be disabled b,,... for the duration of the event

2230

CERT, CNT, and CFRT go on stand-by.

1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

06/12112
0330
0400
0400
0430
0515
0530
0530
0530
0545
0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
0630
0730
0730
0800
0800
0800

to.r

Staff Briefing Posted
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens
Staff Briefing Posted
Command will be stood up at IMSI
Staging Opens
Slaff Briefing Posted
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
Briefings will be ·held at staging for all exterior positions
Operational Period (0600hrs 06/12112 to 2230hrs. 06/12112)
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Communications Center isJuJly op_ernt,ional
CERT Squads 2&3 p o s f ~ n relief of Squad 1.
ICC and CWC SICI Checkpol~(s
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public

,:i'pen

Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
BPD Mob and Crowd Control T earn Stages at PRC
Director's Media Briefing
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Stage near the Execution Unit.
Offenders due to top on Jan 12 are transported off site

0945

Transports for Parole Hearings completed
Attorney Genernl arrives at IMSI
Staff Briefing Posted
WrtnessesArrive - To include Media
Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms

1000
1030

the Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted

0800
0800
0830
0900

1100

Meals Delivered

1130

Director's Media. Briefing
Notify Staging whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging

1130
1130
1145
1200

of

Staff Briefing P~sted
Swing-shift Staff Begin Call-in
Denionstralor Lots will be cleared and closed

1300

Staff Briefing Posted
Stagi_ng may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
Media Center Clos_es

1400

Demobii'izaiion Begins

1230
1300
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Idaho Department of
Correction

Memo
To:

Staff and Volunteers

From: Kevin Kempf, Chief of Prisons
Date: December 7, 2012
Re:

New Facility Access Procedures

In an effort to enhance the safety and security of our facilities and reduce the
introduction of contraband, you will see a change in the way personal items will be
carried in and out of IDOC operated prisons.
The department will be supplying all staff and volunteers with a see-through-mesh
bag to carry in personal items that are allowed by policy, into the facilities. Staff and
volunteers will be required to use the bags beginning January 15, 2013. After that
date staff and volunteers will no longer be allowed to bring in backpacks, coolers,
purses, briefcases, or any other container that conceals the contents within. Staff
may be allowed to bring these items in to an area such as administration, locker
rooms, etc. as designated in writing by the facility head. Refrigerators will be placed
within the institutions to keep your perishable items cold. Food items brought into the
facility need to be in see-through plastic containers as well.
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 510.02.01 .001, Facility Access, identifies what
is allowed and is not allowed to be brought into facilities. You may want to review this
SOP to ensure you are in compliance. As a reminder, staff and volunteers will not
bring more than $50 cash, cell phones or other electronics, workout clothing, or nonwork related materials into the secure areas of a correctional facility. Personal items
should be limited and are subject to search. Items that are issued by the department
for use in the performance of departmental duties, such as laptop computer bags, will
be allowed.
Thank you in advance for you cooperation in making sure that our facilities remain a
safe and secure place for our staff, volunteers, offenders, and members of the public.

1
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR

To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:

a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is

contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31/12
Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketch

2. Prepared by: (name) \CIO

INCIDENT BRIEFING

ICS 201-CG
Time: 0700
Dale: 06/01/12
impacted
trajectories,
results,
(include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the Incident site/area, over flight
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
ICIO
4. Current Situation:
st
Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
\Vas sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction.

The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12, 2012 at 1000hrs.,
during designated time period (2100
ICIO is responsible for managing ICIO and have the Northern Region CERT and CNT on standby
out).
carried
Is
hours before the day of the execution to 2100 hours after the sentence

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO
Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives:
Facility Operations

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

ICIO will go on modified restricted status starting at 2110hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution the day of the execution.
All offenders will be restricted to their unit and assigned work areas.
Limited programming will be provided beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for
a period of 48 hours. No programming that requires offenders to exit their housing unit or
immediate classrooms adjacent to the housing units (education, visitation, religious
activities, outside recreation, etc. .. ). ICIO's TC & SOTP programs will continue with
programming on the housing units.
All offender meals will be served in the dining hall in McKelway Hall, Givens Hall and
offenders assigned to A-Block will be served their meal trays and eat their meals in the ABlock dayrooms or in their cells. Since feeding does not require exiting the building they
will be served the regularly scheduled meals.
Laundry and food service workers will be allowed to work. No other offender work
assignment will be allow for ICIO secured and unsecure units, except for special project
work crews (trail, ITO, Lewiston, etc ... ).
All Department of Public Works projects will be allowed to continue their contractual work
requirements (McKelway Hall food service/laundry, Givens Hall HVAC, and Maintenance
Build construction).
Offenders will be allowed the ability to access their unit dayrooms following the inmate
living guide rules.
Medical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offsite
appointments
Limited off-site workers will be allowed to leave directly supervised by !DOC special
project staff.
Emergency transports only on the day of the execution.
All outside offender movements will be limited and requires the operational section chief
approval. All outside offender movement shall be directly supervised.

•

Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing.
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the
execution.

•

Normal vender delivery to the facility will be authorized.

•

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by; (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Exterior Patrols
The ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all security checks/inspections
are being completed (by each shift using the normal assigned staff) for the perimeter fence
and perimeter fence detection systems for the secured and unsecured perimeters.
Observe and report any breach of IDOC property or suspicious activity to Division
Supervisor.
Outside patrol will be instructed not to engage with citizen group activities outside of the
perimeter boundaries of ICIO. ICIO outside patrol shall contact central control and inform
central control of all activities outside and within the boundaries of ICIO.
Law Enforcement will be called to handle any non IDOC offender situations.

•

•
•

•

Interior Patrols
ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all normal security
inspections/checks are performed and all unit supervisors are in their assigned unit to
assist in the supervision of offenders.

•

Check-in/out
•

Individuals must be on the approved schedule/list to gain entrance

•

Everyone will be logged in/out on the facility approved list, verifying time of entry/exit.

•

All individuals must present photo ID

•

Class "B" will be the appropriate uniform

•

The ICIO branch operational section chief shall report all suspicious activity to the Division
Supervisor.

Demonstrator Lots
•
•

ICIO will not allow any demonstrators to be on IDOC/ICIO property to demonstrate
against or for the execution.
ICIO will contact local law enforcement concerning all demonstrators.

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Operations Section Cbief SBX
Jeff Zmuda

I

l

ICIOs B1·anch
Shift Connnander
.

Entrance Gronp
Sergeant

r

Check in/out Team
Entrance Officer

.

I

. I

Central Control
.

1 Correctional Officer

.

.

.

i

[

Exterior Patrol Group
Outside Patrol Officers as assigned

Emergen cy Perimete r Posts

.

.l

ICIO uniform staff as assign

.

.·
.

1
I

I

i

7

•

.•

I

I

,
Interior Patrol Group
ASC

.

Patrol Team I
Response & Escort Officer

.

r
.

Facility Gronp
Shift Commander
ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
-

--

Date: 06/01/12
-

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

-

ICIOBranch
Shifl Connnander

-

-

-

-

Facility Group
Shift Conunander

--

-

Entrance Oftlcer (0600-2200)
1 Correctional Officer

-

--

-

-

OSP
1 Correctional Officer

-

-

Control
1 Correctional Officer
-

l\kKelway Hall (Bl, B2, Cl & C2)
4 Correctional Officers
-

-

--

------

A-Block
3 Floor Officers and I Control Booth Officer

-- -

-

-

Givens Hall
1 Cor1·ectional Officer

-

--

-

--

-·-

Food Service
2 Food Service_ Officers- 1 Food Service Supervisor
-

-

-

Laumlry (0600-1400)
I intermittent. Correctional Officer

-

-

Givens Hall Special Projects
Special project staff as assigned

.

-

-

-

-

Response and Escol't
2 Correctional Officer per shift
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Clinicians (0600-1800)
2 Clinicians
---

-

-•

!CS 201-CG (pg 5 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary
Resource
Identifier

Resource

Time: 0700

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

OnScene

ETA

NOTES: (Localion/AssignmenVStatus)

(X)

Adamson

Conner

6345

Officer

Alberts

William

1052

Officer

Aldrich

Randv

1054

Officer

Alldrin

Kenneth

1198

Officer

Anderson

Amy

2790

Lieutenant

Ashford

Laura

9513

Assistant

Ausmus

Shelly

8040

Specialist

Barcus

Bryon

0487

Officer

Barlev

Haily

6343

Officer

Legal
Rehab

Deputy
Barlow-Hust

Noel

5986

Warden

Barnes

Floyd

1132

FS Officer

Barrett

Bryan

8626

Officer

Bartz

Michael

5184

Officer

Bauer

Mark

3086

Sergeant

Bearden

Larry

1365

Specialist

Beauchamp

Clifton

0258

Officer

Benson

Gordon

6150

Officer

Bentley

Kartrina

4943

CMS Nurse
Practitioner

Berrv

Janice

0071

RN

Blanford

Matthew

0145

Officer

Bonner

Kenneth

6587

Officer

Bromund

David

9574

CMS

Brewer

Scott

3461

Sergeant

Burgess

Candie

9038

Officer

Burke

Kelly

6972

Officer

Bvbee

Daniel

8616

Sergeant

Carlin

Terema

3716

Warden

Carlson

Dvna

8447

CMS

Clement

Shelli

7793

FS Officer

Cochran

Tammv

4744

RN

Cooner

Barbara

6151

Officer

Cooner

Michael

6149

Officer

Cox

Elizabeth

9617

Officer

Crandall

Mark

6462

Officer

Rehab

ICS 201-CG (pg 6 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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Execution of Richard Leavitt

Crouch

James

3951

IT

Cumminqs

Beckv

9554

PSR

Curtis

Brian

6146

Officer

Curtis

Mike

4806

Officer

Danielson

Eric

0796

CMS

Darrah

Donald

5640

Officer

Davidson

Kathv

6159

Officer

Davidson

Robert

1496

FS Supervisor

Davis

Donald Jr.

4250

Officer

Davis

Chervl

4248

Officer

Dike

Martha

7893

Officer

Downen

Jerri

0650

Admin. Asst. 1

Fernandez

Jack

3497

Officer

Flemina

Crvstal

1274

Officer

Francisco

Andrea

4745

CMS

French

Robert

4263

Lieutenant

Frve

Aiden

1361

Officer

Fudae

Janet

9978

Officer

Gebhart

Wendv

8687

Clinician

· """GehrRe

Tinaa

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

---

-3806-

-- -

GMS-Adm in~-

Gholson

Frank

7968

Officer

Given

Jennv

9019

DARS

Goard

Darvl

7982

Officer

Drav

Darrel

7967

Officer

Griffiths

Steven

1358

Officer

Gunn

Beniamin

1821

Sergeant

Gunn

Beniamin Jr.

0147

Officer

Haale

Zackerev

1221

Officer

Hall

Zacharv

7548

Officer

Hardv

Danielle

9994

Instructor

Hartnett

Randv

8874

Corporal

Hasenoehrl

Dwaine

4275

Sergeant

Heckathorn

Weslev

0933

Corporal

Hernandez

Amelia

5913

FS Officer

Heun

Greaorv

5725

Lieutenant

Hiaains

Randall

1945

Sergeant

Hiaht

Maraaret

8623

Officer

---

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG
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2. Prepared by: (name) \CIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Hiskett

Michael

4283

Corporal

Hossack

Michael

6465

Officer

Hull

Richard

2023

Instructor

Hutchinson

Julie

7416

Records

Jackson

Ronald

8401

Officer

Jeanblanc

Ronald

7966

Officer

Jones

William

7535

Officer

Kaufmann

Diane

9473

RN

Kimble

Linda

6458

Officer

Kina

David

7133

Instr. Asst.

Larsen

Christooher

9506

Officer

Layne

Brenda

6564

Sergeant

Lichti

Jason

8875

Corporal

Lovely

Terri

4317

Officer

Lunders

Adena

9748

PRS

Lvnch

Kristi

6940

Sergeant

Manful!

Christooher

2314

Bldg. Supt.

Marble

William

9024

Officer

Martinez

Jesus

6075

Corporal

Martinez

Mallorv

8335

Officer

McIntosh

Brandon

0896

Clinician

McIntosh

Richard

5898

Corporal

Mikesell

Gordon

0714

Officer

Miller

Dustin

0261

Officer

Miller

Kimberly

6519

CMS

Munden

Gale

0535

Warden

Nelsen

Terry

5200

Officer

Newell

Dannv

3311

Officer

Olesen

Francis

6923

Officer

Owens

James

0490

Officer

Palazzo

Francis

1212

CMS

Pascoe

Bobby

1355

Officer

Pedersen

Branden

7275

Officer

Powers

Dane

0647

Sergeant

Price

Kelly

0166

Officer

Rado

Fernando

1276

Officer

Reed

Coleen

0441

Admin. Asst. 2

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Deputy
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Reisenauer

Catherine

9213

Officer

Remade

Stacy

3649

Officer

Runne

John

4379

Officer

Rvan

Quinton

0829

Officer

Samson

Marcus

9977

LPN

Schmidt

Robert

9857

OARS

Schultz

Christooher

9839

Officer

Schweller

Paul

2879

Sergeant

Seeley

Barbalisa

6418

Comm.

Shriver

Kenneth

3773

Lieutenant

Somerlot

Timothy

6347

Officer

Spauldin!l

Donald

4026

Officer

Spence

Audrey

6236

Inst. Asst

Spence

Robert

6398

Officer

Stammer

Darcell

2995

PSR

Stephenson

Georgette

9821

CMS Admin.
Sec.

Stuffing

Stanley

3034

FS Officer

Summers
---

--

---

Maint.

4402

Denny
-- -

5133

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

---

--

-- -

Admin. Asst. 1

Summerton

Susan

Tackett

Terri

1231

Clinician

Telecky

Brent

6585

Officer

Thrall

Tim

0651

CMS

Thomas

Robert

3101

Officer

Walker

Ruth

1210

Chaplin

Warren

Larry

3236

Officer

Welch

Connie

0874

CMS

Welch

Frank

3264

Lieutenant

West

Brandon

5645

Officer

White

Orene

4417

Corporal

Whitesell

John

3292

Officer

Wilkinson

Scott

0511

Officer

Wirgau

Karen

3325

PRS

Wolff

Tyler

0489

Corporal

York

Rory

4093

CMS

--

- -

-------

--

----

-
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

PRIMARY EVACUATION SITE

~-

c::, -

,.:._

n
Rec .Yat'd

Pedmater Security

ICS 201-CG (pg 10 of 4) (Rev

INCIDENT BRIEFING
4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Dale: 05/16/12

Time: 0800

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

3. Map/Sketch

,•·>;,;/}'

:,,

Richard Leavitt 23081

Execution Plan
4. Current Situation:
st
Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 \Vas convicted of l Degree Niurder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in Blackfoot,
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed to the custody of

Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained the week of May 14 to May 18, 2012, with the potential
execution scheduled for June 12, 2012 at l000hrs.

I of 4) (Rev 4/04)
IDOC000265

ICS 201-CG (pg

INCIDENT BRIEFING

Page 406

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Date: 05/16112

5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Time: 0800

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

-----------------~--------1

Management Objectives:
•

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 19-2716,
and 19-2718;

•

Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the prison in
which it occurs;

•

Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;

•

Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to minimize the
impact on the community and the state of Idaho;

•

Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;

•

Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;

•

Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the time that
the offender is executed;

•

Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capital
punishment in a lawful manner; and

•

Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of the law by
any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.

Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho Department of
Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

!CS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

Time: 0800

Date: 05/16112

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Innfil!!1
Coiiitn.inde[
Ikrot,Reinke
~

K~fu_Kempf

f!!.!!l!!
fof(!tm11lon

-

Officer
Jeff Ray

I

I

I

I

I

Optratiolls«t. lon

l'l.tnnlng Sef:tlon

µJgUtics Section

Operalio11- Srttlon

JdfZrouda

Randy\'alley_

Finance and
Ad111in_
Thoo l,owi:

AfJtamir,:-L

JmhT,:wnlt
-

-

-

--

~ICJDranch
~

-

JMSIJkaMh

IS:C! §mnth
~

-

I

SBWCCI!nud !

E-ncu11on Brnud1

Din-ctof_. _

u.~in~

JohanmSmith

Teny Kidhiiu

---- -

-

Diredor

Randy Db.ks

--

-

. EJ}lram:r Grynp
--

'

.

Medl-,!Cffiter
'

!1r"!!Y.l!

'

-

- -- -

- --

I

I

I

I

I

-

CEBTBrll[!t!.!

Lt.Bulb'

Mtdka1Ttam

-

ll<nlli

-

r

-

~

£APPI!ranch

-

!llrw9I
Ud.l!ll'en

-

-

.

-

JtfBunch
~:

Tllll \\'~ler
-

fus.qrtleam

l~CI t·i!cllitr _..,

SI(::;fficliifr"

-

i;,,,,m

-

Bcmonre G[ona

-

fidmetet Groun

--

'"'

=

-

~

-

.

-

U".:IOBt,Anch
-

Tet"etil.1.Cadin

-

N(l'I_I!,:.inch

.

r\\'i:;cnraad!

J!inttru:" ..

L)nnGuytt

-

frrn Woolf.

SAWtBranrh .,

-

Ste1;eLillk
-
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/16/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Time: 0800

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

OnScene
ETA

(X)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

NOTES: (Location/Assignment/Status)

!CS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketch

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley
Time: 0700
Date: 06/01112

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

trajectories, impacted shorelines,
(include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the incident site/area, overflight results,
status)
response
and
or other graphics depicUng situational

Execution Plan

PWCC
4. Current Situation:
st
Elg in Blackfoot,
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree l\Iurder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
of Correction,
t
Departmen
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
12/19/1985
on
Idaho. He was sentenced to Death

The Idaho Departmen t of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12, 2012 at l000hrs.,

5, medical,
In preparatio n for this event we will go into a main facility lockdown to include units 2, 3, 4,
the mood
assess
will
we
ops
education , recreation and kitchen from 0700-0900. Before returning to normal
to go to
allowed
be
will
release
and
crew
on
of the facility. Unit One will be normal operation s. Offenders out
work.

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Current Actions: ·
•

The schedule for all shifts will be minimal; we may want to consider hiring over, or
setting up a volunteer list for four hours to cover outside patrol.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

Cancel Unit 3 Thursday visiting for the 0930-1145 hour block

Initial Response Objectives:
•

A Total Recall will be announced at 0645. Count will follow at 0700. After completing
count, the facility will remain in lock down until 0900. Turn off offender phones.
OCP workers will be allowed to remain on post, and will be out counted. They will
have to extend their work hours by two hours.

•

Start out side patrol at 0630. Have the road blocked leading into the facilty on state
property, set perimeter limit access to parking lot 0630

•

Establish A and B Team response teams.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

At 0600 fruit will be served on unit to offenders before 0645 lock down, if still in lock
down brunch will be served on unit. This a Holiday meal schedule. 0900 call Kitchen
workers to kitchen

•

Pill call should be completed to all units before 0645. Unit four pill call will be held
on unit.

•

Keep staff and offenders informed.

•

Determine the potential growth if a disturbance begin's

•

Assess the risk to the facility, the inmates and the staff

Plan of action to resolve emergency Civil Disorder:
•

Consider law enforcement resolutions.

•

Consider CERT tactical resolutions.

•

Consider voluntary compliance resolutions.

•

Issue orders to cease activities

•

Uninvolved and voluntary compliance civilians escorted out of the affected areas.

•

Isolate, identify, and debrief civilians, if appropriate.

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Note: All positions are 24 hour staffing requirements except as noted .

.

Incident Command
Shift cortrtnander Day shift

'
•

Sgt.Ashby
..

.

PIO Jeff Ray

..

I

I

Normal Ops
B-team Leader

.
.

.

.·

.

Perimeterteam - A team

Control
.

.
-----

. ..

Emergency Ops
A-team Leader

...

-

.

.

Medical Unit leader

Food Service

.

.

..

Daily Staff Schedule for Unit
Officers

Escort Team

.

..

B-Team Staff will be utilized for
inside Escorts, Counts, and
secondary response team

Transport Team

.

..

.

Demobilization Unit

!

..

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700
OnScene

ETA

(X)

NOTES: (Location/Assignment/Status)
Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Cpl. Greeson

Property Officer

PWCC

C/0 Gillette

Visiting Officer

PWCC

C/0 Fisher

Intake Officer

PWCC

C/0 T. Ashby

Medical Officer

PWCC

Sgt. Trevino

Unit Three Sg!.

PWCC

Does not 1NOrk Holidays

Sgt. Platt

Unit Four Sgt.

PWCC

Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Sgt. Wren

Unit Two and 5
Sgt

PWCC

Does not 1NOrk Holidays, and is off Thursdays, Friday

Does not mrk Holidays, or weekends

Lt. Magagna

Does not work Holidays,

Lt. Genera

Does not work Holidays

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203
1. INC1DENT NAME

ORGANIZA TION ASSIGMENT LIST

2, DATE PREPARED

3. TIME PREPARED

Leavitt Execution

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

10, OPERATIONS SECTION

CHIEF SBX

Jeff Zmuda

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF

CHIEF Outlying Facilities

Josh Tewalt

INCIDENT COMMANDER

Brent Reinke

DEPUTY

Kevin Kempf

a. BRANCH I· Execution

SAFETY OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

INFORMATION OFFICER

Jeff Ray

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

OJVIS!ON/GROUP

LIAISON OFFICER

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

Execution Team

DlVlS!ON/ GROUP

Injection Team

DIVISION/ GROUP

Administrative Team

DIVISION/GROUP

AGENCY

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike Schnieder

Idaho State Police

Steve Richardson

b, BRANCH II- SICI

Idaho State Police

Kedrick Wills

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Boise Police Department

Doug Schoenborn

DEPUTY

Terry Kirkham
Jay Christensen

Bureau of Homeland Security

Fred Apt

DIVISION/GROUP

Exterior Perimeter

Ada County Paramedics

Harry Eccard

DIVISION/GROUP

Entrance

O!VIS10N/GROUP

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP

7. PlANNING SECTION
CHIEF

Randy Valley

DEPUTY

Dan Schaffer

c, BRANCH 111· ISCI
Johanna Smith

RESOURCES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

SITUATION UNIT

DEPUTY

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Media Center

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Operation

·D1\iiSlON/GRdUP -

Effil':r8ency Trilnsport

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY

DEPUTY

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Brett Kimmel

d. BRANCH IV. JMSI

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
CHIEF

Keith Yordy

Chuck Kinkaid

DIVISION/GROUP

SUPPLY UNIT
FACILITIES UNIT

e. BRANCH V • SBWCC

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Brandon Phillips
Jaqaline Braun

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVIS!ON/GROUP

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
MEDICAL UNIT

f. BRANCH V- Immediate Response

FOOD UNIT

Mike Schneider

BRANCH DIRECTOR
DIVISION/GROUP

9, FJNANCE/ADMINISTRAT!ON SECTION
CHIEF

Immediate Response

Theo Lowe

DEPUTY

g. BRANCH V-Crowd Control

TIME UNIT

BRANCH

PROCUREMENT UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Bob Morlan

Doug Schoenborn

□ !RECTOR

Crowd Control

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

h. BRANCH V- State Patrol
Steve Rishardson

BMNCH DIRECTOR
DIVISION/GROUP

Pleasant Va!ley Patrol

PREPARED BY {RESOURCES UNIT}

Randy Valley
IDOC000273
Page 414

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketch

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Date: 05/31/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

(include sketch, shov.ing the total area of operations, the incident site/area, overflight results, trajectories, Impacted
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
NICI
4. Current Situation:

He
Richard Leavitt 2308 l was convicted of l" Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho.
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
985
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1_
The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12, 2012 at lO00hrs.,

!CS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley
Date: 05/31/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

_ _ _ _---l
5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned-'-A=ct=io=n=s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Objectives:
Facility Operations

The facility will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day
prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours.
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution
for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be provided the execution the day of the execution
• Emergency transports only the day of the execution.

•

•

CERT will be placed on standby

•

All off site work crews will be canceled, if they have already been scheduled, and
staff will not schedule any other off site work crews Emergency transports only the
day of the execution

•

The Kitchen will operate normally with minimal offender staffing

•

Access to the administration building will be limited to staff only. The front door will
be locked, the gate to the exterior parking area will be closed.

•

Staffing numbers will remain normal. All scheduled program staff will be on site for
support of security and to meet with any offenders experiencing difficulties.

JCS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 05/31/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)
..
.

Operations Section Chief
Josh Tewalt
.

.

NICI Branch
Lynn Guyer
.
.

Security Group
A. Krieger .

.

..

.

.

.

. Programs Group
B. Lutz
.

Kitchen Group
L Thomason

•

..

- ----

.

.

Medical Group
T. Westfall . .
.

.

.

.

·Education Group
B. Fanner
.

!CS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/31/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

OnETA

Scene
(X)

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenVStatus)

4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
IDOC000277

ICS 201-CG (pg

INCIDENT BRIEFING

Page 418

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketc h

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

results, trajectories, impacted
(include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the incident sitefarea, overflight
status)
response
and
situational
shorelines, or other graphics depicting

,,;,:

""•<.:,.:.::.._.,

Execution Plan
SAWC
4. Current Situation:
st
death of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree :tvlurder in Bingham County for the
nt of Correction.
Departme
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and

2012 at 1000hrs.,
The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12,

ICS 201-CG (pg I of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve LitUe, Warden

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

5, Initial Response_Cl_bjectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives For SAWC:
•

Set up a twelve (12) hour schedule for the day to ensure back up staffing is on
site to address any issues that may arise

•

Cut off all inmate phones at 2100 the day before until 2100 on the day of the
execution

•

All work crews will go to work as scheduled provided everything is calm and
normal in the morning prior to departure

•

Increase staff on the floor in the facility to monitor inmate activities and
temperature of the facility

•

Set up a response team for any incidents that may arise on work crews or in
the facility

•

Instruct Control Officers that we have no comment to callers into the facility
looking for statements

•

Notify local law enforcement and request increased patrols in the vicinity of the
facility

•

Ensure access is more controlled to include using the magnetic lock on the
front door and only allow entry of authorized staff

•

All other functions at SAWC will be business as usual and as low key as
possible

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by; (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 1000

6. Current Organizatio n (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Operations Section Chief SBX
Jeff Zmuda
. .

.

.

.

.

Branch Director
..

.

Units
..

.

'

.·

.

Perimeter Security
.

Response and Escort
.

'

.

,

.

•

..

.Kitchen
.

.

.

..

Mental Health

JCS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
ldenUfier

Steve Little

Warden

Tom Henrie

Lieutenant

Glenn Armstrong

Lieutenant

Paul Young

Sergeant

Mike Janssen

Sergeant

Allen Neff

Sergeant

Dusty Winters

Sergeant

John Young

Corporal

Launa Coonrod

Corporal

Rick Murri

Corporal

Bragg, Harvey

Corr. Officer

Buckley, Trent

Corr. Officer

Hinckley, Aaron

Corr. Officer

Judy,Shaun

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jane

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jason

Corr. Officer

Lehmkuhl, Josh

Corr. Officer

Marley, Heath

Corr. Officer

Moore, Ron

Corr. Officer

Nanney, Chad

Corr. Officer

Winters, Tassi

Corr. Officer

Date
Time
Ordered

Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

OnETA

Scene
(X)

NOTES: (Location/Assignmenl/Stalus)

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST

3. TIME

PREPARED

Rhoades 26864
Execution
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

NAME

POSITION

2. DATE PREPARED

9. OPERATIONS SECTION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
INCIDENT COMMANDER

Brent Reinke

CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DEPUTY

Kevin Kempf

DEPUTY

Josh Tewalt

Jeff Ray

a. BRANCH 1- Execution

SAFETY OFFICER

INFORMATION OFFICER
LIAISON OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

6, AGENCY REPRESENTA TIVES

DIVIS JON/GROUP

Execution Team

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

Injection Team

DIVISION/ GROUP

Mike Schnieder
ACSO
Steve Richardson
ISP
ISP - - · - Kedrick Wills
-Doug Schoenborn
BPD
Fr~d Apt
BHS
Hany Eccard
ACP

DIVISION/GR OUP

~

b. BRANCH 11· SICI
Terry Kirkham

DEPUTY

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GR OUP

Exterior Perimeter

Randy Valley

DIVIS JON/GROUP

Immediate Response

Dan Schaffer
~··

DIVISION/GR OUP

Entrance

DIVISION/GR OUP

Facility

7. PLANNING SECTION
CHIEF
DEPUTY

BRANCH DIRECTOR

RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNrT

-

DOCUMENTA TION UNIT

c. BRANCH 111· ISCI

DEMOBlllZAT/ON UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DEPUTY

--

--

--

--

- --

----

-----

-

-

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GR OUP

Media Center

OUP
DIVISION/GR
-··--.

Fa~lity

DIVISION/GR OUP

Emergency Transport

Brett Kimmel

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
CHIEF

I

d. BRANCH IV - IMS!

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEPUTY

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP
a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Institutional Operation

---Chuck Kinkaid

SUPPLY UNIT

e. BRANCH V- SBWCC

FACILITIES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP

Jaqaline Braun

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GR OUP
DIVISION/GR OUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

COMMUNICA TIONS UNIT

10. FINANCE/ADM INISTRATION SECTION

MEDICAL UNIT

CHIEF

Theo Lowe

FOOO UNIT

DEPUTY

Chrls Sears

TIME UNIT
PROCUREME NT UNIT
COMPENSAT ION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

PREPARED BY {RESOURCES UNIT)

IDOC000282
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ICS Form 205

INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

1. Incident Name;
Leavitt Execution

2. Date(Tlme Prepared: 3. Operational Period

Dateflime:

5-30-12/1000

6-11,12-2012
1430-1430

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
System{Cache

Channel

Function

Frequencyflone

Assignment

Remarks

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

Extemal Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffs Office

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

so2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRTICNT

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

SO2/IDOC 9

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

IDOCJD4

SO2

Command

700mhz

ICP

Radios delivered
11/17/2011

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

lCP

Established I 1/14

5. Prepared by (Communication s Unit)

Cpl. Robertson~ Communicatio ns Unit Leader

IDOC000283
Page 424

ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
1.

Incident Name:
Richard Leavitt Execution

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:
4. ICS Position:

3. Name:

Date To:
Time To:

5. Home Agency (and Unit):

6. Resources Assigned:

ICS Position

Name

Home Agency (and Unit)

7. Activity Log:

Date/Time

Notable Activities

. ...

...

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 1

Position/Title:

Signature:

I Date/Time:
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ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
Date To:
Time To:

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:

1. Incident Name:
7. Activity Log (continuation):

DatefTime

Notable Activities

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 2

PositionfTitle:

Signature:

I Daterrime:
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ICS 214
Activity Log
resources,
Purpose. The Activity Log (JCS 214) records details of notable activities at any ICS level, including single

equipment, Task Forces, etc. These logs provide basic incident activity documentation, and a reference for any afteraction report.
or
Preparation . An ICS 214 can be initiated and maintained by personnel in various JCS positions as it is needed

appropriate. Personnel should document how relevant incident activities are occurring and progressing, or any notable
events or communications.
Unit. All
Distribution . Completed ICS 214s are submitted to supervisors, who forward them to the Documentation
completed original forms must be given to the Documentation Unit, which maintains a file of all JCS 214s. It is
recommended that individuals retain a copy for their own records.
Notes:

•
•

The JCS 214 can be printed as a two-sided form.
Use additional copies as continuation sheets as needed, and indicate pagination as used.

1

Incident Name

Enter the name assigned to the incident.

2

Operationa l Period

Enter the start date (month/day/year) and time (using the 24-hour clock)
and end date and time for the operational period to which the form
applies.

Date and Time From
Date and Time To

•
•
3

Name

4

JCS Position

5

Home Agency (and Unit)

6

Resources Assigned

7

•

Name

•

ICS Position

•

Home Agency (and Unit)

Activity Log

•
•

8

Date/Time
Notable Activities

Prepared by

•
•
•
•

Name
Position/Title
Signature
Date/Time

Enter the title of the organizational unit or resource designator (e.g.,
Facilities Unit, Safety Officer, Strike Team).
Enter the name and JCS position of the individual in charge of the Unit.
Enter the home agency of the individual completing the ICS 214. Enter
a unit designator if utilized by the jurisdiction or discipline.
Enter the following information for resources assigned:
Use this section to enter the resource's name. For all individuals, use at
least the first initial and last name. Cell phone number for the individual
can be added as an option.
Use this section to enter the resource's ICS position (e.g., Finance
Section Chief).
Use this section to enter the resource's home agency and/or unit (e.g.,
Des Moines Public Works Department, Water Management Unit).
Enter the time (24-hour clock) and briefly describe individual notable
activities. Note the date as well if the operational period covers
more than one day.
• Activities described may include notable occurrences or events such
as task assignments, task completions, injuries, difficulties
encountered, etc.
• This block can also be used to track personal work habits by adding
columns such as "Action Required," "Delegated To," "Status," etc.
Enter the name, JCS position/title, and signature of the person preparing
the form. Enter date (month/day/year) and time prepared (24-hour
clock).

•
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships
and Opportunities for Ofl'ender Change"
Brent D. Reinke

C. L. "Butch" Otter
Goyernor

Director

SITREP
REPORTING DATE/TIME:
INCIDENT NAME:

04/27/12 1000hrs

Richard Leavitt 23081 Execution

SITUATION:
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1st Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in
Blackfoot, Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho
Department of Correction.
Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained on or about May 18, 2012, with a
potenial execution on or about June 12, 2012.
Based on this information, the Idaho Department of Correction is requesting your agency's assistance with the
planning and operations as related to this potential execution.
The IDOC would like to begin the planning process May 16, 2012. We will schedule one meeting a week with
agency partners preceding the execution, unless circumstances dictate the need for additional time.
Please respond to Randy Valley, rvalley@idoc.idaho.gov, verifying the point of contact for your respective
agencies.
IDOC will publish another SITREP once a time and place has been confirmed for our first meeting and
timeframes have been established associated with such an event.

PRIORITIES:
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure that the execution
process:
Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 192716, and 19-2718;
Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the
prison in which it occurs;
Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;
Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to
minimize the impact on the community and the state of Idaho;
Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;
Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the
time that the offender is executed;
Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against
capital punishment in a lawful manner; and
Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of
the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho
Department of Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

1299 NORTH ORCHARD, SUITE 110, BOISE, IDAH0 83706 PHONE: (208) 658·2000 FAX; (208) 327-7404
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Idaho Department of Correction

Medi a Cent er Acce ss List
June 2012
l'f,-;1u1-

ALEELAY, XANTI
AMAYA,RAYNALDO
BABITS,SADIE
BARRINGTON,DAVID
BEARSE,KYLIE
BEOHKLE, PAUL
BERES,ROLAND
BLACKINTON,TODD
BOONE,REBECCA
BROWN,RUTH
CARR, JUSTIN
COLSON, TROY

KlVB TV
UNKNOWN
Boise Public Radio
Local News 8
Local News 8
KlVB lV
KIVllV
KPVllV
Associated Press
Post Register
KlVBlV
KTVB TV

COOPER,BOB
CORR,JUSTIN VERN
COTTERELL,ADAM

Office of Atty General
KlVB lV
Boise Public Radio

COX,PAUL D
CRISP,ANDREW

KIVllV
Boise Weekly
Ada County Sheriff

DEARDEN, ANDREA
DIDONATO, MIKE
DVORAK,TODD
EDWARDS,BILLL
ELL,JENNIFER
EVANS, SCOTT
FINK,ERIC
FUNK,JOHN
GITTINS,MATT

KTVB lV
Associated Press
Idaho State Police

GROSS,JOSH
HARGREAVES,ANDREW
HNATIAK,STEVE

Boise Weekly
KTVB lV
KTVB lV

Kl,SCOTT
KIENZLE,MARY

ORR,PATRICK
PALGREN, THERESA
PETCASH, DOUG
PODGORSKl,NATALIE
PRENTICE,GEORG E
QUYNH, JACKIE
RICHARDS,CLYN
RICKELMAN,JUSTIN
SHARP,MICHAEL A
SHAW,TOBY
SHELMAN,NATHAN DAVID
STONDAL, MATT
STOTLAND, ZACH
THIMSEN,DAVID M
TURNER, ERIC
WILLIAMS,KRISTIE
WIMBERLY,DONALD E
ZEPELIN, STEPHANIE

~1t1HtH

KlVB lV
KTVB lV
KBOITV
Idaho Statesman
KTVB lV
KTVB lV
KTVB lV
Boise Weekly
KTVB lV
KBOllV
KIVITV
Newsradio KINF
KIVITV
NewsTalk 670 KBOI
KTVB lV
KTVB TV
KIVllV
KTVB lV
KIVITV
Newsradio KINF
KTVB lV

KIVllV

GRAF,SCOTT
GREEN,NATE

JACKSON, CHAR
JASZEWSKl,JOE
JENSEN,CHRISTINA JOY

MARTINEZ, DAREN
MASTERS, JOHN
MURAD,MIKE

flJl(n-::~nP

KBOllV
KTVB TV
Idaho Press Tribune
KPVITV
Boise Public Radio
Idaho Press Tribune

HOLLY HAWK, CAROLYN
HUDSON,ROBERT D

~'Jr;UH""

iJl.•-~lt~lit"~ .,i#[it1i

KlVBlV
UNKNOWN
KlVB lV
Idaho Statesman
KIVITV
Boise Public Radio

KING,MAC
KRELLER,GREG
LOGAN,SCOTT EDWARD

KBOI TV
KIVllV
Idaho Press Tribune
KBOllV

LUTZ, ANDREA

KTVBlV
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Incident Name

1.

MEDICAL PLAN

Time Prepared

3.

Date Prepared

2.

Leavitt 23081
Execution

Operational Period

4.

0600hrs 06/12/12 to
2230hrs 06/12/12

0800

06/06112

.

.

.

.

.

5. Incident Medical Aid Station
Location

Medic I

SIC! parking lot

.

.

Yes

.

.

.

No

X
.

6. Transportation

.

.

Paramedics

Medical Aid Stations

.

.

.

.

.

·•

. ..

A. Ambulance Services
No

Yes

X

208-287-2950

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Parnmedics

Paramedics

Phone

Address

Name

B. Incident Ambulances
Paramedics

Location

Name

Yes

Medic I

Staging area

X

Medic2

F Block

X

Medic IO field Supervisor

ICP

X
.

..

No

7. Hospitals

·

.

. ·.

·.

·

..·

·•

•.

.

..

.

·.

.

·

.

Helipad

..

Burn Center

Travel Time
Ground
Air

Phone

90 I North Curtis Road # 403
Boise, ID 83706

IO min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

St. Lukes- Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

IO min

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

St. Lukes- Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

IO Min

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

No

Yes

No

.

.·

.

Yes

·.

.·.·

8. Medical Emergency Procedums

.··.

.

.

•
•
•

Report any injuries and/or incidents to the incident command post.

•

Paramedics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request for transport to the emergency department
will go through Medic 1O EMS field supervisor.

Provide Medical support to staff and responders at ISCI.
Paramedic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physician in F Block .

Prepared by {Medical Unit Leader)

10. Reviewed by (Safety Officer)

Harry Eccard
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.·

COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST

]'/TLE
': J6cident Commander

Asst. PIO
i! 'Asst. PJO

; ;:operations Chief SBX
· :~!inning setti.on chief
i; ;'~Janning Deputy

[sTt'uatidn Drirt
}~e,sOuice/Demob Unit
J>pcurrtentation Unit
, lif1ance Admin Chjef
' }l):\ance Deputy
,,, Ji:[glstics ci)ief

:1

,• ¥U1>JJiy Unit leader
J;(alntenance Do.it
'i5.iervice Btanch
.:kJm~un°;Cat1on □-nit lea- er

NAME
Renke, Brent
.Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Dearden, Andrea
Edwards; Bill
Zmuda, Jeff
Ti.m Higgins,
Valley, Randy
D_an Schaffer
Stone, Mckenzie

LOCATION
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP 1MS1 ccinfere'nce mi.
ICP IM.SI Conference mi ..
Demonstrator Lots
ISP
ICP IMS! Conferrnce rm.
IMS!
ICffMSf Conference rm.
Check-in
ICP fMSI Conference rm.

Lowe, Th_eo .
Mi:Maclin, Cindy
Ratnirei;A1
Kiiikead, _Chuck
Morlan, Bob
carper, Artl\ur
lver5oh, .Christina
Frasier, Caryl

_teniCal Office
.Central Office
ICP JMSI Coiifeience im.
F Block .

o

~-e_, tspn7"~et

Camin, Marc (ISP)
J~lis.eh, Mikki(ASCO)
lbliara(ICC) .
EccariJ, Hariy '
Bren.don LaRosa

!: {M.e#ic~I Unit ,Leader
': },1(edic;,I Grp Supv.

JR McGee

Co'mplex
Staging
Coii\munication C/!rtter
mmm'iltatiorn:ente
Colji01Unkatio~ center
Communication center

COJrlin:u·n_iCa~ion center

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
3243 tie
3243 tie

324.3 tie
338,16;!5 ext. 3222
3243 tie
3243\ie
6323Jie
6323 tie

3509\i~

5212tie
32,03tie
· 2P3 re
3203\i.e
320_3tie
:,2d3tie

IC!'
Sl•ging
stagiijg
Flii,ock

::r,,,;;',/

l'eder'Ahearn
Sl:i.a.nno.ri _Ed;vards
E;(;i!i fiillirig
.A~ri~n Danil.uc
.. Edciii.Jschlen,,

:oft<r
~o..t:s1rr ·

6323 tie
6323 t\e
6_3'23 tie

.J[/;}i,;j\;

SICI Conference rm.
3241 tie

EriCKiehl
:C6inpiex Check Poi~{ ·
·1nstliufjonal
oper;,tions

Shift Commander

Shift Ccimm;inder Office

5200 tie
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,-~~1 &_-~ .~~~ ~~Zf #a~~ W.lG .lirM lti&· ~: ~::ii,;~~=;~-:-~~ ~ -.-..
!SCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Operations

Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith

ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office

Schlienz, Rodney

Capiains Office
Media tent

4725 tie

Ken Bennett
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

IMS( bWs Office
IMSIDWS_Office
Shift Commander Office

3205/
3205/

Phillips, Brandon

SBWCC Warden's Office
SBWCC Shift Command
Execution Branch
F-Block
F,Block

~~~~ ~~m !l!slf ili11l ~lfl-~ ~Z,j" '"
-_. (MSI Branch Director
·• .[)eputy
f~stitutional Operations
,:SBWCC Branch Director
'frlstituti_onal Operations

6ranch Director
Of'puty

Blades, Randy
Cluriey,Shannon

· 'GERT Commander
Gf\lTLeader
CFRT Leader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nkk
Roberts, Randy

d'Rr ready room

Wills, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cpin
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Chandler, ISP Cpl.
Nelson, ISP Tpr.
Waid, ISP Tpr.
Murakami, ISP, C I.
Burke, ISP, Sgt.

Car 550
Car 424
CarSOO
car.421
Car569
Car 557
car594
Car416
CAPP

ifii~ ilit1t T~
:.:-· iV!~ ~~tJ J~!~ A~~ -tti~ 1jjli~ ~~:ll k~~~4622
ii.e

J$p
CAPP Warden
:CAPP OW
· fCCWarden
lCCAW
1/)rtual Prisons
;(ISM Team Leader
)ida County 50
'Ada County SO
.Ada County SO
Ada county so'
Ada County SO
~,i\da County SO
Ada County SO
A_d_a County SO
Boise Police Dept.
ISP Regional
Commuriications Center

South (Dis atch)

.Finn, Bria_n

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Kester
Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Vogt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Frattisco, Mike
Schneider, rviait
Piccolo, Jason
Moyer, Todd
Long, Jim
Schoenborn, Doug

CERT ready r9om
CERT ready room

4622 tie
4622 tie

2tfii.J-/AC
)/1A,VAC
2/J.t,..-\/AC
)/1A'VAC
"2/iA'YAC
2/lf/i(AC
~O'J./lA'\1.AC

(;:0:p~

ICC

Comms
ICP
IMSI
lCP
Immediate Response
lmmeiliate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
. _Immediate Response
lmnieaiate Response
ICP

3204 tle
3205

6123tie
EIT\e"rgency

846"7.500

ISP
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Resources Summary

Staff
Resource
Identifier

Resource

ETA

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit H (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit III (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit VII (ACSO)

I

Patrol Unit leader

I

Joint lnfonnation Center Sec. Team

4

Tmflic control team

2

Emergency Transport Team

6

~,fedia transport Team

2

Dignital)' Transport

J

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol Team leader

I

_Check PoinLA ___

---

---

- - -.

---

-··

J

----

Demonstrator Lot I

4

Demonstrator lot ll

4

Fixed Observation Post I

2

Fixed Observation Post IT

2

Fixed Observation Post HI

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol lll

2

Incident Commander
Deputy IC

PIO
Asst. PIO
Operations Chief SBX
PlanninQ" section chief
PlanninQ" Denutv
Situation Unit
Resource/Demob Unit
Documentation Unit

·-·

OnScene
(X)

· · -~-

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenUSlatus)

·--

·---·

---.

---

I
I
I
2

l
I
I
I
I
I
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.

---

Finance Admin Chief
Finance Dcnutv
Logistics chief
Su,....,..,.rt Branch
Su""ly Unit leader
fifaintenance Unit
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch
Conununication Unit leader
Comms Officer
Medical Unit Leader
r-.-tedical Group Sunervisor
Medic l
Mcdic2
Food Unit Leader

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
3

I
I

2
2
I

Food Unit
Staging area manager
Ooerntions Chief Ext. Fae.
Agency Reo~ BHS
SICI Branch Director
SICI Extemal Sccuritv Group
Entrance Groun Leader
ISCI Branch Director
Deputv
Institutional Onerntions
ISCI External Security Groun
JMSI Branch Director
L\1SI Branch DenutH Director
SBWCC Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Dep. Director
Execution Branch Director
Execution Branch Deo. Director
CERT Commander
CNT Leader
CFRT Leader
CISM Team Leader
CERTSauad
CERT Souad
ISP Agencv Ren
ACSO Agency Rep
BPD A 11 ency Ren

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
6
6

I
I
I
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BPD Mob and Crowd Control

20

Stal!illP-

25

Escort Team

13

Medical Team

5
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First

Last

Position

Gary

Acree

SIC! External Security

Jeremy
Michael
Jennifer

Ajeti
Alboucq

Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Bureau of Homeland Security

John
Fred

Alder
Andrich

Jose
Michelle

Apt
Arguello
Babcock

Roger

Barnhardt

SIC! External Security

Cory

Barrier
Bassford

Demonstrator Lots

Karen
Jason
Michelle
Kenneth

Beard
Belville

Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots

staging
SIC! External Security
Check-In
IMS! Branch Director

Elaine

Bennett
Bergeson

Joyce
Jana Lee

Biggs
Biladeau

David
Troy
Randy

Birch
Black
Blades

Eric
Jaqaline

Blair
Braun

Media Transport
SBWCC Deputy Branch Director

Buschlen
Caagbay
Carrington

Food Unit
Check-In

....

Eric
Don
Aida
John
Jarod

Carroll

Jay

Cash
Chandler
Christensen

Chris

Clark

Shannon
Garrett

Cluney

Joe

CISM
staging {to work)
Staging
Witness Support
Staging
Execution Branch Director

staging
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Idaho State Police
SIC! Deputy Branch Director
Pilot Car
Deputy Execution Branch Director

Coburn
Coleman
Colson

staging {to work)
Idaho State Police

Tom

Conant

SIC! External Security

Sara
Brian

Corona
Crowl

staging
Joint Information Center

Adrian

Daniluc

Andrea

Dearden

Food Unit
Ada County Sheriffs Office - Asst. PIO

Jim
Nick

Dixon

Demonstrator Lots

Dobler

CNT

Angel

Dobrev

Demonstrator Lots

Jack

Dujanovik

Harry

Eccard

staging
Ada County Paramedics

Gabe
Christopher

PCN

Demonstrator Lots
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Shannon

Edwards

Bill

Edwards

Food Unit
Idaho State Police -Asst. PIO

Blas

Elguezabal

SIC! External Security

Tom

Falash

Guy

Franco

staging
Traffic Control

Caryl

Frasier

Mike

Fratusco

Service Branch Director
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Brittney

Frerichs

Check-In

Dan

Geisel

Jimmie

Gentry

Demonstrat or Lots
Demonstrat or Lots

David

Gould

Staging

Kelli

Gravelle

Kristy

Hardy

Daniel

Harris

OSP Support
Demonstrat or Lots
Joint Information Center

Benjamin

Heinrich

Demonstrat or Lots

Don

Hilling

Leslie

Hoerner

Food Unit
CNT

Christine

Hopson

OSP Support

Thomas

Houdeshel l

Cristina

Iverson

SIC! External Security
Equipment Unit Leader

Debra

Jessen

CISM

Kevin

Kempf

Eric

Kiehl

Deputy Incident Commande r
Entrance Group Supervisor

Zach

Kiehl

Brett

Kimmel

Chuck

Kinkaid

Terry

Kirkham

Justin

Klitch

SIC! Branch Director
Idaho State Police

Kayla

Knauf

Special Transports

Craig (Steve)

Landers

Demonstrat or Lots

Jay
Chad

Lau

SIC! External Security

Loghran

Jim

Long

Theo

Lowe

Demonstrat or Lots
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Finance/Administatio n Section Chief

Ed

Manning

staging

Anthony

Marcak

Charlie

Martinez

Demonstrat or Lots
Special Transports

Rachael

Masaitis

Check-In

Calvin

May

Staging

Aaron

McCormick

Demonstrat or Lots

Jason

Mileski

SIC! External Security

Rusty

Moffett

OSP Support

Bob

Morlan

Todd

Moyer

Dan
Frankie

Nelson

Supply Unit Leader
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Idaho State Police

Neumeyer

Demonstrat or Lots

OSP Support
ISCI External Security Group Supervisor
Support Branch Director
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Dave

Nielsen

Special Transports

Mary Ellen

Nourse

staging

Ted

Oparnico

Dianna

Ortiz

staging
Check-In

Chad
Kenneth

Page

AG Sgt at Arms

Paul

IMS! Deputy Branch Director

Leroy

Peneku

SIC! External Security

Brandon

Phillips

SBWCC Branch Director

Brett

Phillips

Witness Support

Jason

Piccola

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Cassey

Poore

Al

Ramirez

Demonstrator Lots
Logistics Section Chief

Jeff

Ray

Public Information Officer

Brent

Reinke

Incident Commander

Steve

Richardson

Idaho State Police

Randy

Roberts

CFRT

Derrick

Robertson

Communications Unit Leader

Pat

Roderick

staging

Vince

Rodriguez

CISM

Pete

Rodriguez

Special Transports

Steve

Russell

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Dan

Schaffer

Deputy Plans Section Chief

Matt

Schneider

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike

Schnieder

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Doug

Schoennorn

Boise Police Department

Rick

Severson

Demonstrator Lots

Mike

Shoen

Staging

Terri

Slack

Johanna

Smith

staging
ISCI Branch Director

Paul

Sorensen

Demonstrator Lots

Paul

Spencer

Special Transports

Ryan

Spjute

Joint Information Center

Cathy

Steffen

staging (to work)

Alan

Stewart

Mackenzie

Stone

staging
Situation Unit Leader

Steve

Strope

Special Transports

Bob

Switzer

staging

Alexa

Tam

Staging

Josh

Tewalt

Matt

Thomas

Randy

Valley

Plans Section Chief

John

Vance

Idaho State Police

Jake

Vogt

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Jeremy

Wallingford

Demonstrator Lots

Kat

Watkins

Check-In

Kurt

Wiley

Joint Information Center

-

Operations Section Chief
Demonstrator Lots
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Sheldon

Wilkinson

Demonstrator Lots

Kedrick

Wills

Idaho State Police

Patrick

Wolberd

Keith

Yordy

ISCI Deputy Branch Director

Jeff

Zmuda

Operations Section Chief
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics

CSS R. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Crist

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer Al Viens

Boise Police Department

Ofer B. Johnson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Baughman

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Harr

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Kaurin

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Muguira

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Robinson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Thomas

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Adams

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Lacow

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Norman

Boise Police Department

Ofer M. Furniss

Boise Police Department

Ofer N. Major

Boise Police Department

Ofer P. Markle

Boise Police Department

Ofer R. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer RD Hill

Boise Police Department

Ofer T. Miller

Boise Police Department

Ofer T. Weir

Boise Police Department

SgtJ. Nichols

Boise Police Department

Sgt M. Jones

Boise Police Department
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team

< Adkisson<< i

Bobby·•···i>
Jeremy\ •. \
Tony ;
Miriam.-.·
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s1ci1;xferna ISecurfft•·· ....
Staging
St~girigjfd.StiJft. •·•••
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• Dernonsfra1:or Lots~ Graves
b~mC>hstfoforl.ot~ cCiraves ..
ISCI C3riives Staff(Day Pff)
CofoictiC>i:laf ~mergency Response.Jearn
Cor[ectiooai EmergeikYRespoi,se Team •.
torrec\19na1··~rnergel1cyRespbriseJeam ..

Kessler

C()rreifiohaJ·Ernerge11cy Re~ponseJeain . •
Correi:l:ional·Emergeric:y·Resporise Tearn
toriectiohal E111ergericYgespoo~eJearli
Correi:HCJ6al E111erge11cy Re:Spo.nse. Jearn· .
Corrfct.io.nal.E111ergeT)cYRespb\lsefearn·
•. coriedio11al EniefgencyRfsponseleam
Crinec:tipfod E111'erge11cy Response Team.
(:orrec:tiC>nal•Ernergency·Respci11seT1=arn .
Co.rrectional ;Ernergent{Respbns~·Jearn
Cofrect:ionat Emergency Response '!;earn ;••.·•.
Gorre~fional Emergency Response.Team.
tcCRepres~nta1:ive
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Med ical Team Briefing
Flawless Execution: to conduct a lawful order of the court
in a proficient manner with dignity, respect and
professionalism

Phases
• Assessm ents
• Site Inspect ion & Invento ry
• Intrave nous Prepara tion: IV setup
• Chemic al Prepara tion
• Stages of Offende r Prepara tion
• Actual Process Chemic al Inducti on
• Sequen ce of Events
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1

10/5/2016

3

Site Inspection and Inventory
o

On-site Physician Room: crash cart, suction
machine, defibrillator, and oxygen

o

Safe: chemicals, IV supplies, needles, tools, etc

• Storage Cabinet: Scrubs, IV tubing, etc.
• Chemical Preparation Room: Defibrillator, two
Monitors, counters/tables, sound system, and
lights
4

2
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10/5/2016

• Peripheral line cart
• Central Line cart
• Chemical Preparation: Sodium Pentothal / Pentobarbital,
Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide, and Potassium Chloride.
(60 cc syringes)
• Three tray setups:
3 Drug Protocol:
• Sodium Pentothal or Penta barbital
• Pancuronium Bromide

, Potassium Chloride
1

Drug Protocol:
• Sodium Pentothal or Pentobarbital

'

3 Drug Protocol
• Sodium Pentothal

Sodium Pentothal, Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide,
Heparin, Potassium Chloride, Heparin
3 Drug Pro toco 1
• Pento barbital
Pentobarbital, Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide, Heparin,
Potassium Chloride, Heparin
1 Drug Pro toco 1:
• Sodium Pentothal, Heparin
1 Drug Protocol:
• Pentobarbital, Heparin
Syringe Labels are in Label book
6
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3

10/5/2016

Documentation
• Both the Medical Team Leader and the EKG Monitor
documents the sequence of events on the appropriate
forms
• Medical Team Leader: IV start, level of consciousness
assessment, and each chemical injection to include 2
minute rhythm strip
• EKG Monitor: Documents chemical injections on EKG
rhythm strip paper itself

Stage of Offender Preparation
• IV site assessment day of execution
• IV tubing and EKG leads placed through port hole
prior to offender's arrival in execution chamber
• Place EKG Monitoring leads first
• Establishing Primary and Secondary IV sites (one site
(arm) at a time)
• Ensure Offender is comfortable prior to departing
Execution Chamber

8
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4

10/5/2016

ctual Sequence of Events
• Prior IV site assessment(s)
• Chemical and Execution Room Inspection/ Inventory:
by the checklists
• IV lines and Chemical preparation
• IV line/EKG leads placement through port hole
• Chemical tray with prefilled syringes
• Defibrillator operability verified: fresh roll of EKG
paper

9

• After offender secured in Execution Chamber
► EKG lead placement
►

Two IV lines established

►

Warden: Phone, Light(s), and Monitor check

3 Drug Protocol
• Sodium Pentothal Injection: 4 syringes - each over 90 seconds or
• Pentobarbital Injections: 2 syringes - each over 90 seconds
(turn on 1st light and then begin injecting)
• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• Wait two minutes
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5

10/5/2 016

Actual Sequence of Events

continued

• Medic al Team leader assess offend er's level of
consci ousne ss
• Upon return ing to Chemi cal Room, Medic al Team Leade r
uses phone to inform Warde n that the team is ready to
procee d to the next chemi cal
• Pancu ronium Bromi de Injecti on: 2 syring es each over 60
second s

(turn on 2 nd light and then begin injecting)

u

ctual Sequence of Events

continued

• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• Potassium Chloride Injection: 2 syringes - each over 60 seconds
(turn on 3rd light and then begin injecting)
• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• After the Heparin Injection is completed, turn all lights off
• Run a two minute rhythm strip
• Medical Team Leader verifies asystole with EKG Monitor
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6

10/5/ 2016

Actual Sequence of Events
0

0

continued

Medical Team Leader debriefs Coroner.
Once the coroner declares the offender dead: Medical team
with the on-site Physician depa rt the facility immediately.

Drug Protocol
0 Sodiu
m Pent othal Injection: 4 syringes - each over 90 seconds
or
0 Pento
barbi tal Injection: 2 syringes - each over 90 seconds
(turn on 1st light and then begin injecting)
0 Hepa
rin Injection: over 60 seconds
(after Hepa rin Injection is completed, turn all lights off)
0 Run
a two- minu te rhyth m strip.
• Medical Team Leader verifies asystole with EKG Monitor
.
• Medical Team Leader debriefs Coroner.
• Once the coro ner declares the offender dead: Medical
team with
the Resuscitation Physician de art the facility imm ediat
ely ..
1

0

4
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SENT VIA EMAIL AND REGISTERED MAIL

RECEIVED
~

Robert W. Jones
Pfizer, Inc.
nd
235 E. 42 Street, Fl. 11

OCT f o 2017
Director's Office, IDOC

New York, NY 10017
October 4, 2017
Idaho Department of Corrections
ATTN: Kevin H. Kempf, Director
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706

RE: Request for Return of Pfizer Products for Use in Lethal Injection for Capital Punishment
Dear Director Kevin H. Kempf:
Pfizer wishes to inform you of the addition of diazepam and fentanyl citrate to its list of Restricted
Products in Pfizer's Position on Use of Our Products in Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment and
seeks the return of any Pfizer or Hospira product that you have in your possession that you intend to
misuse in a lethal injection procedure.
Diazepam and fentanyl citrate along with eleven (11) Restricted Products currently listed in our
Position statement will not to be sold to correctional facilities or other affiliated organizations where
they may be misused for lethal injection. Pfizer makes its products to enhance and save the lives of
the patients we serve. Consistent with these values, Pfizer strongly objects to the use of its products
as lethal injections for capital punishment.
A copy of the updated policy with the expanded list of Restricted Products is enclosed and can be
accessed at http://www.pfizer.com/files/b2b/G1obalPolicyPaperLethallnjection.pdf. Pfizer will
continually review its product offerings and update this policy as necessary to prevent the misuse of
our products in lethal injection protocols.
We request that you return to us any Hospira or Pfizer manufactured Restricted Product listed above
in your possession. Pfizer will provide full credit for any returned Restricted Product regardless of
from where you purchased it. Return instructions are enclosed for your convenience. If you seek to
use or purchase Restricted Product to address a legitimate medical need, we request that your
Medical Director contact Jerry Boesch (Director, Commercial Services & Analysis) at (224) 212-2462
or jerry.boesch@pfizer.com.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

Robert Jones
Vice President
U.S. Government Relations
Encl.
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GENERAL INFORMATION: PRICE LIST/TERMS OF SALE/RETURN GOODS
POLICY
April 3, 2017
TERMS OF SALE

Pfizer's Price List and these Terms of Sale/Return Goods
Policy, applies to the U.S. market only. The U.S. market
includes all U.S. Territories. The Price List and Terms of
Sale/Return Goods Policy are subject to change without
advance notice to customers.
No terms in any purchase order or any acknowledgement
thereof (whether printed, stamped, typed or handwritten)
issued by a customer or Pfizer distributor or contained on a
customer portal, except terms expressing the quantity and
product ordered, will be considered applicable to customer's
purchase. No modifications of these Terms of Sale/Return
Goods Policy, whether different or additional terms contained
in any purchase order, acknowledgement form. or any other
document or contained on a customer portal will be binding on

Pfizer.
All orders and any correspondence pertaining thereto should
be sent to:
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTERS
Distributors/Wholesalers & Drop Ship Order Information
Pfizer Inc.
1855 Shelby Oaks Drive North
Memphis, TN 3B134
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
800-533-4535
Fax
800-741-4237
Vaccines and Hemophilia
Pfizer Inc.
500 Arcola Road E-4 Box 64

Collegeville, PA 19426-3982
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
800-666-7248
Fax
484-563-0061
Email
USCUSTS@pfizer.com

Baxter (Zosyn., (plperaclllln/tazobactam) Frozen Galaxy.,
containers)
Phone
888-229-0001
Fax
888-229-0020
For Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) related
correspondence, please send Inquiries to Customer
Service via our email: DSCSA@pflzer.com

All orders. whether based upon submitted quotations or not,
are subject to acceptance and credit approval by Pfizer. Pfizer
reserves the right to restrict order quantities. Pfizer reviews all
submitted orders against lists of Restricted Parties maintained
by applicable governmental authorities, including lists
established under the U.S. Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic
Act and the U.S. Foreign Assets Control Regulations. This
review may result in orders that are delayed or blocked.
Recipients of Pfizer products are required to follow all
applicable laws in connection with the purchase, sale,
distribution, or use of such products.
PRICES
All prices are submitted without offer.

Prices are subject to all taxes, excises. or other charges levied
by any government (national, state, or local) upon the sale,
consumption, or use of the products listed herein.
PAYMENT TERMS
Pfizer products may have unique payment terms as provided
by contract or as indicated on the Price List or product invoice.

Payments submitted via Electronic Funds Transfer (EFn may
add an additional 4 days to the invoice due date.
Payment must be in the bank on the discount date.
Prompt pay discounts are an encouragement for prompt
payment, discounts not taken at time of payment cannot be
claimed at a later date.

Pfizer Sterile lnjectables
Pfizer, Inc.
275 N. Field Drive, D0991, HW1
Lake Forest, IL 60045
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
844-646-4398
Fax
262-577-6503

Credit Card Poticy - Pfizer may accept select credit cards as a
payment option for direct purchases of Pfizer products;
however, the prompt pay discount is not available when
payment is made by credit card, except for physician offices
purchasing vaccines. For important information concerning
the use of your credit card for the purchase of Pfizer products
including additional payment options for Prevnarl!l 13 and
Trumenba.,, please contact Pfizer Customer Service at 800-

Hemophilia Customers
Phone
888-440-8100
Fax
484-563-0057

666-7248.

Puerto Rico Customers
Phone
800-981-4748
Fax

888-685-5960

PFIZER DISTRIBUTORS - Pfizer wholesale customers and
specialty distributors may only purchase Pfizer Pharmaceutical
products directly from Pfizer or in the event of a supply
shortage, another Pfizer distributor.
A listing of Pfizer
distributors can be found online at www.pflzer.com/pdllst or
obtained from our Customer S,~rvice team.
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GENERAL INFORMATION: PRICE LIST/TERMS OF SALE/RETURN GOODS
POLICY
April 3, 2017
Pfizer may revoke Pfizer distributor status at any time.
Pfizer pharmaceutical products may only be sold to providers
operating within the United States (and its Territories) who are
appropriately licensed by states/territories in which they
dispense or distribute product or other Pfizer distributors and
in Puerto Rico, DACO priced product may only be sold to other
Puerto Rico Pfizer Distributors or providers operating within
Puerto Rico who are appropriately licensed by the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in which they dispense product.
Each Pfizer distributor must have a comprehensive program to
ensure compliance with the Drug Supply Chain Security Act,
and to assess all offers prior to purchase using a defined
procedure that helps identify suspect product and suspicious
orders.
Pfizer has the right to audit or request information on all
purchases and sales of Pfizer Pharmaceutical products at any
time and to audit processes used to purchase product from
other Pfizer distributors.
Pfizer distributors must maintain their wholesale distributor
license in good standing in each state/territory where it has
operations and shall immediately upon request of Pfizer,
forward a copy of all renewed licenses to Pfizer. Failure to
submit a copy of a renewed license to Pfizer may lead to
suspension of further shipments of Pfizer Product to such
distributor at the applicable location until such license(s) is
provided.
Each Pfizer distributor must notify Pfizer within 15 business
days of its termination, suspension, revocation, forfeiture or
nonrenewal of its wholesale distributor licenses for any
location where it has operations.
Any deviation from these Terms of Sale may result in Pfizer
terminating our business relationship and removal of
recognition as a Pfizer distributor.

MINIMUM ORDER/ORDER FREQUENCY
The minimum order is $250.00.
Pfizer reserves the right to reject any order less than $250.00.
Accounts are limited to no more than one order per week per
product per receiving location.

SHIPPING AND ROUTING
On orders where Pfizer pays transportation charges, Pfizer
reserves the privilege of shipping via a carrier of its own
choice. Where expedited delivery, special hand~ng or routing
is requested by the customer and is approved by Pfizer, the
difference in transportation charges will be charged to the
customer. Also, for after-hours or weekend emergency orders,
Pfizer may apply a $250 handling charge.
DELIVERY

All deliveries shall be made F.O.B. point of shipment. Tille to
the goods sold shall pass upon delivery of the goods to the
carrier.

DAMAGE OR DELAY IN TRANSIT
If merchandise arrives in broken or damaged condition, it is
the customer's responsibility to ensure that the carrier's agent
notes the damage or breakage on the delivery receipt. The
transportation company acts as the agent of the
customer/purchaser, and Pfizer is not responsible for loss of,
damage to, or delay respecting the goods after delivery to the
carrier. Pfizer shall assist, when requested, in formulating
claims against the carrier, but Pfizer will not assume the
responsibility of collecting claims against the carrier.
For any loss or damage evident at the lime of delivery,
customer must make notation on the delivery receipt and
report to Pfizer within 7 business days of the date of delivery
or 13 days from the invoice date.
For concealed loss or
damage, customer must report to the carrier and to Pfizer
within 15 days after receipt of the shipment.
In cases In which damage, shortage, or loss is not due to
transportation causes, and if upon discovery, a customer
promptly reports to Pfizer any such damage, shortage, or loss,
Pfizer will investigate such report and take appropriate actions,
which may include, but are not limited to, providing even
exchange or credit for such damage, shortage, or loss as is
directly traceable to any fault or negligence on the part of
Pfizer.

PRODUCT RECALLS
In the event of a Pfizer initiated recall, it is Pfizer's practice to
reimburse customer for actual and reasonable expenses
lncurred in complying with the request as laid out in Pfizer's
recall notification.
PERISHABLE PRODUCTS
Certain products require special temperature storage
conditions and precautions in accordance with the caution
label attached to each package. With regard to these
products, Pfizer will not accept responsibility for any losses
sustained through failure to store or handle as directed by the
product labeL
Restricted Products
Certain Pfizer products have been misused fn capital
punishment procedures. Such products are categorized as
Restricted Products by a special designation on the Pfizer
product price list Purchasers of Restricted Products shall not
use, nor resell to entities who may use, Restricted Products in
capital punishment procedures. By purchasing Restricted
Product(s) from Pfizer or a Pfizer wholesaler/distributor,
federal, state and local govemment agencies, certify that any
Restricted Products they acquire shall be used for medically
appropriate patient care, and may not be used or resold to any
other party for capital punishment uses. Pfizer may, in its
discretion, determine which Products are Restricted Products.
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CHARGEBACKS
Periodically, Pfizer may recognize the request by a buying
group or other Pfizer customer to designate certain Pfizer
distributors as their designated Prime Vendor to supply eligible
members with pharmaceutical and health care products. Pfizer
products that appear on a bid award/contract will be ordered
from and shipped to the eligible group members by such Pfizer
distributor and invoiced at the current contract prices &
quantities for each awarded item as notified to such Pfizer
distributor by Pfizer.
Pfizer shall furnish such Pfizer distributor with the following
information for each bid/contract awarded to Pfizer:
I. Contract number;
ii. Products under contract;
iii. Contract prices and their effective and expiration dates;
iv. A list of authorized purchasers; and
v. Such other information as may be necessary to accurately
administer Chargebacks in accordance with Healthcare
Distribution Alliance (HOA) guidelines applicable to such Pfizer
distributor.
Pfizer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to provide
such information at least five (5) business days prior to the
effective date of the bid award/contract Thereafter, Pfizer shall
notify such Pfizer distributor of revisions to a bid
award/contract, and any additions to or deletions from the list
of authorized purchasers for each bid award/contract. The
obligation of Pfizer to make reimbursements available to such
Pfizer distributor shall only apply to items sold to the
authorized purchaser for "its own use•, as defined below.
Pfizer distributor shall make commercially reasonable efforts to
submit Chargeback requests that are limited to quantities of
any item that were purchased for the own use of the
authorized purchaser. Pfizer distributor shall notify Pfizer
immediately if an authorized purchaser is suspected of using
Pfizer products for purposes other than own use. In the event
that Pfizer determines that an authorized purchaser is not
eligible for contract prices, Pfizer distributor shall work With
Pfizer to recover all discounts extended via Chargeback to the
end customer and shall not deduct from Pfizer any disputed
amounts. Thereafter, the Pfizer distributor shall remove the
customer from all Pfizer contract pricing agreements.
The amount of a Chargeback credit/debit memo will be
determined on the basis of the difference between the
acquisition price furnished by Pfizer and the bid award/contract
price as of the invoice date to the authorized purchaser by
such Pfizer distributor. Pfizer shall furnish a list of acquisition
prices and updates thereto to such Pfizer distributor whenever
changes are made by Pfizer. Contract prices under a bid
award/contract are considered confidential and such Pfizer
distributor shall not disclose contract prices to anyone other
than an authorized purchaser, buying groups representing
such authorized purchasers and Pfizer unless requested by an
authorized purchaser to support claims involving medical
payments under Federal, State or local programs.
At least once each month and for each bid award where there
are Chargebacks, the Pfizer distributor will send Pfizer an

electronic Chargeback request (i.e., HOA established EDI 844
format) which shall contain:
i. Pfizer distributor's name, address and unique identifiers such
as DEA. HIN number and suffix or any other additional
identifiers where they exist;
ii. Pfizer distributor's debit memo number;
iii. Each authorized purchaser's DEA number and/or unique
identifiers such as 3408 ID, HIN number and suffix or any
other additional identifiers where they exist;
iv. The contract number assigned by Pfizer and noticed to the
Pfizer distributor;
v. Quantities, dates and the Pfizer distributor's invoice number
for all products sold to each authorized purchaser;
vi. The NOC number for each product;
vii. The acquisition price for each product in effect on the date
of invoice to the authorized purchaser
viii. The contract price for each product;
ix, Quantity of products returned to the Pfizer distributor that
were covered by an earlier Chargeback request;
x. Extended Chargeback amounts for each product; and
xi. Chargeback amount requested for each transaction claimed
in each debit memo and total Chargeback amount requested
for all debit memos.
Pfizer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to verify the
amounts in each Chargeback request and issue initial
credit/debit memos in the amounts verified within five to seven
(5-7) business days following receipt of a Chargeback request.
Pfizer distributors acknowledge that the contract price for an
item must be lower than the corresponding acquisition price for
such Pfizer distributor to receive credit Such Pfizer distributors
shall not request Chargeback credit unless the authorized
purchaser's acquisition price is higher than the corresponding
contract price. Further, Pfizer distributors shall reverse all
Chargebacks associated with products that are returned by
Pfizer distributor's customers for resale.
Pfizer distributors shall not submit chargebacks for partial
quantities of product less than the unit of sale as provided in
the price list.
Pfizer distributors shall use the HOA EDI 844 and EDI 849
data sets to send and receive Chargebacks to/from Pfizer
electronically, including for original submissions and
resubmissions. Pfizer shall provide some type of response
(typically in the form of EDI 849, unless there is a systems
issue) within thirty (30) days of submission or resubmission of
an EDI 844. Pfizer distributors shall refrain from taking any
deduction prior to thirty (30) days after submission of any
Chargeback for which Wholesaler has not received an EDI
849 response. If Pfizer fails to: (i) pay (in whole or in part) or
(ii) provide a reason for non-payment of a Chargeback via EDI
849, during the first thirty (30) days following submission of a
Chargeback request, Pfizer distributor may take a deduction
for such Chargeback. Any EDI 849 response from Pfizer shall
be considered as Pfizer's request for payback of any amounts
that have been deducted related to the Chargeback request. If
Pfizer distributor receives a response from Pfizer that denotes
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that Pfizer is investigating the request, Pfizer shall have an
additional thirty (30) days to provide a determination on
eligibility. After this sixty (60) day period following Chargeback
submission, the Chargeback is considered closed unless a
government audit requires correction or adjustment as
described below.
Pfizer's determination as to the
Chargeback's disposition is final.
Chargebacks must be submitted within six (6) months of such
Pfizer distributor's invoice to the authorized purchaser. Failure
to submit a Chargeback request within this six (6) month
period shall result in a waiver of rights to receive or take a
credit with respect to any such Chargeback. Should a Pfizer
distributor dispute the amount verified for a particular item
covered by a Chargeback request, such Pfizer distributor may
resubmit that item so long as such resubmission is done within
six (6) months following the original invoice date to the
authorized purchaser. Resubmissions made after this six (6)
month period need not be considered by Pfizer. In the event of
a government audit where new information surfaces that
cause corrections or adjustments to prior sales, Chargeback
claims can be reopened and resubmitted within twelve (12)
months of the original invoice date to an authorized purchaser
or as otherwise may be required in a government contract.
Pfizer reserves the right to perform random Chargeback
verifications. Such verification requests may include, but are
not be limited to invoice copies and proof of delivery, and will
be required to be provided to Pfizer within thirty (30) days of
the original request. If a response is not received within thirty
(30) days, Pfizer will reverse the Chargeback paid by issuing a
debit to Pfizer distributor's account. In the event that Pfizer has
not already paid a Chargeback subject to verification, payment
will be withheld until the requested information is received.
Pfizer further reserves the right to perform an on-site audit to
verify Chargeback sales. Such on-site audits may be subject
to specific contract terms between Pfizer and the Pfizer
distributor. In the event an audit reveals a discrepancy
between the amounts of credit memos or debit memos issued
under these provisions and the amounts verified, Pfizer shall
issue a correcting credit memo or debit memo, as may be
appropriate. Pfizer reserves the right to offset credits for
Chargeback obligations With outstanding past due or
previously written off invoices and deductions taken by either
the Pfizer distributor or customer.
Pfizer will not reimburse any costs incurred by the Pfizer
distributor or group members covering an event of product
non-availability. Chargebacks will only be accepted on Pfizer
products purchased in accordance with these Terms of Sale

ALL OTHER CLAIMS

All other claims must be submitted to Pfizer within nine
(9) months of the original event upon which the claim Is
based. Pfizer reserves the right to offset credits for all
other claims with outstanding past due or previously
written off Invoices and deductions taken by either a
Pfizer distributor or customer.
NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO REPORT DISCOUNTS
To the extent that purchaser avails Itself of a prompt pay
discount In accordance with the terms herein, or
otherwise receives a discount from Pfizer In connection
with any purchase, direct or Indirect. these Terms of Sale
shall constitute notice to purchaser of a discount that It
may be obligated to report under applicable laws.
Including, without limitation, the federal anti-kickback
statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b). and Its Implementing
regulations, 42 C.F.R. 1001.952(hl or(I).
PFIZER PHARMACEUTICALS
PRODUCT LIABILITY
PROTECTION POLICY
In the event of a claim or lawsuit arising out of the dispensing
of a Pfizer pharmaceutical product, it is Pfizer's policy to
defend and hold harmless the pharmacist or the pharmacist's
employer if the following conditions are met:
•
If a prescription product, the prescription product was
properly filled by the pharmacist.
The product was not improperly stored or packaged.
•
•
There is no evidence of negligence or any improper or
illegal act by the pharmacist or employer.
•
The pharmacist has not made express warranties nor
provided information inconsistent with the approved
product labeling.
•
The pharmacist and the pharmacist's employer, if any,
provide Pfizer with prompt notice of the claim or lawsuit
and fully cooperates with Pfizer In the defense of the claim
or lawsuit.

PURCHASE FOR OWN USE
Sales by Pfizer to government agencies and other institutions
(e.g., federal, state, city, charitable organizations) are made
with the express understanding and agreement that the
merchandise purchased by these organizations is subject to
the •own use" laws~ is for their sole use and may not be
commercially sold by them to any other entity or person for
further sale or resale.
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RETURN GOODS POLICY
Products may be returned on the following basis:

partial Relistor1111 (methylnaltrexone bromide) Retail
Convenience kits.
Product purchased for clinical trials or donated product

N.

I. Returnable Items: The following products may be returned
by customers for return goods credit without prior approval:
A. Short dated merchandise, in the original container and
bearing the original label, within six (6) months prior to
the expiration date.
B. Outdated merchandise, in the original container and
bearing the original label, up to twelve (12) months
beyond the expiration date.
C. Product damaged in transit, subject to the terms and
conditions as stated herein, or material shipped in error
by Pfizer.
D. Discontinued merchandise.
Note: No credit will be Issued for merchandise returned
more than twelve (12) months beyond its expiration date.

II. Non-Returnable (for Credit) Items: Product other than that
listed above Is defined as not returnable for credit, unless
otherwise required by law. This includes, but is not limited
to:
A. In-date product (product with more than six (6) months
dating remaining).
B. Packages with trade label removed or unreadable.
C. Repackaged product.
D. Product that has been in a fire, clearance, bankruptcy,
or similar sale.
E. Product sold on a "non-retumablewbasis.
F. Products, including items affected by a market
withdrawal or a recall. retained more than twelve (12)
months beyond the expiration date noted on the
package. (Product may be returned for destruction, but
no credit will be issued.)
G. Merchandise purchased or otherwise obtained in
violation of any Federa~ State, or local law or
regulation.
H. Merchandise obtained illegally or via diverted means
including without limitation, products manufactured and/or
imported by non-Pfizer sources from countries outside the
United States.
I. Merchandise destroyed or damaged from insurable
causes such as fire, water, tornado, etc.. and
merchandise that has otherwise deteriorated due to
conditions occurring after shipment and beyond the
control of the manufacturer, such as improper storage,
heat, cold, smoke, etc.
J. Products marked "Non-Returnable", •Professional
Sample", "Clinical Trial Package,• or with similar
markings or special labels.
K. Product with a prescription label attached.
L. Vaccine or biological supplies purchased through the
Federal Vaccines for Children Program.
M. The following products: Zosyn• Frozen Galaxy•
containers, partial Prevnar• 13 (10 per package) and

Note: Pllzer's determination as to the salvage, credit or
exchange value of merchandise returned shall be ffnal.
Pllzer reserves the right to destroy returned merchandise
without payment or /labillty.

Ill. Procedure for Returning Pfizer Pharmaceutical
Products:
A. For all customers, returnable items may be returned
without prior authorization by Company representative.
Whenever you wish to return these items, pack the
material in a container suitable for shipment and include
a packing list that identifies each item being returned, the
name and address of your company, DEA number, debit
memo number, and Pfizer account number.
To ensure proper and timely handling of returns, please
contact lnmar by using one of the following contact
options below:
Website: https:1/clsnetllnk.com
Email.: rareguest@lnmar.com
Phone: 800-967-5952
Fax: 817-868-5343
These returns should be sent to the following address for
processing:
lnmar

4332 Empire Road
Fort Worth, TX 76155
If returning on behalf of another customer, you must
include that customer's DEA number or HIN number to
ensure the proper credit. To facilitate processing of
controlled substances (schedule 111-V), please segregate
controlled from non-controlled items when returning
product to Pfizer.
AU returns shall be made in compliance with all
applicable Federal and State laws and regulations. Nondirect customers (i.e., those that purchase primarily
through wholesalers), see note 81 and B2 for additional
credit information,
All products must be returned freight prepaid by the
sender, using generally accepted shipment methods.
Use a separate packing list for each carton. To facilitate
processing of multiple debit memo numbers returned in a
single container, please segregate product by debit
memo number to ensure acceptance and accurate
credit. Upon receipt of the merchandise and verification
of the contents and condition of the merchandise, a
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credit memorandum will be issued as appropriate. Credit
for customers other than Pfizer designated distributor
customers will be issued at the lower of:

number, and your buying
group
association name.
{b) If products were purchased under a
guaranteed price contract direct from Pfizer,
then applicable credit will be issued to your
direct account number.
{c) For products returned from a government
facility, credit will be processed through the
prime vendor wholesaler. Government facilities
must supply the following information with their
return: institution's name, address, hospital
DEA number and/or HIN number, and prime
vendor wholesaler name.

1. current list price less 10%, or
2. lowest current contract price less 10%. If there
is no current contract, the most recent expired
contract within the preceding 3 years will be
used, less 10%.
Pfizer designated distributors will be issued credit at
current list price for product submitted for credit via a
Pfizer Retum Authorization.
Pfizer designated
distributors should contact Pfizer Customer Service for
a Pfizer Return Authorization and additional
requirements. Partial bottles may be returned, and
credit will be issued on the basis of the actual pill count.
Credit will not be issued for pill counts in excess of the
original container quantity. For liquids, oral powders,
syringes, injectabfes, sponges, inhalation systems,
cream and ointment products, credit will only be issued
for intact and unused units of an inner pack. No credit
will be issued for any others, including reconstituted
product. For liquid configurations larger than a unit of
use, credit will be issued in 25% increments to a
maximum of 75% for any opened package.
Pfizer will not issue credit or accept charges/deductions
for administrative, handling, or freight charges
associated with the return of product to Pfizer. In the
event product received from Pfizer is damaged to such
an extent that physical return is impossible. written
explanation of the product involved, nature of damage,
and explanation as to why return cannot be made may
be submitted to Pfizer for consideration. Pfizer will
consider the request and issue no credit, partial credit,
or fufl credit as Pfizer deems appropriate. In all other
circumstances, credit or reimbursement will not
normally be issued for product destroyed by customers
or third parties.

B. Additional information for specific types of customers:
1.

Hospitals, Clinics, Government facilities, and other
contract price entities: The Prescription Drug
Marketing Act (POMA) places specific restrictions
on the return of pharmaceutical products from
hospitals, healthcare entities, and charitable
institutions. The following applies to those returns
in compliance with the POMA guidelines.
(a) If products were purchased from a wholesaler
under a guaranteed price contract, we will
issue a refund in the form of a check mailed
directly to you. Credit amounts over $5,000 will
be issued as a credit through your primary
wholesaler.
i. You must supply the following information
with your return: your institution's name.
address, hospital DEA number and/or HIN

2.

Non-Direct Accounts: Customarily, returned goods
are channeled through your authorized wholesaler.
If returned to Pfizer, appropriate credit will be
issued in the form of a check mailed directly to you.
Credit amounts over $5,000 will be issued as a
credit through your primary wholesaler. So that we
may process these returns, please Include a
packing list that details the product being returned,
the pharmacy name, DEA number, and address to
which a refund should be mailed. Should the
pharmacy name, DEA number or address
information be incomplete, Pfizer reserves the right
to issue no reimbursement. Pfizer will not issue
refunds to third party return goods processors.
NOC NUMBER LABELER CODES

0005
000B
0009
0013
0025
0046
0049
0069
0071
0206
00409

2447B
55724
5B394
60793
61570
61703
76310

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Division
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Company
Pharmacia and Upjohn Company
Pharmacia and Upjohn Company
G.D. Searle LLC
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Roerig
Pfizer Laboratories Div. Pfizer Inc.
Parke Davis, Division of Pfizer, Inc.
Wyeth Piperacillin
Hospira Worldwide. LLC
NextWave Pharmaceuticals
Anacor Pharmaceuticals
Wyeth Biopharma (Note: Galaxy is a registered
trademark of Baxter lntemational Inc.)
Pfizer Laboratories Div. Pfizer Inc.
Pfizer Laboratories Div. Pfizer Inc.
Hospira Worldwide, LLC
Clinigen Healthcare Ltd.
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Idaho State Board of Pharmacy

~s1:.

----------------

.)g, PO Box 83720
1 1199 Shoreline Lane Ste 303

I

I Fax: 208-334-3536
Boise, Idaho 83702-9103 I https: //bop.idaho.gov I infm,.bop.idaho.gov
Boise, Idaho 83720 0067

Phone: 208-334-2356

INSTITUIONAL DRUG OUTLET
REGISTRATION
Fee: $35
Type of Application:
Facility Type:

[ii New D

Ownership Change D Name Change (no fee)

D Address Change (no fee)

D Hospital without Pharmacy D Nursing Home

Type of Ownership: 0 Partnership D Sole Proprietorship D Corporation D Limited Liability

Previous registration#:

17540CL

Previous Name: _
S_a_m_e
___________

.
Idaho Maximum Security Institution DBA: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
N ame of B usmess: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Physical Address:
City:

13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

Kuna

Phone:

State:

208-338-1635

ID

Fax:

Zip+4:

83634

----------------

Mailing Address (defaults to physical address if left blank. Mailing address is public information):
Street:
City:

1299 N. Orchard , Suite 110

Boise

Phone:

State:

208-658-2000

Contact Name:

Jeff Zmuda

ID

Fax:

Zip+4:

83706

208-327 -7 404

Contact Email:

jzmuda@idoc.idaho.gov

54-1726.GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINE. (1} The board of pharmacy may refuse to issue or renew,
or may suspend, revoke or restrict the license or registration of any person, pursuant to the
procedures set forth in chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, upon one (1) or more of the following
grounds: (d) Fraud or intentional misrepresentation by a licensee in securing the issuance or
renewal of a license.

Signature of Contact:

---elJ~

Date:

07/26/2017

2017 01 24
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Zmuda, Jefferey
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Zmuda, Jefferey
Friday, November 10, 2017 9:21 AM
Zmuda, Jefferey
FW: Board of Pharmacy RX license
Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Printer.pdf

Categories:

Jeff Follow -up

To:

Follow up

Jeff Zmuda
Deputy Director
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
jzmuda@idoc.idaho.gov
Ph: (208) 658-2122

-----Origi na I Message----From: Wald, Jon
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 9:57 AM
To: Zmuda, Jefferey
Subject: Board of Pharmacy RX license
Jeff
Attached as discussed.
Jon Wald
Senior Buyer
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone:208-658-2012
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
1
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received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

-----Original Message----From: DoNotReply@idoc.idaho.gov (mailto:DoNotReply@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 9:54 AM
To: Wald, Jon
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Printer

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox
Multifunction Printer.
Attachment File Type: pdf, Multi-Page
Multifunction Printer Location:
Device Name: Admin-STL00116

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com

2
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19-2716. INFLICTION OF DEATH PENALTY.

The punishment of death shall be inflicted by continuous, intravenous administration of a lethal quantity of a substance or substances approved by the director
of the Idaho department of correction until death is pronounced by a coroner or a deputy coroner. The director of the Idaho department of correction shall
determine the procedures to be used in any execution. This act shall apply to all executions carried out on and after the effective date of this enactment,
irrespective of the date sentence was imposed.

IDOC000320

Wald,Jon

(3) F~!W!™fP.gsesoftciffyi~ ® ~ vlsio'"nsJ>,fJe°ct1oii"~ 2~~_§.~ aholCO<te~fretli!t@~'Jils~c!,eilgnees~
ti1n. ~~Tst,ore~_j1lniinlst~
er- --c;irolled1s~ r ices an dfare&>eemP.t,fromj 1i{l:ws:f f i i ' i ~iatlons:govemlng P.har'maciesa~ .amtrol~substiinc~
hstaoolog!!!vroffierii~~~f,la~ Any employee of the state of Idaho participatlng In an execution pursuant to section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall be presumed to be acting within the
course and scope of his employment and without malice or criminal intent for purposes of section 6-903, Idaho Code. Any employee, agent or contractor of the
state of Idaho participating in an execution pursuant to section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall not be subject to criminal or civil liability for the death of the
condemned person.

Jon Wald
Senior Buyer
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone: 208-658-2012
The Information contained In this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and conndentlal. If the reader of this message ls not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering It to the Intended recipient. ycu are hereby notmed that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication Is strictly prohibited. If ycu have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

l
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19~2716A. PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND POSSESSION OF CONTROLI.ED SUBSTANCES - EXEMPTION - EXCEPTIONS TO GOVERNMENTAL LIABILITY. 120
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, infliction of the punishment of death in the manner required by section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall not be
construed as the practice of medicine. The director of the department of correction and all persons authorized by him to participate In an execution, as provided
in section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall be exempt from all laws, rules and regulations governing the practice of medicine.
(2) For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 19-2716, Idaho Code, any pharmacy, prescriber, manufacturer, wholesale distributor or other entity
authorized by law to possess controlled substances may distribute controlled substances to the director or his deslgnees and shall not be subject to criminal or
civil llablllty for the death of the condemned person.

I
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From:
To:
Data:
Subject:

"Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
'Randy Blades" <RBlADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
5/24/20111:47 PM
Ra: Pentobarbltol

HI Randy,
Sodium Thlopental Is the drug used by most of the sates Ilka Nebraska, South
· 0akota, 0elawara; ·Arazona·etc,
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP,
1718/1 F Picnic Garden Road, ·
Kolkata 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614363
Cell: +(91)-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)·800-6526916
wvm.harrlspharmallp,com
DISCLAIMER:

·

Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addresseels, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
corifidentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law, Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this is a
forwarded massage, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company, If you are not Iha Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information in any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or interference.

•···· Orlglnal Message •··From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 20111:07 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Chris
Elllot referred to anolhar drug called Sodium thiopental. We have to
research that one.
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Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnstltullon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

.>=>>-~Chrls.r.larrls.(.r.larrls.eherma LLe }"..,;chrlsharrls@harrlspharrnallp.,CPm?
»> 05/19/201112:15 >»
HI Randy,
The company Information Is mentioned below. Do tell him Chris Harris has
given you his lnformallon so he knows.
Catlgor Rx Inc
Name: Elliot Safdle
212-988-0590
212-988-1729
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1F Picnic Garden Road,
Kolkata 700039
West Bengal,
India
.
Phone (Direct): +(91)·33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and ts Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confldenllal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, lhe content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notlfled that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of lhls
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delele from your system and
inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference,

•·-· Original Message •••••
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From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc,ldaho,gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Chris
•Yesrwe.would-appreclate-the-worklng .together. through .the .US .company. Rlease .
provide the Information,
Thanks
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnslltutlon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

>» "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
»> 05/18/2011 09:11 >»
HI Randy,
Just wanted to know If there Is any update regarding your order, I can
understand your concern for Importing, However this problem Is being solved,
There Is a company In the USA who can Import these products legally and
supply lo you, Other stales are doing the same, I am selling to the company
In US end you would be buying directly from them, They have all the DEA
licenses to Import these kinds of products and distribute II In the US, If
you are Interested I can pass the Info on to you and we can work together
through this company,
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1F Picnic Garden Road
Kolkata • 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91)-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526918
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
atlachment Is proprietary lo Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
Iha addressae/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law, Access to this
a-mall and/or to the atlachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If U1ls Is a
fo1Warded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
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not renecl those of the Company, If you ere not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnformeUon to the named recipient, you are notlned that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In eny manner Is slrlcUy prohibited, If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
-- -vlruses,.lnter.ceptlons.or.lnterter.ence ........... _.

---- Original Message ____;
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chrls Hams" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2011 2:11 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
We are still developing the SOP. II will be e month or so I em afraid.
Randy Blades .
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnsUiutlon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org> 04/05/2011 13:09 >»
HI Randy,
·
Any updates regarding the order?
Regards,
Chris
•·-·- Original Message --From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" chrlsharrls@kayampharma.org
Sent: Friday, March 25, 201112:55AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Yes, things are moving along et lhe speed of government:-) We do have a
meeting on It tomorrow however.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

>» "Chris Harris" chrlsharris@kayempharma.org 03/24/201113:18 »>
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HI Randy,
Any updates?
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
KAYEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.
-2rGrnen.f;leld-Cl:!S ..Ltd.,.Laxman.Mhalre Raad, .
Marian Colony, Barlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )·9836627779
VIWW.kayempharma.org
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information Iha! Is privileged,
confidentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo the allachment by anyone else Is unauthorized, If this Is a
forwarded message, Iha content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnfomnatlon to Iha named recipient, you are notlfled that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not Iha Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
lnfomn the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
-~ Original Message •••••
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoo.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com:>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:23 PM
Subject: Re: Penlobarbltol
Chris
We are having some discussion with our central office folk on which method
lo use.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnstllulion
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
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»> "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com> 03/21/2011 08:59 >»
HI Randy,
Just wanted to know If there Is any updala regarding your order.
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
- --KA't'.EM-P-harmacaullcals-P-vl.-Ltd,----- -- -·--· _ . -·-·· .. _ ..
2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhalra Road,
Marian Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91)-9836827779 .
Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
WYl'/1.kayempharma.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
atlachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceullcal Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidenllal or exempt from disclosure under appllceble law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized, If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are nol lhe Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
dlslrlbullon, transmission, printing, copying or dlssemlnalton of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

••••• Original Message - From: 'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:20 PM
Sub/eel: Re: Penlobarbllol
>
> Thank you Chrts. I will get back to you. Do you take stale purchase
> orders?
> Also what quanllty of Pentobarbltol are we talking about to manufactor?
> Randy Blades
>
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
>
> •·-· Reply message --··
> From: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharrna.com>

,)
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> Date: Wed, Mar 16, 2011 5:46 am
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
> To: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
>

>
> HI Randy,
>

> It was nice talking to you on the phone yesterday and as discussed I am
·•·· .. --~mentioning.all.details.below •... ···--··-·.·-----·,--·-· .•.. -·-· ........... .
>
> The Pentobarbllal we are not able to supply as we do not have that In
> stock.
> We can manufacture It but the quantity will need to be large for the order
> and I am sure you would not require such a large quantity.
>

> However we can supply you with Sodium Thlopental 1gm Vials at $f5 per Vial
> with the minimum order quantity being 500 Vials. We have supplied this to
> Nebraska and have also Just shipped to South Dakota. Other states are also
> placing their orders with us.
>

> Do let me know how you wish to proceed.
>

> Regards,
> Chris Harris
> Director Sales & Marketing
> KA YEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.
> 2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhatre Road,
> Marlen Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
> Mumbai • 400 103,
> Maharashtra,
> India
> Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
> Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
> Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
> www.kayempharma.com
>

> DISCLAIMER:
>

> Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
> attachment Is proprietary 'to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
> solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is
> privileged,
> confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to
> this
> e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is
>a
> forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
> not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient,
> an
> agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
> Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
> distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of lhls
> Information In any way or In any manner Is slrlclly prohibited. If you are
> not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
> Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
> communication hes been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
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> viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
>
>
> •-·· Original Message ••• ,.
> From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.Jdaho.gov>
> To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
> Sant: Tuesday, March 16, 2011 9:46 PM
> Subject: Pentobarbllol

>
>Mr.Harris
>
> I am contacting you Inquiring about the avallablllly of Pantobarbllol.
>
> Thank you
>
>
> Randy Blades
> Warden
> Idaho Maximum Security Institution
> 208-338-1635
> rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
>
>
>
>
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Q5/2;l/2012 Brent Reink~: Fwd:HE;: Le:;ivitt ·

'Cc.,

- .!)?yf~ ~24

..-rl:..t':,,

From:
T~:

Olivia Craven
Reinke, Brent

Date:
Subject:

5/26/2012 4:03 PM
Fwd: RI:: Leavitt

C

Just to lei you know:
• We diifnotreceive Leavitt's commutation petition until 5:10 p.m. cin Frtday,5/25. This FeaHy puts us In a bad position because I
have

a__cofl1nilSSiOner gOne' fl_ext week ah vacation._

AND, _the_ comml_$5ionerS have ~u_ndreds o{.reports they ha_ve to read for parole

heartngs. We could not copy the tons of Information the attorneys sent and get It to Fed Ex to sehd to 'the Commissioners, because
there 1vas so much. So, th.e Commissioners \~ill hot get the docum~nts unm h·ext 1vefk,
* As I.told yo.u, because .of the late submission of the commutatioii petition, we cannot deliberate ·on the petition until 6/5/12 and it
might have ta be 6/6/12before we do. tliis. (I have little doubt the attorneys planned this.) . . .
·
* I have asked Mark Kubinski to review two letters the attorneys included in the documentation, as I am concerned about some of
thelrreqJes~/dlrectives. Mark wiHhot get to this until Tuesday. .
. .
.• . .
. .
. .
. . •
• Iain gia~)hatl canceffed niy Denver trip; as this looks like this will.all be last minute and I need to be around, ratherthan gone
from the office.
.
. .
.
.
·
* y,eshas faiked to both Wardens at ISCi and ICC about us moving our hearings on 6/12/12.to ICC. I di.d not make a pubiic
announcement and will n:Ot until Tuesday (5/29) .. Had I knbwn this before, we would haVe bullt this into the schedule. I need to
make su(e thire 'are not going to be ~ny other hang-ups that mlghtdelay the execotlcin. Once
schedule went.out, ltls big
deal fo cha'nge.
will do this, but! need to make sure there ivlffbe no .delays. ICC has Vlsitlrtg on thafruesilay and they Will
have to shut down all of the machines In ihe visiting rociin, iio It Is ah Issue for them, also. (Just letting you know.)
·
* I have not been involved In ahv of the meetings like I was lvlth RhOadeia, so iiiaybe I need to be invited to tover any Issues With
us. If i cari't be there, wescan.
·
· ·

our

Wf

a

I have a comniltnient with,niy grandson every morning next week,but you can reach me on my phone. He Is going to focitbali
camp anilI.amNs only transpcrtatiori. i wm be at Eagle High School and will be able to work. rota11vavallable on the phone, so
plea Se feerfre~· to call me.
OIMa
.
»> Brent Reinke 5/24(2012 6:15 PM.>»
Good evening Ollvla, this Is Were we are as of this S:pm. Thanks, Brent

The lnfornia'ti'on contained hi thls·e-maHmessage and any attachments may be prtvileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message ,snot tnelntendea recipient or an agent responS1ble for deliv,rlng It !olneintenclecl (eciplent, you·are. hereby notffiecl tfia
,my r~vleV//disseminatidn, dls)r.ibutiort or copying of this comtnu.nication Is strictly prohibitedilf y~u have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by replyiog to !his e-mail and delete the message and any
attachinen~ fr8in your computer.
·
Brent DRelnke,Director.
Idaho DepafuiJ/int of Correction.
1299 N, oii:l:,aH!, Boise, idaho 83706.
Of(i~.e: (2,0V'.fi.5§.,~f~<i
F a x : - · · ·,
Cell·
e-ma, : brem I'@ . cc.Idaho.gov

» > Mark Kubinski 5/24/2012 3:51 PM » >
Attached is an update on the stahis of the various cases pending iight now.
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Brent Reinke
Reinke, Brent
Date:
5/29/2012 2:54 PM
E:xecution Status
Subj1.?d::
Attac:hments: Breht ReiAke.vcf

From:
TO:

TO:Waho Legislafors
FROM: Brent D. Reinke
DATE: May 29, 2012
RE: Execution Status
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carrv out the court ordered execution of Richard
Leavitt two weeks from today on 'ruesday, June 12th at 10:bo a.rn. There ate t'lve major Iegal thalleriges
underway that seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures. The legal
challenges include filings in Federal District Court, the tdaho supreme Court, and the State District Court.
0

'rhe media lawsuit is drawing the rnost atteHtion ..Idaho news media are thaliel)ghig fDOC's execution
protocol, requesting access to witness the hiSertion oft.he tv. 'rhe bepartrneht has tefuseothis att'es's.
Protecting the Identity of the execution tearn Is essential, and carrying o_ut the process In the same
mari~etin which teams have trained for months is also essential. The media case Will be mediated later
this'week.
. . .
.
.
We'll provide an update next Tues/Jay, one week prior to the execution, unless any rnajor changes occur.

The information contalnea in this e'maH message .and any attachments may be privileged and
-~~~~cohfidentiar.1:Hhe·readerurthl,me~ageis.itit1:heintendectretipient·odlh~genrrespbhsible·fo
deliverfog it to the intended recipient, you ate hereby notii'ietl that
review; tlisserninatioh, distribution
or coriying of this cori1111.linicaUonls strictly prohibited. if you have received this communication In error,
please notify the senderimmediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attJi:hme~ts
tomplit~r.
.· .
. - ~- - from yqur
.
'.

MY

.

.

Bren~ D ~~inke, Director. .
Idaho Department of Correction.
1299 N. orchard, Boise, Idaho .83706.
olftce: (2q8) Gss-2p9

. <l ' . ·.•.• JiJ-7404 .
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TO: Director Reinke
FROM: JeffRay

RE: Answers to your death penalty questions

Q: How many states still have the death penalty?
A: Thirty-three. Connecticut became the 17th state to abolish the death penalty in April, 2012
Q: How many inmates has Arizona executed using only pentobarbital?
A: Three. The state began using only pcntobarbital for an execution on February 29, 2012. It
It has used it for executions on March 8, 2012 and April 25, 2012

\
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I' (11/18/2011) :Zaine Baird - Texfof 6:00 a.m. Media briefing

Page 11

Brent Reinke
[Everyone Everywhere]
11/18/2011 12:05
Date:
Subject:
Text of 6:00 a.m. Media briefing
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vet
From:

To:

Staff:
Below is the text of comments delivered to the media this morning prior to the Department carrying out the death warrant
issued for Paul Ezra Rhoades. In coverage, the media agreed the Department truly performed this difficult duty with
profess/ona/lsm, respect and dignity. Thank you all for your professiona/lsm today.

Paul Ezra Rhoades Execution
November 18, 2011
6:00 a.m. media briefing

Good morning. I'm Brent Reinke, Director of the Idaho Department of Correction. Thank you for being here today.
We gather today for what courts and a jury of the people determined Is Justice In three murders that happened nearly 25
years ago. Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State of Idaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professlonallsm, respect and
dignity for all Involved.
Idaho's criminal code outlines this obligation as a part of the public safety duty provided by the Department of Correction.
As I have in the past, I have seen the professionals at the Department of Correction step up and undertake
this mission with thorough preparation and tremendous dedication. I must pause and say to all who have
trained for this duty, thank you for your dedication under the tremendous stress associated with this
obligation, We also must say thank you to the other criminal justice partners who are here with us to assist
with ensuring calm and orderly operations as this morning moves forward,

In pddition to the prison and probation and parole staff from the Idaho Department of Correction, we
appreciate assistance and patrols from:
*The Ada County Sheriffs Office

•Tl,,,, Idaho State Police
*Boise City Police
*and Kuna Fire
These partners are providing extra patrols and support for perimeter security, while prison staff remain
focused on operational duties.

As Governor Otter said, Paul Ezra Rhoades has taken full and unfettered advantage of his rtght to due process of law for
more than two decades. That process Is running its course.
The law requires and justice demands that Mr. Rhoades be held accountable for his actions. This is what a judge and Jury
have directed, and what the law requires of the Department of Correction. Today, we carry out the execution order we
received on October 19th.
Here's what you can expect this morning. This will be our only briefing until after the procedure is performed. Between now
and then, the Department will carry out the procedures as outlined in the Standard Operating Procedures.
The State's witnesses and the condemned witnesses are gathering at two separate locations as we speak at the Idaho
Maximum Security Institution. These Include family representatives of the victim, criminal justice professionals representing
the various stages in the process from apprehension of the condemned, to the prosecution and sentencing,.and the appeals
process managed by the Attorney General's Office.
These witnesses also include the inmate Rhoades' family. Media witnesses have been selected and will be announced
following this briefing. The witnesses will be asked if they want to come to this tent to answer any questions you might
have. We are all witnesses to justice, as prescribed by law.
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Paul Rhoades is currently housed in the Idaho Maximum Security Institution's, F-Block.
He will be moved to the execution chamber about 7:20 am. The witnesses will be moved into the chamber a short time
later. I will assure there is no last minute stays. Once initiated, the process will take approximately 20-25 minutes.
Once the procedure is complete, the witnesses will remain until the Ada County coroner pronounces death and removes the
body. We will provide an update to the media if anything outside the normal procedures occurs that causes a delay,
otherwise, the media witnesses the Ada County Coroner and I will return to the tent at approximately 9:30am.
Here is the current operational status. The prison facilities south of Boise are on lock-down, high alert. This means inmates
will remain in their cells until normal operations are resumed at the command of the warden.
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/ (1. 1/17/2011) Brent Reinke~ Request to View

From:

To:
CC:
Date:

Page 1

Brent Reinke
charlesabrown@cableone.net
rboone@ap.org; tdvorak@ap.org

11/16/2011 17:52

Subject:

Request to View
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vd

To:

Charles Brown, Attorney at Law charlesabrown@cableone.net

Cc:

Rebecca Boone, Associated Press rboone@ap.org
Todd Dvorak, Associated Press tdvorak@ap.org

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 16, 2011
RE:

Request to view

Dear Mr. Brown,
Thank you for your letter regarding your clients' desire to view all
aspects of the November 18 execution of Paul Ezra Rhoades. The changes
you have requested at this late hour to IDOC"s execution procedures
would have a potentially disruptive effect on the entire process. Among
other things, It could compromise the anonymity of members of IDOC"s execution
team.
We are aware of the Ninth Circuit Court's ruling which you cite in your
correspondence. The ruling was based on facts unique to caliFornia.
In the months to come we shall review every aspect of Friday's
execution. As we do, we shall welcome your clients' Input on how we can
improve this process.
Sincerely,
Brent D. Reinke, Director
Idaho Department of Correction
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Nov. 16. 2011 12:42PM
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LAW OFFICE

No. 2925

P. 1/3

CHARLES A. BROWN

ATTORNEY Ai LAW

November 16, 201 I

VIA MAIL AND FACSIMILE TO: 208-327-7404, 208-327-7485, 208-334-3454
AND EMAIL TO; breinke@idoc.idaho.gov, mkubinski@idoc.idaho.gov,
david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov
Brent Reinke, Director
Idaho Depru.1ment of Correction
Mark R.ubinski, Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Depru.1ment of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
David Hensley, Chief of Staff
Office oflhe Governor
P:O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0034
DearSil's:
I am legal counsel for The Associated Press, The Idaho Press Club, The Post Registe
r, Bla~kfoot
· Morning News, Idaho Statesman, Idaho State Journal, Lewiston Tribune, Newsp
aper Association
ofldaho, Idaho State Broadcasters Association, and The Idaho Press Tlibune.
I am writing you in regard to the scheduled execution of Paul Ezra Rhoades set
for this Friday,
November 18, 2011. It appears that Idaho's protocol conflicts with the law as set
forth in the Ninth
Circuit.
There is a 20 minute windo'iv in Idaho's protocol that does not' allow the media or
any other willless
to the execution to view the entirety of the process. In this case, witnesses will
not be allowed to
view the condemned inmate being strapped down and tho !V's being inserted.
As you know, there is a Fil'st Amendment right to view all aspects of the
execution.

324 Main St., P.O. Box 1225, Lewiston, ID 83501
Qrfii,A l?nA\ 7dA-OO.ll'7' ~..... c1..,11,. 1~n•1 ,u-•o u
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LAW OFFICE

No. 2925

P. 2/3

Brent Reinke, Director
Mark Kubinski, Deputy Attorney General
David Honsley, Chief of Staff
Page2
November 16, 2011

When Rebecca Boone, a newswoman for The Associated Press, talked to you, Director Reinke,
about her concerns and the application of the Ninth Circuit case, you indicated you would review
the situation. Ms, Boone followed up with an email to Jeff Ray, the Public Information Officer for
the Idaho Department of Co1rection, on November 15, 2011, again reiterating her concerns at which
time Mr. Ray responded as follows:
The procedures were developed so that we could preserve the dignity ofthe offender.
After discussing the matter with Director Reinke and legal counsel, we have chosen
to follow the procedures as they are Written.
The pu1pose of this letter is to request reconsideration of that position. Tho Ninth Circuit case in
qu~~tion is California First Amendment Coalition v. Jea1111e Woodford, 299 F.3d 868 (9th Cir. 2002),
30 Media L, Rptr, 2345 (Aug, 2002). ·
In that case the Ninth Circuit specifically dealt with the situation where "witnesses were not
permitted to watch Bonin [the condemned prisoner] as the guards brought him into the chamber, tied
him down to the gurney, inse11ed the intravenous lines and left him alone to await the warden's order
to dispense the chemicals. Rather, by the time prison officials opened the chamber curtains,
pe1mitting the witnesses to see inside the chamber, Bonin lay motionless on the gurney, appearing
to be asleep or sedated. (Bonin had not, in fact, been sedated.) The lethal chemicals were then
administered-without any announcement to the witnesses-and after several minutes, Bonin was
· declal'ed dead, The witnesses, therefore, observed Bonin as he died, but were unable to see the
processes leading to that point."
The Ninth Circuit Court stated:
The issues presented involve the balance between the State's ability to cany out
executions in a safe and orderly manner and the public's right to be info11ned about
how the State and its justice system implement the most serious punishment a state
can exact from a criminal defendant-the penalty of death,
The Court specifically found that "we reach the question and conclude that the public does indeed
enjoy a Fil'st Amendment right of access to view executions from the moment the condemned is
esco1ted into the execution chamber,"
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LAW OFFICE

No. 2925

P. 3/3

Brent Reinke, Director
Mark Kubinski, Deputy Attorney General
David Hensley, Chief of Staff
Page3
November 16, 2011

In explaining its opinion, the Comt specifically stated:
Independent public scrntiny-made possible by the public and media witnesses to
an
execution-plays a significant role in the proper functioning of capital punishment.
An informed public debate is critical in determining whether execution
by lethal
injection comports with "the evolving standards of decency which rnaxk the progres
s
of a maturing society." (citation omitted) To detennine whether lethal injectio
n
executions are fairly and humanely administered, or whether they ever can
be,
citizens must have reliable information about the "initial procedures," which
are
invasive, possibly painful and may give rise to serious complications.
Much more is known today than when the ntles were written about complications
involving lethal
injection. In 2009, the execution ofRomell:Sroom was halted after Ohio prison
authorities spent an
unprecedented two hours I.lying to insert a needle. According to news accoW1ts,
Broom said he was
stuck with needles at least 18 times, with pain so excn1ciating he clied and scream
ed.
In Oregon's last execution in 1997, there were also delays because the IV team
had trouble finding
a suitable vein. Witnesses must see and hear the inmato's reaction and the staff
discussion to fully
evaluate the state's pcrfonnance.
Pleasoinform Ms. Rebecca Boone or Mr. '!'odd Dvorak, both with The AssociatedPr
ess no later than
5:00 p.m. today, November 16, 201 I, whether vie\l~ng during the 20 minute
time period will be
allowed, Their email addresses are as follows: tdvorak@ap.org and rboone@ap.o
rg
Thank you for your consideration.

Charles A. Brown
Attomey at Law
CAB:c!b

(This facsimile consists of three (3) pages.)
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J. (11/1~/2011)Zaine Baird -Slightly revised Media schedule (OPEHATIONALMEMONOTE)

From:

CC:

Teresa Jones
Baird, Zaine; Ray, Jeffrey; Tewalt, Josh
Kempf, Kevin

Date:

11/16/2011 16:50

To:
Subject:

Slightly revised Media schedule (OPERATIONAL MEMO NOTE)
Attachments: media schedule.doc

Zaine and Jeff - latest copies for you with what we agreed to change Jeff.

JOSH,
Please note the Operational Period timeline sent to all staff yesterday has two things that are slightly different than
what we're providing to the media. One Is significant, the other is not.
The 1 page memo to all staff has the drawing for media witnesses at Sam. It will be at 5:45am.
The larger issue Is that the memo still notes the media center is at 11 a,m,, but it is now 1 pm. In the last meeting
with the Director, Jeff and staff from ISCI It was moved to 1 pm,
We're publishing the timeline on the website tomorrow so if there are any concerns let me know.

Thanks,

Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite #110
Boise, ID 83706
tjones@idoc.idaho.gov
(208) 658-2138
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
··!this message Is not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the
message and any attachments from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety. Accounfabilify.
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Tentative schedule for November 18. 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel
5:45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses
6:00 a.m. Short news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke
7:00 a.m. IDOC van available for transport to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7 :20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7 :45 a.m. Witnesses are escorted into execution chamber
8:00 a.m. IMSI"s warden reads death wan-ant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender if he wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist
8: l Oa.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a._m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses
l 0:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes
I :00 p.m. Media center closes

1299 North Orchard· Suite 110 ·Boise· Idaho· 83706 · Phone (208) 658-2000 · Fax (208) 327-7404
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director

1·<._~~-1-e~

Cc:

Idaho Criminal Justice Commikio
Idaho Congressional Delegation

Date:

November 16, 2011

RE:

Execution Update

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State ofldaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Department is in the final days of preparation for the execution of
Paul Ezra Rhoades. Here's a brief update of the current status.
Judge Bush rejected Paul Ezra Rhoades' request for a stay of execution late Monday, but another legal
challenge has been filed.The execution remains scheduled for November 18 at 8 a.m.
The execution and escort teams are currently practicing twice daily. They are ready for this duty.
Probation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. Idaho State
,'folic~; Hrnsc JJoi1ce, lhe Ada County She1iffs Office &ud Kuna fire are also assisting leading ui, io m,,. <.luring
the execution.
The Department will go into an Incident Command Strncture (ICS) for the execution procedures on Thursday
and will remaiu in !SC until several hours after the process is complete. Staff is receiving operational briefmgs.
I will brief the media at 6 a.m. on Friday and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless
circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans for the procedure:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Friday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines.
The Depmtment's web site is our main avenue for providing information to the public. These documents will
be made available to the public via the web site as well.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I again want to lift up and thank the employees who have trained for this duty. They continue to perform with
professionalism and dedication while under tremendous stress associated with this obligation.
There will be no further pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs:

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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Tentative schedule for November 18, 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel
5 :45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses announced
6:00 a.m. Sh01t news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke
7 :00 a.m. IDOC van available for transport to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7:20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7:45 a.m. Witnesses are escorted into execution chamber
8:00 a.m. IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist
8:10 a.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a.m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses
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10:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes
I :00 p.m. Media center closes
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

SAFETY:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons Is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior Is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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I{11/1Ql,J011)Zaine Baird~ Executi6nUpdate

From:
To:
CC:
solar . ..
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Page

Zaine Baird

Legislature 2011
andrew_rnitzel@crapo.senate.gov;

ICJC;

jake.ball@rnail.house.gov;

11/10/2011 14:03
Execution Update
StaffUpdate 11.09.11.pdf

Sent on behalf of Brent Reinke.
The attached was sent to Idaho Department of Correction staff on
November 9, 2011.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327.7404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any
attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately
by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all of us to step
up our game.
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.

When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November 18 th•
Current Status and What's Ahead

Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider inmate Rhoades commutation request.
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18th and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front of !SCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make certain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC} recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC Is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

SAFETY:
a)
b}
c)
d}
e)
f)
g)
h}
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances Is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b} In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices Is prohibited.

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all ofus to step
up our game.
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November 18 th •
Current Status and What's Ahead
Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider inmate Rhoades commutation request.
th
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18 and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front oflSCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make certain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

From: Bernt D. Rei,ire, rn,~w
Cc:

&-~

i'fU!rt\

0tJj)

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: November 4, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For Depaiiment staff involved, the
days are filled with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly
involved, the focus remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.
Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a conunutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November 18th •
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and suppott
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to repott from a media tent that will be set up in
front ofISCI.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty.
The Depattment has asked staff to stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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Director
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Governor

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 4, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always

Assault at Orofino
A stark reminder this week to stay focused on safety always. An inmate assaulted two food service
staff in the Orofino kitchen. Both officers, thankfully, suffered minor injuries and were back at work
the next day. Two inmates working in the kitchen intervened, preventing more serious injuries. The
inmates ignored inmate code and helped, holding down the attacker until reinforcements arrived. I'm
thankful to the staff and inmates who responded and kept the situation from becoming more serious.
Graduation
IDOC celebrated a milestone last week. 13 probation and parole officers graduated from the
department's first combined !DOC/law enforcement core academy. Welcome to the new staff.
Currently, a group of30 correctional officers are being trained at POST. They graduate on November
16th at 3pm from the POST academy in Meridian.
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For those involved, the days are filled
with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly involved, the focus
remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.

Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a cmnmutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November 18th .
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and suppo1t
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to repmt from a media tent that will be set up in
front ofISCI. Jeff Ray will manage all media requ(;)sts. If you are approached by the media, please
forward them to Jeff Ray at 658-2141 or jeray@idoc.idaho.gov.
Media have been advised they can do live shots from the entry way on Pleasant Valley, but must
work with Jeff to enter the road in front of south Boise prisons.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty. Please keep this in mind as you visit with
family, friends or as you communicate via social media.
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While we have a 1 Amendment right to say what we want on social media sites, please remember
Face book and other social media outlets are public forums. Don't say anything that would cause you,
or the department, embarrassment. You represent IDOC, so please think about the Code of Ethics and
Conduct before you press "enter."
Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. If you have questions we haven't answered, please
ask, and take care of each other!

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect

Idaho
through
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\r (1 b/27/2011) Zafne·l3aird -Re: MemoiandumfroriiBrent R~inke,·.1ooc:;

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

. Page

<janicemcgeachin@gmail.com>
"Zaine Baird" <zbaird@idoc.idaho.gov>

10/26/2011 20:11
Re: Memorandum from Brent Reinke, IDOC

Director Reinke and staff,
My prayers of support will be with you during this time. Not an easy time, especially for the family and
friends oF the victims. I respect the manner in which you carry out your duties.
Representative McGeachin

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
-----Original Message----From: Zaine Baird <zbaird@idoc.idaho.gov>
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2011 16:25:13
To: janicemcgeachin@gmail.com<janicemcgeachin@gmail.com>
Subject: Memorandum from Brent Reinke, IDOC
Please find attached a memorandum from Director Reinke regarding the execution.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327. 7 404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your
computer.
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Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Idaho Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals at the Department of Correction routinely follow court orders, which sentence inmates
to serve time in prison, or to probation or parole. But for most of staff, this is the first time they have
been involved in a court-ordered death sentence.

We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me provide a briefing on three items.
1. The current status
2. What we expect
3. A solemn duty
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November 18 th execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with current Supreme Court rulings.

At central office, I have communicated with the board, the governor, criminal justice representatives
and legislators. Public Information Officer J effRay has sent notification to the media and the state
witnesses asking those who wish to attend to provide the required information. The witness pool is
very limited with the witnesses identified in policy.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations until the actual execution.
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Memorandum to Legislators
Page2
October 26, 2011

The planning team is meeting regularly with the partners who will provide security and support
during the execution. The Idaho State Police, Ada County Sheriff's Office, Boise Police, and Kuna
Fire Department will be on site with many Department of Correction professionals and specialty
teams.

What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer and do expect legal filings
attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change in timeframes, lawmakers
will be notified.

The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disrnptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24 hours of the event. The
depaiiment wants to keep intenuptions to the inmate population to a minimum.
A Solemn Duty
A jury weighed evidence in the case, found the condemned guilty and sentenced him to death. A
judge issued the death warrant. Our mission requires us to focus on our court-ordered duty. It will be
canied out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.

I know some of you are probably concerned about IDOC's professionals and the burden of this duty.
We have a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) team trained and available. They will
provide debriefing sessions for all involved staff to help provide wellness checks and resources for
those impacted.
IDOC has a death row link on the front page of our web site (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information about the death row population and the process underway. If you have additional
questions, let me know.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect

Idaho
through
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To:
All Staff ·
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals here routinely follow court orders which sentence inmates to serve time in prison, or to
probation or parole. But for most of us, this is the first time we've been involved in a court-ordered
death sentence.

We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me talk a little about three things.
I. The current status
2. What we expect
3. Information to help you answer questions you receive from family and friends
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November 18 th execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with current Supreme Court rulings.

At central office, I have connnunicated with the board, the governor and other criminal justice and
legislative representatives. Public Information Officer Jeff Ray has sent notification to the media and
the state witnesses asking those who wish to attend provide the required information.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations up until the actual execution.
These are all elements outlined in the preparation and notification phase in the first 9 days after
receiving a warrant.
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What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer. Inquiries should be forwarded
to the public information officer at 658-2141 or jeray@idoc.idaho.gov.
We do expect legal filings attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change
in timeframes staff will be notified.
The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disruptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24-hours of the event. We want to
keep interruptions to our inmate population to a minimum.
Information To Help Yon Communicate
This execution is not about the department. Our mission requires us to focus on the victims and our
court-ordered duty. A jury weighed evidence in the case and found the condemned guilty and
sentenced him to death. A judge issued the death warrant. The execution is what the court has
ordered, and it will be carried out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.
Someone will probably ask you what's going on. All the information provided in this memo is public.
We have a death row link on the front page of our website (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information. Invite people to review the website. Educate them not just on this, but on what you do
365 days a year to keep the public safe.
Most IDOC staff raised their right hand and swore to protect the public. This is a time for us to
demonstrate the professionalism we value and exhibit daily.
Please remember during the days ahead to be focused on :Mission First, Safety Always. If you have
questions we haven't answered please ask, and take care of each other!

Black Hat

Mission:
Ta protect

fclaho
through
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From:

Brent Reinke
[Everyone Everywhere]
Date:
10/19/201116:47
Subject:
!DOC serves Death Warrant
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf

To:

To: All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC se,ves death warrant for Idaho inmate
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and begin execution procedures as specified by policy. This Is a time when we
must show the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved.
Thank you for your se,vice.
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves inmate with death warrant

BOISE--At 4: 15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction se,ved Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurling.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was Immediately moved to an Isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail if you wish to
schedµle an inte,view.

Below, we've Included the news release Issued by the Attorney General's Office earlier today.
For Immediate Release
October 19, 2011
Media Contact: Bob Cooper
(208) 334-4112
Court sets execution date for Paul Ezra Rhoades

(Boise) - Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurllng Issued death
warrants today for Paul Ezra Rhoades for the 1987 murders of Susan
Michelbacher and Stacy Baldwin. The execution date is set for November
18, 2011.
Susan Mlchelbacher Case:
A Bonneville County jury found Rhoades guilty of first-degree murder,
first-degree kidnapping, robbery, rape, and the infamous crime against
nature In 1988, In the death of Susan Mlchelbacher. Rhoades kidnapped
Ms. Michelbacher from a supermarket parking lot In Idaho Falls. He took
her to a remote location, raped and brutalized her, then killed her.
On March 24, 1988, Rhoades was sentenced to death by Seventh District
Judge Larry M. Boyle.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed Rhoades' conviction and sentence on
November 14, 1991.
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U.S. District Judge Edward J. Lodge denied Rhoades' petition for a writ
of habeas corpus on March 28, 2007, and the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed Judge Lodge's decision Involving guilt-phase Issues on
March 8, 2010 and sentencing-phase issues on July 15, 2010. On February
10, 2011, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals denied his petition for
rehearing. The United States Supreme Court denied Rhoades' petition for
certiorari on October 11, 2011.
Stacy Baldwin case:
A Bingham County jury found Rhoades guilty of first-degree murder,
first-degree kidnapping, and robbery in 1988, In the death of Stacy
Baldwin. On February 28, 1987, Rhoades kidnapped Ms. Baldwin from a
convenience store near Blackfoot. Ms. Baldwin was a clerk on duty in
the store. Rhoades forced her Into his pickup truck, drove to a
secluded area and attempted to sexually attack her. Ms. Baldwin broke
free and ran. Rhoades fatally shot her as she fled.
On May 13, 1988, Rhoades was sentenced to death by Seventh District
Judge James C. Herndon.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed Rhoades' conviction and sentence in the
Baldwin murder on February 15, 1991.
U.S. District Judge Edward J. Lodge denied Rhoades' petition for a writ
of habeas corpus on May 24, 2007, On March 8, 2010, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals Issued an opinion affirming Judge Lodge's decision. On
February 9, 2011, the Ninth Circuit Court denied Rhoades' petition for
rehearing In the Baldwin case. The United States Supreme Court denied
Rhoades' petition for certiorari on October 11, 2011.
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Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/2011 16:47
Subject:
!DOC serves Inmate with death warrant
Attachments: Brent Relnke.vd
From:

To:

To: All Lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC serves inmate with death warrant
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and have begun execution procedures as specined by policy. Policy and death row
Information is available on line at http://www.ldoc.ldaho.gov/
·
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves Inmate with death warrant

BOISE--At 4:15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction served Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
. as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurllng.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was immediately moved to an isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been Incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail If you wish to
schedule an Interview.
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Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/201110:07
Subject:
!DOC Update: Possible Execution
Attachments: IDOCFallUpdate.2011.pdf; Brent Reinke.vet
From:

To:

To:
Statewide lawmakers
From: Brent D, Reinke, Director
RE: Possible execution
Date: October 19, 2011
Possible Execution

Last week, the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to consider Paul Ezra Rhoades death sentence appeal. The Department of
Correction has been preparing for the posslblllty of an execution for the two years, and just posted an updated policy to
guide the execution process. IDOC's execution procedures are available onllne, To see the policy, go here:
http: ljblt.ly/oKedol
General death row Information Is available and will be updated on our website: htto:ljwww.idoc.ldaho.gov/ Look for the link
near the middle of the front page,
If.required, we will carry out this duty professionally, with dignity and respect for all involved and impacted.
Please note the attached brief sheet provides a quick summary of Rhoades status as of October 18th. We will update you
when a death warrant is delivered.
IDOC Updates
The brief sheet below has other updates as well including turnover Information and population Information.
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Idaho Prepares for a Possible Execution
The U.S. Supreme Court has denied a request from Idaho death
row inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades to review his case and stop his
execution. With most of his appeals exhausted, this decision
means an Idaho court could issue a death warrant for .Rhoades
within the next few days or weeks. Once the department receives
a death warrant, the agency has 30 days to prepare for and carry
out an execution.
Pictured above is the IMS! cell

Preparations are well underway to ensure that, if an execution is
block where an execution would
required, the agency is ready to do its statutory duty. IDOC is fin- occur.
ishing the remodel ofan existing cell-block at the Idaho Maximum
Security Institution, moving the execution chamber from an old trailer. The department has also revised policy to reflect
the current procedures accepted by the United States Supreme Court.
If an execution does occur, the department will allow employees to withdraw from the process without prejudice. Idaho's
last execution was in 1994 when Keith Eugene.Wells
requested his death
sentence move forward without further appeals.
.
.

High turnover continues· for prison's most critical safety staff: the correc~
tional officer. An average of 11 correctional officers departed each month
in the first quarter of the new fiscal year. The monthly churn added up to a
23% turnover rate last year. !DOC is on track for a similar rate this year.

!DOC held a job fair for veterans in October to help fill officer openings.
·

Training Program
New recruits are teamed up with
field training officers. Good mentors help new recruits understand
the organization, establish safe
practices, and will help reduce
turnover.
Turnover is highest among new
officers and the initial training is
very costly to the department and
state. Stabilizing the workforce is a
priority.
Idaho Department of Co,rec5on
658·2000

Furloughs and eliminating overtitlle pay, reduced pay for officers by thousands of dollars. The department used salary savings from retirements, open
positions, and the closure of a work center to eliminate furloughs and pro. vide incentive pay. Below are three of the initiatives proposed to keep talent
from leaving for greener pastures. .

Funded Overtime
Pay foi overtime was among the
agency's first budget cuts in 2008.
Staff and facilities have struggled
since to ensure essential safety
posts are staffed.
The department hopes to fund
overtime for essential services in
prisons and the community.

1299 N. Orchard, Suite #110
P, 0, Box 83720

IDOC implemented incentive
pay for members
of three specialty
teams who to respond to emergencies.

f . ~ 2 - ~ ~ ~ - _.i

Members of CERT training this summer.

The 50-cent in.centive honors
team members for training and
being on call 24/7,

Br:ise, ID 83720-0018

/doc.Idaho.gov
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When it comes to cost per inmate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate. The national average was $75.
ilm' ~-c· Idaho's bed cost was $52.22 in fiscal year 2010. In fiscal year
=1,'JIJJ;; 201 I, Idaho's average per day cost increased to $52.88 with the
opening of the Correctional Alternative Placement Program
(CAPP). The CAPP lease cost is factored into the cost per day.

A snapsholrnrvey ofbed costs taken in May 2011
shows.Idaho's per inmate costs is lower than the national average. The survey was complet~d by fhe ,A.ssocialion ofStafe Correctional Administrators.

The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
show how Idaho compares.

The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the
cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 2011. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 inillion meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of·
budget reductions the past two years .. ·
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

Population Update
IDOC finished the first quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 inmates,
110 inmates more than was forecast. Inmates sentenced to term remain below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are
higher than was forecast (3 8), Parole violators make up the bulk of
the forecast variance with 105 more than expected.

'·"" + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IDOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of 99%.

7,100 +.- - - - , - - - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - ~

News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stem made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(ISCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stem said he
was impressed by the staff's professionalism and how
staff engage the offender population.

He plans to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stem to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stem to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues,
ICC Lawsuit Settled
Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).

The court sealed details of a settlement with inmate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other inmates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving conditions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review 18
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened inmates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriffs office and an increase in training
for officers.
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,! (11/10/2011) ZaineBaird- Execution Update.

From:
To:
CC:

Pagef

Zaine Baird
Legislature 2011
andrew_mitzel@crapo.senate.gov;

ICJC;

jake.ball@mail.house.gov;

solar ...
Date:
11/10/2011 14:03
Subject:
Execution Update
Attachments: StaffOpdate 11.09.11.pdf

Sent on behalf of Brent Reinke.
The attached was sent to Idaho Department of Correction staff on
November 9, 2011.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327.7404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any
attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately
by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all ofus to step
up our game.
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November 18 th •
Current Status and What's Ahead

Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider imnate Rhoades commutation request.
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18th and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front ofISCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make ce1tain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

~

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: November 4, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For Department staff involved, the
days are filled with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly
involved, the focus remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.
Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a commutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November I 8th •
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and support
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to report from a media tent that will be set up in
front of!SCI.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty.
The Department has asked staff to stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
ldoho
through
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch' Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

To:

Idaho Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals at the Department of Correction routinely follow court orders, which sentence inmates
to serve time in prison, or to probation or parole. But for most of staff, this is the first time they have
been involved in a court-ordered death sentence.

We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me provide a briefing on three items.

I. The current status
2. What we expect
3. A solemn duty
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November l8u1 execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with current Supreme Court rulings.

At central office, I have communicated with the board, the governor, criminal justice representatives
and legislators. Public Information Officer Jeff Ray has sent notification to the media and the state
witnesses asking those who wish to attend to provide the required information. The witness pool is
very limited with the witnesses identified in policy.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations until the actual execution.
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Memorandum to Legislators
Page2
October 26, 2011

The planning team is meeting regularly with the partners who will provide security and support
during the execution. The Idaho State Police, Ada County Sheriff's Office, Boise Police, and Kuna
Fire Department will be on site with many Department of Correction professionals and specialty
teams.

What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer and do expect legal filings
attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change in timeframes, lawmakers
will be notified.
The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disruptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24 hours of the event. The
department wants to keep interruptions to the inmate population to a minimum.
A Solemn Duty
A jury weighed evidence in the case, found the condemned guilty and sentenced him to death. A
judge issued the death warrant. Our mission requires us to focus on our court-ordered duty. It will be
carried out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.

I know some of you are probably concerned about IDOC's professionals and the burden of this duty.
We have a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) team trained and available. They will
provide debriefing sessions for all involved staff to help provide wellness checks and resources for
those impacted.
IDOC has a death row link on the front page of our web site (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information about the death row population and the process underway. If you have additional
questions, let me know.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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[ (10/20/2011) Zaine Baird - IDOC serves inmate with death warrant
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From:
To:

Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/2011 16:47
Subject:
!DOC serves inmate with death warrant
Attachments: Brent Reinke. vd
To: All Lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC serves inmate with death warrant
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and have begun execution procedures as specified by policy. Policy and death row
Information is available on line at http://www.ldoc.idaho.gov/
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves Inmate with death warrant

BOISE--At 4:15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction served Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
. as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shindurling.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was immediately moved to an Isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail if you wish to
schedule an Interview.
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From:
To:

Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/201110:07
Subject:
!DOC Update: Possible Execution
Attachments: IDOCFal!Update.2011.pdf; Brent Relnke.vcf
To: Statewide lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
RE: Possible execution
Date: October 19, 2011
Possible Execution

Last week, the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to consider Paul Ezra Rhoades death sentence appeal. The Department of
Correction has been preparing for the possibility of an execution for the two years, and just posted an updated policy to
guide the execution process. IDOCs execution procedures are available online. To see the policy, go here:
http://blt.ly/pKedoJ
General death row Information Is available and will be updated on our website: http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/ Look for the link
near the middle of the front page.

If required, we will carry out this duty professionally, with dignity and respect for all involved and Impacted.
Please note the attached brief sheet provides a quick summary of Rhoades status as of October 18th. We will update you
when a death warrant Is delivered.
!DOC Updates

The brief sheet below has other updates as well including turnover Information and population information.
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When it comes to cost per inmate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate. The national average was $75.
Idaho's bed cost was $52.22 in fiscal year 2010. In fiscal year
2011, Idaho's average per day cost increased to $52.88 with the
opening of the Correctional Alternative Placement Program
(CAPP). The CAPP lease cost is factored into the cost per day.
A snapshot survey of bed costs taken
shows _Idaho's per inmate costs is lower than the national average. The survey was completed by the _Association of State Correctional Administrators.

The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
show how Idaho compares.

The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the
cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 2011. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 million meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of
budget reductions the past two years.
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

Population Update

IDOC finished the first quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 inmates, 7,700 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - , 6 - 1 3 110 inmates more than was forecast. Inmates sentenced to tenn re7,504
main below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are 7,SOO
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IDOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of99%.

News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stern made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(ISCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stern said he
was impressed by the staff's professionalism and how
staff engage the offender population.
He plans to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stern to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stern to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues.
ICC Lawsuit Settled
Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).

The court sealed details of a settlement with inmate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other inmates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving conditions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review l 8
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened inmates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriff's office and an increase in training
for officers.
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How Idaho Stacks Up
When it comes to cost per inmate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate. The national average was $75.
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A snapshot survey of bed costs taken in May 2011
shows _Idaho's per inmate costs is lower than the national average. The survey was completed by the _Association ofState Correctional Administrators.
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The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
show how Idaho compares.

The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the
cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 20 I 1. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 million meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of
budget reductions the past two years.
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

'Population Update
!DOC finished the first quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 inmates,
1IO inmates more than was forecast. Inmates sentenced to term remain below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are
higher than was forecast (38). Parole violators make up the bulk of
the forecast variance with 105 more than expected.
!DOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of99%.
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News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stem made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(!SCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stern said he
was impressed by the staff's professionalism and how
staff° engage the offender population.
He plans to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stem to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stern to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues.

ICC Lawsuit Settled
Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).

The court sealed details of a settlement with irunate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other inmates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving condi•
tions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review 18
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened inmates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriff's office and an increase in training
for officers.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director

I
Cc:

Idaho Criminal Justice Commi:lsio
Idaho Congressional Delegation

Date:

November 16, 2011

RE:

Execution Update

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State of Idaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Department is in the final days of preparation for the execution of
Paul Ezra Rhoades. Here's.a brief update of the current status.
Judge Bush rejected Paul Ezra Rhoades' request for a stay of execution late Monday, but another legal
challenge has been filed. The execution remains scheduled for November 18 at 8 a.m.
The execution and esc01t teams are currently practicing twice daily. They are ready for this duty.
Prohation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. Iclaho Stat~
l'oh.:•,, Boise Poiice, the Ada Couuty Jiteriff's Office and Kuna Fite are also assisting lea<lrng UJJ and <l'.lu,:g
the execution.

,u

The Department will go into an Incident Command Structure (ICS) for the execution procedures on Thursday
and will remain in ISC until several hours after the process is complete. Staff is receiving operational briefings.
I will brief the media at 6 a.m. on Friday and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless
circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans for the procedure:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Friday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines.
The Depmtment's web site is our main avenue for providing information to the public. These documents will
be made available to the public via the web site as well.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I again want to lift up and thank the employees who have trained for this duty. They continue to perform with
professionalism and dedication while under tremendous stress associated with this obligation.
There will be no fu1ther pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs.

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Tentative schedule for November 18, 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel
5:45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses announced
6:00 a.m. Short news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke
7:00 a.m. IDOC van available for transpmt to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7:20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7:45 a.m. Witm:ss1/s are escmted into execution chamber
8:00 a.m. IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist
8: 10 a.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a.m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses
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10:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes

1:00 p.m. Media center closes
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First .
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

SAFETY:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior Is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices Is prohibited.

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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l.(12[91/2011) Yvonne Johnson - Re: Final Tall}' of !execution Costs

. Page 1

From:

Brent Reinke
Senator Elliot Werk
Yv6nne Johnson
Date:
12/1/2011 i:29 AM
!'lul?ject:
Re: Final Tally of Execution Costs
Attachments: Brent Reinke3.vcf

To:
CC:

Senator we are processing pay role this week, and should have an over view by mid December. Brent.
The information contained In this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended focipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it tothe intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution
orcopying Of this communication Is strictly prohibited. If you have receiv~d this communication in error,
please notify t.he sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
Brent D Reinke, Dire~or.
Idaho Department of.Correction.
1299 N. brchard, Bolse, Idaho 83706.
Office: (208) 65~~2139

~

e-mail: breihke@icloc,1daho.gov

>>> "Senator Ellidt Werk" <elliotwerk@grnail.tom> 11/29/2011 8:22 PM>>>
Description: C:\Users\Elliot\Appoata\Rciamirig\Microsoft\Stationery\seal.gif
ELLIOT WERK
IDAHO STAiE SENAiE
Brent:
First, thank you for your professional and compassiCJnate handling of the
execution. I ani certain that ft was h.ard on your staff and on you.
Now that it is over I wovld like to un.derstated the costs of the execution
from soup to nuts. Staff time, consultants, materials, labor, drugs, etc.
I know that you have Other things to do but it seems. important to fully
understand the cost in time, materials, and effort to complete an execution.
Thanks for your help.
Elliot
6810 Randolph Drive
Boise, ID 83709
658-0388
Click Here to View My Web Site <http://www.elliotwerk.org>
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

Media center schedule for June 12, 2012
Revised at 1:23 p.m., June 11, 2012
4:00 a.m.

Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel

6:00 a.m.

Demonstration areas open

8:00 a.m.

Access to media center closes, briefremarks by IDOC Director Brent Reinke

8:45 a.m.

Media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution

9:3 5 a.111.

Witnesses enter viewing rooms

9:40 a.m.

Escort team transports condenmed into execution chamber

10:00 a.m.

IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses

10:03 a.111.

Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement

10:07 a.m.

IDOC's director confirms that no legal impediments exist

10: 10 a.m.

Administration of chemical begins

10:30 a.m.

Coroner enters chamber and pronounces death

10:35 a.m.

Warden declares the execution complete

11 :00 a.m. * Post-execution news briefing featw-ing remarks by:
•

Brent Reinke, Director, Idaho Department of C01Tection

•

Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General, State ofldaho

•

Rebecca Boone, Associated Press, Boise

•

Ruth Brown, Post Register, Idaho Falls

•

Scott Logan, KBOI-TV, Boise

•

John Funk, Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa

•

Tom Moss, fonner Bingham County prosecutor

*Time is approximate. Please reji-ainfimn asking questions until all of the speakers
have had an opportunity to share their initial impressions.
1:00 p.m.

Media center closes
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C. L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Idaho Congressional Delegation

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Mark Warbis, Office of the Governor
Board of Correction

Date:

June II, 2012

RE:

Execution Update

Matt Orem, Division of Financial Management
Richard Burns, Office of Legislative Services

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State ofldaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Depaitment is entering the final 24-hour period prior to the scheduled
execution of Richard Albeit Leavitt. As we did in November, we are providing a brief overview of the
time lines.
The execution remains scheduled for June 12, 2012, at 10 a.m. As the 9th Circuit Court ordered, Judge Lodge
issued an ittjunction allowing witnesses to view the entire procedure. The current remaining legal challenge, a
request to stay the execution, is before the United States Supreme Comt.
Execution and escort teams have practiced for months. They are ready for this duty.
Probation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. Idaho State
Police, Boise Police, the Ada County Sheriff's Office and Kuna Fire are also assisting leading up to and during
the execution.
The Department went into an Incident Command Structure (ICS) for the execution procedures on Friday at 5
p.m. and will remain in ICS until several hours after the process is complete. I will brief the media tomorrow at
8 a.m. and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Tuesday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines. The area for demonstrators opens at 6 a.m.
The Department's website is our main avenue for providing information to the public.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I want to lift up and thank the staff who have trained for this duty, those who are required to put in ove1time
and the partners who assist in planning_and suppo1ting safe operations during this duty. All continue to
pe1form with professionalism and dedication while under stress.
There will be no fmther pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs.

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech, The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty,
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on (DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31 /12
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Media center schedule for June 12, 2012
4:00 a.m.

Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel

6:00 a.m.

Demonstration areas open

8:00 a.m.

Access to media center closes
Brief remarks by IDOC Director Brent Reinke

9:00 a.m.

Media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution

10:00 a.m.

IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses

10:03 a.m.

Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement

I 0:07 a.m.

IDOC's director confirms that no legal impediments exist

I 0: IO a.m.

Administration of chemical begins

10:30 a.m.

Coroner enters chamber and pronounces death

10:35 a.m.

Warden declares the execution complete

11 :00 a.m.

Briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses

· 1:00 p.m.

Media center closes
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Answers to common questions
Leavitt execution
June 12, 2012

Q: What will Mr. Leavitt's last meal?
A: Mr. Leavitt was given the choice of any dinner on the Idaho Department of Correction menu. He
chose baked chicken, french fries and milk. It will be served to him at 6 p.m. Monday night.
Q: What will Mr. Leavitt being doing in the hours leading up the execution?
A: He will have the opportunity to meet with his attorneys and approved visitors. He will also be
able to talk on the phone.
Q: Who has been visiting Mr. Leavitt?
A: !DOC is not releasing their names to protect their privacy
Q: What will happen to Mr. Leavitt's remains?
A: He will be cremated and the ashes will be given to his family.
Q: Who will witness the execution?
A: The state's witnesses are:
Erwin Sonnenberg, Ada County Coroner
Scott Andrew Bingham County Prosecuting Attorney
Dave Johnson Bingham County Sheriff
Mark Warbis, Communications Director, Office of the Governor
Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General, State of Idaho
Robin Sandy, Chahman, Board of Correction
The media witnesses are:
Rebecca Boone, Associated Press, Boise
Ruth Brown, Post Register, Idaho Falls
Scott Logan, KBOI-TV, Boise
John Funk, Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa
At the request of the families of the victim and the condemned, IDOC is not revealing who, if
anyone, will witness the execution on their behalf.
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From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

Jeffrey Ray
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
06/06/2012 09:58
Media Heads Up

In a few minutes !DOC will issue this news release.
JFR

Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
Commission Denies Leavitt's request for commutation hearing

BOISE, June 6, 2012 - The Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole decided late
Tuesday, June 5, to deny the request for a commutation hearing submitted on behalf of
Richard Albert Leavitt, who was sentenced to death for the 1984 murder of Danette
Jean Elg of Blackfoot in eastern Idaho's Bingham County.
Governor C.L. "Butch" Otter received the Commission's recommendation without
comment.
Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shindurling issued a death warrant for Leavitt on May 17.
The execution is set for 10 a.m. on Tuesday, June 12.
News release issued by:
Jeff Ray, Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
Work: (208) 658-2141
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:
From:
Date:
RE:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

All Staff
Brent D. Reinke, Director
June 5, 2012
Execution Update

The Department is entering the final phases of preparations for the execution of Richard Leavitt and
several more appeals have been rejected.
An appeal challenging the lethal injections procedure was dismissed on Monday.
This afternoon, a Federal Court judge rejected the media's request to witness the insertion of the IV.
Protecting the identity of the execution team remains essential and this ruling helps us protect the
teams suppo1ting this comt-ordered duty. The media has a~pealed to the Ninth Circuit Comt of
Appeals. This will be one of the items considered by the 91 Circuit Court on Thursday.
Later today, we anticipate the parole commission will make a decision on Leavitt's sentence
commutation request.
As the legal processes continue, so does the preparation work. Staff, specialty teams, and criminal
justice partners continue to train for the Tuesday, June 12th, IO a.m. execution. Internally, our focus
leading up to the execution remains on professionalism, dignity and respect.
We'll provide an update next Monday, one day prior to the execution, unless any major changes
occur.
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From:

To:
Date:

Subject:

Jeffrey Ray
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
06/05/2012 08:15
Media witnesses selected

Here are the names of the media witnesses for the June 12 execution:
Statewide print
Witness: John Funk/Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa
Alternate: George Prentice/Boise Weekly, Boise
Statewide lV/radio
Witness: Scott Logan/KBOI-lV, Boise
Alternate: Justin Corr/KlVB-lV, Boise
County of conviction
Witness: Ruth Brown/Post Register, Idaho FaUs
Alternate: Robert Hudson/Morning News, Blackfoot
Associated Press
Witness: Rebecca Boone
Alternate: Todd Dvorak

Jeff Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction
jeray@Jqoc. idaho. gov

.. ..

The information contained in t.his e-mail message and any attachments may be
privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended. recipient or
an agent responsible for delivering it to the intende.d recipient, you are hereby notified
that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohiblted. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments
from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

News Media Witness Drawing
8 a.m., Tuesday, June 5, 2012
IDOC Central Office, 1299 N. Orchard
Statewide print
1. John Funk/Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa/Witnessv

2. George Prentice/Boise Weekly, Boise/Alternatev
3. Patrick 01T/Idaho Statesman, Boise

Statewide TV/radio
1. Nathan Shelman/KBOI-AM, Boise
2. Roland Beres/KNIN-TV, Nampa
3. Scott Logan/KBOI-TV, Boise/Witness J
4. Justin Corr/KTVB-TV, Boise/Alternate v

County of conviction
1. Robert Hudson/Morning News, Blackfoot/Alternate v
2. Ruth Brown/Post Register, Idaho

Falls/Witness ✓

3. Kylie Bearse/KlFI-TV/KlDK-TV, Idaho Falls
4. Todd Blackinton/KPVI-TV, Pocatello
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
· "Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: June 1, 2012
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carry out the court-ordered execution of
Richard Leavitt eleven days from today on Tuesday, June 12th at 10:00 a.m. There are several major
legal challenges underway that seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures.
The legal challenges include filings in Federal District Court, the Idaho Supreme Court, and the State
District Court.
The media lawsuit is drawing the most attention. Idaho news media are challenging IDOC's
execution protocol, requesting access to witness the insertion of the IV. The Department has refused
this access. Protecting the identity of the execution team is essential, and carrying out the process in
the same manner in which teams have trained for months is also essential. Mediation in the media
case failed to reach a conclusion. We expect a court ruling this week.
Throughout the preparations, I've been impressed by the professionalism and the dignity and respect
exhibited by all staff in facilities and statewide. I know much is being asked. You continue to have
my heart-felt gratitude for the impo1tant public safety work perfo1med. Not just those on the teams
specifically involved in managing the preparations, but every individual walking tiers, working in
communities and doing the desk jobs necessary to make certain all supplies and requirements are in
place each day.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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Page __'IJ

Fr9in:

To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brent Reinke
Reinke, Brent
5/29/2012 2:54 PM
Execution Status
Brent Reinke.vd

TO: Idaho Legislators
FROM: Brent D. Reinke
DATE': May 29, 2012
RE.: Execution Status
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carry out the court-ordered execution of Richard
Leavitt two weeks from today on Tuesday, J.une 12th.at 10:00 a.m. There are five majorlegal challenges
undei\vay that. seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures. The'legal
challenges intlu..de filings in Federal District Court, the
Idaho Supreme Court, and the
State District
Court.
.
.
.
.

.

.

'

.

.

'

Th'c media lawsu.it is drnwing the most attention. Idaho news media are challenging IDOC's execution
protocol, requesting access.to witness the insertion of the IV, The Department has refus.ed tnis access.
Protecting the iaehtity o.f the .execution team is essential, and carrying ·out the process in the same
manner in which teams have trained for months is also essential. The media tase will be mediated later
this week.
. .
. .
..
We'll provide an update next Tuesday, one week prior to the execution, unless any major changes occur.

Th.e information ccintaiped in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
C....C~----co-n'-"-fi_deribal. Iftne reaaer of this message IS not the ,mended rec1p1ent or an agent responsible for
cieliverirtg itto the i~fonded recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution
orcppyirig of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
Pl.ease notify.the se.t\cjer immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attli-ch'M'ieQ\:s f~?m yblir computer.
.

E!rentD Relo)ce, Direct:or.
Idaho pepartmehfofCorrection.
12Q9 N; brchafcf, Bb/se, 1daho 83706.

Office: (20Bf658c2.i39 .
Fax:' 2 " >i' ;. ''' \.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: May 24, 2012
The Department is preparing for two significant events, a June execution and the possibility of
sending inmates out of state. Here's the current status.

Out-of-State Information
Idaho's inmate population has grown by more than 400 inmates since July 2011 and the state is out of
beds. We have worked with counties, will reopen and add beds to G-block at IMSI, and add beds at
ICIO, but the next step is to go out of state.
A request of bed proposals is underway. The contract will be awarded by the end of June. We won't
have answers on who will go, where they'll go or when transports will occur until the contract is
finalized. We've placed a liuk online at idoc.idaho.gov with the information available now.

Execution Update
We are now in the second phase of preparation for the execution with less than 21 days remaining
until the June 12th date. We have notified the board, governor, and other criminal justice and
legislative representatives. State witnesses and the media representatives have also been notified.
Inmate Leavitt has been moved to maximum security prison's F-Block.
One of the requests I received from the field in November was advice for talking to citizens asking
questions. I want to repeat this bit of advice as a guide.

Remember the two O's
If someone asks you about what's happening, thiuk of the two O's - opinion and
operations. You are certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be
cautious about what you say. With emotions running high, even a seemingly benign
remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to public
information officer Jeff Ray (658-2141 or ieray@idoc.idaho.gov). Please do not
discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
Both these events require an extra level of vigilance. I know you are up to the duty and will perform
any associated assignment with professionalism, respect and dignity.
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Brent Reinke
Baird, Zaine; Jones, Teresa
Date:
05/31/2012 10:22
Silbjeq:
Fwd: Death Warrant Received
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf; Brent Reinke.vcf
From:

To:

The Information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.
Brent D Reinke, Director.
Idaho Depa'.rtment of Correction.
1299 N. Orchard, Boise, Idaho 83706.
Office: (208)658·2139

>>> BrenttRemtffllfo'11JW!l3 PM >>>
TO:
Idaho Legislators .
FROM: Brent D. Reinke, Director
RE:
Ex'ecutlon Updates

Today, the Idaho Department of Correction received a death warrant for inmate Richard Leavitt, #23081.
=====lleavlltcWascseRtem:;etlctITTieatln1Fl985~forcai:l~ir~ly=lntITTl.er.=Pei1DOG pcil1eF,Eeavi~IF!JE~======moved tci an isolation cell at ·the maximum security prison south of Boise.
The Department plans to carry out the court-ordered execution on June 12th. The Standard Operating
Procedure outlining the Department's process is available onlin.e at http://www.idoc.ic:laho.gov/ under the
Death Row Information link.
The Department will provide weekly updates to keep you posted of any status changes ,rnd answer any
questions.
·

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be priVileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message Is not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified fhat ahy review, dissernination, dis.tribution
or copying bf this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please ·notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
iittachments from your computer.
Brent D Reinke, Director.

Idaho Department of Correction.
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1. BRANCH
SICI

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Interior Perimeter Group

3. INCIDENT NAME

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Ter!}'. Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II
Patrol Unit III

2
2

Patrol Unit IV
Patrol Unit V

2

Patrol Unit VI

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

No
No
No
No
No
No

2
2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•

Stage a patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate response to civil
disruptions.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee
needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law
enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

REPEAT

Rnndy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1500hrs
DATE

TIME
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1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP

Special response

CERT Group

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
11/17-11/18/
DATE
TIME
2011

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

2100-2 JOO hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISIONfGROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Derek Butler

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Squad I

G

no

Squad 2

6

110

Squad 3

G

no

Squad 4

G

110

CNT

I

no

I

CFRT

Start time

End time

11/17/2011
2I00hrs
I 1/18/11
04001us

11/18/11
0500hrs
I 1/18/11
1300hrs

ll/18/11

0400hrs

11/18111
IJOOhrs

11/18/11
1300hrs
11/18/11

11/18/11
2I00hrs
11/18/11

0400hrs
11/18/11
0400hrs

11/18/11

SYSTEM

CHAN.

110

1300hrs
1300hrs

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•

Special response teams will be stationed at the CI /bldg 30.

•
•

Special teams haye their own transport vehicles aml response whicles,

Special response teams will be dispatched by the incident command post.
Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .

Debrie[ uill be conducted within the group .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
-All special teams will be on standby from 11/17111 at 0900rs until 11121111 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.
LOCAL

SYSTEM
700mhz

FUNCTION

CHAN.
S02

FREQ.
LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

vhf

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I DATE

11/14/11

l TIME
1600
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1. BRANCH
IMSI

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

l l-17-11

DATE

2100 to 2100

TIME

11-18-11

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Shift commander on
Dutv

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosby

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

SYSTEM

CHAN.

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution .
• Operate on I.M.S.I. repeater frequency .
• Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
• Armed post

•

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagement as outlined in the post orders.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

FREQ.
LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT
REPEAT

OIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME
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ASSIGNMENT LIST (ICS 204)
1. Incident

2. Operational

Date

Name:

Period:

From:
Time
From:

Rhoades 26864
Execution
4.

11/17/11
2100hrs

Date

to:
Time
to:

11/18/11

3.

2100hrs

Branch:

oPerations Personnel:

Crowd Control

Group:

Contact
Number(s)

Name
Operations Section Chief:

Outer Perimeter

Division/

Staging Area:

Jeff Zmuda

Branch Director:

SBWCC

Division/Group

Lt Schoenborn (BPD)

Su erv!sor:

5. Resources Assl ned:
Resource

~"'

Q> C
.0 0

Leader

Identifier

EI'!

z=> Cl."

Contact(e.g.,

phon_e, pager, radio,

frequency, et_c.)
' :• a••~-.-,,_·•;··;·'; •

Reporting Location, Special
Equipment and Supplies,
Remarks, Notes, lnformalion
Crowd Control Team Leader

Sgt A. John.son

Lt Schoenborn

Sgt M. Jones

Lt Schoenborn

1

Crowd Coritrol Team Leader

OferT. Weir

Sgt A. Johnson

1

Crowd Control Team

Ofer P. Markle

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer D. Harr

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer J. Adams

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer K. Crofts

Sgt A. Johnson

Gravid Control Team
Crowd Control Team

1

Crowd Control Team
Crowd Control Team

1

Ofer 8. Johnson

Sgt M. Jones

Cro'o'ld Control Team

OferT. Miller

Sgt M. Jones

Crowd Control Team

0fcrc&S_calt

gt:Mc.loo

Ofer R. Jares

Sgt M. 4ones

re

~--

am----

Crowd Control T earn

1

Crciwd Control Team
Sgt M. Jones
Ofer D. Whipps
6. Work·AsSignments:
Provid~ _Cf(>Wd control asslstan_ce, personnel, equipment, and support In the DemOnstrator Lots as necessary. This Group will operate
Internally on BPD Ops Frequency 8 (700 MHZ).

7. Specfann_stru~tlons:
This Group is comprised of BPD ESU (Crowd Control Team}, supporting vehicles, an_standar'd field equipment, riot gear, and less•letha"I
(40mm) launchers/munitions (2 total). This 'group will be responsible for the rotation/relief of It's ooo personnel during deployment.

er, or radio fre uenc Is stem/channel

Function

Name

9. Prepared by: Name: LL Dou Schoenborn_ _ PositionfTiUe: Lieutenant, Boise PD

------1 Dale/Time: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ICS204
~----+-"IAc,P_,._P,,a_,e'-"·
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Branch I • Execution

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

11/17/1 I

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randi'. Blades

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I DATE

I

TIME
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1. BRANCH
Branch I • Execution

2. DIVISION/GROUP

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

11/17111

DATE

2l00

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

DJVISION(GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT
DIV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

REPEAT

GROUND

TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

I

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

I

Transport Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-l l/l8/

DATE

TIME

2011

2!00-2!00hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

.Oved Soto

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

Transport Team 1

2

Transport Team 2

2

Transport Team 3

2

Arrive
Time
0600

TRANS.
N~EOED

NUMBER
PERSONS

0600
0600

'

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

Provide for inmate transport needs for the South Boise Complex .

•

Provide additional security or relief in place for the incident when not transporting inmates .
·.•

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

-

Any emergent transport needs should be routed through Lt. Soto
.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

S02

700mhz

Bret Kimmel

FREQ.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

B

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

REPEAT

vhf
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPA~ED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISCl-4

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME

-
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1.BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades Execution

l 1/17/20111
-11/18/2011

DATE

TIME

21 OOhrs2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

GROUP SUPERVISOR

Rodney Schlienz

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Programs Support Strike Team

EMT

LEADER

Brian N. Fariss

Clinical Strike Team

Shell WambleFisher

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Shift TIME

Shift TIME

22

0

0600/1400

1400/2200

8

0

0600/1400

1400/2200

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

1. Assist in vital security functions during duration of incident.
2. Provide support services <luring duration of incident.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Staff will park cars in the futihest parking lot from the media staging area.
Staff must remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

CHAN.

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV./GROUP

FREQ.

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

DATE
l 1/14/2011

TIME

OSOOhrs
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Media Group

1. BRANCH
ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2 I 00hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eugene Clark

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Media Center Security Team

5

Media Transport Team

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

A media center will be provided in the area of the maintenance parking lot for all media personnel.
The media witness drawing will be conducted in the ISCI visitor's center in accordance with department
SOP.

•
•

The media transport team will escort the media witnesses to the IMSI court room by 071 Shrs .

•

A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transportation of media to the
execution, this group will be supervised by a lieutenant.

•

The media center will close at l 300hrs .

At 0700 the media will be given the opportunity to be escorted to the demonstrator lots and back to the media
center.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

700mhz

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SO2

SYSTEM

CHAN.
8

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP

vhf

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

ISCI-

7

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME

IDOC000397
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Branch I- Execution

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

DATE

11/17/11

TIME

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Medical Team

3

Injection Team

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV catheters, ensuring
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing the chemicals,
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including the level of
consciousness), and supervising the administration of the chemicals.
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administering the
chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution Chemicals Preparation and
Administration.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

GROUND
TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.) I DATE
11/14/11
Randy Valley

I

TIME

1500hrs
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH

ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Rodney Schlienz

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Johanna Smith

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Central Control

2

East Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

6

Response and Escort Team

6

TRANS.

PICKUP
PT./TIME

NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

2

Medical Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates within ISCI .
The facility will go on secured status starting at 21 00hrs the night before the scheduled e.x:ecution for a period of24 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Ofi"ender Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours

No programming will be provided on the dayofthe execution
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution.
A second outside patrol officer will be posted during the operational period
All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided to the inmate population
throughout the evening
All outside recreation, education, chapel services, and paralegal activities will cease the day of the execution .
Provide for dog program stmctured movements during the event .
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas as needed 0600hrs-2000hrs the
day of the execution.
Safely maintain pendync food preparation operations during the execution with approximately 12 inmates and food service stafi:
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner with controlled feeding in Pendync, the day of the execution.
L1tmdry will be closed .
Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
Diabetic and emergencv medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to buildin2: 20 .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

ADA
ISCI

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

REPEAT

S02

l

4

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

l 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME

IDOC000399
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Dignitary Transport

1.BRANCH
3. INCIDENT NAME

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATE

TIME

Nov. 18

0700?-I 000?

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Below.

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

ISP Major Kcd

I (transp. 2

No

Wills

di2:nitarics)

EMT

Dignitary Transport

LEADER

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

SYSTEM

CHAN.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communications will be by cell phone.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.
LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

7

FREQ.
LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Bret Kimmel

I DATE
111141201

l

TIME

.
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

Institutional Ooerations

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Shift Commander

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Ja~ualine Braun

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Unit l

2

No

Unit2

2

No

Perimeter Security

1

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7, CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

.

.••

The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Offender Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of48 hours
No progrumming will be pro\'kied on the dayofthe execution
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
r..-ledical will function undernonmtl operations, with the exception ofno scheduled off-site appoinbnents
No oft:site workers will be allowed to leave
All outside otTcnder movements will be escorted. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol oll1cer, ummncd during the entire operational period .
Staffkitchen with TC ofl:Cnders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

9

Maint.

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I DATE
10/3/11

I

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

External Securily Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jar Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

3

Check Point A

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Staff with two ofticers and one patrol cnr (1 PO and one TDOC)
Stage near the SBWCC
Utilize the SBWCC parking lot or vehicle searches to avoid unnecessary delays at check point
Individuals must be on the approved list to gain entnmcc
All staff will be allowed to pass, identified by a red sticker in window "JDOC Staff'
All other individuals must pn.>scnt photo TD
Class "A" will be the llppropriate unifonn
Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the
person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, TDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
1700 hrs on 11/17/11 to 0400 hrs 11/18/11 report to STCI shift commander.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In Imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.
SICl6

LOCAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

S02

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

l

TIME

IDOC000402
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

Facility Operations

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T errY Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Front Gate

1

OSP

1

Control

1

North Donn

3

PRC

2

Main Donn

2

MCU

1

Response and Escort

2

Laundty

1

Kitchen

I

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

.
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled e.xecution for a period of24 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Offender Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of48 hours
No programming will be provided on the dayofthe execution

All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
Medical will function under nonnal operations, with the exception ofno scheduled offsite appointments .
No oft:sitc workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unanned during the entire operational period .
Wright's Hall will operate nonnally with minimal offender staffing
Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing
Develop a 12-hourschedule for staffing SICI
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

OJV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I TIME
1500hrs
DATE
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Exterior Perimeter Group

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observation Post I

2

Fixed Observation Post 11

2
2
2
2
2
2

Fixed Observation Post Ill
Fixed Observation Post IV
Roving Patrol I
Roving Patrol II
Roving Patrol III

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of !DOC property
Observe and report any breach of IDOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with individuals
• LE will be dispatched to respond
• Vehicles will have one PO and one IDOC staff member
• If someone Is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person

•
•
•
•

to leave the premises. If the person refuses, !DOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject wilo was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious Injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.fGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I DATE

I TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

Entrance Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Ken Bennett

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

T er0:'. Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

Yes
Yes

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot JI

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Hand out Demonstrator Rul~ to all demonstrators
No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand-held metal detector
Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
leave the premises. If the person refoses, IDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in Imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Follo'Mng any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject v..tto was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

GROUND

DIV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

0630, 11-18

DATE

TIME

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T er~ Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

l

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

Patrol Perimeter of SIC! compound .
Operate on SIC! repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SUPPORT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

REPEAT

GROUND

DIY.IGROUP
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I TIME
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Dec. 27, 2011

To:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.

The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommendations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.

We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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Section 1: Incident Overview
Incident Details
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

11/17/11 2100 hrs.

Incident End Time:

11/18/11 2100 hrs.

Location:

South Boise Complex

Command and General Staff
.·•
··
Title
Narne
.·.
.
·.

• ..

.

·

..

.

Position

.

.·

.

Brent Reinke

Director

Incident Commander

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations

Deputy Incident Commander

Jeff Zmuda

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Operations Section Chief

Josh Tewalt

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Operations Section Chief

Executive Financial Officer

Finance/ Admin Section Chief

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Planning Section Chief

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Logistics Section Chief

Randy Blades

Warden

Terry Kirkham

Warden

SICI Branch Director

Johanna Smith

Warden

ISCI Branch Director

Jimmie Crosby

Deputy Warden

IMSI Branch Director

Jaqueline Braun

Lieutenant

SBWCC Branch Director

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Public Information Officer

Theo Lowe

Execution Branch Director

Partichrnting Facilities and On.rnnizations
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution
South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correctional Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District
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Incident Objectives

•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities will operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security ofresponders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
On 04/18/1988 Rhoades, Paul 26864 was convicted of 1st Degree Kidnapping, Armed Robbery,
nd
1st Degree Murder, Forcible Rape, Robbery, Infamous Crimes Against Nature, and 2 Degree
Murder. He was sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued with Rhoades scheduled to
be executed at 0800 on Nov. 18, 2011 by lethal injection.
After a 55 minute delay due to a legal impediment, the execution of Paul Rhoades 26864 was
completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada County Coroner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at
0915 on November 18, 2011.

Incident Review
The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Rhoades 26864 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a
success. Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending
their expertise and resources.

Planning Pha~e
The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordination from several
agency partners as well as a large contingent of IDOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Rhoades 26864 started seven weeks before the execution. There were
meetings held once a week with both our agency partners and our command and general staff
groups for the first four weeks followed by meetings twice a week for the remaining three weeks.
Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an action plan was developed and reviewed
each meeting.
•
•

Agency partners felt the frequency of the meetings was especially helpful to stay up to date
on the issues and build a good Incident Action Plan.
IDOC Command and General staff stated it was difficult to make much progress on their
respective action items in the time between the Tuesday and Thursday meetings.
Recommendation - Meetings for the Command and General Staff could be adjusted to
once a week to allow time for staff to make progress on the actions items.
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Operational. 1?J1ast1
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0500 hours the day of the execution, most of the small groups
of approximately 100 demonstrators did not arrive until 0700hrs. The demonstrators quickly
dispersed upon notification that the execution was complete. The execution itself went as
planned. There was a 55 minute delay due to one legal impediment, however, once resolved
the execution was completed within the anticipated timeframe.
Comma11cl:

•
•

Agency partners found the frequency of agency rep meetings helpful in preparation for the
incident.
The Command Post did not provide good cell reception, nor did it provide wireless internet
access.
Recommendation - There needs to be better cell reception and internet connection in the
command post a National Guard representative recommended contacting Verizon to see if a
signal booster can be installed. It has worked well for Gowen Field. Additionally, a wireless
router should be installed in the command post to provide internet access to those in the
command post.

Operations Section:
Exterior Perimeter:
•

•

•

•

There were a limited number of escort vehicles available during the operational period. In
several instances, assisting agencies had difficulties navigating around the complex.
Recommendation - Additional escort vehicles should be staged near the checkpoint to
provide escort for assisting agencies.
External security staff worked specified posts with no relief. Staff were very cold and not
provided breaks.
Recommendation - Staff should be placed on 4 hour rotations to allow for opportunities to
rehab.
During the operational period IMSl's and ISCl's outside patrol vehicles were staffed with a
P&P officer to ride in the passenger seat to assist. The objective was to watch for threats
approaching from outside of the perimeter, with the OSP Officer paying attention to the
facility perimeter.
Recommendation - The additional rider in OSP should be staffed for future executions. It is
effective to have and an extra set of eyes on the perimeter while the driver is focusing on the
road and fence line.
A Checkpoint was established on the entrance road. The trailer established did not provide
good visibility of the road and required staff to stand in the middle of the road to converse
with incoming traffic.
Action -IDOC has hired an architect to work on a plan for a permanent checkpoint at the
front of the complex.
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•
•

•

•

ce
Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throughout the Incident. Their assistan
staffing.
limited
their
tax
further
to
having
from
ns
institutio
with external security relieved the
the
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list of who was granted access to
on to
passed
not
was
list
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When relieved at 0630, the
the oncoming shift.
approved to
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint has a master list of who is
enter the complex in a timely manner with an effective way to look up visitors.
event.
P&P provided a patrol at the South Boise Complex for the two weeks prior to the
This patrol did not encounter any issues.
r, a
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the area 14 days in advance. Howeve
be done
schedule should be developed in the event the patrol needs to be activated it can
quickly.
e most
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced officer who was able to recogniz
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
longRecommendation - The person who is working the front checkpoint should be a
standing staff member. This was helpful to move people quickly through the front
checkpoint.

Demon strator Lots:

to keep up
Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for the small contingent of staff
with the searches.
should be
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry areas to the demonstrator lots
considered.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additional metal detector to facilitate
searches.
made it
• Demonstrator lots were not provided any table for the staff to work from. This
being
difficult to search bags, and no place for the demonstrators to set their things while
searched.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need tables for searching.
days
• Media and Demonstrator Representatives were provided an opportunity in the
provided
preceding the event to come out to the complex and meet with staff. They were
al not
the guidelines for their functions and had their questions answered. This was benefici
only for them but for IDOC.
an
Recommendation - Media and demonstrator representatives should be offered
opportunity for a pre-incident orientation. This was very helpful.
for the public.
• Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help identify the demonstrator lots
Recommendation - Use the same signage for the demonstrator lots.
the event. This
• Boise Police Department dedicated a 10-man mob and crowd control unit to
squad was staged on scene, but not deployed.
from the
Recommendation - BPD may designate staff to the Incident, but have the on-call
to
field. BPD would have someone in the command post and at the demonstrator lots
mobilize staff, if needed.
off for
• Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators. There were areas blocked
future events,
during
issue
an
be
responders which limited the parking space. Parking may
if there are more demonstrators.

•
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•

•

•

The media was allowed to park their vehicles in the southern part of the Northern
Demonstrator Lot.
Recommendation - Keep the media set up the same for the demonstrator lots. It created a
natural barrier between the lots and provided media access to the demonstrators.
Their were several instances where demonstrators attempted to park their cars in the media
area at the demonstrator lots. There was no signage designating the area and parking was
limited.
Recommendation - Signs or cones should be set up where the media is supposed to park
to avoid confusion for demonstrators.
During the operation, it was difficult for command to get an accurate account of the number
of demonstrators. Inconsistent numbers were collected from local law enforcement and
media reports.
Recommendation - Staff at demonstrator lots should use a clicker counter to accurately
track and report how many demonstrators are on site.

Staging:
• There was some confusion with check-in. It was collocated with Staging. As people
entered, they were unclear as to why they needed to check-in twice, once for check-in and
once for staging. This confusion created some accounting issues in the process.
Recommendation - Check-in needs to be in a separate location from staging. Check-in
could be housed at SBWCC education building so that all staff report to check-in area , even
command staff. Then those unassigned can go to staging, but others can report to their
assigned areas. Additionally, having check-in near the checkpoint will help ensure all staff
are accurately accounted for.
Some staff left the complex without completely checking out.
Recommendation - It needs to be clearly communicated to line staff where their initial and
final checkpoint will be. This would also be assisted by the check-in/out being located near
the front checkpoint.
• Swing shift staff were asked to report on their day off for this event. The incident was
concluded earlier than expected and Staging attempted to notify everyone by phone.
However, they were unable to reach everyone. There had been a process for staff to call in
for swing shift, however this plan was abandoned and created confusion. Staging left
messages for staff, but not everyone checked their messages.
• Recommendation - Staff should be provided direction to call in to a specific number to find
out if they need to report. The phone should then be staffed at the specified time to take the
calls and make the notification.
The demobilization of staff encountered some issues. Staff in the staging area were
released, as the need for staff diminished. Some staff wanted to go back to the facilities in
order to work an entire 40-hour week, but the facilities were not expecting them.
Recommendation - There needs to be a more organized demobilization process with the
staff managing the staging area providing key information to staff. Staff who are on their
day off and are relieved from staging should go home. If it is the staff members regularly
scheduled day, they should be released back to their respective facilities.

•

•
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SIC!:
SICI operations went as planned.
• When check-in and staging were established, the responsibilities for these functions were
transferred from the SICI Shift Commander. This was not clearly communicated, and the
Shift Commander continued to manage this process for some positions.
• Recommendation - Check-in should be established earlier to manage the staffing of all the
positions staffed during the operational period.

!SCI:
Overall operations of facility went smoothly. Medical conducted pill call and triage in the units.
Breakfast and lunch were fed in the units, and there was a controlled movement for dinner. ISCI
would like to do this process again before making any changes.
• ISCI felt a little overstaffed in the units. The treatment and education staff were utilized to
augment staffing in the units.
• Recommendation - ISCI should continue to keep education closed and use treatment staff
to augment staffing in the units.
• The Media center had all the necessary equipment with the exception of an appropriate
sound system. People in the media center could not hear the questions asked or the
speakers response very well.
• Recommendation - The Media center needs a mull box and sound system. Bob Morlan is
working with Jeff Ray to ensure the proper equipment is on site for future events.
• There were no emergency transports during the event. One offender was discharged, and a
plan was developed to have him taken by program staff to the bus station.
Recommendation - The Transport team could be used for the relief of staff on an on-call
basis for other areas, rather than being dedicated to transports only.
• Once past the checkpoint, the media was not clear as to where the Media Center was
located. A secondary checkpoint was established to direct traffic at the media center assist.
• Recommendation - The Media Center needs a staff posted at construction parking lot to
direct traffic.
• There has been discussion about moving the time of the execution to later in the day. IDOC
should continue to plan on a media presence for the morning news, even if the execution
time is changed. Limit media to demonstrator lots in the morning, if they want to come out
early again. They can be moved to the media center at an appropriate time to receive press
releases.
• The amount of lighting for the demonstrator lots and media tent was appropriate.

IMS!:
The days prior to the event were busy and a bit tense, but that was due to the nature of the
event. Staff were extremely appropriate and professional. The facility was calm after the
execution.
• Tim Higgins reported that the evening prior to the execution the schedule was two hours
behind because the execution unit needed to be cleaned. The cleaning of the unit was not
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•

•

•

•
•

Dec. 27, 2011

accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMSI staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that the offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the appropriate
time is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMSI they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:
Facility was extremely quiet.

ICC:
The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and it went well.

Planning Section:

•
•

•
•

Staff and assisting agencies slated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well put together.
In an effort lo keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted lo utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation - A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
During the event, there were delays and changes made to the timeline, but there was no
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendation - There needs to be a recorder in the command post to assist.
There were several instances of individuals working outside the scope of their
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
initial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.
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During this event, there were several days worth of activities. The one IAP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up to the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some to turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
for similar events in the future.

Finance and Admin Section:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

There was a plan developed to track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to it being implemented. During the event, IDOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation - A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and IDOC was charged for the generator to be refueled.
Recommendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is accounted for and ready for pickup.
~ o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the lunches in the
morning.
IDOC needs to use the same ordering process and spending authority because it worked
well.
Car stickers were purchased to identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of their cars due to the window stickers saying IDOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOC staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building. Six P&P Officers were
posted at the various entrances to Central Office.
There were many questions from staff, as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was to be entered on their time sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operations Sergeants but the information was not filtered tq the line staff well.
Recommendation - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and those reporting time dedicated to
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
Some names of staff were placed on documents that are eligible for release on a public
records release which the department would prefer not to be released.
Recommendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
There are was some conflicting information between the Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Execution Procedures and Death of an
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with current practice
There have been several public records requests for information. Finance will need to define
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future events in advance.

•

Logistics:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

There was not a consistent procedure for how radios were to be issued. Some supervisors
pulled groups of radios for their teams and others had their teams check out radios during
check-in. Several radios were misplaced and had to be tracked down after the fact.
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment Manager assigned to check out
radios from the start of the operational period. With all equipment being issued during the
check-in process.
There was confusion with the communications plan. IDOC staff are not used to altering their
communication channels and this caused some issues.
Recommendation -Staff need to be better informed of the correct radio channel. The
communication plan should also be announced at the morning briefing.
There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a variety of posts, from several facilities .
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would be cared for and returned. Several
vehicles were returned without being refueled or cleaned.
Recommendation - A process for how these items will be returned should be developed in
advance.
Communication went very well with assisting agencies .
The Food Unit had developed a process for how they would account for equipment. Due to
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to the plans implementation.
Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood up in advance to unsure they are
prepared for the start of the operation.
Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not hold enough coffee and the food
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for several of the larger areas.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to consider purchasing a few larger coffee urns for media
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller carafes for smaller areas.
There was no plan for how trash would be disposed of following the execution .
Recommendation - There needs to be a process for disposing of refuge preceding the
event.
Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the day prior to the execution of their
assigned role.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to make sure that P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Incident at least a week in advance.
The drivers delivering meals were not clear on where meals needed to be delivered .
Several areas were missed initially. Meals had to be resent to hit some areas.
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear understanding of where and how
many meals to deliver.
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Assignment D, Assigned To
Al Ramirez
11/8/2011

Due Date

Action Item

Bob Morlan

Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then

11/3/2011

Buck Carper

generator, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighten entrance sign; and ensure north lot's

11/3/2011

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios

11/3/2011

11/8/2011
11/8/2011

Christina Iverson

11/8/2011

David Birch

from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift, to include extra batteries
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina

Facilities

Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offenders that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational

11/3/2011

Facilities

period.
Caryl Frasier needs physical location for hard line for facility
heads and red barn to reach CERT

11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/8/2011

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle needs
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she

Jay Christensen

can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots for law
enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of

11/8/2011

Jay Christensen

demonstrator lots on tank track.
Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

11/8/2011

Elaine Bergeson

Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend. H,
will need to determine how front gate knows who is approved
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate to help officers filter public from media

10/20/2011
11/8/2011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

Determine if media will have IDOC badges
Ensure that IMSI provide refreshments for Ada County
Paramedics

11/8/2011

Jeff Zmuda

Request if Wednesday's leadership meeting can be postponed.
He will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for

10/20/2011
11/8/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby

11/3/2011

Johanna Smith

demonstrator lots
Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot -two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
Needs to provide cell phone for trailer during operation period.
Trailer will be delivered Monday
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11/3/2011

Mackenzie Stone

Staff needs to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleasant Valley
Road during the operational period and the speed limit will be
reduced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the stickers work

11/8/2011

Randy Valley

Set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to meet for

Randy Valley

nightshift briefing
Send electronic copy of time line to meeting attendees. Randy

11/8/2011

Completed

Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line for Jeff Zmuda's
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler

Completed
Completed
Completed

approval
Follow up about restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

ICC needs to provide Randy Valley a copy of 204 for checkpoints Completed
11/3/2011

Al Ramirez

11/3/2011

Bert Hartz

11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Caryl Frasier
Garret Coburn
Garret Coburn
Jay Christensen

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Need to determine who will test lights and cameras and who
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victor Rowett for the
Completed
cameras
Bert Hartz has stress management schedule established. She will
Completed
send something out to staff today
Completed
Caryl Frasier needs to assign Chris Clark to organize meals
Completed
Garrett Coburn needs to determine release plans for toppers
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs from staging area
borrow barrels, candles, cones for external area from the Ada

Completed
Completed

Jay Christensen

County Highway Department
order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal if a backup is

Cancelled

Jay Christensen

available to borrow.
Garrett Coburn needs a white board, TV with local channels,

11/3/2011

Jay Christensen

Completed
refreshments, extra vehicles for Staging
figure out snow removal plan, which needs to include driveway
Completed
down to F block

11/3/2011

Jeff Zmuda

Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time toppers will be
Completed

Jeff Zmuda

released
Inquire about representative from attorney general's office to

Completed

Jimmie Crosbie

be on site as consultant
Talk to Randy Blades about security coverage on IMSl's back

10/20/2011
11/3/2011
10/27/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Keith Yordy
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Completed
sallyport
Completed
Notify Nick Baird to attend meeting on Tuesday 1pm meeting
Completed
Bring time line to next meeting
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesday. Randy Valley will
Completed
bring them Thursday.

11/3/2011

Randy Valley

Bring standards of behavior to next week's meeting after ISP
Completed

Randy Valley

input has been added
Post orders need to be modified to include trespassing piece
from agency rep meeting

Completed

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley
Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition. Completed

11/3/2011

Randy Valley

draft operating procedures for parole officer patrols and send to
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning

10/20/2011

Randy Valley

Completed

Send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants

Cancelled
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10/20/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

11/3/2011

Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will start
Nov. 20
Will need to get communicat ions list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communicat ions

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
room
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than next
Cancelled
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting sometime this
Completed
week
Completed
plan
action
Staff
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical
Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
Completed
facilities come off secured status.
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy
Completed
lot, rather than the front entrance
Completed
Order IMSI sign for F block
deliveries
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel
Completed
Nov. 18.
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
Completed
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
Completed
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.
Completed
Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.
Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for
Completed
command center

10/25/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011
10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/25/2011
10/27/2011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2011
10/27/2011
10/25/2011

Lt. Frasier

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

Send copy of rules of engagement s to Kevin Kempf for approval

10/27/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
training
need
will
supervisors
Operations sergeants and section
Completed
to monitor time sheets

Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley
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Nov 3, 2011
0900hrs.

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Tactics and Plans

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 10, 2011

AGENDA

0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

-----

Bret Kimmel

Facilitator:
Timekeeper:

Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:

Please read:
---

--------

Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-11 00hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Check in Procedures

Bret Kimmel

✓

Review Demob Plan

Bret Kimmel

✓

Update on Communications Exercise

Bret Kimmel

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 1, 2011
0900hrs.

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise PD
representative

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communica tions Meeting (0900-11 OD hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Follow up on Deployment Document

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Discuss Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 8, 2011
0900hrs ,

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Ralph
on,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richards
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 15, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IM5I Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley. Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Demonstrato r Rules Review

Randy Valley

✓

Distribute IAP

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 17, 2011
0900hrs .

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroo m

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Ralph
on,
Richards
Steve
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1 000hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

✓
✓

Notes:
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October 13, 2011
1230hrs.

EXECUTION PLANNING

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Command and General Staff

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:
Attendees:

Blades, Randy; Braun, Jacqueline; Christensen, Jay; Cluney, Shannon; Crosby, Jimmie; Kinkead,
Charles (Chuck); Kirkham, Terry; Paul, Kenny; Ramirez, Alberto; Smith, Johanna; Tewalt, Josh;
Valley, Randy; Yordy, Howard (Keith); Zmuda, Jefferey

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

✓

Introductions (Roles in Incident)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review of Incident Action Plan

Randy Valley

✓

Team Identification

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Resource Needs

Al Ramirez

✓

Pending Issues and Concerns

Randy Valley

✓

Set Meeting Schedule

Randy Valley

Time allotted

Special notes:
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October 27, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise PD
representative

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communica tions Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Introductions

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Determine available Communications Options

Caryl Frasier

✓

Develop Communicat ions Plan

Caryl Frasier

✓

a

Define Purpose

o

Develop a ICS 205 Incident Radio Communications Plan

o

Develop a ICS 205A Communications Ust

Recap

Notes:
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Dec 1, 2011
1500 hrs.

AGENDA

IMS! Boardroom

Meeting called by;

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator;

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

nsen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christe
Powell, Randy Roper,
Ralph
son,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richard
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (1500-1600 hrs.}

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Area Debrief
Ada County Sheriffs Office
a
Immediate Response

Jeff Zmuda

Checkpoint

Communications
o
o

Idaho State Police
Pleasant Valley
Boise Police Department

Mob and Crowd Control
Demonstrator Lots

Notes:
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Dec 1, 2011
1300 hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Debrief

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenz ie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon
Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Josh
Smith,
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presen ter

Topic

Time allotted

Comma nd and Genera l Staff (1300-1 500hrs. )
✓

Situation Update

✓

Sections Review
o

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

Operations Section
Staging
SIC! Branch
External Security
Demons trator Lots
Checi<point
•

Facility

!SCI Branch
Media
Facility
•

Transpo rts

IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
----

Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smilh,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

----

----

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign lAP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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October 20, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Agency Representa tive Group
Dep. Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Temlt, Warden Terry Kirkham, CWC Ops Manager Al Ramirez,
Col. Tim Kelly,
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley, Maj. Ralph Powell, Cpt. Scott Johnson, Cpt. Randy Roper,
Lowe,
Theo
Passey,
Stan
Burke,
John
Sgt.
Kelly,
Sheldon
Lt.
Richardson,
Steve
Capt.
Eden,
Chris
UC.
Bob Morlan

Command and General Staff
Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Temlt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe,

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representa tive Group (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

ACHD's offer to post lower speed limit

Randy Valley

✓

BPD Mob and Crowd Control Unit

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Communication Plan

Al Ramirez

✓

Written Commitment (MOU)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓

Tour ofF-Block

Randy Blades

Command and General Statt Meeting (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Bob Morlan

✓

Overtime Costs

Theo Lowe

✓

Signs

Randy Valley

✓

Entrance Staffing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Event Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓
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Nov. 1, 2011
1100hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie

Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy
Stone
McKenzie
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Bob
Frazier,
Caryl
Kimmel,

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

----

Comman d and General Staff Meeting (1100-13 00hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch

o

o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section

Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 8, 2011

AGENDA

1100hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
---

Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o
o

Finance Section

Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 3, 2011
1100hrs .

AGE NDA

IMSI Boardro om

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilita tor:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comman d and General Staff

Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie
Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attende es:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presente r

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Represen tative Group (0900·11 00hrs.)
Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Volunteer Access

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

Jeff Kirkman
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch

o

Planning Section
Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

o

Notes:
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Nov 3, 2011

U00hrs,

AGEND A

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs .)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Volunteer Access

Jeff Kirkman

✓

CISM Update

Elaine Bergeson

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch

a
o
a

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 10, 2011

AGENDA

1100hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Temlt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100·1300h rs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demob Plan

Bret Kimmel

✓

Staging Area Update

Garrett Coburn

✓

Action Items Review

Bret Kimmel

✓

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
!SCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 15, 2011

AGENDA

ll00hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry

Attendees:

Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan
-

----------------------

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

SituaUon Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Distribute IAP

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch

ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o

Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

0

Notes:
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AG EN DA

( Execution Planning )
Location:
Time:
Date:

Cl Boardroom
1400 -1530 hours
Oct. 4, 2011

/DOC Mission:
unities for Offender Change.
To protect Idaho through Safety. Accountability, Partnerships and Opport
/DOC Vision:
and leader in management, research, treatment and
partner
a
as
Idaho
of
citizens
the
by
To be valued
prevention of criminal behavi or
/DOC Values:
respect for staff, the public and
We value a professional environment that fosters credibility, dignity and
ork, Flexibility and Open
Teamw
y,
offenders. We demand of ourselves and others ... Honest, Integrit
Communication. We model what we value.

Agenda Topics
Presenter

Description

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Minutes

Kevin Kempf
Jeff Zmuda

Introduction
Briefing on Current Execution Plan
IAP overview - Agency Roles
Incident Management Positions
Available Resources
Demonstrator Parking
Set Time for Next Meeting

Attendees:

Chief Kevin Kempf
Deputy Chief Jeff Zmuda
Deputy Chief Josh Tewalt
Warden Terry Kirkham
Emergency Coordinator Randv Valley

Maj. Ralph Powell - Idaho State Police
Cpt. Scott Johnson - Ada County SO
Cpt. Randy Roper - Boise PD
Col. Tim Kelly - National Guard
UC. Chris Eden - National Guard
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INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICA TIONS PLAN

1. lncldent Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared:

Rhoades #26864
Execution

11/4/2011

3. Operational Period
Date/Time:
11/17/20112100h rs•
11/18/2011 2100hrs

4, Basic Radio Channel Utilization
System/Cache

Channel

Function

Frequency/Tone

Assignment

Remarks

ISP

S02

Conummd

700mhz

External Se{;urity Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffs Ofl1ce

soz

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

JDOC

]SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resources have
assigned radios

JDOC

S02/IDOC 6

Extemal Se{;urity

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

JDOC/D4

soz

Command

700mhz

ICP

Radios delivered
I 1/17/2011

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Established 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mhz

SBWCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

5. Prepared by {Communications Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communications Unit Leader
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Nov 17, 2011

AGENDA

0B00hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
-----

Command and General Staff

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smilh, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (0800-0900hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch

1cc Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o
o

Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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AGENDA

( Execution Planning )
Location:
Time:
Date:

IMSI Courtroom
0900-1130 hours
Oct. 13, 2011

/DOC Mission:
To protect Idaho through Safety. Accountability, Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change.

/DOC Vision:
To be valued by the citizens of Idaho as a partner and leader in management, research, treatment and
prevention of criminal behavior
/DOC Values:
We value a professional environment that fosters credibility, dignity and respect for staff, the public and
offenders. We demand of ourselves and others ... Honest, Integrity, Teamwork, Flexibility and Open
Communication. We model what we value.

Agenda Topics
Presenter

Description

Minutes

Jay Christensen
Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

1)
2)
3)
4)

Tour of the South Boise Complex
Tour of Assigned Command Post
Agency Roles
Security of off-site locations:
• Capitol Building
• Parole Commission
• IDOC Headquarters
• Federal Building
5) Set Time for Next Meeting

Randy Valley

Attendees:

Deputy Chief Jeff Zmuda - IDOC
Deputy Chief Josh Tewalt - IDOC
Warden Randv Blades - IDOC
Warden Terry Kirkham - IDOC
Deputy Warden Jav Christensen - IDOC
ewe Ops Manaaer Al Ramirez - IDOC
District Manager David Birch - IDOC
Emergencv Coordinator Randv Valley - IDOC

Maj. Ralph Powell - Idaho State Police
Captain Steve Richardson - Idaho State Police
Lt. Sheldon Kelley - Idaho State Police
Sgt. John Burke - Idaho State Police
Cpl. Scott Johnson - Ada Countv SO
Cpl. Randy Roper - Boise PD
Col. Tim Kelly - National Guard
UC. Chris Eden - National Guard
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Execution Event Log
11/10/2011

11/15/2011

Revised 11/08/11

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
900 Agency Representative Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delivered and set up
11/16/2011

1200 Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator lots and Media Center

11/17/2011

0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
0800 Command and General Staff Meeting
0800 Video cameras Turned on

0800 CERT, CNT, CFRT will be placed on standby until Monday 11/21/11 at 0800
0800 The checkpoint will be man_ried for the duration of the event
0900 Agency Representative Me_etin~
1800 Ughts and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
2100 Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
2100 F:atilities \viii go on se_cured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100 Facilities \viii begin postirig outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
.
. .. . _ ..
2100 CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d ~
2220 Offender Phones will be disabled by .for tlie duratidri of the event
11/18/2011

0315 Command and Staging,vill be stood up at IMS!
0345 Check-in Begins at Staging-. _.. __
0400 CERT Squads 2&3 post a ~ relief of Squad 1.

~~----------'0~4~o~a~1~ckt.~o~p~~nu,s..their..i:heck.µu"~·-~-·:~--· ________________________________
0400 lights and Generators need to be turned on
0410 Briefings w"ill be h.e-ld a.t staging for all exterior positions
0420 All ?reas need to report to their respective posts
0420 to·mmunications Center is fully operational

~420 ComITl~nd is fully OJ?~ratiOnal
0430 Media Ceriter opens· (~arly media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
o~oO Ada County Par~med_ks arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
0500 Drawing \'/ill be held to determine media witnesses
0530 Staff Briefing Posted
0600 D.irettor'S Media Briefing
950() Ada County Param~ciic-s ~r'rive with 1 Ambulance to Support Execution Team
0600 2 offenders are topping from ISCI, Staff will transport to the bus station

0630 Staff Briefing Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive- To iridude Media

0730 Staff Briefing P~sted
0745
0800
0830
0900
0930
0930
1030

Witnesses briefed anq escorted to Witness Rooms

The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals Delivered
Dlrector's Me~ia Bi"iefing

Staff Brfefirig Posted
Staff Briefing Posted

1100 _Stiiging ITlay begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval

1100 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared and closed (Sche-duled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1100 Media Center Closes {Scheduled for 2hours after complete bf the Execution)
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1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins

1200 Demobilization Begins
Debrief
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public
areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific
to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition
m the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 8:00a
leted. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been comp
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho

STAN DARD S OF BEHA VIOR

in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights
established.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been
SAFETY:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

nsible party at all times.
Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or respo
to search.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
posts of any type.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal
rty.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC prope
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUN D LEVEL:

-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
authorized by the Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless
of IDOC.
ors will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrat
the sound level to acceptable levels.
prohibited.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is

Complex (prison) area is
ENFO RCEM ENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11

Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction
IDOC000446
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Idaho Department of Correction
Execution Plan

2011
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
their first
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise
of
amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose
penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and opposition to the death
STANDARDS OF BEHAV IOR
lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and
the following restrictions, standards and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
at all
a) Children participating in must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party
times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
type,
c) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any
within the building.
d) Possession of firearms or weapons are prohibited on IDOC property
e) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited
f) Possession of controlled substances is prohibited
g) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited
h) No glass/breakable containers is prohibited
SOUND LEVEL:
are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices
of
prohibited near South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
IDOC.
to
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked
reduce the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited

your
The South Boise Complex (prison) area is a no-smoking area, and we appreciate
cooperation by not smoking in the demonstrator lots.
area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison)
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.
ed.
The demonstrator areas will be closed two hours after the execution has been complet

1
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012
1430
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
-2230
06/12/12
0400
0400
0400
0530
0600
0630
0630
0630

0730
'i.-

/12
Operational P_eriod (1430hrs 06/11/12 to 0630hrs 06/12
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
tion of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers fq(Jh<l_dura
~
CERT will post Squad 1. ·They will be posted a t
the event
Offender Phones will be disabled by- for the citihi\fon'of

Check-in opens at SBWCC
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens
Command will be stood up at IMSI
Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their r_espective posts
ti,cinal
Communications Center i s ~ .
relief of Squad 1.
n
i
~
a
CERT Squads 2&3 post
. -, -- --·-c
/12)
Opera tional Perio d (0630hrs 06/12/12 to 2230h rs. 06/12
and demonstrator lots
staff
rt
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to suppo
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Staff Briefing Posted
Dlrector's Media Briefing
rt Execution Team
f\da County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Suppo
Offenders due \o lop on Jan 12
ICC opens their Checkpoints
Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
Witries.ses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms

0700
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0830
0900
0945
1000 The Execution will begin
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Meals 'Delivered
1130 Oireclor's Media Briefing
1139 Staff Briefing Posted
1145 8Wi~g-shifl Staff Elegin Call-in
1230 Staff ·Briefing Posted
Chiefs Approval
1300 . Stag1ng may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section
1300 Darll6nstrator Lois will be cleared and closed
1300 Media Center Closes
d in Staging
1330 Notify Stagl ng of wheth er Swingshifl Staff are neede
1400 Demobilization Begins
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ICS Form 202
2. DATE

1. INCIDENT NAME

0800

Rhodes 26864 Execution

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES

3. TIME

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
Dnte Unknow n 2100 -2100
NT {INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES)
5. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDE

•

ures
Facilitate the applica tion of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Proced

•
•
•

Facilities will operate under restricted status
ize the protect ion of the public
Provide for the safety and securit y of respon ders as well as maxim

•

•
•

meet the initial and long term challenges
Establish an approp riate IMT Organization that can effectively
require d to mitigate the inciden t
ment rights to demon strate for or against capitol
Provide opportu nity for citizens to exercise their First Amend
punish ment in a lawful manne r
ience, trespas s and other violations of the law
Ensure there is an approp riate respon se to unlawful civil disobed
of the prison
on
by any person attemp ting to impact the execution or the operati
y of the prison and
Minimize the impact on the safety, securit y and operati onal integrit

the commu nity

6. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Unknown

7. GENERAL SAFETY MESSAGE

CISM debriefs are available for all responders.

8. Attachm ents (0 if attached)
18] Organiz ation List (ICS 203)

0

Medica l Plan (JCS 206)

18] Assign ment List (ICS 204)

18] Inciden t Map

D Commu nication s Plan (ICS 205)

D

Traffic Plan

9. PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)
Randy Valley

□
□
□

10. APPROVED BY {INCIDENT COMMANDER)

Kevin Kempf
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Sample Assignm ent List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
DIVISION(GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

.

GROUND

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

j TIME
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Operational Period Timeline
11/17/2011

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2220

Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
Observation Posts will be staffed
_,i!
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted at
the event
of
Offender Phones will be disabled by - f o r the durailoii

11/18/11

0315 Command and Staging will be stood up at IMS!
0345 Check-in Begins at Staging .· . . . . ....
0400 CERT Squads 2&3 pcist ~ r e l i e f of Squad 1.
0400 ICC opens their Checkpoints - ·
0400 Lights and Generators need to be turned on
0410 Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
0420 All areas need to report to their respective posts
0420 Communications Center is fully operational
0420 Command is fully operational
0430 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
0500 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
0500 Drawing will be hel.d to determine media witnesses
0530 Staff Briefing Posted
0600 Director's Media Briefing
0600 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Support Execution Team
0600 2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will transport to the bus station
0630 Staff Briefing Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
0730 Staff Briefing Posted
0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
0900 Meals Delivered
0930 Director's Media Briefing
0930 Staff Briefing Posted
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Staging may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
1100 Demonstra'tor Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the
1100
1130
1145
1200

·
Execution)
Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
Notify Staging of whether Swirigshift Staff are needed in Staging
Cali-in cif Swingshift Staff Begins
Demobilization Begins
Debrief
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Maps
,oano uepanment oc 1..,01recoon to 1uano Maxtrnun .)e,cunty iost1Wllon• uOOQ18

·wAll&ID

Idaho Department of Correction to Idaho Maximum
Security Institution

Gor gle Maps

Drive 10.5 miles, 20 min

,I})

I

'

,,
0

1
'

Point of Co0Jact is:
Sgt Segadelli,
Phone :389:0 2~266

'•-'1"•,

'"'j

8

i

Report at 0615

--1,

''

GQ gle
j

Map data 02016 Google

1 ml k=-_--== ..,J

Idaho Department of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street 1/110, Boise, 10 83706

t

1. Head south on N Orchard St toward WIrving St

t

2. Continue onto WGowen Rd

,.

3. Turn right onto Pleasant Valley Rd

..,

4 . Turn left

..,

5. Turn left

47.mi

,,

I,

Ofimi

53mi

OS mi

240 ft

Idaho Maximum Security Institution
13400 S Pleasant Valley Rd, Kuna, ID 83634

These directions are ror planning purposes only. You may find that construction projects,
you
traffic, weather, or other events may cause condillons to differ from the map results, and
route.
your
regarding
notices
or
signs
all
obey
must
You
ly,
according
route
your
should plan
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Organization Assig nmen t List, JCS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST
POSITION

NAME

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER
Kevin Kempf
DEPUTY
SAFETY OFFICER

INFORMATION OFFICER
LIAISON OFFICER

2. DATE PREPARE D

Rhondes 26864
Executio n
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERAT IONS SECTION

Jeff Zmuda
Josh Tewalt

CHIEF

DEPUTY

Jeff Ray

a. BRANCH I- Execullon

David Birch

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades
Shannon Cluney

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/ GROUP

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

AGENCY

3. TIME PREPARED

Execution Team
Injection Team

DIVISION/ GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

Terry Kirkham

b. BRANCH II- SICI
BRANCH DIRECTO R

7. PLANNING SECTION
Randy Valley
Brett Kimmel

CHIEF

DEPUTY
RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNIT

8. LOGISTICS SECTION

I

Al Ramirez

Entrance

Interior Perimeter

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

·-

Facility

DEPUTY

Facility

Johanna Smith
Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION!GROUP

Media Center

Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GROUP
d. BRANCH IV - IMS!
BRANCH DIRECTOR
DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
DlVISIONIGROUP

DEPUTY

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT
FACILITIES UNIT
GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

Exterior Perimeter

DIVISION/GROUP
Interior Perimeter

c. BRANCH 111- ISCI
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DOCUMENTATION UNIT
DEMOBILIZATION UNIT
TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

CHIEF

DEPUTY

Jimmie Crosby
Kenny Paul
Facility

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP
Chuck Kinkaid
e. BRANCH V • SBWCC
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jaqaline Braun

DEPUTY

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

DIVISION(GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

Facility

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP

Caryl Frasier

10. FINANCEIADMINISTRATION SECTION

MEDICAL UNIT
FOOD UNIT

CHIEF

Theo Lowe

DEPUTY
TIME UNIT
PROCUREMENT UNIT
COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT

Chris Sears

COST UNIT
PREPARED BY {RESOURCES UNIT)
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Sample Assignment List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

I

Execution Branch

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

11/17/11

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AlR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT
DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER}

GROUND

I

TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

l

TIME

IDOC000455
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Samp le Assig nmen t List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Execution Branch

I

ASS IGNM ENT LIST

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

11/17/11

2100

5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTO R

DIVISION !GROUP SUPERV ISOR
AIR TACTICA L GROUP SUPERVI SOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/T ASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBE R
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Medical Team
Injection Team

7. CONTRO L OPERATIONS

ers, ensuring
The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV cathet
chemicals,
the
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing
the level of
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including
als.
consciousness), and supervising the administration of the chemic
g the
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administerin
ration and
chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution Chemicals Prepa
Administration.
8. SPECIA L INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMA RY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT
DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

I

TIME

IDOC000456
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1.BRANC H
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11-17-11
11-18-11

DATE

TIME

2100 to 2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONNEL

Shift commande r on
Duty

OPERATION S CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

OIVISIONfG ROUP SUPERVISO R

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosb~

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Institution .
• Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security
.
frequency
repeater
I.MS.I.
on
Operate
•
• Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
• Anned post
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagemen t as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

l

DATE

I

TIME

IDOC000457
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ICS Form 204
1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/ GROUP

ISCI

Media Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONN EL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Gene Clark

DIVISION/G ROUP SUPERVISO R
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Media Center#l

5

Media Center #2

5

Media Transport Team

2

DROP

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

OFF

PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

l.
media center will be provided in the area of the west parking lot for all media personne
!SCI field
The media lottery will be conducted in the !SCI visitor's center in accordance with

•

tion of
A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transporta
.
lieutenant
a
by
d
supervise
be
will
group
this
,
media to the execution

A

memorandum.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

9

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

CHAN.
8

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

7

I

DATE

10/3/1 I

l TIME
1600

IDOC000458
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Sample Assignm ent List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Jafgualine Braun

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Unit 1

2

No

Unit2

2

No

Perimeter Security

I

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

Mental Health

I

No

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The SBWCC will go on restricted status starting at 2 lOOhrs the night before the scheduled execution
of 48hrs
Volunteers will be denied access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
No programming wilt be provided on the day of the execution
Medical will function under non11al operations, with the exception of no scheduled off-site apf.H)intmcnts
No off-site workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be ~cortcd. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unarmed during the entire operational period .
Staff kitchen with TC offenders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.
8

SUPPORT

9

Maint.

DIV.fGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND
REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

7

I TIME
I DATE
1600
10/3/11

IDOC000459
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

Rodnei'. Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNAT OR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Central Control

2

East Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

3

David Dietz

External Security Team

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

13

4

Response and Escort Team
Medical Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates wilhln ISCI.
until 24 hrs after the execution .
A second outside pattol officer will be posted 24 hrs before the execution and continue
lhe execution to 2100hrs lhe day of lhe execution .
Secure ISCl from any unnecessary Inmate movements 2100hrs the day before
will be provided to the Inmate population throughout
All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies
the evening
and inmate visiting \'.ill cease the day of the
All programming, outside recreation, education, chapel servlces, paralegal activities,

..•
•
•
•
•

.
•
•
•

.

.
•

execution.
Provide for dog program structured movements during the event.
of the execullon .
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport v.ill be ceased for the day
72hrs before lhe execution .
guidelines
public
with
ion
communicat
and
statement
public
a
provided
be
slaffv.ill
ISCI
areas as needed 0600hrs•2000hrs the day
housing
their
in
inmates
to
treatment
clinical
provide
to
onsite
be
will
A team of clinicians
of the execution.
approximately 12 Inmates and food service staff.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution v,ilh
feeding in pendyne, lhe day of the execution .
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner wilh controlled
v,i1[ be provided for the day before and after the
laundry will be closed the day of the execution, an extended laundry schedule
execution.
Tentatively Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for lhe day of the execution .
to building 20.
Dia belle and emergency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

SUPPORT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

REPEAT

9

Maint.

GROUND

DIV./GROUP

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND
REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

7

I

DATE

I 0/3/l I

I

TIME

1600

IDOC000460
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Sample Assignm ent List, JCS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

Institutional Operations

Probation & Parole

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zrfmda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

David Birch

DIVISION{GROUP SUPERVISOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

2

Mobile Patrol

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

\Vill be staft"ed with two P&P Officers 24 hours a day from Nov. 4 to Nov. 18.
Will be issued a vehicle and radio
Will run 6 hour shifts
Shift Changes will be completed at SBWCC
Mobile Patrol will patrol !DOC property (See attached map)

Mobile Patrol will complete radio check in every 30 minutes to ISCI Cohtrol
to engaging
Mobile Patrol will notify !SCI Control of any concerns identified during patrols prior
property
the
leave
to
trespassers
any
request
and
Mo~ile Patrol will engage
If trespassers refuse fo leave ~_0tify Iser ContrOI, ISCI Control will request Ada Co SheriWs assistance

iifllr

Do not altempt to
Notify David Birc ,Direct number to IS

ain by force

-

_. . .Y: s~~he.9.si*ng or staffing issues
ontror~
'

t:i'.!!

.

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Stciff_members may use lethal force for self.defen se when they are In imminent
or death.
Follo'Mng any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure U-10 area and the subject 'Mlo was a threat
Notify'the Group Supervisor
Injuries first.
Provide necessary medical attentlon to all injured parties, treating the most serious
.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

.

3

LOCAL
REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNtT LEADER)
RandyVa liey

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

4

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I 11/3/11 l 1600
DATE

TIME

IDOC000461
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Entrance Group

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL

OPERATIO NS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVIS OR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TA SK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

3

Check Point A

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTRO L OPERATIONS
Staff with two officers and one patrol car(l PO and one IDOC)

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Stage near the SBWCC
check point
Utilize the SBWCC parking lot or vcl1icle searches to avoid unnecessary delays at
Individuals must be on the approved list to gain entrance
All staff will be allowed to pass, identified by a red stic\...-er in window "IDOC Staff'
All other individuals must present photo ID
Class "A" will be the appropriate unifonn
Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor
on 6 (SICI repeater)
PO will 700 mghz radio operating on S0-2 and IDOC will have a VHF radio operating
needs to notify the person to
employee
IDOC
an
lots,
tor
demonstra
the
in
If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption
the person for trespassing.
leave the premises. If the person refuses, lDOC can request law enforcement to arrest

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Bules of Engagem ent:
Imminen t jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defe nse when they are in
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject Wlo was a threat.
Notify the Group Superviso r
serious injuries first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMAR Y
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT
OIVJGROU P

Randy Val!ey

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMA.ND

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

SO2

I

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Val!ey

I

DATE

!

TIME

IDOC000462
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/ GROUP
Exterior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Tern:-: Kirkham

OPERATION S CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

6. RESOURC ES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURC E DESIGNAT OR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observatio n Post I
Fixed Observatio n Post II

2
2

Fixed Observation Post III

2

Fixed Observatio n Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

No
No
No
No
No

Roving Patrol II

2

No

Roving Patrol III

2

No

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS
• Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each . of IDOC property
• Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter
to Division Group
• Observe and report any breach of !DOC property or suspicious activity
individuals
'Nith
and
engage
not
Do
•
• LE will be dispatched to respond

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCT IONS

Rules of Engagement:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defen se when they are In imminent
or death.
Fol!o½'ing any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
injuries first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious

9. DIVISION/ GROUP COMMUNI CATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV.IGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR

I

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

IDOC000463
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Interior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIG NMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Tern::: Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II

2
2

No

Patrol Unit III

2

No

Patrol Unit JV

2

No

Patrol Unit V

2

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•

to civil
Stage a minimum of 5 patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate response
disruptions.
Stage two cars at IMSI. two at ISCI, and one at SICI.
Units will be dispatched by Division Supervisor

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

IDOC000464
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSI GNM ENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIO NS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!Y Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonst rntor Lot II

4

Yes

4

Yes

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
ator lots .
• Sta ft with t'NO people at the access gates, and t'NO people to patrol the demonstr
ID
present photo
• All Demonstrators 'MIi
• Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
• No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
• All bags will be searched
• All Demonstrators 1M11 be searched using hand held metal detector
• All Demonstrators 'MIi be logged in/out
• No one under 1811Jill be permitted
• Once demonstrators exit the lot they 'MIi not be permitted to return
• No smoking in demonstrator lots
• Report any issues to Group Supetvisor
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARE D BY (RESOUR CE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVE D BY (PLANNIN G SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

!

DATE

I

TIME

IDOC000465
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ICS Form 204
1. BRANCH
SICI

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ter~ Kirkham

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Shift Commander

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

Front Gate

1

OSP

I

Control

1

North Donn

3

PRC

2

Main Donn

2

MCU

I

Response and Escort

2

laundry

1

Kitchen

1

Clinicians

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

..•
•
..
..•
..•
•
•

The SICI will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution

No Volunteers will be al!owed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
All offenders will be restricted to their un!t
No programming will be provided beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Medical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offs!te appointments
No off-s!te workers will be allowed to !eave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements ,viii be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unarmed during the enUre operational period .
Wright's Hall will operate normally with minimal offender staffing
Laundry will operate with minima! offender staffing
Develop a 12-hour schedule for staffing SJCI
Two Clinicians will be on-site and avallab1e to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .
Offender VlsiUng will be callC€!1ed beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution
for a oeriod of 48 hours

.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

REPEAT

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I DATE

I TIME

IDOC000466
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locid9nfComnmndo;

Incident Name

Brent~nk_e

~··

_RbQ~de..,;: 26864 Execution,

~nKempf_

Operational Period _ __,2~1'""0"'0'----__,2,.,1_,,0,.0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Operation Section

Page 608

SICI BrnnebPlmc19!'

ISCl'E~:nfuCh Qlmetor

1MSI ernn·cn·o1rnetor

_TeiTyl<lrkham

·J0hannasmitli

Jl(tlrny Crosby

sntmn@¾m

Mm enomr:§n:li.tp

eubnc 1nfom'JMlori OffiCt'lr
JaffR:,y

J)IMnlng ~CtiOM

FlnMCO and·Admin

RandYvm1(l:y

ChriS&:is'rs

sewcc Branch P:irsctor
t.t'BraJn'

-_JOSi;'l'Cwaii'

Exorartl9n Bmneh Pll'tletQr

CEBT-Br;inch Pfi:rictor

Riindy Blades

u;-Butler

_Jni9etfon t0:1m

lSCI E!clH!Y:G@n;i

Shift Coml'Mnd.ili-

Shift Conimande'r.

lr,to[19tPMjm9W GfOUP

·~

~r/frasier
· ~..

CAPP Br;inch Qlroctor
Brla'n·Finn

_JCC·BmnCh P!J:?rnr
TimWen91er

Kelth.Yordy

SICfF8CH!tY Gl'OUD

Opeffltlon::scd:forl·

Loglstles Seet!On'

Chi.ick'K!nkald

-lrfi:C!Mm·

ICIO BG!tli;h Qimetor
_Tererriacirtln

NICI Branch Pkm:;tor
Lynn Guyer

IDOC000467

EXWJor Pildmotru:Groui>

ewcc:emocn=Dimetot
.Jlr:riWOOlf

SAWC·BrnnchPu:Petor
Ste\le_Little

ICS Form 202
2. DATE

1. INCIDENT NAME

3. TIME

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

5. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDENT (INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES)

6. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

7. GENERAL SAFETY MESSAGE

8. Attachments

(G'! if attached)

□

Organization List (ICS 203)

D Medical Plan (ICS 206)

□

□

Assignment List (ICS 204)

□

Incident Map

□

□

Traffic Plan

□

D Communications Plan (ICS 205)

Weather Forecast

10. APPROVED BY (INCIDENT COMMANDER)

9. PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)
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Sample Assignment List, JCS Form 204
1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

CHAN.

SUPPORT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

SYSTEM

LOCAL

COMMAND

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

REPEAT

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE

I

TIME
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST
NAME

POSITION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF

1. INCIDENT NAME

2. DATE PREPARED

13. TIME PREPARED

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERATIONS SECTION

INCIDENT COMMANDER

CHIEF

DEPUTY

DEPUTY

SAFETY OFFICER

a. BRANCH I- DIVISION/GROUPS

INFORMATION OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR
DEPUTY

LIAISON OFFICER

DIVISION!GROUP
6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

AGENCY

NAME

DIVISION/ GROUP
DIVISION/ GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION /GROUP
b. BRANCH II- DIVISIONS/GROUPS
BRANCH DIRECTOR
DEPUTY

DIVISION/GROUP
7. PLANNING SECTION

DIVISION/GROUP

CHIEF
DEPUTY

DIVISION/GROUP

DIVISION/GROUP

RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNIT

c. BRANCH Ill- DIVISIONS/GROUPS

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DEPUTY

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DIVISION/GROUP
DNISION/GROUP
DIVISION{GROUP

8. LOGISTICS SECTION

d. AIR OPERATIONS BRANCH

CHIEF

AIR OPERATIONS BR.

DEPUTY

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUP.

□ JR.

AIR SUPPORT GROUP SUP.
HELICOPTER COORDINATOR

a. SUPPORT BRANCH

AIR TANKER/FIXED WING

CR □.

DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT
FACILITIES UNIT
GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

10. FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION
CHIEF

b. SERVICE BRANCH

DEPUTY
TIME UNIT

DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

PROCUREMENT UNIT

MEDICAL UNIT

COST UNIT

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT

FOOD UNIT
PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)
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Issues going forward:
•

WheFe arn demonstFatoFs going to paFk? Gowen Field Authorized use of the Tank Track

•
•
•

What is the maximum occupancy of the demonstrator lots?
Can we use the trailer park for Media staging?
We need to send an email to staff letting them lmow hov,· to rnquest to be eieeused foF the
mcecution. Director sent email on 10/11/11
Can we stop deliveries the day of the event?
!'.Fe we going to feed the staff on duty the day of tlw event? PaFticulaFly those in eicteFioF
positions. Staff in exterior positions will be provided a meal the day of the event, no pizza

•
•
•
•

We need to set up a way for staff to be relieved in place.
Who is managing the CISM plan? Elaine Bergeson is developing plan

•

What signs do we need?
o Demonstrator Lots
o Media Center
o Stop signs for Check Points

•
•
•

Where will CERT Stage?
Will on be on standby? No
Should we utilize a Homeland Security Event Channel for radio communications?
o Do we have the infrastructure available to take advantage of this option?

•

Contact Ada County Paramedics for 2 buses

•
•
•
•
•

Brief Kuna Fire
Check with BHS to find a guaFd shack Ordered
Clear the Range Calendar
Need a 204 for Traffic Plan
Ensure all staff get a how to handle the Media briefing sheet

•
•

Develop a briefing
How will Clinicians be managed.
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Resource List

Meal

Rhoades 26864 Execution

November 15, 2011

Name ·_. _

..

~

·.·

Reinke, Brent
Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Dearden, Andrea
Birch, David
Zmuda, Jeff
Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Steffan, Cathv
Tewolt, Josh
Richardson

Whittinaton, Jill
Stone, Mackenzie
Scott, Ruth
Ramirez, Al
Kinkead, Charles
Morlan, Bob
Carner, Arthur "Buck"
Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Carvl

Clark, Chris
Theo Lowe

,.:f\Jam~
Brandon Williams
Craig Leigh
Matthew Thomas
Anthony Marcek
Jim Dixon
Steve Landers

Reporting time to post

.

ICP

Planning Section Chief

Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret

Eilers, Joel
Gamin, Marc
Eccard, Harry
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Assignment
Incident Commander
Deputy IC
PIO
Asst. PIO
Liaison Officer
Operations Section
Chief
Staging Area Manager
Staging Area mngr. Asst.
Staging Area
Operations Section
Chief
ISP Cptn
Deputy PSC
Resource/Demob Unit
Leader
Situation Unit Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader
Logistics Section Chief
Support Branch Director
Supply Unit Leader
Maintenance Unit
Leader
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch Director
Communications Unit
Leader
Communication Unit
Medical Unit Leader
Medic 1- F Block
Medic 1- F Block
Medic 2- SIC!
Medic 2- SIC!
Food Unit Leader
Finance and Admin
section Chief

........... 0A~signrneht

:._--_-

-; __._·-_

'·,'_-

-·-:-·: \oi:aticm• •

•.·•.···••i; i

<

Repbrti11gtirne to post •..··

External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
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Meal

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Resource List

November 15, 2011
Ben Heinrick
Dan Geisel
Pechtel, Doug
Wood, Aaron
Conant, Tom
Houdshell, Thomas
Barnhardt, Rodger
Acree, Gary
Peneku, Leroy
Meacham, Shanae
Elguezabal, Blas
Chad Brupton
Jeremy Walllingford
Chad Loughran
Angel Dobrev
Kara Neilson
Jim Campbell
Cory Barrier
Cassey Poore
Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Inject team
Inject team
Medical team
Medical team
Clark, Eugene
Smith, Johannna
Yordy, Keith
Rosenthal, Terrie
Goodin, Holly
Lott, Mary
Crowl, Brian
Stone, Darron

External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
Media Group
Branch Director- ISCI
Deputy Branch Director-lSCI

Situation Unit- ISCI
ISCI recorder-lSCI
Resource unit-lSCI
Media Group
Media Group
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Meal

Rhoades 26864 Executio n

Resourc e List

Novemb er 15, 2011

Martinez , Charlie
Miller, Christop her
Edwards, Shannon

Media Group
Media Group
Media Group

Walton, James
Blair, Eric
Parker, Ronald

Media Group
Media Group
Media Group
Transpo rt Group

Soto, Oved
Lopez, Rojelio
Nimmo,A dam
Strope, Stephen
Rodriguez, Pete
Stubblef ield, Aaron
Huckstep, Joshua
Butler, Derek
Heimer, David
Tamez, Mike
Radimer, Seth
Smith, Chad
Trumbul l, Dustin
Whittier , Nick
Poore, Brett
Garcis, Renee
Frasier, jam es
King, Benjamin
Blanchard, Darryl
Stokes, Seth
Hammon d, Cody
Geisel, Mike
Overgaard, Joshua
Rodriguez, Pedro
Earl, Walter
Schwab, Tony
Segadelli, Jesse
Ross, Russe II
Hines, Bryan
Higgins II, Timothy
Jones, Nathanie l
McCoy, Mike
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt

Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CNT
CFRT
Ada County

ICP

Ada County
Ada County
Ada County
Ada County
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Rhoades 26864 Execution

Meal

Resource List

November 15, 2011
Piccolo, Jason
Long, Kim
Schoenborn, Doug
Sgt A. Johnson
Sgt M. Jones
Ofer T. Weir
Ofer P. Markle
Ofer D. Harr
Ofer J. Adams
Ofer K. Crofts
Ofer B. Johnson
Ofer T. Miller
Ofer S. Scally
Ofer R. Jones
Ofer D. Whipps
Cpl. Gabe Coleman
Cpl. Matt Sly
Cpl. Ed Robe1tson
Cpl. Shane Langton
Cpl. John Vance
Cpl Cottrell
Sgt. Sam Ketchum
Trooper Higley

Ada County
Ada County
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP

SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff
TITLE

NAME

LOCATION

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
3243 tie

Incident Commander

Renke, Brent

lCP IMS! Conference rm.

Deputy IC

Kempf, Kevin

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

PIO
Asst. PIO

Ray, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Dearden, Andrea

Demonstrator Lots

.Uason

Birch, David

!CP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Operations Chief SBX

Zmuda, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Night OPS

Baird, Nick

!SCI Shift Command

336-0740 ext. 4500

Planning section chief

Valley, Randy

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Planning Deputy

Kimmel, Bret

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Roving

Situation Unit

Stolle, Mckehzie

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Resource/Demob Unit

Whittington, Jill

Staging SIC!

S212 tie

Tiocurnehtation Unit

Scott, Ruth

Staging SIC!

S212

Finance Admin Chief

Lowe, Theo

Central Office

Finance Deputy

McMaclin, Cindy

Central Office

.Logistics chief
Support Branch

Rami_rez, Al

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Kinkead, Chuck

F Block

3509tie

sl.ipply Unit leader

Morlan, Bob

Maintenance Unit

Carper, Arthur

E(tllipriient Unit Leader

Iverson, C_hristina

Staging

5212tie

Service Branch

Frasier, Caryl

Communication center

3203tie

COhlmunication Unit leader
Comms

Eilers, Joel

Communication center

3203tie

Ca min, Marc (ISP)

3203tie

Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)

Communication center
Comry1uriic'ation center

lbbara(ICC}

Communiccition center

3203tie

Eccard, Harry

C:omms
·c:omms
tvl!idical Unit Leader
. _. 'Medical Grp Supv.
- r0edic 1

Brandon LaRosa

ICP
ICP

Dawn i)ae

Staging

JR McGee

Staging

3203tie

' ·• ;iiJedic2

Mike Nugent

F Block

} fy)edic2

Peder Ahearn

-F illock

Clark, Chris

SIC!

St.aging area manager

Coburn, Garrett

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

tfaging
·Clperations Chief Ext.

Schaffer, Dan

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

Tewalt, Josh

Central Office

<-·-•

}.riod Unit Leader
lo'od Uriit

-Jae.
·Agency Rep- Idaho
· · _National Guard
-•-__·s1ti Branch
. _5ICI Branch Director

Lt. Col. Eden

Kirkham, Terry

_External security
group

Christensen, Jay

Entrance group

Ken Bennett

ICP

SICI Conference rm.

5101 tie

SJCI Conference rm.

5101 tie .
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complex Check Point
institutional
operations

ISCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Operations
Media Group
Transport Group

Shift Commander
Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith
Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene
Soto, Oved

Jllstitutional Operations

Crosby, Jimmie
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

s'swcc Branch Director

Braun, Jacqueline

IMSI Branch Director
Deputy

in.Stitutional Operations

B.ranch Director
Deputy

Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

CERT Commander
CNT Leader
.C:FRTLeader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

ISP
JSP
ISP
- JSP
ISP
•. ISP
-• -ISP
JSP
1$P
JSP
}SP
-_ISP
J:APPWarden
CAPPDW
Jtcwarden
:ICCDWS
Vfrtual Prisons
,OSM Team Leader
Atla County So
Ada County so
' Ada County SO
Ada County :So
Ada Couniy SO
Ada County SO

208-559-0274

Front Gate

Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cptn
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson, ISP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, ISP Cpl.
Sly, ISP CpL
Tulleners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP.Cpl.
Cagle. ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt.
Finn, Brian
Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
.Higgins, Tini
Bergeson, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt
PiccO!o, Jason

Shift Commander Office
ISCI Branch
ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office
Captains Office
Media lot
External Security Office
IMSI Branch
IMSI DWS Office
IMSI DWS Office
Shift Commander Office
SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Lt's Office
SBWCC Shift Command
Execution Branch
F-Block
F-Block
Tactical
BLDG. 30
BLDG.30
BLDG. 30
Other areas
Car550
Car 403
Car424
Car 463
Car 479
CarSOO
Car638
Car592
Car468
Car 643
Car590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC

SICI

C02/ISCI
_ha
4725
4704
4722
3205/
3205/

6106tie
6306tie

502/lA~V.AC

So2/1A,'!_t;c
so2;1A-vAc
502/11;'.yAc
$02/iA'.'v_t;C

:so2/1A",vAc 562/1NyAt

so2/iANAc
::so2/iA'.VAC

s6271A'YAC
'so211A,vAc

Comms

ICP
ICP
SICI
SICI
SICI
SIC!
SICI
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__ ,_,_=-

Ada County SO
Boise Police Dept.
!SP Regional
Communications Center
south (Dispatch)

Long, Kim
Schoenborn, Doug

SIC!
ICP

6123tie

I

·• m · rgency

l 502
502/BPDopsB

846-7500
Non Emergency
846---7550

ISP
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1.

MEDICAL PLAN

Date Prepared

2.

Incident Name

Rhoades #26864
Execution

Operational Period

4.

Time Prepared

3.

11/17/112100hrs11/18/11 2100hrs

0800

11/07/2011

5. Incident Medical Aid Station
Paramedics

Medical Aid Stations

Location

Medic I

SICI parking lot

.

X
.

.

.

No

Yes

.

6. Transportation

..

A. Ambulance Services

No

Yes

X

208-287-2950

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Paramedics

Phone

Address

Name

B. Incident Ambulances
Paramedics

Location

Name

Medic 1

Staging area

X

Medic 2

FBlock

X

Medic 10 field Supervisor

!CP

X
.

.·
.

No

Yes

.

.

7. Hospitals

.

.

.

.

Burn Center

He!ipad

Travel Time
Air
Ground

Phone

901 North Curtis Road# 403
Boise, ID 83706

IO min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

St. Lukesw Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

IO min

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

St. Lukesw Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

lOMin

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

.

.

·.

·.

.

•.

8 . Medical Emergency Procedures
.

Yes

.

No

Yes

No

.

.·

•

Provide Medical support to staff and responders at ISCI.

•
•

Report any injuries and/or incidents to the incident command post.

•

Paramedics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request for transport to the emergency department
will go through Medic 10 EMS field supervisor.

Paramedic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physician in F Block .

Prepared by (Medical Unit Leader)

10. Reviewed by (Safely Officer)

Harry Eccard
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Resource Deployment Plan
Agency:
Event:

Paul Rhoades Execution 11/18/11

Resources Committed:
Quantity Type

Plan/Timeline:

Special Considerations:

Signature:

Prepared by:

Document Created by Randy Valley
Idaho Dept. of Correction, Emergency Coordinator

10/21/11
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Paul Ezra Rhoades 26864

Idaho Department of Correction
Execution Plan
Operations Section Chief

Incident Commander

1
Revised 11/14/11
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2011

Incident Action Plan Table of Contents
1. Cover Sheet
2. Incident Action Plan Table of Contents
3. ICS 202 - Incident Objectives
4. ICS 203 - Organization Assignment List
5. ICS 207 - Organization Chart
6. Map - South Boise Complex Overview
7. Map -South Boise Complex Entrance
8.

Map - Idaho Maximum Security Institution

9. ICS 204- Branch I Medical/Injection Teams
10. ICS 204- Branch I Escort Team
11. ICS 204-IMSI Institutional Operations
12. ICS 204 - SICI External Security Group Checkpoint A
13. ICS 204 -SICI Entrance Group Demonstrator Lots
14. ICS 204 -SICI Exterior Perimeter
15. ICS 204 -SICI Interior Perimeter
16. ICS 204 - SICI Institutional Operations
17. ICS 204 - SICI Outside Patrol
18. ICS 204 - ISP Pleasant Valley Patrol
19. ICS 204 - ISP Dignitary Transport
20. ICS 204 - ISCI Media Group
21. ICS 204- ISCI Transport Group
22. ICS 204 - ISCI Institutional Operations/Security
23. ICS 204- ISCI Institutional operations/ Clinical Support
24. ICS 204 - SBWCC Institutional Operations
25. ICS 204 - BPD Crowd Control Unit
26. ICS 204- Special TeamsResponse
27. ICS 204- CBRNE Response Contingency Plan
28. ICS 204-ICC Entrance Group
29. ICS 206- Medical Plan
30. ICS 205- Communications Plan
31. Communications Phone List
32. Operational Period Timeline
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ICS Form 202

1. INCIDENT NAME

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES

3. TIME

2. DATE

11/14/2011

Rhodes 26864 Execution

0800

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

11/17/2011 2100hrs- I l/l8/2011 2100hrs
S. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDENT (INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES}

•
•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection of the public

•

Establish an appropriate IMT Organization that can effectively meet the initial and long term challenges
required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capitol
punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of the law
by any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison and the community

Facilities will operate under restricted status

6. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

SNOW SHOWERS LIKELY. CHANCE OF SNOW 70 PERCENT. HIGHS
31 TO 37.
7. GENERAL MESSAGE:

-CISM debriefs are available for all responders.
-The branch directors and Section Chiefs have been delegated authority to draw resources from staging.
-At l l 30hrs command will determine the need for additional resources to report at 1400hrs.
- All incident personnel will demobilize when contacted by group supervisors in accordance with the approved demobilization
plan.

8. Attachments (0 if attached)

[8) Organization List (ICS 203)

[8) l\lcdical Plan (ICS 206)

[8) Assignment List (ICS 204)

[8) Incident l\lap

[8) Communications Plan (ICS 205)

0

9. PREPARED BY {PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)

Traffic Plan

□
□
□

10. APPROVED BY {INCIDENT COMMANDER)

Kevin Kempf

Randy Val_ley

3
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Organization Assignment List ICS Form 203

'

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST
NAME

POSlTION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER

1. INCIDENT NAME

2. DATE PREPARED

3. TIME PREPARED

Rhoades 26864
Execution

l l/14n0I I

0800hrs

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD :11/17/11 2100hrs-11/18/11 2100hrs

9. OPERATIONS SECTION
CHIEF SBX

\ Jeff Zmuda

Kevin Kempf

CHIEF External

I

INFORMATION OFFICER

Jeff Ray

a. BRANCH I• Execution

LIAISON OFFICER

David Birch

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

OEPUlY
DIVISION/GROUP

Shannon Cluney

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

Injectiorr Team
.Medical Team

DEPUlY

Josh Tewalt

SAFElY OFFICER

Chris Eden

Idaho National Guard

DIVISION/ GROUP

Ralph Powell
Steve Richardson

Idaho State Police

DIVISION/GROUP

Mike Schneider

Ex~ution Team

Idaho State Police
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Randy Roper

Boise Police Department

Doug Schoenborn

Boise Pol!ce Department

Ada County Paramedics
Harry Ee.card
7. PLANNING SECTION
Randy Valley
CHIEF

Terry Kirkham

BRANCH DIRECTOR
DIVISION/GROUP

Exterior Perimeter

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP

Entrance group

Ken Bennett

Bret Kimmel

DEPUlY
RESOURCES UNIT

Jill Whittington

SITUATION UNIT
DOCUMENTATION UNIT

Mackenzie Stone

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

Jill Whittington

Ruth Scott

c. BRANCH Ill- ISCI
Johanna Smith

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Keith Yordy

DEPU1Y

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP

Media Group

Gene Clark

Transport Group

Oved Soto

d. BRANCH IV - IMSI

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
Al Ramirez

CHIEF
DEPUlY

b. BRANCH 11- SIC!

Jimmie Crosby

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Kenny Paul

DEPUlY

I

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT

Chuck. Kinkaid

MAINTANANENCE UNIT

Buck. Carper

e. BRANCH V - SBWCC

Christina Iverson

DEPUlY

Bob Morlan

EQUIPMENT MANAGER

Jaqueline Braun

BRANCH DIRECTOR

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

Joel Eilers

MEDICAL UNIT

Harry Ee.card

FOOD UNIT

Chris Clark

DIVISION/GROUP
10. FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION
CHIEF

Theo Lowe

DEPUlY

Cindy McMaciin

TIME UNIT

4
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PROCUREMENT UNIT

Bob Morlan

COMPENSATION /CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT
PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)

Randy Valley

5
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•oeldtrit' Commandrr
, Brent Reinke

Bh2:,de~ 26864 Exeeut\on

Incident Name

~.'

Kevln,KemPf

Operational Period

11/17/11 'JOO hf"!;• 11/J8/2011210Qhf"!;

-

=

Publlc !nform.11tlim
Date

11f?4/2011

Tlme _ _;:&Q__ _ _ _ _ __

David ·e\rch

Jeff Ray

OoenitloO Stnloo··ssx

Plltri01otr Snctfon

'Flnarice Drid Admlri

Jeff zni·ud.i :

Ooeu!tlon section
External EncJHtltti

Lo&ltitlcy s,:ctJon

Theo Lowe

Rimdy Valley

Deputy

Deputy

erett Kimmel

Cll'\dy McMacnn

Al R.iinlrez
Jo'sh Tevialt

ga·,;1n, AfM ·MJlnnier

Slb!ilt!oh llnlt

Dsicumeomlon 'Unit

B!NiOYrCi::'t Drmob' Unit

~

CAPP 'Branch Plr;r,ctor

G~rre·tt ·eot>u·~n·

:MieK0nile Stone

Ruth Scott

JIii Wlilttln~o·n

Caryl Fi-asier

Brli1n·i:1i-in

SBWCC. Brnnih ·p1rectOr

Execution ernoch

Dari,SChaffer
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. ~JCI Rmnrh Director

IMS! Bl'J'inch DltMtPr
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JimmY cro:.by

_DePutv.....

De'pUty
KennY Piiiil '

re·rrv Kirkham

>Keith Yord-./ ·

Mr,rflli center §rOuri

Entrari~s GOUR

SIC! FncUJt\l Group

Lt. Br?lun

-

101l:ctloO·re8m

IWiOrfTonm

'R~dneY Sch·11~nz
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~
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J6e1 Ellers

Lt:Butler

ICC arnnch p1rtaor
TlmWenB'.ler

Ranclv ·a111des

Gen~ Cl~rk

1sq' Encl!IN·G'Yiio :,

CQrrimypl¢1!!IOO. Unit ,

CERT BmnCh p1rr@r

-

•c'lo B@nch Ph:cf!Pr
TC'rem~ C1.lr11n

Chuck Kincaid

' ·su·ogly I/nit

NICI smnch Dltr,ctOr

· Bob Morllln ;

Lynn; Guyer'

Etlulomsrit ManDRer

PWCC B@nt;h Director

Chrlsttrla lvei'son'

Jim Woolf

Maintenance l/Olt

SAWC Branch Plrtctor·

Buck

StCve Llttle'

Medl@ITom

ei(;tl')riQ~ PprJffltuir

Revised

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Branch I- Execution

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

TIME

11/17111

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Medical Team

3

Injection Team

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV catheters, ensuring
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing the chemicals,
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including the level of
consciousness), and supervising the administration of the chemicals.
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administering the
chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution Chemicals Preparation and
Administration.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11
DATE

l TIME

1500hrs

10
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1.BRANCH
Branch I • Execution

ASSIGN MENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

2100

TIME

11/17/11

DATE
5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

JeffZmnda
Rand)'. Blades

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAMIT ASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT
DIVJGROUP

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

j DATE

!

TIME

11
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Institutional Operations

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11-17-11
11-18-11

DATE

TIME

2100 to 2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL

Shift commande r on
Duty

OPERATION S CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISO R

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosb}':

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNAT OR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.rTIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Jnstitutfon .

Operate on l.M.5.1. repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

Anned post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagemen t as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT
GROUND

OIVJGROUP
PREPARED BY (RESOURC E UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

12
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1.BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

External Security Group

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jar Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!Y Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point A

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED
No

3

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Staff with two otlicers and one patrol car (1 PO and one IDOC)
Stage near the SBWCC
Utilize the SBWCC parking lot or vehicle searches to avoid unnecessary delays at check point
Individuals must be on the approved list to gain entrance
All staff will be allowed to pass, identified by a red sticker in window "JDOC Staff'
All other individuals must present photo ID
Class "A" will be the appropriate uniform
Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor
the
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify
trespassing.
person to leave the premises. If the person refoses, IDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for
1700 hrs on 11/17/11 to 0400 hrs 11/18/1 l report to SICI shift commander.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Bules of Engagement:
serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in imminent jeopardy of
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all Injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNIC ATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SICl6

LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

FREQ.

FUNCTION

S02

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

I

DATE

l

TIME

13
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIG NMENT LIST

I

Entrance Group

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken Bennett

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!::{ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Demonstrato r Lot I
Demonstrato r Lot II

4

Yes

4

Yes

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff with two people at lhe access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand~held metal detector
Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
person to
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the
trespassing.
for
person
the
arrest
to
enforcement
law
request
can
rrxx::
refuses,
leave the premises. If the person

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagemen t:
of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In imminent jeopardy
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNIC ATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley

! DATE

I

TIME

14
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2. DIVISION/ GROUP

1. BRANCH
SIC!

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Exterior Perimeter Group

.

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISO R
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!)'. Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURC ES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURC E DESIGNAT OR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

2
2

FL....-:ed Observation Post I
Fixed Observatio n Post II
Fixed Observation Post ill

2

Fixed Observatio n Post N

2

Roving Patrol I
Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol Ill

2

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of IDOC property
Observe and report any breach of lDOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with individuals
LE will be dispatched to respond

Vehicles will have one PO and one IDOC staff member
needs to notify the person
If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee
person for trespassing.
the
arrest
to
nt
enforceme
law
request
can
!DOC
refuses,
person
to !eave the premises. If the

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCT IONS

Rules of Engagement:
of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self.defense when they are in imminent jeopardy
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries

9. DIVISION/ GROUP COMMUNI CATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

15
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Interior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SIC\

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONN EL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ja~ Christensen

DIVISION/G ROUP SUPERVISO R

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No

2
2

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II
Patrol Unit III

2

No

2

No

Patrol Unit IV
Patrol Unit V
Patrol Unit VI

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

2

No

2

No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•

response to civil
Stage a patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate
disruptions.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
IDOC employee
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an
request law
needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can
g.
trespassin
for
enforcem ent to arrest the person

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Raudy Valley

' DATE
11/14/11

I 1500hrs
TIME

16
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Facilily Operations

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!)'. Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAMfTASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1
1

Front Gate
OSP

Control

1

North Dom1

3

PRC

2

Main Donn

2

MCU

1

Response and Escort

2

Laundry

1
1

Kitchen

DROP
OFF
PT.fTIME

PICKUP
PT.fTIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
at 2100lus the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24 hours .
• The facility v,,j_U go on secured status starting
beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
institution
the
to
access
allowed
be
will
Volunteers
No
•
day prior to Lhe execution for a period of 48 hours
the
0800
at
beginning
cancelled
be
will
Visiting
Oftbnder
•
No programming will be provided on the day ofthe execution

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution.
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
Medical will function under normal operations, wiU1 the exception ofno scheduled offsite appointments .
No oft:site workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unam1ed during the entire operational period.
Wright's Hall will operate normally with minimal offender staffing
Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing
Develop a 12-hour schedule for staffing SIC!
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNIC ATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

I

DATE

11/14/11

I TIME
1500hrs

17
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Facility Operations

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

0630, ll-18

DATE

TIME

2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
OPERATION S CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Terrt Kirkham

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISO R
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURC ES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURC E DESIGNAT OR

LEADER

EMT

No

l

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS
Patrol Perimeter of SICI compound .
Operate on SIC\ repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

•
•
•
•

No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCT IONS

9. DIVISION/ GROUP COMMUNI CATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURC E UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

18
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

ISP Pleasant Valley
Patrol

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Nov. 17/18

DATE

2100-1200

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Leaders below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

ISP Sgt. Matt
Smith (primarily
oftCsite)

(Nov. 17118, 2100-0500
Pleasant Valley Patrol

ISP Sgt. Sam

Ketchum

"
"

& 10 Mile

Crk. Rds.
Main Gate
Area
Main Gate

Cpl. Gabe
Coleman
Cpl. Matt
Sly
Cpl. Ed

Area

Robertson

"

(Nov. 18, 0700-1200)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol
(Nov. 18, 0700-1200)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

Vance
ISP Sgt. Jason
Cagle

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

Pleasant V.

Cpl. Shane
Langton
Cpl. John

"

PICKUP
PT./TIME

Pleasant V.
& IO Mile
Crk. Rds.

Cpl. Ken
Beckner
Cpl. Scott
Tulleners

"
(Nov. 18, 0430-1200)
Pleasant Valley Patrol

TRANS.
NEEDED
/No for all)

NUMBER
PERSONS

Tpr. Higley
Cnl Cottrell

Pleasant V.
Rd. South
Pleasant V.
Rd. North

Pleasant V.
Rd. backun
Pleasant V.
Rd. backuo

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Responsible for high-visibility patrols on Pleasant Valley Rd. Preserve and
enhance public safety including carrying out law enforcement activities and providing assistance to members of
the public and allied agencies, as appropriate.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT
DIVJGROUP
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

I

DATE

I TIME

19
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Dignitary Transport

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

TIME

Nov. 18

DATE

0700?-IOOO?

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

See Below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

LEADER
ISP Major Ked
Wills

EMT

Dignitary Transport

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

I (transp. 2

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

dignitaries)
.

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communica tions will be by cell phone.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM
7

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Bret Kimmel

) DATE

11/14/201

I

TIME

20
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1. BRANCH
ISCI

2. DIVISION/GROUP

I

Media Group

3. INCIDENT NAME

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF "

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

Eugene Clark

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Media Center Security Team

5

Media Transport Team

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

A media center will be provided in the area of the maintenance parking lot for all media personnel.
The media witness drawing will be conducted in the ISCI visitor's center in accordance with department
SOP.

•
•

The media transport team will escort the media witnesses to the IMSI court room by 0715hrs .

•

A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transportation of media to the
execution, this group will be supervised by a lieutenant.

•

The media center will close at 1300hrs .

At 0700 the media will be given the opportunity to be escorted to the demonstrator lots and back to the media

center.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.
LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

700mhz

FUNCTION

SO2

COMMAND

FREQ.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
vhf
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

ISCI-

7

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME
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"

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Transport Group

1. BRANCH
!SCI

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

I

.

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERJ:i._TIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

STRIKE TEAMffAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

Oved Soto

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR
R
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPER.VISO
.

Jeff Zmuda

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
TRANS.
NUMBER
NEEDED
PERSONS
LEADER
.EMT

Transport Tearn 1

2

Transport Team 2

2

Transport Team 3

2

2100-2 IOOhrs

TIME

Arrive
Time

0600
0600

0600

.

7. COi'i"TROL OPERATIONS

•
•

Provide for inmate transport needs for the South Boise Complex.
Provide ad_ditional security or relief in place for the incident when not transporting inmates .
.

tJ,

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS .

, .,;.~"~-··

Any emergent transport needs should be routed through Lt. Soto a!Q:
. ·.

'

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
.

FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FUNCTION

S02

700mhz

vhf
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel
.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

.

FREQ.

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED B'( (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

ISCl-4

. Randy Valley

7

I

DATE

11/14/11

I

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Institutional Operations

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Rodner Schlicnz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNAT OR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Central Control

2

Ea.st Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

6

Response and Escort Team

6

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

2
Medical Team
7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates within ISCI.
for a period of24 hours .
The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution

•

•
•
•
•
•

for a period of 48 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

hours
Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48
No programming ',Viii be provided on the day of the execution
.
AH non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution
A second outside patrol officer will be posted during lhe operational period
to the inmate population
All housing unit<; will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided
throughout the evening
execution .
All outside recreation, education, chapel services, and paralegal activities will cease the day of the
event.
the
during
movements
Provide for dog program structured
as needed 0600hrs~2000hrs the
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas
day of the execution.
inmates and food service staff.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximately 12
the day of the execution .
Pendyne,
in
feeding
controlled
with
dinner
and
units
housing
the
in
meals
lunch
and
breakfast
Provide
Laundry will be closed .
lnmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution.
20 .
Diabetic and emergency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to building

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNI CATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

Bret Kimmel

502

ADA

ISCI
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

DIVJGROUP

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND
REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
4

Randy Valley

DATE

I 11/14/1 I

I

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

Institutional Operations

ASS IGNM ENT LIST

I

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades Executio n

ll/l7/20 lll
-l 1/18nO ll

DATE

TIME

2l00hrs 2100hrs

5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/T ASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGN ATOR

EMT

LEADER

Brian N. Fariss

Programs Support Strike Team

Shell Wamble-

Clinical Strike Team

Fisher

NUMBE R
PERSONS

TRANS.

22

0

8

0

NEEDED

Shift TIME

Shift TIME

0600/!4 00

1400/2200

0600/14 00

1400/22 00

SYSTEM

CHAN.

7. CONTR OL OPERATIONS

1. Assist in vital security function s during duration of incident.
2. Provide support services during duration of incident.

8. SPECIA L INSTRUCTIONS

area.
Staff will park cars in the furthest parking lot from the media staging
meals.
ate
Staff must rememb er to bring appropri
Staff will follow all messagi ug as released by PIO

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMA RY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

TIME

DATE

ll/14nO ll

OSOOhrs

24
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

Institutional Ooerations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

2100

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Ja~ua!ine Braun

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Shift Commander

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

TRANS.
NEEDED

Unit 1

2

No

Unit 2

2

No

Perimeter Security

I

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7, CONTROL OPERATIONS
• The facility ,•,rill go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24 hours .
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of,18 hours.
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be provided on the day of the execution
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

;\·[edical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled off-site appointments
No off-site workers will be allowed to leave
All outside offender movements will be escorted. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unanned during the entire operational period .
Staffkitchen \\ith TC offenders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

9

Maint.

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I DATE
I 0/3/11

I TIME
1600
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ASSIGNM ENT LIST (!CS 204)

1. Incident

2. Operation al

Date

Name:

Period:

Frori,:
Time
From:

Rhoades 26864
Execution

Date

11/17/11

to:

Time

2100hrs

to:

11/18/11

3.

2100hrs

Branch:

4. Operation s Personnel :

Name
Operations Section Chief:

Outer Perimeter

Division/

Group:

Contact
Number(s)

Jeff Zmuda

Crowd Control

Staging Are~:

Branch Director:

SBWCC

Division/Group

Lt Schoenborn (BPD)

Su ervisor:
5. R8sources Assi ned:
Resource
ldentilier

Leader
Lt Schoenborn

Sgt M. Jones

U Schoenborn

Ofert. Weir

l)gt A. Johnson

Ofer P. Markle

Sgt A. Johnson

Harr

etc.)
frequeticy;
1''
a

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer D.

COntact (e.g., Phone, pager, radio,

SgtA.John son

Ofer K. C/olts

Sgt A. Johnson

Remarks, Notes, Information
Cro\-'ld Control Team.Leader
Cro,'/d Corltrol

Team

Leader

Crowd Control Tearn
Crowd Control Team
Crowd Control TElam

SgtA Johnson

Ofer J. Ad.ams

Reporting Location, Special
Equipment and Supplies,

Crowd Control Team
Crowd Control Team·

Ofer 8. Johnson

Sgt M. Jones

Crowd Control Team

OferT. Miller

Sgt M. Jones

Crowd Control Team

Ofer S. Scally

Sgt M. Jones

Crowd Control T earn

Ofer R. Jone$

Sgt M. Jortes

Ofer D. Whipps

Sgt M. Jones

Crowd Control Team
Crowd Control Team·

~- Wotk Assignme nts:
Provide crowd control assistance, personnel, equipment, and support
internally on BPD Ops Frequency 8 (700 MHZ).

irl_tti~'□e-nl~ristrator Lots as necessary.

This Group 'Nill operate

.

7. Special lnstruction _s:

all standard field equipment, riot gear, and less~l.ethal
This 'Group is comprised of BP_D ESU (Crowd Control Team}, supporting vehicles,
ief of it's own personnel during deployment.
rotation/rel
the
for
responsibl8
be
will
group
This
total).
(2
unition$
launchers/m
(40riim)

8. Communi cations (radio and/or hone contact numbers need for this 8ssl nment):
Name

Function

Primary Contact: iridicate cell, pagei-, or radio (fre uency/s stem/chan nel)

PD
9. Pre ared b : Name: Lt. Doug Schoenborn_ _ Position/Title: Lieutenant, Boise
20 4
_ _ _ __
f-~lc_s__ _+-"IAP-"- -'-P"ag.,e, __=.,...---- -I DatefTime : _ _ _ _ _ _ _

26
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CERT Group

1. BRANCH
Special response

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864- Execution

11117-1!/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Derek BuUer

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACT/CAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

TRANS.
NEEDED

Squad 1

6

no

Squad 2

6

no

Squad 4

6

no

CNT

1

no

11/1712011
2100hrs
11/18/11

11118111
0500hrs
11/18/11

04001us

l300hrs

11118/11

11/18/11

0400hrs

IJ00hrs

11118111
1300hrs
11/18111

1111811 I
2100hrs
11/18/11

0400hrs

1300hrs

11118/11

11/18/11

0400he;

lJOOhrs

SYSTEM

CHAN.

no

1

CFRT

End time

no

6

Squad 3

Start time

7. co:--,ROL OPERXno;-;s

•
•
•

Special response teams ·will be stationed at the Cl

•
•

Special teams have their own transport whicles and response YChicles .

Spcci:il response teams ,-.,ill be dispatched by the in

cnt command post.

Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .

Debriefnill be conducted nit\.Jin the group.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
-All special teams will be on standby from 11/17/11 at 0900rs until 11/21/11 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM
700mhz

FREQ.

FUNCTION

S02

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

vhf

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14111 l
DATE

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISI ON/GR OUP

1. BRAN CH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

CBRNE re.sponse

4. OPER ATION AL PERIO D

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

2100-2 lOOhrs

TIME

5. OPER ATION AL PERS ONNE L
DIVISIONJGROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmud a

OPERA TIONS CHIEF

AIR TACTIC AL GROUP SUPER VISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

STRIK E TEAM /TASK FORC E/
RESO URCE DESIG NATO R

D
6. RESOURCES ASSIG NED TO THIS PERIO
TRAN S.
NUMB ER
NEED ED
PERSONS
LEAD ER
EMT

Sgt. Kip Higby

no

6

Boise PD Bomb Squad

Captain Krider

Boise Fire Dept. Haz-mat

no

s

f
p

.

Lt.Sch ~nbom

Boise Airpo rt K-9

7. COi'ff ROL OPER ATION S

•

•
•

r Explosive incident from the rest of the ennt.
Isolate any Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclea
the operations section chief•
Docum ent any homh threat and immediately ad,is~
isor to manage the response•
The operations section chiefwill_delegate a group superv

8. SPEC IAL INSTR UCTIO NS
ged by opera tions sectio n.
-All respOn·se to a C_BRNE threat will be man.a
ces.

the aboVe resour

- Spe_ci311Zed resj:,on_se Will be coordi_nated with
{ Boise Police Dept.)
ge becom es a conce rn Contact Lt. Schoe norn
- In_ the event a suspiciouS/uriattende"d packa
ched.
by ph_olle, in the ICP and a K-9 Unit will be dispat
ARY
9. DIVISI ON/GR OUP COMM UNICA TIONS SUMM
FREQ.

FUNCTION
1.-0CAL
COMMAND

CHAN .

SYSTE M

S02

700mh z

Bret Kimm el

CHAN .

SYSTE M

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

700mh z
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

fREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVEO BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
.

I

BPDop s8

Randy Valley

I

DATE

11/14/11

I

TIME

1600
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ICC

Entrance Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERA TIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execut ion

TIME

11/18/11

DATE

0330

5. OPERA TIONA L PERSO NNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Tim Wengl er

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR
.

·6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS. PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/ TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point B (North sally

LEADE R

EMT

NUMB ER
PERSONS

Danfor th

3

No

Sharp

3

No

oort)
Check Point C (South Sally Port)

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTR OL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Entrance
SORT Sq_liad Leader and hvo SORT members posted at ICC North
Entrarice
South
ICC
at
posted
s
member
SORT
SORT Squad Leader and two
SORT Squad "''ill monitor entrance to SBWCC
to ICC grounds
Individuals must be ICC or IDOC employees to gain entrance
Individuals mllst be IDOC employees to gain entrance to SBWCC

- d o w " I D O C Staff'
All staff'SBWCC staff allowed to pass are identified by
'

·
All olher individuals must present photo ID
ndef
Comma
t
Inciden
lhe
to
activity
us
suspicio
all
Rep Ort
_, _ _ ,. Contact the Incident Commander.
SORT ,vill have facility radios operation on channel 1, ~ .,.
-s will notify the person to leave the premises. If the
If someone enters lhe perimeter, or a disruption occttrs, SORT IUeriJ.bei law enforcement.
reqi.ie5t
to
nder
Comma
t
Inciden
the
contact
will
J)erson refuses, SORT

8. SPECI AL INSTRUCTIONS

.Rules of Engagement:
harm
when they are In imminent jeopardy of serious bodily
staff members may use leth?I force for self-defense
or death.
Following 'any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure t_he area and the su_bject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor

treating t_he most serious injuries first.
PrOvide necessary medie;al attention to all injured parties,
ARY
9, blVISIO N/GRO UP COMMUNICATIONS SUMM
FREQ,

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

S02

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

FREQ.

FUNCTION

l

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAJR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley
. )

.

I

DATE

I

TIME

.

.
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1.

MEDICAL PLAN

2.

Incident Name

3.

Date Prepared

Time Prepared

0800

11/07/2011

Rl1oades #26864

Execution

5.

Operational Period

4.

11/17/11 2100hrs11/18/11 2100hrs

Incident Medical Aid Station
Paramedics
No
Yes

Medical Aid Stations

Location

Medic 1

SIC! parking lot

X

6. Transportation
A. Ambulance Services
Address

Name

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Phone

Paramedics
No
Yes

208-287-2950

X

B. Inciden t Ambula nces
Paramedics
No
Yes

LocaUon

Name

Medic 1

Staging area

Nledic 2

F Block

Medic 10 field Supervisor

ICP

X
X
X
.

7. Hospita ls
Travel Time
Ground
Air

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

901 North Curtis Road # 403
Boise, ID 83 706

St. Lukes- Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

St. Lukes- Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

He!ipad

Phone

Yes

No

Bum Center
No
Yes

10 min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

lOmin

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

18

(208)706-1141

X

X

lOMin

min
8. Medical Emerge ncy Procedures

•

•
•
•

Provide Medical support to staff and responders at ISCI.
post.
Report any injuries and/or inciden ts to the inciden t comma nd
F Block .
in
n
Parame dic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physicia

for transpo rt to the emerge ncy departm ent
Parame dics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request
will go through Medic 10 EMS field supervisor.
1O. Reviewed by {Safety Officer)

Prepared by (Medical Unit Leader)

Harry Eccard

ICS Form 205
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INCIDENT RADIO COMM UNICA TIONS PLAN

l. lncldent Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared:

Rhoades #26864
Execution

11/4/201 1

3. Operational Period
Date/Time:
ll/17/201 12100hr s•
11/18/20 112100h rs

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
Channel

Function

Frequenq /Tone

Assignment

Remarks

System/Cache

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffs Ofilce

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Secllrity Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios
.

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resources have
assigned radios
Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

!DOC

SO2/IDOC 6

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

!DOC/DI

SO2

Command

700mhz

ICP

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Established 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mhz

SBWCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

Radios delivered
l I/17/20 1 I

5. Prepared by {Communications Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communications Unit Leader
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Operational Period Timeline
11/17/2011

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2220
11118/11

0315
0345
0400
0400
0400
0400
0410
0420
0420
0420
0500
0500
0500
0530
0600
0600
0615
0700
0700
0730
0730
0745
0800
0830
0900
0930
0930
1030
1100
1100
1130
1145
1200
1300
1300
1400

Section Chief
Operational Period Begins / Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
event
Facilities Will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the
Observation Posts will be staffed
.
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d ~
for the aurafiori of the event
Offender Phones will be disabled by Command at IMS! and Staging at SIC! will be stood up.
Check-in Begins at Staging .
n relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 post
ICC opens their Checkpoints ·
Lights.and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Communications Center is fully operational
Command is fully operatlonal
demonstrator lots
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the pµblic
Drawing will be held to determine media :~;fitnesses
Staff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
Team
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Support Execution
2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will transport to the bus station
Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
Media escorted to demonstration area's '
Media escorted back to media center
Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals Delivered
Director's Med_ia Briefing
Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
Approval
Siagirig may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs
plete of the Execution)
D_emonstrator Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours afler_com
Notify Staging of whether Swing shift Staff are needed in Staging
Cali-in of Swing shift Staff Begins
Demobilization Begins
Media Genier Closes
Agency Representative Debrief
Leadership Debrief
34
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff
Radio
channel
CO2

LOCATION

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION

Incident Commander

Renke, Brent

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Deputy IC

Kempf, Kevin

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

CO2

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

na

NAME

PIO

Ray, Jeff

Asst. PIO

Dearden, Andrea

Demonstrator Lots

Liason

Birch, David

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

na

Zmuda, Jeff

!CP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

na

336-0740 ext. 4500

Operations Chief SBX
Night OPS

Baird, Nick

!SCI Shift Command

Planning section chief

Valley, Randy

ICP IMSI Conference rm.

3243 tie

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Roving

Planning Deputy

Kimmel, Bret

Situation Unit

Stone, Mckenzie

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Resource/Demob Unit

Whittington, Jill

staging sicI

S212 tie

Documentation Unit

Scott, Ruth

Staging SIC!

5212

.Finance Admin Chief

Lowe, Theo
McMaclin, Cindy
Ramirez, Al
Kinkead, Chuck
Morlan, Bob
Carper, Arthur
Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Caryl
Eilers, Joel
Camin, Marc (ISP}
Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)

Finance Deputy
Logistics chief

Central Office
Central Office
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
F B_IOck

3509tie

Staging

5212tie
3203tie

'(:02/SICI

3203tie

All

comms
Medical Unit Leader -

lbbara(ICC}

Communication center
Communication center
Com"rh·unkation center
Communication center
Communication center

Eccard, Harry

ICP

Medic.al Grp Supv.

Brandon LaRosa

ICP

'Me.die 1

Dawn Rae

Staging

!yledic 1

JR McGee

Staging

Medic 2

Mike Nugent

F Block

Medic 2

Peder Ahearn

F Block

.food Unit Leader

Clark, Chris

-5ICI

Coburn, Garrett

SICI Visiting

5212 tie

Schaffer, Dan

SICI Visiting

5212 tie

support Branch
?llpply Unit leader
tylaintenance Unit
Equipment Unit Leader

Service Branch
Communication Unit leader

ccimms
Comms

Food Unit
.•. staging area manager
51:aging
Operations Chief Ext.

Fae.
Agency Rep- Idaho
National Guard

Tewalt, Josh

Lt. Col. Eden

3203tie
3203tie
3203tie

_Central Office
ICP

.SIC! Branch
SIC!. Branch Director
Externalsecurity
group·
Entrance gfOup

Kirkham, Terry
Christensen, Jay

5101 tie

SICI Conference rm.

5101 tie

Ken Bennett
Front Gate

Complex Check Point
Institutional
operations

SICI Conference rm.

Shift Commander

Shift Commander Office
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Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith

ISCI Branch
ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office

!SCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Operations
Media Group
Transport Group

Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene
Soto, Oved

IMSI Branch Director
Deputy

Crosby, Jimmie
Paul, Kenny

Institutional Operations

Shift Commander

sswq: Branch Director
l_nstitutional o·perations

Braun, Jacqueline

Branch Director
Deputy

Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

F-Block
F-Block

CERT Commander
CNT Leader
CFRT Leader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30

!SP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP

Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richar.dson, ISP Cptn
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson,''ISP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, isP Cpl.
Sly, ISP Cpl.
TuHeners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP Cpl.
Cagle.ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt.
Finn, Brian
Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
Higgins, Tim

Car 550
Car 403
Car424
Car 463
Car479
Car 500
Car 638
Car 592
Car 468
Car 643
Car 590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC
Comms
ICP

Captains Office
Media lot
External Security Office
IMSI Branch
IMS! DWS Office
IMS! DWS Office
Shift Commander Office
SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Lt's Office
SBWCC Shift Command

4701 ti,'

\C02/ISCI
•~a

4725
4704
4722

fSICI
iJSCI

3205/
3205/

:na

6106tie
6306tie

$02/SBWCC
iSBWCC

C02/ISC:I

Execution Branch

502
Tactical
'CERT.

Other areas

·cAPP Warden
.·_ ·i::APPDW
ICC Warden
ICCOWS
' . 'Virtual Prisons
·. CISM Team Leader
Ada county So
Ada Counfy so
Aila county so
Ada County SO
Ada County SO
Ada County so
.O.da County SO
_Boise Police Dept.

sergeSon

1

:,S02/1A-VAC

'sb2/1A,V.AC
f,02/lA°'-IJAC
'sp2/1A;VAC
r,b,2/1;,.,:vAc
so2/1A,Y.AC
%b2/1AN.Ac

SQ2/1ANAC
iS/J.2/i/i./lAC
'.Sb1/1/i.:YAc

;so2JiA:YAC
;SQ2/fA-\/AC

Elaine

Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt
Piccolo, Jason
Long, Kim
Schoenborn, Doug

ICP
SICI
SICI
SICI
SICI
SICI
SIC!
JCP

6123tie

ISP Regional
· · Cominunications Center

· . S.outh (Dispatch)

ISP
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To:

f<evin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.
The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommendations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.
We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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Section 1: Incident Overview
Incident Details
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

ExocuUon

Incident Start Time:

11/17111 2100 hrs.

Incident End Time:

11/18/11 2100 hrs,

Locallon:

South Boise Complex

Command and General Staff

'·'.~:~~~P~z~;~~:f:s~ff~~/-~-:.:/f}::}:::_~1 .; ~~-: ,Titlf\'.:){t"c-/:tJ;:?.\, ·:~9-:'$!.\l?~{;!,:;'.;:,O"}:i·itf';-::J;'
Brent Reinke

Director

Incident Commander

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations
..
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Deputy Incident Commander

Operations Section Chief

Theo Lowe

Deputy Chief of Prisons
-Executive Financial Olficer

Finance/ Admln Section Chief

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Planning Section Chief

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Logistics Section Chief

Randy Blades

Warden

Execution Branch Director

Terry Kirkham

Warden

SIC! Branch Director

Johanna Smllh

Warden

Jimmie Crosby

Deputy Warden

IMS! Branch Director

Jaqueline Braun

Lieutenant

SBWCC Branch Director

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Public Information Officer

Jell Zmuda
Josh Tewalt

((
-

Operations Section Chief

ISCI Branch Director
.•.

p arti ctpat
.
lli:! Faci r1ties an d Organizations
Idaho Maximum Security lnstllution
Idaho Slate Correcllonal Institution
.

South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Corrocllonal Center
Correctional AltemaUve Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District
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Incident Objectives
•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities wiU operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security ofresponders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
On 04/18/1988 Rhoades, Paul 26864 was convicted of 1•t Degree Kidnapping, Armed Robbery,
1•t Degree Murder, Fprcible
Robbery, lnfam9us Crimes Against Nature, and 2 nd Degree
Murder. He was sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued with Rhoades scheduled to
be executed al 0800 on Nov. 18, 2011 by lethal injection.
After a 55 minute delay due to a legal impediment, the execution of Paul Rhoades 26864 was
completed with tho pronouncement of death by the Ada County Coroner, Ert.~n Sonnenberg, al
0915 on November 18, 2011.

Incident Review
The purpose of this document is lo capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Rhoades 26864 Execution. Overall, tho planning and operation was a
success. Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending
their expertise and resources.

Planning Phase
The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordinalion from several
agency pai:(ners as well as a large contingent of !DOC staff. The planning process specific lo
the execution of Rhoades 26864 started seven weeks before the execution. There were
meetings held once a week with both our agency partners and our command and general staff
groups for the first four weeks followed by meetings twice a week for the remaining three weeks.
Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an action plan was developed and reviewed
each meeting.
•
•

Agency partners fell the frequency of the meetings was especially helpful lo slay up lo dale
on the issues and build a good Incident Action Plan.
·
IDOC Command and General staff stated ii was difficult to make much progress on their
respective action items in the lime between the Tuesday and Thursday meetings.
Recommendation - Meotings for the Command and General Staff could be adjusted lo
once a week lo allow lime for staff lo make progress on the actions items.
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Operational Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0500 hours the day of the execution, most of the small groups
of approximately 100 demonstrators did not arrive until 0700hrs. Tho demonstrators quickly
dispersed upon notification that the execution was complete. The execution itself went as
planned. There was a 55 minute delay duo to one legal impediment, however, once resolved
the execution was completed within the anticipated timeframe.

Command:
• Agency partners found the frequency of agency rep meetings helpful in proparation for the
incident.
• The Command Post did not provide good cell reception, nor did it provide wireless internet
access.
Recommendation - There needs to be better cell reception and internet connection in the
command post a National Guard representative recommended contacting Verizon to see if a
signal booster can be installed. It has worked well for Gowen Field. Additionally, a wireless
router should be installed in the command post to provide internet access to those in the
command post.

Operations Section:

Exterior Perimeter:
•

•

•

•

There were a limited number of escort vehicles available during tho operational period. In
several Instances, assisting agencies had difficulties navigating around the complex.
Recommendation - Additional escort vehlcles should be staged near the checkpoint to
provide oscort for assisting agencies.
External security staff worked specified posts with no relief. Staff were very cold and not
provided breaks.
Recommendation - Staff should be placed on 4 hour rotations to allow for opportunities to
rehab.
During the operational period IMSl's and ISCl's outside patrol vehicles were staffed with a
P&P officer to ride in the passenger seat to assist. The objective was to watch for threats
approaching from outside of the perimeter, with the OSP Officer paying attention to the
facility perimeter.
Recommendation - The additional rider In OSP should be staffed for future executions. It is
effective to have and an extra set of eyes on the perimeter while the driver Is focusing on the
road and fence line.
A Checkpoint was established on the entrance road. The trailer established did not provide
good visibility of the road and required staff to stand in th6 middlo of the road to converse
with incoming traffic.
Action -!DOC has hired an architect to work on a plan for a permanent checkpoint at the
front of the complex.
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Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throughout the Incident. Their assistance
with external security relieved the institutions from having to further tax their limited staffing.
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list of who was granted access to the
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When relieved at 0630, the list was not passed on to
the oncoming shift.
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint has a master list of who is approved to
enter the complex in a timely manner with an effective way lo look up visitors.
P&P provided a patrol al the South Boise Complex for the l\vo weeks prior to the event.
This patrol did not encounter any issues.
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the area 14 days in advance. However, a
schedule should be developed in the event the patrol needs lo be activated it can be done
quickly.
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced officer who was able lo recognize most
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
Recommendation - The person who Is working the front checkpoint should be a longstanding staff member. This was helpful to move people quickly through the front
checkpoint.

Demonstrator Lots:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for the small contingent of staff to keep up
with the searches.
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry areas to the demonstrator lots should be
considered.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additional metal detector to facilitate
searches.
Demonstrator lots were not provided any table for the staff to work from. This made It
difficult to search bags, and no place for the demonstrators to set their things while being
searched.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need tables for searching.
Media and Demonstrator Representatives were provided an opportunity in the days
preceding the event to come out to the complex and meet with staff. They were provided
the guidelines for their functions and had their questions answered. This was beneficial not
only for them but for IDOC.
Recommendation - Media and demonstrator representatives should be offered an
opportunity for a pre-incident orientation. This was very helpful.
Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help identify the demonstrator lots for the public.
Recommendation - Use the same signage for the demonstrator lots.
Boise Police Department dedicated a 10-man mob and crowd control unit to the event. This
squad was staged on scene, but not deployed.
Recommendation • BPD may designate staff to the Incident, but have the on-call from the
field. BPD would have someone in the command post and at the demonstrator lots to
mobilize staff, if needed.
Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators. There were areas blocked off for
responders which limited the parking space. Parking may be an issue during future events,
if there are more demonstrators.
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The media. was allowed to park their vehicles in the southern part of the Northern
Demonstrator Lot.
Recommendation - Keep the media set up the same for the demonstrator lots. It created a
natural barrier between the lots and provided media access to the demonstrators.
Their were several Instances where demonstrators attempted to park their cars in the media
area at the demonstrator lots. There was no signage designating the area and parking was
limited.
Recommendation - Signs or cones should be set up where tho media is supposed to park
to avoid confusion for demonstrators.
During the operation, it was difficult for command to get an accurate account of the number
of demonstrators. Inconsistent numbers we,e collected from local law enforcement and
media reports.
Recommendation - Staff at demonstrator lots should use a clicker counter to accurately
track and report how many demonstrators are on site.

Staging:
• There was some confusion with check-in. It was collocated with Staging. As people
entered, they were unclear as to why they needed to check-in twice, once for check-in and
once for staging. This confusion created some accounting issues in the process.
Recommendation - Check-in needs to be in a separate location from staging. Check-in
could be housed al SBWCC education building so that all staff report to check-In area , even
command staff. Then those unassigned can go to staging, but others can report to their
assigned areas. Additionally, having check-in near the checkpoint will help ensure all staff
are accurately accounted for.
• Some staff left the complex without completely checking out.
Recommendation - It needs to be clearly communicated to line staff where their initial and
final checkpoint will be. This would also be assisted by the check-in/out being located near
the front checkpoint.
• Swing shift staff were asked to report on their day off for this event. The incident was
concluded earlier than expected and Staging attempted to notify everyone by phone.
However, they were unable to reach everyone. There had been a process for staff to call in
for swing shift, however this plan was abandoned and created confusion. Staging left
messages for staff, but not everyone checked their messages.
• Recommendation - Staff should be provided direction to call in to a specific number to find
out if they need to report. The phone should then be staffed at the specified time to take the
calls and make the notification.
• The demobilization of staff encountered some issues. Staff In the staging area were
released, as the need for staff diminished, Some staff wanted to go back to the facilities in
order to work an entire 40-hour week, but the facilities were not expecting them.
Recommendation - There needs to be a more organized demobilization process with the
staff managing the staging area providing key Information to staff. Staff who are on their
day off and are relieved from staging should go home. If it Is the staff members regularly
scheduled day, they should be released back to their respective facilities,
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SIC!:
SIC! operations went as planned.
• When check-in and staging were established, the responsibilities for these functions were
transferred from the SICI Shift Commander. This was not clearly communicated, and the
Shift Commander continued to manage this process for some positions.
• Recommendation - Check-in should be established earlier to manage the staffing of all the
positions staffed during the operational period.

ISCI:
Overall operations of facility went smoothly. Medical conducted pill call and triage In the units.
Breakfast and lunch were fed in the units, and there was a controlled movement for dinner. ISCI
would like to do this process again before making any changes.
• ISCI felt a· little overstaffed in the units. The treatment and education staff were utilized to
augment staffing in the units.
• Recommendation - !SCI should continue to keep education closed and use treatment staff
to augment staffing in the units.
• The Media center had all the necessary equipment with the exception of an appropriate
sound system. People in the media center could not hear the questions asked or the
speakers response very well.
• Recommendation - The Media center needs a mult box and sound system. Bob Morlan is
working with Jeff Ray to ensure the proper equipment is on site for future events.
• There were no emergency transports during the event. One offender was discharged, and a
plan was developed to have him taken by program staff to the bus station.
Recommendation - The Transport team could be used for the relief of staff on an on-call
basis for other areas, rather than being dedicated to transports only.
• Once past the checkpoint, the media was not clear as to where the Media Center was
located, A secondary checkpoint was established to direct traffic at the media center assist.
• Recommendation - The Media Center needs a staff posted at construction parking lot to
direct traffic.
.
• There has been discussion about moving the time of the execution to later in the day. !DOC
should continue to plan on a media presence for the morning news, even if the execution
time is changed. Limit media to demonstrator lots in the morning, if they want to come out
early again. They can be moved to the media center at an appropriate time to receive press
releases.
• The amount of lighting for the demonstrator lots and media tent was appropriate.

IMSI:
The days prior to the event were busy and a bit tense, but that was due to the nature of the
event. Staff were extremely appropriate and professional. The facility was calm after the
execution.
• Tim Higgins reported that the evening prior to the execution the schedule was two hours
behind because the execution unit needed to be cleaned. The cleaning of the unit was not
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accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMS! staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that tho offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the_ appropriate
time Is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMS! they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:
Facilily was extremely quiet.

ICC:
The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and it went well.

Planning Section:
• Staff and assisting agencies stated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well pul together.
• In an effort to keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted to utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation -A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
the event, there were delays and changes made to the timeline, but there was no
During
•
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendation - There needs to be a recorder in the command post to assist.
There
were several instances of Individuals working outside the scope of their
•
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
initial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.
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During this event, there were several days·worth of activities. The one !AP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up to the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some lo turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
for similar events in the future.
·

Finance andAdmin Section:
,

( ~(·

i

There was a plan developed lo track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to It being implemented. During the event, !DOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation - A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
, After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and IDOC was charged for the generator to be refueled.
, Recommendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is. _accounted for and ready for pickup.
,
- w o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the lunches in the
, . f55c~needs lo use the same orderlrig process and spending- authority-because it worked
well.
, Car s_!ickers were purchased to identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of their cars due to the window stickers saying IDOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOC staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
, Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
, Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building. Six P&P Officers were
posted at lhe various entrances lo Central Office.
, There were many questions from staff,"as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was lo be entered on their lime sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operations Sergeants but the Information was not filtered lo the line staff well.
Recommendatlon - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and those reporting lime dedicated to ·
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
• Son:ie names of staff were placed on documents that are eligible for release on a public
records release which the department Would prefer not to be released.
Recommendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential Information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
• There are was some conflicting information between the Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Execution Procedures and Death of an
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with current practice
There have been several public records requests for infonnation. Finance will need to define
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future events in advance.

Logistics:
• There was not a consistent procedure for how radios were to be issued. Some supe,visors
pulled groups of radios for their teams and others had their teams check out radios during
check-In. Several radios were misplaced and had to be tracked down after the fact.
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment Manager assigned to check out
radios from the start of the operational period. With all equipment being issued during the
check-in process.
• There was confusion with the communications plan. !DOC staff arn not used to altering their
communication channels and this caused some issues.
Recommendation -Staff need to be better informed of the correct radio channel. The
communication plan should also be announced at the morning briefing.
• There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a variety of posts, from several facilities.
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would be cared for and returned. Several
vehicles were returned without being refueled or cleaned.
Recommendation -A process for how these Items will be returned should be developed in
advance.
• Communication went very well with assisting agencies.
, The Food Unit had developed a process for how they would account for equipment. Due to
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to the plans implementation.
, Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood up in advance to unsure they are
prepared for the start of the operation.
• Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not hold enough coffee and the food
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for several of the larger areas.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to consider purchasing a few larger coffee urns for media
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller carafes for smaller areas.
, There was no plan for how trash would be disposed of following the execution.
Recommendation• There needs to be a process for disposing of refuge preceding the
event.
• Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the day prior to the execution of their
assigned role.
Recommendation - !DOC needs to make sure that P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Incident at least a week in advance.
• The drivers delivering meals were not clear on where meals,needed to be delivered.
Several areas were missed lnltlally. Meals had to be resent to hit some areas.
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear understanding of where and how
many meals to deliver.
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Debrief for Branch Ill- !SCI

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

!SCI had no issues with maintaining a safe and secure environment for staff and inmates during
the operational period. The operational objectives at !SCI were met. !SCI was staffed heavily to
accommodate the feeding and medical needs of the population. Treatment and education staff
were utilized in the housing units with no accrual of overtime. In future events this will be
considered when staffing the institution and staging.
The media center staff conducted themselves professionally and without issue. The staff time
was managed well by the group supervisor. Staff were demobilized as the media left the area,
In a future event a relief schedule needs to be in place for those staff, to ensure good staff
morale and health. The lighting and tent for the media center were adequate and need no
changes for future events. The only logistical needs were a sound system in addition to the
"mult" box. A possible resource for expertise in this area would be Idaho Public Television·
engineers.
The emergent transport group was not utilized by the complex. This was a contingency group.
Again the resources were managed well and demobilized as the event needs decreased,

(
Warden Johanna Smith

(
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Event: 11/18/20 11 Rhoades Execution

Debrief for Planning Section

(

Sergeant Bret Kimmel, Deputy Planning Chief

(
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Debrief for Planning Section

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

Overall the planning process was completed effectively. Periodically not enough time was
allotted between planning meetings on Tuesday and Thursday to accomplish the assigned tasks.
A schedule of 1 meeting per week up to 2 weeks before the event would allow for more
productivity of tasks between meetings. During the event planning and operational period
people were making tactical and logistical decisions outside of their area of assigned
responsibilities and not In line with approved Incident Action Plan. This resulted in confusion of
assignments and extra work for the logistics section, maintenance unit.

(

To correct this issue in future events, at the beginning of the planning process job aids (post

orders should be Issued to all command and general staff, branch directors, group supervisors.
and unit leaders. Also, the tactics and planning meetings should be reduced In attendance to
the branch director level and allow them to manage their branch operations without external
input from outside the chain of command. This would ensure lines of responsibility are not
blurred and operational conflict would be reduced. The publication of an incident action plan
for each operational period from Initial staffing of the event to close out would ensure staff
understand their duties in the expansion phase of the event.The expectation from the incident
commander should be clearly stated that once the Incident Action Plan is approved and signed
that it requires their approval to deviate from it.

(
\

1

Situation Unit:
This unit ran very well. Staff and agency partners were well informed and the Information was
managed effectively and clearly. The use of email and text briefings was very well done and
addressed some communications concerns, but was conducted without issue.
In the future the following change is needed. Next time, the situation unit leader needs
observers at the following locations: staging area and the demonstrator lots.
An IDOC field observer should be designated for the staging area and demo lots to report back
to the situation unit leader. This would have been very helpful.
Resource Unit:
The resource lists were ever changing during the planning process and this created some Issues.
The checks in/out procedures were confusing to staff due to our normal work habits and the
co-location with staging.
In future events, we need additional training for the resource unit leader, and check in
recorder. We an independent check in area separate of staging, to better manage the large
amount of resources we have and clearly define their assigned responsibilities.
A suggested location would be to utilize SBWCC's education room, or a canopy at the old staff
housing area. In addition the planning section needs to take the responsibility to clearly
communicate the check in/out and demobilization procedures to all resources. The equipment
check out could be co-located with resource unit and alleviate issues with missing equipment.
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(

Police were very professional and helpful In communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
• Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well In logistics.
• Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramlre1. needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event Is over.
• Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
• Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come In as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones In. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
• The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
• Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.

(
\
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EXHIBIT

B

BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

JR Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
January 6, 2011 - 1:00 - 1:38 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706
Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
JR Van Tassel, Secretary (Via Phone)

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair (Via Phone)

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)
Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief Operations
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attendance list

Margie K. Casto, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services

I.

Call to order
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m.

II.

Welcome and introductions
Chair Sandy welcomed everyone and introductions were made for the benefit of visitors.

Ill.

Budget FY 2012 - Director Reinke and Chief Meatte
❖ Director Reinke and Chief Meatte briefed the Board on key ways the Department plans to cut
spending.
❖ Secretary Van Tassel and Vice-Chair Nielsen expressed concern that the reorganization is not saving
money.
❖ Reinke, Meatte, and Kempf explained the short-term benefits as well as the potential long-term
benefits from the reorganization. Kempf stated that other states have reorganized similarly. The
restructure creates a seamless approach from prison to the community.
❖ Reinke stated that he will revisit the reorganization at the end of FY13.
❖ Discussion was held about purchasing from state contracts versus shopping for a lower price. Meatte
explained that if the products/services are available from a state contract the Department is bound by
the state contract. He also stated that the Department is being assessed 1½% for each state
contract. Secretary Van Tassel suggested the Department buy locally if it would save money by
doing
❖ Reinke stated that staff the Department is exploring centralized purchasing. Oregon, for example,
uses centralized purchasing, and is able to take bids for products/services. Meatte spoke about the
opening of the Correctional Industries garment shop at Pocatello Women's Correctional Center. They
are starting simple and will move up to making clothing. This will save a considerable amount of
money.
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IV.

Operations update - Chief Kevin Kempf
❖ Kempf has implemented weekly conference calls with the wardens. This is helping him to be more
informed with regard to what is happening in the field, and receive the most updated and important
information. This will transition into a monthly comstat. Chief Kempf, the wardens, and Human
Resource Services, (HRS), are working together to develop the comstat meetings.
❖ Kempf announced that statewide audits have begun. Those facilities that have been audited are
receiving debrief feedback with regard to their audit. This is a great exercise in making sure the
Departments mission statement is at the forefront.
❖ Kempf spoke of a problem with one of the heating elements in a unit at Idaho State Correctional
Institute. They immediately went into emergency preparedness due to the cold, and were able to
take inmates that are housed in the unit and move them to the gym. The unit affected will be up and
running by 8:00 a.m. on January 7, 2011, at which time inmates will be moved back. Chief Kempf
stated that he was impressed with Warden Smith and how fast they put a plan into action to make
sure the entire system was not disrupted by this event.

V.

Management Services update - Chief Tony Meatte
❖ Human Resource Services has been added to the division. Deputy Chief Sharon Lamm resigned.
Once this position is filled he may make other organizational changes.
❖ Meatte has been spending the last few weeks getting acquainted with functions in HRS to make sure
the processes run efficiently.

VI.

Legislative team update - Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
❖ Jones announced the following proposed legislation.
• Rehabilitation
• Peace Officer Status
• Personnel
❖ All are ready to go and will probably have hearings during the second week of the session through
the Senate, Judiciary and Rules Committee and the House Judiciary, Rules, and Administration
committee. We also have IDAPA rule changes, new fees, enhanced cost of supervision fee, and are
looking at a fee for pre-sentence investigation reports. Preliminary drafts will be complete within the
next couple of days to show the financial impact of these items. A meeting is scheduled next week to
finalize these items.

VII.

Final Board discussion ❖ Reinke suggested the Board meet the first week in February near the time of the Joint Finance
Appropriations Committee hearing. It was agreed that the Board would meet Friday, February 4,
2011, after the Joint Finance Appropriations Committee hearing.

VI 11.

Adjourn
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion
carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 1:38 p.m.

Submitted by:

Margie K. Casto, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

JR Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
February 4, 2011 - 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Paul Panther, Lead Deputy AG
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Terri Tomisser, Director, Human Resource Services

I.

Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 7:30 a.m.

11.

Approval of amended agenda

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to approve the amended agenda. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously.
Ill.

Recess

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to recess the meeting to travel to the Capitol. Seconded by
Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Meeting recessed at 7:36 a.m.
IV.

Reconvene

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to reconvene the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting reconvened at 8:00 a.m.

V.

Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee Update (JFAC)
❖ Board members and staff attended the Idaho Department of Correction's budget (Department)
presentation before JFAC at the Idaho State Capitol building.
❖ Board members also attended the budget presentation made by Cathy Holland-Smith, Budget
and Policy Analysis Manager.

VI.

Recess
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Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to recJ~~Wfl~4travel to the Department's Central
Office. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Meeting recessed at
9:55 a.m.
VI I.

Reconvene

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to reconvene the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting reconvened at 10:10 a.m.
VI 11.

Legislative team update
❖ Teresa Jones provided an update on the proposed fees and increases that are being legislatively
requested by the Department.
❖ Jones updated the Board on the progress of the three bills making their way through the
legislative process. S1029 Corrections Board, 1030 Correction Department Personnel System,
and 1031 Correction Board Rehabilitation Services were introduced to the House floor for the
first reading.

IX.

Media update
❖ Jeff Ray, Public Information Officer, provided a brief update.

X.

Management Services update
❖ Division Chief Tony Meatte provided information regarding staff furloughs.
❖ Meatte provided offender housing forecast information for FY11 and projections for FY12.
❖ Deputy Division Chief Pat Donaldson provided information on the status of the Department's
contracts.

XI.

Recess

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to recess the meeting to travel to the Peace Officer Standards
and Training Facility. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously.
Meeting recessed at 10:31 a.m.
XI I.

Reconvene

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to reconvene the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting reconvened at 10:55 a.m.
XIII.

Correctional Officer Academy #29 graduation
❖ Board members attended the graduation ceremonies for the 29 th Correctional Officer academy.

XIV.

Executive session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
sections 67-2345{f) and 67-2345{1){b), at 12:20 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried
unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not yet
being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.
B. /.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints
or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual agent, or
public school student.
XV.

Regular session
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Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to moJ~gM MiQ~~QQE? session. Seconded by Secretary Van
Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Resumed regular session at 1:00 p.m.

XVI.

Operations Division update
❖ Chief Kempf updated the Board on the process of creating comprehensive statistics for the
Bureau of Prisons. He also noted that all facilities are in the process of annual audits.
❖ Kempf stated that the Department is in the process of exploring a centralized purchasing
program in an effort to reduce costs.
❖ The Correctional Alternative Placement Program at Pocatello Women's Correctional Center has
been implemented.
❖ Kempf announced that the new Education Program Director will be Patrick Conner. He has
recently been teaching at Bishop Kelly High School.
❖ A new Correctional Manager 3 position will oversee all community work centers in Idaho.
❖ Kempf stated that the Cost of Supervision (COS) funds are critically low. There are 8 positions
being held open that are funded by COS.
❖ Currently all offenders are being entered into ILETS so law enforcement officers will be aware of
citizens that may be on probation or parole.
❖ A Probation Officer academy is scheduled for February 14, 2011, through March 18, 2011.
❖ Discussion was held regarding offenders and/or families who post newspaper ads seeking pen
pals.

XVI I.

Executive session
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
section 67-2345(1)(b), at 1 :40 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried unanimously.

J.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints
or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual agent, or
public school student.

XVIII.

Regular session
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to move out of executive session. Seconded by Secretary Van
Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Resumed regular session at 1:50 p.m.

XIX.

Director's report
❖ Director Reinke shared with member the inquiries that have been received from legislators
during this session.
❖ Reinke updated the Board on legislation that has been drafted by the Idaho Criminal Justice
Commission for sex offender management.
❖ Reinke requested feedback from the Board members regarding the budget presentation made to
JFAC this morning.

XX.

Adjournment
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:
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Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

Robin Sandy
Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
March 9, 2011 - 11 :30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services

1.

Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 11 :36 a.m.

2.

Introductions
❖ Introductions were made for the benefit of guests attending the meeting.

3.

Director's Office update, Teresa Jones
❖ Jones provided the Board with an update on the new web site project. It is anticipated that the
project will be complete by the end of April 2011.
❖ Jones shared that the 3 bills-SB1029 Corrections Board, 1030 Correction Department Personnel
System, and 1031 Correction Board Rehabilitation Services-have all been signed by the
Governor.
❖ SB1097 Cost of Pre-sentence Investigation and SB1063 Correction Board/Monthly Contribution
have passed both bodies and are awaiting the Governor's signature.
❖ Jones shared the Back to Basics schedule for 2011 with the Board and Director Reinke
encouraged the Board to attend any of the meetings occurring in their region.

4.

Operations Division update, Chief Kevin Kempf
❖ Chief Kempf updated the Board on the progress of requested changes to Idaho Code 20-209C
to allow the Board to designate peace officer status to non-classified employees in addition to
classified employees.
❖ Kempf shared that staff is successfully placing the appropriate offender in the appropriate
Pathway treatment module.
❖ Kempf briefed members on the changes in management; Jim Woolf has accepted the position of
warden at the Pocatello Women's Correctional Center. Josh Tewalt will join the Department as a
Deputy Division Chief in the Bureau of Prisons; he will begin after the end of the 2011 legislative
session.
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5.

Management Services Division update, Chief Tony Meatte
❖ Chief Meatte shared the turnover rate for correctional officers and all other classifications from
FY05 through projected turnover numbers in FY11.
❖ Meatte shared the FY12 budget request showing the requests and the appropriations from the
Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee.
❖ Donaldson updated members on the Correctional Medical Services (CMS) contract audits. CMS
has a new regional manager, Tom Dolan, who has implemented new processes to improve
services.
❖ Donaldson shared the Idaho Correctional Center contract issues and action plans.

6.

Director's report, Director Brent Reinke
❖ Director Reinke updated the Board on the changes in population since the beginning of the fiscal
year.
❖ Reinke provided information about the user fees proposed by the Department.
❖ He provided the Board with information on inquiries received by the Department from legislators
during this session.
❖ Reinke announced to the Board that the Boise Adjustors Association of Idaho presented a check
for $1000.00 to help fund the farm started last year at South Idaho Correctional Institution.
❖ Reinke presented a list of items that the Department is monitoring on an ongoing basis.
❖ Reinke presented proposed legislation for sex offender management that is sponsored by the
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission (ICJC).
❖ Reinke shared the proposed legislation changes to the Idaho Criminal Gang Enhancement Act
also sponsored by the ICJC.

7.

Adjournment

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 1:05 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
May 26, 2011 - 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Paul Panther, Lead Deputy AG

I.

Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m.
❖ A moment of silence was held for those affected by the devastating storms in the Midwest.

11.

Approval of Board meeting minutes

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to approve the minutes from the February 4 and March 9,
2011, Board meetings. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously.
Ill.

Welcome and introductions
❖ Director Reinke introduced Matt Orem as the new Division of Financial Management budget
analyst for the Department, and then introductions were made around the room.

IV.

Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) update, Warden Brian Finn
❖ Finn shared that to date 734 offenders have been through CAPP, 702 have successfully
graduated while 32 have failed to complete the program and there have been no positive
urine analysis tests since opening.
❖ CAPP employees and new correctional officers are participating in a joint academy and will
graduate July 1, 2011.
❖ Two new programs are slated to begin at CAPP; a conflict resolution class and a faith-based
reentry program.
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V.

Idaho Correctional Center (ICC) update, Warden Tim Wengler
❖ Wengler shared that there are 384 inmates participating in educational and vocational
programs. To date, twenty-four inmates have received GEDs and 184 have completed
vocational programs.
❖ There are 191 inmates in the Therapeutic Community (TC) program with 51 graduates this
year.
❖ Fifty-one inmates are participating in the Anaya program being paid for by the Mexican
Consulate.
❖ There are 50 inmates participating in the sex offender treatment program, and 30 inmates in
three men's mental health groups.

VI.

Correctional Medical Services (CMS) update, Tom Dolan, Regional Director
❖ Dolan shared his background briefly with the Board and updated them on how CMS is
addressing the liquidated damages assessed by the Department.
❖ A snapshot of statistics for the current calendar year was shared with the Board.
❖ Dolan gave a brief update on the status of the CMS merger with Prison Health Services.

VI I.

Contract administration update, Deputy Chief Pat Donaldson
❖ Director Reinke provided a budget snapshot comparing all categories of funding from 2000 2012.
❖ Donaldson shared the history of contract monitoring within the Department and stated that a
standard operating procedure (SOP) for contract management of medical, private prisons
and general services has been written.
❖ Donaldson presented a draft copy of the contract oversight manual for the ICC and reviewed
the progress to date. He stated that the manual will be shared with Corrections Corporation of
America for their input as it is intended to be a joint agreement. Upon completion of this
manual, oversight manuals will be developed for CMS and CAPP.

VI 11.

Leadership team updates, Leadership
❖ Operations Division, Chief Kevin Kempf
♦ Kempf shared that the Twin Falls Community Work Center (CWC) will be closing as of
August 1, 2011. All staff has been offered positions within the Department, several will
stay in Twin Falls with the Bureau of Probation and Parole and the rest will transition into
positions at other facilities. He stated that the changes in offender populations are the
reason for the closure and that this facility is the only one leased and not owned by the
state.
♦ Kempf shared that there will be changes within the facilities with regard to housing. The
Pocatello Women's Correctional Center will be receiving inmates from county jails; the
female CAPP riders will be moved to South Boise Women's Correctional Center
(SBWCC). Female traditional riders will move to the South Idaho Correctional Institution
Parole Release Center (SICI PRC).
• The male Therapeutic Community (TC) will move from SICI to ICC, CAPP will add a new
Conflict Resolution Program and North Idaho Correctional Institution (NICI) will add a TC
family to replace the sex offender treatment program that was moved to Orofino.
♦ A brief update was provided with regard to how other western states are handling their
budget issues.
❖ Management Services, Chief Tony Meatte
• Meatte shared the turnover rate for staff indicating that most are transitioning to other
state agencies for pay increases. In an effort to improve compensation and retain staff, a
committee has been formed to study this issue.
♦ He discussed the new online learning management system that will be used by the
Department. Meatte shared that Leadership 100 training finished on May 25, 2011.
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•

❖

Legislative auditors are reviewing FY2008 - FY2010 inmate banking records.
♦ New computers and vehicles will be purchased for the Department.
Director's Office update, Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
♦ Jones shared statistics relating to the new public internet site and stated that story
content is continually changing on the home page to keep it fresh.
• The legislative team is gathering ideas to submit to the Governor for next session.
• A strategic planning session was held May 24, 2011, focusing on updating the project list.
♦ Jones shared that Margie Casto will be leaving the Director's office and the new
administrative assistant, Yvonne Johnson, will start May 31, 2011.

IX.

Back to Basics V debrief, Leadership
❖ Leadership shared their insight regarding the Back to Basics meetings held around the state
as well as the meetings held with leadership at each facility and district office.

X.

Leadership project list, Leadership
❖ Leadership discussed the progress of several projects currently underway. Projects
discussed include video visiting, the new visitor application and pre-sentence investigation
fees, centralized purchasing, and the new garment shop at Pocatello Women's Correctional
Center.

XI.

Executive session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho
Code, sections 67-2345{f) and 67-2345{1){b), at 11 :53 a.m. Roll call was taken. Motion
carried unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of
Correction to discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or
controversies not yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.
B. /.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear
complaints or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or
individual agent, or public school student.
XI I.

Regular session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to move out of executive session. Seconded by ViceChair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously. Resumed regular session at 1 :05 p.m.
XI 11.

Leadership project list continued
❖ Chief Kempf shared with the Board that the Department owned houses in Cottonwood are no
longer suitable for living. Kempf and the Director have met with the staff renters and have a
plan to move families out by September 30, 2011.

XIV.

Director's report, Director Reinke
❖ Reinke briefed the Board on other issues that the Department is tracking and gave them
information on a story that the Associated Press is researching.
❖ The Department and several other criminal justice agencies are partnered with the PEW
Center on the states to input data into a cost-benefit analysis model that will provide outcome
costs of programs that serve offenders, Idaho has been selected as a testing site for this
Results First program.
❖ Reinke provided the Board with copies of what a Regional Offender Management facility
would look like and the associated costs.
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❖
❖
❖

Reinke shared information on the Sex Offender Management Board and the process for
applying to the Board.
Reinke updated the Board regarding the Ada County tax appeal for the CAPP facility. He
stated that the appeal was successful and the Department will not be required to pay.
Reinke discussed the changes being made in the execution policy. The location will be
moved to a remodeled site that will allow both the victim's family and the offender's family to
view the process in separate rooms. There will also be a staging area for the execution
team.

XV.

Next Board meeting
❖ The next Board meeting will be scheduled for July 27, 2011.

XVI.

Adjournment
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van
Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 2:04 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
June 23, 2011 - 12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Paul Panther, Lead Deputy AG
See attached attendance sheet

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services

1 . Call to order
❖

Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 12:34 p.m.

2. Peace officer designation, Lorenzo Washington, Program Information Officer
❖ Washington presented Board Resolution FY2011-001 requesting the Board's approval of the
resolution as read.

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to accept Board Resolution FY2011-001. Seconded by
Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously. Board Resolution FY2011-001 is made a
part of these meeting minutes.

3. Department update, Director Reinke
❖

❖

❖
❖
❖

Reinke briefed the Board that he will be seeking their approval to surplus the homes currently
occupied by staff in Cottonwood in order to begin the process of either selling or demolishing
them.
The closure of the Twin Falls Community Work Center (CWC) is progressing smoothly; there
are 4 7 inmates still housed at the facility and all staff have been offered positions at other
locations.
Reinke updated the Board on the progress inmate moves and the restructuring of the
facilities .
The substance abuse disorder project is moving forward; intake will begin and vouchers will
be initiated in August.
Applications for the sex offender management board are in the review process; the board will
consist of 9 members and will be in place in August 2011.
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❖

Director Reinke is scheduled to give a deposition in the Riggs v. CCA case on August 5,
2011.
4. Executive session
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
sections 67-2345(f), at 1 :03 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not
yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.

5. Regular session
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to return to regular session. Seconded by Secretary Van
Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Returned to regular session at 1:34 p.m.
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to grant the Director permission to seek information and
to consult with counsel to determine options toward potential litigation in the IT
contractor matter. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion passed unanimously.

6. Department update continued
❖

The Idaho Department of Transportation (ITD) is seeking permission to install a sidewalk
along the Department's Warm Springs property.

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to grant permission to ITD to install a sidewalk on Warm
Springs Ave. in front of the District 4E building. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion passed unanimously.

7. Next Board meeting date, time and location confirmation
❖ The next Board meeting will be held on June 29, 2011, in the 3 rd floor conference room at
central office via teleconference.

8. Adjournment
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 1:44 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
June 29, 2011 - 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m., MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706
Via telephone conference

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Paul Panther, Lead Deputy Attorney General
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager

1 . Call to order
❖

Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m.

2. Department owned housing in Cottonwood, Director Reinke
❖ Paul Panther provided background information relating to the property deed and notification
requirements to the tenants currently in the homes.
❖ Susan Fujinaga briefed the Board on the steps required to surplus the property and then
discussed the options available for asbestos abatement and demolition.

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to begin the process to surplus the land on which the
Department owned houses sit in Cottonwood. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously.

3. Executive session
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
sections 67-2345(f), at 1 :21 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not
yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.
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4. Regular session
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to return to regular session. Seconded by Vice-Chair
Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously. Returned to regular session at 1:37 p.m.

5. Next Board meeting date, time and location confirmation
❖ The next Board meeting will be held on July 27, 2011, at 8:30 a.m. in the 3 rd floor Board room
at central office.

6. Adjournment
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 1:43 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
July 27, 2011 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Paul Panther, Lead Deputy Attorney General
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Terri Tomisser, Director, Human Resource Services

1.

Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.

2.

Board of Correction meeting minutes approval

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to approve the minutes from the May 26, June 23, and June
29, 2011, Board meetings. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried
unanimously.
3.

Welcome and introductions
❖ Introductions were made around the room for the benefit of visitors.

4.

Project updates
❖ Twin Falls Community Work Center closure, Al Ramirez, CWC Operations Manager
• Ramirez updated the Board on the closure of the Twin Falls work center. The last
offenders will be moved out by July 30, 2011.
❖

South Idaho Correctional Institution Probation Release Center, Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief
• Chief Kempf updated the Board on the transition of the Parole Release Center to
Probation Release Center (PRC) for females.
• Ten additional cameras have been added to enhance security in the facility.
• All male inmates have been moved to Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).
• Hot and cold carts have been purchased to move food from the South Idaho Correctional
Institution (SICI) dining hall to keep the populations apart.
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5.

❖

Therapeutic Community, Shane Evans, Director Education, Treatment and Reentry
• A third family in theTherapeutic Community (TC) program has been opened at ICC; the
families are doing well. Probation and Parole officers say that the graduates are coming
out to parole with the tools they need to be successful in the community.

❖

Conflict Resolution Program at Correctional Alternative Placement Program, Shane Evans
• This is a new program that is 160 days and tailored to meet the needs of inmates when
violence is at the core of their crime. As the program is finalized it will be merged within
the Pathway program.

❖

Housing at North Idaho Correctional Institution, Chief Kevin Kempf
• Kempf stated that they have met with residents as well as elected officials in Cottonwood
to work through the process of closing the Department owned homes.

❖

Commission of Pardons and Parole Business Meeting, Shane Evans
• Evans discussed the challenges the Commission is having with processing the number of
releases every month. An issues log to document problems and solutions has been
created to help. The Commission is excited with the direction we are going and the
options that are available for offenders.

❖

Interstate compact, Chief Kempf
• Kempf discussed the changes to the interstate compact rules in recent years. One rule
change allows the receiving state to send an offender who commits a new crime; back to
the original state.

Leadership team updates
❖ Operations Division, Chief Kevin Kempf
• Community Corrections Week was hel July 18 - 22, 2011. Deputy Chief Atencio traveled
around the state and spent time in each district visiting with staff.
• Pam Sonnen is retiring; Friday July 29, 2011, will be her last day. Interviews are being
conducted for the vacant deputy warden position at Idaho State Correctional Institution
(ISCI) and the warden position at SICI.
• ISCI Special Master, Dr. Stern, from Washington State, will be arriving sometime in the
next few months. In preparation the annex and other areas are being looked at to see
what may need to be addressed.
❖

Management Services Division, Chief Tony Meatte
Meatte shared the year-end picture with the Board and indicated that last year $3 million
dollars was reverted back to the general fund and this year $300,000 was reverted.
• Legislative Auditors have finished the on-site audit and are preparing their reports. There
are five areas of concern.
• There are currently six vacancies in IT and it is difficult to get applicants with good
qualifications.
• Correctional Industries has created a training manual for all trainee positions .
• There are five projects currently under way: PSI fee, SUD project, CIS-PSI, PREA phase
11 - Network, and Reporting and Analytics solutions.

•

❖

Directors Office, Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
• Jones presented the new strategic plan and highlighted new additions and areas of
focus.
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6.

CAPP update, Warden Brian Finn
❖ Finn updated the Board on the progress of the current programs for the year.

7.

ICC update, Warden Tim Wengler
❖ In Warden Wengler's absence, Andrea Evans provided an update on programs and
incidents that have occurred.

8.

Substance Abuse Disorder (SUD) program update, Shane Evans, Director Education, Treatment
and Reentry
❖ Evans updated the Board on the progress of the SUD program and shared that it will be fully
implemented within the community in August, 2011.

9.

Executive Session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
sections 67-2345{f) and 67-2345{1}{b), at 11 :42 a.m. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Roll
call was taken. Motion carried unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not
yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.
B. /.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear
complaints or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual
agent, or public school student.
10. Regular Session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to move out of executive session. Seconded by ViceChair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously. Resumed regular session at 12:40 p.m.
11. Amending the agenda
❖

❖

Paul Panther addressed the Board with regard to the amendments to the agenda made after
the beginning of the meeting. Two items under section 4 were added to update the Board on
the Parole Commission and interstate compact. Part of the discussion revolved around the
attendance of the Board members at the forecast advisory committee on July 28, 2011.
No decisions made the items were just informational only.

Secretary Van Tassel made the motion that the Board recognize two potential violations
of the Idaho Open Meeting Act {Idaho Code §§67-2340 through 67-2347). Seconded by
Vice-Chair Nielsen. The Board unanimously recognized this and noted that it made no
decisions based on the discussion of those items.
12. Offender statistics update, Cathy McCabe, Research Supervisor
❖

McCabe provided offender population forecast numbers compared to actual numbers for the
last 5 years. She also provided offender populations for FY12 to date.

13. Director's Report, Director Brent Reinke
❖

❖
❖
❖

Reinke shared how sentencing changes the courts have implemented have helped slow the
growth.
Reinke shared that the turnover rate for correctional officers is at 23%, he also stated they
are working on CEC changes for staff and reinstituting overtime.
Board members will have the opportunity to tour the remodeled F block at Idaho Maximum
Security Institution which will be used for executions when it has been completed this fall.
Reinke updated the Board on how surrounding states are managing their budget issues.
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14. Next Board meeting date, time and location confirmation
❖

The next Board meeting will be scheduled for late September or early October.

15. Adjournment

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen.
Meeting was adjourned at 1 :55 p.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
August 5, 2011 - 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m., MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706
Via telephone conference

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Mark Kubinksi, Deputy Attorney General
See attached attendance list

Yvonne Johnson, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services

1 . Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 1:36 p.m.

2. Department-owned housing in Cottonwood, Director Reinke
❖

❖

❖

Mark Kubinski provided Idaho Code information regarding interpretation of who would be the
representative of the state. Findings are interpreted to suggest IDOC is not the representtative of the state, but would be Board of Lands who would represent the state in the
conveyance of the land.
Brent Reinke informed the Board IDOC has met with Department of Lands and they are
willing to work with IDOC following a presentation at an upcoming meeting.
Discussion was held relating to the cost of abatement and demolition of the property prior to
conveyance; options for additional funding sources from surrounding communities and
businesses; City of Cottonwood's proposed timeline; provisions for the City and/or
Department to stop the annexation process if necessary.

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to begin the process to move forward, if Board has the right,
to annex the land on which the Department-owned houses sit in Cottonwood. By
extension, if the Board does not have the right, Board members encourage the
Department to move forward with the annexation of the land on which the Departmentowned houses sit in Cottonwood. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried
unanimously.
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3. Adjournment
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 2:31 p.m.

Submitted by:

Yvonne Johnson, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
August 29, 2011 - 1:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706
Via telephone conference

Members Present:
Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary
Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
See attached attendance list
1 . Call to order
❖ Acting Chair Nielsen called the meeting to order at 1:34 p.m.
2. FY13 Budget Requests, Dave Sorenson, Financial Manager
❖ Sorenson provided information for the supplemental requests for FY12.
❖ Sorenson discussed the requested increase in funding necessary to maintain the current
level of operation for each programs. The FY13 line item requests were also discussed.

3. Adjournment
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by acting Chair Nielsen.
Meeting was adjourned at 1 :55 p.m.
Submitted by:

Date

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Approved by:

Jay Nielsen, Acting Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
October 14, 2011 - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Mark Kubinski, Lead Deputy AG
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
See attached attendance list

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Terri Tomisser, Director, Human Resource Services

1. Call to order
❖ Vice-Chair Nielsen called the meeting to order at 9:58 a.m.
2. Recess

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to recess the meeting to travel to the Idaho Maximum
Security Institution (IMSI). Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously.
Meeting was recessed at 10:00 a.m.

3. Tour of IMSI
❖

Board Vice-Chair and Secretary toured F Block at IMSI.

4. Reconvene

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to reconvene the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting was reconvened at 11 :45 a.m.
5. Welcome and introductions
❖ Introductions were made for the benefit of visitors.

6. Board of Correction meeting minutes approval
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to accept the minutes for July 27, August 5, and August 29,
2011. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously.
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7. Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) update, Deputy Warden Jeff Henry
❖ Henry shared that the Department and CAPP recently had their first partnership meeting to
discuss any issues that have occurred. He also stated that future meetings will occur monthly.
❖ Henry stated that there are currently 68 offenders in the 6-month anger management program.
❖ To date, the 90-day rider program has graduated 1068 offenders with a 96% success rate.

8. Corizon update, Tom Dolan, Regional Vice-President
❖

❖

Dolan briefed the Board on the merger of Prison Health Services and Correctional Medical
Services into Corizon. He shared the mission, vision and values for Corizon and introduced Dr.
Scott Lossman, Regional Medical Director.
Lossman presented the operational performance measures and clinical performance measures
that are monitored by Corizon.

9. Leadership team updates
❖

Operations division, Chief Kevin Kempf
• Kempf discussed the execution policy and the process that will be followed.

1 0. Executive session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code,
sections 67-2345(f) and 67-2345(1)(b), at 12:47 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried
unanimously.
A.

B.

J.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to discuss the
legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not yet being litigated but
imminently likely to be litigated.
J.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints or
charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual agent, or public
school student.

11. Regular session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to move out of executive session. Seconded by Vice-Chair
Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously. Resumed regular session at 1 :50 p.m.

12. Leadership team updates continued
❖

❖

Special Master, Shane Evans, Director, Education, Treatment and Reentry
♦ Evans updated the Board on the visit made by Dr. Stern. Stern will be asking the court to
bring in a mental health professional to review that area as he has no expertise with mental
health.
EPA briefing, Josh Tewalt, Deputy Division Chief, Operations
• Tewalt provided the Board with EPA enforcement action options to resolve the issues with
the lagoons at Cottonwood. He advised that a decision is required before November 28,
2011.

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to accept the settlement option to pay a fine, no complaint
will be filed, and the EPA will issue an administrative consent decree and final order.
Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously.
❖

Management Services, Chief Tony Meatte
• Meatte discussed the latest legislative audit and announced that there were no findings as
compared to the 2002 audit in which there were nine findings.
♦ Lt. Tim Higgins has been selected as the Deputy Warden of Virtual Prisons; he replaces
Shannon Cluney who promoted to Warden of South Boise Women's Correctional Center.
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❖

♦ Meatte provided the Board with a summary of the current projects.
Cottonwood housing, Chief Tony Meatte
♦ Meatte provided the current account balance as it relates to the property in Cottonwood.
He presented the available options to surplus the property and also the options available to
convey the property to the Idaho Housing and Finance Association.

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to turn the property over to the Bureau of Lands to advertise for
sale to other governmental agencies on an "as is" condition. Seconded by Chair Sandy.
Motion carried with two ayes and one nay.
❖

Director's office, Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
• Jones introduced Chris Tucker, Quality Assurance Manager. Tucker gave the Board a brief
summary of his background and Jones shared the results of a quality assurance survey.
• Terri Tomisser, Director of Human Resource Services is retiring on October 20, 2011. She
invited members to attend her retirement celebration in the Correctional Industries hall
classroom. Jones discussed the interview process to find a new HR director and stated
that three candidates have been selected for final interviews.
• The legislative team has submitted two items, felony contraband and legislation to change
the statutory responsibility for the Substance Use Disorder money.

13. Offender statistics update, Cathy McCabe, Research Supervisor
❖ McCabe shared the offender population as of October 13, 2011. She also presented a
breakdown of the population for each institution.
14. Statewide supervision responsibilities of adult misdemeanor probation, Sara Thomas, Attorney,
State Appellate Public Defender's Office
❖ Thomas provided background information on her research on the question of who is statutorily
responsible for managing misdemeanor probationers.
15. Director's report, Director Brent Reinke
❖ Reinke shared with the Board information pertaining to fall leadership meetings being held with
leadership staff around the state.
❖ He shared information relating to the Idaho Sheriff's Association pursuing sustainable funding for
the Victim Information and Notification Everyday system.
❖ Reinke shared the article published in The Idaho Statesman relating to the information
technology contractor investigation.
❖ Reinke shared the agenda for the November 18, 2011, Idaho Criminal Justice Commission
(ICJC) meeting which will a joint meeting with the Board of Juvenile Corrections, and Board of
Correction.
16. Adjournment

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 4:23 p.m.
Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
November 17, 2011 - 1 :00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Kevin Kempf, Division Chief, Operations
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Mark Kubinski, Lead Deputy AG
Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
Gary Charland, Acting Director, Human Resource Services
See attached attendance list
1 . Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.
2. Welcome and introductions
❖ Chair Sandy welcomed everyone to the meeting, no introductions were made.

3. Board of Correction meeting minutes approval
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to accept the minutes for the October 14, 2011 Board
meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel. Motion carried unanimously.
4. Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) update, Deputy Warden Jeff Henry
❖ Henry provided October statistics on urinalysis results and pointed out that the two positive
returns were offenders either coming in on medication or from county jail.
❖ There have been two assaults; one against staff and the other against another offender.
❖ Henry shared that by December 22, 2011, 900 offenders will have graduated from the
program, provided no one in the current group fails the program.
5. Idaho Correctional Center, Andrea Evans, representing CCA
❖ Evans shared that there are currently 637 offenders enrolled in Pathways programs.
❖ She stated that offender assaults were up at the facility.
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6. Corizon update, Tom Dolan, Regional Vice-President
❖

❖

Connie Smock provided an update on patient care services provided by Corizon. She
highlighted the medication error reporting and tracking system and discussed the committees
that have been created to reduce errors.
Smock shared the improvements made in the operational and clinical performance measures
that had been established.

7. Correctional Industries (Cl) update, Marty Thomas, General Manager
❖ Thomas presented a proposal to reallocate warehouse space at the south Boise complex.
The proposal is to give the Department the current space occupied by Cl and Cl would take
the large warehouse currently occupied by the Department. The plan is to add 25,000
square feet to the existing 15,000 square feet with an estimated cost of $1.4 million. The
plan includes space for raw materials, a loading area and a finished goods area.
❖ Thomas is requesting approval to go ahead with the project. He noted that none of the
estimated $1.4 million will come from general funds.
Secretary Van Tassel motioned to approve the reallocation and expansion of the
current warehouse space at the south Boise complex at a cost of $1.4 million.
Seconded by Vice-Chair Nielsen. Motion carried unanimously.

8. Population reset proposal, Shane Evans, Director, Education, Treatment and Reentry
❖

Evans provided an overview of the Managing All Populations (MAP) work group and
discussed the benefits of making sure the right offenders are in the right beds. He also
discussed new programs that are being implemented to ensure that beds are kept full.

9. Offender statistics, Tony Grange, Research Analyst
❖

Grange provided an update on the offender population and the composition within the
system. He also provided a brief update on the population in relation to the population
forecast.

10. Leadership team updates
❖

❖

❖

Operations division, Chief Kevin Kempf
♦ Kempf shared that the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has denied offender Rhoades's appeal
and that the Department is ready to carry out the judge's order.
♦ He stated that staff has been participating in live training in preparation and that the
second phase of the incident command has been implemented. At 9 p.m. all posts will be
staffed.
Management Services division, Chief Tony Meatte
♦ Meatte updated the Board on the progress of the Cottonwood property. He stated that
letters were sent to state entities requesting that they express interest in the property by
November 8, 2011. He stated there was no interest expressed from state agencies and
on November 15, 2011, the Land Board voted to surplus the property. The property will
be deeded to the Department of Lands for auction.
Director's office, Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
• Jones provided a brief update on the security plan for Central Office for November 18,
2011.
♦ Jones shared that an offer of employment has been made to Sharla Means for the
position of Director of Human Resource Services. It is anticipated that she will begin on
December 5, 2011.
• Jeff Ray provided a brief update on the plan for the media center during the execution.
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11 . Executive session

Secretary Van Tassel motioned to adjourn to executive session pursuant to Idaho Code
sections 67-2345(f) and 67-2345(1)(b), at 3:09 p.m. Roll call was taken. Motion carried
unanimously.
A. /.C. 67-2345(() To communicate with legal counsel for the Idaho Department of Correction to
discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation, or controversies not
yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated.
B. /.C. 67-2345(1)(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear
complaints or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual
agent, or public school student.
12. Regular session

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to move out of executive session. Seconded by Secretary
Van Tassel. Resumed regular session at 3:45 p,m.

13. Director's report, Director Brent Reinke
❖
❖

Reinke provided information relating to the schedule for the execution and shared some of
the questions the Department has received relating to offender Rhoades.
Reinke provided the Board with copies of the agenda for the Idaho Criminal Justice
Commission meeting to be held November 18, 2011, and briefly talked about the items that
will be discussed.

14. Final Board discussion
❖ Director Reinke informed the Board that he will notify them if a stay of execution is received.
15. Next Board meeting date, time and location
❖ The date for the next Board of Correction meeting has not been set. Board members will be
notified as soon as it has been determined.
16. Recess

Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van Tassel.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 4: 15 p.m.

Submitted by:

Date

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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BOARD OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Robin Sandy
Chair

Jay Nielsen
Vice-Chair

J.R. Van Tassel
Secretary

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Board of Correction Meeting Minutes
December 23, 2011- 10:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m. MT
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110, Boise, ID 83706

Members Present:
Robin Sandy, Chair
J.R. Van Tassel, Secretary

Jay Nielsen, Vice-Chair

Comprising a quorum of Board of Correction (Board)

Others Present:
Brent Reinke, Director
Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant
Tony Meatte, Division Chief, Management Services
Mark Kubinski, Lead Deputy AG
Sharla Means, Director, Human Resource Services
See attached attendance list
1.

Call to order
❖ Chair Sandy called the meeting to order at 10:06 a.m.

2.

Misdemeanor probation, Director Brent Reinke
❖ Reinke updated the Board on the misdemeanor probation statute. A constitutional
amendment to clarify the role of the Department will be introduced by Senator Darrington
during this legislative session. The amendment will add the word "felony" to adult
probation and parole. If approved by a 2/3 majority vote in the Senate and House,
voters will vote on the amendment in November 2012.
❖ In the event counties choose to opt out of supervising misdemeanants until the
constitutional amendment is passed by voters, the Idaho Association of Counties and
the Department will work together to create an agreement between counties and
Probation and Parole districts to have strict supervision over misdemeanor probationers.

3.

Contracts update, Natalie Warner, Business Support Manger
❖ Warner provided an update on the contracts the Department has with Management
Training Corporation (MTC), Corizon and Corrections Corporation of America (CCA).

4.

Cottonwood housing, Director Brent Reinke
❖ Reinke updated the Board on the decision made by the Cottonwood City Council to not
annex the property owned by the Department. The Department is currently waiting for
guidance from the Department of Lands on how to move forward.
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5.

Legislation, Mark Kubinski, Lead Deputy AG
❖ Kubinski provided the Board with information relating to the Department's proposed
legislation. He expanded on the proposed misdemeanor probation constitutional
amendment and execution legislation.

6.

Next Board meeting date, time and location confirmation
❖ The next Board meeting will be held the week of February 6, 2012.

7.

Adjournment
Vice-Chair Nielsen motioned to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Secretary Van
Tassel. Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 10:49 a.m.

Submitted by:

Debi Jessen, Administrative Assistant

Date

Approved by:

Robin Sandy, Chair

Date
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EXHIBIT
AMENDED #1 AGENDA
C
HOUSE JUDICIARY, RULES, & ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room EW42
Tuesday, January 17, 2012
DOCKET NO.

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections
Rule:
05-0102-1101

Rules and Standards For Secure Juvenile
Detention Centers

Sharon Harrigfield,
Director

Idaho State Police Rule:
11-1003-1101

Col. G. Jerry Russell,
Director

Rules Governing the Sex Offender Registry
Sexual Offender Management Board Rule:

57-01 01-11 01

Rules of the Sexual Offender Management Board

Kathy Baird,
Management
Assistant

Idaho Department of Corrections Rules:
06-0101-1101

Proclamation: Rules of the Board of Correction

Lorenzo Washington,
Policy Coordinator
Brent Reinke, Director

06-0101-1201

Emergency Proclamation: Rules of the Board of
Correction

If you

have written testimony, please provide a copy of it to the committee
secretary to ensure accuracy of records.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

COMMITTEE SECRETARY

Chairman Wills

Rep Bateman

Stephanie Nemore

Vice Chairman Luker

Rep McMillan

Room: EW56

Rep Smith(24)

Rep Perry

Phone: (208) 332-1127

Rep Nielsen

Rep Sims

email: snemore@house.idaho.gov

Rep Shirley

Rep Burgoyne

Rep Hart

Rep Jaquet

Rep Bolz

Rep Killen

Rep Ellsworth
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MINUTES

HOUSE JUDICIARY, RULES, & ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE
DATE:

Tuesday, January 17, 2012

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room EW42

MEMBERS:

Chairman Wills, Vice Chairman Luker, Representative(s) Smith(24), Nielsen,
Shirley, Hart, Bolz, Ellsworth, Bateman, McMillan, Perry, Sims, Burgoyne, Jaquet,
Killen

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Representative Smith(24)

GUESTS:

Dawn Peck, Idaho State Police; Lorenzo Washington, Idaho Department of
Corrections; Kathy Baird, Sex Offender Management Board (SOMB); Sharon
Harrigfeld, Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections; Karen Skow, Idaho
Department of Juvenile Corrections; Steven Jett, Southwest Idaho Juvenile
Detention Center (SWIJDC); Fairy Hitchcock, Hitchcock Family Advocate; Mark
Kubinski, Idaho Department of Corrections/Attorney General; Holly Kole, Idaho
Prosecuting Attorneys Association (1PM)
Chairman Wills called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.

MOTION:

Chairman Wills made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 11, 2012,
meeting. Motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Wills turned the gavel over to Vice Chairman Luker to conduct the
rules review.

DOCKET NO.
05-0102-1101:

Sharon Harrigfeld, Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections, presented Docket
No. 05-0102-1101, the Rules and Standards For Secure Juvenile Detention
Centers. She introduced Steven Jett, Director of the Southwest Idaho Juvenile
Detention Center (SWIJDC).

In response to Committee questions, Mr. Jett explained that in most cases, the
health authority is a contracted medical provider and will vary depending on the
detention center. He said the legal representative of a juvenile should be the party
with access to the juvenile's records, not the juvenile him/herself.
Mr. Jett then explained that the use of the electroshock device would be initiated
by detention staff, but the purpose of the rule is to limit the use of the devices
as much as possible.
Mr. Jett next addressed the change in timing for compliance reviews and explained
that department representatives must complete the compliance monitor review by
going to all 12 Detention Facilities over the course of 2-3 months. The 30-day
window, in the previous rule, was almost never met. This new time frame allows the
department representatives from the relevant county to formulate the final report
while meeting the needs of the commissioner and complying with the standards.

In response to questions regarding the definition of "unusual incidents," (found in
subsection h), Mr. Jett explained these are things like incident reports and other
documentation they want to include in the shift log.
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In response to questions regarding replacement of "juvenile" with "legal
representative," Mr. Jett explained that this mostly deals with any records with
other juvenile names. Regarding the juvenile's right of review and committee
concerns that the juvenile had been written out of the rule, Mr. Jett explained that in
the old standard, the juvenile had access and this created a concern for the legal
representatives. Mr. Jett then affirmed the assertion that the juvenile would still
have access to their record in conjunction with their legal representative.
Responding to a question regarding the potential for juveniles being in juvenile
detention centers past the age of 18, Mr. Jett stated that this scenario almost
never happens and agreed it would be easy to include a section in the rule that
clarifies juveniles can access the records alongside the representative. Mr. Jett
deferred to Sharon Harrigfeld to answer questions regarding changes necessary
under the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA). Ms. Harrigfeld explained the
department wanted to be proactive in setting standards of the definition of sexual
abuse of residents and changes to the rule distilled the two sections into one
comprehensive section.
MOTION:

Rep. Jaquet made a motion to approve Docket No. 05-0102-1101, except for
subsection 215.03. Rep. Jaquet emphasized the need to have the stricken
language remain because it is important to have clarification on the following point:
access by the juvenile is allowed unless it is unsafe. Voice vote was taken on the
motion, Vice Chairman Luker was in doubt so a roll call vote was called.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Vice Chairman Luker requested a roll call vote to approve Docket No.
05-0102-1101 except for subsection 215.03. Motion failed by a vote of 7 AYE, 7
NAY, and 1 Absent/Excused. Voting in favor of the motion: Reps. Ellsworth,
McMillan, Perry, Sims, Burgoyne, Jaquet, and Killen. Voting in opposition to
the motion: Reps. Luker, Nielsen, Shirley, Hart, Bolz, Bateman, and Chairman
Wills. Rep. Smith (24) was absent/excused.

MOTION:

Rep. Shirley made a motion to approve Docket No. 05-0102-1101 with a
recommendation to the Department of Juvenile Corrections to make appropriate
corrections to restore original access by the juvenile through a temporary rule.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Vice Chairman Luker requested a roll call vote to approve Docket
No. 05-0102-1101. Motion passed by a vote of 8 AYE, 6 NAY, and 1
Absent/Excused. Voting in favor of the motion: Reps. Luker, Nielsen, Shirley,
Hart, Bolz, Bateman, McMillan and Chairman Wills. Voting in opposition to
motion: Reps. Ellsworth, Perry, Sims, Burgoyne, Jaquet, and Killen. Rep.
Smith (24) was absent/excused.

DOCKET NO.
11-1003-1101:

Dawn Peck, manager of the Idaho State Police Bureau of Criminal Identification
presented Docket No. 11-1003-1101. She began by explaining the changes to
Title 18, Chapter 83, the Sexual Offender Registration Notification and Community
Right-to-Know Act, made in the 2011 Legislative Session. The changes put the
appeals process in place, clarify some of the definitions, define the processes
involved in the sex offender registration process, and define law enforcement and
other jurisdiction notifications, the expungement process and the determination of
substantially equivalent or similar crimes. She also explained that the suggested
changes received from Legislative Services and Vice Chairman Luker have
been incorporated into the text of the rule. The agency has received no further
comments on the rule.

MOTION:

Rep. Bolz made a motion to approve Docket No. 11-1003-1101. Motion carried
by voice vote.
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DOCKET NO.
57-0101-1101:

Kathy Baird, Management Assistant for the Sexual Offender Management
Board (SOMB) presented Docket No. 57-0101-1101. She stated that negotiated
rulemaking was not conducted on these rules. She also said the Legislative
Services Office (LSO) did not have any concerns with the rules. The SOMB, having
gone into effect 7/1/2011, assumed all the responsibilities of the old board. All of
the name references to the board have been changed. Certain parts have been
eliminated such as the violent sexual offender classification and other various
nomenclature throughout the rule.

MOTION:

Rep. Ellsworth made a motion to approve Docket No. 57-0101-1101. Motion
carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
06-0101-1101:

Lorenzo Washington, Policy Coordinator for the Idaho Board of Corrections,
presented Docket No. 06-0101-1101. He explained that the rule went into effect
11/4/2011, and the emergency proclamation, to be addressed next, went into effect
1/11/2012. He reminded the committee that the rulemaking process for the Board
of Corrections differs from other agencies; the Board doesn't have to hold public
meetings and the rule goes into effect 30 days after proposed rulemaking.
Mr. Washington explained that Section 005, subsection 06 is a change to the
words that were previously omitted due to an administrative error. For subsection
06 he explained the rules were revised so as to not place their staff in harm's way
because they support Idaho's execution laws.
Mr. Washington pointed to subsection 07 which was written in reaction to the
department's procedure during the Rhodes execution. He explained the facility was
not appropriate and the change reflects numbers in the execution unit and what
the process looks like. Mr. Washington then explained the revision of this section
eliminates who can serve on advisory boards, how they are selected and that the
department does not have to follow advice of the advisory boards.
Vice Chairman Luker recognized Mark Kubinski, the Attorney General for
the Idaho Department of Corrections, who responded to a question regarding
subsection 06, nondisclosure, with respect to public records. He stated the need for
confidentiality would outweigh the need for disclosure and creates the presumption
that execution documents would fall within the exception to the rule.
When questioned regarding the number of family members allowed, Mr. Kubinski
replied that in considering limited space and knowing how many staff members are
needed, the department needed to be realistic regarding the numbers. The total
allowed in the execution room has actually increased.

MOTION:

Rep. Jaquet made a motion to approve Docket No. 06-0101-1101. Motion
carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
06-0101-1201:

Lorenzo Washington, Policy Coordinator for the Idaho Board of Corrections
turned to Rule 135 of the emergency proclamation. He explained that this entire
section was revised due to lessons learned from the recent Rhodes execution. He
said the department recognized the Warden had too many pre- and post- execution
responsibilities. For example, the department learned it would be better to select
media witnesses a week prior to execution rather than the day before. He said
the department also learned the Warden needed authority to adjust the number
of media personnel in the execution room. He further explained there could be
instances where multiple death warrants needed to be carried out at one time and
there may be a need for more than one sheriff, family members, etc. The committee
questioned Mr. Washington regarding the phrase "most instances." Mr. Washington
stated that the department can comply with the rule, but may need to make
adjustments. Mr. Washington added that the intent was not to add more media.
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After being recognized by the committee, Brent Reinke, Director of the Department
of Corrections, explained that in the Rhodes case, the sentencing judge was not
available in November when the execution took place and according to the rules,
the department did not have the ability to add another judge to sit in the witness
area (a requirement for executions). This resulted in no member of the judiciary
being present. Mr. Reinke stated the additional person could be anyone and this
privilege would not be abused in any way. Mr. Reinke added that the department
doesn't want to force anyone to participate in the execution who doesn't want to
participate. He proposed the example: "if we have someone who doesn't agree
with executions, we will have someone designated to fill that opening."

MOTION:

Rep. Jaquet made a motion to approve Docket No. 06-0101-1201. Motion
carried by voice vote.

ADJOURN:

There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

Representative Wills
Chair

Stephanie Nemore
Secretary
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STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

By email to jim.craig@macarthurjustice.org: emily.washington@macarthurjustice.org:
lifestoryms@gmail.com; JamesLDavisllI@aol.com
March 3, 2017

James Craig
Counsel for Richard Jordan and Ricky Chase
4400 South Carrollton A venue
New Orleans, LA 70119

Emily Washington
Counsel for Richard Jordan and Ricky Chase
4400 South Carrollton Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70119

Jim Davis
Counsel for Roger Thorson
P.O. Box 1839
Gulfport, MS 39502

Stacy Ferraro
Counsel for Thomas Loden
239 North Lamar Street, Suite 604
Jackson, MS 39201

RE:

Subpoena to Testify at a Deposition in a Civil Action
Notice of Deposition of a Non-Party Organization Pursuant to F.R.C.P.30(B)(6)

Dear Mr. Craig:
We write to you on behalf of the Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) related to the above-referenced
subpoena to testify/subpoena duces tecum (SOT) and notice of deposition. As you recall, you previously
agreed to quash the deposition scheduled for February 22, 2017, provide IDOC with additional time to
gather documents responsive to the SDT and attempt to resolve the outstanding issues between the
parties. We apologize for the delay in providing this additional response to the previously-noted SOT,
but it took us considerable time to meet with individuals who might have information relevant to the
items requested in the SOT and then locate and review the available information.
After consideration of the specific items requested to be produced, IDOC responds as follows:
1.

2.

Documents regarding attempts to obtain pentobarbital for use in executions in Idaho:
a. 1/25/1 I letter to AG Eric Holder (joined by Idaho Attorney General Lawrence Wasden)
(concerning sodium thiopental) (2 pages)~
b. 3/4/11 letter from AG Holder to the National Association of Attorneys General (related to
sodium thiopental) (I page);
c. 10/17/11 letter in response to public records request including communications with
Chris Harris ( 10 pages):
d. 8/3/16 letter from Pfizer, Inc. to IDOC (3 pages); and
e. iDOC has no additional documents responsive to this request.
Drug labels and package inserts
a. Copy of the FDA-approved package insert for pentobarbital (11 pages); and
Criminal Law Division, Department of Correction
1299 North Orchard, Suite 110, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0018
Telephone: (208) 658-2097, FAX: (208) 327-7485
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b.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

IDOC has no additional documents responsive to this request. The package insert noted
above was attached to the complaint filed in Creech v. Reinke (District of Idaho case
number 12-1730-S-EJL). IDOC could not locate any labels or package inserts in its files
related to the executions of Paul Rhoades and/or Richard Leavitt.
Execution Procedures from 2010 to the present. Please find attached hereto:
a. SOP 135.02.01 .001 approved 3/23/06 (10 pages);
b. SOP 135.02.01.001 approved 10/13/11 (44 pages);
c. SOP 135.02.01.001 approved 10/14/11 (44pages);
d. SOP 135.02.01 .001 approved 1/6/12 (50 pages).
Documents related to process by which IDOC determined it would use a single lethal dose of
barbiturate rather than a three-drug series.
a. IDOC did not conduct any studies.
b. IDOC did not gather any studies.
c. Redacted Affidaivt of Jeff Zmuda (dated 5/30/12) filed in Creech v. Reinke, District of
Idaho case number 12-173-S-EJL (10 pages); and IDOC Notice of Intent to Use OneDrug Protocol in the Execution of Richard Leavitt (3 pages). IDOC does not have any
other documentation of communications concerning the use of a single-dose barbiturate
rather than a three-drug series in lethal injection executions.
Documents related to IDOC's potential use of pentobarbital compounded from API for use in
lethal injection executions from 2010 through the present:
a. IDOC does not have any studies, reports, memoranda or analyses authored,
commissioned or received by the Department.
b. IDOC does not have any documented communications related to the use of pentobarbital
compounded from API for use in lethal injection executions.
c. Memorandum Decision and Order from Judge Edward Lodge in Creech v. Reinke,
District of Idaho case number 12-173-S-EJL (55 pages). IDOC does not have any other
documents related to, regarding or discussing whether the use of pentobarbital
compounded from API comports with the Eighth Amendment.
d. The only documentation IDOC has concerning the methods by which it stores
pentobarbital is SOP 135.02.01.00 I, which has previously been disclosed.
e. IDOC does not have any documentation related to the process of compounding
pentobarbital API into injectable pentobarbital. IDOC has already provided its SOP
governing executions, which addresses the procedures and protocols necessary for using
pentobarbital as the sole drug in a lethal injection execution.
f. IDOC has already provided a copy of its SOP which addresses the procedure to be used
in a single-drug lethal injection execution. IDOC has also previously disclosed the
affidavit of Jeff Zmuda discussing the qualifications of personnel assigned to conduct
lethal injection executions in Idaho.
IDOC has not considered the use of midazolam for use in lethal injection executions in Idaho.
IDOC does not have any documentation related to midazolam as the Department has not pursued
midazolam-involved executions.
IDOC has not sent any of its officers, employees, agents or attorneys to any trainings related to
the conduct of executions by lethal injection.
a.-c.IDOC has conducted internal, execution team trainings as required by its SOP. Please
find attached the 6/14/16; 8/16/16; 9/20/16; and 1/17/17 Execution Training Agendas.
We have requested additional training records and will update this response upon receipt
of the agendas for those trainings, if available.
d. IDOC does not have any documentation concerning any supply or inventory of drugs
purchased, procured, held or stored by the Department for use in lethal injection
executions, except for the inventory/chain of custody/disposition form disclosed below.
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e.

IDOC has diligently searched for records related to the administration ~f lethal injection
drugs in the executions of Keith Wells and Paul Rhoades. IDOC has not been able to
locate such records. IDOC located and has appended the records related to the execution
of Richard Leavitt, including 1) chain of custody; 2) execution chemical inventory/chain
of custody/disposition (2 pages); 3) Idaho POST order pre-execution (1 page); and 4)
IDOC Sequence of Chemical form - Method 4 (1 page)
8. IDOC does not have any documentation concerning communications with any other corrections
department or attorney general's office, including Mississippi, related to the selection, purchase
or exchange of drugs for the purpose of lethal injection executions.
IDOC has attempted to comply with the SOT issued herein and provide all documentation responsive to
the topics covered by said SOT. To the extent that IDOC has any additional documentation, such
documentation has not been located subsequent to diligent search for the same. Notwithstanding its
efforts herein to comply with the SOT, IDOC reserves its previously stated objections to the SOT and/or
the quashed notice of deposition on the following grounds, which include but are not limited to: 1) the
records and information sought is not relevant to the proceedings in Jordan, et al. vs. Fisher, et al.,
Southern District of Mississippi civil case number l 5-CV-00295; 2) the records and information sought is
protected, privileged and exempt from disclosure under Idaho state law; and 3) the records and
information sought is unduly burdensome to IDOC in the unrelated Mississippi civil rights case.
IDOC has provided substantial information in response to your SDT. After you review this information,
if you would like to discuss discovery issues further, please feel free to contact us. At this time, !DOC
submits it has fully complied with its obligations under the SOT. As you know, IDOC objects, and will
continue' to object, to disclosure of any source of controlled substances for use in lethal injection
executions. As you also know, Idaho does not currently have any such controlled substances in its
possession or any executions currently scheduled or pending.
Sincerely,

~t:1::d~

Lead De uty Attorney General~ - - - - - -- - - -- -

,

Enclosures
cc:

Annie McDevitt, annie@anniemcdevittlaw.com (local counsel)
Jason Davis, jdavi@ago.state.ms.us (MS Deputy Attorney General)
client
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Executiofl Chemical
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Each Chemical shall have its own form
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Execution Chemical
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 4
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
v.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION
et al.,
Respondents.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF PUBLIC RECORDS
PETITION

Background
In the last half-century, the State of Idaho has carried out just three executions, all by

lethal injection. The public still does not know where the drugs used in these executions came
from, how potent they were, how their quality was assured, or anything about the reputability,
safety record, compliance, or criminal history of the drugs' suppliers.
Throughout most of history, state executions in the western world have been public
and transparent. California First Amendment Coalition v. Woodford 299 F.3d 868, 875 (9th
Cir. 2002). Idaho began trying to hide its killing implements only recently. In 2009, the
legislature limited Idaho executions to lethal injection only. 2009 Idaho Sess. Laws ch. 81, at
228. The statute allows IDOC to choose which drugs will be used. LC.§ 19-2716. In January
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2011, the only U.S. supplier of pentobarbital, a primary lethal injection drug, prohibited its
use in executions. 1 Two weeks later, the only U.S. producer of sodium thiopental (also known
as Pentothal), a pentobarbital substitute, announced it would no longer make the drug. 2 By
that spring, the United Kingdom had banned all exports of sodium thiopental to the U.S. 3
Idaho and other states responded by exploring black market foreign suppliers. As
Idaho was preparing to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades in November 2011, IDOC emailed a
distributor in India inquiring about lethal injection drugs. (Deel. Eppink ex. A at
IDOC000003-l O.) As IDOC was exchanging emails with the Indian distributor (later
revealed to have been exporting the drugs illegally4), the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration was seizing sodium thiopental supplies from prison officials in six states due to
improper importation. 5 In August 2011, in the midst of the DEA seizures, IDOC announced a
new rule: it would not disclose any information "wherein the disclosure of such information
could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution." Notice of Proclamation

1

Lundbeck overhauls pentobarbital distribution program to restrict misuse, Lundbeck.com
(January 7, 2011), archived at http://perma.cc/BC4Y-60GD.

2

Statement from Hospira Regarding its halt ofproduction ofPentothal (sodium thiopental)
(Jan. 21, 2011), archived at https://deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/HospiraJan201 l.pdf.

3

David Batty, Britain bans export to US of execution drugs, The Guardian (Apr. 14, 2011),
archived at https://perma.cc/RLU9-CU7M.
4

Federal authorities seize execution drugs imported for Arizona and Texas, CBSnews.com
(Oct. 23, 2015), archived at https://perma.cc/GV8V-EKJR.

5

See The Constitution Project, Irreversible Error: Recommended Reforms for Preventing and
Correcting Errors in the Administration of Capital Punishment 145-156 (2014),
http://www.constitutionproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/IrreversibleError FINAL.pd£ (noting DEA seizures in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, South
Carolina, and Tennesee during March through August 2011).
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of Rulemaking (Dkt. No. 06-0101-1101), 11-10 Idaho Admin. Bulletin 104, 105 (Oct. 5,
2011), https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/2011/10.pdf.
The European Union has now banned exports of death penalty drugs to the U.S. 6 The
last open-market supplier, Pfizer, blocked the use of them for lethal injection in May 2016. 7 In
August 2016, Pfizer asked IDOC to return all lethal injection drugs IDOC had obtained from
Pfizer or Hospira. (Deel. Eppink ex. A at IDOC000220.) Because there is no longer any wellknown reputable vendor for lethal injection drugs, states have turned to even shadier sources.
Missouri corrections officials turned to a compounding pharmacy. 8 Compounding pharmacies
mix specialty drugs in-house. 9 Once Missouri's source was revealed, the public discovered
that the FDA had found that some of its drugs had in fact been contaminated, that the FDA
had designated the pharmacy as a "high-risk" pharmacy, and that two lawsuits have accused
the pharmacy of serious operational and regulatory violations. 10 The frequency of botched
lethal injection executions has, not surprisingly, increased rapidly. See Arthur v. Dunn, 137 S.

6

See EU Set to Ban Export ofDrug Used in US Executions, Spiegel Online (Dec. 12, 2011),
archived at https://perma.cc/B952-CJKM.
7

Erik Eckholm, Pfizer Blocks the Use ofIts Drugs in Executions, New York Times (May 13,
2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/14/us/pfizer-execution-drugs-lethal-injection.html.
8

Chris McDaniel, M .i ssouri Fought for Years to Hi'de Where it Got its Execution Drugs.
Now We Know What They were Hiding, BuzzFeed News (Feb. 20, 2018), archived at
https://perma.cc/WF6J-XOXC.

9

See U.S. FDA, Compounding Risk Alerts,
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryinformation/PharmacyCompoun
ding/ucm570188.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/AV5Y-NGCX.

°Chris McDaniel, Missouri Fought for Years to Hi'de Where it Got its Execution Drugs.

1

Now We Know What They were Hi'ding, BuzzFeed News (Feb. 20, 2018), archived at
https://perma.cc/WF6J-XOXC.
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Ct. 725, 734 (2017) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting from denial of cert.) (noting that over 7% of
lethal injection executions between 1900 and 2010 were botched).
Under these circumstances, the public interest in disclosure of the source of Idaho’s
lethal injection drugs could not be higher. The public needs to know whether Idaho’s drug
suppliers have been sanctioned by regulators and whether they have complied with FDA and
state regulations. The public needs to know whether Idaho officials have political, personal, or
financial ties with the drug suppliers. Considering the high cost of the death penalty, the
public needs to know whether the State is spending taxpayer money wisely and whether
Idahoans are paying for illegal drugs that could botch future executions.
Standards
The Idaho Public Records Act ensures that government records are accessible to the
public. It has a “very broad scope” and must be interpreted to favor access. Dalton v. Idaho

Dairy Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984). This Court must
presume that public records are open for public inspection, I.C. § 74-102(1), and it must
narrowly construe every exemption to the disclosure presumption. Federated Publications,

Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996). The Court should order
disclosure unless it is “obvious” that the records are exempt. Id.
The agency withholding records bears the burden to show cause and prove that
withheld records actually fit within a narrowly-construed exemption. Bolger v. Lance, 137
Idaho 792, 796, 53 P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002). The agency can meet its burden only by making a
“specific demonstration” proving that the exemption it relied on truly applies to the requested
records. Ward v. Portneuf Medical Center, Inc., 150 Idaho 501, 504 n.3, 248 P.3d 1236, 1239
n.3 (2011). The Court, accordingly, must base its decision on a thorough review of the record
before it. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 99–100, 320 P.3d 1250, 1258–59 (2014). The Court
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cannot uphold a denial based on generalizations about the types of documents withheld. Id.
Where the agency alleges potential harm from disclosure, the agency must show a reasonable
probability that disclosure of each requested document could result in that harm, with
evidence demonstrating the harm that might result. Hymas v. Meridian Police Dept., 159
Idaho 594, 601–602, 364 P.3d 295, 302–303 (Ct. App. 2015). The Court must order disclosure
if the agency does not meet its burden. See Dalton, 107 Idaho at 10, 684 P.2d at 987.
Argument
The respondent agency’s partial denial is unjustified for four reasons:
(A) The agency failed its burden to show the exemption applies to specific records.
(B) The denial was arbitrary and capricious.
(C) The rule is not valid and is not entitled to judicial deference.
(D) Denying disclosure would let the agency evade access to records by contracting.
The agency does not dispute the withheld records are public records. Thus, they are presumed
open for public inspection. I.C. § 74-102(1). The agency failed to overcome that presumption.
A. The Agency Failed to Prove that Any Records are Exempt from Disclosure.
The centerpiece of the agency’s proof is the speculative and conclusory affidavit of Jeff
Zmuda. The affidavit is not admissible. Even if the Court did consider it, it would not
overcome the agency’s burden to prove the specific records it withheld are exempt.

1. The Zmuda Affidavit is Not Admissible Evidence.
Petitioner objects to the Court considering paragraphs 5 through 9 in the Zmuda
affidavit because they are opinions that lack adequate foundation. Opinions that are
speculative, conclusory, or unsubstantiated by facts in the record are inadmissible. Bromley v.

Garey, 132 Idaho 807, 811, 979 P.2d 1165, 1169 (1999). Opinions that merely suggest
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possibilities "only invite conjecture" and so are likewise inadmissible. Nield v. Pocatello

Health Servs./ Inc., 156 Idaho 802, 815, 332 P.3d 714, 727 (2014) (quoting Slack v. Kelleher,
140 Idaho 916, 923, 104 P.3d 958, 965 (2004)). The Zmuda opinions are all of these things.
The Zmuda affidavit contends that disclosing the source and nature of the drugs would
jeopardize future executions because "[d]isclosing this information is likely to subject lethal
injection chemical sources to significant harassment and pressure, leading to lethal injection
chemicals becoming unavailable from those sources." Zmuda Aff.

,r 5. Without any

foundation at all, it states that "sources in various states have refused to supply lethal injection
chemicals to correctional facilities due to external pressures and public knowledge that those
individuals or entities were involved in supplying the lethal injection chemicals." Id

,r 9.

Zmuda "fails to show in his affidavit that any of the possibilities are founded upon or related
to actual facts in the record." M"eld 156 Idaho at 815, 332 P.3d at 727. Zmuda does not
identify a single fact to support his conclusory and conjectural statements. See J-U-B

Engineers/ Inc. v. Sec. Ins. Co. ofHartford 146 Idaho 311, 316, 193 P.3d 858, 863 (2008)
(striking expert affidavit that failed to identify factual bases for opinions). He does not
identify any of the "various states" where drug suppliers have supposedly been harassed.
That is probably because, as the American Bar Association concluded after reviewing
similar allegations, there is no factual basis for Zmuda's conclusions. "[S]uch claims have not
been verified in any state seeking to shield information concerning execution drug suppliers
from the public, either through prosecution, litigation, or other publically available
evidence." 11 Without foundation, the Court should not consider Zmuda's opinions.

11

ABA, Death Penalty Due Process Review Project, Report to House of Del. 12 (2015),
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/young lawyers/meetings/2015/m
idyear meeting/death penalty resolution 1-5-15.pdf; see also Chris McDaniel, FBI
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2. Even with the AEGdavit, Respondents Fail to Meet their Burden.
The Zmuda affidavit could not meet the respondents' burden of proof even if the Court
considered it. The Zmuda affidavit is hardly a "specific demonstration that an exemption
applies to the records being requested." Ward 150 Idaho at 504 n.3, 248 P.3d at 1239 n.3.
Rather than make a specific demonstration, the agency here argues merely that
"disclosure may subject past sources to harassment" and "potential.[vunduly impact that
source's willingness to communicate with the Idaho Department of Correction in the future."
(Response 6 (emphasis added).) California attempted the same argument in ACLU of

Northern California v. Superior Court, 202 Cal. App. 4th 55, 70-72 (2011). The court held
that " [a J mere assertion of possible endangerment does not 'clearly outweigh' the public
interest in access to these records," especially because the Department "offered no
documentary or testimonial evidence that any pharmaceutical company or intermediary could
or did require its name to be kept confidential," or "of any potential threat to the security of
any pharmaceutical company .... " Id at 74. As in that case, the Zmuda affidavit
"constitute[s] nothing more than speculative, self-serving opinions designed to preclude the
dissemination of information." Id. at 75.
Adopting the agency's argument would frustrate the Public Records Act's purpose of
exposing public business to sunshine so that Idaho democracy is well-informed. See Dalton,
107 Idaho at 11, 684 P.2d at 988 (holding that legislature intended "a very broad scope of
government records and information accessible to the public"); LC. § 74-102(10)(£) (waiving
fees for public records that are "likely to contribute significantly to the public's understanding

Documents Don t Back up Claimed Threat to Execution Drug Supplier, BuzzFeed News
(Aug. 29, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/Z3DV-RBLV.
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of the operations or activities of the government"). The agency's argument in this case boils
down to the fear that if Idahoans knew what was going on, they might not like it. The point of
the Public Records Act is to make sure the public is informed and can respond appropriately.
The Idaho Supreme Court has emphasized this by holding that the purpose for which records
are sought is irrelevant to whether they are exempt. Wade, 156 Idaho at 101, 320 P.3d at 1260.
The public's right to inspect a public record "is conditioned solelyon whether the document is
a public record that is not expressly exempted by statute," not on how the record could be
used after disclosure. Id
Public transparency is nowhere more essential than with executions. The
constitutionality of the death penalty is not fixed. To determine whether capital punishment
remains constitutional, courts must examine "the evolving standards of decency that mark the
progress of a maturing society." Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 311 - 312 (2002) (quoting

Trap v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100-101 (1958)). To assess those evolving standards, the courts
look to "the judgment reached by the citizenry and its legislators." Atkins, 536 U.S. at 313.
Thus, when it comes to information about execution drugs, the public's interest in disclosure
reaches its apex. The citizenry and legislators cannot fulfill their constitutional role without
that information. Secrecy in this area artificially halts the evolution of societal standards on
which Eighth Amendment jurisprudence depends. "[F]ear of criticism and outcry does not
justify hiding critical information about executions from the public. The public's view of
drugmakers' participation in executions ---whether it be a detriment or even a boon to a
business's reputation and bottom line---is part and parcel of the American economic system." 12

12

ABA, Death Penalty Due Process Review Project, Report to House of Del. 12 (2015),
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/young lawyers/meetings/2015/m
idyear meeting/death penalty resolution 1-5-15.pdf.
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The agency here has failed to prove that disclosing how it performed past lethal
injections could jeopardize future executions. It offers no evidence to prove that the public’s
extreme interest in disclosure is clearly outweighed by the interests of IDOC’s pharmaceutical
contractors. The Court, accordingly, must order the records disclosed.
B. The Agency Discloses and Withholds Lethal Injection Records Arbitrarily.
The agency concedes that it withheld from Professor Cover records about the drugs
used in past executions that it already publicly disclosed to others. Only after Professor Cover
obtained counsel and filed this case did she get those documents. The withheld documents fall
within the plain scope of Professor Cover’s request. She asked for “records and information
about . . . [t]he use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers
or others regarding acquisition of drugs).” (Aff. Cover ex. A (Feb. 27, 2018).) The withheld
documents—for example, email communications with drug suppliers and an affidavit detailing
which drug IDOC purchased for the 2012 execution and when IDOC purchased it—are
unmistakably responsive. The Public Records Act requires agencies to produce all responsive
records. See I.C. § 74-103. The Act has no exception for inadvertence. An inadvertence
exception would frustrate the Act’s purposes. It would be a disincentive against diligent
searches and thorough responses. In any event, the agency here failed to submit any evidence
of inadvertence.
And the agency has still not disclosed to Professor Cover other obviously responsive
records it has released to others. These include the chemical inventory form from Richard
Leavitt’s 2012 execution and the sequence of chemical form from that execution, noting the
amounts, types, and times of injections used. (Decl. Eppink ex. D.) The agency continues still
to arbitrarily decide which public records to release to whom.
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C. Rule 135.06 is Invalid.
All public records in Idaho are open to public access "except as otherwise expressly
provided by statute." LC. § 74-102(1). If Rule 135.06 13 has any validity at all, it must come
from Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a)(i). That exemption applies only to "[r]ecords of which the
public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the
public interest in disclosure as identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho board of
correction under section 20-212, Idaho Code." This Court must narrowly construe the
exemption. Federated Publications, 128 Idaho at 463, 914 P.2d at 25.
1. The Rule Contravenes the Legislatures Instructions.

Rule 135.06 is invalid because it contravenes the legislature's plain instructions. The
Board of Correction never adopted the rule and, even if it had, the rule defines the
legislature's limited grant of authority into oblivion. "[A]dministrative rules are invalid which
do not carry into effect the legislature's intent as revealed by existing statutory law, and which
are not reasonably related to the purposes of the enabling legislation." Holly Care Center v.
State Dept. ofEmployment, 110 Idaho 76, 78, 714 P.2d 45, 47 (1986).
In Holly Care Center, the Supreme Court considered a rule about payroll tax
delinquencies. The statute said that "delinquencies of a minor nature" could be disregarded.

Id The agency, though, declared that only delinquencies under $20 were "minor." Id. The
Supreme Court invalidated the rule. Id 110 Idaho at 79, 714 P.2d at 48. "Administratively

13

The agency here relies on Rule 135.06, found at IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06. That rule states:
Non-Disclosure. The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance)
the identity of the onsite physician; or staff, contractors, consultants, or
volunteers serving on escort or medical teams; nor will the Department disclose
any other information wherein the disclosure of such information could
jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution.
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determining that any delinquency over twenty dollars is a ‘major’ delinquency renders
virtually meaningless the statutory distinction the legislature intended,” the court held. Id.
Because the rule defined the statutory distinction “into oblivion,” it was invalid because it
“eras[ed], for all practical purposes, distinctions that were legislatively created and
mandated.” Id.
Rule 135.06 renders the I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) public interest balancing meaningless in
the same way. The legislature instructed that IDOC records could be withheld pursuant to a
Board rule only if the public interest in four specific areas (confidentiality, public safety,
security, and habilitiation) “clearly outweighs” the public interest in disclosure. I.C. § 74105(4)(a)(i). To exempt from disclosure any information that “could jeopardize” the ability to
carry out an execution, IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06, ignores the “clearly outweighs” hurdle and
defines it into oblivion, I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i). Under Rule 135.06’s “could jeopardize” test,
IDOC could withhold any information that has anything to do with an execution: information
proving the condemned person’s innocence, information revealing that executioners are not
qualified, or—as in this case—information either confirming or refuting that IDOC has used
legal and safe drugs to conduct the lethal injection. The “could jeopardize” test is so broad and
meaningless that it allows IDOC to hide illegal executions from the public. Because that test
“eras[es], for all practical purposes” the legislature’s “clearly outweighs” statutory balancing
test, Rule 135.06 is invalid. See Holly Care Center, 110 Idaho at 79, 714 P.2d at 48.
The Idaho Board of Correction’s failure to comply with the statute’s procedural
requirements underlines that invalidity. The legislature mandated that for IDOC records to be
exempt by rule, the “Idaho board of correction” must first “identif[y],” pursuant to its
rulemaking authority under I.C. § 20-212, that the public interest in confidentiality, public
safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure. I.C. § 74REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PUBLIC RECORDS PETITION – Page 11
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105(4)(a)(i). The Board never did so. The rulemaking notice neither identifies LC.§ 74105(4)(a)(i) as authority nor indicates that the Board made a public interest determination.
11-10 Idaho Admin. Bulletin at 104, https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/2011/10.pdf. The
Board's 2011 minutes reveal that the Board never considered or voted on the rule. (Deel.
Eppink ex. B.) Rule 135.06 is invalid.

2. The Rule is Not Entitled Any Judicial Deference.
Idaho courts must review agency rules to determine both their validity and the
deference they are due. Mason v. Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581, 583, 21 P.3d 903, 905
(2001). The Idaho Supreme Court set out a four-prong test for determining the appropriate
level of deference: (a) Has the agency been entrusted with the responsibility to administer the
statute?, (b) Is the agency construction reasonable?, (c) Does the statutory language
expressly treat the precise question at issue?, and (d) Are the rationales underlying the rule of
deference present? Id A rule that fails even one of the prongs will not be entitled to
deference. See J.R. Simplot Co. v. Tax Commission, 120 Idaho 849, 863, 820 P.2d 1206, 1220
(1991). Rule 135.06 fails all four prongs.

(a) The Board never promulgated the rule or made any determination.
The statute here, LC.§ 74-105(4)(a)(i) grants only the "Idaho board of correction" the
power to create a public records exemption by rule, and only when the Board identifies that
the public interest in disclosure is clearly outweighed by competing public interests. The
Board never considered or voted on Rule 135.06 at all, much less determined that the public
interest in disclosure is clearly outweighed. (See Deel. Eppink ex. B.) Because Rule 135.06
lacks Board approval, the Rule fails the first prong. This, alone, invalidates Rule 135.06.
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(b) The rule is unreasonable.
Rule 135.06 is unreasonable because it exempts any information that “could
jeopardize” the ability to carry out an execution. The statute authorizes exemption only when
the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security, and habilitation clearly outweighs
the public interest in disclosure. Exempting all information that merely “could” jeopardize an
execution renders the statutory balancing test meaningless.
The agency here offers no factual foundation for its claim that withholding the
requested records would advance any public interests in confidentiality and public safety. (See
Response at 6.) Suppliers’ interests in avoiding public scrutiny protect only those contractor’s
private, economic interests. The only interest the agency might have in shielding that drug
information from the public would be if the information revealed that IDOC was using illegal,
unregulated, or unsafe drugs. Hiding that information is obviously not in the public interest of
any kind. No matter what interests there may be in future executions, it is unreasonable to
conclude that state officials’ and private businesses’ interest in avoiding public scrutiny
outweighs the public interest in knowing that an execution was conducted properly.

(c) The rule contradicts the legislature’s clear expressions.
Rule 135.06 contradicts the legislature’s clear expressions in three ways. First, the rule
renders the “clearly outweighs” test meaningless, as IDOC can withhold information just
because it might jeopardize an execution, even an unlawful one. Second, the Idaho Board of
Correction never identified that the public interest in disclosure is clearly outweighed, as the
statute expressly requires. Third, explained further below, the Rule allows IDOC to evade the
Public Records Act’s disclosure requirements by contracting with a private entity. See Ward,
150 Idaho at 506, 248 P.3d at 1241. The Public Records Act makes clear that an agency “shall
not prevent the examination or copying of a public record by contracting with a
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nongovernmental body to perform any of its duties or functions." LC. § 74-102(13). But Rule
135.06 does just that. Rule 135.06 triply fails the third prong in the deference analysis.

(d) The rationales for deference are not present.
There are five rationales underlying the rule of agency deference, the Supreme Court
has explained. J.R. Simplot Co., 120 Idaho at 858-59, 820 P.2d at 1215-16. The first is the
rationale of "repose," which protects long-time reliance on a particular agency construction.

Id, 120 Idaho at 858, 820 P.2d at 1215. That rationale is not present here because there is no
evidence of any reliance and the rule is less than seven years old. Id, 120 Idaho at 863, 820
P.2d at 1220 ("The shortest time period in a case directly addressing this rationale was twelve
years."). The second rationale is whether the agency rule is a "practical" interpretation. Id,
120 Idaho at 858, 820 P.2d at 1215. For the same reasons that Rule 135.06 is unreasonable
and invalid for rendering the public interest balancing meaningless, it is not a "practical"
interpretation of that statutorily mandated balancing. The third rationale is legislative
acquiescence. This rationale "has not stood the test of time" in the face of mere legislative
inaction. Id., 120 Idaho at 859 n.6, 820 P.2d at 1216 n.6. The fourth rationale favors rules
formulated contemporaneously with the passage of their authorizing statute. Id., 120 Idaho at
859, 820 P.2d at 1216. This rationale is not present here because the statutory provision
currently found at LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) was enacted in 2001 and has not been amended
since. 2001 Idaho Session Laws ch. 180, at 607. Rule 135.06 was not announced until a
decade later, in 2011.11-10 Idaho Admin. Bulletin at 104,
https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/2011/1 0.pdf. The fifth and final rationale is also missing.
That rationale favors deference where the agency demonstrably used its special expertise in
developing the rule. J.R. Simplot Co., 120 Idaho at 865, 820 P.2d at 1222. The Board of
Correction did not even discuss or vote on this rule, much less apply its expertise to its
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language. (See Decl. Eppink ex. B.) Because Rule 135.06 fails all four prongs of the deference
analysis, the Court should not give it any deference.
D. The Agency cannot Evade Disclosure through Contracting.
The Public Records Act prohibits agencies from pointing to an outside source contract
as a reason for withholding public records. Under the Act, an agency “shall not prevent the
examination or copying of a public record by contracting with a nongovernmental body to
perform any of its duties or functions.” I.C. § 74-102(13). An agency “cannot bargain away
the public’s right to inspect documents,” the Supreme Court explained. Ward, 150 Idaho at
506 n.7, 248 P.3d at 1241 n.7. The public’s right to access public records “cannot be denied by
the expediency of having some other entity conduct the public’s business at some other
location.” Idaho Conservation League v. ISDA, 143 Idaho 366, 369, 146 P.3d 632, 635 (2006).
Although it may be expedient for IDOC to contract with private suppliers for its lethal
injection drugs, the Public Records Act treats the records about the drugs as if IDOC had
itself manufactured them. By arguing that disclosing information about the drugs or their
suppliers is too risky, the agency here attempts exactly what the legislature prohibited: an
agency “delegating its duties to a private entity in an effort to evade the Act . . . .” Ward, 150
Idaho at 506, 248 P.3d at 1241. Regardless whether Rule 135.06 is valid, I.C. § 74-102(13)
prohibits the respondents from evading disclosure because of a contractor’s interests.
Conclusion
The Court should order the respondents to disclose all of the requested records.
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
Attorney for Petitioner
Dated: March 28, 2018
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of March, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt E-File system
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
iessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Filed: 05/14/2018 15:59:43
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877
ORDER GRANTING PEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE REQURING
DISCLOSURE OF SOME RECORDS

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.

This matter came before the Court for a hearing on April 5, 2018 for the Idaho
Board of Correction and the Idaho Department of Correction to show cause why the
Court should not issue a Peremptory Writ of Mandate ordering the Board and/or the
Department to disclose all records responsive to the Petitioner's Public Records
Request attached to the Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate filed February 27, 2018.
Apparances:

Richie Eppink for Petitioner
Jessica Kuehn for Respondents

The Petitioner filed her Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate on February 27,
2018, which included a copy of the partial denial of her Public Records Request to the
Idaho Department of Correction on September 25, 2017. The Petitioner requests a Writ
of Mandamus by the District Court under Idaho Code § 7-302 to enforce the rights of
inspection of public records afforded in the Idaho Public Records Act, Idaho Code §§
74-101, et seq. The District Court can compel the production of such records under
Idaho Code§ 74-115(1 ). The parties stipulated to the show cause hearing and the
Court entered an Alternative Writ of Mandate on March 7, 2018.
A.

Records released prior to the show cause hearing

After the Court entered the Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order for Show
Cause Hearing on March 7, 2018, the Respondents provided additional responsive
records to the Petitioner. An actual copy of the additional responsive records or any
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records that continued to be withheld were not produced for the Court. The Petitioner
requests reasonable attorney fees and costs in the Petition. Although the Respondent
argues the subsequent disclosure was because of an inadvertent mistake and not
because of bad faith, the Court finds that the Petitioner is the prevailing party regarding
this subsequent disclosure and that the Respondents' partial denial of any documents
disclosed between March 7, 2018 and the hearing on April 5, 2018 was frivolously
pursued. The standard for award of fees and costs is not whether the agency
withholding the record acted in good faith or bad faith. The standard is whether there
was a basis in law for denying public access to the documents. Although the
Respondents claim the Public Records Request was ambiguous, the request was
sufficient to put the Respondents on notice of the types of records she was seeking
(except the addition of "etc." at the end of the request). The agency cannot put the
burden on the requester to know exactly what documents exist or have already been
publicly released; the agency retains the burden to show there is a statutory exemption
for the release of such records and the Respondents failed to make this showing for the
records released before the hearing. It is the agency's burden to perform a diligent
search for any records which could be responsive to a Public Records Request.
Therefore, the Petitioner must file a memorandum of fees and costs within fourteen
days of receipt of this order for fees and costs incurred for the filing of the Petition and
up to April 5, 2018. However, that memorandum should not include fees and costs for
preparing any reply to the Respondent's response for the hearing or costs related to the
hearing because the Respondents' claims of exemption from disclosure are addressed
below. Respondent may then file any objection under the deadline in Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 54(d) and (e).
B. The Hearing
Idaho Code§ 74-116(1) permits an in camera review of any record in the Court's
discretion. No records were submitted by the Respondent prior to or at the hearing for
the Court to conduct an in camera review. Idaho Code§ 74-116(2) states,
If the court finds that the public official's decision to refuse disclosure is
not justified, it shall order the public official to make the requested
disclosure. If the court determines that the public official was justified in
refusing to make the requested record available, [the court] shall return
2
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the item to the public official without disclosing its content and shall
enter an order supporting the decision refusing disclosure. In any such
action, the court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to the
prevailing party or parties, if it finds that the request or refusal to
provide records was frivolously pursued.
The Respondents filed the Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn on March 14, 2018 which
specifically denies that any responsive records exist as to Cover's request for "drugs
that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions (including identifying
information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase orders/receipts;
paperwork about how the drugs are stored)." Therefore, the Court cannot compel the
production of items that do not exist.
However, the Kuehn Affidavit acknowledges that the Respondents continue to
withhold documents and items related to Cover's request for records of, "The use of
lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where
IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs)." The Respondents assert this denial is justified because of rule
(IDAPA 06.01 .01 .135.06 which is an administrative rule of the Idaho Board of
Correction on Executions (hereinafter "Board Rule 135.06)) and statutes (Idaho Code

§§ 74-104 and 74-105(4 )(a)).
Board Rule 135.06 states,
The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of
the onsite physician; or staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers
serving on escort or medical teams; nor will the Department disclose any
other information wherein the disclosure of such information could
jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution.
Idaho Code § 74-104 exempts from disclosure, "(1) Any public record exempt
from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations to the extent specifically
provided for by such law or regulation" and also exempts records in court files of
judicial proceedings, if disclosure is prohibited by rules adopted by the Idaho
Supreme Court, but only to the extent that confidentiality is provided under such
rules.
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Idaho Code 74-105(4)(a) exempts specific records of the Department of
Correction from disclosure including:

1

(i) Records of which the public interest in confidentiality, public safety,
security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in
disclosure as identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho board of
correction under section 20-212 , Idaho Code ;
(ii) Records that contain any identifying information , or any information
that would lead to the identification of any victims or witnesses ; ....
The Court reads the Board Rule and statutes cited as protecting three different
types of information: 1) the identities of specific persons involved in executions, 2) court
records exempt from disclosure; and 3) other information protected by federal or state
law.
First, the Board Rule protects from disclosure the identity of the onsite physician,
staff, contractors, consultants, escort volunteers, or medical teams; and Idaho Code 74105(4)(a)(ii) protects identifying information of victims or witnesses. "Identity" is not
further defined in the Board Rule and "identifying information" is not further defined in
the statute. "Identity" is defined in Webster's Dictionary as "the distinguishing character
... of an individual." 2 The Court takes this to mean the person's name. 3 To the extent
any individual person's name appears in denied documents, the Court finds disclosing
the actual name of a person who was the onsite physician, a staff member, contractor,
consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, or victim or witness to the crime, for
the Leavitt or Rhoades executions is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code §
74-104(1) and Board Rule 135.06. Based upon the Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda,
the Court finds the Respondents have shown good cause in its significant concern for

The Petitioner's identity is irrelevant to a public records request except to the extent I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(v)
exempts disclosure of certain records to another prisoner or probationer. There is nothing in the record to
indicate the Petitioner is in prison or on probation so the Court will not further discuss this statutory exemption.
Also, since the request relates to executions, the Court will not further address I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(iv) which
pertains to presentence investigations records. Also, there is nothing in the record that indicates the records
request related to the Leavitt and Rhoades executions asks for future transportation records of a prisoner so I.C. §
74-105(4)(a)(iii) is also not further addressed.
2
Merriam-Webster on line dictionary, accessed at https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/identity
on May 12, 2018.
3
The current standard operating procedure for executions is available to the public on the IDOC website
and includes detailed descriptions of roles in executions by job titles. Since this information is publicly available,
any interest in a person of having their job title remain confidential is already outweighed by the public interest
since the information by job title is already in the public domain.
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the personal safety and security, at work and in the community, for those persons and
finds a denial of release of individuals' names justified. The public's interest in knowing
their names is not outweighed by the concerns for these individuals' safety and security.
Therefore, the Court will not require disclosure of the names of any onsite physician,
staff, contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, victim, or witness
appearing in any denied records. To the extent the Court enters any order releasing
any records, these names must be redacted.
The second category of information specifically denied in the record is an
IDOC Execution Chemical Inventory Form that notes the name, quantity, description,
chain of custody, and disposition of drugs used in the Leavitt execution. While
Respondents argued that certain documents denied were only previously disclosed
in another court case pursuant to a subpoena, neither party addressed whether
those documents ultimately became part of the public court file, were sealed in the
court file, or were subject to a protection order if provided in discovery. Apparently,
these documents were released by IDOC in March 2017 in response to a subpoena
issued in some unidentified case.

Neither party identified whether there was a

protection order in that case that would exempt the information from disclosure or
redisclosure, or whether the information was sealed in the court file, making it
"confidential" information under Idaho Supreme Court rules and Idaho Code § 74104. If the information was subject to a protection order or sealed in a court file, the
Respondent must submit the documents to the Court for an in camera review along
with the protection order or order sealing such information in the Court file to support its
claim of exemption.
Absent Respondents' in camera showing of an order sealing such records or a
court's protection order, the Court further considers the release of such records under
the third category of information in Board Rule 135.06 is "any" information which "could"
jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution and in Idaho Code 74105(4 )(a)(i) which exempts specific records of the Department of Correction from
disclosure including records where the public interest in confidentiality, public safety,
security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure as
identified through the Board of Correction's rulemaking authority bestowed in Idaho
5
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Code § 20-212. This case does not involve records of habilitation since it involves
executions.
In the Zmuda Affidavit, Mr. Zmuda testifies that he is currently the Deputy
Director of IDOC and has been involved in preparing for and completing death penalty
executions during his 30-year career with IDOC. Paragraph 5 states, "In my experience,
disclosing the identity of the source of a lethal injection chemical and the nature of that
chemical would jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution. Disclosing
this information is likely to subject lethal injection chemical sources to significant
harassment and pressure, leading to lethal injection chemicals becoming unavailable
from those sources." If such chemicals became unavailable, is it a threat to public
safety or security? No. The Idaho Department of Corrections website lists nine people
on death row in Idaho received at the Idaho Maximum Security Institution between 1983
and 2017. If all lethal injection chemicals are unavailable when an execution is
scheduled, then such unavailability would not cause an inmate's release from prison.
Most states wait for different chemicals to become available while some have adopted
alternative forms of execution such as firing squad or electric chair. The Court is not
aware of any who just release death row inmates into the community. Therefore, the
public interest in public safety and security are not endangered if chemicals become
unavailable in the future.
So, in reading Mr. Zmuda's affidavit in conjunction with the statutes and board
rule cited and the Kuehn affidavit, the Respondents have withheld the identity of
sources of lethal injection chemical(s) and the nature of that (those) chemical(s) used in
the Leavitt and Rhoades executions on the basis of confidentiality. The Respondents
cannot justify withholding this information because it would jeopardize the Leavitt or
Rhoades executions since both have already occurred. Therefore, the Court interprets
Mr. Zmuda's affidavit as saying that not keeping the identity of the source and nature of
the lethal injection chemical(s) used in the Rhoades execution in 2011 and the Leavitt
execution in 2012 confidential would jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out
future execution(s) of death row inmates. Paragraph 9 of the Zmuda affidavit states, "In
my experience and knowledge, sources in various states have refused to supply lethal
injection chemicals to correctional facilities due to external pressures and public
6
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knowledge that those individuals or entities were involved in supplying the lethal
injection chemicals."
The Petitioner's reply cites news sources stating that U.S. companies stopped
making sodium thiopental in very early 2011 in response to its use in lethal injection
executions, other foreign producers stopped legally exporting lethal injection chemicals
to the United States around the same timeframe, and cites a 2016 article stating that all
U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved manufacturers of potential execution
drugs (including pentobarbital) have blocked drug sales for the purpose of lethal
injections by prisons. The reply states the Drug Enforcement Agency was seizing
sodium thiopental supplies from states and cites a source noting "DEA seizures in
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, South Carolina, and Tennessee" in 2011. 4 This
document doesn't actually say anything about "DEA seizures" and only says these
states "received letters in April 2012 from the FDA requesting that they turn over their
foreign-sourced lethal injection drugs, in accordance with the U.S. District Court ruling in
Beaty v. FDA (Lincoln Journal Star, 4/18/12)." In that March 29, 2012 decision in the

U.S. District of Columbia District Court brought by a group of death row inmates, the
District Court permanently enjoined the FDA from permitting entry of foreignmanufactured thiopental into interstate commerce in the United States. The second
cited news source states the Food and Drug Administration seized illegal shipments of
sodium thiopental ordered by Arizona and Texas in 2015. Still, from the sources cited
by the Petitioner, the question is whether the Respondents have shown good cause for
withholding the type of chemical(s) and source of those chemical(s) used in the Leavitt
and Rhoades executions because of public interest in confidentiality of the information
and release of that information jeopardizes the Respondents' ability to conduct future
lethal injection executions.
The Idaho Public Records Act ensures that government records are accessible to
the public, has a "very broad scope," and must be interpreted to favor access. Dalton v.

Idaho Dairy Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984). There
is a presumption that public records are open for public inspection under Idaho Code §

4

This appears in footnote 6 of the Reply which references pages 145 to 156 of that document.
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74-102(1), and the Court must narrowly construe every exemption. Federated

Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996).
Based upon the evidence before the Court from the show cause hearing, the
Respondents have failed to show good cause for denying the Petitioner’s Public
Records Request for any records of “The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and
Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and
communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)” since the
restriction of supply of drugs used in 2011 and 2012 was caused by the Food and Drug
Administration, manufacturers of those drugs, and court decisions, and not because of
this Public Records Request. The Petitioner cites the public’s needs to know whether
Idaho’s drug suppliers have been sanctioned by regulators, whether the Respondents
complied with state and federal laws and regulations, and the public interest in knowing
the use of public funds as sufficient bases to require disclosure. The public’s interest in
disclosure of public information outweighs the Respondent’s interest in the
confidentiality of the sources and drugs used in 2011 and 2012 because of the stated
reason that they may receive “significant harassment and pressure, leading to lethal
injection chemicals becoming unavailable from those sources” in the future.
Therefore, the Court will issue a Peremptory Writ of Mandate requiring disclosure
of any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive to Petitioner’s request
for “The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug
suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs),” unless the records are submitted for
an in camera review because they have been sealed by court order or a protection
order; but the Respondents can redact individual name(s) of any onsite physician, staff,
contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, victim, or witness
because this information is exempted by statute or rule.
ORDERED

Signed: 5/14/2018 03:44 PM

________________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

May
14,_2018
I hereby certify that on _ _
__
_ _ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

7-_11~
Deputy Clerk
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Signed: 5/14/2018 04:00 PM

Filed: 05/14/2018 16:20:03
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877
PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
The Court issues this Peremptory Writ of Mandate to the Idaho Board of
Correction and the Idaho Department of Correction requiring a diligent search of its
records (as defined in the Public Records Act) and disclosure of:
a) Any records responsive to Petitioner's request for "drugs that have been or
will be purchased/used for future executions (including identifying information
about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase orders/receipts;
paperwork about how the drugs are stored)." If no such records exist, the
Board and Department must certify to this Court that they do not exist. If any
such records exist, the Board and/or Department must release such records
to the Petitioner;
b) Any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive to Petitioner's
request for "The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions
(including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and
communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)"
1) unless the records are submitted for an in camera review because they
have been sealed by court order or a protection order;
2) but the Respondents can redact individual name(s) of any onsite
physician, staff, contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team
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member, victim, or witness because this information is exempted by
statute or rule.
Once the Respondents have complied with this writ, the Board and Department of
Correction must certify that the agency has released all records responsive to the
Petitioner’s requests.
ORDERED

Signed: 5/14/2018 03:44 PM

________________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

May
14,_2018
I hereby certify that on _ _
__
_ _ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

(7~111>ULI?
Deputy Clerk
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Signed: 5/14/2018 04:20 PM

Electronically Filed
5/29/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

LAWREN CE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

)
)
)
)
)

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
MOTION TO RECONSIDER ORDER
GRANTING PEREMPTORY WRIT OF
MANDATE REQUIRING DISCLOSURE
OFSOMERECORDSANDPEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys ofrecord, and hereby
respectfully move this Court reconsider and/or clarify its Order Granting Peremptory Writ of
Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records and Peremptory Writ of Mandate.
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Respondents bring this Motion pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1l .2(b )(1) and/or
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59 and/or Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(6). Respondents
make this Motion based on the facts and law stated in its Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Reconsider Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records
and Peremptory Writ of Mandate, filed contemporaneously herewith.
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Respectfully submitted this ' L day of May 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO

O~

T~

ORNEYGENERAL

JEs s r i :KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the z_q~ y of May 2018, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO PETITION on:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7503
American Civil Liberties Union ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Via Electronic Filing
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Electronically Filed
5/29/2018 4:37 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSI CA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

)
)
)
)
)

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO RECONSIDER ORDER
GRANTING PEREMPTORY WRIT OF
MANDATE REQUIRING DISCLOSURE
OFSOMERECORDSANDPEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys ofrecord, and hereby
respectfully move this Court to reconsider and/or clarify its Order Granting Peremptory Writ of
Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records and its Peremptory Writ of Mandate, both issued
1

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER
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on May 14, 2018, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l.2(b)(1 ). 1 The Respondents submit
the Court erred in entering a Peremptory Writ following a Show Cause Hearing on an Alternative
Writ, misunderstood or misapplied Respondents' public safety argument, and apparently did not
consider the Respondents' second and distinct justification for implementing Board Rule 135.06.
The Respondents further move this Court to clarify an inconsistency between the Writ and
Peremptory Order.

Based on the reasons set forth below, Respondents move this Court to

reconsider its decisions of May 14, 2018.

INTRODUCTION
Petitioner submitted a public records request to Jeffrey Ray, Public Information Officer,
on September 21, 2017, seeking records relating to the 2011 and 2012 Idaho executions, and other
documents related to executions in Idaho.

The Department, through Mr. Ray, responded to

Petitioner's request on September 27, 2017, granting in part and denying in part her request.
Petitioner electronically filed her petition for a writ of mandate to compel disclosure of public
records in this action on February 27, 2018. Thereafter, the parties filed a stipulation for briefing
schedule and show cause hearing, and the Court adopted that stipulation in its March 7, 2018,
Order to Show Cause. This schedule required Respondents to file a response to the petition on or
before March 14, 2018, and Petitioner to file a reply on or before March 21, 2018; the hearing was
scheduled for April 5, 2018. Respondents filed their response on March 14, 2018, continuing to
object to the production of certain documents. Respondents supported their response with the
Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, which was filed contemporaneously.

Simultaneously

To the extent the Court's Peremptory Writ is a final judgment, this Motion may be more properly brought under
IRCP 59 or 60(b)(6). Given the similar standards for motions brought pursuant to these rules, Respondents request
this Court consider the merits of the Motion under the applicable rule or rules. A court may consider the motion as
both an I.R.C.P. 59(e) motion to amend and a motion under I.R.C.P. l 1.2(b)(l). Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace
& Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99,294 P.3d 1111 (2013).
1
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therewith, Respondents made a subsequent disclosure to Petitioner of records responsive to
Petitioner's initial request and some additional records responsive to her more comprehensive
Petition. This subsequent disclosure included over 600 pages of records. Petitioner filed a timely
reply.
This Court held a Show Cause hearing on April 5, 2018. At this hearing, Respondents
relied upon the previously filed affidavit from Jeff Zmuda, the deputy director of the Idaho
Department of Correction. Neither Respondents nor Petitioner submitted the documents disclosed
to Petitioner on March 14, 2018, to the Court for review. Petitioner did not present evidence. Both
parties presented argument. At the time of the hearing, the Court only had in its possession the
documents the Department initially disclosed to Petitioner, as these documents had been attached
to the Petition. The documents disclosed on March 14, 2018, are filed contemporaneously
herewith as an attachment to Affidavit of Jeffrey Ray dated May 25, 2018. These documents were
redacted pursuant to statutory exemptions under the Idaho Public Records Act, including I.C. §§
74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135 (records that would identify on-site physician or staff,
contractors, consultants and volunteers serving on an escort or medical team); 74-105(4)(a)(i) and
Board Rule 108 (records wherein the public's interest in confidentiality or public safety and
security outweighs the public's interest in disclosure, including building design details and specific
operational records that would jeopardize public safety and security of the facility); 74105(4)(a)(ii) and Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i) (records that contain identifying information); and 74104 (records exempt from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations).
Following the entry of the Court's Writ and Order, Respondents conducted a diligent
search for any documents pertaining to "the use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions." During such search, the Department discovered additional documents responsive to
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Petitioner's original records request and/or her Petition.

Pursuant to the Court's writ, the

Department disclosed more than 600 pages of additional documents to Petitioner on May 25, 2018,
and May 29, 2018. Some of the documents disclosed to Petitioner are redacted pursuant to
statutory exemptions under the Idaho Public Records Act, including I.C. §§ 74-105(4)(a) and
Board Rule 135; 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108; 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board Rule
108(4)(b)(i); and 74-104. The redacted documents disclosed to Petitioner on May 25, 2018, are
filed contemporaneously herewith as an attachment to Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda. 2 This
disclosure consists of nearly 300 pages ofrecords. The Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda draws the
Court's attention to two specific documents within this disclosure, as especially likely to threaten
public safety.

The redacted documents disclosed to Petitioner on May 29, 2018, are filed

contemporaneously herewith as an attachment to the Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn, and consist
of approximately 250 pages of records.
As of May 29, 2018, the Department continues to conduct a diligent search, and has
discovered additional, potentially responsive documents.

Respondents anticipate additional

disclosures and will continue its diligent search and timely disclosure.
STANDARD FOR MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER

A motion to reconsider may be brought before the trial court pursuant to Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure (IRCP) 1 l .2(b)(1) any time before entry of the final judgment or within fourteen
(14) days of the final judgment. IRCP 1l.2(b )(1 ). On a motion to reconsider pursuant to IRCP
11.2(b)( 1), the moving party bears the burden of pointing out facts in the record, including those
previously presented and any new and additional facts, that bear on the correctness of the

2 In briefing and at the Show Cause hearing, Petitioner failed to identify any redactions to which she objected.
Respondents have continued to redact the disclosed documents pursuant to I.C. §§ 74-104(1); 74-105(4)(a); Idaho
Board Rule 135.06; and Idaho Board Rule 108.4.
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challenged order. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812,
823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1038 (1990). "A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually
involves new or additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact."
J.I. Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223,229,280 P.2d 1070, 1073 (1955). The Idaho Supreme
Court further identified "the chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete
presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly
as may be." Id. The trial court should grant a motion for reconsideration if the facts and law
presented sufficiently demonstrate the incorrectness of the court's prior order. Coeur d'Alene
Mining Co., 118 Idaho at 812, 800 P.2d at 1038.
ARGUMENT
A. The Court erred in entering a Peremptory Writ following the April 5, 2018, Show
Cause Hearing on the Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order to Show Cause.

On March 7, 2018, this Court entered an Alternate Writ of Mandate and Order to Show
Cause, and an Order to Show Cause. These documents adopted the scheduling order stipulated to
by the parties, which contemplated a response brief by Respondents and a reply brief by Petitioner.
The Order also scheduled a show cause hearing for April 5, 2018. The Court's Order to Show
Cause noted that the April 5, 2018, hearing would be held pursuant to LC. §§ 74-115(1) and 74116(1), and IRCP 74. Neither LC. § 74-115(1) nor LC.§ 74-116(1) set forth a specific procedure
for the show case hearing. Idaho Code§ 74-116(1) provides that the court "shall decide the case
after examining the pleadings filed by the parties and such oral arguments and additional evidence
as the court may allow. The court may examine the record in camera in its discretion." LC. § 74116(1 ). The Court did not request any evidence or request to examine the records in camera. See
Second Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn, filed contemporaneously herewith.
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While I.C. §§ 74-115(1) and 74-116(1) do not specify the procedure to be followed in a
show cause hearing, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (IRCP) 74 is more particular. Rule 74 discusses
actions for writs of mandate; specifically, IRCP 74(b)(l) identifies procedures related to an
alternative writ. The Court's March 7, 2018, Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order to Show
Cause specifically notes that its Alternative Writ was entered pursuant to IRCP 74(b)(l), thus the
procedure provided in that rule should govern this Court.
The Court erred in considering the April 5, 2018, show cause hearing the proper time and
place for a contested hearing on the merits of the Petition, and erred in entering a Peremptory Writ
following the hearing. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b)(l)(C) provides that "no contested trial
of the petitioner for peremptory writ may be had at a show cause hearing." IRCP 74(b)(l)(C). In
fact, at a show cause hearing based on an Alternative Writ, the Court may hear only "limited
testimony as to whether the alternative writ should remain in force pending trial on the merits."
IRCP 74(b)(1 )(D). Understanding this unambiguous language to mean that the show cause hearing
was not the time and place for a contested trial of merits of the Petition, Respondents presented
only limited testimony to support its legal argument that disclosure of the identity of the source of
execution drugs should be denied as a matter of law. See Second Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn.
Respondents believed, based on the language of the Rule and the Court's entered Alternative Writ,
that the Court intended to utilize a bifurcated proceeding. Petitioner and Respondents presented
only legal arguments at the show cause hearing, and Respondents believed the Court would then
determine whether a contested hearing was warranted.
Following the April 5, 2018, show cause hearing, to the extent the Court did not determine
that source material is exempt from public disclosure as a matter of law, the Court should have set
a contested trial on the petition. Instead, the Court entered a peremptory writ. Rule 74(b)(l)(C)
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provides that "no peremptory writ may issue as a result of a contested show cause hearing." IRCP
74(b)(l)(C). Instead, when the party on whom the alternative writ was served appears at the
hearing, "the court must, at the show cause hearing, set a time and place for the trial of the action
on its merits." IRCP 74(b)(l)(D). When Respondents appeared at the show cause hearing and
offered legal arguments and limited factual support for its decision to withhold certain records,
this Court should have set the matter for a contested trial on the merits of the Petition. It is clear
from the unambiguous language of IRCP 74 that the show cause hearing and a contested trial on
the merits are meant to be distinct proceedings.
The plain language of the rule supports Respondents' understanding that the Court's entry
of the Alternative Writ of Mandate was meant to initiate a bifurcated proceeding. Respondents'
presence and legal arguments at the show cause hearing should have prompted this Court to
schedule a hearing on the merits. The Court erred by instead treating the show cause hearing as a
contested trial and thereafter entering a Peremptory Writ.
Respondents respectfully request this Court reconsider its decision to enter the Peremptory
Writ, and instead grant Respondents a trial on the merits of the Petition.

B. The Court's Order and Writ appear to conflict, and the Respondents request
clarification of the same.
In the Court's Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some
Records, the Court orders the agency to disclose any records responsive to Petitioner's request for
"the use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about
where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding
acquisition of drugs)." Court's Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure
of Some Records, p. 8. The language of the Writ, however, is broader. The Writ orders the agency
to provide, in addition to the Rhoades and Leavitt execution records, any records responsive to the
7
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request for "drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions" (emphasis
added). Peremptory Writ of Mandate, p. 1.
In its Order, the Court specifically discussed its rationale that disclosure of records related
to the Rhoades and Leavitt executions could not jeopardize the ability of the Department to carry
out future executions because the executions had already occurred. Order, p. 6. However, this
reasoning does not apply to the disclosure of records regarding the "drugs that have been or will
be purchased/used for future executions." First, disclosure of the source of any execution drugs
that have been in anticipation of a future execution would certainly jeopardize the Department's
ability to carry out executions in the future. 3 Second, the Writ appears to direct the Department to
continue to disclose records as they become available. The Idaho Public Records Act requires
production of historical documents. The Department has no prospective duty to continue to
produce records relevant to a request for records.
The Court's Writ conflicts with the Order and imposes a continuing obligation on the
Department. The Court's reasoning for requiring disclosure of records related to the Leavitt and
Rhoades executions does not encompass the Writ's broader directive. The Order does not include
any analysis concerning the disclosure of post-Leavitt source information. Further, the Order does
not address any continuing duty to disclose records under the Public Records Act. Given these
inconsistencies, Respondents respectfully request this Court reconsider and clarity its directive to
the Department in its Writ.

3 As set forth more fully herein, Respondents maintain that disclosing source information from both past executions
(Rhoades and Leavitt) and future executions jeopardize the ability of the Department to carry out executions. As will
be discussed more fully herein, the Court apparently did not consider the Department's evidence and argument
regarding the threat disclosure poses to the Department's ability to carry out executions. The Department has an
obligation to carry out lawful executions pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A. This statutory
responsibility conflicts with the Court's interpretation of the Public Records Act as applied to the Department and the
Board Rule protecting records where disclosure would jeopardize the ability of the Department to carry out executions
in the future.
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C. The Court erroneously determined that the public interest in confidentiality,
public safety and security did not outweigh the public interest in disclosure of
source information pursuant to Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a)(i).
Respondents asserted in their pre-hearing briefing and at the Show Cause hearing itself that
execution drug source records and information were being withheld from Petitioner, and from
public disclosure, pursuant to LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 135.06.

Specifically,

Respondents argued that revealing the identities of individuals involved in providing drugs used
during state-sanctioned executions would likely subject these individuals to significant harassment
and possible physical danger. Response to Petition for Writ of Mandate, p. 6-7. The Respondents
provided uncontroverted evidence in the form of an affidavit from Deputy Director Jeff Zmuda to
support this contention.

See Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, deputy director of Idaho

Department of Correction.

In his affidavit, Deputy Director Zmuda notes that prior to an

execution, all members of an execution team are assured that their identities will remain
confidential. Corrected Zmuda Affidavit, p. 3. Without these assurances, Zmuda attests many
individuals would not be willing to participate in the execution, fearing harassment and physical
danger. Corrected Zmuda Affidavit, p. 3. Petitioner did not present any evidence to contradict
Deputy Director Zmuda's factual assertions. The Department contends the source of execution
drugs is a member of the execution team and subject to the same protections against identification.
Further, Petitioner did not offer argument to counter the claims of undue risk to the source(s) of
personal violence and/or financial harm.
In its Order, the Court addressed Deputy Director Zmuda' s affidavit. The Court recognized
Zmuda's extensive experience and relied upon this affidavit to find the Respondents showed good
cause for redacting records that could identify members of the medical and escort teams. However,
it appears the Court did not consider Deputy Director's Zmuda' s assertions and concerns regarding
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disclosure of the source's identifying information. As previously noted, the Respondents did not
present additional evidence at the hearing, believing from the Court's prior scheduling order and
IRCP 74 that this would be a bifurcated proceeding. Respondents believed the April 5, 2018,
hearing would address the legal issues, with the Court requesting additional evidence or a review
of the documents following the hearing depending on the prevailing party. See Second Affidavit
of Jessica Kuehn.
Upon review of the Court's Order, Respondents contacted other state departments of
correction about specific information concerning the effects of disclosure of information regarding
execution drug source identity. As a result of these efforts, Respondents obtained an affidavit from
Carson Mc Williams, Division Director for the Arizona Department of Correction.

See

Mc Williams Affidavit, attached as an exhibit to Motion to Take Judicial Notice, filed
contemporaneously herewith. Mc Williams notes that an injection chemical supplier used by the
Arizona Department of Correction stopped supplying the Department with execution chemicals
after that supplier's identity was revealed during litigation. That supplier refused to continue
supplying lethal injection chemicals specifically because the supplier began receiving threats.
Mc Williams Affidavit, p. 2. Mc Williams noted that suppliers particularly fear harassment and
loss of business. Mc Williams' affidavit was submitted to an Arizona district court in Guardian
News & Media, LLC v. Ryan, 225 F.Supp.3d 858, 874 (D. Arizona, December 21, 2016).
Respondents request this Court take judicial notice of that proceeding and the McWilliams
affidavit that was entered as evidence in that proceeding.
Though not controlling, the Arizona district court's reasoning and reliance on Mc Williams'
affidavit is persuasive in this case. The district court found that previous disclosures of the identity
of drug suppliers had resulted in a refusal by suppliers to provide execution drugs, in response to
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the negative reaction by members of the public toward the manufacturer or supplier. Guardian
News, 225 F.Supp.3d at 876. The district court also identified two distinct risks posed by
disclosing execution drug sources: the inability of Arizona to carry out executions and harm to
the businesses of suppliers. Guardian News, 225 F.Supp.3d at 878. That case also involved an
attempt to compel disclosure of execution drug supplier identities, and its reasoning is persuasive
and supported by the Affidavits of Zmuda and Mc Williams.
Additionally, following receipt of the Court's Order and Peremptory Writ in this matter,
Deputy Director Zmuda contacted a past source oflethal injection drugs for the Idaho Department
of Correction. See Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda filed contemporaneously herewith. Deputy
Director Zmuda notes that the supplier previously used by the Idaho Department of Correction is
a legitimate business owner that continues to operate in the United States. The source reports
significant concerns regarding harassment and loss of business should the source's identity be
released. Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda. When contracting with the Department, the supplier
insisted on confidentiality, as the source feared harassment and harm to its business. Deputy
Director Zmuda reiterates that the Department has not disclosed the source's identity to anyone
outside of upper management within the Department.
Through briefing and oral argument, Respondents consistently maintained that the release
of information related to the identity of execution team members, including the source of the
'

execution chemicals, would threaten the public interest in confidentiality and public safety and
security. The Court accepted the Department's position as it relates to the medical and escort
teams, noting that Respondents showed "good cause in its significant concern for the personal
safety and security, at work and in the community, for those persons [the medical and escort
teams]." Order, p. 4-5. Thus, the Court approved redacting any personal identifying information
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of those individuals or information that could lead to the identification of such team members. The
Court recognized that the public interest in confidentiality and public safety and security applied
to the identities of the individual team members and outweighed the public's interest in disclosure.
On the other hand, the Court rejected this same reasoning as to the Department's attempts
to protect the identity of the source of execution drugs. In its Order, the Court appeared to interpret
Respondents' public safety concern related to the source as a fear that if source information was
released, execution drugs would become unavailable, executions would not occur, and such
absence of executions would threaten public safety. Order, p. 6. While Respondents did argue
that the information should be protected in part to allow the Department to fulfill its responsibilities
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A, the Department's authority and duty to carry
out executions is distinct from this public safety argument.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-

105(4)(a)(i), Respondents are entitled to withhold "any records of which the public interest in
confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in
disclosure." LC.§ 74-105(4)(a)(i).
Respondents maintain that disclosing records that identify the source of the execution
chemicals used in past executions, or anticipated to be used in future executions, subjects the
source to a significant risk of physical danger, harassment, and harm to business. Respondents
have provided evidence to support this contention: Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, Second
Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, and Mc Williams' Affidavit. The source Respondents seek to protect is a
legitimate United States business owner. This business reasonably fears that if the source's
identity were to be disclosed, the source would likely be subjected to harassment, threats, physical
harm, and loss of business. The source's voiced concern for its employees and business as well as
the Department's concern for the source's safety and confidentiality is as legitimate as that for the
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medical and escort team members, which this Court has already determined is a "significant
concern" for personal safety and security at work and in the community. Order, p. 5.
Petitioner did not present any evidence at the hearing to dispute Respondent's evidence
and argument that disclosure of the identity of execution drug source(s) would endanger the safety
and security of that individual or business. Petitioner cited several news articles in her brief, which
generally discussed laws and policies that made it more difficult for states to obtain and use
chemicals for lethal injection. The Court relies upon these articles as evidence that suppliers are
refusing to participate in lethal injections due to federal restrictions on the importation and
manufacture of drugs, as well as court decisions and policy decisions by the drug manufacturers.
This reliance fails to consider that at least some drug manufacturers and suppliers made those
decisions based on the fear of harassment, loss of business, and physical danger should their
identities be released. None of the articles cited by the Petitioner conflict with the evidence
Respondents provided at the hearing, and the additional evidence filed contemporaneously with
this motion.
The public interest in confidentiality, public safety and security of the source is substantial.
Respondents would submit, however, that the public's interest in disclosure related to the source
of the execution drugs is minimal. The source of the drug does not add to the public debate on the
death penalty as suggested by Petitioner. While the type, quality or nature of a lethal injection
chemical may be relevant to this debate - and Respondents have provided information on the same
to Petitioner - the identity of the source is not. This is especially true where Respondents have
averred that the source is a legitimate company operating in the United States. Other courts have
noted that the source of the drugs was not necessary to the public debate about the death penalty,
and that the real effect of disclosure is to extend pressure on qualified suppliers not to supply the
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drugs. See e.g., Wood v. Ryan, 2014 WL 3385115 (D.Ariz. July 10, 2014) (District Court upheld
nondisclosure of source information; 9th Circuit Court of Appeals reversed, requiring disclosure;
United States Supreme Court summarily reversed the 9th Circuit, reinstating the district court's
opinion). Though the 9th Circuit mandated disclosure of the source of execution drugs in this case,
Justice Bybee, dissenting, referred to a press release by the Arizona Attorney General. 4 The
Arizona Attorney General press release noted that the state was required to change its execution
procedures because it could no longer obtain Pentobarbital; when the identities of Pentobarbital
manufacturers were publicly disclosed, some manufacturers received threats from anti-death
penalty activists. Wood v. Ryan, 759 F.3d 1076 (9 th Cir. 2014) (summarily reversed by Ryan v.
Wood, 135 S.Ct. 21 (2014)). The source's identity is not relevant to the death penalty debate. The
type, quality, or nature of a lethal injection chemical may be relevant. The source's identity is not
a reliable means of determining the quality and nature of a lethal injection chemical. Rather,
independent laboratory testing is a more reliable measure of the chemical's efficacy, and a
condemned person can petition for independent testing of the chemical to be used in a pending
execution in advance of the scheduled execution. The only reason to obtain the source's identity,
as noted by Justice Bybee, is to provide an opportunity to harass and threaten the source.
The public interest in confidentiality, public safety and security outweighs the public
interest in disclosure. The Department and the source's concerns regarding the risk of harassment,
violence, and business loss support non-disclosure. Disclosure serves little interest aside from
providing a target for potential abuse.

D. It is unclear from the Court's Order whether the Court considered Respondents'
argument regarding its legislative authority to carry out executions and to
promulgate rules necessary for the exercise of this duty or the evidence presented
The press release can be found at https://www.azag.gov/press-release/state-arizona-announces-change-lethalinjection-protocol.

4
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that revealing source-related documents would jeopardize the performance of this
responsibility.
In its Order, the Court clearly considered the Respondents' arguments related to public
safety and security, and recognized the Board's authority pursuant to Idaho Code § 20-212 to
promulgate rules necessary for protecting the interests of confidentiality, public safety, security,
and habilitation. However, Board Rule 135.06 was not promulgated solely pursuant to the Board's
authority under LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i), but also to enable the Department to carry out lawfully
mandated executions. Upon review of the Court's Order, it appears the Court either overlooked
this separate and distinct legal argument or erroneously disregarded it and the evidence upon which
it relies. In overlooking this argument, the Court also did not afford the agency deference with
regard to its argument supporting the non-disclosure of the source's identity, and did not go
through the rationales for or against agency deference, though these were discussed at the hearing.

i.

The Board promulgated Rule 135.06 both to identify Department records for
which the public interest of confidentiality, public safety, security, and
habilitation outweighs the public interest in disclosure, and to exempt
disclosure of records where disclosure would jeopardize the ability of the,
Department to perform one of its legislatively mandated functions: carrying
out executions. It appears the Court did not consider this second justification
for the Rule and non-disclosure.

The Board of Correction has been expressly granted the control, direction, and
management of the state penitentiary. Idaho Constitution, art. X., § 5; Idaho Code§ 20-209; Burge
v. State, 90 Idaho 473,476,413 P.2d 451,452 (1966); Mahaffey v. State, 87 Idaho 228,232,392
P.2d 279,281 (1964); State v. Reese, 98 Idaho 347,348,563 P.2d 405,406 (1977). In accordance
with this Constitutional grant of authority, the Idaho Legislature enacted Chapter 2, Title 20,
creating the Board of Correction to control, direct, and manage Idaho's correctional facilities, and
to provide for the care and maintenance of all prisoners in its custody.
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Idaho Code §§ 20-212 and 20-244 empower the Board to make and adopt rules for the
management of prison administration. Waggoner v. State, 121 Idaho 758, 760, 828 P.2d 321, 323
(Ct. App. 1991 ). Because the Legislature cannot foresee all practical difficulties the Board may
encounter while carrying out its statutory duties, the Department of Correction, an administrative
agency, also has the implied powers that are reasonably necessary to implement the expressly
granted powers. Vickers v. Lowe, 150 Idaho 439,442,247 P.3d 666,669 (2011). Thus, the Board
of Correction's statutory powers include, but are not limited to, the power to make all necessary
rules to carry out its duties pursuant to Idaho Code§ 20-212. Idaho Code§§ 19-2716 and 192716A grant the Idaho Department of Correction specific authority to carry out executions. As
the death penalty is permissible under Idaho Code and Idaho's Constitution, and the Idaho
Department of Correction is tasked with administering and executing a death sentence, this
rulemaking power extends to executions.
Properly conducted executions are integral to carrying out the necessary, and expressly
legislatively granted, powers of the Board.

Thus, IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 was properly

promulgated as a rule necessary to the conduct of the Board of Correction's Constitutional and
statutory duties. This rule is not invalid and does not contradict the Legislature's clear expressions.
As previously noted, in enacting Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), the Legislature specifically deferred
to the Board's rulemaking authority pursuant to Idaho Code § 20-212, which includes its
identification of risks caused by execution-related disclosures.

Idaho appellate courts have

recognized, "Statutes that deal with the same subject matter are to be construed together to the end
that legislative intent will be effected. In construing statutes it is [the court's] obligation, where
possible, to adopt a construction that will harmonize and reconcile statutory provisions and to
avoid an interpretation that will render a statute a nullity." State v. Horejs, 143 Idaho 260, 266,
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141 P.3d 1129, 1135 (Ct. App. 2006) (citations omitted). This Court must construe the statutes
granting the Board power to promulgate rules and the Public Records Act to effect legislative
intent. As discussed supra, the Idaho Legislature clearly intended to defer to the Board's expertise
in granting the Board extensive rule-making authority related to executions. Both the Public
Records Act, in Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a), and Idaho Code § 20-212 expressly refer to this
authority, while Idaho Code§§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A expressly grant the Department authority
to carry out executions and develop any necessary procedures therefor. These statutes must be
construed together so as not to invalidate any of them and to give effect to legislative intent.
The Legislature has authority to designate rule-making authority to agencies, and
appropriately did so in Idaho Code§ 20-212. IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 was properly promulgated
pursuant to the Board's legislatively derived authority, and is a reasonable means of carrying out
the Department's duties, which include constitutionally sound executions. Board Rule 135.06 was
designed to promote the safety and security of the institution and all persons involved in
executions, but was also designed to allow the Board to carry out one of its Constitutional and
statutory functions - conducting executions.
As noted in the briefing and at the hearing, the Legislature explicitly granted the Board
significant discretion in determining records that would likely endanger the public or the
institution, or would likely jeopardize the ability of the Department to carry out executions. This
authority was given to the Board, not the courts. The Board and Department of Correction are
charged with many responsibilities related to the management of the state penitentiaries, including
carrying out executions. Thus, this agency is deemed by the Legislature to have expertise, and for
that reason has been granted authority to make rules necessary to perform its responsibilities. This
is what the Board did when it promulgated Board Rule 135.06. Not only is the determination of
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whether certain records should be exempt as dangerous to public safety or the ability of the
Department to carry out executions firmly within the purview of the Board and Department, the
Board and Department in fact reasonably interpreted the applicable statute and promulgated a
reasonable rule to serve those purposes. The affidavits entered into evidence in this case are
uncontroverted and should be relied upon to find that the Board properly promulgated and the
Department properly relied upon Board Rule 135.06 to deny disclosure of source identity
information. As discussed below, this finding is also supported by the experiences of courts and
departments of correction around the nation.
ii.

The Court should give deference to the Board's promulgation of Rule 135.06
and the Board and Department's interpretation of the Rule to exempt
disclosure of records that could identify the source of execution drugs because
the Board has been entrusted with the responsibility to administer the statutes
at issue, the agency's construction of the statutes is reasonable, the Legislature
has not expressly treated the precise question at issue, and the rationales
underlying deference to the Rule exist.

The Court did not afford the agency deference with regard to its argument supporting nondisclosure of the source's identity, and did not go through the rationales for or against agency
deference. In determining the appropriate level of deference to be given to an agency construction
of a statute, the Court should apply a four-prong test. J.R. Simplot Co., Inc. v. Idaho State Tax
Com'n, 120 Idaho 849,862,820 P.2d 1206, 1220 (1991).
First, the Court must determine whether the agency has been entrusted with the
responsibility to administer the statute at issue. J.R. Simplot Co., Inc., 120 Idaho at 862, 820 P.2d
at 1220. As previously discussed, the Public Records Act specifically defers to the Board and
Department's Idaho Code§ 20-212 rule-making authority in determining how to balance the public
interest in disclosure with public interest in confidentiality, public safety, and security. Thus, the
first prong supports agency deference.
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Second, the agency's construction must be reasonable. Id. Respondents have presented
uncontroverted evidence in the form of affidavits filed contemporaneously with its initial response
brief on March 14, 2018, and contemporaneously with this memorandum, demonstrating the harms
that will likely result if the Court were to mandate disclosure of source identifying information.
Idaho Code § 74-10 5(4 )(a) contemplates the Board engaging in a balancing test, and promulgating
appropriate rules. Given the specific harms noted by the Board, Board Rule 135.06 is a reasonable
interpretation of the statute. The Department has subsequently reasonably implemented Board
Rule 135.06 to deny public disclosure of the identity of the source of execution drugs.
Third, the Court must determine whether the statutory language at issue expressly treats
the precise question at issue. Id. Here, that statutory language would be contained in the Public
Records Act, and the statutes imposing the duty for carrying out executions on the Department.
The language of the Public Records Act does not treat the precise question at issue, and if it does,
it does so in support of the Board. Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a) is part of the Public Records Act,
and it provides exemptions to public disclosure ofrecords, specifically records of the department
of correction in which "the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation
clearly outweighs the interest in disclosure as identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho
board of correction under section 20-212, Idaho Code." Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a)(i) (emphasis
added). The statutory language does not answer the question of which records of the department
involve the public interest in disclosure, and in fact expressly defers to the Board's authority to
identify the records which must remain confidential pursuant to its rule-making authority. Further,
Idaho Code§ 19-2716 specifically assigns the duty to carry out executions to the Department of
Correction, without providing any procedural limitations. The Board promulgated Board Rule
135.06 to identify those situations requiring non-disclosure under the Public Records Act to
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safeguard confidentiality, public safety, and security, and to enable the Department to carry out
executions.
The final prong in determining the amount of deference to afford an agency is whether
some of the rationales underlying the rule exist. J.R. Simplot Co., Inc., 120 Idaho at 862, 820 P.2d
at 1220. If some rationales exist and others are absent, the Court must engage in a balancing test
and ultimately determine whether a "cogent reason" exists for denying the agency deference. Id.
The five rationales to be considered by the Court are repose, whether the agency's interpretation
is practical, legislative acquiescence, contemporaneous agency interpretations, and agency
expertise. Id. at 863-866, 1221-1223. The rationales most strongly favoring granting the agency
deference in this case are the practicality of the agency's interpretation, legislative acquiescence,
and agency expertise.
The agency's interpretation of the statute is practical. The agency has been granted the
express authority pursuant to LC. §§ 74-105(4)(a)(i) and 20-212 to engage in the balancing test
contemplated by the board of correction exemptions to the Public Records Act and promulgate
rules applying the Public Records Act exemptions and carrying out executions required by Idaho
Code§§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A. As stated herein, supra and infra, the Department and sources
have expressed significant and realistic concerns related to harm that would accrue to a source if
the source's identity were released. Disclosure of source information would threaten public safety
and the ability of the Department to carry out executions in the future. Thus, the Board Rule is a
practical means of weighing the public's respective interest and applying the Public Records Act
and the Board's rule-making authority.
In addition, the Idaho Legislature has acquiesced to the Board's extensive rule-making
authority. First, the Legislature actually granted the Board extensive authority to promulgate any
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rules necessary to carry out its responsibilities, including conducting executions. Second, the
Legislature has continued to grant the Board wide discretion in promulgating rules related to its
duties in LC. § 20-212 since 1947. The Legislature also continued to recognize the Board's
authority to conduct the balancing test contemplated in LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) after the Board
promulgated Rule 13 5 .06 identifying a wide range of records that would be exempt from disclosure
as jeopardizing the Board's ability to carry out executions in the future.
Third, the agency has expertise and uses this expertise when promulgating rules. As noted
previously, the Board and Department of Correction are granted wide discretion because they are
viewed as possessing expertise. The Department is granted the authority to carry out executions.
Idaho Code §§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A. The Board is granted the authority to promulgate rules
necessary to the performance of the Department's responsibilities. LC. § 20-212. The Public
Records Act clearly exempts certain records of the department of correction and charges the Board
with conducting the necessary balancing test. LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i). Reading these statutes
together, it is clear the Legislature intended to rely upon the Board's expertise and defer to the
Board in making and interpreting rules necessary to the performance of its duties.
The rationales of repose and contemporaneous agency interpretations do not strongly
support granting the agency deference, as Board Rule 135.06 has not been in place or relied upon
for long, and there were few formal contemporaneous agency interpretations of the Rule. Though
this Rule lacks support from formal contemporaneous agency interpretations, the Board and
Department have continuously relied upon this Rule to deny requests for execution-related records
in which the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, and security outweighs the public
interest in disclosure, or for which disclosure would jeopardize the ability of the Department to
perform lawful executions. Even if the Court does not find these two rationales support agency
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deference, the Court should engage in the weighing of the rationales and grant the rationales
supporting deference much greater weight. While Rule 135.06 itself has not enjoyed a long
history, the Board's wide rule-making authority has. The Department's statutory authority for
carrying out executions has existed in some form for over one hundred and fifty years, and the
Board's statutory authority for promulgating rules necessary for the conduct of its duties has
existed for more than seventy years. LC. § 19-2716; LC.§ 20-212. The numerous statutes granting
the Board and Department wide discretion demonstrates the Legislature's acquiescence and intent
to defer to the Board's expertise. Thus, the Court should determine that the rationales favor
granting the Board and Department deference in the interpretation of the applicable statutes.
iii.

Experiences of other departments of correction in the United States, and
decisions of other courts, while not controlling, are persuasive and support
Respondents' contention that records identifying the source of execution drugs
should be exempt under the Public Records Act, as disclosure would threaten
confidentiality, public safety, and security, and would jeopardize the ability of
the Idaho Department of Correction to carry out lawfully mandated
executions.

Departments of correction and courts in other states have also grappled with whether the
source of lethal injection drugs should be disclosed as a public record. Though the courts have
split on this issue, there are several cases that this Court should consider as persuasive to deny
Petitioner access to information about the source of execution drugs. Missouri has considered the
production of records related to the source of execution drugs on more than one occasion. As the
Legislature has in Idaho, Missouri's legislature has granted the Missouri Department of Correction
significant discretion in promulgating rules related to carrying out its functions, including
executions. Bray v. Lombardi, 516 S.W.3d 839,844 (Missouri Ct. App., W.D., 2017). There, the
Missouri Court of Appeals was considering the board of correction's promulgation of a rule
defining an execution team to include pharmacists and suppliers of execution drugs pursuant to a
statute allowing the department to select an execution team. Id.
22
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The court found that the

legislature had granted the board the authority to define an execution team, and that the court
would not interfere with the board's determination absent a clear abuse of discretion. Id. The
court also noted it was a "foreseeable consequence of releasing the identifying information of
pharmacists supplying execution drugs that such pharmacists could face harassment, or even
threats of violence, by those seeking to thwart executions via avenues which bypass the
legislature."

Bray, 516 S. W.3d at 844.

In holding that the department need not disclose

infonnation that could identify the source, the court recognized that such disclosure would likely
be used as a "back-door means" of frustrating the state's ability to carry out lawful executions. Id.
The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals identified similar concerns and applied similar reasoning
in another case out of Missouri. In that case, two inmates sought to discover the identity of the
source of the execution drugs used by the Missouri Department of Correction. In re Missouri
Department of Corrections, 839 F.3d 732, 736 (8 th Cir., 2016). Again, the court noted the interest
of the state in exercising its "sovereign power to enforce the criminal law," including its duty to
carry out executions. Id. The court found it reasonable to conclude that if the source's identity
were publicly disclosed, the ability of the department to carry out its responsibilities would be
frustrated by suppliers refusing to provide chemicals for execution. Id. Ultimately, the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals held the state had a legitimate interest in carrying out the functions of the
department of correction, and that the disclosure of the source's identity would provide little
benefit to the inmates, but do significant harm to the state.

In re Missouri Department of

Corrections, 839 F.3d at 737.
Tennessee has had an interesting recent history with respect to the disclosure of execution
drug sources. In 2011, the Tennessee Court of Appeals required the department of correction to
disclose source identities as public records. Following that decision, the Tennessee Department
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of Correction found it unduly burdensome to perform its duty to carry out executions; so much so
that the less than two years later, the Tennessee legislature enacted specific statutes to exempt
source information from public record disclosure. West v. Shofield, 460 S.W.3d 113 (Tenn. Sup.
Ct., 2015).

In 2015, the Tennessee Supreme Court considered inmates' attempts to obtain

information about the source of a drng through the civil discovery process. Id. Though the
Tennessee case involved a statute directly prohibiting the release of source information under the
state's public records act, the court's discussion is persuasive. Id. The court in West v. Shofield
considered the legislature's concerns in enacting the specific statute and the numerous states that
have protected source information and the reasoning behind that protection. Id. at 124. The court
noted that the legislature heard testimony from individuals involved in the execution process who
had experienced or feared harassment and threats to themselves and their families should their
identities become known. This fear was so great that when members of the execution team testified
in court about a separate Eighth Amendment claim against a lethal injection protocol, they testified
from behind a screen for their protection. Id. at 123. Additionally, the court noted states such as
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, and Arizona have all expressed concerns about the safety of
individuals involved in an execution team should their identities be released, and the ability of the
state to carry out executions if suppliers cannot be assured anonymity. West v. Shofield, 460
S.W.3d at 124.
In 2013, Georgia enacted a statute specifically exempting the disclosure of all "identifying
information" about any person who participates in the execution process, including those who
manufacture, supply, or compound execution chemicals. Ga. Code Ann. § 42-5-36(d). The
Supreme Court of Georgia had an opportunity to discuss this statute and the public availability of
information about executions shortly after the enactment of that statute. Georgia recognized that
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the government, as well as victims, have an overwhelming interest in carrying out a lawful
sentence. Owens v. Hill, 758 S.E.2d 794, 800 (Georgia S.Ct., 2014). The Georgia court also
recognized that though tradition has allowed some public access to execution proceedings, there
is a similar longstanding tradition of concealing the identities of those who carry out executions.
Id., citing California First Amendment Coal. V. Woodford, 299 F.3d 868,876 (9 th Cir., 2002). The
comi explains the necessity of this secrecy in order to avoid subjecting the participants to
harassment and retaliation, as well as maintaining the ability of the state to obtain volunteers to
assist with carrying out executions. Id. at 316, 805.
Florida courts have recognized similar concerns. In Bryan v. State, the Florida Supreme
Comi recognized that disclosing information about those participating in an execution would likely
jeopardize the person's safety and welfare by exposing that person to "potential harassment,
intimidation, and hann." Bryan v. State, 753 So.2d 1244, 1251 (Florida S.Ct., 2000).
While none of these cases are controlling on this Court, their reasoning is consistent and
persuasive. Courts have routinely noted and accepted the very concerns discussed in the affidavits
presented to this Court as evidence in this case: safety of the persons participating in the execution
and the ability of the state to carry out the execution as mandated by law. The Board of Correction
reasonably interpreted the Department's statutory duty to carry out lawfully-imposed executions.
The Board thereafter duly promulgated Board Rule 135.06, directing the Department to protect the
identities of execution team members and ensure that information that could jeopardize its ability
to conduct an execution remains confidential. Based on the training and experience of its senior
agency staff, borne out by the experiences of myriad departments of correction across this country,
the Department has rationally interpreted its authority and responsibility to carry out executions to
include the duty to maintain the identity of an execution drug source confidential. The Department
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has never disclosed the source and reasonably requests the Court reconsider its prior order to do
so now.
Based on the foregoing, Respondents respectfully request the Court grant Respondents'
Motion to Reconsider.

Respectfully submitted this 8._~y of May 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

~EHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents
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)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF
JESSICA KUEHN

)

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

Respondents.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

I, Jessica L. Kuehn, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
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1.

I am a deputy attorney general, assigned to the Special Prosecution Unit,

Criminal Division. I have been assigned to the above-entitled case. I make this affidavit
based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

On March 7, 2018, this Court entered an Alternate Writ of Mandate and

Order to Show Cause, and an Order to Show Cause. These documents adopted the
scheduling order stipulated to by the parties, which contemplated a response brief by
Respondents and a reply brief by Petitioner. The Order also scheduled the hearing for
April 5, 2018.
3.

The Court's Order to Show Cause noted that the April 5, 2018, hearing

would be held pursuant to LC.§§ 74-115(1) and 74-116(1), and IRCP 74.
4.

Neither LC. § 74-115(1) nor LC. § 74-116(1) set forth a specific procedure

for the show case hearing. LC. § 74-116(1) provides that the court "shall decide the case
after examining the pleadings filed by the parties and such oral arguments and additional
evidence as the court may allow. The court may examine the record in camera in its
discretion." LC.§ 74-116(1).
5.

IRCP 74 is more specific as to the procedure to follow for an Alternative

Writ. IRCP 74(b)(l)(C) provides that "no contested trial of the petitioner for peremptory
writ may be had at a show cause hearing." IRCP 74(b)(l)(C). In fact, at a show cause
hearing based on an Alternative Writ, the Court may hear only "limited testimony as to
whether the alternative writ should remain in force pending trial on the merits." IRCP
74(b)(l)(D). Understanding this unambiguous language to mean that the show cause
hearing was not the time and place for a contested trial of merits of the Petition,
Respondents presented only limited testimony to support its legal argument. See Second
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DATED this 29 th day of May 2018.

By <;Jf~
J~

L.Kuehn

Subscribed and sworn to me on this 29th day of May 2018.

Residing at: --1-.........~L..Lf=-eJ~
My Commis
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the '2.~ iJ'ay of May 2018, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN
on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho .org

Via Electronic Filing
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> viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
>
>
> ---- Original Message ••• ,.
> From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.Jdaho.gov>
> To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2011 9:46 PM
> Subject: Pentobarbllol

·- .. -·- .. -►- ... ,.. --•·•

>
>Mr.Harris
>
> I am contacting you Inquiring about the avallablllly of Pentobarbllol.
>
> Thank you
>
>

> Randy Blades
> Warden
> Idaho Maximum Security Institution
> 208-338-1635
> rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
>

>
>

>
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Q5/2;l/2012 Brent Reink~: Fwd:HE;: Le:;ivitt ·

..-rl::..t':J·'Cc.,
From:

Date:
Subject:

-( ,9~f~ ~~

Olivia Craven
Reinke, Brent
5/26/2012 4:03 PM
FWd: RI:: Leavitt

Just to let you know:
• We diifnot receive Leavitt's commutation petition until 5:10 p.m. cin Frtday, 5/2S. This FeaHy puts us In a bad position because I
have acomrrilssioner gone next week oh vacation. AND, the commissioners have hundreds of reports they have to read for parole
heartngs. We could not copy the tons of Information the attorneys sent and get It to Fed Ex to sehd to 'the Commissioners, because
there 1vas so much. So, th.e commissioners l~ill hot get the docum~nts unm n·ext 1'/eek,
* As !\old vo.u, because of the late submission of the commutatioii petition, we cannot deliberate oh the petition until 6/5/12 and it
might have ta be 6/6/12before we do. tliis. (I have little doubt the attorneys planned this.) . . .
·
* I have asked Mark Kubinski to review two letters the attorneys included in the documenta!ion, as I am concerned about some of
their reqJes~/dlrectives. Mark wiHOot get to this until Tuesday. .
. .
.• . .
. .
. .
. . •
• Iain gia~)hatl canceffed niyOenver trip;as this looks like this will.all be last minute and I need to be around, ratherthan gone
from the office.
.
. .
.
.
·
• Wes has talked to 'both Wardens at ISCi and ICC about us moving our heari(lgs on 6/12/12.to ICC. I did not make a pubiic
antiouricen:i~rit and will n:Ot until Tuesday (5/29) .. Had I known this before, we would have bullt this into the sth~dule. I need to
make su(e !hire 'are not going to be any other hang-ups that mlgtit delay the execotlcin. Once infr schedule went out, ltls abig
deal fo ch\inge. We will do this, but I need to make Sure there ivlffbe no.delays. ltt has Visiting on thafTuesilay and they Will
have to shut down all of the machines In ihe visiting rooin, so It Is ah Issue for them, also. (Just letting you know.)
·
* I have not been involved In ahv of the meetings like I was lvith Rhoades, so iiiaybe I need to be invited to cover any Issues With
us. If i can't be there, wes can.
·
· ·
I have a commitment 1vith,niy grandson every morning next week,but you can reach me ori my phone. He Is going to footbali
canip anilI.an:iNs only transportation. i will be at Eagle High SchO<il and will be able to work. Totally available on the phbne, so
plea Se feerfre~· to call me.
OIMa
.

»> .Brent Reinke 5/24/2012 6:15 PM.>»
Good evening Olivia, this Is were we are as of this 5:pm. Thanks, Brent

The lnfonMti'on contained lri this ·e:.maH message .and_any attachments may be prtvileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not tnelntendea recipient or an agent responS1ble for deliv,rlng It tolneintenaecl (eciplent, you·are. hereby notified that
,my r~vleW/dissemination, dls)r.ibutiort or copying of this comtnu.nication Is strictly prohibitedilf y~u have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachinen~ fr8in your computer.
·
Brent DRelnke,Director.
Idaho DepafuiJ/int of torrecaon.
1299 N, oii:l:,aH!, Boise, idaho 83706.
OF(i~e: (2,0V'.fi.5§.,~f~<i
F a x : - · · ··
Cell·
e·ma, : brem I'@ . oc.ldaho.gov
»> Mark Kubinski 5/24/2012 3:51 PM»>
Attached is an update on the sta\us of the various cases pending tight now.
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Brel)t Reinke
Reinke, Brent
Date:
5/29/2012 2:54 PM
E:xecution Status
Subj1.?d::
Attachments: Brent Rei~ke.vcf

from:
TO:

TO:Waho Legislafors
FROM: Brent D. Reinke
DATE: May 29, 2012
RE: Execution status
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carry out the court ordered execution of Richard
Leavitt two weeks from today on 'fuesday, June 12th at 10:00 a.rn. There are l'lve major Iegal thalleriges
underway that seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures. The legal
challenges include filings in Federal District Court, the Idaho supreme Court, and the State District Court.
0

the media lawsuit is arllwing the most atte[ltion ..Idaho news media are thaliel)ghig iDOC's execution
protocol, rf=questing access to witness the hiSertiOh oft.he IV. 'fhe bepartmeht has refusea tiJis atc'es's.
Protecting the Identity of the execution team Is essential, and carrying o_ut the process In the same
ma~iie.rJn which teams have trained for months is also essential. Tlie media case Will be mediated later
this week.
We'll provide an update next Tuesday, one week prior to the execution, unless any major changes occur.

The information contained in this e'rnaH message .and any attachments may be privileged and

-~~~~cohfidentiar.iHhe·readerurthl,rrte~ageis.iclt1:heintendectreclplent·or-an.igenhespbhsible·fo
deliverfog it to the intended recipient, you are liereby notil'ietl that any review; tlisserninatioh, distribution
or coriying of this cori1111.linicaUonls strictly prohibited. If you hllve received this communication In error,
please notify the senderimrnediately by replying to this e-inail and delete the message and any
attai:hme~ts
tOmplit~r.
.· .
. - ~- - from yqur
.
'.
.

.

Bren~ D ~~inke, Director. .
Idaho Department of Correction.
1299 N. orchard, Boise, Idaho .83706.
olftce: (2q8) Gss-2p9

<l ' . ·.•.• JiJ-7404 .
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TO: Director Reinke
FROM: JeffRay

RE: Answers to your death penalty questions

Q: How many states still have the death penalty?
A: Thirty-three. Connecticut became the 17th state to abolish the death penalty in April, 2012
Q: How many inmates has Arizona executed using only pentobarbital?
A: Tln·ee. The state began using only pcntobarbital for an execution on February 29, 2012. It
It has used it for executions on March 8, 2012 and April 25, 2012

\
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Brent Reinke
[Everyone Everywhere]
Date:
11/18/2011 12:05
Text of 6:00 a.m. Media briefing
Subject:
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf
From:

To:

Staff:
Below is the text of comments delivered to the media this morning prior to the Department carrying out the death warrant
issued for Paul Ezra Rhoades. In coverage, the media agreed the Department truly performed this difficult duty with
professionalism, respect and dignity. Thank you all for your professionalism today.
Paul Ezra Rhoades Execution
November 18, 2011
6:00 a.m. media briefing

Good morning. I'm Brent Reinke, Director of the Idaho Department of Correction. Thank you for being here today.
We gather today for what courts and a jury of the people determined Is Justice In three murders that happened nearly 25
years ago. Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State of Idaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professlonallsm, respect and
dignity for all Involved.
Idaho's criminal code outlines this obligation as a part of the public safety duty provided by the Department of Correction.
As I have in the past, I have seen the professionals at the Department of Correction step up and undertake
this mission with thorough preparation and tremendous dedication. I must pause and say to all who have
trained for this duty, thank you for your dedication under the tremendous stress associated with this
obligation. We also must say thank you to the other criminal justice partners who are here with us to assist
with ensuring calm and orderly operations as this morning moves forward.
In pddition to the prison and probation and parole staff from the Idaho Department of Correction, we
appreciate assistance and patrols from:
*The Ada County Sheriffs Office
*Tl,,,, Idaho State Police
*Boise City Police
*and Kuna Fire
These partners are providing extra patrols and support for perimeter security, while prison staff remain
focused on operational duties.

As Governor Otter said, Paul Ezra Rhoades has taken full and unfettered advantage of his rtght to due process of law for
more than two decades. That process Is running its course.
The law requires and justice demands that Mr. Rhoades be held accountable for his actions. This is what a judge and Jury
have directed, and what the law requires of the Department of Correction. Today, we carry out the execution order we
received on October 19th.
Here's what you can expect this morning. This will be our only briefing until after the procedure is performed. Between now
and then, the Department will carry out the procedures as outlined in the Standard Operating Procedures.
The State's witnesses and the condemned witnesses are gathering at two separate locations as we speak at the Idaho
Maximum Security Institution. These Include family representatives of the victim, criminal justice professionals representing
the various stages in the process from apprehension of the condemned, to the prosecution and sentencing,.and the appeals
process managed by the Attorney General's Office.
These witnesses also include the inmate Rhoades' family. Media witnesses have been selected and will be announced
following this briefing. The witnesses will be asked if they want to come to this tent to answer any questions you might
have. We are all witnesses to justice, as prescribed by law.
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Paul Rhoades is currently housed in the Idaho Maximum Security Institution's, F-Block.
He will be moved to the execution chamber about 7:20 am. The witnesses will be moved into the chamber a sho,t time

later. I will assure there is no last minute stays. Once initiated, the process will take approximately 20-25 minutes.
Once the procedure is complete, the witnesses will remain until the Ada County coroner pronounces death and removes the
body. We will provide an update to the media if anything outside the normal procedures occurs that causes a delay,
otherwise, the media witnesses the Ada County Coroner and I will return to the tent at approximately 9:30am.
Here is the current operational status. The prison facilities south of Boise are on lock-down, high alert. This means inmates
will remain in their cells until normal operations are resumed at the command of the warden.
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From:

Brent Reinke
charlesabrown@cableone.net
CC:
rboone@ap.org; tdvorak@ap.org
Date:
11/16/201117:52
Subject:
Request to View
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vd

To:

To:

Charles Brown, Attorney at Law charlesabrown@cableone.net

Cc:

Rebecca Boone, Associated Press rboone@ap.org
Todd Dvorak, Associated Press tdvorak@ap.org

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 16, 2011
RE:

Request to view

Dear Mr. Brown,
Thank you for your letter regarding your clients' desire to view all
aspects of the November 18 execution of Paul Ezra Rhoades. The changes
you have requested at this late hour to lDOC's execution procedures
would have a potentially disruptive effect on the entire process. Among
other things, It could compromise the anonymity of members of IDOC's execution
team.
We are aware of the Ninth Circuit Court's ruling which you cite in your
correspondence. The ruling was based on facts unique to (afifornia.
In the months to come we shall review every aspect of Friday's
execution. As we do, we shall welcome your clients' Input on how we can
improve this process.
Sincerely,
Brent D. Reinke, Director
Idaho Department of Correction
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LAW OFF ICE

No. 2925

P. 1/3

CHARLES A. BROWN

ATTORNEY Ai LAW

November 16, 201 I

VIA MAIL AND FACSlMILE TO: 208-327-7404, 208-327-7485, 208-334-34.54
AND EMAIL TO; breinke@idoc.idaho.gov, mkubinski@idoc.idaho.gov,
david.hensley@gov.idaho.gov
Brent Reinke, Director
Idaho Depa11ment of Correction
Mark R.ubinski, Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Depa11me11t of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
David Hensley, Chief of Staff
Office of the Governor
P:O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0034
Dear Sirs:
I am legal counsel for The Associated Press, The Idaho Press Club, The Post Registe
r, Bla~kfoot
· Morning News, Idaho Statesman, Idaho State Journal, Lewiston Tribune, Newsp
aper Association
ofldaho, Idaho State Broadcasters Association, and The Idaho Press Tlibune.
I am writing you in regard to the scheduled execution of Paul Ezra Rhoades set
fot this Friday,
November I 8, 2011. It appears that Idaho's protocol conflicts with the law as set forth
in the Ninth
Circuit.
There is a 20 minute windo'iv in Idaho's protocol that does not'allow the media or any
other witness
to the execution to view the entirety of the process. In this case, witnesses will not
be allowed to
view the condemned inmate being strapped down and tho IV's being inserted.
As you know, there is a First Amendment right to view all aspects of the execution.

324 Main St., P.O. Box 1225, Lewiston, ID 83501
Qrfii,A l?OA\ 7dA-00A.'7' ~r1,-clm ll"' 1,,n•1 ?A<-<a H
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LAW OFFICE

No. 2925

P. 2/3

Brent Reinke, Director
Mark Kubinski, Deputy Attorney General
David Honsley, Chief of Staff
Page2
November 16, 2011

When Rebecca Boone, a newswoman for The Associated Press, talked to you, Director Reinke,
about her concems and the application of the Ninth Circuit case, you indicated you would review
the situation. Ms. Boone followed up with an email to Jeff Ray, the Public Information Officer for
the Idaho Department ofC01rection, on November I 5, 2011, again reiterating her concerns at which
time Mr. Ray responded as follows:
The procedures were developed so that we could preserve the dignity ofthe offender.
After discussing the matter with Director Reinke and legal counsel, we have chosen
to follow the procedures as they are written.
The purpose of this letter is to request reconsideration of that position. Tho Ninth Circuit case in
qu~~tion is California First Amendment Coalition v. Jea1me Woodford, 299 F.3d 868 (9th Cir. 2002),
30 Media L. Rptr, 2345 (Aug, 2002). ·
In that case the Ninth Circuit specifically dealt with the situation where "witnesses were not
permitted to watch Bonin [the condemned prisoner] as the guards brought him into the chamber, tied
him down to the gurney, inse1ied the intravenous lines and left him alone to await the warden's order
to dispense the chemicals. Rather, by the time prison officials opened the chamber curtains,
pe1mitting the witnesses to see inside the chamber, Bonin lay motionless on the gurney, appearing
to be asleep or sedated. (Bonin had not, in fact, been sedated.) The lethal chemicals were then
administered-without any announcement to the witnesses-and after several minutes, Bonin was
· declarnd dead, The witnesses, therefore, obsetved Bonin as he died, but were unable to see the
processes leading to that point."
The Ninth Circuit Court stated:
The issues presented involve the balance between the State's ability to cany out
executions in a safe and orderly manner and the public's right to be info1med about
how the State and its justice system implement the most serious punishment a state
can exact from a criminal defendant-the penalty of death,
The Couit specifically found that "we reach the question and conclude that the public does indeed
eitjoy a Fh'st Amendment right of access to view executions from the moment the condemned is
esco1ted into the execution chamber,"
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LAW OFF I CE

No. 2925

P. 3/3

Bl'ent Reinke, Director
Mark Kubinski, Deputy Attorney General
David Hensley, Chief of Staff
Page:3
November 16, 2011

In explaining its opinion, the Comt specifically stated:
Independent public sc111tiny-made possible by the public and media witnesses to an
execution-plays a significant role in the proper functioning of capital punishment.
An informed public debate is critical in determining whether execution
by lethal
injection comports with "the evolving standards of decency which mark the progres
s
of a maturing society." (citation omitted) To detennine whether lethal ii1jectio
n
executions are fairly and humanely administered, or whether they ever can be,
citizens must have reliable information about the "initial procedures," which are
invasive, possibly painful and may give rise to serious complications.
Mu~)l more is known today than when the ntles were written about complications
involving lethal
injection. In 2009, the exeoutio11 ofRomell Broom was halted after Ohio prison authori
ties spent an
unprecedented two hours trying to insert a needle. According to news accowits, Broom
said he was
stuck with needles at least 18 times, with pain so excn1ciating he cried and scream
ed.
In Oregon's last execution in 1997, there were also delays because the IV team
had trouble finding
a suitable vein. Witnesses must see and hear the inmate's reaction and the staff discuss
ion to fully
evaluate the state's performance.

Please inform Ms. Rebecca Boone or Mr. '!'odd Dvorak, both with The Associated Press
no later than
5:00 p.m. today, November 16, 201 l, whether viewing during the 20 minute time
period will be
allowed. Their email addresses are as follows: tdvorak@ap.org and rboone@ap.o
rg
Thank you for your consideration.

Charles A. Brown
Attorney at Law
CAB:clb

(This facsimile consists of three (3) pages.)
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J. (11/1~/2011)Zaine Baird -Slightly revised Media schedule (OPEHATIONALMEMONOTE)

Teresa Jones
Baird, Zaine; Ray, Jeffrey; Tewalt, Josh
Kempf, Kevin
Date:
11/16/2011 16:50
Subject:
Slightly revised Media schedule (OPERATIONAL MEMO NOTE)
Attachments: media schedule.doc

From:
To:
CC:

Zaine and Jeff - latest copies for you with what we agreed to change Jeff.
JOSH,
Please note the Operational Period timeline sent to all staff yesterday has two things that are slightly different than
what we're providing to the media. One Is significant, the other is not.
The 1 page memo to all staff has the drawing for media witnesses at Sam. It will be at 5:45am.
The larger issue Is that the memo still notes the media center is at 11 a.m., but it is now 1 pm. In the last meeting
with the Director, Jeff and staff from ISCI It was moved to 1 pm.
We're publishing the timeline on the website tomorrow so if there are any concerns let me know.
Thanks,

Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite #110
Boise, ID 83706
tjones@idoc.idaho.gov
(208) 658-2138
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
··!this message Is not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the
message and any attachments from your computer.
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Page 1

.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety. Accountability.
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Tentative schedule for November 18. 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel

5:45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses
6:00 a.m. Short news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke

7:00 a.m. IDOC van available for transport to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7:20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7:45 a.m. Witnesses are escorted into execution chamber
8:00 a.m. IMSI"s warden reads death wan-ant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist
8: l Oa.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a._m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses
l 0:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes
I :00 p.m. Media center closes

1299 North Orchard· Suite 110 ·Boise· Idaho· 83706 · Phone (208) 658-2000 · Fax (208) 327-7404
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director

1<-~L'N.'"\:{'

Cc:

Idaho Criminal Justice Commikio
Idaho Congressional Delegation

Date:

November 16, 2011

RE:

Execution Update

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State of Idaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Department is in the final days of preparation for the execution of
Paul Ezra Rhoades. Here's a brief update of the current status.
Judge Bush rejected Paul Ezra Rhoades' request for a stay of execution late Monday, but another legal
challenge has been filed.-The execution remains scheduled for November 18 at 8 a.m.
The execution and escort teams are currently practicing twice daily. They are ready for this duty.
Probation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. Idaho State
,·folict; bu;sc JJoi1ce, (he Ada County She1ifrs Office &ud Kuna fire are also assisting leading ui, io m,,. <luring
the execution.
The Department will go into an Incident Command Strncture (ICS) for the execution procedures on Thursday
and will remain in !SC until several hours after the process is complete. Staff is receiving operational briefmgs.
I will brief the media at 6 a.m. on Friday and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless
circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans for the procedure:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Friday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines.
The Depaitment's web site is our main avenue for providing information to the public. These documents will
be made available to the public via the web site as well.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I again want to lift up and thank the employees who have trained for this duty. They continue to perform with
professionalism and dedication while under tremendous stress associated with this obligation.
There will be no further pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs:

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Tentative schedule for November 18, 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel
5 :45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses announced
6:00 a.m. Shott news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke
7:00 a.m. IDOC van available for transport to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7:20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7:45 a.m. Witnesses are escorted into execution chamber
8:00 a.m. IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist
8: 10 a.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a.m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses

1299 NORTH ORCHARD · SUITE 110 · BOISE · IDAHO · 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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10:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes
I :00 p.m. Media center closes

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 · BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons Is prohibited on IDOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior Is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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I{11/1Ql,J011)Zaine Baird~ Executi6nUpdate

From:
To:
CC:
solar ...
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Page

Zaine Baird
Legislature 2011
andrew_mitzel@crapo.senate.gov;

ICJC;

jake.ball@mail.house.gov;

11/10/2011 14:03
Execution Update
StaffUpdate 11.09.11.pdf

Sent on behalf of Brent Reinke.
The attached was sent to Idaho Department of Correction staff on
November 9, 2011.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327.7404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any
attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately
by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all ofus to step
up our game.
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.

When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November I 8th•
Current Status and What's Ahead
Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider inmate Rhoades commutation request.
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18th and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front of!SCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make certain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC} recognizes the public's right to exercise their First .
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC Is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b} Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d} Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances Is prohibited.
h} Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices Is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all ofus to step
up our game.

If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November 18 th •
Current Status and What's Ahead
Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider inmate Rhoades commutation request.
th
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18 and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front of!SCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make certain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

Fmm, Bre•ID. Rei•ke, Direoto<
Cc:

&~

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: November 4, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For Depaiiment staff involved, the
days are filled with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly
involved, the focus remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.
Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a commutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November 18th •
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and suppo1t
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to report from a media tent that will be set up in
front ofISCI.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty.
The Depaiiment has asked staff to stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect

Idaho
through
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 4, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always

Assault at Orofino
A stark reminder this week to stay focused on safety always. An inmate assaulted two food service
staff in the Orofino kitchen. Both officers, thankfully, suffered minor injuries and were back at work
the next day. Two inmates working in the kitchen intervened, preventing more serious injuries. The
inmates ignored inmate code and helped, holding down the attacker until reinforcements arrived. I'm
thankful to the staff and inmates who responded and kept the situation from becoming more serious.
Graduation
!DOC celebrated a milestone last week. 13 probation and parole officers graduated from the
department's first combined !DOC/law enforcement core academy. Welcome to the new staff.
Currently, a group of 30 correctional officers are being trained at POST. They graduate on November
16th at 3pm from the POST academy in Meridian.
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For those involved, the days are filled
with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly involved, the focus
remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.
Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a cornmutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
th
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November 18 .
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and suppott
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to report from a media tent that will be set up in
front of!SCI. Jeff Ray will manage all media requests. If you are approached by the media, please
forward them to Jeff Ray at 658-2141 or jeray@idoc.idaho.gov.
Media have been advised they can do live shots from the entry way on Pleasant Valley, but must
work with Jeff to enter the road in front of south Boise prisons.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty. Please keep this in mind as you visit with
family, friends or as you communicate via social media.
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While we have a 1 Amendment right to say what we want on social media sites, please remember
Facebook and other social media outlets are public forums. Don't say anything that would cause you,
or the department, embarrassment. You represent IDOC, so please think about the Code of Ethics and
Conduct before you press "enter."
Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. If you have questions we haven't answered, please
ask, and take care of each other!

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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\r (10/27/2011) Zafne 13aird - Re: Merrioiandumfrorii Brent R~inke, lbO(;

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

· Pagefl

<janicemcgeachin@gmail.com>
"Zaine Baird" <zbaird@idoc.idaho.gov>
10/26/2011 20:11
Re: Memorandum from Brent Reinke, IDOC

Director Reinke and staff,

My prayers of support will be with you during this time. Not an easy time, especially for the family and
friends oF the victims. I respect the manner in which you carry out your duties.
Representative McGeachin

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
-----Original Message----From: Zaine Baird <zbaird@idoc.idaho.gov>
Date: Wed, 26 Oct 2011 16:25:13
To: janicemcgeachin@gmail.com<janicemcgeachin@gmail.com>
Subject: Memorandum from Brent Reinke, IDOC
Please find attached a memorandum from Director Reinke regarding the execution.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327.7404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your
computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Idaho Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals at the Department of Correction routinely follow court orders, which sentence inmates
to serve time in prison, or to probation or parole. But for most of staff, this is the first time they have
been involved in a court-ordered death sentence.

We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me provide a briefing on three items.
1. The current status
2. What we expect
3. A solemn duty
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November I 8th execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with cmTent Supreme Comt rnlings.

At central office, I have communicated with the board, the governor, criminal justice representatives
and legislators. Public Information Officer Jeff Ray has sent notification to the media and the state
witnesses asking those who wish to attend to provide the required information. The witness pool is
very limited with the witnesses identified in policy.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations until the actual execution.
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The planning team is meeting regularly with the partners who will provide security and support
during the execution. The Idaho State Police, Ada County Sheriff's Office, Boise Police, and Kuna
Fire Department will be on site with many Department of Correction professionals and specialty
teams.

What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer and do expect legal filings
attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change in timeframes, lawmakers
will be notified.
The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disrnptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24 hours of the event. The
depaiirnent wants to keep inteirnptions to the inmate population to a minimum.
A Solemn Duty
A jury weighed evidence in the case, found the condemned guilty and sentenced him to death. A
judge issued the death wairnnt. Our mission requires us to focus on our court-ordered duty. It will be
carried out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.
I know some of you are probably concerned about IDOC's professionals and the burden of this duty.
We have a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) team trained and available. They will
provide debriefing sessions for all involved staff to help provide wellness checks and resources for
those impacted.
IDOC has a death row link on the front page of our web site (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information about the death row population and the process underway. If you have additional
questions, let me know.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

To:
All Staff ·
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals here routinely follow court orders which sentence inmates to serve time in prison, or to
probation or parole. But for most ofus, this is the first time we've been involved in a court-ordered
death sentence.
We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me talk a little about three things.
1. The current status
2. What we expect
3. Information to help you answer questions you receive from family and friends
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November 18th execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with current Supreme Court rulings.
At central office, I have communicated with the board, the governor and other criminal justice and
legislative representatives. Public Information Officer Jeff Ray has sent notification to the media and
the state witnesses asking those who wish to attend provide the required information.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations up until the actual execution.
These are all elements outlined in the preparation and notification phase in the first 9 days after
receiving a warrant.
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What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer. Inquiries should be forwarded
to the public information officer at 658-2141 or jeray@idoc.idaho.gov.
We do expect legal filings attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change
in timeframes staff will be notified.
The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disruptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24-hours of the event. We want to
keep interruptions to our inmate population to a minimum.

Information To Help You Communicate
This execution is not about the department. Our mission requires us to focus on the victims and our
court-ordered duty. A jury weighed evidence in the case and found the condemned guilty and
sentenced him to death. A judge issued the death warrant. The execution is what the court has
ordered, and it will be carried out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.
Someone will probably ask you what's going on. All the information provided in this memo is public.
We have a death row link on the front page of our website (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information. Invite people to review the website. Educate them not just on this, but on what you do
365 days a year to keep the public safe.
Most IDOC staff raised their right hand and swore to protect the public. This is a time for us to
demonstrate the professionalism we value and exhibit daily.
Please remember during the days ahead to be focused on Mission First, Safety Always. If you have
questions we haven't answered please ask, and take care of each other!

Black Hat
Mission:
Ta protect

Idaho
through
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Brent Reinke
[Everyone Everywhere]
Date:
10/19/2011 16:47
Subject:
!DOC serves Death Warrant
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf
From:

To:

To: All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC se,ves death warrant for Idaho inmate
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and begin execution procedures as specified by pcllcy. This Is a time when we
must show the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved.
Thank you for your se,vice.
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves inmate with death warrant

BO!SE--At 4: 15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction se,ved Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurling.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was Immediately moved to an Isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail if you wish to

schedµle an inte,view.

Below, we've Included the news release Issued by the Attorney General's Office earlier today.
For Immediate Release
October 19, 2011
Media Contact: Bob Cooper
(208) 334-4112
Court sets execution date for Paul Ezra Rhoades

(Boise) - Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurllng Issued death
warrants today for Paul Ezra Rhoades for the 1987 murders of Susan
Michelbacher and Stacy Baldwin. The execution date is set for November
18, 2011.
Susan Michelbacher Case:

A Bonneville County jury found Rhoades guilty of first-degree murder,
first-degree kidnapping, robbery, rape, and the infamous crime against
nature In 1988, In the death of Susan Mlchelbacher. Rhoades kidnapped
Ms. Michelbacher from a supermarket parking lot In Idaho Falls. He took
her to a remote location, raped and brutalized her, then killed her.
On March 24, 1988, Rhoades was sentenced to death by Seventh District
Judge Larry M. Boyle.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed Rhoades' conviction and sentence on
November 14, 1991.
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U.S. District Judge Edward J. Lodge denied Rhoades' petition for a writ
of habeas corpus on March 28, 2007, and the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed Judge Lodge's decision Involving guilt-phase Issues on
March 8, 2010 and sentencing-phase issues on July 15, 2010. On February
10, 2011, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals denied his petition for
rehearing. The United States Supreme Court denied Rhoades' petition for
certiorari on October 11, 2011.
Stacy Baldwin Case:
A Bingham County jury found Rhoades guilty of first-degree murder,
first-degree kidnapping, and robbery in 1988, In the death of Stacy
Baldwin. On February 28, 1987, Rhoades kidnapped Ms. Baldwin from a
convenience store near Blackfoot. Ms. Baldwin was a clerk on duty in
the store. Rhoades forced her Into his pickup truck, drove to a
secluded area and attempted to sexually attack her. Ms. Baldwin broke
free and ran. Rhoades fatally shot her as she fled.
On May 13, 1988, Rhoades was sentenced to death by Seventh District
Judge James C. Herndon.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed Rhoades' conviction and sentence in the
Baldwin murder on February 15, 1991.
U.S. District Judge Edward J. Lodge denied Rhoades' petition for a writ
of habeas corpus on May 24, 2007, On March 8, 2010, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals Issued an opinion affirming Judge Lodge's decision. On
February 9, 2011, the Ninth Circuit Court denied Rhoades' petition for
rehearing In the Baldwin case. The United States Supreme Court denied
Rhoades' petition for certiorari on October 11, 2011.
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Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/2011 16:47
Subject:
!DOC serves Inmate with death warrant
Attachments: Brent Relnke.vd
From:

To:

To: All Lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC serves inmate with death warrant
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and have begun execution procedures as specified by policy. Policy and death row
Information is available on fine at http://www.ldoc.ldaho.gov/
·
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves Inmate with death warrant
BOISE--At 4:15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction served Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
.as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shlndurllng.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was immediately moved to an isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been Incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail If you wish to
schedule an Interview.
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From:

Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/201110:07
Subject:
!DOC Update: Possible Execution
Attachments: IDOCFallUpdate.2011.pdf; Brent Reinke.vcf

To:

To: Statewide lawmakers
From: Brent D, Reinke, Director
RE: Possible execution
Date: October 19, 2011
Possible Execution
Last week, the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to consider Paul Ezra Rhoades death sentence appeal. The Department of
Correction has been preparing for the posslblllty of an execution for the two years, and just posted an updated policy to
guide the execution process. IDOC's execution procedures are available onllne, To see the policy, go here:
http: ljblt.ly/oKedol
General death row Information Is available and will be updated on our website: htto:ljwww.idoc.ldaho.gov/ Look for the link
near the middle of the front page,
If.required, we will carry out this duty professionally, with dignity and respect for all involved and impacted.
Please note the attached brief sheet provides a quick summary of Rhoades status as of October 18th. We will update you
when a death warrant is delivered.
IDOC Updates
The brief sheet below has other updates as well including turnover Information and population Information.
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Idaho Prepares for a Possible Execution
The U.S, Supreme Court has denied a request from Idaho death
row inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades to review his case and stop his
execution. With most of his appeals exhausted, this decision
means an Idaho court could issue a death warrant for .Rhoades
within the next few days or weeks. Once the department receives
a death warrant, the agency has 30 days to prepare for and carry
out an execution.
Pictured above is the IMS! cell

Preparations are well underway to ensure that, if an execution is
block where an execution would
required, the agency is ready to do its statutory duty. IDOC is fin- occur.
ishing the remodel of an existing cell-block at the Idaho Maximum
Security Institution, moving the execution chamber from an old trailer. The department has also revised policy to reflect
the current procedures accepted by the United States Supreme Court.
!fan execution does occur, the department will allow employees to withdraw from the process without prejudice. Idaho's
last execution was in 1994 when Keith Eugene.Wells
requested his death
sentence move forward without further appeals.
.
.

High turnover continues· for prison's most critical safety staff: the correc~
tional officer. An average of 11 correctional officers departed each month
in the first quarter of the new fiscal year. The monthly chum added up to a
23% turnover rate last year. JDOC is on track for a similar rate this year.

!DOC held a job fair for veterans in October to help fill officer openings.
·

Training Program
New recruits are teamed up with
field training officers. Good mentors help new recruits understand
the organization, establish safe
practices, and will help reduce
turnover.
Turnover is highest among new
officers and the initial training is
very costly to the department and
state. Stabilizing the workforce is a
priority.
Idaho Department of Correc6on
658·2000

Furloughs and eliminating overtillle pay, reduced pay for officers by thousands of dollars. The department used salary savings from retirements, open
positions, and the closure of a work center to eliminate furloughs and pro. vide incentive pay. Below are three of the initiatives proposed to keep talent
from leaving for greener pastures. .

Funded Overtime
Pay for overtime was among the
agency's first budget cuts in 2008.
Staff and facilities have struggled
since to ensure essential safety
posts are staffed.
The department hopes to fund
overtime for essential services in
prisons and the community.

1299 N. Orchard, Suite #110
P, 0. Box 83720
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!DOC imple-.
mented incentive
pay for members
of three specialty
teams who to respond to emergencies.

f . ~ 2 - ~ ~ ~ - _.i

Members of CERT training this summer.

The 50-cent in·centive honors
team members for training and
being on call 2417.

Boise, ID 83720-0018
Jdoc.lclaho.gov
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When it comes to cost per imnate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate. The national average was $75.
ilm' ~-c· Idaho's bed cost was $52.22 in fiscal year 2010. In fiscal year
=1,'JIJJ;; 2011, Idaho's average per day cost increased to $52.88 with the
opening of the Correctional Alternative Placement Program
(CAPP). The CAPP lease cost is factored into the cost per day.
A snapshotsurvey ofbed costs taken in May 2011
shows.Idaho's per inmate costs is lower than the na-

tional average. The survey was complet(!d by the ,A.ssociation of State Correctional Administrators.

The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
show how Idaho compares.

The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the
cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 2011. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 million meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of·
budget reductions the past two years .. ·
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

Population Update
IDOC finished the fast quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 inmates,
110 inmates more than was forecast. Inmates sentenced to term remain below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are
higher than was forecast (38). Parole violators make up the bulk of
the forecast variance with 105 more than expected.

'·"" + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IDOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of 99%.

7,100

+-.- - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - ~

News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stem made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(ISCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stem said he
was impressed by the staff's professionalism and how
staff engage the offender population.

He plaris to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stern to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stem to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues,
ICC Lawsuit Settled
Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).

The court sealed details of a settlement with inmate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other inmates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving conditions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review 18
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened inmates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriff's office and an increase in training
for officers.
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From:
To:
CC:
solar ...
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Page 1

Zaine Baird
Legislature 2011
andrew_mitzel@crapo.senate.gov;

ICJC;

jake.ball@mail.house.gov;

11/10/2011 14:03
Execution Update
StaffUpdate 11.09.11.pdf

Sent on behalf of Brent Reinke.
The attached was sent to Idaho Department of Correction staff on
November 9, 2011.
Zaine Baird, Management Assistant
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0018
Ph: 208.658.2115
Fax: 208.327.7404
The information contained in this e-mail message and any
attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately
by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: November 9, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Over the course of the next week, our department will be thrust into the spotlight as the Department carries out
a court-ordered execution. The perceptions that are formed now will endure for years to come. The conduct of
each and every one us, on and off duty, will help form those perceptions. This is the time for all ofus to step
up our game.
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's - opinion and operations. You are
certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be cautious about what you say. With emotions
running high, even a seemingly benign remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to our public information office. A
tidbit of information from you could quickly grow into a damaging rumor. It is critical that we speak with one
voice. Please do not discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
The men and women of !DOC have a great reputation here in Idaho and in correctional circles across the
country. We have a lot to be proud of and much to protect. Please make a special effort to put your best foot
forward between now and November 181h.
Current Status and What's Ahead
Legally, the Parole Commission has decided not to consider inmate Rhoades commutation request.
We do believe the execution will occur on November 18th and ask that everyone plan and prepare
accordingly as we carry out this statutory obligation.
•

Probation and parole officers are now patrolling the roadway in front of the south Boise
facilities to help secure facilities.

•

On Thursday of this week, the media will do a site check at the location in front ofISCI where
a tent will house media wishing to report on the November 18th execution. Warden Smith and
Public Information Officer Jeff Ray will manage the Thursday visit.

•

Also tomorrow, one of the anti-death penalty organizers will meet with prison staff to learn
about the guidelines for demonstrations.

We will have guidelines to make ce1tain any guests on site for the execution know the safety rules.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for all involved remains our focus during this duty.
Thank you for your continued professionalism. Stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always. The
days ahead will include some extra pressure so take care of yourselves and each other!
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

1

;

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: November 4, 2011

Mission First, Safety Always
Execution
We are now two weeks into the preparations for an execution. For Department staff involved, the
days are filled with planning, communicating and verifying procedures. For those less directly
involved, the focus remains on daily duties related to protecting the public.
Legally, a non-profit group has filed a lawsuit to block the execution and Paul Rhoades's attorneys
have filed a commutation request with the Parole Commission. Either of these actions could result in
a delay. As of this writing, there is no execution delay and we remain focused on November 18th •
The facilities south of Boise continue training and preparing. Probation and parole officers will join
Ada County, Idaho State Police, Boise City Police and Kuna Fire to provide extra patrols and support
for perimeter security, while prison staff remain focused on operational duties.
Approximately 50 media representatives have asked to report from a media tent that will be set up in
front ofISCI.
Professionalism, dignity and respect for the condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and
inmates in facilities remain our focus during this duty.
The Department has asked staff to stay focused on Mission First, Safety Always.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho
through
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

To:

Idaho Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Congressional Delegation
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Date: October 26, 2011
Mission First, Safety Always
Execution Update
Six days ago, we received and delivered the death warrant from the court to Paul Ezra Rhoades.
Professionals at the Department of Correction routinely follow court orders, which sentence inmates
to serve time in prison, or to probation or parole. But for most of staff, this is the first time they have
been involved in a court-ordered death sentence.

We carry out this duty very somberly, but with the utmost professionalism, dignity and respect for the
condemned, witnesses, victims' families and all staff and inmates in facilities. With that framework in
place let me provide a briefing on three items.
I. The current status
2. What we expect
3. A solemn duty
The Current Status
The execution procedures standard operating procedure (SOP 135.02.01.001) provides a very detailed
outline of the procedures leading up to the November 1gtli execution. It divides the process into main
timeframes: 30-21 days, 21-7 days, 7-2 days, 24-12 hours prior to the execution, and final
preparations. The SOP is in compliance with current Supreme Court rulings.

At central office, I have communicated with the board, the governor, criminal justice representatives
and legislators. Public Information Officer Jeff Ray has sent notification to the media and the state
witnesses asking those who wish to attend to provide the required information. The witness pool is
very limited with the witnesses identified in policy.
At the Idaho Maximum Security Institution, Warden Blades delivered the death warrant to inmate
Rhoades. Inmate Rhoades has been relocated to the holding cell in the newly-remodeled F block
where the execution chamber is housed. He has been informed of the process and is working through
his requests and being allowed visitors per policy.
Those included in the execution and escort teams have prepared with simulations for the past year
and will continue preparations until the actual execution.
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The planning team is meeting regularly with the partners who will provide security and support
during the execution. The Idaho State Police, Ada County Sheriff's Office, Boise Police, and Kuna
Fire Department will be on site with many Department of Correction professionals and specialty
teams.

What We Expect
Idaho hasn't had an execution in 17 years, but nationwide many states have performed executions.
We anticipate interest will increase as the execution date draws closer and do expect legal filings
attempting to stop the execution. If any of those filings result in a change in timeframes, lawmakers
will be notified.
The Operations Division is drafting a message for the inmate population on what kind of disruptions
to regular events they can expect, especially when we are within 24 hours of the event. The
department wants to keep interruptions to the inmate population to a minimum.
A Solemn Duty
A jury weighed evidence in the case, found the condemned guilty and sentenced him to death. A
judge issued the death warrant. Our mission requires us to focus on our court-ordered duty. It will be
can-ied out with professionalism, respect and in a dignified fashion.
I know some of you are probably concerned about IDOC's professionals and the burden of this duty.
We have a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) team trained and available. They will
provide debriefing sessions for all involved staff to help provide wellness checks and resources for
those impacted.
IDOC has a death row link on the front page of our web site (www.idoc.idaho.gov) with added
information about the death row population and the process underway. If you have additional
questions, let me know.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho

through
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[ (10/20/2011) Zaine Baird - IDOC serves inmate with death warrant
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Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/2011 16:47
Subject:
!DOC serves inmate with death warrant
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf
From:

To:

To: All Lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke
Date: October 19, 2011
RE: !DOC serves inmate with death warrant
The Department will be releasing the following news release this afternoon at approximately the same time we share it with
you. We have received the death warrant and have begun execution procedures as specified by policy. Policy and death row
Information is available on line at http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/
Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves Inmate with death warrant

BOISE--At 4:15 p.m., the Idaho Department of Correction served Inmate Paul Ezra Rhoades, #26864, with a death warrant
. as ordered by Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shindurling.
The warrant orders that Rhoades be executed on November 18, 2011 at 8 a.m.
Per !DOC policy, Rhoades was immediately moved to an Isolation cell at IMS!. Rhoades has been incarcerated at the facility
south of Boise since March of 1988.
Note: Director Reinke will be available tomorrow between 9 a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail if you wish to
schedule an Interview.
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From:

Brent Reinke
Legislature 2011
Date:
10/19/2011 10:07
Subject:
!DOC Update: Possible Execution
Attachments: IDOCFal!Update.2011.pdf; Brent Relnke.vcf

To:

To: Statewide lawmakers
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
RE: Possible execution
Date: October 19, 2011
Possible Execution

Last week, the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to consider Paul Ezra Rhoades death sentence appeal. The Department of
Correction has been preparing for the possibility of an execution for the two years, and just posted an updated policy to
guide the execution process. IDOC's execution procedures are available online. To see the policy, go here:
http:1/blt.ly/pKedol
General death row Information Is available and will be updated on our website: http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/ Look for the link
near the middle of the front page.
If required, we will carry out this duty professionally, with dignity and respect for all involved and Impacted.
Please note the attached brief sheet provides a quick summary of Rhoades status as of October 18th. We will update you
when a death warrant Is delivered.
!DOC Updates

The brief sheet below has other updates as well including turnover Information and population Information.
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When it comes to cost per imnate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate. The national average was $75 .

.. , ~· Idaho's bed cost was $52.22 in fiscal year 2010. In fiscal year
·_, ~~ 2011, Idaho's average per day cost increased to $52.88 with the
:s;.;Uiti.
opening of the Correctional Alternative Placement Program
(CAPP). The CAPP lease cost is factored into the cost per day.
A snapshot survey of bed costs taken
The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
shows _Idaho's per inmate costs is lower than the nashow how Idaho compares.
tional average. The survey was completed by the Association of State Correctional Administrators.
The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the

cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 2011. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 million meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of
budget reductions the past two years.
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

Population Update
IDOC finished the first quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 imnates,
110 inmates more than was forecast. Imnates sentenced to tenn remain below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are
higher than was forecast (38). Parole violators make up the bulk of
the forecast variance with 105 more than expected.
IDOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of99%.

News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stern made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(ISCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stern said he
was impressed by the staffs professionalism and how
staff engage the offender population.
He plans to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stern to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stem to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues.
ICC Lawsuit Settled

Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).
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The court sealed details of a settlement with imnate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other imnates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving conditions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review 18
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened imnates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriff's office and an increase in training
for officers.
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How Idaho Stacks Up
When it comes to cost per inmate, Idaho comes in nearly $23 below the national average.
Oklahoma has the lowest cost beds at $41 per day, according to a
survey taken by the Association of State Correctional Administrators. Massachusetts topped the scale of the 33 states responding at
nearly $126 per inmate, The national average was $75.
0
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A snapshot survey of bed costs taken in May 2011

shows_ldaho 's per inmate costs is lower than the nationa/ average. The survey was completed by the _Asso-

1

The self-reported survey isn't scientific, but provides a snapshot to
show how Idaho compares.

ciation a/State Correctional Administrators.

The department's initiative to reduce meal costs has been one of the
cost control factors. Each meal served in Idaho prisons cost 81 cents in fiscal year 2011. That cost has dropped by 13 cents
in the past three years. A total of 4.5 million meals were served last year. The department reduced its food budget as part of
budget reductions the past two years.
Incarcerated Offender Population
FY07 to FY11 and current count

(Population Update
!DOC finished the first quarter of this fiscal year with 7,572 inmates,
110 inmates more than was forecast. Inmates sentenced to term remain below forecast (33), those sentenced to retained jurisdiction are
higher than was forecast (38). Parole violators make up the bulk of
the forecast variance with 105 more than expected.
7,NJ

!DOC is using more county jail beds than expected. Specialized beds
make it difficult to remain at the budgeted capacity of99%.

+-----------------
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News Briefs
Special Master Update
Court-appointed special master Dr. Marc F. Stem made
his first visit to the Idaho State Correctional Institution
(!SCI) in September. During his visit, Dr. Stem said he
was impressed by the staff's professionalism and how
stafr'engage the offender population.

He plans to visit again in the next few weeks. Federal court
Judge Winmill selected Stem to review medical and mental
health care in a 30-year-old prison condition case known as
Balla. The court asked Stem to make recommendations,
but his scope will not include monitoring duties.
Balla I is shorthand for the initial order entered in the
Balla case in 1985, which addressed medical and mental
health issues.
ICC Lawsuit Settled
Corrections Corporation of America has settled two lawsuits
involving inmates at the Idaho Correctional Center (ICC).

The court sealed details of a settlement with irunate
Marlin Riggs. Riggs filed the suit after he was attacked
by other inmates.
A class action suit in Boise federal court was also settled
in September. The class action suit sought a change in
the way CCA runs ICC. The private prison company and
ACLU agreed to focus resources on improving condi•
lions at ICC rather than litigating allegations.
Director Brent Reinke has directed staff to review 18
key items in the settlement to make sure they comply
with the contract with CCA and the state.
Safety measures identified include an agreement to
leave more prison beds open so threatened inmates can
be moved, a requirement to report serious assaults to the
Ada County sheriff's office and an increase in training
for officers.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

To:

Legislators

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director

I
Cc:

Idaho Criminal Justice Commi:lsio
Idaho Congressional Delegation

Date:

November 16, 2011

RE:

Execution Update

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State ofldaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Department is in the final days of preparation for the execution of
Paul Ezra Rhoades. Here's.a brief update of the current status.
Judge Bush rejected Paul Ezra Rhoades' request for a stay of execution late Monday, but another legal
challenge has been filed. The execution remains scheduled for November 18 at 8 a.m.
The execution and esco1t teams are currently practicing twice daily. They are ready for this duty.
Prohation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. l<laho Stat~
i'oh.:•,, Boise Poiice, the Ada Comity Jiteriff's Office and Kuna Fite are also assisting lea<lrng up and <l'.lu,:g
the execution.

,u

The Department will go into an Incident Command Structure (ICS) for the execution procedures on Thursday
and will remain in ISC until several hours after the process is complete. Staff is receiving operational briefings.
I will brief the media at 6 a.m. on Friday and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless
circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans for the procedure:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Friday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines.
The Depmtment's web site is our main avenue for providing information to the public. These documents will
be made available to the public via the web site as well.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I again want to lift up and thank the employees who have trained for this duty. They continue to perform with
professionalism and dedication while under tremendous stress associated with this obligation.
There will be no fu11her pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs.

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Tentative schedule for November 18, 2011
4:00 a.m. Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel
5:45 a.m. Selection of news media witnesses announced
6:00 a.m. Short news media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke

7 :00 a.m. IDOC van available for transport to demonstration area from media center
7:15 a.m. News media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution
7:20 a.m. Offender is moved from isolation cell to execution chamber
7:30 a.m. IDOC van returns from demonstration area
7:45 a.m. Witm:ss~s are esco1ted into execution chamber

8:00 a.m. IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses
8:03 a.m. Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement
8:07 a.m. IDOC's director re-confirms that no legal impediments exist

8: IO a.m. Administration of chemicals begins
8:30 a.m. Coroner enters chamber, examines the condemned and pronounces death
9:30 a.m. News media briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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10:30 a.m. Demonstration area closes
1:00 p.m. Media center closes
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First .
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

SAFETY:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior Is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices Is prohibited.

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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1.(12(91/2011) Yvonne Johnson - Re: Final Tally of ~xecution Costs
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Brent Reinke
Senator Elliot Werk
CC:
Yvonne Johnson
Date:
12/1/2011 7:29 AM
s1.11?ject:
Re: Final Tally of Execution Costs
Attachments: Brent Reinke3.vd

From:
To:

Senator we are processing pay role this week, and should have an over view by mid December. Brent.
The information contained In this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it tothe intendetl recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution
or copying of this communication Is strictly prohibited. If you have receivE!d this communication in error,
please notify t.he senaer imlnediateiy by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
Stent D Reinke, Dire?t:ot.
Idaho Department of.Correction.
1299 N. brchard, Bolse, Idaho 83706.
Office: (208) 65~~2139

~

e-mail: breihke@icloc,1daho.gov

>>> "Senator Elliot Werk" <elliotwerk@gmail.tom> 11/29/2011 8:12 PM>>>
Description: C:\Users\1:lliot\AppData\Roarnirig\Microsoft\Stationery\seal.gif
ELLIOT WERK
IDAHO STAIE SENAiE
Brent:
First, thank you for your professional and compassie>nate handling of the
execution. I am certain that it was h.ard on your staff and on you.
Now that it is over I would like to un.derstated the costs of the execution
from soup to nuts. Staff tiine, consultants, materials, labor, drugs, etc.
I know that you have other things to do but it seems important to fully
understand the cost in time, materials, and effort to complete an execution.
Thanks for your help.
Elliot
6810 Randolph Drive
Boise, ID 83709
658-0388
Click Here to View My Web Site <http://www.elliotwerk.org>
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Governor

Media center schedule for June 12, 2012
Revised at 1:23 p.m., June 11, 2012
4:00 a.m.

Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel

6:00 a.m.

Demonstration areas open

8:00 a.m.

Access to media center closes, brief remarks by !DOC Director Brent Reinke

8:45 a.m.

Media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution

9:35 a.m.

Witnesses enter viewing rooms

9:40 a.m.

Escort team transports condemned into execution chamber

10:00 a.m.

IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses

10:03 a.m.

Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement

10:07 a.m.

IDOC's director confirms that no legal impediments exist

10: IO a.m.

Administration of chemical begins

I 0:30 a.m.

Coroner enters chamber and pronounces death

10:35 a.m.

Warden declares the execution complete

11 :00 a.m. * Post-execution news briefing featuring remarks by:
•

Brent Reinke, Director, Idaho Department of C01Tection

•

Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General, State ofldaho

•

Rebecca Boone, Associated Press, Boise

•

Ruth Brown, Post Register, Idaho Falls

•

Scott Logan, KBOI-TV, Boise

•

John Funk, Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa

•

Tom Moss, fonner Bingham County prosecutor

*Time is approximate. Please reji-ainfimn asking questions until all of the speakers
have had an opportunity to share their initial impressions.

1:00 p.m.

Media center closes

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C. L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Legislators
Idaho Criminal Justice Commission

Idaho Congressional Delegation

From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Cc:

Mark Warbis, Office of the Governor
Board of Correction

Date:

Juue 11, 2012

RE:

Execution Update

Matt Orem, Division of Financial Management
Richard Bums, Office of Legislative Services

Execution of an offender under the sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities assigned to the
Department of Correction and the State ofidaho. We must perform this solemn duty with professionalism,
respect and dignity for all involved. The Depaitment is entering the final 24-hour period prior to the scheduled
execution of Richard Albeit Leavitt. As we did in November, we are providing a brief overview of the
time lines.
The execution remains scheduled for June 12, 2012, at IO a.m. As the 9th Circuit Court ordered, Judge Lodge
issued an ittjunction allowing witnesses to view the entire procedure. The current remaining legal challenge, a
request to stay the execution, is before the United States Supreme Comt.
Execution and escort teams have practiced for months. They are ready for this duty.
Probation and parole officers are providing extra patrols surrounding the facilities south of Boise. Idaho State
Police, Boise Police, the Ada County Sheriff's Office and Kuna Fire are also assisting leading up to and during
the execution.
The Department went into an Incident Command Strncture (JCS) for the execution procedures on Friday at 5
p.m. and will remain in ICS until several hours after the process is complete. I will brief the media tomorrow at
8 a.m. and plan no other communication prior to the execution unless circumstances change.
I'm including two documents to provide a snapshot of the plans:
• The first is a Tentative Schedule of what will occur on Tuesday.
• The second is Demonstrator Guidelines. The area for demonstrators opens at 6 a.m.
The Department's website is our main avenue for providing information to the public.
http://www.idoc.idaho.gov/content/prisons/death row
I want to lift up and thank the staff who have trained for this duty, those who are required to put in ove1time
and the partners who assist in planning_and suppmting safe operations during this duty. All continue to
pe,form with professionalism and dedication while under stress.
There will be no fmther pre-execution updates unless a change in status merits an update.
Encs.

Tentative Schedule
Demonstrator Guidelines
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty,
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on (DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31 /12
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

Media center schedule for June 12, 2012
4:00 a.m.

Media center opens to pre-approved news media personnel

6:00 a.m.

Demonstration areas open

8:00 a.m.

Access to media center closes
Brief remarks by IDOC Director Brent Reinke

9:00 a.m.

Media witnesses transported to Idaho Maximum Security Institution

10:00 a.m.

IMSI's warden reads death warrant to offender and witnesses

10:03 a.m.

Warden asks offender ifhe wishes to make a final statement

I 0:07 a.m.

IDOC's director confirms that no legal impediments exist

I 0: IO a.m.

Administration of chemical begins

10:30 a.m.

Coroner enters chamber and pronounces death

10:35 a.m.

Warden declares the execution complete

11 :00 a.m.

Briefing by IDOC Director Brent Reinke and media witnesses

· 1:00 p.m.

Media center closes

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE(208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Answers to common questions
Leavitt execution
June 12, 2012

Q: What will Mr. Leavitt's last meal?
A: Mr. Leavitt was given the choice of any dinner on the Idaho Department of Correction menu. He
chose baked chicken, french fries and milk. It will be served to him at 6 p.m. Monday night.
Q: What will Mr. Leavitt being doing in the hours leading up the execution?
A: He will have the opportunity to meet with his attorneys and approved visitors. He will also be
able to talk on the phone.
Q: Who has been visiting Mr. Leavitt?
A: !DOC is not releasing their names to protect their privacy

Q: What will happen to Mr. Leavitt's remains?
A: He will be cremated and the ashes will be given to his family.
Q: Who will witness the execution?
A: The state's witnesses are:
Erwin Sonnenberg, Ada County Coroner
Scott Andrew Bingham County Prosecuting Attorney
Dave Johnson Bingham County Sheriff
Mark Warbis, Communications Director, Office of the Governor
Lawrence Wasden, Attorney General, State of Idaho
Robin Sandy, Chahman, Board of Correction
The media witnesses are:

,,,..-;'
Rebecca Boone, Associated Press, Boise
Ruth Brown, Post Register, Idaho Falls
Scott Logan, KBOI-TV, Boise
John Funk, Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa

/0,2)2)

At the request of the families of the victim and the condemned, IDOC is not revealing who, if
anyone, will witness the execution on their behalf.

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

Jeffrey Ray
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
06/06/2012 09:58
Media Heads Up

In a few minutes IDOC will issue this news release.
JFR

Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
Commission Denies Leavitt's request for commutation hearing

BOISE, June 6, 2012 - The Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole decided late
Tuesday, June 5, to deny the request for a commutation hearing submitted on behalf of
Richard Albert Leavitt, who was sentenced to death for the 1984 murder of Danette
Jean Elg of Blackfoot in eastern Idaho's Bingham County.
Governor C.L. "Butch" Otter received the Commission's recommendation without
comment.
Seventh District Judge Jon J. Shindurling issued a death warrant for Leavitt on May 17.
The execution is set for 10 a.m. on Tuesday, June 12.
News release issued by:
Jeff Ray, Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
Work: (208) 658-2141
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:
From:
Date:
RE:

Brent D. Reinke
Director

All Staff
Brent D. Reinke, Director
June 5, 2012
Execution Update

The Department is entering the final phases of preparations for the execution of Richard Leavitt and
several more appeals have been rejected.
An appeal challenging the lethal injections procedure was dismissed on Monday.
This afternoon, a Federal Court judge rejected the media's request to witness the insertion of the IV.
Protecting the identity of the execution team remains essential and this ruling helps us protect the
teams suppo1ting this comt-ordered duty. The media has a&pealed to the Ninth Circuit Comt of
Appeals. This will be one of the items considered by the 91 Circuit Court on Thursday.
Later today, we anticipate the parole commission will make a decision on Leavitt's sentence
commutation request.
As the legal processes continue, so does the preparation work. Staff, specialty teams, and criminal
justice partners continue to train for the Tuesday, June 12th, 10 a.m. execution. Internally, our focus
leading up to the execution remains on professionalism, dignity and respect.
We'll provide an update next Monday, one day prior to the execution, unless any major changes
occur.

~Hilt
M~m.tl
RllJltlt«t
Mffla

ti~
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Jeffrey Ray
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
06/05/2012 08:15
Media witnesses selected

From:

To:
Date:

Subject:

Here are the names of the media witnesses for the June 12 execution:
Statewide print
Witness: John Funk/Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa
Alternate: George Prentice/Boise Weekly, Boise
Statewide lV/radio
Witness: Scott Logan/KBOI-lV, Boise
Alternate: Justin Corr/KlVB-lV, Boise
County of conviction
Witness: Ruth Brown/Post Register, Idaho FaUs
Alternate: Robert Hudson/Morning News, Blackfoot
Associated Press
Witness: Rebecca Boone
Alternate: Todd Dvorak

Jeff Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Departrnent of Correction
c. idaho. gov
jeray@jqo
,
,

•,

',

'
•

r,c '",----;-

.

'

•

·.•-.

-,

The information contained in t_his e-mail message and any attachments may be
privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or
an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby n6tifil=!d
that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachrnents
from your computer.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

News Media Witness Drawing
8 a.m., Tuesday, June 5, 2012
IDOC Central Office, 1299 N. Orchard
Statewide print
1. John Funk/Idaho Press Tribune, Nampa/Witnessv

2. George Prentice/Boise Weekly, Boise/Alternatev
3. Patrick On-/Idaho Statesman, Boise

Statewide TV/radio
1. Nathan Shelman/KBOI-AM, Boise
2. Roland Beres/KNIN-TV, Nampa
3. Scott Logan/KBOI-TV, Boise/Witness J
4. Justin Corr/KTVB-TV, Boise/Alternate v

County of conviction
1. Robert Hudson/Morning News, Blackfoot/Alternate
2. Ruth Brown/Post Register, Idaho

v

Falls/Witness ✓

3. Kylie Bearse/KIFI-TV/KIDK-TV, Idaho Falls
4. Todd Blackinton/KPVI-TV, Pocatello

1299 NORTH ORCHARD· SUITE 110 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83706 · PHONE (208) 658-2000 · FAX (208) 327-7404
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
· "Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: June 1, 2012
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carry out the court-ordered execution of
Richard Leavitt eleven days from today on Tuesday, June 12th at 10:00 a.m. There are several major
legal challenges underway that seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures.
The legal challenges include filings in Federal District Court, the Idaho Supreme Court, and the State
District Court.
The media lawsuit is drawing the most attention. Idaho news media are challenging IDOC's
execution protocol, requesting access to witness the insertion of the IV. The Department has refused
this access. Protecting the identity of the execution team is essential, and carrying out the process in
the same manner in which teams have trained for months is also essential. Mediation in the media
case failed to reach a conclusion. We expect a court ruling this week.
Throughout the preparations, I've been impressed by the professionalism and the dignity and respect
exhibited by all staff in facilities and statewide. I know much is being asked. You continue to have
my heart-felt gratitude for the impo1tant public safety work perfo1med. Not just those on the teams
specifically involved in managing the preparations, but every individual walking tiers, working in
communities and doing the desk jobs necessary to make certain all supplies and requirements are in
place each day.

Black Hat
Mission:
To protect
Idaho

through
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PageJ_j

Brent Reinke
Reinke, Brent
Date:
5/29/2012 2:54 PM
Subject:
Execution Status
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vd
Fr9in:

To:

TO: Idaho Legislators
FROM: Brent D. Reinke
DATE': May 29, 2012
RE.: Execution Status
The Department of Correction continues preparations to carry out the court-ordered execution of Richard
Leayitt two weeks from today on Tuesday, J.une 12th. at 10:00 a.m. There are five majorlegal challenges
undei\vay that seek to stop the execution and/or challenge the execution procedures. Th'e'fegal
challenges intlqde filings in Federal District Court, the Idaho Supreme Court, and the State District Court.
Th<,? media lawsu.it is drawing the most attention. Idaho news media are challenging mot's execution

protocol, requesting access .to witness the insertion of the IV, The Department has refus.ed ttiis access.
Protecting the iaehtity of the .execution team is essential, and carrying ·out the process in the same
manner in which teams have trained for months is also essential. The media case will be mediated later
. .
. .
..
this week.
We'll provide an update next Tuesday, one week prior to the execution, unless any major changes occur.

Th.e information ccintaiped In this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
~~---~co~r~1n~.d"'e'"rit""'lal, Ir-the tea□~IS message IS not the mtended rec1p1ent Gr an agent responsible tor
cieliverirtg \tto the i~fonded recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution
orc,opyirig of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
!JI.ease notify.the se.t\cjer Immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
att;ei•¢nlhi1J\s l~?m yblir computer.
.

E!rentD Relo)ce, Direct:or.
Idaho pepartmehfofCorrection.
12Q9 N; brchafcf, Bb/se, 1daho 83706.

Office: (20Bf658c2.i39 .
Fax:' 2 " >i' ;. ''' \,
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnerships And Opportunities for Offender Change"

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

Brent D. Reinke
Director

To:
All Staff
From: Brent D. Reinke, Director
Date: May 24, 2012
The Department is preparing for two significant events, a June execution and the possibility of
sending inmates out of state. Here's the current status.

Out-of-State Information
Idaho's inmate population has grown by more than 400 inmates since July 2011 and the state is out of
beds. We have worked with counties, will reopen and add beds to G-block at IMSI, and add beds at
ICIO, but the next step is to go out of state.
A request of bed proposals is undetway. The contract will be awarded by the end of June. We won't
have answers on who will go, where they'll go or when transports will occur until the contract is
finalized. We've placed a link online at idoc.idaho.gov with the information available now.

Execution Update
We are now in the second phase of preparation for the execution with less than 21 days remaining
until the June 12th date. We have notified the board, governor, and other criminal justice and
legislative representatives. State witnesses and the media representatives have also been notified.
Inmate Leavitt has been moved to maximum security prison's F-Block.
One of the requests I received from the field in November was advice for talking to citizens asking
questions. I want to repeat this bit of advice as a guide.

Remember the two O's
If someone asks you about what's happening, think of the two O's -opinion and
operations. You are certainly entitled to your opinion, however I urge you to be
cautious about what you say. With emotions running high, even a seemingly benign
remark could be misconstrued.
When it comes to questions about operations, you must refer all questions to public
information officer Jeff Ray (658-2141 or ieray@idoc.idaho.gov). Please do not
discuss operational details of the execution with anyone outside your workplace.
Both these events require an extra level of vigilance. I know you are up to the duty and will perform
any associated assignment with professionalism, respect and dignity.
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From:

To:

Brent Reinke
Baird, Zaine; Jones, Teresa

Date:
05/31/2012 10:22
Silbjecj::
Fwd: Death Warrant Received
Attachments: Brent Reinke.vcf; Brent Reinke.vcf

The Information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the
reader bf this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.
Brent D Reinke, Director.
Idaho DepaJtnient of Correction.
1299 N. Orchard, Boise, Idaho 83706.
Office: (208)658·2139

>>> BrentilemP!Jfolpl3 PM»>

TO:
Idaho Legislators .
FROM: Brent D. Reinke, Director
RE:
Execution Updates
Today, the Idaho Department of Correction received a death warrant for inmate Richard Leavitt, #23081.
=====lt=•1i~ascseRtem::e'dctITT1eatITTIF1985~forcai3~ira!!FtOOJlly=r/lt!Fdf'er.=PeF1DOC policy, LeavitfWiltrue.----c-====moved tci an isolation cell at ·the maximum security prison south of Boise.
The Department plans to carry out the court-ordered execution on June 12th. The Standard Operating
Procedure outlining the Department's process is available online at http://www.idoc.ic:laho.gov/ under the
Death Row Information link.
The Department will provide weekly updates to keep you posted of any status changes and answer any
questions.
·

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified fhat any review, dissemination, di*.ibution
or copying bf this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please ·notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
iittachments from your computer.
Brent D Reinke, Director.
Ida!ici Department of Correction.
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1. BRANCH
SICI

2. DIVISION/GROUP

3. INCIDENT NAME

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Interior Perimeter Group

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!}'. Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II
Patrol Unit III

2
2
2

Patrol Unit IV

2

Patrol Unit V
Patrol Unit VI

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP

PICKUP
PT./TIME

OFF

PT./TIME

No
No
No
No
No
No

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•

Stage a patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate response to civil
disruptions.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee
needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law
enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

TACTICAL

FREQ.

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Special response

I

CERT Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
11/17-11/18/
TIME
DATE
2011

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

2l00-2l00hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISIONfGROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Derek Butler

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Squad I

6

no

Squad 2

6

110

6

Squad 3

End time

11/17/2011
2I00hrs
I 1/18/1 I
04001us

11/18/11
0500hrs
I 1/18/11

6

110

CNT

I

110

I

1300hrs

ll/18/11

0400hrs

11/18/11
IJOOhrs

11/18/11
1300hrs
11/18/11

11/18/11
2I00hrs
11/18/11

no

Squad4

CFRT

Start time

0400hrs

1300lus

11/18/11
0400hrs

11/18/11

SYSTEM

CHAN.

110

1300hrs

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

.

Special response teams will be stationed at the CI /bldg 30•
Special response teams will be dispatched by the inddent command post.

•

Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .

•
•

Special teams haYe their own transport vehicles and response whicles,
Dcbricruill be conducted within the group .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
-All special teams will be on standby from 11/17111 at 0900rs until 11121111 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.
LOCAL

SYSTEM
700mhz

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

S02

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT
DIVJGROUP

vhf

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley
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1. BRANCH
IMSI

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11-17-11

DATE

TIME

11-18-11

2100 to 2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Shift commander on
Dutv

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosby

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Outside Patrol Unit

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

SYSTEM

CHAN.

No

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution .

Operate on I.M.S.I. repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
Armed post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagement as outlined in the post orders.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

FREQ.
LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ASSIGNMENT LIST (ICS 204)
1. Incident
Name:
Rhoades 26864
Execution

2. Operational

Date

Period:

From:
Time
From:

11/17/11
2100hrs

Date

11/18/11

to:
Time

to:

2100hrs

3.
Branch:

Outer Perimeter

Division/

4. oPerations Personnel:

Contact

Name

Group:

Crowd Control

Number(s)
Operations Section Chief:

Staging Area:

Jeff Zmuda

Branch Director:
SBWCC

Division/Group

Lt Schoenborn (BPD)

Su erv!sor:

5. Resources Assl ned:

~"'
Q> C

Resource

.D 0

Leader

Identifier

El'!

z=> Q."

Contact (e.g., phon_e, pager, radio,

frequency, et_c.)
' :• a••~-.-,,.·•;··;·'; •

Reporting location, Special
Equipment 8nd Supplles,
Remarks, Notes, Information
Crowd Control Team Leader

1

Sgt A. John.son

Lt Schoenborn

Sgt M. Jones

Lt Schoenborn

OferT. Weir

Sgt A. Johnson

1

Crowd Control Tearn

Ofer P. Markle

Sgt A. Johnson

1

Crovtd Control Team

Ofer D. Harr

Sgt A. Johnson

1

Crowd Control Tearn

Ofer J. Adams

Sgt A. Johnson

1

Crowd Control Team

Ofer K. Crofts

Sgt A Johnson

1

CrO\'ld Control Tearn

Ofer B. Johnson

Sgt M. Jones

OferT. Miller

Sgt M. Jones

0fcrc&S_calt

gt:Mc.loo

Ofer R. Jo~es

SgtM. Jones

Crowd Coritrol Team Leader

Crovld Control Tearn

Crowd Control Team

1

rewd·CoAlreR-eam----------=

~--

Crowd Control Team

1

Crciwd Control Tearn
Sgt M. Jones
1
Ofer D. Whipps
6. Work·AsSignments:
Provide .crO·Wd control asslstan_ce, personnel, equipment, and support In the Demonstrator Lots as necessary. This Group WI/ operate
Internally on BPD Ops Frequency 8 (700 MHZ).

7. Specfal·Jnstru~tlons:
This Group is comprised of BPD ESU (Crowd Control Team), supporting vehicles, anstandard field equipment, riot gear, and less-lethal
(40mm) launchers/munitions (2 total). This 'group 'MB be responsible for the rotation/relief of It's 0Vt11 personnel during deployment.

Function

Name

9. Prepared by: Name: Ll Dou Schoenborn_ _ PositionfTiUe: Lieutenant, Boise PD

------1 Date/Time: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ICS204
~---+!!.IA:sP...!..P,sa-,e'--·
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Branch I • Execution

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

11/17/11

DATE

2100

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randi'. Blades

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
.
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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1. BRANCH
Branch I • Execution

2. DIVISION/GROUP

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

I 1/17/11

DATE

2l00

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DJVISION(GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT
DIV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

GROUND

TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Transoort Group

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-l l/l8/

DATE

TIME

2011

2I00-2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

.OvedSoto

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

Transport Team 1

2

Transport Team 2

2

Transport Team 3

2

Arrive
Time
0600

TRANS.
N~EDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

.

0600
0600

'

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

Provide for inmate transport needs for the South Boise Complex .

•

Provide additional security or relief in place for the incident when not transporting inmates .
·.•

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

-

Any emergent transport needs should be routed through Lt. Soto
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL
COMMAND

700mhz

S02
SUPPORT

REPEAT

vhf
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPA~ED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISCl-4

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1.BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades Execution

l 1/17/20111
-11/18/2011

DATE

TIME

2100hrs2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

GROUP SUPERVISOR

Rodney Schlienz

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Programs Support Strike Team

EMT

LEADER

Brian N. Fariss

Clinical Strike Team

Shell WambleFisher

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Shift TIME

Shift TIME

22

0

0600/1400

1400/2200

8

0

0600/1400

1400/2200

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

1. Assist in vital security functions during duration of incident.
2. Provide support services <luring duration of incident.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Staff will park cars in the futihest parking lot from the media staging area.
Staff must remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SUPPORT

REPEAT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV./GROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Media Group

1. BRANCH
ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2 I 00hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eugene Clark

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Media Center Security Team

5

Media Transport Team

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•

•

A media center will be provided in the area of the maintenance parking lot for all media personnel.
The media witness drawing will be conducted in the ISCI visitor's center in accordance with department
SOP.
The media transport team will escort the media witnesses to the IMSI court room by 0715hrs .
At 0700 the media will be given the opportunity to be escorted to the demonstrator lots and back to the media

center.

•

A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transportation of media to the
execution, this group will be supervised by a lieutenant.

•

The media center will close at 1300hrs.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

LOCAL
COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

700mhz

SO2

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
vhf
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

FREQ.

FUNCTION
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CHAN.

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

GROUND
ISCITOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

I 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME

March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000474

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Branch I- Execution

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

11/17111

DATE

2100

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Medical Team

3

Injection Team

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV catheters, ensuring
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing the chemicals,
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including the level of
consciousness), and supervising the administration of the chemicals.
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administering the
chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution Chemicals Preparation and
Administration.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

GROUND
TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.) I DATE
11/14/11
Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Central Control

2

East Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

6

Response and Escort Team

6

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

2

Medical Team
7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates within ISCI .
The facility will go on secured status starting at 21 OOhrs the night before the scheduled e.x:ecution for a period of24 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Ofl"ender Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours
No programming will be provided on the d:iyofthe execution
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
A second outside patrol officer will be posted during the operational period
All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided to the inmate population
throughout the evening
All outside recreation, education, chapel services, and paralegal activities will cease the clay of the execution .
Provide for dog program stmctured movements during the event .
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas as needed 0600hrs-2000hrs the
day of the execution.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximately 12 inmates and food service stafi:
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner with controlled feeding in Pcndyne, the day of the execution.
L'lundl)' will be closed .
Inmate pill ca11s will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
Diabetic and emergencv medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to buildin2: 20.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

ADA

DIVJGROUP
ISCI
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

REPEAT

502

I

4

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Dignitary Transport

1.BRANCH
3. INCIDENT NAME

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATE

TIME

Nov. 18

0700?-I 000?

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

See Below.

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

Dignitary Transport

LEADER

ISP Major Ked

Wills

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

1 (transp. 2
dignitaries)

No

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

SYSTEM

CHAN.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communications will be by cell phone.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

7

FREQ.
LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT
DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Bret Kimmel
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

Institutional Onerations

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Shift Commander

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Ja~ualine Braun

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

Unit I

2

No

Unit2

2

No

Perimeter Security

1

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7, CONTROL OPERATIONS
• The facility will go on secured status starting at 21 00hrs the night before the scheduled execution for a period of 24 hours.
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a perkxl of 48 hours .
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be pro\'ided on the dayofthe exttution

•
•
•

.

.••

All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
r..-ledical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled off-site appoinbnents
No oft:site workers will be allowed to leave
All outside offender movements will be escorted. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol oll1cer, ummncd during the entire operational period .
Staffkitchen with TC ofl:Cnders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL
COMMAND

REPEAT

SUPPORT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

9

Maint.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

External Securily Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jar Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

3

Check Point A

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

.
•

•

Staff with two officers and one patrol car (1 PO and one TDOC)
Stage near the SBWCC
Utilize the SBWCC parking lot or vehicle searches to avoid unnecessary delays at check point
Individuals must be on the approved list to gain entrance
All staff will be allowed to pass, identified by a red sticker in window "IDOC Staff'
All other individuals must pn."'5ent photo JD
Class "A" will be the appropriate unifonn
Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor

If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the
person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, TDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
1700 hrs on 11/17/11 to 0400 hrs 11/18/11 report to SICI shift commander.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In Imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject ½'ho was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.
SICl6

LOCAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

502
GROUND

DIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

REPEAT

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T errY Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Front Gate

1

OSP

1

Control

1

North Donn

3

PRC

2

Main Donn

2

MCU

1

Response and Escort

2

Laundty

1

Kitchen

I

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24 hours .
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .

.
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oftcnder Visiting will be cancelled begiming at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours
No programming will be provided on the day of the execution

All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
Medical will function under nonnal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offsite appointments .
No oft:site workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol ofi1cer, unanned during the entire operational period .
Wright's Hall will operate nonnally with minimal ofi'ender stafi1ng
Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing
Develop a 12-hourschedule for stafi1ng SICI
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

OJV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley
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1. BRANCH
SICI

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Exterior Perimeter Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observation Post Ill

2
2
2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Fixed Observation Post I
Fixed Observation Post 11

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol III

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of !DOC property

Observe and report any breach of IDOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with individuals
LE will be dispatched to respond
Vehicles \'rill have one PO and one IOOC staff member
If someone Is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person

to leave the premises. If the person refuses, !DOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Follovling any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject Vffio was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious Injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.fGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Entrance Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

T er0:'. Kirkham

Ken Bennett

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot JI

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

Yes

Yes

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand-held metal detector
Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in Imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Follo'Mng any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject v.-tto was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

GROUND

DIV./GROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

0630, 11-18

DATE

2100

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T er~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

l

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

---

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Patrol Perimeter of SIC! compound .
Operate on SIC! repeater frequency.
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
No firearm

•
•
•
•

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Dec. 27, 2011

To:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.

The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommendations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.

We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
After Action Report I Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Dec. 27, 2011
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Dec.27,2011

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Section 1: Incident Overview
Incident Details
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

11/17/11 2100 hrs.

Incident End Time:

11/18/11 2100 hrs.

Location:

South Boise Complex

Command and General Staff
Narne

·.·

.

.

.

·.

Title

..

.

Position

.

·.

.

.

Brent Reinke

Director

Incident Commander

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations

Deputy Incident Commander

Jeff Zmuda

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Operations Section Chief

Josh Tewalt

Deputy Chief of Prisons

Operations Section Chief

Executive Financial Officer

Finance/ Admin Section Chief

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Planning Section Chief

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Logistics Section Chief

Randy Blades

Warden

Terry Kirkham

Warden

Johanna Smith

Warden

Jimmie Crosby

Deputy Warden

IMSI Branch Director

Jaqueline Braun

Lieutenant

SBWCC Branch Director

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Public Information Officer

Theo Lowe

Execution Branch Director
SICI Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director

Particinating Facilities and Onmnizations
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution

South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correctional Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Objectives

•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities will operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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Dec. 27, 2011

After Action Report I Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
On 04/18/1988 Rhoades, Paul 26864 was convicted of 1st Degree Kidnapping, Armed Robbery,
nd
1st Degree Murder, Forcible Rape, Robbery, Infamous Crimes Against Nature, and 2 Degree
Murder. He was sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued with Rhoades scheduled to
be executed at 0800 on Nov. 18, 2011 by lethal injection.
After a 55 minute delay due to a legal impediment, the execution of Paul Rhoades 26864 was
completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada County Coroner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at
0915 on November 18, 2011.

Incident Review
The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Rhoades 26864 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a
success. Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending
their expertise and resources.

Planning Pha;;e
The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordination from several
agency partners as well as a large contingent of IDOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Rhoades 26864 started seven weeks before the execution. There were
meetings held once a week with both our agency partners and our command and general staff
groups for the first four weeks followed by meetings twice a week for the remaining three weeks.
Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an action plan was developed and reviewed
each meeting.
•
•

Agency partners felt the frequency of the meetings was especially helpful to stay up to date
on the issues and build a good Incident Action Plan.
IDOC Command and General staff stated it was difficult to make much progress on their
respective action items in the time between the Tuesday and Thursday meetings.
Recommendation - Meetings for the Command and General Staff could be adjusted to
once a week to allow time for staff to make progress on the actions items.
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Dec. 27, 2011

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Rhoades 26864 Execution

Operational. Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0500 hours the day of the execution, most of the small groups
of approximately 100 demonstrators did not arrive until 0700hrs. The demonstrators quickly
dispersed upon notification that the execution was complete. The execution itself went as
planned. There was a 55 minute delay due to one legal impediment, however, once resolved
the execution was completed within the anticipated timeframe.
Com111a11c/:
• Agency partners found the frequency of agency rep meetings helpful in preparation for the
incident.
• The Command Post did not provide good cell reception, nor did it provide wireless internet
access.

Recommendation - There needs to be better cell reception and internet connection in the
command post a National Guard representative recommended contacting Verizon to see if a
signal booster can be installed. It has worked well for Gowen Field. Additionally, a wireless
router should be installed in the command post to provide internet access to those in the
command post.

Operations Section:
Exterior Perimeter:
•

•

•

•

There were a limited number of escort vehicles available during the operational period. In
several instances, assisting agencies had difficulties navigating around the complex.
Recommendation - Additional escort vehicles should be staged near the checkpoint to
provide escort for assisting agencies.
External security staff worked specified posts with no relief. Staff were very cold and not
provided breaks.
Recommendation - Staff should be placed on 4 hour rotations to allow for opportunities to
rehab.
During the operational period IMSl's and ISCl's outside patrol vehicles were staffed with a
P&P officer to ride in the passenger seat to assist. The objective was to watch for threats
approaching from outside of the perimeter, with the OSP Officer paying attention to the
facility perimeter.
Recommendation - The additional rider in OSP should be staffed for future executions. II is
effective to have and an extra set of eyes on the perimeter while the driver is focusing on the
road and fence line.
A Checkpoint was established on the entrance road. The trailer established did not provide
good visibility of the road and required staff to stand in the middle of the road to converse
with incoming traffic.
Action -IDOC has hired an architect to work on a plan for a permanent checkpoint at the
front of the complex.
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•

ce
Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throughout the Incident. Their assistan
staffing.
limited
their
tax
further
with external security relieved the institutions from having to
the
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list of who was granted access to
on to
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When relieved at 0630, the list was not passed
the oncoming shift.
approved to
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint has a master list of who is
visitors.
up
look
enter the complex in a timely manner with an effective way to
event.
P&P provided a patrol at the South Boise Complex for the two weeks prior to the
issues.
This patrol did not encounter any
r, a
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the area 14 days in advance. Howeve
done
be
can
it
d
activate
be
to
needs
patrol
the
schedule should be developed in the event
quickly.
e most
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced officer who was able to recogniz
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
longRecommendation - The person who is working the front checkpoint should be a
front
the
through
quickly
people
standing staff member. This was helpful to move
checkpoint.

Demon strator Lots:

keep up
Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for the small contingent of staff to
with the searches.
should be
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry areas to the demonstrator lots
considered.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additional metal detector to facilitate
searches.
made it
• Demonstrator lots were not provided any table for the staff to work from. This
being
while
things
their
set
to
trators
demons
difficult to search bags, and no place for the
searched.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need tables for searching.
days
• Media and Demonstrator Representatives were provided an opportunity in the
provided
were
They
staff.
with
meet
and
complex
the
to
out
preceding the event to come
al not
benefici
was
This
d.
answere
s
question
their
the guidelines for their functions and had
only for them but for IDOC.
an
Recommendation - Media and demonstrator representatives should be offered
opportunity for a pre-incident orientation. This was very helpful.
for the public.
• Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help identify the demonstrator lots
lots.
trator
demons
the
for
signage
Recommendation - Use the same
This
Police Department dedicated a 10-man mob and crowd control unit to the event.
Boise
•
squad was staged on scene, but not deployed.
from the
Recommendation - BPD may designate staff to the Incident, but have the on-call
to
field. BPD would have someone in the command post and at the demonstrator lots
mobilize staff, if needed.
off for
• Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators. There were areas blocked
future events,
during
issue
responders which limited the parking space. Parking may be an
if there are more demonstrators.

•
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•

•

•

The media was allowed to park their vehicles in the southern part of the Northern
Demonstrator Lot.
Recommendation - Keep the media set up the same for the demonstrator lots. It created a
natural barrier between the lots and provided media access to the demonstrators.
Their were several instances where demonstrators attempted to park their cars in the media
area at the demonstrator lots. There was no signage designating the area and parking was
limited.
Recommendation - Signs or cones should be set up where the media is supposed to park
to avoid confusion for demonstrators.
During the operation, it was difficult for command to get an accurate account of the number
of demonstrators. Inconsistent numbers were collected from local law enforcement and
media reports.
Recommendation - Staff at demonstrator lots should use a clicker counter to accurately
track and report how many demonstrators are on site.

Staging:
• There was some confusion with check-in. It was collocated with Staging. As people
entered, they were unclear as to why they needed to check-in twice, once for check-in and
once for staging. This confusion created some accounting issues in the process.
Recommendation - Check-in needs to be in a separate location from staging. Check-in
could be housed at SBWCC education building so that all staff report to check-in area , even
command staff. Then those unassigned can go to staging, but others can report to their
assigned areas. Additionally, having check-in near the checkpoint will help ensure all staff
are accurately accounted for.
Some staff left the complex without completely checking out.
Recommendation - It needs to be clearly communicated to line staff where their initial and
final checkpoint will be. This would also be assisted by the check-in/out being located near
the front checkpoint.
• Swing shift staff were asked to report on their day off for this event. The incident was
concluded earlier than expected and Staging attempted to notify everyone by phone.
However, they were unable to reach everyone. There had been a process for staff to call in
for swing shift, however this plan was abandoned and created confusion. Staging left
messages for staff, but not everyone checked their messages.
• Recommendation - Staff should be provided direction to call in to a specific number to find
out if they need to report. The phone should then be staffed at the specified time to take the
calls and make the notification.
The demobilization of staff encountered some issues. Staff in the staging area were
released, as the need for staff diminished. Some staff wanted to go back to the facilities in
order to work an entire 40-hour week, but the facilities were not expecting them.
Recommendation - There needs to be a more organized demobilization process with the
staff managing the staging area providing key information to staff. Staff who are on their
day off and are relieved from staging should go home. If it is the staff members regularly
scheduled day, they should be released back to their respective facilities.

•

•
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SIC!:
SICI operations went as planned.
• When check-in and staging were established, the responsibilities for these functions were
transferred from the SICI Shift Commander. This was not clearly communicated, and the
Shift Commander continued to manage this process for some positions.
• Recommendation - Check-in should be established earlier to manage the staffing of all the
positions staffed during the operational period.

!SCI:
Overall operations of facility went smoothly. Medical conducted pill call and triage in the units.
Breakfast and lunch were fed in the units, and there was a controlled movement for dinner. ISCI
would like to do this process again before making any changes.
• ISCI felt a little overstaffed in the units. The treatment and education staff were utilized to
augment staffing in the units.
• Recommendation - ISCI should continue to keep education closed and use treatment staff
to augment staffing in the units.
• The Media center had all the necessary equipment with the exception of an appropriate
sound system. People in the media center could not hear the questions asked or the
speakers response very well.
• Recommendation - The Media center needs a mull box and sound system. Bob Morlan is
working with Jeff Ray to ensure the proper equipment is on site for future events.
• There were no emergency transports during the event. One offender was discharged, and a
plan was developed to have him taken by program staff to the bus station.
Recommendation - The Transport team could be used for the relief of staff on an on-call
basis for other areas, rather than being dedicated to transports only.
• Once past the checkpoint, the media was not clear as to where the Media Center was
located. A secondary checkpoint was established to direct traffic at the media center assist.
• Recommendation - The Media Center needs a staff posted at construction parking lot to
direct traffic.
• There has been discussion about moving the time of the execution to later in the day. IDOC
should continue to plan on a media presence for the morning news, even if the execution
time is changed. Limit media to demonstrator lots in the morning, if they want to come out
early again. They can be moved to the media center at an appropriate time to receive press
releases.
The
amount of lighting for the demonstrator lots and media tent was appropriate .
•

IMS!:
The days prior to the event were busy and a bit tense, but that was due to the nature of the
event. Staff were extremely appropriate and professional. The facility was calm after the
execution.
• Tim Higgins reported that the evening prior to the execution the schedule was two hours
behind because the execution unit needed to be cleaned. The cleaning of the unit was not
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accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMSI staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that the offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the appropriate
time is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMSI they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:
Facility was extremely quiet.

ICC:
The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and it went well.

Planning Section:

•
•

•
•

Staff and assisting agencies stated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well put together.
In an effort to keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted to utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation - A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
During the event, there were delays and changes made to the timeline, but there was no
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendation - There needs to be a recorder in the command post to assist.
There were several instances of individuals working outside the scope of their
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
initial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.
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During this event, there were several days worth of activities. The one IAP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up to the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some to turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
for similar events in the future.

Finance and Admin Section:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

There was a plan developed to track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to it being implemented. During the event, IDOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation - A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and IDOC was charged for the generator to be refueled.
Recommendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is accounted for and ready for pickup.
~ o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the lunches in the
morning.
IDOC needs to use the same ordering process and spending authority because it worked
well.
Car stickers were purchased to identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of their cars due to the window stickers saying IDOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOC staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building. Six P&P Officers were
posted at the various entrances to Central Office.
There were many questions from staff, as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was to be entered on their time sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operations Sergeants but the information was not filtered tq the line staff well.
Recommendation - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and those reporting time dedicated to
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
Some names of staff were placed on documents that are eligible for release on a public
records release which the department would prefer not to be released.
Recommendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
There are was some conflicting information between the Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Execution Procedures and Death of an
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with current practice
There have been several public records requests for information. Finance will need to define
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future events in advance.

•

Logistics:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

There was not a consistent procedure for how radios were to be issued. Some supervisors
pulled groups of radios for their teams and others had their teams check out radios during
check-in. Several radios were misplaced and had to be tracked down after the fact.
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment Manager assigned to check out
radios from the start of the operational period. With all equipment being issued during the
check-in process.
There was confusion with the communications plan. IDOC staff are not used to altering their
communication channels and this caused some issues.
Recommendation -Staff need to be better informed of the correct radio channel. The
communication plan should also be announced at the morning briefing.
There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a variety of posts, from several facilities .
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would be cared for and returned. Several
vehicles were returned without being refueled or cleaned.
Recommendation - A process for how these items will be returned should be developed in
advance.
Communication went very well with assisting agencies .
The Food Unit had developed a process for how they would account for equipment. Due to
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to the plans implementation.
Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood up in advance to unsure they are
prepared for the start of the operation.
Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not hold enough coffee and the food
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for several of the larger areas.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to consider purchasing a few larger coffee urns for media
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller carafes for smaller areas.
There was no plan for how trash would be disposed of following the execution .
Recommendation - There needs to be a process for disposing of refuge preceding the
event.
Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the day prior to the execution of their
assigned role.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to make sure that P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Incident at least a week in advance.
The drivers delivering meals were not clear on where meals needed to be delivered .
Several areas were missed initially. Meals had to be resent to hit some areas.
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear understanding of where and how
many meals to deliver.
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Assignment D, Assigned To
Al Ramirez
11/8/2011

Due Date

Action Item
Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list

11/3/2011

Bob Morlan

11/3/2011

Buck Carper

Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then
generator, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighten entrance sign; and ensure north lot's

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios

11/3/2011
11/8/2011
11/8/2011

Christina Iverson

11/8/2011

David Birch

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Elaine Bergeson
Facilities

11/3/2011

Facilities

11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/8/2011

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/8/2011

Jay Christensen

from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift, to include extra batteries
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offenders that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational
period.
Caryl Frasier needs physical location for hard line for facility
heads and red barn to reach CERT
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle needs
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots for law
enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of
demonstrator lots on tank track.
Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.

11/8/2011

Jay Christensen

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

10/20/2011
11/8/2011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

Determine if media will have IDOC badges
Ensure that IMSI provide refreshments for Ada County

Jeff Zmuda

Paramedics
Request if Wednesday's leadership meeting can be postponed.

11/8/2011

Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend. H,
will need to determine how front gate knows who is approved
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate fo help officers filter public from media

He will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for

10/20/2011
11/8/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby

11/3/2011

Johanna Smith

.

demonstrator lots
Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot -two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
Needs to provide cell phone for trailer during operation period.
Trailer will be delivered Monday
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11/3/2011

Mackenzie Stone

Staff needs to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleasant Valley
Road during the operational period and the speed limit will be
reduced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the stickers work

11/8/2011

Randy Valley

Set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to meet for
Completed

nightshift briefing
11/8/2011

11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler

Send electronic copy of time line to meeting attendees. Randy
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line for Jeff Zmuda's
Completed
Completed
Completed

approval
Follow up about restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

ICC needs to provide Randy Valley a copy of 204 for checkpoints Completed
11/3/2011

Al Ramirez

11/3/2011

Bert Hartz

11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Caryl Frasier
Garret Coburn
Garret Coburn
Jay Christensen

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Need to determine who will test lights and cameras and who
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victor Rowett for the
Completed
cameras
Bert Hartz has stress management schedule established. She will
Completed
send something out to staff today
Completed
Caryl Frasier needs to assign Chris Clark to organize meals
Completed
Garrett Coburn needs to determine release plans for toppers
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs from staging area
borrow barrels, candles, cones for external area from the Ada

Completed
Completed

Jay Christensen

County Highway Department
order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal if a backup is

Cancelled

Jay Christensen

available to borrow.
Garrett Coburn needs a white board, TV with local channels,

11/3/2011

Jay Christensen

Completed
refreshments, extra vehicles for Staging
figure out snow removal plan, which needs to include driveway
Completed
down to F block

11/3/2011

Jeff Zmuda

Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time toppers will be
Completed

Jeff Zmuda

released
Inquire about representative from attorney general's office to

Completed

Jimmie Crosbie

be on site as consultant
Talk to Randy Blades about security coverage on IMSl's back

10/20/2011
11/3/2011
10/27/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Keith Yordy
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Completed
sallyport
Completed
Notify Nick Baird to attend meeting on Tuesday 1pm meeting
Completed
Bring time line to next meeting
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesday. Randy Valley will
Completed
bring them Thursday.

11/3/2011

Randy Valley

Bring standards of behavior to next week's meeting after ISP
Completed

Randy Valley

input has been added
Post orders need to be modified to include trespassing piece
from agency rep meeting

Completed

11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley
Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition. Completed

11/3/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley

draft operating procedures for parole officer patrols and send to
Completed

Randy Valley

meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning
Send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants

Cancelled
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10/20/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011
11/3/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

11/3/2011
10/25/2011

10/27/2011
10/27/2011
10/20/2011
10/25/2011
10/27/2011
10/25/2011

10/20/2011
10/27/2011
10/25/2011

Jeff Zmuda

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

Lt. Frasier

Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley

Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will start

Completed
Completed
Completed

Nov. 20
Will need to get communications list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communications
room
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than next
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting sometime this

Completed
Completed

week
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan
Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
facilities come off secured status.
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy
lot, rather than the front entrance
Order IMSI sign for F block
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel deliveries

Completed
Completed

Nov. 18.
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.
Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.
Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for

Completed

command center

Completed

Completed
Cancelled

Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

Send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf for approval

10/27/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
training
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need
Completed
to monitor time sheets
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Nov 3, 2011
0900hrs.

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

ExecuUon Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representa tive Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Tactics and Plans

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Timeline

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 10, 2011

AGENDA

0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

-----

Bret Kimmel

Facilitator:
Timekeeper:

Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:

Please read:
---

--------

Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-11 00hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Check in Procedures

Bret Kimmel

✓

Review Demob Plan

Bret Kimmel

✓

Update on Communications Exercise

Bret Kimmel

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 1, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise PD
representative

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communications Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Follow up on Deployment Document

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Discuss Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 8, 2011
0900hrs ,

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Ralph
n,
Richardso
Steve
Passey,
Stan
r,
Schneide
Mark
Tim Kelly,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timeline

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 15, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IM5I Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley. Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Demonstrator Rules Review

Randy Valley

✓

Distribute IAP

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Nov 17, 2011
0900hrs .

AGENDA

IMS! Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekee per:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph
Doug Shoenborn

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

✓
✓

Notes:
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October 13, 2011
1230hrs.

EXECUTION PLANNING

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Command and General Staff

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:
Attendees:

Blades, Randy; Braun, Jacqueline; Christensen, Jay; Cluney, Shannon; Crosby, Jimmie; Kinkead,
Charles (Chuck); Kirkham, Terry; Paul, Kenny; Ramirez, Alberto; Smith, Johanna; Tewalt, Josh;
Valley, Randy; Yordy, Howard (Keith); Zmuda, Jefferey

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

✓

Introductions (Roles in Incident)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review of Incident Action Plan

Randy Valley

✓

Team Identification

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Resource Needs

Al Ramirez

✓

Pending Issues and Concerns

Randy Valley

✓

Set Meeting Schedule

Randy Valley

Time allotted

Special notes:
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October 27, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise PD
representative

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communications Meeting (0900-1100hrs.]
✓

Introductions

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Determine available Communications Options

Caryl Frasier

✓

Develop Communications Plan

Caryl Frasier

✓

o

Define Purpose

o

Develop a ICS 205 Incident Radio Communications Plan

o

Develop a ICS 205A Communications Ust

Recap

Notes:
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Dec 1, 2011
1500 hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by;

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator;

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

nsen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christe
Powell, Randy Roper,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Represe ntative Meeting (1500-1600 hrs.)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Area Debrief
Ada County Sheriffs Office
o
Immediate Response
Checkpo int
Communications
o
o

Jeff Zmuda

Idaho State Police
Pleasant Valley
Boise Police Department
Mob and Crowd Control
Demonstrator Lots

Notes:
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Dec 1, 2011
1300 hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Debrief

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comma nd and General Staff

Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon
Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Josh
Smith,
a
Johann
,
Ramirez
Alberto
Paul,
Kenny
,
Kirkham
Stone
ie
McKenz
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob

Attendees:

Please read:

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presen ter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1300-1500hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Sections Review
o

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

Operations Section
Staging
SIC! Branch
•

External Security
Demonstrator Lots
Checkpoint

Facility
•
!SCI Branch
Media
•

Facility

Transports
•
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch
o
a
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

----

----

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign !AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review MR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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October 20, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Agency Representa tive Group
Dep. Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Tewalt, Warden Terry Kirkham, ewe Ops Manager Al Ramirez,
Tim Kelly,
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley, Maj. Ralph Powell, Cpt. Scott Johnson, Cpt. Randy Roper, Col.
LtC. Chris Eden, Capt. Steve Richardson, Lt. Sheldon Kelly, Sgt. John Burke, Stan Passey, Theo Lowe,
Bob Morlan
Command and General Staff
Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Clunay, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck

Zmuda, Brett
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Temlt Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representa tive Group (0900-1100hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

ACHD's offer to post lower speed limit

Randy Valley

✓

BPD Mob and Crowd Control Unit

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Communication Plan

Al Ramirez

✓

Written Commitment (MOU)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓

Tour of F-Block

Randy Blades

Command and General Staff Meeting (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Bob Morlan

✓

Overtime Costs

Theo Lowe

✓

Signs

Randy Valley

✓

Entrance Staffing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Event Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓
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Nov. 1, 2011
1100hrs.

AGENDA

IMS! Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comman d and General Staff

Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie
Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Valley,
Randy
Tewalt,
Josh
Smith,
Johanna
Ramirez,
Alberto
Paul,
Kirkham, Kenny
Stone
McKenzie
Lowe,
Theo
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan,

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

----

Comman d and General Staff Meeting (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section

Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 8, 2011

AGENDA

1100hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

-----

Randy Valley

Facilitator:

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch

ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch
o

Planning Section

o
o

Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 3, 2011

ll0Ohrs .

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comman d and General Staff

Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie
Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Randy
Tewalt,
Josh
Smith,
Johanna
Ramirez,
Alberto
Paul,
Kenny
Kirkham,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Represen tative Group (0900-1100hrs.)
Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Voluntee r Access

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

Jeff Kirkman
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Operations Section
SICI Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch

o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 3, 2011

AGENDA

llOOhrs.

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Volunteer Access

Jeff Kirkman

✓

CISM Update

Elaine Bergeson

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 10, 2011
1100hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Zmuda, Brett
Jeff
Yordy,
Keith
Valley,
Randy
Temlt,
Josh
Smith,
Johanna
Ramirez,
Alberto
Paul,
Kenny
Kirkham,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100·1300hrs.)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Demob Plan

Bret Kimmel

✓

Staging Area Update

Garrett Coburn

✓

Action Items Review

Bret Kimmel

✓

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
!SCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

Notes:
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Nov 15, 2011

AGENDA

1100hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff {1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Distribute IAP

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o

Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

0

Notes:
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AG EN DA

( Execution Planning )
Location:
Time:
Date:

Cl Boardroom
1400 - 1530 hours

Oct. 4, 2011

/DOC Mission:
Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change.
tability,
Accoun
To protect Idaho through Safety.
/DOC Vision:
and leader in management, research, treatment and
partner
a
as
Idaho
of
To be valued by the citizens
prevention of criminal behavi or
/DOC Values:
credibility, dignity and respect for staff, the public and
fosters
that
ment
environ
We value a professional
ork, Flexibility and Open
offenders. We demand of ourselves and others . . . Honest, Integrity, Teamw
Communication. We model what we value.

Agenda Topics
Presenter

Description

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Minutes

Kevin Kempf
Jeff Zmuda

Introduction
Briefing on Current Execution Plan
IAP overview - Agency Roles
Incident Management Positions
Available Resources
Demonstrator Parking
Set Time for Next Meeting

Attendees:

Maj. Ralph Powell - Idaho State Police
Cpt. Scott Johnson - Ada County SO
Cpt. Randy Roper - Boise PD
Col. Tim Kelly - National Guard
UC. Chris Eden - National Guard

Chief Kevin Kempf
Deputy Chief Jeff Zmuda
Deputy Chief Josh Tewalt
Warden Terry Kirkham
Emerqency Coordinator Randv Valley
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1.

INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICA TIONS PLAN

lncldent Name;

Rhoades #26864
Execution

3. Operational Period
Date/Time:

2. Date/Time Prepared:
11/4/2011

11/17/20112100h rs•
11/18/2011 2100hrs

4, Basic Radio Channel Utilization
System/Cache

Channel

Function

Frequency/Tone

Assignment

Remarks

ISP

S02

Conummd

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffs Ofl1ce

S02

Command

700rnhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

S02

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

JDOC

]SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resource-shav e
assigned radios

JDOC

S02/IDOC 6

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

JDOC/D4

S02

Command

700mhz

ICP

Radios delivered
I 1/17/2011

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Established 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mhz

SB\VCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

5. Prepared by {Communications Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communicatio ns Unit Leader
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Nov 17, 2011

AGENDA

0B00hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (0800-0900hrs.)
Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

Sections Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

o

Notes:
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AGENDA

( Execution Planning )
Location:
Time:
Date:

IMSI Courtroom
0900-1130 hours
Oct. 13, 2011

/DOC Mission:
To protect Idaho through Safety. Accountability, Partnerships and Opportunities for Offender Change.

/DOC Vision:
To be valued by the citizens of Idaho as a partner and leader in management, research, treatment and
prevention of criminal behavior
/DOC Values:
We value a professional environment that fosters credibility, dignity and respect for staff, the public and
offenders. We demand of ourselves and others . . . Honest, Integrity, Teamwork, Flexibility and Open
Communication. We model what we value.

Agenda Topics
Presenter

Description

Minutes

Jay Christensen
Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

1)
2)
3)
4)

Tour of the South Boise Complex
Tour of Assigned Command Post
Agency Roles
Security of off-site locations:
• Capitol Building
• Parole Commission
• IDOC Headquarters
• Federal Building
5) Set Time for Next Meeting

Randy Valley

Attendees:

Deputy Chief Jeff Zmuda - IDOC
Deputy Chief Josh Tewalt - IDOC
Warden Randv Blades - IDOC
Warden Terry Kirkham - IDOC
Deputy Warden Jay Christensen - IDOC
ewe Ops Manaaer Al Ramirez - IDOC
District Manager David Birch - IDOC
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley - IDOC

Maj. Ralph Powell - Idaho State Police
Captain Steve Richardson - Idaho State Police
Lt. Sheldon Kelley - Idaho State Police
Sgt. John Burke - Idaho State Police
Cpt. Scott Johnson - Ada County SO
Cpt. Randy Roper - Boise PD
Col. Tim Kelly - National Guard
UC. Chris Eden - National Guard
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Execution Event Log
11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/15/2011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delivered and set up

11/16/2011

1200 Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator lots and Media Center

11/17/2011

0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
0800 Command and General Staff Meeting

Revised 11/08/11

0800 Video cameras Turned on

0800 CERT, CNT, CFRT will be placed on standby until Monday 11/21/11 at 0800
0800 The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of the event
0900 Agency Representative Meetin~

1800 Ughts and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
2100 Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
2100 F:atilii:ies \viii go on se_cured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100
2100
2100
2220

Facilities \viii begin postirig outside patrol officers for the duration of the event

Observation Posts will be staffed
.
. .. . _ ..
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d ~
Offender Phones will be disabled by .fortlie auratiori of the event

0315 Command and Staging ,viii be stood up at IMS\
0345 Check-in Begins at Staging ___ .. __
0400 CERT Squads 2&3 post a ~ relief of Squad 1.
0
~~----------'Ol'l4ll!OJ.!Q_1IJ..CC1..:··.oo.ppei~noss_theirl:heck.Jm ·r,·:'-·-'-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
0400 lights and Generators need to be turned on
0410 Briefings will be h_eld a_t staging for all exterior positions
11/18/2011

LO.

0420 All ?reas need to report to their respective posts
0420 tolllmunications Center is fully operational
0420 Command is fully operational
0430 Media Ceriter opens· (Early media can park in Demonstrator lot)
o~oO Ada County Par~med)t5 arrive with 1 Ambulahce to support staff and demonstrator lots
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
0500 Drawing \I/ill be held to determine media witnesses
0530 Staff Briefing Posted
0600 DJrettor'S Media Bri~fing
~600 Ada County Param~dics ~irive with 1 Ambulance to support Execution Team
0600 2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will transport to the bus station
0630 Stall Briefing Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive- To iridude Media
0730 Staff Briefing P~sted
0745 Witnesse"S briefed anq escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
0900 Meals Delivered
0930 olrector's Me~ia Bi"iefing
0930 Staff Brfefirig Posted
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Staging may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
1100 Demonstralor Lots will be cleared and closed {Sche-duleci for 2 hours after Complete of the Execution)
1100 Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete bf the Execution)
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1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins

1200 Demobilization Begins
Debrief
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public
ic areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specif
to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition
m the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 8:00a
leted. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been comp
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho

STAN DARD S OF BEHA VIOR

in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights
established.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been
SAFETY:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

nsible party at all times.
Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or respo
to search.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
posts of any type.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal
rty.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC prope
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUN D LEVE L:

-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
authorized by the Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless
of !DOC.
ors will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrat
the sound level to acceptable levels.
prohibited.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is

Complex (prison) area is
ENFO RCEM ENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11

Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
their first
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise
of
amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and opposition to the death penalty.
STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and
hed.
the following restrictions, standards and expectations have been establis
SAFETY:
at all
a) Children participating in must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party
times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
type,
c) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any
within the building.
d) Possession of firearms or weapons are prohibited on IDOC property
e) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited
f) Possession of controlled substances is prohibited
g) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited
h) No glass/breakable containers is prohibited
SOUND LEVEL:
are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices
of
Director
the
prohibited near South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by
IDOC.
to
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked
reduce the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited
your
The South Boise Complex (prison) area is a no-smoking area, and we appreciate
cooperation by not smoking in the demonstrator lots.
area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison)
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.
ed.
The demonstrator areas will be closed two hours after the execution has been complet

1
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012

1430
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
-2230

Opera tional P_eriod (1430 hrs 06/11/12 to 0630h rs 06/12/12
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
tion of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers fq(Jh<J.dJ!ra
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted a t ~
the event
Offender Phones will be disabled by- for the dt.ffa\ion'of

06/12/12

0400
0400
0400
0530
0600
0630
0630
0630

'i.-

0730
0700
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0830
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1139
1145
1230
1300
1300
1300
1330
1400

Check-in opens at SBWCC
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens
Command will be stood up at IMSI
Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their r_espective posts
ti,cinal
Communications Center i s ~ .
relief of Squad 1.
n
i
CERT Squads 2&3 post a ~----_·-c
.-,

/12)
Operational Period (0630hrs 06/12/12 to 2230hrs. 06/12
rt staff and demonstrator lots
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to suppo
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Staff Briefing Posted
Dlrector's Media Briefing
rt Execution Team
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Suppo

Offenders due to top on Jan 12
ICC opens their Checkpoints
Staff Briefing Posted
Slaff Briefing Posted
Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
Witries.ses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals 'Delivered
Clirecior'!l Media Briefing
Staff Briefing Posted
8Wing-shift Staff Begin Call-in
Staff.Briefing Posted
Section Chief s Approval
. Stag1ng may begin releasing excess staff with Operation
oerhonstrator Lots will be cleared and closed
Media Center Closes
Staging
N6tify Stagl ng of whether Swingshifl Staff are needed in
Demobilization Begins
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ICS Form 202
2. DATE

1. INCIDENT NAME

0800

Rhodes 26864 Execution

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES

3. TIME

4. OPERA TIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

Date Unknown 2100 -2100
NT {INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES)
5. GENER AL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDE

•

ures
Facilitate the applica tion of SOP 135.02 .01.001 Executfon Proced

•
•
•

Facilities will operate under restricted status
ze the protect ion of the public
Provide for the safety and securit y of respon ders as well as maximi

•

•
•

ely meet the initial and long term challen ges
Establi sh an approp riate IMT Organi zation that can effectiv
require d to mitigat e the inciden t
ment rights to demon strate for or against capitol
Provide opport unity for citizens to exercis e their First Amend
punish ment in a lawful manne r
ience, trespas s and other violatio ns of the law
Ensure there is an approp riate respon se to unlawf ul civil disobed
on of the prison
by any person attemp ting to impact the executi on or the operati
integrit y of the prison and the commu nity
Minimize the impact on the safety, securit y and operati onal

6. WEATH ER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Unknown

7. GENER AL SAFETY MESSA GE

CISM debriefs are available for all responders.

8. Attachm ents (0 if attache d)
[8] Organiz ation List (ICS 203)

181
0

Assign ment List (ICS 204)
Commu nication s Plan (ICS 205)

0 Medica l Plan (JCS 206)
181 Inciden t Map
0 Traffic Plan

9. PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)

Randy Valley
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Sample Assignm ent List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
DIVISION(GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURC E UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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Operational Period Timeline
11/17/2011

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2220

Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
Observation Posts will be staffed
-·'°!
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted at
Offender Phones will be disabled by - f o r the dur~tloii of the event

11/18/11

0315
0345
0400
0400
0400
0410
0420
0420
0420
0430
0500
0500
0500
0530
0600
0600
0600
0630
0700
0730
0745
0800
0830
0900
0930
0930
1030
1100
1100
1100
1130
1145
1200

Command and Staging will be stood up at IMS!
Check-in Begins at Staging
relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 post a
ICC opens their Checkpoints
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Communications Center is fully operational
Command is fully operational
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses
Staff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
Ada County Paramedics arrive wi.th 1 Ambulance to Support Execution Team
2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will transport to the bus station
C

•

Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
Staff Briefing Posted
Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
Staging may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
Demonstra'tor Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the
·
Execution)
Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
Notify Staging of whether Swirigshift Staff are needed in Staging
Cali-in cif Swingshift Staff Begins
Demobilization Begins
Debrief
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,oaoo Uepanment a 1..,orrecuon to 1uano Maxtnnm

·w,ay&lb

.>ecurny 10SUW1Jon• uoogie Maps

Idaho Department of Correction to Idaho Maxim um
Security Institut ion

Go gle Maps
1

,,

11,c,tJ

0

Drive 10. 5 miles, 20 min

1
'

Point of Co0Jact is:
Sgt Segadelli,
Phone :389:0 23266

,.,,J"

""'1"•.
l

'"'j

0

Report at 0615

-L
G~ gle
'

j

Map data C,2016 Google

1ml L - _ - . J

Idaho Department of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street 11110, Boise, ID 83706

t

1. Head south on N Orchard St toward W Irving St

t

2.

,.

3. Turn right onto Pleasant Valley Rd

..,

4,

..,

5. Tum left

Continue onto W Gowen Rd

4?.mi

,.

.,

-- 05mi

53mi

Tum left
O.Smi

240 ft

Idaho Maximum Security Institution
13400 S Pleasant Valley Rd, Kuna, ID 83634

These directions are ror planning purposes only. You may find that construction projects, you
and
traffic, weather, or other events may cause condillons to differ from the map results,
route.
your
regarding
notices
or
signs
all
obey
must
You
ly.
according
route
your
should plan
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Organization Assig nmen t List, JCS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST
POSITION

NAME

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER
Kevin Kempf
DEPUTY
SAFETY OFFICER
INFORMATION OFFICER

Jeff Ray

LIAISON OFFICER

David Birch

2. DATE PREPARED

Rhoades 26864
Executio n
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERATIONS SECTION
Jeff Zmuda
Josh Tewalt

CHIEF
DEPUTY
a. BRANCH I- Execution
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades
Shannon Cluney

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/ GROUP

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

AGENCY

3. TIME PREPARED

Ex~ution Team
Injection Team

DIVISION/ GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

Terry Kirkham

b. BRANCH Ii- SICI

BRANCH DIRECTOR

7. PLANNING SECTION
Randy Valley
Brett Kimmel

CHIEF
DEPUTY
RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNIT

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
Al Ramirez

CHIEF

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT
FACILITIES UNIT
GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

Exterior Perimeter

DIVISION/GROUP
Interior Perimeter

Entrance

Interior Perimeter

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

Facility

c. BRANCH 111- ISCl
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DOCUMENTATION UNIT
DEMOBILIZATION UNIT
TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DEPUTY

DEPUTY

Johanna Smith

DEPUTY

Facility

DNISION/GROUP
UIVISION!GROUP

Media Center

DNISION/GROUP
d. BRANCH IV - IMS!
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosby
Kenny Paul

DEPUTY

I

DNISION/GROUP
DlVISION/GROUP

Shift Commander
Keith Yordy

Facility

Shift Commander

DNISION/GROUP
Chuck Kinkaid
e. BRANCH V • SBWCC
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

DEPUTY
DNISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DNISION/GROUP

Jaqaline Braun
Facility

Shift Commander

10. FINANCEIADMINISTRATION SECTION

MEDICAL UNIT
FOOD UNIT

CHIEF

Theo Lowe

DEPUTY
TIME UNIT

Chris Sears

PROCUREMENT UNIT
COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)
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Sample Assignment List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

Execution Branch

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

11/17/11

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

AlR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

13

Escort Team

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER}

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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Sample Assignment List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISIO N/GROU P

1. BRANCH
Execution Branch

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDEN T NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

TIME

11/17/11

DATE

2100

5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION!GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

6. RESOUR CES ASSIGN ED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/T ASK FORCE/
RESOUR CE DESIGN ATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBE R
PERSON S

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Medical Team
Injection Team

7. CONTR OL OPERAT IONS

ers, ensuring
The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV cathet
the chemicals,
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing
the level of
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including
als.
chemic
the
of
n
istratio
consciousness), and supervising the admin
g the
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administerin
ration and
Prepa
icals
Chem
tion
Execu
A,
chemicals as described in appendix
Administration.
8. SPECIA L INSTRU CTIONS

9. DIVISIO N/GROU P COMMU NICATIO NS SUMMA RY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTI ON

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1.BRANC H
IMSI

Institutional Operations

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

11-17-11
11-18-11

DATE

TIME

2100 to 2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Shift commande r on
Duty

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

OIVISIONfGROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosb~

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Outside Patrol Unit

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution.

.
•
•

Operate on I.M.S.l. repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
Anned post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagemen t as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/ GROUP

1. BRANCH

Media Group

ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Gene Clark

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURC ES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD

STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Media Center#l

5

Media Center #2

5

Media Transport Team

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

•
•

l.
A media center will be provided in the area of the west parking lot for all media personne
!SCI field
The media lottery will be conducted in the !SCI visitor's center in accordance with

•

tion of
A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transporta
.
lieutenant
a
by
d
supervise
be
media to the execution, this group will

memorandum.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

9

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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CHAN.
8

LOC"-L

LOCAL

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

7

I 10/3/11
DATE

l TIME
1600
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Sample Assignm ent List, ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Shift Commander

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jafgualine Braun

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Unit 1

2

No

Unit2

2

No

Perimeter Security

I

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

Mental Health

I

No

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
execution
• The SB\VCC will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

a period of 48hrs
Volunteers will be denied access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for
All offenders will be restricted to their unit

No progranuning wilt be provided on the day of the execution
Medical will function under nonnal operations, with the exception of no scheduled off.site apJXlintments
No off-site workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only tile day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be escorted. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unanned during the entire operational period .
Staff kitchen with TC offenders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

SUPPORT

9

Maint.

DIV.fGROUP
TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND
REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

Rodne)_'. Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNAT OR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Central Control

2

East Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

3

David Dietz

External Security Team

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

13

4

Response and Escort Team
Medical Team
7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates withln ISCI.
until 24 hrs after the execution .
A second outside patrol officer will be posted 24 hrs before the execution and continue
to 2100hrs the day of the execution .
Secure ISCl from any unnecessary inmate movements 2100hrs the day before the execution
be provided to the Inmate population throughout
All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will
the evening
and inmate visiting wm cease the day of the
All programming, outside recreation, education, chapel servlces, paralegal activities,

..•
•
•
•
•

.
•
•
•

.

.
•

execution.
Provide for dog program structured movements during the event.
execution.
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be ceased for the day of the
72hrs before the execution .
ISCI staff will be provided a public statement and communication with public guidelines
areas as needed 0600hrs.2000hrs the day
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing
of the execution.
ly 12 Inmates and food service staff.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximate
in pendyne, the day of the execution .
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner with controlled feeding
provided for the day before and after the
laundry will be closed the day of the execution, an extended laundry schedule will be
execution.
Tentatively Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
to building 20 .
Diabetic and emergency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

SUPPORT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

REPEAT

9

Maint.

GROUND

DIV./GROUP

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND
REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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Sample Assignm ent List, JCS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
Probation & Parole

Institutional Operations

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

JeffZrfmd a
David Birch

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Mobile Patrol

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• \Vill be staft"ed with two P&P Officers 24 hours a day from Nov. 4 to Nov. 18.
• Will be issued a vehicle and radio
Will run 6 hour shifts
• Shift Changes will be completed at SBWCC
• Mobile Patrol will patrol !DOC property (See attached map) to ISCI Cohtrol
• Mobile Patrol will complete radio check in every 30 minutes
during patrols prior to engaging
• Mobile Patrol will notify !SCI Control of any concernstoidentified
property
the
leave
trespassers
• MoQile Patrol will engage and request any
request Ada Co Sherifrs assistance
will
Control
ISCI
ContrOI,
Iser
~_0tify
• If trespassers refuse fo leave
force
by
n
i
a
• Do not altempt to - t

•

•
•

Notify David Birc ,-

Direct number to IS

-

_. . .Y: s~~he.9.si*ng or stalling issues
ontror~
'

t:i'.!!

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
.

Jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Stclff_members may use lethal force for self•defense when they are In imminent
or death.

Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•

•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat
Notiry·the Group Supervisor
first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious Injuries
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

3

LOCAL
COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
RandyVa liey

FREQ.

FUNCTION

4

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSI GNM ENT LIST

I

Entrance Group

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TA SK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

3

Check Point A

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTRO L OPERAT IONS
Staff with two officers and one patrol car(l PO and one IDOC)

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Stage near the SBWCC
check point
Utilize the SB\VCC parking lot or vehicle searches to avoid unnecessary delays at
entrance
gain
to
list
approved
the
on
be
must
Individuals
All staff will he allowed to pass, identified by a red stic\...-er in window "IDOC Staff'
All other individuals must present photo ID
Class "A" will be the appropriate unifonn
Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor
on 6 (SICI repeater)
PO will 700 mghz radio operating on S0-2 and IDOC will have a VHF radio operating
employee needs to notify the person to
If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC
the person for trespassing.
leave the premises. If the person refuses, !DOC can request law enforcement to arrest

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Bules of Engagem ent:
in Imminen t jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defe nse when they are
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure the area and the subject 'Mlo W-ds a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
serious injuries first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMAR Y
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

Randy Val!ey

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

S02

I

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Val!ey
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Exterior Perimeter Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Tern::'. Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No
No
No
No

Fixed Observatio n Post I
Fixed Observation Post II

2
2

Fixed Observation Post III
Fixed Observatio n Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

No

2

No

2

Roving Patrol Ill

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of IDOC property
Observe and report any breach of !DOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with individuals

LE will be dispatched to respond

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Enmmement:

of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In imminent jeopardy
or death.
Fol!o'Ning any use of lethal force, staff need

•
•
•

to:

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV.IGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/G ROUP
Interior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIG NMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCE S ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II

2
2

No

Patrol Unit III

2

No

Patrol Unit IV

2

No

Patrol Unit V

2

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

•

•
•

to civil
Stage a minimum of 5 patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate response
disruptions.
Stage two cars at IMSI. two at ISCI, and one at SICI.
Units will be dispatched by Division Supervisor

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTI ONS

9. DIVISION/G ROUP COMMUNIC ATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION /GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Entrance Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDEN T NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!}': Kirkham

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOUR CES ASSIGNE D TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TA SK FORCE/
RESOUR CE DESIGNA TOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSON S

Yes

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot II

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Yes

7. CONTRO L OPERAT IONS

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ator lots •
Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstr
All Demonstrators 'MIi present photo ID
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
All bags 'MIi be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand held metal detector
All Demonstrators will be logged in/out
No one under 18 will be permitted
Once demonstrators exit the lot they will not be permitted to return
No smoking in demonstrator lots
Report any issues to Group Supeivisor

8. SPECIAL INSTRUC TIONS

9. DIVISION /GROUP COMMUN ICATION S SUMMAR Y
FREQ.

FUNCTIO N

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTIO N

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
1. BRANCH
SICI

2. DIVISION/GROUP

Facility Operations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

Shift Commander

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

TRANS.
NEEDED

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1
I

Front Gate
OSP

Control

1

North Donn

3

PRC

2

Main Donn

2

MCU

1

Response and Escort

2

Laundry

1

Kitchen

1

Clinicians

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

..•
..•
..•
..•
•

•

The SICI will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution
No Volunteers will be al!owed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours.
All offenders will be restricted to their un!t
No programming will be provided beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
Medical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offs!te appointments
No off-s!te workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside offender movements will be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unarmed during the entire operational period .
Wright's Hall will operate normally with minimal offender staffing
Laundry will operate with minima! offender staffing
Develop a 12-hour schedule for staffing SJCI
Two Clinicians will be on-site and avallab1e to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .
Offender Visiting will be canc€!1ed beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution
for a period of 48 hours

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

REPEAT

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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IOCidanfComnmodqf

Incident Name

Brent~nk_e

_Rhoades 26864 Execution,

~··

~nKempf_

Operational Period -~2~1~00"--2 ~1,.,0,_ ,,0'------ ---Time _____ _____

Date - - - - - - -

Operation Section

,-~Zrii~da

Page 911

$1C1QmnebPlmc«w

ISCl'E~:!'MSh Qlmetor

IMSI srnn·cn·o1rnetor

_Te_iryl<lrkham

·JOhann:tlsmitli

Jimmy Crosby

Entmrum ½m

Medl3Ammr§f'9W

eubnc 1nfoni)Mfori OffiCt'lr
Jaff,R:,y

J)IMnlng ~Ction

RandYvm1ey

sswcc Branch Pirsctor
t.t'BraJn'

lSCI Faclli!Y'GrouQ

Shift Coml'Mnd.ili-

Shift Conimande'r.

lntQ[19tPgtim@ GfOUP

-:JOShTcwali"

:·:, Ai:.Rimir_e'z

ChriS&:is'rs

Exorartl9n Bmneh Plroet9r'

CERU!rnOch Pfi:rictor

Riindy Blades

u;-Butler

}nf9etlon T@:im

Kelth.Yordy_

SICfFaCH!tYGroup

Opeffltlon::scd:forl·

Logistics Seet!On'

FlnMCO and·Admin

·~

~r/frasier

-

C:APP Br;inch Plmctor
Brla'n·Finn

_JCC·BfflrtdJP!t:?£t9r
TimWen91er

Chi.ick'K!nkald

·WfEC!Mm·

1c10 BG300b Pimetor
_Tererriacirtln

NICI Branch Pkm:;tor

Lynn Guyer
March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000544

EXWJor Pildmotru:Groui>

pwcc:emocn=Dimetot
.Jlr:riWOOlf

SAWC·BrnnchPu:Petor
Ste\le_Little

ICS Form 202
2. DATE

1. INCIDENT NAME

3. TIME

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

5. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDENT (INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES)

6. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

7. GENERAL SAFETY MESSAGE

8. Attachments (0 if attached)
□

Organization List (ICS 203)

D Medical Plan (ICS 206)

□

□

Assignment List (ICS 204)

□

Incident Map

□

□

Communications Plan (ICS 205)

□

Traffic Plan

□

Weather Forecast

10. APPROVED BY (INCIDENT COMMANDER)

9. PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)
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Sample Assignment List, JCS Form 204
1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATE

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

SYSTEM

CHAN.

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT
REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

REPEAT
.

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST
NAME

POSITION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF

1. INCIDENT NAME

2. DATE PREPARED

13. TIME PREPARED

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERATIONS SECTION

INCIDENT COMMANDER

CHIEF

DEPUTY
SAFETY OFFICER

DEPUTY
a. BRANCH I- DIVISION/GROUPS

INFORMATION OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR

LIAISON OFFICER

DEPUTY
DIVISION!GROUP

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DIVISION/ GROUP

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

NAME

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION /GROUP
b. BRANCH II- DIVISIONS/GROUPS

-

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
7. PLANNING SECTION

DIVISION/GROUP

CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP

DEPUTY
RESOURCES UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

SITUATION UNIT

c. BRANCH Ill- DIVISIONS/GROUPS

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DEPUTY

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION{GROUP

8. LOGISTICS SECTION

d. AIR OPERATIONS BRANCH

CHIEF

AIR OPERATIONS BR OJR.

DEPUTY

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUP.
AIR SUPPORT GROUP SUP.
HELICOPTER COORDINATOR

a. SUPPORT BRANCH

AIR TANKER/FIXED WING CRD.

DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT
FACILITIES UNIT
GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

10. FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION
CHIEF
DEPUTY

DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

TIME UNIT
PROCUREMENT UNIT
COMPENSATIONJCLAIMS UNIT

MEDICAL UNIT

COST UNIT

b. SERVICE BRANCH

FOOD UNIT
PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)
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Issues going forward:
•

Where are demonstrators going to park? Gowen Field Authorized use of the Tank Track

•

What is the maximum occupancy of the demonstrator lots?

•

Can we use the trailer park for Media staging?

•

We need to send an email to staff letting them lmew hov,· to request to be eieeused for the
eiweutien. Director sent email on 10/11/11

•
•

Can we stop deliveries the day of the event?
Are we going to feed the staff on duty the day of tlw event? Partieularly these in eicterior
positions. Staff in exterior positions will be provided a meal the day of the event, no pizza

•

We need to set up a way for staff to be relieved in place.

•

Who is managing the CISM plan? Elaine Bergeson is developing plan

•

What signs do we need?
o Demonstrator Lots
o
o

Media Center
Stop signs for Check Points

•

Where will CERT Stage?

•

Will on be en standby? No

•

Should we utilize a Homeland Security Event Channel for radio communications?
o Do we have the infrastructure available to take advantage of this option?

•

Contact Ada County Paramedics for 2 buses

•

Brief Kuna Fire

•

Cheek with BHS to find a guard shade Ordered

•

Clear the Range Calendar

•

Need a 204 for Traffic Plan

•

Ensure all staff get a how to handle the Media briefing sheet

•

Develop a briefing

•

How will Clinicians be managed.
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Resource List

Meal

Rhoades 26864 Execution

November 15, 2011
-

Ncinie_ - _

--

--

Reinke, Brent
Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Dearden, Andrea
Birch, David
Zmuda, Jeff
Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Steffan, Cathy
Tewolt, Josh
Richardson
Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret
Whittinaton, Jill
Stone, Mackenzie
Scott, Ruth
Ramirez, Al
Kinkead, Charles
Morlan, Bob
Caroer, Arthur "Buck"
Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Carvl
Eilers, Joel
Gamin, Marc
Eccard, Harry
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
Clark, Chris

Theo Lowe
<i,
Name
Brandon Williams
Craig Leigh
Matthew Thomas
Anthony Marcek
Jim Dixon
Steve Landers

Assignment _ Incident Commander
Deputy IC
PIO
Asst. PIO
Liaison Officer
Operations Section
Chief
Staging Area Manager
Staging Area mngr. Asst.
Staging Area
Operations Section
Chief
ISP Cptn

-

Reporting time to post

ICP

Planning Section Chief
Deputy PSC
Resource/Demob Unit
Leader
Situation Unit Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader
Logistics Section Chief
Support Branch Director
Supply Unit Leader
Maintenance Unit
Leader
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch Director
Communications Unit
Leader
Communication Unit
Medical Unit Leader
Medic 1- F Block
Medic 1- F Block
Medic 2- SICI
Medic 2-SICI
Food Unit Leader
Finance and Admin
section Chief
;._--_'.- ' __.-_:·---,- Repbrti11gtirne to.post. _ _ 0
". oca 1o_n_ :_--. •._:\:: .· -_,,_ _______
..,._-_. <t>·,·,f·-_
A~signrneht
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security

,-
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Meal

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Resource List

November 15, 2011
Ben Heinrick
Dan Geisel
Pechtel, Doug
Wood, Aaron
Conant, Tom
Houdshell, Thomas
Barnhardt, Rodger
Acree, Gary
Peneku, Leroy
Meacham, Shanae
Elguezabal, Blas
Chad Brupton
Jeremy Walllingford
Chad Loughran
Angel Dobrev
Kara Neilson
Jim Campbell
Cory Barrier
Cassey Poore
Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Escort Team
Inject team
Inject team
Medical team
Medical team
Clark, Eugene
Smith, Johannna
Yordy, Keith
Rosenthal, Terrie
Goodin, Holly
Lott, Mary
Crowl, Brian
Stone, Darron

External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
External security
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
Demonstrator Lots
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
F block
Media Group
Branch Director- ISCI
.

Deputy Branch Director-lSCI

Situation Unit- ISCI
ISCI recorder-lSCI
Resource unit-lSCI
Media Group
Media Group
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Meal

Rhoades 26864 Executio n

Resourc e List

Novemb er 15, 2011

Martinez , Charlie
Miller, Christop her
Edwards, Shannon

Media Group
Media Group
Media Group

Walton, James
Blair, Eric
Parker, Ronald

Media Group
Media Group
Media Group
Transpo rt Group

Soto, Oved
Lopez, Rojelio
Nimmo,A dam
Strope, Stephen
Rodriguez, Pete
Stubblef ield, Aaron
Huckstep, Joshua
Butler, Derek
Heimer, David
Tamez, Mike
Radimer, Seth
Smith, Chad
Trumbul l, Dustin
Whittier , Nick
Poore, Brett
Garcis, Renee
Frasier, james
King, Benjamin
Blanchard, Darryl
Stokes, Seth
Hammon d, Cody

Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
Transpo rt Group
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch

Geisel, Mike
Overgaard, Joshua
Rodriguez, Pedro

CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch

Earl, Walter
Schwab, Tony
Segadelli, Jesse

CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch
CERT Branch

Ross, Russell
Hines, Bryan
Higgins II, Timothy
Jones, Nathanie l

CERT Branch
CERT Branch

McCoy, Mike
Dobler, Nick

CERT Branch

Roberts, Randy
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.

CFRT
Ada County

Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt

CNT
ICP

Ada County
Ada County
Ada County
Ada County
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Rhoades 26864 Execution

Meal

Resource List

November 15, 2011
Piccolo, Jason
Long, Kim
Schoenborn, Doug
Sgt A. Johnson
Sgt M. Jones
OfcrT. Weir
Ofer P. Markle
Ofer D. Harr
Ofer J. Adams
Ofer K. Crofts
Ofer B. Johnson
Ofer T. Miller
Ofer S. Scally
Ofer R. Jones
Ofer D. Whipps
Cpl. Gabe Coleman
Cpl. Matt Sly
Cpl. Ed Robe1tson
Cpl. Shane Langton
Cpl. John Vance
Cpl Cottrell
Sgt. Sam Ketchum
Trooper Higley

Ada County
Ada County
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
Boise PD
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP

SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
SBWCC
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff
LOCATION

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION

Incident Commander

Renke, Brent

lCP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Deputy IC

Kempf, Kevin

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

PIO
Asst. PIO

Ray, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Dearden, Andrea

Demonstrator Lots

.Uason

Birch, David

!CP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Operations Chief SBX

Zmuda, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

TITLE

Night OPS

Baird, Nick

!SCI Shift Command

336-0740 ext. 4500

Planning section chief

Valley, Randy

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Planning Deputy

KilTim_el, Bret

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Roving

Situation Unit

Stolle, Mckeilzie

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Resource/Demob Unit

Whittington, Jill

Staging SIC!

5212 tie

Scott, Ruth

Staging SIC!

5212

Tiocurnehtation Unit
Finance Admin Chief

Lowe, Theo

Central Office

Finance Deputy

McMaclin, Cindy

Central Office

Rami_rez, Al

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Support Branch

Kinkead, Chuck

F Block

sl.ipply Unit leader

Morlan, Bob

Maintenance Unit

Carper, Arthur

.Logistics chief

'
.

NAME

3509tie

_a-_

E(tlliplllent Unit Leader

Iverson, Christina

Staging

5212tie

Service Branch

Frasier, Caryl

3203tie

COhlmunication Unit leader
Comms

Eilers, Joel
Ca min, Marc (ISP)

Communication center
Communication center
Communication center

C:omms

Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)

Comrriuriic'ation center

3203tie

C:omms

lbbara(ICC}

Communiccition center

3203tie

tvl!idical Unit Leader

Eccard, Harry

ICP

Brandon LaRosa

ICP

Dawn i)ae

Staging

•· '.Ki!_edic i

JR McGee

Staging

,._.

3203tle
3203tie

;N\edic2

Mike Nugent

F Block

fy)edic2

Peder Ahearn

-F illock

}.riod Unit Leader

Clark, Chris

SIC!

lo'od Unit
St.aging area manager

Coburn, Garrett

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

Schaffer, Dan

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

Tewalt, Josh

Central Office

tfaging
·Clperations Chief Ext.

-Jae.
·Agency Rep- Idaho
_National Guard
-•-__·s1ti Branch

,.,

. _5ICI Branch Director

Lt. Col. Eden

Kirkham, Terry

_External security
group

Christensen, Jay

Entrance group

Ken Bennett

CO2

_a

. _. 'Medical Grp Supv.
- r0edic 1

-

Radio
channel

ICP

SIC! Conference rm.

5101 tie

SIC! Conference rm.

5101 tie .
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complex Check Point
i"nstitutional
operations

ISCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Operations
Media Group
Transport Group

Shift Commander
Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith
Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene
Soto, Oved

Jllstitutional O erations

Crosby, Jimmie
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

s'swcc Branch Director

Braun, Jacqueline

IMSI Branch Director
Deputy

in.Stitutional Operations

B.ranch Director
Deputy

Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

CERT Commander
CNT Leader
.C:FRTLeader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

ISP
JSP
ISP
- JSP
ISP
•. ISP
-• -ISP
JSP
1$P
JSP
}SP
-_ISP
i:APPWarden
CAPPDW
Jtcwarden
:ICCDWS
\ 1frtual Prisons
,OSM Team Leader
Atla County So
Ada County so
' Ada County SO
Ada County :So
Ada Couniy SO
Ada County SO

208-559-0274

Front Gate

Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cptn
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson, ISP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, ISP Cpl.
Sly, ISP CpL
Tulleners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP.Cpl.
Cagle. ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt.
Finn, Brian

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
.Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt
PiccO!o, Jason

Shift Commander Office
ISCI Branch
ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office
Captains Office
Media lot
External Security Office
IMSI Branch
IMSI DWS Office
IMSI DWS Office
Shift Commander Office
SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Lt's Office
SBWCC Shift Command
Execution Branch
F-Block
F-Block
Tactical
BLDG. 30
BLDG.30
BLDG. 30
Other areas
Car 550
Car403
Car424
Car463
Car479
Car 500
Car638
Car592
Car 468
Car643
Car590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC

SICI

C02/ISCI
na
4725
4704
4722

JSCI

3205/
3205/

6106tie
6306tie

•S02/SBWCC

·,sswcc

)S02/1A'VAC
502/lA~V.AC
So2/1A,'!_t;c
so2/1A-vAc
502/11;'.yAc
$02/iA=VAC
,so2/1A",vAc ~62/1NyAt
'sb2/iANAc
i;o2/iA'.VAC
s6271A'YAC
'E,02/1A,VAC

Comms

ICP
ICP
SICI
SICI
SICI
SIC!
SIC!
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__ ,_,_=-

Ada County SO

Long, Kim

Boise Police Dept.

Schoenborn, Doug

!SP Regional
Communications Center
south (Dispatch)

1·s 02

SIC!
ICP

6123tie

I

·• m · rgency

S02/BPDopsB

846-7500
Non Emergency
846---7550

ISP
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1.

Rhoades #26864
Execution

MEDICAL PLAN

Time Prepared

3.

Date Prepared

2.

Incident Name

11/07/2011

Operational Period

4.

11/17/112100hrs11/18/112100hrs

0800
·.

5. Incident Medical Aid Station

Paramedics

Medical Aid Stations

Location

Medic t

SIC! parking lot

Yes

No

X

6. Transportation
.

A. Ambulance Services
Yes

No

X

208-287-2950

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Paramedics

Phone

Address

Name

B. Incident Ambulances
Paramedics

Location

Name

Yes

Medic 1

Staging area

X

Medic2

FBlock

X

Medic IO field Supervisor

ICP

No

X
.

.·

7 . Hospitals
.

Burn Center

He!ipad

Travel Time
Air
Ground

Phone

901 North Curtis Road# 403
Boise, ID 83706

IO min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

St. Lukesw Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

IO min

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

St. Lukesw Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

lOMin

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

Yes

No

Yes

No

.

·.

·.

8. Medical Emergency Procedures

•

Provide Medical support to staff and responders at ISCI.

•
•
•

Report any injuries and/or incidents to the incident command post.
Paramedic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physician in F Block .
Paramedics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request for transport to the emergency department
will go through Medic 1O EMS field supervisor.

Prepared by (Medical Unit Leader)

10. Reviewed by (Safety Officer)

Harry Eccard
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Resource Deployment Plan
Agency:
Event:

Paul Rhoades Execution 11/18/11

Resources Committed:
Quantity

Type

Plan/Timeline:

Special Considerations:

Signature:

Prepared by:

Document Created by Randy Valley
Idaho Dept. of Correction, Emergency Coordinator

10/21/11
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PaulEzraRhoades26864

Idaho Department of Correction
Execution Plan
Operations Section Chief

Incident Commander

1
Revised 11/14/11
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2011

Incident Action Plan Table of Contents
1. Cover Sheet
2. Incident Action Plan Table of Contents
3. ICS 202 - Incident Objectives
4. ICS 203 - Organization Assignment List
5. ICS 207 - Organization Chart
6. Map - South Boise Complex Overview
7. Map - South Boise Complex Entrance
8.

Map - Idaho Maximum Security Institution

9. ICS 204- Branch I Medical/Injection Teams
10. ICS 204- Branch I Escort Team
11. ICS 204-IMSI Institutional Operations
12. ICS 204- SICI External Security Group Checkpoint A
13. ICS 204 -SICI Entrance Group Demonstrator Lots
14. ICS 204 - SICI Exterior Perimeter
15. ICS 204 - SICI Interior Perimeter
16. ICS 204 - SIC! Institutional Operations
17. ICS 204 - SICI Outside Patrol
18. ICS 204 - ISP Pleasant Valley Patrol
19. ICS 204 - ISP Dignitary Transport
20. ICS 204 - ISCI Media Group
21. ICS 204- ISCI Transport Group
22. ICS 204 - ISCI Institutional Operations/Security
23. ICS 204- ISCI Institutional operations/ Clinical Support
24. ICS 204 - SBWCC Institutional Operations
25. ICS 204 - BPD Crowd Control Unit
26. ICS 204- Special TeamsResponse
27. ICS 204- CBRNE Response Contingency Plan
28. ICS 204-ICC Entrance Group
29. ICS 206- Medical Plan
30. ICS 205- Communications Plan
31. Communications Phone List
32. Operational Period Timeline
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ICS Form 202

1. INCIDENT NAME

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES

3. TIME

2. DATE

11/14/2011

Rhodes 26864 Execution

0800

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

11/17/2011 2100hrs- ll/18/20112100hrs
5. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDENT (INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES}

•
•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection of the public

•

Establish an appropriate IMT Organization that can effectively meet the initial and long term challenges
required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capitol
punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of the law
by any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison and the community

Facilities will operate under restricted status

6. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD

SNOW SHOWERS LIKELY. CHANCR OF SNOW 70 PERCENT. HIGHS
31 TO 37.
7. GENERAL MESSAGE:

-CISM debriefs are available for all responders.
-The branch directors and Section Chiefs have been delegated authority to draw resources from staging.
-At l 13011rs command will detennine the need for additional resources to report at 1400hrs.
- All incident personnel will demobilize when contacted by group supervisors in accordance with the approved demobilization
plan.

8. Attachments (0 if attached)

[g) Organization List (JCS 203)

[g) l\lcdical Plan (JCS 206)

[8J Assignment List (lCS 204)

t8l

Incident l\lap

[g) Communications Plan (ICS 205)

0

Traffic Plan

9. PREPARED BY {PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)

□
□
□

10. APPROVED BY{INCIDENTCOMMANDER)

Kevin Kempf

Randy Val_ley

3
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGANIZATION ASSIGMENT LIST

2. DATE PREPARED

3. TIME PREPARED

11/14/2011

0800hrs

Rhoades26864

Execution
NAME
POSITION
5. INCIDENT COMMAND ANO STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER
DEPUTY
SAFETY OFFICER
INFORMATION OFFICER

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD :11/17/11 2100hrs-11/18/11 2100hrs
9. OPERATIONS SECTION
\ Jeff Zmuda

CHIEF SBX

Kevin Kempf

CHIEF External

Jeff Ray
David Birch

a. BRANCH I• Execution

Josh Tewa.It

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades
Shannon Cluney

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

Injection Team

DIVISION/ GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

Medical Team

LIAISON OFFICER

Chris Eden

Idaho National Guard

Ralph Powell
Steve Richardson
Mike Schneider

Idaho State Police
Idaho State Police
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Randy Roper
Doug Schoenborn

Boise Police Department
Boise Pol!ce Department

b. BRANCH JI. SIC!
Terry Kirkham

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ada County Paramedics
Harry Eccard
7. PLANNING SECTION
Randy Valley
CHIEF
Bret Kimmel
DEPUTY
Jill Whittington
RESOURCES UNIT
Mackenzie Stone
SITUATION UNIT
Ruth Scott
DOCUMENTATION UNIT
Jill Whitungton
DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP

Exterior Perimeter
Institutional Ops
Entrance group

Jay Christensen
Michael Johnson
Ken Bennett

c. BRANCH Ill- ISCI
Johanna Smith

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops
Media Group
Transport Group

Keith Yordy
Rodney Schlienz
Gene Clark
Oved Soto

d. BRANCH IV - IMSI

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
CHIEF

Ex~ution Team

Al Ramirez

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

DEPUTY

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR
SUPPLY UNIT
MAINTANANENCE UNIT
GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

Chuck Kinkaid
Bob Morlan
Buck Carper

EQUIPMENT MANAGER.

Christina Iverson

Jimmie Crosby
Kenny Paul

BRANCH DIRECTOR
Institutional Ops

Shift Commander

e. BRANCH V - SBWCC
Jaqueline Braun

BRANCH DIRECTOR
DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Ops

Shift Commander

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

Caryl Frasier

MEDICAL UNIT

Harry Ee.card

10. FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION

FOOD UNIT

Chris Clark

CHIEF

Joel Eilers

DEPUTY
TIME UNIT

Theo Lowe
Cindy McMac!in

4
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PROCUREMENT UNIT

Bub Morlan

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT
PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)

Randy Valley

5
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1ne1deOt' Commandrr
, Brent Reinke

Rh2:,de~ 26864 Exzut\on

Incident Name

~.'

Kevln,KemPf

Operational Period

11/17/11 2100 hrs· 11/J§{Z0J 1 2100 hrs

-

=

Publlc !oform.11tlim
Date

11(?4(2011

Time _ _,,,,,__ _ _ _ _ __

David ·e\rch

Jeft' Ray

Oomtlo0 Stnloo"SBX

Phtri01or Smttfon

'F1nari1;,: Drid Admlri

Loftltitlcy Wion

Jeff zni·ud.i :

Rimdy Valley
Deputy
erett Kimmel

Theo Lowe
Deputy
Cll'\dy McMacnn

Al R.irrllrez

Psicumenr!!!lon 'Unit

Rrsourct'/ Drro2b' uw

sri,',i\nr AfM ·MJlnniilr

Slh/ilt!oh 110\t

....
': .. ·,"·
Gorre'it Coburn'

:MieKOnzle Stone

',,

'

Ruth

Scott

JIii Wlilttln~o·n

Dari,SChiffer
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1sc1 l\@nCb·Q1~wr-:

. ~JCI Rmnrh Qlrs:ctor

IMS! BrJind) DIO'lct9r

··Johlinn:iSmlth

JimmY cro:.by

_DePutv.....
>Keith Yord-./ '

De'pUty
KennY P11\JI '

re·rrv Kirkham

M!'lribi center (lr()ur)
Entrarics GOUR

SBWCC Brnns;b·p1rector
Lt. Br?lun

-

Extcutlnn eraoch

IScf facl!ItY·Gl'Oif P :,
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Revised

~

_,..

Jo'sh Tevialt

-

CAPP 'RraoctJ Plttrw
Brl3n·Fli'in

Caryl Fi-asier

cQmmun\¢1!!1on· Unit ·
J6e1 Ellers

Lt:Butler

ICC BiJ!rich p1rurnr
TlmWenB'.l<!lr

Ranclv ·a1~des

101i:'ctloO·re8m

JWiOctTonm

'R~dneY Sch·11~nz

. 1Pter1n·eetr1mct·ec

E1Mmal EncJHtlt:i

CERT Q,:nn(:h Qlrrruv

Geri~Cl.irk

SICI F11cUJt\l Group

Ooer!tlon sectlP:O

-

160

B@nch Dh:cctor

TC'rem~

Chuck Kincaid

C1.lr11n

' ·s\J'pply I/nit

NICI emncb DIMctOr

· Bob Morllln ;

Lynn; Guyer'

Etlulomsrit ManDRer

PWCC B@n<;h Director

Chrlsttrla lvei'son'

Jim Woolf

Malntt::mmce l/Olt

SAWC Branch Plrtctor·

Buck

StCve Llttle'

Medl@ITom

ei(;tl')riQi PprJffltuir

2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Branch I- Execution

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

TIME

11/17/11

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Blades

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Medical Team

3

Injection Team

2

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting the IV catheters, ensuring
the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing the chemicals,
preparation of the syringes, monitoring the offender (including the level of
consciousness), and supervising the administration of the chemicals.
The Injection Team members shall be responsible for administering the
chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution Chemicals Preparation and
Administration.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I
DATE

TIME

1500hrs

10
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1.BRANCH

ASSIGN MENT LIST

I

Branch I • Execution

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhodes 26864 Execution

TIME

11/17/11

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Rand)'. Blades

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

13

Escort Team
.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

At the designated time, the Execution Escort Team will escort the offender to the
execution room secured on the table by the prescribed means with the offiender's
arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Execution Escort
Team leader will personally check the restraints which secure the offender to the
table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede the offender's circulation, yet
sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulation the catheters and IV lines.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

I

DATE

! TIME

11
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11-17-11
11-18-11

DATE

TIME

2100 to 2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

Shift commander on

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISO R

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jimmie Crosb}':

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

Du!):

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Outside Patrol Unit

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

2

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Jnstitutfon .
Operate on l.M.5.1. repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

Anned post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read OSP post orders, Follow rules of engagement as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURC E UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME

12
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
External Security Group

1.BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jar Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!Y Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point A

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No

3

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Staff with two otlicers and one patrol car (1 PO and one IDOC)
• Stage near the SB\VCC
searches to avoid unnecessary delays at check point
• Utilize the SBWCC parking lot or vehicle
gain entrance
to
list
approved
the
on
be
must
Individuals
•
by a red sticker in window "IDOC Staff'
• All staff will be allowed to pass, identified
ID
photo
present
must
individuals
other
All
•
• Class "A" will be the appropriate uniform
• Report all suspicious activity to the Group Supervisor
to notify the
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs
• person
to leave the premises. If the person refuses, llJOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
1700 hrs on 11/17/11 to 0400 hrs I 1/18/11 report to SICI shift commander.

•

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in imminent jeopardy of serious
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
REPEAT

S02

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

.

SICl6

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

I

DATE

l

TIME

13
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ter!::{ Kirkham

Ken Bennett

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Yes
Yes

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot II

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
• Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
• No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
• All bags will be searched
using hand~held metal detector
• All Demonstrators will be searched
• Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
• Report any issues to Group Supervisor
in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
• If someone is on the perimeter or there's a dismption
leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can requc-St law enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Byles of Engagement:
bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are In imminent jeopardy of serious
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to fill injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

! DATE

I

TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Exterior Perimeter Group

1. BRANCH
SIC!

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jar Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!)'. Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

FL....-:ed Observation Post I
Fixed Observation Post II
Fixed Observation Post Ill

Fixed Observation Post N
Roving Patrol I
Roving Patrol II
Roving Patrol Ill

DROP
OFF
PT.!TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each . of IDOC property
• Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter
Group
• Observe and report any breach of lDOC property or suspicious activity to Division
individuals
with
and
engage
not
Do
•
• LE will be dispatched to respond
• Vehicles will have one PO and one IDOC staffinmember
or a disruption the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person
• If someone is on the perimeter
the person for trespassing.
to !eave the premises. If the person refuses, !DOC can request law enforcement to arrest
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self.defense when they are in imminent
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•

•

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
first.
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

DATE

I

TIME
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I

2. DIVISION/ GROUP

1. BRANCH
SIC\

Interior Perimeter Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ja~ Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISO R
. AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISO R

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Patrol Unit I
Patrol Unit II

2
2

No
No

Patrol Unit III

2

No

Patrol Unit IV
Patrol Unit V
Patrol Unit VI

2

No

2

No

2

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

•

•

response to civil
Stage a patrol cars, paired with one Correctional Officer per car, to provide immediate
s.
disruption
Units will be dispatched by Operations
IDOC employee
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an
request law
can
IDOC
refuses,
person
the
If
premises.
the
leave
to
person
the
needs to notify
g.
enforcem ent to arrest the person for trespassin

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1500hrs
DATE

TIME
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I

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facilily Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!Y Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Front Gate

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1
1
1

OSP
Control
NorthDom1

3

PRC

2
2
1
2
1
1

Main Donn

MCU
Response and Escort
Laundry

Kitchen

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•

.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

hours .
The facility v,,j_U go on secured status starting at 2100lus the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24
of 48 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period
hours
48
of
period
a
for
execution
the
to
prior
day
the
0800
at
beginning
Oft'ender Visiting will be cancelled
No programming will be provided on the day of the exe{;ution
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution.
All offenders will be restricted to their unit

Medical will function under nonnal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offsite appointments .
No oft:site workers will be allowed to leave
Emergency transports only the day of the execution
All outside oft'Cnder movements will be supervised as needed
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unam1ed during the entire operational period.
Wright's Hall will operate normally with minimal offender staffing
Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing
Develop a 12-hour schedule for staffing SIC!
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the execution .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

TACTICAL

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I

DATE

11/14/11

I TIME
1500hrs
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

0630. ll-18

DATE

TIME

2100

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Terrt Kirkham

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAMfTASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Outside Patrol Unit

LEADER

EMT

DROP
OFF
PT.rTIME

PICKUP
PT.rTIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

l

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
SICI compound .
• Patrol Perimeter of
frequency.
• Operate on SIC\ repeater
behavior to facility group supervisor
suspicious
any
report
and
Observe
•
• No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV.IGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

DATE

ITIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

ISP Pleasant Valley
Patrol

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Nov. 17/18

DATE

TIME

2100-1200

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Leaders below.

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR
6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD

STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
(Nov. 17/18, 2100-0500

EMT

Pleasant Valley Patrol

LEADER
ISP Sgt. Malt
Smith (primarily
oftCsite)

TRANS.
NEEDED
/No for all)
Pleasant V.
& lOMile
Crk. Rds.

NUMBER
PERSONS

Cpl. Ken

Beckner

& 10 Mile

Tulleners

Crk. Rds.

Main Gate

(Nov. 18, 0430-1200)

ISP Sgt. Sam

Cpl. Gabe

Pleasant Vallev Patrol

Ketchum

Coleman

Area

Cpl. Matt
Slv
Cpl. Ed

Main Gate
Area
Pleasant V.

Robertson

Rd. South
Pleasant V.
Rd. North

"
"

Cpl. Shane

"

Langton

"

(Nov. 18, 0700-1200)

Pleasant Vallev Patrol
ISP Sgt. Jason
Cagle

(Nov. 18, 0700-1200)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

Pleasant V.

Cpl. Scott

"

PICKUP
PT./TIME

Cpl. John
Vance
Tpr. Higley
Cpl Cottrell

Pleasant V.
Rd. backup

Pleasant V.
Rd. backun

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Responsible for high-visibility patrols on Pleasant Valley Rd. Preserve and

enhance public safety including carrying out law enforcement activities and providing assistance to members of
the public and allied agencies, as appropriate.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

LOCAL
COMMAND

CHAN.

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR

I APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.) I DATE

I TIME
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Dignitary Transport

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

TIME

Nov. 18

DATE

0700?-IOOO?

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

See Below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

LEADER
ISP Major Ked
Wills

EMT

Dignitary Transport

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

I (transp. 2

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

dignitaries)

.

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communica tions will be by cell phone.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM
7

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Bret Kimmel

l DATE

11/14/201

I

TIME

20
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

I

Media Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

11/17-11/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF "
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eugene Clark

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith -

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

Media Center Security Team

5

Media Transport Team

2

TRANS.
NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

A media center will be provided in the area of the maintenance parking lot for all media personnel.

•

Tht: media wilness drawing will be conducte<l in the !SCI visitor's center in accordance with department
SOP.

•

The media transport team will escort the media witnesses to the IMSI court room by 0715hrs .

•

At 0700 the media will be given the opportunity to be escorted to the demonstrator lots and back to the media

•

A media group will be staffed and provide security for the media centers and transportation of media to the
execution, this group will be supervised by a lieutenant.

•

The media center will close at 1300hrs .

center.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

FREQ.

LOCAL

SYSTEM

CHAN.

700mhz

SO2

DIVJGROUP
vhf
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

I

SYSTEM

CHAN.
8

LOCAL
SUPPORT

REPEAT

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

7

GROUND

ISCITOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 I 1600
DATE

TIME
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"

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Transport Group

1. BRANCH
!SCI

ASSIG NMEN T LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
11/17-11/18/ TIME
DATE
2011

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

OPERJ:i._TJONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPEIWISOR

2100-2100hrs

OvedSoto

.

.

STRIKE TEAMffASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
TRANS.
NUMBER
NEEDED
PERSONS
LEADER
.EMT

Transport Team 1

2

Transport Team 2

2

Transport Team 3

2

Arrive
Time
0600

0600
0600

7. C01'"TROL OPERATIONS

•
•

Provide for inmate transport needs for the South Boise Complex.
Provide ad_ditional security or relief in place for the incident when not transporting inmates .
.

.

f

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
(I,
Any emergent transport needs should be routed through Lt. Soto a.,,

'

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

S02

700mhz

BretKimineI

CHAN.

SYSTEM

8

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

vhf
DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED B'( (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I.

ISCl-4

7

I

DATE
11/14/11

I

TIME
1600

.
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

Institutional Operations

4. OPERATIO NAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864 Execution

TIME

DATE

2100

5. OPERATIO NAL PERSONN EL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Rodner Schlicnz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TAS K FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNAT OR

EMT

LEADER

NUMBER
PERSONS

Central Control

2

East Housing Team

20

West Housing Team

17

Food Service Team

6

Response and Escort Team

6

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

2

Medical Team
7. CONTROL OPERATIO NS

•

•
•
•
•

.
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Maintain a safe and secure environment for all staff and inmates within ISCI.
for a period of24 hours .
The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution
for a period of 48 hours .
No Volunteers will be allowed access to tile institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the extX:ution
hours
Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48
No programming ,,..;u be provided on the day of the execution
.
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution
A second outside patrol officer will be posted during the operational period
to the inmate population
All housing units will have 30 minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided
throughout the evening
execution .
All outside recreation, education, chapel services, and paralegal activities will cease the day of the
event.
the
Provide for dog program structured movements during
as needed 0600hrs~2000hrs the
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas
day of the execution.
inmates and food service staff.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximately 12
the day of the execution .
Pendyne,
in
feeding
controlled
with
dinner
and
units
housing
the
in
meals
lunch
Provide breakfast and
Laundry will be closed .
Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
20 .
Diabetic and emergency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to building

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCT IONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNI CATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

REPEAT

SUPPORT

Bret Kimmel

502

ADA

ISCI
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

DIVJGROUP

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
4

Randy Valley

! DATE
11/14/1 l

I

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

lnstitutional Operations

ASS IGNM ENT LIST

I

4. OPERAT IONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades Execution

l l/l 7/201 l l
-l 1/18nO ll

DATE

TIME

2 lOOhrs2100hrs

5. OPERAT IONAL PERSON NEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

STRIKE TEAM/T ASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGN ATOR

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
TRANS.
NUMBE R
NEEDED
S
PERSON
LEADER
EMT

Brian N. Fariss

Programs Support Strike Team

Shell Wamble-

Clinical Strike Team

Fisher

22

0

8

0

Shift TIME

Shift TIME

0600/!4 00

1400/2200

0600/1400

1400/2200

SYSTEM

CHAN.

7. CONTRO L OPERATIONS

1. Assist in vital security functions during duration of incident.
2. Provide support services during duration of incident.

8. SPECIA L INSTRUCTIONS

Staff will park cars in the furthest parking lot from the media staging area.
Staff must remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO

9, DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL

LOCAL

COMMAND

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT, CH.)

Randy Valley

TIME

DATE

11/14nO ll

0800hrs

24
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SBWCC

Institutional Ooerations

3. INCIDENT NAME

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

Rhoades 26864 Execution

2100

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ja~ua!ine Braun

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Shift Commander

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

TRANS.
NEEDED

Unit 1

2

No

Unit 2

2

No

Perimeter Security

I

No

Response and Escort

I

No

Kitchen

I

No

PICKUP
PT./TIME

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

7, CONTROL OPERATIONS
• The facility will go on secured status starting at 2100hrs the night before the scheduled execution for a period of24 hours .
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours .
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be provided on the day of the execution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be cancelled for the day of the execution .
All offenders will be restricted to their unit
;\·[edica.l will function under normal operations, with the exception ofno scheduled off-site appointments
No off-site workers will be allowed to leave
All outside offender movements will be escorted. (medical/meals)
Post a perimeter patrol officer, unarmed during the entire operational period .
Staff kitchen \\ith TC offenders only

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

LOCAL
REPEAT

SUPPORT

9

Maint.

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

FUNCTION

I

FREQ.

CHAN.

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

SYSTEM

DATE

I

10/3/11

I TIME
1600
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ASSIGNMENT LIST (!CS 204)

1. Incident

2. Operation al

Name:
Rhoades 26864
Execution

Period:

Date
Frori,:
Time
From:

11/17/11
2100hrs

Date
to:
Time

to:

11/18/11

3.

2100hrs

Branch:

Outer Perimeter

Division/

4. Operation s Personnel :

Contact
Number(s)

Name

Group:

Crowd Control

Staging Are~:

Operations Section Chief:

Jeff Zmuda

Branch Director:
Division/Group

Lt Schoenborn (BPD)

SBWCC

Su ervisor:
5. R8sources Assi ned:
Resource
Identifier

Leader

"'C"'

~
.0 0

E

~

z~ a."

contact (e.g., Phone, pager, radio,
f(eq"i.Je!fcy ;_ etc.)

'. -

Reporting Location, Special
Equipment and Supplies,
Remarks, Notes, Information

CrO\-vd Control Team_ Leader

Sgt A. Johnson

Lt Schoenborn

Sgt M. Jones

U Schoenborn

Ofert. Weir

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer P. Markle

Sgt A. Johnson

Crowd Control Team

Ofer D. Harr

SgtA Johnson

Crowd Control TElam

Ofer J. Ad.ams

Sgt A. Johnson

Crowd Control Tearn

Ofer K. C/ofts

Sgt A. Johnson

Ofer B. Johnson

Sgt M. Jones

OferT. Miller

Sgt M. Jones

Ofer S. Scally

Sgt M. Jones

Ofer R. Jone$

Sgt M. Jones

Cro\'id Corltrol Team Leader

Crowd Control Team

Crowd Control Team·
Crowd Control T earn

1

Crowd Control Tearn
Crowd Control Team
Crowd Control Team

Crowd Control Team·
Sgt M. Jones
Ofer D. Whipps
'
~- Wotk Assignme nts:
Lots as necessary. This Group will operate
Provide crowd control assistance, personnel, equipment, and support irl Jti~ 'oinl~iistrator
.
internally on BPD Ops Frequency 8 (700 MHZ).

7. Special lnstruction_s:

field equipment, riot gear, and less-l_ethal
This Group is comprtsed of BPD ESU {Crowd Control Team), supporting vehicles, all standard
own personnel during deployment
it's
of
ief
rotation/rel
th8
for
responsible
be
will
group
This
total).
(2
unitions
(40riim) launchers/m

Name

uency/s stem/chan nel)

Function

9. Pre ared b : Name: Lt. Doug Schoenborn_ _ Posilionffitle: Lieutenant, Boise PD
04

f-~ic_s_2_ _ -+_,IAP:.::__.:..P.:,ag""e'--==-==~--l

Datemme: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CERT Group

1. BRANCH
Special response

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Rhoades 26864- Execution

11/17-1 !/18/
2011

DATE

TIME

2100-2100hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DlRECTOR

Derek BuUer

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

TRANS.
NEEDED

Squad 1

6

no

Squad 2

6

no

Squad 3

6

no

Squad 4

6

no

CNT

I

no

CFRT

1

no

Start time

End time

11/171201 l
2100hrs
11/18/11
0400hrs
11/18/11
0400hrs
11/18/11
1300hrs
11/18/11
0400hrs
11/18/11
0400h,s

11/18/11
0500hrs
11/18/11
l300hrs
11/18/11
1300hrs
11/18/11
2100hrs
11/18/11
1300hrs
11/18/11
lJOOh,s

7. co:--,ROL OPERATI0;-;s

•
•
•

Special response teams ·will be stationed at the Cl

•
•

Special teams have their own transport whicles and response whicles .

Speci:il response teams ,-.,ill be dispatched by the in

ent command post.

Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .

Debriefnill be conducted nithin the group.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
-All special teams will be on standby from 11/17/11 at 0900rs until 11/21/11 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN •

SYSTEM

.

LOCAL

S02

700mhz

REPEAT

OIVJGROUP

vhf

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Bret Kimmel

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

C01,1MAND

I

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley

I 11/14/11 l
DATE

TIME

1600
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CBRNE re.sponse

1. BRANCH

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Boise PD Bomb Squad

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
11/17 -ll/18/ TIME
DATE
2011

3. INCIDENT NAME

OPERATIONS CHIEF

I

2100-2 IOOhrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
TRANS.
NUMBER
NEEDED
NS
PERSO
R
LEADE
EMT
Sgt. Kip Higby
no
6

-:~,~
f

Captain Krider

Boise Fire Dept. Haz-mat

no

p

.

Lt. Sch~nbom

Boise Airpo rt K-9

7. COi'ff ROL OPERATIONS

•

•
•

r Explosive incident from the rest of the event.
Isolate any Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclea
the operations section chief.
Document any bomb threat and immediately advis~
to manage the response.
ions section chiefwill_delegate a group supervisor
The operat

.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
by operations section.
-All respOn·se to a C_BRNE threat will b8 man.aged
the aboVe resources.
- Spe_ci311Zed resj:,on_se Will be coordi_nated with
Police Dept.)
becomes a concern Contact Lt. Schoenorn { Boise
- In_ the event a suspiciouS/uriattende"d package
ched.
by phone, In the ICP and a K-9 unit will be dispat

FREQ.

FUNCTION
l..OCAL
COMMAND

ARY
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMM
fREQ.
FUNCTION
CHAN.
SYSTEM
S02

700mhz

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

700mhz

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Bret Kimm el

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley
BPDops8

I

DATE
11/14/11

'TIME

1600
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!

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Rhoades 26864 Execution

DATE

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Tim Wengl er

TIME

11/18111

0330

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTIC AL GROUP SUPERVISOR

·6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS. PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point B (North sally
port)
Check Point C (South Sally Port)

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Danfor th

3

No

Sharp

3

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
members posted at ICC North Entrance
• SORT Sq_Uad Leader and two SORT
SORT members posted at ICC South Entrarice
two
and
Leader
Squad
SORT
•
will monitor entrance to SBWCC
• SORT Squad
be ICC or IDOC employees to gain entrance to ICC grounds
must
als
Individu
•
be IDOC employees to gain entrance to SBWCC
m\1st
als
• Individu
C Staff'
staff allowed lo pass are identified by - d o w " I D O
WCC
staffSB
All
•
'
·
present photo ID
must
als
individu
other
All
•

•
•
•

RepOrt all suspicious activity to the Incident Commandef
_, __ _, Contact the Incident Commander.
SORT ,vill have facility radios operation on channel 1, Gfi' .,.
IUeriJ.bei-s will notify the person to leave the premises. If the
SORT
occurs,
on
disrupti
a
or
er,
perimet
the
enters
If someone
reqi.ie5t law enforcement.
to
nder
Comma
t
Inciden
the
J}erson refuses, SORT will contact
.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
.Rules of Engagement:

staff members may use leth13I force for self-defense when they are

In immin ent jeopar dy of serious bodily harm

or death.
Following 'any use of lethal force, staff need to:

.
•

•

Secure t_he area and the suJ)ject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supetvisor
treating the most serious injuries first.
Prcivide necessary medi~ I attention to all injured parties,
9, DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNfCATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

S02

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTfCAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
Randy Valley

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAJR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
Randy Valley

I

. )

I

DATE

I

TIME
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1.

MEDICAL PLAN

2.

Incident Name

3.

Date Prepared

Time Prepared

0800

11/07/2011

Rhoades #26864

Execution

Operational Period

4.

11/17/11 2100hrs11/18/11 2100hrs
.

5. Incident Medical Aid Station
Paramedics

X

SIC! parking lot

Medic 1

No

Yes

Location

Medical Aid Stations

6. Transpo rtation
A. Ambula nce Service s
Yes

No

X

208-287-2950

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Paramedics

Phone

Address

Name

B. Inciden t Ambula nces
Paramedics

Yes

Location

Name

Medic 1

Staging area

X

Nledic 2

F Block

X

Mt:dic 10 field Supervisor

ICP

X

No

7. Hospita ls
Travel Time
Ground
Air

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

901 North Curtis Road# 403
Boise, ID 83706

St. Lukes- Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

St. Lukes- Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

Bum Center

He!ipad

Phone

Yes

No

Yes

No

lOmin

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

lOmin

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

lOMin

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

8. Medica l Emerge ncy Procedures

•

•
•
•

Provide Medical support to staff and respond ers at ISCI.
post.
Report any injuries and/or inciden ts to the inciden t comma nd
F Block .
in
Parame dic Medic 2 will assist with request s from physicia n

for transpo rt to the emerge ncy departm ent
Parame dics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request
will go through Medic 10 EMS field supervisor.
1O. Reviewed by (Safety Officer)

Prepared by (Medical Unit Leader)

Harry Eccard

ICS Form 205
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INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

l. lncldent Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared:

Rhoades lt26864
Execution

11/4/201 1

3. Operational Period
Date/Time:
ll/17/201 12100hr s·

11/18/20 11 2100hrs

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
Channel

Function

Frequenq /Tone

Assignment

Remarks

System/Cache

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffs Ofilce

SO2

Command

700mhz

External SecU:rity Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resources have
assigned radios
Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

!DOC

SO2/IDOC 6

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

!DOC/0 4

SO2

Command

700mhz

ICP

Dispatc h

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Establis hed 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mhz

SBWCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

Radios delivered
l I/17/201 I

S. Prepared by {Communications Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communications Unit Leader
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Operational Period Timeline
11/17/2011
2100

Section Chief
Operational Period Begins / Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
event
Facilities Will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the
Observation Posts will be staffed
.
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d ~
for the tlurafion of the event
Offender Phones will be disabled by -

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2220
11/18/11
0315 Command at IMS! and Staging at SIC! will be stood up.
0345 Check-in Begins at StaginQ
n relief of Squad 1.
0400 CERT Squads 2&3 post
0400 ICC opens their Checkpoints ·
0400 Lights· and Generators need to be turned on
0400 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator Lot)
0410 Briefings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
0420 All areas need to report to their respective posts
0420 Communications Center is fully operational
0420 Command is fully operatlonal
and demonstrator lots
0500 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance lo support staff
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the pµblic
0500 Drawing will be held to determine media Witnesses
0530 Staff Briefing Posted
0600 Director's Media Briefing
ion T earn
0600 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Support Execut
station
0615 2 offenders are topping from !SCI, Staff will transport to the bus
0700 Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
0700 Media escorted to demonstration area's '
0730 Media escorted back to media center
0730 Staff Briefing Posted
0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
0900 Meals beliver ed
0930 Director's Med.ia Briefing
0930 Staff Briefing Posted
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Siagirig may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
)
1100 D_emonstrator Lots Will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours afler_complete of the Execution
Staging
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swing shift Staff are needed in
1145 Cali-in of Swing shift Staff Begins
1200 Demobilization Begins
1300 Media Center Closes
1300 Agency Refc,resentative Debrief
1400 Leadership Debrief
34
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff

NAME

TITLE

LOCATION

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION

Radio
channel

Incident Commander

Renke, Brent

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

CO2

Deputy IC

Kempf, Kevin

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

CO2

PIO

Ray, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

na

Asst. PIO

Dearden, Andrea

Demonstrator Lots

Liason

Birch, David

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

na

Operations Chief SBX

Zmuda, Jeff

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Night OPS

Baird, Nick

!SCI Shift Command

336-0740 ext. 4500

Planning section chief

Valley, Randy

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Planning Deputy

Kimmel, Bret

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

Roving

Situation Unit

Stone, Mckenzie

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

3243 tie

Resource/Demob Unit

Whittington, Jill

staging sic1

5212 tie
5212

Documentation Unit

Scott, Ruth

Staging SIC!

.Finance Admin Chief

Lowe, Theo

Central Office

Finance Deputy

McMaclin, Cindy

Central Office

Logistics chief

Ramirez, Al

ICP IMS! Conference rm.

support Branch

Kinkead, Chuck

F B_IOck

?llpply Unit leader

Morlan, Bob

3509tie

tylaintenance Unit

Carper, Arthur

EC}uipment Unit Leader

Iverson, Christina

Staging

5212tie

Service Branch

Frasier, Caryl

3203tie

Communication Unit leader

Eilers, Joel

ccimms

Camin, Marc (ISP}

Communication center
Communication center
Com"rh·unkation center

Comms

Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)

Communication center

3203tie

comms
Medical Unit Leader -

lbbara(ICC}

Communication center

3203tie

Eccard, Harry

ICP

Medic.al Grp Supv.

Brandon LaRosa

ICP

'Me.die 1

Dawn Rae

Staging

!yledic 1

JR McGee

Staging

Medic2

Mike Nugent

F Block

Medic 2

Peder Ahearn

F Block

.food Unit Leader

Clark, Chris

-SIC!

Coburn, Garrett

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

Schaffer, Dan

SIC! Visiting

5212 tie

Food Unit
.•. staging area manager
S1:aging
Operations Chief Ext.

Fae.
Agency Rep- Idaho
National Guard

Tewalt, Josh
Lt. Col. Eden

3203tie
3203tie

_Central Office
ICP

.SIC! Branch
SIC!. Branch Director
Externalsecurity
group·
Entrance gfOup
Complex Check Point
Institutional
operations

Kirkham, Terry
Christensen, Jay

SIC! Conference rm.

5101 tie

SIC! Conference rm.

5101 tie

Ken Bennett
Front Gate
Shift Commander

Shift Commander Office

5200 tie
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ISCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Operations
Media Group
Transport Group
IMSI Branch Director
Deputy

Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith
Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene
Soto, Oved

Institutional Operations

Crosby, Jimmie
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

sswq: Branch Director

Braun, Jacqueline

l_nstitutional o·perations

ISCI Branch
ISCI Warden's Office
!SCI Warden's Office
Captains Office
Media lot
External Security Office
IMS! Branch
IMS! DWS Office
IMS! DWS Office
Shift Commander Office
SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Lt's Office
SBWCC Shift Command

1C02/ISCI

•fna
4725
4704
4722
3205/
3205/

6106tie
6306tie

Execution Branch

Branch Director
Deputy

Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

F-Block
F-Block

CERT Commander
CNT Leader
CFRT Leader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30

Tactical

Other areas
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
ISP
JSP
,ISP
ISP

IS?
·cAPP Warden
.·_ ·i::APPDW
ICC Warden
ICCOWS
' . 'Virtual Prisons
·. CISM Team Leader
Ada county So
Ada County so
Aila county so
Ada County SO
Ada County SO
Ada County so
.O.da County SO
_Boise Police Dept.

Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richar.dson, ISP Cptn
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson,''JSP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, isP Cpl.
Sly, ISP Cpl.
TuHeners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP Cpl.
Cagle.ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt.
Finn, Brian
Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
Higgins, Tim

Car 550
Car 403
Car 424
Car 463
Car479
Car 500
Car 638
Car 592
Car 468
Car 643
Car 590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC
Comms
ICP

:,S02/1A-VAC
'sb2/1A,V.AC
f,02/lA°'-IJAC
'sp2/1A;VAC
2.02/lA'VAC
so2/1A,Y.AC
%d2/1A yAc
0

SQ2/1ANAC
iS/J.2/i/i./lAC
(Sp2/1/i."{Ac
t,b2JiA:YAC
;Sf]2/fA-\/AC

sergeSon, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Voigt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Fratusco, Mike
Schneider, Matt
Piccolo, Jason
Long, Kim
Schoenborn, Doug

ICP
SIC!
SICI
SIC!
SIC!
SIC!
ICP

6123tie

ISP Regional
·, · .Cominunications Center
· . S.outh (Dispatch)

ISP
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

Af_\F • 0tion Report / Corrective Action Plan
R\\
, 26864 Execution
.

To:

f<evin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.
The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
rooommondations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.
We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
AR;Jr_·· • ction Report/ Corrective Action Plan
,
l 26864 Execution
1

Dec. 27, 2011

Section 1: Incident Overview
Incident Details
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

ExccuUon

Incident Start Time:

11/17/11 2100hrs.

Incident End Time:

11/18/11 2100 hrs.

Locallon:

South Boise Complex
-

. --·

--- -

-----

··----

Command and General Staff

'-'.~:~~~P~z~;~:ttff~~/-~.:.:/t}::}:::_~1 .; ~~-: ,,1itlf\'.:){f :--,\/: tf:{;: X'Ji, ·:~9,'$t\l?~{;!,:;'.;:,O"}:i·itf';(;'
Director

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations
Deputy Chief of Prisons

Jell Zmuda

(

'

Deputy Incident Commander

-·

Operations Section Chief
Operations Section Chief

Theo Lowe

Deputy Chief of Prisons
-Executive Financial Olficer

Finance/ Admln Section Chief

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Planning Section Chief

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Logistics Section Chief

Randy Blades

Warden

Execution Branch Director

Terry Kirkham

Warden

SIC! Branch Director

Josh Tewalt

(-

Incident Commander

Brent Reinke

~-

!SCI Branch Director

Johanna Smllh

Warden

Jimmie Crosby

Depuly Warden

IMS! Branch Director

Jaqueline Braun

Lieutenant

SBWCC Branch Director

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Public Information OffiCBr

--·

p articiuatlne Facilities and Oreanizations
Idaho Maximum Security lnstllution
Idaho Slate Correcllonal Institution
South Idaho Correctional Institution

-

South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correcllonal Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
.

Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs OffiCB
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District
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Af(tP" ~ction Report/ Corrective Action Plan

R(

3

26864 Execution

Incident Objectives
•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities wiU operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security ofresponders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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Rt

Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
On 04/18/1988 Rhoades, Paul 26864 was convicted of 1•t Degree Kidnapping, Armed Robbery,
1•t Degree Murder, Fprcible Rape, Robbery, lnfamc;,us Crimes Against Nature, and 2nd Degree
Murder. He was sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued with Rhoades scheduled to
be executed at 0800 on Nov. 18, 2011 by lethal injection.
After a 55 minute delay due to a legal impediment, the execution of Paul Rhoades 26864 was
completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada County Coroner, Erv.in Sonnenberg, at
0915 on November 18, 2011.

Incident Review
The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Rhoades 26864 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a
success. Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending
their expertise and resources.

Planning Phase
The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordinalion from several
agency pai:tners as well as a large contingent of !DOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Rhoades 26864 started seven weeks before the execution. There were
meetings held once a week with both our agency partners and our command and general staff
groups for the first four weeks followed by meetings twice a week for the remaining three weeks.
Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an action plan was developed and reviewed
each meeting.
•
•

Agency partners felt the frequency of the meetings was especially helpful to slay up to dale
on the issues and build a good Incident Action Plan.
·
IDOC Command and General staff stated ii was difficult lo make much progress on their
respective action items in the time between the Tuesday and Thursday meetings.
Recommendation - Meetings for the Command and General Staff could be adjusted to
once a week to allow time for staff to make progress on the actions items.
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Operational Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0500 hours the day of the execution, most of the small groups
of approximately 100 demonstrators did not arrive until 0700hrs. The demonstrators quickly
dispersed upon notification that the execution was complete. The execution itself went as
planned. There was a 55 minute delay due to one legal impediment, however, once resolved
the execution was completed within the anticipated timeframe.

Command:
• Agency partners found the frequency of agency rep meetings helpful in preparation for the
incident.
• The Command Post did not provide good cell reception, nor did it provide wireless internet
access.
Recommendation - There needs to be better cell reception and internet connection in the
command post a National Guard representative recommended contacting Verizon to see if a
signal booster can be installed. It has worked well for Gowen Field. Additionally, a wireless
router should be installed in the command post to provide internet access to those in the
command post.

Operations Section:

Exterior Perimeter:
•

•

•

•

There were a limited number of escort vehicles available during lhe operational period. In
several Instances, assisting agencies had difficulties navigating around the complex.
Recommendation - Additional escort vehicles should be staged near the checkpoint to
provide escort for assisting agencies.
External security staff worked specified posts with no relief. Staff were very cold and not
provided breaks.
Recommendation - Staff should be placed on 4 hour rotations to allow for opportunities to
rehab.
During the operational period IMS l's and ISCl's outside patrol vehicles were staffed with a
P&P officer to ride in the passenger seat to assist The objective was to watch for threats
approaching from outside of the perimeter, with the OSP Officer paying attention to the
facility perimeter.
Recommendation - The additional rider In OSP should be staffed for future executions. It is
effective to have and an extra set of eyes on the perimeter while the driver Is focusing on the
road and fence line.
A Checkpoint was established on the entrance road. The trailer established did not provide
good visibility of the road and required staff to stand in the middle of the road to converse
with incoming traffic.
Action -!DOC has hired an architect to work on a plan for a permanent checkpoint at the
front of the complex.
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Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throughout the Incident. Their assistance
with external security relieved the institutions from having to further tax their limited staffing.
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list of who was granted access to the
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When relieved at 0630, the list was not passed on to
the oncoming shift.
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint has a master list of who is approved to
enter the complex in a timely manner with an effective way to look up visitors.
P&P provided a patrol at the South Boise Complex for the two weeks prior to the event.
This patrol did not encounter any issues.
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the area 14 days in advance. However, a
schedule should be developed in the event the patrol needs to be activated it can be done
quickly.
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced officer who was able to recognize most
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
Recommendation - The person who Is working the front checkpoint should be a longstanding staff member. This was helpful to move people quickly through the front
checkpoint.

Demonstrator Lots:

•

•

•

•
•

•

Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for the small contingent of staff to keep up
with the searches.
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry areas to the demonstrator lots should be
considered.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additional metal detector to facilitate
searches.
Demonstrator lots were not provided any table for the staff to work from. This made It
difficult to search bags, and no place for the demonstrators to set their things while being
searched.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need tables for searching.
Media and Demonstrator Representatives were provided an opportunity in the days
preceding the event to come out to the complex and meet with staff. They were provided
the guidelines for their functions and had their questions answered. This was beneficial not
only for them but for IDOC.
Recommendation - Media and demonstrator representatives should be offered an
opportunity for a pre-Incident orientation. This was very helpful.
Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help Identify the demonstrator lots for the public.
Recommendation - Use the same signage for the demonstrator lots.
Boise Police Department dedicated a 10-man mob and crowd control unit to the event. This
squad was staged on scene, but not deployed.
Recommendation• BPD may designate staff to the Incident, but have the on-call from the
field. BPD would have someone in the command post and at the demonstrator lots to
mobilize staff, if needed.
Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators. There were areas blocked off for
responders which limited the parking space. Parking may be an issue during future events,
if there are more demonstrators.
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The media. was allowed to park their vehicles in the southern part of the Northern
Demonstrator Lot.
Recommendation - Keep the media set up the same for the demonstrator lots. It created a
natural barrier between the lots and provided media access to the demonstrators.
Their were several Instances where demonstrators attempted to park their cars in the media
area at the demonstrator lots. There was no signage designating the area and parking was
limited.
Recommendation - Signs or cones should be set up where the media is supposed to park
to avoid confusion for demonstrators.
During the operation, It was difficult for command to get an accurate account of the number
of demonstrators. Inconsistent numbers we,e collected from local law enforcement and
media reports.
Recommendation - Slaff at demonstrator lots should use a clicker counter to accurately
track and report how many demonstrators are on site.

Staging:
• There was some confusion with check-in. It was collocated with Staging. As people
entered, they were unclear as to why they needed to check-in twice, once for check-in and
once for staging. This confusion created some accounting issues in the process.
Recommendation - Check-in needs to be in a separate location from staging. Check-in
could be housed at SBWCC education building so that all staff report to check-In area , even
command staff. Then those unassigned can go to staging, but others can report to their
assigned areas. Additionally, having check-in near the checkpoint will help ensure all staff
are accurately accounted for.
• Some staff left the complex without complelely checking out.
Recommendation - It needs to be clearly communicated to line staff where their initial and
final checkpoint will be. This would also be assisted by the check-in/out being located near
the front checkpoint.
• Swing shift staff were asked to report on their day off for this event. The incident was
concluded earlier than expected and Staging attempted to notify everyone by phone.
However, they were unable to reach everyone. There had been a process for staff to call in
for swing shift, however this plan was abandoned and created confusion. Staging left
messages for staff, but not everyone checked their messages.
• Recommendation - Staff should be provided direction to call in to a specific number to find
out if they need to rnport. The phone should then be staffed at the specified time to take the
calls and make the notification.
• The demobilization of staff encountered some issues. Staff In the staging area were
released, as the need for staff diminished. Some staff wanted to go back to the facilities in
order to work an entire 40-hour week, but the facilities were not expecting them.
Recommendation - There needs to be a more organized demobilization process wilh the
staff managing the staging area providing key Information to staff. Staff who are on their
day off and are relieved from staging should go home, If it Is the staff members regularly
scheduled day, they should be released back to their respective facilities.
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SIC!:
SIC! operations went as planned.
• When check-in and staging were established, the responsibilities for these functions were
transferred from the SICI Shift Commander. This was not clearly communicated, and the
Shift Commander continued to manage this process for some positions.
• Recommendation - Check-in should be established earlier to manage the staffing of all the
positions staffed during the operational period.

ISCI:
Overall operations of facility went smoothly. Medical conducted pill call and triage In the units.
Breakfast and lunch were fed in the units, and there was a controlled movement for dinner. ISCI
would like to do this process again before making any changes.
• ISCI felt a· little overstaffed in the units. The treatment and education staff were utilized to
augment staffing in the units.
• Recommendation - !SCI should continue to keep education closed and use treatment staff
to augment staffing in the units.
• The Media center had all the necessary equipment with the exception of an appropriate
sound system. People in the media center could not hear the questions asked or the
speakers response very well.
• Recommendation - The Media center needs a mull box and sound system. Bob Morlan is
working with Jeff Ray to ensure the proper equipment is on site for future events.
• There were no emergency transports during the event. One offender was discharged, and a
plan was developed to have him taken by program staff to the bus station.
Recommendation - The Transport team could be used for the relief of staff on an on-call
basis for other areas, rather than being dedicated to transports only.
• Once past the checkpoint, the media was not clear as to where the Media Center was
located, A secondary checkpoint was established to direct traffic at the media center assist.
• Recommendation - The Media Center needs a staff posted at construction parking lot to
direct traffic.
.
• There has been discussion about moving the time of the execution to later in the day. !DOC
should continue to plan on a media presence for the morning news, even if the execution
time is changed. Limit media to demonstrator lots in the morning, if they want to come out
early again. They can be moved to the media center at an appropriate time to receive press
releases.
• The amount of lighting for the demonstrator lots and media tent was appropriate.

IMSI:
The days prior to the event were busy and a bit tense, but that was due to the nature of the
event. Staff were extremely appropriate and professional. The facility was calm after the
execution.
• Tim Higgins reported that the evening prior to the execution the schedule was two hours
behind because the execution unit needed to be cleaned. The cleaning of the unit was not
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•

•
•

accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMS! staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that the offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the_ appropriate
time Is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMS! they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:

Facilily was extremely quiet.
ICC:

The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and it went well.

Planning Section:

•
•

•
•

Staff and assisting agencies stated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well pul together.
In an effort to keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted to utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation -A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
During the event, there were delays and changes made to the limeline, but there was no
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendation - There needs to be a recorder in the command post to assist.
There were several instances of Individuals working outside the scope of their
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
inilial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.
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During this event, there were several days· worth of activities. The one !AP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up lo the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some to turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
·
for similar events in the future,

Finance andAdmin Section:

There was a plan developed to track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to It being implemented. During the event, !DOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation -A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
• After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and IDOC was charged for !he generator to be refueled.
• Reco_mmendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is. accounted for and ready for pickup,
lunches in the
• - w o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the

•

(
(·

~i

, . f556neecls to use the same orc!erlrig process ancl spending authority-because it worked
well.
• Car sUckers were purchased lo identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of !heir cars due to the window stickers saying !DOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOG staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
• Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
• Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building, Six P&P Officers were
posted at the various entrances to Central Office.
• There were many questions from staff,· as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was to be entered on their time sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operatfons Sergeants but the Information was not filtered to the line staff well.
Recommendatlon - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and !hose reporting time dedicated to ·
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
• Sol'l)e names of staff were placed on documents that are eligible for release on a public
records release which the department would prefer not to be released.
Recotnmendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential Information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
• There are was some conflicting information between !he Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Execution Procedures and Death of an
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with current practice
There have been several public records requests for infonnation. Finance will need to define
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future events in advance.

Logistics:
, There was not a consistent procedure for how radios were to be issued. Some supe,visors
pulled groups of radios for their teams and oth€lrs had their teams check out radios during
check-In. Several radios were misplaced and had to be tracked down after the fact.
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment Manager assigned to check out
radios from the start of the operational period. With all equipment being issued during the
check-in process.
• There was confusion with the communications plan. IDOC staff are not used to altering their
communication channels and this caused some issues.
Recommendation -Staff need to be better informed of the correct radio channel. The
communication plan should also be announced at the morning briefing.
, There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a variety of posts, from several facilities.
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would be cared for and returned. Several
vehicles were returned without being refueled or cleaned.
Recommendation -A process for how these Items will be returned should be developed in
advance.
• Communication went very well with assisting agencies.
, The Food Unit had developed a process for how they would account for equipment. Due to
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to the plans implementation.
• Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood up in advance to unsure they are
prepared for the start of the operation.
, Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not hold enough coffee and the food
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for several of the larger areas.
Recommendation - IDOC needs to consider purchasing a few larger coffee urns for media
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller carafes for smaller areas.
• There was no plan for how trash would be disposed of following the execution.
Recommendation • There needs to be a process for disposing of refuge preceding the
event.
• Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the day prior to the execution of their
assigned role.
Recommendation - !DOC needs to make sure that P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Incident at least a week in advance.
• The drivers delivering meals were not clear on where meals,needed to be delivered.
Several areas were missed lnltlaliy. Meals had to be resent to hit some areas.
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear understanding of where and how
many meals to deliver.
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!SCI had no issues with maintaining a safe and secure environment for staff and inmates during
the operational period. The operational objectives at !SCI were met. !SCI was staffed heavily to
accommodate the feeding and medical needs of the population. Treatment and education staff
were utilized in the housing units with no accrual of overtime. In future events this will be
considered when staffing the institution and staging.
The media center staff conducted themselves professionally and without issue. The staff time
was managed well by the group supervisor. Staff were demobilized as the media left the area.
In a future event a relief schedule needs to be in place for those staff, to ensure good staff
morale and health. The lighting and tent for the media center were adequate and need no
changes for future events. The only logistical needs were a sound system in addition to the
"mult" box. A possible resource for expertise in this area would be Idaho Public Television·
engineers.
The emergent transport group was not utilized by the complex. This was a contingency group.
Again the resources were managed well and demobilized as the event needs decreased.

(
Warden Johanna Smith

(
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Debrief for Planning Section

(

Sergeant Bret Kimmel, Deputy Planning Chief

(
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overall the planning process was completed effectively. Periodically not enough time was
allotted between planning meetings on Tuesday and Thursday to accomplish the assigned tasks.
A schedule of 1 meeting per week up to 2 weeks before the event would allow for more
productivity of tasks between meetings. During the event planning and operational period
people were making tactical and logistical decisions outside of their area of assigned
responsibilities and not In line with approved Incident Action Plan. This resulted in confusion of
assignments and extra work for the logistics section, maintenance unit.

(

correct this issue in future events, at the beginning of the planning process job aids (post
orders should be Issued to all command and general staff, branch directors, group supervisors.
and unit leaders. Also, the tactics and planning meetings should be reduced In attendance to
the branch director level and allow them to manage their branch operations without external
input from outside the chain of command. This would ensure lines of responsibility are not
blurred and operational conflict would be reduced. The publication of an incident action plan
for each operational period from Initial staffing of the event to close out would ensure staff
understand their duties in the expansion phase of the event.The expectation from the incident
commander should be clearly stated that once the Incident Action Plan is approved and signed
that it requires their approval to deviate from it.

To

(
\

,

Situation Unit:
This unit ran very well. Staff and agency partners were well informed and the Information was
managed effectively and clearly. The use of email and text briefings was very well done and
addressed some communications concerns, but was conducted without issue.
In the future the following change is needed. Next time, the situation unit leader needs
observers at the following locations: staging area and the demonstrator lots.
An !DOC field observer should be designated for the staging area and demo lots to report back
to the situation unit leader. This would have been very helpful.
Resource Unit:
The resource lists were ever changing during the planning process and this created some Issues.
The checks in/out procedures were confusing to staff due to our normal work habits and the
co-location with staging.
In future events, we need additional training for the resource unit leader, and check in
recorder. We an independent check in area separate of staging, to better manage the large
amount of resources we have and clearly define their assigned responsibilities.
A suggested location would be to utilize SBWCC's education room, or a canopy at the old staff
housing area. In addition the planning section needs to take the responsibility to clearly
communicate the check in/out and demobilization procedures to all resources. The equipment
check out could be co-located with resource unit and alleviate issues with missing equipment.
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Police were very professional and helpful In communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
• Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well In logistics.
• Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramirel. needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event Is over.
• Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
• Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come In as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones in. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
• The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
• Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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)
)
)
)
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)
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)
)
)
)
)

)
)
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I, Jeff Zmuda, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
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1.

I am the deputy director of the Idaho Department of Correction

("Department"). I have been in this position for 17 months and have been employed with
the Department for over 30 years. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal
knowledge and belief.
2.

I have been involved in this case and am aware of the Court's Order

Granting Peremptory Writ and Writ entered on May 14, 2018.
3.

Pursuant to the directive of that Order and Writ, I have participated, along

with other members of Department Staff and the Attorney General's Office, in a diligent
search for records responsive to Ms. Cover's request and Petition, and consistent with the
Court's Order requiring disclosure.
4.
headquarters.

During my search, I discovered var10us documents in the IDOC
Prior to the Department's response to Ms. Cover's initial request, I

reviewed various records with the assistance of the Attorney General's Office, and
withheld some of these documents as they included operational plans as defined in Board
of Correction Rule 108, or due to other security or confidentiality concerns. I have
reviewed these documents again with the assistance of the Attorney General's Office and
determined that the records were appropriate to disclose with redactions.
5.

I also recently discovered at IDOC headquarters additional documents

such as the execution control logs.

It appears these logs and other materials were

inadvertently misplaced, and had not been found during our initial search of documents.
6.

These additional documents were disclosed to Ms. Cover in care of her

attorney Mr. Eppink by Jeffrey Ray, Public Information Officer for the Department of
Correction on May 25, 2018.
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The following documents were disclosed on May 25, 2018:
Receipt showing payment for execution drugs
Chain of Custody Form
List of states with indication of supply and reason
Handwritten rehearsal notes
Return on Death Warrant for Rhoades
Warden's checklist
IMSI warden checklist
IDOC Summary of Procedures Rhoades
Execution Timeline
Procedural Sequence Phases
IDOC Medical/ Injection Team Training Agendas
Chemical room inventory
Emails regarding execution, visitation, commissary, and other issues
Idaho Maximum Security Institution Tool Inventory
IDOC purchase order and receipts
IDOC summary of execution procedures Leavitt
IMSI property approval memorandum
Letter from Leavitt to Warden
Return on Death Warrant for Leavitt
Draft press release Leavitt
Operation Chief Log Leavitt
Training Agendas and Records
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Pre-execution inspection record
Situational Briefing
IMSI Confidential Cash Log
Execution Plan CAPP Rhoades
Execution Plan ICC
Execution Plan ICIO
Execution Plan IMSI
Execution Plan ISCI
Execution Plan NICI
Execution Plan PWCC
Execution Plan SAWC
Execution Plan SBWCC
Execution Plan SICI
IMSI Permanent Log for Rhoades (F-Block control log, 2 pages) (F-Block Log,
126 pages)
IMSI Permanent Log for Leavitt (115 pages)
7.

The above-described documents are attached hereto as an exhibit. The

attached documents are a true and accurate copy of the documents submitted to Ms.
Cover by Jeffrey Ray on May 25, 2018.
8.

Respondents continue to rely upon exemptions from disclosure pursuant to

statutory exemptions under the Idaho Public Records Act, including LC. §§ 74-105(4)(a)
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and Board Rule 135; 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108; 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board
Rule 108(4)(b)(i); and 74-104.
9.

In this affidavit, I will specifically address the redactions to the first two

documents mentioned above, the receipt and chain of custody form, as these records
contain information the Court appears to have particularly ordered Respondents to
disclose.
10.

The receipt (first document listed) is a receipt for payment of a chemical

to be used in executions by the Idaho Department of Correction. The record contains
specific information about the identity of the individual and/or business that supplied the
Department with chemicals that could be used in future state-mandated executions. The
receipt is printed on the source's letterhead, which would particularly show the name of
the source and all contact information, including address and telephone numbers, for the
source. The receipt also contains a note with information identifying by name, cellular
telephone number, and email address of a relative of the source, who was provided as an
emergency contact for the source.
11.

I have been in contact with the source who would be identified if the

receipt were to be released within the last year.

The source maintains a legitimate

business in the United States. The source has significant concerns that the source would
be subjected to harassment and harm to the source's business if the source's identity were
released to the public.
12.

The chain of custody form (second document listed) would likewise

particularly describe the identity of a source who supplied the Department with chemicals
for use in executions, as well as others involved in the procurement of the chemical.
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These individuals are specifically identified by name on this chain of custody form.
Respondents redacted information that would identify the form and allow the public to
attempt to obtain the record from another source, as well as information that would
identify the source or other individuals involved in the procurement of execution
chemicals.

DATED this 25 th day of May 2018.

_ _ _ __
__-£2__
______.,...__D.__z_
By_:::::::::f5;
Jeff Zmuda

Subscribed and sworn to me on this 25 th day of May 2018 .

~~

aho
NotaryPublic ~
Residing at: t3oi5 e,, f,,/ a_/20
My Commission Expires:

J/,;;o/jC)i?/
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:Z91ay

of May 2018, I caused to be served a
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JEFF ZMUDA on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org

Via Electronic Filing
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1..imited ~i.Jpply

X

.e llzoha
· Arkansas

X
X

DEA issues, Liti_gation

X

Colorado

X

Connecticut

X

Deleware

X

Federal B.O.P.

X

Florida

X

Georgia

X

Indiana

X

Kansas

X

Kentucky

X

1:'qJiisiana
Maryland

Limited Supply

X
X

Mississippi
Missouri

X

Moritana

X

DEA issues

X

Nevada
New Hampshire

X
X

New Mexico

X

North Carolina

X
X

No response until 2nd week of November

X

Umited Supply
Governor-fef'uses to.di.st'ribute

X

Pennsylvania

X

South Caro_
l ina

X

Scfuth Dakota

Seized by DEA, Litigation

DEA, Litigation

X

Tennessee

X

Limited Supply

X

Utah

X

Virginia

X

Washington

X

Wyoming

X

Not enough

X
X
X

Awaiting Response
X
X

Won't sell for prohibited uses

X

X

j
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting You and Your Communit-y"
C. L. "BUTCH" OTTER
... .-►-- --..--.. ~....

Governor

%--.... €.- - ✓ ~
$

. . ....... .

~

. . , . . ~ - - .... . . . . .
.. - -

BRENT D . REINKE
,.,..--

~

- -, ~ -.- , ........ .............. ....,....,..._ _

,~_...., r,..J....... c..,

_. . . ,......._.J.

............1.t,~,.,~ ...- ..,..,,,____,,,..,...,

N

. ...,__-• •

~

Director
J ...4..,............_.___ .. ...

....

... _~.J...., "'' '

November 22, 2011
Honorable Jon Shindurling
Bingham Co. District Court
501 N. Maple #205
Blackfoot, ID 83221-1700
Dear Judge Shindurling:
On November 18, 2011 , the Idaho Dept. of Correction carried out the execution of
offender Paul Ezra Rhoades #26864, pursuant to I.C. §19-2716 and the Death Warrants issued by
this Court.

In addition to the original Death Warrants issued in Bingham Co. case no. 4283 and
Bonneville Co. case no. C-87-04-547, the original Return on Death Warrants were forwarded to
the Idaho Attorney General's Office - Criminal Division (per their instructions) for filing with
the Idaho Supreme Court. Enclosed for the Court's records, are copies of those documents.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at (208) 389-0201.

IDAHO MAXIMUM SECURITY INSTITUTION
P. 0. Box 51

Phone: 208-338-1635
Fax: 208-334-4895

Boise, Idaho 83707
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Warden's Checklist

Inmate

R,bJ.e,s

IDOC # 2lo

~bLl

✓/

✓

Sentence carried out:

. Date Changed to:

Date
/ 0-17 - \,l

Action
Verbal notification of Death Wa rra nt

v

(A-"'2,t)

:Y.

/l//4

-

J0- 17-l\

Appoint Liaison

~ Verify assignment of special assistant.
Receive original Death Warrant (if received from any
other source than the Director t hen notify the
/0- \~ -tl
Director, BOP Deputy Chief, and the Chief of the
Division of Operations.)
Preparation to visit offender:
Vf\r'range for security personnel t o be on st andby for IO- \~-\ I
~me nt of offender to isolation cell
10 --- 11s- 11
_Notify Property Officer and brief him/ her o n final
inventory of property.
~ r e DW Security (or designee) makes
10- l ~ ... ll
assignments fo r F-Block observation person nel.
10-1~-~ \
Y'Notify and brief the Facility Health Authority and
arrange for medical to obtain offender's weight and
determine venous access locations.
·
10-ig-q
.....--1Jotify a clinician.
.....---obtain a prepared summary of execution
Jo- 18-t \
document for offender.
10-13-l\
VObtain two withdrawal slips for offende r use.
~btain form for final disposition and final requests
toI provide
to offender (give inventory form to
• • •
!
, p,roperty officer).
.
/4btain 3 copies of Death Wa rrant. (Take only one
/O -ltJ __. l I
! ' :·copy to give to offender after reading)
1 I , F.irst visit to offender (to be done in J-block
.counse lor "A" room)
ii
;
· ~ead Death Warrant
,- Read Summary of Execut ion procedures
: v1>rovide documents to offender
· . v'(opy of Death Warrant
~ummary of Execution Procedures
~withdrawal slips
_ Final disposition and req uest forms (except the
l
inventory sheet which will be given after the

I

I

,o.., ,g._.,,,

/o-ti-t(

j
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ll-

<'i - ,;o( I

Notes

3- \ - 2.o\\

Start Execution log
Order required lethal substances. When chemicals
arrive begin chain of custody and lock in secure
location according to manufacturer's directions.
.,,Inform Vict im Services Coordinator and Parole
✓,_ Commission of Warrant of Execution

v

'-JI~

Schedu led Execution Date: J?J fJOV lot( Stayed or Vacat ed Date:

10-t',-lf

,e

lAJo..\

'i'

./

D:)
\

~~~l.,e,oP

5~/l

l3v,-,i,e_

a-,.w--\~ J

1..... ~--\h_ l,JC).nM'-+s

f<2,r- 0 k.) C.rc,.sb7

ssr ~~'\
p'2--, .f) tv Cros h1
~-tho/ N/ec,/4::,
v l c..K~~ ff~se>"-

s.~.,,~
>~--v,..e_..

s_,-~{?-Cl>Jh~;,~
tlp,s.. \.-.a..5 t),e_o.l~
k)~

s.e1~ ~

~

f)LLJ

LQJlu.: ,v
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/
inventory by the property officer.)
~fask if there are any questions
~ Provide opportunity to contact Attorney of Record
~Y phone.
_ Provide opportunity to speak with a facility
Religious Activities Coordinator, spiritual advisor
and/or Clinician or Mental Health.

/

Ensure observation log established.
Notify sentencing court the Death Warrant has been
served. tR,eturr 0£ SeO/ieetKeep original, one copy
given to offender, one copy placed in central file and
one copy sent to lead deputy attorney general.

A() .l.

ll ✓
rt

q

i O - ~..,.. (

l o--w---\,

Assign a Deputy Warden as Acting Warden
Brief institution staff.
Meet with and brief teams separately (Execution
Escort Team, Injection Team and Medical Team).
Brief, review members, provide Post Orders and
obtain a signed execution involvement form. Ensure
training schedule includes Weekly training as well as
two full rehearsals within 48 hours of scheduled
execution.

/ 0 -l C\ _\ I

/0-2-\-\\

f;Sc-Dr°\ -

10-\~.I\

r~~~-.s_.·
!"'~co.\ - ~~

Make team member changes as needed.
,,,,
Prepare letter to offender's family.
Assign a staff member to test and perform
maintenance as needed to all utilities in the
execution unit and establish a schedule for testing ·
and reporting unit status during the time leading up
to the execution date.
Request Facility Health authority develop medical
emergency response plan for the execution unit.
Ensure c-file is reviewed thoroughly for any
relationships to staff, IDOC offenders and relay to
BOP Deputy Chief.
Notify Keefe of restrictions for purchases.
Approve and ensure scheduling of all contact and
non-contact visits in accordance with SOP guidelines.

,o--

Brief staff prior to Clemency Hearing.
3 ~eeks prior to the scheduled execution
~ V it offender.
Provide weekly staff briefing.
✓Contact Team leaders to verify status of weekly
/ training and discuss any issues
Ii._ Verify status of Execution Unit to include audio,
safety, key and lock control, work orders, medical
equipment inventory and expiration/sterilization
dates.
2 weeks prior to the scheduled execution
\/Visit offender. Retrieve final disposition and
requests form. Approve/ Deny requests as
appropriate. Notify offender of status of requests
either in person or through liaison.
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---

.

vP_rovide weekly staff briefing.
0ontact Team leaders to verify status of weekly
~i-ning and discuss any issues
_
,✓ Verify status of Execution Unit to include audio,
safety, key and lock control, work orders, medi cal
equipment inventory and expiration/sterilization
dates.
Ensure liaison makes contact with the offenders
family to discuss the condemned's fin al requests.
7,eek prior to the scheduled execution
_Visit offender.
Provide daily staff briefings.
✓contact Team leaders to verify status of weekly
training and discuss any issues
✓verify status of Execution Unit to include audio,
safety, key and lock control, work orders, medical
equipment inventory and expiration/sterilization
dates.
/Discuss with leadership team the fin al list of
/
persons t o be present at the execution
_ At least 3 days before the scheduled execution
review lethal substance amounts, methods, and
offender's physical and historical characteristics.
/cys prior to the scheduled execution
_ Confirm staff assigned to Execution Escort Team
are scheduled and w ill be on-site at least. . hours
/prior to the time sdieduled for the imposition of the

I (,- 1~

✓

'

7

✓

✓ jntence.
_ Restrict access t o the execution chamber to those

✓

, h expressly assigned duties.
Ready the chamber for the offender
7 verify any open issues resolved.
24 hours prior to scheduled execution
Vlnventory lethal subst ances, quantities, and
expiration dates. Place substances and inventory
sheet in F-Block injection safe.
/ -Evaluate the readiness of each room specific to its
function.
Ensure all offender's property except one religious
item is inventoried and disposition has been
~ermined.
·: _ verify the status of restraints, vehicles,
communications, medical instruments, and medica l
supplies and pharm aceutical inventory.
J_ Ensure preparations for final meal have been
made.
~ht before the Execution
✓_:_ Offender receives his last meal. (approximately

I

I boo- P~71 D1 v

~ mf~id { Pq.renttf)

/

~\~-f~1

µ,\J'p)~K~ .

~O)
_ Ensure all phone calls and visit s are concluded by

~o
_ Ensure condemned is offered mild sedation prior
to 2300
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Jl-6 later than 5 hours prior_ •:?>o.. .,,...__
✓

V

J

The offender should be offered a light meal ensuring
all utensils and remaining food are removed upon
completion.
/ No later than 4 hours prior \..-\, O...""-Ensure condemned is offered mild sedation a second
time.
One hour prior to scheduled execution Injection team arrives and completes the IV set up
and drug preparation before offender arrives
P~t execution
,L _Complete the return of service showing the date,
ti~, mode, and manner of execution.
~ Place a copy of the return of service into the
offenders central file
/ 'return the original death warrant and the original
return of service to the sentencing court.
~trieve and secure all documents, recordings,
EKG tape, unused substances, chemicals and syringes,
etc. Ensure all appropriate chain of custody is
pr~rly documented.
L. Deliver all execution documents to the lead DAG
for review and storage .
~ Dispose of all remaining substances in accordance
with proper handling procedures and document it.
iLoesignate appropriately trained person(s) to clean
up the execution chamber, isolation cell and unit
under appropriate supervision

r ,,,,,,- Provide post execution staff briefing.
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I

IMS/ Warden

30 to 21 days prior to the execution
Upon receipt of the Death Warrant, immediately begin a log !O provide a comprehensive chronological history of every aspect of the execution procedure.
Serve the Death Warrant t o the offender
Immediately segregate the offender from the general offender population in compliance with section 15 of Procedure 135.02.01.001
x

Notify the facility health authority and clinician that the offender has been placed in solitary confinement under a death warrant

x

Notify t he sentencing court the the death warrant has been served

x

Retain the original death warrant
Place a copy of the death warrant in the offenders central file

x
x
x

Provide the offender with a copy of the death warrant

x

Forward a copy of the death warrant to the lead DAG who represents !DOC
Within 24 hours after serving the death warrant, appoint a staff member to relieve the warden of all duties except those related to the execution procedure

x

Commence weekly briefings with all involved staff in compliance with section 14 of Procedure 135.02.01.001

x

Appoint a staff member to serve as liaison between the offender, the offender's family and the warden

x

Discuss with t he offender, the options for the disposition of his body

x

Inform the offender that he can request a spiritual advisor

x

Inform the offender that a total of {2) adult family members, friends, and/or att orney may witness the execution

x

Outline how conditions of confinement will be modified over the next 30 days and briefly describe the relevant aspects of the execution

x

Offer the offender the opportunity to contact his attorney by phone and to speak with a volunteer religion coordinator or spiritual advisor

x
x
x

Advise the offender of his right to last meal
Provide the offender a copy of Appendix E of Procedure 135.02.01.001
Thoroughly review the offenders file to determine any relationship between offender and victim to any IDOC staff member, contractor, volunteer

x
x
x

Notify commissary of offenders restrictions
Within (2) days of receiving the death warrant, perform duties of appendix F of Procedure 135.02.01.001
Inform offender and offender's family that the disposition of the remains information must be received (7) days prior to execution or IDOC will use directive 312.02.01.001
x

x

Provide the offender with a copy of directive 312.02.01.001
Review the specialty team roster
Ensure the Medical Team have physically evaluated the offender for appropriate venous access locations
Ensure that all electrical, audio, plumbing and HVAC units in the execution chamber are in working order
Assign a staff member to test and perform maintenance as needed in the execution chamber and establish a schedule for continued testing and reporting of all systems
Ensure that communication devices with inter-operability capability and restricted frequencies are available and will be on site before the execution
Ensure that a tool control audit is conducted in the Execution Unit and make necessary corrections
Request that the IDOC health authority develop a medical emergency response plan in the Execution unit
Ensure that execution chemicals have been purchased
Upon receipt of chemicals, start a chain of custody document and store chemicals in a safe.
Verify expiration date of chemicals will be valid at the time of execution
Ensure chemicals are stored in compliance with manufacturers specifications
Consult with medical team members to ensure all equipment for the procedure is on site and in working order
En

that all backup medical equipment is on site and is functioning pro

· backu electrocardiograph

w} /( a.rrt'u,e_

,9,,,_

;

7ZJ-

art
defibrillator
{2) complete sets of chemicals
Ensure that the chemical room and execution chamber are equipped with one synchronized clock each
Check applicable sterilization dates on medical supplies to ensure they are valid on the execution date
Ensure that healthcare services staff obtains the offenders weight and enter that information into the IMSI Warden's execution log
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21 to 7 days prior to the execution
Visit w ith the offender as needed
Retrieve the Offender family/friend witness notification agreement
Ensure that the special teams are conducting t raining
Ensure the offender has provided
directions for the handling of his remains
directions for the disposition of his property and offender trust fund
Meet with facility health authority and IDOC health authority t o review their coverage and emergency plans

2 days prior to the execution
With technical assistance, review lethal substances, amounts, methods and the offenders physical and historical characteristics
Ensure teams have completed adequate training and practice
Meet with condemned offender as needed and address any unresolved issues
Meet with Deputy chief of Prisons Bureau to review preparations and concerns
Confirm preventative maintenance of the execution chamber is current
Test all equipment, lights, audio, HVAC, etc in execution chamber
Confirm the following are onsite:
all equipment
necessary supplies
backup materials
Recheck all medical supplies and chemicals for:
Readiness
Expiration dates
Properly packaged
Sterilized (if necessary)
At least (3) days before the execution date, obtain technical assistance and review the lethal substances, amount, method and the offenders physical condition and history
Evaluat e t hese findings with regard to compliance with Procedure 135.02.01.001
The individuals cond ucting this review and the IMSI warden with meet with the IDOC director to review these findings

48 hours prior to the execution -

Novemb er 16, 2011)

Conduct a minimum of (2) rehearsal sessions with t he following:
Escort Team
Medical Team
Injection Team
Command Staff
Confirm these teams are scheduled and will be on site at the time est ablished by the warden
Restrict access to the execution chamber to those with expressly assigned duSies

24 to 12 hours prior to the execution (0800 - 2000 November 17, 2011)

f;j

Ensure the final prep of the Execution Unit is complete. Each room receives a final evaluation including security, climate control, lighting, sound, sanitation
Ensure the following:

J

Chemical room clock is accurate and functional
Witness areas are in order
Restraints are ready
Transportation vehicles are ready
Communication devices are re ady
Crash cart is in place
Defribulator is in place and functional

Check medical supply and chemical inventory
Ensure food service is prepared to serve last meal by 1900 hours on November 17.
Ensure medical team leader checks the electrocardiograph instruments to confirm they are functioning
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i

J

Unassigned
Ensure Licensed Physician is Confirmed
Ensure an ambulance and EMT team are staged near execution site
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Summary of Procedures

1. Sheryll Byrne has been assigned as a liaison for you and your family. The liaison will be the
primary contact for you and your family and will be your liaison with the warden . A certified
letter is being sent to your family informing them of this contact liaison.
2. You may have one spiritual advisor of your choosing. The spiritual advisor must be
approved by the warden in advance.
3. Your spiritual advisor and a total of two friends , attorney, and/or members of your family may
be invited to be present at the execution. You may decline any of these individuals who
request to be present at the execution. Minors, other offenders, and/or department staff
cannot attend the execution at your request.
4. For the last meal, you can select a meal from the established IDOC menu. The last meal will
be provided at approximately 1900 hours the day prior to the scheduled execution.
5. As soon as possible but no later than 3 November, 2011, the following items, which are
attached to these instructions, must be completed and turned in to the warden:
•

Disposition of your inmate account

•

Disposition of your remains

•

Disposition of your property

•

Last meal request

•

Spiritual advisor and witness request

6. Your body may not be used for organ donation. Once the coroner has released your
remains, they may be handled in one of the following manners:
•

Your family may take possession of your remains and make private burial or cremation
arrangements at their own expense;

•

A non-family member may claim your remains once the IDOC has determined that no
family exists, the family refuses to claim your remains, or you have made prior
arrangements with a non-family member to take possession of your remains; or

•

Your body will be cremated and stored for up to one year. If no person claims your
ashes, they will be disposed of at a location determined by the IDOC.

7. Following this meeting, your property will be inventoried in your presence, boxed, sealed
and removed from the cell. You may keep six cubic feet of legal materials, religious
materials, a pencil and paper, books and/or periodicals, and commissary food items. You
will not possess any appliances or other property unless the warden has pre-approved each
specific property item in writing.
8. After an unclothed body search has been conducted , you will be issued a clean set of
clothing and taken to an isolation cell where you will receive limited hygiene supplies (bar
soap, toothpaste and toothbrush), a towel and a washcloth. You will be provided with a
secure department television. Your bedding, towel, washcloth and clothing will be
exchanged daily.
9. You will be allowed to purchase food items from the commissary. The last order placed must
be received no later than seven (7) days before the execution date.
1O. All medications will be unit-dosed and issued in liquid form if available. No medication,
including over-the-counter medication, will be dispensed or maintained as keep-on-person.
11. You will be provided daily outdoor exercise, showers, and phone calls.
Appendix E
135.02.01 .001
(Appendix last updated 10/ 13/ 11)
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12. You are allowed contact visits with your attorney of record and agents of your attorney of
record.
13. You are allowed non-contact visits with the following:
•

Immediate family and approved visitors; and

•

Spiritual advisor

14. When you are within seven (7) days of the scheduled execution, visits with approved
visitors, who are not immediate family will cease. (Your attorney of record will continue to
have contact visits.)
15. When you are within seven (7) days of the scheduled execution, you may have contact visits
approved by the warden with your spiritual advisor and members of your immediate family.
16. You may be provided the opportunity to have telephone interviews with the media. You
and/or your attorney may choose to decline any or all media requests. You may also
recommend the order in which the media interviews occur.
17. At approximately twelve and again at approximately four hours prior to execution you will be
offered a mild sedative.
18. You will be transported by gurney to the execution chamber. You may bring one preapproved religious item.
19. An intravenous (IV) drip will be inserted with normal saline. You will be given the opportunity
to have your eyes covered during the execution. You will be provided a brief opportunity to
make a last statement.
20. You will be executed by lethal injection.
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I(11/17/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Timeline and Info leading up to exeqution
From:
To:
CC:

Sheryll Byrne
Butler, Derek; Delao, Bristy; Duin, Klayton; Jenkins, Guy; Lowe, Gre.. .
Blades, Randy; Crosby, Jimmie; Frick, Dennis; Gibney, Justin; Higgin .. .

Date:
Subject:

Timeline and Info leading up to execution

Page 1

11/16/2011 3:44 PM

Just passing on information. You may already have some or all of this information but, just in case you don't... And if I have missed
someone that needs to be in the know please forward it.

11-16 (1300-1645) l l l l l l l l l l l l l l lisiting
11-16 (1800-1930) ~
11-17 at 1500 Tim Higgins will be onsite filling in for Warden Blades
11-17 at 1500 All property removed except state items, one religious item, His pillow, pillow case and commissary food/dishes for
use during his last meal. Parent and Gibne )
11-17 at 1530
will begin their last visit.
11-17 at 1900 oa es w1 receive 1s a
al coordinated with Dennis Frick
remaining dishes commissa and food.
11-17 at 203
VISI en s
11-17 (2030-2130) Teresa Hampton legal visit.
11-17 at 2100 visits and phone calls terminated. (except legal and spiritual advisor)
11-17 (2100-0600) Oliver Loewy legal visit. Please note other members of the Federal Defenders Office may substitute throughout
the night until 0600. If this happens they've been directed to contact Central Control to advise who will be coming in as
replacement.
11-17 at 230
to Rhoades
rrive and remain in F-Block available to Rhoades until time of execution
11-17 at 2300
a light snack (provided by Dennis Frick on earlier shift)
11-18 at 0300
Rhoades
11-18 at 0400
11-18 at
Escort team arrives
11-18 at
I njection/Medical team arrives
11-18 at 0600 Witnesses transported to IMS! (courtroom for state witnesses/ West break room for Rhoades witnesses)
11-18 at 0715 4 media transported to IMS! courtroom
11-18 at 0740 Escort team escorts witnesses to F-Block
11-18 at 0800 Execution
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Procedural Sequence Phases

•

Initial Venous Assessment. {3 wks before): Date:

•

Second Venous Assessment (Day before): Date:

•

Third Venous Assessment (Morning of):

•

Chemical, Equipment and Supplies Preparation

•

Cardiac Monitoring Phase

•

Venous Access Phase (Central Line Placement prn)

•

Sedation Phase

Date:

Level of Sedation Assessment

•

Paralytic Phase

•

Cardiac Dysrrhythmia Generation (Induction)

•

Coroner Pronouncement (2 minute rhythm strip in 3 leads)

•

Post Procedure Phase (Wait for Warden's Order)
0 Documentation collections
0 Remain preparation &, transport
0 Facility Reconstitution

ii

•

Medical Team CIS and Debrief
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16 Nov 11

IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

1. Rehearse travel
2. Full dress rehearsal. .. non contact hand off from Escort Team to Medical/Injection Team
3. Full dress rehearse: procedural sequence from initial placement of cardiac monitoring
leads to Coroner's Pronouncement...to include 4. Again Review procedural medical documentation.
5. Time 60 ml syringe injection times: Pentobarbital: 2 minutes and others no less than 60
seconds (Note: Injector to turn on appropriate Chemical light(s) prior to injecting
6. Ensure all
once last Heparin given
7. Discuss, if any, opportunities for improvement

rd

Note: 3 Outside Observer: critic afterwards
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15 Nov 11

IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

1. Rehearse trave
2. Perform Femora Centra Line on
3. Practice non contact hand off from Escort Team to Medical/Injection Team
4. Rehearse procedural sequence from initial placement of cardiac monitoring leads to
Coroner's Pronouncement... to includes. Again Review procedural medical documentation .
6. Time 60 ml syringe injection times : Pentobarbital: 2 minutes and others no less than 60
seconds (Note: Injector to turn on appropriate Chemical light(s) prior to injecting
7. Discuss, if any, opportunities for improvement

Note: Outside Observer: critic afterwards
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3 Nov 11

IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

L Rehearse travel
2. Practice non contact hand off from Escort Team to Medical/Injection Team
3. Rehearse procedural sequence from ini
itiali
lacement
i
of cardiac monitoring leads to
Coroner's Pronouncement ... to include
4. Review procedural medical documentation.
5. Time 60 ml syringe injection times: Pentobarbital: 2 minutes and others no less than 60
seconds
6. Disc~ss, if any, opportunities for improvement
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F Block
Chemical Room

Chemical Room

Close Circuit Monitors

2

Clock

1

Telephone
Cardiac Monitor -

1

Defibrillator)

Medical Safe
Medical Supply Cabinet

1

Clip Boards

4

Flowcharts
Execution Sequence of events
Appendix A: 8 pages
Day Prior Checklist
Chemica l
Chemical Syringe Preparation
Gloves
Medium
Large
IV Pressure Sleeves

2

Procedure Cart: IV & Central Line

1

IV Start Trays with sma ll bandage

2

scissors
Chucks
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
Masks

1 box

Booties

1 box
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F Block
Chemical Ro om
PPE cont.

■

Goggles
Hair Caps

1 box

Ultra Sound Machine

1

Close Circuit Monitors

2

Crash Cart (See Inventory Checklist)

1

Execution Room
Execution Injection Table
Three phones

Governor's
AG's

Clock
Injection Table with good velcro restraints (4)
PA system

Wa rd's Mic
Offender's Mic
Curtains 2 sets
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I(11/07/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Fwd_:· Re: Phone numbers
From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Page 1 I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
11/ 7/ 201111:01 AM
Fwd: Re : Phone numbers

>>> Charles (Chuck) Kinkead 11/7/2011 10:52 AM >>>
Randy,
~

hones can also call out by dialing 9

+ number)

The Governor's number,

All the phones ha~e been labeled with direct in bound or extension numbers.

CK

>>> Randy Blades 11/7/2011 10:22 AM>>>
Chuck
T hese rink by picking up the phones in the chamber, correct?
Randy
>>> Charles (Chuck) Kinkead 11/7/2011 5:23 AM»>
JeffThe phone numbers in F-Block are:
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I (1°1/07/201 1) Sheryll Byrne - Re: Rhoades

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Pag~ 1

Randy Blades
Duin, Klayton
Byrne, Sheryll; Frasier, James; Governor, Derrek;
11/7/201111 :07 AM
Re: Rhoades

Thank you Cpl. Duin. I appreciate you notifying me of this.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS!)
(208) 389-0201

>>> Klayton Duin 11/6/201111:17 PM>>>
Today Rhoades received a visit with his mother and with his sister. The visit appeared to go well and they left at about 1645.
After his visit was over I could tell that Offender Rhoades was upset and sad. After his visit was over Offender Rhoades had a visit
They spoke for about 2 hours or so and then he left.
with his religious advisor, Offender Rhoades continued to be quieter and sadder than I have seen him since he moved to F-Block, or since I have worked with
him in J-Block. I notified Lt. Butler of his behavior. I believe he is just starting to realize his time is getting shorter and that having
his visit with this mother and sister over the past few days has been hard.
We all need-to make sure we just continue keeping a good eye on him and on his behavior.
Corporal Klayton Duin
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
J-Block
208-338-1635 ext. 3304/3514
kduin@idoc.idaho.gov

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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I (11/04/20 11 ) Sheryll Byrne - Fwd: RE: Rhoades

From :
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
11/3/2011 4:47 PM

Fwd: RE: Rhoades

>>> Jake Watson <iwatson@keefeqroup.com> 11/3/201111:55 AM>>>
Warden Blades,
Understood, we will make any phone time purchases unlimited for this offender going forward unless otherwise notified.
Thank you,
Jake
From: Randy Blades [mailto: RBLADES@idoc.idaho.govJ
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 201110:49 AM
To: Jake Watson
Subject: Rhoades

Jake

I am ok with Rhoades ordering more phone time.

Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSI)
(208) 389-0201
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I (11/03/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Rhoades Visitors

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

Brett Phillips
Byrne, Sheryll
11/2/2011 4:46 PM
Rhoades Visitors

Sheryll The Warden has approved the following visitors for Rhoades, contingent on the passing of the background check:

~-,o\

cousin
-

phone number is T hey would like to visit on Saturday, November ■ 2011by the Court, the visit will be canceled, so she will need t~

/[.,;/;>

f ~u /l·-I-,J

. However, if his status changes, i.e. stay or injunction ordered
s to confirm his status has changed prior to the visit.

If you could please coordinate their application submission and processing, and
and I will continue to schedule his legal visits. Much thanks!
Brett G. Phillips
Assistant to the Warden
I daho Maximum Security Institution
(208) 389-0201 Fax: (208) 334-4896
bphillip@idoc.idaho.gov

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any accompanying attachments contain information belonging
to the sender which may be confidential and legally privileged. This information is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to whom this electronic mail transmission was sent as indicated above. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or action taken in
reliance on the contents of the information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies of this
transmission and all attachments.
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Page 1 I

I (1 1/07/2011 ) Sheryll Byrne - Re: l{hoades

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

-

Blades, Randy; Duin, Klayton
Byrne, Sheryll; Frasier, James; Governor, Derrek; Hernandez, Jason; ...
11/7/201111:21 AM
Re: Rhoades

Thank you for noting any changes with Mr. Rhoades and feel free to notify me if you
note any more changes, positive or negative.
Clinician
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho Department of Correction

"Never operate a chainsaw or do psychotherapy without a good night's sleep" J. Pipher
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be
privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or
an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, yo u are hereby notified
that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments
from your computer.

>>> On Monday, November 07, 2011 at 11:07 AM, in message
<4EB7BBD8.08D7.00l0.l@idoc.idaho.gov>, Ra ndy Blades wrote:
Thank you Cpl. Duin. I appreciate you notifying me of this.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSI)
(208) 389-0201
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J

-Page_2 I

(1 1/07/2011 ) Sheryll Byrne: Re: Rhoades

>>> Klayton Duin 11/6/201111 :17 PM>>>
Today Rhoades received a visit with his mother and wit h his sister. The visit appeared
to go well and they left at about 1645. After his visit was over I could tell that
Offender Rhoades was upset and sad. After his visit was over Offender Rhoades had a
visit with his religious advisor,_
They spoke for about 2 hours or so and then
he left.
Offender Rhoades continued to be quieter and sadder than I have seen him since he
moved to F-Block, or since I have worked with him in J-Block. I notified Lt. Butler of his
behavior. I believe he is just starting to realize his time is getting shorter and that
having his visit with this mother and sister over the past few days has been hard.
We all need to make sure we just continue keeping a good eye on him and on his
behavior.

Corporal Klayton Duin
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
J-Block
208-338-1635 ext. 3304/3514
kduin@idoc.idaho.gov

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be
privileged and confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or
an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments
from your computer.
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Page 1

j (11/09/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Quick question

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
11/7/2011 3:48 PM
Quick question
rday during the v
Question is can s
r outside the cell

I would recommend yes
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I

I(11 /09/201 1) Sheryll Byrne - Checklist one week prior
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

I

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
11/8/2011 8:50 AM
Checklist one week prior

This Friday begins the one week prior checklist which is....
Visit Offender
Provide DAILY staff briefings
Contact team leaders to verify status of weekly training and discuss any issues. ( you've been at the trainings so that's covered)
Verify status of execution unit (same stuff as before) ... again you've been constantly on this so that's done.
Discuss with leadership team the final list of persons to be present at the execution.
At least 3 days prior... review lethal methods, amounts and offenders physical and historical characteristics
From Central Offices checklist. ..
Meet with Deputy chief of prisons to review preparations and concerns (you're in constant contact and I hear his voice now)
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I (11/09/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Transportation for Offender's family on day of execution

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
11/9/2011 1:00 PM
Transportation for Offender's family on day of execution

Linda from the Federal Defender's office said she needs someone to communicate information for the day of the execution because
apparently it has been worked out somewhere along the line that she or their office will be transporting
o the facility on the da of the execution.
You had told me

at Henry Atencio

uld be transporting them in a van.

olv
The family has also asked for information about what time they need to be ready that day, how they are getting here and about not
wanting to be bothered with media attention.
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I

J

Pa_g e 1_J

(11/09/2011) Sheryll Byrne - checklist 2 days prior

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy

11/9/2011 4:00 PM
checklist 2 days prior

-- Confirm these teams are scheduled and will be on site at the time established by the Warden
-- Restrict access to the execution chamber to those with expressly assigned duties.
-- Ready the chamber for the offender (I know Chuck Kinkaid said he would be cleaning it Wednesday)
-- Verify any open issues resolved
-- Conduct a minimum of two rehearsal sessions with Escort team, Medical team, Injection team and Command Staff
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Pag~ 1 I

I (1 1_/09/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Re: Question regarding Rhoades Atty visit_this afternoon

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll

11/9/2011 5:08 PM
Re: Question regarding Rhoades Atty visit this afternoon

Tell them I was not aware of whatl l l ldid and we will instruct him not to. But we cannot allow it.
»> Sheryll Byrne 11/9/201112:54 PM>>>
Linda from the Federal Defenders office called to ask if they can bring Rhoades a paperback book this afternoon. They referenced
bringing something of a religious nature.
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From:
To:
Date:

Subject:

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
11/10/2011 1:30 PM
Fwd: Re: Last meal for Rhoades

He prefers the strawberry. And the regular meal for that day is fine with him.

>>> Randy Blades 11/10/201111:43 AM >>>
We should get this to him, and ask about the flavor of ice cream.
>>> Dennis Frick 11/10/2011 5:52 AM >>>
Randy, Sheryll
I will send him the regular meal that day which is: Nachos chips, cheese sauce, tomato, onion, kidney beans, beef crumbles, salsa,
salad and 4 strawberry Ice Cream cups. We will also make sure the portions are of a large size. If there is a change and we can
accommodate it, please let me know.
Thanks
Dennis Frick
Food Service Supervisor
Idaho Maximum Security institution
(208) 338-1635, ext. 3284 or 3367
dfrick@idoc.idaho.gov
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.

>>> Randy Blades 11/9/2011 4:18 PM >>>
Ice cream can be his last meal. Then we should send him 4.
>>> Sheryll Byrne 11/9/2011 3:42 PM >>>
I have tried several times to get Rhoades to decide on his last meal. He states he doesn't really care as he will probably not eat
anyway. I asked if there was maybe a particular desert he likes and he said he likes the ice cream. After speaking with FSS Frick
about the issue he said he would send 2 ice cream cups with Rhoades last meal which will be the scheduled menu items.
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I (11/17/2011) Sheryll Byrne- Re: Last meal for Rhoades

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

Randy Blades
Frick, Dennis
Byrne, Sheryll
11/ 16/2011 5:12 PM
Re: Last meal for Rhoades

Thanks Dennis.
Please send a hard tray as well so he can have it heated up in a microwave.
Sheryll, please explain this to Rhoades so he knows what's going on when he gets the Styrofoam.
Thanks
>>> Dennis Frick 11/16/201112:16 PM>>>
No worries, the only change we will be doing is, putting his meal in a styro tray. This is so we can give him a good size portions and
it will look nice.
thanks
>>> Randy Blades 11/16/2011 11:11 AM>>>
But that does not change anything regarding the meal.
>>> Sheryll Byrne 11/16/201110:46 AM>>>
Dennis,
FYI, his family will be there during his last meal.
>>> Dennis Frick 11/15/2011 3:25 PM>>>
Randy, Sheryll
I was looking at our menu and I told you the meal on Friday. His last meal is Thursday. Sorry! That meal is Hot Dogs, sauerkraut,
mustard,ketchup, onions, relish, baked beans, veggie stixs, ranch dressing fruit w/gelatin and I will send 4 strawberry Ice Cream
cups. We will also make sure the portions are of a large size.
Thanks
Dennis Frick
Food Service Supervisor
Idaho Maximum Security institution
(208) 338-1635, ext. 3284 or 3367
dfrick@idoc.idaho.gov
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may tie privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.

>>> Randy Blades 11/9/2011 4:18 PM>>>
Ice cream can be his last meal. Then we should send him 4.
>>> Sheryll Byrne 11/9/2011 3:42 PM>>>
I have tried several times to get Rhoades to decide on his last meal. He states he doesn't really care as he will probably not eat
anyway. I asked if there was maybe a particular desert he likes and he said he likes the ice cream. After speaking with FSS Frick
about the issue he said he would send 2 ice cream cups with Rhoades last meal which will be the scheduled menu items.
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I (11/02/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Liaison visit 11-1-11 and more

,,......_ _

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Pag~ 1

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy

11/ 1/201112:16 PM
Liaison visit 11-1-11 and more

I informed him he could order a watch battery and his lawyer could order a quarterly package. Please let Commissary know.
He informed me that an AP reporter sent him a long letter attempting to convince him to make a statement or have an interview. I
know he also informed you when you visited after my visit.
He said you had previously approved for him to have a bottle of conditioner that he had in his property. It is called 3 flowers. If
approved I can coordinate with Sgt Parent or C/0 Gibney to get that to him.
I also spoke wit.
and he does have someone in mind that would likely volunteer to come and cut Rhoades' hair. I also called
back the lady I s
yesterda~
and let her know we likely have someone else that will come and take care of it.
As a back-up t hough I did ask her~
fell through somehow, would she be willing to come as a volunteer to do it and
she said she would. She may have figured out who it is for but I still have not discussed that with her. If she has not figured it out
though it could change her willingness. I don't know. I do not get the impression that she would be the media hungry type person
though. I know that was one of your concerns. And you could speak with her if it came to having her come in.
I called-

nd she is fine with us providing-

for her. I hav~
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I (1 Q/3-1/20_1_1l~heryll B_yrne - Liaison v isit with Rhoades 10-31-11

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1 /

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
10/31/2011 2:47 PM
Liaison visit w ith Rhoades 10-31-11

Rhoades would like to order a battery for his watch. He explained that he had tried to order one before and had an issue with a
wrong number. The number has now been corrected on the order sheet and he would like to order one as his watch is "acting
funny."
He is still wondering about the haircut as well.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Randy Blades" <RBLADES@idoc.idaho.gov>
<tstienek@idoc.idaho .gov>, <sbyrne@idoc.idaho.gov>, <kbausch@idoc.idaho ....
10/31/2011 7:16 PM
Office for AG

Hey folks
or the Attorney General and his

We need to set up an offic
people.

We need a desk. Chairs. Coffee pot. Coffee. And whatever else an office needs for a few hours. Donuts
on the day of I guess. And Apple slices?
Chuck is hooking up phones.
It will be inspected by the AG next monday :-)
Please help. Thank you.
Rb

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
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I(19/~1/2011) Sh_eryU Byrne : Staff l)pdc1te
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachmen ts:

Page 1

I

Randy Blades
[Everyone at IMSI)
10/28/2011 3:36 PM
Staff Update
StaffUpdate 10.26.11.pd f

I f you have not read the staff update attached below I would encourage you to do so. It contains good information about the
execution process.
that.
I know that the extra training, staffing, and other drains to prepare for this event is affecting you all and I am concerned about
thing
I am proud of you however for always keeping your hand to the plow when its needed. And I know you will help us see this
through.
There have been no changes in the execution date of November 18th so we are still moving forward.
Take care of yourself and feel free to ask of any questions you may have.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (I MSI)
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IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

2

3. Review in detail t he lines of communicatio

4. Review in detail the how the IV lines and EKG monitoring cables extend to
th e execution table.
5. Review the Chemical Room's unique logistics & storage capability 6. Review the sequence of events checklist: from the 3 w eeks prior IV
insertion site assessment to the Coroner's pronouncement.
7. Conducted cardiac dysrhythmia recognition training: connected a
dysrhythmia generator to the
8. Reviewed the

itself. (Note : The will be a

on the

resuscitation (crash) cart also.
9. Proceed through th e checklist from the IV line preparation to completion of
the dysrhythmia generation
10.Reconstitute the facility and secure the continu ity notebook
11.General Wrap-up

{All future training session will be simulation of lethal injection day:
entering IMS/ and Execution facility, and the
process of offender prep to facility reconstitution.)
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Page 1]

(10/27/2 011) Sheryll Byrne - Re: 1(J'.:?7-f1 liaiscin visit with Rhoades

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
10/27/2011 3:15 PM
Re: 10-27-11 liaison visit w ith Rhoades

Ok, thanks. Probably the talk withYou are correct, th>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/27/2011 3:09 PM >>>
are printing out something for him regarding
After I told him the over the air antennae thing was disapproved he said the lawyers
prisons.
California
in
sold
are
that
antennas

he said he was fine when I asked, he
Also just a side note: Up until now I have not seen him In a down mood yet. And though
and then was
with finished
just
had
he
know
do
I
him.
seeing
to
used
I'm
than
emotional
looked to me to be more
it.
note
to
wanted
just
but
normal
the
speaking to his Mom so it might not be anything out of
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Sheryll Byrne
Parent, Samuel

10/26/2011 4:51 PM
Rhoades property

Just a reminder to get a set of batteries from Rhoades property to him prior to Friday.
Also he has already ordered and received a long toothbrush which will be maintained by the officers but if you or Gibney could
please get his toothbrush holder from his property for it to be held in.
Thanks
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page _1

u1 Q/26/2_QJ 1) St1eryll__~Y!I1e.- Re: ques_tiori_? ..

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Randy Blades
Paul, Kenneth
Bennett, Kenneth; Byrne, Sheryll; Crosby, Jimmie

10/26/20111:11 PM
Re: questions

No contact. And lets change that to only one visit. I have volunteers asking me if they can visit and I need to be consistent. I am
·
telling them no. He has chosen spiritual advisor.
I messed th~
it.

thing up thinking visitor not volunteer, but I did say yes so we will allow 1. We are contacting Rhoades about

>>> Kenneth Paul 10/26/20111:05 PM >>>
Ar~
visits going to be contact?
Ken Paul
Captain - IMSI
kpaul@idoc.idaho.gov
Phone: 208-338-1635, Ext 205

"the philosophers have only interpreted the world, the point is to change it".~ Ka,i Marx

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.

>>> Randy Blades 10/26/2011 12:16 PM>>>
Bob
. And that will be one or 2 visits because. He has been around for many years and knows the inmates.
Only one other,
It happened yesterday while I was visiting him with the director and I had not communicated it yet.
No others exce
DW Bennet has 1V oversight and can help you with that decision.

Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSI)

>>> Robert Black 10/26/2011 11:48 AM>>>

1. Mr.Rhoades told me that you had given the ok for other religious volunteers to visit him. D.W. Crosby and I met about this on the
24th and he said that was not allowed. I just wanted to get clarification on this.
2. Channel 26 has not been playing and of course this makes visits to the tiers interesting. can that be moved down to education
and I will keep it playing. I know the control room can get busy, this may help them out and queit the rumbling:D
Thanks
Ps 4:8
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U1 0/2_6/2011J Sheryll Byrn e - Re: questions

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Randy Blades
Paul, Kenneth
Black, Robert; Byrne, Sheryll
10/ 26/ 20111 :17 PM
Re : questions

Lets have Bob Black let you know when t he visit will take place, then you can notify staff.
RB
>>> Kenneth Paul 10/26/20111:13 PM>>>
Do you want me to publish a memo for shift commanders and f-block approving that visit?
Or will Sheryl handle those things? Don't want to get too many paths crossing. :-)
Ken Paul
Captain - IMS!
kpaul@idoc.idaho.gov
Phone: 208-338-1635, Ext 205

"the philosophers have only interpreted the world, the point is to change it". - Karl Marx

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.

>>> Randy Blades 10/26/2011 1:11 PM >>>
No contact. And lets change that to only one visit. I have volunteers asking me if they can visit and I need to be consistent. I am
telling them no. He has chosen spiritual advisor.
I messed the~
it.

hing up thinking visitor not volunteer, but I did say yes so we will allow 1. We are contacting Rhoades about

>>> Kenneth Paul 10/26/2011 1:05 PM>>>
Arvisits going to be contact?
Ken Paul
Captain - IMSI
kpaul@idoc.idaho.gov
Phone: 208-338-1635, Ext 205

"the philosophers have only interpreted t he world, the point is to change it".-KarlMarx

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. I f the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.

>>> Randy Blades 10/26/201112:16 PM>>>
Bob
Only one other,
And that will be one or 2 visits because. He has been around for many years and knows the inmates.
It happened yesterday while I was visiting him with the director and I had not communicated it yet.
No others excep
DW Bennet has 1V oversight and can help you with that decision.

Randy Blades
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I(10/26/2Q11) [IM.?I .lJ?i!Y 9_alt=_ri9~~] ~•.Idaho Attorn_ey General & Staff Tour of F-Block
From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Time:
Subject:
Place:

Page 1

I

[IMSI Daily Calendar]
[IMSI Daily Calendar]
Butler, Derek; Jenkins, Guy

10/26/2011
4 :30 PM - 5:30 PM
Idaho Attorney General & Staff Tour of F-Block
F-Block

Attendees are scheduled to attend:

Director Reinke
Chief Kevin Kempf
Attorney General Wasden
Deputy AG Sherm Furey
DAG Paul Panther
DAG Lamont Anderson
Inv. Scott Birth
Inv. Jim Kouri!
Bob Cooper, AG Spokesman
DAG Mark Kubinski

t)r-1- e,,.

(A.~'- '>

~

\--,l Cl vJ A-7-1)>

C. ~CJ"":>6y
-~
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I {~_0/26/?_0.11) Sh~ry!I By_~ri~ ~--1.9-26-11 liaison visit w ith Rhoades

From:
To:
Date:
Subj ect:

Page 1

I

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy

10/ 26/2011 4 :48 PM
10-26-11 liaison visit with Rhoades

As discussed already,
Rhoades requested to order more ceremonial oil and you approved.
I Informed him of the decision to allow _ ,nly 1 visit and that other volunteers will not be approved.
He wanted to be able to get over the air channels with an antennae. He explained how he did this in J-block which included
modifying equipment in order to get it. I will inform him tomorrow that modifications to the existing television service in F-block will
not be approved.
I also told him Sgt Parent will get a set of batteries to him from his property prior to Friday (he will likely need them on Sunday).
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J

· Page 1

(J_Q/26/201 1) S~~f'yll E3yr0e :- _Re: Rhoades 1_Q-25-1 1 liaison vi:?!t .

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
10/ 25/2011 4 :48 PM
Re: Rhoades 10-25-11 liaison visit

In red below
>» Sheryll Byrne 10/25/201112:59 PM»>
Can we purchase a cheap plastic suction cup soap dish for the shower in F-block? Just someplace besides the floor for Rhoades to
put his soap when he's in the shower. Yes
The only other issue he had was that he will likely need replacement batteries for his mp3 player for the weekend. He has already
put in his second set. He has some in his property and you've already approved them so I can coordinate with Sgt Parent to get a
used pair exchanged for a new pair from his property. Yes
other's birthday
We chatted for a few minutes too. ~
talk to her on that day since it is a- -· Good

o I told him I absolutely would call or

Also I was wondering if it would be appropriate as the liaison if I were to take her to lunch or something on that day? I even have a
gift card that was given to me by my real estate agent as a thank you. So it wouldn't be out of my pocket or the state's.
Probably should not do that.
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I (10/25/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Re: Execution checklist items

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll

10/25/2011 3:05 PM
Re: Execution checklist items

>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/25/20111:16 PM>>>
From my list:
"3 weeks prior to execution"
- visit offender
Doing today at 1500 with the Director
- provide weekly staff briefing
Will do on Friday. Please remind me.
- Contact team leaders to verify status of weekly training and discuss any issues
Done
- verify status of execution unit to include audio, safety, key and lock control, work orders, medical equipment inventory and
expiration/sterilization dates.
/
l\ Still being worked on, remind me to do a check on Friday.
(J--0..,-..£.--

7

0 ,,- 2:- - I l

From the list central office created:
- ensure the medical team have evaluated the offender for appropriate venous locations
.
Willdo _
- ensure all electrical, audio, plumbing and HVAC units in the execution chamber are in working order
I am told by Chuck Kinkead they are good to go.
are available and will be on site

- ensure that communication devices
before the execution.
I assume that is talking abou
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I (10/25/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Fwd: Re: Rhoades

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

J

Sheryll Byrne
Paul, Kenneth

10/25/2011 12:36 PM
Fwd: Re: Rhoades

Kenny... see below. I've already notified the officers in F-Block. Normal visit non-contact.
>>> Randy Blades 10/25/201111:55 AM »>
He can visit, but make sure Capt Paul and the officers know. Non-contact visit.
>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/25/2011 8:23 AM >>>
He doesn't want to change. He just wants him as a regular visitor (friend).
>>> Randy Blades 10/24/2011 4:58 PM>>>
The policy only allows for one spiritual advisor. Does he want to change?
He can order music.

He would also like to know if he can order music for his mp3 player.
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From:
To:
CC:

Randy Blades
Zmuda, Jefferey
Cluney, Shannon

Date:
Subject:

10/24/2011 2 :48 PM
Planned training dates

Jeff
We have scheduled training dates (subject to change) for the Execution Escort Team and the Medical Team. Those dates are:

Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS!)
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I (10/24/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Fwd: RE: Rhoades

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll; Parent, Samuel

10/24/2011 1:33 PM
Fwd: RE: Rhoades

>>> Jake Watson <iwatson@keefeqroup.com> 10/24/20111:31 PM>>>
Understood

From:Randy Blades [mailto:RBLADES@idoc.idaho.gov]

Sent: Monday, October 24, 20111:22 PM
To: Jake Watson
Subject: Rhoades

Jake

Rhoades can order a toothbrush, emery board, and Qtips.

Thanks

Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS!)
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I(10/24/2011) Sheryll Byrne - 10-24~11 Liaison visit with Rhoades
From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Page_1

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
10/24/20111:02 PM
10-24-11 Liaison visit with Rhoades

I brought the 3 media requests to him and he declined 2 of them and the third he said "maybe later" stating that he knew the
reporter from his school days.
I informed him that you will allow (and the Deputy Chief approved) the lawyer to take the place of the spiritual advisor on Nov 18th.
He said he would talk to the lawyer about it. He said he didn't think the lawyer would be happy with that because the lawyer
thought they should be able to be there in addition to who is already allowed. I commented that there wasn't a whole lot of room
and it should be more about what he (Rhoades) wants. I also stated that the Warden is trying to accommodate the best he can.
His property concerns were that he would like to order an emery board and some q-tips. He also asked about his long toothbrush
and that he actually needed a new one anyway so he would like to order one. (I thought you decided against the long handle
toothbrush though). Also he is concerned about batteries for his MP3 player. The pair in it now were fully charged when he got it
and he has one new set for replacement but he says they only last about 3 to 5 days depending on how often he listens to it.
I also brought concern forms to the unit officers (and grievances to them last Friday). I doubt he will use any of them but wanted to
make sure he had the ability to file a grievance if he so chooses.
Sheryll Byrne, Ml
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Grievances, Policy and QA
Phone: 389-0202
This e-mail and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or an agent of the
intended recipient, any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and
any attachments from your computer.
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From:

To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

10/24/2011 12:36 PM
Execution team training dates

Below are the tentative Execution Team trainings. These are subject to change per the Warden.

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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I.O0/?4/2()_11L?..heryll !3y_rl')e :. :rrai~_[r:,g c.ancelations

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Kenneth Paul
[Everyone at IMSI]
10/24/201112:31 PM
Training cancelations

Security Staff,
I apologize for t he email to eve one but this was easier. :training is canceled
Due to the
Execution Escort Team training is the priority. All other team training will be rescheduled as soon as it is possible.
Thank you,
Capt. Paul

Ken Paul
Captain - IMS!
kpaul@idoc.idaho.gov
Phone: 208-338-1635, Ext 205

"the philosophers have only interpreted the world, the point is to change it".-

Karl Marx

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. I f the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. I f you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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I{1Q/2~go11) §heryll Byrne - Fwd: Re: IMSI SOP requ.ired FM
From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

. _Page 1 j

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
10/24/ 201110:32 AM
Fwd: Re: IMSI SOP required FM

>>> Jefferey Zmuda 10/24/2011 9:36 AM >>>
Randy
I have reviewed and approve the IMS! Field Memorandum for Execution Procedures.
Thanks
>>> Randy Blades 10/20/2011 3:10 PM>> >
Jeff
The SOP states that we have an FM related to the issues attached and that you also approve it.
Jeff Zmuda
Deputy Chief Prisons
Idaho Department of Correction
(208) 658-2123
jzmuda@idoc.idaho.gov
»> Sheryll Byrne 10/20/201110:23 AM>>>
I placed a printed copy on your desk and here is an electronic one.
Sheryll Byrne, AAl
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Grievances, Policy and QA
Phone: 389-0202
This e-mail and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or an agent of the
intended recipient, any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
and
received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message
any attachments from your computer.
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I(10/24(2011) She_ryll Byrne - Re: Reminder
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
10/24/201110:32 AM
Re: Reminder

Done

>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/24/2011 9:45 AM>>>
spiritual advisor on
I have a note here to remind you this morning about calling Jeff about having lawyer take the place of the
execution day.
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lock Order Shippe

From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Sheryll Byrne,
Thank you for your order! Below you'll find your order shipping information:
Shipped Date:
Shipping Provider: UPS
Tracking number:
Let me know if you have any questions or need anything further.
Sincerely,

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This transmission, along with any attachments, may contain information
that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the
information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received
this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety,
whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you for your compliance.
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From:
To:

Randy Blades

CC:
Date:
Subject:
We need to have the execution escort team train
Possibly the next week as well on same days.
The
Sheryll says you have them for the
I know its a pain, but not many options. Get the timesheet codes from DW Crosby if you don't have them already.

Team leaders get with Captain Paul on times.

Note to CC's: We will move Rhoades t
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS! )
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I{10/2 1/2_011) Sheryll Byrne - Offender Rhoades
From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

. Page 1

I

Randy Blades
Watson, Jake
Byrne, Sheryll; Parent, Samuel

10/21/2011 4 :16 PM
Offender Rhoades

Jake
Rhoades can order one plastic bowl and phone time.
Thanks
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS!)
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I(10/21/201}) Sheryll E!yrne-: Rhoades liaison visit 10-21.:11
From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Sheryll Byrne
Blades, Randy
10/21/201 1 3 :56 PM
Rhoades liaison visit 10-21-11

property had the religious
He needs approval to order a small (24 oz) bowl on commissary because the bowl brought him from his
bad.
taste
food
his
oils in it and it will make
He also needs approval (or to have commissary told) that he can order phone time on the commissary sheets.
request) because the one
Sgt Parent is getting the headphones for him today and also will trade out the tumbler (on the offender's
his property that Sgt
in
one
has
He
food/drink.
for
one
wanted
he
and
shaving
for
used
he
they brought apparently was the one
Parent is going to trade out tonight.
oes it because he
For the haircut, He would just like the edges trimmed so he doesn't have it on his ears. He likes the way~
on a way to get him a
working
are
we
knows
and
offender
an
use
to
not
prefer
we
that
understands
Rhoades
but
top
the
feathers
and she thought about it but kindly declined.
I■■■ I did ask.
haircut. ■■■■■I
The Unit staff advised that they are sending his clothes to laundry daily. Laundry agreed to it.
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lock Order Confirmatio

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Dear Sheryll Byrne,
Thank you for your order! Your estimated order ship-by date iyou will receive an email with tracking information.

Once your order has shipped

Let me know if you have any questions or need anything further.
Sincerely,

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This transmission, along with any attachments, may contain information
that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby'notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the
information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received
this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety,
whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you for your compliance.
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Sheryll Byrne - Fwd : For you r log -receipts for certified letters

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Randy Blades
Phillips, Brett
3:04 PM
Fwd : For your log -receipts for certified letters
Receipts for letters.pdf

File with execution stuff

> > > Victoria SouthwicWarden Blades,

12:43 PM > > >

Attached are the receipts for the three certified/return receipt requested letters sent out to the three victim family members. I will
send you a copy of the receipts that verified delivery when I receive them.
t t he latest.

USPS said the expected date of delivery for the letters i

Vicky Southwick
IDOC Victim Services Coordinator
Constituent Liaison
(208) 658-2037 work
(208) 327-7455 fax

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the re_
ader of this
message Is not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
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I (19/21/?011) Sheryll ~yrn~-~..Re: F:wd: Pqlicy 13_5 Checklists

CC:

Lorenzo Washington
Byrne, Sheryll; Jones, Teresa
Blades, Randy; Tucker, Christopher

Date:
Subject:

Re: Fwd: Policy 135 Checklists

From:
To:

1,J

10/21/2011 2:10 PM

be
I think it was just last week that I discussed 312 with Prisons (Dan in particular). I personally do not see a reason for 312 to
moved
I
when
Internet
the
on
it
published
I
way
the
is
that
so
restricted,
restricted, but as I told Dan, 312 has always been
everything over from EDOC. It's just one of those old directives that hasn't been converted to SOP yet and as a result, the current
restriction hasn't been fully taken into consideration.
Thanks
Renz
>>> Teresa Jones 10/21/20111:47 PM >>>
Sheryll,
Thanks very much. I'll the Chris Tucker (our quality assurance manager) know of the concerns.
About the copy of policy 312, I'll make Lorenzo aware of it as a possible modification required for the future.

Teresa Jones, Administrative Support Manager
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite #110
Boise, ID 83706
tjones@idoc.idaho.gov
(208) 658-2138
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
that
message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any
attachments from your computer.
>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/21/20111:44 PM>»
Teresa,
for
On the wardens checklist it says to provide the offender with a copy of policy 31 2 however that is a redacted policy not open
For
offender.
this
for
needed
is
this
believe
don't
I
and
remains
the
of
disposition
final
discussed
inmates. The warden has however,
any future executions though there may need to be some clarification on that issue since 312 is not open for offenders use.
Also there is a page that Is "unassigned" There are only 2 items on it and Warden Blades says he will take those so for keeping
things current I thought I'd let you know.
Sheryll
>» Randy Blades 10/21/2011 9:00 AM»>
Looks like central office is doing its thing too.
Please check mine and the DW's. I they may have thought of something we didn't. The DW list is a good idea.
>>> Teresa Jones 10/20/2011 8:54 AM>>>
RESOURCE:
I asked Chris to review and provide a checklist for each position assigned duties during the course of the execution. He has
provided a very complete summary specific to positions.

Please review, use if it helps, and let us know if you see a need for Chris' support in any other way.
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1.(10/2_1 /?01J) S~~ryll ByrJJ~.- Re: F-..yd: Rhoades 26864

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

I

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
Parent, Samuel
10/21/2011 8:56 AM
Re: Fwd: Rhoades 26864

Be advised that I already communicated with Keefe as well and told them he could buy new washcloth's if he needed them.

>» Sheryll Byrne 10/21/2011 8:54 AM»>
FYI, Sam sent this to commissary.

>>> Samuel Parent 10/20/201111:37 AM>>>
Be advised that offender Rhoades 26864 has been issued a death warrant and will only be allowed to order edible commissary
items in accordance to SOP 135.02.01.001

!

please advise if you have any questions.
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by
replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

Sgt. Sam Parent
K9 Unit Supervisor
Quality Assurance Manager
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Phone (208) 338-1635 ext 3314
Fax (208) 336-9715
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(10/21/2011) Sheryll Byrne - Re: Daily visif with Rhoades

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Randy Blades
Byrne, Sheryll
Bennett, Kenneth; Crosby, Jimmie; Parent, Samuel; Paul, Kenneth; Ric...

10/20/2011 2:03 PM
Re: Daily visit with Rhoades

Any medical person on official business
-

is the clinician assigned

Attorneys Teresa Hampton and Oliver Lowe.
Visitors will come in memo form.
Headphones are ok, keeps it quiet in there.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMS!)

>>> Sheryll Byrne 10/20/201112:20 PM>>>
He got his tennis shoes and other approved property today.
Concern about the laundry schedule - today would have been his laundry day (for his personal items). He does not have a laundry
bag. The Officer stated he would ensure Rhoades got a laundry bag and that his laundry goes out tomorrow 10-21-11.
asked about coat to go outside with. Verified with officer they have one for him.
He would like his headphones because he can lay them down and turn up the tv and be able to hear it while doing other things.
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I(10/21/2011) Sheryll Byrne ~ Rhoades 26864

.· Page 1

CC:

Samuel Parent
Jake Watson <jwatson@keefegroup.c om>
Byrne, Sheryll

Date:
Subject:

10/20/2011 11:37 AM
Rhoades 26864

From:
To:

Be advised that offender Rhoades 26864 has been issued a death warrant and will only be allowed to order edible commissary
items in accordance to SOP 135.02.01.001
please advise if you have any questions.
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender Immediately by
replying to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

Sgt. Sam Parent
K9 Unit Supervisor
Quality Assurance Manager
I daho Maximum Security Institution
Phone (208) 338-1635 ext 3314
Fax (208) 336-9715
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j (10/20/2011) Sh.eryll Byrne - Rhoades 26864 - IDOC relationships

From:
To:

CC:
Date:
Subject:

Christina Kearney
Blades, Randy
Byrne, Sheryll

10/20/2011 10:36 AM
Rhoades 26864 - IDOC relationships

Sheryll asked me to look up any relatives that Mr. Rhoades may have at !DOC. Checking his PSI
I do not believe this brother is at IDOC. There are
isted in r
nd there is no information a ·
·
e 1eve a e 1s the brother
come up in the system. Neither do his parents
I cannot look him up to see if he is in the system or not. He has no inmate to inmate correspondence
cautions that would suggest a relationship recognized by !DOC policy.

There is still the possibility of cousins, uncles, or other family members that I would not e a
people I have with the last name Rhoades in the system that are currently incarcerated are:

Many of them are from
so it is a possibility that they are related but I am unable to verify with the
information that I have. It also doesn't cover any possible relatives that do not have the last name Rhoades.
You had informed me earlier of a sister-in-law and a nieceIf you could give me names I could see if it is the
step brother who is the link between the these relations and Mr. Rhoades. That will at least give me a name I can look up.
If there is anything else I can do to help, please let me know.
Christina Kearney
Technical Records Specialist
IMS! Records

208-389-0211
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and confidential. If tlie reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail and delete the
message and any attachments from your computer.
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Idaho Maximum Security Institution

TOOL INVENTORY
F-Block
Tool Number Amount
2
1
3
5
1
2
15
5
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1-F-2-6
1-F-2-2

1-F-2-7
1-E-2-11
1-F-2-1
1-E-2-3

Tool Description

10/21 / 11
Area 1
Janitor Closet
1st Shift

Buffers
Blue Buffer Pad
Wet Floor Signs
Small orange plastic cones
Camera stand base
Mopheads (new)
Toothbrushes
Clorox bottles (new)
Spray Bottles
Toilet Brush (new)
Push Broom Pad, white (new)
Dust pan w/ broom
Push Broom White Pad
Mop heads
Mop Handle
Mop Bucket
Plunger
Shower Handle w/ Blue Brush
Shower Handle w/ Shower Pad
Mop Handle
Mop Handle
Push Broom

11/ 12/ 11
11/ 13/ 11
11/ 14/ 11
11/ 15/ 11
11/ 16/ 11
11/1 7/11
11/1 8/ 11

Shower

-

1

10/21/ 11
10/22/11
10/23/11
10/24/ 11
10/25/ 11
10/26/11
10/27/11
10/28/11
10/29/11
10/30/11
10/31 /11
11/01 /11
11 /02/11
11/03/11
11 /04/11
11 /05/11
11/06/11
11/07/ 11
11/08/11
11/09/11
11/ 10/ 11
11/ 11/ 11

Shower Chair (white)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(updated)

2nd Shift
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3rd Shift
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

* * * TOOLS ARE TO BE ACCOUN TED FOR BY EVERY SHIFT* * *
If there is a change in the inventory please note here and send the Tool Sergeant an email

FM 10-02-509

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Attachment 11
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Idaho Maximum Security Institution

TOOL INVENTORY
F-Block
10/21 /201 1 (updated)

Area# 2

Tool Number
F-Block

Amount

2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
1

Tool discription
EZ Zip Knife
Chained Restraints
Hinged Restraints
Leg Restraints
Over-sized Leg Restraint
Restraint Keys
Vacuum
Cordless phone w/ base
Battery charger w/ batteries
Fingernail Clipper
Toenail Clipper

Date

1st shift

2nd shift

3rd shift

10/19/2011
10/20/2011
10/21 /2011
10/22/2011
10/23/2011
10/24/201 1
10/25/2011
10/26/2011
10/27/2011
10/28/2011
10/29/2011
10/30/2011
10/31 /2011
11 /01 /2011
11 /02/2011
11 /03/2011
11 /04/2011
11 /05/2011
11 /06/2011
11 /07/2011
11 /08/2011
11 /09/2011
11 /10/2011
11 /11 /2011
11 /12/2011
11/13/2011
11 /14/2011
11 /15/2011
11 /16/2011
11 /17/2011
11 /18/2011

* ** TOOLS ARE TO BE ACCOUNTED EVERY SHIFT**

----

If there is a change in the inventory please note here and send the Tool Sergeant an email

FM 10-02-509

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

Attachment 11
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
PURCHASE ORDER

Page 1 of 1

Ordered By: Sheryll Byrne
Order Dale: 10/18/11

Issue Date:

1299 N. Orchard Street, Ste 110

Vendor
Phone:
Vendor
Conlact

Loe Phone: (208) 389-0202

Boise, ID 83706-2266

Loe Fax:

(208) 336-9715

Vendor#:
Vendor
Name:

13400 S. Pleasant Valley Rd
Kuna ID 83634

Address:
Alln:

Sheryll Byrne

Item No.

2

2

$ 295.00

$ 590.00

2

$ 27.50

$ 55.00
$ 0.00

3

$ 0.00

(F-Block)

4
5

$ 0.00

6

$ 0.00

7

$ 0.00

B

$ 0.00

9

$ 0.00

10

$ 0.00
BFY: 12

$ 645.00

PO Grand Total

THE STATE OF IDAHO'S STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING:
http://purchasing.idaho.gov/lerms_and_conditions.html
.. Fis cal Staff Use Only

01

S uffoc

02

03

PCA

· .- -::::· · ..

>,

a, ••

.,~ -"'

""QJ

Sub-Obj.

ru o

.0 -

E-

BE
C

C:

w:::::.

Amount

BFY:

Vend#:

GAAP:

Prop-#:

CMP#:

GranUPH:

ProjecUPH:

01

02
03

04

05
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Buy Online > Cart

Cart
SKU

Name

Quantity I Update

Price

$295.00
$27.50

Sub total

]2

: ~ (i

$590.00

J2

.. ~
(ii
" '
'.

$55.00

:

I

J

..,

•"I

List All Products
Product Search

Subtotal:

S645.00

Tolal:

$645.D0
Advanced Searcl1
Usemame

If you llave a coupon code, please enter il below:
~: Submit

I

Password
. ... . i

Login
Lost Password?
Forgot your userna
No account yet? R1

4 Products
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Buy Online > Cart

Cart
SKU

Quantity I Update

Price

$295.00
$27.50

Subtotal

I~ .

l §~

$590.00

12

1$ r:J

$55.00

Subtotal:

List All Products
Product Search

$645.00

I

-

Search .
Total:

I

$645.00

Advanced Search
Username

If you have a coupon code, please enter it below:
J Submit .,

I . ..

.

I-__
. ____ -----Password

I

_J

l 'LCJ~in ."J
Lost Password?
Forgot your userna
No account yet? R1

4 Products
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Accept Credit Cards

For shipping outside North America call

Products

Support

remail

Industries
Education
Healthcare
Manufacturing
Corporate
Security

Buy
Buy Online
Distributors

Company

, Contact

Company Profile
News and Media
Coverage
Employment
Opportunities
Site Map

~

LJ
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Robert (Bob) Morlan
Phillips, Brett
6/13/201 2 1 :34 P
Re:

Hi Brett,
I j ust faxed them a PO for their services, all should be covered now. Let me know if you need anything else.
Thanks,
Bob
>>> Brett Phillips 6/13/2012 12:38 PM>>>
Hey Bob -

I spoke with the funeral home this morning, and they indicated that they haven't received a PO for payment of the cremation cost
from yesterday's execution. Do you know what the status of that is? Thanks for your help.
Brett G. Phillips
Assistant to the Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
(208) 389-0201 Fax: (208) 334-4896
bphillip@idoc.idaho.gov

CONFI DENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any accompanying attachments contain information belonging
to the sender which may be confidential and legally privileged. This information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity
to whom this electronic mail transmission was sent as indicated above. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or action taken in
reliance on the contents of the information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission
in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies of this
transmission and all attachments.
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Page 1 of 1

Brett Phillips - Leavitt's Last Meal Request

From:
To:

Brett Phillips

Date:
Subject:

6/ 5/2012 14:05
Leavitt's Last Meal Request

CC:

Blades, Randy

Frick, Dennis

Dennis The following items were requested by offender Leavitt for his last meal request:
Chicken (seasoned like the kitchen used to fix); not spicy hot or BBQ - Lots!!
French Fries (soft, not crispy) - Lots!
Milk - 4 or 5 pints
Nothing else.
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Brett G. Phillips
Assistant to the Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
(208) 389-0201 Fax: (208) 334-4896
bphillip@idoc.idaho.gov
to the sender which may be
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any accompanying attachments contain infonnation belonging
transmission was sent as
mail
electronic
this
whom
to
entity
or
individual
the
of
use
the
for
only
intended
is
infonnation
This
confidential and legally privileged.
indicated above. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or action taken in
in error, please notify the
reliance on the contents of the information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission
sender immediately and destroy all copies of this
transmission and all attachments.

l Settings\Te
5-25-18 Disclosure 000075
file://C:\Do cuments and Settings\bphillip\LocaPage
1056 mp\XPgrpwise\4FCE1 213BO... 06/05/2012

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Summary of Execution Procedures

1. Wa rden's Assistant, Brett Phillips has been assigned as th e liaison for you and your family. The lia ison
wi ll be the prim ary contact for you and your fa mily, and w ill be your liaison w ith the Warden. A
certified letter w ill be sent t o your family informin_g them of this contact information .

2. You may have one spiritu al advisor of your choosing. The spiritu al advisor must be approved by the
Wa rden in advance.
3. Your spiritual advisor and a total_of t wo fri ends, attorney, and/or members of your family may be
invested to be present at the execution. Yo u may decline any of these individuals w ho request to be
present at th e exec ution. Minors, other offenders, and/or department staff cannot attend the
· execution at your request .
4. For the last meal, you can select a mea l from the established IDOC menu. The last meal w ill be
provided at approximately 1900 hours the day prior to the sched ul ed executi on.
5. As soon as possibl e but no later than
S' -3:.v.v:=. Jot -"2-- the following items, which are
attached to these instru ctions, must be completed and turn into the wa rden:
•

Disposition of your inmate account

•

Disposition of your remains

•

Disposition of you r property

•

Last mea l request
·,

•

l

.

Spiritual advisor and witn ess ,request..

6. You r body may not be used for organ donation. Once the coroner has released your remains, t hey may
be handled in one of the following ma.nners:
•

Your family may take possession of your remai ns and make private burial or cremation
arrangem ents at their own expense;

•

A non-family member may cla im your remains once the IDOC has determ ined that no family
exists, the family refuses t o claim your remains, or you have made prior arrangements w ith a
non-family member t o take possess ion of your rema ins; or

•

Your body w ill be cremated and sto red for up to one year. If yo ur remains go unclaimed, they
w ill be disposed of at a location determined by the IDOC.
Page

Page 1057
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Summary of Execution Procedures
7. Follow ing this meeting, your property will be inve ntoried, boxed, sea led and removed from your cell.
You may keep up to six (6) cubic feet of legal materials, religious materials, a pencil and paper, books
and/or periodicals, and commissary food items. You w ill not possess any appliances or other property
unless the warden has pre-approved each specific property item in writing.

8. After an unclothed body search ha s been conduct~d, you w ill be issued a clean set of clothing and
taken to an isolation cell where you will receive limited hygiene supplies (bar soa p, toothpaste and
toothbrush), a towel and a washcloth. You will be provided with a secure department television . Your
bedding, towel, washcloth and clothing will be exchanged daily.
9. You will be allowed to purcha se food items from the commissary. The last order placed must be
received no later than seven (7) days before the execution date.
10. All medications will be unit-dosed and issued in liquid form if available. No medication, including overthe-counter medication, will be dispensed
or maintained
as keep-on-person .
.
.
:

11. You will be provided daily outdoor exercise, showe rs, and phone calls.

12. You are allowed contact visits with your attorney of record and agents of your attorney of record
13. You are allowed non-contact visits with the following:
•

Immediate family and approved visitors; an_d

•

Spiritual advisor

14. When you are within seven (7) days of the sched uled execution, visits w ith approved visitors, who are
not immediate family w ill cease. Your attorney of record w ill continue to have contact visits.
15. When you are w ithin seven (7) days of the scheduled execution, you may have contact visits approved
by the warden with your spiritual advisor and members of your immediat e family.

16. You may be provided the opportunity to have telephone interviews with the media. You and/or your
attorney may choose to decline any or all media req uests. You may also recommend the order in
which the media interviews occur.
17. At approximately twelve hours and again at approximately four hours prior to the time of execution,
you w ill be offered a mild sedative.
18. You wil l be transported by gurney to the ex~cution chamber. You may bring one pre-approved
religious item.
Page I 2
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Summary of Execution Procedures
19. An intravenous (IV) drip will be inserted with normal salin e. You w ill be given the opportunity to have
your eyes covered during the exec.utiof") .. You w ill be provided a brief opportunity to make a last
statement.

20. You will be executed by lethal i_n)_ection.

Date:

.'S-J 2- ;;;i...

Delivered by (print):

~,:/

.

I

;8'&:LJLS

Page
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--,

Idaho Maximum Secur_ity Institution .

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

March 21, 2012

TO:

Richard Leavitt #23 081

J-2 / 41
FROM:

Randy Blades, Warden
IMSI
PROPERTY APPROVAL - F-BLOCK

RE:

In response to your request for prior approval of personal property items to be transferred to FBlock in the event the District Court issues a Death Warrant in your underlying criminal case, I
am granting approval of your request for the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MP3 Player w/following accessones: arm band, rubber case, ear buds,
headphones and 6 batteries _
Boxer shorts - Jpairs
Gym shorts - 1 pair
Personal Velcro shower shoes
Personal spork
Tumbler w/lid
Plastic bowl w/lid
Plastic cereal bowl
Reading glasses - 1 pair; prescriptio:t;1 glasses - 1 pair
Denture supplies - Cup, cleansi1;1g tablets, adhesive
Cotton blanket
Green scrubs w/shirt
Consumable commissary and hygiene products in possession at the time
preceding transfer to F-Block
Miscellaneous books & papets,\rich1ding legal materials
Photo album
· · · ,-_ ;. · ·' .· · ·,· _-

In the event a Death Warrant is issued, staff will make every effort to ensure your personal
property listed above is transf~rred to the ·F-Block isolation cell as reasonably possible.
RB:bp
cc:

DW Crosby
Sgt. Woodland, J-Block Sergeant
Sgt. Aiello, Property
File
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting You and Your Community"
C. L. " BUT CH " OTTER

BRENT D. RE I N KE

June 13, 2012
Honorable Jon Shindurling
Bingham Co. District Court
501 N. Maple #205
Blackfoot, ID 83221-1700
Dear Judge Shindurling:
On June 12, 2012, the Idaho Dept. of Con-ection canied out the execution of offender
Richard Albert Leavitt #2308i , pursuant to LC. §19-2716 and the Death Wan-ant issued by this
Court.
In addition to the original Death Wan-ant issued in Bingham Co. case no. CR-1985-4110,
the original Return on Death Wanant was forwarded to the Idaho Attorney General' s OfficeCriminal Division for filing with the Idaho Supreme Court. Enclosed for the Court's records, is
a copy of the Return on Death Wanant.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at (208) 389-0201.
Sincerely,

ad'es

~

-

IDAHO MA,"'CIMUM SECURITY INSTITUTION
Phone: 208-338-1635
F ax: 208-334-4895

P . 0 . Box 51
Bois e, Idaho 83707
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From:
To:
CC:

Jeffrey Ray
Blades, Randy
Phillips, Brett

Date:
Subject:

5/ 16/ 2012 2:40 PM
Death Warrant

Hi Warden:
Director Reinke has told me to be ready to issue a news release on a death warrant
being served to Richard Leavitt as soon as tomorrow.
I've drafted a release. You'll find it below.
I just wanted to check with you and ask you to please let me know as soon as you have
read the warrant to Mr. Leavitt. Please note the time. I'd like to reference the time in
.. , .. . the release and issue the news release as soon as possible .

. . . ,·.

Idaho Department of Correction
News Release
IDOC serves inmate with death warrant .
BOISE, DRAFT -- At _ TIME_, the Idaho Department of Correction served inmate
Richard Albert Leavitt, # 23081, with a death warran_
t as ordered by Seventh District
Judge Jon J. Shindurling.
The warrant orders that Leavitt be executed on June _DAY_ , 2012.
Leavitt is facing the death penalty for the July 17, 1984 murder of Danette Jean Elg.
Per IDOC policy, Leavitt has been moved to an isolation cell at IMSI. Leavitt has been
incarcerated under IDOC jurisd!ction si~ce Dec.e_mber 19, 1985.
Note: IDOC Director Brent Reinke will be available for interviews tomorrow between 9
a.m. and noon. Please send me an e-mail if you wish to schedule an interview.

Release Prepared By:
Jeff Ray
Public Information Officer
Idaho Department of Correction
jeray@idoc.idaho.gov
·
Work: (208) 658-2141
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Training dates
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endaExecution Train ing Ag
d Medical Team
Administrative Team an
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Potential Team Memb
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.
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...
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Training Schedu le-20
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.
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.
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ck
Discussion & Feedba
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!DOC Medical/Inj ection Team
Training Agenda
1.

, medica l area setup,
Review of process: Gatheri ng at
patient assessment, execution injection process until t he coroner's assessment to include

2.

3.

Demonstrate Live intravenous access (sticks) proficiency: R & L A/C and Femoral sites by

4.
5.

Review "Rescue Physician's" role t o include crash cart inspection .
Review t he patient rescue sequence of events (process) if such a scena rio should arise .

6.

Demonstrate competency in Ultrasound use for finding femora l vein on volunteer prior to

7.

intracatheter insertion. Establish a heparin lock.
Discussed opportunities to improve in assuring patient safety (e.g. pain free ... minimal
discomfort) and dignity during execution injection process.

8.
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IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

1. Continue IMSI access procedures:

- · Continue to emphasis security proce ures.
2. Review and time chemical administration procedure:

4. Perform live IV sticks : AC approaches.
5. Demonstrate competency in the use of the Ultra sound equipment for vein
locations and IV cannu la insertion.
6. Demonstrate live femoral vein access.
7. Conduc
8. Review on how to document on the EKG paper chemical injection events.
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IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda

1.

2.

3. Review in detail the lines of communicatio

4. Review in detail the how the IV lines and EKG monitoring cables
5. Review the Chemical Room's unique logistics & storage capability
6. Review the sequence of events ch ecklist: from

prior IV

insertion site assessment to the Coroner's pronouncement.
7. Conducted cardiac dysrhythmia recognition training: conn ected a
dysrhythmia generator to the
8. Reviewed th

itself. (Note: The will be

n the

resuscitation (crash) cart also .
9. Proceed through the checkli st from th e IV line preparation to completion of
th e dysrhythmia gen eration
10. Reconstitute the facility and secure th e continuity notebook
11.General Wrap-up will be conducted

{All f uture training session will be simulation of lethal injection day
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1 Nov 2011

IDOC Medical/Injection Team
Training Agenda
travel

1.

practice

security access
2. Review operational sequence checklist.
3. Review modification to IV line tubing, offender line setup, and
lation .
new chemical syringe trays. F..
and dysrhythmia
4. Review cardiac dysrhythmias

5. Demonstrate required rhythm strip documentation
6. Conduct rehearsal: Initial placement of EKG cables to Coroners
examination of the deceased offender.
7. Around the room: team member comments
8. Facility reconstitution.
9. Practic
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Medical Team Leader
Before the "day":
Assess the offender's venous access:

Make sure the various inspection checklists are run and that everything is good to go.

All team members are to set up as practice:
, EKG monitor, documentation chart ready, and the chemical
trays

Start: lead the IV team into the execution room.

Brief the offender about what is going to

·hl;lppen.
Place tJie EKG electrodes on the chest.
Verify that a good reading is being obtained.
Document the IV's that are being stai1ed and verify flash back: initial stick and once the IV
tubing is connected.
Once the IV team is done: tell the Warden that the "patient is prepared" an
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Just prior to the initial start of the actual process (e.g. Warden' s reading of the death wanant)
have the clip board in your hand ready to record
After the first set of injection, Phentobarbital/Heparin,
proceed to the execution room to perform the Level of Consciousness Assessment.
(ignore the Warden when you enter the Execution Room).
Level I shake and shout
Level II stroke eye lashes
Level III pinch the arm's skin
Level IV sternum rub
Using facing moments, move to the Warden and tell the Warden that "the patient is sedated"
Without any further word exit the room. Once you return to the

The Warden will then announce: "Proceed"
Ensure the remaining chemicals are administered according to the protocol.
Once the last chemical is administered,
alysis the rhythm strip with the assistance of the EKG monitor team
member.
After the analysis is accomplished, take the rhythm strip to the coroner. Retum to the
on't forget the first aid doc.
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Execution Medica l/Injectio n Team Training

Date:

Adv Practice:_ .,___
1

Finish:

Re hearsa l: 1

&

2

Members Present:
Wa rden

1, Overall review of individual assigned duties and responsibilities

B/U Ward en

2. Review of Procedure Sequence:
a.
Potential IV Site Assessment Phase
Eq uipment set up: IV lines, syrnges, cardaic monitoring,
b.

Team Leade r
B/U Team Leader

C.

Injection Team:

d.

lb
le

e.

2c

ld
le
Guests:

f.
g.

1!11111

Ve nous Access: 2 large bore IV
Sedation Phase
Level of Sedation Assessment
Pa ralytic Phase

h.

Dysrhythm ia Generation Phase

i.

Coroner Assessment

j.
k.
I.

Documentati on
Facility Reconstitution
Review of Emergency Procedures

m.

Questions/Concerns/comments:

Positive hand offfrom Escort Team to the Medical/Injection Teams: Offender secured to injection t able.
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Execution Medical/Injection Team Training

Date

Adv Practice:

Start:

2....

Rehearsal: 1

&

2

Members Present:
Overall review of individual assigned duties ana responsibiliti s

· Warden
B/U Warden
Team Leader

2. Review of Procedure Sequence:
a.

Potential IV Site Assessment Phase

b.

Equipment setup: IV lines, syrnges, cardaic monitoring,

B/U Team Leader
C.

Injection Team:

d.

Venous Access: 2 large bore IV

lb
le

e.
f.
g.

Sedation Phase
Level of Sedation Assessment
Paralytic Phase

h.

Dysrhythmia Generation Phase

2c

ld
le
Guests:

i.

Coroner Assessment

j.

Documentation

k.

Facility Reconstitution

I.

m.

Questions/Concerns/comments:

Positive hand off from Escort Team to the Medical/Injection Teams: Offender secured to inject ion table.
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.. .

Execution Medical/Injection Team Training·

Date:
Members Present:
Warden

Start:

.. I/'

Finish:

b.

Team Leader
B/U Team Leader

c.
Injection Team:

ld

Guests:

Rehea.rsal: 1

&

2

1. Overall review of individual assigned duties and responsibilities
a.

2c

·~

, • • .

2. Review of Procedure Sequence:

B/U Warden

lb
le

Adv Practice:

..

V

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.
k.
I.

Potential IV Site Assessment Phase
Equipment setup: IV lines, syrnges, cardaic monitoring,
Cardiac Monitoring
Venous Access: 2 large bore IV
Sedation Phase
Level of Sedation Assessment
Paralytic Phase
Dysrhythmia Generation Phase
Coroner Assessment Documentation
Facility Reconstitution
·Review of Emergency Procedures

m.

Positive hand off from Escort Team to the Medical/Injection Teams : Offender secured to injection table.
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Electronically Filed
5/29/2018 4:41 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877

)

)
Petitioner,

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

Respondents.

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STA TE OF IDAHO )
)
)
County of Ada
I, Jeffrey Ray, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
1.

I am a public information officer at the Idaho Department of Correction.

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY - Page 1
Page 1084

2.

On March 14, 2018, I, Jeffrey Ray, Public Information Officer, sent Aliza

Cover copies of the following records by electronic mail, in care of her attorney of
record, Richard Eppink:
Harris Pharm LLP I Blades Correspondence
Command Agendas 2011
Command Agenda 2012
DEA224
DEA Form 224
Kempf Correspondence
Leavitt Execution - Valley Correspondence
Medical Team Briefing Powerpoint
Pfizer Letter
Pharmacy Registration
Reinke Correspondence
Rhoades Execution - Valley Correspondence
Zmuda Correspondence
Affidavit of former IDOC Director Kevin Kempf
3.

These documents were previously referred to in the Affidavit of Jessica

Kuehn dated March 14, 2018 .. At that time, the documents named above were not
disclosed to the Court. The documents referred to in this affidavit and the prior Affidavit
of Jessica Kuehn are attached hereto as Exhibit A. These are a true and accurate copy of
the records provided to Ms. Cover in care of her attorney.
4.

Respondents continue to rely upon exemptions from disclosure pursuant to

statutory exemptions under the Idaho Public Records Act, including LC. §§ 74-105(4)(a)
and Board Rule 135; 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108; 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board
Rule 108(4)(b)(i); and 74-104.

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY - Page 2
Page 1085

DATED this 25 th day of May 2018.

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY -Page 3
Page 1086

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of May 29, 2018, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFERY RAY on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83 70 l
reppink@acluidaho.org

Via Electronic Filing

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY - Page 4
Page 1087

ATTACHMENT A

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY RAY - Page 5
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Command and General Staff

(

(1030-1130hrs.)

✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign /AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

/

Time allotted

Notes:

I
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Command and general staff meeting
_ 05/16/12
Attendees:

Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Michael Johnson
Terry Kirkham

Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Overview: This meeting is in preparation of the potential execution of Offender Leavitt# 23081.
• The death warrant is anticipated this week. When it arrives, Warden Blades will serve it to the
offender, and he will be moved to F block.
• The execution is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. Last time, the execution was scheduled for 8
a.m., but delayed because of a late court filing.
• Leavitt is not associated with a security threat group.
• Jeff Zmuda and Randy Valley met with agency partners this morning. They have not heard of any
issues in the community related to the execution.
• Leavitt has several filings in the court. One includes a filing for ineffective counsel, which he had
also filed in 1994. The federal defenders office filed something about a month ago to challenge
the IDOC medical process.
• Leavitt has requested a commutation from the Parole Commission. Olivia Craven has met with
the offender. It is anticipated the Parole Commission will decide to conduct a commutation
hearing about a week after the death warrant is served.
• !DOC has a good source for the required chemicals this time, and it is anticipated we will nto
have the same troubles as the last execution.
• !DOC may change to a 1-drug protocol, rather than the 3-drug protocol.
• Escort and medical teams have been training and are well prepared
Action
•
•
•

item: Randy Valley will send out three items this week:
Calendar appointments: Meetings will be scheduled at 10:30 on Thursdays.
204s: Make necessary changes and return to Randy before the next meeting
Ordering process: Theo Lowe will put together ordering process instructions.

Roles and responsibilities:
• Operations Section Chief: Jeff Zmuda
• Finance and admin: Theo Lowe
•- logistics: Al Ramirez---• Outline and contract: Josh Tewa It
• Terry Kirkham will oversee SICI, which will include entrance group and house staging.
• Action Item: Randy Valley will find out if David Birch can take Ken Bennett's pa Ice to oversee the
entrance area.
• Ken Bennett will oversee IMSI.
• Johanna Smith will oversee !SCI, which will include emergency transports and the media center.
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•
•

•

Jackie Braun will oversee SBWCC.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to add CERT, CNT, Admin team and CISM representatives to org
chart
Staging: Garrett Coburn

Changes and keepers for this execution:
• There will be multiple IAPs that will be more specific to different operational periods.
• P&P will patrol starting the Friday before the execution, rather than 13 days out.
• External security group will post the night before the execution.
• Meetings will be conducted once per week, not twice.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to determine if Boise PD can stage at the PRC, rather than SBWCC.
Then, SBWCC can be used for check-in.
• The execution will be conducted at the same time as the end of the fiscal year. As much as
possible, purchases need to be made before the end of the fiscal year. Same as last year, all
purchases will need to go through Bob Morlan.
• Action item: Review the After Action Report. Bring any changes that you cannot adopt to next
week's meeting.
• The tent needs to be purchased as soon as possible.
• It is anticipated that three new OSP vehicles will be available by the time of the execution. If not,
there are some marked vehicles at central office, but they do not have lights or shot guns.
• ISCI is expecting the media center will want to be open at the same time to be online by the 5
a.m. news broadcast.
• !SCI will feed In-house again, which will require special ordering.

(

I

\
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Planning MeeUng (05/0912012) Jeffere}' Zrriuda ~E:xecution

Randy Valley
tensen, Jay; Cluney, Shannon; ...
Bennett, Kenneth; Blades, Randy; Chris
To:
Kempf, Kevin
CC:
5/16/2012
:
Date
10:30 AM· 11:30 AM
e:
Tim
ution Planning Meeting
Exec
:
Subject
IMSI Boardroom
Place:
ution Planning Meeting - 05.16.12.docx
:
AAR Rhoades 28684.docx; Agenda - Exec
ents
chm
· Atta

From:

(

des' execution is attached. Please
ly, the after action report regarding the Rhoa
Please find the agenda attached. Additional
Thanks.
review the AAR in advance of the meeting.
y
Rand
" Dwight D. Eisenhower
"Plans are nothing; planning is everything
Randall Valley
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Idaho Department of Correction
Central Office
208-658-2150

and confidential. If the reader of
age and any attachments may be privileged
The information contained In this e-mail mess
ded recipient, you are hereby
inten
the
or an agent responsible for delivering it to
prohibited. If you have
ly
this message Is not the intended recipient
strict
is
tion
uniµi
bution or copying of this comm
il and delete the
notified that any review, dissemination, distri
e-ma
to this
e notify the sender immediately by replying
received this communication in error, pleas
computer.
message and any attachments from your

\

\

I
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

Aftp• l\ction Report / Corrective Action Plan
R(
s 26864 Execution

To:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations

From:

Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

December 27, 2011

Re:

Rhoades 26864 Execution After Action Report

This document is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Paul Ezra
Rhoades #26864 on November 18, 2011.

(

The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommendations for improvement for use in planning similar events in the future.

We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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Section 1: Incident Overview
Inc iden t Det ails
Incident Name:

Rhoades 26864 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

11117111 2100 hrs.

Incident End Time:

11118/11 2100 hrs.

Location:

Sout h Boise Complex

Command and General Staff
.·. Title·sName
-·_.

Position

Brent Reinke
Kevin Kem pf
Jeff Zmuda
Josh Tewalt
Theo Lowe
Randy Valley
Al Ramirez

(

ewe Operations Manager

Johanna Smith

Warden

Operations Section Chief
Fina nce/ Admin Section Chie f
Planning Section Chief

Emergency Coordinator

Warden

Jeff Ray

Operations Section Chie f

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Executive Financial Officer

Terry Kirkham

Jaqueline Brau n

Depu ty Incident Commander

Chie f of Operations
Deputy Chie f of Prisons

Warden

·-

Incident Com man der

Director

Randy Blades

Jimmie Crosby

.

.

•,

.

Logistics Section Chief
Execution Branch Director
SICI Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director
I MS I Branch Director

Deputy Warden

SBW CC Branch Director

Lieutenant
Public Information Officer

Particinatim.! Fac iliti es and Or2 aniz atio

Publ ic Information Officer

ns

Idaho Maximum Security Institution

-

Idaho State Correctional Institution
South Idah o Correctional Institution
er
South Bois e Wom en's Correctional Cent
Idaho Correctional Center
Center_.
. _C_orrnclianal Alternative PlacemenL

-

-

-

-

--

-- -

-

,

-- - - - - - -

---

-

-

--

-- ---

-

-

- - - --

-

-

-

.

-

Idaho State Police
Boise Police Depa rtme nt
Ada Coun ty Sher iffs Office
Ada Coun ty Paramedics

(

Ada Coun ty High way District
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Inc ide nt Ob jec tiv es
cedures
SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Pro
• Facilitate the application of
restricted status
• Facilities will op era te un der
n
as well as maximize the protectio
ers
nd
po
res
of
ty
uri
sec
and
ety
• Provide for the saf
of the public
meet the
ement Team tha t can effectively
nag
Ma
nt
ide
Inc
te
ria
rop
app
• Establish an
req uir ed to mitigate the incident
ges
llen
cha
m
ter
g
lon
and
tial
ini
rights to
exercise the ir First Amendment
to
s
zen
citi
for
y
nit
rtu
po
op
e
• Provid
l pu nis hm ent in a lawful ma nn er
dem on str ate for or against capito
obedience, trespass and
te res po nse to unlawful civil dis
ria
rop
app
an
is
re
the
e
sur
ion or the
En
•
attempting to im pac t the execut
son
per
any
by
law
the
of
s
ion
oth er violat
operation of the prison
ity of the prison
, security and operational integr
ety
saf
the
on
t
pac
im
the
ize
nim
• Mi
and the community
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Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative
st
g, Armed Robbery,
convicted of 1 Degree Kidnappin
was
64
268
l
Pau
s,
ade
Rho
8
2n<J Degree
On 04/18/198
mous Crimes Against Nature, and
Infa
y,
ber
Rob
e,
st
Rap
e
cibl
For
r,
scheduled to
1 Degree Murde
rran t was issued with Rhoades
Wa
th
Dea
A
th.
dea
to
ced
ten
Murder. He wa s sen
2011 by lethal injection.
be executed at 0800 on Nov. 18,
s 26864 was
ent, the execution of Paul Rhoade
edim
imp
l
lega
a
to
due
ay
del
After a 55 minute
oner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at
nt of death by the Ada County Cor
completed with the pronounceme
0915 on Nov em ber 18, 2011.

Incident Re vie w

(

the planning and
to capture the lessons learned from
is
ent
um
doc
this
of
e
pos
pur
The
operation was a
cution. Overall, the planning and
Exe
64
268
s
ade
Rho
the
of
this event, lending
operations
h the planning and operations of
bot
with
d
iste
ass
s
ncie
age
al
success. Loc
their expertise and resources.

Planning Ph ase

coordination from several
involved and required input and
ely
rem
ext
was
s
ces
pro
ning
The plan
process specific to
ent of \DOC staff. The planning
ting
con
e
larg
a
as
l
wel
as
rs
re were
agency partne
wee ks before the execution. The
en
sev
ted
star
64
268
s
ade
Rho
eral staff
the execution of
tners and our command and gen
par
ncy
age
our
h
bot
with
k
wee
meetings held onc e a
for the remaining three weeks.
wed by meetings twice a week
groups for the first four weeks follo
developed and reviewed
h meeting and an action plan was
eac
at
en
tak
e
wer
es
not
te
ura
Acc
each meeting.
ecially helpful to stay up to date
uency of the meetings was esp
freq
the
felt
rs
tne
par
ncy
Age
•
Incident Action Plan.
on the issu es and build a good
progress on their
ed it was difficult to make much
stat
ff
sta
l
era
Gen
and
nd
ma
etings" - - - • \DOC Com
1-the-Tuesday and-Thursday-me
ee1
betw
e
tim
the
sin
item
tion
___ _respective-ac
ff could be adjusted to
the Command and General Sta
Recommendation - Meetings for
items.
ff to make progress on the actions
once a we ek to allow time for sta
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Operational Ph as e

rmed well working
extremely well. Sta ff perfo
nt
we
ion
cut
exe
the
to
demonstrator lots
The operations related
y's events. Although the
da
the
g
gin
na
ma
and
es
the small groups
within their respective rol
of the execution, mo st of
y
da
the
urs
ho
00
05
at
blic
rators quickly
were made available to pu
til 0700hrs. The demonst
un
ive
arr
t
no
did
ors
rat
nst
execution itself went as
of approximately 100 demo
cution was complete. The
exe
the
t
tha
n
atio
tific
no
however, once resolved
dispersed upon
e to one legal impediment.
du
lay
de
ute
min
55
a
s
planned. There wa
timeframe.
ted within the anticipated
the execution was comple
paration for the
Command:
rep meetings helpful in pre
cy
en
ag
of
cy
en
qu
fre
the
• Agency partners found
vide wireless internet
incident.
cell reception, nor did it pro
od
go
e
vid
pro
not
did
st
Po
• The Command
access.
internet connection in the
be better cell reception and
to
s
ed
ne
ere
Th
n
tio
da
tacting Verizon to see if a
Recommen
entative recommended con
res
rep
ard
Gu
al
tion
Na
a
Additionally, a wireless
command post
rked well for Gowen Field.
wo
s
ha
It
.
ed
tall
ins
be
ess to those in the
signal booster can
post to provide internet acc
nd
ma
com
the
in
ed
tall
router should be ins
command post.

Op era tio ns Section:
operational period. In
icles available during the
veh
ort
esc
of
er
mb
nu
complex.
There were a limited
lties navigating around the
icu
diff
d
ha
s
cie
en
ag
ng
ckpoint to
several instances, assisti
uld be staged near the che
sho
s
icle
veh
ort
esc
al
on
Recommendation - Additi
agencies.
very cold and not
provide es co rt for assisting
with no relief. Sta ff were
sts
po
ed
cifi
spe
d
rke
wo
ff
External security sta
opportunities to
provided breaks.
4 ho ur rotations to allow for
on
ced
pla
be
uld
sho
ff
Recommendation - Sta
icies were staffed with a
rehab.
d ISCl's outside patrol veh
an
s
S\'
IM
d
rio
pe
al
tion
was to watch for threats
During the opera
t to assist. The objective
sea
er
ng
sse
pa
the
in
e
attention to the
P&P officer to rid
h the OSP Officer paying
wit
,
ter
ime
per
the
of
e
tsid
approaching from ou
executions. It is
facility perimeter.
should be staffed for future
P
OS
in
er
rid
al
on
diti
ad
focus1n1ron 1neRecommendation - The
fimeter while tne ari ve fis
-pe
tlie
on
s
eye
rof
-se
tra
ex
-- effectiveto nave-an-a-an
.
line
ed did not provide
road and fence
road. The trailer establish
nce
tra
en
the
on
ed
lish
ab
road to converse
A Checkpoint was est
stand in the middle of the
to
ff
sta
ed
uir
req
d
an
d
good visibility of the roa
the
with incoming traffic.
permanent checkpoint at
ct to work on a plan for a
hite
arc
an
d
hire
s
ha
OC
Action -\D
front of the complex.

Exterior Perimeter:
•

•

•

•
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•

•

ghout the Incident. Their assistance
Probation and Parole officers were very helpful throu
having to further tax their limited staffing.
with external security relieved the institutions from
of who was granted access to the
The front checkpoint was not provided a master list
ed at 0630, the list was not passed on to
complex until approximately 0300 hrs. When reliev
the oncoming shift.
has a master list of who is approved to
Recommendation - Ensure that the front checkpoint
ive way to look up visitors.
enter the complex in a timely mann er with an effect
for the two weeks prior to the event.
P &P provided a patrol at the South Boise Complex
This patrol did not encounter any issues.
area 14 days in advance. However, a
Recommendation - P&P does not need to patrol the
l needs to be activated it can be done
schedule should be developed in the event the patro
quickly.
r who was able to recognize most
The Checkpoint was staffed with an experienced office
staff and kept traffic moving quickly.
front checkpoint should be a longRecommendation - The person who is working the
le quickly through the front
standing staff member. This was helpful to move peop
checkpoint.

Dem onstr ator Lots:

the small contingent of staff to keep up
Demonstrators came in waves making it difficult for
with the searches.
areas to the demonstrator lots should be
Recommendation - Additional staffing at the entry
considered.
onal metal detector to facilitate
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need an additi
searches.
the staff to work from. This made it
• Demonstrator lots were not provided any table for
tors to set their things while being
difficult to search bags, and no place for the demonstra
searched.
for searching.
Recommendation - Demonstrator lots need tables
provided an opportunity in the days
• Media and Demonstrator Representatives were
meet with staff. They were provided
preceding the event to come out to the complex and
ions answered. This was beneficial not
the guidelines for their functions and had their quest
only for them but for IDOC.
sentatives should be offered an
Recommendation - Media and demonstrator repre
very helpful.
opportunity for a pre-incident orientation. This was
identify the demonstrator lots for the public.
• Reader Boards were provided by ACHD to help
demonstrator lots.
Recommendation - Use the same signage for the
and crowd control unit to the event. This
• Boise Police Department dedicated a 10-man mob
__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
__ s_gu_e1_d wa~st<1ged__on_sc_ene_, but n_oldepJoy_ed._
Incident, but have the on-call from the
Recommendation - BPD may designate staff to the
and at the demonstrator lots to
field. BPD would have someone in the command post
mobilize staff, if needed.
There were areas blocked off for
• Parking was extremely limited for demonstrators.
may be an issue during future events,
responders which limited the parking space. Parking
if there are more demonstrators.

•

(
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1

the Northern
r vehicles in the southern par t of
The media was allowed to park thei
Demonstrator Lot.
or lots. It created a
set up the same for the demonstrat
ia
med
the
p
Kee
tion
nda
me
Recom
onstrators.
provided media access to the dem
natural barrier between the lots and
to park their cars in the media
whe re demonstrators attempted
• The ir were several instances
area and parking was
re was no signage designating the
area at the dem ons trat or lots. The
limited.
is supposed to par k
should be set up where the med ia
es
con
or
ns
Sig
tion
nda
me
Recom
ors.
to avoid confusion for demonstrat
acc oun t of the number
for command to get an accurate
cult
diffi
was
it
n,
• During the operatio
enforcement and
bers were collected from local law
of demonstrators. Inconsistent num
med ia reports.
counter to accurately
onstrator lots should use a clicker
dem
at
ff
Sta
tion
nda
me
om
Rec
trators are on site.
track and report how man y demons

•

Staging:

(

ging. As people
check-in. It was collocated with Sta
with
on
fusi
con
e
som
was
re
The
•
e, once for check-in and
why they needed to check-in twic
to
as
lear
unc
e
wer
y
the
,
red
ente
in the process.
created some accounting issues
once for staging. This confusion
staging. Check-in
from
tion
be in a separate loca
to
ds
nee
n
ck-i
Che
tion
nda
Recomme
ck-in area , even
ding so that all staff report to che
buil
on
cati
edu
CC
SBW
at
sed
could be hou
can report to their
ned can go to staging, but others
command staff. The n those unassig
will help ensure all staff
ing check-in near the checkpoint
assigned areas. Additionally, hav
are accurately acc oun ted for.
out completely checking out.
• Som e staff left the complex with
f whe re their initial and
clearly communicated to line staf
Recommendation - It needs to be
ut being located near
n/o
ld also be assisted by the check-i
final checkpoint will be. This wou
the front checkpoint.
incident was
on their day off for this event. The
ort
rep
to
ed
ask
e
wer
f
staf
t
shif
• Swing
ryone by phone.
and Staging attempted to notify eve
concluded ear lier than expected
cess for staff to call in
pro
a
n
e. The re had bee
ryon
eve
ch
rea
to
ble
una
e
wer
y
However, the
fusion. Staging left
was abandoned and created con
for swing shift, how eve r this plan
ne checked their messages.
messages for staff, but not everyo
a spe cific number to find
be provided direction to call in to
uld
sho
ff
Sta
tion
nda
me
om
• Rec
cified time lo take the
should then be staffed at the spe
ne
pho
The
rt.
repo
to
d
nee
out if they
calls and make the notification.
staging area were
ountered some issues. Staff in the
• The demobilization of staff enc
bac k to the facilities in
inished. Some staf f wanted to go
released, as the need for staf f dim
ng- lhem . _ - - - - ek, buU he facilities wer e not exp ecti
_we
r
-hou
AO_
ke
Bnt
an
k
wor
Q
er_t
_ _ _ord
ion process with the
be a more organized demobilizat
to
ds
nee
re
The
tion
nda
me
Recom
are on their
key information to staff. Sta ff who
ng
vidi
pro
a
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stag
the
g
staf f managin
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ing should go home. If it is the staf
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scheduled day, the y should be rele
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SICI:

d.
SICI operations we nt as planne
s for these functions were
established, the responsibilitie
re
we
g
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and
in
ckche
municated, and the
• When
ander. This was not clearly com
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Co
ft
Shi
I
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from
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ma nag e this process for some
g of all the
Shift Commander continued to
etl earlier to manage the staffin
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

Aftf" l\ction Report / Corrective Action Plan
RI'.
s 26864 Execution

•

•

•
•
•

(

accounted for when developing the schedule. They adjusted by allowing the family visit to
begin in medical and then return to F block when the cleaning was complete.
Recommendation - The schedule in F block needs to be adjusted to account for the
cleaning of the unit.
Tim Higgins reported that IMSI staff were outstanding the night before the execution. The
only difficult moment was ending the final family visit. They eased the situation by giving the
family plenty of notice and warnings.
Protocol states that the offender is restrained to the floor during attorney and religious
advisor visits. The attorney, however, requested that the offender be unrestrained. Due to
the offender's physical limitations, the request was granted. In the future, this may not
always be an option.
It was scheduled that Rhoades' commissary be removed from his cell at a specific time,
however, this was not completed until later. Rhoades' commissary was removed at 4 a.m.
after the offender and his family consumed most of his remaining commissary.
Recommendation - The schedule should be reviewed to determine what the appropriate
time is for this step, then the schedule should be adhered to.
When the ambulance arrived at IMSI they were directed to F-Block. The ambulance staff
were used to being escorted when they drove on facilities and were reportedly
uncomfortable. They ended up driving to the wrong place and had to be redirected.
Recommendation - The ambulance should be escorted to F-Block and linked with the staff
in the unit.

SBWCC:
Facility was extremely quiet.

ICC:
The work center checkpoint worked well. Associate Warden Juan Ibarra reports that he was in
the Command Post and ii went well.

Planning Section:

•

•

•

Staff and assisting agencies stated they found the Incident Action Plan to be comprehensive
and well put together.
In an effort to keep the exterior positions up to date on the event progress, the Situation Unit
attempted to utilize Gmail to send text messages with the updates. However, this was not
effective due to system problems.
Recommendation - A new process should be developed that stays ahead of the media,
and the situation unit leader should be provided an assistant.
During the event, there were delays and changes made to the timeline, but there was no
one assigned to record the information.
Recommendation-:there needstobe recorderin the command postfo-assist.
There were several instances of individuals working outside the scope of their
responsibilities as they related to the event. This was mostly due to overlaps from their
normal job duties and their roles within the execution.
Recommendation - Job aids should be handed out to the command and general staff at the
initial meeting to clearly define event specific responsibilities.

a

- - - - - ---

•
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Dec. 27, 2011

Aft~r Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
R\
s 26864 Execution
•

•
•

•

During this event, there were several days· worth of activities. The one IAP did not provide
the information needed for those staff performing functions prior to the defined operational
period.
Recommendation - !DOC needs to develop an IAP for each operational period.
In the three weeks leading up to the event, the command and general staff met twice a week
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It was difficult for some to turn around work between Tuesday
and Thursday's meetings.
Recommendation - The command and general staff should be able to have fewer meetings
for similar events in the future.

Finance and Admin Section:
•

(

There was a plan developed to track all food service equipment, but items were distributed
prior to it being implemented. During the event, I DOC lost one coffee carafe that was
rented.
Recommendation - A written plan should be developed and implemented to track all
equipment.
• After the event, staff could not find anyone who knew how to refill the rented generator's fuel
and !DOC was charged for the generator to be refueled.
• Recommendation - Someone within Logistics should be assigned to ensure all equipment
is accounted for and ready for pickup.
• - - w o r k e d well for lunch because staff were able to pick up the lunches in the
morning.
...
• !DOC needs to use the same ordering process and spending authority because it worked
well.
• Car stickers were purchased to identify staff vehicles as the entered the gate. Staff had
some concerns of vandalism of their cars due to the window stickers saying !DOC Staff on
them.
Recommendation - Car stickers shouldn't say IDOC staff. Stickers should be identifiable
by staff but innocuous to people outside the department.
• Central office staff appreciated the hourly briefings from the situation unit leader.
• Central office staff appreciated P&P's presence around the building. Six P&P Officers were
·
posted at the various entrances to Central Office.
• There were many questions from staff, as to who was eligible for overtime pay and how it
was to be entered on their time sheets. Theo Lowe completed several trainings with
Operations Sergeants but the information was not filtered to the line staff well.
Recommendation - The time reporting rules need to be clearly defined and a Q&A list
available for staff. Also, staff eligible for ONL and those reporting time dedicated to
execution, need to be in an Excel spreadsheet for payroll purposes.
-- •- -Some-names.of-staff were-placedoA-documents-that-are-eligible .for-release on a public- - -· - - -- - - - - - records release which the department would prefer not to be released.
Recommendation - It will be important to remember that all confidential information is
properly handled and/or disposed of.
• There are was some conflicting information between the Death of an Offender SOP,
Execution Procedures SOP, and current practice particularly with the question of who pays
for the cremation of the remains.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
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Aftw l\ction Report / Corrective Action Plan
s 26864 Execution
~·

ution Procedures and Death of an
Recommendation - Leadership needs to review Exec
nt practice
Offender SOP to ensure they are consistent with curre
ation. Finance will need to define
inform
for
sts
There have been several public records reque
events in advance.
what the reporting parameters are going to be for future

•

Logistics:

•

•
•
(,,

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

s were to be issued. Some supervisors
There was not a consistent procedure for how radio
their teams check out radios during
pulled groups of radios for their teams and others had
be tracked down after the fact.
check-in. Several radios were misplaced and had to
Manager assigned to check out
Recommendation - There needs to be an Equipment
all equipment being issued during the
radios from the start of the operational period. With
check-in process.
!DOC staff are not used to altering their
There was confusion with the communications plan.
s.
communication channels and this caused some issue
the correct radio channel. The
of
ed
inform
r
bette
be
to
Recommendation -Staff need
morning briefing.
communication plan should also be announced at the
ty of posts, from several facilities .
There were vehicles dedicated to the incident at a varie
be cared for and returned. Several
However, there was no plan for how the vehicles would
ed.
vehicles were returned without being refueled or clean
be returned should be developed in
will
items
these
how
for
Recommendation - A process
advance.
.
Communication went very well with assisting agencies
would account for equipment. Due to
The Food Unit had developed a process for how they
the plans implementation.
their arrival time, the equipment was issued prior to
up in advance to unsure they are
Recommendation - The food unit needs to be stood
prepared for the start of the operation.
hold enough coffee and the food
Coffee urns were rented for the event. These did not
several of the larger areas.
group had to work hard to keep coffee available for
asing a few larger coffee urns for media
Recommendation - !DOC needs to consider purch
carafes for smaller areas.
and staging then, buy another dozen of the smaller
of following the execution .
There was no plan for how trash would be disposed
disposing of refuge preceding the
Recommendation - There needs to be a process for
event.
day prior to the execution of their
Some P&P staff report they were not notified until the
assigned role.
P&P staff is notified of their role in the
Recommendation - IDOC needs to make sure that
Incident at least a week in advance.
e meals. needed to be delivered .
The drivers delivering meals were not clear on wher
be rese m to hTI some areas . · Several area tr were Tnissed initially. Meal shaa to
understanding of where and how
Recommendation - The delivery drivers need a clear
many meals to deliver.
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May 24, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

'McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Command and General Staff
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Theo Lowe

✓

Demonstrator Liaison

Jeff Zmuda

/

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Comm and and genera l staff meetin g
05~1 2

Z'I
Attend ees:
Ken Benne tt
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garret t Coburn
Brian Finn
Tim Higgins
? Ibarra

Michael Johnso n
Theo Lowe
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler
Jeff Zmuda

led for 10 a.m. on June 12. The offend er
Situation update : The execut ion of Offen der Leavitt is schedu
17. The family has visited the offender.
has been moved to F Block after issuing the death warra nt May
one house d at !SCI. Medical and escort
Offender Leavitt has two sons - one on parole in district 6 and
teams are training. A dress rehear sal is schedu led for May 30.
protoc oLLea vitt's attorn eys have filed an
The chemical has been purch ased, which will be a one-dr ug
motion in the court claiming ineffective
action to challenge our proces s and creden tials. Leavitt has a
to 24 month s. His private attorn eys are
counsel, which would extend his oppor tunity to appeal for 18
g. A polygraph test on Leavitt was as
repres enting the offend er in the pursui t of a comm utatio n hearin
t origination from Idaho media groups to
condu cted yester day, per a court order. There is anothe r lawsui
allow an increase in witnes s access.
After action report review:
the after action report .
• All areas will be adopti ng the chang es recom mende d in
Financial and orderi ng process:
tional manua l was distrib uted at the
• The proces s will be nearly the same as last time. The instruc
meetin g with pink tabs to notify chang es.
ez.
o All requisition reques ts need to be submi tted to Al Ramir
o Do not use p-cards.
o The receiving docum entati on needs to be submi tted ASAP.
goods .
o Sam Linton will be the single point of contac t to receive
is ADLEA-00.
sheets
time
for
o PCA 56021 will be used this time. Grant/ Phase
.
o Only actual ONL will be tracke d this time for specialty teams
at SIC!. Action item:
o Time sheet training will be provided at 1 p.m. on May 30
g today.
trainin
their
Appoi ntmen t will be sent today. IMS! will have
Ra11dy will send
_. _ o__ Action item: The_in_structiona_l_t,1anual_will_be _added to the sf1are_d drive._
out the instruc tions to access this drive today.
associ ated with the execution. For
• IDAPA 106.01 .01.13 5.06 prohibits names being releas ed
releas ed. Labor report s were by
example, the busine ss where lunches were purcha sed was not
position, not emplo yee name for this reason .
ional period .
• The offend er phone s will be turned off during the operat
of the remain s.
• Theo will need to know how the family wants to dispose
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(

fuel charges.
• Theo needs a list of vehicles that will be borrowed to appropr iately assign
• The bids should come in Monday for the media tent.
Demon strator liaison:
acting warden . Eric
• Ken Bennett was the demons trator liaison last time, but he will be the IMS!
to transfer
Eric
Kiehl will fill these responsibilities this time. Action item: Ken will contact
responsibilities.
SIC/ concerns:
will not be required
• Lights will be needed for the media center and front checkpoint, but lights
time. A
last
as
for the demons trator lots. The media center will open at the same time
is a delay or stay.
contingency plan needs to be develop ed for demons trator lot lights if there
ICC and CAPP concerns:
e, etc.
• ICC and CAPP will operate the same as last time with extra posts and schedul
Action item: Randy Valley will send ICC and CAPP their 204s for review.
•
IMS/ concerns:
squads that are
• IMS/ is looking at staffing concern s. CERT will be on standby as a team and
rotated .

(

/SCI concerns:
.
• Check-in will be at SBWCC. Staging will be at SIC/. BPD will be at SICI-PRC
• /SCI is concern ed about staffing if parole hearings continu e as schedul ed.
• The stage inside the media tent needs to face the other direction.
Planning concern s:
nal period and during the
• There will be separat e IAPs with different 204s for prior to the operatio
the correct radio
primary operatio nal periods. It will clarify for prior to the operatio nal period
channels, who they report to, where they check-in, etc.
.
• ACHD will reduce the speed limit; therefo re, staff will need to be notified
Fiscal concerns:
be used for the
• The checkpo int will not be finished by June 12. An existing building will
checkpoint, rather than a trailer.
• Signs need to be created that says "100% ID check."
• We will not use staff ID stickers again.
• Contact list will be develop ed at the next meeting.
• Action item: Randy will distribu te organizational chart this week.
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Order Placement
Logistics Buyer is responsible fo r:

'
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Delivery Process
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Fiscal Lo gi st ics
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Material Requisition
Requisition Date

Requestor
stor's cell I
! Requephone
#
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Requestor's
phone#

/

Recom mende d
Source

Date Requ ired

Ship to

Vendor Contact
Name:

IMS!
13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

Vendo r Phone#

Kuna, ID 83634
Address
Item No.

I

Attn:

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

(

12

\

Amount

Unit Price

Description

Quantity

13
14
15

REQ GRAND TOTA L

-

-

-

s

-

s

-

s
s

-

s
s
s

-

-

-

-

-

$

Special Notes or
Requi remen ts for above

Requisition Justifi cation

-

-

Renuestor's Name Printffi

-

-

-

--

Date

Section Chief I Command Staff Silmatu re

llite

I
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May 31, 201 2
1030hrs.

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Josh Tewalt

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Com man d and Gen eral Staf f

rto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Albe
ey,
Clun
non
Shan
en,
tens
Chris
, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Randy Blades, Jay
y, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yord
e
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Ston

Attendees:

Execution
After Action Report - Rhoades

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITE MS

Pres ente r

Tim e allo tted

Top ic

0-1130hrs.)
-Command and General Staf f (103

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Operational Periods

✓

Time Line

✓

204 Follow-Up

Josh lewa lt
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Meeting Schedule Changes

Randy Valley

Logistics

/

✓

►

Service Branch Update

►

Support Branch Update

►

Supply Unit Update

Caryl Frasier

Chuck Kinkead
Bob Morlan
Randy Valley

Entrance Clearance

✓

11 Operational Period
Operations Section Chief for Jun

✓

Checkpoint Update

✓

Meeting Schedule Update
►
►

✓

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Tuesday June 5, 2012 at 1030hrs
Mon dayJ une 11,2 012 at10 30h rs

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Round Table

Notes:
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Command and general staff

05/3 1/12

(

Attendees:

Ken Ben nett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Garr ett Coburn
Brian Finn
Caryl Frasier
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Kevin Kempf

Chuck Kinkead
Terry Kirkham
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Joha nna Smith
Mackenzie Ston e
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler
Keith Yordy

June 12. !DOC is
Leavitt #23081 is sche dule d for 10 a.m. on
nder
Offe
of
n
utio
exec
The
te:
upda
Situation
ns, as Leavitt's
y. There are a num ber of othe r legal actio
addr essin g the media lawsuit in cour t toda
iden t in thes e
Rho ades 'atto rney s. However, IDOC is conf
than
e
activ
e
mor
ably
ider
cons
are
s
rney
atto
June, the Parole
ective counsel motion. The first wee k of
area s. Ther e is som e conc ern with the ineff
icals have been
for com mut atio n hearing. All nece ssar y chem
Commission should deci de on the requ est
.
ed last night, and team s cont inue to train
obta ined . Full dress rehe arsa l was com plet

(

Front chec kpoi nt timeline:
drive on it.
need to set for 2-3 days befo re traffic can
• Tomorrow: Paving is sche dule d. It will
installed.
• Monday: Refurbished security boo th
tricity and signage installed.
elec
have
• Wed nesd ay: The stru ctur e will
anticipated.
• Late next week: Stripping on the road
oper ation al periods.
Ope ratio nal periods: Ther e will be thre e
be on site. The
p.m. on June 11. Probation and parole will
• First period: 5 p.m. on June 8 to 2:30
man der.
primary cont act pers on is the !SCI shift com
act pers on is Tim
to 6:30 a.m. on June 12. The primary cont
• Second period: 2:30 p.m. on June 11
by one P&P
by security. Exterior post s will be man ned
Higgins. The fron t checkpoint is man ned
at 10:30 p.m.
officer and one security officer, start ing
on is the
demobilization. The primary cont act pers
• Third period: 6:30 a.m. on June 12 until
will be on site during this period.
com man d post. All additional reso urce s
OSP and vehicles:
of the vehicles is com plete , wjth the
_vebicles_ar_e mark ed aodJ ,ave ligh ts._O ne
_ -~- Eour_new
. _,,_
exce ptio n of a shot gun rack.
t etc.
OSP; they will be used for fron t check poin
• The new vehicles will not be used for
of the new OSP
even t, which will be hous ed at staging. One
• Ther e are five vans set aside for the
rack.
cars has ever ythi ng done , exce pt shot gun
• OSP will use thei r regular vehicles.
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Staffing:
-uniform staff. Oth er
al staff at staging: 3 officers and 10 non
• ISCI will have the following addition
lable.
facilities do not hav e thei r num bers avai
the event.
with
help
• P&P will have 30 staff available to
rt to staging at 6 a.m .
se Saturday is June 12 will need to repo
• SBC second-shift security staff who
fication if they
in by noo n to 336-1260 ext. 5200 for noti
on June 12. Third shift will nee d to call
need to report.
Planning:
204s to Randy ASAP.
• Action item: Facilities need to send
June 5 and Jurie 11.
oint men ts for two additional meetings:
• Action item: Randy will send app
• Time line:
outs ide patr ol at 10:30 p.m. on June 11.
• P&P officers will need to be used for
system.
• Check-in at SBWCC will use a laptop
a.m., if the dem o lots are ope n at 6 a.m.
6:30
• Ambulance need s to be on site at
in case
, ther e will be staf f available at 5 a.m.
• While the dem o lots ope n at 6 a.m.
on site at 6
der for mob and crowd control will be
dem ons trato rs show up early. Comman
•
•
•
•

C

a.m.
coo rdin ate team demobilization.
Randy Valley and Randy Blades need to
will
will be on site again. These representatives
Action item: Fire team and CNT leaders
nee d to be notified.
unit lead er.
a facility con tact person for the situation
Action item: IMSI need s to dete rmin e
acts will be:
The situ atio n unit lead er's facility cont
o SICI - Michael John son
o ISCI -Te rrie Rosenthal
o IMSI-TBD
o SBWCC - Brandon Phillips
o Staging - Gar rett Coburn
o Demonstration lots ~ Eric Kiehl
o CAPP - Jeff Henry
o ICC - Juan Ibarra

Logistics:

ne numbers, for the event. Lt.

ry pho nes, which use tem pora ry pho
• 41111111 can provide tempora
to provide the numbers prior to
additional cell tower. Verizon will need

Fr~sier is looking into an
the day of the even t.
k.
king on specific staff assignments this wee
• Action item : Lt. Frasier will be wor
this time.
er
cent
Sgt. Eilers in the communications
• Cpl. Roberson will take the place of
ing will nee d to go to check-in- -- - ---- ---- --. Anyone deployed from stag
---------• Radios will be distributed at check-in
-- - --- --- ---- ---- ---o.
raa,
a
m
obta
to
--- --- --- --- -·
at the 3 oper atio nal periods.
• Radio distribution will be available
ater should be used
r regular channel and mai nten ance repe
• Jay sugg ests SIC:! should stay on thei
for external security.
ted Thursday.
by Wed nesd ay and a test will be con duc
• 40 radios on loan will be available
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need to
tly less this time. Jeff Zmuda and Jeff Ray
Action item: Media tent quot es are sligh
ing. It need s to
on: Fans, swa mp coolers or air condition

•
/

(
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
Fiscal:
•

dete rmin e the appr opri ate cooling opti
ia's audio.
be dete rmin ed if the soun d will affect med
and mult. box.
The media cent er is prep ared with audio
media
mel abou t num ber of lights need ed for the
Bob has received information from Lt. Kim
too.
cent er. The chec kpoi nt will need lighting,
the lighting the morning of June 12.
on
turn
to
Jay will assign main tena nce staff
in staging.
Bug spra y will be purc hase d and hous ed
need ed:
be
will
s
The following port able bath room
o 2 for media cent er
r lot (nee ds handicap accessible)
o 2 for pro- deat h penalty dem onst rato
r lot (nee ds handicap accessible)
o 2 for anti -dea th penalty dem onst rato
in the dem onst rato r lots and media.
Card boar d boxe s will be used again for trash
ices.
SICI will susp end recycling and tras h serv
h will be
possible; then , Bob can orde r lunches. Lunc
Staffing need s to be confirmed as soon as
delivered at 11 a.m.
Tuesday.
Purc hase orde rs are due to Bob Morlan by
Morlan as soon as they are received.
Packing slips need to be subm itted to Bob
and wate r.
at S!CI-PRC. They need a proj ecto r, coffee
Abo ut 20 officers from BPD will be stag ed
r PCN num bers , for
Randy Valley a list of staff, including thei
Action item: Facilities need to send

to Theo.
the even t by Tuesday. Randy will forward
family.
on of the remains, as dete rmin ed by the
• Theo will need to know the dispositi
n fuel charges.
the even t, so she may appr opri ately assig
• Theo need s a list of vehicles used in
vehicles.
This does not include regularly used OSP
at SIC! to
tran spor t team cont act Bruce Wells-Moore
Action item: Garr ett will have topp er
•
coor dina te SIC! and !SCI relea ses.
le hear ing
Julie McDonnell to find out wha t time paro
Action item: Randy will touc h base with
•
tran spor t will take place.
not need additional white boar ds.
• Staging and the com man d cent er do
• Demo lots will use SIC! table s

(

Entr ance /clea ranc e:
y will send
moved to CWC-SICI again. Action item: Rand
• The desi gnat ed smoking area will be
be.
will
Ada County and ISP whe re the smo kers
staff notification toda y. Randy will notify
in fron t and back of checkpoint.
• Con crete barriers need to be installed
signs that say "100% ID check."
Action item: Jay will orde r sand wich
•
will be
ity wor k cent er checkpoint beca use they
• ICC is requ estin g !DOC cover com mun
Hst toda y and
SIC! is exee cted to_receive P&P cove rage
~onducting_paro~e_c_orrun_ission_hearings.
ated to this area.
will be able to dete rmin e if staff can be alloc

(
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~
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-

lndd~nt Commn!Jdsr
13rl,m:Rarlko

Leavitt 23031 Execution

Incident Name

·. ~c:-1"\'iompi

I

0630 - 1430

Operational Per1od

06/12/12

Time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f'y/)/ /c/n[ ~

"QID W•·1 1
;,~
JoffRoy
'

/"A®?cv &11il!'1Wnlll!fyn
Mnte-Sci1e1c1or, ACSO

1

..

-

t-,j'

Slll'-iliRlct\lll'Cloorl:1~
KodrlekWi!,,'~
Ooug SChoonbom, B?0

FrodAp.,BHS
HMY Etcrud, ACP
.,,

I

' '

··,'

-,

'-

!:~ I- -,:,oi~,:,:

Op,. .

, JoffZmudn
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·
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~ ~ ll .I ;= l
!

:1

~-""

, f'.lnan~ nnd f,dmln

7/lOoLOWO

l~

Opomtlo!'ISGC!lon

L~C9S ox:110 n

. --

_l
' Mobii@Crowd
I •I'•

JoohTcwull

- -J_

I

I-

'Cmy1Frwlor

CAPP BrnncbOIJ!ldor

H

6rl~nf1nn

!~~.t llroi; t!!!

;J

Ll ~

TuWe ~lor

-

., _

(

T..romn Cnilln

L
( Adin/nmtml/wI.wn
I

I-

-

Lynn Gi.zyllf

-

--

PWCC Bmncti Oln,cto(

I-

...

JITT1Waolf

SAWC Bmnsb Plroctoi
StewUttlo

Operational Period Timeline

(/

06/11/2012

1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

12/12
rs 06/11/12 to 0630hrs 06/
Operational Period {1430h
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
status
Facilities will go on secured
nt Valley Rd.
asa
ISP will begin patrolling Ple
. .. . . .ation of the event
outside patrol o f f i c e
Facilities will begin posting
ey will be posted
CERT will post Squad 1. Th
for t e ura 10n o the event
abled by Offender Phones will be dis

06/12112

WCC
0400 Check-in opens at SB
rs need to be turned on
0400 Lights and Generato
0400 Media Center opens
od up at IMSI
and demonstrator lots
0515 Command will be sto
Ambulance to support staff
1
h
wit
ive
arr
cs
edi
ram
Pa
0530 Ad a County
itions
at staging for all exterior pos
0545 Briefings will be held

0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0830
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1130
1145

(

12112)
rs 06112112 to 2230hrs. 06/
Op era tio na l Period (0600h
ir respective posts
All areas need to report to the
onal
Communications Cente
n relief of Squad 1.
CE RT Squads 2&3 pos
ICC and CWC SICI Che
ned to the public
Demonstrator lots will be ope
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Director's Media Briefing
tion Unit.
ance to Stage near the Execu
bul
Am
1
h
wit
ive
arr
cs
edi
Ada County Param
12 are transported off site
Offenders due to top on Jan
gs completed
Tra n sports for Parole Hearin
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Sta ff Briefing Posted
e Media
Witnesses Arrive - To includ
ed to Witness Rooms
Witnesses briefed and escort
Th e Execution will begin
Sta ff Briefing Posted

Mea_ls Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Sta ff Briefing Posted
-- ·-- -- --- -- --Swing-shift Staff Begin Call-in- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -· - - --- -- - - - - --· - - -· - - ~- - -- -fin g P-osted·---~ --- -·- 72 30 ·-- sta fftl fie
Ch ief s Approval
staff with Operation Section
ess
exc
ng
asi
rele
in
beg
y
1300 Staging ma
cleared and closed
1300 Demonstrator Lots will be
1300 Media Center Closes
Staging
ingshift Staff are needed in
Notify Staging of whether Sw

(

1330 .
1400 Demobilization Begins
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' '

STATE OF IDAHO
(

N
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIO
BUREAU OF PRISONS

First
public's right to exercise their
the
es
niz
og
rec
)
OC
(!D
n
ctio
rre
The Idaho Department of Co
for the purpose of
C is providing specific areas
IDO
e
Th
.
ech
spe
e
fre
to
ht
Amendment rig
ath penalty.
of and in opposition to the de
ort
pp
su
in
te
tra
ns
mo
de
to
allowing the public
the execution and
starting at 6:00am the day of
le
ilab
ava
de
ma
be
l
wil
as
event of a stay of
The demonstration are
has been completed. In the
ion
cut
exe
the
er
aft
urs
ho
ction.
will remain open until two
the Idaho Department of Corre
of
n
tio
cre
dis
the
at
sed
clo
execution, the areas will be

R
STANDARDS OF BEHAVIO
and lawful manner,
exercise their rights in a safe
to
led
mb
se
as
se
tho
all
of
To ensure the safety
ve been established.
ndards, and expectations ha
sta
s,
tion
tric
res
ing
low
fol
the

all times.
adult or responsible party at
an
by
ied
an
mp
co
ac
be
st
Minors participating mu
to search.
s, and backpacks are subject
ase
efc
bri
s,
ge
cka
pa
as
h
Items suc
.
ng a hand-held metal detector
Individuals will be searched usi
sts of any type .
attached to wood or metal po
ns
sig
or
ds
car
pla
rry
ca
t
no
Users may
property.
apons is prohibited on !DOC
Possession of firearms or we
hibited.
of alcoholic beverages is pro
Possession or consumption
hibited.
of controlled substances is pro
Possession or consumption
havior is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive be
rs are prohibited.
Glass and breakable containe

SAFETY:
a)
b)
c)
')
. c)
f)
g)
h)
i)

(

SOUND LEVEL:
lifying devices are
plifiers, and other sound-amp
am
reo
ste
s,
tem
sys
ss
dre
a) Public-ad
ed by the Director
(prison) area, unless authoriz
lex
mp
Co
ise
Bo
uth
So
the
ar
prohibited ne
of IDOC.
ed to reduce
tive, demonstrators will be ask
rup
dis
is
t
en
ev
an
m
fro
nd
sou
b) In the event that
levels.
the sound level to acceptable
is prohibited.
ilar noise/incendiary devices
sim
or
rks
wo
fire
of
on
ati
ton
c) De
-

-

-

·- · -

-- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

·-

-- ---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

is
Boise Complex (prison) area
uth
So
the
at
te
tra
ns
mo
de
to
ENFORCEMENT: The right
with these guidelines.
contingent upon compliance

(

tive 05/31/12

, (
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June 5, 201 2
I

1030hrs.

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Com man d and General Staff

Attendees:

Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham,
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon
tt Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Garre
,.
Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

Please read:

cution
After Action Report - Rhoades Exe

Please bring:

AGENDA ITE MS

Pres ente r
---- ----

Topi c

---- ---- ---- ---

-1130hrs.)
Command and General Staf f (1030
✓

Silua~on Update

✓

Time Line

✓

Emergency Teams on Stand-bye

✓

P&P Patrol (Org Chart)

(

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Al F3,amirez

✓

Service Branch Update

✓

Support Branch Update

✓

Supply Unit Update

✓

Plans

✓

Fiscal

✓

SICI Branch

✓

!SCI Branch

✓

IMSI Branch

✓

SBWCC Branch

✓

Round Table

------·-

Jeff Zmuda

Logistics

/

Time allotted

Caryl Frasier
Chuck Kinkead
Bob Morlan
Randy Valley
Theo Lowe
Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith
Ken Bennett
Brandon Phillips
Randy Valley

Notes:

µe. y;f

1-',f;

7'J.. vi'

__Jt J(l -e

7 -f;J:.

_ "

.:z /4? 5
•

\
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012

(

1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
06/12/12

0400
0400
0400
051.5
0530
0545

Check-in opens at SBWCC
turned on
Lights and Generators need to be
Media Center opens
I
Command will be stood up at IMS
onstrator lots
1 Ambulance to support staff ar:id dem
Ada County Paramedics arrive with
all exterior positions
Brie fing swi ll be held at staging for

0:600
0600
0600

2/12 to 2230hrs. 06/12/12)
Operational Period (0600hrs 06/1
spective posts
All areas need to report to their.re
l l al
er ··on
·u
_Communic. ations· Center i s -.of
relief of Squad. 1.
post \
2&3
CERT Squ- ads
.
s
ICC and CW C SIC! Checi<p
to the p1Jblic
Demonstrator tots will be opened

OEiOO

(

1/12 to 0630hrs 06/12/12
Operational Period (1430hrs 06/1
Checkpoint '/\ opens.
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
Valley Rd.
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant
event
patrol officers foLthe .duration of the
Facilities will begin posting outside
be posted a t . . . ,
CERT will post Squad 1. They will
nt
b y - for t h e ~ the eve
Offender Phones will be disabled

0600 ·
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
08~0
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1130
1145

i!J

Sla ff Briefing Poste_d
Director's Media Briefing
cution Unit.
Ambulance to Stage near the Exe
1
with
ve
arri
dics
ame
Par
nty
Cou
Ada
transported off site
Offenders due to top on Jan 12 are
pleted
Transports for Parote Hearings com
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Sta ff Briefing Posted
ia
Witnesses Arrive - To include Med
Witness Rooms
Witnesses briefed and escorted to
The Execution will begin
Sla ff Briefing Posted .

Meals Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Sta ff Briefing Posted
Swi.ng-shift Staff Begin Call-in
- - - -- - - - --- --- --- 1- - - - - -· · - - - - -- · - - --·
rec
Pos
ng·
iet1
ftBr
-sta
230
~-1
Approval
staff with Operation Section Chi efs
ess
exc
g
~sin
rele
in
beg
may
ging
1300 Sta
and closed
1'300 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared
1300 Media Center Closes
hift Staff are needed !n Staging
1330 Notify Staging of whether Swings
1400 Demobilization Begins
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.

'

Command and general staff
06/ 05/ 12

(

Att end ees :
Ken Ben net t
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Gar rett Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Jua n Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Joh nso n
Kevin Kempf

(

Terry Kirkham
The o Lowe
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Bra ndo n Phillips
Al Ramirez
Joh ann a Smith
Mackenzie Sto ne
Josh Tew alt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

edu led for 10 a.m . on Jun e 12.
of Off end er Leavitt 1123081 is sch
Situation upd ate: The exe cut ion
ruled aga inst the offe nde r in
tion s in the cou rt. Judge Winmill
mo
five
ut
abo
th
has
r
nde
offe
uit cou rt. IDOC's
• The
pre sen ted for app eal in the 9 circ
be
ly
like
will
ch
whi
ect,
asp
ez
the Ma rtin
will also likely be app eale d.
app rov ed by Judge Lodge, whi ch
pro toc ol and pro ces s has bee n
req ues t to give the m acc ess
from Judge Lodge on the med ia's
ay
tod
ring
hea
ates
icip
ant
C
IDO
earl ier in the pro ces s.
mu tati on hearing. If a
ide ton igh t if it will app rov e a com
The Parole Commission will dec
abo ut four wee ks. The
n it would dela y the exe cut ion for
the
d,
nte
gra
is
ring
hea
on
tati
com mu
enc y plans in place.
ld expire, but the re are con ting
dea th war ran t and chemicals wou
mee ting wit h his family this
nde r is ner vou s. The offe nde r is
offe
the
orts
rep
des
Bla
n
rde
y yea rs. The
• Wa
aus e he has not had visits in man
bec
iety
anx
sed
rea
inc
sing
cau
week, but it's
cut yes terd ay.
C. The offe nde r rece ived a hair
IDO
by
ised
erv
sup
are
who
s,
offe nde r has two son
several dre ss
itional medical tea m training and
add
an
is
re
The
n.
trai
to
e
tinu
• Tea ms con
reh ear sals pla nne d.
ain ed.
• The che mic als hav e bee n obt
anized.
• Agency par tne rs are well org
.
fed
• The gov ern or has bee n brie
rsda y at the sam e location.
f mee ting is at 10: 30 a.m . on Thu
staf
l
era
gen
and
nd
ma
com
t
The nex
nges to the tim e line:
ate d tim e line for the eve nt. Cha
Randy Valley dist ribu ted an upd
ase d 6-7 a.m., not 8 a.m .
• The ISCI top per will be rele
e-at noo n, not 1 p.m ,
- - •- -De mo nst rato r lots will clos
at 6:3 0 a.m .
• CERT shif t cha nge can occ ur
one of the last are as clo sed .
• Check out at SBWCC will be
are nee ded in staging.
ing of wh eth er swing shif t staf f
stag
ify
not
.,
p.m
0
1:3
not
.,
a.m
• 11: 30
. Staff will arrive at 6:3 0 a.m.
• Staging will ope n at 5:3 0 a.m
8 a.m. on We dne sda y.
a.m. on Mo nda y night thro ugh
10
at
dby
stan
on
ms
tea
y
enc
• Em erg

•
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Check in/access to resource s:
Non-I DOC
• Regular staff who are working their regular shift, do not need to report to check-in.
staff do not need to check-in.
• Anyone who is working in a specific role related to the execution needs to check in.
the day
• P&P will check out vehicle and supplies at \SCI, since they will be reporting to them
to send
before. The posts will be closed at 10 p.m. on June 11. Action item: Randy Valley needs
r.
compute
the
in
\SCI the employe e name and numbers , so they can be entered
sen is
• Field and commun ity response team from statewid e will be on site this time. Jay Christen
scheduling a briefing for this group.
IAP update:
reports to
• There will be 3 different IAPs for the different operatio nal periods. The first period
will be
\SCI shift comman der and will be on channel 4, second period is under Tim Higgins and
See
on the maintena nce channel, the third period will report to the incident comman d center.
the time line for the updated times for the operatio nal periods.
• Action item: Randy Valley will bring a draft IAP to Thursday's meeting.

(

Logistics:
for Randy
• Action item: Chuck Kinkead is working on a list of vehicles, which will be five vans,
to Garrett
keys
the
bring
Valley to give to Theo Lowe. The vehicles will be at staging. Chuck will
have tlie
at Monday's meeting. The new vehicles cannot be used for OSP because they do not
shot gun racks installed.
• The media tent is squared away, and the contract or was on site yesterda y.
Action item: The bug spray, trash cans and coffee still need to be purchase d.
•
order.
Action item: Bob Morlan needs to be notified of the number of box lunches to
•
8.
June
delivered
be
• The portable toilets and lights are schedule d to
•
•
•

•
•

All radios will be available tomorrow .
Verizon reports their resource s have been allocated to the recent fires througho ut the
Northwe st. There will be no phones or additional service provided.
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to meet with Randy Valley to verify staffing lists.
Action item: SBWCC and \SCI need to send Randy the list of staff who will report to staging.
correct
Radio check with agency partners is schedule d for Thursday following this meeting. The
frequenc ies will be verified at this time.

Fiscal:
by noon
• Action item: Staff list with PCNs and vehicle lists need to be submitte d to Randy Valley
Wednesd ay. Randy will forward to Theo Lowe.
• Theo Lowe will touch base with Randy Blades to verify disposal of remains.
offender
• Theo Lowe has contacte d the phone company, and they will be able to disable the
phones.
SIC\ concerns :
• SIC\ is well organize d.
• There will be some small changes on 204, which will be sent to Randy Valley.
• Action item: Sandwich boards need to be made for check in and staging.
Chuck
• Terry has some concerns about the checkpoi nt paving. Jeff Zmuda to address with
Kinkead.
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ICC and CAPP concerns:
Randy toda y.
• ICC will be sending final 204 to
ewe and ICC road.
• SIC! staf f will be pos ted at the

(

SBWCC concerns:
. Program staff will be
, which will be in the programs area
• SBWCC still working on check-in
running check in.
ay. SBWCC
ord ered , witR'delivery exp ecte d Frid
iers
barr
and
es
con
e
sam
the
for
d
• Jay has arra nge
ing lot.
will nee d som e con es from the park
IMS! concerns:
loye es are doing well.
• IMS! is well org aniz ed and emp
airp ort Monday.
Monday. Ken will pick him up at the
• Eric Kiehl will be at the mee ting
!SCI concerns:
. on Monday.
• The ten t will be installed at 8 a.m
plan for staff if the re is a delay.
y
• !SCI has dev elop ed a contingenc
ducted.
• Media site survey has bee n con
bars have bee n ord ered
fy tha t wat er, cof fee and granola
veri
to
ds
nee
irez
Ram
Al
:
item
• Action
for the media tent .
Planning con cern s:
fy the med plan by Thursday.
e the communications list and veri
• Randy Valley nee ds to com plet
ck out and add ress
. It will outline the pro cess for che
k-in
chec
at
plan
ob
dem
a
ive
rece
• Staff will
e as the last execution.
CISM. This process will be the sam
Round tabl e:
syst em built in this time.
• External patrol will have relief
distributed · · ·
• Dr. Craig has esta blis hed and
T will be
• CNT lead er, fire lead er and CER
will have co ee an wat er.
• Logistics gro up to verify staging
: Randy Valley to ens ure
ed cell pho ne from !SCI. Action item
issu
be
to
ds
nee
oint
ckp
che
nt
• Fro
·
ne list.
the num ber is included on the pho
on Wednesday.
rings will nee d to be hou sed at ICC
hea
le
paro
the
y,
dela
a
is
re
the
If
•
ting
dra ft meal plan to Thursday's mee
• Caryl Frasier will be bringing a
for Thursday's meeting.
• Randy Valley will hav e dra ft !AP

(
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June 7, 2012
1030hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham,
Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Garrett
Lowe,
Theo
Morlan,
Bob
Zmuda,
Jeff
Yordy,
Keith
Valley,
Randy
Josh Tewa!t,
Higgins
Tim
Finn,
Brian
Ibarra-,
Juan
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone,

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presente r

Topic
-------- -------- --------

Time allotted

Comman d and General Staff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

CERT Update

✓

Demob Plan

✓

Logistics·

'

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe
Al Ramire~

Seivice Branch Update

Caryl Frasier

✓

Support Branch Update

Chuck Kinkead

✓

Supply Unit Update

Bob Morlan

✓

(

Jeff Zmuda

Randy Valley

✓

Plans

✓

Fiscal

✓

SIC! Branch

✓

!SCI Branch

✓

IMSI Branch

✓

SBWCC Branch

Brandon Phillips

✓

ICC Branch

Juan Ibarra

✓

CAPP Branch

✓

Round Table

Theo Lowe
Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith
Ken Bennett

Bri~n Finn

Randy Valley

Notes:
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Command and gen era l staff
06/ 07/ 12
Attendees:
Ken Be nne tt
Randy Blades
David Birch
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Ga rre tt Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Johnson

Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

a.m. on June 12. The
vitt #23081 is scheduled for 10
Lea
er
end
Off
of
ion
cut
exe
l will be ruled
Situation upd ate : The
er's appeal of ineffective counse
end
off
The
te.
sta
the
of
or
courts hav e bee n ruling in fav
duc t a commutation hearing,
ine d this week the y will not con
erm
det
sion
mis
Com
ole
Par
s the offender is a bit
on today. The
e Court. Warden Blades rep ort
rem
Sup
ho
Ida
the
in
ed
eal
interviews. He
which is also being app
er is exp ect ed to acc ept media
end
off
The
n.
atio
dic
me
per
r to the execution. Teams
anxious, but he is receiving pro
I. There will be a family visit prio
!SC
at
is
o
wh
,
son
his
h
wit
dical professional on
has bee n visiting
led. Per policy, the re was a me
edu
sch
are
s
sal
ear
reh
ss
dre
re has no
con tinu e to train. Two
tion s to cha nge the process. The
nda
me
om
rec
no
re
we
re
the
al has bee n obtained. !DOC is
site to review the training, and
of any disturbances. The chemic
es
iliti
fac
or
nity
mu
com
the
indication from
filings.
anticipating som e last-minute
sam e location.
10:30 a.m. on Monday at the
Next me etin g is schedule for

·
.
:
~
ate
CERT upd
CERT ready r o o
CNT lea der will be staged in the
• CE~T, fire tea m lea der and
y will s t a g e · ~ ~
reflected on the pho ne list. The
be
will
s
nge
cha
e
h
of the media. ·
· -T
, the y will not deploy in fro nt
ore
ref
The
rt.
ypo
sall
r
rea
the
per shift.
per son van, at
cution, the re will be one squad
exe
the
of
day
the
on
ads
squ
• Rather tha n two CERT
Demob plans:
Action item : Al Ramirez will
to F block by early afte rno on.
ved
mo
be
can
s
item
ed
ori
• Invent
s.
coo rdi nat e staff to collect item
__ __ _
-- --- --- -- --- --- --- - __ __
-----------------l ogi stic s: --- --~
e the hose for the media cen ter.
• Action item : !SCI will provid
m ten t company.
era tor cable will be ren ted fro
gen
for
rier
bar
fic
traf
and
g
• Steel coverin
ck-in sign will be in Brandon
Jay Christensen's office. The che
in
sed
hou
be
l
wil
sign
g
gin
• Sta
ugh t the m tciday.
Phillips office. Bob Morlan bro
confirm wh o will receive meals.
ds to me et with Jeff Zmuda to
nee
ley
Val
dy
Ran
:
item
tion
• Ac
lunches today.
Bob Morain nee ds to ord er the
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•
•

(

•
•

•

•

(

rm ose s have bee n received.
The coffee pot s and pump the
foo d plan. Changes:
Caryl Frasier distributes draft
ked up.
• At 0800, meals will be pic
ivered.
• At 0930, me als will be del
public and families tha t
als with consciousness to the
me
e
eiv
rec
will
t
pos
nd
ma
• The com
will be on site at IMSI.
t tod ay to iron out
tom orr ow . Agency par tne rs me
for
led
edu
sch
is
ck
che
s
ion
Co mm uni cat
channels.
sier will look at it tod ay, but he
e in the CERT room. Caryl Fra
issu
ne
pho
a
is
re
The
:
item
Action
ensen if it's a sys tem issue.
ma y be con tac ting Jay Christ
the half hour. Th ere radio
the hou r and via em ail/ tes t on
on
io
rad
via
t
sen
be
l
wil
gs
Briefin
ff to remove the ms elv es
a sta ndb y signal in ord er for sta
h
wit
ed
fac
pre
be
will
ent
ann oun cem
d on the radio.
ore information is tra nsm itte
from the media and public bef
con tac t with Randy Valley to
staff. Wa rde n Blades will be in
ck
blo
F
for
s
plie
sup
dle
han
IMS\ will
nee d to be ord ere d.
det erm ine how many meals

sen d revisions to
Planning con cer ns:
tha t has bee n dis trib ute d and
\AP
ft
dra
the
iew
rev
to
d
• Action item: Areas nee
Randy Valley this we ek.
. Each shift will fill out
rol vehicles tod ay or tom orr ow
pat
out
g
brin
will
ley
Val
dy
• Action item: Ran
will be compiled.
the ir own eve nt log, and the y
cale doc um ent s
will ord er the following large-s
• Action item: Randy Valley
cen ter and com ma nd post.
o Time line for staging, media
ma nd post.
ded in check in, staging and com
o All thr ee ma ps will be nee
Valley will hav e the m
the large complex map. Randy
ds
nee
y
onl
ter
cen
dia
me
o The
pri nte d.
ure wife will be available in
IT to Mo nda y's meeting to ens
ite
inv
will
ley
Val
dy
Ran
:
• Action item
the inc ide nt com ma nd post.
upd ate the list
Fiscal:
ate the tas k list. The o Lowe will
upd
to
g
etin
me
this
er
aft
• Section hea ds can stay
and forward to Shari Davis.
che ckp oin t A.
SIC\ con cer ns:
ent and be cleared by sta ff at
em
pav
new
the
on
go
will
s
s sta y right. Jay
• Incoming car
ective sandwich boa rd tha t say
refl
a
er
ord
will
s
istic
Log
:
o Action item
proof.
Ch rist ens en will app rov e the
on eac h sid e of the hut .
rier
bar
o Th ere will be a con cre te
CWC additional sup por t.
sen d out clarification email on
l
wil
uda
Zm
Jeff
:
item
ion
• Act
_tCJset_ up. __ __ _ _
~t_a_ging on_M_o11d_ay_aftem_oCJn
ng
• Ga rre tt _Cobu_rn_ \'!ill b_E! a_t
ice to field pho ne calls of swi
e in the shift com ma nde r's off
eon
som
t
pos
will
n
bur
Co
tt
• Ga rre
shift calling in.
up thr oug h check in.
• Radios will only be picked
h the execution.
from 130 0 on June 11 thr oug
d
nne
ma
be
l
wil
in
ckche
o The
d to ret urn the radio
pick up a radio, and the y nee
will
y
the
in,
ck
che
at
ve
arri
o Wh en sta ff
wh en the y check out .
have a radio.
pos t per shift, and eve ryo ne will
per
ple
peo
two
be
will
ere
o Th
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ICC and CAPP concerns:
again.
• ICC will have a designee in the communications room

(

!

SBWCC concerns:
• The program building will house staging.
parking lot.
• The cones will be delivered Monday for the SBWCC
• Security staff can wear normal uniform.
ISCI concerns:
additional outlets for the media and air
• The media tent will be set up at 8 a.m. There will be
conditioning.
IMSI concerns:
• The same cell phone detector will be used again.

\\
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DRAFT
Food unit Plan

lluc, David
will be assisted by Officers Adrian Dan
she
,
ards
Edw
n
nno
Sha
cer
Offi
be
Food Unit lead will
set up with large coff ee
be 5 primary coffee and wat er stat ions
Barber, and Eric Buschlen. There will
be set up prior to the
the Media tent . These stat ions will
and
30,
,
Bldg
n,
ck-i
Che
ing,
Stag
,
makers. PRC
to all obs erva tion pos ts and
ee ther mos es and wat er distributed
area s being ope ned . There will be coff
the food unit to ens ure
post. They will be checked hourly by
d
man
Com
the
at
!
IMS
and
gate
t
the fron
supplies available.
ther e are ade qua te coffee, wat er, and
will be clea ned and
ked out by Food Unit personnel and
All equ ipm ent and supplies will be chec
age at the conclusion of the eve nt.
inventoried back into the F-block Stor
d up food unit at Sou th
Check out 2 vehicles from SICI and stan
02:00- Officers Edwards and Barber
Boise nea r Check-in.
and front gate .
es and wat er to Observation Points
02:30- Star t delivering coffee ther mos
bottles.
03:30- Fill coolers with ice and wat er
repo rt for duty.
04:30- Officers Buschlen and Daniluc
at PRC, Check-in, Bldg. 30,
star t sett ing up coff ee/w ater stat ions
iluc
Dan
and
n
chle
Bus
cers
Offi
005:0
Staging, Media tent .
Daniluc or Edwards will
ions by Buschlen and Barber. Officer
Hourly checks will be mad e at all stat
handle IMS! and Media stations.
Bob Morlan will pick up meals from
09:3 0 Officers Edwards, Bus_chlen, and
with part ner agencies
very mad e to specific area s starting
deli
l
Mea
lan
Mor
,
clen
Bus
,
ards
11:00- Edw
s, Entrance, Dem ons trat ion
Paramedic locations, Observation post
first at 11:00. (PRC, South Boise, Ada
lots, Bldg, 30, Staging, IMS!, F-Block}
ent stat ions ,
ipm ent and shutting dow n refr eshm
equ
ng
ecti
coll
t
star
ber
Bar
and
iluc
12:00- Dan
con sum able s will be
food unit equ ipm ent and un-opened
inventory, clean, and put away. All
to SIC!.
for stor age . Coolers will be retu rned
inve ntor ied and turn ed in at F-Block
ed in at F-Block.
items are clea ned , inventoried and turn
all
l
unti
n
dow
d
stan
not
will
t
Uni
----Food

(
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-
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____.._,,

r-

Food Unit equipment check-out/ check in
F-Block

Page 1140

Item
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
100 cup coffee maker
Coffee thermos (p_ump)
Coffee thermos (!Jump)
Coffee thermos (p_ump)
Coffee thermos (pump)
Coffee thermos (pumpj
Coffee thermos (pump)
Consumable items
Cups (styroj
Lids

coffee (un-opened bags only)

Use location
' 'Sta_g_ing
check-in
PRC
Bldg_ 30
Media

Date out:

I

I

issued to:

Clean

F-Block

Date in:

Inventoried by:

entry gate
,

OPl
OP2
OP3
OP4

J
IAmount

Date in:

Inventoried by:

Needed inventory
Cups (styro)
Lids

coffee (un~opened bag!. only)

sugar
Cases water

Creamer
sugar
Cases water

meal bars

meal bars

Creamer

No

Yes

Amount
1000
1000
5 pounds

30
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06/11/12

TEAM MEETING

1030hrs

(

IMSI Conference Room
Meeting called by: Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning Meeting

Facilitator: Jeff Zmuda

Note taker:

MacKenzie Stone

Timekeeper: Randy Valley
Attendees:

Command and General Staff

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

✓

Situational Update

✓

IAP Distribution

✓

Demob Plan

✓

Operational Period Briefing

✓

Round Table

Time allotted_

---

(
NOTES
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Command and general staff
06/11/12
Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
John Carroll
Jarod Cash
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Caryl Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Johnson
Eric Kiehl

(

Chuck Kinkead
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Rod Schlienz
Rick Severson
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Collin Widmier
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Situation update: The execution of Offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. On
Friday evening, the 9th circuit determined that media will have access to more of the execution process.
The dress rehearsal conducted over the weekend reflected this change. The blinds will be drawn earlier
in the process. All witnesses will be seated prior to the offender coming into the execution chamber. The
offender met with his family- two sons, mother and father - on Saturday. He is meeting with his
mother, sister and son tonight until 2100. His last meal will be tonight. He is currently receiving a mild
sedative and anti-nausea medication. Teams continue to train. !DOC has not received any information
on potential disruptions. The Idaho Supreme Court is making a determination today on the offender's
claim for ineffective counsel. IDOC anticipates late filings.
IAP:
•
•

•
•

•

The final version of the IAPs has been distributed.
o Change: The meal will be delivered at 9:30 a.m.
Action item: Randy Valley will send to wardens, including ICC and CAPP, electronically. Wardens
can distribute to their facility accordingly.
There will be copies available in staging and check-in.
Action item: Notify Randy Valley of any changes. Therefore, it can be addressed at the morning
briefing.
BPD will be on site about 7 a.m. tomorrow. They will need chairs for 24 people and a projector.

Demobilization:
• A master inventory will need to be created to ensure resources are collected and returned to F
Block.
o Bob Morlan and Caryl Frasier will organize this group.
o Buck Carper will collect signs tomorrow and return the next day.
o Cones will be collected tomorrow afternoon.
• Agency partners will be the first to be demobilized. Then, P&P and extra rovers next.
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•

(
\

Extra vehicles will be staged at SIC!. The new vehicles will be used at the front checkpoint. Two
more vehicles, which do not have the radios installed, can be used for media escorts and traffic
control.

Operational briefings:
• Team leaders need to be at staging in SICI visiting at 5:45 a.m.
• Briefings will be released via radio at the top of the hour. Briefings via email will be released via
email/phone.

(

Round table:
• IMSI is calm. Staff assault this morning, but it was mental health related.
• SICI is experiencing normal activity.
• Lights are expected to be delivered today.
• Mobile command post has been delivered.
• Checkpoint signs in place.
• Sgt. Anderson will work the graveyard shift for the front checkpoint. P&P Colson and Lt. Lau will
man the checkpoint starting about 6:30 a.m.
• Jay Christensen will be providing a briefing to P&P at crowd control training today at POST.
• The media tent is being assembled now.
• ISCI population is quiet. They will be playing movies.
• Action item: IMSI needs to verify the red eye camera detector is on site. It will need to go back·
to F Block tomorrow.
• P&P in the demonstration lots will be a lot of the same staff as last year. There are some new
officers that will be briefed.
• P&P will also have three officers at central office.
• ·ISP discovered it probably don't have 502 on its radios. It is being verified today. As a
contingency, there will be a radio in the communications center.
• Maps will be picked up today for staging and check in. Randy Valley will be delivering them
today.
• Garrett Coburn will be at SICI today to set up staging.
• SBWCC is quiet.
• The speed limit has not been reduced yet.
• Action item: Caryl Frasier will have coffee and supplies available in check in.
• Barricades are all in place. Contact Jay Christensen if additional traffic supplies are needed.
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E)fECDfloN REPonts

i.; .Re:J6'rt'tC>ijt~;,t
1.
2.

3.

we Will gene/ate two separate reports,cost of the execution of Paul Rhoades on
The first $et pf feports will cover the
.
November 18, 20ii; ·
a. D~Jail EX~e~clitures fqr Op1=ratiqg Expenses
b. Sumrnaty Qf La961' Expenses for prepahitlon & day of the event
.
c. suninfa'ry of cifsh Expenditures
·
d. Total cost

The se.tond tepcirt Will cohtain the costs associated With the retnociel of the old
hQLi§h1g Vrr(t ir\ F1§lq~l<,wiifchhact rio.tbeen'used_ in sev\'ral y~~rs,Into abuildlri~ .
desigheclt.6accgmmpdate?tate 6f lclahp executions. Tb,ese costs hWe beeri tracked
as d~e'i'Jti,f,g~_xpf~~rturef ,l:ioWeVer,th~y wiUbe 1119ved into C:ap]tal pJJl~y . . . .
Expert~[.t~f~§, and th~fa16skAss,eiwnJ1ie.lilprllfie~ iri valtl~ to)n~lydetbese t;osts.
Th~ refi/d~il has i)ghifi~ii'.~}1/1;hapgedJhe. sfrµcture prthe b'u1ldigg, lni:feasi~g' the
y~i~~, ;an_d ¼Jll{~~'.fi~~ tr¥ Qs~ful life;· It wHI b~ depreciated by 5Gb, iti the same

fhe:ar;s1~·1t:itttMg\~~e;ntlitures.

.

.

The statvspHhe~ereports jsJ5fnding. The following activities will ne<:d to be
·
cornpi~t(c)cl ~~fbt(i th~ r~p/Jf~}J~n b~finaiize~l,.

2,

C;

these P~'.scati li'efihlilized. A.tta:cheaJs ~ listoftliese:r.o's, ·.· •·•
wJJf~fi?\Bjpfi~fff ~f1~1i◊~.rv6.WW{thiV~riAo{i ~(t6is•tl[h~-
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October 27, 2011
1100hr s.

AGE NDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney,
Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Tewalt,
Josh
Smith,
Johanna
,
Ramirez
Alberto
Paul,
Kirkham, Kenny
Stone
ie
McKenz
Lowe,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo

Attendees:
Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Group (0900-1100hrs.)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

SecUons Update
0

Operations Section

SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch

(
0
0

0

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section
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October 20, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:

Attendees:

Agenc y Representative Group
n Terry Kirkham, CWC Ops Manager N Ramirez,
Dep. Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Tewalt, Warde
, Cpl Scott Johnson, Cpt. Randy Roper, Col. Tim Kelly,
Powell
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley, Maj. Ralph
n Kelly, Sgt. John Burke, Stan Passey,
LtC. Chris Eden, Capt. Steve Richardson, Lt. Sheldo

Command and General Staff

Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen,
, Brett
Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda
Smith,
a
Johann
z,
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramire
Kimme!, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe,

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEM S
Topic

•--- --

-----------------------

Time allotte d

Presenter

Agency Representative Group {0900-110Dhrs.)

(

Jeff Zmuda

Situational Briefing

✓

Randy Valley

ACHD's offer to post lower speed limit

,,

Al Ramirez

✓

Communication Plan

✓

Wrttten Commitment (MOU)

✓

Round Table

✓

Meeting Schedule {Frequency)

✓

Action Items

✓

Tour of F-Block

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Blades

rs.)
Command and General Staff Meeting (1100-130Dh
✓

Situational Briefing

✓

Ordering Process

✓

Overtime Costs

✓

Signs

Entrance Staffing
~--·Ev ent-nm e1tn·e -- -

Jeff Zmuda
Bob Morlan
Theo Lowe
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

✓

-

-

-------- -- -- -

✓

Round Table

✓

Meeting Schedule {Frequency)

✓

Action Items

-- -

Randy-Valley - - - -

-

-

-- ------ -

_Ran dy Valley_ _ _ _ _
Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley

Special notes:
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10/20/ 11, 9 a.m. at IMS!
Agency represe ntative group meetin g

(

Attendees:
David Birch, !DOC
Randy Blades, !DOC
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Terry Kirkham, !DOC
Theo Lowe, !DOC
Bob Morlan, !DOC
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Johann a Smith, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC

Jeff Zmuda, !DOC
Tim Kelly, Idaho National Guard
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Mike Schneider, Ada County
Ralph Powell, Idaho State Police
Steve Richardson, Idaho State Police
Stan Passey, Idaho State Police
John Burke, Idaho State Police
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC

Nov. 18. The offend er was issued the
Execution for Paul Ezra Rhoade s #26864 is schedu led for 8 a.m. on
death warran t at 4 p.m. on Oct. 19, and he was moved to F Block.
Agencies who will be providing resourc es:
Idaho Depart ment of Correction
Idaho State Police
Ada County Sheriff
Boise Police Depart ment
Idaho National Guard
Ada County Parame dics
Ada County Highway Depart ment

(

Upcoming meetin gs:
9 a.m. on Oct. 27 in IMS! Boardroom, commu nicatio ns meetin g
Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Attend ees: Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay
Ralph Powell, Boise PD
son,
Richard
Chris Eden, Tim Kelly, Mark Schnei der, Stan Passey, Steve
represe ntative
g
9 a.m. on Nov. 1 in IMS! Boardr oom, Agency represe ntative meetin
Attend ees: All at today's meetin g
g
9 a.m. on Nov. 3 in IMS! Boardroom, Agency represe ntative meetin
Attend ees: All at today's meetin g
speed limit on Pleasan t
Action item: Ada County High Depart ment has agreed to reduce the
t information to Mark
Valley Road, near the complex. Randy Valley will forward the contac
Schnei der, who has already been addres sing this issue.
alrespo nse ..O.ne ambula nce will.be pos.ted _ _ _ _
- - . _ -•- Ada County_J)_aramedics.wilLde.velop.a plan.for .medic
near demon strator s and anothe r on-stan dby for the execution
mcrb amtcrowct-control near demon strator area s,- - - - .
- -■ -Bois• e-rolrc e o-evartn.ent·will·be-orr siteior
--- areas. Additional
This will alleviate other tactical teams who can be design ated to other
g.
inform ation unavailable, as BPD was unable to attend meetin
le at any time. The
o Trailer for checkp oint area has been ordere d and can be availab
trailer is large enough to house BPD mob and crowd control , too.
Here is some information
• There will be an additio nal meetin g to addres s commu nicatio ns.
•

(...

collect ed for that meetin g:
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o

(

Lt. Frasier, the services direct, will be key to organizing communication radios, and he
will have help with someone at IDOC who had level 3 communications
o Internal communications will be on IDOC radios, but still need to address how external
communication will work
o Contact lists of all section chiefs needs to be created, including cell, email, radio, work
phone
o District 4 has 41 radios, which have Ada County and ISP channels. They are 700 meg.
o Subgroups would be on their own frequencies with someone who has a radio connected
to a main channel. Main channel would be 700, with VHF radios for internal
communications.
o ISP has a mobile radio communications center with a gateway device that can be made
available. Jay Christensen to coordinate with ISP on power availability and location.
• Ada County and ISP will not require a revised MOU and no bills anticipated. Boise PD to be
determined
• Action item: Randy Valley to send deployment document to agencies to declare resources that
will be dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next agency representatives meeting and
document will include who will be present in command centers
• Idaho National Guard will close tank track
• Action item: Randy Valley to send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an execution
to all meeting participants
• Traffic will be one-way into the complex and out through the dairy road, with the exception of
media. The road heading from Pleasant Valley Rd. to the facilities is called "!SCI Road"
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda to inquire about representative from attorney general's office to be on
site as consultant
• There will be two protestor areas, with the following signs: "Support death penalty" and
"Oppose death penalty"
o IDOC staff will monitor the demonstrators with the following nearby: arrest authority
and BPD mob and crowd control
o Areas will have four-foot walking gates
o ISP is monitoring Occupy Wall Street protests
o Jay Christensen to follow-up on video cameras for demonstrator areas. Cameras need to
be able to record from a high vantage point.
• Action item: !DOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for different areas of event. It
will be helpful for all staff to be able to point media to appropriate PIOs.
• Action item: Individual agencies will need to develop contingency plans in the event another
incident occurs simultaneously
o Governor and Parole Commission, Central Office may require additional monitoring.
• Rough outline of execution event:
o 9 p.m., Oct. 19, Operational period starts and initiate restricting access to the facility
_Q__3:3na.m._Commancicen1eLstaff reports_____
o 4 a.m. media arrives
---,o --S---a;m-:-demonstratorareas open-- o 5 a.m. media random selection
o 8 a.m. execution
o 11 a.m. demonstrator areas close
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10/27 /11

(

9 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Communications meeting
Attendees:
Henry Atencio, !DOC
David Birch, !DOC
Marc Camin, ISP
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Joel Eilers, !DOC
Caryl Frasier, !DOC
Matt Gambill, !DOC
Nicky Jansen, Ada County

Bret Kimmel, !DOC
Stan Passey, ISP
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Randy Roper, BPD
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

Next meeting:
9 a.m. on Tuesday in IMS! boardroom, agency reprepsentatives
g
10 a.m. on Nov. 4 in IMS! boardroom, communications meetin
Agencies who will be communicating via radio:
Ada County paramedics, CERT team
!DOC (four facilities), !DOC external security, ISP, Ada County, BPD,
and will be available to respond if
Idaho National Guard and Kuna Fire Department have been briefed
necessary.

(

Additional resources available for operational period:
41- 700 radios from D4 P&P
18 - 700 radios from D3 P&P
20 - 700 radios from Ada County
!DOC maintenance repeat er and radios

Primary communications plan:
interace to primary channel
• !DOC internal communication will use VHF radios with human
through communications room adjacent to command center
ation posts are external security
• !DOC towers are considered internal communication; observ
el will be 502 if radios haven't
• Everyone outside facility will use County 2 on 700 radios; chann
been reprogrammed
• County 2 is encrypted; valley all call is NOT encrypted
gency communication, but will not
• Valley all call will be available as a communication for inter-a
·
·
- - - - - - - -b·e-ttTe·p,imarye-ventcnanneJ- - - __ _
~ m. to 4 a. m. IDOC_oeeds to ggt his contact
_ _ _ ~ Lt. Baird will be contact egrson for agences from 9
information to all agencies.
(adjacent to command post)
• Agency representatives will report to communications center
o Attendees:
• ISP - Marc Cumin
• Ada County dispatcher
• !DOC - Joel Eilers
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•
Backup
•
•
•

Barring any stays or emergencies, agencies will stand down abou·t 10-10;30 on Nov. 18. ·
plan - ISP mobile command post;
Need will be determined after communications exercise {to be scheduled at Nov. 4 meeting)
Trailer will be housed at SIC! due to appropriate power source
Trailer is equipt with ACUl000, which can patch radios. May be delay in communication and will
not be encrypted

Secondary backup plan - cell phones;
•
· • ays 6 towers will be available
• May run into issues of overloaded service, spotty areas and no service inside buildings
• No media access
Command Post representatives;
• Steve Richardson, ISP
• Mark Scheider, Ada Cunty
• BPD representative
• Idaho National Guard representative
• Al Ramirez will find out if Ada County Paramedics want representative in command post

(

Misceallnous notes;
• Agencies need to submit deployment documents
• At 3 p.m. on Saturday, there will be an anti-death penalt protest at the Capitol Building
• Agencies will need to bring own food for operational period. If event runs long, !DOC will
provide food for outside support
Communications meeting on Nov. 4;
• Need to determine date for communication exercise
o Communciation exercise will determine if trailer is needed as secondary back-up.
Exercise will need to verify that communications room will have adequte reception to
reach outlying areas of complex. P&P will be on site for exercise to ensure their radios
work.
• Need to complete 205
• Need to develop list of all contact information for key personnel
• Need to determine call signs, indivial agency channels_
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Assignment Date
110/27/2011

c

10/20/2 011

Assigned To
Bret Kimmel

Brett Kimmel

Action Item
sign
Develop check in .:ind demobilization plan. Each person involved will
ity and
demobilization paperwork and be given resource sheet with commun
Plan will
mental health resources. Papenvo rk will be completed at staging area.
be presente d at Thursday's meeting.
5 to Bret
Maps and large posters {facllity objectives1 etc.} requests are due Nov.
to
added
interest
of
point
a
need
you
if
them
Kimmel and Randy Valley. Notify

Due Date

the maps.
10/20/2 011

Facilities

11/05/2 011

situation
Each institution needs to assign a contact person for Mackenzie, as the
Branch.
the
for
breifing
specific
area
provide
need
will
person
unit leader. This
.
- Frequency will increase as event nears. Bring names to next meeting

10/27/2 011

to Bret
Submit staffing schedules for all three shifts during the operatio nal period
11/01/2 011
Kimmel 8am Tuesday 11/1/11 .
post
OSP
in
IMS!, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force language is clear
orders and that a copy of the post order is in each truck
for
Locate two phone number s in SICI Visiting. One for staff call in and one

10/27/2011

Facilities

10/25/2 011

Facilities

10/27/2 011

Garrett Coburn

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

of event. It
IDOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for different areas
PIOs.
iate
appropr
to
will be helpful for all staff to be able to point media

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

need to
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media represen tatives will attend. He will
may nee,
He
.
determine-how front gate knows who is approve d to enter complex
media
from
to have an assistant PIO at the front gate to help officers filter public

10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

·0/20/20 11
J/25/20 11

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2 011
10/27/2 011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

Determine If media will have \DOC badges
site as
Inquire about represen tative from attorney general's office to be on
consulta nt
lots
Request that director's press release includes hours for demons trator
and is
team
CISM
the
for
plan
a
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She ls working on
expected to have a meeting sometim e this week
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan
1
off
Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT s presenc e as facilities come

communications with Command

secured status.
rather than
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy lot,
Jeff Zmuda
10/20/2 011
the front entranc e
Order IMS\ sign for F block
Jimmie Crosby
10/25/2 011
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel dellveries Nov.18.
Johanna Smith
10/27/2 011
ting
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will represen
Keith Yordy
10/25/2 011
team
CISM
a
also
is
Roberts
Randy
n.
executio
the
of
their teams on the day
to CRFT
member , but they have a large enough contingency to delegate him
meeting
1pm
Tuesday
on
meeting
Notify Nick Baird to attend
Keith Yordy
10/27/2 011
contact list of all section chiefs and key support ers.
compile
Frasier
Lt.
10/20/2 011
10/28/2 011
days off.
Mackenzie Stone Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling
10/27/2 011
i!!!_meeting__ - - - Send out_ Idaho Code that referenc es interfering with an 1::xecution to
Valley
Randy
10/20/2 011
------ - - - participants
Event tjmeline for event_and_send to meeting attendee s
_
Valley
Randy
10/20/2 011
-Randy Valley
d center
10/25/2 011
Next meeting, office space at IMS! needs to be determi ned for comman

10/25/2 011
10/27/2 011
10/20/2 011

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Send copy of rules of engagem ents to Kevin Kempf for approval
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunte er closure.
time
Operations sergean ts and section supervisors will need training to monitor
sheets
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10/25/2011

Theo Lowe

follow up with PCS about disabling phones. Phones will be disabled during the
operational period for phones at the SBC. Outlying facilities do not need to
disconnect phones.

(

Schedule for each facility to double check time sheets for key people

~/25/2011
0/20/2011

Theo Lowe

10/25/2011

Al Ramirez

10/25/2011

Brett Kimmel

P&P will have a meeting Nov. 1. Bret Kimmel needs to get with Jay Christensen
and Chad Page to complete and order map for this meeting

10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

submit material requisition form to Bob my middle of next week for external

Determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work under staging area manager

Cancelled

Sunday/Monday for North/South and Tuesday/Wednesday East/West run then
SBC moves Thursday. Julie McDonnell says county is good with hit. Ai Ramirez will
find contact NICI and ICIO to determine if they can change their schedules to
Completed

accept offenders on Sunday

Completed
Completed

security signage. Order due Oct. 27
10/20/2011
10/25/2011

10/25/2011
10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

Completed

Determine where CERT will be staged

if Nick Baird can be the contact person for law enforcement from 9 p.m.
to 4 a.m. during the operational period. Lt. Stan House is scheduled for graveyard
Completed
that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contact person for MOUs
Completed
Mackenzie Stone Send offender memo to wardens
Completed
Send out updated·logistics Support packet to meeting attendees
Bob Morlan
Completed
Bob Morlan
Tents and other large items will be delivered to where they will be set up. Smaller
Items will be delivered to a designated area. !SCI Storekeeper Sam Linton will
coordinate all incoming resources and be responsible for collecting packing slips
and ensuring resources are allocated to the correct people. Sam Linton, Terrie
Rosenthal and Bob Morlan will determine centralized location for deliveries

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jay Christensen
Jay Christensen

J/20/2011
10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley

10/20/2011

Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith

Find out

Rules of engagements and post orders need to be completed by next meeting
Follow-up with Bob Morlan for trailer delivery date. The trailer is 8x20 with two
chairs, desk and port-a-potty
Contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9
Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or hearings Nov. 18
Determine overtime pay for the execution; information has been submitted to
Josh Tewalt. Pay will come from IMSI budget. Over time will only be paid during
the operational period and in compliance with fiscal minimum qualifications
Send offender memo to Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith
Send deployment document to agencies to declare resources that will be
dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next agency representatives meeting
and document will include who will be present in command centers
Determine if media will be escorted through the front or back entrance when
they leave
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j
Nov 10, 2011
0900h rs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

nsen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christe
Powell, Randy Roper,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Check In Procedures

✓

Review Demob Plan

✓

Update on Communications Exercise

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda
Bret Kimmel

Bret Kimmel
Bret Kimmel
Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

(

\.

Demobilization Plan

11/18/2011

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The demobilization process of the Rhoades execution will require the operations chief to coordinate with
outside agency representatives and the staging area.

All releases from the Rhoades execution will be initiated in the demob unit after incident commander (IC)
approval. The size and location of the staging area lends itself to the holding of personnel during the time
it takes to process all of the releases in a safe and efficient manner. No resources are to leave the incident
until authorized to do so. The logistics section will ensure all equipment is returned as issued. The demob
unit will check out all event-assigned personnel.
The following are general guidelines to be followed for resources that are leaving the incident:
A. All personnel will exit the South Boise Complex immediately after demobilization.
B. All event assigned personnel will participate in a debrief with their group supervisor.
C. All personnel will be given a mental health/stress-management information sheet before leaving
the event.
Performance documentation is r~quired for:
• Trainees
• Outstanding performance
• Deficient performance
• By personal request

(

(

2. RESPONSIBILITIES
Functional heads (i.e., section chiefs and unit leaders) are responsible for determining resources that are
surplus to their needs and submitting lists to the demob unit leader.
The demob unit leader is responsible for:
• Briefing the planning section chief with surplus resource levels.
• Ensuring that all signatures are obtained on the demob checkout form.
• Monitoring the demob process and making any adjustments in the process.
The incident commander is responsible for:
• Establishing the release priorities.
• Reviewing and approving all tentative release lists.
The logistics section chief is responsible for ensuring through:
• Supply-that all non-expendable property items are returned or accounted for prior to release.
• Communications-that all radios have been returned or are accounted for.
The finance section chief is responsible for:
• Monitoring all timesheets for IDOC incident personnel.
The planning section chief is responsible for managing duration of assignment policy for the incident
commander.
• Reviewing tentative releases and notifying the demob unit leader with release approvals or
reassignments.
3. RELEASE PRIORITIES
The following release priorities have been established by incident commander:
--A. Outside agencies:
a) Boise Police Department
--b) A,J-a--CountySheriffs-Office · · - · - -c) Idaho State Police
d) Ada County Paramedics
B. Surplus personnel
C. Media group
D. Branch I personnel
E. External security group
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

Demobilization Plan

11/18/2011

I

F. Response teams
G. Incident management team

4. RELEASE PROCEDURES
Critical resources will be identified by the incident commander.
Demob unit will give logistics and finance sections briefings as resources are released to ensure excess
materials.
Functional heads will identify surpluses within their units and submit a list (or lists) to the demob unit
leader in the planning section. The demob unit will combine lists and form a "Tentative Release" list to be
submitted to the IC for approval. The demob unit will work with the resources unit so that the resource
status board can be kept up to date.
After IC approval, the demob unit will notify team/group supervisors of the tentative releases for their
personnel. When concurrence is obtained, the demob unit leader will:
• Notify personnel to be released .. ·
• Give crew leaders·or individuals the demobilization checkout form and briefing.
Crew leaders or individuals will take the demob checkout form to:
• Communications unit leader (if radio equipment has been issued)
• Demob (last stop for final departure times and documentation)
The demob unit will:
• Notify the resources unit so information is complete.
• Collect and send all demob paperwork to the documentation unit.

5. CONTACT INFORIYIATION

(

All resources will meet
Incident Phone. N\nnbers.
Staging:
Individual resources are to notify either Staging Area at the above number and their work site if any
significant incident occurs in route to their home.

-------~------- -------~------I
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11/10/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom

(

Attendees:
David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, IDOC
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC

Christina Iverson, IDOC
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDbC

Situation update:
court today to
There is not much change since Tuesday's meeting. Jeff Zmuda will appear in federal
identify of the
and
address a motion filed by Rhoades' attorneys, who are challenging the qualifications
l should be here today.
injection team and medical staff. A ruling is expected Monday. The final chemica
other reason to delay
no
be
should
Barring a stay from the court or interjection by the governor, there
execution.
Next meeting: 9 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMSI boardroom, agency representatives
Check-in procedures:
which is SICI
• Only leaders for agency representatives need to check in and out at staging,
visiting.
• Bret Kimmel has developed pre-loaded check in list for agency staff.
• Demobilization will be at SICI visiting
Then, the team
• Ada County patrol that will be out overnight can check in with Nick Baird at ISCI.
leader can check them in at 0400 in staging.
Communications update:
on the issue,
• Trailer was on site for exercise, but patch did not tie. They are currently working
but it is only a back-up plan.
• The primary plan is to use Ada County's channel.
• The valley all call channel is also an option as a back up
total of 40 available
• Christina Iverson will obtain radios from Ada County and District 3 P&P for a
radios
include in packets for
• Action item: Christina Iverson will bring radios for Jay Christensen to
response teams
a County __ra_d_icl_s f'vlonday _
• Action item: Christina Iverson will get with Gary Cu_riningham to tes_t_Ad
- - - - - - toensu re tnanDOCchargers are compatible.
_ _ _ _ _ - - - -- -- - - - -_ _ ____ ._ P&P officers wilL;il~Q_have_celLph_o_nes aYailable_ _ _ _ _
a.m. on Nov. 17 will have
• Action item: David Birch will ensure that P&P officer who reports at 8
a radio.
• Calls signs are available in the IAP
Tuesday's meeting. There
• Action item: Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel will bring finalized IAP to
will be a few updates to the communications list.

(
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(

Security presence outside South Boise Complex:
• Nov. 18. Kevin Kempf is working on plan for central office coverage.
• BPD will have one marked car from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. at central office and the capital.
• Action item: David Birch will contact Olivia Craven to see if they want extra BPD security on site.
BPD can be stationed there or do periodic drive by
• P&P offices will be closed Nov. 18. Staff will be working, but doors will be locked.
Miscellaneous:
• Action item: Randy Valley to bring finalized standards of behavior to meeting
• Ken Bennett will take over some front security responsibilities
• !DOC has two armed employees at central office. There will also be six P&P staff in the lobby
• Idahoans Against the Death Penalty group will be demonstrating at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday at
the Capital Building. This may be a good indicator of demonstrator size Nov. 18.
• IDOC PIO Jeff Ray will be meeting with the media and demonstrator leaders today to go over
site areas
• Occupy Boise will have a training seminar.tomorrow night in Caldwell in hopes to expand their
network
• !DOC has policy in place to address bomb threats. Mail room is currently using gloves to open
mail.
• BPD has an explosives detective dog available, if needed.
• Action item: Bret Kimmel will bring contingency plan for bomb threats to Tuesday's meeting.
• Action item: Mark Schneider to ask ACHD for document that limits !DOC use of tank track for
demonstrator parking. Document cannot come from the Idaho National Guard because they do
not own the property. Ada County has a prescriptive easement with Idaho National Guard.
• Chris Eden will be in Colorado the rest of this week, but he will be on site Noy. 18.
• Idaho National Guard has the QRF team that can respond to crowd control. However, it will have
to have governor's approval to use this group. They have had some training, but they are not
highly skilled.
• ACHD is looking at reducing the speed limit for the operational period, but it may start earlier in
the day Nov. 17.
• To enter the facility on Nov. 18, approved cars will have a sticker. Agency names are also on the
resource list, which will be at the front checkpoint.
• FAA has denied IDOC's request to restrict air space for execution.
• Action item: Bret Kimmei will remind Jeff Ray to feel out media for helicopter use
• - i s planning on boosting cell service signal by placing additional mobile tower nearby.
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Nov 1, 2011
0900hrs,

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning·

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schnelder, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Boise PD
representative

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA frEMS
Pi'esenter

Topic

· Time allotted

c·ommunicalions Meeting · (0900-1100hrs.)

/

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Follow up on Deployment Document

Jeff Zmuda•

✓

_Discuss Tiffieline

✓

. Randy Valley

Jeff Zmuda .

Round Table

(

Notes:
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11/01 /11
9 a.m. in IMSI board room
Agency repre senta tives meeting
Atten dees:
Henry Atencio, IDOC
David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC
Christine Iverson, IDOC
Al Ramirez, IDOC ·

Steve Richardson, ISP
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Schoenborn, Boise PD
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Randy Valley, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Next meeting:
senta tives
9 a.m. on Thursday in IMSI board room , agency repre
meet ing
10 a.m. on Friday in IMS! board room , comm unica tions
Situational upda te:
des' attorn eys have filed motion, and IDOC will
Execution is still sched uled for 8 a.m. on Nov. 18. Rhoa
Execution team is training, and Rhoades is still
respo nd by Thursday. More motions are expec ted.
ive. Governor is expe cted on site next week for
house d in F-block. !DOC working on obtaining sedat
walkthrough.
s to Thursday's meet ing to discuss tactics
Action item: Agencies will bring deplo ymen t docu ment
time line.
and allocation of resources. Randy Valley will bring
t docu ment as1soon as possible to Doug
ymen
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to send deplo
1-"l(</ 1-ex--C..-.
Scho enbo rn at dschoenborn@cityofboise.org.
area after this meeting.
• Action item: Agency reps to tour demo nstra tor
n by Thursday to have media cente r
• Action item: Al Ramirez need s to notify Bob Morla
confi rmed .
ng signs. Signs that are portable and have
- • Action item: Jay Christensen need s to order parki
fore, may need to rent.
lights will be ideal. Cl may not be able to them ; there
County PIO function as secon d PIO for event.
• Action item: Mark Schneider to reque st that Ada
nstra tor issues. IDOC PIO Jeff Ray will work on
Andrea will work with law enfor ceme nt and demo
execu tion only.
. Need .to sched ule full-scale exercise at the
• Reminder, comm unica tions meeting will be Friday
meet ing.
Thursday's meet ing to give overview.
• ISP repre senta tive from fusion unit will atten d
community corre ction s staff to identify specific
• Terry Kirkham and Henry Atencio will meet with
_______ _
order s will be distri buted at the meet ing. _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~aff for exter nal security. Post
rvation Post 2 Last Name.
• Call signs will be plain language, example Obse
- -- -- visiting. At least one-p atrok ar-wi ll need to be -- · _ -•- -Ag.ericies can stage-at-SIC! parking-lot-in-front-0fposte d at medi a.
come in from outsi de agencies.
• Christine Iverson will help track all radios that
to post external security signs.
• Buck Carp er will be unde r the logistics branc h
sitions.
• Friday will likely be cut-off date to subm it requi
etc., along Pleas ant Valley
• ACHD will have no parking signs on easem ents,
mph from hill to Kuna Mora
• Spee d on Pleas ant Valley will be reduc ed to 35
•

to
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•
•
•
•

State Senator Darrington and State Representative Wills may be on site at IMSI on the day of the
execution. They are working with leadership to determine.
On day of the execution, Kevin Kempf will be in IMSI courtroom with state witnesses. Henry
Atencio will be on the other end of the building with family witnesses.
Execution will not be available on TVs throughout IMSI
Radio communication will be on Ada County's encrypted S02 line
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Nov 3, 2011
0900hrs.

AGENDA

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chrts Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch,
, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
rdson
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richa
Doug Shoenbom

Attendees:

Pleas e read:
Pleas e bring :

Incide nt Action Plan

AGENDA ITEM S
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

rs.)
Agency Representative Meeting (090D-1100h
✓

Situation Update

✓

Tactics and Plans

✓

Timeline

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

Notes:

-r, "1 e,

,/OI'-

?os T

.sfo-r</r,, 1

spec rfrc ,Nf, v,cf u~

/I'\

eP

(
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(

11/03/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom

Attendees:
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mark Schneider, Ada County
Doug Schoenborn, Boise PD
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Randy Valley, IDOC
Russ Wheatley, ISP
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

David Birch, IDOC
Jay Christensen, IDOC
Harry Eckard, Ada County Paramedics
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Christine Iverson, IDOC
Al Ramirez, IDOC

Situation update:
IDOC is responding today to motion from Rhoades' attorneys. IDOC expects more motions to be filed.
Wardens report facilities are calm. The execution team is training regularly. Rhoades has asked the
Parole Commission for a commutatio n, but the Parole Commission has not decided. If there is going to
be a hearing, then the Parole Commission will need to advertise the hearing for three weeks.

Upcoming meetings:
Nov. 8, at 9 a.m. in IMSI boardroom, agency rep meeting
Nov. 4, at 10 a.m. in IMSI boardroom, communica tions meeting
• Agencies will bring out radios to ensure handhelds are operable. Caryl Frasier will dispatch staff
to outlying areas of the compound to ensure all areas are able to communicate with
communica tions room.
• Radio check-out process will be determined.
• Group will finalize who will be in the communica tions room of the command post.
•
•
•

Group will finalize 205 form; Caryl Frasier will bring draft
Call signs will be established.
Al Ramirez will give briefing of communica tions meeting at next Tuesday's agency rep meeting.

Tactics and plans:
ISP:
At 21:00 on Nov.17, Matt Smith will have two officers with him on Pleasant Valley Road and
Ten Mile Creek. They will contact Lt. Baird at ISCI for anything notifications .
Coverage will increase as the morning progresses
•
• Steve Richardson and Ralph Powell will be stationed at the command post and Marc Cam in will
stationed in the communications yniL_ ___ ___ ___ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mobile command center will be stationed in the SICI ad min parking lot, starting Nov. 17. It will
•
- - - - - -----not-besta ffedunless asituationo ccurs.------ - - - - - -

•

•

Sam Ketchum will be in charge of the team working Pleasant Valley Road. He will have one
officer running south, another office running north and two officers at the front area where
demonstrat orswill park.
Major Wills is scheduled to transport two legislators in an unmarked car to IMSI.
Other staff working in the valley will be on standby

•
•
Fusion unit:

(
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ted in Occupy
Black Block may potentially be involved in the demonstrations. They have participa
come
generally
Boise. They have a tendency to violate laws and want to fight with police. They
a tendency
equip to do so. They will be dressed in all black and cover their face. They also have
area they
another
in
up
show
to wait until law enforcement groups in one area, and then they
•·
suspect is quiet.
protest.
th
anti-dea
's
Saturday
Other protests downtow n have been relatively peaceful.

•

•

•
•
•

attracted about 60 people.
Action Item: Steve Richardson to send his demonst rator' standards of behavior to Randy Valley.
Then, Randy Valley will present compiled documen t to Tuesday's meeting.
Occupy Boise is about two dozen people.
old Ada
As of yesterday, there are no rules to prohibit demonstrators from camping on the
15 people per
County Courthouse grounds. They anticipate starting Saturday there will be about

night.
attorney general's
• At this time, ISP has not been asked to provide extra security for governo r or
office.
Disturbances on tank track can be handled by ISP with current staffing.
•
ent.
• Occupy Wall Street downtow n may be peripheral disturbance for law enforcem
Ada County:
Mike Schneider will be Ada County's representative in the command post.
•
has not been
• Ada County will have a dispatcher in the command room, but a specific person
•
•
•
•
BPD:
•
•
•
•

assigned.
Someone at front, 8 officers
Jeff Ray
Andrea Dearden, from Ada County, has committe d to be the PIO for external events.
will be the PIO for the media center.
at SICI. They
There will be 3 patrol cars stationed at the front trailer and 3 patrol cars stationed
will rotate as needed. The checkpoint and media center will need coverage.
y.
Ada County will have additional duty on staff that day to be dispatched if necessar
They will
Boise Police Department will focus on demonst rator lots and will be staged at SBWCC.
be self-contained with radios and crowd-co ntrol equipme nt.
They will start in soft uniforms, but bring crowd control gear, if needed.
Two BPD cars PA capabilities will be parked near the demonst rator lots.
staging at
Dan Schoenborn will be in the command post. There will be one sergeant at BPD
SBWCC. Another sergeant and two officers will aid P&P in the demons trator lots.

Addition al resources will be on standby, if needed.
• Action item: Mackenzie Stone will give PowerPoint to Randy Valley to send out to agency
representatives
to record.
• There will be one camera per demonst rator lot. The cameras will have the ability
of engage ment.-•- -Action-item: Randy-Valley-needs-to-add-this process-to the-post-order-sand-rulesIDOC
an
lots,
trator
o If someone is on the perimete r or a disruptio n in the demons
oC-- - --rses-;-1D
ersonrefr
--- -- employe e-rreeds -tcrnotify thi,perso nto 11rnve'tnepremises.lfthe-p·
site for
can request law enforcem ent to arrest the person for trespassing. BPD will be on
If BPD
rs."
wandere
er
demonst rators and Ada County will be able to respond to "perimet
Ada
removes a demonstrator, they will move them to their staging trailer. At that point,
the
be
will
Hymas
Sgt.
ted.
County will take custody of the person to be transpor
supervisor of IDOC employees in the demons trator lots. Jay Christensen and Rick
•

Severson will be the supervisors of observation posts.
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-

-

(

•
•
IDOC:
•

BPD will look for the agitators in a disturbance and try to remove them first.
SBWCC will not be able to clear the entire parking lot. They will need to park some staff cars
near their building. However, the rest of the parking lot will be designated for BPD.
IDOC will have three trucks patrolling the perimeter. There will be a parole officer with each

•

driver during the operational period.
There will be staff at the dairy road access to ensure that traffic exists ok and no one enters that

•
•

way.
External security will have VHF and 700 radios.
CERT will be on site during the operational period. The crisis negotiation and fire response
leaders will be on site with their teams on standby.

•

Media center will be staged at ISCI

Ada County Paramedics:
•
Ada County Paramedics will have representative in communications room
•

There will be two ambulances that arrive at 06:00:
o One will be stationed near the execution.
o Second will be stationed at SICI to respond to external incidents
o Teams are familiar with working with law enforcement.

Miscellaneous:
•
There will be cones in the SBWCC parking lot that directs traffic to turn around
•

Traffic and access signs will be posted by IDOC staff

•
•
•

Coroner may come in on dairy road with 2-3 staff
ACHD will provide parking signs for demonstrators
Front checkpoint will be open at 8 a.m. on Nov. 17 and function through the operational period.
There will be no visiting or volunteers, but minor deliveries will still occur. Primarily only staff
will be entering the facility starting 8 a.m. on Nov. 17, and they will have decals for their

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

windows.
Demonstrator lots will open at 5 a.m. They will close at 11 a.m. or two hours after the execution.
o
o

Demonstrators will be given a copy of the standards of behavior
They do not have to show an ID, and there will not be a sign-in sheet.

o

Minors allowed

IAP will be finalized and distributed before Nov. 15.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to follow up about restricting air space
Action item: MOUs need to bring map requests to next meeting for Bret Kimmel
Checkpoint, demonstrator lots and media center will have lights
Staging area will send runners to notify MOUs of briefings
Southern demonstrator lot is about 2 acres and the northern demonstrator lots is about 3 acres
Randy Valley has set up electronic postings on the day of the event for law enforcement

- - - updates~•
Action item: Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday

Time line:
Action item: Randy Valley will bring time line to next meeting
•

Nov. 4:

o
•

01700 to 0500 -- P&P will be roaming Pleasant Valley Road

Nov 17:
o 0800 -- Checkpoint opens
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o
o
o
•

0800 -- Video cameras turned on
Mobile command post is delivered
2100 -- Operational period begins: Ada County patrolling Pleasant Valley Road,
Observation posts open, additional IDOC rovers being

Nov. 18:
o 0315 -- Command post opens
o 0345 - MOU leaders need to be at staging
o 0400 - Lights and generators need to be turned on
o 0410 - Briefing
o 0420-AII areas need to report to respective posts
o 0430 - Media center opens (Early media can park near demonstrat or lots)
o 0500 -- Demonstrator lots open
o 0600-Ambu lances arrive
o 0700 - Witnesses arrive
o 0745 - Witnesses briefed and move witness rooms
o
o
o

0800 - Execution
1100- Demonstrator lots and media center close
MOU team leaders will debrief teams then report to command post for debriefing

(
'

I
\
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Nov 8, 2011
0900hrs.

AGEND A

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Execution Planning
~McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Chlistensen, Al Ramirez, Chlis Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

Randy Valley

✓

Review Timellne

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communications Unit Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event
'11/01/2011

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
0900 Agency Representative Meeting

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communications Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/15/2011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delive"red and set up

11/17/iOll

0800
0800
0800
0800
0900

Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11

Video Cameras Turned on
The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of ttie event
Agency Re·presentative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
1200 lights will be delivered for Demonstrator lots and-Media Center
1800 Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
2100 Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night lime Operations Section Chief
2100 Faclllties will go on secured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.

2100 Facllitles will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
1020 Offender Phones will be disabled by PCS for the duration of the event
11,/18/2011

0315 Command and Staging wlll be stood up at IMSI
0345 Check-In Begins at Staging

0400
0410
0420
0430
0500
0500
0530
0600
~O
0700
_____0730

lights and Generators need to be turned on
Brefflngs will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator lot)
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the publlc

Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses
Staff 8reifing Posted
Ada County Perlmedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (Once will enter IMSI)
Staff Breljing 1'9sted
___
___
_ _ __

Witnesses Arrive
Staff_llreifing Pos,ed

0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin

0830 Staff Breifing Posted
0930 Staff Breifing Posted
1030 Staff Breifing Posted

110·0 ·oemonstrator lots will be cleared and closed {Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution}
1100 Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swlngshlft Staff are needed In Staging
114S Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
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NAME

(

CAR#

Major Wills
Major Powell
Captain Richardson
Sgt. Burke
Sgt. Ketchum
MCpl Robertson
Cpl. Coleman
Cpl. Langton
Cpl. Sly
Cpl. Tulleners
Cpl. Beckner

550
403
424,,
416
463
479
500
638
592
468
643

Sgt. Cagle
Sgt. Smith

590
549

MarcCamin
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Incident Name

11/5/2011

Rhoades Executior,

11/18/2011 1.,~00-1100

1800

llilt1i.t~~ft~i~/tfili~~lAtl~flrJi~~i:~,:tJttW£11~Al«~11~~1; t~%;:#:~-~lrfilil ~t~ri~t:Z:~4tW!iif~!li¼}J\:ii:J}¥lm~i::v;t'~1f{~W~~;,'.;~it
1

1

Chi

Channel ~arriei!TrlJrlked

Function

--------ASS7Qrlffient -- --- .

RX Freq

Nor W

\ RX Tone/NAG \

TX Freq

Nor W

I Tx Tone/NAG

Radio Sys em Ta)kgroup

!!.

I

l Command

1A-S02

I

I

2 Alt Command 1A-VA(j:
3 Alt Command BOIVA/;
4 Tac 1 - ISP
OLDCG'

Mode I
A, D orM

Remarks

D

Encrypted - Zone A Channel 5

D

Zone A Channel 9 • Patched
tr UHF Shafer VAC

ISP, IDOC, ACSO
BPD P&P
ISP, IDOC, ACSO
BPD P&P
ISP, IDOC, ACSO
BPD P&P

460.0250W

179.9 465.0250 W

167.9

A

UHF patched to 700 MHz

ISP

465.2750 W

465.2750 W

100.0

A

ISP - Pleasant Valley Rd

ISP

465.5250 W

110.9 465.5250 W

151.4

A

ISP - Alternate

I

Ada County 700 MHz System
Ada Countv 700 MHz Svstem

5 Tac 2- ISP
6 IDOCCRT

HWY21!.

SICI Repeater

IDOC

155.4750 W

136.5 158.8650 W

151.4

A

MCC avail for patch

7 IMSI-D
8 IMSI-R

IMSI Di!reci

IDOC

155.8950 W

136.5 155.8950 W

136.5

A

MCC avail for patch

IMSI R~pat~r

IDOC

155.8950 W

136.5 153.8450 W

151.4

A

MCC avail for patch

19 ISCI-D
'10 ISCI-R
11 SICI-D

ISCI Ditectl

IDOC

155.7600 W

94.8 155.7600 W

94.8

A

MCC avail for patch

ISCI Repe~ter

IDOC

155.7600 W

94.8 159.1350 W

100.0

A

MCC avail for patch

SICI Di~ectl

IDOC

155.4750W

136.5 155.4750 W

136.5 . A

MCC avail for patch

I

I

I

I

.
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~'-------~-----------------~-----------Operational Period Dater
DatefTime Prepared

~

lI

12

·, 13
14
15
-

16

-

17

-18
19
20

IMSI • Pleasant Valley Rd

Incident Location
RCS Marc Gamin-.

County
T""- ,:...

,

Ada

State ID

Latitude

N Longitude

w

.

The convention calls·for frequency lists to show,.four digits after the decimal place, followed by either an "N" or a "W", depending on whether the frequency is
narrow or wide band. Mode retJrs toleither "A" or "D" indicating.anal_og .or-digital .(e.g. Project 25) or: 11 M 11 indicati~g.mixed.mode. All channels are shown
as if programmed'in a·control st~tion, mobile or portable radio. Repeater and·base stations must be programmed with the Rx and Tx reversed.
.

ICS 205 Excel

I

I
!

•

3/2007

I

11/08/11
9 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Agency representati ves meeting

(

Attendees:
David Birch, !DOC
Jay Christensen, !DOC
Harry Eckard, Ada County Paramedics
Chris Eden, Idaho National Guard
Terry Kirkham, !DOC
Christina Iverson, !DOC

y

Al Ramirez, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jake Vogt, Ada County
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

Situation update:
The Parole Commission will not hold a commutatio n hearing for Offender Rhoades. !DOC expects a
ruling by Thursday on the motion filed by the offender's attorneys. More filings are expected. !DOC is
pursuing the final chemical. Execution teams are training and facility populations are acting as usual.
Next meeting: 9 a.m. on Nov. 10 in IMS! boardroom, Agency representati ves meeting

(

Standards of Behaviors:
• One-page document will be available on web site prior to Nov. 18. It will also be handed out to
demonstrat ors as they enter demonstrato r lots.
• Action item: Randy Valley will present document to Command and General staff meeting today.
Then, bring final version to Thursday's meeting,
• Action item: Randy Valley to add verbiage to include that the demonstrat or lots are the only
!DOC-approved areas for demonstrato rs.
• Note, demonstrat ors that are not obstructing roadways and are not on !DOC property are
technically allowed to demonstrat e outside the designated lots.
• Action item: Chris Eden will compose memo from the Idaho National Guard that allows !DOC to
use tank track from Nov. 17 to 11 a.m. on Nov. 18. The memo will also include that extension
requests will need to be coordinated through Chris Eden.
• Action item: Randy Valley to add signature line and effective date to document.
Time line:
• Action item: Randy Valley to add Director's media briefings to time line
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to revise the time line to reflect that P&P is patrolling the South
Boise Complex from 5 p.m. to 5 a.m. starting Nov. 4
• Action item: Randy Valley will add CERT schedule to time line. They will be on standby starting
17. - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nov.
at 0900 on ------ - - -once he receives it from Derek
schedule,
CERT
the
Valley
Randy
send
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda to
---- -- ----_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Bu.tie[,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• Action item: Rand Valley to add that external security ambulance to arrive at 0500, Ada County
Paramedics representati ve to arrive at command post at 5 a.m. IMS! ambulance will arrive at
•

0600.
Action item: Randy Valley to add these items to time line: Communications room fully stood up
at 0420 and command post fully stood up at 0430.
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•
•

Action Item: Randy Valley to add when media transports will occur, when AG office will arrive
and lunch will be provided at 9 a.m.
Action item: Randy Valley will bring updated time line to next meeting.

Radio distribution:
• Response teams will need radios starting at 0800 to 2100 on Nov. 17, then following shift
change.
• Action item: Christina Iverson will pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
• Action item: Jay Christensen to email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
• Action item: Christina Iverson will give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift.
• Action item: David Birch will send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.

(

Parking and external security:
• Action item: Jay Christensen will need to designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots
for law enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of demonstrator lots on tank
track.
• Action item: Jay Christensen will organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.
• Jay Christensen working on observation post #2 to enhance observation point.
• Signs are not ready, but posts have been ordered.
• Found several signs from last execution, too.
• Signs will be housed in F block for next time.
Ada County Paramedics:
•
Action item: Jeff Zmuda will ensure that IMSI provide refreshments for Ada County Paramedics,
who will be staged in F Block.
• Ada County Paramedics will do exercise this week in preparation
Idaho State Police:
• Mark Cam in put together draft report on channels.
• ISP submitted their contact names.
• ISP will bring mobile command post to SICI to functional exercise at 1430 today.
• On Friday, Mark Camin test radios from communications room to outside areas, and it worked
fine.
Miscellaneous:
•

Action item:-Randy-Valley to bring updated-IA~ to--'l"hursday's-meeting. Ttre-1,XPwillim:lade the-

•

Action item: Al Ramirez will ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list

•

Action item: Ada County Paramedics will bring 206 for Randy Valley

updated contact list from Caryl Frasier.
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Nov 15, 2011
0900hrs .

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Chris Eden,
Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez,
Roper,
Randy
Powell,
Ralph
n,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardso
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1100hrs.}
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Demonstrator Rules Review

Randy Valley

✓

Distribute !AP

Randy Valley

✓

Round Table

. Jeff Zmuda

(
Notes:

(
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---------

STATE OF IDAHO
(

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Idaho Department of Correction (!DOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC Is providing specific areas for the pur,pose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty._
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

(

SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances Is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other so1.md-amplifying devices are
prohibited hear ihe South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
oflDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event Is disruptive, demonstrafo'rs will be asked to reduce
the sound level fo acceptable levels.
c) Detonation-of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
---

----

-

-

-

ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

(

!::ffective 11 /09/11
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Nov 17, 2011

AGENDA

0900hrs.

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenbom

Please read:
Please bring: · Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

TOpic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

✓
✓

(
Notes:
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11/17/11
9 a.m. Agency rep meeting
IMSI boardroom
Attendees:
Marc Camin, ISP
Harry Eccard, Ada County Paramedics
Sam Ketchum, ISP
Bret Kimmel, IDOC
Terry Kirkham, IDOC
Christina Iverson, IDOC
Mike Schneider, Ada County

Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Steve Russell, Ada County
Johanna Smith, IDOC
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Situation update:
The 9th ninth circuit denied the most recent appeal from Rhoades' attorneys. They may try to submit a
few other motions; however, we are confident that the execution will continue as planned. The facilities
are doing well. Specialty teams continue to train. The offender met with Randy Blades yesterday and
reported that he will not cause any problems on the day of the event.

(

Round table:
• Jay Christensen is working with ACHD to see if IDOC can borrow some reader boards to direct
demonstrators tomorrow.
• The speed limit signs are up and will go down Monday.
• Occupy Boise has no intention of participating in the demonstrations, per their meeting with
BPD this week
• BPD will have patrol cars on scene at central office, parole commission and D4 probation and
parole.
• Mobile command center is on sight and will be here through tomorrow. Marc Camin will test
patch with Joel Eilers after this meeting.
• lt. Wassan will work with Mike Schneider to coordinate escort tomorrow through the dairy
road.
• IAP will be available tomorrow morning at staging. Only team leaders need to report to staging,
but bring roster of staff on site.
• Time line:
o 2100 (Nov. 17) operational period will begin
o 0315 command post will be fully operational
o 0410 briefing at staging
o 1100 demonstrator lots close
o 1300 media center closes
-o 1300-agenqrrep-debriefing -
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11 a.m. on Nov. 18
IMS! boardroo m
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Christina Iverson, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Al Ramirez, CO
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Attendee s:
Henry Atencio, CO
Ken Bennett, IMS!
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC!
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, !SCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMS!
Joel Eilers, SIC!
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Kevin Kempf, CO

Next meeting: 1 p.m. on Dec. 1 in IMSI courtroo m, comman d and general staff
are off site,
Situational update: Everything outside of F block was uneventf ul today. The agency partners
and everything went well. There will be an upcoming debriefing and CISM meetings .
e
Action item: Branch directors and section leaders need to capture information from your respectiv
ns. There will
groups to present at next meeting. The feedback will be crucial in upcoming executio

(

potentially be four more executio ns in the next two years.
Section updates:
some staff had
• External security: There was a little confusion with radios early this morning, and
cold.
trouble getting to posts. However, it was a smooth process overall. Some officers were
rator
demonst
the
Also,
.
rotations
Next time, staff at the front should be schedule d for two-hou r
lot.
lots can be staffed differently next time, with more coverage in the anti-deat h penalty
were no
there
that
reports
Bennett
Ken
time.
An escort vehicle should also be at each entry next
complaints in the front area.
enough.
• Media center: Media center went very well without any issues. The lighting was just
.
odations
Media officials reported that they were grateful for the accomm
need to
• IMSI: Institution was quiet. Movies seemed to work well for them. Next time, we
a different
in
stationed
be
to
need
stagger shifts a bit better. Also, any drivers for the families
tions in the
area. There were some concerns that the driver in the lobby could overhear conversa
court room. Staff initially had some confusion about the correct radio channel.
-

• SBWCC: Facility was actually quieter than normal.
taging .-stagin g: There were afew minoriss1.1es witnthec k in;-Bunn ey-were resolved quickly~S
__
__
ep0_1:.
n~ed_to_r:
staff left message s with all swing shift staff to notify_t_hem they clicl_n_ot
need to be a
• Equipment: There were more than enough radios available. Next time, there will
radios
checkout
to
available
someone
clear-cut procedu re for radio checkou ts, including having
at the start of the operatio nal period the day before.
were able
• Communications: There was an issue with SICl's frequenc y in the morning, but there
State
Idaho
and
to hand out more radios to remedy the problem. Ada County Sheriffs office
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•
•
•

•

•
•

Police were very professional and helpful in communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well in logistics.
Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramirez needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event is over.
Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come in as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones in. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.

(

(
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Debrief for Planning Section

Event: 11/18/2 011 Rhoades Execution

Overall the planning process was complete d effectively. Periodically not enough time was
allotted between planning meetings on Tuesday and Thursday to accomplish the assigned tasks.
A schedule of 1 meeting per week up to 2 weeks before the event would allow for more
productivity of tasks between meetings. During the event planning and operation al period
people were making tactical and logistical decisions outside of their area of assigned
responsibilities and not in line with approved Incident Action Plan. This resulted in confusion of

(

assignments and extra work for the logistics section, maintena nce unit.
To correct this issue in future events, at the beginning of the planning process job aids (post
orders should be issued to all command and general staff, branch directors, group supervisors.
and unit leaders. Also, the tactics and planning meetings should be·reduce d in attendanc e to
the branch director level and allow them to manage their branch operation s without external
input from outside the chain of command . This would ensure lines of responsibility are not
blurred and operation al conflict would be reduced. The publication of an incident action plan
for each operation al period from initial staffing of the event to close out would ensure staff
understan d their duties in the expansion phase of the event.The expectati on from the incident
command er should be clearly stated that once the Incident Action Plan is approved and signed
that it requires their approval to deviate from it.

(

/

Situation Unit:
This unit ran very well. Staff and agency partners were well informed and the information was
managed effectively and clearly. T_he use of email and text briefings was very well done and
addressed some communi cations concerns, but was conducte d without issue.
In the future the following change is needed. Next time, the situation unit leader needs
observers at the following locations: staging area and the demonstr ator lots.
An IDOC field observer should be designate d for the staging area and demo lots to report back
to the situation unit leader. This would have been very helpful.
Resource Unit:
The resource lists were ever changing during the planning process and this created some issues.
The checks in/out procedur es were confusing to staff due to our normal work habits and the
co-location with staging.
In future events, we need additional training for the resource unit leader, and check in
recorder. We ah-independent-check-in area separate of staging,-to better-ma nage the large -- -amount of resources we have and clearly define their assigned responsibilities.
A suggested location wouldoe to utilize SBWCC's education room, or a canopy at the old staff
housing area. In addition the planning section needs to take the responsibility to clearly
communi cate the check in/out and demobilization procedur es to all resources. The equipmen t
check out could be co-locate d with resource unit and alleviate issues with missing equipmen t.
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Debrief for Planning Section

/

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

Sergeant Bret Kimmel, Deputy Planning Chief

(

----------
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Debrief for Branch Ill- ISCI

Event: 11/18/2011 Rhoades Execution

!SCI had no issues with maintaining a safe and secure environment for staff and inmates during
the operational period. The operational objectives at !SCI were met. !SCI was staffed heavily to
accommodate the feeding and medical needs of the population. Treatment and education staff
were utilized in the housing units with no accrual of overtime. In future events this will be
considered when staffing the institution and staging.
The media center staff conducted themselves professionally and without issue. The staff time
was managed well by the group supervisor. Staff were demobilized as the media left the area.
In a future event a relief schedule needs to be in place for those staff, to ensure good staff
morale and health. The lighting and tent for the media center were adequate and need no
changes for future events. The only logistical needs were a sound system in addition to the
"mult" box. A possible resource for expertise in this area would be Idaho Public Television
engineers.
The emergent transport group was not utilized by the complex. This was a contingency group.
Again the resources were managed well and demobilized as the event needs decreased.

(
Warden Johanna Smith

--

---
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Dec 1, 2011

AGENDA

1500 hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group

Randy Valley, Jeff Zmuda, Caryl Frasier, David Birch, Jay Christensen, Al Ramirez, Chris Eden,
Tim Kelly, Mark Schneider, Stan Passey, Steve Richardson, Ralph Powell, Randy Roper,
Doug Shoenborn

Attendees:
Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (1500-1600 hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Area Debrief
Ada County Sheriffs Office
o
Immediate Response
Checkpoint
s
Communication
•
Idaho Stale Police
o
Pleasant Valley

Jeff Zmuda

o

Boise Police Department

Mob and Crowd Control
Demonstrator Lots

a

Ada County Paramedics
F Block Team

Staging Team

Notes:

I

\
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May 16, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGEN DA
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Jeff Zmuda (IDOC), Josh Tewalt (IDOC), Al Ramirez (IDOC), Randy Valley (IDOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mark Schneider (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Ralph Powell (ISP), John
1;, 0 ,,, s ho e,-,f:w,-,... • ?v,se "?b.
Burke (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)

1

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Presenter

Time allotted

Communications Meeting (0900~1000hrs.)
✓

Initial Breifing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Request for A9ency Assistance

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Set Meeting Schedule

Randy Valley

Jeff Zmuda

/ - Round Table

· Notes:
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Idaho Department of Correction
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships
and Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Remke
Director

C. L. "Butch11 Otter
Governor

SITREP
REPORTING DATE/TIME:
INCIDENT NAME:

04/27/12 1000hrs

Richard Leavitt 23081 Execution

SITUATION:
st
Danette Elg in
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
12/19/1985
on
Death
to
sentenced
Blackfoot, Idaho. He was
Department of Correction.
with a
Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained on or about May 18, 2012,
2012.
12,
June
about
or
on
potenial execution
with the
Based on this information, the Idaho Department of Correction is requesting your agency's assistance
execution.
potential
this
to
planning and operations as related
a week with
The IDOC would like to begin the planning process May 16, 2012. We will schedule one meeting
time.
additional
for
need
the
dictate
ces
circumstan
agency partners preceding the execution, unless
respective
Please respond to Randy Valley, rvalley@idoc.idaho.gov, verifying the point of contact for your
agencies.

i

\

and
IDOC will publish another SITREP once a time and place has been confirmed for our first meeting
timeframes have been established associated with such an event.
PRIORITIES:
the execution
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure that
process:
19-2715, 19Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714,
2716, and 19-2718;
of the
Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity
prison in which it occurs;
Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;
to
Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives
minimize the impact on the community and the state of Idaho;
Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;
up to the
Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances
executed;
is
offender
the
thattime
---against
Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or
andnerilawful-man
ca~ital-~~nishment-iA-a
of
Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations
prison.
the
of
operation
the
or
execution
the
impact
to
the law by any person attempting
the Idaho
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of
Department of Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

1299 North Orchard, Suite 110, Boise, Idaho 83706 Phone: (208) 658-2000 Fax:_ (208) 327-7404
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May 24, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA
I

\

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Jeff Zmuda (!DOC), Josh Tewalt (!DOC), Al Ramirez (!DOC), Randy Valley (!DOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mike Schnelder (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Doug Schoenborn (BPD),
Wills, Kedrick (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Communications Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)

(

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Communications Plan

Jeff Zmuda

o
o

Equipment
Communications Plan

✓

Dignitary Transport

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Mob and Crowd Control Tearn Staging Location

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Notes:
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Agency representatives meeting
05/24/12
Attendees:
Fred Apt, BHS
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mike Schneider, ACSO
Doug Schoenborn, BPD
Mackenzie Stone, IDOC
Josh Tewalt, IDOC
Kedrick Wills, ISP
Randy Valley, IDOC
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Overview: The execution for offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12.
• The offender has been visiting with his family, to include a son who is on parole in district 6 and
a son currently housed at ISCI. The offender's anxiety level is reduced after rel)orts his mother
will not be attending the execution.
• The media has filed a lawsuit to witness the preparatio n of the execution. There is some concern
with media access to protect the confidentiality of the medical team, which is a five-person
•

•
•
•

team.
The offender has a claim in the court for ineffective counsel, which would grant him another 18
to 24 months to appeal. The offender also has private counsel to represent him for
commutat ion efforts. The offender has been approved for a polygraph as part of this defense.
The chemical has been purchased, which is a one-drug protocol, rather than the three-drug
cocktail in the Rhoades execution.
Escort and medical teams continue to train.
The offender population is quiet at this time.

Communications plan:
• Most of the communications plan from the Rhoades execution will be utilized again. Al Ramirez
is the leader of this plan.
• The correct channel on the day of the execution needs to be bett_er communic ated at the
morning briefing.
• The communications room next to the incident command center worked well last time.
o Mark Camon, from ISP, will be at the meeting next week.
o It has beeh determine d the Ada County dispatche r will be on site.
~----------• Th,ert\/lill be a separate communications meeting aga_in for specifics and a test-run.
;__ ____ ~11Lnn i¥--Jlr.b .v.i.d.e. .additio nalsePJ .ice..f=d isaster:. ..relief~ --------• There will be wifi available in the incident command center.
• Radios on l_oan from Ada County Sheriff will be available again.
• Teams in the field received information from the media before briefings from the incident
command system lasttime.
• The mobile command post staged at SIC! will be on site again.
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(

Dignitary transpor t:
this group.
• No one at this point as committ ed to attend, but we need to plan on transpor ting
.
attending
be
• !DOC will reach out to dignitaries this week to verify if they will
Mob and crowd control team staging area:
complex.
• The after action review surfaced that staging needs to be closer to the front of the
ce room
• BPD will be stationed at the SI Cl-PRC for training. They will have access to the conferen
the
in
be
will
for classroom work and the private parking lot for training exercises. They
classroom about 50% percent of the time and exercises in the parking lot 50% of the time.
o BPD will have twice as many officers on site as last time.
o There will be about 8 patrol cars and a van or truck/trailer.
be
o BPD will need to provide the name of the fire departm ent represen tatives if he will
on site for the training.
• SBWCC will be used for staging.
Satellite locations:
Commission
• Probation and parole offices do not need extra security. Central Office and Parole
are requestin g coverage from BPD.
extra
• There also may be some protester s at the Capitol building, which may need some
coverage.

(

Additional concerns :
which will
• ISP will have one patrol car in the proximity starting the night before the execution,
be in addition to the P&P patrol and front gate security.
• The incident comman d post is schedule d to open at 5 a.m.
• The media center will open at 5 a.m.
• The initial briefing in staging is schedule d for 5:45 a.m.
• Agency rep teams will be on site at 7:30 a.m.
the
• The demonst ration lots are schedule d to open at 8 a.m., unless there is pressure from
•
•
•
•
•

commun ity to open earlier.
Lunch will be provided again by IDOC to agency partners.
PIO Bill Edwards, from ISP, will work with Jeff Ray.
Sgt. Matt Jones will represen t BPD at the June 7 agency rep meeting.
BPD is schedule d to conduct commun ity correctio ns response team June 11.
Ada County Highway Departm ent will reduce the speed limit Monday night through Tuesday

•

board, cones and
Action item: ACHD and Jay Christensen need to coordina te for loan of reader

night.

-•

no parking signs.
track will be
-Action item: Randy Valley needs to verify with-Homeland Security that the tank
closed June 12.
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INCIDENT RADID COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

1. Incident Name;

2. Date/T ime Prepare d:

Rhoades #26864
Execution

11/4/2011

3, Operational Period
Date/n me:

11/17/2011 2100hrs11/18/2 011 2100hrs

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
Function

Frequency/Tone

Remarks

Channel

Assignment

System/cache

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

ResoUfces have
assigned radios

Ada County Sheriffi Office

SO2

Command

700mbz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700mhz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRT/CNT

Resources have
assigned radios

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

ICP

Radios delivered
11/17/2011

!DOC

SO2/IDOC6

IDOC/D4

SO2

Command

700mhz

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

ICP

Established 11/14

Boise PD

BPD-OPS 8

Boise PD tactical

700mbz

SBWCC

Boise PD providing
radios to their team

S. Prepare d by{Communlcatlons Unit)

Joel Eilers- Communications Unit Leader
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[f. )51241~012) Jefferey Zmuifa : RE: .Marc (ISP Communications Supervisor and Coard.for theMCC during OQeration) .•. ·Page1 I
0

(

From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

"Richardson, Steve" <steve.richardson@isp.idaho.gov>
"Gardiner, William" <bill.gardiner@isp.idaho.gov>
"Gamin, Marc" <Marc.Camin@isp.idaho.gov>, "King, Denise" <Denise.King@is ...
5/24/2012 7:41 AM
RE: Marc (ISP Communications Supervisor and Coard. for the MCC during operation)

Capt. Gardiner

Thanks for the update.

The May 31 planning meeting will be at 0900 in the same Max. Sec. cont. room that Marc has been at in
the past, which also served as the CP during the last multi-agency operation.

Beyond being familiar with what was done in the last operation, Marc should not have to bring any
materials to the meeting unless he chooses to do so. The last meeting lasted slightly over 30 minutes. If I
am able to attend this meeting, Marc can certainly travel with me if that works for him. SR

(
\

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the
individual( s) named as recipients (or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended
recipient) and is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521. It may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or protected from disclosure under applicable law
including, but not limited to, the attorney client privilege and/or work product doctrine. If you are not the
intended recipient of this transmission, please notify the sender immediately by telephone. Do not deliver,
distribute or copy this transmission, disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the information it
contains.

From: Gardiner, William
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:24 PM
To: Richardson, Steve
Cc: Gamin, Marc; King, Denise
Subject: Marc

Captain Richardson,

- ~ Marc has been assigT\ea10 wofk7ne execution. He will beanne1vlay31 st meeting:

Thanks,
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·filst~4f0012) ~effer~y Zmllga

-I~E: Marc (fSP Co_J11munications~ervisof?ndCCJord. for theMCC duiirigoperaffol))

Page 2j

Bill

Captain Bill Gardiner
Idaho State Police

700 S. Stratford Dr.
Meridian, ID 83642

ial use of the
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e0mail is intended only for the personal and confident
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May 31, 2012

0900h rs.
IMSI Boardr oom

AGENDA

(

,llleeting called by:

Josh Tewalt

Type of meetin g:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees;

Valley (IDOC), Fred
Jeff Zniuda (IDOC), Josh Tewalt (IDOC), Al Ramirez (IDOC), Randy
born (BPD),
Schoen
Doug
(ISP),
son
Apt (BHS), Mike Schneider (ACSO), Steve Richard
Wills, Kedrick (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)

Please react:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Topic
Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)

Prese_nter

----

✓

Situation Update

Josh Tewalt

✓

Update on the tank track

Fred Apt

✓

Operational Period Timellne

Randy Valley

Dignlta,y Tran.sport

Randy Valley

Meeting Addition Monday Jun 11, 2012

Randy Valley

(
✓

Time allotted

.Round Table
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(

Agency Rep
05/31/12
Attendees:
Mark Ca min, ISP
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Kevin Kempf, !DOC
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Mike Schneider, ACSO
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Josh Tewalt, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Overview: The execution for offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. All chemicals
have been obtained to carry out the execution. There continues to be notable legal activity, with
pending motions in four jurisdictions. The offender's attorney's have presented the Martinez decision
(ineffective counsel) to Judge Winmill. !DOC is confident in its plan of action with court concerns. Full
dress rehearsal last night went well and teams continue to train.
Various updates:
•

(

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Action item: The tank track has been cleared from 5 p.m. on Monday to 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

Randy Valley is going to contact Fred Apt to request to extend the time line Tuesday.
There will be three operational periods, each with its own !AP.
Representative Wills and Senator Darrington will likely be attending the execution, but it is not
confirmed they will be brought in by ISP.
Action item: Additional meeting is scheduled for 9 a.m. on June 11. Randy Valley will send out a
meeting notification.
Action item: There have not been any concerns from community partners, but Bill Edwards will
verify today and notify Randy Valley.
Ada County Paramedics will be able to provide the same services as the last execution.
Randy Valley is still waiting on 204s from several agency partners.
ISP is planning on having the mobile command trailer on site the day before the execution.

Time line:
• Ada County, in addition to ISP, will have a patrol car in the area the night before.
• The demonstrator lots will be opening earlier than anticipated, but lights will still not be
necessary. !DOC is looking at 6 a.m. opening time.
• A separate communications meeting will be scheduled prior to the execution, tentatively next
Thursday.
• The amhulancE_will need an escort atJMSLJromth~gate~o_the building._-----------• Agency partners are requested to be on site prior to the demonstrator lots opening.
• First briefing will be at 5:30, not 7:30.
• Parole hearing transport needs to be added to the time line.
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Ope rati ona l Period Timeline
(

06/11/2012
1430
1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
06/12/12
0400
0400
0400
0530
0600
0630
0630
.Oq30

0730

Opera tional Period (1430hrs 06/11/12 to 0630h ts 0$/12/12
Checkpoint "A" opens
Obseivation Posts are posted_
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleas'arit Valley Rd.
· alien of the event
. .
rs for.
.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol offic
_
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted
.
· the event
for ·
Offender Phones will be disabled by C~eck-in opens al SBWCC
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opElns.
Command will be stood up at iMSI
Briefingswill be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas. need to report to their respective posts
era!ional .
Communications Cen ter_ ~_
QERT Squads 2&3 p o s t , . . , i n relief of Squad 1.
Operational Petiod (0630hrs 06/12/12 to 2230hrs, 06/12/12)
and demonstrator lots
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulanc_e to support staff
Demonstrator lots will be opened to _the public

0700
0730 Staff 13riefing Peisted
0800 Director's Media Briefing
Execution Team
0800 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Support
0800 Offenders due to top oh J,m 12
0800 ICC opens their Checkpoints
Q830 Staff Briefing Posted
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
0900 Witnesses Arrive - To include Media
0945 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
1000 The Execution will begin
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
1100 Meals Delivered "
1130 Director's Media Briefing
BtiEliing Posted
1130
1145 Swing-shift Staff 13egin Call-1n
· - - ---- --· - - --- · -·
· --- - ···· - ·
.. --1230 --Staff-Briefing-PostedSection Chiefs Approval
1300 Staging may begin releasing excess staff with Operation
"~--- 1-:3U 0 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared arid closed
1300 Media Center Closes
Staging
1330 Notify Staging of Whether Swingshift Staff are needed in
1400 Demobilization Begins

.. (
"

Staff
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

(

's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public
ic areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The 1000 is providing specif
to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition
m the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 8:00a
leted. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been comp
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed atthe discretion of.the Idaho

STANDARDS OF BEHA VIOR
in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights
estabHshed.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been
SAFETY:
nsible party at all times.
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or respo
search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subje ctto
c) Individuals will be searched Using a hand-held metal detector.
( ) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
rty.
e) Possession of firearms or weap·ons is prohibited on IDOC prope
ited.
f) Possession or consumption Of. alcoholic beverages is prohib
ited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled s~bstances is prohib
· h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
s authorized by the Director
· prohibited near the South Boise CoQiplex (prison) area, unles
of IDOC.
ors will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrat
- the sound level to acceptable levels .
_
esis prohibited,_ __ _ _ _ _
. __ __e)_Deionruion 0_f_ ficeworks oLsimilac nolselincendiary_de\lic

'
Complex (prison) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

(
b..

.Jive 05/30/12

Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction .
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June 7, 2012
0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

AGENDA

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Agency Representative Group

Attendees:

Jeff Zmuda (!DOC), Josh Tewa!! (!DOC), Al Ramirez (!DOC), Randy Valley (!DOC), Fred
Apt (BHS), Mike Schneider (ACSO), Steve Richardson (ISP), Doug Schoenborn (BPD),
Wills, Kedrick (ISP), Harry Eccard (ACP)

Please read:
Please bring:

Agenda
Items
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

Agency Representative Meeting (0900-1000hrs.)

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Operational Period Timeline

Randy Valley

✓

Dignitary Transport

Randy Valley

I'

Round Table

Randy Valley

Notes:

e/.)1-e(\, -e... - ?:P .~

e_

? i:.
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Operational Period Timeline
. 06/11/2012
1430
(
2230
'
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230
06/12112
0400
0400
0400
051 5.
0530
0530
0545

to 0630hrs 06/12112
Operational Period (1430hrs 06/11112
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation· Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
Rd.
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley
ol officers orJhe duration of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patr
posted
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be
. the event
for
Offender Phones will be disabled by .
CERT, CNT, and CFRT go on stand-by
Check-in opens at SBWCC
on
Lights and Generators need to be turned
Media Ce_nter opens
Command will be s·tood up at IMS!
Staging Opens
r lots
ulance to support staff and demonstrato
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Amb
'
rior positio(is
Briefings will be held at staging for all exte

to 2230hrs. 06/12112)
Operational Period (0600hts 06/12112
r respective posts
0600 All areas -need to report to thei
o .erational
· 0600 Communications Center isJull ..
relief of Squad 1.
0600 CERT Squads 2&3 po~t
..,-,v,,,.~
.0600 ICC and CWC SICI Chec
to the public
0600 Demonstrator lots will be opened
. 0730 Staff Briefing Posted
· 0800 Director's Media Briefing
n Unit.
1 Ambulance to Stage near the Executio
0800 Ada County Paramedics arrive with
are transported off site
0800 Offenders .due to top on Jan.12
s completed
0800. Transports for Parole Hearing
0830 Staff Briefing Posted
Media
0900 Witnesses Arrive - To include
to Witness Rooms ·
rted
0945 Wltnesses briefed and esco
1000 The Execution will begin
1030 . Staff Briefing Poi:ited
1100 Meals Delivered
1130 Director's Media Briefing
SwingshiftStaff.are needed in Staging.
____ 1-130 .. Notify.Staging.of.whether
1130 Staff Briefing Posted
1145 Swing-shin Staff Begin Call-in
red and closed
120 0 Demonstrator Lots will be clea
1230 Staff Briefing Posted
Approval
ss staff with Operation Section Chi efs
1300 Staging may begin releasing exce
130 0 Media Center Closes
140 0 Demobilization Begins
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Agency rep mee ting
06/0 7/12

(
\

Atte ndee s:
Fred Apt, BHS
Mark Ca min, ISP
Bob Cooper, AG
Andrea Dearden, ACSO
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Carly Frasier, !DOC
Teresa Jones, !DOC

Al Ramirez, !DOC
Jeff Ray, !DOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Mike Shneider, ACSO
Eugene Smith, BPD
Mackenzie Stone, !DOC
Randy Valley, !DOC
Jeff Zmuda, !DOC

12. The
Leavitt #23081 is sche dule for 10 a.m. on June
Situation upda te: The exec ution of Offe nder
hold a
to
ned
decli
has
thus far. The Parole Commission
cour ts have been ruling in favor of the state
access,
ia
med
appealing several decisions, including the
com muta tion hearing. Leavitt's attor neys are
ly, but he is
ing. The offe nder is having visits with his fami
hear
tion
muta
com
the
and
sel
coun
e
ectiv
ineff
The facilities
train and dres s rehe arsal s will be cond ucte d.
beco ming more anxious. Team s cont inue to
fusion unit has
ing thro ugh Boise on the sam e day, but the
are calm. Occupy Caravan is planning on com
been obta ined .
not indicated any problems. The chemical has

(

A new time line has been distributed:
dem onst ratio n lots will open at 6 a.m.
• The primary chan ge from last week is the
to be
, not 11 a.m. The com man d post meals need
• Meals will be deliv ered befo re 9:30 a.m.
lies arriving at IMS!.
delivered in a way as to not overlap with fami
will be atten ding the execution.
• Dignitaries Darrington, Wills and Moss
Information Officers:
d on Ada County 2, the secu re line.
On the hour, radio briefings will be anno unce
distributed from the incident com man d post.
On the half hour, situational briefings will be
will com e from Jeff Ray.
The only infor mati on relea sed to the media
ent com man d post if ther e are any delays or
Jeff Ray will rece ive phon e calls from the incid
eme rgen cies outs ide the normal briefings.
com mun icati ons list is finalized.
• Test briefing will be sent today, once the

Public
•
•
•
•

Round table :
•

3 IAPs
Action item: Randy Valley is finalizing the

Tank track will be clear June 12.
to
notify the director, who will then com mun icate
If ther e are any late filings, the AG office will
the com man d post and PIO.
- - - -- - - - - morning briefing~ -- - - - - -- - -- - •- -Gnly team leadeFS need-to-be-at-the
e back and forth betw een med ia cent er and
• Andrea Dear den and Bill Edwards can mov
dem onst ratio n lots as need ed
AG office
Randy Valley to work out details of whe n the
Action item: AG office need s to cont act
•
•

-- -- -- - -

•

will be on site.
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June 11, 2012
9:00

TEAM MEETING

IMS!

I

\
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator : Jeff
Zmuda

Execution Planning

Note taker:

Mackenzie Stone

Randy Valley

Timekeep er:
Attendees :

Type of meeting:

Agency Representatives

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

✓

Situational Update

✓

IAP Distribution

✓

Round Table

Time allotted

✓

(

✓

'

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
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(

Agency representatives
06/11/12
Attendees:
Mark Camin, ISP
Harry Eccard, ACP
Bill Edwards, ISP
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Steve Richardson, ISP
Rob Feeley, BHS

Mike Shneider, ACSO
Mackenzie Stone, /DOC
Randy Valley, /DOC
Kedrick Wills, ISP
Jeff Zmuda, IDOC

Situation update: The execution of Offender Leavitt #23081 is scheduled for 10 a.m. on June 12. On
th
Friday evening, the 9 circuit court determined the media will have access to more of the execution
process. The media will have access from the time the offender is brought into the execution chamber
until the pronouncement of death. The medical team's identity will remain concealed. The Idaho
Supreme Court is expected to make a decision today on the offender's claim of ineffective counsel,
which is the last motion IDOC is aware of at this time. The family visited this weekend. The teams
continue to train.
IAP:
•
•

(

Round
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final IAPs distributed at this meeting.
Randy Valley will have plenty of copies for tomorrow.
table:
Briefing test list was distributed last week.
Communication check was conducted last week.
ISP does not expect any issues with the Occupy Caravan.
The tank track will be closed from 1100 today through 2400 tomorrow.
AG Scott Birch will be driving a grey Ford explorer and will not need law enforcement assistance.
He is expected to be on site by 8 a.m.
Ralph Powell from ISP will be bringing out Tom Moss.
The mobile command center is on site.
Reminder, the briefing in staging is at 5:45 a.m. The briefing for guests at IMSI is at 9 a.m.
Boise Police Department will be here about 7 a.m. Eugene Smith will be on site at the command
post earlier.
ISP does not have S02 on their radios. There is a contingency plan if this cannot be resolved
today.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmalip.com>
'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.Jdaho.gov>
5/24/2011 1:47 PM
Re: Pentobarbltol

HI Randy,
Sodium Thlopenlal Is the drug used by most of the sates like Nebraska, South
· 0akola, 0elaware; ·Arazona·elc;
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEQ
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1 F Picnic Garden Road, ·
Kolkala 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:

·

Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprielary lo Harris Phanma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain lnfonmatlon that Is privileged,
corifldenlial or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
fomarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information lo the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
dlstrlbullon, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
informallon In any way or In any manner ts strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or interference.

••••• Original Message ···From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )'' <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmalip.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 20111:07 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Chris
Elllot reFerred lo another drug called Sodium thlopental. We have to
research that one.
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Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1636
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

.>>->-~Chrls.!,Jarrls.(.!,larrls.eharma LLe )"..,;chrlsharrls@harrlspharrnallp.,CP.m"<'
»> 05/19/201112:15 >»
HI Randy,
The company Information Is mentioned below. Do tell him Chris Harris has
given you his Information so he knows.
Callgor Rx Inc
Name: Elliot Safdle
212-988-0590
212-988-1729
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171B/1F Picnic Garden Road,
Kolkata 700039
West Bengal,
India
•
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91)-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrtspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
conndentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the altachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notffied that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is sl/lctly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

---- Original Message •····
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From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Phanna LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 201110:35 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Chris
.Yesrwewould-appreclale-lhe.worklng .together. through .the..US .company. Rlease .
provide the Information.
Thanks
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
»> 05/18/2011 09:11 »>
HI Randy,
Just wanted lo know If there Is any update regarding your order. I can
understand your concern for Importing. However this problem Is being solved.
There Is a company In the USA who can Import these products legally and
supply lo you. Other slates are doing the same. I am selling lo the company
In US end you would be buying directly from them. They have all the DEA
licenses lo Import these kinds of products and distribute II In the US. If
you are Interested I can pass the Info on to you and we can work together
through this company.
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Phanna LLP.
171 B/1 F Picnic Garden Road
Kolkala - 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone ( Direct ): +(91 )-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1 )-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
atlachment Is proprietary lo Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
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not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnformaUon to the named recipient, you are nollned that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
-- -vlruses,-lnler.ceptlons-or-lnterference... ___ ···- __

---· Original Message __ ;
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chrls Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 08, 2011 2:11 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
We are still developing the SOP. II will be a month or so I am afraid,
Randy Blades .
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" <chrisharrls@kayempharma.org> 04/05/2011 13:09 >»
HI Randy,
.
Any updates regarding the order?
Regards,
Chris
----- Original Message --From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc,ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org
Sent: Friday, March 25, 201112:55 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Yes, things are moving along at !he speed of government:·) We do have a
meeting on It tomorrow however.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" chrlsharris@kayempharma.org 03/24/201113:18 »>
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Hi Randy,
Any updates?
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
KAYEM Pharmaceullcals Pvt. Ltd.
-2rGreen.Eleld-Cr.lS ..Ltd.,.Laxman.Mhatre Road, .
Marian Colony, Borlvall { W ),
Mumbai• 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone {Direct): +{91)·33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )·9836827779
vmw.kayempharma.org
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutlcal Pvl Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidentlal or exempt from disclosure under appllcable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized, If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In !his E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are no! Iha Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for dellverlng !he
fnforrnallon lo the named recipient, you are notlfted that any use,
dlslrlbullon, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
lnformallon in any way or In any manner Is slrlclly prohibited. If you are
not Iha Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender, There Is nil guarantee !hat the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

-~ Original Message •••••
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoo.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com~
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:23 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Chris
We are having some discussion with our central office folk on which method
to use.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
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>» "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com> 03/21/2011 08:59 »>
HI Randy,
Just wanted lo know If there Is any update regarding your order.
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
- --KA'l'EM-P-harmaceutlcafs.l".vt..Lld.----- -- -·--· ... -·--· ..•
2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhalre Road,
Marian Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779 .
Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
W1w1.kayempharma,com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Lid and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is prtvlleged,
confldentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access lo this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company, If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnformallon to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.

•···· Original Message - ·
From: 'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: Penlobarbllol
>
> Thank you Chris. I will gal back to you. Do you take stale purchase
> orders?
> Also what quantity of Pentobarbllol are we talking about to manufaclor?
> Randy Blades
>
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
>
> •···· Reply message•-··
> From: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayemphanna.com>

,)
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> Date: Wed, Mar 16, 2011 5:46 am
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
> To: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
>
>
> HI Randy,
>

> It was nice talking to you on the phone yesterday and as discussed I am
- - • - ..•. :, mentlonlng.atl.detalls.below_ .. ----------. ------· ..... - ..... __ ... . . . ........ .
>
> The Pentobarbltal we are not able to supply as we do not have that In
> stock.
> We can manufacture It but the quantity will need to be large for the order
> and I am sure you would not require such a large quantity.
>
> However we can supply you with Sodium Thlopental 1gm Vials at $f5 per Vial

> with the minimum order quantity being 500 Vials. We have supplied this to
> Nebraska and have also Just shipped to South Dakota. Other states are also
> placing their orders with us.
>

> Do let me know how you wish to proceed.
>

> Regards,
> Chris Harris
> Director Sales & Marketing
> KAYEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd,
> 2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhatre Road,
> Marian Colony, Borlvatl ( W ),
> Mumbai • 400 103,
> Maharashtra,
> India
> Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
> Cell: +(91 )·9836827779
> Fax: +(91)·22-28907454
> www.kayempharma.com
>
> DISCLAIMER:
>

> Information contained and transmltled by this E-MAIL Including any
> attachment Is proprietary.to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
> solely for the addressee/s, and may con lain Information that Is
> privileged,
> confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to
> this
> e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is
>a
> forwarded message, Iha content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
> not reflect !hose of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient,
> an
> agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
> Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
> distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
> Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
> not the Intended recipient of this mail kindly delete from your system and
> lnrorm the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
> communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
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> viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
>
>
> •-·· Original Message ••• ,.
> From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
> To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:46 PM
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
-·----►-

... ,.. ---•·•

>
>Mr.Harris
>
> I am contacting you Inquiring about the avallablllty of Pentobarbltol.

>
>Thank you
>
>

> Randy Blades
> Warden
> Idaho Maximum Security Institution
> 208-338-1635
> rblades@ldoo.ldaho.gov
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October 20, 2011

(

AGENDA

0900hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

Randy Valley

Timekeeper:
Agency Representative Group
Dep, Chief Jeff Zmuda, Dep. Chief Josh Tewalt, Warden Terry Kirkham, CWC Ops Manager Al Ramirez,
Emergency Coordinator Randy Valley, Maj. Ralph Powell, Cpt. Scott Johnson, Cpt. Randy Roper, Col.
UC. Chris Eden, Capt. Steve Richardson, Lt. Sheldon Kelly, Sgt. John Burke, Stan Passey,
Command and General Staff

nm Kelly,

Attendees:

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimme!, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe,

Please read:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

Agency Representative Group (0900-11 OOhrs.)

(

✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

ACHD's offer to post lower speed limit

Randy Valley

/

Communication Plan

Al Ramirez

✓

Written Commitment (MOU)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Randy Valley

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓

Tour of F-Block

Randy Blades

Command and General Staff Meeting (1100-1300hrs.)
✓

Situational Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Ordering Process

Bob Morlan

✓

Overtime Costs

Theo Lowe

✓

Signs

Randy Valley

✓

Entrance Staffing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Randy Valley

✓

Meeting Schedule (Frequency)

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Action Items

Randy Valley

✓

Special notes:
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10.20.11 Command and General Staff meeting
11 a.m. IMS\ Courtroom

(

Attendees:
David Birch, D4
Randy Blades, IMS\
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC\
Jim Crosby, IMS\
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, \SCI
Brett Kimmel, ISCI

Terrie Kirkham, SIC\
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Johanna Smith, \SCI
Mackenzie Stone, \SCI
Randy Valley, CO
Jeff Zmuda, CO

the
issued
8 a.m. on Nov. 18. The offender -was is scheduled for
- Execution for Paul Ezra Rhoades #26864
------ ----- ----- - - - eatb-wai:ra!'.lt-at-4-p.m.-OA-OGt. 19,-a!'.lci-he-was-movet:l-to-f-Bl0Gk.Gffencier-was-£-ooper-ative-and-said-he
v-1as not going to be se\Hnjurio_us. His last words are prepared, a_nd he knows who_ he ~~n!s to visit.
Training will increase in preparation for the event.
Upcoming meetings:
• 11 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays for the next three weeks in IMS\ Courtroom. Randy Va l\ey
will send out appointments.

(

(

Miscellaneous:

Action item: Lt. Frasier needs to compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.
Action item: MOUs need to determine what they will do with those they arrest, especially if
there are a large number of them. Perhaps, S\CI-CWC or a bus.
center
• Action item: MOUs need \DOC contact person from 9 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. when command
opens
• Action item: Each institution needs to delegate someone to report to Mackenzie, as the
situation unit leader. This person will need to be able to roam their areas and report happenings
on a consistent basis. Frequency will increase as event nears. Bring names to next meeting.
• Action item: Map and large signs (facility objectives, etc.) requests are due Nov. 5 to Bret
Kimmel and_Randy Valley. Notify them if you need a point of interest added to the maps.
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda needs to contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9.
• Action item: Jeff Zmuda will send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by the dairy
lot, rather than the front entrance.
• Action item: Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or bearings Nov 18
• Action item: Mackenzie Stone will send offender memo to Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith.
~"1ttt10n -1tem: Ru1es of engagements aITTFpost orders needrooe comp\etecfljy next meetmg.
• Security staff will public access will wear Class A uniforms on the day of the execution. There will
be no casual Friday.
• Undecided observers can be included with the support demonstrators.
• Academy graduation will be rescheduled to prior to the execution. New staff will be available in
support capacity.
•
•
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F Block work orders still need to go throug h Randy Blades

•
Fiscal:

rt packet to meeting attend ees
Action item: Bob Morlan will send out update d Logistics Suppo
items already in stock.
Theo Lowe is tracking all expenses for the execution, including
form with one supplier per form
All purchases need to be submi tted on a Material Requisition
If possible, note on form if
startin g immediately. Section chiefs will approve purcha ses first.
compa ny doesn 't accept purchase orders.
F Block purchases will still go throug h the normal process.

•
•
•

•

Cindy McMackin is Theo Lowe's back up.
at central office for emerg encies .
Do not use p-cards for execution. Theo Lowe will keep p-card
ng authority. All purchase orders
• A 30-day PCA will be created so section chiefs will have spendi
will not be on eDoc. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ will have a separa te logging numbe rs and
wnere tney will be set up. Smaller
Actron item:T ents-a nd-oti Teriar ge:item s willoe aehve rei:rto
Sam Linton will coordi nate all
items will be delivered to a design ated area. \SCI Storek eeper
slips and ensuring resources are
incoming resour ces and be responsible for collecting packing
and Bob Morlan will determ ine
allocated to the correc t people. Sam Linton, Terrie Rosenthal
centralized location for deliveries.
Morlan for trailer delivery date. The
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to follow-up with Bob
trailer is 8x20 with two chairs, desk and port-a-potty.
pay for the execution; information
• Action item: \DOC leadership needs to determ ine overti me
budge t. Over time will only be paid
has been submi tted to Josh Tewa It. Pay will come from IMS\
um qualifications.
during the operat ional period and in compliance with fiscal minim
ted to execution work·. Theo Lowe
• Employees need to track hours on time sheets that are dedica
Blades, will not code
will need work schedu les from every area. Wardens, excep t Randy
•
•

(

•

execution time on time sheets .
training to monit or time
Action item: Opera tions sergea nts and section supervisors will need
g.
sheets . Theo Lowe has list of people who need to attend trainin

Signs:
•

al requisition form to Bob my
Action item: Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkham will submi t materi
Oct. 27.
middle of next week for external security signage. Order due
will be taken down after the
o Some signs, such as trespassing, will be perma nent; others
m will develop
event and kept for future uses. Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkha
sc ematic of where signs will go for future reference.

=== === "•~ -R, a,ar ul¥ =81 a£1 ~~c le~ ~-te

-RS i"1' \C= === === === === =

Entrance staffing:

•

(

post will have two armed parole
There will four station ary posts and three roaming posts. Each
from Ada County. The operational
officers and \DOC liaisons. The front post will have someo ne
period will have 8-hou r shifts that require no relief.
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orates MOUs, with traffic
There will be a traffic control model that works its way back and incorp
signs to direct traffic out the dairy road.
Patrol unit will be staged at media center.
Josh Tewalt has staff parking permits under control.
period.
As of now, front entran ce will not be staffed outside the operational
on Pleasant Valley road
14 days leading up to the event, D3 and D4 parole officers will be posted
ns will be
from 5 p.m. to 5 a.m, as a two-man observe and report team. Any concer
commu nicated to Ada County.

•
•
•
•
•

Event timeline:

send to meeting attend ees
Action item: Randy Valley to develop event timeline for event and
Nov. 18 rough timeline:
_ o 3:30 a.m. Command staff _r~port _
~--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ~
---- ---- ~o~ 4-a ~m -:-M e-d i•a- ani ~ve
•
•

5 a.m. demon strator lots open
5 a.m. Media random selection
8 a.m. execution
11 a.m. demon strator closes (will close two hours after execution)
Timeline will need to include what time phones will be shut down
s hours for
Action item: Jeff Zmuda will reques t that director's press release include
o
o
o
o

•
•

demon strator lots

(

Media center:
. He will need to
Action item: Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend
He may need to have an
determ ine how front gate knows who is approved to enter complex.
assista nt PIO at the front gate to help officers filter public from media.
\DOC badges
• Action item: Jeff Ray will need to determ ine if media will have
and Keith Yordy need to
Action item: Jeff Ray, Jay Christensen, Terry Kirkham, Johanna Smith
•
those who will stay with
coordi nate where media can park for those who will be in the tent and
demon strator s.
for media to set up
• Maintenance parking area will house media center with an area nearby
d.
cameras. Caution tape will be set up to dictate where media is allowe
• \SCI staff will park and enter near visiting center entranc e.
center area and determine
• Action item: On Monday, Terry and Johanna will meet to walk media
leave.
1! media will be escorte d through the front or back entrance when they

•

F~-=============
=======·===~~avet~~~~,~-,e~~m·a~*wfe~~-~il~We;rl~~e~,~~ffiff"~ma~
Reporting areas:

•

Garret t Coburn will be the staging area manag er for the complex.
o The staging area will be at SIC\ visiting
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under staging
Action item: Need to determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work
area manager.
o Action item: Garrett Coburn needs to determine his support staff.
o It will have refreshments and activities for staff
area.
o Only staff assigned to duties specific to execution will report to staging
.
Response team will be stationed at SBWCC, as to be near demonstrators
Action item: Jeff Zmuda will need to determine where CERT will be
o

(
•
•
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De liv ery Process
• The req ues ter or designee is res pon si~ li for
acc ept ing and receiving ord er
• The req ues tor or designee mu st not e !111 item s
received and bac kor der ed on packing lijp
• The req ues ter or designee mu st send ~i~ned
I
packing slip to Logistics Buyer
• Logistics Buyer will con tac t ven dor for all
bac kor der ed item s or discrepancies a dlfo llow
up wit h sup plie r on balance of ord er
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"' Logistics Buy4r:. Bob Morlan
I
.
Phone 658-2CD03 ·
""- .L.•--·-···
®
Cell Phone·! ,
0
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•
de te rm ine if ~v er tim e pay wi ll be given
• As soon as th k da ta is co mp ile d, it wi ll be :
pr es en ted to Leadership fo r fin al ap pr ov :1 ;
,
• A Gu ide fo r T~acking Tim e has been devel!o; ed
co mp let e ti mesh ets, if
ll
wi
ff
inc lud ing ho wI sta
.
th e ap pr ov al ~s given
I
Each sta ff me mb er (and su pe rvi so r) wi ll ;e: ,
pr ov ide d ins t~u cti on s as soon as th e ap p or al is·
.
I
giv en
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Fiscal Logistics
• Contact lnfo,rmation
- Fiscal Logistics is the Back up for Bob - Theo IL9we
- Phone 658-2002

Page 1229

- Cell Phone··

~

- Email tlowe@idoc.idaho.·gov

• Backup to Fisca I Logistics (Theo) is Cindy
McMackin
-· Phone 658-2013
- Cell Phone! 4£~~':i<lO'...~""

,_. .__

,~".!

- Email cmcmacki@idoc.iclaho.gov

"---...,,,

-._/

,

__.,

RECEIVING REPORT

(

Vend or Name
Purchase Orde r Num ber

Item Number

Description of Item

Quantity Rec'd

(
'

-~~·-·
------

----~-

---------~
------

Received By (Printed)

Received By Signature
Date Received

(
When completed please scan to Bob Morlan,
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DR AFT

2011
Job Aide for Tracking Time - October/November
Team, but on a normal
A. If you are working on F Block or on the Command
work shift , then you will code your time as follows:
is displayed,
1. Open your time sheet in I-Time. Once your timesheet
ded.
Click on the "Cost Accounting" link so time can be recor

rides! JStatusi
ITopJ JBottomJ Jleave Balances[ [Week OneJ fWeek Two! !Over
~

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

(

--

8.

-----

will contain
The system will redraw your screen and the timesheet
:
ation
inform
t
fields to the right side for the capture of gran
priate hours
Ente r the "Time Code" as "ACT", and enter the appro
worked.
over to the
Using the TAB key (on the left above Caps Lock) move
"PCA" field.
you.
Ente r the PCA that you work in, or the PCA provided
Move the cursor to the "GRANT" box.
a drop down.
Click on the small down arrow. This will show you
Click on "EXCOST00
SAVE your time sheet.
EXAMPLE ONL Y

below, you will code your
B. If you are working in one of the capacities listed
time-asJoUows.
-you r normal day off or canceled days off ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r's; -o, ---- ---- ---- - - - -0 h-o lci- ove
-are assigned to "Specializ:ed Posts"
heet is displayed,
1. Open your time sheet in I-Time. Once your times
ded.
Click on the "Cost Accounting" link so time can be recor

10/20/11
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Material Requisition
Requestor
Jon Smith
Name
Requestor's 658-7.003
phone#
Recommended

Requestor's cell 1870 _1800

Requisition Date

10/15/201 I

Date Requ ired

10/31/2011

phone #

I

Source

Ship to

Vendor Contac
Name:

IMS!
13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

'.\<

Vendor Phone#

d.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
---- ---- ---- Jc-K _u_ n_a ~,_ID~8_3_6_3_4
Address
Item No.

Aftn:

hon Smith

Amou nt

Unit Price

Description

Quantity

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

75.00

7

s

-

8

s
s

-

s

-

5

-

s
s
s

-

EXAMPLE

3

E2
.___ _?_.--+-- -2~_ ,._E ~XA MPL

s

25.00

s

35.00

3
,~.-: r)--; r'\ L~, - '
1

4

--,.____5_ _--1 --- --+ --- ---

i

___, ~ - - - --- ~_ L_ \_ ;_,_ ~~-":-

----

6

9
10

II

12
13

14
REQ GRAND TOTAL

.\.'

Speci'at N·tt~f-~lr
Requ ireme nts rOr'·aDove

70.00

-

,..

-

(

-

145.00

s

Jack Smith upon receipt.
Pleas e dcli\•er to the mail room then notify

tent.
-·These items are needed for the media
---------- --------Requisition Justif icatio n- - - · - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
-·--+
--- - - - - - - - - - - -

ReQuestor's Name Printed

R=ues tor's Sh!nat ure

Pbnnin !'. Aoorov a1- Siznat ure

---- --- -1--------- - -

I
I

Date

Section Chief/ Command StaffS i~oatn re

Date

Lozistics Si~alu re

Date

Date

Date
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'.

DR AF T
e if the staff is
1. Review each time sheet to determin
nt" number, but not
a. capturing regular time against the "Gra
instructions in Item "A" bee n
receiving Over Time. Check that the
followed, or
to make sure they were
b. capturing over time (ONL). Che ck
time recorded and check tha t
assigned the shift associated with the
instructions in Item "B" were followed.
Kim Frashier 658-2143, or The o Lowe
If you need assistance, please contact
658-2002.

(

10/20/11
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Command and General staff meeting
October 25, 2011
IMS\ Boardroom
Attendees:
Henry Atencio
Jay Christensen
Shannon Cluney
Garrett Coburn
Jimmy Crosby
Caryl Frasier
Bret Kimmel
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

Bob Morlan
Al Ramirez
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

Upcoming meetings:
9 a.m. on Oct. 27, radio communications meeting
11 a.m. on Oct. 27, Command and general staff meeting
Situational update:
Rhoades is currently in F block on 24-hour watch with two staff. His attorneys were on site today with
warden to visit with Rhoades. No significant issues at this time. There are a few details that still need to
be completed in F block. Coroner was here yesterday; went well. Medical and injection team members
have been identified and are currently training. Josh Tewa It and Kevin Kempf are working on obtaining
drug.
Miscellaneous items:

•

Action item: Randy needs to follow up with 8!fJabout disabling phones. Phones will be disabled
during the operational period for phones at the SBC. Outlying facilities do not need to
disconnect phones.
• Marty Thompson has been notified that Cl will be closed Nov. 17, but closed Nov. 18.
• Academy graduation will be moved from Nov. 18, requesting it be moved to Nov. 16. Hopefully
will be available on Friday.
• Action item: Next meeting, office space at IMS/ needs to be determined for command center.
• Ada county responders will be staged at SIC\ and one posted at media
• \SCI will have two offenders topping on Nov. 18. Release planning will affect time of day. Keith
Yordy will let Henry Atencio know if a parole officer is needed to help escort offenders.
• 5-6 pre-sentence investigators have offered to come out on the day of the execution, if
-- ------·- --additional-non,securitr-;taffisneeued
--~--~-- ~-•
Action item: All facilities need to bring staffing reports to Thursday's meeting
__________ __
--· • Jay Christensen to get w i t h ~ o inquire about external ca-~~ra s~tup near
demonstrators
• Action item: Theo Lowe will change fixed asset inventory for November. Radios will be
postponed to December. After the execution, weapons and special projects will be focus of
November.
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Specialty teams:
• CERT team training in cancele d
. Looking for area behind
• Action item: Derek Butler working on where team will be staged
team, Nick Dobler (CNT)
institution, so they can be deploy ed withou t media attenti on. The CERT
and Randy Roberts (CFRT) will be on site.
working on a plan for the CISM
• Action item: Jeff needs to follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is
team and is expect ed to have a meetin g someti me this week.
that they will represe nting their
• Action item: Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified
membe r, but they have a
teams on the day of the execution. Randy Roberts is also a CISM team
large enough conting ency to delega te him to CRFT.

Moves:
nesday East/West run then SBC
• Action item: Sunday /Mond ay for North/ South and Tuesda y/Wed
z will find contac t NICI
moves Thursday. Julie McDonnell says county is good with hit. Al Ramire
offenders on Sunday.
and ICIO to determ ine if they can change their schedules to accept

(

Action items review:
be the contac t person for law
• Action item: Johann a Smith needs to find out if Nick Baird can
Stan House is schedu led for
enforc ement from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. during the operati onal period. Lt.
MOUs.
for
graveyard that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contac t person
report information to
• Action item: On Thursday, each facility needs to declare who will
Mackenzie Stone.
to get with Jay Christensen and
• Action item: P&P will have a meetin g Nov. 1. Bret Kimmel needs
Chad Page to compl ete and order map for this meeting.
Nov. 18.
• Parole Commission will not schedu le any releases or hearings for
s.
warden
to
• Action item: Mackenzie to send offend er memo
Kempf for approval.
• Action item: Randy to send copy of rules of engage ments to Kevin
language is clear in OSP post
• Action item: IMS!, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force
orders and that a copy of the post order is in each truck.
cannot accom modate secure
• Sam has agreed to be centralized location for deliveries, but he
nt's name is on the
recipie
the
t
items. Sam asks that when orderin g items, please reques

shipping label.
for demon strator
Christe nsen and Terry Kirkham working on power for trailer and lighting
Jay
•
Nov. 4
by
posted
lots. Genera tors will likely be needed . Terry Kirkham wants trailer
SICI. At training on Thursday,
• Action item: Time sheet training will be Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at
ee's correct PCA.
Theo Lowe will give out PCA list for each facility to referen ce each employ
time sheets for key people.
• Action item: Theo needs schedu le for each facility to double check
o ONL applicable:
• Media ce-n~te_r_s~ta~f~f
____________ - - - - - ----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._Extr_a_O_S_Ep_ositlons _ _ _
• Observ ation posts
• Parole officers
• Comm and center staff
• CERT
o Not ONL applicable (but still need to captur e hours on time sheet):
• !SCI Tower 2
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o

•
•
o
o

•
•
•
o

• Extra internal security
• Regular OSP positions
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to finalize external security signage and submit to Bob
Morlan.
Action item: Jimmie Crosby needs to order IMSI sign for F block.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to create Event time line for Thursday's meeting.
Jeff Ray needs to be consulted on his actions items.
Media will leave front entrance. Traffic control will ensure that media don't go the wrong way.
Action item: Garrett Coburn will be staging area manager. Dan Schaffer will be assigned to help.
Shannon Cluney will put Dan Schaffer in touch with Garrett Coburn.
Action item: Johanna and Keith need to contact Dave Wright to determine if deliveries need to
be postponed or denied Nov. 18. Johanna and Keith can provide more information Thursday.
Action item: Terry Kirkham will bring commissary information to Thursday's meeting
Completed items on the action item checklist will be kept on bottom part of page, and Randy
will continually update.

Logistical Concerns:
• Media center staff will wear current boots; class A shirts need to go through Sgt. Culley as
reissue.

•
•
•
•
•
o

•

•
•

Medica center site survey with vendor at 1 p.m. today.
Jeff has few requests such as another smaller tent, podium, etc.
Media center tents will come from a vendor, no in-house tents
!SCI will pay for food, but execution will pay for styrofoam, etc. No other facilities will need extra
from
ICS vests for command and general staff have been ordered. Different colors will be for different
sections, and they will be available for rehearsals.
Action item: Jay Christensen to submit requisition order for port-a-pottys today. Request will
need to include one additional bathroom for BPD crowd and mob control unit.
Check-in, staging, rehab, briefings and demobile areas will be at SICI visiting. SICI will be parking
in PRC area and leave parking area for stagers.
o Check-in recorders for shifts will be shift commanders
o Jill Whittington and Ruth Scott will be documentation, one will be at Stet, one at ISCI
o Not all staff need to report to staging that day
Action item: Henry Atencio will organize one security officer to be posted at central office
during week of execution.
Action item: Jay Christensen needs to send updated plan for maps and traffic flow to Randy
Valley
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Assignment Date

110/25/2011

10/20/2011

Assigned To
Al Ramirez

Brett Kimmel

10/25/2 011

Brett Kimmel

10/20/2 011

Facilities

Due Date

Action Item

run then
Sunday/Monday for North/South and Tuesday/Wednesday East/West
will
Ramirez
Al
hit.
SBC moves Thursday. Julie McDonnell says counly is good with
to
s
schedule
find contact NICI and ICIO to determi ne if they can change their
accept offende rs on Sunday
5 to Bret
Maps and large posters (facility objectives, etc.) requests are due Nov.
added to
Kimmel and Randy Valley. Notify them if you need a point of interest
the maps.
Christensen
P&P will have a meeting Nov. L Bret Kimmel needs to get with Jay
meeting
this
for
map
order
and
e
and Chad Page to complet
the situation
Each institution needs to assign a contact person for Mackenzie, as
Branch.
the
for
unit leader. This person will need provide area specific breifing
.
Frequency will increase as event nears. Bring names to next meeting

Facilities
Jay Christensen

10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

of event. It
!DOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for differen t areas
will be helpful for all staff to be able to point media to appropr iate PIOs.

10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray

need to
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media represen tatives will attend. He will
may neec
He
.
complex
enter
to
d
approve
is
who
determi ne how front gate knows
media
from
public
filter
officers
help
to
gate
to have an assistan t PIO at the front

10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2 011
0/20/20 11
.0/25/20 11

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2 011

Jeff Zmuda

Determine if media will have IDOC badges
site as
Inquire about represen tative from attorney general' s office to be on
consulta nt
lots
Request that director 's press release includes hours for demons trator
staged
be
v,ill
CERT
Determi ne where
team and is
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the CISM
week
this
e
expecte d to have a meeting sometim
rather than
Send out memo to staff encouraging-them to smoke by the dairy lot,

10/25/2 011
10/25/2 011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/20/2 011
10/25/2 011
10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011
10/20/2 011
10/25/2 011

10/27/2 011

All facilities need to bring staffing reports to Thursday's meeting
external
submit material requisition form to Bob my mlddle of next week for
security signage, Order due Oct. 27

10/25/2 011
10/20/2 011

10/25/2 011

11/05/2 011

the front entranc e
Order IMSI sign for F block
from 9 p.m.
Find out if Nick Baird can be the contact person for !aw enforce ment
graveyard
for
ed
schedul
is
to 4 a.m. during the operatio nal period. Lt. Stan House
MOUs
that night, and Lt. Baird can be that contact person for
ting
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will represen
Keith Yordy
team
CISM
a
their teams on the day of the executio n. Randy Roberts is also
to CRFT
member , but they have a large enough continge ncy to delegate him
ers.
support
key
and
chiefs
section
al!
of
list
compile contact
Lt. Frasier
Mackenzie Stone Send offende r memo to wardens
to all meeting
Send out Idaho Code that referenc es interfering with an execution
Randy Valley
particip ants
mma~d ce.nter
MOUs need IDOC contact person from 9 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. when5o
Randy Valley
opens
-----Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees_
Randy Valley
the
during
disabled
be
will
follow up with4' about disabling phones. Phones
Randy Valley
to
need
not
do
facilities
operatio nal period for phones at the SBC. Outlying

10/27/2 011

-- --

-

---

disconn ect phones.

10/25/2 011

Randy Valley

d center
Next meeting , office space at IMSI needs to be determi ned for comman

10/25/2 011
'0/20/20 11

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Send copy of rules of engagem ents to Kevin Kempf for approva l
monitor time
Operatio ns sergean ts and section supervisors will need training to
sheets
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10/25/2011
10/20/2011
J/25/2011

Theo Lowe

Schedule for each facility to double check time sheets for key people
Determine if Lt. Tim Higgins will be available to work under staging area manager

Cancelled

IMSI, SIC! and !SCI need to make sure use of force language is clear in OSP post
orders and that a copy of the post order ls in each truck

--·--·----------------
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10/:z.7/:z..011

11 a.m. in IMSI court room
Comm and and General staff meeti ng

(

Atten dees:
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shann on Cluney, SBWCC
Garre tt Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, !SCI

Kevin Kempf, CO
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Terry Kirkham, SICI
Bob Morlan, CO
Theo Lowe, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Dan Schaffer, SBWCC

Mackenzie Stone , ISCI
Johan na Smith, ISCI
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Situation updat e:
their needs . Medical teams have been training on
IDOC met with the attorn ey gener al's office to identify
se attorn ey antici pated to file some thing in
agressive sched ule. Rhoades is doing well. Rhoades' defen
court at the end of this week or start of next week.
Action item review:
• Mackenzie Stone 's facility conta cts:
o ISCI -Terr ie Rosenthal
o IMSI - Brett Phillips
o SBWCC - Jacqu eline Braun
o Action item: SICI needs to assign repre senta tive
Staffing needs :
nt staffing
o All facilities basically even on each shift with curre
o ISCI will have four additional progr ammi ng staff
plan from Dr. Craig and Shell
o Action item: Facilities waiting on clinicial staff action
, Dr. Craig and Shell WambleWamble-Fisher. Jeff Zmuda meeti ng with Shane Evans
Fisher on Friday to discuss.
o New officers will be poste d at the staging area
and 7 staff for media cente r. Media
o ISCI has 6 staff dedic ated for emerg ency transp orts
tion, per Jeff Ray
cente r staff will run shuttl e to front entra nce prior to execu
recom mend ation.
and teame d up with parole officers
o SICI will have staff poste d at each obser vation post
by tomo rrow to warde n's about
o Action item: Mackenzie Stone still send out memo
staff. Uniform staff on 2"' and 3'd
staffing chang e. Each facility head will forwa rd to their
at SICI visiting. Second shift
shift who's Satur day is Nov. 18 will repor t to staging area
from 11:45 to 12:15 to see if they
will repor t at 0600. Third shift will call the staging area
Monday.
need to repor t at 14:00. Memo will need to go out to staff
Hl-fleecl-t-e-repeft.~~sra#-w
-simtif-3'"nGtify-Gafrett--GoeuFf!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.,___..ommaAd-ceAter--Willnumb ers in SIC! visiting. One for
o Action item: Garre tt Coburn will need to locate two
erlme rorl'l ie comm ana cente r to reacn The staging area
- - · - - - - - - ---sr nn-t ocal l man □ anmh
time sheet tracking.
o Theo Lowe will be able to obtain sign-in sheet s for
n, Dan Schaffer, Jill Whittington,
o Curre nt stagin g area staff: Garre tt Coburn, Cathy Steffe
2 PSls from D4
ules for all 3 shifts during the
o Action item: Facilities need to subm it staffing sched
Tuesd ay. Bret Kimmel will
opera tional period to Bret Kimmel Kimmel by 8 a.m. on
•

(

(
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fiscal:
•

ensure that staff aren't doubled posted. Bret Kimmel will have the report prepared for
the 11 a.m. meeting on Tuesday.
leader, CFRT leader will be staged in Cl's red barn
CNT
CERT,
Jimmie Crosby still working with Cl on sign
Nick Baird will be deputy of operations from the start of the operational period to the opening
of the command post. He will need access to a 700 radio.
and
Action item: Keith Yordy needs to notify Nick Baird to attend the 1 p.m. meeting on Tuesday
provide Randy Valley with Nick Baird's contact information for MOUs' use.
Action item: Caryl Frasier working on communicatins plan, including contact list for key players
Frasier's recap of this morning's communications meeting:
o External security will be on 700 radios. Internal security on regular IDOC radios.
o Communications room will be adjacent to command center for human interface
between agencies and frequencies.
o One channel for event operations on externals. Facilities on own frequencies. Radio and
comm center next to command post.
o Ada County and P&P will provide additional radios. ISP and BPD will provide own radios.
o Next communication meeting will be Nov. 4 at IMSI
IDOC legal still looking for Idaho Code that references death penalty
Action item: Randy Valley needs to ask Jeff Kirkham to notify volunteers of closure and
distribute memo to front officers to hand out to volunteers
Action item: Change operational timeline to reflect that the front checkpoint will open at 8 a.m.
on Nov. 17
Josh Tewalt has submitted order to Cl for car badges
Action item: Theo Lowe will notify .abou t disabling phones
Action item: Randy Valley to put completed action items on the bottom of list
Randy Blades'
Action item: Following items need to be purchased. Items will be purchased with

account.
o Coffee: 10 lbs for media, 10 lbs for staging
o Water: 30 cases of water 24 bottles per case
o Al will distribute accordingly
:
Mailroom
18.
• Action item: Mailroom staff is going to contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel deliveries Nov.
Johanna Smithw will report findings at Tuesday's meeting.
• U.S. mail will be delivered to SBWCC on Nov. 18.
Planning:
person involved
• Action item: Bret Kimmel is developing check in and demobilization plan. Each
will sign demobilization paperwork and be giv_en resource sheet with community and mental
-~-- ___
health resources. Paperwork will be completed at staging area. Plan will be presented at
-Thursday'...s meeting___ - - - - . - - . --- --- --- - -- -- --- - ---- --- ---- -- -Logistics:
• Bob Morlan expected tent proposal today and will forward to Jeff Zmuda.
• Bob Morlan, Terry Kirkham and Jay Christensen to meet after this meeting to confirm when
trailer, lights and bathrooms need to be delievered.
signs.
• Logistics will need one additional maintenance employee to help install external security
Miscallenous:
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•

(

•

Action item: Jeff Zmuda has an upcoming meeting with Derek Butler. They will address CERT
presence when facilities lift lockdown and return to normal operations.
Facilities will need to work with command post to assess offender population before facilities
end lockdown

(

------------

--

---

--- --- ---
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Nov. 1, 2011

(

1100hrs.

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Crosby, ChtJcl< Kinkead, Terry
Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie
y, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Raridy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay
Valle
y
Rand
Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt,
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez,
Lowe, McKenzie Stone
Kimm·e1, Caryl Frazier, Bob Mortan, Theo

Attendees:
Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter-

Time allotted

Topic

(1100-13D0hls.)
Command and General Staff Meeting
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update
o

Operatl~ns Sectto·n
SICI Branch
. ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
·sBWCC Branch

o
o

Plannlng Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

(

a

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

Notes:

------ ------- ---

---

-- -- -
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11/01/11
11 a.m. in IMSI boardroo m

(

Comman d and general staff meeting

Attendee s:
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Co burn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SICI

Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting:
11 a.m. on Thursday in IMSI courtroo m, Comman d and general staff meeting

(

Situation update:
ugh of IMSI.
F-block construc tion nearly complete . Next wee-k, attorney general will do a walkthro
will increase the
which
,
Rhoades is being executed on two death sentence s from two different counties
or, victims'
number of witnesses. Witnesse s will include: sentencin g judge, county sheriff, prosecut
a final deadline
give
to
office
general's
family member s and media. The director has asked the attorney
week.
this
to issue stay if drug cannot be located. Rhoades is expected to have a family visit

Action items review:
• Action item: Bret Kimmel to finish demobilization plan before Thursday 's meeting
s. All other
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to follow up with Dr. Craig on clinician schedule
schedule s have been submitte d to Bret Kimmel as planned.
language is
• Action item: At Thursday 's meeting, post orders need to be reviewed to ensure
for approval.
Kempf
consisten t. Then, Randy Valley needs to present the post orders to Kevin
Kevin Kempf will be on site Thursday.
ity
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to propose at Thursday afternoo n's meeting with commun
the
correctio ns that an additional P&P officer be assigned to OSP at ISCI and IMSI during
operatio nal period. ISCI has two OSP positions and IMSI has one OSP.
that
• Jeff Zmuda is schedule d to have a commun ications meeting Thursday and can address
------------- ---tlern omtrato rt1m-e- s·lfe.nc tcrdech r,direct or's press release.
Fed Ex, Ul'~and DHL deliveries
____ _ __ •__ Action item: Johanna Smith will request that Dave Wright ac~t
on Nov. 18. Dave Wright needs to request name and time of delivery drivers.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18.
• Action item: Randy Valley to bring pagers to Keith Yordy
• Henry Atencio will have statewid e CERT on standby.
. Randy
• Action item: Randy Valley to schedule team coverage meeting at 1 p.m. on Thursday
invited.
be
to
Roberts, Nick Dobler and Derrick Butler need

-

(
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-

Thursday's MOU meeting will help with to determine time line and office space
sent to
Action item: Theo Lowe notified -bou t disabling phones. Memo needs to be
rs will need to
offenders that notifies them phones will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offende
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational period.
n on time
Action item: Bret Kimmel to send Theo Lowe list of staff that need special attentio
sheets

•
•

•

SICI update:
y.
• Jay identified some additional resources we need to pick up. Good shape by Thursda
ISCI update:
• Road mix spread today
• Waiting on final tent decision
IMSI update:
• Mainly focused on opening ad-seg beds due to events at ISCI
watch
• Working out well with ISCI and SICI staff coming over to help with Rhoades' 24-hour
SBWCC update:
memo to
• Action item: Nov. 4 the P&P road team will begin. Jacqueline Braun to send out
SBWCC staff.
need for trailer.
• Action item: Randy Valley to get Lt. Braun list of accommodations that BPD will
can forward.
MOUs will disclose required resources at Thursday's meeting, then Randy Valley
• SBWCC will need to shut down upper parking lot.
drills and SBWCC
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to coordinate with MO Us and SBWCC for BPD
feeding movements.
then generator,
• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to schedule trailer to be delivered Monday and
toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15.
footage of
Action item: Terry Kirkham and Jay Christensen need to provide square
•
on Nov. 18 ISCI will
a.m.
11
to
a.m.
5
demonstrator lots to Bob Morlan. Lots will be open from
need lights for media center.
Planning:
bring IAPs to next
• Action item: Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel are meeting tomorrow. They will
•

meeting.
Action item:

Randy Valley to send Mackenzie Stone MOU information for situational briefing.
ip.
Then, Jeff Zmuda will approve briefing before Mackenzie Stone sends to leadersh

__
____ _l'inan ce: - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _
• Theo Lowe obtained prices on coffee, water, etc.
Lowe can order.- ----- - - -- -- •-- Action item:-Jeff-Zmuda-needs to pick color-of 14 chairs-before 1heo
furniture and
• Randy Blades working on setting up AG office in F-block. It will require minimal
phone line.
• DFM not likely be at IMSI on the day of the execution
• SAWC will not feed staff
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Logistics:
• Christine Iverson has been assigned to be the equipment leader. She will focus on accountability
of radios being distributed to staff and returned to MO Us.
• Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to assign someone to organize the meals that will provided to
speciality teams and MO Us. Check-in sheets will be used to determine how many meals will
need to be provided. At Thursday's meeting, Al Ramirez and Bob Morlan will need an estimate
of how many meals will need to be provided.
• Reminder, communications meeting is Friday, Nov. 4.
• Call signs will be in plain language for the event. Observation post Last name, as example
• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to know final deadline for stay to be determined so that he may
schedule appropriately with vendors.
• Fire marshal will need to inspect media center prior to use. This does not cost anything.
• Action item: Friday, Nov. 4, is the deadline for requisitions
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to rent/buy barrels, cones, candles, parking signs.
• Bob Morlan is currently waiting on proofs for demonstrator lot signs
• Ada County paramedics need to come to Thursday meeting
• Action item: Buck Carper has been designated as person who will install external security signs.
Jay Christensen will work with Bret Kimmel and Randy Valley to outline map for Buck's
installation.
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to notify Buck Carper to straighten entrance sign on other
side of Pleasant Valley Road
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to assign team to clear rocks near demonstrator lots
• Action item: Bret Kimmel distributed command and general staff roster. Email Bret Kimmel if
anyone needs to be added to the list.
• Currently, number of staff who will be reporting to the itaging area: 19 staff at 06:00 and 16
staff at 14:00.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to include what time the command center needs to make
decision on 3'd shift coming in on Nov. 18. It will need to be before 11:45 a.m.
• At this point, Rhoades has declined talking to media
• Action item: Group needs to bring suggestions for standards of behavior that Jay Christensen
handed out today.
• Action item: Al Ramirez needs to confirm that Ada County Paramedics will attend Thursday's
MOU meeting. They will have access to the S02 radio channel
• Action item: Bert Hartz to send out schedule for pre-event stress management training. Staff
will be compensated for meeting. The schedule is as follows:
o 13:30 on Nov. 7 at IMSI courtroom
o 21:30 on Nov. 7 at ISCI conference room
o 5:30 on Nov 10 at SICI visiting center
____o______J-_3Q_on__No\L1QatSICl~visiting_cente,___ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Assig nmen t D, Assigned To
110/27 /2011 Bret Kimmel

(

Due Date

Action Item

ed
Develop check in and demobilization plan. Each person involv
sheet
will sign demobilization paper work and be given resource
will be
with community and mental health resources. Paperwork
day's
completed at staging area. Plan will be prese nted at Thurs
meeting.

10/20 /2011

10/20 /2011

10/27 /2011

(

Brett Kimmel

Facilities

Facilities

10/25 /2011

Facilities

10/27 /2011

Garre tt Coburn

10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray

\

are
Maps and large poste rs (facility objectives, etc.) reque sts
if you
them
Notify
.
due Nov. 5 to Bret Kimmel and Randy Valley
need a point of intere st added to the maps.

11/05 /2011

enzie,
Each institution needs to assign a conta ct person for Mack
e area
as the situation unit leader. This perso n will need provid
event
as
specific breifing for the Branch. Frequency will increase
nears. Bring name s to next meeting.

10/27 /2011

Submit staffing schedules for all three shifts during the
operational period to Bret Kimmel 8am Tuesday 11/1/ 11.

11/01 /2011

age is
IMSI, SIC! and ISCI need to make sure use of force langu
is in
clear in OSP post order s and that a copy of the post order
each truck
call in
Locate two phone numbers in SIC! Visiting. One for staff
and one for communications with Command
ent
IDOC needs to clarify PIO scope and responsibility for differ
point
to
areas of event. It will be helpful for all staff to be able
media to appro priate PIOs.

10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray

. He
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media repre senta tives will attend
ved
will need to determ ine how front gate knows who is appro
at the
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO
front gate to help officers filter public from media

Determine if media will have IDOC badges
to
Inquire about repre senta tive from attorn ey gener al's office
be on site as consu ltant
Request that direct or's press release includes hours for
10/20 /2011
demo nstrat or lots
Jeff Zmuda
for the
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan
10/25 /2011 Jeff Zmuda
and is expec ted to have a meeti ngsom etime 1his__
- ~ - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - _CISM team
week
-- - - --- - - --- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - 1B/z 1f20H --Jeff -Zmu da--- - - - - plan
action
Staff
al
Clinic
fy
Meet with ET&R Staff to identi
10/20 /2011
10/20 /2011

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

10/27 /2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20 /2011 .

Jeff Zmuda

J/25/ 2011

Jimmie Crosby

Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's prese nce as
facilities come off secur ed status .
the dairy
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by
lot, rathe r than the front entra nce
Order IMS! sign for F block
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'

10/25/2011

Johanna Smith

(
.

Find out if Nick Baird can be the contact person for law
enforcemen t from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. during the operational
period. Lt. Stan House is scheduled for graveyard that night, and
Lt. Baird can be that contact person for MOUs

Completed
Completed

10/25/2011

Mackenzie Stone

Send offender memo to wardens

10/20/2011

Bob Morlan

Send out updated Logistics Support packet to meeting attendees Completed

10/20/2011

Bob Morlan

Tents and other large items will be delivered to where they will
be set up. Smaller items will be delivered to a designated area.
ISCI Storekeeper Sam Linton will coordinate all incoming
resources and be responsible for collecting packing slips and
ensuring resources are allocated to the correct people. Sam

Completed

Linton, Terrie Rosenthal and Bob Morlan will determine
centralized location for deliveries
10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

10/20/2011

Jay Christensen

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

10/20/2011
10/20/2011

10/20/2011

Rules of engagements and post orders need to be completed by
Completed
next meeting
Follow-up with Bob Morlan for trailer delivery date. The trailer is Completed
8x20 with two chairs, desk and port-a-potty
Completed
Contact CERT to cancel monthly training Nov. 8 and 9
Parole Commission needs to be notified of no releases or
hearings Nov. 18

Completed

Jeff Zmuda

Determine overtime pay for the execution; information has
been submitted to Josh Tewalt. Pay will come from IMSI budget.
Over time will only be paid during the operational period and in
compliance with fiscal minimum qualifications

Completed

Mackenzie Stone
Randy Valley

Send offender memo to Jeff Zmuda and Johanna Smith

Completed

Send deploymen t document to agencies to declare resources
that will be dedicated to event. Agencies will bring to next
agency representatives meeting and document will include who
will be present in command centers

Completed

Terry Kirkham
Johanna Smith

Determine if media will be escorted through the front or back
entrance when they leave

Completed

--------------.-·--·----
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Rhoades 26864 Execution

Command & general Staff

Resource

List
[Pick the date]

(

Name

Assignment - -_
·
Incident Commander
Deputy IC
PIO
Liaison Officer

Reinke, Brent
Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Birch, David

Reporting time to post

-

Operations Section
Chief
Staging Area Manager
Staging Area mngr. Asst.
Staging Area
Operations Section
Chief

Zmuda, Jeff
Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Steffan, Cathy
Tewolt, Josh

~ !'A's~lghrrf~Y{tJ,~l;ZJE\:;i;:tt
Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret
Whittinaton, Jill
Stone, Mackenzie __

(

Scott, Ruth

Planning Section Chief
Deputy PSC
Resource/Demob Unit
Leader
Situation Unit Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader

m}mt;jN-i,~sJ~¥;};\;lB.'flff ;,6J$igr'ft)Ji:1fittij}'J~-;;w,~\\l~ ~ '8~pClft!OgtTfij~'c.t_oJpiisXii
Ramirez, Al
Kinkead, Charles
Morlan, Bob
Carper, Arthur "Buck"
Iverson, Christina
Frasier, Carvl
Eilers, Joel

Logistics Section Chief
Support Branch Director
Supply Unit Leader
Maintenance Unit
Leader
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch Director
Communications Unit
Leader
Communication Unit
Communication Unit
Medical Unit Leader
Food Unit Leader

,_ ,/'issiM!ni@}'',;,?;f'?;r'H ~
Theo Lowe

-->-Finance and Admi ..n - - - + - section Chief
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Recycling will operate normally on Nov. 17 and run late on Nov. 18
Action item: Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesd ay. Randy Valley will bring them
Thursday.
been notified phones will be disabled at 2220, not 2100.
&lilhas
•
• Action item: Bret Kimmel will send Theo Lowe schedule s for time sheet watch.
• Trailer will be delivered Monday
• Square footage for lighting done
• Action item: Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday
• Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to assign Chris Clark to organize meals
number of
• Action item: This afternoo n, Randy Valley, Bob Morlan and Al Ramirez to ballpark
meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition.
l if a backup
• Action item: Jay Christensen needs to order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosentha
is available to borrow.
County
• Jay Christensen will borrow barrels, candles, cones for external area from the Ada
Highway Departm ent
ensure north
• Action item: Buck Carper still needs to put up signs; straighte n entrance sign; and
lot's open area is closed
• Rocks have been cleared from demonst rator lots
• Bret Kimmel's resource list is done
needs to come
• Action item: Randy to add 1130 to time line for notifying staging area if 3'd shift
in on Nov. 18
ISP input
• Action item: Randy Valley to bring standard s of behavior to next week's meeting after
has been added
for the
• There will be two ambulan ces on site Nov. 18 -- One ambulan ce at the back of IMS/
execution and other staged at SIC/ for external incidences. They will arrive at 0600.
• Action item: Jimmie Crosby and Jeff Zmuda needs to talk to Randy Blades about security

•
•

·

•

coverage on IMSl's back sa//yport
g
Action item: Bert Hartz has stress managem ent schedule establish ed. She will send somethin
out to staff today.

SIC/:
•
•

Checkpoint trailer will come Monday.
to
Action item: Jay Christensen and Terry Kirkham will have meeting on Monday with P&P
finalize schedule
rep
• Action item: Post orders need to be modified to include trespassi ng piece from agency
meeting
o If someone is on the perimete r or a disruptio n in the demonst rator lots, an /DOC
employe e needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, /DOC
ng.BPD -wi/1-b e-on-slt e-foF-- -------------- -----can -reques t-law-e nforcem ent-to-a rrest-tR e-per-so A-foHr espassi
demonst rators and Ada County will be able to respond to "perimet er wandere rs." If BPD
hsuator, they Wilnnove them tottie1r Stag1ng1:-ra1rer;-At that pciint~-Aaa - - -

--- removes--ademo

•
•

County will take custody of the person to be transpor ted. Sgt. Hymas will be the
supervis or of /DOC employe es in the demonst rator lots. Jay Christensen and Rick
Severson will be the supervisors of observat ion posts.
nt
Ada County will have 6 patrol cars stationed at SIC/ and one patrol car at the checkpoi
BPD will have two cars at the demonst rator lots
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.'
Nov 3, 2011

1100hrs,

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Terry
Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead,
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen,
, Brett
Zmuda
Jeff
Yordy,
Keith
Valley,
Randy
It,
Josh Tewa
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,
Stone
zie
McKen
Lowe,
Theo
,
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGEIIIDA ITEM S
Prese nter

Topic
Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs,)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Volunteer Access

✓

CISMUpdate

·✓

(

✓

Jeff Zmuda
Jeff Kirkman
Elalne Bergeson

Randy Valley

Action Items Review

Randy Valley

Sections Update
o

Time allotte d

Operations SecUon

SIC\ Brancti
\SCI Branch
IMS\ Branch
SBWCC Branch

o
o
o

ICC Branch
n
Sectio
ng
Planni
n
Sectio
e
Financ
LoglStics Section

Notes:
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11/03/11
11 a.m. in IMSI boar droo m

Command and gene ral staff mee ting
Elaine Bergeson, CO
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Joha nna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Atte ndee s:
David Birch, 04
Jay Christensen, SICI
Garr ett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Tim Higgins, CO
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO
Jeff Kirkman, ISCI
Theo Lowe, CO

Next mee ting :
11 a.m. on Tuesday, IMSI cour troo m
Situation upda te:
on and
Rhoades is doing pret ty well in his dispositi
Few details left to be com plet ed in F-Block.
do a
will
pf
lar basis. Director Reinke and Chief Kem
com mun icati on. Teams are train ing on regu
Monday
and his staff will do a rehe arsa l of thei r part
walk thro ugh toda y. The atto rney gene ral
dem onst rato rs
rity and controls. ISP repo rts that 50-60
secu
rnal
exte
iled
deta
ting
mee
MOU
n.
afte rnoo
is a good chance of
ratio n at the Capital on Saturday. Ther e
wer e at the anti -dea th pena lty dem onst
Rhoades has aske d
is filing a resp onse to the mot ion toda y.
IDOC obta inin g the nece ssar y drugs. IDOC
ded. If ther e is going
n, but the Parole Commission has not deci
the Parole Commission for a com mut atio
thre e wee ks.
ion will need to adve rtise the hear ing for
to be a hearing, then the Parole Commiss
Volu ntee r access:
on Thursday,
to deat h penalty and need to limit acce ss
• Action item: Many volu ntee rs sens itive
out mem o to VRCs.
Friday and Saturday. Jeff Kirkman will send
to be on site, but
for thos e thre e days. VRCs do not need
• Religious services will be susp endi ng
site.
pape rwor k, etc. The IMSI VRC will be on
are perm itted if they wan t to catc h up on
and 18,
17
Nov.
bled
y offe nder s that phon es will be disa
• Jeff Kirkman sent out mem o to notif
from 2200 to 2200.
willing to cancel.
le phon e hearings, but cour ts may not be
• Facilities will need to try to resc hedu
y.
We will need to acco mm odat e as nece ssar

----. -~ew es-- wttl 11o t-be c1ff ecte ct-- ---

Action
•
•
•
•

item review:
note s from Tues day' s mee ting s
Action item: Mackenzie Ston e will rese nd
Jeff Zmuda review
Demobilization plan is don e and read y for
Dr. Craig sent clinician sche dule
drivers for Nov. 18
Dave Wright is obta inin g list of delivery
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will have two officers dedica ted
P&P will have two parole officers per demon strato r lot and BPD
to lots
rs will be wande d, but there will
Minors will be allowed into demon strato r lots. All demon strato
not be a sign-in sheet or IDs requir ed.
to provide their docum ent to Jay
Demo nstrato rs will be given standa rds of behaviors. ISP going

•
•
•

to add to docum ent.
nt Valley Road during the
Action item: Staff needs to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleasa
operat ional period and the speed limit will be reduced.
parole officer patrols and send to
Action item: Jay Christensen to draft operat ing proced ures for
be patrolling Pleasa nt Valley
meetin g attend ees by Nov. 4 mid-morning. Parole officers will
ISCI contro l of any disturbances.
Road, startin g Nov 4. From 5 p,m. to 5 a.m. They will contac t
Parole officers will need welfar e checks every 30 minutes.

•
•

ISCI
•
•
•
•

•

IMSI:
•

(

meetin g for chiefs review
Randy Valley and Jeff Zmuda to go over post orders at end of
Road mix has been spread for media center
Dave Wright is working on gettin g names of delivery staff
There will be two Pl Os:
o IDOC's Jeff Ray will man the media center
o Ada County's Andrea Deard en will man external incidents
rs will be released. Garret t
Action item: Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time toppe
Coburn needs to determ ine releas e plans for topper s.

J Block sergea nt will be working Nov. 18

SBWCC:
• Post order is finished and on warde n's desk this morning
South side will be for BPD.
• BPD is staging at SBWCC. Parking near unit will be for staff.
hard line phone information
• Action item: Jacqueline Braun needs to send Caryl Frasier
breakf ast so they can notify BPD
• Action item: SBWCC needs to identify when they will feed
ICC:
•

-

-

WC to keep traffic off ICC
Action item: SICI-CWC needs car tags. ICC will post front of SICI-C
perim eter
o SICI-CWC will not have any additional restricted access
o Someo ne will be across the road to monitor.
o Traffic at CWC-SICI that day should be normal.
Action item: ICC will need to._gg_t comm unicat ions .list and IAP

•
• Randy will need to notify ICC
of-204 forch eckpo ints- - -• -Actio n item: lff-ne eds-to provide Randy Valley a-copy
• ICC will be on secure d status

Planning:
ay betwe en execu tion and other law
• Web EOC BHS is set up. It will be a communication gatew
enforc ement s.
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Finance:
de ONL piece
• Schedules can go out, but don 't inclu
time shee ts
shee ts are correct; fiscal will triple check
• Ops serg eant s will doub le check time
star t Nov. 20.
y Rus Bowling that new acad emy staff will
• Action item: Theo Lowe need s to notif
re that SBWCC
ett Coburn need to work toge ther to ensu
• Action item: Jacqueline Braun and Garr
rity staff
ently, ther e are 22 security and 10 non-secu
gets help it need s from staging area . Curr
reporting to staging.
Bob is still
day, which includes 8 hours of run time.
• 11 lights will be need ed at $110 0 per
negotiating delivery charges.
o 2 lights at each dem onst rato r lot
o 6 lights at med ia cent er
o 1 light at chec kpoi nt
befo re 5 p.m. on Nov. 17
o Action item: Lights need to be delivered
8
s, but should be the only one that goes past
o Checkpoint will run longer than 8 hour
hour s
eras and
to dete rmin e who will test lights and cam
o Jay Christensen and Al Ramirez need
Victor Rowett for the cameras.
who will star t up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly
appropriately placed at media cent er
o Bret Kimmel will mak e sure lights are

(

Logistics:
ation period.
provide cell phon e for trail er during oper
• Action item: Joha nna Smith need s to
Trailer will be delivered Monday.
llation no later
stensen need to develop map for sign insta
• Action item: Randy Valley and Jay Chri
than next Tue sday for Chuck Kinkead.
s and red barn to
ical location for hard line for facility head
• Action item: Caryl Frasier need s phys

(

•

reac h CERT
munications
de staff mem o from ICC who will be in com
Action item: Tim Wengler need s to deci
room

Staging area:
shments, extr a
a whit e board, TV with local channels, refre
• Action item: Garr ett Coburn need s
vehicles.
ps.
• Garr ett Coburn has acquired som e lapto
k Kinkead list of vehicle need s.
Chuc
get
to
urn
• Action item: Garr ett Cob
staging
• Additional staff from MOUs will be in
to park near
notify staff that IMS! emp loye es may need
• Action item: Jimmie Crosby need s to
trail er park if lot gets full
com man d post
ett Coburn need s to atte nd debriefing at
• Action item: At end of the even t, Garr
, which needs to include
ensen need s to figure out snow removal plan
__ __ __ __A~c~ti~o~n~it~e~m~:~J_a~y_Christ
driveway dow n to F. block

(,

CISM:
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-incident stres s classes sche dule d
to event.
to be dete rmin ed, for thos e closely related
Diffusing on Nov. 18 afte r the even t, time
staff
Formal debriefings in 3-5 days afte r for all
ades
Rho
Daily check-ins for staff dealing with
Elaine mee ting with clinicians toda y
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•

(

•

Action item: Elaine to send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Small pieces of CISM team at each facility

Time line from MOU meeting:
• Nov. 4:
o 01700 to0500-- P&P will be roaming Pleasant Valley Road
• Nov17:
o 0800 -- Checkpoint opens
o 0800 -- Video cameras turned on
o Mobile command post is delivered
o 2100 -- Operational period begins: Ada County patrolling Pleasant Valley Road,
Observation posts open, additional IDOC rovers being
• Nov. 18:
o 0315 -- Command post opens
o 0345 - MOU leaders need to be at staging
o 0400 - lights and generators need to be turned on
o 0410 - Briefing
o 0420 - All areas need to report to respective posts
o 0430 - Media center opens (Early media can park near demonstrator lots)
o 0500 -- Demonstrator lots open
o 0600 -Ambulances arrive
o 0700 - Witnesses arrive
o 0745 - Witnesses briefed and move witness rooms
o 0800 - Execution
o 1100 - Demonstrator lots and media center close
o MOU team leaders will debrief teams then report to command post for debriefing
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Nov 8, 2011

ll00hrs ,

AGEN DA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command a·nd General Staff
Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck
Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Yordy,
Keith
Valley,
Randy
Tewalt,
Josh
Smith,
Johanna
Ramirez,
Kilkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto
Stone
Kimmel, Caryl frazjer, Bob Mor1an, Theo Lowe, McKenzie

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1100-1300hrs,)

(

✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Review Demonstrator Guidelines

RandyValiey

✓

ReviewTimeline

Randy Valley

✓

ACtlon Items Review

Randy Valley

✓

Sections Update

Randy Valley

o

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section
Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

o
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communicat ions Unit Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event

11/01/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communicat ions Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and Genera/ Staff Meeting

11/15/2011

900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

Media Tents will be delivered and set up

11/17/2011

J_. 2- t...D

11/18/2011

0800 Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
0800 Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
0800 Video Cameras Turned on
0800 The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of the event
0900 Agency Representati ve Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
1200 Lights will be delivered for Demonstrato r lots and Media Center
1800 lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
2100 Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
2100 Facilities will go on secured status
2100 ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
2100 Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
2100 Observation Posts will be staffed
WW.,Offend er Phones will be disabled bYllf tor the duration of the event
0315
0345
0400
0410
0420
0430
0500
0500

Command and Staging will be stood up at IMSI
Check-in Begins at Staging
Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Breifings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrato r lot}
Demonstrato r lots will be opened to the public
Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses

0530 Staff Breifing Posted
0600 Ada County Perimedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (One\ will enter IMS!)
______ _____ _____ _____ _____ ______
___
-----~0_63_ 0_-5taff_B teifing_e.os ted__
0700 Witnesses Arrive
_QZ30 Staff Breifing_Posted_
0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Breifing Posted
0930 Staff Breifing Posted
1030 Staff Breifing Posted
1100 Demonstrato r lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution}
1100 Media Center Closes {Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshlft Staff are needed in Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
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11/08/11
11 a.m. in IMS! boardroom
Command and general staff meeting
Attendees:
Nick Baird, !SCI
Jay Christensen, SICI
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Brian Finn, MTC
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, co
Bret Kimmel, ISCI
Chuck Kinkead, CO

Terry Kirkham, SICI
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, IDOC
Johanna Smith, ISCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, ISCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Upcoming meetings:
11 a.m. on Thursday in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
11 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
8 a.m. on Nov. 17 in IMSI courtroom, Command and general staff meeting

Situation update:
• All facilities doing well, including offenders and staff. Stress management training available for
staff this week, and it takes about 25 minutes. Rhoades appears to be a bit more depressed, but
clinicians are working with him. Planning agency representatives are·going well, and they will be
providing good resources. Several witnesses have responded, including the sentences judges
who have opted out of attendin . Re resentatives from the AG office were here yesterday to do
walkthrough.
The court is expected to rule on motion by Thursday, but
IDOC expects more motions to be filed by Rhoades' attorneys.
Standards of Behavior:
• One-page document will be available on web site prior to Nov. 18. It will also be handed out to
people as they enter the demonstrator lots.
• Vicky Southwick will be the primary contact for demonstrators who are seeking information
• Action item: Randy Valley to add following items to document:
o Throwing items is prohibited
o Demonstrator lots open at 5 a.m.
~ ~ - - ------o--L-ots close two hours after the execution or at the discretion of IDOC officials.
Time line:
• Action item: Randy Valley to add following items to the time line and bring to Thursday's
meeting:

o
o
o

Media will be transported at 7 a.m. and enter through front entrance. They will be
escorted down to F block with all state witnesses.
Director statements to media
Offender phones will be disabled at 2220, not 1020
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o
o
o

(

o
o
o
o
o
o
Action
•
•
•
•
•

ICC will open its checkpoints at 0420
Revision date
Date when ACHD will change speed limit. Second Action item: Staff will need to be
notified of change.
Toppers will leave !SCI at 0600. Case manager s David Greene and Luke Kormylo will
transpor t the offender s to the bus station. They will leave through the dairy road exit.
CERT schedule
Randy Roberts and Nick Dobler will be on site at 0400 on Nov. 18.
Lights will be delivered Nov. 16.
Generato rs and toilets will be delivered Nov. 15
Tent installation will begin Nov. 15

item review:
Buck Carper will test lights and Jeff Young will test camera operatio n prior to execution.
Action item: Bob Morlan to have trailer delivered Nov. 14.
Signs will be done late tomorro w or Thursday, then Buck Carper can install them.
Action item: Caryl Frasier will have contact list complete d this afternoo n.
ion
Action item: Randy Valley to send Caryl Frasier and Joel Eilers the additional contact informat
from Steve Richardson at ISP.
Lowe to get
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to notify Chris Clark that he needs to get with Theo
necessar y cash to purchase refreshm ents.
stored at
150 boxed lunches will be needed Nov. 18. They will be purchase d the day before and

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

SIC!.
Jeff Kirkman sent memo for religious services and phone times.
Cluney
Action item: Mackenzie Stone to send Jeff Kirkman's memo to Jimmie Crosbie, Shannon
and Terry Kirkham.
ICC is sending out a memo to its offender population today.
can be
Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to get the phone number for the red barn where CERT
··
·
'·
reached for the contact list.
and special
Action ite~:'JayChriste,n~~n ri~eds to develop listofwh o will be entering back road
traffic leaving, such as coroner, toppers, etc. Bret Kimmel will send list of names to Jay
Christensen of !SCI and mailroom traffic.
calls
SBWCC schedule is even again, but may need to pull names from staging area for sick
will
and
w
tomorro
meeting
Action item: Garrett Coburn is having a staging area manager
will be at
there
determin e what cars will be needed for the staging area. Chuck Kinkead reports
least 3 to 4 vans available.
Action item: Caryl Frasier will determin e SBWCC hard line information today during

commun ications meeting
-iincl-€o nes-will -be-her- e-Nev.- l6--BaFre15
- - -··-----··
for DVR.
• Jay Christensen has all necessar y camera equipme nt, except water-tig ht enclosur e
·-•-Ac tion iteni: Seim Liriton will deliver white bOard to SICI viSiting Nov. 17.

•
•
•
•

--. · - -

· - ---- -

Jay Christensen reports that TV will be delivered to SIC! visiting Nov. 17
Action item: Caryl Frasier to work with Chris Clark to organize South Boise Complex coffee
distribution
ining to
Snow removal schedule has been circulated to facilities. Mainten ance will be cross-tra
do snow removal without offender assistance.
Represen tatives from AG office will be on site on the day of the executio n.
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-

with the
da have a mee ting sche dule d tom orro w
Action item: Randy Valley and Jeff Zmu
s
time
lot
or
to add ress including dem ons trat
dire ctor 's office, whe re they will be able
to dete rmin e cell pho ne for trail er
Action item: Joha nna Smith still needs
on air spac e
Action item: Randy Valley still working
s will go
toda y to meeting atte nde es. Facility head
Action item: Randy Valley will send !AP
ey will bring
Vall
dy
Ran
ey know if ther e are any chan ges.
thro ugh 204s toda y and let Randy Vall
upd ated !AP to Thursday's meeting.
o Code action item.
Action item : Randy Valley to cancel Idah
nde es. Randy
tronic copy of time line to mee ting atte
Action item : Randy Valley to send elec
line for Jeff Zmuda's approval.
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time
to Randy Valley this afte rnoo n
Action item: Tim Wengler will send 204
security
n contacting CWC-SICI abo ut additional
Kapri Zmuda will be con tact for ICC whe
nt rath er
eme
with Buck Carper to dete rmin e sign plac
Action item : Jay Christensen will work
than developing a map

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
SIC!:
•
•

ized toda y
Schedule of exte rnal security will be final
they can be installed
Waiting on few item s to com e in befo re

!SCI:
•

y.
esen tativ es to !SCI at 1 p.m. on Thursda
Jeff Ray is bringing several med ia repr

IMS!:
•

8. Some gravel
ity's wes t side for staff parking Nov. 17-1
IMS! is converting the dirt lot on the facil
will need to be installed.
l's regular parking
mark thre e spot s as "Reserved" in IMS
Action item: Jimmie Crosby need s to
for the media van.
lot -- two spot s for witness vans and one

•

Planning:
limit change, exiting
pose mem o to notify staff of the spee d
• Action item: Randy Valley to com
ers will be distributed.
thro ugh the dairy road and parking stick
to remind staff to
els to wes tbou nd lanes of facility exits
barr
add
to
sen
isten
Chr
Jay
:
item
on
• Acti
turn othe r direction.
Finance:
to Theo Lowe instead
expe ndit ures . If you do, then send them
• Reminder: Do not use P-cards for
of the normal purchasing process.
k afte r the execution.
• Resources will be hou sed in F bloc
--- --- -lo gis tic s-! at 2:30 p.m. today.
Friday. There will be ano ther mee ting
• Communications mee ting wen t well
Miscellaneous:
• Staging:
rting to
Gar rett Coburn list of who will be repo
o Action item: Bret Kimmel will send
stag ing by Thursday's meeting.
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o

o

Team leaders will report to staging, but they will report to Jill Whittingto n of the
planning unit. Jill Whittingto n and Ruth Scott will be staged in the staging area. They will
have specific duties, but will be available to provide some support to the staging area.
Action item: Branch directors will need to be at the 0410 briefing then report to
facilities.

•

Action item: Bob Morlan to discover when parking stickers will be ready

•

Investigations staff is looking into some informatio n that came from an offender who recently
moved to ICIO. However, the informatio n has not been validated. The offender claims someone
from the AKs will assault an !SCI officer. The offender is currently in restrictive housing and
investigators are looking into the situation.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to meet for

•

•
•

nightshift briefing
Juan Ibarra will be ICC's representa tive in the communic ations room. He will be an ICC radio.
Action item: Jeff Zmuda to request if Wednesda y's leadership meeting can be postponed . He
will notify applicable staff.

(

-------------------------------------
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

(

the public's right to exercise their First
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes
specific areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing
sition to the death penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and oppo
STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
rights in a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their
been established.
the following restrictions, standards and expectations have
SAFETY:
or responsible party at all times.
a) Children participating must be accompanied by an adult
are subject to search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks
detector.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand held metal
or metal posts of any type, withi n
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

the designated area.
property
Possession of firearms or weapons are prohibited on IDOC
bited
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohi
Possession of controlled substances is prohibited
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited

SOUND LEVEL:
sound-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other
s authorized by the Director of
prohibited near South Boise Complex (prison) area, unles
IDOC.
nstrators will be asked to redu ce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demo
,,..
the sound level to acceptable levels.
es is prohibited
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devic
area, and we appreciate your
The South Boise Complex (prison) area is a no-smoking
ts.
---eoepeFatioA-by-Aet--smok-in§-iA-tl"le clemonstr-ator---lo
Boise Complex (prison) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.
execution has been completed.
The demonstrator areas will be closed two hours after the

1
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Assignment D, Assigned To
111/03/2011 Al Ramirez

(
\

(

Action Item
ts and cam eras and who
Need to dete rmi ne who will test ligh
Victor Rowett for the
will star t up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly
cameras
dule established. She will
Bert Hartz has stress man age men t sche
send something out to staf f toda y
day and then gen erat or,
Schedule trailer to be deli vere d Mon
toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
; and ensu re north lot's
Put up signs; stra ight en entr anc e sign
ope n area is closed
Tuesday
Frasier will have mas ter con tact list by
to organize meals
k
Clar
s
Caryl Frasier nee ds to assign Chri

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/0 3/20 11

Bob Morlan

11/0 3/20 11

Buck Carper

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Caryl Frasier
Elaine Bergeson

11/0 3/20 11

Facilities

to include in dem ob plan
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing
that notifies them pho nes
Memo nee ds to be sen t to offenders
Offenders will nee d to
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov.17.
ide the ope ratio nal
make arra nge men ts for legal calls outs

11/0 3/20 11

Facilities

period.
for hard line for facility
Caryl Frasier nee ds physical location
heads and red barn to reac h CERT

11/0 3/20 11

Garret Coburn

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
,1/0 3/20 11

Garret Coburn
Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

10/ 20/ 201 1

Jeff Ray

10/2 0/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda

- - - -- - -

---- -

10/2 0/20 11

-

10/ 20/ 201 1
11/ 03/ 201 1

release plans for topp ers
Gar rett Coburn nee ds to dete rmi ne
from staging area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs
ds
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle nee
pho ne information
line
hard
Needs to send Caryl Frasier
rnal area from the Ada
borrow barrels, candles, con es for exte
County Highway Dep artm ent
enthal if a backup is
orde r DVR and find out from Terrie Ros
available to borrow.
TV with local channels,
Garrett Coburn nee ds a whi te board,
ing
refreshments, extra vehicles for Stag
nee ds to include driveway
figure out sno w removal plan, which
down to F block
esen tativ es will atte nd. HE
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media repr
knows who is app rove d
will nee d to dete rmi ne how front gate
an assistant PIO at the
to ente r complex. He may nee d to have
from media
front gate to help officers filter public

------

Jeff Zmuda

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosbie

Due Date

ges
Determine if media will have IDOC bad
ial time topp ers will be
Next Tuesday, nee d to decide the offic
- ---- -- - - - - - r-eleased - - ---- -- - - - - - - rney gen eral 's office to
Inquire abo ut repr esen tativ e from atto
be on site as con sult ant
includes hours for
Request that dire ctor 's pres s release
dem ons trat or lots
coverage on IMSl's back
Talk to Randy Blades abo ut security

-- -

-

-

-

-

sallyport
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10/25/20 11

Keith Yordy

Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will!
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT

Completed
In Progress

10/20/20 11

Lt. Frasier

compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

10/27/20 11

Mackenzie Stone

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.

10/25/20 11

Randy Valley

Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for
command center

10/25/20 11

Randy Valley

Send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf for approval

10/27/20 11
10/20/20 11

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need training
Completed
to monitor time sheets

10/28/20 11

Completed

(

(
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Execution Event Log
10/27/2011

0900 Communications Unit Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

1330 Theo Lowe will provide training to Operations Sergeants on time sheet coding for this event

11/01/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/03/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/04/2011

0800 Probation and Parole Officers will begin patrolling South Boise Complex until the day of the execution
1000 Communications Meeting

11/08/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

11/10/2011

11/15/2011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

Media Tents will be delivered and set up
Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/11
Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/11
Video Cameras Turned on
The checkpoint will be manned for the duration of the event
Agency Representative Meeting
Command and General Staff Meeting
Lights will be delivered for Demonstrator Lots and Media Center
Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functionality
Operational Period Begins/ Lt. Baird assumes Night Time Operations Section Chief
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duration of the event
Observation Posts will be staffed
Offender Phones will be disabled by littor the duration of the event

11/17/2011

0800
0800
0800
0800
0900
1100
1200
1800
2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
1020

11/18/2011

0315 Command and Staging will be stood up at IMSl
0345 Check-in Begins at Staging
0400 Lights and Generators need to be turned on
0410 Breifings will be held at staging for all exterior positions
0420 All areas need to report to their respective posts
0430 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator LotJ
0500 Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
0500 Dra..,•,ing will be held to determine media witnesses
0530 Staff Breifing Posted
0600 Ada County Perimedics will arrive with 2 ambulances (Once will enter IMS!)
0630--Staff-Breifing-Posted
0700 Witnesses Arrive
0730-staff-Breiflng Posted0745 Witnesses briefed and escorted to Witness Rooms
0800 The Execution will begin
0830 Staff Breiflng Posted
0930 Staff Breiflng Posted
1030 Staff Breifing Posted
1100 Demonstrator Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled for 2 hours after complete of the Execution)
1130 Notify Staging of whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
1200 Demobilization Begins
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

11/ 18/ 201 1

Demobilization Plan

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

(

(

rdinate with
l req uire the operations chi ef to coo
wil
on
cuti
Exe
s
ade
Rho
the
of
s
The demobilization proces
staging .
r Incident
outside agency rep~esentatives and
l be initiated in the Demob Un it afte
wil
on
cuti
Exe
s
ade
Rho
the
from
the holding of
All releases
of the staging are a lends itse lf to
tion
loca
and
size
The
al.
rov
app
manner. No resources
Commander (IC)
i:he releases in a safe andefficient
of
all
s
ces
pro
to
s
take
it
e
tim
personnel during the
tion will ensure all equipment is
orized to do so. The Logistics Sec
are to leave the Incident unt il auth
d personnel.
it will check out all event assigne
retu rne d as issued. The Dem ob Un
t are leaving the Incident.
tha
es
urc
followed for reso
be
to
nes
deli
gui
eral
gen
are
ng
The followi
obilization.
se Complex immediately after dem
Boi
th
Sou
the
t
exi
l
wil
nel
son
A. All per
the ir grol!p supervisor.
will participate in a deb rief with
ore leaving the
B. All event assigned personnel
management information she et bef
ss
stre
lth/
hea
tal
men
en
giv
be
l
C. All personnel wil
event.
uired for:
Performance documentation is req
• Trainees
• Outstanding performance
• Deficient performance
• By personal request
determining resources
2. RESPONSIBILITIES
Un it Leaders) are responsible for
and
efs
Chi
tion
Sec
.,
(i.e
ds
hea
Functional
.
ting lists to the Demob Un it Leader
surplus to their needs and submit
ible for:
The Demob Unit Lea der is respons
~vitl1 surplus resource levels.
ef
chi
tion
sec
• Briefing the planning
ut form.
are obtained on the Dem ob Checko
es
atur
sign
all
t
tha
sure
g
kin
Ma
•
process.
and making any adjustments in the
• Monitoring the Dem ob process
onsible for:
The Incident Commander is resp
s.
• Establishing the release prioritie
ative release lists.
tent
all
ing
rov
• Reviewing and app
onsible for ensuring through:
The Logistics Section Ch ief is resp
ounted for prior to release.
property items are returned or acc
le
dab
pen
-ex
non
all
at
-th
ply
• Sup
ted for.
have been returned or are accoun
• Comrnunications---that all radios
onsible for: ·,ii!.
The Fin anc e Section Chi ef is resp
C incident personnel.
• Monitoring all timesheets for IDO
assignment pol icy for the
onsible for managing duration of
resp
is
ief
Ch
tion
Sec
ng
nni
Pla
The
Incident Commander.
ase approvals or
the Dem ob Un it Leader wit h rele
ng
ifyi
not
and
s
ase
rele
e
ativ
tent
• Reviewing
Reassignments.

3. RELEASE PRIORITIES

e bee n established by Incident
The following release priorities hav
--L-O nts ide .Ag enc ies_ ·- - - A. Boise Pol ice Department
a Cou nty Sheriff'-s 0ff ice - - - - - - - - - - - - 13c -Ad
C. Idaho Sta te Police
D. Ada Cou nty Paramedics
2. Surplus personoel
3. Me dia group
4. Bra nch I personnel
5. External Security Group
6. Response Tea ms
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

11/1 8/20 11

Demobilization Plan

7. Incident Man agem ent Tea m

(

4. RELEASE PROCEDURES
the Incident Commander.
Critical resources will be identified by
to ensure excess
ions briefings as resources are rele ased
sect
nce
fina
and
stics
logi
give
will
Dem ob unit
materials.
lists) to the Dem ob
s within their units and subm it a list (or
Fun ctio nal heads will identify surpluse
a "Tentative
Demob Uni t will combine lists and form
Uni t Leader in the Planning Section. The
will wor k ,vith the
for review and approval. The Demob unit
Release" list to be submitted to the IC
Res ourc es
be kep t up to date.
Uni t so that the resource status boa rd can
for their
/group superviors of the tentative releases
Afte r IC approval, Dem ob ,vill notify team
, the Demob Uni t Leader will:
personnel. When concurrence is obtained
• Not ify personnel to be released.
.
obilization checkout form and briefing
• Give crew leaders or individuals the dem
Demob checkout form to:
Cre w leaders or individuals ,viii take the
o equipment has bee n issued)
• Communications Uni t Leader (if radi
s and documentation)
• Dem ob (last stop for final departure time
The Dem ob Uni t will:
tion is complete.
• Not ify the Resources Uni t so info nna
to the Documentation Unit.
• Coll ect and send all Dem ob pap erw ork

5. CONTACT INFORMATION
All resources will mee t
Inci den t Phone Numbers
Staging: 208-336-1260 ext
Staging Area at the
Individual resources are to notify either
r home.
significant incident occur in rout e to thei
above numbers and their wor k site if a

(
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Demooilization Checkout
Date: 11/17/2011 2100hrs- 11/18/2011 2100hrs
Event: Rhoades 26864 Execution

Employee#

Name

Assignment or Assignments
Time Out

Time In
Unit Leader Responsible for Performance:

Unit/ Personnel
Have each section completed and form submitted to Demobilization Leader
Logistics:
D Supply
Unit:
D Communication Unit:
Planning:
D Documenta tion
Unit:
Unit/Check in-out
Time
D
recorder:
Other:
Injuries:
D Yes: Work comp completed by
Human Resource:
D I would like to receive/att end CISM debrief information . intial
D I decline to attend a CISM debrief at this time. initial - I have received the Staff support information . initial

(-

\

'

Received

□

Remarks/Comments:

- - --

-

--

---

-- ---- -- - ------

-----

-----

-------

-

------

-------

-

-- -- ------ - - - -

-

Demobilization Unit Leader Signature:
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Nov 10, 201 1
1100hrs,

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Typ e of meeting:

ExecuUon Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Comma-nd and General Staff
by, Chuck Klnkead, Terry
tensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Cros
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Chris
y, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Valle
y
Rand
,
ewal
T
Josh
,
Smith
nna
Joha
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez,
Lowe, McKenzie Stone
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo

Attendees:

Please read:
Plr~ase bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Presenter

Time allot ted

Topi c
0hrs.)
Command and General Slaff (11o·o-130

(

✓

Situation Update

✓

Review Demob Plan

✓

Staging Area Update

✓

Action Items Revlew

'

Sections Update

'✓

o

Jeff Zmuda
Bret Kimmel

Garrett Coburn
Bret Kimmel

Jeff Zmuda

Operations Section
SICI Branch
ISCI Branch
IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
LogisUCS Section

Notes:
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Revised 11/08/1 1

Execu tion Event Log
11/10/2 011

0900 Agency Representative Meeting

11/15/2 011

900 Agency Representative Meeting
1100 Command and General Staff Meeting
Media Tents will be delivered and set up

11/16/2 011
11/17/2 011

1100 Command and General Staff Meeting

Center
1200 Lights will be delivered for Demon strator Lots and Media
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800

Volunteers will denied access to facilities until 11/19/1 1
Offender Visitation will be cancelled until 11/19/1 1
Command and General Staff Meeting
Video Cameras Turned on
1 at 0800
CERT, CNT, CFRT will be placed on standby until Monday 11/21/1
event
the
of
n
duratio
the
for
manned
be
will
The checkpoint

0900 Agency Representative Meeting
nality
1800 Lights and Cameras will tested for coverage and functio
Operations Section Chief
Time
Night
s
assume
Baird
Lt.
/
Begins
Period
2100 Operational

11/18/2 011

2100
2100
2100
2100
2100
2220

Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
n of the event
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers for the duratio
Observation Posts will be staffed
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be posted at
event
Offender Phones will be disabled by fill!for the duration of the

0315
0345
0400
0400

Command and Staging will be stood up at IMS!
Check-in Begins at Staging
n relief of Squad 1.
CERT Squads 2&3 post a1 I
oints
Checkp
their
opens
ICC

0400
0410
0420
0420

Lights and Generators need to be turned on
Briefings will be held at stagirig for all exterior positions
All areas need to report to their respective posts
co·mmunications Center is fully operational

£

0420 Command is fully operational
lot)
0430 Media Center opens (Early media can park in Demonstrator
t
suppor staff and demonstrator lots
0500 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to
0500 Demon strator lots will be opened to the public
0500 Drawing will be held to determine media witnesses
1
0515 Director s Media Briefing

OS30 Staff Briefing Posted
Execution Team
0600 Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Arribulance to
station
rt
rs are topping from ISCI, Staff will transpo to the bus

0600 2 offende

0630 Staff Briefing Posted
0700 Witnes ses Arrive -To include Media
0730 Staff Briefing Posted
--d .to-Wi tness.R ooms- - ----- - - - - - - - - - - -·--- ---·- --07 _45 _ Wjtnesses.briefed.and.escorte
0800 The Execution will begin
-0830-Staff-Briefing-Posted - - .
0900 Meals Delivered
1
0930 Director s Media Briefing
0930 Staff Briefing Posted
1030 Staff Briefing Posted
for 2 hours after comple te of the Execution)
1100 Demon strator Lots will be cleared and closed (Scheduled
te of the Execution)
comple
1100 Media Center Closes (Scheduled for 2 hours after
Staging
in
1130 Notify Staging of whethe r Swingshift Staff are needed
1145 Call-in of Swingshift Staff Begins
1200 Demobilization Begins
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11/03/2011

Bob Morlan

11/03/2011

Buck Carper

11/03/2011
11/08/2011

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

11/08/2011

Christina Iverson

11/08/2011

David Birch

11/03/2011

Elaine Bergeson

11/03/2011

Facilities

11/03/2011

Facilities

11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/08/2011

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/08/2011

Jay Christensen

11/08/2011

Jay Christensen

Due Date

Action Item

Assignment D, Assigned To
111/08/2011 Al Ramirez

Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then
generator, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighten entrance sign; and ensure north lot's
open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offenders that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangements for legal calls outside the operational
period.
Caryl Frasier need_s physical location for hard line for facility
to reach CERT
heads and
Get Chuck Kinkead list of vehicle needs
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson Who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonstrator lots for law
enforcement. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of
demonstrator lots on tank track.
Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.

10/20/2011

Jeff Ray

10/20/2011 Jeff Ray
1-1/08/201-1- Jeff-Zmuda --li70872011 · Jeff Zmuda
10/20/2011
11/08/2011

Jeff Zmuda
Jimmie Crosby

Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media representatives will attend. He
will need to determine how front gate knows who is approved
to enter coi11plex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate to help officers filter public from media

-

Determine if media will have !DOC badges
Ensure-that-IMS! provide refreshments-for-Ada Gounty- - Paramedics
Request ifWednesdaVs leadership meeting can be postponed.
He will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for
demonstrator lots

-· --------- -

Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
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11/0 3/20 11

Johanna Smith

11/0 8/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 8/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11

Tim Wengler

11/0 3/20 11

Al Ramirez

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Garr et Coburn

11/0 3/20 11
11/0 3/20 11

Garret Coburn
Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jeff Zmuda

10/2 0/20 11

Jeff Zmuda

11/0 3/20 11

Jimmie Crosbie

-

operation period.
Needs to provide cell phon e for trailer during
Trailer will be delivered Monday
to mee t for
Set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda
nightshift briefing
atten dees . Randy
Send electronic copy of time line to meeting
for Jeff Zmuda's
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line

-

1110372011
11/0 3/20 11

Pleasant Valley
Staff need s to be notified that ISP will patrol
spee d limit will be
Road during the operational period and the
stickers work
reduced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the
204 for checkpoints com plete d
ICC need s to provide Randy Valley a copy of
ras and who
Need to dete rmin e who will test lights and came
r Rowett for the
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victo
Completed
came ras
established. She will
Bert Hartz has stres s man agem ent schedule
Completed
send some thing out to staff today
Completed
nize meals
Caryl Frasier need s to assign Chris Clark to orga
plans for topp ers
. Garr ett Coburn need s to determine release
ng area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it needs from stagi
from the Ada
borro w barrels, candles, cones for external area
County Highway Depa rtme nt
if a backup is
orde r DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal
available to borrow.
local channels,
Garr ett Coburn need s a white board,TV with
refre shme nts, extra vehicles for Staging
include driveway
figure out snow removal plan, which need s to
down to F block
topp ers will be
Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time
re.leased
ral's office to
Inquire abou t repre senta tive from attor ney gene
be on site as cons ultan t
on IMSl's back
Talk to Randy Blades abou t security coverage
sallyport

..

Randy Valley
Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11

Randy Valley

11/0 3/20 11

Randy Valley

com plete d
Completed

.

-1D/2.:J./201l-- Keit h-Y- 0ray ---

-

approval
Follow up abou t restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

Notify Nick

Completed
Completed
Completed
Cancelled
com plete d
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
-

ing
Baird to atten d meeting on Tuesday 1pm meet

Completed
Completed

Bring time line to next meeting
ay. Randy Valley will
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesd
Completed
bring them Thursday.
ing after ISP
Bring stan dard s of behavior to next week 's meet
Completed
input has been adde d
assing piece
Post orde rs need to be modified to include tresp
Completed
from agency rep meeting
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11/03/2011

Randy Valley

11/03/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

11/03/2011
10/25/2011

(

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/25/2011
10/27/2011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2011

Lt. Frasier

ition.
Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requis
to
send
and
ls
draft operating procedures for parole officer patro
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning
Send o_ut Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants
Event timeline for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
start
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will

Completed
Completed
Cancelled
Completed
Completed
Completed

Nov. 20
Will need to get communications list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communications
room
next
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
for the
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan
this
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting sometime
week
Meet with ET&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan
Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
facilities come off secured status.
the dairy
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by
lot, rather than the front entrance
Order IMSI sign for F block
ries
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel delive
Nov. 18.
they will
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Cancelled

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

Mackenzie Stone

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.
Completed
d for
Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determine
10/25/2011 Randy Valley
d-- · - · · - - · - · · - - - {;om plete
· - · - · - - - - - - - · - 'command-center
-Valley
Randy
10/25/2011 gagements-to Kevin-Kempf for-approval- - - - - - - - - - - - Send copy of rules of-en
Completed
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
10/27/2011 Randy Valley
training
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need
10/20/2011 Theo Lowe
Completed
to monitor time sheets
10/27/2011

i----------

(
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11/10/11
11 a.m. in IMSI boardroom
Command and general staff meeting
Attendees:
David Birch, 04
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SIC!
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Joel Eilers, SIC!
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, CO
Tom Kessler, ICC
Bret Kimmel, !SCI

Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, !DOC
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Dan Schaffer, SBWCC
Mackenzie Stone, !SCI
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting:
11 a.m. on Nov. 15 in IMS! courtroom, Command and general staff meeting
Situation update:
There is not much change since Tuesday's meeting. Jeff Zmuda will appear in federal court today to
address a motion filed by Rhoades' attorneys, who are challenging the qualifications and identify of the
injection team and medical staff. A ruling is expected Monday.
!!!IIJ)l'
Barring a stay from the court or interjection by the governor, there should be no other reason to delay
execution.
Demobilization plan:
• Plan is approved
• All staff should demobilize through staging as long as it is open
Staging Area
• Staging area staff had a team meeting yesterday
• 6 vehicles will be on site at staging
• Jeff Zmuda grants branch directors and section chiefs the authority to allocate resources.
Garrett Coburn will notify Jeff Zmuda if resources are running low.
• Action item: Randy Valley needs to add the following to the time line: At 11 a.m., some staff
may be able to be sent home. Garrett Coburn will communicate with Jeff Zmuda to determine if
they can go home.
--------~------

---

___-1\ction item review: __
_ __________ _
• Signs are on site. Jay Christensen will work with Buck Carper to install signs and fences.
• Action item: Any revisions to contact list need to be mailed to Bret Kimmel, Randy Valley and
Caryl Frasier.
• Action item: Action item needs to be revised to reflect that Christina Iverson will obtain extra
batters to be included with radios she gives to Jay Christensen
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(
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

(

Bret Kimmel has schedule for diffusion. Elaine Bergeson's group will meet with the following
times after the execution: Injection, 24-hour watch and escort team. All other CISM events will
be three to give days later.
Jay Christensen needs to get Christina Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she can
prepare inventories.
Jeff Ray has sample of !SCI media badges. It is unclear at this time if he will want the media to
have !DOC badges.
Randy Blades will ensure that Ada County paramedics have refreshments.
Jeff Zmuda met with the director, Jeff Ray and Teresa Jones to address communications for the
event.
Jimmie Crosby will work with shift commander Nov. 17 to reserve spots for witness and media
vans. IMS! will be able to use the same "reserved" signs as they do for the parole board
Action item: Randy Valley still needs to set up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda meeting.
They are looking at Monday.
FAA will not restrict air space for the execution.
Action item: Mackenzie Stone to develop memo for staff to notify them of speed limit signs,
traffic plan, stickers, etc., by Monday

Section updates:
• SIC! doing well
• !SCI to meet with Jeff Ray and media today
o Action item: Chuck Kinkead needs to work with Gene Clark to address dirt hump in
media area
• IMS! working on front sallyport plan for Nov. 18.
• ICC put out memos today for staff and offenders. ICC representatives will meet with work center
staff Wednesday
• CAPP will return to normal operations, just like the other facilities, when command post
indicates it's appropriate.
• Action item: Any revisions to the !AP need to be submitted to Randy Valley and Bret Kimmel by
Monday. Final !AP to be presented at Tuesday's meeting.
• Action item: Bret Kimmel will get Theo Lowe a list of names of who will need lunch. The
following groups will need lunch: Demonstrator lots, checkpoint, observation posts, external
security, command post, staging staff.
• Staging staff need to bring card and be issued rules of engagements to be issued a weapon.

(
\
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COMMUNICATION PHONE LIST
Command staff
~

NAME

'IT(

-,
nClt..,._

~ommander

Renke, Brent
Ray, Jeff

'10
.iason

Birch, David
Deputy

)peration s chief SBX
Hght OPS
•fanning section chief
Planning_Deputy
Situation Unit
Resource /Demob Unit

Kempf, Kevin
Zmuda, Jeff
Baird, Nick
Valley, Randy
Kimmel, Bret
Stone, Mckenzie
Whittingt on, Jill
Scott, Ruth
Lowe, Theo

Documen tation Unit
'inance Admin Chief
Finance Deputy
:ogistics chief
;upport Branch
Supply Unit leader
Maintena nce Unit
Equipmen t Unit leader

McMaclin , Cindy
Ramirez, Al

ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm .
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ISCI Shift Command
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
ICP IMSI Conference rm.
Staging SICI

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
3243 tie/3228t ie
3243 tie/3228t ie
3243 tie/3228t ie
3243 tie/3228t ie
3243 tie/3228t ie
336-07 40 ext. 4500
3243 tie/3228t ie
Roving
3243 tie/3228t ie
5212 tie

Central Office
Central Office

Iverson, Christina
3318tie

Comms

Camin, Marc (ISP)

Communication center
Communication center
Communication center

Comms

Jansen, Nikki(ASCO)
lbbara(ICC)

Communication center

3318tie

Communication center

3318tie

Eilers, Joel

Communication Unit leader

Comms

Ada Paramedic
Ada Paramedic
Claik, Chris

Food Unit Leader
Food Unit

;taging area manager
Staging

Coburn, Garrett
Schaffer, Dan
Tewa It, Josh

)peration s chief Ext. Fae.
KIBranc h Director
Jeputy

Kirkham, Terry
Christensen, Jay

3318tie
3318iie

SICI
F-Block

?????
SICI \(isiting

5212 tie

SICI Visiting

5212 tie

Central Office
SICI Branch
SICI Conference rm.

5101 tie

CO2/Sl(.I/Ch9

SICI Conference rm.

5101 tie

C02/SICI/Ch9
CO2/S!CI_ _

:~ternal security group

SCI Branch Director

:c)epu
nstitution al Operations

CO2/SIC!

Ken Bennett

,ntrance group
:ornplex Check Point
· nstitfutio nal operatlon s

Radio channel
CO2

Morlan, Bob
Carper, Arthur
Frasier, Caryl

Medical Unit
Medical Unit

CELL PHONE

Kinkead, Chuck

iel"Vice Branch

{'

LOCATION

Front Gate
Shift Commander

Shift Commander Office
ISCI Branch

5200 tie

4701 tie
ISCI Warden's Office
Smith, Johanna
_
----47filtie
Office_
den's
cdy,J(eith_______ ~SCLW.ar
Schlienz, Rodney
Clark, Eugene

,iedia Group

Soto, Oved

ransport Group

Captains Office
Media lot
External Security Office
IMSI Branch

MSI Branch Director

)er'

;;1

---'-....

,1al Operations

Crosby, Jimmie
Paul, Kenny
Shift Command er

IMSI DWS Office

3205/

IMSI DWS Office
Shift Command er Office

3205/

24
Revised 11/7/11
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SBWCC Branch
SBWCC Warden's Office

Braun, Jacqueline
, ,;BWCC Branch Director
-------+--------)eputv _ _ _ _ _ _+ - - - - - - - - + - - - - Command
Shift
SBWCC
1al Operations
ns/

C02/SBWCC
na

~,

-·'
Execution branch
Blades, Randy
Cluney, Shannon

lranch Director
)eputy
'scort Group
njection Group
.1edical Tearn

xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

CO2
na
na
na
na

F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
F-Block
Tactical

:ERT Commander
:NT Leader
:FRT Leader

Butler, Derick
Dobler, Nick
Roberts, Randy

Other areas
Wills, ISP Major
Powell, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP tptn
Burke, ISP Sgt.
Ketchum, ISP Sgt.
Robertson, ISP MCpl.
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Langton, ISP Cpl.
Sly, ISP Cpl.
Tulleners, ISP Cpl.
Beckner, ISP Cpl.
Cagle. ISP Sgt.
Smith, ISP Sgt.

SP

SP
. SP

SP
SP
.SP
SP
SP

SP
'APP Warden
..:APP OW
··cc Warde n
CCDWS
lirtlial Prisons
:ISM Team Leader

4292 tie
4292 tie
4292 tie

BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30
BLDG. 30

Filln, Brian

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Ibarra
Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine

S02/1A-VAC
502/lA-VAC
S02/1A-VAC
S02/1A-VAC
S02/1A-VAC
S02/lA-VAC
$02/lA-VAC
$02/lA-VAC
502/lA-VAC
S02/1A-VAC
502/lA-VAC
S02/1A-VAC
502/lA-VAc

Car550
Car403
Car424
Car 416
Car 463
Car479
Car500
Car 638
CarS92
Car468
Car 643
Car 590
Car 549
CAPP
CAPP
ICC
Comms
????

· <cso

CERT

6123tie/

25
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

Demobilization Plan

11/18 /2011

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
will requi re the operations chief to coordinate with
The demobilization process of the Rhoades execution
outside agency representatives and the staging area.

(

ted in the demob unit after incid ent comm ande r (IC)
All releases from the Rhoades execution will be initia
itself to the holding of personnel during the time
approval. The size and location of the staging area lends
ent manner. No resources are to leave the incid ent
it takes to process all of the releases in a safe and effici
e all equipment is returned as issued. The demob
until authorized to do so. The logistics section will ensur
unit will check out all event-assigned personnel.
for resources that are leaving the incident:
The following are general guidelines to be followed
immediately after demobilization.
A. All personnel will exit the South Boise Complex
a debri ef with their group supervisor.
B. All event assigned personnel will participate in
s-management information sheet before leavi ng
C. All personnel will be given a mental health/stres
the event.
Performance documentation is required for:
• Trainees
• Outstanding performance
• Deficient performance
• By personal request

2. RESPONSIBILITIES
are responsible for determining resources that an;
Functional heads (i.e., section chiefs and unit leaders)
b unit leader.
surplus to their needs and submitting lists to the demo
The demob unit leader is responsible for:
rce levels.
• Briefing the planning section chief with surplus resou
b checkout form.
• Ensuring that all signatures are obtained on the demo
tments in the process.
• Monitoring the demob process and making any adjus
The incident commander is responsible for:
• Establishing the release priorities.
• Reviewing and approving all tentative release lists.
through:
The logistics section chief is responsible for ensuring
returned or accounted for prior to release.
• Supp ly-th at all non-expendable property items are
or are accounted for.
• Com muni catio ns-th at all radios have been retur ned
The finance section chief is responsible for:
nnel.
• Monitoring all timesheets for IDOC incident perso
ion of assignment polic y for the incid ent
durat
The plann ing section chief is responsible for managing
commander.

• Reviewing tentative releases and notifying the demo
reassignments.

- -

-

-

(,

b unit leader with release approvals or

3. RELEASE PRIORITIES
ablis hed-- hy--i noide ntoom mand eP.-- ----'I 'h~ol lowin g- r-;,lease-priorities--haw been -est- A. Outside agencies:
- - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - -a)-Bois-eP0!1cei'.lepartmen:t - b) Ada County Sheriff's Office
c) Idaho State Police
d) Ada County Paramedics
B. Surplus personnel
C. Medi a group
D. Bran ch I personnel
E. External security group
_
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Rhoades #26864 Execution

Demobilization Plan

11/18/2011

F. Response teams
G. Incident management team
4. RELEASE PROCEDURES
Critical resources will be identified by the incident commander.
Demob unit will give logistics and fmance sections briefmgs as resources are released to ensure excess
materials.
Functional heads will identify surpluses within their units and submit a list (or lists) to the demob unit
leader in the planning section. The demob unit will combine lists and form a "Tentative Release" list to be
submitted to the IC for approval. The demob unit \l~ll work with the resources unit so that the resource
status board can be kept up to date.
After IC approval, the demob unit will notif'y team/group supervisors of the tentative releases for their
personnel. When concurrence is obtained, the demob unit leader will:
• Notify personnel to be released.
• Give crew leaders·or individuals the demobilization checkout form and briefing.
Crew leaders or individuals will take the demob checkout form to:
• Communications unit leader (if radio equipment has been issued)
• Demob (last stop for final departure times and documentation)
The demob unit will:
• Notif'y the resources unit so information is complete.
• Collect and send all demob paperwork to the documentation unit.
5. CONTACT INFORMATION
All resources will meet
Incident Phone _Nu
Staging:
Individual resources are to notify either Staging Area at the above number and their work site if any
significant incident occurs in route to their home.
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STATE OF IDAHO

/
\

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

I

's right to exercise their First .
The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public
ic areas for the purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The JDOC Is providing specif
to the death penalty._
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition
m the day of the execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00a
completed. In the event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been
Department of Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
rights In a safe and lawful manner,
To ensure the safely of all those assembled to exercise their
established.
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been
SAFETY:
nsible party at all times.
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or respo
ct to search.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subje
tor.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detec
metal posts of any type.
or
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood
property.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC
ited.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages Is prohib
ited.
prohib
Is
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
I) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
-amplifying devices are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound
authorized by the Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless
of !DOC.
ors will be asked to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event Is disruptive, demonstrat
the sound level to acceptable levels.
is prohibited.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices

Complex (prison) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise
~- ---- --.-- ~ - ·- - - - · ~
~
contingent upon compliance with these guidefines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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Nov 15, 2011
110D hrs.

AG EN DA

IMSI Boardroom

\
Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Typ e of meeting:

Execution Planning

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Chuck Kinkead, Terry
tensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby,
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Chris
Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Keith
y,
Valle
y
Rand
\t,
Tewa
Josh
,
na Smith
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johan
Lowe, McKenzie Stone
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS

Time allotted

Topic
hrs.)
Command and General Staff (1100-130D
✓

Situation Update

✓

Distribute \AP

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

(

o

o
o
o

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Jeff Zmuda

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
\SCI Branch
IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
·•

ICC Branch
CAPP Branch
Planning Section
Finance Section
Loglstics Section

0

·--- ~N ote s:

-·----------·---

-
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

e their First The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC} recognizes the public's right to exercis
purpose of
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC Is providing Specific areas for the
penalty.
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death
execution and
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 5:00am the day of the
event of a stay of
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the
Correction.
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
lawful manner,
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.

(

SAFETY:
at all times.
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party
b} Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
type.
d} Users may riot carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:
s are
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying device
Director
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the
oflDOC.
to reduce
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked
the sound level to acceptable levels.
hibited;-·-- ----- _- --_- -·--- ----c)-Detdnatim,offireworks----orsimitarnots-e/incendiary-devlues-is-pm

) area is
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 11 /09/11
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11/03/20 11

Bob Morlan

11/03/20 11

Buck Carper

Due Date

Action Item

Assignment D, Assigned To
11/08/20 11 Al Ramirez

Ensure that Caryl Frasier includes a revision date on contact list
Schedule trailer to be delivered Monday Nov. 14 and then
generato r, toilet and lights delivered Nov. 15
Put up signs; straighte n entrance sign; and ensure north lot's

11/03/20 11
11/08/20 11

Caryl Frasier
Christina Iverson

11/08/20 11

Christina Iverson

11/08/20 11

David Birch

11/03/20 11

Elaine Bergeson

11/03/20 11

Facilities

open area is closed
Frasier will have master contact list by Tuesday
Pick radios Monday at Ada County. She will also pick up radios
from D3 for a total of 40 radios.
Give Jay Christensen radios to include with packets at start of
shift, to include extra batteries
Send radio with person who does first shift and give Christina
Iverson the radio information.
Send Bret Kimmel plan for debriefing to include in demob plan
Memo needs to be sent to offender s that notifies them phones
will be disabled at 22:20 on Nov. 17. Offenders will need to
make arrangem ents for legal calls outside the operation al

11/03/20 11

Facilities

11/03/20 11
11/03/20 11
11/08/20 11

Garret Coburn
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen

11/08/20 11

Jay Christensen

period.
Caryl Frasier needs physical location for hard line for facility
reach CERT
heads and
vehicle needs
of
list
Kinkead
Get Chuck
Needs to send Caryl Frasier hard line phone information
Email Christine Iverson who will be assigned to each post, so she
can prepare inventories.
Designate 8 parking spots in front of demonst rator lots for law
enforcem ent. Parking will occur 100 yards on each side of
demonst rator lots on tank track.

11/08/20 11

Jay Christensen

10/20/20 11

Jeff Ray

Organize example cars, including P&P cars, to park about 0430
on Nov. 18. Staff will also be on site to aid parkers.
Jeff Ray is anticipating 100 media represen tatives will attend. He
will need to determin e how front gate knows who is approved
to enter complex. He may need to have an assistant PIO at the
front gate to help officers filter public from media

Determine if media will have !DOC badges
. Ensure that IMS! pJOVide refreshm ents for Ada County.____ . · - - - ·-·
Paramedics
---·· Request ifWedne sday'slea dership meetingt :an be postpon ed.H/08/20 11 · · Jeff ZmudaHe will notify applicable staff.
Request that director's press release includes hours for
10/20/20 11
demonst rator lots
Jeff Zmuda
10/20/20 11
11/0,8/W li_

Jeff Ray
Jeff Zmuda
- -

·-

11/08/20 11

Jimmie Crosby

Mark three spots as "Reserved" in IMSl's regular parking lot two spots for witness vans and one for the media van
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11/03 /2011

Johanna Smith

11/03 /2011

Mackenzie Ston e

11/08 /2011

Randy Valley

11/08 /2011

Randy valley

'

11/03 /2011
11/03 /2011
11/03 /2011

Randy Valley
Randy Valley
Tim Wengler

11/03 /2011

Al Ramirez

11/0 3/20 11

Bert Hartz

11/03 /2011
11/03 /2011

Caryl Frasier
Garret Coburn

11/0 3/20 11
11/03 /2011

Garret Coburn
Jay Christensen

11/0 3/20 11

Jay Christensen

tion period.
Needs to provide cell phon e for trailer during opera
Trailer will be delivered Monday

'
ant Valley
Staff need s to be notified that ISP will patrol Pleas
limit will be
d
Road during the operational period and the spee
ers work
reduced, new traffic plan to exit, and how the stick
meet for
Set.up meeting for Nick Baird and Jeff Zmuda to
nightshift briefing
dees . Randy
Send electronic copy of time line to meeting atten
JeffZ muda 's
Valley will also develop staff-friendly time line for
approval
Follow up abou t restricting air space
Randy Valley will bring fresh IAP to Thursday

Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed

for checkpoints Completed
. ICC need s to provide Randy Valley a copy of 204
ras and who
Need to deter mine who will test lights and came
ett for the
will start up lights on Nov. 18. Possibly Victor Row
Completed
cameras
lished. She will
Bert Hartz has stres s mana geme nt schedule estab
Completed
send some thing out to staff today
Completed
ize meals
Caryl Frasier need s to assign Chris Clark to organ
for topp ers
Garr ett Coburn need s to deter mine release plans
ng area
Ensure that SBWCC gets help it need s from stagi
from the Ada
area
nal
borrow barrels, candles, cone s for exter
County Highway Depa rtme nt
a backup is
order DVR and find out from Terrie Rosenthal if

Completed
Completed
Completed

Cancelled
available to borrow.
channels,
Garrett Coburn need s a white board, TV with local
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
refreshments, extra vehicles for Staging
de driveway
figure out snow removal plan, which needs to inclu
11/0 3/20 11 Jay Christensen
Completed
down to F block
ers will be
Next Tuesday, need to decide the official time topp
11/0 3/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
released
ral's office to
Inquire abou t repre senta tive from attor ney gene
10/2 0/20 11 Jeff Zmuda
Completed
be on site as cons ultan t
IMSl's back
Talk to Randy Blades abou t security coverage on
11/0 3/20 11 Jimmie Crosbie
Completed
sallyport
·----·--.19/2 7/20 11_ Keith Yorcl.y_ _ _ Notif y-Ni ck'B aird1 :o-at tenam eetin gcm- Tues day,: pmm eel'in g- Completed
- - - eomp leted --time line to.ie xtme eting - - -- - - - - 11/03 /2011 - - Randy Vall ey-- - - Bring
Randy Valley will
Pagers for the fire team will arrive Wednesday.
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
bring them Thursday.
ing after ISP
Bring stand ards of behavior to next week's meet
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
Completed
input has been adde d
assing piece
Post order s need to be modified to include tresp
11/0 3/20 11 Randy Valley
comp leted
. from agency rep meeting
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11/03/2011

Randy Valley

11/03/2011

Randy Valley

'
10/20/2011

Randy Valley

10/20/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Randy Valley
Terry Kirkham
Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe

11/03/2011
11/03/2011

Tim Wengler
Tim Wengler

11/03/2011
10/25/2011

10/27/2011

,•

;

Jeff Zmuda

Jeff Zmuda

10/27/2011

Jeff Zmuda

10/20/2011

Jeff Zmuda

I
I

· 10/25/2011
10/27/2011

Jimmie Crosby
Johanna Smith

10/25/2011

Keith Yordy

10/20/2011

Lt. Frasier

10/27/2011

Mackenzie Stone

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

10/25/2011

Randy Valley

10/27/2011
10/20/2011

Randy Valley
Theo Lowe

Ballpark number of meals. Meals will be an outlying requisition.draft operating procedures for parole officer patrols and send to
meeting attendees by Nov. 4 mid-morning
Send out Idaho Code that references interfering with an
execution to all meeting participants
Event timelfne for event and send to meeting attendees
Have meeting on Monday with P&P to finalize schedule
Ensure recycling won't be an issue Nov. 18
Needs to notify Rus Bowling that new academy staff will start
. Nov. 20
Will need to get communications list to Caryl Frasier
Decide staff memo from ICC who will be in communications
room
Need to develop map for sign installation no later than next
Tuesday for Chuck Kinkead
Follow up with Elaine Bergeson. She is working on a plan for the
CISM team and is expected to have a meeting sometime this
week
Meet with H&R Staff to identify Clinical Staff action plan

Completed
Completed
Cancelled
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Cancelled

Completed
Completed

Meet with Derek Butler in regards to CERT's presence as
facilities come off secured status.
Send out memo to staff encouraging them to smoke by.the dairy
lot, rather than the front entrance
Order IMSI sign for F block
Have the Mailroom contact Fed Ex and UPS to cancel deliveries
Nov.18.
Nick Dobler and Randy Roberts need to be notified that they will
representing their teams on the day of the execution. Randy
Roberts is also a CISM team member, but they have a large
enough contingency to delegate him to CRFT
compile contact list of all section chiefs and key supporters.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed

Send out memo to wardens regarding cancelling days off.

Completed

Next meeting, office space at IMSI needs to be determined for
command center

Completed

Send copy of rules of engagements to Kevin Kempf for approval
Notify Jeff Kirkman about the volunteer closure.
Completed
Operations sergeants and section supervisors will need training
to monitor time sheets
Completed
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Nov 17, 2011
OBOOhrs ..

AGENDA

IMSI Boardroom

(
Meeting called by:

Jeff zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Bret Kimmel

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff
Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney,
Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Breit

Attendees:

Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna
Kimmel, Caryl frazjer, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Please read:
Please bring:

Incident Action Plan

AGENDA ITEMS
Presenter

Topic

Time allotted

Comma nd and General Staff (0800-0900hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

✓

Action Items Review

✓

Sections Update

o

C

Jeff Zmuda
Randy Valley
Jeff 2muda

Operations Section
SIC! Branch
!SCI Branch
•

IMS! Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o
o
o

Planning Section
Finance Section
Logistics Section

----- Not es:- · -

-··----·--·-·----

- ---··--·-- --- - - - - -
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11/ 17/ 11
8 a.m. in IMS! boa rdr oom
me etin g
Command and gen era l staff

(

Att end ees :
Ken Be nne tt, IMS!
Elaine Bergeson, CO
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Ga rre tt Coburn, !SCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMS!
Caryl Frasier, !SCI
Jeff Henry, MTC
Tim Higgins, CO
Kevin Kempf, CO
Bret Kimmel, !SCI

Chuck Kinkead, CO
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Theo Lowe, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Al Ramirez, CO
Joh ann a Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, !SCI
Tim Wengler, ICC
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

th
circuit has
Situation upd ate :
cution at this point. The 9
exe
the
p
sto
l
wil
t
tha
ng
thi
any
see
't
don
dignified.
and
and
l
on
tfu
is respec
We are pressing
tin ue to train; the ir pro ces s
con
ms
tea
lty
cia
spe
The
.
gs considered. He
den ied the late st app eal
. Rhoades is doing ok, all thin
a.m
10
at
g
rtin
sta
ay,
tod
s
sal
cau se any problems at the
Th ere will be two full reh ear
d Randy Blades tha t he wo n't
tol
he
and
,
day
ter
yes
des
me t wit h Randy Bla

eve nt.

(

information.
Action item review:
fident and has all nece,ssary
con
is
He
ts.
tac
con
all
h
wit
• Nick Baird has full !AP
nte d tod ay.
mel will have 50- 60 IAPs pri
g wa s sen t
• Randy Valley and Bret Kim
ms Tuesday. The first briefin
ble
pro
no
h
wit
t
tex
t
tes
t
• Mackenzie Sto ne sen
ou t tonight.
We dne sda y. Th e nex t will go

checkpoint
Section upd ate :
ts and sign installation. Front
ligh
e
nat
rdi
coo
to
ay
tod
site
• SIC!: Jay Ch rist ens en is on
ng.
rni
mo
this
cov era ge sta rts
a tab le for wit nes ses .
will be sea tin g available and
ere
Th
up.
set
is
t
ten
dia
Me
• !SCI:
ay.
bringing ou t the pod ium tod
o Action item: Jeff Ray is
ks from the ten t area.
ar ou t som e of the larger roc
cle
to
w
cre
ate
inm
an
loy
o !SCI will dep
finished.
wit nes s entry.
• IMS!: Staff parking lot is
s for front sallyport, including
ces
pro
ng
lizi
n,- --- --- --- fina
is
sby
Cro
o Jimmie
mi ng 1n ro- n1 eif \st ita tio
-co
rns
ce
cm
yc
rit
cu
rse
-fo
__ __ __ _
Hl ila ve aµ roc ess irr pla ce
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__
--- --- --- --- ~- --u --l MS ~w
__
__
__
__
__
__
s.
ctronic
family's driver will wait
_ _in~llJding una ppr ove d ele
to det erm ine wh ere Rh oad es'
- __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
ds
nee
sby
Cro
mie
Jim
:
o Action item
during the execution.
sign !AP
f and Brent Reinke nee d to
ute
• Action item: Kevin Kemp
ent and is pre par ed to distrib
ipm
inv ent ori ed all equ
has
n
rso
Ive
ina
ed.
rist
loy
Ch
dep
cs:
icers are
• Logisti
es of QC in staging, in cas e off
cas
few
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ed
vid
pro
has
I
!SC
accordingly.
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Miscellaneous:
• Next week's debriefing will not be mandatory for all staff but will be available to them.
Debriefing will be mandatory for staff members that are closely related to the event.
• Tim Higgins will be on site tonight for continuity of operations while Randy Blades is out.
• Reminder of time line:
o 0315 command post will be fully stood up
0410 briefing staging
1230-1300 Agency rep debriefing
1300 media center closes
1400 command and general staff debriefing in IMSI courtroom
Action item: Mackenzie Stone will create email group for command and general staff and send
reminder about debriefing tomorrow .
o
o
o
o

•

------------- ----- - -- - -
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(

11 a.m. on Nov. 18
IMS! boardroom

\

Attendees:
Henry Atencio, CO
Ken Bennett, IMS!
David Birch, D4
Jacqueline Braun, SBWCC
Jay Christensen, SICI
Shannon Cluney, SBWCC
Garrett Coburn, ISCI
Jimmie Crosby, IMSI
Joel Eilers, SICI
Caryl Frasier, ISCI
Kevin Kempf, CO

Bret Kimmel, !SCI
Terry Kirkham, SIC!
Christina Iverson, CO
Bob Morlan, CO
Johanna Smith, !SCI
Mackenzie Stone, ISCI
Al Ramirez, CO
Josh Tewalt, CO
Randy Valley, CO
Keith Yordy, !SCI
Jeff Zmuda, CO

Next meeting: 1 p.m. on Dec. 1 in IMS! courtroom, command and general staff
Situational update: Everything outside of F block was uneventful today. The agency partners are off site,
and everything went well. There will be an upcoming debriefing and CISM meetings.
Action item: Branch directors and section leaders need to capture information from your respective
groups to present at next meeting. The feedback will be crucial in upcoming executions. There will
potentially be four more executions in the next two years.
Section updates:
• External security: There was a little confusion with radios early this morning, and some staff had
trouble getting to posts. However, it was a smooth process overall. Some officers were cold.
Next time, staff at the front should be scheduled for two-hour rotations. Also, the demonstrator
lots can be staffed differently next time, with more coverage in the anti-death penalty lot.
An escort vehicle should also be at each entry next time. Ken Bennett reports that there were no
complaints in the front area.
• Media center: Media center went very well without any issues. The lighting was just enough.
Media officials reported that they were grateful for the accommodations.
• IMS!: Institution was quiet. Movies seemed to work well for them. Next time, we need to
stagger shifts a bit better. Also, any drivers for the families need to be stationed in a different
area. There were some concerns that the driver in the lobby could overhear conversations in the
court room. Staff initially had some confusion about the correct radio channel.
• SBWCC: Facility was actually quieter than normal.
- - - - - - -•-Staging:·There·were-a fewminorissueswith-check-in7huttheywereTesol11e·d-qaickly;-Sta·ging--·-staff left
messages
with all swing
shift-staff
to notify them-they
did not-need
to -report.
----------- - -----------• Equipment: There were more than enough radios available. Next time, there will need to be a
clear-cut procedure for radio checkouts, including having someone available to checkout radios
at the start of the operational period the day before.
• Communications: There was an issue with SICl's frequency in the morning, but there were able
to hand out more radios to remedy the problem. Ada County Sheriff's office and Idaho State
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/

\

I

•
•
•

•

•
•

Police were very professional and helpful in communications room. Next time, the correct radio
channel needs to be better communicated to everyone.
Logistics: Next time, call signs and radio channels should be announced at morning meeting.
Otherwise, everything went well in logistics.
Fiscal: Central office was quiet. Al Ramirez needs to be reimbursed for emergency purchase. It's
only about $20. Many fiscal responsibilities now begin that the event is over.
Planning: Check in had a pretty good process. Next time, we need to communicate the flow
better. Demobilization went really well and quick. It took less than five minutes for people to
leave.
Kevin Kempf and Henry Atencio report that witnesses communicated that the event was
professional and well-planned. Henry Atencio said that next time the victim witnesses do not
need to come in as early. They were here at 630, and it was too much time. Also, attorneys
weren't supposed to bring their phones in. However, they need access to a phone. Next time,
we either need to let them keep their cell phone until they go down to F block or provide them
with a phone while they wait.
The media announced the delay and completed execution before the briefings were sent.
Facilities determined they would go back to normal operations at 1 p.m. Phones were requested
to be turned back on at that time.

---··--
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Dec 1, 2011

AGENDA

1300 hrs.

(

IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Debrief

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

----------------

Timekeeper:
------------------------~------·-····

Command and General Staff

Randy Blades, Jacqueline Braun, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Chuck Kinkead, Terry
Kirkham, Kenny Paul, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith, Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Brett
Kimmel, Caryl Frazier, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, McKenzie Stone

Attendees:

Please read:
Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

Command and General Staff (1300-1500hrs.)
✓

Situation Update

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Sections Review

Jeff Zmuda

0

Operations Section
Staging

SICI Branch

(

•
•

External Security
Demonstrator Lots
Checkpoint

Facility
ISCI Branch

Media
•

Facility

•

Transports

IMSI Branch
SBWCC Branch
ICC Branch
CAPP Branch

o

Planning Section

o

Finance Section

o

Logistics Section

Notes:

(
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jJeff Zmuda
REGISTRATION CLASSIFICATION

I-

~n:udaffdoc fdaltl 11::v

1.BUSINESS
HOSPITAUCLltl C
ACTIVITY:

2 11,!:IC~TE Hi:R; F YOU SQ~RE
CN);.'{ ~-\I l!<'.:Oi<S

~

3, Orug Sch.duln. [FHI In an el~III lh~t apply}

';?

Schedule II
Narcotic

~ k"a:li:fe It

;i

.; Schrl:i!e Ill

No~ Nai=tc
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Schrm!1t I

N=n Nan:cu;

:;; Sr:l'.edu!elV

:J
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To:
Subject

Sharon Treese <Sharon.Treese@bop.idaho.gov>
Friday, September 22, 2017 9:16 AM
Wald,Jon
RE: lDOC BP license

Hello Jon,
The physical address has been changed to the Orchard Street address where your supplier ships. To keep this registration current, you will need to renew
every
year. Renewal post cards (yellow SxS) are sent out In April, the card will have your registration number and PIN to enable onlf ne renewals. The cost Is currently
$35.
I am retiring in 2 months so you will need to send questions to info@bop.idaho.gov- this mailbox ls monitored by our licensing dept

Best Regards,
Sharon Treese
Licensing Specialist
Idaho Board of Pharmacy
NOTICE: This electronic message transmission may contain confidential information exempt from public disclosure. This transmission, Including any attached

files, is intended only for the use of the indlvldual(s) or entity(les) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, please be aware that any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please Immediately notify
the

sender and delete the copy you received.

From: Wald, Jon [mailto:jwald@idoc.ldaho.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 8:15 AM
To: Sharon Treese <Sharon.Treese@bop.idaho.gov>
Subject: IDOC BP license

Sharon:
In regards to License number
From:
13400 S Pleasant Valley Rd
Kuna ID 83634

we would like to request the address to be changed

l
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From:

Sent

March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000205

WaJd, Jon

Thank you.
In addition I am stlU looking for the information on how the license Is renewed annually, please advise.
Jon Wald
Senior Buyer
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone: 208·658-2012
The Information contained In this e-mall messaga and any attachments may be privlleaed and conOdentlaJ. If the reader of lhis mess;ig11 Is
not the Intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering It to lhe Intended recipient, you are hereby notlned that anv review, dlssemllliltJon, distribution or copying of this communication
Is strlcdy prohibited. If you have received this
communication In error, please notify tha sender Immediately hv replylng to lhls e-mlll and delete the message and any attachments from
your computer.

l
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TO:

Pagel ot J

DEA Form 224 - Completed

Completed Internet Form - NOT FOR SUBMISSION
DEA/Control Number• W17030043B

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
UNDER CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT OF 1970

Submission Date: 03--31-2017

Application Complete. Internet
confirmation no.; 6470691

Idaho Department of Correction
TAXIDS'ITll"lo'/'Gh'J\'ilcER

Form DEA 224 • Completed
Internet Receipl NOT FOR
SUBMISSION

Fee Paid: $731.00
T,r; 00--8T CollfCTIDN IIIP~O'.fB.'!J,1: PCT c,;

SOCJAL s:CCUihlY tN"JB3{

A,-o.~

l!lc-"0 (Pl 104--13--IJ Rto'-•-~CS THAT YOO ;i,,;;.,1SH

j826000952

YOl.l'I F";Cr..Jl.\!. TA.".F'AI~ b-:m-.-....,,~G r.Wc>S'I
TO 0:_A. Tl-<3 "'-"13~ IS IHQl.fO'.EO FOi! OcEIT
COtlEcnoN P~<:>:f0'.'i1.ES SH0\/1..0 YOIJR Hf
s=eov;l!~CO!..LECT>.aE. ll'YOUDO)';<lTHA',EA
FED;."-"t. TA.<?A'i"<II \o;.>.7V1o'Jo l~.<V3:cR, us;.
YO','il Soo.'!. SoCU;.m-l/u'.13~

f13400 S. P!easait Valley Road
Idaho Maximum SecuritylnstituUon
Zi"CO<E
~c__:---~

STATE

~

!Kuna

---~

f~I-~

ts3634

A.0 PI.JCA/(1"S BUS~-='.SS PHO'IEIIU"Jaa,
_ _ __

POCCEI.LPHO:'Et"'-'_-'_o_SR
_ _-

1"'2o'""'s__1-1sss

L120'-'8_ __,l- ls73

0

1-12000

l-l1so2

POCEIJA'L

clizc:m:::u::d-_-a'-'®=;d:::o.::ccc.id::a:cm=.go00c:v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,j-

c:IJ:::effccZm=u'-'d"'a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~IREGISTRATION CLASSIFICATION

2 INDICATEHERE IFYOU REQUlRE

1. BUSINESS HOSPITAUCUNIC
ACTIVITY:

ORDER FORM BOOKS.

Q,

3. Drug Schedules. (Fill in all circles that apply)

Q'.

Schedule II

Narcotic

fZ

g

Schedule II
Non Narcotic

·-;J Schedule Ill
,.,__, Non Narcotic

Schedule Ill
Narcotic

~ Schedule IV

sz_,

Schedule V

4. All Applicants must answer the following:
Are }OO rumn1J a'11horized to r,rescribe, dtS'Jili<Jle, O<SJErM, cood<~ct"'~ardl, oro'.heiwloe Mnole the co,itro-1«1 s,,bs\ancesin O;e scheduBs fc.rwh.\:ll yc,i are aw,';;r,g ur,derthe I;;,,,; oft.he s!~te or;.,rlsd"dian rJ

,,t.<Ch }UU are Of<'r.ltbg c-r provose to open::e?

State: JD

State License No.
Expire Date: 01-01-2027
Stale Controlled Substance Uc. No.

Expire Date:-

''

I

1. Has 1M appk:ant ever been o:mvld.00 ofa crkr,e VI co,.iectiorl w111 ron:ro.1~ substa~ce[s)

_ur;::Jer stote or.federal \.-N,.orOOme:wa:Juded or.lfrected lo bi!.£!:fil'.;dedfrom ('art:dpatioo in.a .
rr.e.rcareorst.ate heal\h c,m, program, or any s•y.Ji act.on pro;;:f1Jl9?
2...Has\l',e apptcwl ever SV<Tend-ue<I (!or cause) or had a fe<H!ral rorln>!-N substance
reg<Stral0/1 re,-oke<i, smpe,-,de<J, restricted order~'ed, oris aey such act:o;, per.fr,g?
3. Has the app,kanl ,wa s'Jfiendere<l {!Of ca~e) or had a state profe:ss!o;,a!kense or
cootro''ed substance_re,istrafon re·,'O!<e,j. susper,d-ed, deW..:1, restrlctod, oct-laced o;,

N-

---- -

-

N
N

probatiOO. oris ;my sud! acfon p;lllfng?

https://apps.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/webforms/printHTML.do
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4. lflhe awi·can\is a c,xporaOOn (otherlhru, a co,po,~ti1>11 v.hose s!ocl< Is CMTicd
- ------and..tr,.:fod t-1 lhe-P,.,bI-cJ,~r-on. p.,u\nE!Sh.\) •. or pm,mucy ~has-any offire.r,
partaer, s!oc\hvlderorproprfflorl;>l;!eo rom',cted of a e.',rne 11 co;,n~cfon wlh
wntrot-=<J rubstance(s) understate orre.:feral la-H, or ewrsl.l!Tendere<I orha-d a
fweralcootroJ=O svbstar,ce reg"i;.tratoo 1e·,'Oked,susp<>nded. restricte<I orden.'ed. or
ewrhfld a state p,-o~iomJ lcense orcootrof,;d substance reg6!rati<Jn rewked,
susp,cOOed,derl'.ro. restricted, orp!a!'.:W on prow~. or is a.~y s~>Ch aruofl ~r,d'ng?

"
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6. Payment Method: -

Card Number:

Expiration Date:

Fee Paid: 731.00

7. Certification for Fee Exemption
NIA

Certifying Official's Name;
Certify!ng Official's Title:

NIA

Certifying Officiars Phoiw:

NIA

Application Certification:
WARNING: 21 USC 843(d), states that any person who knowingly or intentionally furnishes false orfraudule,,t information in the application is subject lo a term of
imprisonment of not more than 4 years. and a fine underTrtle 18 of not more than S250.000 or both.

By typing my full name In the space below, I hereby certify that the foregoing information furnished on this electronic DEA application is true and correct
and understand that this constitutes an electronic signature for purposes of this electronic DEA app!Jcation only.

• Name of Applicant {For individual registrants, the registrant themselves MUST complete this E-Slgnature) or name of Officer of the Corporation/Company
e-Signature: Jeff Zmuda

This electronic DEA application must be certified by the applicanUregistrant, If an Individual; by a partner of the applicant, if a partnership; or by an officer
ofthe applicant, if a corporation, corporate division, association, trust, or other entity, See 21 C.F.R § 1301.13(jl for more information on who can certify
this application

https://apps.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/webfmms/printHTML.do
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completect

Yage J or J
ADDITIONAL INFORl.1A TION

Fann 224
Fonn22-S

Fonn510
Fonn 363

Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.
Approved 0MB Form No.

1117-0014 Expires: 04/30/2019
1117--0012 Expires: 07/3112018
1117-0031 Expires: 05/3112019
1117-0015 Expires: 06130/2018

(12 minutes)
(15 minutes)
(15minufes)
(15 minutes)

1. No registration will be issued unless a completed application form has been received (21 CFR 1301.13).
2. In accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no person is required lo respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control
number. The 0MB number for this collection is (See Above). Public reporting burden for this collection of infonnation is estimated to average (See Above) per
response, induding the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and
reviewing the information
3. The Debt Co1ection Improvements Act of 1996 (31 U.S.C. §7701) requires that you furnish your Taxpayer lde/ltificition Number (TIN) or Social Security Number
{SSN) on this application. This number is requir€d for debt co!Jection procedures if your fee is not co!lecbole.
4. PRIVACY ACT NOTICE:
Providing information other than your SSN or TIN is voluntary; however, failure to furnish it w.11 preclude processing of the application. The authorities for
collection of this informatiOn are §§302 and 303 of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) {21 U.S.C. §§822 and 823). The principle purpose for which the
infonnalion will be used is to register applicants pursuant to the CSA. The infonnation may be disdosed to other Federal law enforcement and regulatory
agencies for Jaw enforcement and regulatory purposes, State and local Jaw enforcement and regulatoiy agencies for law enforcement and regulatory purposes,
and person registered under the CSA for the purpose of verifying registration. For further guidance regarding hO\Y your information may be used or disdosed,
and a comple!e/istof the routine uses of this co!1ection, please see the DEA System of Records Notice ~controlled Substances Act Registration Records" (DEA005), 52 FR 47208, December 11, 1987, as modified.
DIVERSION CONTROL PRIVACY POLICY

https://apps.deadiversion. usdoj. gov/webforms/printHTML.do
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

First Amendment Coalition of Arizona, Inc.;
Charles Michael Hedlund; Graham S. Henry;
David Gulbrandson; Robert Poyson; Todd
Smith; Eldon Schurz; and Roger Scott,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. 2:14-cv-01447-NVW-JFM

V.

Charles L. Ryan, Director of ADC; James
O'Neil, Warden, ASPC-Eyman; Greg Fizer,
Warden, ASPC-Florence; and Does 1-10,
Unknown ADC Personnel, in their official
capacities as Agents of ADC,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KEMPF
Having personally appeared before the undersigned officer duly authorized by
law to administer oaths, Kevin Kempf, who after first being sworn, states the
following under penalty of perjury:
1.

I am the Director of the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"), and
have held that position since my appointment in December 2014. I have
been employed by IDOC since 1995 and have held a variety of positions
in the Department including: correctional officer, investigator, probation
& parole officer, probation & parole manager, warden, division of

prisons chief, and deputy director.

March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000210
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2.

In June 2016, IDOC was served a subpoena to produce documents in
the above-captioned action. In lieu of responding to the subpoena,
Plaintiffs' counsel has agreed to accept this affidavit.

3.

Due to my employment and my position(s) with IDOC, I was involved
in the last two executions performed by IDOC in November 2011 and
June 2012, respectively.

4.

IDOC does not presently have any execution chemicals in its possession.
IDOC last had pentobarbital in its possession. Its remaining supply of
the chemical was disposed of immediately following the June 2012
execution.

5.

The pentobarbital was purchased within 30 days prior to the June
2012 execution from a supplier located within the United States.

6.

The supplier does not have an exclusive contract with IDOC and IDOC
does not know whether the supplier would continue to supply execution
drugs to it in the future.

7.

IDOC cannot definitively state that the Arizona Department of
Corrections has never contacted it regarding execution drugs or IDOC's
source of execution drugs. However, since I was appointed Director in
December 2014, there has been no contact from the Arizona Department

March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000211
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of Corrections regarding execution drugs or IDOC's source of execution
drugs.

Sworn to; md subscribed before me,
t · .2J_5ciay of September, 2016.

~~~~~~.£..!,~
~
My Commission expires:

/'i Ir]

-5
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I

A Cl/flll)ll1JUOttlio\l F10m '1110 Cblcf Lcg11l Offfcot& Of'Thc Foltwlog Slllt~
Al~Ml, ~ Colorado • :OalawMe b ~◊Mn • Jd(!Jm ~ Mlsibsippl • Mlsaoll!I • l'!&vada *Oregon

~'I'elUle1sei1 "'U!llh »Wasld~gtoil •.W~oJ»ing

11111us,y 25, 2011

AUomey Gonercl. Erle li91der
Dcparbllcnl ofluslice
~50 Fell.l!Sy}vruila Ave,, NW
Washlngto~, DC Z(J$3O

' ..

D™ Aliorney0¢1l~l\l~◊lder. .'.

. · Tit~ \llflJorlty o(fu~sJicllona fi\ Iha 'crnltl!d /ltet~. lhat lrn:ludo tlte dt~lh pl'lJ"lly at lln
autltoiizcd!>UU/1hmimtln~al.ucas0f, lMludlngJhcl.>cder~l Govotllll!Olll, p(oVld~furlblhil
lnJeciio11.aa tliricpt~lltlblld 1\iclhod 0£ Ol!e®don. 1n nm!\lodty 9f !h,:,!& caj,ltlll-~mb
Jll!'lsdlutiollll, .ag~fll m~lufilnll·ihe Ftder,11 Oove)!\n\e~~ lti,, $> onlypre.cdbcd mMho<;i of
ex!Wlltlon, Wa, 1'.b.~.i\.itc.moysl'Jma~ QfJho Stat~ lln<il below, &~yonx ass!stano:o ln
l'~l~hilns a!Ussua ooncemina tli~ 1>roo11r~numt tlf o~o o, thb presertocd mcdica\iQQS used In.
1¢,al jl)j~liOII pnito,;o]§. ·.
.
•
. .
' The p101<i".(!t u(cd llY.J!lll3l o! th•Ju~dielions ernyloyli)g )ethfl] lqi~t!ou liioll1di,a thc;
dtu!! ~oii!U(II tbio~/;IJ\ol;ilil. ulrt;\'~Jrllll-!letlng !\nibllul'iits, $6(llum t\\iQp<intlll I& fo ver;y MQJ\
&UpplyworJ<lwldb ;uw,l◊x·v~our1•111ons, 4-i~n1!n1ty uMyeiloblc on the Of ll.ll m_illk6t, l'or
iho1ejudi«llctlo)l8 tbat!!av'~ ii,$ !¼Us~vailablo, their sumill~ ar~ vll!y1mol -tnliaS~;ed in.•
_llandfill ot tlWllll, rile ~\ll.t-1&.~I 0101))' Jll\i&d!otloi» 4h\\rtly wilt be nnob)~ to #.Ollll
o~_..iutl~n~ in 4l!S~) wlJe© •P~•le )lnvo- ~m exh~u,ted and Oovernox~ hnve $Jiµttd do~\{!

~.

,··

· 'Xhex~fo~c, we ~oUcit :,,our µuf1timce !o clthorldlttit!fylng an BJllWPrlAte ~OU1CA ro,
Iodivm tlllOJJ@taJ ot lllllkbJg ~up.11lli1,1c h~1d by th~ Fi!<l~ral Oovornmlllit Avallablo to tho s1,u...
Wo ~Q roquc.it M 0pporl11l\lty .fO dl~ i.hls lmporn\l\t mlltte, With you.
We look fotwll!:d to hoodJlg !tom you,
Sin¢oroly,

¥LL--

'-<,!Jw· S\.ov. >;g-

John Kroger
Oj'egon Attlll1ley Gbtla/~l

1.ut1ter Strange

Alnbaroa l)ltopiey (l,mer;,l

0D0261

6!,6£!,9S20Sl Io 1
IW.OJ-1 Clil!C"l l'Tll::J .. lh
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/~£~.=
Joseph Bld',D ll:
Dtlawai~AtlQmey OeJ\llrDl

John Sull1•~

Colorado AtlQln<ly'Oonei:111°
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Case 1:12-100173-EJL Document 1-8 Filed 04,/12 Page 15 of 62

®fffce of tbe ~rnei ~etteraI
Wnllbingtott,

:18.<t. .20530

Marqh 4, 2011

Mr. James MoPhers.on
Executive Director
National _Association of Attorneys Oene,nl
2030 M Street, NW
'
WashingtQ.n, DC. 20Ql6
P.ear Mr,McPbetson:
·This ietiet responds to the JtmU%)125,.2'0i1 Iettl;rfr'Om vnri~us S1ate Attorneys-Oen~ral
concei':i!lii~ the diffic~ttles-related. to procwement-0fsodium thiopental for use ln lethal
lnjeotions; 'Ole lack 6f avalla\>lllty 1>f sodium thf9j)ent~fi~· Ii. ~rl9i1s concern that the Federal
O11vernment fa currently analyzing.
-At the present1ime, ihe:Federal Government does npt h_ave any reserves of sodium
thiopeiltal for le(ha{[ajectiOl)S i;rid is .th.erefQ,e .fijci11g the same dUemma as. many St.tes. Tho
relevantFederal officials tasked With i:inpl¢J11Mtln~ the Peder.ii .?eat)\ pen&lty have \lll.dertake(I a
review·_of this foattel'. 'J'lieyare [oQJi'ing,.lltalhpplicabl~ options to iletel'n'llne the best course of
action fot effeotively dlsch:arglng·pµ,_rlegal_1espo.nslbi_lltj~s, as. well •~any necessary changes \o
current Federal death penal1i procedutes. Bureau·o(Pi'lsons General Counsel. Kathleen Kenney
is co6r\!iliating o~r eft'ci'rts \<i r0,1-cilve tlli.~l~~-µo ,wd. is available. t9 ~iscuss it with you; she can be
reached at;202-307,S062.
I ap))reciate·afid sfotre your oo~cetpi; tiboul lhls mM)~r, but 1 an1 optimistic that worl<ab)e
altemativ~s are available: that will ij[low us to carry out our.duties.

, Slncornly,

1'l'he January 25 leller was senlby the Attorn6ys General of·Alabnma, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Idaho,
MississJppi, Missouri.- Nevada, OrcSon, Tennessee, Utah, Washi~gton, !lnd Wyoming.

DPC001489
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Case 1:12-clo173-EJL Document 1-8 Filed 04.12 Page 25 of 62

STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
LAWRENCE-G. WASDEN

October 7, 2011
Jennifer M. Moreno
Berkeley Law University of California
392 Simon Hall
Berkeley, Ca. 94720
Via email

. Re: Public Records Request
Dear Ms. Moreno:
I have reviewed your.public record request received by the Idaho Department of
Correction on September 26, 2011, requesting the following information:
1. Any and all. drngs intended or considered for use in executions.
2. The expiration date of any and (Ill drugs intended or considered for use in executions
ciirrently in the possession of the IDOC.
3, The lot numbers of any and all drugs intended or considered for use in executions
currently in the possession of the IDOC.
4. Any and all drug or inventory logs from May 1, 2011 to the present.
5. Any and all activity by IDOC from May I, 2011 to the present to purchase or acquire
al).Y drugs for use in executions, including purchase orders.
6. The manufactures and/or distributors of any and all drugs intended or considered for
use in executions.
7.. Any correspondence between IDOC and any party from May 1, 2011 to the present
regarding drugs intended or considered for use in executions.
8. Any correspondence between IDOC and any party from May 1, 2011 to the present
regarding execution protocols, regulations, guidelines, checklists, or other documents
that instrnct or direct the carrying out of an execution.
Based upon my review of your request and the !DOC records enclosed is an email from
Warden Randy Blades with Chris Hanis of Harris Pharma LLP. There are no other documents
responsive to your public records request.

Criminal Law Division, Department of CorreoUon
1299 North Orchard1 Suite 110, P.O. Box 83720, Botse, Idaho 83720·0018
Telephono: (20B) 65B-2097, FAX: (20B) 327-7486
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Sincerely,

Krista L. Howard

·Deputy Aifoniey Generiii
Idaho Department of Correction
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SENT VIA EMAIL AND REGISTERED MAIL

RECEIVED

Robert w. Jones
Pflzer, Inc.
235 E. 42"' Street, Fl. 11
New York, NY 10017

AUG - 9 2016
Director's Office, IDOC

August 3, 2016
Idaho Department of Corrections
ATTN: Kevin H. Kempf, Director
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
RE: Request for Return of Pnzer Products for Use In Lethal Injection for Capital Punishment
Dear Director Kevin H. Kempf:
Pfizer makes Its products solely to enhance and save the lives of the patients we seive. With Its
acquisition of Hospira, Pfizer acquired certain products that may be used In lethal Injection for capital
punishment and, like Hospira before It, strongly objects to the use of any of our products In the lethal
Injection process for capital punishment.
Under Pfizer's Corporate Policy for Use of Our Products In Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment,
seven products (potassium chloride, propofol, mldazolam, hydromorphone, pancuronlum bromide,
rocuronium bromide and vecuronlum bromide) are considered "Restricted Products" and are not to
be sold to correctional facilities or other affiliated organization where they may be misused for lethal
injection. Pfizer recently Implemented an enhanced restricted distribution protocol for the
Restricted Products to help combat this unauthorized use. A copy of the Policy is enclosed and can
be accessed at http://www.pfizer.com/files/b2b/GlobalPolicyPaperLethallnlectlon.pdf
We request that you return to us any Hospira or Pfizer manufactured Restricted Product listed above
in your possession. Pfizer will provide full credit for any returned Restricted Product regardless of
from where you purchased it. Return Instructions are enclosed for your convenience. If you seek to
use or purchase Restricted Product to address a legitimate medical need, we request that your
Medical Director contactJerry Boesch (Director, Commercial Services & Analysis) at (224) 212·2462
or lerry.boesch@pflzer.com.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

Robert W. Jones
Vice President
U.S. Government Relations

Encl.
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Pfizer's Position on Use of Our Products in Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment
Pfizer's mission is to apply science and our global resources to improve health and well-being at
every stage of life. We strive to set the standard for quality, safety and value in the discovery,
development and manufacturing of medicines. Pfizer makes its products to enhance and save the
lives of the patients we serve. Consistent with these values, Pfizer strongly objects to the use of
its products as lethal injections for capital punishment.
Pfizer's obligation is to ensure the availability of our products to patients who rely on them for
medically necessary purposes. At the same time, we are enforcing a distribution restriction for
specific products that have been part of, or considered by some states for their lethal injection
protocols. These products include pancuronium bromide, potassium chloride, propofol,
midazolam, hydromorphone. rocuronium bromide and vecuronium bromide.
Pfizer's distribution restriction limits the sale of these seven products to a select group of
wholesalers, distributors. and direct purchasers under the condition that they will not resell these
products to correctional institutions for use in lethal injections. Government purchasing
entities must certify that products they purchase or otherwise acquire are used only for medically
prescribed patient care and not for any penal purposes. Pfizer further requires that these
Government purchasers certify that the product is for "own use" and will not resell or otherwise
provide the restricted products to any other party.
Pfizer will consistently monitor the distribution of these seven products. act upon findings that
reveal noncompliance, and modify policies when necessary to remain consistent with our stated
position against the improper use of our products in lethal injections. Importantly, this
distribution system is also designed to ensure that these critical medications will remain
immediately available to those patients who rely on them every day.

ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS:
Propofol, pancuronium bromide, midazolam, hydromorphone, rocuronium bromide, vecuronium
bromide and potassium chloride are FDA-approved. medically necessary drugs administered by
licensed medical professionals, thousands of times a day, in efforts to treat illness or save the
lives of patients around the world. They are well established within the medical community and
continue to serve important needs in surgical procedures and other treatments.
Pfizer offers these products because they save or improve lives, and markets them solely for use
as indicated in the product labeling.

Issued by Global Policy 8. lnlematlon,I Public Affairs, Pfizer Inc.
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Hospira/Pfizer Returned Goods Process
1.• Returned Good$ Authorization (RGA) Is required for product returned prior to expiration. Call Customer
Service (1•B77-9HOSPIRA or 1•877-946-7747) to obtain RGA. Provide NOC product cede or List-Tue number, lot
number, explraUon dale and quantlly to be returned at this lime. This applies lo all products excluding Schedule II
drugs.
2. Customer Service will mall RGA form and shipping labels to customer.
3. Arrange a carrier lo return lhe product.
•

Hospira/Pfizer will help arrange and pay for a carrier lo pick up product rerumed due to Hosplra/Pfize(s error.
Carrier will schedule a lime wllh customer to pick up product. Under all other conditions, lhe customer pays
for freight on returned goods shipments.

•

Customer may arrange and pay for shipmen! of product to Hospira/Pfizer. Hospira/Pfizer will reimburse freight
cosls when Hosplre/Pfize(s error caused \ha relum. A signed Returned Goods Authorization form Is required
for unexpired producl even ii tha customer chooses lhe carrier. No ctedit 1'1111 be allowed on frelghl collect
returned goods shipments lo Hospira.

Or

4. Hosplre/Pfizer verifies authorization, RGA slgnaiUre, quanlllies relumed, producl condition, and Issues
appropriate credit.
5. Fleld deslrucllon of expired producl (excluding Schedule II controlled drugs - see point 8 below.) will not be
accepted for credit.
6. Third Party Returned Goods Companies may relum expired product on behalf or their customers. Required
Information Includes customer name and address, cuslomefs Hospira account number, custome(s DEA number,
NOC product code, lot number, quantity relurned, size description and expiration date. Returns must be segregated

by customer or credit may be dolayed or denied. Expired product (except Schedule II) should be sent freight
prepaid to:
GENCO Pharmaceutical Services (formerly Capilal Returns, Inc.)
6101 North 64th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53218
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Command and gene ral staff mee ting
05/1 6/12

Attendees:
Ken Ben nett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shan non Cluney
Gar rett Coburn
Michael John son
Terry Kirkham

Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Joha nna Smith
Mackenzie Ston e
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

itt II 23081.
of the pote ntia l exec utio n of Offe nder Leav
ion
arat
prep
in
is
ting
mee
This
:
rview
Ove
serv e it to the
wee k. When it arrives, War den Blades will
• The deat h war rant is antic ipate d this
k.
offe nder , and he will be moved to F bloc
dule d for 8
June 12. Last time , the exec utio n was sche
on
• The execution is sche dule d for 10 a.m.
t filing.
a.m., but dela yed beca use of a late cour
at group.
Leavitt is not asso ciate d with a secu rity thre
•
not hear d of any
agency part ners this morning. They have
• Jeff Zmuda and Randy Valley met with
ution.
issues in the com mun ity relat ed to the exec
he had
des a filing for ineffective counsel, which
inclu
t. One
• Leavitt has seve ral filings in the cour
lenge
chal
to
office filed som ethi ng abou t a mon th ago
also filed in 1994. The federal defe nder s
the IDOC medical process.
en has met witll_ __
n from the Parole Commission. Olivia Crav
• __ _l,eavi!t hasreC\lle_s_ted a_commutatio
mut atio n
Commission will deci de to cond uct a com
the offe nder . It is antic ipate d the Parole
rant is serv ed.
hear ing abou t a wee k afte r the deat h war
d we will nto
ired chemicals this time , and it is antic ipate
• IDOC has a good sour ce for the requ
n.
have the sam e trou bles as the last exec utio
, rath er than the 3-drug protocol.
• IDOC may chan ge to a 1-drug protocol
training and are well prep ared
• Escort and medical team s have been
Action
•
•
•

s this wee k:
item : Randy Valley will send out thre e item
sche dule d at 10:30 on Thursdays.
Calendar appo intm ents : Mee ting s will be
to Randy befo re the next mee ting
204s: Make nece ssar y chan ges and retu rn
ther orde ring proc ess instructions.
Ordering proc ess: Theo Lowe will put toge

Roles and responsibilities:
• Ope ratio ns Sect ion Chief: Jeff Zmuda
• Finance and adm in: Theo Lowe
• Logistics: Al Ramirez
• Outline and cont ract : Josh Tewa It
staging.
h will include entr ance grou p and hous e
• Terry Kirkham will over see SIC!, whic
Ice to over see the
pa
's
nett
if David Birch can take Ken Ben
• Action item : Randy Valley will find out
•
•

entr ance area .
Ken Ben nett will over see IMSI.
ia cent er.
include eme rgen cy tran spor ts and the med
Joha nna Smith will over see ISCI, which will
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•
•
•

Jackie Braun will oversee SBWCC.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to add CERT, CNT, Ad min team and CISM representatives to org
chart
Staging: Garrett Coburn

Changes and keepers for this execution:
• There will be multiple IAPs that will be more specific to different operational periods.
• P&P will patrol starting the Friday before the execution, rather than 13 days out.
• External security group will post the night before the execution.
• Meetings will be conducted once per week, not twice.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to determine if Boise PD can stage at the PRC, rather than SBWCC.
Then, SBWCC can be used for check-in.
• The execution will be conducted at the same time as the end of the fiscal year. As much as
possible, purchases need to be made before the end of the fiscal year. Same as last year, all
purchases will need to go through Bob Morlan.
• Action item: Review the After Action Report. Bring any changes that you cannot adopt to next
week's meeting.
• The tent needs to be purchased as soon as possible.
• It is anticipated that three new OSP vehicles will be available by the time of the execution. If not,
there are some marked vehicles at central office, but they do not have lights or shot guns.
• ISCI is expecting the media center will want to be open at the same time to be online by the 5
a.m. news broadcast.
• ISCI will feed in-house again, which will require special ordering.
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Interior Perimeter Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

ACSO Lt Mike

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda

Schneider

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

Sgt Jake Vogt

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

NEEDED

Vogt

Piccola
Fratusco

No

TBD
Schneider

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

No

TBD
Long

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

No

TBD
Moyer

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)

No

TBD

Patrol Unit Vil (ACSO - Front
Gate)

PT.ITIME

No

TBD

Patrol Unit Ill (ACSO)

OFF

No

TBD

Patrol Unit II (ACSO)

DROP

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

Russell

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Stage Ada County Sheriffs Office (ACSO) patrol cars to provide immediate response to civil disruptions
or incidents as they occur.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an authorized !DOC
employee needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law
enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
Patrol Unit VII will be posted at the front gate for a uniform LE presence .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL
COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SO2

700mhz

Lt Mike Schneider

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnorships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

June 8, 2012

South Boise Complex staff:

We are only a few days away until June 12, the scheduled day for the execution of Offender Richard
Leavitt. In addition to potential changes to your schedules, please be aware of the following items:
•

•
•

•
•

The Ada County Highway Department is scheduled to reduce the speed limit on Pleasant
Valley Road. It is expected to reduce to 35 mph June 11 and return to normal speeds June 13.
Please allow extra travel time on these days.
Local law enforcement and P&P officers will be providing extra coverage of the sun-ounding
area Monday June 11.
Check-in will be opened at l 400hrs. June 11 at the SBWCC Program Building fur all staff
assigned to event posts. If you are assigned to a position specific to the event you are to stop
and check into the event. If you are scheduled to work your nonnal post you do not need to
stop at Check In.
We will add additional security at the front checkpoint beginning at 1430\u·s on June 11. Only
approved personnel will be allowed in the complex. There will be no visitors after that time.
Please use the following areas on June 12:
o SBWCC staff: Do not park on the south side of the east parking lot.
o IMSI staff: Park in the gravel lot that is west of the facility where state buses are
no1mally parked.
,
o ISCI staff: Fill the west parking lot first, then the east parking lot. Please enter through
the visiting entrance.
o SICI staff: Park in the dirt lot 1101ih of Admin.

Your continued professionalism and commitment to your responsibilities is appreciated.

PO Box 14 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83707 · PHONE (208) 336-0740 · FAX(208) 334-2748
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CERT Group

1. BRANCH
Special response

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
TIME
06/12/12
DATE

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt #23081 Execution

0630- l 430hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Derek Butler

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER
Josh Overgaard

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

6

Yes

CNT

1

no

CFRT

l

no

6

Yes

CERTSquad2

Cpl. James
Frasier

CERTSquad3

Start time

End time

06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs

06/12/12
1200 hrs
06/12/12
1200 hrs
06/12/12
1200 hrs

06/12/12
1430 hrs

06/12/12
2230 hrs

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Special response teams will be stationed at the CERT Tactical Ready Room.
Special response teams will be dispatched by the incident command post•
Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .
Special teams have their omt tra11sport vehicles .
CERT Team will need an 8-(!asscngcr van or larger to stage by Tower 4 Sally Port of ISCI.
Debrief will be conducted "ithin the group .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

-All special teams will be on standby from 06111/12 at 0900rs until 06/14/12 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SO2

700mhz

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

vhf
DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Joshua Overgaard

I

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-12

DATE

0530

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jegsen

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Alpha Squad

LEADER
Danforth
King

EMT

Bravo Squad

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No

8
IO

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED
.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Center and SORT Squad leaders
• SORT Commander will be on site and liaison between Commandhours
0530
at
ICC
in
posted
members
SORT
• A Squad Leader and 6 SORT
members pos~edin ICC at 1300 hours
• B Squad Leader and 8 be block
off by barricades SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
• ICC North Entran·ce will
squads.
• A six man SORT extraction team will be assigned to both
of a unit.
outSide
when
staff
securit)'.:
ICC
hr
escorted
be
will
inmates
• _All
·aSSISt :with escorts and·facmcy-fe __ ing o_pe.-.ions
and
Stand-l,y
On
remam
will
SquaO.
•
there hearings.
• At 0800 hours two SORT members Will be assigned - o n u n i s s i o n in
Centtffi
Command
• Report _all suspicious activity to tl1e
to contact the SORT
• SORT will have facility riidios operation on channel as pnmary arid Channel 6 as secondary
.
Cotnmander
Incident
Commander or

..

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engj!geme ot:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self.defen se when they are In imminent
o_r death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure the area and the subject who ms a threat.

Notify the Group Supervisor

injuries first
Provide necessary medical attention to fill injured parties, treating the mOstserious
.

.·

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
CHAN •

.SYSTEM

FREQ,

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

S02

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY {RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley .

FREQ.

FUNCTION

.

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY {PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP
lnstitlltional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

I

ASSIGN MENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt Execution

6-11-2012
tmlil 6-122012

DATE

TIME

223010
completion

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL

Shift commander on
Dutv

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

OSP will be staffed with 1 Correctional Officer and 1 P&P Officer
Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution .

•
•
•

Operate on I.M.S.I. repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

•

Armed post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION S

Read OSP post orders, Follow rnlcs of engagement as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GRO UP COMMUNICAT IONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL
COMMAND

SYSTEM

CHAN.

IDOC

1-2

REPEAT

GROUND

DIVJGROUP

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

REPEAT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS i=orm 204
.

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Exterior Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-12

DATE

0530

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

~

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jeesen

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point A (North & South
SallvPort)

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

2

Sharp

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
one SORT members posted at ICC South Entrance
• SORT Squad leader and be
block off by barricades SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
• ICC North Entrance willon the
shift schedule and have IDs to gain entrance on ICC grounds.
be
must
employees
ICC
•
in
• All Parble visitors must check W'itll South Entrance Officer. model and
plate of the vehicle will by documented
• All Parole visitors will be ~n a approved list the cOlor, m_ake,
· ,.,outh-lmtrance--Orficer
• Report all suspicious activity to the Command Cen e(!:
on channe 1 ~ a cellplione to contact the Incident Commander.
• SORT will have facility radios operation
occurs, SORt members will notify the pets on to Ieave the premises. If the
disruption
• ff some0ne Cnters the perimeter, or
person refuses, SORT will contact the Incident Commander to request law enforcement.

a

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of.Eng5!ge ~ent:

..

jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defen se when they are in imminent
or death .
Follciwing any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the Subject who was a threat
Notify the Group SupeJVlsor ,
first.
Provtde neces~ary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious Injuries

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

S'('STEM

SYSTEM

CHAN •

.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

502

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-2012

DATE

0600-1400

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

Shift commander on
Duty

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken Bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

2

Rear Sally port staff

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Operate according to normal post orders with special exceptions:
l\ledkal team will communicate with facility upon arrival .
.
Rear sally port officers will inspect the medical vehicle but will not check the IDs of the medical personnel
Coroner's van will be searched and IDs checked •
Ambulance will be searched and IDs checked .
Ambulance will be escorted to F-Block
Rear sally nort officers will onerate on 11\ISI radio freouency

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read rear sally p011 post orders. Do not check IDs of medical vehicle personnel.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.}

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

External Security
Group

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

6/1212012

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Lt. B Kimmel

GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R
Joint Infonnation Center Security

EMT

LEADER
Sgt. BCrowl

Traffic control team

Emergency Transport Team
Media tmnsport Team

NEEDED

4

Team

Check In
TIME

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

Shift TIME

NIA

0300

0330

Chris Clark

2

Ivehicle

0300

0330

Cpl. Steve Strope

6

Assigned
vehicles

0530

0600

Sgt. E. Blair

2

l vehicle

0400

0430

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

JIC entrance.
Traffic control team will provide a pilot car from the complex entrance to the JIC and post at the
group.
the
of
teams
2
other
the
for
place
in
relief
conduct
will
team
Emergency Transport

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
The Joint Infonnation Center will be staffed at 0330 hrs and Open to media at 0400hrs.
Staff will park cars in the furthest parking lot from the media staging area.

Staff must remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO.
All staff assigned to the external security group will be in class A unifonn.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Dignitary Tral1Sport

1. BRANCH
'

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

DATE

TIME

June 12

0900?-1200?

'

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER
ISP Major Ked
Wills

EMT

Digllitary Transport

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

I (transp. 3

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

di211itaries)

'

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

-

-

---~~--

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communications will be by cell phon'l,;

.

"

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
'

FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM
7

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

FREQ'.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE
5/24/2012

I

TIME

'
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ASSIG NMENT LIST (ICS 204)
3.

2. Operational Period:

1. Incident Name:
Leavitt Execution

Date To: 6/12/2012
Time To: 1430

Date From: 6/12/2012
Time From: 0600

Branch Director:

-

Jeff Zmuda
Brandon Phillips

Division/G roup Superviso r: Donald Peebles

5. Resources Assigned:

-~

'
Group:
6102

C

0

QJ

'II,

a..

Contact ( e.g., phone, pager, radio
freauencv , etc. l

Resource Identifier

Leader

Unit 1

Chris Dupea

2

6301 or 6317

Unit2

Ami Nunes

2

6100 or 6101

Response and
Escort (R/E)

Jackie Hernande z

1

Outside Patrol
(OSP)

Christina Boulay

1

Medical

Kathy Lynch

2

Food Service

Scott Spackman

2

6312

Clinician

Sherri Carpenter

1

6111

Operation

IMSI

U)

0

'

Division: Facility

Contact Number(s )

4. Operations Personnel: Name
Operations Section Chief:

Branch: SBWCC

Staging Area: SICI
Reporting Location,
Special Equipmen t and
Supplies, Remarks, Notes,
Informatio n

...
Radio 1617

6114

Arrives at 1000

6. Work Assignments:
· .. -· e4aeility~llcaemain-.,,ncSe<sUre<istaltls
No volunteers will b.e allowed access.
No programming will be provided the day of the execution.
All non-emergency transports, to include medical, county, or state will be cancelled.
No off-site workers will be .allowed to work on June 12'', 2012.
All outside movements will be escorte.d.
post.
A perimeter patrol ·will be assigned to patrol around the perimeter of SBWCC. This post will be an unarmed
Supervisor.
Division
When off-site, they will notify the
Laundry Service Wlllbe cancelled for the day.
Food Service will use offenders from Unit 2.
Staff will complete an !CS. 214 form.
',·

7. Special his.tructi6ns:
Slaff will complete thirty minute tier checks.
Division Supervisors and clinicians will conduct unit checks every two hours.
Offenders will be escorted between the units.
.,
.,
Unit 2 will send one tier at a lime for dining.
;~ :
times.
scheduled
during
Offe.nders will have access to the dayrooms
Director.
Branch
the
to
sent
be
will
request
..
media
All

,·

8. Comtnunicatioris (radio and/or phone contact llUmbers needed for this assignment):
PcimaIY Contact: indicate cell, Qager, Or radio (fregllenc~/s!i:stem/channel}
Name/Function
radio or phone
/ Unit2
Unit 1
radio
/ Medical
RiE
,! ..
phone
I
OSP
radio
I
Clinician

9. Prepared
ICS204

by:

- - · Position/Title:

Name: Daniel Schaffer
,'

IAP Page

I Date/Time:

Deputy Planning Chief_Sig nature:

'

'

6/3/12 2012
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1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

DATE

06/12/2012

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

I

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

I

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

shift team

NUMBER
PERSONS

Lt. S. House

30

2nd shift team

Lt. B Bulen

60

3 rd shift team

Lt. E Clark

54

Food Service Team

Tyrel Davis

IO

Institutional Support team

D\VCobum

II

1st

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

I

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Maintain a s..1fe and secure environment for all staff and i.mnates within ISCI.
A second outside patrol officer will be posted throughout the operational period .

•
•

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

4

Medical Team

•
•

2100

TIME

Secure IS Cl from any unnecessary inmate movements 2 l OOhrs the day before the execution to 2 lOOhrs the day of the execution.
All housing units will have JO minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided to the inmate population

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

throughout the evening
All programming, outside recreation, education, chapel services, paralegal activities, and inmate visiting will cease the day of the
execution.
Provide for dog program stmctured movements during the e\•ent .
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be ceased for the day of the execution .
ISCI staff will be provided a public statement and communication with public guidelines 72hrs before the execution.
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas as needed 0600hrs-2000hrs the
day of the execution.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximatc-ly 12 inmates and food service staff
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner·with controlled feeding in Pendyne, the day of the execution.
Laundiy will be closed the day of the execution, an extended laundiy schedule will be provided for the day before and after the
execution.
Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
Diabetic and emer,;,:ency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to building 20.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.
8

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

Maint.

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

9

REPEAT

7

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
JSP Pleasant Valley

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

Patrol

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

TIME

June 12

DATE

0500-1400

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Steve Richardson

Sec Leaders below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

ISP Cpl. Gabe
Coleman /OJC)

(June 12, 0500-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"
(June 12, 0800-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

(June 12, 0600-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED
INo for am

Tpr. Dan
Nelson
Tpr. Justin
Klitch
Cpl. Joe
Chandler

Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY

Cpl. John
Vance

Pleasant V.
Rd. backun

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

-

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Responsible for high-visibility patrols on Pleasant Valley Rd. Preserve and

enhance public safety Including carrying out law enforcement activities and providing assistance to members of
the public and allied agencies, as appropriate.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Entrance Group

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution
6-12-2012

DATE

0500 thrn
comnletion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eric Kiehl

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T er~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot I I

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Yes
Y,,

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Post begins at 0500hrs, lots open to public at 0600hrs .
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
• No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
• All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand-held metal detector

•
•

•
•

•
•

Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for tn."'5passing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject 'Mlo was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution

6-11-12 Ihm
completion

DATE

TIME

2230

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Patrol Perimeter of SIC! compound .
Operate on SIC] repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION S

9. DIVISION/GRO UP COMMUNICAT IONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Exterior Perimeter Group

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Lcavitte #23081 Execution

6-11 thru 612-12

DATE

2230 thru
completion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!}:'. Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observation Post I
fixed Observation Post II

2
2

Fixed Observation Post III

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol 111

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

.
•

Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of /DOC property
Observe and report any breach of JOOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with Individuals
LE will be dispatched to respond
Vehicles will have one PO and one IOOC staff member

If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an !DOC employee needs to notify the person
to leave the premises. If the person refuses, JDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespasslng.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:

When the staff member has a reasonable belief that the subject poses an imminent danger and
possesses the ability, means, and opportunity to cause death or great bodily injury to the staff
member or to another person.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

.

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

T

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

------

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Please read:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,

Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

----

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

---

Command and General Slaff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign !AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Demobilization Checkout

Employee#

Name

Time:

Date: 06/12/12

Event: Leavitt 23081 Execution

Assignment or Assignments
Time Out

Time in

Unit leader Responsible for Performance:

Unit/Personnel
Have each section completed and form submitted to Demobilization leader
Logistics:
Equipment Unit:
Communication Unit:
Planning:
Documentation
Unit:
Check In/Out recorder:
Other:
Injuries:
Yes: Work comp completed by

Received

Human Resource:
I would like to receive/attend CISM debrief information.
I decline to attend a CISM debrief at this time.

Initial

I have received the staff support information.

Initial

Initial

Remarks/Comments:

Demobilization Unit Leader Signature:
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

From:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations
Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

June 25, 2012

Re:

Leavitt 23081 Execution After Action Report

To:

This docume nt is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Richard
Leavitt #23081 on 06/12/12 at 1000hrs.
The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommenaat1ons for improvement for use In planning s1m1laY events inlne future.
We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report/ Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Table of Contents
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Incident Details ......................................................................................................................................................... 3
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Incident Narrative ..................................................................................................................................................... 5
Incident Review ........................................................................................................................................................ 5

Planning Phase ..................................................................................................................................................... 5
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Command: ....................................................................................................................................................... 6
Operations Section: ......................................................................................................................................... 7
Exterior Perimeter: ..................................................................................................................................... 7
Demonstrator Lots: ..................................................................................................................................... 7
Staging: ....................................................................................................................................................... 7
Media Center: ............................................................................................................................................. 7
SICI: ............................................................................................................................................................. 8
ISCI: ............................................................................................................................................................. 8
IMSI: ............................................................................................................................................................ 8
SBWCC: ........................................................................................................................................................ 8

Finance and Admin Section: ............................................................................................................................ 8
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report/ Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Section 1: Incident Overview
Inciden t Details
Incident Name:

Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

06/08/12 1800 hrs.

Incident End Time:

06/12/12 2200 hrs.

Location:

South Boise Complex

l Staff
Command and Genera
·_
..

Name

·.

·.

.

·_.··_.

Title

.

.

Director

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations

Josh Tewalt
Theo Lowe

Position

.

..

-

.

.·_..
.

Incident Commander

Brent Reinke

Jeff Zmuda

-~

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Executive Financial Officer

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Randy Blades

Warden

Terry Kirkham

Warden

Johanna Smith

Warden

Ken Bennett

Deputy Warden

Brandon Phillips

Lieutenant

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Deputy Incident Commander
Operations Section Chief
Operations Section Chief
Finance/ Admin Section Chief
Planning Section Chief
Logistics Section Chief
""Execution Branch Director -SICI Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director
IMSI Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Director
Public Information Officer

p art1c1Patmg Fac11ities an d Oreani zations
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution

South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correctional Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District

~
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Objectives

•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities will operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative

st
On Dec. 19, 1985 Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder. He was
sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued on May 17, 2012 with Leavitt scheduled to be
executed at 1000 on June 12, 2012 by lethal injection.
The execution of Richard Leavitt was completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada
County Coroner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at 1027hrs on June 12, 2012.

Incident Review

The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Leavitt 23081 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a success.
Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending their
expertise and resources.

Planning Phase

The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordination from several
agency partners as well as a large contingent of IDOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Richard Leavitt started four weeks before the execution. There were meetings
for
held~o□ ce a week with both~o.ur agenc_y~p_artners~and. our command and geneu;il staff groups
and
meetings
Staff
General
and
the first three weeks. The forth week we held two Command
one Agency Representative meeting, with an additional meeting with both groups the day prior
to the execution. Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an incident action plan was
developed for each of the three operational periods.
•

•

•

•

The first situation report was sent to our agency partners six weeks in advance of the
execution. Our agency partners have requested to be notified earlier if possible.
Recommendation - IDOC will send out periodic situation reports to keep our agency
partners informed of any potential timelines for an execution.
The command and general staff should begin the planning process earlier. We started about
five weeks prior to the execution with the IAP finalized the day prior to the scheduled
execution.
Recommendation - The schedule needs to be adjusted so that the IAP is completed 7-10
days ahead of time. Deadlines should be identified for revisions to the IAP.
The Command and General Staff meetings started with Branch Directors and above. As the
planning process progressed more and more individuals were invited to attend.
Recommendation - Command and General Staff should identify and involve their teams
earlier. They need to either invite their individual team members, or be responsible to inform
their individual teams of duties and ensure progress. The list of these key personnel is
necessary for completion of a phone list, organization chart, and meal list.
The Phone List took a long time to finalize. This causes issues for other people in the
planning process.
Recommendation - The phone list should be assigned early on to ensure completion
earlier on in the process.
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•

•

There was some confusion with the CERT team regarding their expected role. They
planned to have one squad on site for 16 hours. Command had requested three separate
squads spanning a 24 hour period.
Recommendation - A special planning meeting should be scheduled with the specialty
teams to clarify roles and expectations for the event.
FCRT Team did not feel they were well briefed in advance of the operation.
Recommendation - The FCRT team leader for the southern team should be included in the
planning process.

Operational Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0600 hours the day of the execution, demonstrators did not
arrive until 0900hrs. The demonstrators quickly dispersed upon notification that the execution
was complete. The execution itself went as planned.
Command:
• The addition of the radio briefing was helpful. A radio briefing was provided on the hour and
a written briefing was posted at the bottom of the hour. This kept our staff well informed of
our progress.
• Wednesday is a better execution day, rather than Tuesday, because of the quick turnaround
at the beginning of the week.
• During the event a family member of one of the victims was allowed access to the command
post.
Recommendation - The command post should be limited to command and general staff
only. Potentially a TV could be made available for staff in the lobby.
• IDOC Command Center heard the execution was complete after the media.
Recommendation - All media releases should be approved by command prior to release to
the media.
• Some staff were released prior to approval from command.
Recommendation - Command should notify all areas when demobilization begins,
following a demobilization plan.
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Operation s Section:
Exterior Perimeter :
•

There was confusion with whom external security was supposed to report lo. They were
assigned different people based on the operational period.
Recommendation - Terry Kirkham recommends that Jay Christensen be the primary
contact for all shifts, rather than changing from ISCI shift commander to Tim Higgins to Jay
Christensen.

Demonstr ator Lots:
•

The 4 hour shifts in the demonstrator lots created some scheduling issues and confusion.
Recommendation - 4 hour shifts could be eliminated unless there is inclement weather.
During inclement weather a small relief factor could be used to allow staff to get to get out of
the weather for a break.

Staging:

The phone line that swing shift was provided to call in on was the shift commander's
number. It created confusion.
Recommendation - There should be a line dedicated to staging.
• Only one maintenance person was deployed from staging. There were 20-30 people,
including external partners available. Additionally, there was only a small contingent of
security staff in staging.
__ Recomme ndation~T his appears to_bean appropriate number, if thernwas_ anincident .
There may need to be a larger contingent of security staff made available in staging.

•

Media Center:
•

•

•

•

Some media outlets only had one representative that needed to be transported to and from
the demonstrator lots and media center.
Recommendation - Media center needs a van, rather than a pilot car, lo transport media to
demonstrator lots.
The media center did not have a floor. The media was forced to set up their equipment on
the dirt floor. This caused some mechanical issues, as well as a trip hazard.
Recommendation - The media center needs a floor, even if it's canvas.
The Media representatives were asked to fill out a background check. Some use stage
names and are not comfortable providing their real name.
Recommendation - Since the majority of the media is not provided access to any secure
are of the complex, backgrounds may not be necessary. They will need to request
attendence and show their media credentials to gain entrance. Background checks could be
limited to media that are selected to witness the execution.
The generator lights rented for this event cost $100 a day each.
Recommendation - !DOC should consider putting in permanent lights in the parking lot, if
we intend to continue using this area as the media center. II may save cost in the long run.
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SIC!:
•
•

Facility ran well.
The information provided for which staff from CFRT were assigned to the event was not
complete. It did not include what area, or squad they were from. They were randomly
assigned without knowledge of the issues it could cause.
Recommendation - CFRT should be provided a list of the positions needing coverage, and
CFRT can assign their team members to the posts.

!SCI:
•

•

It is expensive for ISCI to feed in-house.
Recommendation - ISCI could feed the offenders using controlled movements. Breakfast
would be completed prior to the execution and lunch would not start until it is completed.
Offenders would all be secured during the execution.
The Parole Commission chose not to cancel parole hearing the day of the event. ICC
assisted by hosting the parole hearings for ISCI to limit the traffic into the event area.
Recommendation - This worked well. This process should be used again, if this issue
arises.

IMS!:
•
•

•

A written briefing was posted once the execution was complete. However, many staff didn't
have access to a computer and were not promptly notified.
Recommendation -A radio announcement at IMSI would have notified staff quickly at IMSI
and cleared up any confusion.
There were about 47 people in the conference room for the mandatory CISM debrief
following the execution. This is too large a group for an effective debrief.
Recommendation - Escort, Observation, J Block teams etc. required to go to CISM should
be required to attend a separate briefing to manage numbers. The rest of the facility should
not be mandated to attend.

SBWCC:
•

Facility had no issues of note during the event.

Finance and Admin Section:
•
•

•

Deployment checklist was cumbersome, but important. There were only a few odds and
ends that needed to be completed following the execution.
Time sheet reporting was better, but is still a bit challenging.
Recommendation - Theo will request a list of all staff eligible for ONL from each of the
areas.
It was beneficial to have Al Ramirez as a purchasing authority this time.
Recommendation - This process should be repeated.
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Planning Section:
•

•

•
•
•

•

The Check In/Out at SBWCC program building was a success. Staff were able to quickly
check in, get a copy of the IAP. Upon check out they were sent in waves to prevent any
bottleneck. This provided good accountability of staff.
The facilities were never notified when the CISM debriefings would be held.
Recommendation - Planning needs to publish the CISM debrief schedule in advance of
the event.
There was no CISM team member present at check out to provide diffusing if requested.
Recommendation - CISM should assign one member to check out to ensure the well being
of staff as they check out of the incident.
There was some confusion with staff reporting to the incident at check in. They were not
clear as to what equipment they needed and where to get it. They were also not sure where
to report to get a briefing.
Recommendation - All equipment should be issued at check in, to include vehicles.
Someone should be assigned to check-in to provide a briefing to responders at each shift.
There was an error with the external security maps. The maps had positions marked, which
had changed without planning's knowledge.
Recommendation - Planning will work with those responsible for perimeter security to
ensure the maps are accurate.

Logistics:
•
•

•

•

Accountability of equipment issued for this event was well managed. Upon completion
event equipment was inventoried and stored in F-Block for future events.
There was one generator that was not refueled prior to pick-up. This entailed a $150
charge. This was due to a scheduling error. Maintenance understood the generators would
be picked up the day after the event. However, the timeline changed the day of the event,
and maintenance was not notified.
Recommendation - Logistics had a good plan in place to manage this. In the future the
time.line should not be changed based on the early completion of the event.
The food team was assigned a small pick-up to complete their tasks. With 200 people
assigned to the event ii was not large enough to accommodate the amount of meals
needing pick-up.
Recommendation - A larger vehicle should be assigned to the food unit to manage their
duties.
Only the staff on dayshift on the day of the execution were scheduled to be provided a meal.
Other staff came expecting a meal, but were not provided one.
Recommendation - The staff on graves and swings on the day of the execution should be
provided a meal.
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (!DOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The !DOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31 /12
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012
1400

Operational Period (1430hrs 06/11/12 to 0630hrs 06/12/12

2230

Check-In Opens
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers fo.r the duration of the event
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d , _ .
Offender Phones will be disabled b,,.., for the duration of the event

2230

CERT, CNT, and CFRT go on stand-by.

1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

06/12/12
0330
0400
0400
0430
0515
0530
0530
0530
0545
0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
0630
0730
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1130
1130
1145
1200

Staff Briefing Posted
lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens
Staff Briefing Posted
Command will be stood up at IMSI
Staging Opens
Slaff Briefing Posted
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
Briefings will be ·held at staging for all exterior positions
Operational Period (0600hrs 06/12/12 to 2230hrs. 06/12/12)
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Communications Center isJujly operntional
CERT Squads 2&3 p o s f ~ n relief of Squad 1.

,:;'pen

ICC and CWC SICI Checkpol~(s
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
BPD Mob and Crowd Control Team Stages at PRC
Director's Media Briefing
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Stage near the Execution Unit.
Offenders due to top on Jan 12 are transported off site
Transports for Parole Hearings completed
Attorney General arrives at IMSI
Staff Bnefing P9sted
WrtnessesArrive - To include Media
Witnesses briefed and esccrted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Notify Staging .;f whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
Staff Brie/ing Posted
Swing-shift Staff Begin Call-in
Denionstralor Lots will be cleared and closed

1300

Staff Briefing Posted
Stagi_ng may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
Media Center Clos_es

1400

Deinobii'izaiion Begins

1230
1300
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Idaho Department of
Correction

Memo
To:

Staff and Volunteers

From: Kevin Kempf, Chief of Prisons
Date: December 7, 2012
Re:

New Facility Access Procedures

In an effort to enhance the safety and security of our facilities and reduce the
introduction of contraband, you will see a change in the way personal items will be
carried in and out of IDOC operated prisons.
The department will be supplying all staff and volunteers with a see-through-mesh
bag to carry in personal items that are allowed by policy, into the facilities. Staff and
volunteers will be required to use the bags beginning January 15, 2013. After that
date staff and volunteers will no longer be allowed to bring in backpacks, coolers,
purses, briefcases, or any other container that conceals the contents within. Staff
may be allowed to bring these items in to an area such as administration, locker
rooms, etc. as designated in writing by the facility head. Refrigerators will be placed
within the institutions to keep your perishable items cold. Food items brought into the
facility need to be in see-through plastic containers as well.
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 510.02.01 .001, Facility Access, identifies what
is allowed and is not allowed to be brought into facilities. You may want to review this
SOP to ensure you are in compliance. As a reminder, staff and volunteers will not
bring more than $50 cash, cell phones or other electronics, workout clothing, or nonwork related materials into the secure areas of a correctional facility. Personal items
should be limited and are subject to search. Items that are issued by the department
for use in the performance of departmental duties, such as laptop computer bags, will
be allowed.
Thank you in advance for you cooperation in making sure that our facilities remain a
safe and secure place for our staff, volunteers, offenders, and members of the public.

1
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR

To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:

a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is

contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31/12
Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction
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INCIDENT BRIEFING
2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO
1. Incident Name
ICS 201-CG
0700
Time:
06/01/12
Date:
Execution of Richard Leavitt
impacted
trajectories,
results,
flight
over
site/area,
Incident
the
operations,
of
area
total
the
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
ICIO
4. Current Situation:

Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of I" Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985
The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12, 2012 at 1000hrs.,
during designated time period (2100
ICIO is responsible for managing ICIO and have the Northern Region CERT and CNT on standby
hours before the day of the execution to 2100 hours after the sentence Is carried out).

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICI0

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06101/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

5. Initial Response pbjectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives:
Facility Operations

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

ICIO will go on modified restricted status starting at 2110hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution the day of the execution.
All offenders will be restricted to their unit and assigned work areas.
Limited programming will be provided beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for
a period of 48 hours. No programming that requires offenders to exit their housing unit or
immediate classrooms adjacent to the housing units (education, visitation, religious
activities, outside recreation, etc ... ). ICIO's TC & SOTP programs will continue with
programming on the housing units.
All offender meals will be served in the dining hall in McKelway Hall, Givens Hall and
offenders assigned to A-Block will be served their meal trays and eat their meals in the ABlock dayrooms or in their cells. Since feeding does not require exiting the building they
will be served the regularly scheduled meals.
Laundry and food service workers will be allowed to work. No other offender work
assignment will be allow for ICIO secured and unsecure units, except for special project
work crews (trail, ITO, Lewiston, etc ... ).
All Department of Public Works projects will be allowed to continue their contractual work
requirements (McKelway Hall food service/laundry, Givens Hall HVAC, and Maintenance
Build construction).
Offenders will be allowed the ability to access their unit dayrooms following the inmate
living guide rules.
Medical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offsite
appointments
Limited off-site workers will be allowed to leave directly supervised by IDOC special
project staff.
Emergency transports only on the day of the execution.
All outside offender movements will be limited and requires the operational section chief
approval. All outside offender movement shall be directly supervised.

•

Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing.
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the
execution.

•

Normal vender delivery to the facility will be authorized.

•

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by; (name) ICIO
Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Exterior Patrols
The ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all security checks/inspections
are being completed (by each shift using the normal assigned staff) for the perimeter fence
and perimeter fence detection systems for the secured and unsecured perimeters.
Observe and report any breach of IDOC property or suspicious activity to Division
Supervisor.
Outside patrol will be instructed not to engage with citizen group activities outside of the
perimeter boundaries of ICIO. ICIO outside patrol shall contact central control and inform
central control of all activities outside and within the boundaries of ICIO.

•

•
•

Law Enforcement will be called to handle any non IDOC offender situations.

•

Interior Patrols
ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all normal security
inspections/checks are performed and all unit supervisors are in their assigned unit to
assist in the supervision of offenders.

•

Check-in/out
•

Individuals must be on the approved schedule/list to gain entrance

•

Everyone will be logged in/out on the facility approved list, verifying time of entry/exit.

•

All individuals must present photo ID

•

Class "B" will be the appropriate uniform

•

The ICIO branch operational section chief shall report all suspicious activity to the Division
Supervisor.

Demonstrator Lots
•
•

ICIO will not allow any demonstrators to be on IDOC/ICIO property to demonstrate
against or for the execution.
ICIO will contact local law enforcement concerning all demonstrators.

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date:

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

'

Operations Section Cbief SBX ·
Jeff Zmuda
..

lCIOs B1·anch
Shift Connnander

.
..

-_

Entrance Gronp
Sergeant

i

.·

:

.

Central Control

Check in/out Team
Entrance Officer

'
!

1 Correctional Officer

•.

Exterior Patrol Group
Outside Patrol Ofticers as assigned

.

I
.

.

I
·
ICIO uniform staff as assign I

Emergen cy Perimete r Posts

.

l
l
.

I

'

Interior Patrol Group
ASC

'

.

I

Patrol Team I
Response & Escort Officer

.

..

'

I

I

.

I

I

Facility Gronp
Shift Commander

I

!CS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

ICIOBranch
Shifl Connnander

Facility Group
Shift Conunander

--

-

Entrance Oftlcer (0600-2200)
1 Correctional Officer
-

-

-

OSP -1 Correctional Officer

Control
1 Correctional Officer
-

l\kKelway Hall (Bl, B2, Cl & C2)
4 Correctional Officers
-

-

--

-- - - -

-- -

A-Block
3 Floor Officers and I Control Booth Officer

-

-

-

-

Givens Hall
1 Cor1·ectional Officer
-

--

-

Food Service
2 Food Service_ Officers- 1 Food Service Supervisor
- -

-

-

-

-

-

Laumlry (0600-1400)
I intermittentCorrectional Officer
-

-

Givens Hall Special Projects
Special project staff as assigned
_-

-

-

-

Response and Escol't
2 Correctional Officer per shift
-

-

-

-

Cli!liclans (0600-1800)
2 Clinici~ns
-

--

-

-

!CS 201-CG (pg 5 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary
Resource
Identifier

Resource

Time: 0700

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

OnScene

ETA

NOTES: (Localion/AssignmenUStalus)

(X)

Adamson

Conner

6345

Officer

Alberts

William

1052

Officer

Aldrich

Randv

1054

Officer

Alldrin

Kenneth

1198

Officer

Anderson

Amy

2790

Lieutenant

Legal
Assistant

Ashford

Laura

9513

Ausmus

Shelly

8040

Specialist

Barcus

Bryon

0487

Officer

Barlev

Hailv

6343

Officer

Barlow-Hust

Noel

5986

Warden

Barnes

Flovd

1132

FS Officer

Barrett

Brvan

8626

Officer

Bartz

Michael

5184

Officer

Bauer

Mark

3086

Sergeant

Bearden

Larry

1365

Specialist

Beauchamp

Clifton

0258

Officer

Benson

Gordon

6150

Officer

Bentley

Kartrina

4943

CMS Nurse
Practitioner

Berrv

Janice

0071

RN

Blanford

Matthew

0145

Officer

Bonner

Kenneth

6587

Officer

Bromund

David

9574

CMS

Brewer

Scott

3461

Sergeant

Rehab

Depuly

Rehab

Burgess

Candie

9038

Officer

Burke

Kelly

6972

Officer

Bvbee

Daniel

8616

Sergeant

Carlin

Terema

3716

Warden

Carlson

Dvna

8447

CMS

Clement

Shelli

7793

FS Officer

Cochran

Tammv

4744

RN

Cooner

Barbara

6151

Officer

Cooner

Michael

6149

Officer

Cox

Elizabeth

9617

Officer

Crandall

Mark

6462

Officer

ICS 201-CG (pg 6 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Crouch

James

3951

IT

Cumminns

Beckv

9554

PSR

Curtis

Brian

6146

Officer

Curtis

Mike

4806

Officer

Danielson

Eric

0796

CMS

Darrah

Donald

5640

Officer

Davidson

Kathv

6159

Officer

Davidson

Robert

1496

FS Supervisor

Davis

Donald Jr.

4250

Officer

Davis

Chervl

4248

Officer

Dike

Martha

7893

Officer

Downen

Jerri

0650

Admin. Asst. 1

Fernandez

Jack

3497

Officer

Fleminn

Crvstal

1274

Officer

Francisco

Andrea

4745

CMS

French

Robert

4263

Lieutenant

Frve

Aiden

1361

Officer

Fudae

Janet

9978

Officer

Gebhart

Wendv

8687

Clinician

· """GehrRe

·--

Tinaa -

---

-3806-

-- -

GMS-Adm in~-

Gholson

Frank

7968

Officer

Given

Jennv

9019

OARS

Goard

Darvl

7982

Officer

Drav

Darrel

7967

Officer

Griffiths

Steven

1358

Officer

Gunn

Beniamin

1821

Sergeant

Gunn

Benjamin Jr.

0147

Officer

Hacle

Zackerev

1221

Officer

Hall

Zacharv

7548

Officer

Hardv

Danielle

9994

Instructor

Hartnett

Randy

8874

Corporal

Hasenoehrl

Dwaine

4275

Sergeant

Heckathorn

Weslev

0933

Corporal

Hernandez

Amelia

5913

FS Officer

Heun

Greaorv

5725

Lieutenant

Hinnins

Randall

1945

Sergeant

Hiaht

Maraaret

8623

Officer

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

---

-

--

--

-

--

-~
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2. Prepared by: (name) \CIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Hiskett

Michael

4283

Corporal

Hossack

Michael

6465

Officer

Hull

Richard

2023

Instructor

Hutchinson

Julie

7416

Records

Jackson

Ronald

8401

Officer

Jeanblanc

Ronald

7966

Officer

Jones

William

7535

Officer

Kaufmann

Diane

9473

RN

Kimble

Linda

6458

Officer

Kinq

David

7133

Instr. Asst.

Larsen

Christopher

9506

Officer

Lavne

Brenda

6564

Sergeant

Lichti

Jason

8875

Corporal

Lovelv

Terri

4317

Officer

Lunders

Adena

9748

PRS

Lynch

Kristi

6940

Sergeant

Manful!

Christopher

2314

Bldg. Supt.

Marble

William

9024

Officer

Martinez

Jesus

6075

Corporal

Martinez

Mallorv

8335

Officer

McIntosh

Brandon

0896

Clinician

McIntosh

Richard

5898

Corporal

Mikesell

Gordon

0714

Officer

Miller

Dustin

0261

Officer

Miller

Kimberly

6519

CMS

0535

Deputy
Warden

Munden

Gale

Nelsen

Terrv

5200

Officer

Newell

Dannv

3311

Officer

Olesen

Francis

6923

Officer

Owens

James

0490

Officer

Palazzo

Francis

1212

CMS

Pascoe

Bobbv

1355

Officer

Pedersen

Branden

7275

Officer

Powers

Dane

0647

Sergeant

Price

Kelly

0166

Officer

Rado

Fernando

1276

Officer

Reed

Coleen

0441

Admin. Asst. 2

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Reisenauer

Catherine

9213

Officer

Remacle

Stacy

3649

Officer

Ruooe

John

4379

Officer

Rvan

Quinton

0829

Officer

Samson

Marcus

9977

LPN

Schmidt

Robert

9857

OARS

Schultz

Christopher

9839

Officer

Schweller

Paul

2879

Sergeant

Seeley

Barbalisa

6418

Comm.

Shriver

Kenneth

3773

Lieutenant

Somerlot

Timothy

6347

Officer

Soauldinq

Donald

4026

Officer

Spence

Audrev

6236

Inst. Asst

Spence

Robert

6398

Officer

Stammer

Darcell

2995

PSR

Stephenson

Georgette

9821

Stuffing

Stanley

3034

Summers
---

--

---

CMSAdmin.

Sec.
FS Officer
Maint.

4402

Denny
-- -

---

--

-- -

5133

Admin. Asst. 1

Terri

1231

Clinician

Telecky

Brent

6585

Officer

Thrall

Tim

0651

CMS

Thomas

Robert

3101

Officer

Walker

Ruth

1210

Chaplin

Warren

Larry

3236

Officer

Welch

Connie

0874

CMS

Welch

Frank

3264

Lieutenant

West

Brandon

5645

Officer

White

Orene

4417

Corporal

Whitesell

John

3292

Officer

Wilkinson

Scott

0511

Officer

Wirgau

Karen

3325

PRS

Wolff

Tyler

0489

Corporal

York

Rory

4093

CMS

Summerton

Susan

Tackett

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

------

- -

-------

--

----

-
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

PRIMARY EVACUATION SITE

n

Rec .Yat'd

Perl.rooter Security

ICS 201-CG (pg 10 of 4) (Rev
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/16/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0800

3. Map/Sketch

.··>;:;-::·
:,,

Richard Leavitt 23081

Execution Plan
4. Current Situation:
st
He
Richard Leavitt 23081 \Vas convicted of l Degree ·Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho.

was sentenced to Death on 12119/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction.

Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained the week of May 14 to May 18, 2012, with the potential
execution scheduled for June 12, 2012 at l000hrs.

ICS 201-CG (pg I of 4) (Rev 4104)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/16/12

Time: 0800

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Management Objectives:
•

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 19-2716,
and 19-2718;

•

Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the prison in
which it occurs;

•

Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;

•

Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to minimize the
impact on the community and the state of Idaho;

•

Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;

•

Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;

•

Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the time that
the offender is executed;

•

Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capital
punishment in a lawful manner; and

•

Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of the law by
any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.

Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho Department of
Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

!CS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

Time: 0800

Date: 05/16112

6. Current Organizat ion (fill in additional appropriate organization)

~
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Ikrot,Reinke
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K~fu_Kernpf
-
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-
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Jeff Ray
-

I

I

I

I
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Finance and
Ad111in_
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Opera lion Srttlon

JdfZrouda

Randy Valley_

Thoo l,owi:

A1RamireL

JmhT,:walt

I

-

-

-

I
I

I

I

I

~ICJDranch

IS:C! §mnth
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E-ncu11on Brnnd1

~

~

JohanmSmith _

TmyKidhiiu

'

-

---- -

. Jml[;l!lr.:f: !::i!!;llll!

.

---

-

'

.

-

i;,,,,m

Diredor

Lt.Bulb'
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-
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- -- -

- --

!1r"!!Y.l!
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=

'

-

...

--
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--
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-
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-

~

-
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-

-

-

-
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...

-
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,..,
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...

~

-
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-
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-

.

u.~in~
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-
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-'

.
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I

I

-_
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-
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...
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~
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,
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-
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitl

Date: 05/16/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

Time: 0800
OnScene

ETA

(X)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenVStatus)

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG
Time: 0700
Date: 06/01112
Execution of Richard Leavitt
shorelines,
impacted
trajectories,
results,
overflight
site/area,
incident
the
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing the total area of operations,
or other graphics depicUng situational and response status)

1. Incident Name

Execution Plan

PWCC
4. Current Situation:
st
Elg in Blackfoot,
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of l Degree l\Iurder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
of Correction.
t
Departmen
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985

The Idaho Departmen t of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution 011 June 12, 2012 at 1000hrs.,

medical,
In preparation for this event we will go into a main facility lockdown to include units 2, 3, 4, 5,
the mood
assess
will
we
education, recreation and kitchen from 0700-0900. Before returning to normal ops
to go to
allowed
be
will
release
and
of the facility. Unit One will be normal operations. Offenders out on crew
work.

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06101/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Curren.~t~A=ct=io=n=s,~P=l•=n=n•=d~A=c=ti=on~s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Current Actions: ·
•

The schedule for all shifts will be minimal; we may want to consider hiring over, or
setting up a volunteer list for four hours to cover outside patrol.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

Cancel Unit 3 Thursday visiting for the 0930-1145 hour block

Initial Response Objectives:
•

A Total Recall will be announced at 0645. Count will follow at 0700. After completing
count, the facility will remain in lock down until 0900. Turn off offender phones.
OCP workers will be allowed to remain on post, and will be out counted. They will
have to extend their work hours by two hours.

•

Start out side patrol at 0630. Have the road blocked leading into the facilty on state
property, set perimeter limit access to parking lot 0630

•

Establish A and B Team response teams.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

At 0600 fruit will be served on unit to offenders before 0645 lock down, if still in lock
down brunch will be served on unit. This a Holiday meal schedule. 0900 call Kitchen
workers to kitchen

•

Pill call should be completed to all units before 0645. Unit four pill call will be held
on unit.

•

Keep staff and offenders informed.

•

Determine the potential growth if a disturbance begin's

•

Assess the risk to the facility, the inmates and the staff

Plan of action to resolve emergency Civil Disorder:
•

Consider law enforcement resolutions.

•

Consider CERT tactical resolutions.

•

Consider voluntary compliance resolutions.

•

Issue orders to cease activities

•

Uninvolved and voluntary compliance civilians escorted out of the affected areas.

•

Isolate, identify, and debrief civilians, if appropriate.

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Note: All positions are 24 hour staffing requirements except as noted .

..

Incident Command
Shift cortunander Day shift

'

Sgt.Ashby
.

PIO Jeff Ray

.

I

.I

Emergency Ops
A-team Leader

Normal Ops
B-team Leader ·
.. •.

----

Control

Perimeterteam - A team

Food Service

Medical Unit leader

Daily Staff Schedule for Unit
Officers

Escort Team

-

..

.

.

B-Team Staff will be utilized for
inside Escorts, Counts, and
secondary response team

..

Transport Team

'•

.

Demobilization Unit

!

•'

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavill

Date: 06101/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700
OnScene

ETA

(X)

NOTES: (Location/Assignment/Status)
Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Cpl. Greeson

Property Officer

PWCC

C/0 Gillette

Visiting Officer

PWCC

C/0 Fisher

Intake Officer

PWCC

C/0 T. Ashby

Medical Officer

PWCC

Sgt. Trevino

Unit Three Sgt.

PWCC

Does not work Holidays

Sgt. Platt

Unit Four Sgt.

PWCC

Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Sgt. Wren

Unit Two and 5
Sgt

PWCC

Does not work Holidays, and is off Thursdays, Friday

Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Lt. Magagna

Does not work Holidays,

Lt. Genera

Does not work Holidays

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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Organization Assignme nt List, ICS Form 203
1. INC1DENT NAME

ORGANIZA TION ASSIGMENT LIST

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
INCIDENT COMMANDER

Brent Reinke

DEPUTY

Kevin Kempf

SAFETY OFFICER

Jeff Ray

Leavitt Execution

CHIEF SBX

Jeff Zmuda

CHIEF Outlying Facilities

Josh Tewalt

a. BRANCH I· Execution
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

OlVlS!ON/ GROUP

Execution Team
Injection Team

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DIVISION/ GROUP

Administrative Team

AGENCY

DIVISION/GROUP

OJVIS!ON/GROUP

LIAISON OFFICER

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike Schnieder

Idaho State Police

Steve Richardson
Kedrick Wills

b, BRANCH II- SICI

Doug Schoenborn

DEPUTY

Bureau of Homeland Security

Fred Apt

DIVISION/GROUP

Exterior Perimeter

Ada County Paramedics

Harry Eccard

DIVISION/GROUP

Entrance

D!VIS10N/GROUP

Institutional Operation

Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department

Terry Kirkham

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP

7. PLANNING SECTION
CHIEF

Randy Valley

DEPUTY

Dan Schaffer

c, BRANCH 111· !SCI

RESOURCES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

SITUATION UNIT

DEPUTY

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GROUP

Media Center

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Operation

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

·01\iiSlON/GRdUP -

Effil':r8ency Trilnsport

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY

DEPUTY

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Brett Kimmel

d. BRANCH IV. JMSI

8. LOGISTIC) SECTION
CHIEF

3. TIME PREPARED

10, OPERATIONS SECTION

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

INFORMATION OFFICER

2, DATE PREPARED

Chuck Kinkaid

DIVISION/GROUP

SUPPLYUNrr
FACILITIES UNIT

e. BRANCH V • SBWCC

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Brandon Phillips
Jaqaline Braun

DEPUTY

DIRECTOR

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
Caryl Frasier

DlV!SlON/GROUP
DIVIS!ON/GROUP

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
MEDICAL UNIT

f. BRANCH V - Immediate Response

FOOD UNIT

Mike Schneider

BRANCH DIRECTOR
9, FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION
CHIEF

Theo Lowe

DEPUTY

g. BRANCH V -Crowd Control

TIME UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

PROCUREMENT UNIT

Immediate Response

DIVISION/GROUP

Bob Morlan

Doug Schoenborn
Crowd Control

DIVISION/GROUP

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

h. BRANCH V - State Patrol
BRANCH DIRECTOR
DIVISION/GROUP

Steve Rishardson

I
Pleasant Va!ley Patrol

I

PREPARED BY {RESOURCES UNIT}

Randy Valley
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG
Time: 0700
Date: 05/31/12
Execution of Richard Leavitt
Impacted
trajectories,
results,
overflight
site/area,
incident
the
operations,
of
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, shov.ing the total area
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
NICI
4. Current Situation:

He
Richard Leavitt 2308 l was convicted of l" Degree Murder in Bingham Couuty for the death of Danelle Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho.
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
was sentenced lo Death on 12/19/1985 and

The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to cany out the execution on June 12, 2012 at lO00hrs.,

!CS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/31/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING

Time: 0700

JCS 201-CG

_ ___,
5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned.~A~c~tio=n=s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Objectives:
Facility Operations

The facility will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day
prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours.
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution
for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be provided the execution the day of the execution

•

•

Emergency transports only the day of the execution.

•

CERT will be placed on standby

•

All off site work crews will be canceled, if they have already been scheduled, and
staff will not schedule any other off site work crews Emergency transports only the
day of the execution

•

The Kitchen will operate normally with minimal offender staffing

•

Access to the administration building will be limited to staff only. The front door will
be locked, the gate to the exterior parking area will be closed.

•

Staffing numbers will remain normal. All scheduled program staff will be on site for
support of security and to meet with any offenders experiencing difficulties.

JCS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/31/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)
.

Operations Section Chief
Josh Tewalt
NICI Branch
Lynn ..Guyer

..

Security Group
A. Krieger

.

.

. Programs Group
B. Lutz

.

Kitchen Group
LThoma son

.·
- ----

.

.

Medical Group
T. Westfall

.

.

.

..

·Educatio n Group
B. Fanner
.

..

.

!CS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
7. Resources Summary

Resource

Time: 0700

Date: 05/31/12

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

OnETA

Scene
(X)

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenVStatus)

~-

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketch

Date: 06/01/12 Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

results, trajectories, impacted
(include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the incident sitefarea, overflight
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

,,;,:

""•<.:,.:.::.._.,

Execution Plan
SAWC
4. Current Situation:

of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1" Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death
of Correction.
nt
Departme
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed
2012 at 1000hrs.,
The Idaho Departme nt of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12,

ICS 201-CG (pg I of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve LitUe, Warden
Date: 06/01/12

Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

5, Initial Response O_bjectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives For SAWC:
•

Set up a twelve (12) hour schedule for the day to ensure back up staffing is on
site to address any issues that may arise

•

Cut off all inmate phones at 2100 the day before until 2100 on the day of the
execution

•

All work crews will go to work as scheduled provided everything is calm and
normal in the morning prior to departure

•

Increase staff on the floor in the facility to monitor inmate activities and
temperature of the facility

•

Set up a response team for any incidents that may arise on work crews or in
the facility

•

Instruct Control Officers that we have no comment to callers into the facility
looking for statements

•

Notify local law enforcement and request increased patrols in the vicinity of the
facility

•

Ensure access is more controlled to include using the magnetic lock on the
front door and only allow entry of authorized staff

•

All other functions at SAWC will be business as usual and as low key as
possible

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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2. Prepared by; (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 1000

6. Current Organizatio n (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Operations Section Chief SBX
Jeff Zmuda
.

Branch Director
'

Units
..

.

.

Perimeter Security
.

.

.

Response and Escort
.
.

.

:
..

..Kitchen
.

.

.

.

..

Mental Health
,

.

'

JCS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Steve Little

Warden

Tom Henrie

Lieutenant

Glenn Armstrong

Lieutenant

Paul Young

Sergeant

Mike Janssen

Sergeant

Allen Neff

Sergeant

Dusty Winters

Sergeant

John Young

Corporal

Launa Coonrod

Corporal

Rick Murri

Corporal

Bragg, Harvey

Corr. Officer

Buckley, Trent

Corr. Officer

Hinckley, Aaron

Corr. Officer

Judy,Shaun

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jane

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jason

Corr. Officer

Lehmkuhl, Josh

Corr. Officer

Marley, Heath

Corr. Officer

Moore, Ron

Corr. Officer

Nanney, Chad

Corr. Officer

Winters, Tassi

Corr. Officer

Date
Time
Ordered

ETA

Time: 1000
OnScene
(X)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenUStalus)

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGAN IZATION ASSIGM ENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERATIONS SECTION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER
DEPUTY

PREPARED

Rhoades 26864
Execution

NAME

POSITION

3. TIME

2. DATE PREPARED

Jeff Zmuda

CHIEF

Kevin Kempf

DEPUTY

Jeff Ray

a. BRANCH 1- Execution

I

Josh Tewalt

SAFETY OFFICER

INFORMATION OFFICER
LIAISON OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

6, AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DIVIS JON/GROUP

Execution Team

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

Injection Team

ACSO

DIVISION/ GROUP

Mike Schnieder
Steve Richardson

ISP

DIVISION/GR OUP

Kedrick Wills
ISP
----·Doug Schoenborn
BPD
~

b. BRANCH 11· SICI

Fred Apt
Hany Eccard

BHS
ACP

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Terry Kirkham

DEPUTY

Jay Christensen

7. PLANNING SECTION

DIVISION/GR OUP

Exterior Perimeter

CHIEF

Randy Valley

DIVISION/GR OUP

Immediate Response

Dan Schaffer
~··

DIVISION/GR OUP

Entrance

DIVISION/GR OUP

Facility

DEPUTY
RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNIT

-

DOCUMENTA TION UNIT

c. BRANCH 111· ISCI

DEMOBILIZAT ION UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DEPUTY

--

--

--

--

- --

----

-----

-

-

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GR OUP

Media Center

OUP
DIVISION/GR
--·--.

Fac\litY

DIVISION/GR OUP

Emergency Transport

Brett Kimmel

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
CHIEF

I

d. BRANCH IV - IMS!

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEPUTY

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP
a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Institutional Operation

---Chuck Kinkaid

SUPPLY UNIT

e. BRANCH V • SBWCC

FACILITIES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP

Jaqaline Braun

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GR OUP
DIVISION/GR OUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

COMMUNICA TIONS UNIT

10. FINANCE/ADM INISTRATION SECTION

MEDICAL UNIT

CHIEF

Theo Lowe

FOOD UNIT

DEPUTY

Chris Sears

TIME UNIT
PROCUREME NT UNIT
COMPENSAT ION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)
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ICS Form 205
INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

1. Incident Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared: 3. Operational Period

Leavitt Execution

5-30-12/1000

DatefTime:
6-11,12-2012
1430-1430

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
System/Cache

Channel

Function

Frequency!Tone

Assignment

Remarks

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

Extemal Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sherifis Office

~02

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700111.hz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRTICNT

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

S02/IDOC 9

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

IDOCID4

SO2

Command

700mhz

ICP

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

lCP

Radios delivered

11117/2011
Established I 1/14

5. Prepared by (Communication s Unit)

Cpl. Robertson~ Communicatio ns Unit Leader
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ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
1.

Incident Name:
Richard Leavitt Execution

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:
4. ICS Position:

3. Name:

Date To:
Time To:

5. Home Agency (and Unit):

6. Resources Assigned:
Name

ICS Position

Home Agency (and Unit)

7. Activity Log:
Date/Time

Notable Activities

....

-

~

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 1

Position/Title:

Signature:

I Date/Time:
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ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
Date To:
Time To:

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:

1. Incident Name:
7. Activity Log (continuation):

Date/Time

Notable Activities

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 2

Position/Title:

Signature:

I Daterrime:
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ICS 214
Activity Log
Purpose. The Activity Log (JCS 214) records details of notable activities at any ICS level, including single resources,

equipment, Task Forces, etc. These logs provide basic incident activity documentation, and a reference for any afteraction report.
or
Preparation . An JCS 214 can be initiated and maintained by personnel in various ICS positions as it is needed

appropriate. Personnel should document how relevant incident activities are occurring and progressing, or any notable
events or communications.
All
Distribution . Completed ICS 214s are submitted to supervisors, who forward them to the Documentation Unit.

completed original forms must be given to the Documentation Unit, which maintains a file of all JCS 214s. It is
recommended that individuals retain a copy for their own records.
Notes:

•
•

The JCS 214 can be printed as a two-sided form.
Use additional copies as continuation sheets as needed, and indicate pagination as used.

1

Incident Name

2

Operationa l Period

•
•

Date and Time From
Date and Time To

3

Name

4

JCS Position

5

Home Agency (and Unit)

6

Resources Assigned

7

•

Name

•

JCS Position

•

Home Agency (and Unit)

Activity Log

•
•

8

Date/Time
Notable Activities

Prepared by

•
•
•
•

Name
Position/Title
Signature
Date/Time

Enter the name assigned to the incident.
Enter the start date (month/day/year) and time (using the 24-hour clock)
and end date and time for the operational period to which the form
applies.
Enter the title of the organizational unit or resource designator (e.g.,
Facilities Unit, Safety Officer, Strike Team).
Enter the name and ICS position of the individual in charge of the Unit.
Enter the home agency of the individual completing the ICS 214. Enter
a unit designator if utilized by the jurisdiction or discipline.
Enter the following information for resources assigned:
Use this section to enter the resource's name. For all individuals, use at
least the first initial and last name. Cell phone number for the individual
can be added as an option.
Use this section to enter the resource's ICS position (e.g., Finance
Section Chief).
Use this section to enter the resource's home agency and/or unit (e.g.,
Des Moines Public Works Department, Water Management Unit).
Enter the time (24-hour clock) and briefly describe individual notable
activities. Note the date as well if the operational period covers
more than one day.
• Activities described may include notable occurrences or events such
as task assignments, task completions, injuries, difficulties
encountered, etc.
• This block can also be used to track personal work habits by adding
columns such as "Action Required," "Delegated To," "Status," etc.
Enter the name, JCS position/title, and signature of the person preparing
the form. Enter date (month/day/year) and time prepared (24-hour
clock).

•
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Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Name

0630-1430

Operafional Period
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships
and OpporhmNiesfor OJ)'ender Change"
Brent D. Refoke
Director

C. L. "Butch" Otter
Goyernor

SITREP
REPORTING DATE/TIME:
INCIDENT NAME:

04/27/12 1000hrs

Richard Leavitt 23081 Execution

SITUATION:
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1st Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in
Blackfoot, Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho
Department of Correction.

Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained on or about May 18, 2012, with a
potenial execution on or about June 12, 2012.
Based on this information, the Idaho Department of Correction is requesting your agency's assistance with the
planning and operations as related to this potential execution.
The IDOC would like to begin the planning process May 16, 2012. We will schedule one meeting a week with
agency partners preceding the execution, unless circumstances dictate the need for additional time.
Please respond to Randy Valley, rvalley@idoc.idaho.gov, verifying the point of contact for your respective
agencies.
IDOC will publish another SITREP once a time and place has been confirmed for our first meeting and
timeframes have been established associated with such an event.
PRIORITIES:
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure that the execution
process:

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 192716, and 19-2718;
Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the
prison in which it occurs;
Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;
Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to
minimize the impact on the community and the state of Idaho;
Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;
Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the
time that the offender is executed;
Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against
capital punishment in a lawful manner; and
Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of
the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho
Department of Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

1299 NORTH ORCHARD, SUITE 110, BOISE, IDAHO 83706 PHONE: (208) 658-2000 FAX: (208) 327-7404
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Idaho Department of Correction

Medi a Cent er Acce ss List
June 2012
,'~1,,,-

111,,~1,1 ,~;u,1,

KTVB TV

ALEELAY, XANTI
AMAYA,RAYNALDO
BABITS,SADIE
BARRINGTON,DAVID

UNKNOWN
Boise Public Radio
Local News 8

BEARSE,KYLIE
BEOHKLE, PAUL

Local News 8
KTVB TV

BERES,ROLAND
BLACKINTON,TODD
BOONE,REBECCA

KIVITV
KPVITV
Associated Press
Post Register
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
Office of Atty General

BROWN,RUTH
CARR, JUSTIN
COLSON, TROY
COOPER,BOB
CORR,JUSTIN VERN

DEARDEN, ANDREA
DIDONATO, MIKE
DVORAK,TODD
EDWARDS,BILLL

KTVB TV
Boise Public Radio
KIVITV
Boise Weekly
Ada County Sheriff
KTVB TV
Associated Press
Idaho State Police

ELL,JENNIFER
EVANS,SCOTT

KBOITV
KTVB TV

FINK,ERIC
FUNK,JOHN

KIVITV
Idaho Press Tribune
KPVITV
Boise Public Radio
Idaho Press Tribune

COTTERELL,ADAM
COX,PAUL D
CRISP,ANDREW

GITTINS,MATT
GRAF,SCOTT
GREEN,NATE
GROSS,JOSH
HARGREAVES,ANDREW
HNATIAK,STEVE
HOLLY HAWK, CAROLYN
HUDSON,ROBERT D
JACKSON, CHAR
JASZEWSKl,JOE
JENSEN,CHRISTINA JOY
Kl,SCOTT
KIENZLE,MARY

~'!!r;;f!p·

MARTINEZ, DAREN
MASTERS, JOHN
MURAD,MIKE
ORR,PATRICK
PALGREN, THERESA
PETCASH, DOUG
PODGORSKl,NATALIE
PRENTICE,GEORGE
QUYNH, JACKIE
RICHARDS,CLYN
RICKELMAN,JUSTIN
SHARP,MICHAEL A
SHAW,TOBY
SHELMAN,NATHAN DAVID
STONDAL, MATT
STOTLAND, ZACH
THIMSEN,DAVID M

@_J_i a'

~ TI I

f ~ -4-;

It ~ ft]

i:

KTVB TV
KTVBTV
KBOITV
Idaho Statesman
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
Boise Weekly
KTVB TV
KBOITV
KIVITV
Newsradio KINF
KIVITV
NewsTalk 670 KBOI
KTVB TV
KTVB TV

TURNER, ERIC
WILLI/\MS,KRISTIE

KIVITV
KTVB TV
KIVITV

WIMBERLY,DONALD E
ZEPELIN, STEPHANIE

Newsradio KINF
KTVB TV

Boise Weekly
KTVB TV
KTVBTV
KTVBTV
UNKNOWN
KTVB TV
Idaho Statesman
KIVITV
Boise Public Radio
KBOITV

KING,MAC
KRELLER,GREG
LOGAN,SCOTT EDWARD

KIVITV
Ida ho Press Tribune
KBOI TV

LUTZ, ANDREA

KTVBTV
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Incident Name

1.

MEDICAL PLAN

Leavitt 23081
Execution

Time Prepared

3.

Date Prepared

2.

06/06/12

Operational Period

4.

0600hrs 06/12/12 to
2230hrs 06/12/12

0800

.
.

.

5. Incident Medical Aid Station

.

Medical Aid Stations

Location

Paramedics
Yes
No

Medic I

SIC! parking lot

X

.

6. Transportation

.

·•

.

..

.

.

.

A. Ambulance Services
Address

Name

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Phone

Paramedics
No
Yes

208-287-2950

X

B. Incident Ambulances
Paramedics
Yes
No

Location

Name

Medic I

Staging area

X

Medic2

F Block

X
X

ICP

Medic IO field Supervisor
.··

7.

.

.

Hospitals

.·
.

·. .

.

.·

·•

·.··

·

.

.

Travel Time
Ground
Air

Phone

Helipad
Yes

901 North Curtis Road# 403
Boise, ID 83 706

IO min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

St. Lukes- Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

IO min

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

St. Lukes- Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

IO Min

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

.

·
·.

·.·

8.

.

•
Medical Emergency Procedures
-._
.

.

.

.

.

No

Burn Center
No
Yes

.·
·.·

.

•
•
•

Report any injuries and/or incidents to the incident command post.

•

Paramedics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request for transport to the emergency department
will go through Medic 1O EMS field supervisor.

Provide Medical support to slaff and responders at ISCI.
Paramedic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physician in F Block .

Prepared by {Medical Unit Leader)

10. Reviewed by (Safety Officer)

Harry Eccard
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COMM UNICA TION PHONE LIST

NAME
Renke, Brent
_Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Dearden, Andrea
Edwards; Bill
Zmuda, Jeff
Ti_m Higgins,
Valley,Randy
D_an Schaffer
Stone, Mckenzie

Asst. PIO
i! 'Asst. PJO

; ;:operations Chief SBX
· :pJinniilg setti_on chief
i: ;'~Janning Deputy
[sTt'uatidn Drirt
}~e_sOuice/Demob Unit
J>pcurrtentation Unit
, lif1ance Admin Chjef
' }l):\ance Deputy
,,. Ji:[glstics ci)ief

:1

Lowe, Th_eo .
Mi:Maclin, Cindy
Ratnirei;A,
Kiiikead, _Chuck
Morlan, Bob
carper, Artl\ur
lver5oh, _Christina
Fr~-sHiir, _tatyf

. ¥U1>JJiy Unit leader
JAJiintenance Do.it

:);)~}Vi Ce )'~farich
.:kJIT1~un°;Cat1on U-nit lea- er

o ~H tspn7"~et

Camin, Marc (ISP)
J~lis.eh, Mikki(ASCO)
lbliara(ICC) .
EccariJ, Hariy '
Bran.don LaRosa

f.· {r::,f_i,9ic~I Unit _Leader
': },1(edical Grp Supv.

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
LOCATION
tie
3243
rm.
ICP IMS! Conference
3243 tie
ICP 1MS1 Conferehce rm.
ICP IM_SI Conference mi ..
Demonstrator Lots
ISP
324_3 tie
ICP IMS! Conferrnce rm.
ext. 3222
338,1635
IMS!
tie
3243
ICffMSf Conference rm.
--+--~-------'--,
Check-in
3243\ie
li::P fMSI Conference rm.
6323.tie
6323 tie
_teniCal Office
.Central Office
1¢p JMst toiifeience im.
FBlock .
3509\i~
co·mplex
Staging
Coii\munication center
mrmlffitatiorn:ente
Cornmimication center
coinmunication center
Co_mmunkation center
ICI'

5212tie
-3203tie
· ;p· re
3203\i_e
3203tie
32()3\ie

JCP _ _

JR McGee

:2;,;<•·-··

Peder Ahearn
Sl)_a_nno_ri _Ed;vards
_E,jan l:lillirig
.A~ri~n Danil_uc
. Ede iii.Jschleh .

:o"Jit<

6323 tie
6323 tle
6_323 tie

~o..e:s1rr ·

,ti,t;<Fj',,;

SIC! Conference rm.
3241 tie

EriCKiehl
:C6inplex Check Poi~t" ·
·1nstliufjonal

op~rat.ion_s

Front Gate
Shift Commander

Shift Commander Office
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!SCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Clperations

Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith

ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office

Schlienz, Rodney

Capiains Office
Media tent

4725 tie

Ken Bennett
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

IMS( bWs Office
IMSIDWS Office
Shift Commander Office

3205/
3205/

Phillips, Brandon

SBWCC Warden's Office
SBWCC Shift Command
Execution Brahch
F-Block
F,Block

~lflii lWIIJ FIEIJ 14lrm !:@ll i~I~~ -·
-_. (Msl Branch Director
·• .Deputy
f~stitutional Operations
,:SBWCC Branch Director
'_l'rlstituti_onal Operatiolis

6ranch Director
Of'puty

Blades, Randy
Cluriey,Shannon

· 'GERT Commander
Gf\JT Leader
CFRT Leader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nkk
Roberts, Randy

fl!•~ ~fi~ 1i\•
:,:,-- ~~i- Sfli -~4- >-fi tl~~ ~~@
4622 ii.e
room

;

(.

·1sP
JSP
.ISP
tsP
ISP
ISP
·rsP
J$p
CAPP Warden
:CAPP OW
· fCCWarden
ICCAW
1/)rtual Prisons
;(ISM Team Leader
.•Acta County SO
'Ada County SO
,Ada County SO
Ada county so·
Ada County SO
~J\da County SO
Ada County SO
A_d_a County 50
Boise Police Dept.
ISP Regional
Commuiiications Center

South (Dispatch)
_ISP MCC

Wills, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cpin
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Chandler, ISP Cpl.
Nelson, ISP Tpr.
Waid, ISP Tpr.
Murakami, ISP, C I.
Burke, ISP, Sgt.
.Finn, Bria_n

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Kester
Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Vogt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Frattisco, Mike
Schneider, rviait
Piccolo, Jason
Moyer, Todd
Long, Jim
Schoenborn, Doug

d'Rr ready

CERT ready r9om
CERT ready room
Car 550
Car 424
CarSOO
Cat.421
Car569
Car 557
car594
Car.416
CAPP
<:APP
ICC
Comms
ICP
IMSI
lCP
Immediate Response
lmmeiliate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
. _Immediate Response
lmnieaiate Response
ICP

4622 tie
4622 tie

2/1A,'iAC.
)/1A,VAC
{62/1t,.-\(AC
~-2/lAc',/AC
~02/iA'.yAC
50.2/1(,/i(AC

3204 tle
3205

6123ti_e
Effii::"rgency

846-7500

ISP
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Resources Summary

Staff
Resource
Identifier

Resource

ETA

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit H (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit III (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit VII (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit leader

1

Joint lnfOnnation Center Sec. Team

4

Tmflic control team

2

Emergency Transport Team

6

:Media transport Team

2

Dignitary Transport

3

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol

1

Pleasant Valley Patrol

1

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol Team leader

I

_Check PoinLA ___

---

---

-----

--- - -

3

Demonstrator Lot I

4

Demonstrator lot ll

4

Fixed Observation Post I

2

Fixed Observation Post IT

2

Fixed Observation Post HI

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol lll

2

Incident Commander
Deputy IC

PIO
Asst. PIO
Operations Chief SBX
Planninl! section chief
Planninl! Denutv
Situation Unit
Resource/Demob Unit
Documentation Unit

---- --

OnScene
(X)

- - ~-

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenUStatus)

---

-----

----

----

---

I
I
I
2

l
I
1

1
I
1
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Finance Admin Chief
Finance Dcnutv
Logistics chief
Sun,v-,rt Branch
Sunn}y Unit leader
fifaintenance Unit
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch
Conununication Unit leader
Comms Officer
Medical Unit Leader
r-.-tedical Group Suoervisor
Medic l
Mcdic2
Food Unit Leader

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3
I
I

2
2
I

Food Unit
Staging area manager
Onerntions Chief Ext. Fae.
Agency Ren~ BHS
SICI Branch Director
SICI Extemal Sccuritv Grouo
Entrance Groun Leader
ISCI Branch Director
Deputv
Institutional Onerations
ISCI External Securitv Group
JMSI Branch Director
L\1S1 Branch Denutv Director
SBWCC Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Dep. Director
Ext:euliun Branch Dir,xtor
Execution Branch Deo. Director
CERT Commander
CNT Leader
CFRT Leader
CISM Team Leader
CERTSauad
CERT Souad
ISP Agencv Ren
ACSO Agency Rep
BPD J\11ency Ren

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6
6
I
I
I
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BPD Mob and Crowd Control

20

StauiJl<·•

25

Escort Team

13

Medical Team

5
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First

Last

Position

Gary

Acree

SIC! External Security

Jeremy

Ajeti

Demonstrator Lots

Michael

Alboucq

Demonstrator Lots

Jennifer

Alder

Demonstrator Lots

John

Andrich

Fred

Apt
Arguello

Demonstrator Lots
Bureau of Homeland Security
Demonstrator Lots

Babcock

Demonstrator Lots

Roger

Barnhardt

SIC! External Security

Cory

Barrier

Demonstrator Lots

Karen

Bassford

staging

Jason

Beard

SIC! External Security

Michelle

Belville

Kenneth

Bennett

Check-In
IMS! Branch Director

Elaine

Bergeson

CISM

Joyce

Biggs

staging {to work)

Jana Lee

Biladeau

David

Birch

Staging
Witness Support

Troy

Black

Jose
Michelle

Randy

Blades

Staging
Execution Branch Director

Eric
Jaqaline

Blair
Braun

Media Transport
SBWCC Deputy Branch Director

Eric

Buschlen

Food Unit

Don

Caagbay

Check-In

Aida

Carrington

John

Carroll

staging
Demonstrator Lots

Jarod

Cash

Joe

Chandler

Demonstrator Lots
Idaho State Police

Jay

Christensen

SIC! Deputy Branch Director

Chris

Clark

Shannon

Cluney

Pilot Car
Deputy Execution Branch Director

Garrett
Gabe

Coburn
Coleman

staging {to work)
Idaho State Police

Christopher

Colson

Demonstrator Lots

Tom

Conant

SIC! External Security

Sara

Corona

Brian

Crowl

staging
Joint Information Center

Adrian

Daniluc

Andrea

Dearden

Food Unit
Ada County Sheriffs Office - Asst. PIO

Jim

Dixon

Demonstrator Lots

Nick

Dobler

CNT

Angel

Dobrev

Demonstrator Lots

Jack
Harry

Dujanovik

staging
Ada County Paramedics

Eccard
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Bill

Edwards
Edwards

Food Unit
Idaho State Police - Asst. PIO

Blas

Elguezabal

SIC! External Security

Tom
Guy

Fa lash

staging
Traffic Control

Caryl

Frasier

Mike

Fratusco

Service Branch Director
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Brittney

Frerichs

Check-In

Dan

Geisel

Jimmie

Gentry

Demonstrat or Lots
Demonstrat or Lots

David

Gould

Staging

Kelli
Kristy

Gravelle
Hardy

Daniel

Harris

OSP Support
Demonstrat or Lots
Joint Information Center

Benjamin

Heinrich

Demonstrat or Lots

Don

Hilling

Food Unit

Leslie

Hoerner

Christine

Hopson

CNT
OSP Support

Thomas

Houdeshel l

Cristina

Iverson

SIC! External Security
Equipment Unit Leader

Debra

Jessen

CISM

Kevin

Kempf

Eric
Zach

Kiehl
Kiehl

Deputy Incident Commander
Entrance Group Supervisor

Brett

Kimmel

Chuck

Kinkaid

Terry

Kirkham

Justin

Klitch

Kayla

Knauf

Craig (Steve)

Landers

Special Transports
Demonstrat or Lots

Jay

Lau

SIC! External Security

Chad

Loghran

Jim

Long

Theo

Lowe

Demonstrat or Lots
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Finance/Administatio n Section Chief

Ed

Manning

staging

Anthony

Marcak

Charlie

Martinez

Demonstrat or Lots
Special Transports

Rachael

Masaitis

Check-In

Calvin

May

Staging

Aaron

McCormick

Demonstrat or Lots

Jason

Mileski

SIC! External Security

Rusty

Moffett

Bob

Morlan

Shannon

Franco

OSP Support
ISCI External Security Group Supervisor
Support Branch Director
SIC! Branch Director
Idaho State Police

Todd

Moyer

OSP Support
Supply Unit Leader
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Dan
Frankie

Nelson
Neumeyer

Idaho State Police
Demonstrat or Lots
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Dave

Nielsen

Special Transports

Mary Ellen

staging

Ted

Nourse
Oparnico

Dianna

Ortiz

staging
Check-In

Chad

Page

AG Sgt at Arms

Kenneth

Paul

IMS! Deputy Branch Director

Leroy

Peneku

SIC! External Security

Brandon

Phillips

SBWCC Branch Director

Brett

Phillips

Witness Support

Jason

Piccola

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Cassey

Poore

Al

Ramirez

Demonstrator Lots
Logistics Section Chief

Jeff
Brent

Ray
Reinke

Public Information Officer
Incident Commander

Steve

Richardson

Idaho State Police

Randy

Roberts

CFRT

Derrick

Robertson

Communications Unit Leader

Pat

Roderick

staging

Vince

Rodriguez

CISM

Pete

Rodriguez

Special Transports

Steve

Russell

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Dan

Schaffer

Deputy Plans Section Chief

Matt

Schneider

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike

Schnieder

Doug

Schoennorn

Ada County Sheriffs Office
Boise Police Department

Rick

Severson

Demonstrator Lots

Mike

Shoen

Staging

Terri

Slack

Johanna

Smith

staging
ISCI Branch Director

Paul

Sorensen

Paul

Spencer

Demonstrator Lots
Special Transports

Ryan

Spjute

Joint Information Center

Cathy

Steffen

staging (to work)

Alan

Stewart

Mackenzie
Steve

Stone
Strope

staging
Situation Unit Leader
Special Transports

Bob

Switzer

staging

Alexa

Tam

Staging

Josh

Tewalt

Matt

Thomas

Randy

Valley

Plans Section Chief

John

Vance

Idaho State Police

Jake

Vogt

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Jeremy

Wallingford

Demonstrator Lots

Kat
Kurt

Watkins

Check-In

Wiley

Joint Information Center

-

Operations Section Chief
Demonstrator Lots
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Sheldon

Wilkinson

Demonstrator Lots

Kedrick
Patrick

Wills

Idaho State Police

Wolberd

Keith

Yordy

Jeff

Zmuda

ISCI Deputy Branch Director
Operations Section Chief
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics

CSS R. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Crist

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer Al Viens
Ofer B. Johnson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Baughman

Boise Police Department

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Harr

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Kaurin

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Muguira

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Robinson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Thomas

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Adams

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Lacow

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Norman
Ofer M. Furniss

Boise Police Department
Boise Police Department

Ofer N. Major

Boise Police Department

Ofer P. Markle

Boise Police Department

Ofer R. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer RD Hill

Boise Police Department

Ofer T. Miller

Boise Police Department

OfcrT. Weir

Boise Police Department

Sgt J. Nichols

Boise Police Department

Sgt M. Jones

Boise Police Department
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team

Bobby·... <
Jeremy\ •. \
Ton{ ,
Miriam.·.·< ..• /

Adkisson<

cc·.·. AWa.1:~_i\
·•

< ·. · •.· .•

)•.\>/•····.•
Ameisfoorf >. . ,

> ) ..·Anderson•/·.·./)

Tc.

51(:1 (xternalsecurlt\l
SIC!EXt~rrlal~Eii:µriWi\·•··.··•./•·

> '.·.·..... ·.·•·. •·.·•

i}.}>[.\••·..•>••····•·;
ISQl()SP l>WitJgs> ' · > f \
Slc:I[l<te,'na!Security>·•·/-<>ii·• •
> .··.·•··•<
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Staging
St~girigjfd.StiJft. c·•••

··.·•, s@t~t~fMls~CllfitV••·•.
QSf>:Slipp(lr'tcf ·•• .
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Kessler

Cqrre'i:fiohaJ.E111erge11cy Re~ponseJeain . •
Correi:l:ional·Emergeric:y·Resporise Team
toriectiohal E111erger,cVHespoo~eJearli
CorrectiCJ6al E111erge11cy Re:Spo.nse. Jeam· .
CClrrfd.ioria.l.E111ergeT)cyResponsefeam·
•. Cpriedio11al EniefgencyRfsponseleam
Crinec:tiptla) E111•erge11cy Respbrise Team·
(:o,rec:tional•E111.ergency·$espci11seT1=am .
Co.rrectional ;E111erge11t{Respons~·Jeain
Cofrect:ionat Emergency Response l;ea111 ;••.·•.
Gorre~fional Emergency Response.Team.
tcCRepres~ntative
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Command and gene ral staff mee ting
05/1 6/12

Attendees:
Ken Ben nett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Shan non Cluney
Gar rett Coburn
Michael John son
Terry Kirkham

Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Joha nna Smith
Mackenzie Ston e
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda

itt II 23081.
of the pote ntia l exec utio n of Offe nder Leav
ion
arat
prep
in
is
ting
mee
This
:
rview
Ove
serv e it to the
wee k. When it arrives, War den Blades will
• The deat h war rant is antic ipate d this
k.
offe nder , and he will be moved to F bloc
dule d for 8
June 12. Last time , the exec utio n was sche
on
• The execution is sche dule d for 10 a.m.
t filing.
a.m., but dela yed beca use of a late cour
at group.
Leavitt is not asso ciate d with a secu rity thre
•
not hear d of any
agency part ners this morning. They have
• Jeff Zmuda and Randy Valley met with
ution.
issues in the com mun ity relat ed to the exec
he had
des a filing for ineffective counsel, which
inclu
t. One
• Leavitt has seve ral filings in the cour
lenge
chal
to
office filed som ethi ng abou t a mon th ago
also filed in 1994. The federal defe nder s
the IDOC medical process.
en has met witll_ __
n from the Parole Commission. Olivia Crav
• __ _l,eavi!t hasreC\lle_s_ted a_commutatio
mut atio n
Commission will deci de to cond uct a com
the offe nder . It is antic ipate d the Parole
rant is serv ed.
hear ing abou t a wee k afte r the deat h war
d we will nto
ired chemicals this time , and it is antic ipate
• IDOC has a good sour ce for the requ
n.
have the sam e trou bles as the last exec utio
, rath er than the 3-drug protocol.
• IDOC may chan ge to a 1-drug protocol
training and are well prep ared
• Escort and medical team s have been
Action
•
•
•

s this wee k:
item : Randy Valley will send out thre e item
sche dule d at 10:30 on Thursdays.
Calendar appo intm ents : Mee ting s will be
to Randy befo re the next mee ting
204s: Make nece ssar y chan ges and retu rn
ther orde ring proc ess instructions.
Ordering proc ess: Theo Lowe will put toge

Roles and responsibilities:
• Ope ratio ns Sect ion Chief: Jeff Zmuda
• Finance and adm in: Theo Lowe
• Logistics: Al Ramirez
• Outline and cont ract : Josh Tewa It
staging.
h will include entr ance grou p and hous e
• Terry Kirkham will over see SIC!, whic
Ice to over see the
pa
's
nett
if David Birch can take Ken Ben
• Action item : Randy Valley will find out
•
•

entr ance area .
Ken Ben nett will over see IMSI.
ia cent er.
include eme rgen cy tran spor ts and the med
Joha nna Smith will over see ISCI, which will
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•
•
•

Jackie Braun will oversee SBWCC.
Action item: Randy Valley needs to add CERT, CNT, Ad min team and CISM representatives to org
chart
Staging: Garrett Coburn

Changes and keepers for this execution:
• There will be multiple IAPs that will be more specific to different operational periods.
• P&P will patrol starting the Friday before the execution, rather than 13 days out.
• External security group will post the night before the execution.
• Meetings will be conducted once per week, not twice.
• Action item: Terry Kirkham to determine if Boise PD can stage at the PRC, rather than SBWCC.
Then, SBWCC can be used for check-in.
• The execution will be conducted at the same time as the end of the fiscal year. As much as
possible, purchases need to be made before the end of the fiscal year. Same as last year, all
purchases will need to go through Bob Morlan.
• Action item: Review the After Action Report. Bring any changes that you cannot adopt to next
week's meeting.
• The tent needs to be purchased as soon as possible.
• It is anticipated that three new OSP vehicles will be available by the time of the execution. If not,
there are some marked vehicles at central office, but they do not have lights or shot guns.
• ISCI is expecting the media center will want to be open at the same time to be online by the 5
a.m. news broadcast.
• ISCI will feed in-house again, which will require special ordering.
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Interior Perimeter Group

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

DATE
5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

ACSO Lt Mike

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda

Schneider

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

Sgt Jake Vogt

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

NEEDED

Vogt

Piccola
Fratusco

No

TBD
Schneider

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

No

TBD
Long

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

No

TBD
Moyer

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)

No

TBD

Patrol Unit Vil (ACSO - Front
Gate)

PT.ITIME

No

TBD

Patrol Unit Ill (ACSO)

OFF

No

TBD

Patrol Unit II (ACSO)

DROP

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

Russell

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Stage Ada County Sheriffs Office (ACSO) patrol cars to provide immediate response to civil disruptions
or incidents as they occur.
Units will be dispatched by Operations
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an authorized !DOC
employee needs to notify the person to leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law
enforcement to arrest the person for trespassing.
Patrol Unit VII will be posted at the front gate for a uniform LE presence .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL
COMMAND

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SO2

700mhz

Lt Mike Schneider

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability,
Partnorships And Opportunities for Offender Change"
Brent D. Reinke
Director

C.L. "Butch" Otter
Governor

June 8, 2012

South Boise Complex staff:

We are only a few days away until June 12, the scheduled day for the execution of Offender Richard
Leavitt. In addition to potential changes to your schedules, please be aware of the following items:
•

•
•

•
•

The Ada County Highway Department is scheduled to reduce the speed limit on Pleasant
Valley Road. It is expected to reduce to 35 mph June 11 and return to normal speeds June 13.
Please allow extra travel time on these days.
Local law enforcement and P&P officers will be providing extra coverage of the sun-ounding
area Monday June 11.
Check-in will be opened at l 400hrs. June 11 at the SBWCC Program Building fur all staff
assigned to event posts. If you are assigned to a position specific to the event you are to stop
and check into the event. If you are scheduled to work your nonnal post you do not need to
stop at Check In.
We will add additional security at the front checkpoint beginning at 1430\u·s on June 11. Only
approved personnel will be allowed in the complex. There will be no visitors after that time.
Please use the following areas on June 12:
o SBWCC staff: Do not park on the south side of the east parking lot.
o IMSI staff: Park in the gravel lot that is west of the facility where state buses are
no1mally parked.
,
o ISCI staff: Fill the west parking lot first, then the east parking lot. Please enter through
the visiting entrance.
o SICI staff: Park in the dirt lot 1101ih of Admin.

Your continued professionalism and commitment to your responsibilities is appreciated.

PO Box 14 ·BOISE· IDAHO· 83707 · PHONE (208) 336-0740 · FAX(208) 334-2748
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
CERT Group

1. BRANCH
Special response

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
TIME
06/12/12
DATE

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt #23081 Execution

0630- l 430hrs

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Derek Butler

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER
Josh Overgaard

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

6

Yes

CNT

1

no

CFRT

l

no

6

Yes

CERTSquad2

Cpl. James
Frasier

CERTSquad3

Start time

End time

06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs
06/12/12
0630 hrs

06/12/12
1200 hrs
06/12/12
1200 hrs
06/12/12
1200 hrs

06/12/12
1430 hrs

06/12/12
2230 hrs

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Special response teams will be stationed at the CERT Tactical Ready Room.
Special response teams will be dispatched by the incident command post•
Special response teams will be managed by the operations section .
Special teams have their omt tra11sport vehicles .
CERT Team will need an 8-(!asscngcr van or larger to stage by Tower 4 Sally Port of ISCI.
Debrief will be conducted "ithin the group .

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

-All special teams will be on standby from 06111/12 at 0900rs until 06/14/12 at 0900hrs

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SO2

700mhz

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

8

REPEAT

7

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

vhf
DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Joshua Overgaard

I

CERT

GROUND

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP
Entrance Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME
Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-12

DATE

0530

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jegsen

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Alpha Squad

LEADER
Danforth
King

EMT

Bravo Squad

NUMBER
PERSONS

No
No

8
IO

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED
.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Center and SORT Squad leaders
• SORT Commander will be on site and liaison between Commandhours
0530
at
ICC
in
posted
members
SORT
• A Squad Leader and 6 SORT
members pos~edin ICC at 1300 hours
• B Squad Leader and 8 be block
off by barricades SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
• ICC North Entran·ce will
squads.
• A six man SORT extraction team will be assigned to both
of a unit.
outSide
when
staff
securit)'.:
ICC
hr
escorted
be
will
inmates
• _All
·aSSISt :with escorts and·facmcy-fe __ ing o_pe.-.ions
and
Stand-l,y
On
remam
will
SquaO.
•
there hearings.
• At 0800 hours two SORT members Will be assigned - o n u n i s s i o n in
Centtffi
Command
• Report _all suspicious activity to tl1e
to contact the SORT
• SORT will have facility riidios operation on channel as pnmary arid Channel 6 as secondary
.
Cotnmander
Incident
Commander or

..

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engj!geme ot:
jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self.defen se when they are In imminent
o_r death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

•

Secure the area and the subject who ms a threat.

Notify the Group Supervisor

injuries first
Provide necessary medical attention to fill injured parties, treating the mOstserious
.

.·

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
CHAN •

.SYSTEM

FREQ,

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

S02

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY {RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley .

FREQ.

FUNCTION

.

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY {PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP
lnstitlltional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

I

ASSIGN MENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt Execution

6-11-2012
tmlil 6-122012

DATE

TIME

223010
completion

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL

Shift commander on
Dutv

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

NUMBER
PERSONS

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•

OSP will be staffed with 1 Correctional Officer and 1 P&P Officer
Patrol Perimeter of Idaho Maximum Security Institution .

•
•
•

Operate on I.M.S.I. repeater frequency .
Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor

•

Armed post

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION S

Read OSP post orders, Follow rnlcs of engagement as outlined in the post orders.
9. DIVISION/GRO UP COMMUNICAT IONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL
COMMAND

SYSTEM

CHAN.

IDOC

1-2

REPEAT

GROUND

DIVJGROUP

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

REPEAT

TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

Randy Valley
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ICS i=orm 204
.

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Exterior Group

1. BRANCH
ICC

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt, Richard #23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-12

DATE

0530

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

~

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Juan Ibarra
Shane Jeesen

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR
Check Point A (North & South
SallvPort)

NUMBER
PERSONS

LEADER

EMT

2

Sharp

DROP
OFF
PT.ITIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
one SORT members posted at ICC South Entrance
• SORT Squad leader and be
block off by barricades SORT members posted at South Entrance will monitor any activity
• ICC North Entrance willon the
shift schedule and have IDs to gain entrance on ICC grounds.
be
must
employees
ICC
•
in
• All Parble visitors must check W'itll South Entrance Officer. model and license plate of the vehicle will by documented
• All Parole visitors will be ~n a approved list the cOlor, m_ake,
· ,.,outh-lmtrance--Orficer
• Report all suspicious activity to the Command Cen e(!:
on channe 1 ~ a cellplione to contact the Incident Commander.
• SORT will have facility radios operation
occurs, SORt members will notify the pets on to Ieave the premises. If the
disruption
• ff some0ne Cnters the perimeter, or
person refuses, SORT will contact the Incident Commander to request law enforcement.

a

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of.Eng5!ge ~ent:

..

jeopardy of serious bodily harm
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defen se when they are in imminent
or death .
Follciwing any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•

•
•

Secure the area and the Subject who was a threat
Notify the Group SupeJVlsor ,
first.
Provtde neces~ary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious Injuries

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

S'('STEM

SYSTEM

CHAN •

.

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

502

REPEAT

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

Randy Valley
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

1. BRANCH
IMSI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

I

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt 23081 Execution

TIME

6-12-2012

DATE

0600-1400

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L

Shift commander on
Duty

OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Ken Bennett

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

No

2

Rear Sally port staff

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

7. CONTROL OPERATION S

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Operate according to normal post orders with special exceptions:
l\ledkal team will communicate with facility upon arrival .
.
Rear sally port officers will inspect the medical vehicle but will not check the IDs of the medical personnel
Coroner's van will be searched and IDs checked •
Ambulance will be searched and IDs checked .
Ambulance will be escorted to F-Block
Rear sally nort officers will onerate on 11\ISI radio freouency

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Read rear sally p011 post orders. Do not check IDs of medical vehicle personnel.
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

Randy Valley

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

REPEAT

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.}

Randy Valley
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ICS Form 204
2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
ISCI

ASSIGNMENT LIST

External Security
Group

4. OPERATION AL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

6/1212012

DATE

TIME

5. OPERATION AL PERSONNE L
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Lt. B Kimmel

GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Johanna Smith

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATO R
Joint Infonnation Center Security

EMT

LEADER
Sgt. BCrowl

Traffic control team

Emergency Transport Team
Media tmnsport Team

NEEDED

4

Team

Check In
TIME

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

Shift TIME

NIA

0300

0330

Chris Clark

2

Ivehicle

0300

0330

Cpl. Steve Strope

6

Assigned
vehicles

0530

0600

Sgt. E. Blair

2

l vehicle

0400

0430

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

JIC entrance.
Traffic control team will provide a pilot car from the complex entrance to the JIC and post at the
group.
the
of
teams
2
other
the
for
place
in
relief
conduct
will
team
Emergency Transport

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
The Joint Infonnation Center will be staffed at 0330 hrs and Open to media at 0400hrs.
Staff will park cars in the furthest parking lot from the media staging area.

Staff must remember to bring appropriate meals.
Staff will follow all messaging as released by PIO.
All staff assigned to the external security group will be in class A unifonn.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL

SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
Dignitary Tral1Sport

1. BRANCH
'

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

DATE

TIME

June 12

0900?-1200?

'

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL

See Below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER
ISP Major Ked
Wills

EMT

Digllitary Transport

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED

I (transp. 3

No

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

di211itaries)

'

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

-

-

---~~--

B. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Primary communications will be by cell phon'l,;

.

"

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
'

FREQ.

FUNCTION
LOCAL

CHAN.

SYSTEM
7

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)
ISP Capt. Steve Richardson

FREQ'.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

I

DATE
5/24/2012

I

TIME

'
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ASSIG NMENT LIST (ICS 204)
3.

2. Operational Period:

1. Incident Name:
Leavitt Execution

Date To: 6/12/2012
Time To: 1430

Date From: 6/12/2012
Time From: 0600

Branch Director:

-

Jeff Zmuda
Brandon Phillips

Division/G roup Superviso r: Donald Peebles

5. Resources Assigned:

-~

'
Group:
6102

C

0

QJ

'II,

a..

Contact ( e.g., phone, pager, radio
freauencv , etc. l

Resource Identifier

Leader

Unit 1

Chris Dupea

2

6301 or 6317

Unit2

Ami Nunes

2

6100 or 6101

Response and
Escort (R/E)

Jackie Hernande z

1

Outside Patrol
(OSP)

Christina Boulay

1

Medical

Kathy Lynch

2

Food Service

Scott Spackman

2

6312

Clinician

Sherri Carpenter

1

6111

Operation

IMSI

U)

0

'

Division: Facility

Contact Number(s )

4. Operations Personnel: Name
Operations Section Chief:

Branch: SBWCC

Staging Area: SICI
Reporting Location,
Special Equipmen t and
Supplies, Remarks, Notes,
Informatio n

...
Radio 1617

6114

Arrives at 1000

6. Work Assignments:
· .. -· e4aeility~llcaemain-.,,ncSe<sUre<istaltls
No volunteers will b.e allowed access.
No programming will be provided the day of the execution.
All non-emergency transports, to include medical, county, or state will be cancelled.
No off-site workers will be .allowed to work on June 12'', 2012.
All outside movements will be escorte.d.
post.
A perimeter patrol ·will be assigned to patrol around the perimeter of SBWCC. This post will be an unarmed
Supervisor.
Division
When off-site, they will notify the
Laundry Service Wlllbe cancelled for the day.
Food Service will use offenders from Unit 2.
Staff will complete an !CS. 214 form.
',·

7. Special his.tructi6ns:
Slaff will complete thirty minute tier checks.
Division Supervisors and clinicians will conduct unit checks every two hours.
Offenders will be escorted between the units.
.,
.,
Unit 2 will send one tier at a lime for dining.
;~ :
times.
scheduled
during
Offe.nders will have access to the dayrooms
Director.
Branch
the
to
sent
be
will
request
..
media
All

,·

8. Comtnunicatioris (radio and/or phone contact llUmbers needed for this assignment):
PcimaIY Contact: indicate cell, Qager, Or radio (fregllenc~/s!i:stem/channel}
Name/Function
radio or phone
/ Unit2
Unit 1
radio
/ Medical
RiE
,! ..
phone
I
OSP
radio
I
Clinician

9. Prepared
ICS204

by:

- - · Position/Title:

Name: Daniel Schaffer
,'

IAP Page

I Date/Time:

Deputy Planning Chief_Sig nature:

'

'

6/3/12 2012
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1. BRANCH

2. DIVISION/GROUP
Institutional Operations

ISCI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

DATE

06/12/2012

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Johanna Smith

I

Rodney Schlienz

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

I

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

shift team

NUMBER
PERSONS

Lt. S. House

30

2nd shift team

Lt. B Bulen

60

3 rd shift team

Lt. E Clark

54

Food Service Team

Tyrel Davis

IO

Institutional Support team

D\VCobum

II

1st

TRANS.
NEEDED

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

I

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
Maintain a s..1fe and secure environment for all staff and i.mnates within ISCI.
A second outside patrol officer will be posted throughout the operational period .

•
•

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

4

Medical Team

•
•

2100

TIME

Secure IS Cl from any unnecessary inmate movements 2 l OOhrs the day before the execution to 2 lOOhrs the day of the execution.
All housing units will have JO minute tier checks and dayrooms open and movies will be provided to the inmate population

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

throughout the evening
All programming, outside recreation, education, chapel services, paralegal activities, and inmate visiting will cease the day of the
execution.
Provide for dog program stmctured movements during the e\•ent .
All non emergent medical, state, and county transport will be ceased for the day of the execution .
ISCI staff will be provided a public statement and communication with public guidelines 72hrs before the execution.
A team of clinicians will be onsite to provide clinical treatment to inmates in their housing areas as needed 0600hrs-2000hrs the
day of the execution.
Safely maintain pendyne food preparation operations during the execution with approximatc-ly 12 inmates and food service staff
Provide breakfast and lunch meals in the housing units and dinner·with controlled feeding in Pendyne, the day of the execution.
Laundiy will be closed the day of the execution, an extended laundiy schedule will be provided for the day before and after the
execution.
Inmate pill calls will be provided in unit for the day of the execution .
Diabetic and emer,;,:ency medical issues will be conducted with controlled movements to building 20.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAN.
8

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND
REPEAT

Maint.

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

9

REPEAT

7

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP
JSP Pleasant Valley

1. BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT LIST

Patrol

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Richard Leavitt Execution

TIME

June 12

DATE

0500-1400

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF

Jeff Zmuda

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Steve Richardson

Sec Leaders below.

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

ISP Cpl. Gabe
Coleman /OJC)

(June 12, 0500-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"
(June 12, 0800-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

(June 12, 0600-1400)
Pleasant Vallev Patrol

"

NUMBER
PERSONS

TRANS.
NEEDED
INo for am

Tpr. Dan
Nelson
Tpr. Justin
Klitch
Cpl. Joe
Chandler

Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY
Main Gate
Area/PY

Cpl. John
Vance

Pleasant V.
Rd. backun

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

-

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - Responsible for high-visibility patrols on Pleasant Valley Rd. Preserve and

enhance public safety Including carrying out law enforcement activities and providing assistance to members of
the public and allied agencies, as appropriate.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

SUPPORT

REPEAT

REPEAT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

DIVJGROUP
TACTICAL

FREQ.

FUNCTION

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

ISP Capt. Steve Richardson
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Entrance Group

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution
6-12-2012

DATE

0500 thrn
comnletion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Eric Kiehl

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
T er~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

4
4

Demonstrator Lot I
Demonstrator Lot I I

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT./TIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

Yes
Y,,

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS
• Staff with two people at the access gates, and two people to patrol the demonstrator lots .
Post begins at 0500hrs, lots open to public at 0600hrs .
Hand out Demonstrator Rules to all demonstrators
• No Vehicles in the Demonstrator Lots
• All bags will be searched
All Demonstrators will be searched using hand-held metal detector

•
•

•
•

•
•

Minors must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times
Report any issues to Group Supervisor
If someone is on the perimeter or there's a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an IDOC employee needs to notify the person to
leave the premises. If the person refuses, IDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for tn."'5passing.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Rules of Engagement:
Staff members may use lethal force for self-defense when they are in imminent jeopardy of serious bodily harm
or death.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•
•

Secure the area and the subject 'Mlo was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

I

GROUND
TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GRO UP
Facility Operations

1. BRANCH
SICI

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONA L PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Leavitt #23081 Execution

6-11-12 Ihm
completion

DATE

TIME

2230

5. OPERATIONA L PERSONNEL
OPERATIONS CHIEF
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Michael Johnson

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter~ Kirkham

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

EMT

LEADER

TRANS.

NUMBER
PERSONS

NEEDED

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

No

2

Outside Patrol Unit

PICKUP
PT./TIME

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•

•
•

Patrol Perimeter of SIC! compound .
Operate on SIC] repeater frequency .

Observe and report any suspicious behavior to facility group supervisor
No firearm

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION S

9. DIVISION/GRO UP COMMUNICAT IONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

CHAN.

SUPPORT
REPEAT

REPEAT

OIV.IGROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
COMMAND

FREQ.

FUNCTION

GROUND

I

TOAIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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2. DIVISION/GROUP

1. BRANCH
SICI

Exterior Perimeter Group

I

ASSIGNMENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

Lcavitte #23081 Execution

6-11 thru 612-12

DATE

2230 thru
completion

TIME

5. OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISIONIGROUP SUPERVISOR

Jeff Zmuda
Ter!}:'. Kirkham

OPERATIONS CHIEF

AIR TACTICAL GROUP SUPERVISOR

6. RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

LEADER

EMT

NUMBER
PERSONS

Fixed Observation Post I
fixed Observation Post II

2
2

Fixed Observation Post III

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol 111

2

DROP
OFF
PT./TIME

PICKUP
PT.ITIME

TRANS.
NEEDED

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

•
•
•
•
•

.
•

Post 4 fixed observation posts with 2 staff each .
Post 3 vehicles, 2 staff each, to patrol the perimeter of /DOC property
Observe and report any breach of JOOC property or suspicious activity to Division Group
Do not engage and with Individuals
LE will be dispatched to respond
Vehicles will have one PO and one IOOC staff member

If someone is on the perimeter or a disruption in the demonstrator lots, an !DOC employee needs to notify the person
to leave the premises. If the person refuses, JDOC can request law enforcement to arrest the person for trespasslng.

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Rules of Engagement:

When the staff member has a reasonable belief that the subject poses an imminent danger and
possesses the ability, means, and opportunity to cause death or great bodily injury to the staff
member or to another person.
Following any use of lethal force, staff need to:

•
•

.

Secure the area and the subject who was a threat.
Notify the Group Supervisor
Provide necessary medical attention to all injured parties, treating the most serious injuries first

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

FUNCTION

CHAN.

SYSTEM

LOCAL

LOCAL
SUPPORT

COMMAND

REPEAT

REPEAT

DIV./GROUP
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER)

T

GROUND
TOAIR

APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)
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May 16, 2012

AGENDA

1030hrs.
IMSI Boardroom

Meeting called by:

Jeff Zmuda

Type of meeting:

Execution Planning

Facilitator:

Randy Valley

Note taker:

McKenzie Stone

------

Timekeeper:
Command and General Staff

Attendees:

Please read:

Randy Blades, Jay Christensen, Shannon Cluney, Jimmie Crosby, Terry Kirkham, Alberto Ramirez, Johanna Smith,

Josh Tewalt, Randy Valley, Keith Yordy, Jeff Zmuda, Bob Morlan, Theo Lowe, Garrett Coburn, Ken Bennett,
Michael Johnson, McKenzie Stone

After Action Report - Rhoades Execution

----

Please bring:

AGENDA ITEMS
Topic

Presenter

Time allotted

---

Command and General Slaff (1030-1130hrs.)
✓

Situation Briefing

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Define Roles and Responsibilities

Randy Valley

✓

Assign !AP Updates

Randy Valley

✓

Review AAR - Rhoades Execution

Jeff Zmuda

✓

Round Table

Jeff Zmuda

Notes:
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Demobilization Checkout

Employee#

Name

Time:

Date: 06/12/12

Event: Leavitt 23081 Execution

Assignment or Assignments
Time Out

Time in

Unit leader Responsible for Performance:

Unit/Personnel
Have each section completed and form submitted to Demobilization leader
Logistics:
Equipment Unit:
Communication Unit:
Planning:
Documentation
Unit:
Check In/Out recorder:
Other:
Injuries:
Yes: Work comp completed by

Received

Human Resource:
I would like to receive/attend CISM debrief information.
I decline to attend a CISM debrief at this time.

Initial

I have received the staff support information.

Initial

Initial

Remarks/Comments:

Demobilization Unit Leader Signature:
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

From:

Kevin Kempf, Chief of Operations
Jeff Zmuda, Deputy Chief of Prisons

Date:

June 25, 2012

Re:

Leavitt 23081 Execution After Action Report

To:

This docume nt is the After Action Report associated with the execution of Richard
Leavitt #23081 on 06/12/12 at 1000hrs.
The intent of the report is to review functional areas related to the planning and
administration of execution related activities, capturing areas of success and
recommenaat1ons for improvement for use In planning s1m1laY events inlne future.
We will incorporate the recommendations contained in the report into the planning
process for the next scheduled execution.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report/ Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report/ Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Section 1: Incident Overview
Inciden t Details
Incident Name:

Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Type:

Execution

Incident Start Time:

06/08/12 1800 hrs.

Incident End Time:

06/12/12 2200 hrs.

Location:

South Boise Complex

l Staff
Command and Genera
·_
..

Name

·.

·.

.

·_.··_.

Title

.

.

Director

Kevin Kempf

Chief of Operations

Josh Tewalt
Theo Lowe

Position

.

..

-

.

.·_..
.

Incident Commander

Brent Reinke

Jeff Zmuda

-~

Deputy Chief of Prisons
Deputy Chief of Prisons
Executive Financial Officer

Randy Valley

Emergency Coordinator

Al Ramirez

ewe Operations Manager

Randy Blades

Warden

Terry Kirkham

Warden

Johanna Smith

Warden

Ken Bennett

Deputy Warden

Brandon Phillips

Lieutenant

Jeff Ray

Public Information Officer

Deputy Incident Commander
Operations Section Chief
Operations Section Chief
Finance/ Admin Section Chief
Planning Section Chief
Logistics Section Chief
""Execution Branch Director -SICI Branch Director
ISCI Branch Director
IMSI Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Director
Public Information Officer

p art1c1Patmg Fac11ities an d Oreani zations
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
Idaho State Correctional Institution

South Idaho Correctional Institution
South Boise Women's Correctional Center
Idaho Correctional Center
Correctional Alternative Placement Center
Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Highway District

~
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Objectives

•

Facilitate the application of SOP 135.02.01.001 Execution Procedures

•

Facilities will operate under restricted status

•

Provide for the safety and security of responders as well as maximize the protection
of the public

•

Establish an appropriate Incident Management Team that can effectively meet the
initial and long term challenges required to mitigate the incident

•

Provide opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capitol punishment in a lawful manner

•

Ensure there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and
other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the
operation of the prison

•

Minimize the impact on the safety, security and operational integrity of the prison
and the community
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25. 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Section 2: Incident Summary
Incident Narrative

st
On Dec. 19, 1985 Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1 Degree Murder. He was
sentenced to death. A Death Warrant was issued on May 17, 2012 with Leavitt scheduled to be
executed at 1000 on June 12, 2012 by lethal injection.
The execution of Richard Leavitt was completed with the pronouncement of death by the Ada
County Coroner, Erwin Sonnenberg, at 1027hrs on June 12, 2012.

Incident Review

The purpose of this document is to capture the lessons learned from the planning and
operations of the Leavitt 23081 Execution. Overall, the planning and operation was a success.
Local agencies assisted with both the planning and operations of this event, lending their
expertise and resources.

Planning Phase

The planning process was extremely involved and required input and coordination from several
agency partners as well as a large contingent of IDOC staff. The planning process specific to
the execution of Richard Leavitt started four weeks before the execution. There were meetings
for
held~o□ ce a week with both~o.ur agenc_y~p_artners~and. our command and geneu;il staff groups
and
meetings
Staff
General
and
the first three weeks. The forth week we held two Command
one Agency Representative meeting, with an additional meeting with both groups the day prior
to the execution. Accurate notes were taken at each meeting and an incident action plan was
developed for each of the three operational periods.
•

•

•

•

The first situation report was sent to our agency partners six weeks in advance of the
execution. Our agency partners have requested to be notified earlier if possible.
Recommendation - IDOC will send out periodic situation reports to keep our agency
partners informed of any potential timelines for an execution.
The command and general staff should begin the planning process earlier. We started about
five weeks prior to the execution with the IAP finalized the day prior to the scheduled
execution.
Recommendation - The schedule needs to be adjusted so that the IAP is completed 7-10
days ahead of time. Deadlines should be identified for revisions to the IAP.
The Command and General Staff meetings started with Branch Directors and above. As the
planning process progressed more and more individuals were invited to attend.
Recommendation - Command and General Staff should identify and involve their teams
earlier. They need to either invite their individual team members, or be responsible to inform
their individual teams of duties and ensure progress. The list of these key personnel is
necessary for completion of a phone list, organization chart, and meal list.
The Phone List took a long time to finalize. This causes issues for other people in the
planning process.
Recommendation - The phone list should be assigned early on to ensure completion
earlier on in the process.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution
•

•

There was some confusion with the CERT team regarding their expected role. They
planned to have one squad on site for 16 hours. Command had requested three separate
squads spanning a 24 hour period.
Recommendation - A special planning meeting should be scheduled with the specialty
teams to clarify roles and expectations for the event.
FCRT Team did not feel they were well briefed in advance of the operation.
Recommendation - The FCRT team leader for the southern team should be included in the
planning process.

Operational Phase
The operations related to the execution went extremely well. Staff performed well working
within their respective roles and managing the day's events. Although the demonstrator lots
were made available to public at 0600 hours the day of the execution, demonstrators did not
arrive until 0900hrs. The demonstrators quickly dispersed upon notification that the execution
was complete. The execution itself went as planned.
Command:
• The addition of the radio briefing was helpful. A radio briefing was provided on the hour and
a written briefing was posted at the bottom of the hour. This kept our staff well informed of
our progress.
• Wednesday is a better execution day, rather than Tuesday, because of the quick turnaround
at the beginning of the week.
• During the event a family member of one of the victims was allowed access to the command
post.
Recommendation - The command post should be limited to command and general staff
only. Potentially a TV could be made available for staff in the lobby.
• IDOC Command Center heard the execution was complete after the media.
Recommendation - All media releases should be approved by command prior to release to
the media.
• Some staff were released prior to approval from command.
Recommendation - Command should notify all areas when demobilization begins,
following a demobilization plan.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Operation s Section:
Exterior Perimeter :
•

There was confusion with whom external security was supposed to report lo. They were
assigned different people based on the operational period.
Recommendation - Terry Kirkham recommends that Jay Christensen be the primary
contact for all shifts, rather than changing from ISCI shift commander to Tim Higgins to Jay
Christensen.

Demonstr ator Lots:
•

The 4 hour shifts in the demonstrator lots created some scheduling issues and confusion.
Recommendation - 4 hour shifts could be eliminated unless there is inclement weather.
During inclement weather a small relief factor could be used to allow staff to get to get out of
the weather for a break.

Staging:

The phone line that swing shift was provided to call in on was the shift commander's
number. It created confusion.
Recommendation - There should be a line dedicated to staging.
• Only one maintenance person was deployed from staging. There were 20-30 people,
including external partners available. Additionally, there was only a small contingent of
security staff in staging.
__ Recomme ndation~T his appears to_bean appropriate number, if thernwas_ anincident .
There may need to be a larger contingent of security staff made available in staging.

•

Media Center:
•

•

•

•

Some media outlets only had one representative that needed to be transported to and from
the demonstrator lots and media center.
Recommendation - Media center needs a van, rather than a pilot car, lo transport media to
demonstrator lots.
The media center did not have a floor. The media was forced to set up their equipment on
the dirt floor. This caused some mechanical issues, as well as a trip hazard.
Recommendation - The media center needs a floor, even if it's canvas.
The Media representatives were asked to fill out a background check. Some use stage
names and are not comfortable providing their real name.
Recommendation - Since the majority of the media is not provided access to any secure
are of the complex, backgrounds may not be necessary. They will need to request
attendence and show their media credentials to gain entrance. Background checks could be
limited to media that are selected to witness the execution.
The generator lights rented for this event cost $100 a day each.
Recommendation - !DOC should consider putting in permanent lights in the parking lot, if
we intend to continue using this area as the media center. II may save cost in the long run.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
June 25, 2012

After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

SIC!:
•
•

Facility ran well.
The information provided for which staff from CFRT were assigned to the event was not
complete. It did not include what area, or squad they were from. They were randomly
assigned without knowledge of the issues it could cause.
Recommendation - CFRT should be provided a list of the positions needing coverage, and
CFRT can assign their team members to the posts.

!SCI:
•

•

It is expensive for ISCI to feed in-house.
Recommendation - ISCI could feed the offenders using controlled movements. Breakfast
would be completed prior to the execution and lunch would not start until it is completed.
Offenders would all be secured during the execution.
The Parole Commission chose not to cancel parole hearing the day of the event. ICC
assisted by hosting the parole hearings for ISCI to limit the traffic into the event area.
Recommendation - This worked well. This process should be used again, if this issue
arises.

IMS!:
•
•

•

A written briefing was posted once the execution was complete. However, many staff didn't
have access to a computer and were not promptly notified.
Recommendation -A radio announcement at IMSI would have notified staff quickly at IMSI
and cleared up any confusion.
There were about 47 people in the conference room for the mandatory CISM debrief
following the execution. This is too large a group for an effective debrief.
Recommendation - Escort, Observation, J Block teams etc. required to go to CISM should
be required to attend a separate briefing to manage numbers. The rest of the facility should
not be mandated to attend.

SBWCC:
•

Facility had no issues of note during the event.

Finance and Admin Section:
•
•

•

Deployment checklist was cumbersome, but important. There were only a few odds and
ends that needed to be completed following the execution.
Time sheet reporting was better, but is still a bit challenging.
Recommendation - Theo will request a list of all staff eligible for ONL from each of the
areas.
It was beneficial to have Al Ramirez as a purchasing authority this time.
Recommendation - This process should be repeated.
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After Action Report / Corrective Action Plan
Leavitt 23081 Execution

Planning Section:
•

•

•
•
•

•

The Check In/Out at SBWCC program building was a success. Staff were able to quickly
check in, get a copy of the IAP. Upon check out they were sent in waves to prevent any
bottleneck. This provided good accountability of staff.
The facilities were never notified when the CISM debriefings would be held.
Recommendation - Planning needs to publish the CISM debrief schedule in advance of
the event.
There was no CISM team member present at check out to provide diffusing if requested.
Recommendation - CISM should assign one member to check out to ensure the well being
of staff as they check out of the incident.
There was some confusion with staff reporting to the incident at check in. They were not
clear as to what equipment they needed and where to get it. They were also not sure where
to report to get a briefing.
Recommendation - All equipment should be issued at check in, to include vehicles.
Someone should be assigned to check-in to provide a briefing to responders at each shift.
There was an error with the external security maps. The maps had positions marked, which
had changed without planning's knowledge.
Recommendation - Planning will work with those responsible for perimeter security to
ensure the maps are accurate.

Logistics:
•
•

•

•

Accountability of equipment issued for this event was well managed. Upon completion
event equipment was inventoried and stored in F-Block for future events.
There was one generator that was not refueled prior to pick-up. This entailed a $150
charge. This was due to a scheduling error. Maintenance understood the generators would
be picked up the day after the event. However, the timeline changed the day of the event,
and maintenance was not notified.
Recommendation - Logistics had a good plan in place to manage this. In the future the
time.line should not be changed based on the early completion of the event.
The food team was assigned a small pick-up to complete their tasks. With 200 people
assigned to the event ii was not large enough to accommodate the amount of meals
needing pick-up.
Recommendation - A larger vehicle should be assigned to the food unit to manage their
duties.
Only the staff on dayshift on the day of the execution were scheduled to be provided a meal.
Other staff came expecting a meal, but were not provided one.
Recommendation - The staff on graves and swings on the day of the execution should be
provided a meal.
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS
The Idaho Department of Correction (!DOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The !DOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR
To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:
a) Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
b) Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
c) Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
d) Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
e) Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on !DOC property.
f) Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
g) Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
h) Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
i) Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.
SOUND LEVEL:
a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is
contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31 /12
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Operational Period Timeline
06/11/2012
1400

Operational Period (1430hrs 06/11/12 to 0630hrs 06/12/12

2230

Check-In Opens
Checkpoint "A" opens
Observation Posts are posted
Facilities will go on secured status
ISP will begin patrolling Pleasant Valley Rd.
Facilities will begin posting outside patrol officers fo.r the duration of the event
CERT will post Squad 1. They will be p o s t e d , _ .
Offender Phones will be disabled b,,.., for the duration of the event

2230

CERT, CNT, and CFRT go on stand-by.

1430
2230
2230
2230
2230
2230

06/12/12
0330
0400
0400
0430
0515
0530
0530
0530
0545
0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
0630
0730
0730
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0830
0900
0945
1000
1030
1100
1130
1130
1130
1145
1200

Staff Briefing Posted
lights and Generators need to be turned on
Media Center opens
Staff Briefing Posted
Command will be stood up at IMSI
Staging Opens
Slaff Briefing Posted
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to support staff and demonstrator lots
Briefings will be ·held at staging for all exterior positions
Operational Period (0600hrs 06/12/12 to 2230hrs. 06/12/12)
All areas need to report to their respective posts
Communications Center isJujly operntional
CERT Squads 2&3 p o s f ~ n relief of Squad 1.

,:;'pen

ICC and CWC SICI Checkpol~(s
Demonstrator lots will be opened to the public
Staff Briefing Posted
Staff Briefing Posted
BPD Mob and Crowd Control Team Stages at PRC
Director's Media Briefing
Ada County Paramedics arrive with 1 Ambulance to Stage near the Execution Unit.
Offenders due to top on Jan 12 are transported off site
Transports for Parole Hearings completed
Attorney General arrives at IMSI
Staff Bnefing P9sted
WrtnessesArrive - To include Media
Witnesses briefed and esccrted to Witness Rooms
The Execution will begin
Staff Briefing Posted
Meals Delivered
Director's Media Briefing
Notify Staging .;f whether Swingshift Staff are needed in Staging
Staff Brie/ing Posted
Swing-shift Staff Begin Call-in
Denionstralor Lots will be cleared and closed

1300

Staff Briefing Posted
Stagi_ng may begin releasing excess staff with Operation Section Chiefs Approval
Media Center Clos_es

1400

Deinobii'izaiion Begins

1230
1300
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Idaho Department of
Correction

Memo
To:

Staff and Volunteers

From: Kevin Kempf, Chief of Prisons
Date: December 7, 2012
Re:

New Facility Access Procedures

In an effort to enhance the safety and security of our facilities and reduce the
introduction of contraband, you will see a change in the way personal items will be
carried in and out of IDOC operated prisons.
The department will be supplying all staff and volunteers with a see-through-mesh
bag to carry in personal items that are allowed by policy, into the facilities. Staff and
volunteers will be required to use the bags beginning January 15, 2013. After that
date staff and volunteers will no longer be allowed to bring in backpacks, coolers,
purses, briefcases, or any other container that conceals the contents within. Staff
may be allowed to bring these items in to an area such as administration, locker
rooms, etc. as designated in writing by the facility head. Refrigerators will be placed
within the institutions to keep your perishable items cold. Food items brought into the
facility need to be in see-through plastic containers as well.
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 510.02.01 .001, Facility Access, identifies what
is allowed and is not allowed to be brought into facilities. You may want to review this
SOP to ensure you are in compliance. As a reminder, staff and volunteers will not
bring more than $50 cash, cell phones or other electronics, workout clothing, or nonwork related materials into the secure areas of a correctional facility. Personal items
should be limited and are subject to search. Items that are issued by the department
for use in the performance of departmental duties, such as laptop computer bags, will
be allowed.
Thank you in advance for you cooperation in making sure that our facilities remain a
safe and secure place for our staff, volunteers, offenders, and members of the public.

1
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) recognizes the public's right to exercise their First
Amendment right to free speech. The IDOC is providing specific areas for the purpose of
allowing the public to demonstrate in support of and in opposition to the death penalty.
The demonstration areas will be made available starting at 6:00am the day of the execution and
will remain open until two hours after the execution has been completed. In the event of a stay of
execution, the areas will be closed at the discretion of the Idaho Department of Correction.

STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOR

To ensure the safety of all those assembled to exercise their rights in a safe and lawful manner,
the following restrictions, standards, and expectations have been established.
SAFETY:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Minors participating must be accompanied by an adult or responsible party at all times.
Items such as packages, briefcases, and backpacks are subject to search.
Individuals will be searched using a hand-held metal detector.
Users may not carry placards or signs attached to wood or metal posts of any type.
Possession of firearms or weapons is prohibited on IDOC property.
Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Possession or consumption of controlled substances is prohibited.
Threatening or disruptive behavior is prohibited.
Glass and breakable containers are prohibited.

SOUND LEVEL:

a) Public-address systems, stereo amplifiers, and other sound-amplifying devices are
prohibited near the South Boise Complex (prison) area, unless authorized by the Director
of IDOC.
b) In the event that sound from an event is disruptive, demonstrators will be asked to reduce
the sound level to acceptable levels.
c) Detonation of fireworks or similar noise/incendiary devices is prohibited.
ENFORCEMENT: The right to demonstrate at the South Boise Complex (prison) area is

contingent upon compliance with these guidelines.

Effective 05/31/12
Director, Idaho Dept. of Correction
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INCIDENT BRIEFING
2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO
1. Incident Name
ICS 201-CG
0700
Time:
06/01/12
Date:
Execution of Richard Leavitt
impacted
trajectories,
results,
flight
over
site/area,
Incident
the
operations,
of
area
total
the
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
ICIO
4. Current Situation:

Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of I" Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985
The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12, 2012 at 1000hrs.,
during designated time period (2100
ICIO is responsible for managing ICIO and have the Northern Region CERT and CNT on standby
hours before the day of the execution to 2100 hours after the sentence Is carried out).

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICI0

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06101/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

5. Initial Response pbjectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives:
Facility Operations

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

ICIO will go on modified restricted status starting at 2110hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution the day of the execution.
All offenders will be restricted to their unit and assigned work areas.
Limited programming will be provided beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution for
a period of 48 hours. No programming that requires offenders to exit their housing unit or
immediate classrooms adjacent to the housing units (education, visitation, religious
activities, outside recreation, etc ... ). ICIO's TC & SOTP programs will continue with
programming on the housing units.
All offender meals will be served in the dining hall in McKelway Hall, Givens Hall and
offenders assigned to A-Block will be served their meal trays and eat their meals in the ABlock dayrooms or in their cells. Since feeding does not require exiting the building they
will be served the regularly scheduled meals.
Laundry and food service workers will be allowed to work. No other offender work
assignment will be allow for ICIO secured and unsecure units, except for special project
work crews (trail, ITO, Lewiston, etc ... ).
All Department of Public Works projects will be allowed to continue their contractual work
requirements (McKelway Hall food service/laundry, Givens Hall HVAC, and Maintenance
Build construction).
Offenders will be allowed the ability to access their unit dayrooms following the inmate
living guide rules.
Medical will function under normal operations, with the exception of no scheduled offsite
appointments
Limited off-site workers will be allowed to leave directly supervised by IDOC special
project staff.
Emergency transports only on the day of the execution.
All outside offender movements will be limited and requires the operational section chief
approval. All outside offender movement shall be directly supervised.

•

Laundry will operate with minimal offender staffing.
Two Clinicians will be on-site and available to offenders from 0600-1800 the day of the
execution.

•

Normal vender delivery to the facility will be authorized.

•

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by; (name) ICIO
Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Exterior Patrols
The ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all security checks/inspections
are being completed (by each shift using the normal assigned staff) for the perimeter fence
and perimeter fence detection systems for the secured and unsecured perimeters.
Observe and report any breach of IDOC property or suspicious activity to Division
Supervisor.
Outside patrol will be instructed not to engage with citizen group activities outside of the
perimeter boundaries of ICIO. ICIO outside patrol shall contact central control and inform
central control of all activities outside and within the boundaries of ICIO.

•

•
•

Law Enforcement will be called to handle any non IDOC offender situations.

•

Interior Patrols
ICIO branch operational section chief shall assure that all normal security
inspections/checks are performed and all unit supervisors are in their assigned unit to
assist in the supervision of offenders.

•

Check-in/out
•

Individuals must be on the approved schedule/list to gain entrance

•

Everyone will be logged in/out on the facility approved list, verifying time of entry/exit.

•

All individuals must present photo ID

•

Class "B" will be the appropriate uniform

•

The ICIO branch operational section chief shall report all suspicious activity to the Division
Supervisor.

Demonstrator Lots
•
•

ICIO will not allow any demonstrators to be on IDOC/ICIO property to demonstrate
against or for the execution.
ICIO will contact local law enforcement concerning all demonstrators.

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000334

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date:

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

'

Operations Section Cbief SBX ·
Jeff Zmuda
..

lCIOs B1·anch
Shift Connnander

.
..

-_

Entrance Gronp
Sergeant

i

.·

:

.

Central Control

Check in/out Team
Entrance Officer

'
!

1 Correctional Officer

•.

Exterior Patrol Group
Outside Patrol Ofticers as assigned

.

I
.

.

I
·
ICIO uniform staff as assign I

Emergen cy Perimete r Posts

.

l
l
.

I

'

Interior Patrol Group
ASC

'

.

I

Patrol Team I
Response & Escort Officer

.

..

'

I

I

.

I

I

Facility Gronp
Shift Commander

I

!CS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

ICIOBranch
Shifl Connnander

Facility Group
Shift Conunander

--

-

Entrance Oftlcer (0600-2200)
1 Correctional Officer
-

-

-

OSP -1 Correctional Officer

Control
1 Correctional Officer
-

l\kKelway Hall (Bl, B2, Cl & C2)
4 Correctional Officers
-

-

--

-- - - -

-- -

A-Block
3 Floor Officers and I Control Booth Officer

-

-

-

-

Givens Hall
1 Cor1·ectional Officer
-

--

-

Food Service
2 Food Service_ Officers- 1 Food Service Supervisor
- -

-

-

-

-

-

Laumlry (0600-1400)
I intermittentCorrectional Officer
-

-

Givens Hall Special Projects
Special project staff as assigned
_-

-

-

-

Response and Escol't
2 Correctional Officer per shift
-

-

-

-

Cli!liclans (0600-1800)
2 Clinici~ns
-

--

-

-

!CS 201-CG (pg 5 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary
Resource
Identifier

Resource

Time: 0700

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

OnScene

ETA

NOTES: (Localion/AssignmenUStalus)

(X)

Adamson

Conner

6345

Officer

Alberts

William

1052

Officer

Aldrich

Randv

1054

Officer

Alldrin

Kenneth

1198

Officer

Anderson

Amy

2790

Lieutenant

Legal
Assistant

Ashford

Laura

9513

Ausmus

Shelly

8040

Specialist

Barcus

Bryon

0487

Officer

Barlev

Hailv

6343

Officer

Barlow-Hust

Noel

5986

Warden

Barnes

Flovd

1132

FS Officer

Barrett

Brvan

8626

Officer

Bartz

Michael

5184

Officer

Bauer

Mark

3086

Sergeant

Bearden

Larry

1365

Specialist

Beauchamp

Clifton

0258

Officer

Benson

Gordon

6150

Officer

Bentley

Kartrina

4943

CMS Nurse
Practitioner

Berrv

Janice

0071

RN

Blanford

Matthew

0145

Officer

Bonner

Kenneth

6587

Officer

Bromund

David

9574

CMS

Brewer

Scott

3461

Sergeant

Rehab

Depuly

Rehab

Burgess

Candie

9038

Officer

Burke

Kelly

6972

Officer

Bvbee

Daniel

8616

Sergeant

Carlin

Terema

3716

Warden

Carlson

Dvna

8447

CMS

Clement

Shelli

7793

FS Officer

Cochran

Tammv

4744

RN

Cooner

Barbara

6151

Officer

Cooner

Michael

6149

Officer

Cox

Elizabeth

9617

Officer

Crandall

Mark

6462

Officer

ICS 201-CG (pg 6 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Crouch

James

3951

IT

Cumminns

Beckv

9554

PSR

Curtis

Brian

6146

Officer

Curtis

Mike

4806

Officer

Danielson

Eric

0796

CMS

Darrah

Donald

5640

Officer

Davidson

Kathv

6159

Officer

Davidson

Robert

1496

FS Supervisor

Davis

Donald Jr.

4250

Officer

Davis

Chervl

4248

Officer

Dike

Martha

7893

Officer

Downen

Jerri

0650

Admin. Asst. 1

Fernandez

Jack

3497

Officer

Fleminn

Crvstal

1274

Officer

Francisco

Andrea

4745

CMS

French

Robert

4263

Lieutenant

Frve

Aiden

1361

Officer

Fudae

Janet

9978

Officer

Gebhart

Wendv

8687

Clinician

· """GehrRe

·--

Tinaa -

---

-3806-

-- -

GMS-Adm in~-

Gholson

Frank

7968

Officer

Given

Jennv

9019

OARS

Goard

Darvl

7982

Officer

Drav

Darrel

7967

Officer

Griffiths

Steven

1358

Officer

Gunn

Beniamin

1821

Sergeant

Gunn

Benjamin Jr.

0147

Officer

Hacle

Zackerev

1221

Officer

Hall

Zacharv

7548

Officer

Hardv

Danielle

9994

Instructor

Hartnett

Randy

8874

Corporal

Hasenoehrl

Dwaine

4275

Sergeant

Heckathorn

Weslev

0933

Corporal

Hernandez

Amelia

5913

FS Officer

Heun

Greaorv

5725

Lieutenant

Hinnins

Randall

1945

Sergeant

Hiaht

Maraaret

8623

Officer

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

---

-

--

--

-

--

-~
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2. Prepared by: (name) \CIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Hiskett

Michael

4283

Corporal

Hossack

Michael

6465

Officer

Hull

Richard

2023

Instructor

Hutchinson

Julie

7416

Records

Jackson

Ronald

8401

Officer

Jeanblanc

Ronald

7966

Officer

Jones

William

7535

Officer

Kaufmann

Diane

9473

RN

Kimble

Linda

6458

Officer

Kinq

David

7133

Instr. Asst.

Larsen

Christopher

9506

Officer

Lavne

Brenda

6564

Sergeant

Lichti

Jason

8875

Corporal

Lovelv

Terri

4317

Officer

Lunders

Adena

9748

PRS

Lynch

Kristi

6940

Sergeant

Manful!

Christopher

2314

Bldg. Supt.

Marble

William

9024

Officer

Martinez

Jesus

6075

Corporal

Martinez

Mallorv

8335

Officer

McIntosh

Brandon

0896

Clinician

McIntosh

Richard

5898

Corporal

Mikesell

Gordon

0714

Officer

Miller

Dustin

0261

Officer

Miller

Kimberly

6519

CMS

0535

Deputy
Warden

Munden

Gale

Nelsen

Terrv

5200

Officer

Newell

Dannv

3311

Officer

Olesen

Francis

6923

Officer

Owens

James

0490

Officer

Palazzo

Francis

1212

CMS

Pascoe

Bobbv

1355

Officer

Pedersen

Branden

7275

Officer

Powers

Dane

0647

Sergeant

Price

Kelly

0166

Officer

Rado

Fernando

1276

Officer

Reed

Coleen

0441

Admin. Asst. 2

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG
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2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Reisenauer

Catherine

9213

Officer

Remacle

Stacy

3649

Officer

Ruooe

John

4379

Officer

Rvan

Quinton

0829

Officer

Samson

Marcus

9977

LPN

Schmidt

Robert

9857

OARS

Schultz

Christopher

9839

Officer

Schweller

Paul

2879

Sergeant

Seeley

Barbalisa

6418

Comm.

Shriver

Kenneth

3773

Lieutenant

Somerlot

Timothy

6347

Officer

Soauldinq

Donald

4026

Officer

Spence

Audrev

6236

Inst. Asst

Spence

Robert

6398

Officer

Stammer

Darcell

2995

PSR

Stephenson

Georgette

9821

Stuffing

Stanley

3034

Summers
---

--

---

CMSAdmin.

Sec.
FS Officer
Maint.

4402

Denny
-- -

---

--

-- -

5133

Admin. Asst. 1

Terri

1231

Clinician

Telecky

Brent

6585

Officer

Thrall

Tim

0651

CMS

Thomas

Robert

3101

Officer

Walker

Ruth

1210

Chaplin

Warren

Larry

3236

Officer

Welch

Connie

0874

CMS

Welch

Frank

3264

Lieutenant

West

Brandon

5645

Officer

White

Orene

4417

Corporal

Whitesell

John

3292

Officer

Wilkinson

Scott

0511

Officer

Wirgau

Karen

3325

PRS

Wolff

Tyler

0489

Corporal

York

Rory

4093

CMS

Summerton

Susan

Tackett

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

------

- -

-------

--

----

-
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) ICIO

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

PRIMARY EVACUATION SITE

n

Rec .Yat'd

Perl.rooter Security

ICS 201-CG (pg 10 of 4) (Rev
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March 14 Disclosure to Ms Cover000341

1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/16/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0800

3. Map/Sketch

.··>;:;-::·
:,,

Richard Leavitt 23081

Execution Plan
4. Current Situation:
st
He
Richard Leavitt 23081 \Vas convicted of l Degree ·Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho.

was sentenced to Death on 12119/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction.

Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained the week of May 14 to May 18, 2012, with the potential
execution scheduled for June 12, 2012 at l000hrs.

ICS 201-CG (pg I of 4) (Rev 4104)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/16/12

Time: 0800

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Management Objectives:
•

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 19-2716,
and 19-2718;

•

Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the prison in
which it occurs;

•

Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;

•

Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to minimize the
impact on the community and the state of Idaho;

•

Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;

•

Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;

•

Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the time that
the offender is executed;

•

Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capital
punishment in a lawful manner; and

•

Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of the law by
any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.

Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho Department of
Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

!CS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

Time: 0800

Date: 05/16112

6. Current Organizat ion (fill in additional appropriate organization)

~

Coiiitn.inde[
Ikrot,Reinke

l!m!tlLlC

K~fu_Kernpf
-

f!!!ili!

-

lli£1wn11lon

Officer
Jeff Ray
-

I

I

I

I

Optral.folls«t.lon

l'l.tnnlng Sef:tlon

Finance and
Ad111in_

)..,)J,:idics Section

Opera lion Srttlon

JdfZrouda

Randy Valley_

Thoo l,owi:

A1RamireL

JmhT,:walt

I

-

-

-

I
I

I

I

I

~ICJDranch

IS:C! §mnth

JMSIJkauh
Din-ctO/:

SBWCCI!nud !

E-ncu11on Brnnd1

~

~

JohanmSmith _

TmyKidhiiu

'

-

---- -

. Jml[;l!lr.:f: !::i!!;llll!

.

---

-

'

.

-

i;,,,,m

Diredor

Lt.Bulb'

Randy Db.ks

-

Medi~trot~

- -- -

- --

!1r"!!Y.l!

J$CI t·i!cllitr

=

'

-

...

--

ll<nlli

--

Milllg1T~m

-

--

-

~

-

1 .•

£APP I!ranch

!!kw9I
Ud.l!ll'en

-

-

-

-

: IC!: BranclJ - :

...

-

Tun\\'~ler

U".:IOB[:,Allth

,..,

Terem.1.Cadin

Njl'I_I!t;inch

l!inttru:".

...

~

-

fus.qrt!eam

-

Bcmonre G[ona

-

.

u.~in~

CEBTBnmc!.!

-

Sl□ -ficliifr.

-'

.

lliill1!tL .

I

I

-_

t,nnouyri-

-

r - f\Y(Cl!:raad!

...

fidmetet Groun

~
fun Woolf.

,

-

-

SAWtBranrh .,

Ste1;eLillk
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitl

Date: 05/16/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

Time: 0800
OnScene

ETA

(X)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenVStatus)

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG
Time: 0700
Date: 06/01112
Execution of Richard Leavitt
shorelines,
impacted
trajectories,
results,
overflight
site/area,
incident
the
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing the total area of operations,
or other graphics depicUng situational and response status)

1. Incident Name

Execution Plan

PWCC
4. Current Situation:
st
Elg in Blackfoot,
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of l Degree l\Iurder in Bingham County for the death of Danette
of Correction.
t
Departmen
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
and
Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985

The Idaho Departmen t of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution 011 June 12, 2012 at 1000hrs.,

medical,
In preparation for this event we will go into a main facility lockdown to include units 2, 3, 4, 5,
the mood
assess
will
we
education, recreation and kitchen from 0700-0900. Before returning to normal ops
to go to
allowed
be
will
release
and
of the facility. Unit One will be normal operations. Offenders out on crew
work.

ICS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06101/12

Time: 0700

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

5. Initial Response Objectives, Curren.~t~A=ct=io=n=s,~P=l•=n=n•=d~A=c=ti=on~s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Current Actions: ·
•

The schedule for all shifts will be minimal; we may want to consider hiring over, or
setting up a volunteer list for four hours to cover outside patrol.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

Cancel Unit 3 Thursday visiting for the 0930-1145 hour block

Initial Response Objectives:
•

A Total Recall will be announced at 0645. Count will follow at 0700. After completing
count, the facility will remain in lock down until 0900. Turn off offender phones.
OCP workers will be allowed to remain on post, and will be out counted. They will
have to extend their work hours by two hours.

•

Start out side patrol at 0630. Have the road blocked leading into the facilty on state
property, set perimeter limit access to parking lot 0630

•

Establish A and B Team response teams.

•

Have PIO information to include phone number for control, and all staff for all calls
regarding this situation.

•

At 0600 fruit will be served on unit to offenders before 0645 lock down, if still in lock
down brunch will be served on unit. This a Holiday meal schedule. 0900 call Kitchen
workers to kitchen

•

Pill call should be completed to all units before 0645. Unit four pill call will be held
on unit.

•

Keep staff and offenders informed.

•

Determine the potential growth if a disturbance begin's

•

Assess the risk to the facility, the inmates and the staff

Plan of action to resolve emergency Civil Disorder:
•

Consider law enforcement resolutions.

•

Consider CERT tactical resolutions.

•

Consider voluntary compliance resolutions.

•

Issue orders to cease activities

•

Uninvolved and voluntary compliance civilians escorted out of the affected areas.

•

Isolate, identify, and debrief civilians, if appropriate.

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

INCIDENT BRIEFING
JCS 201-CG

Time: 0700

Date: 06/01/12

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Note: All positions are 24 hour staffing requirements except as noted .

..

Incident Command
Shift cortunander Day shift

'

Sgt.Ashby
.

PIO Jeff Ray

.

I

.I

Emergency Ops
A-team Leader

Normal Ops
B-team Leader ·
.. •.

----

Control

Perimeterteam - A team

Food Service

Medical Unit leader

Daily Staff Schedule for Unit
Officers

Escort Team

-

..

.

.

B-Team Staff will be utilized for
inside Escorts, Counts, and
secondary response team

..

Transport Team

'•

.

Demobilization Unit

!

•'

ICS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavill

Date: 06101/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700
OnScene

ETA

(X)

NOTES: (Location/Assignment/Status)
Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Cpl. Greeson

Property Officer

PWCC

C/0 Gillette

Visiting Officer

PWCC

C/0 Fisher

Intake Officer

PWCC

C/0 T. Ashby

Medical Officer

PWCC

Sgt. Trevino

Unit Three Sgt.

PWCC

Does not work Holidays

Sgt. Platt

Unit Four Sgt.

PWCC

Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Sgt. Wren

Unit Two and 5
Sgt

PWCC

Does not work Holidays, and is off Thursdays, Friday

Does not work Holidays, or weekends

Lt. Magagna

Does not work Holidays,

Lt. Genera

Does not work Holidays

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)
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Organization Assignme nt List, ICS Form 203
1. INC1DENT NAME

ORGANIZA TION ASSIGMENT LIST

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
INCIDENT COMMANDER

Brent Reinke

DEPUTY

Kevin Kempf

SAFETY OFFICER

Jeff Ray

Leavitt Execution

CHIEF SBX

Jeff Zmuda

CHIEF Outlying Facilities

Josh Tewalt

a. BRANCH I· Execution
BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

OlVlS!ON/ GROUP

Execution Team
Injection Team

6. AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DIVISION/ GROUP

Administrative Team

AGENCY

DIVISION/GROUP

OJVIS!ON/GROUP

LIAISON OFFICER

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike Schnieder

Idaho State Police

Steve Richardson
Kedrick Wills

b, BRANCH II- SICI

Doug Schoenborn

DEPUTY

Bureau of Homeland Security

Fred Apt

DIVISION/GROUP

Exterior Perimeter

Ada County Paramedics

Harry Eccard

DIVISION/GROUP

Entrance

D!VIS10N/GROUP

Institutional Operation

Idaho State Police
Boise Police Department

Terry Kirkham

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Jay Christensen

DIVISION/GROUP

7. PLANNING SECTION
CHIEF

Randy Valley

DEPUTY

Dan Schaffer

c, BRANCH 111· !SCI

RESOURCES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

SITUATION UNIT

DEPUTY

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GROUP

Media Center

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

Institutional Operation

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

·01\iiSlON/GRdUP -

Effil':r8ency Trilnsport

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY

DEPUTY

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Brett Kimmel

d. BRANCH IV. JMSI

8. LOGISTIC) SECTION
CHIEF

3. TIME PREPARED

10, OPERATIONS SECTION

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

INFORMATION OFFICER

2, DATE PREPARED

Chuck Kinkaid

DIVISION/GROUP

SUPPLYUNrr
FACILITIES UNIT

e. BRANCH V • SBWCC

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Brandon Phillips
Jaqaline Braun

DEPUTY

DIRECTOR

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GROUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
Caryl Frasier

DlV!SlON/GROUP
DIVIS!ON/GROUP

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
MEDICAL UNIT

f. BRANCH V - Immediate Response

FOOD UNIT

Mike Schneider

BRANCH DIRECTOR
9, FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION SECTION
CHIEF

Theo Lowe

DEPUTY

g. BRANCH V -Crowd Control

TIME UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

PROCUREMENT UNIT

Immediate Response

DIVISION/GROUP

Bob Morlan

Doug Schoenborn
Crowd Control

DIVISION/GROUP

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

h. BRANCH V - State Patrol
BRANCH DIRECTOR
DIVISION/GROUP

Steve Rishardson

I
Pleasant Va!ley Patrol

I

PREPARED BY {RESOURCES UNIT}

Randy Valley
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG
Time: 0700
Date: 05/31/12
Execution of Richard Leavitt
Impacted
trajectories,
results,
overflight
site/area,
incident
the
operations,
of
3. Map/Sketch (include sketch, shov.ing the total area
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

Execution Plan
NICI
4. Current Situation:

He
Richard Leavitt 2308 l was convicted of l" Degree Murder in Bingham Couuty for the death of Danelle Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho.
Correction.
of
Department
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
committed
was sentenced lo Death on 12/19/1985 and

The Idaho Department of Correction is scheduled to cany out the execution on June 12, 2012 at lO00hrs.,

!CS 201-CG (pg 1 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/31/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING

Time: 0700

JCS 201-CG

_ ___,
5. Initial Response Objectives, Current Actions, Planned.~A~c~tio=n=s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Objectives:
Facility Operations

The facility will go on restricted status starting at 2100hrs the night before the
scheduled execution
• No Volunteers will be allowed access to the institution beginning at 0800 the day
prior to the execution for a period of 48 hours.
• Offender Visiting will be cancelled beginning at 0800 the day prior to the execution
for a period of 48 hours
• No programming will be provided the execution the day of the execution

•

•

Emergency transports only the day of the execution.

•

CERT will be placed on standby

•

All off site work crews will be canceled, if they have already been scheduled, and
staff will not schedule any other off site work crews Emergency transports only the
day of the execution

•

The Kitchen will operate normally with minimal offender staffing

•

Access to the administration building will be limited to staff only. The front door will
be locked, the gate to the exterior parking area will be closed.

•

Staffing numbers will remain normal. All scheduled program staff will be on site for
support of security and to meet with any offenders experiencing difficulties.

JCS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 05/31/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 0700

6. Current Organization (fill in additional appropriate organization)
.

Operations Section Chief
Josh Tewalt
NICI Branch
Lynn ..Guyer

..

Security Group
A. Krieger

.

.

. Programs Group
B. Lutz

.

Kitchen Group
LThoma son

.·
- ----

.

.

Medical Group
T. Westfall

.

.

.

..

·Educatio n Group
B. Fanner
.

..

.

!CS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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2. Prepared by: (name) Randy Valley

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
7. Resources Summary

Resource

Time: 0700

Date: 05/31/12

Resource
Identifier

Date
Time
Ordered

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

OnETA

Scene
(X)

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenVStatus)

~-

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt
3. Map/Sketch

Date: 06/01/12 Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

results, trajectories, impacted
(include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the incident sitefarea, overflight
shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational and response status)

,,;,:

""•<.:,.:.::.._.,

Execution Plan
SAWC
4. Current Situation:

of Danette Elg in Blackfoot, Idaho. He
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1" Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death
of Correction.
nt
Departme
Idaho
the
of
custody
the
to
was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed
2012 at 1000hrs.,
The Idaho Departme nt of Correction is scheduled to carry out the execution on June 12,

ICS 201-CG (pg I of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve LitUe, Warden
Date: 06/01/12

Time: 1000

INCIDENT BRIEFING
!CS 201-CG

5, Initial Response O_bjectives, Current Actions, Planned Actions

Objectives For SAWC:
•

Set up a twelve (12) hour schedule for the day to ensure back up staffing is on
site to address any issues that may arise

•

Cut off all inmate phones at 2100 the day before until 2100 on the day of the
execution

•

All work crews will go to work as scheduled provided everything is calm and
normal in the morning prior to departure

•

Increase staff on the floor in the facility to monitor inmate activities and
temperature of the facility

•

Set up a response team for any incidents that may arise on work crews or in
the facility

•

Instruct Control Officers that we have no comment to callers into the facility
looking for statements

•

Notify local law enforcement and request increased patrols in the vicinity of the
facility

•

Ensure access is more controlled to include using the magnetic lock on the
front door and only allow entry of authorized staff

•

All other functions at SAWC will be business as usual and as low key as
possible

ICS 201-CG (pg 2 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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2. Prepared by; (name) Steve Little, Warden

1. Incident Name
Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

Time: 1000

6. Current Organizatio n (fill in additional appropriate organization)

Operations Section Chief SBX
Jeff Zmuda
.

Branch Director
'

Units
..

.

.

Perimeter Security
.

.

.

Response and Escort
.
.

.

:
..

..Kitchen
.

.

.

.

..

Mental Health
,

.

'

JCS 201-CG (pg 3 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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1. Incident Name

2. Prepared by: (name) Steve Little, Warden

Execution of Richard Leavitt

Date: 06/01/12

7. Resources Summary

Resource

Resource
Identifier

Steve Little

Warden

Tom Henrie

Lieutenant

Glenn Armstrong

Lieutenant

Paul Young

Sergeant

Mike Janssen

Sergeant

Allen Neff

Sergeant

Dusty Winters

Sergeant

John Young

Corporal

Launa Coonrod

Corporal

Rick Murri

Corporal

Bragg, Harvey

Corr. Officer

Buckley, Trent

Corr. Officer

Hinckley, Aaron

Corr. Officer

Judy,Shaun

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jane

Corr. Officer

LaBeck, Jason

Corr. Officer

Lehmkuhl, Josh

Corr. Officer

Marley, Heath

Corr. Officer

Moore, Ron

Corr. Officer

Nanney, Chad

Corr. Officer

Winters, Tassi

Corr. Officer

Date
Time
Ordered

ETA

Time: 1000
OnScene
(X)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
ICS 201-CG

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenUStalus)

ICS 201-CG (pg 4 of 4) (Rev 4/04)

INCIDENT BRIEFING
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Organization Assignment List, ICS Form 203
1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGAN IZATION ASSIGM ENT LIST

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)
9. OPERATIONS SECTION

5. INCIDENT COMMAND AND STAFF
Brent Reinke
INCIDENT COMMANDER
DEPUTY

PREPARED

Rhoades 26864
Execution

NAME

POSITION

3. TIME

2. DATE PREPARED

Jeff Zmuda

CHIEF

Kevin Kempf

DEPUTY

Jeff Ray

a. BRANCH 1- Execution

I

Josh Tewalt

SAFETY OFFICER

INFORMATION OFFICER
LIAISON OFFICER

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Randy Blades

DEPUTY

Shannon Cluney

6, AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

DIVIS JON/GROUP

Execution Team

AGENCY

DIVISION/ GROUP

Injection Team

ACSO

DIVISION/ GROUP

Mike Schnieder
Steve Richardson

ISP

DIVISION/GR OUP

Kedrick Wills
ISP
----·Doug Schoenborn
BPD
~

b. BRANCH 11· SICI

Fred Apt
Hany Eccard

BHS
ACP

BRANCH DIRECTOR

Terry Kirkham

DEPUTY

Jay Christensen

7. PLANNING SECTION

DIVISION/GR OUP

Exterior Perimeter

CHIEF

Randy Valley

DIVISION/GR OUP

Immediate Response

Dan Schaffer
~··

DIVISION/GR OUP

Entrance

DIVISION/GR OUP

Facility

DEPUTY
RESOURCES UNIT
SITUATION UNIT

-

DOCUMENTA TION UNIT

c. BRANCH 111· ISCI

DEMOBILIZAT ION UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

DEPUTY

--

--

--

--

- --

----

-----

-

-

Johanna Smith
Keith Yordy

DIVISION/GR OUP

Media Center

OUP
DIVISION/GR
--·--.

Fac\litY

DIVISION/GR OUP

Emergency Transport

Brett Kimmel

8. LOGISTICS SECTION
CHIEF

I

d. BRANCH IV - IMS!

Al Ramirez

Ken Bennett

BRANCH DIRECTOR

DEPUTY

Kenny Paul

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP
a. SUPPORT BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Institutional Operation

---Chuck Kinkaid

SUPPLY UNIT

e. BRANCH V • SBWCC

FACILITIES UNIT

BRANCH DIRECTOR

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GR OUP

Jaqaline Braun

Institutional Operation

DIVISION/GR OUP
DIVISION/GR OUP

b. SERVICE BRANCH
DIRECTOR

Caryl Frasier

COMMUNICA TIONS UNIT

10. FINANCE/ADM INISTRATION SECTION

MEDICAL UNIT

CHIEF

Theo Lowe

FOOD UNIT

DEPUTY

Chris Sears

TIME UNIT
PROCUREME NT UNIT
COMPENSAT ION/CLAIMS UNIT
COST UNIT

PREPARED BY (RESOURCES UNIT)
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ICS Form 205
INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

1. Incident Name;

2. Date/Time Prepared: 3. Operational Period

Leavitt Execution

5-30-12/1000

DatefTime:
6-11,12-2012
1430-1430

4. Basic Radio Channel Utilization
System/Cache

Channel

Function

Frequency!Tone

Assignment

Remarks

ISP

SO2

Command

700mhz

Extemal Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Sherifis Office

~02

Command

700mhz

External Security Group

Resources have
assigned radios

Ada County Paramedics

SO2

Command

700111.hz

Medical Unit

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

!SCI-SORT

Emergency response

VHF

CERT/CFRTICNT

Resources have
assigned radios

!DOC

S02/IDOC 9

External Security

700mhzVHF

Observation and patrol posts

Radios assigned
from equipment
manager

IDOCID4

SO2

Command

700mhz

ICP

Dispatch

All

Dispatch

All

lCP

Radios delivered

11117/2011
Established I 1/14

5. Prepared by (Communication s Unit)

Cpl. Robertson~ Communicatio ns Unit Leader
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ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
1.

Incident Name:
Richard Leavitt Execution

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:
4. ICS Position:

3. Name:

Date To:
Time To:

5. Home Agency (and Unit):

6. Resources Assigned:
Name

ICS Position

Home Agency (and Unit)

7. Activity Log:
Date/Time

Notable Activities

....

-

~

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 1

Position/Title:

Signature:

I Date/Time:
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ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
Date To:
Time To:

2. Operational Period: Date From:
Time From:

1. Incident Name:
7. Activity Log (continuation):

Date/Time

Notable Activities

8. Prepared by: Name:
ICS 214, Page 2

Position/Title:

Signature:

I Daterrime:
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ICS 214
Activity Log
Purpose. The Activity Log (JCS 214) records details of notable activities at any ICS level, including single resources,

equipment, Task Forces, etc. These logs provide basic incident activity documentation, and a reference for any afteraction report.
or
Preparation . An JCS 214 can be initiated and maintained by personnel in various ICS positions as it is needed

appropriate. Personnel should document how relevant incident activities are occurring and progressing, or any notable
events or communications.
All
Distribution . Completed ICS 214s are submitted to supervisors, who forward them to the Documentation Unit.

completed original forms must be given to the Documentation Unit, which maintains a file of all JCS 214s. It is
recommended that individuals retain a copy for their own records.
Notes:

•
•

The JCS 214 can be printed as a two-sided form.
Use additional copies as continuation sheets as needed, and indicate pagination as used.

1

Incident Name

2

Operationa l Period

•
•

Date and Time From
Date and Time To

3

Name

4

JCS Position

5

Home Agency (and Unit)

6

Resources Assigned

7

•

Name

•

JCS Position

•

Home Agency (and Unit)

Activity Log

•
•

8

Date/Time
Notable Activities

Prepared by

•
•
•
•

Name
Position/Title
Signature
Date/Time

Enter the name assigned to the incident.
Enter the start date (month/day/year) and time (using the 24-hour clock)
and end date and time for the operational period to which the form
applies.
Enter the title of the organizational unit or resource designator (e.g.,
Facilities Unit, Safety Officer, Strike Team).
Enter the name and ICS position of the individual in charge of the Unit.
Enter the home agency of the individual completing the ICS 214. Enter
a unit designator if utilized by the jurisdiction or discipline.
Enter the following information for resources assigned:
Use this section to enter the resource's name. For all individuals, use at
least the first initial and last name. Cell phone number for the individual
can be added as an option.
Use this section to enter the resource's ICS position (e.g., Finance
Section Chief).
Use this section to enter the resource's home agency and/or unit (e.g.,
Des Moines Public Works Department, Water Management Unit).
Enter the time (24-hour clock) and briefly describe individual notable
activities. Note the date as well if the operational period covers
more than one day.
• Activities described may include notable occurrences or events such
as task assignments, task completions, injuries, difficulties
encountered, etc.
• This block can also be used to track personal work habits by adding
columns such as "Action Required," "Delegated To," "Status," etc.
Enter the name, JCS position/title, and signature of the person preparing
the form. Enter date (month/day/year) and time prepared (24-hour
clock).

•
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Leavitt 23081 Execution

Incident Name

0630-1430

Operafional Period
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
"Protecting Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships
and OpporhmNiesfor OJ)'ender Change"
Brent D. Refoke
Director

C. L. "Butch" Otter
Goyernor

SITREP
REPORTING DATE/TIME:
INCIDENT NAME:

04/27/12 1000hrs

Richard Leavitt 23081 Execution

SITUATION:
Richard Leavitt 23081 was convicted of 1st Degree Murder in Bingham County for the death of Danette Elg in
Blackfoot, Idaho. He was sentenced to Death on 12/19/1985 and committed to the custody of the Idaho
Department of Correction.

Our legal counsel has advised that a Death Warrant could be obtained on or about May 18, 2012, with a
potenial execution on or about June 12, 2012.
Based on this information, the Idaho Department of Correction is requesting your agency's assistance with the
planning and operations as related to this potential execution.
The IDOC would like to begin the planning process May 16, 2012. We will schedule one meeting a week with
agency partners preceding the execution, unless circumstances dictate the need for additional time.
Please respond to Randy Valley, rvalley@idoc.idaho.gov, verifying the point of contact for your respective
agencies.
IDOC will publish another SITREP once a time and place has been confirmed for our first meeting and
timeframes have been established associated with such an event.
PRIORITIES:
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure that the execution
process:

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 192716, and 19-2718;
Is handled in a manner that minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and operational integrity of the
prison in which it occurs;
Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution;
Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the execution and strives to
minimize the impact on the community and the state of Idaho;
Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;
Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other circumstances up to the
time that the offender is executed;
Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against
capital punishment in a lawful manner; and
Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass and other violations of
the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or the operation of the prison.
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities of the Idaho
Department of Correction and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.

1299 NORTH ORCHARD, SUITE 110, BOISE, IDAHO 83706 PHONE: (208) 658-2000 FAX: (208) 327-7404
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Idaho Department of Correction

Medi a Cent er Acce ss List
June 2012
,'~1,,,-

111,,~1,1 ,~;u,1,

KTVB TV

ALEELAY, XANTI
AMAYA,RAYNALDO
BABITS,SADIE
BARRINGTON,DAVID

UNKNOWN
Boise Public Radio
Local News 8

BEARSE,KYLIE
BEOHKLE, PAUL

Local News 8
KTVB TV

BERES,ROLAND
BLACKINTON,TODD
BOONE,REBECCA

KIVITV
KPVITV
Associated Press
Post Register
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
Office of Atty General

BROWN,RUTH
CARR, JUSTIN
COLSON, TROY
COOPER,BOB
CORR,JUSTIN VERN

DEARDEN, ANDREA
DIDONATO, MIKE
DVORAK,TODD
EDWARDS,BILLL

KTVB TV
Boise Public Radio
KIVITV
Boise Weekly
Ada County Sheriff
KTVB TV
Associated Press
Idaho State Police

ELL,JENNIFER
EVANS,SCOTT

KBOITV
KTVB TV

FINK,ERIC
FUNK,JOHN

KIVITV
Idaho Press Tribune
KPVITV
Boise Public Radio
Idaho Press Tribune

COTTERELL,ADAM
COX,PAUL D
CRISP,ANDREW

GITTINS,MATT
GRAF,SCOTT
GREEN,NATE
GROSS,JOSH
HARGREAVES,ANDREW
HNATIAK,STEVE
HOLLY HAWK, CAROLYN
HUDSON,ROBERT D
JACKSON, CHAR
JASZEWSKl,JOE
JENSEN,CHRISTINA JOY
Kl,SCOTT
KIENZLE,MARY

~'!!r;;f!p·

MARTINEZ, DAREN
MASTERS, JOHN
MURAD,MIKE
ORR,PATRICK
PALGREN, THERESA
PETCASH, DOUG
PODGORSKl,NATALIE
PRENTICE,GEORGE
QUYNH, JACKIE
RICHARDS,CLYN
RICKELMAN,JUSTIN
SHARP,MICHAEL A
SHAW,TOBY
SHELMAN,NATHAN DAVID
STONDAL, MATT
STOTLAND, ZACH
THIMSEN,DAVID M

@_J_i a'

~ TI I

f ~ -4-;

It ~ ft]

i:

KTVB TV
KTVBTV
KBOITV
Idaho Statesman
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
KTVB TV
Boise Weekly
KTVB TV
KBOITV
KIVITV
Newsradio KINF
KIVITV
NewsTalk 670 KBOI
KTVB TV
KTVB TV

TURNER, ERIC
WILLI/\MS,KRISTIE

KIVITV
KTVB TV
KIVITV

WIMBERLY,DONALD E
ZEPELIN, STEPHANIE

Newsradio KINF
KTVB TV

Boise Weekly
KTVB TV
KTVBTV
KTVBTV
UNKNOWN
KTVB TV
Idaho Statesman
KIVITV
Boise Public Radio
KBOITV

KING,MAC
KRELLER,GREG
LOGAN,SCOTT EDWARD

KIVITV
Ida ho Press Tribune
KBOI TV

LUTZ, ANDREA

KTVBTV
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Incident Name

1.

MEDICAL PLAN

Leavitt 23081
Execution

Time Prepared

3.

Date Prepared

2.

06/06/12

Operational Period

4.

0600hrs 06/12/12 to
2230hrs 06/12/12

0800

.
.

.

5. Incident Medical Aid Station

.

Medical Aid Stations

Location

Paramedics
Yes
No

Medic I

SIC! parking lot

X

.

6. Transportation

.

·•

.

..

.

.

.

A. Ambulance Services
Address

Name

370 N Benjamin Boise, ID

Ada County Paramedics

Phone

Paramedics
No
Yes

208-287-2950

X

B. Incident Ambulances
Paramedics
Yes
No

Location

Name

Medic I

Staging area

X

Medic2

F Block

X
X

ICP

Medic IO field Supervisor
.··

7.

.

.

Hospitals

.·
.

·. .

.

.·

·•

·.··

·

.

.

Travel Time
Ground
Air

Phone

Helipad
Yes

901 North Curtis Road# 403
Boise, ID 83 706

IO min

15m
in

(208)367-2121

X

X

St. Lukes- Boise

190 E Bannock St
Boise, ID 83712

IO min

20
min

(208)381-9000

X

X

St. Lukes- Meridian

520 S Eagle Rd

IO Min

18
min

(208)706-1141

X

X

Name

Address

St.Alphonsus

.

·
·.

·.·

8.

.

•
Medical Emergency Procedures
-._
.

.

.

.

.

No

Burn Center
No
Yes

.·
·.·

.

•
•
•

Report any injuries and/or incidents to the incident command post.

•

Paramedics will respond and initiate care to ill or injured, request for transport to the emergency department
will go through Medic 1O EMS field supervisor.

Provide Medical support to slaff and responders at ISCI.
Paramedic Medic 2 will assist with requests from physician in F Block .

Prepared by {Medical Unit Leader)

10. Reviewed by (Safety Officer)

Harry Eccard
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COMM UNICA TION PHONE LIST

NAME
Renke, Brent
_Kempf, Kevin
Ray, Jeff
Dearden, Andrea
Edwards; Bill
Zmuda, Jeff
Ti_m Higgins,
Valley,Randy
D_an Schaffer
Stone, Mckenzie

Asst. PIO
i! 'Asst. PJO

; ;:operations Chief SBX
· :pJinniilg setti_on chief
i: ;'~Janning Deputy
[sTt'uatidn Drirt
}~e_sOuice/Demob Unit
J>pcurrtentation Unit
, lif1ance Admin Chjef
' }l):\ance Deputy
,,. Ji:[glstics ci)ief

:1

Lowe, Th_eo .
Mi:Maclin, Cindy
Ratnirei;A,
Kiiikead, _Chuck
Morlan, Bob
carper, Artl\ur
lver5oh, _Christina
Fr~-sHiir, _tatyf

. ¥U1>JJiy Unit leader
JAJiintenance Do.it

:);)~}Vi Ce )'~farich
.:kJIT1~un°;Cat1on U-nit lea- er

o ~H tspn7"~et

Camin, Marc (ISP)
J~lis.eh, Mikki(ASCO)
lbliara(ICC) .
EccariJ, Hariy '
Bran.don LaRosa

f.· {r::,f_i,9ic~I Unit _Leader
': },1(edical Grp Supv.

DIRECT LINE/EXTENSION
LOCATION
tie
3243
rm.
ICP IMS! Conference
3243 tie
ICP 1MS1 Conferehce rm.
ICP IM_SI Conference mi ..
Demonstrator Lots
ISP
324_3 tie
ICP IMS! Conferrnce rm.
ext. 3222
338,1635
IMS!
tie
3243
ICffMSf Conference rm.
--+--~-------'--,
Check-in
3243\ie
li::P fMSI Conference rm.
6323.tie
6323 tie
_teniCal Office
.Central Office
1¢p JMst toiifeience im.
FBlock .
3509\i~
co·mplex
Staging
Coii\munication center
mrmlffitatiorn:ente
Cornmimication center
coinmunication center
Co_mmunkation center
ICI'

5212tie
-3203tie
· ;p· re
3203\i_e
3203tie
32()3\ie

JCP _ _

JR McGee

:2;,;<•·-··

Peder Ahearn
Sl)_a_nno_ri _Ed;vards
_E,jan l:lillirig
.A~ri~n Danil_uc
. Ede iii.Jschleh .

:o"Jit<

6323 tie
6323 tle
6_323 tie

~o..e:s1rr ·

,ti,t;<Fj',,;

SIC! Conference rm.
3241 tie

EriCKiehl
:C6inplex Check Poi~t" ·
·1nstliufjonal

op~rat.ion_s

Front Gate
Shift Commander

Shift Commander Office
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!SCI Branch Director
Deputy
Institutional
Clperations

Smith, Johanna
Yordy, Keith

ISCI Warden's Office
ISCI Warden's Office

Schlienz, Rodney

Capiains Office
Media tent

4725 tie

Ken Bennett
Paul, Kenny
Shift Commander

IMS( bWs Office
IMSIDWS Office
Shift Commander Office

3205/
3205/

Phillips, Brandon

SBWCC Warden's Office
SBWCC Shift Command
Execution Brahch
F-Block
F,Block

~lflii lWIIJ FIEIJ 14lrm !:@ll i~I~~ -·
-_. (Msl Branch Director
·• .Deputy
f~stitutional Operations
,:SBWCC Branch Director
'_l'rlstituti_onal Operatiolis

6ranch Director
Of'puty

Blades, Randy
Cluriey,Shannon

· 'GERT Commander
Gf\JT Leader
CFRT Leader

Butler, Derek
Dobler, Nkk
Roberts, Randy

fl!•~ ~fi~ 1i\•
:,:,-- ~~i- Sfli -~4- >-fi tl~~ ~~@
4622 ii.e
room

;

(.

·1sP
JSP
.ISP
tsP
ISP
ISP
·rsP
J$p
CAPP Warden
:CAPP OW
· fCCWarden
ICCAW
1/)rtual Prisons
;(ISM Team Leader
.•Acta County SO
'Ada County SO
,Ada County SO
Ada county so·
Ada County SO
~J\da County SO
Ada County SO
A_d_a County 50
Boise Police Dept.
ISP Regional
Commuiiications Center

South (Dispatch)
_ISP MCC

Wills, ISP Major
Richardson, ISP Cpin
Coleman, ISP Cpl.
Chandler, ISP Cpl.
Nelson, ISP Tpr.
Waid, ISP Tpr.
Murakami, ISP, C I.
Burke, ISP, Sgt.
.Finn, Bria_n

Henry, Jeff
Wengler, Tim
Kester
Higgins, Tim
Bergeson, Elaine
Schneider, Mike Lt.
Vogt, Jake Sgt.
Russel, Steve Sgt.
Frattisco, Mike
Schneider, rviait
Piccolo, Jason
Moyer, Todd
Long, Jim
Schoenborn, Doug

d'Rr ready

CERT ready r9om
CERT ready room
Car 550
Car 424
CarSOO
Cat.421
Car569
Car 557
car594
Car.416
CAPP
<:APP
ICC
Comms
ICP
IMSI
lCP
Immediate Response
lmmeiliate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
Immediate Response
. _Immediate Response
lmnieaiate Response
ICP

4622 tie
4622 tie

2/1A,'iAC.
)/1A,VAC
{62/1t,.-\(AC
~-2/lAc',/AC
~02/iA'.yAC
50.2/1(,/i(AC

3204 tle
3205

6123ti_e
Effii::"rgency

846-7500

ISP
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Resources Summary

Staff
Resource
Identifier

Resource

ETA

Patrol Unit I (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit H (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit III (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit IV (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit V (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit VI (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit VII (ACSO)

1

Patrol Unit leader

1

Joint lnfOnnation Center Sec. Team

4

Tmflic control team

2

Emergency Transport Team

6

:Media transport Team

2

Dignitary Transport

3

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol

1

Pleasant Valley Patrol

1

Pleasant Valley Patrol

I

Pleasant Valley Patrol Team leader

I

_Check PoinLA ___

---

---

-----

--- - -

3

Demonstrator Lot I

4

Demonstrator lot ll

4

Fixed Observation Post I

2

Fixed Observation Post IT

2

Fixed Observation Post HI

2

Fixed Observation Post IV

2

Roving Patrol I

2

Roving Patrol II

2

Roving Patrol lll

2

Incident Commander
Deputy IC

PIO
Asst. PIO
Operations Chief SBX
Planninl! section chief
Planninl! Denutv
Situation Unit
Resource/Demob Unit
Documentation Unit

---- --

OnScene
(X)

- - ~-

NOTES: (Location/AssignmenUStatus)

---

-----

----

----

---

I
I
I
2

l
I
1

1
I
1
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Finance Admin Chief
Finance Dcnutv
Logistics chief
Sun,v-,rt Branch
Sunn}y Unit leader
fifaintenance Unit
Equipment Unit Leader
Service Branch
Conununication Unit leader
Comms Officer
Medical Unit Leader
r-.-tedical Group Suoervisor
Medic l
Mcdic2
Food Unit Leader

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3
I
I

2
2
I

Food Unit
Staging area manager
Onerntions Chief Ext. Fae.
Agency Ren~ BHS
SICI Branch Director
SICI Extemal Sccuritv Grouo
Entrance Groun Leader
ISCI Branch Director
Deputv
Institutional Onerations
ISCI External Securitv Group
JMSI Branch Director
L\1S1 Branch Denutv Director
SBWCC Branch Director
SBWCC Branch Dep. Director
Ext:euliun Branch Dir,xtor
Execution Branch Deo. Director
CERT Commander
CNT Leader
CFRT Leader
CISM Team Leader
CERTSauad
CERT Souad
ISP Agencv Ren
ACSO Agency Rep
BPD J\11ency Ren

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6
6
I
I
I
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BPD Mob and Crowd Control

20

StauiJl<·•

25

Escort Team

13

Medical Team

5
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First

Last

Position

Gary

Acree

SIC! External Security

Jeremy

Ajeti

Demonstrator Lots

Michael

Alboucq

Demonstrator Lots

Jennifer

Alder

Demonstrator Lots

John

Andrich

Fred

Apt
Arguello

Demonstrator Lots
Bureau of Homeland Security
Demonstrator Lots

Babcock

Demonstrator Lots

Roger

Barnhardt

SIC! External Security

Cory

Barrier

Demonstrator Lots

Karen

Bassford

staging

Jason

Beard

SIC! External Security

Michelle

Belville

Kenneth

Bennett

Check-In
IMS! Branch Director

Elaine

Bergeson

CISM

Joyce

Biggs

staging {to work)

Jana Lee

Biladeau

David

Birch

Staging
Witness Support

Troy

Black

Jose
Michelle

Randy

Blades

Staging
Execution Branch Director

Eric
Jaqaline

Blair
Braun

Media Transport
SBWCC Deputy Branch Director

Eric

Buschlen

Food Unit

Don

Caagbay

Check-In

Aida

Carrington

John

Carroll

staging
Demonstrator Lots

Jarod

Cash

Joe

Chandler

Demonstrator Lots
Idaho State Police

Jay

Christensen

SIC! Deputy Branch Director

Chris

Clark

Shannon

Cluney

Pilot Car
Deputy Execution Branch Director

Garrett
Gabe

Coburn
Coleman

staging {to work)
Idaho State Police

Christopher

Colson

Demonstrator Lots

Tom

Conant

SIC! External Security

Sara

Corona

Brian

Crowl

staging
Joint Information Center

Adrian

Daniluc

Andrea

Dearden

Food Unit
Ada County Sheriffs Office - Asst. PIO

Jim

Dixon

Demonstrator Lots

Nick

Dobler

CNT

Angel

Dobrev

Demonstrator Lots

Jack
Harry

Dujanovik

staging
Ada County Paramedics

Eccard
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Bill

Edwards
Edwards

Food Unit
Idaho State Police - Asst. PIO

Blas

Elguezabal

SIC! External Security

Tom
Guy

Fa lash

staging
Traffic Control

Caryl

Frasier

Mike

Fratusco

Service Branch Director
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Brittney

Frerichs

Check-In

Dan

Geisel

Jimmie

Gentry

Demonstrat or Lots
Demonstrat or Lots

David

Gould

Staging

Kelli
Kristy

Gravelle
Hardy

Daniel

Harris

OSP Support
Demonstrat or Lots
Joint Information Center

Benjamin

Heinrich

Demonstrat or Lots

Don

Hilling

Food Unit

Leslie

Hoerner

Christine

Hopson

CNT
OSP Support

Thomas

Houdeshel l

Cristina

Iverson

SIC! External Security
Equipment Unit Leader

Debra

Jessen

CISM

Kevin

Kempf

Eric
Zach

Kiehl
Kiehl

Deputy Incident Commander
Entrance Group Supervisor

Brett

Kimmel

Chuck

Kinkaid

Terry

Kirkham

Justin

Klitch

Kayla

Knauf

Craig (Steve)

Landers

Special Transports
Demonstrat or Lots

Jay

Lau

SIC! External Security

Chad

Loghran

Jim

Long

Theo

Lowe

Demonstrat or Lots
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Finance/Administatio n Section Chief

Ed

Manning

staging

Anthony

Marcak

Charlie

Martinez

Demonstrat or Lots
Special Transports

Rachael

Masaitis

Check-In

Calvin

May

Staging

Aaron

McCormick

Demonstrat or Lots

Jason

Mileski

SIC! External Security

Rusty

Moffett

Bob

Morlan

Shannon

Franco

OSP Support
ISCI External Security Group Supervisor
Support Branch Director
SIC! Branch Director
Idaho State Police

Todd

Moyer

OSP Support
Supply Unit Leader
Ada County Sheriffs Office

Dan
Frankie

Nelson
Neumeyer

Idaho State Police
Demonstrat or Lots
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Dave

Nielsen

Special Transports

Mary Ellen

staging

Ted

Nourse
Oparnico

Dianna

Ortiz

staging
Check-In

Chad

Page

AG Sgt at Arms

Kenneth

Paul

IMS! Deputy Branch Director

Leroy

Peneku

SIC! External Security

Brandon

Phillips

SBWCC Branch Director

Brett

Phillips

Witness Support

Jason

Piccola

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Cassey

Poore

Al

Ramirez

Demonstrator Lots
Logistics Section Chief

Jeff
Brent

Ray
Reinke

Public Information Officer
Incident Commander

Steve

Richardson

Idaho State Police

Randy

Roberts

CFRT

Derrick

Robertson

Communications Unit Leader

Pat

Roderick

staging

Vince

Rodriguez

CISM

Pete

Rodriguez

Special Transports

Steve

Russell

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Dan

Schaffer

Deputy Plans Section Chief

Matt

Schneider

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Mike

Schnieder

Doug

Schoennorn

Ada County Sheriffs Office
Boise Police Department

Rick

Severson

Demonstrator Lots

Mike

Shoen

Staging

Terri

Slack

Johanna

Smith

staging
ISCI Branch Director

Paul

Sorensen

Paul

Spencer

Demonstrator Lots
Special Transports

Ryan

Spjute

Joint Information Center

Cathy

Steffen

staging (to work)

Alan

Stewart

Mackenzie
Steve

Stone
Strope

staging
Situation Unit Leader
Special Transports

Bob

Switzer

staging

Alexa

Tam

Staging

Josh

Tewalt

Matt

Thomas

Randy

Valley

Plans Section Chief

John

Vance

Idaho State Police

Jake

Vogt

Ada County Sheriffs Office

Jeremy

Wallingford

Demonstrator Lots

Kat
Kurt

Watkins

Check-In

Wiley

Joint Information Center

-

Operations Section Chief
Demonstrator Lots
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Sheldon

Wilkinson

Demonstrator Lots

Kedrick
Patrick

Wills

Idaho State Police

Wolberd

Keith

Yordy

Jeff

Zmuda

ISCI Deputy Branch Director
Operations Section Chief
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics
Ada County Paramedics

CSS R. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Crist

Boise Police Department

Ofer A. Nielsen

Boise Police Department

Ofer Al Viens
Ofer B. Johnson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Baughman

Boise Police Department

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Harr

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Kaurin

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Muguira

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Robinson

Boise Police Department

Ofer D. Thomas

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Adams

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Lacow

Boise Police Department

Ofer J. Norman
Ofer M. Furniss

Boise Police Department
Boise Police Department

Ofer N. Major

Boise Police Department

Ofer P. Markle

Boise Police Department

Ofer R. Jones

Boise Police Department

Ofer RD Hill

Boise Police Department

Ofer T. Miller

Boise Police Department

OfcrT. Weir

Boise Police Department

Sgt J. Nichols

Boise Police Department

Sgt M. Jones

Boise Police Department
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team
Correctional Emergency Response Team

Bobby·... <
Jeremy\ •. \
Ton{ ,
Miriam.·.·< ..• /

Adkisson<

cc·.·. AWa.1:~_i\
·•

< ·. · •.· .•

)•.\>/•····.•
Ameisfoorf >. . ,

> ) ..·Anderson•/·.·./)

Tc.

51(:1 (xternalsecurlt\l
SIC!EXt~rrlal~Eii:µriWi\·•··.··•./•·

> '.·.·..... ·.·•·. •·.·•

i}.}>[.\••·..•>••····•·;
ISQl()SP l>WitJgs> ' · > f \
Slc:I[l<te,'na!Security>·•·/-<>ii·• •
> .··.·•··•<
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Staging
St~girigjfd.StiJft. c·•••

··.·•, s@t~t~fMls~CllfitV••·•.
QSf>:Slipp(lr'tcf ·•• .
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Kessler

Cqrre'i:fiohaJ.E111erge11cy Re~ponseJeain . •
Correi:l:ional·Emergeric:y·Resporise Team
toriectiohal E111erger,cVHespoo~eJearli
CorrectiCJ6al E111erge11cy Re:Spo.nse. Jeam· .
CClrrfd.ioria.l.E111ergeT)cyResponsefeam·
•. Cpriedio11al EniefgencyRfsponseleam
Crinec:tiptla) E111•erge11cy Respbrise Team·
(:o,rec:tional•E111.ergency·$espci11seT1=am .
Co.rrectional ;E111erge11t{Respons~·Jeain
Cofrect:ionat Emergency Response l;ea111 ;••.·•.
Gorre~fional Emergency Response.Team.
tcCRepres~ntative
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10/5/201 6

Medical Team Briefing
Flawless Execution: to conduct a lawful order of the court
in a proficient manner with dignity, respect and
professionalism

Phases
• Assessm ents
• Site Inspect ion & Invento ry
• Intrave nous Prepara tion: IV setup
• Chemic al Prepara tion
• Stages of Offende r Prepara tion
• Actual Process Chemic al Inducti on
• Sequen ce of Events

1
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10/5/2016

3

Site Inspection and Inventory
o

On-site Physician Room: crash cart, suction
machine, defibrillator, and oxygen

o

Safe: chemicals, IV supplies, needles, tools, etc

0

Storage Cabinet: Scrubs, IV tubing, etc.

• Chemical Preparation Room: Defibrillator, hvo
Monitors, counters/tables, sound system, and
lights
4

2
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10/5/2016

• Peripheral line cart
• Central Line cart
• Chemical Preparation: Sodium Pentothal / Pentobarbital,
Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide, and Potassium Chloride.
(60 cc syringes)
• Three tray setups:
3 Drug Protocol:
• Sodium Pentothal or Pentobarbital
• Pancuronium Bromide
, Potassium Chloride
1

Drug Protocol:
• Sodium Pentothal or Pentobarbital
5

3 Drug Protocol
• Sodium Pentothal

Sodium Pentothal, Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide,
Heparin, Potassium Chloride, Heparin
3 Drug Protocol
• Pentobarbital

Pentobarbital, Heparin, Pancuronium Bromide, Heparin,
Potassium Chloride, Heparin
Drug Protocol:
• Sodium Pentothal, Heparin
1 Drug Protocol:
• Pentobarbital, Heparin
1

Syringe Labels are in Label book
6

3
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10/5/2016

Documentation
• Both the Medical Team Leader and the EKG Monitor
documents the sequence of events on the appropriate
forms
• Medical Team Leader: IV start, level of consciousness
assessment, and each chemical injection to include 2
minute rhythm strip
• EKG Monitor: Documents chemical injections on EKG
rhythm strip paper itself

7

Stage of Offender Preparation
• IV site assessment day of execution
• IV tubing and EKG leads placed through port hole
prior to offender's arrival in execution chamber
• Place EKG Monitoring leads first
• Establishing Primary and Secondary IV sites (one site
(arm) at a time)
• Ensure Offender is comfortable prior to departing
Execution Chamber

8

4
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10/5/2016

ctual Sequence of Events
• Prior IV site assessment( s)
• Chemical and Execution Room Inspection/ Inventory:
by the checklists
• IV lines and Chemical preparation
• IV line/EKG leads placement through port hole
• Chemical tray with prefilled syringes
• Defibrillator operability verified: fresh roll of EKG
paper

9

continued
• After offender secured in Execution Chamber
► EKG lead placement
► Two IV lines established
► Warden: Phone, Light(s), and Monitor check
3 Drug Protocol
• Sodium Pentothal Injection: 4 syringes - each over 90 seconds or
• Pentobarbital Injections: 2 syringes - each over 90 seconds

(turn on 1st light and then begin injecting)
• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• Wait two minutes

5
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10/5/2 016

Actual Sequence of Events continued
• Medical Team leader assess offender's level of
consci ousnes s
• Upon return ing to Chemical Room, Medical Team Leader
uses phone to inform Warde n that the team is ready to
procee d to the next chemi cal
• Pancu ronium Bromi de Injection: 2 syringes each over 60
second s
(turn on 2 nd light and then begin inject ing)

u

ctual Sequence of Events

continued

• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• Potassium Chloride Injection: 2 syringes - each over 60 seconds
(turn on 3rd light and then begin injecting)
• Heparin Injection: over 60 seconds
• After the Heparin Injection is completed, turn all lights off
• Run a two minute rhythm strip
• Medical Team Leader verifies asystole with EKG Monitor

6
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10/5/ 2016

Actual Sequence of Events continued
0

Medical Team Leader debriefs Coroner.

• Once the coroner declares the offender dead: Medical
team
with the on-site Physician depa rt the facility immediately.

Drug Protocol
0 Sodi
um Pento thal Injection: 4 syringes - each over 90 seconds
or
0 Pento
barbi tal Injection: 2 syringes - each over 90 seconds
(turn on 1st light and then begin injecting)
0 Hepa
rin Injection: over 60 seconds
(after Hepa rin Injection is completed, turn all lights off)
0 Run
a two- minu te rhyth m strip.
o Medical Team Leader verifies asystole with EKG Monitor
.
• Medical Team Leader debriefs Coroner.
0 Once
the coron er declares the offender dead: Medical team with
the Resuscit_ation Physician de art the facility immediate
ly ..
1

0

4

7
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SENT VIA EMAIL AND REGISTERED MAIL

...,

Robert W. Jones
Pfizer, Inc.
nd
235 E. 42 Street, Fl. 11
New York, NY 10017

RECEIVED

OCT 10 2017
Director's Office, lDOC

October 4, 2017
Idaho Department of Corrections
ATTN: Kevin H. Kempf, Director
1299 N. Orchard St., Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
RE: Request for Return of Pfizer Products for Use in Lethal Injection for Capital Punishment
Dear Director Kevin H. Kempf:
Pfizer wishes to inform you of the addition of diazepam and fentanyl citrate to its list of Restricted
Products in Pfizer's Position on Use of Our Products in Lethal Injections for Capital Punishment and
seeks the return of any Pfizer or Hospira product that you have in your possession that you intend to
misuse in a lethal injection procedure.
Diazepam and fentanyl citrate along with eleven (11) Restricted Products currently listed in our
Position statement will not to be sold to correctional facilities or other affiliated organizations where
they may be misused for lethal injection. Pfizer makes its products to enhance and save the lives of
the patients we serve. Consistent with these values, Pfizer strongly objects to the use of its products
as lethal injections for capital punishment.
A copy of the updated policy with the expanded list of Restricted Products is enclosed and can be
accessed at http://www. pfizer .com/files/b2b/Globa IPolicyPa perlethall n jection. pdf. Pfizer will
continually review its product offerings and update this policy as necessary to prevent the misuse of
our products in lethal injection protocols.
We request that you return to us any Hospira or Pfizer manufactured Restricted Product listed above
in your possession. Pfizer will provide full credit for any returned Restricted Product regardless of
from where you purchased It. Return instructions are enclosed for your convenience. If you seek to
use or purchase Restricted Product to address a legitimate medical need, we request that your
Medical Director contact Jerry Boesch (Director, Commercial Services & Analysis) at (224) 212-2462
or jerry.boesch@pfizer.com.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

Robert Jones
Vice President
U.S. Government Relations
Encl.
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TERMS OF SALE
Pfizer's Price List and these Terms of Sale/Return Goods
Policy, applies to the U.S. market only.. The U.S. market
includes all U.S. Territories. The Price List and Terms of
Sale/Return Goods Policy are subject to change without
advance notice to customers.
No terms in any purchase order or any acknowledgement
thereof (whether printed, stamped, typed or handwritten)
issued by a customer or Pfizer distributor or contained on a
customer portal, except terms expressing the quantity and
product ordered, will be considered applicable to customer's
purchase. No modifications of these Terms of Sale/Return
Goods Policy, whether different or additional terms contained
in any purchase order, acknowledgement form. or any other
document or contained on a customer portal will be binding on
Pfizer.
All orders and any correspondence pertaining thereto should
be sent to:

Distributors/Wholesalers & Drop Ship Order Information
Pfizer Inc.
1855 Shelby Oaks Drive North
Memphis, TN 38134
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
800-533-4535
Fax
800-741-4237
Vaccines and Hemophilia
Pfizer Inc.
SOD Arcola Road E-4 Box 64
Collegeville, PA 19426-3982
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
800-666-7248
Fax
484-563-0061

USCUSTS@pflzer.com

Pfizer Sterile lnjectables
Pfizer, Inc.
275 N. Field Drive, 00991, HW1
Lake Forest, IL 60045
Attn: Pharmaceutical Customer Service
Phone
844-646-4398
Fax
262-577-6503
Hemophilia Customers
Phone
888-440-8100
Fax
484-563-0057
Puerto Rico Customers
Phone
800-981-4748
Fax
888-685-5960

For Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) related
correspondence, please send Inquiries to Customer
Service via our email: DSCSA@!pflzer.com
All orders, whether based upon submitted quotations or not,
are subject lo acceptance and credit approval by Pfizer. Pfizer
reserves the right to restrict order quantities. Pfizer reviews all
submitted orders against lists of Restricted Parties maintained
by applicable governmental authorities, including lists
established under the U.S. Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic
Act and the U.S. Foreign Assets Control Regulations. This
review may result in orders that are delayed or blocked.
Recipients of Pfizer products are required to follow all
applicable laws in connection with the purchase. sale,
distribution, or use of such products.
PRICES
All prices are submitted without offer.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTERS

Ema II

Baxter (Zosyn® (plperaclllln/tazobacta m) Frozen Galaxy•
containers)
Phone
888-229-0001
Fax
888-229-0020

Prices are subject to all taxes, excises, or other charges levied
by any government (national, state, or local) upon the sale,
consumption, or use of the products listed herein.
PAYMENT TERMS
Pfizer products may have unique payment terms as provided
by contract or as indicated on the Price List or product invoice.
Payments submitted via Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) may
add an additional 4 days to the invoice due date.
Payment must be in the bank on the discount date.
Prompt pay discounts are an encouragement for prompt
payment, discounts not taken at time of payment cannot be
claimed at a later date.
Credit Card Policy - Pfizer may accept select credit cards as a
payment option for direct purchases of Pfizer products;
however, the prompt pay discount is not available when
payment is made by credit card, except for physician offices
purchasing vaccines. For important information concerning
the use of your credit card for the purchase of Pfizer products
including additional payment options for Prevnar111 13 and
Trumenba•, please contact Pfizer Customer Service at 800-

666-7248,
PFIZER DISTRIBUTORS - Pfizer wholesale customers and
specialty distributors may only purchase Pfizer Pharmaceutical
products directly from Pfizer or in the event of a supply
shortage, another Pfizer distributor.
A listing of Pfizer
distributors can be found online at www.pflzer.com/pdllst or
obtained from our Customer 5'Jrvice team.

I'
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Pfizer may revoke Pfizer distributor status at any time.
Pfizer pharmaceutical products may only be sold to providers
operating within the United States (and its Territories) who are
appropriately licensed by states/territories in which they
dispense or distribute product or other Pfizer distributors and
in Puerto Rico, DAGO priced product may only be sold to other
Puerto Rico Pfizer Distributors or providers operating within
Puerto Rico who are appropriately licensed by the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in which they dispense product.
Each Pfizer distributor must have a comprehensive program to
ensure compliance with the Drug Supply Chain Security Act,
and to assess all offers prior to purchase using a defined
procedure that helps identify suspect product and suspicious
orders.
Pfizer has the right to audit or request information on all
purchases and sales of Pfizer Pharmaceutical products at any
time and to audit processes used to purchase product from
other Pfizer distributors.
Pfizer distributors must maintain their wholesale distributor
license in good standing in each state/territory where it has
operations and shall immediately upon request of Pfizer,
forward a copy of all renewed licenses to Pfizer. Failure lo
submit a copy of a renewed license to Pfizer may lead to
suspension of further shipments of Pfizer Product to such
distributor at the applicable location until such license(s) is
provided.
Each Pfizer distributor must notify Pfizer within 15 business
days of its termination, suspension, revocation, forfeiture or
nonrenewal of its wholesale distributor licenses for any
location where it has operations.
Any deviation from these Terms of Sale may result in Pfizer
terminating our business relationship and removal of
recognition as a Pfizer distributor.
MINIMUM ORDER/ORDER FREQUENCY
The minimum order is $250.00.
Pfizer reserves the right to reject any order less than $250.00.

Accounts are limited to no more than one order per week per
product per receiving location.

SHIPPING AND ROUTING
On orders where Pfizer pays transportation charges, Pfizer
reserves the privilege of shipping via a carrier of its own
choice. Where expedited delivery, special handffing or routing
is requested by the customer and is approved by Pfizer, the
difference In transportation charges will be charged to the
customer. Also, for after-hours or weekend emergency orders,
Pfizer may apply a $250 handling charge.
DELIVERY

All deliveries shall be made F.0.B. point of shipment. Title to
the goods sold shall pass upon delivery of the goods to the
carrier.
DAMAGE OR DELAY IN TRANSIT

If merchandise arrives in broken or damaged condition. it is
the customer's responsibility to ensure that the carrier's agent
notes the damage or breakage on the delivery receipt. The
transportation company acts as the agent of the
customer/purchaser, and Pfizer is not responsible for loss of,
damage to. or delay respecting the goods after delivery to the
carrier. Pfizer shall assist. when requested, in formulating
claims against the carrier, but Pfizer will not assume the
responsibility of collecting claims against the carrier.
For any loss or damage evident at the time of delivery,
customer must make notation on the delivery receipt and
report to Pfizer within 7 business days of the date of delivery
or 13 days from the invoice date.
For concealed loss or
damage, customer must report to the carrier and to Pfizer
within 15 days after receipt of the shipment.
ln cases In which damage, shortage, or loss is not due to
transportation causes, and if upon discovery, a customer
promptly reports to Pfizer any such damage, shortage, or loss,
Pfizer will investigate such report and take appropriate actions,
which may include. but are not limited to, providing even
exchange or credit for such damage, shortage, or loss as Is
dtrectly traceable to any fault or negligence on the part of
Pfizer.
PRODUCT RECALLS
In the event of a Pfizer initiated recall, it is Pfizer's practice to
reimburse customer for actual and reasonable expenses
incurred in complying with the request as laid out in Pfizer's
recall notification.
PERISHABLE PRODUCTS
Certain products require special temperature storage
conditions and precautions in accordance with the caution
label attached to each package. With regard to these
products, Pfizer will not accept responsibility for any losses
sustained through failure to store or handle as directed by the
product label.

Restricted Products
Certain Pfizer products have been misused in capital
punishment procedures. Such products are categorized as
Restricted Products by a special designation on the Pfizer
product price list Purchasers of Restricted Products shall not
use, nor resell to entities who may use, Restricted Products in
capital punishment procedures. By purchasing Restricted
Product(s) from Pfizer or a Pfizer wholesaler/distributor,
federal, state and local govemment agencies, certify that any
Restricted Products they acquire shall be used for medically
appropriate patient care, and may not be used or resold to any
other party for capital punishment uses. Pfizer may, in its
discretion, determine which Products are Restricted Products.
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CHARGEBACKS
Periodically, Pfizer may recognize the request by a buying
group or other Pfizer customer to designate certain Pfizer
distributors as their designated Prime Vendor to supply ellgible
members with pharmaceutical and health care products. Pfizer
products that appear on a bid award/contract will be ordered
from and shipped to the eligible group members by such Pfizer
distributor and invoiced at the current contract prices &
quantities for each awarded item as notified to such Pfizer
distributor by Pfizer.
Pfizer shall furnish such Pfizer distributor with the following
information for each bid/contract awarded to Pfizer:
i. Contract number;
ii. Products under contract:
iii. Contract prices and their effective and expiration dates;
iv. A list of authorized purchasers; and
v. Such other information as may be necessary to accurately
administer Chargebacks in accordance with Healthcare
Distribution Alliance (HOA) guidelines applicable to such Pfizer
distributor.
Pfizer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to provide
such information at least five (5) business days prior to the
effective date of the bid award/contract Thereafter, Pfizer shall
notify such Pfizer distributor of revisions to a bid
award/contract, and any additions to or deletions from the list
of authorized purchasers for each bid award/contract. The
obligation of Pfizer to make reimbursements available to such
Pfizer distributor shall only apply to items sold to the
authorized purchaser for "Its own use", as defined below.
Pfizer distributor shaU make commercially reasonable efforts to
submit Chargeback requests that are limited to quantities of
any item that were purchased for the own use of the
authorized purchaser. Pfizer distributor shall notify Pfizer
immediately if an authorized purchaser is suspected of using
Pfizer products for purposes other than own use. In the event
that Pfizer determines that an authorized purchaser is not
eligible for contract prices, Pfizer distributor shall work with
Pfizer to recover all discounts extended via Chargeback to the
end customer and shall not deduct from Pfizer any disputed
amounts. Thereafter, the Pfizer distributor shall remove the
customer from all Pfizer contract pricing agreements.
The amount of a Chargeback credit/debit memo will be
determined on the basis of the difference between the
acquisition price furnished by Pfizer and the bid award/contract
price as of the invoice date to the authorized purchaser by
such Pfizer distributor. Pfizer shall furnish a list of acquisition
prices and updates thereto to such Pfizer distributor whenever
changes are made by Pfizer. Contract prices under a bid
award/contract are considered confidential and such Pfizer
distributor shall not disclose contract prices to anyone other
than an authorized purchaser, buying groups representing
such authorized purchasers and Pfizer unless requested by an
authorized purchaser to support claims involving medical
payments under Federal, State or local programs.
At least once each month and for each bid award where there
are Chargebacks, the Pfizer distributor will send Pfizer an

electronic Chargeback request (i.e., HOA established EDI 844
format) which shall contain:
i. Pfizer distributor's name, address and unique identifiers such
as DEA, HIN number and suffix or any other additional
identifiers where they exist;
ii. Pfizer distributor's debit memo number;
iii. Each authorized purchaser's DEA number and/or unique
identifiers such as 3408 ID, HIN number and suffix or any
other additional identifiers where they exist;
iv. The contract number assigned by Pfizer and noticed to the
Pfizer distributor;
v. Quantities, dates and the Pfizer distributor's invoice number
for all products sold to each authorized purchaser,
vi. The NDC number for each product;
vii. The acquisition price for each product in effect on the date
of invoice to the authorized purchaser
viii. The contract price for each product;
ix. Quantity of products returned to the Pfizer distributor that
were covered by an earlier Chargeback request;
x. Extended Chargeback amounts for each product; and
xi. Chargeback amount requested for each transaction claimed
in each debit memo and total Chargeback amount requested
for all debit memos,
Pfizer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to verify the
amounts in each Chargeback request and issue initial
credit/debit memos in the amounts verified within five to seven
(5-7) business days following receipt of a Chargeback request.
Pfizer distributors acknowledge that the contract price for an
item must be lower than the corresponding acquisition price for
such Pfizer distributor to receive credit Such Pfizer distribUtors
shall not request Chargeback credit unless the authorized
purchaser's acquisition price is higher than the corresponding
contract price. Further, Pfizer distributors shall reverse all
Chargebacks associated with products that are returned by
Pfizer distributor's customers for resale.
Pfizer distributors shall not submit chargebacks for partial
quantities of product less than the unit of sale as provided in
the price list.
Pfizer distributors shall use the HDA EDI 844 and EDI 849
data sets to send and receive Chargebacks to/from Pfizer
electronically, including for original submissions and
resubmissions. Pfizer shall provide some type of response
(typically in the form of EDI 849, unless there is a systems
issue) within thirty (30} days of submission or resubmission of
an EDI 844. Pfizer distributors shall refrain from taking any
deduction prior to thirty (30) days after submission of any
Chargeback for which Wholesaler has not received an EDI
849 response. If Pfizer fails to: (i} pay (in whole or in part) or
(ii) provide a reason for non-payment of a Chargeback via EDI
849, during the first thirty (30) days following submission of a
Chargeback request, Pfizer distributor may take a deduction
for such Chargeback. Any EDI 849 response from Pfizer shall
be considered as Pfizer's request for payback of any amounts
that have been deducted related to the Chargeback request. If
Pfizer distributor receives a response from Pfizer that denotes
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that Pfizer rs investigating the request, Pfizer shall have an
additional thirty (30) days to provide a determination on
eligibility. After this sixty (60) day period following Chargeback
submission, the Chargeback is considered closed unless a
government audit requires correction or adjustment as
described below.
Pfizer's determination as to the
Chargebacl<.'s disposition is final.
Chargebacks must be submitted within six (6) months of such
Pfizer distributor's invoice to the authorized purchaser. Failure
to submit a Chargeback request within this six (6) month
period shall result in a waiver of rights to receive or take a
credit with respect to any such Chargeback. Should a Pfizer
distributor dispute the amount verified for a particular item
covered by a Chargeback request, such Pfizer distributor may
resubmit that item so long as such resubmission is done within
six (6) months following the original invoice date to the
authorized purchaser. Resubmissions made after this six (6)
month period need not be considered by Pfizer. In the event of
a government audit where new information surfaces that
cause corrections or adjustments to prior sales, Chargeback
claims can be reopened and resubmitted within twelve (12)
months of the original invoice date to an authorized purchaser
or as otherwise may be required in a government contract
Pfizer reserves the right to perform random Chargeback
verifications, Such verification requests may include, but are
not be limited to invoice copies and proof of delivery, and will
be required to be provided to Pfizer within thirty (30) days of
the original request. If a response is not received within thirty
(30) days, Pfizer will reverse the Chargeback paid by issuing a
debit to Pfizer distributor's account In the event that Pfizer has
not already paid a Chargeback subject to verification, payment
will be withheld until the requested information is received.
Pfizer further reserves the right to perform an on-site audit to
verify Chargeback sales. Such on-site audits may be subject
to specific contract terms between Pfizer and the Pfizer
distributor, In the event an audit reveals a discrepancy
between the amounts of credit memos or debit memos issued
under these provisions and the amounts verified, Pfizer shall
issue a correcting credit memo or debit memo, as may be
appropriate, Pfizer reserves the right to offset credits for
Chargeback obligations With outstanding past due or
previously written off invoices and deductions taken by either
the Pfizer distributor or customer.
Pfizer will not reimburse any costs incurred by the Pfizer
distributor or group members covering an event of product
non-availability. Chargebacks will only be accepted on Pfizer
products purchased in accordance with these Terms of Sale

ALL OTHER CLAIMS
All other claims must be submitted to Pfizer within nine
(9) months of the original event upon which the claim Is
based. Pfizer reserves the right to offset credits for all
other claims with outstanding past due or previously
written off Invoices and deductions taken by either a
Pfizer distributor or customer.
NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO REPORT DISCOUNTS
To the extent that purchaser avails Itself of a prompt pay
discount In accordance with the tenns herein. or
otherwise receives a discount from Pfizer In connection
with any purchase. direct or lndlrecl these Terms of Sale
shall constitute notice to purchaser of a discount that It
may be obligated to report under applicable laws.
lncludlnq. without limitation. the federal anti-kickback
statute. 42
§ 1320a-7b(b). and Its implementing
regulations, 42 C.F.R. 1001.952(h) or {I).

u.s.c.

PFIZER PHARMACEUTICALS
PRODUCT LIABILITY
PROTECTION POLICY
In the event of a claim or lawsuit arising out of the dispensing
of a Pfizer pharmaceutical product, it is Pfizer's policy to
defend and hold hannless the phannacist or the pharmacist's
employer if the following conditions are met:
•
If a prescription product, the prescription product was
properly filled by the pharmacist.
•
The product was not improperly stored or packaged.
•
There is no evidence of negligence or any improper or
illegal act by the pharmacist or employer.
•
The pharmacist has not made express warranties nor
provided information inconsistent with the approved
product labeling.
•
The pharmacist and the pharmacist's employer, if any,
provide Pfizer with prompt notice of the claim or lawsuit
and fully cooperates with Pfizer In the defense of the claim
or lawsuit.

use

PURCHASE FOR OWN
Sales by Pfizer to government agencies and other institutions
(e.g., federal, state, city, charitable organizations) are made
with the express understanding and agreement that the
merchandise purchased by these organizations is subject to
the •own use· laws~ is for their sole use and may not be
commercially sold by them to any other entity or person for
further sale or resale.
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RETURN GOODS POLICY

Products may be returned on the following basis:

N.

I. Returnable Items: The following products may be returned
by customers for return goods credit without prior approval:
A. Short dated merchandise, in the original container and
bearing the original label, within six (6) months prior to
the expiration date.
B. Outdated merchandise, in the original container and
bearing the original label, up to twelve (12) months
beyond the expiration date.
C. Product damaged in transit, subject to the terms and
conditions as stated herein, or material shipped in error
by Pfizer.
D. Discontinued merchandise.

Note: No credit will be Issued for merchandise returned
more than twelve (12) months beyond Its expiratlon date.

II.

partial Relistor" (methylnaltrexone bromide) Retail
Convenience kits.
Product purchased for clinical trials or donated product

Non-Returnable (for Credit) Items: Product other than that
listed above Is defined as not returnable for credit, unless
otherwise required by law. This includes, but is not limited
to:
A. In-date product (product with more than six (6) months
dating remaining).
B. Packages with trade label removed or unreadable.
C. Repackaged product.
D. Product that has been in a fire, clearance, bankruptcy,
or s!mllar sale.
E. Product sold oo a · non-returnable~ basis.
F. Products, including items affected by a market
withdrawal or a recall. retained more than twelve (12)
months beyond the expiration date noted on the
package. (Product may be returned for destruction, but
no credit will be issued.)
G. Merchandise purchased or otherwise obtained in
violation of any Federa~ State, or local law or
regulation.
H. Merchandise obtained illegally or via diverted means
including without limitation, products manufactured and/or
imported by non-Pfizer sources from countries outside the
United States.
I. Merchandise destroyed or damaged from insurable
causes such as fire, water, tornado, etc.. and
merchandise that has otherwise deteriorated due to
conditions occurring after shipment and beyond the
control of the manufacturer, such as improper storage,
heat, cold, smoke, etc.
J. Products marked •Non-Returnable", *Professional
Sample", "Clinical Trial Package,~ or with similar
markings or special labels.
K. Product with a prescription label attached.
L. Vaccine or biological supplies purchased through the
Federal Vaccines for Children Program.
M. The following products: Zosyn,. Frozen Galaxy•
containers, partial Prevnar• 13 (10 per package) and

Note: pfizer's determination as to the salvage, credit or
exchange value of merchandise returned shall be final.
Pfizer reserves the right to destroy returned merchandise
without payment or 1/ablllty.

Ill. Procedure for Returning Pfizer Pharmaceutical
Products:

A. For all customers, returnable items may be returned
without prior authorization by Company representative.
Whenever you wish to return these items, pack the
material in a container suitable for shipment and include
a packing list that identifies each item being returned, the
name and address of your company, DEA number, debit
memo number, and Pfizer account number.
To ensure proper and timely handling of returns, please
contact lnmar by using one of the following contact
options below:
Website: https:/lclsnetllnk.com
Email: rareguest@lnmar.com
Phone: 800-967-5952
Fax: 817-868-5343
These returns should be sent to the following address for
processing:
lnmar
4332 Empire Road
Fort Worth, TX 76155
If returning on behalf of another customer, you must
include that customer's DEA number or HIN number to
ensure the proper credit. To facilitate processing of
controlled substances (schedule 111-V), please segregate
controlled from non-controlled items when returning
product to Pfizer.
All returns shall be made in compliance with all
applicable Federal and State laws and regulations. Nondirect customers (i.e., those that purchase primarily
through wholesalers), see note 81 and 82 for additional
credit information.
All products must be returned freight prepaid by the
sender, using generally accepted shipment methods.
Use a separate packing list for each carton. To facilitate
processing of multiple debit memo numbers returned in a
single container, please segregate product by debit
memo number to ensure acceptance and accorate
credit. Upon receipt of the merchandise and verification
of the contents and condition of the merchandise, a
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credit memorandum will be issued as appropriate. Credit
for customers other than Pfizer designated distributor
customers will be issued at the lower of:

number,
and
your
buying
group
association name.
(b) If products were purchased under a
guaranteed price contract direct from Pfizer,
then applicable credit will be issued to your
direct account number.
(c) For products returned from a government
facility, credit will be processed through the
prime vendor wholesaler. Government facilities
must supply the following information with their
return: Institution's name, address, hospital
DEA number and/or HIN number, and prime
vendor wholesaler name.

1. current list price less 10%, or
2. lowest current contract price less 10%_ If there
is no current contract, the most recent expired
contract within the preceding 3 years will be
used, less 10%.
Pfizer designated distributors will be issued credit at
current list price for product submitted for credit via a
Pfizer Retum Authorization.
Pfizer designated
distributors should contact Pfizer Customer Service for
a Pfizer Return Authorization and additional
requirements_ Partial bottles may be returned, and
credit will be issued on the basis of the actual pill count.
Credit will not be issued for pill counts in excess of the
original container quantity. For liquids, oral powders,
syringes, injectables, sponges, inhalation systems,
cream and ointment products, credit will only be issued
for Intact and unused units of an inner pack. No credit
will be issued for any others, including reconstituted
product. For liquid configurations larger than a unit of
use, credit will be issued in 25% increments to a
maximum of 75% for any opened package.
Pfizer will not issue credit or accept charges/deductions
for administrative, handling, or freight charges
associated with the return of product to Pfizer. In the
event product received from Pfizer is damaged to such
an extent that physical return is impossible. written
explanation of the product involved, nature of damage,
and explanation as to why retum cannot be made may
be submitted to Pfizer for consideration. Pfizer will
consider the request and issue no credit, partial credit,
or full credit as Pfizer deems appropriate. In all other
circumstances, credit or reimbursement will not
normally be issued for product destroyed by customers
or third parties_
B. Additional information for specific types of customers:
1. Hospitals, Clinics, Government facilities, and other
contract price entities: The Prescription Drug
Marketing Act (POMA) places specific restrictions
on the return of pharmaceutical products from
hospitals, healthcare entities, and charitable
institutions_ The following applies to those returns
in compliance with the POMA guidelines.
(a) If products were purchased from a wholesaler
under a guaranteed price contract, we will
issue a refund in the form of a check mailed
directly to you. Credit amounts over $5,000 will
be issued as a credit through your primary
wholesaler.
i.
You must supply the following information
with your return; your institution's name.
address, hospital DEA number and/or HIN

2.

Non-Direct Accounts: Customarily, returned goods
are channeled through your authorized wholesaler_
If returned to Pfizer, appropriate credit will be
issued in the form of a check mailed directly to you.
Credit amounts over $5,000 will be issued as a
credit through your primary wholesaler. So that we
may process these returns, please Include a
packing list that details the product being returned,
the pharmacy name, DEA number, and address to
which a refund should be mailed_ Should the
phannacy name, DEA number or address
information be incomplete, Pfizer reserves the right
to issue no reimbursement. Pfizer will not issue
refunds to third party return goods processors.

NOC NUMBER LABELER CODES
0005

0008
0009
0013
0025
0046

0049
0069
0071
0206

00409
24478
55724

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Division
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Company
Pharmacia and Upjohn Company
Pharmacia and Upjohn Company
G_Q_ Searle LLC
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Roerig
Pfizer Laboratories Div. Pfizer Inc.
Parke Davis, Division of Pfizer, Inc.
Wyeth Piperacillin
Hospira Worldwide, LLC
NextWave Pharmaceuticals
Anacor Pharmaceuticals

58394

Wyeth Biopharma (Note: Galaxy is a registered
trademark of Baxter International Inc.)

60793

Pfizer Laboratories Div. Pfizer Inc.
Pfizer Laboratories Div_ Pfizer Inc.
Hospira Worldwide, LLC
Clinigen Healthcare Ltd.

61570
61703
76310
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Idaho State Board of Pharmacy

)

Boise, Idaho 83720, 0067

PO Box 83720

1199 Shoreline Lane Ste 303 Boise, Idaho 83702-9103

I Phone: 208-334-2356 I Fax: 208•334-3536
I https: //bop.idaho.gov I info'abop.idaho.gov

INSTITUIONAL DRUG OUTLET
REGISTRATION

Fee: $35
Type of Application:
Facility Type:

D

[ii New D Ownership Change D Name Change (no fee) D Address Change (no fee)

Hospital without Pharmacy D Nursing Home

Type of Ownership:

0

Partnership D Sole Proprietorship D Corporation

Previous registration#:

17540CL

Previous Name:

D Limited Liability

_S_a_m_e___________

Idaho Maximum Security Institution DBA: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
.
N ame of B usiness: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Physical Address:
City:

13400 S. Pleasant Valley Road

Kuna

Phone:

State:

208-3~8-1635

ID

Fax:

Zip+4:

83634

----------------

Mailing Address (defaults to physical address if left blank. Mailing address is public information):
Street:
City:

1299 N. Orchard , Suite 110

ID Zip+4: 837 06
Fax: 208-327-7 404

Boise

Phone:

State:

208-658-2000

Contact Name:

Jeff Zmuda

Contact Email:

jzmuda@idoc.idaho.gov

54-1726.GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINE. (1) The board of pharmacy may refuse to issue or renew,
or may suspend, revoke or restrict the license or registration of any person, pursuant to the
procedures set forth in chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, upon one (1) or more of the following
grounds: (d) Fraud or intentional misrepresentation by a licensee in securing the issuance or
renewal of a license.

Signature of Contact:

---er,z--&_

Date:

07/26/2017

2017.01 .24
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Zmuda, Jefferey

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Zmuda, Jefferey
Friday, November 10, 2017 9:21 AM
Zmuda, Jefferey
FW: Board of Pharmacy RX license
Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Printer.pdf

Categories:

Jeff Follow -up

From:

Follow up

Jeff Zmuda
Deputy Director
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
jzmuda@idoc.idaho.gov
Ph: (208) 658-2122

-----Origi na I Message----From: Wald, Jon
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 9:57 AM
To: Zmuda, Jefferey
Subject: Board of Pharmacy RX license
Jeff
Attached as discussed.
Jon Wald
Senior Buyer
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone:208-658-2012
The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments may be privileged and
confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
1
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received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this
e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

-----Original Message----From: DoNotRe ply@idoc.idaho.gov [ma ilto: DoN otReply@idoc.idaho.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 9:54 AM
To: Wald, Jon
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Printer

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox
Multifunction Printer.
Attachment File Type: pdf, Multi-Page
Multifunction Printer Location:
Device Name: Admin-STL00116

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com

2
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19-2716A. PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES - EXEMPTION - EXCEPTIONS TO GOVERNMENTAL LIABILITY. 120
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, Infliction of the punishment of death in the manner required by section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shaU not be
construed as the practice of medicine. The director of the department of correction and all persons authorized by him to participate In an execution, as provided
in section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall be exempt from all laws, rules and regulations governing the practice of medicine.
(2) For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 19-2716, Idaho Code, any pharmacy, prescriber, manufacturer, wholesale distributor or other entity
authorized by law to possess controlled substances may distribute controlled substances to the director or his deslgnees and shall not be subject to criminal or
civll llablllty for the death of the condemned person.
!~)J ~ 3 . ¥ 5·ofJa'""
.l!Yifii'out the'ifrovlsioris0:~-se
-cti6
...-:"""n'""'"....r!19!
C-..'21
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o ~ '"e..,.
"" ~1!..,,n"""
e,itirectoi@~s•de slgnees~ ~ , r '?pgssess}'stoie1ir@fcitlffiiiilstei.
1
00

controllecl•sut>stan~ 'i~~ ~mf!°tfroifl~llflk : i ~ ~g~ tl~n°i;govemlng~nn afiesand ~
l~ ubminces,.~ ~nfiffik'ln
ofit~ Any employee of the state of Idaho participating In an execution pursuant to section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall be presumed to be acting within the
course and scope of his employment and without malice or criminal intent for purposes of section 6-903, Idaho Code. Any employee, agent or contractor of the
state of Idaho participating in an execution pursuant to section 19-2716, Idaho Code, shall not be subject to criminal or civil liability for the death of the
condemned person.
Jon Wald

Senior Buyer
Idaho Department of Correction
1299 N. Orchard, Suite 110
Boise, ID 83706
Phone: 208-658-2012
The Information contained In this e-mall ml!5sage and any attachments may be privileged and confldentlal. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for
delivering It to the Intended recipient. vou are hereby notlFled that any revl11w, dls5emlnatlon, distribution or copying of this communication Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, pleaH notify the sender lmmedlatelv by replyln1 to this e-mail and delete the message and any attachments from your computer.

1
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19-2716. INFLICTION OF DEATH PENALTY.

The punishment of death shall be inflicted by continuous, intravenous administration of a lethal quantity of a substance or substances approved by the director
of the Idaho department of correction until death is pronounced by a coroner or a deputy coroner. The director of the Idaho department of correction shall
determine the procedures to be used in any execution. This act shall apply to all executions carried out on and after the effective date of this enactment,
irrespective of the date sentence was imposed.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
5124/2011 1:47 PM
Re: Pentobarbltol

HI Randy,
Sodium Thlopental Is the drug used by most of the sates like Nebraska, South
· E>akota, E>elaware; ·Arazona·etc,
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEQ
Harris Pharma LLP,
171 B/1 F Picnic Garden Road, ·
Kolkata 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)·33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )·9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)·800-6526916
WVNl.harrlspharmallp,com
DISCLAIMER:

·

lnformallon contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addresseels, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
corifidenlial or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information in any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform Iha sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or interference.

•···· Original Message •··From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc,ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Senl: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 1:07 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Chris
Elliot referred to another drug called Sodium thiopental. We have to
research that one.
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Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnstltullon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

.>:.>-~Chrls.r.!arrls.(.r.!arrls.eharma LLe )"..,;cbrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.,CPm?
»> 05/19/201112:15 >»
HI Randy,
The company Information Is menlloned below. Do tell him Chris Harris has
given you his lnformallon so he knows.
Catlgor Rx Inc
Name: Elllol Safdle
212-988-0590
212-988-1729
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1F Picnic Garden Road,
Kolkala 700039
West Bengal,
India
.
Phone (Direct): +(91)·33-40614363
Cell: +(91 )·9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Harris Pharma LLP and ts Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confldenllal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, Iha content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering lhe
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of lhls
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delele from your system and
inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference,

•·-· Original Message •····
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From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc,ldaho,gov>
To: "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 201110:35 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbllol
Chris
•Yesrwe.would-appreclete-the.worklng .together. through .the .US .company. Rlease .
provide the Information,
Thanks
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnslltutlon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris ( Harris Pharma LLP )" <chrlsharrls@harrlspharmallp.com>
»> 05/18/2011 09:11 »>
HI Randy,
Just wanted to know If there Is any update regarding your order, I can
understand your concern for Importing, However this problem Is being solved.
There Is a company In the USA who can Import these products legally and
supply lo you, Other stales are doing the same, I am selling to the company
In US and you would be buying directly from them, They have all the DEA
licenses to Import these kinds of products and distribute II In the US. If
you are Interested I can pass the Info on to you and we can work together
through this company,
Regards,
Chris Harris
CEO
Harris Pharma LLP.
171 B/1 F Picnic Garden Road
Kolkata • 700039
West Bengal,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
US: +1-239 494 5670
Fax: +(1)-800-6526916
www.harrlspharmallp.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary lo Harris Pharma LLP and Is Intended solely for
the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is privileged,
confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law, Access to this
e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If 1t1ls Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
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not renect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
lnformaUon to the named recipient, you are nollned that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited, If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
• - -vlruses,.lnter.ceptlons.or-lnterter.ence........... _.

---- Original Message ••••:
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chrls Harns" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April OB, 2011 2:11 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
We are still developing the SOP. ltwlll be a month or so I am afraid.
Randy Blades .
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security lnsututlon
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org> 04/05/2011 13:09 >»
HI Randy,
·
Any updates regarding the order?
Regards,
Chris
•···· Original Message --From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" chrlsharrls@kayempharma.org
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 12:55 AM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Yes, things are moving along at the speed of government:-) We do have a
meeting on It tomorrow however.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov

»> "Chris Harris" chrlsharris@kayempharma.org 03/24/201113:18 »>
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HI Randy,
Any updates?
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
KAYEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd,
-2rGrnen.l=leld-Cl:IS ..Ltd.,.Laxman.Mhalre Raad, .
Marian Colony, Barlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91 )·9836827779
WW#.kayempharma.org
DISCLAIMER:
Information conlalned and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
attachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may conlaln Information !hat Is privileged,
confidentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo the allachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, Iha content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information ta Iha named reclpienl, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of this
Information In anyway or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform !he sender. There Is no guarantee Iha! the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference.
-~ Original Message •••••
From: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoo.ldaho.gov>
To: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com:.
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:23 PM
Subject: Re: Pentobarbltol
Chris
We are having some discussion with our central office folk on which method
lo use.
Randy Blades
Warden
Idaho Maximum Security Institution
208-338-1635
rblades@ldoc.ldaho.gov
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>» "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com> 03/21/2011 08:59 >»
HI Randy,
Just wanted to know If there Is any update regarding your order.
Regards,
Chris Harris
Director Sales & Marketing
- --KA't'.EM-P-harmaceutlcals-P-vl.-Ltd,----- __ -·--· _ . -·-·· .. _ ..
2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhalre Road,
Marian Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
Mumbai - 400 103,
Maharashtra,
India
Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
Cell: +(91)-9836827779 .
Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
www.kayempharma.com
DISCLAIMER:
Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
allachment Is proprietary to Kayem Pharmaceullcal Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is plivlleged,
confldentlal or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to this
e-mail and/or lo the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is a
forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient, an
agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dlssemlnalton of this
Information In any way or In any manner Is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
viruses, Interceptions or Interference,

•···· Original Message - From: 'Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
To: <chrlsharrls@kayempharma.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:20 PM
Sub/eel: Re: Penlobarbllol
>
> Thank you Chris. I will get back to you. Do you take stale purchase
> orders?
> Also what quanllty of Pentobarbltol are we talking about to manufactor?
> Randy Blades

>
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone
>
> •·-· Reply message--··
> From: "Chris Harris" <chrlsharrls@kayemphanna.com>

,)
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> Date:Wed, Mar 16, 20115:46 am
> Subject: Pentobarbltol
> To: "Randy Blades" <RBLADES@ldoc.ldaho.gov>
>
>
> HI Randy,
>

> It was nice talking to you on the phone yesterday and as discussed I am
- .•... --~mentioning.all.details.below •.. ···--··-·.·-----·,--·-· .•.. -·-· ........... .
>
> The Pentobarbllal we are not able to supply as we do not have that In
> stock.
> We can manufacture It but the quantity will need to be large for the order
> and I am sure you would not require such a large quantity.
>
> However we can supply you with Sodium Thlopental 1gm Vials at $f5 per Vial
> with the minimum order quantity being 500 Vials. We have supplied this to
> Nebraska and have also Just shipped to South Dakota. Other states are also
> placing their orders with us.
>
> Do let me know how you wish to proceed.
>

> Regards,
> Chris Harris
> Director Sales & Marketing
> KAYEM Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd.
> 2, Green Field CHS. Ltd., Laxman Mhatre Road,
> Marlen Colony, Borlvall ( W ),
> Mumbai • 400 103,
> Maharashtra,
> India
> Phone (Direct): +(91)-33-40614353
> Cell: +(91 )-9836827779
> Fax: +(91)-22-28907454
> www.kayempharma.com
>
> DISCLAIMER:
>

> Information contained and transmitted by this E-MAIL Including any
> attachment Is proprietary 'to Kayem Pharmaceutical Pvt Ltd and Is Intended
> solely for the addressee/s, and may contain Information that Is
> privileged,
> confidential or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Access to
> this
> e-mail and/or to the attachment by anyone else Is unauthorized. If this Is
>a
> forwarded message, the content and the views expressed In this E-MAIL may
> not reflect those of the Company. If you are not the Intended recipient,
> an
> agent of the Intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering the
> Information to the named recipient, you are notified that any use,
> distribution, transmission, printing, copying or dissemination of lhls
> Information In any way or In any manner Is slrlclly prohibited. If you are
> not the Intended recipient of this mall kindly delete from your system and
> Inform the sender. There Is no guarantee that the Integrity of this
> communication has been maintained and nor Is this communication free of
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Electronically Filed
5/30/2018 9:21 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Amy King, Deputy Clerk

LAWREN CE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF
JESSICA KUEHN

)

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

Respondents.

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

I, Jessica L. Kuehn, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN - Page 1
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1.

I am a deputy attorney general, assigned to the Special Prosecution Unit,

Criminal Division. I have been assigned to the above-entitled case. I make this affidavit
based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

On May 29, 2018, I sent Aliza Cover copies of the following records, in

care of her attorney of record, Richard Eppink:
Rhoades F-block log
Debrief, Demobilization, and Planning Documents for Rhoades Execution
Execution Event Logs Rhoades Execution
Assignment Lists Rhoades Execution
Staff Agendas and Meeting Notes Rhoades Execution
IDOC Standards of Behavior
Emails regarding Planning for Leavitt Execution
Staff Agendas and Meeting Notes for Leavitt Execution
Logistics Support Powerpoint Presentation
Operational Timelines I Event Logs for Leavitt Execution
Draft Food Unit Plan
Inventory forms Leavitt Execution
Command and General Staff List
3.

I have attached a true and accurate copy of the documents sent to Mr.

Eppink on May 28, 2018, as Attachment A. Given the number and length of records
included, the records in Attachment A are contained on a disc in electronic format.
4.

Respondents continue to rely upon exemptions from disclosure in Idaho

Code§ 74-104, Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), and IDAPA Rules 06.01.01.135 and 108 for
redactions of the records.

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN - Page 2
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DATED this 29 th day of May 2018.

By

.~

,/ / ~
Jessica L.

& hn

,~'\-

Subscribed and sworn to me on this~ day of May 2018.

Notary Public for State of daho
Residing at: A::&o... ~o~
My Commission Expires: I -

lb

¾ ·~ t
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Z9 fa~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of May 2018 , I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acl uidaho. org

Via Electronic Filing

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF JESSICA L. KUEHN - Page 4
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Electronically Filed
6/19/2018 2:37 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Phyllis Morriss, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
)
Petitioner,
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY )
R. RAY, Public Information
)
)
Officer,
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
NOTICE OF CONVENTIONAL
FILING (ZMUDA)

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby
respectfully files its notice of conventional filing. On this date, Respondents conventionally filed
with the Court a courtesy copy of the previously electronically filed Second Affidavit of Jeff

NOTICE OF CONVENTIONAL FILING (ZMUDA)
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Zmuda with attachment. The attachment is in the form of a disc, which contains the documents
referred to in the Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda. These documents were previously sent to
Petitioner on May 25, 2018, and a true and accurate copy of the Respondents' conventional filing
with the Court has been sent to the Petitioner in care of her attorney of record via mail.
Respectfully submitted this _19th_ day of June 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _19th_ day of June 2018, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF NON-OBJECTION on:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7 503
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Via Electronic Filing
Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General
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Electronically Filed
6/19/2018 2:37 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Phyllis Morriss, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
)
Petitioner,
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY )
R. RAY, Public Information
)
)
Officer,
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
NOTICE OF CONVENTIONAL
FILING (KUEHN)

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby
respectfully files its notice of conventional filing. On this date, Respondents conventionally filed
with the Court a courtesy copy of the previously electronically filed Third Affidavit of Jessica

NOTICE CONVENTIONAL FILING (KUEHN)
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Kuehn with attachment. The attachment is in the form of a disc, which contains the documents
referred to in the Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn. These documents were previously sent to
Petitioner on May 29, 2018, and a true and accurate copy of the Respondents' conventional filing
with the Court has been sent to the Petitioner in care of her attorney of record via mail.
Respectfully submitted this _19th_ day of June 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _19th_ day of June 2018, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF NON-OBJECTION on:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7 503
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Via Electronic Filing

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General

NOTICE CONVENTIONAL FILING (KUEHN)
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Electronically Filed
7/12/2018 2:05 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

v.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO
RECONSIDER ORDER
GRANTING PEREMPTORY
WRIT

Respondents.

The respondents have turned the Public Records Act into a cat and mouse game. And
they want this Court to condone it.
Background
After the petitioner, Professor Aliza Cover, submitted her public records request last
September, the respondents disclosed only a web link and five documents. (Aff. Cover exs. B,
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Bl-BS (Feb. 27, 2018).) They withheld everything else Professor Cover asked for, claiming it
was all exempt from disclosure and citing only one rule: "Board Rule 135.06." (Id at ex. C.)
Once Professor Cover filed a judicial petition challenging the denial, suddenly the
respondents produced more than a dozen additional documents. (Deel. Eppink

,r 2 & ex. A

(Mar. 21, 2018).) 1 The respondents still withheld other documents, relying in their formal
response brief only on Board Rule 135.06 (IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06) and the related statutory
exemption at LC.§ 74-105(4)(a).
This Court entered a peremptory writ of mandate two months ago, but the
respondents have chosen to ignore the writ without seeking a stay. C£ IRCP 62(a), (b). Since
the Court issued the writ, the respondents have so far produced some 111 documents in four
sets of rolling productions, but they heavily redacted most of those documents in violation of
this Court's peremptory writ, including even this purchase order for a clock:

1

The respondents erroneously contend that neither party submitted these documents for the
Court to review. Professor Cover submitted them with her reply on March 21, 2018. (Deel.
Eppink ,r 2 and ex. A (Mar. 21, 2018).)
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(2d Aff. Zmuda ex. A (PDF page 80) (May 29, 2018).) These recent disclosures prove that
the respondents never took Professor Cover’s records request seriously until this Court issued
a peremptory writ. Only then did they finally begin to conduct “a diligent search for records
responsive to Ms. Cover’s request and Petition . . . .” (2d Aff. Zmuda ¶ 3 (May 29, 2018).)
Today, well after the peremptory writ was issued, “IDOC continues to diligently search for
documents responsive to the request.” (4th Decl. Eppink ex. A (July 12, 2018).) Despite the
Court’s writ, the search and production have not been a priority for IDOC. (See 3d Decl.
Eppink ex. F (July 11, 2018).)
The respondents are also trying to tack on new grounds for withholding records. They
cited only to Board Rule 135.06 in their denial notice in September 2017, (Aff. Cover ex. C
(Feb. 27, 2018)), and only to that rule and I.C. § 74-105(4)(a) in their response to the judicial
petition (Response to Petition (Mar. 14, 2018)). Yet now, in their letters and briefing, they try
to claim two brand new grounds, Board Rule 108 (06.01.01.108) and I.C. § 74-104.
The time for the respondents to have diligently searched their records and invoked all
of their claims of exemption came nine months ago when they first received Professor Cover’s
records request. The respondents cannot use a motion to reconsider this late in the game to
dodge their duties under the Public Records Act.
Standards
This cat and mouse game violates the Public Records Act. “A public agency . . . shall
either grant or deny a person’s request to examine or copy public records within three (3)
working days of the date of the receipt of the request,” and within no more than 10 working
days with written notification. I.C. § 74-103(1). Any partial denial notice “shall indicate the
statutory authority for the denial” in writing. I.C. § 74-103(4). The denial notice in this case
states clearly that the respondents had an opportunity to consult with their attorneys before
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they issued it. (Aff. Cover at ex. C (Feb. 27, 2018).) “It is the agency’s burden to perform a
diligent search for any records which could be responsive to a Public Records Request.”
(Order Granting Peremptory Writ 2 (May 14, 2018).)
The Public Records Act prescribes procedures for resolving a petition to compel
records disclosure. I.C. §§ 74-115, 74-116. The Court must examine the pleadings but has
discretion over what oral argument and additional evidence to allow. I.C. § 74-116(1).
The respondents move for reconsideration under IRCP 11.2(b)(1), 59(e), and
60(b)(6). As the respondents acknowledge, their motion is questionable as an IRCP
11.2(b)(1) motion, because the Court’s peremptory writ was obviously intended as a final
judgment. (See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider 2 n.1 (May 29, 2018).)
Accordingly, the respondents more appropriately raise their motion under IRCP 59(e) and
60(b)(6). The respondents may not offer new evidence in support of an IRCP 59(e) motion to
amend or alter the writ. Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Association v. Pulley, 125 Idaho
237, 245, 869 P.2d 554, 562 (1993). As an IRCP 60(b)(6) motion, the respondents’ motion is
improper, because that rule “was not intended to allow a court to reconsider the legal basis for
its original decision.” First Bank & Trust of Idaho v. Parker Bros., 112 Idaho 30, 32, 730 P.2d
950, 952 (1986). The Court’s discretion to grant a 60(b)(6) motion is also sharply limited: only
“unique and compelling circumstances” qualify for relief, and relief under the (b)(6) catchall
is “infrequently granted” at all. In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, ___ Idaho ___, ___ , No. 44716,
2018 WL 1124264, at *9 (Idaho Mar. 2, 2018).
Argument
Under I.C. § 74-116(1), the Court has discretion over what additional evidence it
reviews. The Court should not let the respondents turn the Public Records Act into a cat and
mouse game. It should deny their motion for reconsideration.
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The respondents’ motion also fails on the merits. The filings fail to meet the
respondents’ burden under the Public Records Act.
A. Reconsidering the Merits Undermines the Public Records Act.
The Public Records Act required the respondents to search their records thoroughly
and invoke their claims of exemption within two weeks of receiving Professor Cover’s records
request in September 2017. Allowing a public agency, through a motion to reconsider, to wait
until after contested proceedings and a final writ of mandate before diligently searching their
records and invoking new claims of exemption would undermine the Act’s purpose and annul
the Act’s multiple provisions requiring expedited disclosure and judicial review.
The purpose of the Public Records Act is to ensure that public agencies disclose public
records thoroughly and promptly. The Act gives agencies only three days to disclose
requested records, with an option to extend that deadline by just seven days if “a longer
period of time is needed to locate or retrieve” the records. I.C. § 74-103(1). If a judicial
petition to compel disclosure is necessary, the Act requires pleadings and hearings to be set “at
the earliest possible time, or in no event beyond twenty-eight (28) calendar days from the date
of filing.” I.C. § 74-115(1).
The respondents’ motion to reconsider is a bid to get this Court to ratify a new strategy
for circumventing those requirements. If this Court “re”-considers the respondents’ new
evidence, new claims of disclosure exemptions, and new arguments, it will publish a recipe for
IDOC and other agencies to stymie future public records requesters:
Step 1: Issue a partial denial and produce a few documents, in the hopes the
requester will be satisfied or lack the know-how or the access to counsel needed
to file a judicial petition to compel disclosure.
Step 2: For the few requesters who can manage to file a petition in court,
disclose a few more documents after the petition is filed, in the hopes that the
additional disclosure placates the Court.
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Step 3: Only if the Court’s decision requires disclosure, begin actually
searching for responsive documents and seriously considering claims of
exemption. File a motion to reconsider that offers new evidence and arguments.
Continue to withhold documents and redact information that the Court has
already ordered disclosed.
In this way, agencies can avoid the Act’s teeth: the duty to take a records request seriously,
track down the documents, and invoke any exemption claims right away. Agencies can avoid
the duty entirely in most cases, because the burden of not just filing a petition but also
litigating post-writ motions will deter all but the most tenacious petitioners and counsel. (See
Decl. Eppink in Support of Fees ¶ 14 (May 28, 2018) (explaining why Idaho Public Records
Act litigation is extremely undesirable to both private and nonprofit attorneys).)
Motions to reconsider conflict with the expedited procedures that the Public Records
Act prescribes. The Court should hold that agency motions to reconsider that present new
evidence are not available in Public Records Act proceedings under I.C. §§ 74-115 and 74116. See I.C. § 74-115(1) (permitting no hearings beyond 28 days from the date the petition is
filed); I.C. § 74-116(1) (granting court discretion over what evidence to allow); Bolger v.

Lance, 137 Idaho 792, 796, 53 P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002) (placing burden of proof on the agency
withholding records). If motions to reconsider are appropriate in Public Records Act cases at
all, the Court should hold that they are properly denied in cases where an agency does not
begin diligently searching for records until after a petition is filed. The Court should especially
deny such a motion in cases like this one where agency did not launch a serious search until
after the Court issued a peremptory writ. (2d Decl. Zmuda ¶ 3 (May 29, 2018) (averring that
“a diligent search for records responsive to Ms. Cover’s request and Petition” began after this
Court’s May 14, 2018, peremptory writ); Order Granting Peremptory Writ at 2 (holding that
denial of documents disclosed between March 7 and April 5, 2018, was frivolously pursued).)
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The Court has discretion under LC. § 74-116(1) ("The court shall decide the case after
examining the pleadings filed by the parties and such oral arguments and additional evidence
as the court may allow") to decline to reconsider the merits. If ever there were a case to
decline reconsideration, this is one.
B. Respondents Cannot Invoke Procedural Rules They Themselves Ignored.
The respondents are playing a cat and mouse game not just with Professor Cover, but
with this Court as well. At the LC. § 74-116(1) show cause hearing on April 5, 2018, the
Court clearly instructed respondents' counsel to present any evidence or testimony that
respondents wanted the Court to consider. (Tr. 3:15-18. 2) And in fact, during the hearing,
respondents' counsel repeatedly asked the Court to consider the Corrected Affidavit of Jeff
Zmuda as evidence. (Tr. 5:4-7, 14:12-15, 30:3-5.) Respondents' counsel even said that the
respondents would "rest" on their arguments presented at the hearing. (Tr. 30:18-20.) At no
time during the hearing did respondents' counsel ask the Court to set a time for trial. (See
Tr.); cf. IRCP 74(b)(l)(D) ("If the party on whom the alternative writ was served appears at
the time specified to show cause, the court must, at the show cause hearing, set a time for the
trial of the action on its merits .... ") When the hearing concluded with the Court announcing
it would take the case under advisement and issue a written decision, respondents' counsel did
not object. (See Tr. 31:11-15.) Respondents' counsel did not inquire whether the alternative
writ remained in force after the hearing, nor object that the Court did not address it. (Id)
This Court was authorized (if not required) by LC. § 74-116 to decide the case after
the April 5, 2018, show cause hearing, without taking further evidence. Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 74 cannot preempt the statutory procedures of LC. § § 74-115 and 74-116. Even if

2

The transcript of the April 5, 2018, hearing is Exhibit A to the Third Declaration of Richard
Eppink, filed with this response.
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this Court ignored the statutory procedures that I.C. §§ 74-115 and 74-116 prescribe, because
of the respondents’ conduct at the hearing, they are estopped from insisting on strict
compliance with IRCP 74. “Procedural defects may be waived.” McGill v. Lester, 105 Idaho
692, 694, 672 P.2d 570, 572 (Ct. App. 1983); Verway v. Blincoe Packing Co., 108 Idaho 315,
318, 698 P.2d 377, 380 (Ct. App. 1985) (“We conclude that if there was any error in the
procedure followed by the trial judge, it was waived.”). The respondents did not seek a stay of
the Court’s peremptory writ (as required under IRCP 62), file an answer to the petition (as
required by IRCP 74(b)(2)(A)), or ask for a trial date to be set (as provided by IRCP
74(b)(1)(D)). Their concern for procedural exactness is disingenuous.
The Court fulfilled its obligation to examine the pleadings filed by the parties. Its
decision to hear oral arguments and allow additional evidence was within its discretion. I.C. §
74-116(1). The Public Records Act requires no further hearing.
C. The Respondents’ New Evidence is Not Admissible.
Though neither the Public Records Act nor IRCP 74 require this Court to reconsider
the merits, if this Court does reconsider them it cannot consider the substantive portion of the
respondents’ new evidence because it is inadmissible. The petitioner objects under the Idaho
Rules of Evidence to paragraph 11 of the Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda.
Paragraph 11 states:
I have been in contact with the source who would be identified if the receipt
were to be released within the last year. The source maintains a legitimate
business in the United States. The source has significant concerns that the
source would be subjected to harassment and harm to the source’s business if
the source’s identity were released to the public.
The statement that “The source maintains a legitimate business in the United States” lacks
foundation and, if it has any basis at all, is based upon hearsay. IRE 602, 802. There is also no
foundation to establish Jeff Zmuda as an expert on what businesses qualify as “legitimate.”
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See IRE 702. The statement that "The source has significant concerns that the source would
be subjected to harassment and harm to the source's business if the source's identity were
released to the public" is also plainly hearsay. IRE 802. It lacks adequate foundation as well:
we do not know whether the concerns are current3 or, even more importantly, the basis of
those concerns. The respondents have offered nothing to prove the concerns are anything
other than wild speculation. Zmuda provides no proof that the concerns are not just concerns
about lawful and protected public free expression that Zmuda or the source have chosen to
exaggeratedly characterize as "harassment." Without more foundation, and a non-hearsay
declarant, the statements cannot be admitted. IRE 602, 802. 4
D. The New Evidence and Arguments Do Not Meet Respondents' Burden.
Even were the Court to reconsider the merits and admit the new, vague hearsay
evidence, it is still the respondents' burden to prove that each withheld record and every
redaction fits within one of the claimed exemptions. Bolger, 137 Idaho at 796, 53 P.3d at 1215.
The respondents must make a "specific demonstration" justifying each withheld record and
redaction. Ward v. PortneufMedical Center, 150 Idaho 501, 504 n.3, 248 P.3d 1236, 1239 n.3
(2011). They must also show a reasonable probability that disclosure of each withheld
document and each piece of redacted information would cause harm, with evidence

3

Though the respondents argue in their brief that Zmuda contacted the source "following
receipt of the Court's Order and Peremptory Writ" (Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Reconsider 11 (May 29, 2018)), all that Zmuda's affidavit seems to state is that Zmuda
contacted the source "within the last year" (2d Aff. Zmuda ,r 11 (May 29, 2018)).
4

Professor Cover also objects to admission of the Declaration of Carson McWilliams (Exhibit
A to the Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn in Support of Motion to Take Judicial Notice) because it
is not a proper subject of judicial notice and should not be considered at all, as explained in
the petitioner's Response to Motion to Take Judicial Notice. The petitioner also renews her
evidentiary objections to the Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda, filed March 14, 2018. The
petitioner explained those objections on pages 7-8 of her Reply Brief in Support of Public
Records Petition, filed March 21, 2018.
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demonstrating the harm that might result from each disclosure. Hymas v. Meridian Police
Dept., 159 Idaho 594, 601-602, 364 P.3d 295, 302-303 (Ct. App. 2015). And the Court must

still narrowly construe every exemption from disclosure. Federated Publications v. Boise City,
128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996).
The respondents have not met their burden.

1. The Respondents Have Not Shown Any Public Safety Risk.
Even if the Court considered the inadmissible hearsay and opinion in Zmuda's
affidavits, the only evidence about any "public safety" risk are two obfuscatory allegations:
•

The source has significant concerns that the source would be subjected to harassment
and harm to the sources business if the source's identity were released to the public.
(2d Aff. Zmuda ,r 11 (May 29, 2018) (emphasis added).)

•

Disclosing this information is likely to subject lethal injection chemical sources to
significant harassment and pressure .... (Corrected Aff. Zmuda ,r 5 (Mar. 14, 2018)
(emphasis added).)

Neither statement alleges any risk of physical danger. That leaves just three speculative
.
" an d" pressure. "
concerns: "harassment, ""harm to t h e source 'b
s us1ness,
None of those three allegations implicates any public interest in public safety. The
Court must narrowly construe all Public Records Act exemptions, including LC. § 74105 (4) (a) (i). Vague allegations speculating about a risk of unspecified pressure on one
particular business does not qualify as part of a public interest in public safety, especially after
those terms are narrowly construed. 5 Even if harm to one particular business could fall within
the public interest in public safety, the respondents have failed their burden to demonstrate

5

The petitioner does not seek, through her public records request or petition, the names of the
human beings who work at the site of an execution during the execution. She does seek
records about the identity of the businesses or other entities from whom the respondents have
sought or obtained lethal injection chemicals.
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any likelihood of unlawful harm. The respondents cannot withhold records because revealing
them may create public outrage or opposition to the actions of a government agency or its
contractors. Cf. I.C. § 74-102(13).
The “harassment,” “harm to the source’s business,” and “pressure” Zmuda alleges are
all consistent with lawful official and public reaction to records disclosure. Federal, state, and
local regulatory oversight of chemical and pharmaceutical suppliers are lawful activities, all of
which a business might characterize as “harassment” and “pressure” that can cause “harm to
the source’s business.” Disclosure would advance the ability of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, and state agencies to ensure IDOC and
its contractors are following the law. Those agencies’ regulatory interests bolster the public’s
interest in disclosure.
Likewise, the general public’s right to put pressure on controversial businesses bolsters
the public interest in disclosure as well. Public economic pressure, including picketing,
boycotting, and market retaliation, are all protected First Amendment activities. Thornhill v.

State of Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 104–105 (1940); NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458
U.S. 886, 908–910 (1982); Twin Falls Construction Co. v. Operating Engineers Local No.

370, 95 Idaho 370, 373, 509 P.2d 788, 792 (1973). The respondents cannot abuse a disclosure
exemption in an agency rule to curtail peaceful, protected public and economic pressure.
“[T]he danger of injury to an industrial concern is neither so serious nor so imminent as to
justify the sweeping proscription of freedom of discussion,” the United State Supreme Court
held in Thornhill. 310 U.S. at 105. The risk of economic harm is a byproduct of free
expression, the Court explained: “Abridgment of the liberty of such discussion can be justified
only where the clear danger of substantive evils arises under circumstances affording no
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opportunity to test the merits of ideas by competition for acceptance in the market of public
opinion." Id, 310 U.S. at 104-05.
Public pressure on private business is, after all, a core component of our capitalist
society. Abortion clinics are targets of relentless, aggressive picketing. Yet despite "undeniably
significant interests in maintaining public safety" near those facilities, the Supreme Court has
held that government may not squelch public pressure on those clinics and their patients.

McCullen v. Coakley, 134 S.Ct. 2518, 2541 (2014). The government publishes online the
identities of military contractors who supply killing implements for war, despite a long history
of public protest against military suppliers. See/ e.g./ Matthew Cox, "Army Awards New M4/
M4Al Contract to FN," M:Jitary.com (Feb. 23, 2013), archived at https://perma.cc/US9NF8AM (linking to a contract award for service rifles published at www.fbo.gov); Award ID
N6893618D0017, https://www.usaspending.gov/#/award/65949269 (providing official details
about a $5 million Navy award to Raytheon Company for weapons development); c£ Ken
Matthews, "Forty-Mile Anti-War March Culminates in M-K Protest," Idaho Statesman, Aug.
9, 1971, at 23 (describing Vietnam-era protest in Boise against the Morrison-Knudsen
company's war contracts).
Similarly, judges' names are published with their orders~even their death warrants.
And, of course, Jeff Zmuda openly touts his involvement in managing, planning, preparing,
coordinating, and implementing executions in Idaho in his publicly-filed affidavit. The public's
right to free expression in the marketplace and about the death penalty adds heavy weight to
the disclosure side of the balance. Because of that right, the Court cannot assume unlawful
harm without clear evidence of it. "In light of the weighty free-speech values inherent in
peaceful informational picketing, an unlawful objective should not be ascribed to it unless
such a purpose is clearly apparent." Twin Falls Const. Co., 95 Idaho at 373, 509 P.2d at 792.
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The importance of knowing the source of Idaho’s execution drugs has enormous value
to the public debate over lethal injection. The respondents’ anxiety about a public outcry if the
source were revealed is proof enough. “Independent public scrutiny . . . plays a significant
role in the proper functioning of capital punishment.” California First Amendment Coalition v.

Woodford, 299 F.3d 868, 876 (9th Cir. 2002). The Court already identified several aspects of
the public interest in this information: “the public’s needs to know whether Idaho’s drug
suppliers have been sanctioned by regulators, whether the Respondents complied with state
and federal laws and regulations, and the public interest in knowing the use of public funds . .
. .” (Order Granting Peremptory Writ at 8.) A condemned person’s petition to independently
test the chemical to be used in his execution does not help the public know any of those
things. Regardless of any independent testing results, IDOC could still be breaking the law to
enforce the law by purchasing illegal drugs, skirting federal or state regulations to obtain
them, soliciting drugs from unlicensed suppliers, or self-dealing. Records that Professor Cover
recently obtained from the Idaho Division of Purchasing reveal sketchy notes about IDOC
execution purchases, apparently made with over $25,000 paid in cash to IDOC employees.
(2d Decl. Cover ¶ 12 and ex. B (July 12, 2018).) The constitutionality of the death penalty
depends not just on judicial analysis, but also on the “judgment reached by the citizenry and
its legislators.” Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 313 (2002). To reach that judgment, the
public needs to know not just whether lethal injections are safe, but also where the drugs
come from and whether they were purchased legally and ethically from reputable suppliers.
All that the respondents could prove if the evidence in their affidavits was admissible is
that the public interest in the source of execution chemicals is so very high that IDOC and its
contractors would prefer to do business in secret. Doing business in secret is not a public
interest in public safety at all. It is just a private interest in profit or corruption.
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2. The Respondents’ Execution Power is Not Authority to Make Public Records Exemptions.
The Public Records Act plainly requires that all disclosure exemptions be “expressly
provided by statute.” I.C. § 74-102(1) (“Every person has a right to examine and take a copy
of any public record of this state and there is a presumption that all public records in Idaho
are open at all reasonable times for inspection except as otherwise expressly provided by

statute.”) (emphasis added). Though the respondents point to I.C. §§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A
as authority to withhold records, those statues do not say anything at all about public records.
The respondents’ argument, in their own words, is instead about “implied powers.”
(Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider at 16.) The Public Records Act does not
permit exemptions to be implied. Because neither I.C. §§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A nor any
other execution statute expressly provides any exemption from the Public Records Act’s
disclosure requirements, the respondents’ power to perform executions does not grant them
any additional power to withhold or redact public records.

3. Decisions Based on Different Standards Only Bolster this Court’s Prior Decision.
Idaho’s Public Records Act expressly requires the public’s interest in disclosure be
“clearly outweigh[ed]” before IDOC can redact or withhold records. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i)
(emphasis added). Idaho’s Legislature has chosen to value transparency several notches above
government secrecy, in contrast with jurisdictions that instead chose expressly to hide records
about the source of lethal injection chemicals. Bray v. Lombardi, 516 S.W.3d 839, 844 (Mo.
Ct. App. 2017) (holding that statute “clearly provides such protection for the records
requested by Respondents”); Guardian News & Media v. Ryan, 225 F. Supp. 3d 859, 870–871
(D. Ariz. 2016) (noting that statutory provision protects identity of “the source of the
execution chemicals”), appeal docketed, No. 17-17083 (9th Cir. Oct. 17, 2017);West v.

Schofield, 460 S.W.3d 113, 122 (Tenn. 2015) (holding that “the legislature intended through
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its amendment to the statute to protect the identities of all persons and entities participating in
the execution”); Owens v. Hill, 758 S.E.2d 794, 797 (Ga. 2014) (“Th[e] execution order was
filed after the July 1, 2013, effective date of a new law designating ‘identifying information’
concerning the persons and entities that participate in executions, including those who
participate in the procurement of execution drugs, to be a ‘confidential state secret.’”); Bryan

v. State, 753 So.2d 1244, 1251 (Fla. 2000) (“The statute exempts from public disclosure the
identity of persons involved in the ‘prescribing, preparing, compounding, [and] dispensing’ of
lethal injections.”).
Similarly, cases where courts declined to compel disclosure on evidentiary grounds
emphasize the importance of applying Idaho’s “clearly outweighs” standard rather than
evidentiary standards designed for other contexts. The In re: Missouri Dept. of Correction
court, for example, quashed a subpoena from Mississippi prisoners seeking the source of

Missouri’s execution drugs because the information was not relevant to their claims. 839 F.3d
732, 736 (8th Cir. 2016) (holding, in an action seeking to establish an “available alternative
method of execution,” that identifying a supplier who would cease providing pentobarbital if
its identity were disclosed “will not help the inmates establish the existence of any available
alternative method of execution.”). Likewise, in West, the court ruled that a supplier’s identity
was irrelevant to determining whether a written execution protocol was constitutional on its
face. 460 S.W.3d at 126 (“[W]e hold that the John Doe Defendants’ identities are not relevant
to a determination of the constitutionality of the Protocol as written. The Protocol must be
assessed on its face against the constitutional challenges levied by the Plaintiffs.”).
Cases where prisoners sought records as a basis for staying or enjoining an execution,
or where news organizations pursued direct constitutional claims to access records, do not
help this Court apply the Idaho Public Records Act standards, either. Those cases place a
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heavy burden on the petitioner seeking records, rather than the Department of Correction
withholding them. See Guardian News & Media, 225 F. Supp. 3d at 874 (“The burden is on
the Plaintiffs to establish that the First Amendment entitles them to obtain the identity of the
lethal injection drug manufacturer despite the statute’s restriction of such information.”);

Owens, 758 S.E.2d at 803 (holding that the condemned prisoner carried the “ultimate
burden”); Bryan, 753 So.2d at 1246; Wood, No. CV-14-1447-PHX-NVW, 2014 WL 3385115,
*3 (D. Ariz. July 10, 2014) (“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary and drastic
remedy, one that should not be granted unless the movant, by a clear showing, carries the
burden of persuasion.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). The cases seeking execution stays
are doubly irrelevant to the analysis in this case, where it is instead the respondents’ burden to
specifically demonstrate that a narrowly construed exemption applies and where the withheld
records are about executions that have already occurred. See Ward, 150 Idaho at 504 n.3, 248
P.3d at 1239 n.3 (“[T]he presumption of transparency and disclosure is only overcome by a
specific demonstration that an exemption applies to the record being requested.”).
Rather, Idaho’s Public Records Act prescribes radically different standards:


The respondents have the burden to justify each redaction and withheld record.



The Court must narrowly construe the exemptions the respondents invoke.



And the Court must order disclosure unless the public interest in confidentiality,
public safety, or security clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure.

Courts applying standards like these order disclosure. For example, the Court in ACLU of

Northern California v. Superior Court ordered disclosure after considering a statutory
balancing test like Idaho’s. 202 Cal. App. 4th 55, 68 (Ct. App. 2011). The statute there, Cal.
Gov’t Code § 2655, allows California agencies to withhold a record by showing that “the
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public interest served by not disclosing the record clearly outweighs the public interest served
by disclosure of the record.” Cf. ACLU of Northern California, 202 Cal. App. 4th at 68.
Idaho’s exemption at I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) is even narrower because only certain public
interests—in confidentiality, public safety, security, or habilitation—qualify to justify
withholding. Yet even under the broader California exemption, the court ordered disclosure.
It held that speculative worries about harm were not enough to support withholding records.
“A mere assertion of possible endangerment is insufficient to justify nondisclosure.” ACLU of

Northern California, 202 Cal. App. 4th at 72 (citation omitted). Like the respondents here, the
California Department of Correction did not explain the nature of the “threat” that might be
averted by withholding records. Id. at 74. Even with a second chance to justify withholding
records, the respondents’ evidence here, just like the evidence in the California case,
“constitute[s] nothing more than speculative, self-serving opinions designed to preclude the
dissemination of information.” Id. at 75 (citation omitted).
In another example, just last month, a Nebraska court ordered disclosure of
communications with lethal injection drug suppliers, invoices, DEA records, and photographs
of drug packaging after narrowly interpreting an express, statutory exemption exempting
records that identify execution team members. State of Nebraska ex rel. Miller v. Frakes, No.
CI 17-4283, slip op. at 4 (June 18, 2018) [a copy is appended as Appendix A to this brief].
Nebraska’s statute did not even require competing public interests to clearly outweigh the
public interest in disclosure, as Idaho’s does. See id.
The Texas appellate courts also ordered disclosure of the source of lethal injection
drugs under a test that did not require it to balance the public interest in disclosure against
risks of harm. Texas Dept. of Criminal Justice v. Levin, 520 S.W.3d 225, 226 (Texas Ct. App.
2017). Under the standard there, the protection against disclosure where the agency could
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER – Page 17
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show a risk of physical harm was “absolute.” Id. at 238. No “balancing analysis in which the
relative threat of harm is weighed against perceived benefits of disclosure, as with certain
other protections” in Texas’s public records act, was allowed. Id. The court ordered disclosure
under that absolute standard even where the agency introduced evidence of a specific
threatening blog post and email. Id. at 240. Public response to the disclosure of a prior lethal
injection supplier, which the supplier “decried as a ‘firestorm’ of angry emails, protests, and
media coverage that ultimately dissuaded the pharmacy from continuing to supply TDCJ
with lethal-injection drugs,” the court explained, “demonstrate only the residual or general
threat of physical harm that would accompany virtually any participation in governmental
functions or controversial issues.” Id. The court articulated the fundamental, democratic
rationale for requiring disclosure:
Events seem to remind us periodically that virtually all who participate in our
government and its functions face not only the potential comment and criticism
that are fair game in our free society, but will at some point bear some degree of
risk of reactions that extend to physical violence—whether fueled by the
passions incident to the disputed and difficult issues with which a selfgoverning People must grapple; by base resentments of role, power, or status;
or by whatever myriad other triggers might lie amid the twists and warps of
individual human minds. Indeed, those like us who serve in the Judiciary are
unfortunately not immune, as the recent high-profile assassination attempt of a
local trial-level judge has pointedly illustrated.
But the proposed remedies for such ongoing perils of judicial service
have not included a return to the Star Chamber . . . .

Id. at 235.
And just last week, a Nevada court ordered the Nevada Department of Corrections to
disclose records about the lethal injection drugs it planned to use in an imminent execution.

ACLU of Nevada Foundation v. State of Nevada, No. 18 OC 00163 1B, slip op. (Nev. 1st
Dist. July 6, 2018) [a copy is appended as Appendix B to this brief]. The Court held that
“whatever potential prejudice NDOC may suffer as a result of this order . . . the potential
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prejudice to the people of the State of Nevada from the process of killing [the condemned]
Dozier not being transparent before the execution is far greater.” Id. at 6.
The Idaho Public Records Act imposes an even heftier burden on the respondents than
the statutes in California, Nebraska, Texas, and Nevada did. This Court properly compelled
disclosure in this case.

4. There are Many Alternative Grounds to Denying Reconsideration, as Well.
Throughout the motion to reconsider materials, the respondents rehash arguments that
the Court already considered. Professor Cover explained in her Reply Brief in Support of
Public Records Petition, filed on March 21, 2018, the several paths this Court could take in
compelling disclosure: that Board Rule 135.06 was never adopted by the Board in the first
place, that it contravenes the clear command of I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i), that it is not entitled to
judicial deference, and that the respondents cannot evade disclosure by contracting with a
private entity. The respondents’ new materials add nothing new to those issues, and they have
still not offered any evidence that the Board of Correction ever actually considered or adopted
IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06. If the Court considers any of the respondents’ new materials,
Professor Cover renews the arguments she made in her previous brief, and the Court can still
take any of those alternative paths to reaffirm its peremptory writ.
Respectfully submitted,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink

/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka

Attorneys for Petitioner
Dated: July 12, 2018
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of July, 2018, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt E-File system
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
iessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: Isl Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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APPENDIX A
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF LANCASTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA

STATE OF NEBRASKA ex rel,
AMY A. MILLER and
ACLU OF NEBRASKA FOUNDATION,

Relator,s,
vs.
SCOTT FRAKES, io bis official capacity as

DIRECTOR OF THE NEBRASKA
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES,
Respondent.

))
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. Cl 17-4283

ORDER

This matter ,came before the court on May 14, 2018, for trial on the relators ,. second
amend,ed complaint for \Vrlt of mandamus and respondent's answer and response to the court's
order to show cause. Relator; Amy MiUer, was present with Christopher Eickholt Respondent
Scott. Frakes was present and represented by Assistant Attorneys General Ryan Post and Leslie
Donley. Sworn testimony and Exhibits J through 10 were received. Foilowing argument and the
submission of briefs, the matter was taken m1der advisement. The court, now being fully

informed,, finds as follows:
Relators made a public records request to the Nebraska Department of Correctional
Services on October 27, 2017, generally seeking documents relating to the Nebraska Department
of Correctional Services' attempts to obtain pharmaceuticals and other substances for the purpose
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of carrying out lethal injection executions. The request was limited to the time period of June ]5,
2017 to October 27, 2017.
A number of responsive documents were provided pursuant to the request. Respondent

cdso notified relators that certain documents would be withheld. Respondent provided a
description of the contents of the withheld records and a statement of the specific reasons,
including legal citations, relied upon as authority for the denial as required by statute.,
&elators have brought this mandamus action seeking a writ requiring discfosure of the
withheld documents.

Mandamus is a law action, and is an extraordinary remedy, not a writ of right. State ex

rel. Veskerna v. Steel, 296 Neb. 581 (20~ 7). A person denied access to a pubUc record may file
for speed relief by a writ of mandamus under Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.03. Id.
A party seeking a writ of mandamus under Neb. Rev. Stat. § g4..712.03 has the burden to

satisfy' three elements: (I) The requesting party is a citizen of the state or other person interested
in the examination of the public records, (2) the document sought is a public record as defined by
Neb. Rev. Stat.§ 84-712.01, and (3) the requesting party has been denied ,access to the public
record as guaranteed by Neb. Rev. Stat.§ ,s4 ..712 (Reissue 2014). Id If the requesting party
satisfies Us prima facie claim for release of public records, the public body opposing disclosure
must show by clear and convincing evidence that the document sought is exempt from
disclosure. ld

Neb Rev. Stat. § 84-712.0 I broadly defines public records. It reads in pertinent part:
{I) Except when any other statute ,expressly provides that particular infonnation or
records shall not be made public, public records shall include all records and
documents, regardless of physical form, of or be]onging to this state, ... or any
agency, branch, department, ... of any of the foregoing.
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Respondent asserts that the documents withheld in this case are not public records as
defined by Neb. Rev. Stat.§ 84-712.01. Respondent asserts that the photographs of packaging

fall within the attorney work-product exemption set forth in Neb. Rev. Stat§ 84-712;05(4)
(Cum. Supp. 2016) and that the photographs and other withheld documents are exempt from
disclosure under Ne'b. Rev. Stat. § 83-967(2) because they contain the identity of a member of

the execution team or information reasonably calculated to lead to the identity of a member·or
members of the execution team.

In reviewing the evidence presented, the court finds that the relators have met their
burden that (I) The requesting party is a citizen of the state ,or other person interested in the
examination of the public records, (2) the document sought is a public record as defined by Neb.
Rev. Stat.§ 84-712.01, and (3) the requesting party has been denied access to the public record

as guaranteed by Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84•712 {Reissue 2014). The burden thus shifts to respondent
to prove by clear and convincing evidence that the documents sought are exempt from disclosure.

This case is a case of statutory construction and the general rules of statutory construction
apply. Additionally, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84 ..712.01(3) gives the court guidance in how the public

records laws are to be construed. This statute states:
Sections ,84-712 to 84-712.03 shall be liberally construed whenever any state,,
county, or political subdivision fiscal records, audit, warrant, voucher, invoice,
purchase order, requisition, payroll, check,. receipt, or other record of receipt, cash,
or expenditure involving public funds is involved in order that the citizens of this
state shall have the full right to know of and have full access to information on the
public finances of the government and the public bodies and entities cr,eated to

serve them.
As indicated above, respondent argues that Neb. Rev. Stat. § 83-967(2) exempts alI the
documents withheld from disclosure because it provides, "The '.dentity of an members of the
-3-
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execution team,. and any information r,easonably calculated to lead to the identity of such
members, shall be confidential and exempt from disclosure pursuant to sections 84-712 to 84...
712.09 ... "
Therefore, the questi,o n for the court is, does Neb. Rev. Stat. § 83-967(2) constitute a

statute fuat expressly provides that particular .information or records, of the nature withheld in
this case, shall not be made public..
There are generally two categories of records that have been withheld in this c.ase, those
that show the names of execution team members. on their face, and those that don't. The records
that don't show execution team members on their face contain information identifying the

sup.plier of drugs to be used in the execution proto col which respondent argues is information
1

that is reasonably calculated to lead to the identification of execution team members.

As to those documents that identify executi.on team members on their face, specifically,
purchase 0 rders and chemical analysis reports, the court finds they are ex.empt from disclosure
1

under Neb. Rev. Stat. § 83-967{2)

As to those documents respondent argues are, or contain, information reasonably
calculated to lead to the identity of [execution team] members, the court finds respondent has not

1

met the: burden to· show by clear and convincing evidence that they are exempt. The evidence is

speculative at best that disclosure of these documents would be reasonably calculated to lead to,

such identification.. These documents indude: documents. and records showing communications
with suppHer(s), DEA records, invoices, inventory logs, and photographs of packaging ..

Further, respondent argues that the photographs of packaging.associated with the
execution drugs are protected by the attomey work..product doctrine .. The court finds that
-4-
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respondent has not met the burden of proof to show that these photographs constitute attorney
work product.
For the above and foregoing reasons, the court finds that the relators' request for a writ of
mandamus as to documents and records showing communications with supplier(s) DEA records,
invoices inventory logs and photographs of packaging should be and hereby is sustain d.
These documents are to be disclosed within seven (7) days of this order.
The court further finds that the relators' request for a writ of mandamus as to the purchase
orders and chemical analysis reports withheld should be, and hereby is, overruled.

DATED this ~

day of June, 2018.

BY THE COURT:

cc

Christopher L. Eickholt, Attorney for Relators
spike(a),eickholtlaw .com
Assistant Attorney General Ryan S. Post, Attorney for Respondent
ryan.post@nebraska.gov
Assistant Attorney General Leslie S. Donley, Attorney for Respondent
leslie.donley@nebrska.gov
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6

IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

7

IN AND FOR CARSON CITY

8

9

10

The AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
of NEVADA FOUNDATION, a non-profit
organization,

11
12
13
14

15
16
17

CASE NO.

18 OC 00163 18

DEPT.

2

Petitioner,
ORDER GRANTING IN-PART
vs.

EMERGENCY PETITION ISSUING

STATE OF NEVADA ex rel, The NEVADA
DEPARTMENT of CORRECTIONS;
JAMES DZURENDA, in his official
capacity as DIRECTOR,

WRIT OF MANDAMUS

Defendant.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -I
Before the Court is Petitioner, American Civil Liberties Union of Nevada

18

Foundation's (ACLUNV), Emergency Petition for Writ Of Mandamus To Compel The

19

Nevada Department Of Corrections To Produce Public Records Relating To Its Lethal

20

Injection Procedures And Scott Dozier's July 11,

21

at 3:15 p.m. on July 3, 2018 less than four judicial days before the scheduled execution

22

by lethal injection of Nevada inmate Scott Dozier.

23
24
25

2018

Execution. The Petition was filed

The ACLUNV sent a communication to the Court that was not filed. The Court
has not seen that communication or been told what it says.
The Court first saw the Petition the morning of July 5, 2018. The Court's July 5

26

morning calendar was full so the Court could only quickly review the Petition. The Court

27

instructed staff to arrange a telephone conference with counsel for the ACLUNV and

28

NDOC. NDOC had hardly any time to investigate or prepare a response to the Petition.
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{

1

The Court had little time to review the Petition and prepare for the hearing. The Court

2

decided to proceed with a telepho nic hearing in spite of NDOC's and the Court's lack of

3

time to prepare for the hearing because Dozier's execution date was only four judicial

4

days away. The Court heard oral argume nt by ACLUNV and NDOC's respective counsel

5

during a telephonic hearing at 2:00 p.m. on July 5. The Court received no evidence other

6

than the affidavit of Amy M. Rose and the copies of docume nts attache d to the Petition.

7

Because NDOC had hardly any time to prepare the Court inform ed NDOC it was not

8

waiving any objections or defenses it may have in this action. Some of the Court's

9

questions and stateme nts during oral argument were made because of a lack of time to

10

prepare for the hearing. All of the reasons for the Court's decision are contain ed in this

11

order and anything the Court asked or said during oral argume nt that are inconsi stent

12

did not play any part in the Court's decision.

13

It appears at least some of the rush to hearing could have been avoided had the

14

ACLUNV filed the Petition earlier. It knew or should have known a new death warran t
would be issued.

15

16

The Court instruc tedACL UNVto prepare a draft order and NDOC to file any

17

objections as to any variations between what the Court stated on the record as the order

18

and ACLUNV's draft and the parties complied. The Court used ACLUNV's draft as a

19

starting point and this order is the Court's produc t based upon that process and it differs

20

somew hat from the oral order. The differences are intentional.

21

22

23

The Court has not made findings of fact because NDOC had no opportu nity to
rebut information provided by ACLUNV or affirmatively produc e evidence of its own.
The Third Supplemental Warran t of Execution for Dozier's execution was filed on

24

June 19,

25

using a three (3) drug cocktail of diazepam (a sedative), fentanyl (a pain
medication), and cisastracurium (a paralytic). Although Mr. Dozier volunte ered for

26

2018.

Mr. Scott Dozier was previously scheduled to be executed on November

14, 2017,

27

execution, he brough t a motion to determ ine the lawfulness of the method of his

28

execution and challenged the use of a paralytic as uncons titution al. The sentenc ing
2
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1

District Court agreed with Mr. Dozier and found that the use of a paralyt ic carries a

2

substan tial and "objectively intolera ble risk of harm" to Mr. Dozier and prohibi ted the

3

NDOC from using a paralytic in Mr. Dozier's execution. NDOC objecte d to this

4

prohibi tion and filed a writ of mandam us with the Nevada Suprem e Court. On May 10,

5

2018,

6

proced ural ground s.

7

the Nevada Suprem e Court overtur ned the sentenc ing Distric t Court's ruling on
On June 15, 2018, after the Nevada Suprem e Court's decision, the ACLUNV

8

submit ted a public records request (Ex. 1) to NDOC under NRS 239 et seq., request ing

9

docume nts pertain ing to NDOC's lethal injection drugs and procedu res. On June 19,

10

2018,

11

setting Mr. Dozier's execution for the week of July 9,

12

ACLUNV v\rrote to NDOC (Ex. 3) following-up on its public records request , informi ng

13

NDOC that in light of Mr. Dozier's upcomi ng execution, immed iate comple tion of its

14

records request was necessary. NDOC informe d the ACLUNV later on June

15

(Ex. 4) that the request was being process ed and that:

a new warran t of execution (Ex.

2)

was signed by the sentenc ing District Court,
2018.

On June

22, 2018,

the

22, 2018,

18

"This request is not readily available and require s not only a search of
potenti ally respons ive docume nts but also a review of potenti ally
respons ive docume nts for any confidential e.g. persona l informa tion.
Given that the request require s extensive searche s and consult ation,
[NDOC] anticipa te[s] being able to respond to you within sixty (60) days."

19

In respons e, on June 25,

16
17

2018,

the ACLUNV wrote to NDOC again (Ex. 5)

20

explaining the importa nce of these request s in light of Mr. Dozier's upcomi ng execution.

21

The ACLUNV prioriti zed and offered to narrow some request s in order to receive
docume nts immediately. On June 28, 2018, the ACLUNV again wrote to NDOC (Ex 6)

22
23

stating that as NDOC had not produc ed the docume nts request ed the ACLUNV planne
d

24

to take legal action. NDOC respond ed on July 2,

25

the ACLUNV's June

26

available and NDOC anticip ated being able to respond to you within 60 days.

27

28

25, 2018,

2018

(Ex. 7) stating that it had received

request and again stated the request is not readily

The ACLUNV initiate d the instant Emergency Writ to obtain the request ed
docume nts from NDOC under the Nevada Public Records Act, NRS 239 et seq.
3
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1

On the same day the ACLUNV's Petition was filed, NDOC released a redacted execution

2

protocol and a press release naming the drugs it plans to use in Mr. Dozier's execution.

3

The execution protocol was signed by James Dzurenda, the Director of the Departm ent

4

of Corrections on June 11, 2018.

5

6
7

At the July 5th hearing, Counsel for NDOC could not tell this Court what
measures were taken to fulfill the ACLUNV's requests before both the June 22, and July
2, form letters were sent to the ACLUNV saying that no records were readily
available.

8

When asked by this Court what steps had been taken to comply with the ACLUNV's

9

June 15, 2018 records request, Counsel for NDOC represen ted that NDOC took steps to

10

obtain and redact part of the executional manual but represen ted that he did not have

11

knowledge of whether other steps were taken.

12

Counsel for NDOC stated that there are United States Supreme Court cases, such

13

as Glossip v. Gross, which point out that anti-dea th penalty advocates use informa tion

14

about where a state obtains execution drugs, such as that requeste d by the ACLUNV, to

15

persuade the manufac turer and others to cease selling that drug for execution purposes.

16

Counsel for the ACLUNV represented that NDOC has previously publicly released an

17

invoice for a drug to be used in an execution with no redactions for confidentiality.

18

19

ANALYSIS

20

The purpose of Nevada's robust Public Records Act, "is to foster democra tic

21

principles by providing member s of the public with access to inspect and copy public

22

books and records to the extent permitte d by law." NRS 239.001( 1); see PERS v. Reno

23

Newspa pers Inc., 129 Nev. 833, 836-837 (2013) (" The [Nevada Public Records] Act's

24

purpose is to promote government transparency and accountability by facilitating public

25

access to information regarding government activities.")

26
27
28

Courts "begin with the presump tion that all governm ent-gene rated records are
open to disclosure." Reno Newspapers) Inc. v. Gibbons, 127 Nev. 873, 880, 628 (2011).
The provisions of the Act "must be construed liberally to carry out this importa nt
4
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1
2

purpose. " NRS 239.001(2).
Except for the public records identified by statute to be confidential, "all public

3

books and public records of a governmental entity must be open at all times ... " NRS

4

239.010(1).

5

Once a public records request is made, the governm ental entity is required to

6

respond "[n]ot later than the end of the fifth business day after the date on which the

7

person who has legal custody or control of a public book or record of a governm ental

8

entity receives a written or oral request from a person to inspect, copy or receive a copy

9

of the public book or record." NRS 239.0107(1).

10
11

12

The governm ental entity is required to either allow inspectio n or copying, or
provide a copy of the requeste d record. NRS 239.0107(1)(a).

If the governmental entity does not have legal custody or control of the public

13

book or record, it must provide to the person, in writing: "(1) Notice of that fact; and (2)

14

The name and address of the governmental entity that has legal custody or control of the

15

public book or record, if known." NRS 239.0107(b)(1-2).

16

"If the governm ental entity is unable to make the public book or record available

17

by the end of the fifth business day after the date on which the person who has legal

18

custody or control of the public book or record received the request," it must, provide in

19

writing "(1) Notice of that fact; and (2) A date and time after which the public book or

20

record will be available for the person to inspect or copy or after which a copy of the

21

public book or record will be available to the person." NRS 239.0107(c).

22

"If a public book or record of a governmental entity is readily available for

23

inspectio n or copying, the person who has legal custody or control of the public book or

24

record shall allow a person who has submitte d a request to inspect, copy or receive a

25

copy of a public book or record." NRS 239.0107(2).

26

NDOC argued and the Court understa nds that Dozier is not a party to this action.

27

The Court concludes the people of the State of Nevada have a substant ial interest in how

28

the State intends to carry out the process of killing a human being under a death
5
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1

warran t. The Court concludes that whatever potent ial prejudice NDOC may suffer

2

result of this order, wheth er this order is ultimately found to be right or wrong

3

potent ial prejudice to the people of the State of Nevada from the process of killing

4

Dozier not being transp arent before the execution is far greater.

5

6
7
8

as a

, the

From the documents, representations, and argum ent presen ted to this Court,
considering the nature of the records requested, and considering Mr. Dozier's
July nth
execution, at least the following records reques ted by the ACLUNV should on
their face
be readily available and should be immediately produc ed in good faith by NDOC
:

9

1.

For the lethal injection drugs planne d to be used in Mr. Dozier's July 11th ,

10

records reflecting the names and quantities of the drugs to be used;

11

2.

For any lethal injections drugs obtain ed by Respo ndent since November 9,

12

Records indicating the curren t amoun t of any such drugs in NDOC's

13

a.

14

custody or control;

15

b.

The date of purchase or acquisition of those drugs; and

16

C.

Expiration dates.

17
18

"Lethal injection drugs" means any drug NDOC will or may inject into Dozier

as

any part of the process of executing him.
Records from the Drug Enforcement Agency that demon strate

19

3.

20

author ization to handle controlled substances at Ely State Prison.

21
22

ORDER
IT IS ORDERED:

23
24

25

26
27

28

A Writ of Manda mus be issued directing and orderi ng Respondents, State of
Nevada ex rel the Nevada Depar tment of Corrections and James Dzurenda, in
his official
capacity as Director of the Nevada Depar tment of Corrections, to produc e to
Petitioner,
the ACLUNV, by July 9, 2018, the following records that are in its custody or
control:
/////
6
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1
2

3

For the lethal injection drugs plann ed to be used in Mr. Dozier's July
11th,
records reflecting the name s and quantities of the drugs to be used;
I.

2.

For any lethal injections drugs obtain ed by Respo ndent since November

9,

4

Records indicating the curren t amou nt of any such drugs in NDOC's

5

a.

6

custody or control;

7

b.

The date of purch ase or acquisition of those drugs; and

8

C.

Expiration dates.

9
10

"Lethal injection drugs" mean s any drug NDOC will or may inject into

Dozier as

any part of the process of executing him.
Records from the Drug Enforcement Agency that demo nstrat e

11

3.

12

autho rizatio n to handl e contro lled substances at Ely State Prison.

13

Respo ndent is not requir ed to produce inform ation decla red by law

to be

14

confidential, however, as per NRS 239.0107(d), if there is a statut ory
or legal reaso n for

15

withholding inform ation for the purpo ses of confidentiality it must provid

16

specific statut e or legal autho rity that makes the public book for record
, or a part
thereof, confidential."

17

e "a citatio n to

18

ACLUNV may file a motio n for attorney's fees and NDOC may file an
opposition.

19

July 6, 2018.

20
21
22
23

*The Court's law clerk is in a relationship with the stepso n of
of Dozier's trial
counsel. The Court received no inform ation or input from theone
law clerk regarding this
action.

24

25

26

27
28

7
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I am an employee of the First Judicial District Court of Nevada; that

on July

(R , 2018, I served a copy of this document by placing a true copy in an

envelope addressed to:
Jordan Smith
555 E. Washington Ave., Suite 3900
Las Vegas, NV 89101
jsmith@ag.nv.gov

AmyM. Rose
601 S. Rancho Drive, Suite Bu
Las Vegas, NV 89106
rose@aclunv.org

the envelope sealed and then deposited in the Court's central mailing basket in the Court
Clerk's Office for delivery to the United States Post Office at 1111 South Roop Street,
Carson City, Nevada for mailing.

2
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(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

v.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF ALIZA
COVER

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.
I, Aliza Cover, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am an associate professor at the University of Idaho College of Law, where I have
taught for the past four years. I was recently awarded tenure, effective this fall.
During my time at the University of Idaho, I have taught Criminal Law, Criminal
Procedure, Advanced Criminal Procedure, Family Law, and a seminar on the death
penalty.
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2. Before moving to Idaho, I was a fellow at Loyola University New Orleans College of
Law. There, I taught a seminar on the death penalty, as well as courses on legal
research and writing and moot court.
3. I received my J.D. from the Yale Law School and served as a law clerk to the late
Judge Stephen Reinhardt on the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
4. I have presented my scholarship nationally, regionally, and internally at the University
of Idaho at fifteen workshops, colloquia, and conferences. I have published four law
review articles and one law review essay. Another co-authored article is forthcoming
in a law review this fall.
5. One of my primary scholarly interests is the Supreme Court's evolving standards of
decency doctrine and the role of the public in shaping the meaning of the Eighth
Amendment. One of my previous articles, The Eighth Amendments Lost Jurors:

Death Qualification and Evolving Standards ofDecency, which was published in the
Indiana Law Journal, involved an empirical study of the rate of Wfrherspoon
exclusions 1 in Louisiana capital trials and considered how the death qualification of
capital juries skews the Supreme Court's Eighth Amendment analysis of the
constitutionality of capital punishment. Another article, entitled The Arbiters of

Decency: A Study ofLegislators~ Eighth Amendment Role, which I co-authored with a
political science professor from the University of Cincinnati, is forthcoming in the

Washington Law Review. This article involves a qualitative and quantitative analysis
of the floor debates preceding the passage of recent legislation abolishing the death

1

A Wi"therspoon exclusion is the excusal for cause of a capital jury venire member "who is
substantially impaired in his or her ability to impose the death penalty under the state-law
framework .... " Uttecht v. Brown, 551 U.S. 1, 9 (2007).
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penalty in Illinois, Connecticut, and Nebraska. Based on the findings from the study,
the article critiques the Supreme Court's reliance on legislative determinations about
the death penalty as objective indicators of evolving standards of decency in its Eighth
Amendment analysis.
6. As a scholar, I am interested in the relationship between lethal injection and "evolving
standards of decency," and specifically in the effect of state secrecy on public discourse
about the death penalty. As an educator, I am committed to educating law students
and the public at large about criminal law and the death penalty, and to expanding
public knowledge about matters of importance in these fields.
7. Exhibit A is a copy of my current curriculum vitae.
8. I write this declaration to provide additional information to the Court about why,
contrary to the state's argument, information about the source of execution drugs is
critical to the public interest.
9. First, the state concedes that the public may have an interest in the type, quality, or
nature of execution drugs, but argues that the public should rely on condemned
individuals to petition for testing of these drugs prior to the execution. However, it is
not possible to test the type, quality, or nature of the chemicals that were used in the
executions of Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt. These are historical events that
occurred in 2011 and 2012, and the lethal injection drugs can no longer be tested.
10. Second, the public interest in obtaining information about the type, quality, and nature
of lethal injection drugs is distinct from that of the condemned person. The public
does not need to rely on the individual who will be executed to petition for testing of
lethal injection drugs; members of the public may act to vindicate their own interest in
obtaining information from the state. Idaho's public record law is designed to give the
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public access to government records, not simply those who will be executed. This
distinction between the public interest and that of the condemned person is
particularly significant in the context of the death penalty. Members of the public
have a compelling interest in understanding how the death penalty is being carried out
and evaluating whether it is a punishment that comports with their values. Moreover,
the public cannot consistently rely on death row inmates to successfully petition for
testing of execution drugs, nor to publicize the results, especially as some inmates,
known as "volunteers," may waive their appeals and refuse to litigate issues concerning
their execution. In these cases, the public still has an interest in ensuring that the
death penalty is not carried out in its name in a manner that is cruel and inhumane.
11. Third, there are other important public interests in disclosure of information about the
source of the drugs, aside from the type and quality of the chemicals. One of these
interests is knowing how Idaho obtained these drugs so as to evaluate the propriety of
the transactions. As lethal injection drugs have become increasingly scarce over the
past ten years, some states have turned to disreputable sources and illegal methods to
obtain those drugs. The DEA was reported to have seized execution drugs from
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, South Carolina, and Tennessee in 2011. 2 ln

2

THE CONSTITUTION PROJECT, IRREVERSIBLE ERROR: RECOMMENDED REFORMS FOR
PREVENTING AND CORRECTING ERRORS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT 145 (2014), http://www.constitutionproject.org/wpcontent/uploads/20 l 4/06/lrreversible-Error FINAL.pd£ (reporting that, in Alabama, "Sodium
thiopental seized by DEA in March 2011 (ACLU of Northern CA, 5/17/11)"); id at 146
(reporting that Arkansas "[t]urned over sodium thiopental to DEA in July 2011 (AP,
7/21/11) "); id at 148 (reporting that Georgia " [u Jsed foreign-bought sodium thiopental in 2
executions before sodium thiopental was seized by DEA in March 2011 (ACLU of Northern
CA, 5/17/11) "); id at 149 (reporting that, in Kentucky, " [ s Jodium thiopental was seized by
DEA in April 2011 (ACLU of Northern CA, 5/17/11)"); id at 153 (reporting that, in South
Carolina, "[s]odium thiopental was seized by DEA in April 2011 (ACLU of Northern CA,
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2015, media outlets reported that Nebraska obtained illegally imported drugs from
Harris Pharma, a drug distributor in India. 3 That same year, the FDA was reported to
have seized illegally imported drugs headed for Arizona and Texas. 4 Recently,
investigative journalism revealed that Missouri obtained its lethal injection drugs from
a compounding pharmacy designated as "high risk" by the FDA and which had been
"repeatedly found to engage in hazardous pharmaceutical procedures and whose
cofounder has been ... accused of regularly ordering prescription medications for
himself without a doctor's prescription." 5 Missouri apparently obtained these drugs
by sending a "high-ranking corrections officer to a clandestine meeting with a
[pharmacy] representative, exchanging an envelope full of cash for vials of
pentobarbital."6 Just yesterday, on July 11, 2018, a district judge issued a temporary
restraining order barring the state of Nevada from using a drug manufactured by the

5/17/11)"); id at 154 (reporting that, in Tennessee, "[s]odium thiopental was seized by DEA
in March 2011 (ACLU of Northern CA, 5/17/11)").
3

Chris McDaniel, Nebraska Bought 300 Executions/ Worth Of Illegal Execution Drugs
From A Foreign Supplier, BuzzFEED NEWS (June 8, 2015),
https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrismcdaniel/ne braska-bought-3 00-executions-worth-of-illegalexecution-dr? utm term=.rlxB4WJXY#.nrvvAM3gl.

4

Astrid Galvan and Justin Pritchard, FDA confiscating states/ imports oflethal-injection
drug, THE SEATTLE TIMES (Oct. 23, 2015), https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/fdaconfiscating-states-imports-of-lethal-injection-drug/.

5

Chris McDaniel, Mssouri Fought For Years To Hide Where It Got Its Execution Drugs.
Now We Know What They Were Hiding., BuzzFEED NEWS (Feb. 8, 2018),
https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrismcdaniel/missouri-executed-17-men-with-drugs-from-a-highrisk?utm term= .amweRXgLP#.oxAr3NMzZ.

6

Chris McDaniel, Mssouri Fought For Years To Hide Where It Got Its Execution Drugs.
Now We Know What They Were Hiding., BuzzFEED NEWS (Feb. 8, 2018),
https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrismcdaniel/missouri-executed-17-men-with-drugs-from-a-highrisk ?utm term=.amweRXgLP#.oxAr3NMzZ.
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plaintiff pharmaceutical company in an upcoming execution.7 In its court filings, the
company alleged that the state obtained the execution drug through "subterfuge. "8
12. Particularly in light of these national concerns about the sources of execution drugs,
there is a significant public interest in knowing how the state of Idaho obtained its
drugs and from whom. At the moment we know very little about how the drugs in the
Rhoades and Leavitt executions were procured. Records disclosed by the Idaho
Board of Correction in the present litigation show that Idaho's prison officials had
preliminary communications about lethal injection drugs with HarrisPharma, the same
company that illegally imported chemicals to Nebraska. 9 Exhibit Bis a copy of a set of
records that I received in response to a public records request from the Idaho Division
of Purchasing, with highlighting added to show notes of interest. These records
document a payment by the Department of Correction directly to "Theo M Lowe,"
then the IDOC Executive Financial Officer, for "Execution Purchases" in the amount
of $10,372.25, as well as a payment of $16,383 to "Kevin H Kempf," then the Deputy
Director of IDOC, with a handwritten note, "execution." It appears from these public
records that Department officials were directly given cash payments from IDOC in
order to procure unspecified execution materials, which may have included lethal
injection chemicals. The public has an interest in understanding how the drugs were
obtained and from whom. This information will enable members of the public to

7

Richard A. Oppel Jr., Nevada Execution Is Blocked After Drugmaker Sues, N.Y. TIMES
(July 11, 2018) , https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/l l/us/dozier-execution-fentanyl.html.

8

Debra Cassens Weiss, Judge halts execution over suit filed by drugmaker, ABA JOURNAL
(July 11, 2018),
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/judge halts execution in suit filed by drugmaker.
9
These communications were filed with the Declaration of Richard Eppink filed on March
21, 2017, as exhibit A at pages IDOC000003-10.
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evaluate whether or not the state adequately ensured that the drugs would be safe and
uncontaminated and to assure themselves that the state did not engage in illegal or
unethical methods in obtaining them.
13. Fourth, the public has a more general interest in knowing how government funds are
being used and which contractors receive government funds. Idaho law recognizes the
importance of the public interest in ensuring government accountability in purchasing
and contracting, as evidenced by the passage of the State Procurement Act, which
governs the lawful use of state funds to procure property. See Idaho Code § 67-9201

et seq. The State Procurement Act includes ethical requirements so as to ensure “that
all persons involved in the process of procuring property for the state conduct
themselves in a manner that protects the public interest and fosters confidence in the
integrity of the process.” Idaho Code § 67-9233 (1). As demonstrated by the records
in Exhibit B, Idaho has spent at least $26,000 and likely more on executions, and the
public has an interest in knowing how that money was spent.
14. Fifth, there is a public interest in citizen engagement through the exercise of First
Amendment rights. Members of the public are guaranteed freedom of speech, freedom
of religion, and freedom of association, and they may lawfully exercise these rights in
response to information that a particular pharmacy or drug distributor is providing
chemicals for use in executions. Exercising these rights is not “harassment.” Some
members of the public are deeply opposed to the death penalty as a matter of
conscience or as a matter of religious belief. If these individuals wish not to patronize
or associate with a company that is enabling executions to occur, or if they wish to
exercise free speech rights in order to persuade that company to change its practices or
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to protest against its policies, they have a First Amendment right to do so in a peaceful
manner.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: July 12, 2018

/ s/ Aliza Cover

Dated: July 12, 2018
/ s/ Richard Epp ink
Richard Eppink

American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of July, 2018, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt E-File system
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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A

CURRICULUM VITAE
University of Idaho

DATE: February 23, 2018

NAME:

Aliza Plener Cover

RANK OR TITLE:

Associate Professor of Law

DEPARTMENT:

College of Law

OFFICE LOCATION AND CAMPUS ZIP:
College of Law
University ofldaho
P.O. Box 83720-0051
Boise, ID 83 720-0051

OFFICE PHONE: (208) 364-4585
FAX: (208) 885-5709
EMAIL: alizac@uidaho.edu
WEB: https://www.uidaho.edu/law/people/
faculty/ alizac

DATE OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT AT UI: August 2014
DATE OF TENURE: Untenured
DATE OF PRESENT RANK OR TITLE: August 2014
EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL:
Degrees:
J.D., Yale Law School, New Haven, CT, 2008

Yale Law Journal, Public Editor
Immigration Legal Services Clinic, Supervising Student Director
Yale Human Rights and Development Law Journal, Editor
Rebellious Lawyering Conference, Co-Director
B.A., Yale College, New Haven, CT, 2003, English

Magna cum laude
Departmental Honors in English
Phi Beta Kappa
Lloyd Mifflin Prize for General Excellence: Senior Essay in English or American Literature
Certificates and Licenses:
Member of the State Bar of Louisiana (active 2010 - 2014; inactive 2014 - present)
EXPERIENCE:
Teaching Appointments:
University ofldaho College of Law, Moscow, Idaho
Associate Professor (2014 - present)
Loyola University New Orleans College of Law, New Orleans, Louisiana
Westerfield Fellow (2012 - 2014)
Non-Academic Employment:
Louisiana Capital Assistance Center, New Orleans, Louisiana
Junior Staff Attorney (2009 - 2011) (admitted to practice 2010)
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Hon. Stephen Reinhardt, United States Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, Los Angeles, California
Law Clerk (2008 - 2009)
Lawyers' Committee For Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area, San Francisco, California
Legal Intern (Summer 2007)
Refugee Law Project, Kampala, Uganda
Research and Advocacy Intern (Summer 2006)
Children's Rights, New York, New York
Paralegal (August 2003 - July 2005)

TEACHING ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Areas of Specialization:
Criminal Law and Procedure; Evidence; Death Penalty Law

Courses Taught:
University ofldaho College of Law:
Criminal Procedure, LAW 953-01 (Fall 2014, Fall 2015, & Fall 2016)
Criminal Law, LAW 812 (Spring 2015, Spring 2016, Spring 2017, & Spring 2018)
Evidence, LAW 950-01 (Spring 2015, Spring 2016, & Spring 2017)
Advanced Criminal Procedure, LAW 901 (Fall 2015, Fall 2016, & Spring 2018)
Family Law, LAW 963-02 (Fall 2017)
Seminar: The Death Penalty, LAW 901 (Fall 2017)
Loyola University New Orleans College of Law:
Legal Research & Writing (Fall 2012, Fall 2013)
Moot Court (Spring 2013, Spring 2014)
The Death Penalty in America (Fall 2013)

Students Advised:
Directed study:
Spring 2016 (1 student); Fall 2016 (3 students); Spring 2017 (3 students); Spring 2018 (1 student)
Law Review / Critical Legal Studies Journal advisor:
2014-2015 (2 students); 2015-2016 (3 students); 2016-2017 (2 students); 2017-2018 (2 students)

Courses Developed:
Advanced Criminal Procedure: Adjudications (University of Idaho College of Law)
I proposed and began teaching this course as a LAW 901 temporary course in Fall 2015 and Fall
2016. In Fall 2016, I co-wrote and submitted a successful proposal to the Curriculum Committee
and law faculty to permanently add this course to the curriculum.
The Death Penalty in America (Loyola University New Orleans College of Law)
I designed a seminar, using my own course material, focusing on the administration and legal
regulation of the death penalty in America since the 1970s.
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SCHOLARSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Law Review and Journal Publications (Accepted for Forthcoming Publication):
Articles:

The Arbiters of Decency: A Study of Legislators' Eighth Amendment Role (with David Niven) (offers to
publish extended but not yet accepted).

Law Review and Journal Publications (Published):
Articles:

Hybrid Jury Strikes, 52 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 357 (2017).
The Eighth Amendment's Lost Jurors: Death Qualification and Evolving Standards ofDecency, 92 IND.
L.J. 113 (2016).
Archetypes ofFaith: How Americans See, and Believe In, Their Constitution, 26 STAN. L. & POL'Y REV.
555 (2015).
Cruel and Invisible Punishment: Redeeming the Counter-Majoritarian Eighth Amendment, 79 BROOK. L.
REV. 1141 (2014).
Essays:

On Law-Breaking and Law's Legitimacy, 15 U. MD. L.J. RACE RELIG. GENDER & CLASS 310 (2015)
(symposium).

Scholarly Presentations:
"The Standard-Bearers: A Study of Legislators' Eighth Amendment Role," ABA Criminal Justice Section
Academic Roundtables, Washington D.C., November 2, 2017.
"The Standard-Bearers: A Study of Legislators' Eighth Amendment Role," Junior Scholars Virtual
Colloquium, Stetson University College of Law, August 11, 2017.
"Hybrid Peremptory Strikes," ABA Criminal Justice Section Academic Roundtables, Washington D.C.,
November 3, 2016.
"Hybrid Peremptory Strikes," Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, University of Toledo College of Law,
August 12, 2016.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards of Decency," Faculty Colloquium, University ofldaho College of
Law, March 23, 2016.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards ofDecency," 2015 SEALS Annual Conference Discussion Group,
"Reversing Mass Incarceration: What Reforms Are Working (or Could Work) and Why?," July 29, 2015.
"Law-Breaking and Evolving Standards of Decency," Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, University of
Louisville Louis D. Brandeis School of Law, July 22, 2015.
"Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency," Northwest Junior Faculty Forum, Seattle University School of Law, March 26,
2015.
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“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” College of Law Junior Faculty Retreat, University of Idaho College of Law,
February 28, 2015.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Faculty Colloquium, University of Idaho College of Law, Dec. 10, 2014.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Rocky Mountain Junior Scholars Forum, University of Utah S.J. Quinney College
of Law, Nov. 13-14, 2014.
“Resurrecting the Death-Disqualified Juror: Witherspoon Strikes as Objective Indicia of Evolving
Standards of Decency,” Junior Scholars Virtual Colloquium, Michigan State University College of Law,
August 8, 2014.
“The Four Sons of America’s Constitutional Faith,” Inland Northwest Scholars Workshop, Gonzaga
University School of Law, July 14, 2014.
“The Political Cost of Brady Compliance: Untangling the Paradox of Orleans and Jefferson Parishes,”
2013 SEALS Annual Conference Discussion Group, “50 Years After Brady v. Maryland: Where Are We
Now?,” August 8, 2013.
“Cruel and Invisible Punishment: Redeeming the Counter-Majoritarian Eighth Amendment,” Loyola
University New Orleans Junior Faculty Forum, February 28, 2013.
Honors and Awards:
2017 Ellis Law Fund Scholar (for summer research funding).
Finalist, 2017 AALS Criminal Justice Section Junior Scholars Paper Competition (for The Eighth
Amendment’s Lost Jurors: Death Qualification and Evolving Standards of Decency).
SERVICE:
Major Committee Assignments:
Member (Elected Faculty Representative), Dean’s Advisory Group (Fall 2017 – Spring 2018)
Faculty Appointments Committee (Fall 2017 – Spring 2018)
Temporary Justice, Honor Court (Spring 2017)
Faculty Secretary (Spring 2016)
Member (Elected Faculty Representative), Dean’s Advisory Group (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
Participant, Curriculum Subcommittee (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
Member, Library Committee (Fall 2015 – Spring 2016)
University Service – Presentations:
Orientation Instructor, Lawyering Fundamentals, August 2017.
Panelist, Criminal Law advising panel, University of Idaho College of Law, Feb. 13, 2017.
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Panelist, “Transition to Practice: State & Federal Clerkships - Faculty perspective,” University of Idaho
College of Law, Feb. 6, 2017 (sponsored by the Career Development Office).
Orientation Instructor, Lawyering Fundamentals, August 2016.
Panelist, Student/Faculty Q&A Session, University of Idaho College of Law, Aug. 24, 2016 (sponsored
by Phi Alpha Delta).
Panelist, Roundtable on advice for female attorneys, University of Idaho College of Law, Apr. 20, 2016
(sponsored by Women’s Law Caucus).
Panelist, Discussion on diversity, University of Idaho College of Law, Apr. 11, 2016 (sponsored by the
Multicultural Law Caucus and the Native American Law Students Association).
Panelist, “Gun Rights: Will the Second Amendment Survive the Current Executive Branch?,”
University of Idaho College of Law, Jan. 28, 2016 (sponsored by the Federalist Society).
Panelist, “Filming the Police,” University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 29, 2015 (sponsored by the
ACLU and the Black Law Students Association).
Moderator/Panelist, “High on Federalism: Marijuana’s Challenge to Federal-State Relations,”
University of Idaho College of Law, Nov. 7, 2014 (sponsored by the Federalist Society).
University Service – Other:
Faculty Advisor, Criminal Law Society, Spring 2017.
Juror, Mock Trial competition, University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 1, 2015.
Judge, Prince Memorial Evidence Moot Court competition, University of Idaho College of Law,
November 19, 2014.
Judge, McNichols Moot Court Competition, University of Idaho College of Law, Oct. 24, 2014.
Outreach Service – Presentations:
Panelist, Film screening of Executing the Insane: The Case of Scott Panetti, followed by panel
discussion on severe mental illness and the death penalty, Feb. 21, 2017 (sponsored by the Idaho
ACLU Student Organization and the Idaho Alliance for the Severe Mental Illness Death Penalty
Exclusion).
Panelist, “The Fourth Amendment’s Application to Social Media Surveillance,” 225th Anniversary of
the Bill of Rights Symposium, Sept. 15, 2016 (sponsored by the Diversity Section of the Idaho State
Bar).
Panelist, Film screening and discussion of BUSTED: The Citizen’s Guide to Surviving Police
Encounters, Washington State University, Oct. 22, 2014 (sponsored by the WSU Criminal Justice and
Criminology Graduate Student Association).
Outreach Service – Media Interviews:
Quoted in: Bryan Clark, “Bill would restrict death penalty for mentally ill,” Idaho Falls Post-Register
(Oct. 1, 2016).
Quoted in: Natalie Jacewicz, “With No Insanity Defense, Seriously Ill People End Up In Prison,” NPR
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(Aug. 5, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/08/05/487909967/with-no-insanitydefense-seriously-ill-people-end-up-in-prison.
Quoted in: Samantha Malott, “Gambling with courtroom deals; Judge calls it a ‘necessary evil’,”
Moscow-Pullman Daily News (Sept. 18, 2014), page 1.
Outreach Service – Court Testimony:
State of Idaho v. Jonathan Daniel Renfro, Case No. CR-15-0006589 (2016) (testified on the impact of
death qualification upon society’s “evolving standards of decency” on capital punishment).
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: (workshops and seminars attended)
Teaching:
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools New Law Teachers Workshop (June 2014)
Scholarship:
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools Annual Meeting (January 2017)
Attendee, Southeastern Association of Law Schools Annual Conference (August 2015)
Attendee, American Association of Law Schools Annual Meeting (January 2015)
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration

B

Division of Purchasing
C.L. ''Butch" OTTER
Governor
ROBERT L. GEDDES
Director
SARAH HILDERBRAND
Administrator

650 West State Street B-15 (83702)
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0075
Telephone (208) 327-7465
Fax: 208-327-7320
http://pun.:hasi1ur. idaho.gov

March 22, 2018

Aliza Plener Cover
Associate Professor
University of Idaho College of Law
Via Electronic Mail (alizac@uidaho.edu)
Re:

Idaho Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing
Records Request

Dear Ms. Cover:
On March 19, 2018, the Idaho Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing
("Purchasing") received your electronic mail request to examine the records of
Purchasing pursuant to the Idaho Public Records Act, Idaho Code title 74 chapter 1.
Your correspondence, requests:
(1) Any reports of Idaho Department of Correction purchases or expenditures of
more than $10,000 from the period of 2011 and 2012.
(2) Any documentation related to expenditures made by the Idaho Department
of Correction between 2009 and 2012 in order to carry out the executions of
Paul Ezra Rhoades in 2011 and of Richard Leavitt in 2012. These
expenditures may include, but are not limited to, funds directed toward the
purchasing, procurement, and testing of lethal injection drugs, and payments
made to IDOC staff or other employees or independent contractors for training
related to the execution. Please note that I am not seeking identifying
information about the names of any personnel who received training.
(3) Any documentation related to expenditures made by the Idaho Department
of Correction between 2012 and the present in order to carry out future
executions. These expenditures may include, but are not limited to, funds
directed toward the purchasing, procurement, and testing of lethal injection
drugs.

"Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agencies"
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Purchasing does not create or maintain reports of purchases by agency and cost. In
the current procurement system, Purchasing may be able to produce a list of
purchases with some of the characteristics you seek in your first request above,
however the current procurement system does not include entries for the timeframe
you seek and Purchasing thus has no reports responsive to your first request.
Purchasing's records retention schedule generally provides for destruction of the
types and kinds of records you seek after three (3) years. If Purchasing acted as the
statutory purchasing agent for the purchases you describe in your second request
above, the records are no longer maintained by Purchasing and Purchasing thus has
limited records responsive to your second request. Our review of the records
maintained within Purchasing indicate that the enclosed records may be responsive to
your second or third request and we have enclosed those records with this
correspondence.
We require clarification to determine if there are additional records responsive to your
third request in Purchasing's files. Please clarify what drugs, by brand and generic
name, you are requesting Purchasing search for in its records. Current staff are not
aware of a solicitation for medications on behalf of the Department of Corrections in
the time period you reference, however, I can engage IT staff to conduct relevant
searches with sufficient information. If I do not receive additional information before
March 30, 2018, I will close this request.
Please be aware that Purchasing's authority is solely to act as statutory purchasing
agent for Idaho agencies as required under the State Procurement Act and the
records you seek may not be within Purchasing's files. The Idaho Public Records Act,
Idaho Code title 74 chapter 1, governs the examination of public records maintained
by the agency receiving the request. The Public Records Act does not require that a
public agency create or gather additional records in response to a records request.
Sincerely,

1)~
Valerie Bollinger, J.D., CPPB
State Purchasing Manager, Division of Purchasing
Enc.

"Serving Idaho citizens through effective services to their governmental agencies"
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15,968.07 230

BETHEL MINISTRIES INC
BETHEL MINISTRIES INC

15,290.00 230

GAIL LADENBURG
GAIL LADENBURG
BETTIE JONES

15,290.00
15,129.24 230

BETTIE JONES

15,129.24

PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER INC
PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER INC

BEN R DANSIE

14,951.42 230
14,951.42
13,868.96 230
13,868.96
13,687.00 230

BEN R DANSIE

13,687.00

TERRITORIAL SUPPLIES INC
TERRITORIAL SUPPLIES INC

13,293.83 230

COOKS CORRECTIONAL EQUIPMENT
COOKS CORRECTIONAL EQUIPMENT

13,293.83

RANDALL CUMMINGS
RANDALL CUMMINGS

13,200.00

13,200.00 230

HOBART SERVICE

12,851.70 230
12,851.70
. 12,496.34 230

HOBART SERVICE

12,496.34

JAMES R LAUFENBERG
JAMES R LAUFENBERG
BRUNEEL TIRE SERVICE OF CALDWELL INC

12,295.32
12,146.48 230

STEPHANIE COVINGTON
STEPHANIE COVINGTON

12,295.32 230

BRUNEEL TIRE S ERVICE OF CALDWELL INC
JANETTE M ROST

12,146.48

JANETTE M ROST
CHC PHARMACY SERVICES

11,490.00
11,438.26 230

CHC PHARMACY SERVICES
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC INC
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC INC

11,438.26

11,490.00 230

10,854.22 230
10,854.22
10,543.53 230

INTERSTATE BRANDS CORPORATION
INTERSTATE BRANDS CORPORATION
IDAHO RX INC

10,543.53

IDAHO RX INC

10,539.53

DESIGN SPECIALTIES INC
DESIGN SPECIALTIES INC
AUTOMATIC ICE COMPANY

10,429.20 230
10,429.20
10,376.00 230
10,37~.oo

10,539.53 230

AV'.TO.MATIC JCE COMPANY
THEOM LOWE

10,372.25 230
10,372.25

THEOM LOWE

DEPARTMENT OF CORREcnON

Transitional Housing

15,968.07

2940
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79,639,577.52

Transitional Housing

II
;J

Property Lease for Payette Sat Office D3
6 purchases of batteries, no purchases >$2.9k

~

Accessories for the 7 Perimeter SUV's
Ree's quotes
Medical costs for Offenders

V

Correctional Supplier of Kitchen supplies
no PO>$ 2k
Property Lease Moscow Sat office D2

Can DOP provide details, do not see in my files
Auto repairs by D3 Caldwell P&P - verified
not tire purchases 7/17/2012
Property Lease for D4 sat office Mtn Home

-:::...__/

V

7"

County jail reimbursements for perscriptions
for IDOC offenders
Various purchases for phone & fiber cables
No PO >$4.9k
Weekly bread purchases by SAWC - Need to talk
to Katie about the need for this ~ '-wc-'J.
County jail reimbursements for perscriptions ~
_ /
for IDOC offenders
s purchases of food containers & trays, no
PO >$ 4.3k. My records show total spend $8.Bk ~ /
Bought 2 ice machines & got quotes for both

V /

V

IDOC - Please respond regardless of
whether or not there's a note from
DOP.

FY13Vendor Spend> $10K, Thru 5-31-13
HOBART SERVICE Total

$

16,392

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL Total
HORTON MAY & ASSOCIATES Total
HUGH CHAD ROEHL Total

$
$
$

13,335
12,865
14,500

ICADD FOUNDATION Total
INLAND AUTO GLASS INC Total
IRISH AUTO REPAIR INC Total

$
$
$

16,940
66,480
17,706

IRONWORKS INC Total
JARED HOSKINS Total

$
$

37,560
40,329

$
$

21,396
16,383
17,090

KURTIS L CARLSON Total
LAKE CITY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC

$

17,750

Total

$

17,790

LOWES HIW INC Total
MADISON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL Total
MADISON PARK DENTAL CENTER Total

$
$
$

15,909
13,126
14,107

MCCALL INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Total

$

11,654

MCGRAW-HILL INC Total
MENDENHALL EQUIPMENT CO Total
MSN COMMUNICATIONS Total

$
$
$

10,133
12,136
44,481

KELLER SUPPLY COMPANY Total
KEVIN H KEMPF Total
KOOTENAI HOSPITAL DISTRICT Total

DOP Notes

GLAMOUNT

VENDOR NAME

$

rep acemen
purchases >$2.9k
tranistional housing

IV

ti

Professional S
Shower enclo
to uote {""f

L

eToeo

g ma ena s - no pu
I offenders

r
quo es
uca 1ona supp 1es, no pu

>$3.Sk
Washer Dryer repair parts & services
Cisco IT reseller, statewide contract
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Electronically Filed
7/12/2018 2:05 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

v.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

FOURTH DECLARATION OF
RICHARD EPPINK

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.
I, Richard Eppink, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am attorney for the petitioner in this case.
2. Exhibit A to this declaration is a letter from respondents' counsel dated July 10, 2018.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: July 12, 2018

FOURTH DECLARATION OF RICHARD EPPINK- Page 1
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Isf Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of July, 2018, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt E-File system
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: Isl Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs

FOURTH DECLARATION OF RICHARD EPPINK- Page 2
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JUL 1 2 2018
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

July 10, 2018
Aliza Cover
c/o Richard Eppink, Attorney for Aliza Cover
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
Re: Sixth Subsequent Response to Request for Public Records
Dear Mr. Eppink:
Subsequent to the District Court's Order and Writ in this case, the Department conducted an
additional search for documents responsive to Ms. Cover's initial request, Petition, and the Court's
Order. Based upon this additional search, attached are following records:
Activity Logs
IDOC continues to diligently search for documents responsive to the request. Based on additional
documents under review, we anticipate another one or two disclosures will be sent to your office
in the next two weeks.
No documents responsive to the request for "drugs that will be purchased/used m future
executions" exist.
The Idaho Department of Corrections continues to redact pursuant to statutory exemptions under
the Idaho Public Records Act, including I.C. §§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135; 74-105(4)(a)(i)
and Board Rule 108; 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i); and 74-104.
This additional review of your request was conducted by a Deputy Attorney General. As this
response constitutes a partial denial of your request, your sole remedy is set forth in Idaho Code §
74-115(1 ), pursuant to which you have the right to appeal by filing a petition in the Fourth Judicial
District ofldaho within 180 calendar days of mailing of this notice.
Sincerely,

Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854-8074
Located at 700 W. State Street
Joe R. Williams Building, 4th Floor
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Electronically Filed
7/19/2018 4:01 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
)
Petitioner,
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY )
R. RAY, Public Information
)
)
Officer,
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
RESPONDENTS’ REPLY BRIEF
ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby
submit the following reply to Petitioner’s responsive pleading.
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Respondents preserve all arguments previously stated in their Motion for Reconsideration
but focus primarily on the procedural issues in this reply brief.
A. Respondents concede procedural rules may be waived by parties but submit they
did not waive the procedures at the Show Cause Hearing. Rather, the procedure
the Court was following was not clear until the Court filed its Peremptory Writ
and Order Requiring Disclosure.
1.

The procedure the Court intended to follow was not clear until the Court entered its
Order Requiring Disclosure and Peremptory Writ; this procedure violated I.R.C.P.
74; Respondents were entitled to rely upon I.R.C.P. 74; and Respondents did not
waive the procedural defect.

Petitioner argues that Respondents "cannot invoke procedural rules they themselves
ignored." (Response to Motion to Reconsider, p. 7). Respondents concede procedural rules may
be waived by the parties and that a failure to object to the procedure used by the court constitutes
a waiver of objection to the procedure. See State v. Hernandez, 102 Idaho 349, 630 P.2d 141 (Ct.
App. 1981); McGill v. Lester, 105 Idaho 692, 672 P.2d 570 (Ct. App. 1983); Verway v. Blincoe
Packing Company, Inc., 108 Idaho 315,698 P.2d 377 (Ct. App. 1985).
The instant case can be readily distinguished from the three cases cited above. In each
case, the Court indicated and followed a clear procedure, and the parties agreed to that procedure
either explicitly or by not objecting to the procedure used. In Hernandez, the trial court was asked
to respond to a question from the jury. The trial court discussed with both counsel, on the record,
how it planned to respond to the jury's question. This discussion allowed input by both parties,
and neither party objected to the procedure the judge proposed and subsequently used. Hernandez,
102 Idaho at 350, 630 P.2d at 142. In McGill, neither party objected to the appointment of a
magistrate judge as district judge to hear the case. Both parties were clearly aware that the judge
hearing the case was a magistrate judge, yet allowed the case to proceed through the entry of a
final judgment without objection. The Court of Appeals held that procedural defects may be

2
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waived by the parties, and the parties' failure to object to the procedure used constituted a waiver
of the defect. McGill, 105 Idaho at 694, 672 P.2d at 572. Finally, in Verway. like in Hernandez,
the trial court was asked to respond to a question from the trial jury. Like in Hernandez, the trial
court discussed the jury's question on the record and sought input from both parties. The court
ultimately adopted a response substantially similar to the response requested from the party
complaining on appeal. Verway, 108 Idaho at 315, 698 P.2d at 380. In each case, the court on
appeal determined the party opposed to the procedure on appeal had waived that issue by agreeing
to or failing to object to the procedure in the trial courts below.
The three cases discussed above are similar. In each case, the trial court clearly indicated
the procedure it intended to follow, and then, in fact, followed that procedure. With the exception
of the McGill case, the courts sought comment from the parties before determining the appropriate
procedure. In this matter, the procedure was neither clearly stated nor clearly understood by the
parties. The Court began the hearing by indicating the procedure for these types of petitions was
"odd" and discussing the briefing schedule that should have been, but was not, followed by the
parties. (Tr. 3: 9-18). The Court held no further discussion of the procedure the Court intended
to follow during or following the hearing.
Petitioner argues that Respondents waived the procedural defect by not objecting when the
Court announced at the end of the hearing that "it would take the case under advisement and issue
a written decision." (Tr. 31:

11-15).

Respondents concede they did not object to this

announcement, but submit that Respondents were justified in believing that the Court was not
deciding whether to issue a peremptory writ, but rather intended to issue a written decision on
whether the Court found sufficient reason for the alternative writ to remain in place and for the
Court to set a trial date. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b)(l)(C) explicitly prohibits the Court

3
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from issuing a peremptory writ as a result of a contested show cause hearing. Given this explicit
prohibition, Respondents acted reasonably in assuming that the Court would not follow a
prohibited procedure, but would rather take the arguments and evidence presented at the show
cause hearing under advisement to determine whether the alternative writ should remain in force
and whether to schedule a date for trial. When Respondents’ counsel “rested” on the evidence and
arguments presented at the show cause hearing, counsel indicated that was the entirety of the
evidence and argument Respondent intended to rely upon at that stage of the proceedings.
Respondent presented the argument and evidence to demonstrate Respondents were contesting the
petition, and to inform the Court of the general basis for Respondents’ decision to withhold certain
documents. At no time did Respondents waive their right to trial on the merits of the petition to
compel disclosure of exempt records..
Petitioner further argues that the Court was authorized to decide the case after the April 5,
2018, show cause hearing without further evidence. Idaho Code § 74-116 notes that a court shall
decide the case after reviewing pleadings and considering any additional evidence and argument
in its discretion. However, neither I.C. § 74-115 nor I.C. § 74-116 prescribe a specific procedure
for hearing and deciding petitions to enforce the Public Records Act. Petitioner argues that
I.R.C.P. 74 “cannot preempt the statutory procedures of I.C. §§ 74-115 and 74-116.” (Response
to Motion to Reconsider, p. 7). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74 does not preempt the statutory
provisions; rather, I.R.C.P. 74 provides a procedural description that is lacking in the statutory
provisions. As only the rule, not the statutes, prescribes the procedure to be followed in actions
for a writ of mandate, Respondents relied upon this rule at the hearing, and were justified in doing
so. The Court should look to I.R.C.P. 74 for guidance on the procedure to be used.
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11.

Respondents did not ignore procedure in other respects, and their concern for
procedure is not "disingenuous."

Petitioner alleges that the Respondents' "concern for procedural exactness is disingenuous"
as several procedures described in I.R.C.P. 74 were not followed by Respondents. Respondents
disagree.
a. Respondents were not required to request a stay of the Writ.
Petitioner notes Respondents did not seek a stay of the Court's peremptory writ as required
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 62. Respondents submit they were not required to do so. Respondents have
been actively complying with the Peremptory Writ entered by the Court by providing a significant
number of documents. Respondents have provided at least 1,605 pages of documents to Petitioner.
Respondents provided forty-nine pages of documents in response to the initial request m
September 2017.

Prior to the April 5, 2018, hearing, Respondents provided 604 pages of

documents, which were disclosed on March 14, 2018.

Following the Court's decision,

Respondents have continued their diligent search and have provided an additional 952 pages of
documents: 297 pages on May 25, 2018, 246 documents on May 29, 2018, 345 pages on June 12,
2018, and 64 pages on July 10, 2018.
Respondents have redacted parts of two or three of these documents to protect the source
information the Court ordered Respondents to provide in its Peremptory Writ of Mandate, and ask
the Court to reconsider its decision to require respondents to provide this identifying information
for the reasons stated in their Motion to Reconsider and herein. Some disclosed documents have
been redacted as providing unredacted copies would identify the "individual name(s) of any onsite
physician, staff, contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team, member, victim, or

5
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witness.” In its Peremptory Writ and its Order, the Court specifically authorized Respondents to
make these redactions.
The documents have also been redacted pursuant to statutory exemptions under the Idaho
Public Records Act, including I.C. §§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135 (records that would
identify the individuals listed above); 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108 (records wherein the
public’s interest in confidentiality or public safety and security outweighs the public’s interest in
disclosure, including building details and specific operational records that would jeopardize public
safety and security of the facility); 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i) (records that
contain identifying information); and 74-104 (records exempt from disclosure by federal or state
law or federal regulations). Petitioner is correct that Respondents did not claim some of these
exemptions in their initial disclosures or response to the petition. Respondents did not claim
certain exemptions at the time of the September 2017 or the March 14, 2018, disclosures of records
because those exemptions did not apply to the documents discovered and disclosed at those times.
Therefore, Respondents only claimed the specific exemptions that applied to the documents being
disclosed. Since that time, Respondents have continued to engage in a diligent search of their
records, and have discovered records that Respondents were previously unaware even existed.
(See Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda Regarding Documents, filed contemporaneously herewith).
Petitioner cannot claim she is entitled to information protected by clear exemptions to the Public
Records Act merely because these documents were previously unknown to Respondents, and
therefore Respondents did not claim the exemptions that applied to these documents but not others.
The redactions consist of information that would identify staff and other team members (which the
Court specifically authorized be redacted), building and security plans, operational information,
and medical information. This information is exempt from disclosure by statute or rule.
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Moreover, the overwhelming majority of documents disclosed by Respondents following
the Court’s Writ are not responsive to the Court’s Writ. In an abundance of caution, and in the
interest of full disclosure, Respondents have provided Petitioner with documents that are only
indirectly related to Petitioner’s request and the Court’s order, or seem almost completely
unrelated. These documents include PowerPoint presentations given to staff members on medical
and financial protocols to be followed, training records before and after the completed executions,
diagrams of the prison facilities and outdoor security points around the facilities, invoices for an
inmate’s personal items, and various emails that are only indirectly related to executions.
Respondents provided an enormous number of documents that pertain to executions in general,
rather than the Court’s much more limited order for Respondents to provide those records
responsive to Petitioner’s request for “The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with
drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs).” (Peremptory Writ of Mandate, p. 1).
Respondents have relatively few documents directly responsive to this Writ, the Petitioner’s
original request, or the Petitioner’s initial petition. The Court has never had the opportunity to
consider additional claimed exemptions to these previously unknown documents that are only
tangentially responsive.
Respondents admit that a few of the documents provided (specifically the first two pages
of the May 25, 2018, disclosure, which have been submitted in redacted form to both Petitioner
and the Court) are directly responsive to the Court’s Writ. These documents directly identify the
source. Respondents respectfully request this Court reconsider its decision as to the disclosure of
documents that would identify the source of execution drugs.
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The Court did not order Respondents to comply with the Peremptory Writ within a specific
period of time. Since May 14, 2018, Respondents have provided an additional 952 pages of
documents to Petitioners. Respondents have been diligently searching their records and disclosing
documents that are even indirectly or potentially responsive as quickly as practicable.
Respondents did not request a stay of the Writ because Respondents are diligently working to
comply with the Writ, while also requesting the Court reconsider parts of its decision. The
Respondents' Motion to Reconsider is a request that the Court not enforce the previously entered
Writ and to amend what Respondents submit was improvidently granted relief pursuant to the
Public Records Act.
b. Respondents were not required to file an answer to the petition.
Petitioner further argues Respondents' concern about procedural exactness is disingenuous
because Respondents did not file an answer to the petition as required by I.R.C.P. 74(b)(2)(A).
Petitioner would be correct if the Court had entered a Peremptory Writ upon receipt of the petition.
It did not. The Court specifically entered an Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order to Show

Cause, meaning Respondents were expected to follow the procedure set out in I.R.C.P. 74(b)(l),
not, as Petitioner alleges, that delineated in I.R.C.P. 74(b )(2)(A), which applies to peremptory
writs. The only procedure directly required by I.R.C.P. 74(b)(l) is a show cause hearing, which
was held. Respondents were not required to file an answer to the petition.
c. Respondents were not required to request a trial date be set.
Finally, Petitioner argues that Respondents' concern for procedural exactness is
disingenuous because Respondents did not request a trial date be set as provided by I.R.C.P.
74(b )(1 )(D). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b)(1 )(D) notes that "[i]f the party on whom the
alternative writ was served appears at the time specified to show cause, the court must, at the show
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cause hearing, set a time for the trial of the action on its merits.” I.R.C.P. 74(b)(1)(D). The rule
does not indicate that Respondents must request the matter be set for trial. It was not clear from
the Court’s pronouncement that it would “take the matter under advisement and…issue a written
decision,” that the Court intended to either issue a Peremptory Writ or deny the petition rather than
follow the procedure in I.R.C.P. 74, which contemplates the matter be set for trial.
The Court erred in the procedure followed in this case. The Court entered an Alternative
Writ and Order to Show Cause pursuant to I.R.C.P. 74(b)(1). This rule sets out specific procedures
the Court must follow in determining a petition for writ of alternative mandate. The procedure
includes a show cause hearing and the opportunity to have a contested trial on the merits of the
petition in the event the Court determines a merits hearing is required. Respondents relied upon
this procedure in determining what, if any, evidence to present at the April 5, 2018, Show Cause
Hearing. Respondents provided only limited evidence and argument, sufficient to demonstrate
that Respondents did contest the petition and provide the Court with the general legal grounds
upon which Respondents withheld certain documents. Respondents did not waive this procedural
defect, as the defect was not clear until the Court issued a Peremptory Writ, which is explicitly
forbidden by I.R.C.P. 74(b)(1)(C), instead of an Order either denying the petition its entirety or
setting the matter for a contested trial. Respondents immediately contested that procedural defect
by filing their Motion to Reconsider, directing the Court’s attention to the error in procedure, as
well as other arguments Respondents request this Court reconsider.
Petitioner continues to argue that Respondents’ evidence, including the new evidence, does
not meet Respondents’ burden under the Public Records Act. The Court, however, has not yet
held a contested trial on the merits of the petition. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b)(1)(C)
explicitly prohibits the Court from holding a “contested trial of the petition for peremptory writ…at
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a show cause hearing pursuant to an alternative writ."

I.R.C.P. 74(b)(l)(C). As discussed

exhaustively above, the Court entered an Alternative Writ and Order to Show Cause. The Court
scheduled a Show Cause hearing. Respondent relied upon the procedure outlined in the rules, and
therefore did not produce the evidence Respondents would have produced at a contested trial on
the merits of the petition.
Respondents are not required to present new evidence in support of a motion to reconsider,
and the Court may grant the motion and order a contested trial on the merits of the petition absent
such presentation. Idaho law does not preclude reconsideration of a trial court's interlocutory
decision on the bases of the initial evidence. Indeed, a rule requiring new evidence on a motion
for reconsideration would be a cause for concern. It would prevent a party from drawing the trial
court's attention to errors oflaw or fact in the initial decision, precluding correction of even flagrant
errors except through an appeal. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Ct.
App. 2006). Courts have also explicitly noted that, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 59(e), a court may "correct
legal and factual errors occurring in proceedings before it." Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 71,
175 P.3d 754, 760 (2007). The Idaho Supreme Court, in considering the district court's review of
a motion to reconsider pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B), stated "[a] motion for reconsideration is a
motion which allows the court-when new law is applied to previously presented facts, when new
facts are applied to previously presented law, or any combination thereof-to reconsider the
correctness of an interlocutory order." Johnson v. N. Idaho Coll., 153 Idaho 58, 62,278 P.3d 928,
931 (2012). Respondents' motion is a request this for this Court to do just as the Idaho Supreme
Court has authorized when deciding a motion to reconsider: reconsider its legal and factual
findings as discussed herein and in Respondents' initial memorandum in support of Motion to
Reconsider.
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Respondents respectfully request this Court correct the error in procedure and schedule a
trial on the merits of the petition.

B. Conclusion.
For the reasons stated above and in Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration,
Respondents respectfully request this Court reconsider its decision to order disclosure of the
identity of the source of execution drugs in this matter. Respondents particularly note the error in
procedure in this case, and respectfully request this matter be set for trial of this action on the
merits of the petition.
Respectfully submitted this _19th_ day of July 2018.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _19th_ day of July 2018, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONDENTS' REPLY BRIEF on:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7 503
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Via Electronic Filing
Molly Kafka, ISB # 10518
American Civil Liberties Union ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Via Electronic Filing

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9519
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

v.

)
)
)
)

)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
AFFIDAVIT OF
JEFF ZMUDA REGARDING
DOCUMENTS

)

Respondents.

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
)
County of Ada
)
I, Jeff Zmuda, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
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1.

I am the deputy director of the Idaho Department of Correction

("Department"). I have been in this position for 19 months and have been employed with
the Department for over 30 years. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal
knowledge and belief.
I have been involved in this case and am aware of the Court's Order

2.

Granting Peremptory Writ and Writ entered on May 14, 2018, as well as other pleadings
in this case.
3.

I am aware that certain documents related to the executions of inmate

Rhoades in 2011 and imnate Leavitt in 2012 were sent to Ms. Cover in September 2017
in response to a public records request.
4.

I am aware of the search for documents responsive to Ms. Cover's initial

request that was conducted in September 2017. This search was part of a search for
documents that occurred in the summer of 2017, as the Idaho Department of Corrections
had received at least one other similar public records request.
5.

The search for documents responsive to Ms. Cover's request involved the

following:
a. Upon receipt of the request, staff responded to Ms. Cover's request with a
copy of the packet of documents that had previously been provided in a
similar public records request. IDOC believed we gathered all documents
that had been previously disclosed in response to prior public records
requests.
6.

Since the Order and Writ were issued by this Court in May 2018, I have

participated, along with other members of Department Staff and the Attorney General's
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Office, in a search for records responsive to Ms. Cover's request and Petition, and
consistent with the Court's Order requiring disclosure. We have now disclosed over
1,600 pages of documents to Ms. Cover. During our search, we did discover documents
that were unknown to exist at the time of Ms. Cover's initial request, and were not
discovered during our search.
I am aware of how each set of documents now disclosed to Ms. Cover was

7.
discovered:

a. First, following the entry of the Court's writ, I gathered documents
previously deemed exempt in their entirety and reviewed these documents
page by page with other staff to determine whether any information
contained in those documents could be disclosed without jeopardizing
security. These documents were known to me in September 2017, but
were deemed exempt in their entirety in consultation with multiple
Deputies Attorney General, and therefore not responsive to Ms. Cover's
request. I believe, in consultation with IDOC counsel, these documents
are exempt in their entireties pursuant to Board Rule 108 as documents
whose release would jeopardize operational and institutional security and
safety. These documents include building and site plans for the state's
prison institutions, including internal planning and operational information
and security posts. These documents are only indirectly responsive, if at
all, to the Court's Writ and Ms. Cover's request and petition. However, in
an interest of disclosure, I have reviewed these documents page by page to
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determine what might be safely released rather than relying upon the
applicable exemption.
b. Second, a box containing execution-related documents was found in the
office of an employee who has since promoted and no longer works at
Central Office.. That employee had left that office prior to Ms. Cover's
September 201 7 request. I was not aware of the existence or contents of
this box. Another employee moved into that office but had not looked
inside the box that was left in the office. The box and those documents
were brought to my attention around March of 2018. The documents from
the box have now been disclosed to Ms. Cover.
c. Third, an employee mentioned that a coworker may have some documents
in their possession.

When 1 asked that employee if they had any

documents related to the executions of imnates Rhoades and Leavitt, they
indicated that they did and provided those documents to me. Some of
those documents were duplicates of what had already been provided to
Ms. Cover and others were not provided previously.
d. Fourth, an employee stated that a former employee may have left
executions related documents with them when they left the agency. I
reviewed those documents with other IDOC staff and Deputies Attorney
General. Some of those documents were duplicative, some were not
responsive to Ms. Cover's request, and others had not previously been
disclosed and provided to Ms., Cover.
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e. Fifth, a document was found in a desk in the office of another IDOC
employee who had left prior to September 2017. These documents were
found by an employee, in May 2018, who was cleaning out that office to
prepare for another employee to move in. I was previously unaware of
those documents and they were provided to Ms. Cover.
f.

Sixth, in one of the documents my staff and I reviewed for disclosure to
Ms. Cover, we noticed the mention of a '(shared drive.''

I had no

recollection of a "shared drive." I was unaware of this drive at the time of
Ms. Cover's initial request in September 2017. My staff then contacted
the IT department to inquire about this shared drive and determined ihat
while the drive no longer existed, IT staff had an archived copy. IT copied
the drive for my staff and the Deputy Attorney General has reviewed it
and determined most of the documents contained on the shared drive were
duplicates of documents that had already been disclosed to Ms. Cover.
Other documents were things like news articles and court documents that
are already public and will be disclosed in their entirety to Ms. Cover.
IDOC will be reviewing the documents as soon as possible for disclosure
to Ms. Cover.
8.

Our experience in this case and our difficulty in finding responsive

documents, as well as finding documents in various offices in the possession of various
employees, has indicated to us that we have previously failed to organize documents
properly. We have found multiple copies of the same documents in various places. We
have found many draft copies of a document that was later finalized. Following this
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experience, we have collectei and safely stored all known documents related to the
executions of inmates Rhoades and Leavitt.

DATED this 19th day of July 2018.

By-!C6~
Jeff Zmuda
Subscribe• and sworn to me on this 19th day of July 2118.

________,__\<t\~ ~ o
No~f Pubftf~tate ofidaho
Res1dmg at: v u ~
,• 1
,
My Commission Expires: ~:1._12f

.
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REGARDING DOCUMENTS on:
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union ofldaho Foundation
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Via Electronic Filing
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Filed: 09/17/2018 09:11 :00
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Case No. CV01-18-03877

ALIZA COVER,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RECONSIDERING
PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.

Respondents' Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate
Requiring Disclosure of Some records and Peremptory Writ of Mandate, filed May 29,
2018, came before the Court for oral argument on July 25, 2018.
Appearances:

Richard Eppink and Molly Kafka Attorneys for Petitioner
Jessica Lynn Kuehn Attorney for Respondents
INTRODUCTION

The Petitioner filed a Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate on February 27,
2018, including her partial denial of her Public Records Request to the Idaho
Department of Correction. The Petitioner requested a Writ of Mandamus by the District
Court under Idaho Code § 7-302 to enforce the rights of inspection of public records
afforded in the Idaho Public Records Act, Idaho Code §§ 74-101, et seq. The District
Court can compel the production of such records under Idaho Code § 74-115( 1). The
parties stipulated to the show cause hearing and the Court entered an Alternative Writ
of Mandate on March 7, 2018. The Court heard oral argument then issued a written
decision on May 14, 2018 ("Memorandum Decision"). 1

Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records
(Memorandum Decision"), field May 14, 2018. As issues for reconsideration, the Court denied
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On May 29, 2018, Respondents filed a Motion to Reconsider the Court's
Memorandum Decision and the entry of the Peremptory Order with supporting
memorandum and affidavits. 2

Petitioner responded with supporting affidavits. 3

Respondents replied and filed one supporting affidavit. 4
The Court considered all of the documents filed in support of and opposition to
the motion and considers the matter fully submitted.
ANALYSIS

Respondents raise four issues in the Motion for Reconsideration: (1) whether the
Court erred procedurally in entering a Peremptory Writ following the April 5, 2018,
hearing; (2) whether there is conflict between the Court's Order and the Peremptory
Writ; (3) whether the Court incorrectly balanced the public interest in confidentiality,
safety and security against the public interest in disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code §
74-105(4 )(a)(i); and (4) whether the Court properly considered the Respondents'
legislative authority to carry out executions and evidence that disclosure would
jeopardize this responsibility. 5 Respondents responded to these arguments and also
argue that a motion to reconsider is inappropriate on a Public Records Act request.
Petitioner's request for "drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase orders/receipts;
paperwork about how the drugs are stored)," finding the record indicated the documents did not exist and,
therefore, could not be compelled. Memorandum Decision, p. 3. The Court issued a Peremptory Writ of
Mandate requiring the disclosure of any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive to
Petitioner's request for "The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with drug suppliers or others
regarding acquisition of drugs)," unless the Respondent submitted the records for an in camera review
because they were previously sealed by court order or a protection order. Memorandum Decision, p. 8.
The Court ordered that Respondents could redact the individual name(s) of any onsite physician, staff,
contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, victim, or witness because this
information is exempted by statute or rule. Memorandum Decision, pp. 4-5, 8.
2
Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some
Records and Peremptory Writ of Mandate, filed May 29, 2018; Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Reconsider Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records and
Peremptory Writ of Mandate ("Respondents' Opening Brief"), filed May 29, 2018; Second Affidavit of
Jessica Kuehn ("Kuehn Second Aff"), filed May 29, 2018; Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda ("Zmuda
Second Aff."), filed May 29, 2018; Affidavit of Jeffrey Ray ("Ray Aff"), filed May 29, 2018; Third Affidavit of
Jessica Kuehn ("Kuehn Third Aff"), filed May 30, 2018.
3
Response to Motion to Reconsider Order Granting Peremptory Writ ("Petitioner's Response"),
filed July 12, 2018; Declaration of Aliza Cover ("Cover Aff'), filed July 12, 2018; Third Declaration of
Richard Eppink ("Eppink Third Dec"), filed July 11, 2018; Fourth Declaration of Richard Eppink ("Eppink
Fourth Dec"), filed July 12, 2018.
4
Respondents' Reply Brief on Motion to reconsider ("Respondents' Reply"), filed July 19, 2018;
Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda Regarding Documents ("Zmuda Aff Re: Documents"), filed July 19, 2018.
5
See generally Respondents' Opening Brief.
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1. Motion for Judicial Notice
As a preliminary issue, on May 29, 2018, Respondents' filed a Motion
Requesting the Court Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts with supporting
affidavit, requesting the Court take judicial notice of the Affidavit of Carson McWilliams
entered in Arizona case Guardian News & Media, LLC v. Ryan, 225 F.Supp.3d 858, 874
(D. Arizona, December 21, 2016). 6

Petitioner objected to the request.

The Court

addresses this evidentiary issue before addressing the arguments related to
reconsideration.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 201 allows the Court to take judicial notice of adjudicative
facts. IDAHO R. EvI0. 201 (a). An "adjudicative fact" is "[a] controlling or operative fact,
rather than a background fact; a fact that concerns the parties to a judicial or
administrative proceeding and that helps the court or agency determine how the law
applies to those parties.

For example, adjudicative facts include those that the jury

weighs." Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014). Under Rule 201(b), "The court may
judicially notice [an adjudicative] fact that is not subject to reasonable dispute because
it: (1) is generally known within the trial court's territorial jurisdiction; or (2) can be
accurately and readily determined from sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be
questioned." IDAHO R. EVID. 201 (b).
Idaho Department of Correction sent out an inquiry to other states' departments
of corrections on how they have handled issues related to the release of records
identifying the source of execution drugs, Respondents received the affidavit at issue
from Jeff Sparks, the Assistant Attorney General, Capital Litigation, Office of the Arizona
Attorney General.7

That affidavit indicates the Arizona Department of Corrections

employs McWilliams as the Division Director for the Division of Offender Operations. 8
Respondents argue the McWilliams affidavit "was filed in the record in a reported case,
and therefore the affidavit and facts contained therein are capable of accurate and

6

Motion Requesting this Court Take Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts ("Motion for Judicial
Notice"), filed May 29, 2018; Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn in Support of Motion to Take Judicial Notice, filed
May 29, 2018.
7
Kuehn Aff for Judicial Notice,
2, 4.
8
Kuehn Aff for Judicial Notice, ,I 4.

,m
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ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot be reasonable
questioned." 9
Petitioner argues the Court should not take judicial notice of the affidavit because
(1) the case in which it was filed is outside this Court's jurisdiction, (2) the statements in
the affidavit can reasonably be questioned, and (3) the affidavit contains inadmissible
hearsay. 10
The affidavit refers to the experience of the Arizona Department of Correction in
a different case and in a different jurisdiction. Although the effect on the Arizona
Department of Correction may correlate to the possible future ramifications in Idaho
should the records be released, the facts do not specifically deal with the parties or the
outcome for either party in this adjudication. While the affidavit contains background
facts and supporting argument for Respondents' position, the affidavit does not contain
controlling or operative adjudicative facts for which the Court may take judicial notice
under Rule 201 (a) and is not admissible.
Further, McWilliams's statements are conclusions drawn from sources incapable
of being reviewed by this Court. The Court finds McWilliams's affidavit reaches
conclusions based on vaguely-referenced discussions with lethal drug suppliers and
manufacturers not specifically identified to this Court, with no providers actually
submitting evidence for an in camera review by this Court to support the affidavit's
conclusions.

Therefore, the Court finds the reasonableness and accuracy of the

statements can be reasonably questioned.

Thus, the affidavit is not admissible

evidence under Rule 201 (a) or (b) and the Court will not consider it.

2. Withdrawal of Peremptory Writ for Procedural Error and Substitution of
Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate
Respondents argue that the Court erred in issuing a Peremptory Writ following
the April 5, 2018, show cause hearing because it was a show cause hearing on the
Alternative Writ of Mandate pursuant to Idaho Rule of Procedure 74.
Rule 74 sets forth the procedures that apply to an action for writ of mandate.
Rule 74(b) permits the Court to issue an alternative writ upon Petitioner's request
9

Kuehn Aff for Judicial Notice, ,I 6.
Response Brief to Respondents' Motion Requesting This Court Take Judicial Notice of
Adjudicative Facts ("Petitioner's Response on Judicial Notice"), field July 12, 2018.
10
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supported by a verified petition or an affidavit showing grounds before issuing a
peremptory writ. IDAHO R. cIv. PRO. 72(b )(1 )(A).

Petitioner requested and the Court

issued an alternative writ on March 7, 2018. The Court also signed a proposed order
and set a show cause hearing for April 5, 2018.
At a show cause hearing for an alternative writ the Court cannot hear a
"contested trial of the petition for peremptory writ," but the "court may hear limited
testimony as to whether the alternative writ should remain in force pending trial on the
merits."

IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 72(b)(1 )(C)-(D).

Further, the Court cannot issue a

peremptory writ "as a result of a contested show cause hearing." IDAHO R. CIv. PRO.
72(b )(1 )(C). Instead, the rule directs the court to set a time for the trial of the action on
its merits at the contested show cause hearing. IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 72(b )(1 )(D).
Plaintiff argues that the language of Rule 74 is preempted by the statutory
procedures of Idaho Code §§ 74-115, 116. The Idaho Public Records Act ("the Act")
sets forth a general procedure for a party to contest a denial of a Public Records
request. Under Idaho Code§ 74-115(1),
The sole remedy for a person aggrieved by the denial of a request for
disclosure is to institute proceedings in the district court of the county
where the records or some part thereof are located, to compel the public
agency or independent public body corporate and politic to make the
information available for public inspection in accordance with the
provisions of this chapter. .. .The time for responsive pleadings and for
hearings in such proceedings shall be set by the court at the earliest
possible time, or in no event beyond twenty-eight (28) calendar days from
the date of filing.
Further, the Act sets forth the following:
Whenever it appears that certain public records are being improperly
withheld from a member of the public, the court shall order the public
official charged with withholding the records to disclose the public record
or show cause why he should not do so. The court shall decide the case
after examining the pleadings filed by the parties and such oral arguments
and additional evidence as the court may allow. The court may examine
the record in camera in its discretion.
IDAHO CODE§ 74-116(1). From the Court's review, Idaho Code§§ 74-115 and 116 do
not prescribe the procedure for issuing an alternative writ of mandate on a denial of a
Public Records Act request. Although the statutes set out some general requirements
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and reference evidence the Court may consider, the statutory requirements do not
directly conflict with the procedure set forth in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74.
Therefore, the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74 controlled the procedure at the show
cause hearing.
The Parties stipulated to a briefing schedule and to a show cause hearing on the
Petition to occur April 5, 2018, "at which respondents may show cause why the Court
should not order respondents to disclose the records Petitioner requested." 11 On March
7, 2018, the Court issued an Order to Show Cause with that briefing schedule and
hearing date for Respondents to show cause on the alternative writ that the Court had
entered as to why the Court should not order respondents to disclose the records the
petitioner requested. 12 The Court entered the order as proposed by the Petitioner. This
subsequent Order changed the nature of the hearing under Rule 74.
In the Motion to Reconsider, Respondents maintain that the April 5th hearing was
solely to demonstrate that Respondents were in fact contesting the Petition and was not
an attempt to fully argue the merits of the Respondents' decision to withhold certain
documents. The Court has reviewed Respondents' arguments at the hearing 13 and the
case procedure and finds Respondents were justified in believing that the April 5 th
hearing was simply a hearing on whether the alternative writ should remain in effect.
Therefore, the Court finds Respondents were not on notice that the Court would reach a
decision on the Peremptory Writ following the briefing and hearing and did not
knowingly waive the right to contest the Court's decision to issue a Peremptory Writ
under Rule 74. However, the Court's decision did apply to Petitioner's subsequently
filed alternative writ. Since the Court erred in granting a peremptory writ after the April
11
12

13

Stipulation for Briefing Schedule and Show-Cause Hearing, field Mar. 6, 2018.
Order to Show Cause, Mar. 7, 2018, p. 2.
See Show Cause Hearing Transcript, pp. 10-11. Respondents' counsel argued as follows:
Again, as an initial matter, and given that this is a -basically a Motion to Compel, Order to
Show Cause, an initial matter the respondents would note most of the briefing had to do
with the reasonableness of the rule and the validity of the rule. This is not the appropriate
proceeding for that. The Idaho Rules of Civil procedure, Rule 74, specifies the procedure
for the writ of mandate, which compels that performance of an act, a party has a duty to
perform. So the question before the court, as the court previously noted, is whether the
agency had a duty to perform. Whether the performance was, in fact, completed, or
whether there is a cause for the nonperformance. Not whether the rule itself is valid or
reasonable.
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5, 2018 hearing, the Court vacates the Peremptory Writ entered May 14, 2018 and will
issue an Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate consistent with its Memorandum
Decision and Order.
Further, the Court GRANTS Respondents' motion to reconsider and withdraws
the portion of its decision requiring disclosure of records that identify the source of
execution drugs.

The Court will hold a trial on the merits of whether the source of

execution drugs should be disclosed under the Act. Therefore, to the extent any
redactions in the disclosures are based on the source of the drugs, the Court will
consider the validity of these redactions as part of the trial and not as a part of the
motion to reconsider. The Court will set a scheduling conference to schedule that trial.
3. There Is Conflict Between the Court's Order and the Peremptory Writ

The Peremptory Writ ordered the disclosure of records responsive to Petitioner's
request for drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions.
However, the Court in its Memorandum Decision denied Petitioner's request for "drugs
that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions (including identifying
information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase orders/receipts;
paperwork about how the drugs are stored)." In the Order, the Court identified that the
affidavit evidence presented at the show cause hearing showed Respondents did not
purchase drug(s) for any future executions and determined it could not order the
disclosure of documents that do not exist. Further, the Court agrees with Respondents
that the language of the peremptory order imposed a continuing obligation on the
Respondents to provide documents, even for future transactions, to the Petitioner. The
Court finds this obligation is not consistent with the disclosure requirement under the
Public Records Act. 14 The District Court is not authorized under the Public Records Act
to require a continuous disclosure of documents that may exist in the future. A request
can only relate to those records available as of September 21, 2017, the date the
request was received, and not those that come into existence later.
Therefore, the Court clarifies that the Court DENIED Petitioner's request for any
documents related to drugs purchased after September 21, 2017. Because the Court
14

See IDAHO CODE§ 74-102(1) (indicating the Idaho Public Records Act gives persons the "right to
examine and take a copy of any public record of this state.").
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determined it would withdraw the Peremptory Writ, the Court will include this clarification
in the Amended Alternative Writ.
4. Whether the Court Incorrectly Balanced the Public Interest In
Confidentiality, Safety and Security Against the Public Interest In
Disclosure and the Court’s Consideration of Legislative Authority to Carry
Out Executions or Jeopardize That Responsibility
Because the Court determined it would hold a trial on whether the disclosure of
the source of lethal drugs should be disclosed under the Act, the Court finds it is
inappropriate to address the balancing of public interests and legislative authority for
executions on the issue of the source of the drugs as part of the motion to reconsider.
The Court incorporates its analysis and decisions in the Order Granting Peremptory Writ
of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records, entered May 14, 2018, into the
Amended Alternative Writ based on Respondents’ showing at the show cause hearing.
The Respondents will be given the opportunity to present additional evidence and may
challenge the Court’s decision converted to an Amended Alternative Writ as part of the
trial.
5. Whether a Motion to Reconsider is Appropriate
Generally, the Public Records Act allows public agencies three working days
from the receipt of a request to either grant or deny the request. IDAHO CODE § 74103(1). If an agency determines it needs additional time “to locate or retrieve the public
records,” the agency can inform the requester and the deadline for a response is
extended to not more than ten working days. IDAHO CODE § 74-103(1).

Petitioner

argues the Respondents motion to reconsider seeks to circumvent these requirements.
Respondents assert any new claims for exemption raised in reconsideration
should apply to records the Respondents were unaware existed as of March 14, 2018
and should be considered by the Court to apply to records discovered after the Court
entered its Peremptory Order. Respondents now assert claims for exemption in their
Motion to Reconsider including: (1) I.C. §§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135 (records
that would identify specific individuals); (2) 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108 (records
wherein the public’s interest in confidentiality or public safety and security outweighs the
public’s interest in disclosure, including building details and specific operational records
that would jeopardize public safety and security of the facility); (3) 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and
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Board Rule 108(4 )(b )(i) (records that contain identifying information); and (4) 74-104
(records exempt from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations). 15
Petitioner argues that allowing Respondents to argue claims of exemption beyond
Board Rule 135 stated in the initial denial undermines the purpose of the Public
Records Act and its provisions requiring expedited disclosure and judicial review. 16
Petitioner also argues additional bases for exemptions should not be considered now
because Respondents "did not launch a serious search until after the court issued a
peremptory writ" in violation of the statutory requirements.
Respondent argues redactions from records disclosed after March 14, 2018 are
protected by clear exemptions to the Public Records Act 17 and Petitioner cannot claim
she is entitled to information protected by clear exemptions merely because
Respondents did not initially know the documents existed.
The Court does not find it can arbitrarily deny exemptions at this stage in the
proceedings simply because Respondents failed to timely disclose. Respondents argue
most documents disclosed following the Court's writ were not responsive to the Court's
Writ, but instead tangentially linked to the Order and disclosed in an abundance of
caution. However, Respondents admit "a few" of the late-disclosed documents are
directly responsive to the Court's Writ. Because some of the documents are responsive
to Petitioner's request under the Public Records Act made in September 2017, the
Court may find Respondents frivolously pursued the request by failing to properly
search for records in the time allotted under the statute. The Court may also find that
behavior deliberate and in bad faith on part of the public official withholding the
record(s). But the sanction for such conduct in violation of the Public Record Act is by
way of civil penalty under Idaho Code § 74-117, 18 by an award of fees and costs under
Idaho Code§ 74-116, 19 an award of damages sustained by Petitioner under Idaho Code
15

Respondents' Reply, p. 6.
Petitioner's Response, p. 5.
17
Respondent claims the redacted information is information that would identify staff and other
team members, building and security plans, operational information, and medical information.
Respondents' Reply, p. 6.
18
Idaho Code § 74-117 allows the Court to impose a civil penalty of up to $1,000.00 against a
public official that deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused a legitimate request for inspection or
copying a record.
19
Idaho Code§ 74-116 allows the Court to aware reasonable attorney fees and costs to the
prevailing party if the refusal to provide records was frivolously pursued.
16
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§ 7-302 or Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b)(2)(B), or by way of contempt under Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 75 for violating a Court’s orders.

The sanction is not an

exclusionary rule to deny a trial on the merits.
The Court has converted the Peremptory Writ of Mandate entered May 14, 2018
to an Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate to be entered contemporaneous with this
decision. Therefore, the request for a sanction for violating the Peremptory Writ is
premature and summarily denying reconsideration of the Court’s decision to issue a
Peremptory Writ before trial is inappropriate. Finally, although the Court “may limit oral
arguments and additional evidence,” since reconsideration was granted and the
Peremptory Writ vacated, preclusion of legal arguments at trial because not stated in
the initial Notice of denial is unwarranted. The Court will allow Respondents’ to raise
newly claimed exemptions at trial regarding any records disclosed after March 14, 2018.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Respondents’ Motion to Reconsider Order Granting
Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records and Peremptory
Writ of Mandate, filed May 29, 2018, is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part.
1) The Court withdraws the portion of its decision requiring disclosure of records
that identify the source of execution drugs. The Court will hold a trial on the
merits of whether the source of execution drugs should be disclosed under
the Public Records Act. Therefore, to the extent any redactions in the
disclosures are based on the source of the drugs, the Court will consider the
validity of the redactions as part of the trial and not as a part of the motion to
reconsider.
2) The Court will enter an Order Vacating the Peremptory Writ entered May 14,
2018.
3) The Court will issue an Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate consistent with
its Memorandum Decision and Order and this decision which will:
a. remove the order to produce records for “drugs that have been or will
be purchased/used in future executions”;
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b. remove language requiring any continuous disclosure of records that
came into existence beyond the request date of September 21, 2017;
and
c. provides for redactions of certain person’s identities agreed by
Petitioner on the record.
4) The Court grants a court trial in Ada County, Idaho, on:
a. Whether any public official improperly refused a legitimate copying or
inspection of any record denied in the Notice of Action on Public
Records Request dated September 25, 2017; and, if so, whether any
record was withheld by any public official deliberately and in bad faith.
b. Whether withholding by the agency of any record or any portion of
such record of the source of execution drugs in the Leavitt and
Rhoades executions was proper; and, if improper, deliberate and in
bad faith;
c. Whether the Court should order the agency to disclose the source of
execution drugs used in the Leavitt and Rhoades executions.
Due to this reconsideration, the Court sets the following deadlines:
1) The

Respondents

are

directed

to

file

an

amended

responsive

pleading/answer to the Petition by October 15, 2018, pursuant to Rule
74(b)(2)(A).
2) A scheduling conference to the set the trial on the merits outlined above is
set for Thursday, October 4, 2018 at 2:30 p.m. at the Ada County
Courthouse before Judge Lynn Norton.
ORDERED

Signed: 9/14/2018 04:50 PM

~

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

____
_2018
_ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
I hereby certify that on _
September
17,
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica. kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

eputy Clerk

Signed: 9/17/2018 09:16 AM
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Filed: 09/17/2018 09:19:41
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877
ORDER VACATING
PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.

The Court Peremptory Writ of Mandate to the Idaho Board of Correction entered
May 14, 2018 is hereby vacated.
ORDERED

Signed: 9/14/2018 04:52 PM

Ly~
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2018
I hereby certify that on September
_ _ _ _ _17,
__
_ , I e-mailed (served) a true and

correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
rep pin k@acl u idaho. org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk
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Signed: 9/17/2018 09:20 AM

Filed: 09/17/2018 09:21 :56
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877

Petitioner,

AMENDED ALTERNATIVE
WRIT OF MANDATE

vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
Following the Show Cause Hearing on April 5, 2018 and pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 74(b)(1) and Idaho Code§ 74-116(1), the Court issues this Amended
Alternative Writ of Mandate.
The Idaho Board of Correction, the Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey
Ray are hereby ordered to disclose to the Petitioner all records (as defined in the Public
Record Act) responsive to Petitioner's request made September 21, 2017 that were in
existence as of September 21, 2017 about:
1) The most current IDOC protocol for executions; and
2) The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions (including
paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and communications with
drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs). However,
Respondents can redact the individual name(s) of any onsite physician, staff,
contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, victim, or
witness because this information is exempted by statute or rule. The
Respondents are also allowed to redact portions of record(s) that would
identify the source of execution drugs for the Rhoades and Leavitt executions
since this issue is reserved for a trial on the merits.
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This Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate shall remain in force until a trial on the merits
is concluded.
ORDERED

Signed: 9/14/2018 04:51 PM

Ly~
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

September
I hereby certify that on _
_ _ _ _17,
_ 2018
_ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

a4~11~
eputy Clerk
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Signed: 9/17/2018 09:22 AM

Electronically Filed
10/15/2018 4:30 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY )
R. RAY, Public Information
)
Officer,
)
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
AMENDED RESPONSE / ANSWER
TO PETITIONER’S VERIFIED
PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE

COME NOW Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R.
Ray, Public Information Officer, Respondents, by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby
submit the following Amended Response / Answer to Petitioner’s Verified Petition for Writ of
Mandate.

AMENDED RESPONSE / ANSWER – Page 1
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Respondents deny all allegations of Petitioner’s Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate
unless specifically admitted.
1.

Respondents admit the people of Idaho have a right to “know whether their government

conducts safe and legal executions” to the extent those rights are conferred by statute (Paragraph
1). Respondents deny the public have a right to public information beyond that authorized by
statute. Respondents lack sufficient personal knowledge to either confirm or deny whether there
exist any properly regulated sources for lethal injection drugs within the United States, and
therefore deny the same (Paragraph 1). Respondents admit that the United States Food and Drug
Administration seized execution drugs from Arizona and Texas, and that the United States Drug
Enforcement Agency seized execution drugs from Georgia and Alabama. Respondents lack
sufficient personal knowledge to either admit or deny whether these substances were seized
because they had been illegally purchased from “questionable foreign sources.” Respondents
admit communication to suppliers in India (Paragraph 1).
2.

Respondents admit, upon information and belief, that Ms. Cover is an associate professor

of law at the University of Idaho College of Law as alleged in Paragraph 2. Respondents admit,
upon information and belief based on Ms. Cover’s curriculum vitae, that Ms. Cover’s scholarship
focuses on the death penalty, that she teaches a course on the death penalty at the University of
Idaho, and that she has testified in Idaho courts on the death penalty (Paragraph 2). Respondents
admit Ms. Cover asked respondents for records about the drugs Idaho used in its two most recent
executions and about the drugs it would use in future executions. Respondents deny the request
was propounded in a “simple and straightforward” manner given the vagueness and breadth of her
request (Paragraph 2).

AMENDED RESPONSE / ANSWER – Page 2
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3.

Respondents deny that they refused to “disclose those records” as alleged in Paragraph 3.

This statement is overbroad and vague. Respondents disclosed some records and withheld others.
Respondents deny that “they told [Ms.] Cover that they would not disclose any information about
the specific execution drugs it will use or has used” as alleged in Paragraph 3. Respondents
disclosed some information about the specific execution drugs it used in the Rhodes and Leavitt
executions. Respondents admit they withheld purchase orders, receipts, source paperwork, and
communication with suppliers pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Idaho Board of
Correction Rule 135.
4.

Respondents admit some of the records withheld from Ms. Cover had previously been

released to other people as a result of lawful subpoenas or in court proceedings, as alleged in
Paragraph 4. Respondents deny all other allegations in Paragraph 4. Specifically, Respondents
admit it lawfully denied Ms. Cover’s request for purchase orders, receipts, source paperwork, and
communications with suppliers pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135.
Respondents have withheld or redacted documents pursuant to I.C. §§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board
Rule 135 (records that would identify on-site physician or staff, contractors, consultants and
volunteers serving on an escort or medical team); 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108 (records
wherein the public’s interest in confidentiality or public safety and security outweighs the public’s
interest in disclosure, including building design details and specific operational records that would
jeopardize public safety and security of the facility); 74-105(4)(ii) and Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i)
(records that contain identifying information); and 74-104 (records exempt from disclosure by
federal or state law or federal regulations). To the extent Paragraph 4 contains a legal conclusion
regarding the applicability of the Respondents’ asserted exemptions to the Public Records Act,
Respondents submit no answer is required.
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5.

Answering Paragraph 5, Respondents submit this paragraph sets forth only legal standards,

for which no answer is required.
6.

Answering Paragraph 6, Respondents submit this paragraph sets forth only legal standards,

for which no answer is required.
7.

Answering Paragraph 7, Respondents admit the factual allegations contained in this

paragraph to the extent they are consistent with the language of Ms. Cover’s public records request.
8.

Answering Paragraph 8, Respondents admit they produced various documents in response

to Ms. Cover’s public records request, including the current IDOC protocol for executions, as well
as execution logs from the Leavitt and Rhoades executions. Respondents further admit they denied
Ms. Cover’s request with respect to certain information about the drugs used in past executions,
including drug labels, expiration dates, purchase orders, receipts, storage information, and source
information, pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135. Subsequent to the initial
public records request response, Respondents admit they have provided Ms. Cover with additional
documents related to the executions of Rhodes and Leavitt. Respondents admit some of the
documents were inadvertently omitted from the initial public records request response.
Respondents admit some of the documents were located during subsequent searches for documents
related to executions in Idaho, including Rhodes and Leavitt. Some of these later disclosed
documents have been redacted pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135; Idaho
Code § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108; Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(ii) and Board Rule
108(4)(b)(i); and Idaho Code § 74-104. Respondents aver they have provided Petitioner with
additional execution drug information but have continued to withhold source information pursuant
to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135.
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9.

Answering Paragraph 12 1, Respondents submit they lack sufficient personal information

to either admit or deny the allegations. Respondents admit the Petition was denied in part,
specifically based on Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135.
10.

Respondents admit Paragraph 13 to the extent its language comports with Idaho

Administrative Code at IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06.
11.

In response to Paragraph 14, Respondents admit that certain documents, including those

indicated by Petitioner, have been disclosed pursuant to subpoenas or discovery requests in other
cases. Respondents assert their responses to court-ordered subpoenas or discovery requests do not
convert the disclosed documents to public records that then must be released in response to every
public records request. Respondents deny using Board Rule 135 in an arbitrary and capricious
manner.
12.
invalid.

Respondents deny the allegations in Paragraph 15 that Rule 135 is unreasonable and
Respondents further deny Rule 135 contradicts the legislature's clear expressions.

Respondents aver the Legislature granted the Board of Correction broad authority to withhold
certain records pursuant to Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a), and that the Rule was properly promulgated
according to this authority.
13.

Respondents deny the allegations of Paragraph 16, specifically the allegation that

disclosing additional information about the source of the execution drugs would not jeopardize the
ability of the Department to carry out lawful executions. Respondents aver the specific documents
alleged by Petitioner to have been provided in other cases have now been disclosed to Petitioner.

1

This is paragraph 9 of the Petition but is labelled Paragraph 12. The subsequent paragraphs in the Petition follow
the same numbering system (" 13 ... 14 ... "); this answer will refer to the paragraphs by the label given in the Petition,
but will address the paragraphs in numerical order.
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Respondents assert any additional disclosure of source-related materials would jeopardize the
ability of the Department to carry out executions.
14.

Respondents aver no response is necessary to Paragraph 17 given the procedural history of

this case. This case is currently set for trial.
15.

Respondents aver no response is necessary to Paragraph 18, as this Paragraph provides

only procedural information.
16.

Respondent denies Petitioner's recitation of the matters to be considered by judicial review

or at a trial on this matter. Respondent defers to the issues of fact and law recited by the Court in
its Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate, and asserts these are the issues properly before the
Court at the trial in this matter. Respondents aver no additional answer is required to this paragraph
as the remainder of the allegations contain legal conclusions or procedural statements.
17.

Respondents deny the Petitioner's prayer for relief and ask that this Court deny Petitioner's

request for Writ of Mandate requiring disclosure of documents and deny Petitioner's request for
attorney's fees.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: The Verified Petition for Writ ofMandate fails to state claims
on which relief may be granted.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: Respondents have properly withheld public records or
redacted information in public records pursuant to Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135;
Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule 108; Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a)(ii) and Board Rule
108(4)(b)(i); and Idaho Code§ 74-104.
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THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: Petitioner challenges the propriety of Board Rules 108 and
135. Specifically, Petitioner contends Board Rule 135 is unreasonable, invalid and contrary to the
Legislature's clear expression. Respondents assert Petitioner's action to enforce her right to
examine or receive copies of purported public records pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-115 is not the
proper forum in which to challenge the scope and nature of the Board's rulemaking authority.
WHEREFORE, Respondent prays for relief as follows:
a)

That the Petition be dismissed;

b)

That Petitioner's claims be denied;

c)

That the Respondents be granted other and further relief as deemed necessary and

proper in this case.
DATED this 15th day of October 2018.

/s/ Kristina M. Schindele
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE for Jessica L. Keuhn
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of October 2018, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Amended Response I Answer to Petitioner's Verified Petition for Writ
of Mandate via the iCourt file and serve system to:
Richard Eppink, ISB # 7503
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho
Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_x iCourt Electronic file and serve
_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_x iCourt Electronic file and serve

Molly Kafka, ISB # 10518
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho
Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
mkafka@acluidaho.org

Isl Kristina M Schindele
Kristina M. Schindele
Deputy Attorney General
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Electronically Filed
1/14/2019 4:50 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ISB No. 6090
Deputies Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
kristina.schindele@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
)
R. RAY, Public Information
)
Officer,
)
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA
ATTACHED TO IRCP 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION
NOTICE, OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
COURT TO ISSUE A PROTECTIVE ORDER

COMES NOW, the Idaho Department of Correction, by and through its undersigned
counsel of record, and hereby respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 45, to quash the subpoena that was received by the Idaho Department of Correction

MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA ATTACHED TO IRCP 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION NOTICE,
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR COURT TO ISSUE A PROTECTIVE ORDER – 1
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through counsel on or about January 2, 2019, attached to a Notice of Deposition pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b )( 6), or, in the alternative, to issue a protective order. This motion is
supported by the Memorandum filed herewith.
DATED this 14th day of January 2019.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
By Isl Kristina M Schindele
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of January 2019, I filed the foregoing electronically
through the iCourt E-File system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served by
electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notification of Service:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_x_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Kristina M Schindele
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE
Deputy Attorney General

MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA ATTACHED TO IRCP 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION NOTICE,
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR COURT TO ISSUE A PROTECTIVE ORDER- 2
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Electronically Filed
1/14/2019 4:50 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ISB No. 6090
Deputy Attorneys General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
kristina.schindele@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
)
R. RAY, Public Information
)
)
Officer,
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)
ALIZA COVER,

I.

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
COURT TO ISSUE A PROTECTIVE ORDER

INTRODUCTION

Petitioner submitted a public records request to Jeffrey Ray, Idaho Department of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA OR,
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR COURT TO ISSUE A PROTECTIVE ORDER – 1
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Correction's (IDOC) Public Information Officer, on September 21, 2017, seeking records relating
to the executions of Paul Rhoades in 2011 and Richard Leavitt in 2012, and other documents
related to executions in Idaho, including IDOC's past and current attempts to secure possession of
the drugs to be used to carry out state-sanctioned executions. The Department, through Mr. Ray,
responded to Petitioner's request on September 27, 2017, granting in part and denying in part her
request. Petitioner electronically filed her petition for a writ of mandate to compel disclosure of
public records in this action on February 27, 2018. The enforcement proceeding has been pending
thereafter, and trial is currently set to commence on January 28, 2019.
On October 10, 2018, counsel for Petitioner and counsel for Respondents entered into a
stipulation for Scheduling and Planning.

This stipulation addressed discovery, including

depositions, providing for an abbreviated time period ofjust over three (3) months. The stipulation
set October 24, 2018, as the day in which the parties would engage in initial disclosures of
witnesses, and November 12, 2018, as the last day for Respondents to disclose expert witnesses.
Stipulation, Paragraph Band Paragraph F.1. Further, the stipulation sets December 7, 2018, as the
last day for Petitioner to disclose expert witnesses. Stipulation, Paragraph F.4. January 18, 2019,
is set as the deadline for completion of all depositions, including Petitioner and Respondents' lay
and expert witnesses.
On January 2, 2019, IDOC, through counsel, was served with a Notice of Deposition
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (IRCP) 30(b )(6) as well as an attached subpoena. See
Notice and Subpoena attached to the Affidavit of Kristina M. Schindele as Exhibit A. The
subpoena seeks discovery, through testimony of IDOC' s designee, of the following:
1.

The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or
drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; the
procurement, purchase, contracting, agreement, and nature of transactions
involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA OR,
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

and Richard Leavitt; the transportation, chain of custody, testing, and
storage of chemicals or drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and
Richard Leavitt; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or
not written, regarding transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or
drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt.
The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or
drugs that may be used by IDOC in future executions; the procurement,
purchase, contracting, agreement, and nature of transactions involved in
obtaining chemicals or drugs that may be used by IDOC in future
executions; the transportation, chain of custody, testing, and storage of
chemicals or drugs that may be used by IDOC in future executions; and the
expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs that may be used
by IDOC in future executions.
All “contingency plans” referenced in the sentence “The death warrant and
chemicals would expire, but there are contingency plans in place” in the
notes of the June 5, 2012, Command and General Staff meeting found at
Bates label 000092 in Respondents’ document production in this case
(attached as Exhibit 1 for reference).
The chart found at Bates label 000656 of Respondents’ document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 2 for reference), and its
corresponding unredacted version, including the investigation and other
efforts that went into preparing the chart, and any other or updated versions
of the chart and any similar IDOC materials that record information about
the availability of chemicals or drugs that could be used for lethal injection.
The document found at Bates label 000654 in Respondents’ document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 3 for reference), and its
corresponding unredacted version, and the identification, investigation, and
selection of the chemical or drug supplier referenced there; the procurement,
purchase, contracting, agreement and nature of transactions involved in
obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the transportation, chain of
custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced there; and the
expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
The document found at Bates label 000655 Respondents’ document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 4 for reference), and its
corresponding unredacted version, and the identification, investigation, and
selection of the chemical or drug supplier referenced there; the procurement,
purchase, contracting, agreement and nature of transactions involved in
obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the transportation, chain of
custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced there; and the
expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
The document found at Bates label 002044-2045 in Respondents’ document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 5 for reference), and its
corresponding unredacted version, including the efforts that went into
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8.

preparing the document, any other or updated versions of the document and
any similar IDOC materials, and records generated in compliance or
attempted compliance with the policy described there (or similar policies).
The job responsibilities, qualifications, and background of all designees
who testify at the deposition.

IDOC served its Notice ofDesignation on Petitioner, through counsel, on January 11, 2019.
See Notice of Designation attached to the Affidavit of Kristina M. Schindele as Exhibit B. The
parties, through counsel, met to discuss the 30(b )( 6) deposition and confer regarding the same on
January 14, 2019. The parties were not able to reach an agreement regarding the scope of the
deposition and subpoena. IDOC hereby seeks an order from the Court quashing the subpoena or
issuing a protective order setting forth the parameters of discovery in this matter. The deposition,
by agreement of the parties, is scheduled to commence on Friday, January 18, 2019, at 1:00 p.m.
In its designation, IDOC identified Ross Castleton, Deputy Chief of Prisons, to appear at
the deposition. IDOC objected to the broad scope of the requests for information set forth in the
subpoena. IDOC agreed to provide a designee to address the creation, retention and production of
documents by IDOC. IDOC seeks an order quashing the subpoena as it appears to seek information
well beyond the scope of the current proceedings to enforce the Idaho Public Records Act. In the
alternative, IDOC asks this Court to issue a protective order limiting the scope of the deposition to
the parameters of this action to enforce the Idaho Public Records Act.

II.

ARGUMENT

Idaho Civil Rule of Procedure 45(d) provides,
The court, upon timely motion, may:
( 1) Quash or modify the subpoena if it is unreasonable, oppressive, fails
to allow time for compliance, requires disclosure of privileged or
other protected matter and no exception or waiver applies, or
subjects a person to undue burden ....
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The matter of whether to quash a subpoena is committed to the sound discretion of the court. Carter
Packing Co. v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 91 Idaho 701, 703, 429 P.2d 433, 435 (1967). In Carter Packing
Co., the trial court specifically determined that it was quashing the subpoena to prevent a fishing
expedition by plaintiff. Id. Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has determined that an order
quashing a deposition and related subpoenas were appropriate where the depositions were
"unnecessary, burdensome, and a waste of time" in light of the fact that the testimony was not
"necessary to successfully oppose the motion for summary judgment." Elliott v. Murdock, 161
Idaho 281, 286, 385 P.3d 459, 464 (2016).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(d)(4) provides,
(A) Grounds. At any time during a deposition, the deponent or a party may move
to terminate or limit it on the ground that is it being conducted in bad faith or in a
matter that unreasonably annoys, embarrasses, or oppresses the deponent or party.
The motion may be filed in the court where the action is pending or the deposition
is being taken. If the objecting deponent or party so demands, the deposition must
be suspended for the time necessary to obtain an order.
(B) Order. The court may order that the deposition be terminated or may limit its
scope and manner as provided in Rule 26(c) ....
Among other forms of relief, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(1) specifically provides, "The
court may, for good cause, issue an order to protect a party or person from annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following:
(A) forbidding the disclosure or discover; ... [or] (D) forbidding inquiry into certain matters, or
limiting the scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters .... " If the Court denies the request
for a protective order in whole or in part, the Court may order discovery of the requested
information. I.R.C.P. 26(c)(2).
Based on the nature of this litigation, a proceeding to enforce the Idaho Public Records Act
under Idaho Code§ 74-115(1), IDOC respectfully submits the areas of examination identified in
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paragraphs 1-7 of Appendix A to the Notice of Deposition and Subpoena served by Petitioner in
this matter are unreasonable. These requests are vague, ambiguous, overly broad, unduly
burdensome, and do not fall within the boundaries of this litigation. The question before the Court
concerns efforts of Petitioner to compel disclosure of certain records in the possession of IDOC.
Petitioner seeks to inquire into IDOC’s internal processes and procedures used in relation to the
2011 and 2012 executions of Paul Rhoades and Richard Leavitt, respectively, as well as IDOC’s
on-going efforts to obtain chemicals or drugs to be used in future executions. The requested
discovery far exceeds the scope of the present litigation.
IDOC has designated an agency representative to appear and respond to questions related
to the creation, retention and production of documents – both at the time of the prior executions
and continuing through the date of Petitioner’s public records request. However, for the reasons
described below related to the specific requests, IDOC objects to the scope of the requested
inquiry:
1.

Appendix A. inquiry section 1.

IDOC respectfully submits this proposed inquiry far exceeds the scope of this litigation. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 26 specifically defines the scope and limits of discovery:
Unless otherwise limited by court order, the scope of discovery is as follows:
Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to
any party’s claim or defense, including the existence, description, nature, custody,
condition, and location of any documents or other tangible things and the identity
and location of persons who know of any discoverable matter. For good cause, the
court may order discovery of any matter relevant to the subject matter involved in
the action. Relevant information need not be admissible at the trial if the discovery
appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
As related to this particular deposition, the parties have legitimate questions regarding the
appropriate scope of discovery related to the parameters of this enforcement proceeding. Paragraph
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1 noted above does not appear related to this enforcement proceeding. To the extent Petitioner
seeks information related to the preparation, retention and disclosure of any documents in the
possession of IDOC that fall within the confines of this paragraph, IDOC has no objection to its
designee responding to questions. However, to the extent that Petitioner seeks to investigate
IDOC’s processes and generally ask questions about the agency’s procedures, IDOC objects as
such inquiry falls outside the scope of this litigation. This public records action is not the proper
forum for an in-depth investigation into the source of chemicals from the 2011 and 2012
executions.
2.

Appendix A. inquiry section 2.

The Court has already determined that this public records act proceeding does not carry any ongoing obligation. To the extent this inquiry seeks information related to IDOC’s on-going efforts
to obtain chemicals, following the date of Petitioner’s request, IDOC objects as the request is
outside the confines of this litigation. IDOC understands Petitioner is not seeking information
related to the agency’s application of Board Rule 108 to the identity of the source of execution
chemicals in this inquiry. Rather, it appears Petitioner seeks to engage in a sweeping exploration
of IDOC’s on-going efforts to obtain execution chemicals.
3.

Appendix A. inquiry section 3.

IDOC understands Petitioner seeks to explore the existence and nature of any contingency plans
to the extent such plans would ameliorate any claim that disclosure of the source would jeopardize
IDOC’s ability to carry out an execution. IDOC has no objection to a limited inquiry into the
existence of such plans as identified in Bates label 000092, but would object to any inquiry that
would actually identify alternative sources of execution chemicals. IDOC acknowledges Petitioner
should be permitted to inquire into its reliance on Board Rule 135.
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4.

Appendix A. inquiry section 4.

5.

Appendix A. inquiry section 5.

6.

Appendix A. inquiry section 6.

As noted in IDOC’s designation, IDOC has no objection to its designee providing testimony
related to IDOC’s creation of the exhibits identified in Appendix A as well as any other documents
that have been produced. However, to the extent Petitioner seeks to inquire into IDOC’s processes
and procedures in general, IDOC objects to such inquiry as unduly burdensome and outside the
parameters of this public records act proceeding. IDOC understands Petitioner is not seeking
testimony related to IDOC’s application of Board Rule 135 or reliance on statutory or regulatory
authority for its redactions. Rather, IDOC understands Petitioner seeks a general inquiry into
IDOC’s process to identify sources and/or secure and store execution chemicals. These inquiries
would impermissibly broaden the scope of this litigation.
7.

Appendix A. inquiry section 7.

To the extent Petitioner seeks information concerning how the document was created, maintained
and disclosed and/or related to any public documents created as a result of this policy, IDOC has
no objection to this inquiry. To the extent Petitioner seeks information outside the creation,
maintenance, and production of documents, IDOC respectfully objects that such line of
questioning would fall outside the scope of this proceeding. The Idaho Public Records Act does
not require a public agency to answer questions regarding its public records.
8.

Appendix A. inquiry section 8.

IDOC has no objection to its designee providing testimony related to his inquiry.
IDOC acknowledges that it cannot single-handedly identify the scope of discovery in this
proceeding. Conversely, Petitioner cannot extend the scope of this litigation and engage in a
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fishing expedition into IDOC' s processes and procedures. IDOC is ready and able to produce a
witness to respond to Petitioner's questions relevant to this Public Records Act proceeding without
enlarging the boundaries of Petitioner's permitted inquiries.

CONCLUSION
For these reasons, Respondent IDOC requests an order of the Court quashing the subpoena
or limiting the scope of the questioning of and subsequent testimony from IDOC's designee at the
agency deposition scheduled to commence Friday, January 18, 2019. As currently presented, the
subpoena is unduly burdensome and excessive and greatly expands the scope of this litigation.
DATED this 14th day of January 2019.

STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:

Isl Kristina M Schindele

KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE

Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day ofJanuary 2019, I filed the foregoing electronically
through the iCourt E-File system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served by
electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notification of Service:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Kristina M Schindele
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE
Deputy Attorney General
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Electronically Filed
1/14/2019 4:50 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ISB No. 6090
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
kristina. schindele@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

v.

)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Respondents.

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
AFFIDAVIT OF
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH

)

STATE OF IDAHO )
)
County of Ada
)
I, Kristina M. Schindele, being first duly sworn on oath and state as follows:
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT !DOC'S MOTION TO QUASH-Page 1
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1.

I am a deputy attorney general, assigned to the Special Prosecution Unit, Criminal

Division. I have been assigned to assist the primary attorney in the above-entitled case, Jessica L.
Kuehn. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

On January 2, 2019, Petitioner Aliza Cover served a Notice of Deposition Pursuant

to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b)(6), Subpoena, and Appendix A on Respondent IDOC
through counsel, Jessica L. Kuehn. See attached Exhibit A.
3.

On January 11, 2019, Respondent IDOC served its Notice of Designation, including

the matters the designated person will testify upon, on Petitioner. See attached Exhibit B.
4.

On January 11 , 2019, Petitioner objected to Respondent IDOC's proposed

limitations on the testimony of its designee. The parties met and conferred regarding this discovery
dispute at 7:30 a.m. on January 14, 2019. The parties were not able to reach consensus regarding
the scope of the requested discovery. The parties did agree to reschedule the deposition to January
18, 2019, at 1:00 p.m.
5.

IDOC seeks a motion to quash the subpoena, specifically subsections 1, 2 and 4-7

contained in Appendix A. Alternatively, IDOC asks the Court to issue an order limiting the scope
of the agency deposition to be conducted on January 18, 2019, to comport with the boundaries of
the present litigation.

DATED this 14th day of January 2019.

Subscribed and sworn to me on this 14th day of January 2019.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of January 2019, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Kristina M. Schindele in Support of Motion to Quash
via the iCourt e-file and serve system to:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_,X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Kristina M Schindele
Kristina M. Schindele

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT !DOC'S MOTION TO QUASH- Page 3
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Exhibit A
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Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Case No. CV0l-18-03877

Petitioner,
v.

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION
OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTION

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

TO: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, and its attorneys.

Pursuant to Rule 30(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Petitioner Aliza
Cover, by and through her undersigned attorneys, will take the deposition upon oral
examination of the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"), in the above-captioned
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matter, to be recorded by stenographic means and conducted under oath by an officer
authorized to take such testimony.
The deposition will be taken of one or more representatives of the IDOC designated
by IDOC to testify on the matters for examination described in Appendix A attached hereto.
IDOC has a duty to designate one or more officers, directors, or managing agents, or other
persons who consent to testify on its behalf. The designees must testify about information
known to them, as well as all information reasonably available to the IDOC. As such,
Petitioner hereby requests that, no later than January 11, 2019, IDOC designate the person
or persons most knowledgeable and prepared to testify on behalf of IDOC, concerning the
subject matter described in Appendix A.
The deposition will begin on Tuesday, January 15, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Mountain Time,
and will take place at the Key Business Center, 702 West Idaho Street, Suite 1100, Boise,

Idaho 83702, and will continue from day to day until completed. The deposition will be taken
for the purposes of discovery, for use at trial in this matter, and for any other purpose
permitted under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Dated: January 2, 2019

Isl Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Case No. CV0l-18-03877

Petitioner,
v.

SUBPOENA

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

The State of Idaho to: Idaho Department of Correction, 1299 North Orchard Street,
Suite 110, Boise, Idaho 83706:

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ X] to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a
deposition in the above case.
[ ] to produce or permit inspection and copying of the documents, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
Key Business Center, 702 West Idaho Street, Suite 1100, Boise, Idaho 83702,
on January 15, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. Mountain Time.
The deposition will be taken of one or more representatives of the Idaho Department
of Correction ("IDOC"), designated by IDOC to testify on the matters for examination
described in Appendix A attached hereto. IDOC has a duty to designate one or more officers,
directors, or managing agents, or other persons who consent to testify on its behalf. The
designees must testify about information known to them, as well as all information reasonably
available to the IDOC.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above,
or to produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in
contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all
damages which the party may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.
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Dated this 2nd day of January, 2019.
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897, Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
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APPENDIXA
The person or persons designated by the Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC"),
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6), must have the knowledge, experience, and authorization
required to address the following subject matters for examination:
1. The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs used
to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; the procurement, purchase,
contracting, agreement, and nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or
drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; the transportation,
chain of custody, testing, and storage of chemicals or drugs used to execute Paul Ezra
Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or
not written, regarding transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs used
to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt.
2. The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs that
may be used by IDOC in future executions; the procurement, purchase, contracting,
agreement, and nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs that
may be used by IDOC in future executions; the transportation, chain of custody,
testing, and storage of chemicals or drugs that may be used by IDOC in future
executions; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written,
regarding transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs that may be used
by IDOC in future executions.
3. All "contingency plans" referenced in the sentence "The death warrant and chemicals
would expire, but there are contingency plans in place" in the notes of the June 5,
2012, Command and General Staff meeting found at Bates label 000092 in
Respondents' document production in this case (attached as Exhibit 1 for reference).
4. The chart found at Bates label 000656 of Respondents' document production in this
case (attached as Exhibit 2 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted version,
including the investigation and other efforts that went into preparing the chart, and
any other or updated versions of the chart and any similar IDOC materials that record
information about the availability of chemicals or drugs that could be used for lethal
injection.
5. The document found at Bates label 000654 in Respondents' document production in
this case (attached as Exhibit 3 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted
version, and the identification, investigation, and selection of the chemical or drug
supplier referenced there; the procurement, purchase, contracting, agreement and
nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the
transportation, chain of custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced
there; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
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6. The document found at Bates label 000655 Respondents' document production in this
case (attached as Exhibit 4 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted version,
and the identification, investigation, and selection of the chemical or drug supplier
referenced there; the procurement, purchase, contracting, agreement and nature of
transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the
transportation, chain of custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced
there; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
7. The document found at Bates label 002044-2045 in Respondents' document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 5 for reference), and its corresponding
unredacted version, including the efforts that went into preparing the document, any
other or updated versions of the document and any similar IDOC materials, and
records generated in compliance or attempted compliance with the policy described
there (or similar policies).
8. The job responsibilities, qualifications, and background of all designees who testify at
the deposition.
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Command and general staff
06/ 05/ 12

Attendees:
Ken Bennett
Randy Blades
Jacqueline Braun
Jay Christensen
Garrett Coburn
Cary! Frasier
Jeff Henry
Tim Higgins
Juan Ibarra
Christina Iverson
Michael Johnson
Kevin Kempf

Terry Kirkham
Theo Lowe
Bob Morlan
Ken Paul
Brandon Phillips
Al Ramirez
Johanna Smith
Mackenzie Stone
Josh Tewalt
Randy Valley
Keith Yordy
Jeff Zmuda
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Check in/access to resources:
• Regular staff who are working their regular shift, do not need to report to check-in. Non-!DOC
staff do not need to check-in.
• Anyone who is working in a specific role related to the execution needs to check in.
• P&P will check out vehicle and supplies at !SCI, since they will be reporting to them the day
before. The posts will be closed at 10 p.m. on June 11. Action item: Randy Valley needs to send
ISCI the employee name and numbers, so they can be entered in the computer.
en is
• Field and community response team from statewide will be on site this time. Jay Christens
schedu!ing a briefing for this group.

(
1

!AP update:
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will
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logistics:
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• Action item: Chuck Kinkead is working
Valley to give to Theo Lowe. The vehicles will be at staging. Chuck will bring the keys to Garrett
at Monday's meeting. The new vehicles cannot be used for OSP because they do not have tne
shot gun racks installed.
r was on site yesterday .
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• Action item: Bob Morlan needs to be notified of the
• The portable toilets and lights are scheduled to be delivered June 8 .
• All radios will be available tomorrow . allocated to the recent fires throughout the
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• Action item: Caryl Frasier needs to meet with Randy Valley to verify staffing lists.
to staging.
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•
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Fiscal:
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•

Valley by noon
Action item: Staff list with PCNs and vehicle lists need to be submitted to Randy

•
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Wednesday, Randy will forward to Theo Lowe.
Theo Lowe will touch base with Randy Blades to verify disposal of remains.
Theo Lowe has contacted the phone company, and they will be able to disable the offender
phones.

SIC\ concerns:
• SICI is well organized.
• There will be some small changes on 204, which will be sent to Randy Valley.
• Action item: Sandwich boards need to be made for check in and staging.
• Terry has some concerns about the checkpoint paving. Jeff Zmuda to address with Chuck
Kinkead.
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To: Who it may Concern
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Fiscal Procedure-Execution
Upon notification from the Chief of Prisons or the Director, the Executive Financial Officer will set up
records for tracking expenditures related to an execution. This will ihdude a Detailed Log of
Expenditures, outlining all expenditures related to the execution. The handling of the expenditures will
be discussed and established for each execution.
Expenses processe t roug
the normal payment method, by invoice, wHI be handled by the EFO and copies of each transaction
maintained in the EFO Execution File. All Execution expenses will be charged to an IMS! Program Cost
Account, and instruction on where to charge will be provided to the EFO. AdditionaHy, if the
expenditure is coming from capital outlay, the expense will be charged according to normal capital
outlay guidelines. A PCA and Grant/Phase will be established for the purpose of tracking the labor.
Rules of engagement will be de-fined for the event, and Payroll will conduct training with the staff
managing the time sheet capture and approval.

Upon pick up ofthe check, the lMS! Warden will sign a Cash Receipt Form (Attachment A) attesting to
the receipt of the money. This procedure may be modified in the later part of an event, should it
become too difficult for the Warden to cash the check. In this case, the checkwi!l be made payable to
the EFO who will cash and deliver the money to the Warden. In this case, the Fin. Specialist Principle will
approve the Expendlture Reimbursement form and receipt the check.
The lMSI Warden will create a Detailed Log of Expenditures to track the cash transactions. The log will
contain the dates of transactions, the name (or description of the person, such as "injection team"), the
amount and description of the transactions. This log wHI be maintained in the lMSI Safe. Upon
distribution of the cash, the IMS! Warden will have the person receiving the cash slgn by placing their
signature, or an "X" on the Cash Receipt form and date it. The warden wm attest to the distribution by
signing the "Witnessed By and Date" on the form. This document will be retained in the warden's file.
(Attachment B)
Beginning weekly from the date the court order for the execution is received, a physical count of the
cash on hand with the lMSI Warden will take place. The EFO or IMSl's Financial Specialist will count the
cash on hand, with the Warden. If possible, a witness will also attend this counting. A copy of the cash
count, signed by both the warden and the EFO or specialist, and the witness, 1f available, will be
maintained with the EFO for reconciliation purposes.
After the execution, or at the end of the fiscal year, (whichever comes first), the Warden will complete
the Detailed Log of Expenditures and all backup. The folder and any remaining cash will be hand
delivered to the EFO. The EFO will seal the Detailed Log of Expenditures and any backup after
completion of the event reports. This information will be placed in a sealed envelope, signed by both the
IMSl Warden and the EFO, and routed to the Director for retention, A retention date wm also be
recorded on the envelope so the Director knows when the file can be destroyed. Any remaining cash
will be receipted by the EFO and deposited back into the general fund.
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One individual from the Purchasing Team at !DOC will be asked to assist in the purchasing activities for
the execution. This person will work with the EFO to ensure that all internal controls are in place to
manage the purchasing. At the first meeting ofthe execution team, the proposed purchasing process
will be presented for approval. All purchases for the execution will be kept separate from all other
purchasing actlvlties and processing.
Special spendlng authority may be granted by the IMSI Warden and a separate signature sheet will be
maintained by the EFO.
Fiscal Reports will be created to capture the cost of the execution,

A. An internal report will be prepared for distribution to the Director. The Director will determine

the distribution of the report. The report wm contain the followlng:
1. A cover sheet which includes the Idaho Department of Correction, Offender's Name/Event,
Summary of Cost, and the Date of the Event.
2. A Summary of Cost, detailed by Confidential Cash Expenditures, Direct Labor Cost (Labor by
Position}, Operatlng Expenses, and the Grant Total Expenditures.
3. ln addition, for the Rhoades Event, a report was also created for the total cost of the F-Block
Remodel, and a report was created for the Small Asset Purchases, for the F-Block. These
two pages will not be published because any further work on the F-B[ock will be considered
as repair and maintenance, or capital outlay, per normal processing.
4. The lDAPA Rule 106.0L0l.13 5.06 will be included on each sheet of the report, except the
cover sheet.

B.

A report will be prepared to use for public record requests. One page or all pages can be
distributed, based on the actual request. All public record requests for this information must be
handled by our PIO. The full report contains the following:
1. A cover sheet which includes the Idaho Department of Correction, Offender's Name/Event,
Summary of Cost, and the Date of the Event.
2. A Summary of Cost1 detailed by Confidential Cash Expenditures, Direct Labor Cost (Labor by
Position), Operating Expenses, and the Grant Total Expenditures.
3. IMS! Warden- Confidential Cash log details.
4, Labor by Position Report. (Labor was calculated and summarized by position, rather than by
employee names. We feel this meets the guidelines allowed In IDAPA 106.01.01.135.06.
5. Operating Expenditures-Vendor names have been blacked out to protect the vendor's
identity. We feel this meets the guidelines allowed in ID.APA 106.01.01.135.06.
6. The IDAPA Rule 106.01.01.135.06 wm be included 011 each sheetof the report, except the
coversheet.

Thls ls a confidential document and not for publication to the Offenders or the Public
Report created by: Theo M. Lowe, EFO
Approved by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Director Brent Reinke

Date
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Tuesday, January 2, 2019

Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecutions Unit
Criminal Law Division
By email to: jessica.kuehn(i"l?ag.idaho.gov

P.O. Box 1897
Bois,?, ltfaho 837()1
(208) 344-DT'>O
m:luidBho.org

Richard Eppink
Legal Director

Re:

Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of Idaho Department of Correction

Dear Jessica:
In the same email with this letter, I'm sending a notice and subepoena for an
IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of IDOC in this case. I'm writing this letter to
accompany it to make sure you are aware of your and IDOC's duties under
that Rule.
The Rule requires IDOC to designate witnesses to testify on behalf of the
agency. Under the Rule, IDOC has "a duty to make a conscientious, goodfaith effort to designate knowledgeable persons for Rule 30(b)(6) depositions
and to prepare them to fully and unevasively answer questions about the
designated subject matter." Ellis v. Corizon, Case. No. 1:15-cv-00304-BLW,
2018 WL 1865158, at *2-*3 (D. Idaho Apr. 18, 2018) (quoting Starlight Int'l,
Inc. v. Herilihy, 286 F.R.D. 626, 639 (D. Kan. 1999)). In advance of the
deposition, you and the designated witnesses must gather information,
beyond matters personally known to the designees or in which they were
personally involved, and prepare them to testify on behalf of the agency on
each of the topics identified in the deposition notice. Rule 30(b)(6) designees
are obligated to review information available to the organization and educate
themselves on any topics for which they are designated. Id.
Moreover, even if IDOC no longer employs those who have memory of the
information designated in the 30(b)(6) topics, IDOC must still prepare its
designated witnesses by reviewing "all matters known or reasonably
available to [IDOC]" on those topics. Id. at *2. "Such preparation may include
reviewing documents, speaking with past employees, reviewing prior fact
witness deposition testimony, and reviewing deposition exhibits." Id.; see also
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H20 Environmental v. Farm Supply Distributors, 164 Idaho 295, _ , 429
P.3d 183, 190 (2018) (Budick, C.J., concurring).
If you have any questions about any of the topics in the 30(b)(6) notice, please
let me know right away so that we can address them quickly to allow
thorough preparation for the deposition.
Yours sincerely,

Idaho
P.O. Box 1887
BoisP, kh,ho 8370.1
(208) 344-970()
acl,rid1tho,o.rg

Hi.chard Eppink

Legcr) Dil'ector
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LAWREN CE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
~

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
DESIGNATION OF WITNESS
FOR IRCP 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION

Pursuant to Rule 30(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Respondents, by and through
their undersigned attorney, designate the following witness to testify on behalf of IDOC at the Rule
30(b)(6) deposition:
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Ross Castleton, Deputy Chief of Prisons
Mr. Castleton is currently the Deputy Chief of Prisons for the Idaho Department of Correction.
Mr. Castleton has been employed by IDOC for over twenty (20) years and has held a variety of
positions, including Warden, Program Manager, and Case Manager.

Mr. Castleton's current

responsibilities include direct oversight of four prison facilities, as well as oversight of programming
and education.
Mr. Castleton is the designee for all subject matters for examination enumerated in paragraphs
one through eight of Appendix A of the Notice of Deposition and Subpoena ofIDOC. Mr. Castleton
will be prepared to testify to each subject matter as it relates to the creation, retention, storage,
retrieval, release/production, or destruction of documents. To the extent paragraphs one through
seven of Appendix A require IDOC to address information beyond the scope of the documents at
issue in this case, IDOC declines to designate such an individual. This case is a proceeding to compel
the disclosure of certain retained documents or portions thereof pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-115.
This statute does not entitle Petitioner to inquire generally into the processes used by IDOC to identify,
investigate, and select suppliers for chemicals either in the past or future, the "contingency plans"
referenced in the document labelled Bates 000092, or unwritten procedures or policies, except to the
extent those matters relate to the issues in this case, including: (1) whether IDOC withheld documents
responsive to Ms. Cover's request, (2) what documents IDOC withheld, (3) whether IDOC continues
to withhold any documents responsive to Ms. Cover's public records request, (4) the exemptions upon
which IDOC relies to continue withholding certain documents or portions thereof, (5) policies and
procedures, whether written or unwritten, related to IDOC' s creation, retention, storage, retrieval,
release/production, or destruction of documents, (6) policies and procedures, whether written or
unwritten, related to IDOC's response to Public Records Act requests, (7) the adoption of the Board
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Rules relied upon by IDOC as support for exemptions in this case, and (8) the rationale for the
application of certain statutory or Board Rule exemptions to the documents or information withheld
in this case, and whether that rationale was reasonably relied upon.
Paragraph 1: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to any documents that existed
either at the time of the executions of Paul Rhoades or Richard Leavitt, in any time period
since the executions, or currently, that are responsive to the subject matter of this proceeding.
Mr. Castleton will not testify to any unwritten processes of IDOC for the identification,
investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs used to execute Rhoades and
Leavitt.

Mr. Castleton will not testify to any unwritten transactions involved in the

procurement of lethal injection chemicals for the Rhoades and Leavitt executions. Mr.
Castleton's testimony will be limited to documents related to this subject matter, including
what documents were created at the time, how any such documents were retained or stored,
and whether or how any such documents were produced or destroyed. Respondents will
continue to object to testimony which identifies the content of redactions of source-identifying
information until the Court determines the applicability of the exemption.
Paragraph 2: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to any documents that were
created or existed between the Rhoades and Leavitt executions and the date of Ms. Cover's
request-September 21, 2017-that are responsive to the subject matter of these proceedings.
A Public Records Act request does not constitute a continuing request for information;
therefore, Mr. Castleton will not testify about any documents created after September 21,
2017-though as indicated by Mr. Zmuda in his deposition, no such documents exist. Mr.
Castleton also will not testify to the general processes used by IDOC for the identification,
investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs that may be used by IDOC in
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future executions, except as that topic relates to documents that may be created or retained for
that process. Mr. Castleton will not testify to any of the matters contained in this paragraph
except as to those matters that relate to the creation, retention, storage, retrieval/production,
or destruction of documents, including any written or unwritten policy or procedure that
relates to creation, retention, storage, retrieval/production, or destruction of document.
Respondents will continue to object to testimony which identifies the content ofredactions of
source-identifying information until the Court determines the applicability of that exemption.
Paragraph 3: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to any documents responsive
to this subject matter, whether or not the documents still exist. Mr. Castleton will not testify
to the nature of the "contingency plans" that existed except as it relates to whether and how
those "contingency plans" were recorded and retained by IDOC.
Paragraph 4: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to the creation of the chart found
at Bates Label 000656, as well as whether IDOC prepared any similar materials. Mr.
Castleton will be prepared to testify as to whether IDOC possesses any similar materials that
have not been disclosed. Mr. Castleton will also be prepared to testify about the efforts that
went into preparing the chart to the extent those efforts are related to Respondents' claim of
exemption (i.e. that providing source information could jeopardize the ability of IDOC to
carry out executions) or are related to whether and how IDOC prepared and retained other
documents recording information about the availability of execution drugs. Mr. Castleton
will be prepared to testify regarding the general nature of the redacted information; however,
Respondents will continue to object to his disclosure of the exact content of the redacted
information as it would identify individual sources. Respondents will continue to object to
this testimony until otherwise ordered by the Court.
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Paragraph 5: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to any documents responsive
to this subject matter, including whether any related documents existed at the time or
currently, including, but not limited to, any contracts, written agreements, written chain of
custody documents, and written expiration dates or instructions. Mr. Castleton will be
prepared to testify regarding the nature of the redacted information; however, Respondents
will continue to object to his disclosure of the exact content of the redacted information as it
would identify individual sources. Respondents will continue to object to this testimony until
otherwise ordered by the Court.

Mr. Castleton will not testify to IDOC's process in

identifying, investigating, or selecting the chemical or drug supplier referenced here, except
as that testimony relates to whether and how IDOC prepared and retained documents that
would have recorded that information.
Paragraph 6: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to any documents responsive
to this subject matter, including whether any related documents existed at the time or
currently, including, but not limited to, any contracts, written agreements, written chain of
custody documents, and written expiration dates or instructions. Mr. Castleton will be
prepared to testify regarding the nature of the redacted information; however, Respondents
will continue to object to his disclosure of the exact content of the redacted information as it
would identify individual sources. Respondents will continue to object to this testimony until
otherwise ordered by the Court.

Mr. Castleton will not testify to IDOC's process in

identifying, investigating, or selecting the chemical or drug supplier referenced here, except
as that testimony relates to any documents that would have recorded that information.
Paragraph 7: Mr. Castleton will be prepared to testify to the document found at Bates
Label 002044-2045, including the nature of the redacted information, efforts that went into
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preparing the document, any similar documents or materials created or possessed by IDOC,
and the existence or creation of any records generated in compliance or attempted compliance
with the policy described therein or similar policies.
Respectfully submitted this 11th day of January.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Isl Kristina M Schindele
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE
for JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of January 2019, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing 30(b)(6) Designation via the iCourt e-file and serve system to:

Isl Catherine Minyard
CATHERINE MINYARD
Paralegal
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Electronically Filed
1/15/2019 4:45 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

OPPOSITION TO
RESPONDENTS' MOTION
TO QUASH SUBPOENA OR
FOR A PROTECTIVE
ORDER

Respondents.

The Idaho Department of Correction, contending that "[t]he Idaho Public
Records Act does not require a public agency to answer questions regarding its
public records," asks the Court to limit discovery in this case to "the creation,
retention, and production of documents" only. (Respondents' Memo. at 6, 8 (Jan. 14,

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO QUASH - 1
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2019).) Yet IDOC, out of the other side of its mouth, argues its case—and intends to
offer evidence at trial—going far beyond just the creation, retention, and production
of documents. Obviously, the Petitioner is entitled to probe IDOC’s contentions and
purported trial evidence.
Standard
The Department asks the Court to quash the deposition subpoena altogether.
This requires IDOC to show that the subpoena is either “unreasonable, oppressive,
fails to allow time for compliance, requires disclosure of privilege or other protected
matter . . ., or subjects a person to an undue burden.” IRCP 45(d). In the
alternative, IDOC asks for a protective order, which requires that IDOC
demonstrate “good cause” and that the order is needed “to protect a party . . . from
annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense . . . .” IRCP
26(c). The essence of IDOC’s argument, instead, is that the deposition topics exceed
the scope of this litigation.
But “IRCP 26(b)(1) permits broad discovery of any matter that is not
privileged, even if it is inadmissible, so long as it is ‘reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence.’” Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704,
116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005). It is IDOC’s “heavy burden” to show “specifically” why the
discovery it resists is improper. Ellis v. Corizon, Inc., No. 1:15-CV-00304-BLW, 2018
WL 1865158, at *2 (D. Idaho Apr. 18, 2018) (quoting Blankenship v. Hearst Corp.,
519 F.2d 418, 429 (9th Cir. 1975)). “Broad allegations of harm, unsubstantiated by
specific examples or articulated reasoning, do not satisfy the Rule 26(c) test” for
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granting a protective order. Westby v. Schaefer, 157 Idaho 616, 622, 338 P.3d 1220,
1226 (2014) (quoting Cipollone v. Liggett Group, 785 F.2d 1108, 1121 (3d Cir.1986)).
"[B]road, non-factual requests and conclusory statements" are simply not enough to
show good cause. Westby, 157 Idaho at 622, 338 P.3d at 1226.
Argument
The Department's arguments amount only to broad, non-factual requests and
conclusory statements. Worse, they are disingenuous. The Court need only turn to
the Respondents' proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law to confirm that
IDOC has put matters far beyond "the creation, retention, and production of

documents" at issue in this case. (Respondents' Memo. at 6.) In its proposed
findings, IDOC repeatedly alleges facts for which it has no documentary evidence:
[Lethal injection drug] sources have expressed concerns about the
disclosure of their identities to the public, as this disclosure may
subject them to harassment, physical harm, or business loss. These
sources have generally refused to provide the necessary drugs unless
their identities would be protected. Deputy Director Zmuda specifically
promised the source at issue in this case that the source's identity
would be protected.* The source only agreed to participate on that
condition. (Findings ,-r 12)

* Though IDOC contends here that "Zmuda specifically promised the source that the
source's identity would be protected," Zmuda himself disavowed personal knowledge
of such a promise:
Q. It also says here that you may testify about promises that
you made to the source. What promises have you made to any
source of execution chemicals?
A. Well, I think we, as a department, have made a commitment to that
source -- and I'll just speak to the source that I'm familiar with -- that
we would protect their identity.
Q. Are you talking about this source that we identified on page
654?
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When IDOC receives a death warrant, it is judicially required to carry
out an execution, or it will be in violation of a court order. IDOC cannot
perform its statutorily or judicially prescribed responsibilities if it does
not have secure access to humane lethal injection drugs. Potential
suppliers will not work with or supply drugs to IDOC if their identities
are not safeguarded. (Findings ,r 13)
Lethal injection drugs can be tested by a State or independent
laboratory to ensure the drug is what it purports to be and meets the
appropriate lethality and potency levels. This ensures the drug used is
correct and humane (i.e. that the potency is such that the condemned
will not suffer unusual pain) .... The identity of the source does not
provide any useful information about the potency or stability of the
drug used-only an independent laboratory test can provide this
information. (Findings ,r 14)
(Respondents' Initial Proposed Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 4-5 (Dec.
20, 2018).) The Rule 30(b)(6) deposition topics probe directly into contentions like
these. At the same time, they probe matters bearing on the public interests that the
Court must weigh in deciding this case. See Order Granting Peremptory Writ of
Mandate 8 (May 14, 2018) ("The public's interest in disclosure of public information
outweighs the Respondent's interest in the confidentiality of the sources and drugs
used ...."); LC. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) (setting out public interest balancing test). And
they probe the merit of the Respondents' contention that disclosing the identity of

A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. And when was that promise made?
A. I think that commitment was made before I got involved with that
source, and it was part of a conversation that I had with that source.
Q. So how were those commitments made? Just verbal
commitments?
A. Yeah, as far as I know. Yes.

Dep. Zmuda 158:23-160:6 (2d Deel. Eppink ex. 1 (Jan. 15, 2019)).
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drug sources would jeopardize IDOC’s ability to carry out an execution.
(Respondents’ Initial Proposed Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law at 6
(Conclusions ¶ 11).)
If the Court does limit discovery and prevent Professor Cover from probing
the Respondents’ undocumented contentions, then the Court should accordingly
prohibit the Respondents from offering trial testimony about anything other than
“the creation, retention, and production of documents”—the scope of the litigation
according to IDOC. (Respondents’ Memo. at 6.)
Ultimately, IDOC’s relevancy-based objections are simply not grounds either
for quashing a subpoena under IRCP 45(d) or granting a protective order under
IRCP 26(c). It must instead show some actual oppression, undue burden,
unreasonableness, or the like, and make that showing with factual proof. See
Westby, 157 Idaho at 623, 338 P.3d at 1227 (requiring “specific facts to show good
cause”). The Department has not met its burden.
Conclusion
The Court should deny Respondents’ motion.
Respectfully submitted,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink

/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka

Attorneys for Petitioner
Dated: January 15, 2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of January, 2019, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using
the iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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Electronically Filed
1/15/2019 4:45 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202

Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

SECOND DECLARATION
OF RICHARD EPPINK RE:
DISCOVERY MOTIONS

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

I, Richard Eppink, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:

1.

I am attorney for the petitioner in this case.

2.

Exhibit 1 to this declaration is a true copy of excerpts from the

transcript of the Deposition of Jeff Zmuda, taken in this case on December 20, 2018.
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I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho
that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: January 15, 2019
/ s/ Richard Epp ink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of January, 2018, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using
the iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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Jeff Zmuda

December 20, 2019

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)

• :::t:41: 11 :-t 11111

)

1

Petitioner,
)
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877
vs.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO )
)
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, and
JEFFREY R. RAY, Public Information )
Officer,
)
)
Respondents. )
)

DEPOSITION OF JEFF ZMUDA
Offices of Idaho Department of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Thursday, December 20, 2018
Beginning at 8:58 a.m.

QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tiffany Fisher, RPR, Idaho CSR 979
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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208.484.6309. 208.286.7426 (fax)

afb2ddef-c88e-4afb-adf5-00d3ed4f7b9f

Jeff Zmuda

December 20, 2019
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A. Well, I am aware that they would have
a concern about it.
Q. What was the basis for that
conclusion?
A. Well, I think they expressed that
maybe at some point along the way.
Q. Toyou?
A. No, not to me. That's indirectly
agam.
Q. Who did they express that concern to?
A. I don't know if that was -- that may
have been Director Atencio. They may have touched
base with him, Director Atencio. So that would
have been the last couple of years.
MR. EPPINK: fll show you Exhibit 15.
(Exhibit 15 marked.)
MS. KUEHN: Thank you.
BY MR. EPPINK:
Q. And I don't know if you have seen -have you seen this document before, Mr. Zmuda?
A. It may have been in the materials I
reviewed of the filings in this case. I'm not
overly familiar with it. It may have been in
there. I don't know.
Q. In any event, this is a summary of
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information that you may testify to in this case
that was provided to us.
A. Okay.
Q. And one of the things referenced here
is that you may testify about your communications
with the source of execution chemicals used in
executions. And we have talked about one, where
several conversations you've had with the source
that would be identified on page 654 was
unredacted.
Have you had conversations with any
other -- we talked about that, those communications
with the source that would be identified in 654 was
unredacted. We have talked about your
conversations with the states of Texas and Arizona,
and one other conversation, I believe.
Any other communications you've had
with sources, or potential sources, of execution
chemicals used in executions?
A. Directly that I've had?
Q. That's right.
A. Yeah, I can't recall any.
Q. It also says here that you may testify
about promises that you made to the source.
What promises have you made to any
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source of execution chemicals?
A. Well, I think we, as a department,
have made a commitment to that source -- and I'll
just speak to the source that I'm familiar with -that we would protect their identity.
Q. Are you talking about this source that
we identified on page 654?
A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. And when was that promise made?
A. I think that commitment was made
before I got involved with that source, and it was
part of a conversation that I had with that source.
So -Q. I'm not sure I understand that. Help
me understand.
A. So the 654 document is from the source
that provided chemicals. My understanding it
provided chemicals for Mr. Leavitt's execution.
And then -- and so I think there was a commitment
made, at that time, that we would keep their
identity confidential.
And then my contact with that source
started some -- began some months later, related to
the procurement of a commitment for chemicals for
potential future executions. And in at least one
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conversation that I had with that source, I just
reiterated our commitment to protecting their
identity.
Q. So how were those commitments made?
Just verbal commitments?
A. Yeah, as far as I know. Yes.
Q. Also in Exhibit 15, it states that you
have information you may testify to, input you had
into Board Rule 135, and the composition of the
Board at the time of its adoption.
What role did you have with Board
Rule 135?
A. I don't remember who was leading that
within the agency. But I do recall some
conversations about the make-up of that board rule.
And I provided input on aspects of it that I
thought needed to be in there.
Q. Who was involved in those
conversations?
A. Well, I think that would have been
Mr. Kempf and Mr. Tewalt, potentially. I don't
remember who was director at the time of the board
rule.
What year are we talking that board
rule changed?

afb2ddef-c88e-4afb-adf5-00d3ed4f7b9f

Jeff Zmuda

December 20, 2019
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I, Tiffany Fisher, CSR, RPR and Notary Public in
and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined JEFF ZMUDA, the
witness named in the foregoing deposition, was by me
duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 2nd day of
January 2019.

Isl Tiffany Fisher
Tiffany Fisher
Idaho CSR No. 989
Notary Public in and for
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By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Case No. CV01-18-03877

ALIZA COVER,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO QUASH
SUBPOENA BUT GRANTING IN PART
PROTECTIVE ORDERS

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.

APPEARANCES:
Richard Eppink for Petitioner
Kristina Schindele for Respondents
The Petitioner's Motion to Compel and Motion for Sanctions, and the
Respondents' Motion to Quash Subpoena came before the Court on January 16, 2019
for an expedited hearing. The Motion to Compel will be addressed in a separate
decision.
Motion to Quash Subpoena or Issue Protective Order

Respondent Idaho Department of Correction ("IDOC") filed, on January 14, 2019,
a Motion to Quash Subpoena Attached to IRCP 30(b)(6) Deposition Notice, or, in the
1
2
Alternative, for Court to Issue a Protective Order, with supporting memorandum and

affidavit. 3

Motion to Quash Subpoena Attached to IRCP 30(b)96) Deposition Notice, or, in the Alternative,
for Court to Issue a Protective Order, filed Jan. 14, 2019.
2
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash Subpoena Attached to IRCP 30(b)96) Deposition
Notice, or, in the alternative, for Court to Issue a Protective Order ("IDOC Brief"), filed Jan. 14, 2019.
3
Affidavit of Kristina M. Schindele in Support of Motion to Quash ("Schindele Aff."), filed Jan. 14,
2019.
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IDOC received Petitioner's subpoena attached to a Notice of Deposition on
January 2, 2019. That subpoena states, in part:
The deposition will be taken of one or more representatives of the Idaho
Department of Correction ("IDOC"), designated by IDOC to testify on the
matters for examination described in Appendix A attached hereto. IDOC
has a duty to designate one or more officers, directors, or managing
agents, or other persons who consent to testify on its behalf. The
designees must testify about information known to them, as well as all
information reasonably available to the IDOC.
IDOC served its Notice of Designation ("Designation") on Petitioner on January 11,
2019, designating Ross Castleton, Deputy Chief of Prisons, as the deponent.

IDOC

agreed to the designation for certain purposes. 5 However, IDOC indicated it would not
designate a deponent, and Castleton would not testify, to "address information beyond
the scope of the documents at issue in this case."

Respondent requests the Court

quash Petitioner's subpoena attached to IRCP 30(b)(6) Deposition Notice.

In the

alternative, IDOC seeks a protective order prohibiting the Petitioner from questioning
Castleton regarding (1) the process used by IDOC to identify, investigate, and select
suppliers for chemicals, for either past or future executions, and (2) "contingency plans"
or unwritten procedures or policies for executions if chemicals are unavailable.
ANALYSIS

Under Rule 26(b)(1 ), "Unless otherwise limited by court order, the scope of
discovery is as follows: Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter
that is relevant to any party's claim or defense... Relevant information need not be
admissible at the trial if the discovery appears reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence."
4

Eppink Dec, Exhibit B.
IDOC agreed to Castleton's designation for testimony related to: (1) whether IDOC withheld
documents responsive to Ms. Cover's request, (2) which documents IDOC withheld, (3) whether IDOC
continues to withhold any documents responsive to Ms. Cover's public records request, (4) the
exemptions upon which IDOC relies to continue withholding certain documents or portions thereof, (5)
policies and procedures related to IDOC'S creation, retention, storage, retrieval, release/production, or
destruction of documents, (6) policies and procedures related to IDOC'S response to Public Records Act
requests, (7) the adoption of the Board Rules relied upon by IDOC as support for exemptions in this case,
and (8) the rationale for the application of certain statutory or Board Rule exemptions to the documents or
information withheld in this case, and whether that rationale was reasonably relied upon. Notice of
Designation, Schindele Aff., Exhibit B.
5
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IDOC admits that portions of Petitioner's subpoena and areas of inquiry in
Appendix A requests relevant information that is relevant and within appropriate
disposition discovery. Therefore, the Court will not quash the subpoena in its entirety.
The Motion to Quash the Subpoena is DENIED.
Still, IDOC objects to the scope of many the requested inquiries in Appendix A.
The Court will address each of these inquiries separately and will grant a protective
order to limit the scope of deposition questions to the information relevant to issues to
be presented at trial in this Public Records Act proceeding. IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 30(d)(4)
("The court may limit [a deposition's] scope and manner as provided in Rule 26(c).");
IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 26(c) ("The court may, for good cause, issue an order to protect a
party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or
expense, including one or more of the following: ... (D) forbidding inquiry into certain
matters, or limiting the scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters;").
The Court will address the request by section number of Appendix A.
1. The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs
used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; the procurement, purchase,
contracting, agreement, and nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or
drugs used to execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; the transportation, chain
of custody, testing, and storage of chemicals or drugs used to execute Paul Ezra
Rhoades and Richard Leavitt; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or
not written, regarding transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs used to
execute Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt.
IDOC agrees it is appropriate for Petitioner to question Mr. Castleton regarding
any documents that existed at the time of the executions of Rhodes or Levvitt, any time
since the executions, or currently that are responsive to Petitioner's Public Records
request. However, the Designation indicated Castleton would not testify regarding (1)
any unwritten processes of IDOC for identification, investigation, and selection of
suppliers for chemicals or drugs used to execute Rhodes and Leavitt; (2) any unwritten
transactions involved in the procurement of chemicals/drugs for the Rhoades and Levitt
executions.
This is a Public Records Act proceeding.

Idaho Code §74-101(13) defines

"public record" to include "any writing containing information relating to the conduct
or administration of the public's business prepared, owned, used or retained by any
Page 3 of 8
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state agency, ... regardless of physical form or characteristics." Obviously unwritten
processes or transactions are not public records. The Court grants a protective order
and will not require Castleton to answer questions about unwritten transactions to
procurement of chemicals/drugs for the Rhoades or Levitt executions. While unwritten
procurement using public funds may be of interest, such is outside the scope of a Public
Records Act proceeding.
However, the Respondent has the burden of showing that the agency's
interest in confidentiality, safety, and security outweighs the public interest in
disclosure. To that extent, the Zmuda affidavit filed March 14, 2018 testifying, "In my
experience and knowledge, sources in various states have refused to supply lethal
injection chemicals to correctional facilities due to external pressures and public
knowledge that those individuals or entities were involved in supplying the lethal
injection chemicals," as the basis for the agency continuing to withhold the records
under the balancing test that would jeopardize future executions.

Therefore, the

processes IDOC used to identify and select suppliers for chemicals or drugs used to
execute Rhodes and Leavitt (even if unwritten) are reasonably related to the balancing
of the public interest put into contest at the show cause hearing. Therefore, the Court
denies Respondent's motion for protection and the Court will require IDOC's designee
to answer questions related to the identification and selection of suppliers for the
Rhoades and Levitt executions, and the process of documenting the chain of custody
for the drugs to extent it could lead to the discovery of whether there are additional
records within the agency which have not been disclosed in this proceeding.
However, inquiry into the process of drug storage and transportation is outside
the scope of whether additional records exist within the agency or balancing the public
interest; and any unwritten process for investigating suppliers goes beyond the issues in
this Public Records Act proceeding. Therefore, the Court grants a protective order and
will not permit questions on these topics in this paragraph.

2. The identification, investigation, and selection of suppliers for chemicals or drugs that
may be used by /DOC in future executions; the procurement, purchase, contracting,
agreement, and nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs that
may be used by /DOC in future executions; the transportation, chain of custody, testing,
and storage of chemicals or drugs that may be used by /DOC in future executions; and
the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding transport,
Page 4 of 8
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storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs that may be used by /DOC in future
executions.
For the same reasons as identified in section 1, the Court finds IDOC does not need to
designate someone to testify generally about IDOC's policy related to sourcing, storing
or transporting chemicals/dugs.

Petitioner may question how the IDOC documented

drug sources prior to September 21, 2017, and how it maintained records of expiration
dates, transportation, and chain of custody prior to September 21, 2017. However, on
reconsideration of the Peremptory Writ, the Court stated "the Court clarifies that the
Court DENIED Petitioner's request for any documents related to drugs purchased after
September 21, 2017." 6 This Court clearly denied Petitioner's request for sources of
"drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are stored)." 7 Therefore, Petitioner
may not broaden the scope of this trial by questioning on any communications or
documents after September 21, 2017 on this issue. Therefore, the Court grants a
protection order related to general questions on sourcing, storing or transporting
chemicals/drugs, specific sources, specific drug/chemicals, expiration dates of drugs,
except specific questions on the records provided to the Petitioner in response to the
Public Records Act request and whether the failure to document by written record on or
before September 21, 2017 was contrary to IDOC policies.
3. All "contingency plans" referenced in the sentence 'The death warrant and chemicals
would expire, but there are contingency plans in place" in the notes of the June 5, 2012,
Command and General Staff meeting found at Bates label 000092 in Respondents'
document production in this case (attached as Exhibit 1 for reference).
IDOC acknowledges Petitioner can inquire as to IDOC's reliance on Board Rule
135. IDOC also does not object to a limited inquiry into the existence of contingency
plans, such as plans identified in Bates label 000092.
IDOC objects to any inquiry that would identify the source of chemicals/drugs and
this limit at the deposition is appropriate. The Court has not yet determined whether
IDOC is required to disclose the source of the chemicals/drugs and will not require

Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of Mandate, filed Sep. 17, 2018, p. 7.
Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of Mandate, p. 7.
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IDOC to disclose by deposition prior to the Court deciding it is permissible to release
such information at trial. A protection order is granted on this issue.
4. The chart found at Bates label 000656 of Respondents’ document production in this
case (attached as Exhibit 2 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted version,
including the investigation and other efforts that went into preparing the chart, and any
other or updated versions of the chart and any similar IDOC materials that record
information about the availability of chemicals or drugs that could be used for lethal
injection.
No objection was made to this section other than the Designation notes
Castleton will not disclose the exact content of the redacted information as it would
identify individual sources for chemicals/drugs. As stated in section 3 above, this limit is
reasonable and disclosure of the source(s)’s identity is the issue for the trier of fact
5. The document found at Bates label 000654 in Respondents’ document production in
this case (attached as Exhibit 3 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted
version, and the identification, investigation, and selection of the chemical or drug
supplier referenced there; the procurement, purchase, contracting, agreement and
nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the
transportation, chain of custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced
there; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
IDOC did not object to deposition testimony regarding the information outlined
into his paragraph. The Designation indicates Castleton “will not testify as to IDOC’s
process in identifying, investigating, or selecting the chemical drug supplier referenced”
in the documents in inquiry 5, but will testify as to” whether and how IDOC prepared and
retained documents that would have recorded that information.” This is consistent with
the relevant issue in this case. Therefore, the Court grants the motion and will not
permit questions about specific sources by name, city, or other specific information
which would make the source identifiable. However, general inquiry may include basic
testimony regarding how sources are vetted/chosen.
6. The document found at Bates label 000655 Respondents’ document production in
this case (attached as Exhibit 4 for reference), and its corresponding unredacted
version, and the identification, investigation, and selection of the chemical or drug
supplier referenced there; the procurement, purchase, contracting, agreement and
nature of transactions involved in obtaining chemicals or drugs referenced there; the
transportation, chain of custody, storage, and testing of chemicals or drugs referenced
there; and the expiration date and any instructions, whether or not written, regarding
transport, storage, or other handling of chemicals or drugs referenced there.
Page 6 of 8
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As with section 5, the Designation states Castleton will not testify as to the
specifics regarding the chemical/drug source in the records, although IDOC indicates he
would respond to questions about disclosed records and the nature of the redacted
information. The Court allows general inquiry into IDOC’s process to identify sources
and/or secure and store execution chemicals, but will not allow questions whose
answers would specify the source outlined in the documents referenced in inquiry 6.
7. The document found at Bates label 002044–2045 in Respondents’ document
production in this case (attached as Exhibit 5 for reference), and its corresponding
unredacted version, including the efforts that went into preparing the document, any
other or updated versions of the document and any similar IDOC materials, and records
generated in compliance or attempted compliance with the policy described there (or
similar policies).
IDOC has no objection to questions about how the document was created,
maintained, disclosed, and/or related to any public records created as a result of this
policy.

However, IDOC objects to questions of IDOC regarding its public records

generally.

The Court finds general questions, within reason, on how records are

created, maintained, possessed, and searched are relevant and will require IDOC to
answer a reasonable number of general questions on section 7.
8. The job responsibilities, qualifications, and background of all designees who testify at
the deposition.
IDOC did not object to this inquiry.
In conclusion on this section, Cover can ask some general questions bearing on
public interest and the merits of Respondents’ claim that disclosing the identity of drug
sources prior to September 21, 2017 would jeopardize IDOC’s ability to carry out future
executions. However, the questions cannot be so specific as to attempt to identify
individual sources since that would circumvent the ultimate issue for this court to decide
at trial.
ORDERED

Signed: 1/17/2019 08:40 AM

_______________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on _
_ _ _ 17,
__
_ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
January
2019
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

Kristina Schindele
Kristina.schindele@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court

tt,---11~
eputy Clerk

Signed: 1/17/2019 08:41 AM
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING
MOTION TO COMPEL AND ORDER
COMPELLING DISCOVERY

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
APPEARANCES:
Richard Eppink for Petitioner
Kristina Schindele for Respondents

The Petitioner's Motion to Compel and Motion for Sanctions,

and the

Respondents' Motion to Quash Subpoena came before the Court on January 16, 2019
for an expedited hearing. The Motion to Quash was addressed in a separate decision.
Petitioner filed a Motion to Compel and for Sanctions on January 14, 2019, 1 with
supporting memorandum 2 and affidavit. 3 The motion requests an order compelling:
(1) IDOC to designate and provide proper persons to testify about matters for
examination described in January 2, 2019 Notice of Deposition; and
(2) Respondents to produce all materials responsive to Petitioner's Request for
Production No. 1.
The first request was resolved as the parties met and conferred about the designee.
Testimonial issues are addressed in this Court's decision on the Motion to Quash

Urgent Motions to Compel and for Sanctions, filed Jan. 14, 2019.
Brief in Support of Petitioner's Urgent Motions to Compel and for Sanctions ("Petitioner's Brief"),
filed Jan. 14, 2019.
3
Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Motions to Compel and for Sanctions ("Eppink Dec."),
filed Jan. 14, 2019.

2
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Subpoena. 4 Since the Subpoena was not quashed, the motion to compel on this issue
is DENIED.
The next issue relates to Request for Production No. 1, served October 11, 2018,
that states:
Produce all communications regarding the petitioner's September 21,
2017, public records request, including communications regarding efforts
to locate, retrieve, search for, compile, produce, or redact records in
response to the petitioner's September 21, 2017, public records request,
the petition in this case, or any of the court orders or writs regarding that
request. "Communications" in this request encompasses all records of the
exchange of information, ideas, thoughts, or messages, and includes but
is not limited to emails, voicemails, text messages, electronic chat
messages and logs, other electronic messages, correspondence, letters,
memoranda, and recordings of in-person, telephonic, or electronic
conversations. 5
The Defendants' response, dated November 13, 2018, was:
See September 2017 Disclosure to Ms. Cover - email communications
between Jeffrey Ray and Aliza Cover. Respondent is aware of no other
written communications from this time period.
See email from Ammie Mabe re execution records at Bates 2056 for
recent written communication. See memo from Warden Carlin to Ammie
Mabe re request at Bates 2069. Respondent is not aware of any additional
communications.
No recordings of in-person, telephonic, or electronic conversations exist.
The stipulated deadline to supplement discovery was December 10, 2018. 6

At the

hearing on January 16, 2019, Respondent informed the court that an additional
responsive e-mail was disclosed on January 7, 2019 during the Ray deposition. That
email from September 2017 was between Ray and IDOC employee Ammie Mabe and
forwarded records for IDOC to provide in response to the Public Records Request. Ray
deposition, Exhibit 32. 7 January 7, 2019 was the first time Respondents had produced
this email.

4

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena but Granting in Part
Protective Orders, filed Jan. 17, 2019.
5
Eppink Dec, Exhibit E.
6
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning, filed Oct. 10, 2018, p. 2 ("12/10/201 8 is the last day for
all parties to serve any supplemental response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure or seek leave from the Court showing good cause for a late disclosure.").
7
Eppink Dec, Exhibit G.
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On January 10, 2019, Respondents' counsel sent an email to Petitioner's
counsel indicating that the individual email search was not working because the "server
went down" and she "redesigned search criteria for IT to use" to do additional
searches. 8 Kuehn indicated they would provide the materials immediately. As of the
hearing on January 16, 2019, Schindele indicated those records had not yet been
provided but would be disclosed imminently.
The Public Records Act request was made September 21, 2017-seventeen
months ago. Idaho Code § 74-103( 1) requires:
A public agency or independent public body corporate and politic shall
either grant or deny a person's request to examine or copy public
records within three (3) working days of the date of the receipt of the
request for examination or copying. If it is determined by employees of
the public agency or independent public body corporate and politic that
a longer period of time is needed to locate or retrieve the public
records, the public agency or independent public body corporate and
politic shall so notify in writing the person requesting to examine or
copy the records and shall provide the public records to the person no
later than ten (10) working days following the person's request.
Provided however, if it is determined the existing electronic record
requested will first have to be converted to another electronic format by
the agency or by a third party and that such conversion cannot be
completed within ten (10) working days, the agency shall so notify in
writing the person requesting to examine or copy the records. The
agency shall provide the converted public record at a time mutually
agreed upon between the agency and the requester, with due
consideration given to any limitations that may exist due to the process
of conversion or due to the use of a third party to make the conversion.
On March 6, 2018, a stipulation of the parties for the briefing schedule for the
Show Cause hearing was filed. The Alternative Writ of Mandate and the Order to Show
Cause was filed March 7, 2018. With this Writ, the Respondent was ordered to disclose
all records responsive to the September 21, 2017 request or appear for a Show Cause
Hearing to show cause why the agency had not disclosed such records. No mention
was made at that time of impediments to a diligent search because of information
technology issues.

8

Eppink Dec, Exhibit H.
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Repeatedly throughout these proceedings, the Respondent has come into Court
saying it was still searching and disclosing records responsive to the September 21,
2017 Public Records Act Request.
Although not conceding impropriety or frivolity, Respondents’ brief filed March 14,
2018 stated, “On March 14, 2018, copies of additional documents were sent to
Petitioner, in care of her attorney of record. These documents were provided upon a
review of Petitioner's filed petition, which specifically identifies and describes requested
documents that were not, at the time of her initial request, directly responsive to the
request.”
Counsel for the agency appeared at the Show Cause hearing on April 5, 2018.
On the record, Respondent’s counsel first stated some documents were withheld
pursuant to a Board Rule but “all other documents are disclosed,” but then clarified at
approximately 3:15 p.m. that the agency was still withholding more than the Leavitt
document.
In the Court’s written decision entered May 14, 2018, the Court held:
Although the Respondent argues the subsequent disclosure was because
of an inadvertent mistake and not because of bad faith, the Court finds
that the Petitioner is the prevailing party regarding this subsequent
disclosure and that the Respondents’ partial denial of any documents
disclosed between March 7, 2018 and the hearing on April 5, 2018 was
frivolously pursued. The standard for award of fees and costs is not
whether the agency withholding the record acted in good faith or bad faith.
The standard is whether there was a basis in law for denying public
access to the documents.
In the Memorandum in Support of Reconsideration filed May 29, 2018, the
Respondents assert:
Following the entry of the Court’s Writ and Order, Respondents conducted
a diligent search for any documents pertaining to “the use of lethal
injection in the Rhoades and Levitt executions.” During such search, the
Department discovered additional documents responsive to Petitioner’s
records request and/or her Petition. Pursuant to the Court’s writ, the
Department disclosed more than 600 pages of additional documents to
Petitioner on May 25, 2018 and May 29, 2018. . . . As of May 29, 2018,
the Department continues to conduct a diligent search, and has
discovered additional, potentially responsive documents. Respondents
anticipate additional disclosures and will continue its diligent search and
timely disclosure.
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The

Court

notes

"diligent,"

according

to

Webster's

Dictionary

means,

"characterized by steady, earnest, and energetic effort: PAINSTAKING." 9
In the July 19, 2018 Reply Brief on the motion for reconsideration, Respondents
state additional records were disclosed June 12, 2018 and July 10, 2018.

Zmuda's

Third Affidavit, filed July 19, 2018, details these additional records including being found
in a former employee's office, others were left with an IDOC employee when an
employee left employment, some were found in a vacant office, or on an archived
computer shared drive of which Mr. Zmuda was unaware. The July 19, 2018 affidavit
states, "Our experience in this case and our difficulty in finding responsive documents,
as well as finding documents in various offices in the possession of various employees,
has indicated to us that we have previously failed to organize documents properly."
Some of these details are also included in the Amended Answer filed October 15, 2018.
On July 11, 2018, the Petitioner filed a Motion for Order to Lodge All Responsive
Records with the court. In that motion, Petitioner requested this Court enter an order
requiring the respondents to complete a diligent search and, no later than July 27,
2018 .... "

At the July 25, 2018 hearing, after Respondent's update on additional

disclosures, Respondents' counsel stated that IDOC had just sent an e-mail to all staff
members at IDOC employees to search for any responsive records. 10 A diligent search
was already required in September 2017 by the Public Records Act request and again
required by the Alternative Writ entered in March 2018.
In this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Reconsidering Peremptory
Writ of Mandate, entered September 17, 2018, the Court held:
Because some of the documents are responsive to Petitioner's request
under the Public Records Act made in September 2017, the Court may
find Respondents frivolously pursued the request by failing to properly
search for records in the time allotted under the statute. The Court may
also find that behavior deliberate and in bad faith on part of the public
official withholding the record(s). But the sanction for such conduct in
violation of the Public Record Act is by way of civil penalty under Idaho
Code § 74-117, by an award of fees and costs under Idaho Code § 749

Webster's
Dictionary,
online
edition,
"diligent,"
webster.com/dictionary/diligent, accessed Jan. 17, 2019 (emphasis in original).
10
Motion hearing on July 25, 2018 in Courtroom 503, 2:58 p.m.

https ://www. m erriam-
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116, an award of damages sustained by Petitioner under Idaho Code § 7302 or Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 74(b )(2)(8), or by way of contempt
under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 75 for violating a Court's orders. The
sanction is not an exclusionary rule to deny a trial on the merits. (footnotes
deleted)
The Court then ordered a scheduling conference to set the discovery deadlines and trial
date of this matter. 11 That conference was held in October 2018, the court specifically
inquired whether a January 28, 2019 trial date was sufficient time and both parties
agreed it was an acceptable trial date. The Court noted at that hearing the importance
of discovery deadlines and discovery compliance signed pursuant to Rule 11.
Respondents' counsel stated that all of the documents would be disclosed within one
week from that date. Therefore, the Court required the parties to reach a scheduling and
planning stipulation. The parties then filed a scheduling stipulation on October 10, 2018.
Petitioner served her first discovery requests the next day, October 11, 2018.
Respondents filed notices they had complied with the discovery request on
November 13, 2018, November 16, 2018, December 4, 2018, December 17, 2018, and
December 20, 2018.

December 10, 2018 was the last day to supplement discovery

according to the deadline set in the scheduling stipulation .12
After the filing of the scheduling stipulation and the notice of trial setting in this
case, the Court can enforce the stipulation and notice of trial setting under Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 16(e) which states,
(e) Sanctions.

( 1) Grounds. The court may sanction any party or attorney if a party or
attorney:
(A) fails to obey a scheduling or pretrial order;
(B) fails to appear at a scheduling or pretrial conference;
(C) is substantially unprepared to participate in a scheduling or
pretrial conference; or
(D) fails to participate in good faith.

11

Scheduling Conference hearing, Oct. 4, 2018, Courtroom 503, 2:30p.m.-2:57p.m.
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning, p. 2 ("12/10/2018 is the last day for all parties to serve
any supplemental response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or
seek leave from the Court showing good cause for a late disclosure.")
12
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(2) Sanctions Allowed. The court may make such orders as are just, and
may, along with any other sanction, make any of the orders allowed under
Rule 37(b)(2)(A). Also, in addition to or in the place of any other sanction,
the court must require the party or the party's attorney, or both, pay any
expenses incurred because of noncompliance with this rule, including
attorney's fees, unless the court finds noncompliance was substantially
justified or that circumstance are such that such an award of expenses
would be unjust.
ANALYSIS

Based on these facts, the Court finds IDOC respondents did fail to adequately
search their records for responses to Petitioner's Discovery requests and failed to timely
supplement by the deadline of December 10, 2018. This has been a pattern throughout
the pendency of the Petitioner's Public Records Act proceedings.

Additionally,

Respondents did not argue the information contained in the requested email search in
this motion is irrelevant or beyond the scope of discovery. Therefore, the Court finds a
motion to compel an additional search and to turn over any additional emails discovered
is appropriate.
Petitioner requests an order prohibiting Respondents from using any information
not disclosed in response to discovery prior to December 10, 2018 (the supplemental
deadline) to defend this action and order Respondents to pay reasonable expenses,
including attorney fees, caused by failure to timely supplement.
The Court finds Respondents' have not shown good cause for its failure to
disclose or supplement discovery by the December 10, 2018 stipulated deadline. No
mention of any technological error was raised until nearly a month after the
supplemental deadline and that additional information was only disclosed at a
deposition. Then, the fact that further supplementation was not immediately made,
warrants sanctions. IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 37(c)(1 ).
Therefore, the Court GRANTS the Petitioner's request and will exclude
Respondents' introduction of any of the emails disclosed after the December 10, 2018
deadline. Further, the Court orders the Respondents to pay the reasonable fees and
costs for Petitioner's pursuit of this motion. The Court will permit Petitioner until fourteen
days after conclusion of trial to submit amounts and records of expenses and
reasonable attorney fees caused by failure to timely supplement.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Petitioner’s Motion to Compel, filed Jan. 14, 2019, is
GRANTED in part and DENIED in part.
The Court DENIES an order compelling Respondents to IDOC to designate and
provide proper persons to testify about matters for examination described in January 2,
2019 Notice of Deposition.
The Court GRANTS Petitioner’s request that Respondents produce all materials
responsive to Petitioner’s Request for Production No. 1.
Further, the Court grants the Petitioner’s motion for sanctions and (1) prohibits
Respondents from introducing any untimely disclosed documents at trial and (2) orders
the Respondents to pay the reasonable fees and costs for Petitioner’s pursuit of the
motion to compel. Petitioner must file a memorandum of fees and costs related to this
motion and Respondents’ failure to timely supplement within fourteen days after the trial
of this matter ends. The fees and costs must be paid by the Respondents.
ORDER COMPELLING DISCOVERY
The Court ORDERS the Respondents to conduct a manual search of the emails
of Zmuda, Dowell, Mabe and Ray for the following time periods:
1.
2.
3.
4.

9/21/2017 through 9/27/2017
2/27/2018 through 3/14/2018
5/14/2018 through 7/25/2018
9/17/2018 through 10/29/2018

Respondents must provide the responses to the Petitioner by 5 p.m. on January 22,
2019.
ORDERED

Signed: 1/18/2019 08:56 AM

____________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

January
2019
I hereby certify that on _
_ _ _ 18,
__
_ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

Kristina Schindele
Kristina.schindele@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court

rZu--110144/
eputy Clerk

Signed: 1/18/2019 10:04 AM
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Filed: 01/18/2019 15:33:27
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877

Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER FOR IN CAMERA
EXAMINATION, AND ORDER ON TRIAL
PROCEDURE

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Defendant.

Petitioner's Motion for In Camera Examination, filed December 19, 2018, came
before the Court for oral argument on January 2, 2018.
Appearances:

Richard Eppink & Molly Kafka Attorneys for Petitioner
Jessica Kuehn Attorney for Respondents
INTRODUCTION

The Petitioner's filed Motion for In Camera Examination on December 19, 2018, 1
with a briet2 and affidavit3 in support. Respondents filed a response brief with an
affidavit5 in support. Petitioner replied 6
The Court considers the matter fully submitted for determination.
LEGAL STANDARD

This is a Public Records Act proceeding pursuant to Idaho Code §74-101, et
seq.

Idaho Code §74-112 requires exempt and nonexempt public records to be

Motion for In Camera Examination, filed Dec. 19, 2018.
Brief in Support of Petitioner's Motion for In Camera Examination, filed Dec. 19, 2018.
3
Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Motion for In Camera Examination ("Kafka Dec."), filed
Dec. 19, 2018.
4
Response Brief to Petitioner's Motion for In Camera Examination, filed Dec. 28, 2018.
5
Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn in Support of Response Brief to Petitioner's Motion for In Camera
Examination ("Kuehn Aff."), filed Dec. 28, 2018.
6
Reply Brief in Support of Petitioner's Motion for In Camera Examination ("Petitioner's Reply"),
filed Dec. 31, 2018.
2
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separated and make the nonexempt material available for examination by the public.
If there is a dispute as to the denial of exempt information, the sole remedy is a
lawsuit in the district court of the county where the records (or some part thereof) are
located to compel the public agency for a public inspection according to Idaho Code
§74-115. If such suit is instituted (as in this case), the public agency shall keep all
documents or records in question until the end of the appeal period, until a decision
has been rendered on the petition, or as otherwise statutorily provided, whichever is
longer. Idaho Code §74-115(2).

This statute does not limit the availability of

documents or records for discovery in the normal course of judicial proceedings,
subject to the law and rule of evidence and of discovery governing such
proceedings. Idaho Code §74-115(3).
In such judicial proceedings, Idaho Code §7 4-116(1) states the court may
examine the record in camera in its discretion.

If the court finds that the public

official's decision to refuse disclosure is not justified, it shall order the public official
to make the requested disclosure. If the court determines that the public official was
justified in refusing to make the requested record available, "he" shall return he item
to the public official without disclosing its content and shall enter an order supporting
the decision refusing disclosure. Idaho Code §7 4-116(2).
ANALYSIS

Petitioner filed a motion for in camera examination and the Respondents
responded.

The parties' briefs agree that the court has discretion to examine the

withheld documents and records.

The parties disagree about what documents or

records the court must review. The Respondents do not object to the Court's in camera
review of all but three documents:

three one-page documents with Bates Numbers

000654, 000655, and 000656.
The Respondents object to the Court's in camera review of these documents
because, "The redacted content of these three documents is readily identifiable to the
Court with adequate testimony and therefore reviewing this information would not assist
the Court in determining whether the redaction was reasonable. Respondents submit
providing these three documents unredacted will likely have the exact impact
Respondents submit will occur if these documents are deemed public records and thus
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released to the public.

Respondents are concerned about the ability to keep this

information secure if the documents are released unredacted to any person." 7
First, judges' conduct is governed by the Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct,
including Rule 2.10, Judicial Statements on Pending and Impending Cases, and Rule
3.5, Use of Nonpublic Information. Rule 2.1 0(C) states, "A judge shall require court staff,
court officials, and other subject to the judge's direction and control to refrain from
making statements that the judge would be prohibited from making by paragraphs (A)
and (B)."

Rule 3.5 states, "A judge shall not intentionally disclose or use nonpublic

information* acquired in a judicial capacity for any purpose unrelated to the judge's
judicial duties." "Nonpublic information" is specifically defined to mean "... information
that is not available to the public. Nonpublic information may include, but is not limited
to, information that is sealed by statute or court order or impounded or communicated in
camera, and information offered in grand jury proceedings, presentencing reports
dependency cases, or psychiatric reports .... "
Second, in addition to being a judge, this judge held a classified security
clearance for over twenty-three years as a member of the United States Air Force. That
time included investigating and actually litigating hearings and trials involving national
security information. Annually, for twenty-three years, the judge went through training
on proper handling of classified documents; and periodically went through the process
of updating and upgrading security clearances, and its required background checks.
The Petitioner made a Motion to Lodge All Responsive Records with the Court on July
11, 2018. The Respondent only lodged redacted records in two CDs at the hearing on
July 25, 2018. At that time, the Court did not require an in-camera inspection of the
unredacted documents because the Court was only asked to reconsider its decision
from the show cause hearing in May. The Court recognized the need for keeping
exempt documents exempt and balancing that with its duties for a show cause hearing.
The Court also recognized that the Respondents have had an iterative approach to
document production in this case and even though information was redacted, such
information may not remain as such. Therefore, the Court did not require the in camera
inspection at that time since the Court granted the Respondent's request for a trial.
7

Brief in Support of Petitioner's Motion for In Camera Examination, filed Dec. 19, 2018.
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Third, it is now approximately one week before trial. The Court has to be able to
perform its fact-finding function at trial and apply the law to those facts. In summary, the
judge is required to determine 1) whether an exemption applies to an redacted
information; 2) whether any public official improperly refused a legitimate copying or
inspection of any record denied in the Notice of Action on Public Records Request
dated September 25, 2017; 3) if so, whether any record was withheld by any public
official deliberately and in bad faith; and finally, 4) if so, any sanction or penalty. The
Court cannot serve its function as fact finder or reach the conclusions required in this
case without actually seeing the withheld information that the Respondents claim is
exempt...all of it.
CONCLUSION
For the above reasons, the Court GRANTS the Petitioner’s motion for in camera
examination.
ORDER ON EXAMINATION AND TRIAL PROCEDURE
However, the Court does not want this information in the Courthouse any longer
than necessary. The Ada County Courthouse has vaults for the storage of exhibits by
clerks and court staff that are controlled entry vaults. The Court and its staff deal with
information which is sealed, very important to preserve for extremely long periods, and
even illegal to possess all the time in its course of duties. Additionally, the judge has
experience in handling classified documents and would prefer to handle the exempt
records in this case in the same manner it would handle items with a “secret” military
classification, including only having it in the judge’s immediate possession while actually
using it, restricting access to as few staff members as possible (and then only to those
governed by the Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct), and/or having the information under
lock and key with the judge being the only one with the key if it is necessary to leave the
judge’s immediate possession during the review. The judge has a locked filing cabinet
available specifically for that purpose within the controlled access non-public part of the
Ada County Courthouse.
The Court sets the following time and procedure for the in camera examination:
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The Court needs to see the separate exempt public records file to prepare for
trial.

The Court has cleared its calendar the afternoon of Thursday, January 24,

2019 for the review. Her hearings set on Thursday should conclude by 1:30 p.m.
The Court information can be provided directly to Judge Norton.

This can

occur two ways at the Respondents' counsel's election:
1) The exempt file can be brought to Judge Norton's chambers, Room 5111
at the Ada County Courthouse, on Thursday afternoon. If that is the plan,
the Court will review that information and return it back to the designated
Idaho Department of Correction the same day.

Whomever delivers the

information to Judge Norton's chambers should either be prepared to wait
for Judge Norton to conduct the review (there is a secured witness waiting
room in the Courthouse which is not accessible to the public) or that
person can leave and provide contact information of where he or she can
be contacted to retrieve the information once the review is completed.
2) Judge Norton can travel to wherever the exempt file is retained, which is
presumably in Boise. The Court rarely finishes its Thursday morning calendar
before 1:30 pm so the schedule would need to accommodate travel to the
location and the time required to get through security measures at that
location. Judge Norton can conduct the review at that location as long as
Rule 2.9 of the Idaho Judicial Code of Conduct prohibition on ex parte
communications can be upheld. This means a specified time between 2 pm
and 5 p.m. on Thursday, January 24, 2019, contact person (who is not a
disclosed witness or counsel for trial), and location should be provided to
Judge's in-court clerk by Wednesday afternoon ((208)287-7564). The judge
shows up at the appointed place and time, the contact directs her to the
location of the file, and the judge reviews the file on-site, and then leaves.
That initial review will be completed on Thursday.
The Court is unsure whether it will need to review any of the records in the
separate exempt file during the course of the trial. Respondents' counsel has two
options for trial:
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1) Bring the separate exempt file to the Courthouse each day of trial and take
it with them when they leave the Courthouse at the close of each trial day;
it can be secured in a Courthouse vault or even in the courtroom under
lock and key during the trial; or
2) Have contact information for someone who has access to the information
and can deliver it to the judge if requested. The Court understands there
could be a limited delay to transport the information.
Assuming the Court does not rule from the bench and the Court needs to review
the exempt file in preparing its findings, the Court asks the Respondents to provide
contact information for someone who is not counsel for the Respondents and was not a
witness in the case who can be contacted to arrange such review. This contact
information should be provided at the close of the trial when the Court inquires about
whether the parties prefer to make written or oral arguments.
ORDERED

Signed: 1/18/2019 03:29 PM

~
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on January 18, 2019

, I e-mailed (served) a true and

correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica. kueh n@ag. idaho. gov

Kristina Schindele
Kristina .schindele@ag. idaho. gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court
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Electronically Filed
1/25/2019 4:15 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

STIPULATED FACTS AND
EXHIBITS

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

For submission and use at trial and as a matter of record that may be used in
determining any issue or motion in this case, the parties stipulate to the following
facts. The parties also stipulate that all exhibits referenced in these stipulated facts
shall be admitted into evidence at trial, subject to the limitations set forth in the
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accompanying exhibit list, and as evidence in the record that may be used in
determining any issue or motion in this case, subject to those same limitations.
Those parties will lodge those exhibits with the Court upon submitting these
stipulated facts.

STIPULATED FACTS
1.

Throughout these stipulated facts:
a. "IDOC" refers to the Idaho Department of Correction.
b. "IBOC" refers to the Idaho Board of Correction.

2.

On September 21, 2017, the petitioner, Aliza Cover, sent an email to

respondent Jeffrey Ray. Her email sought records in three categories: (1) "The most
current IDOC protocol for executions," (2) "The drugs that have been or will be
purchased/used in future executions (including identifying information about the
drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how
the drugs are to be stored, etc.)," and (3) "The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from,
and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)."
Cover's email is Exhibit 1.
3.

Ray responded to Cover's request on September 21, 2017, confirming

that he had received her email and stating that he would consult with a deputy
attorney general and collect the information Cover requested. On the first working
day following receipt of Cover's request, September 22, 2017, Ray emailed Cover to
inform her that he expected to have more records for her the following week after
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one of Ray’s colleagues returned from vacation. On the second working day
following receipt of Cover’s request, September 25, 2017, Ray emailed Cover to
inform her that he expected to be able to email her all “disclosable” documents in
response to her request by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, September 28, 2017.
4.

Ray provided Cover with a web link to the execution procedures of the

Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) on September 22, 2017.
5.

Ray emailed Cover six PDF files on September 27, 2017. Among the six

PDF files was a completed IDOC “Notice of Action on Public Records Request” form,
stating that Cover’s public records request was granted in part and denied in part
pursuant only to “Board Rule 135.06.” Exhibit 2 is a compilation of the emails
between Ray and Cover between September 21 and 27, 2017. The day before
emailing Cover those six PDF files on September 27, 2017, he emailed those files to
IDOC Deputy Director Jeff Zmuda and IDOC Deputy Attorney General Kristina
Schindele for their review. Exhibit 3 is the email (partially redacted by
Respondents) that Ray sent to Zmuda and Schindele for their review.
6.

Exhibit 4 (Bates numbers 000001–002496) is a compilation of the

public records that Respondents produced to Aliza Cover between September 27,
2017, and October 29, 2018. The records that Ray provided on Respondents’ behalf
to Cover on September 27, 2017, are the records found at Bates numbers 000001–49
in Exhibit 4. The dates on the tabs in Exhibit 4 indicate the approximate date that
IDOC produced the materials following each tab to Cover.
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7.

The completed “Notice of Action on Public Records Request” form that

IDOC provided to Cover on September 27, 2017, is Exhibit 5.
8.

Respondents provided an incomplete set of records responsive to

Cover’s public records request in September 2017. Respondents provided only some
records that IDOC had previously identified in response to prior public records
requests. Respondents did not conduct any additional search for records responsive
to Cover’s request between the date of her request and Respondents’ September 27,
2017, response.
9.

On February 27, 2018, Cover filed a petition for a writ of mandate with

this Court, seeking to compel the respondents to disclose all of the public records
she had requested on September 21, 2017, but that the respondents had denied her.
The respondents agreed that their response to Cover’s petition would be due on
March 14, 2018.
10.

On March 14, 2018, the same day that the respondents’ response was

due, the respondents’ produced over 600 new, previously undisclosed pages of
records to Cover (through her attorneys), in response to her public records request.
Some of these records were partially redacted.
11.

The records that Respondents produced to Cover on March 14, 2018,

are the records found at Bates numbers 000050–653 in Exhibit 4. A letter from Ray
to Cover, which accompanied the March 14, 2018, production, is Exhibit 6.
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12.

Respondents had never previously produced to Cover any of the

records included in the March 14, 2018, production (Bates numbers 000050–653 in
Exhibit 1).
13.

On May 14, 2018, this Court entered an Order Granting Peremptory

Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records, with an accompanying
Peremptory Writ of Mandate. The Court later vacated the writ and part of the order
in orders entered on September 17, 2018.
14.

On about May 25, May 29, June 1, June 12, July 10, October 29, and

December 20, 2018, Respondents produced to Cover (through her attorneys)
additional records in response to Cover’s public records request. Altogether,
Respondents produced a total of 3,554 pages of records in response to Cover’s
request. Many of these records were partially redacted. Some of these pages of
records are duplicates of one another.
15.

The records that Respondents produced on about May 25, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 000654–950 in Exhibit 4. A letter from Ray to Cover,
which accompanied the May 25, 2018, production, is Exhibit 7. Respondents had
never previously produced to Cover any of the records included in the May 25, 2018,
production.
16.

The records that Respondents produced on about May 29, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 000951–1196 in Exhibit 4. A letter from respondents’
counsel to Cover, which accompanied the May 29, 2018, production, is Exhibit 8.
Some of the materials that Respondents produced in the May 29, 2018, production
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were duplicates of materials previously produced; but other records in the May 29,
2018, production were records that Respondents had never previously produced to
Cover.
17.

The records that Respondents produced on about June 1, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 001197–1542 in Exhibit 4. A letter from respondents’
counsel to Cover, which accompanied the June 1, 2018, production, is Exhibit 9.
Some of the materials that Respondents produced in the June 1, 2018, production
were duplicates of materials previously produced; but other records in the June 1,
2018, production were records that Respondents had never previously produced to
Cover.
18.

The records that Respondents produced on about June 12, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 001543–1887 in Exhibit 4. A letter from respondents’
counsel to Cover, which accompanied the June 12, 2018, production, is Exhibit 10.
Some of the materials that Respondents produced in the June 12, 2018, production
were duplicates of materials previously produced; but other records in the June 12,
2018, production were records that Respondents had never previously produced to
Cover.
19.

The records that Respondents produced on about July 10, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 001888–1951 in Exhibit 4. A letter from respondents’
counsel to Cover, which accompanied the July 10, 2018, production, is Exhibit 11.
Respondents had never previously produced to Cover any of the records included in
the July 10, 2018, production.
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20.

On July 20, 2018, IDOC Deputy Director Jeff Zmuda caused an email,

via IDOC Constituent Services Manager Ammie Mabe, to be sent to all IDOC
personnel asking that all IDOC personnel check their files and archives for records
regarding the Rhoades and Leavitt executions in order to identify records
responsive to Cover’s September 2017 public records request. This email is Exhibit
12 (Bates number 2056). Respondents received a number of responses to this email;
those responses are compiled as Exhibit 13 (Bates numbers 002069 and 0036323658).
21.

The records that Respondents produced on about October 29, 2018, are

those found at Bates numbers 001952–2496 in Exhibit 4. A letter from respondents’
counsel to Cover, which accompanied the October 29, 2018, production, is Exhibit
14. Some of the materials that Respondents produced in the October 29, 2018,
production were duplicates of materials previously produced; but other records in
the October 2018, production—including the records at Bates numbers 002044–
2045 and 002340–2353 in Exhibit 4—were records that Respondents had never
previously produced to Cover.
22.

Petitioner’s counsel took the deposition of Jeff Zmuda in this case on

December 20, 2018. During the deposition, Zmuda referred to a “General Packet” of
public records that IDOC had prepared for use in responding to public records
requests requesting records about the death penalty. IDOC first prepared the
General Packet several months before Cover’s September 2017 public records
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request. At Petitioner’s counsel’s request, Zmuda produced this General Packet at
the deposition.
23.

Exhibit 15 is the General Packet as of December 20, 2018.

Respondents added materials to the General Packet at different times (the dates on
the tabs in Exhibit 15 indicate the approximate date that IDOC added the materials
following each tab to the General Packet):
a. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 000001–857
in Exhibit 15 on or before May 18, 2017.
b. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 000858–897
in Exhibit 15 on about September 29, 2017.
c. Respondents added the material at Bates number GP 000898 in
Exhibit 15 on about October 2, 2017.
d. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 000899–996
in Exhibit 15 on about October 19, 2017.
e. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 000997–
1030 in Exhibit 15 on about December 5, 2017.
f. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 001031–
1036 in Exhibit 15 on about March 30, 2018.
g. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 001037–
1045 in Exhibit 15 on about May 16, 2018.
h. Respondents added the materials at Bates numbers GP 001046–
1058 in Exhibit 15 on about September 28, 2018.
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24.

Some of the materials in the General Packet (Exhibit 15) that

Respondents produced to Cover’s attorneys on December 20, 2018, were duplicates
of materials previously produced to Cover; but other records in the December 20,
2018, General Packet production were records that Respondents had never
previously produced to Cover—including the records at Bates numbers GP 000344–
389, 406–425, 831–838, 863–898 in Exhibit 15—but which existed at the time of her
September 2017 request.
25.

Between January 1, 2011, and the present, Respondents received at

least sixteen other public records requests seeking records regarding lethal injection
drugs:
a. A September 28, 2018, IDOC response letter and Notice of Action
on Public Records Request regarding a request from Daniel Schlein
is found Exhibit 16 (also found at Bates numbers GP 001050 and
1055–1056 of Exhibit 15). IDOC has no record of the content of the
request itself.
b. May 9, 2018, request from Daniel Schlein, with IDOC response
letter and Notice of Action on Public Records Request, is Exhibit
17 (Bates numbers 002498–2510).
c. March 30, 2018, request from Daniel Schlein, at Bates numbers
002519–2520, with IDOC response letter and Notice of Action on
Public Records Request is Exhibit 18 (Bates numbers 002511–
2514).
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d. January 10, 2018, request (annotated) from Daniel Schlein is
Exhibit 19 (Bates numbers 002515–2518). IDOC has no record of a
response to this request.
e. A December 5, 2017, IDOC response letter to a request from Daniel
Schlein is Exhibit 20 (also found at Bates numbers GP 001025–
1026 of Exhibit 15).
f. September 28, 2017, request from Adanya Lustig, MuckRock staff
reporter, with IDOC email and Notice of Action on Public Records
Request, is Exhibit 21 (Bates numbers 002569–2573).
g. September 8, 2017, request from Berkeley Law Death Penalty
Clinic, with IDOC response letter and Notice of Action on Public
Records Request and associated correspondence is Exhibit 22
(Bates numbers 002560–2568).
h. Correspondence regarding April 21, 2017, request from Berkeley
Law Death Penalty Clinic, with IDOC response letter and Notice of
Action on Public Records Request is Exhibit 23 (Bates numbers
002547 and 002552–2559).
i. Email string with January 30, 2017, request from April Rohman,
with associated internal IDOC email, is Exhibit 24 (Bates numbers
002619–2625). IDOC has no record of a response to this request.
j. September 21, 2016, request from Berkeley Law Death Penalty
Clinic is Exhibit 25 (Bates numbers 002548–2551).
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k. August 24, 2016, request from Federal Defender Services of Idaho,
with IDOC Notice of Action on Public Records Request and
associated correspondence, is Exhibit 26 (Bates numbers 002521–
2546).
l. Email string with excerpt of a July 15, 2015, request from Chris
McDaniel, Buzzfeed News, with IDOC Notice of Action on Public
Records Request and associated internal IDOC email, is Exhibit 27
(Bates numbers 002615–2618).
m. January 20, 2015, request from Rebecca Boone, Associated Press, at
with IDOC Notice of Action on Public Records Request, is Exhibit
28 (Bates numbers 002610–2614).
n. February 28, 2014, request from Rebecca Boone, Associated Press,
is Exhibit 29 (Bates numbers 002606–2607). IDOC has no record
of a response to this request.
o. July 26, 2013, request from Berkeley Law Death Penalty Clinic is
Exhibit 30 (Bates numbers 002604–2605). IDOC has no record of a
response to this request.
p. An October 7, 2011, IDOC response letter regarding a request from
Berkeley Law Death Penalty Clinic is Exhibit 31 (also found at
Bates numbers 000265–266 of Exhibit 4). IDOC has no record of the
request itself.
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Respondents stipulate to the authenticity and foundation of Exhibits 16 through 31.
However, Respondents do not stipulate to the relevance of those Exhibits or the
relevance of any of the statements in subparagraphs (a) through (p), above.
Respondents reserve the right to object on relevance grounds if Petitioner seeks to
admit any of Exhibits 16 through 31. Respondents may object to admission of these
exhibits and information about them on relevance grounds.
26.

IDOC has a manual governing the disclosure of IDOC records under

the Idaho Public Records Act. That manual was in effect at the time of IDOC’s
response to Cover’s public records request. The manual, titled Disclosure of Idaho
Department of Correction Records Under The Idaho Public Records Act, is Exhibit
32. IDOC also has a Policy regarding Public Access to Records. That Policy, as of the
date of IDOC’s response to Cover’s public records request is Exhibit 33. The Policy
and manual designate IDOC’s Public Information Officer as an official custodian of
IDOC for the purposes of the Public Records Act; respondent Jeff Ray was IDOC’s
Public Information Officer at the time of IDOC’s response to Cover’s public records
request.
27.

In 2017, IDOC received a federal subpoena regarding an FRCP 30(b)(6)

deposition of IDOC and seeking documents relating to executions. On March 3,
2017, IDOC’s counsel sent a letter responding to the documents requested in the
subpoena. That letter is Exhibit 34. Among the records the IDOC produced in
response to that subpoena are those compiled as Exhibit 35. Respondents stipulate
to the authenticity and foundation of Exhibits 34 and 35, but do not stipulate to
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their relevance. Respondents may object on relevance grounds at trial if Petitioner
seeks to admit either Exhibit 34 or 35.
28.

On about March 19, 2018, Cover submitted a public records request to

the Idaho Department of Administration, Division of Purchasing. On about March
22, 2018, Cover received a response to that request, including a letter from Valerie
Bollinger, Exhibit 36, and the records at Exhibit 37. Respondents stipulate to the
authenticity and foundation of Exhibits 36 and 37, but do not stipulate to their
relevance. Respondents may object on relevance grounds at trial if Petitioner seeks
to admit either Exhibit 36 or 37.
29.

The correspondence found at Bates numbers 002342–2352 in Exhibit 4

is documentation concerning communications with another corrections department
related to the selection, purchase, or exchange of drugs for the purpose of lethal
injection executions.
30.

The record found at Bates number 002353 in Exhibit 4 is a 2011

communication within the Department of Correction that mentions lethal injection
drugs.
31.

Meeting minutes of IBOC from 2011 and 2012 do not demonstrate that

a vote was taken on the adoption of IBOC Board Rule 135.06 (Idaho Administrative
Code (IDAPA) 06.01.01.135.06). Those minutes are compiled as Exhibit 38. IBOC
made no explicit determination that the public interest in confidentiality, public
safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure
prior to the promulgation of Board Rule 135.06 (Idaho Administrative Code
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(IDAPA) 06.01.01.135.06). The Notice of Proclamation of Rulemaking regarding
Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) 06.01.01.135.06 is Exhibit 39.
32.

Cover’s September 2017 public records request at issue in this case is a

legitimate public records request.
33.

The United States Food and Drug Administration has seized execution

drugs from state officials in Arizona and Texas, and the United States Drug
Enforcement Agency has seized execution drugs from state officials in Georgia and
Alabama. IDOC officials have emailed suppliers in India seeking lethal injection
drugs for import to Idaho. Respondents do not stipulate that IDOC ever entered into
either a formal or informal contract or agreement with any supplier from India.
34.

IDOC executed Paul Ezra Rhoades on November 18, 2011. IDOC

executed Richard Leavitt on June 12, 2012. IDOC purchased the chemicals used to
execute Rhoades with cash in an amount of $10,000 or more. IDOC purchased the
chemicals used to execute Leavitt with cash in an amount of $10,000 or more.
Respondents have no records of any testing of the chemicals used to execute Paul
Ezra Rhoades or Richard Leavitt. There are no portions of those chemicals that are
still available for testing. IDOC has made no promises to the chemical sources
identified in the unredacted versions of the documents at Bates numbers 000654
and 000655.
35.

On January 18, 2019, the Court found that “IDOC respondents did fail

to completely search their records for responses to Petitioner’s Discovery requests
and failed to timely supplement by the deadline of December 10, 2018. This has
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been a pattern throughout the pendency of the Petitioner’s Public Records Act
proceedings.” (Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Compel and Order
Compelling Discovery 7 (Jan. 18, 2019).) On January 22, 2019, Respondents
produced 2,698 pages of emails and accompanying documents originally requested
in Petitioner’s October 11, 2018, First Set of Written Discovery Requests, request
for production 1, which requested production of “all communications regarding the
petitioner’s September 17, 2017, public records request, including communications
regarding efforts to locate, retrieve, search for, compile, produce, or redact records
in response to the petitioner’s September 21, 2017, public records request, the
petition in this case, or any of the court orders or writs regarding that request.”
36.

On January 24, 2019, Respondents produced to Aliza Cover a new

version of the complete public records production at Exhibit 4 (Bates numbers
000001–002496) with substantially fewer redactions. The less redacted, January 24,
2019, production is Exhibit 40.
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Stipulated Exhibits
No.
1

Description
Cover's public records request

2

Compiled emails between Cover and
Ray regarding Cover's public records
request

3

Email from Jeff Ray to Jeff Zmuda
and Kristina Schindele dated
9/26/2017 (partially redacted by
Respondents)

Bates numbers

Limited purpose
(Admitted for all purposes.)
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.

003755-3808

(Admitted for all purposes.)

000001-002496

Admitted to identify the records
Respondents produced to Cover
and the effect of the contents on
members of the public; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.

4

Records produced to Cover 9/27/201710/29/2018

5

Notice of Action on Public Records
Request re: Cover's request, dated
9/25/2017

(Admitted for all purposes.)

Letter from Jeff Ray to Aliza Cover
dated 3/14/2018

Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the

6
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7

Letter from Jeff Ray to Aliza Cover
dated 5/25/2018

8

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to Aliza
Cover dated 5/29/2018

9

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to Aliza
Cover dated 6/1/2018

recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
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10

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to Aliza
Cover dated 6/11/2018

11

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to Aliza
Cover dated 7/10/2018

12
13

14

Email from Ammie Mabe to all IDOC
personnel dated 7/20/2018
Compiled responses to email from
Ammie Mabe to all IDOC personnel
(Exhibit 12)

Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients; not admitted for the
truth of any matters asserted in
exhibit contents.
002056

(Admitted for all purposes.)

002069 and 003632-3658

(Admitted for all purposes.)
Admitted to provide context of
Respondents records
productions to Cover and to
identify Respondents'
contentions and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to Aliza
Cover dated 10/25/2018
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15

The General Packet (see Stipulated
Facts ,r,r 22-23)

GP 000001- 001058

Admitted to identify the records
Respondents produced to Cover;
not admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.

GP 001050 and 1055-1056

Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.

16

Records re: Daniel Schlein's 9/28/2018
Public Records Request

17

Records re: Daniel Schlein's 5/9/2018
Public Records Request

002498-2510

18

Records re: Daniel Schlein's 3/30/2018
Public Records Request

002511-2514,002519-2520

19

Records re: Daniel Schlein's 1/10/2018
Public Records Request

002515-2518

20

Records re: Daniel Schlein's
12/15/2017 Public Records Request

GP 001025-1026

21

Records re: 9/28/2017 Public Records
Request by Adanya Lustig, MuckRock
staff reporter

002569-2573
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Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.

22

Records re: 9/8/2017 Berkeley Law
Death Penalty Clinic Public Records
Request

002560-2568

23

Records re: 4/21/2017 Berkeley Law
Death Penalty Clinic Public Records
Request

00254 7 and 002552-2559

24

Records re: April Rohman's 1/30/2017
Public Records Request

25

Records re: 9/21/2016 Berkeley Law
Death Penalty Clinic Public Records
Request

26

Records re: 8/24/2016 Federal
Defender Services of Idaho Public
Records Request

27

Records re: 7/15/2015 Public Records
Request by Chris McDaniel, Buzzfeed
News

28

Records re: 1/20/2015 Public Records
Request by Rebecca Boone, Associated
Press

29

Records re: 2/28/2014 Public Records
Request by Rebecca Boone, Associated
Press

002619-2625

002548-2551

002521-2546

002615-2618

002610-2614

002606-2607
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Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.

30

Records re: 7/26/2013 Berkeley Law
Death Penalty Clinic Public Records
Request

002604-2605

31

Records re: 10/7/2011 Berkeley Law
Death Penalty Clinic Public Records
Request

000265-266

32
33

Disclosure of Idaho Department of
Correction Records Under The Idaho
Public Records Act manual
IDOC Policy: Public Access to Records

Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.

002581-2603

(Admitted for all purposes.)

002577-2578

(Admitted for all purposes.)
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.
Not yet admitted. Authenticity
and foundation stipulated.
Respondents reserve the right to
object to this exhibit's relevance.

34

Letter dated 3/3/217 from IDOC's
counsel regarding federal subpoena

COVER000077-79

35

Excerpts from IDOC's response to
federal subpoena referenced in Exhibit
16

COVER000324 - 325 and 327

36

Letter from Idaho Division of
Purchasing to Cover dated 3/22/2018

COVER000354-355

37

Excerpts from Idaho Division of
Purchasing response to public records
request referenced in Exhibit 18

COVER000356-357

38

Compilation of the agendas minutes of
the Idaho Board of Correction from
2011

COVER002076-2120
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(Admitted for all purposes.)

39

40

Notice of Proclamation of Rulemaking
regarding Board Rule 135.06
January 24, 2019, less redacted
version of the complete public records
production at Exhibit 4 (Bates
numbers 000001-002496)

COVER000334-337

(Admitted for all purposes.)

000001-002496 (January 2019)

Admitted to identify the records
Respondents produced to Cover
and the effect of the contents on
members of the public; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
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*****
Stipulated and agreed,

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION OF IDAHO FOUNDATION

OFFICE OF THE IDAHO
ATTORNEY GENERAL

I sf Richard Epp ink
Richard Eppink

/s/ Jessica Kuehn
Jessica Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General

I sf Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka

Attorneys for Petitioner

Attorney for Respondents

Dated: January 24, 2019

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on January 25, 2019, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt E-File
system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: Isl Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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Electronically Filed
1/29/2019 6:14 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

PETITIONER'S REPLY
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR ORDERS AT
THE CLOSE OF
RESPONDENTS' CASE-INCHIEF

Respondents.

At the close of the Respondents' case-in-chief at trial today, the Petitioner
made a motion for orders compelling disclosure of records, imposing additional
penalties, and finding that Respondents frivolously refused to provide records.
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Because Petitioner made her motion orally during trial under IRCP 7(b)(1)(A)
and because time did not allow any oral reply argument, the Petitioner offers this
short brief that provides the Court with some of the authority she has already cited
to support her motion, some additional authority, and some reply to the
Respondents’ oral arguments.
I. Order for Disclosure
Under I.C. § 74-116(2), if the Court finds that a refusal to disclose public
records is not justified, it must order the disclosure. The Public Records Act has a
“very broad scope” and must be interpreted to favor access. Dalton v. Idaho Dairy
Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984). The Court must
presume that public records are open for public inspection, I.C. § 74-102(1), and it
must narrowly construe every exemption to the disclosure presumption. Federated
Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996). The
Court should order disclosure unless it is “obvious” that the records are exempt. Id.
The Respondents bear the burden to prove that withheld records actually fit
within a narrowly-construed exemption. Bolger v. Lance, 137 Idaho 792, 796, 53
P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002). The agency can meet its burden only by making a “specific
demonstration” proving that the exemption it relied on truly applies to the
requested records. Ward v. Portneuf Medical Center, Inc., 150 Idaho 501, 504 n.3,
248 P.3d 1236, 1239 n.3 (2011). The Court, accordingly, must base its decision on a
thorough review of the record before it. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 99–100, 320
P.3d 1250, 1258–59 (2014). The Court cannot uphold a denial based on
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generalizations about the types of documents withheld. Id. Where the agency
alleges potential harm from disclosure, the agency must show a reasonable
probability that disclosure of each requested document could result in that harm,
with evidence demonstrating the harm that might result. Hymas v. Meridian Police
Dept., 159 Idaho 594, 601–602, 364 P.3d 295, 302–303 (Ct. App. 2015). The Court
must order disclosure if the agency does not meet its burden. See Dalton, 107 Idaho
at 10, 684 P.2d at 987.
The Respondents (IDOC) have relied primarily on I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and
Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) 06.01.01.108.04.a.i, ii, and iii and
06.01.01.0135.06. Each of those agency rules requires a factual showing that IDOC
simply did not make at trial. Rule 108.04.a.i requires IDOC to show that the records
“would jeopardize public safety and the security of the facility” if disclosed; Rule
108.04.a.ii requires IDOC to prove that the records “would interfere with the secure
and orderly conduct of Department operations” if disclosed; and Rule 108.04.a.iii
requires IDOC to prove that the records “would jeopardize public safety and the
security of the facility.” For information other than identities of on-site physicians
and medical and escort team members (which Professor Cover does not seek in this
case), IDOC must prove that disclosure “could jeopardize the Department’s ability
to carry out an execution.” The statutory test in I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) requires IDOC
to prove that “the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and
habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure” of the records and
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that the Idaho “board of correction,” specifically (and not just the Department) has
identified those records. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) (emphasis added).
Respondents have utterly failed to meet any of these burdens. Though IDOC
offered testimony about the nature of its redactions and the authority for them, it
offered no evidence that disclosure of any of the records in Exhibit 40 “would
jeopardize public safety and the security of [any] facility,” “would interfere with the
secure and orderly conduct of Department operations,” or “could jeopardize the
Department’s ability to carry out an execution”—or that “the public interest in
confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public
interest in disclosure” of any of those records. Instead, as to information about
lethal injection drugs and their sources in particular, the undisputed evidence is
that:
•

No drug source has ever said it would not provide drugs if its identity was
revealed. (Cross-Exam. Zmuda.)

•

IDOC had contingency plans if it could not get the drugs it needed. (Ex. 40
Bates 92.)

•

IDOC could seek a stay of execution if it needed more time to find the
chemicals it needed. (Ex. 40 Bates 204; Cross-Exam. Zmuda.)

•

No IDOC execution has been postponed or cancelled because it would not
find the drugs it needed. (Cross-Exam. Zmuda.)

•

There has never been any harm or even any credible threat of harm to
anyone involved in an IDOC execution. (Cross-Exam. Zmuda.)
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•

IDOC has made no promises to the chemical sources that would be

identified if the documents at Exhibit 40 Bates 654 and 655 were released
unredacted to the public. (Stip. Facts

,r 34.)

Indeed, Respondents offered no argument in response to Petitioner's motion
today for withholding drug source information at all. Likewise, IDOC has offered no
factual evidence to meet its burden to prove that disclosure of any of the other
materials would interfere with operations, jeopardize safety or security, or
jeopardize IDOC's ability to carry out executions.

II. Additional Penalties
Idaho Code§ 74-117, the Court must assess a civil penalty against any public
official who "has deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused a legitimate"
public records request. The Petitioner's records request was a legitimate one. (Stip.
Facts

,r 32.) Each of those involved in the handling of that request is a "public

official" under the Public Records Act because each one is a "state ... employee"
who was "hired." LC.§ 74-101(12). Because Respondents failed to meet their burden
to justify withholding the records, the request was refused "improperly." See LC. §
74-116(1). The plain meaning of "deliberately" is "with full awareness of what one is
doing." "Deliberately," Merriam-webster.com, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/deliberately. Respondents' refusal to produce-or even
search-for records responsive to Professor Cover's request was certainly done
deliberately:
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•

Jeff Ray, official IDOC public records custodian, knew that the
organization had well over a thousand employees and thousands of
filings cabinets and many electronic records, yet failed completely to
conduct any search for records beyond asking for records that had been
produced months before for a separate request. (Direct Exam. Ray;
Cross-Exam. Ray; Exs. 5, 32.) The request—which include a request
for records about drugs after the Leavitt and Rhoades executions—
required Ray and IDOC to, at the very least, conduct a search to
update the “General Packet” (Ex. 15) with any materials not previously
found or generated since IDOC compiled the General Packet.

•

Ammie Mabe, also a designated IDOC public records custodian,
refused to produce blatantly responsive records already in the General
Packet—including, for example, Ex. 15 GP 1–8 (records seeking
pentobarbital in advance of 2011 execution), GP 52 (referring to
IDOC’s efforts to seek drugs for Rhoades execution), GP 426
(discussing lethal injection protocol and efforts to seek drugs for
Leavitt execution). (Cross-Exam. Mabe.)

•

Jeff Zmuda, who kept the General Packet materials in his own filing
cabinet, clearly decided not even to check the response going to
Professor Cover—which Jeff Ray emailed to Zmuda—or else he would
have noticed its obvious incompleteness. (Ex. 3.)
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As to “bad faith”, it has been defined by the Idaho Supreme Court in other
contexts as including “dishonesty of belief or purpose,” Cobbley v. City of Challis,
143 Idaho 130, 135, 139 P.3d 732, 737 (2006), citing to Black’s Law Dictionary,
which further expounds on the term: “A complete catalogue of types of bad faith is
impossible, but the following types are among those which have been recognized in
judicial decisions: evasion of the spirit of the bargain, lack of diligence and slacking
off, willful rendering of imperfect performance, abuse of a power to specify terms.”
Black’s Law Dictionary 134 (7th ed.1999). In the insurance bad faith context, the
Idaho Supreme Court has similarly explained “bad faith” as requiring “at a
minimum, . . . a diligent effort to ascertain the facts.” Truck Ins. Exch. v. Bishara,
128 Idaho 550, 555, 916 P.2d 1275, 1280 (1996).
Courts in other jurisdictions interpreting the meaning of “bad faith” in public
records laws provide even more directly helpful holdings. Bad faith as to a public
records response “does not require a showing of fraud or corruption.” Uniontown
Newspapers, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Dep't of Corr., 185 A.3d 1161, 1170 (Pa. Commw.
Ct. 2018). “The lack of good faith compliance with the [Act] and an abnegation of
mandatory duties under its provisions rise to the level of bad faith.” Id. “Where an
agency did not perform a search of its records under the [Act] until the matter was
in litigation, the agency denied access in willful disregard of the public's right to
public records.” Id. Accordingly, records discovered after a judicial petition is filed
“are a type of evidence from which a court may discern bad faith.” Id.; Sandoval v.
U.S. Dep't of Justice, 296 F. Supp. 3d 1, 14 (D.D.C. 2017) (“[A]n agency only fulfills
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its obligations under FOIA if it can demonstrate beyond material doubt that its
search was reasonably calculated to uncover all relevant documents.” (internal
quotation marks omitted)); Pinson v. United States Dep't of Justice, 245 F. Supp. 3d
225, 243 (D.D.C. 2017) (holding that an agency that refers a requester to a packet of
previously compiled materials still must ensure the packet was complete when
made and also ensure that the packet is up to date with each new request).
The Court should impose additional penalties under I.C. § 74-117.
III. Refusal Frivolously Pursued
Under I.C. § 74-116(2), the Court must award costs and fees to a prevailing
petitioner if it “finds that the request or refusal to provide records was frivolously
pursued.” Here, that is obvious. Just days before trial began, IDOC conceded that it
could not defend hundreds of its redactions by producing a substantially less
redacted version of the records it had produced to Professor Cover. (Stip. Facts ¶ 36;
compare Ex. 40 with Ex. 4.) Then, at trial, IDOC mustered no evidence to support
its redactions (as explained above).
As this Court previously reasoned, awarding fees in its Order Granting
Peremptory Writ, the Respondents’ repeated refusals in this case—only to be later
supplemented by new or newly unredacted documents—had no basis in law or fact;
else IDOC would have provided that basis at trial. It did not. Accordingly, the Court
should allow Petitioner’s counsel to submit a memorandum of fees and costs
pursuant to IRCP 54(d) and (e).
*****
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Petitioner’s counsel prepared this brief quickly to aid the Court primarily
with quotations and citations to authority that might guide its decision. The
Petitioner has not included all of her arguments here and instead offers this brief to
supplement her oral arguments made today at trial and her prior arguments in this
case, including in her Reply Brief in Support of Public Records Petition (Mar. 28,
2018), and in Part D of her Response to Motion to Reconsider Order Granting
Peremptory Writ (July 12, 2018). She incorporates those arguments here in case to
make it clear that she is not waiving them by failing to raise them again.
Respectfully submitted,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
Attorneys for Petitioner
Dated: January 29, 2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of January, 2019, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using
the iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Petitioner
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Judge Lynn Norton
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Janine Korsen
Clerk

Date January 28, 2019
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Binder s of all records produc ed in respons e to the public records request
(Bates labels
18-60762 000001

-002496)

Board Rule 135

)0\

Board Rule 108
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Stipulate d Exhibits
No.
1

2

3

4

Descripti on
Cover's public records request
Compiled emails between
Cover and Ray regarding
Cover's public records request

Email from Jeff Ray to Jeff
Zmuda and Kristina
Schindele dated 9/26/2017
(partially redacted by
Responden ts)
Records produced to Cover
9/27/2017- 10/29/2018

Bates numbers
Limited purpose
Mm i ,J.kd
\-~rta (Admitted for all purposes.)
.
Admitted to provide context of
Responden ts records production s to
.amittecf in Evitfence
Cover and to identify Responden ts'
contention s and the effect on the
JAN I 8 2019
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
003755-38 08
(Admitted for all purposes.)
--·-

1'ltnti•ffl'f'~m:lf
JAN 2 8 2019
000001-00 2496
t«Jmiffe<f in Evitfeffl!f

JAN 18 ?019
--

5

6

Notice of Action on Public
Records Request re: Cover's
request, dated 9/25/2017
Letter from Jeff Ray to Aliza
Cover dated 3/14/2018

-

- ?....~ . r t , ~

~Uh11u,..,..., II

1-Y -

JAN 2 8 2019
Qmiffeif in Evicfeffl!I

JAN 18 20\9
7

Letter from Jeff Ray to Aliza
Cover dated 5/25/2018

ifmiffecf in-Eviaene,

JAN 18 2019
8

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to
Aliza Cover dated 5/29/2018

Admitted to identify the records
Responden ts produced to Cover and
the effect of the contents on
members of the public; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
(Admitted for all purposes.)

Qmiffeif in Evidenc,

JAN 2 8 2019
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Admitted to provide context of
Responden ts records production s to
Cover and to identify Responden ts'
contention s and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Responden ts records production s to
Cover and to identify Responden ts'
contention s and the effect on the
recipients of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Responden ts records production s to
Cover an~ to identify Responden ts'
contention s and the effect on the

9

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to
Aliza Cover dated 6/1/2018

10

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to
Aliza Cover dated 6/11/2018

11

Letter from Jessica Kuehn to
Aliza Cover dated 7/10/2018

12

Email from Ammie Mabe to
all IDOC personne l dated

13

Compiled response s to email
from Ammie Mabe to all
IDOC personne l (Exhibit 12)
Letter from Jessica Kuehn to
Aliza Cover dated 10/25/20 18

7/20/2018

14

15

The General Packet (see
Stipulate d Facts ,r,r 22-23)

recipient s of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents .
Admitted to provide context of
Respond ents records productio ns to
tfmiffelf i1'i Evidenet
Cover and to identify Respond ents'
contentio ns and the effect on the
JAN J 8 2019
recipient s of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
Respond ents records productio ns to
'l@miffelf in Evitfenet Cover and to identify Respond ents'
contentio ns and the effect on the
JAN 2 8 2011 recipient s of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
Admitted to provide context of
li:fmfttecf in EvitfelfC'I Respond ents records productio ns to
Cover and to identify Respond ents'
contentio ns and the effect on the
JAN 21 2019 recipient s; not admitted for the
truth of any matters asserted in
exhibit contents.
00205~mitteif i1J EvTifel ~Admitt ed for all purposes .)

JAN I A -,nu
(Admitte d for

002069 and
003632-3 658

AkY\·1-lk
l l-'2Z-2t ~q
.

all purposes .)

Admitted to provide context of
Respond ents records productio ns to
- -·l"ifmiffelf in Eviifenn
Cover and to identify Respond ents'
contentio ns and the effect on the
JAN 2 8 2019 recipient s of the letter; not
admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
contents.
GP 000001Admitted to identify the records
001058
Respond ents produced to Cover;
a.omitted in Evic!enc
not admitted for the truth of any
matters asserted in exhibit
IAN 2 8 201f contents.
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16

Records re: Daniel Schlein 's
9/28/20 18 Public Records
Reques t

GP 001050 and
1055-10 56

17

Records re: Daniel Schlein 's
5/9/201 8 Public Records
Reques t

002498 -2510

18

Records re: Daniel Schlein 's
3/30/20 18 Public Records
Reques t

002511 -2514,
002519 -2520

19

Records re: Daniel Schlein 's
1/10/2018 Public Records
Reques t

002515 -2518

20

Records re: Daniel Schlein 's
12/15/2 017 Public Records
Reques t

GP 001025 -1026

21

Records re: 9/28/20 17 Public
Records Reques t by Adanya
Lustig, MuckRo ck staff
reporte r
Records re: 9/8/2017 Berkele y
Law Death Penalty Clinic
Public Records Reques t

002569 -2573

22

002560 -2568

23

Records re: 4/21/2017
Berkele y Law Death Penalty
Clinic Public Records Reques t

~11e59

24

Records re: April Rohman 's
1/30/2017 Public Records
Reques t

002619 -2625

25

Records re: 9/21/2016
Berkele y Law Death Penalty
Clinic Public Records Reques t

00

26

Records re: 8/24/20 16 Federal
Defend er Service s of Idaho
Public Records Reques t

002521 -2546

002547 and

J- - -2Plq

MnieznH~lctenr,,
JAN 28 2013
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Not yet admitte d. Authen ticity and
foundat ion stipulat ed. Respon dents
reserve the right to object to this
exhibit' s relevan ce.
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Records re: 7/15/2015 Public
Records Reques t by Chris
McDani el, Buzzfee d News

002615 -2618

28
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Records Reques t by Rebecca
Boone, Associa ted Press

002610 -2614
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Records re: 2/28/20 14 Public
Records Reques t by Rebecca
Boone, Associa ted Press

002606 -2607

30

Records re: 7/26/2013
Berkele y Law Death Penalty
Clinic Public Records Reques t

002604 -2605

31

Records re: 10/7/2011
Berkele y Law Death Penalty
Clinic Public Records Reques t

000265 -266

32

Disclosure of Idaho
Departm ent of Correction
Records Under The Idaho
Public Records Act manual
IDOC Policy: Public Access to
Records
Letter dated 3/3/217 from
IDOC' s counsel regardi ng
federal subpoen a

002581---:2603 ..... .
~miffecJ in Eviifena
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JAN 18 2019
(Admitt ed for all purpose s.)
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Excerpt s from IDOC's
respons e to federal subpoen a
referenc ed in Exhibit 16

COVER 000324 325 and

Letter from Idaho Division of
Purchas ing to Cover dated
3/22/20 18

35~:::i!t d in Evldene,

Excerpt s from Idaho Division
of Purchas ing respons e to
public records request
referenc ed in Exhibit 18
Compil ation of the agendas
minutes of the Idaho Board of
Correct ion from 2011
Notice of Proclam ation of
Rulema king regardi ng Board
Rule 135.06

Not yet admitte d. Authen ticity and
foundat ion stipulat ed. Respon dents
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exhibit' s relevan ce.
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40

Janua ry 24, 2019, less
redact ed versio n of the
compl ete public record s
produ ction at Exhib it 4 (Bates
numb ers 00000 1-002 496)

00000 1-002 496
(Janu ary 2019)

Mmmalf 1n Evfdenm

JAN 18 2019
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Admi tted to identi fy the record s
Respo ndent s produ ced to Cover and
the effect of the conten ts on
memb ers of the public ; not
admit ted for the truth of any
matte rs assert ed in exhib it
conten ts.
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Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
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Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

PETITIONER'S AMENDED
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF
FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OFLAW

Respondents.

The petitioner proposes the following amended findings of fact and
conclusions oflaw, as directed by the Court's February 4, 2019, Scheduling Order
for Amended Findings of Fact/ Conclusions of Law.

*****
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A Court trial was held on January 28, 29, and 30, and February 1 and 4,
2019. Based upon the evidence presented at trial and the arguments of counsel, the
Court enters the following findings of fact and conclusions of law.

Findings of Factl
1.

On September 21, 2017, the petitioner, Aliza Cover, sent an email to

respondent Jeffrey Ray. Her email sought records in three categories: (1) "The most
current IDOC protocol for executions," (2) "The drugs that have been or will be
purchased/used in future executions (including identifying information about the
drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how
the drugs are to be stored, etc.)," and (3) "The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from,
and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)."
Cover's email is a legitimate public records request under Idaho's Public Records
Act.
2.

For the past 13 years, Ray has been IDOC's Public Information Officer.

He responds to 15-20 public records requests per year. Ray attended trainings by
the Idaho Office of the Attorney General in 2008 and 2010 on how to properly
respond to public records requests. He is one of IDOC's designated official custodian
of records. He is responsible for ensuring IDOC produces all responsive records to
public records requests. He failed to do so for Cover due to his willful passivity and

1

The petitioner incorporates all facts asserted in the parties' Stipulated Facts and
Exhibits jointly filed in this case on January 24, 2019.
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ignorance. Though Ray had been an official designated custodian for IDOC at the
time of Cover’s request and at all relevant times since then, he did not become
aware that he was an official custodian until his deposition in this case in January
2019.
3.

Ray responded to Cover’s request on September 21, 2017, confirming

that he had received her email and stating that he would consult with a deputy
attorney general and collect the information Cover requested. Ray also informed
IDOC’s deputy director of prisons Jeff Zmuda of Cover’s public records request and
asked Zmuda where to find responsive records. Zmuda directed Ray to ask Ammie
Mabe, IDOC’s constituent services manager, for assistance in finding responsive
records.
4.

On the first working day following receipt of Cover’s request,

September 22, 2017, Ray emailed Cover to inform her that he expected to have more
records for her the following week after one of Ray’s colleagues, Ammie Mabe,
returned from vacation. On the second working day following receipt of Cover’s
request, September 25, 2017, Ray emailed Cover to inform her that he expected to
be able to email her all “disclosable” documents in response to her request by 5:00
p.m. on Thursday, September 28, 2017.
5.

On September 22, 2017, Ray forwarded Cover’s public request to Mabe

asking her to send him records from an earlier public records request. Ray was
referring to a Berkeley School of Law public records request that Mabe responded to
in May 2017.
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6.

In April 2017, the Berkeley School of Law requested records from

IDOC related to past and future executions. The request was very different from
Cover’s request. The request prompted Mabe, Zmuda, and deputy attorney general
Kristina Schindele to gather records related to executions. Beginning in 2011 and
2012, Zmuda saved some, but not all, of IDOC’s records related to executions. In
May 2017, Zmuda gave some of those saved records to Mabe, but also kept many in
his office. During this search for records in May 2017, Mabe asked Warden Blades,
Brett Phillips, and Randy Valley for records related to executions only because
those were the names of employees who were still employed with IDOC during her
search who participated in carrying out the 2011 and 2012 executions. Neither
Mabe nor anyone else asked former Director Brent Reinke, Kevin Kempf, or Josh
Tewalt for responsive records because they were not working for IDOC at the time
they were searching for records in May 2017, even though they were directly
involved in procuring lethal injection chemicals in 2011 and 2012. Neither Zmuda
nor Mabe sent out an all-IDOC staff email requesting all employees search for
records related to executions, even though they easily could have. At the end of
their incomplete search for records, Mabe stored over 600 pages of records related to
executions on her computer. The records gathered by the group in the spring of 2017
has been referred to as the “General Packet” throughout this litigation.
7.

Mabe, Zmuda, and Schindele redacted the General Packet. The bulk of

the General Packet records came from the records Zmuda had saved in 2011 and
2012. However, Zmuda failed to diligently search for records even in 2011 and 2012.
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He did not send an all-IDOC employee email nor ask Reinke, Kempf, or Tewalt for
records in 2011 or 2012.
8.

On September 25, 2017, Mabe reviewed Cover’s request and searched

through the records she had on her computer for records she believed were
responsive to Cover’s request. Mabe did not review Berkeley’s spring 2017 request
before identifying responsive records for Cover’s request.
9.

Mabe determined that a May 2011 email exchange between Warden

Blades and Chris Harris, a drug supplier from India, was not responsive to Cover’s
request even though the emails were clearly responsive because Blades was seeking
lethal injection chemicals for the 2011 execution. See Ex. 15, 1-8. She also
determined that Command and General Staff meeting agendas mentioning
procurement of lethal injection chemicals for the 2011 and 2012 executions were not
responsive to Cover’s request, which was a clearly erroneous determination on
Mabe’s part. See Ex. 15, 52 and 426.
10.

After searching through over the 600 pages of the General Packet,

Mabe emailed Ray 49 pages to send to Cover. See, Exhibit 40, 1-49. Ray sought the
records Mabe sent in response to the Berkeley request. Even though Mabe stated in
her email, “Here are the documents we previously provided to Berkeley”, she
actually only sent Ray 5 out of the 25 files sent to Berkeley. Before IDOC received
Cover’s request, Zmuda directed Mabe to produce the General Packet to public
records requests related to executions.
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11.

Mabe, although not an official designated custodian of records, has

been delegated the duties and responsibilities of an official designated custodian of
records for IDOC. She consults the Idaho’s Office of the Attorney General’s “Idaho
Public Records Law Manual” when responding to public records requests. Mabe also
consults with Idaho Code chapter 74, the Public Records Act. She deliberately
withheld records clearly responsive to Cover’s request.
12.

On September 25, 2017, Ray forwarded the files he intended to email

to Cover in response to her public records request to Zmuda and Deputy Attorney
General Kristina Schindele. Ray also forwarded Cover’s request to Director Henry
Atencio. Both Zmuda and Schindele approved Ray’s proposed response to Cover.
Zmuda did not compare the records being sent to Cover with records produced to
Berkeley, the General Packet, or records he kept in his office related to executions.
Although nothing prevented him from doing so, Zmuda failed to conduct a diligent
search for records responsive to Cover’s legitimate public records request in
September 2017.
13.

Ray provided Cover with a web link to the execution procedures of the

Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) on September 22, 2017, and six PDF files
on September 27, 2017. Among the six PDF files was a completed IDOC “Notice of
Action on Public Records Request” form signed by Ray as official IDOC custodian,
stating that Cover’s public records request was granted in part and denied in part
pursuant only to “Board Rule 135.06.”
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14.

Before providing Cover with the web link, PDF files, and notice of

action, IDOC did not conduct any search for records responsive to Cover’s public
records request before responding to Cover’s request. The respondents could have
conducted a diligent search for responsive records at this time, but chose not to. The
respondents relied on a General Packet, prepared in response to a “very different”
public records request, without checking to make sure it was up to date or complete.
Even then, the respondents did not provide Cover with the entire packet despite
that many of the materials withheld from Cover were obviously responsive to her
request. At the time of Cover’s request, the General Packet only contained materials
related to the past executions of Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt.
Respondents never conducted any search for the portion of Cover’s request that
sought information about execution drugs obtained since those executions to be
used in future executions. Respondents never conducted any keyword searches of
emails or electronic files at all, either in preparing the General Packet or the
response to Cover’s request.
15.

On February 27, 2018, Cover filed a petition for a writ of mandate with

this Court, seeking to compel the respondents to disclose all of the public records
she had requested on September 21, 2017, but that the respondents had denied her.
The respondents agreed that their response to Cover’s petition would be due on
March 14, 2018.
16.

On March 14, 2018, the same day that the respondents’ response was

due, the respondents, through Ray, produced over 600 new, previously undisclosed
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pages of records to Cover (through her attorneys), in response to her public records
request. Some of these records were partially redacted. Ray did not confirm all
responsive records to Cover’s request were included in the March 14, 2018
production.
17.

On May 14, 2018, this Court entered an Order Granting Peremptory

Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records, with an accompanying
Peremptory Writ of Mandate. The Court later vacated the writ and part of the order
in orders entered on September 17, 2018.
18.

In May 2018, Bret Kimmel, an IDOC employee was cleaning a cubicle

at the IDOC headquarters on the third floor. Kimmel found documents related to
executions in a box. Both Chad Page and Randy Valley had previously occupied the
cubicle before Kimmel. IDOC still employs Valley.
19.

Mabe then overheard Kimmel speaking to Theo Lowe about his

discovery of records related to executions. Lowe was the Executive Financial Officer
at the time of Rhoades’s execution and then a project manager for the Leavitt
execution. Lowe stated that she believed she, too, had records related to the
executions in 2011 and 2012. Zmuda then requested Lowe provide those documents.
Lowe produced documents that were different from documents she had produced in
the past, at the time of the 2011 and 2012 executions.
20.

Shortly thereafter, Cheryl Iseri, another IDOC employee, discovered a

record that listed a lethal injection chemical supplier’s information in Josh Tewalt’s
desk. Iseri then searched through Director Reinke’s archives in IDOC’s central
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headquarters. She found records related to executions. Neither of these locations,
both fully accessible to Zmuda, Ray, and Mabe, were searched until after this Court
entered a writ of mandate in this case.
21.

Also during this period of searching, Ashley Dowell, IDOC’s Chief of

Prisons, found meeting minutes mentioning a shared drive that stored records
related to executions. Zmuda was aware the shared drive existed, because he used it
in 2011 and 2012, but he never before searched it for records related to executions.
The IT personnel recovered records from the shared drive responsive to Cover’s
request, such as receipts and purchase orders. Zmuda then asked IDOC’s Division
of Purchasing to search for records related to prior executions. Division of
Purchasing then produced such records, which Zmuda did not previously have.
22.

On July 20, 2018, Zmuda directed Mabe to send an email to all IDOC

employees asking them to search for records related to executions. Employees began
turning over records Zmuda did not previously have in his possession. This email
went out a day after Zmuda filed an affidavit in this case representing to this Court
that all responsive records were gathered and safely stored. Such a contradiction of
statement and action are a clear demonstration of IDOC acting deliberately and in
bad faith in responding to Cover’s request.
23.

During the summer of 2018, Zmuda reviewed records kept in his office

related to executions. He had never before reviewed the records in his office to
determine if he had any records responsive to Cover’s request. He discovered he, in
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fact, possessed records responsive to Cover’s request that IDOC had previously
never disclosed to her.
24.

On about May 25, June 1, June 12, July 10, and October 29, 2018, the

respondents produced to Cover (through her attorneys) additional records in
response to Cover’s public records request. Altogether, the respondents produced a
total of 2,497 pages of records in response to Cover’s request. Many of these records
were partially redacted.
25.

IDOC re-reviewed its redactions in January 2019. On January 24,

2019, just four days before trial began in this case, Cover received all previously
disclosed records with far fewer redactions. The only explanation that respondents
provided for not defending its original redactions was that they used a more careful
criteria when reviewing the redactions the second time.
26.

No harm has come to any IDOC employee who has been involved in

carrying out the executions. There has never been an actual, credible threat to any
IDOC employee or anyone associated with IDOC in carrying out the executions of
Paul Ezra Rhodes or Richard Leavitt.
27.

Between the execution of Leavitt and Cover’s public records request,

Zmuda did not speak to any lethal injection chemical source that has said it will not
supply lethal injection chemicals in the future if its identity were revealed to the
public. During the only time that Zmuda was involved in seeking lethal injection
chemicals for IDOC since the Leavitt execution and before Cover’s public records
request, IDOC obtained a commitment for those chemicals. The only
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communications Zmuda has had with any lethal injection drug source since that
time but before respondents refused to produce Exhibit 40 pages 654 and 655 to
Cover without redactions was with the Exhibit 40 page 654 source. That source,
however, can no longer provide lethal injection chemicals to IDOC because it cannot
comply with modern regulations.
28.

IDOC has never postponed an execution due to a lack of lethal

injection chemicals.
29.

The unredacted version of the record at Exhibit 40 page 654 identifies

the source of the drugs used in the Richard Leavitt execution. The unredacted
record at Exhibit 40 page 655 identifies the sources and details about the
transaction for drugs used in the Paul Ezra Rhoades execution.
30.

IDOC had produced Exhibit 40 page 654 in redacted form in response

to a public records request prior to Cover’s public records request.
31.

IDOC consistently argued against disclosing Bates 000656 throughout

the entire litigation. However, IDOC finally realized in January 2019 that IDOC
does not even possess an unredacted version of Bates 656.
32.

Between January 1, 2011, and Cover’s September 21, 2017, request,

IDOC received at least ten other public records requests seeking records regarding
lethal injection drugs. IDOC never conducted a diligent search for responsive
records in response to any of those requests. Zmuda was directly involved in a
number of these public records requests, but failed to disclose all responsive records.
For example, in October 2011, Zmuda was involved in responding to a public
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records request asking for IDOC’s communications between May 2011 and October
2011 regarding the procurement of lethal injection chemicals. (Exhibit 40 page 265.)
Zmuda did not disclose to this requester the letter written by Director Reinke in
August 2011 to the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
seeking lethal injection chemicals. (Exhibit 40 page 2342.) Another example comes
from a July 2015 public records request from Chris McDaniel from Buzzfeed News.
(Exhibit 27.) The request included communications between IDOC and Harris
Pharma. Ray forwarded the request to Zmuda, along with other IDOC employees.
Zmuda possessed email correspondence between Warden Blades and Harris
Pharma from 2011 at the time, yet never disclosed that to Ray or to McDaniel.
IDOC responded to McDaniel by stating no records existed responsive to his
request. (Exhibit 27.)
33.

IDOC has yet to conduct a keyword search of IDOC’s emails for records

responsive to Cover’s request. IDOC has never searched current electronic files for
records responsive to Cover’s request.
34.

Over the past ten years, major, well-regulated pharmaceutical

companies began refusing to sell their drugs to states for use in executions and
prohibiting the use of the drugs they manufacture for such purposes. Lethal
injection drugs have become increasingly scarce, and states have turned, as a result,
to alternative sources for the drugs, including compounding pharmacies. These
alternative sources are under-regulated and may produce drugs that are less
chemically stable and more likely to contain impurities or other defects. States have
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also begun adopting new and untested methods of execution, incorporating new
drugs into their execution protocols, and substituting single-drug protocols instead
of traditional three-drug cocktails. States’ use of untested drugs, new protocols, and
less reliable manufacturers have created significant concerns about prolonged,
botched, or torturously painful executions.
35.

As lethal injection drugs have become increasingly scarce over the past

ten years, some states have turned to disreputable sources and illegal methods to
obtain those drugs. The DEA seized execution drugs from six states. In 2015,
media outlets reported that Nebraska obtained illegally imported drugs from Harris
Pharma, a drug distributor in India. That same year, the FDA was reported to have
seized illegally imported drugs from two states. Recently, investigative journalism
revealed that Missouri obtained its lethal injection drugs from a compounding
pharmacy designated as high risk by the FDA and which had been repeatedly found
to engage in hazardous pharmaceutical procedures. Missouri allegedly obtained
these drugs by sending a high-ranking corrections officer to a clandestine meeting
with a pharmacy representative, exchanging an envelope full of cash for vials of
pentobarbital. In Nevada, an execution was recently stayed because the state may
have obtained lethal injections drugs by subterfuge. Most recently, investigative
journalism revealed the identity of one of Texas’s sources for execution drugs: a
disreputable compounding pharmacy which has been cited for scores of safety
violations in recent years and whose license has been on probation since November
2016, when the Texas State Board of Pharmacy found that it had compounded the
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wrong drug for three children, sending one to the emergency room, and forged
quality control documents.
36.

There is limited commercial availability of certain drugs, such as

midazolam, pentobarbital, and thiopental for lethal injection. Because drug
manufacturers bar their drugs from being used for lethal injection, if a corrections
department wants to use those drugs for lethal injection purposes, it must obtain
them from an alternative source, other than the pharmaceutical manufacturer. The
only alternative sources for such drugs are compounding pharmacies or poorly
regulated foreign distributors and middlemen.
37.

Because compounding pharmacies so infrequently mix lethal injection

chemicals, a high risk accompanies the use of lethal injection chemicals mixed by a
compounding pharmacy. Chemicals infrequently mixed increases the likelihood of a
compounding pharmacy mixing the chemicals incorrectly.
38.

A “lot number” indicates the date of when a pharmacist mixed the

chemical or can be used to determine the date when the chemical was mixed.
Comparing a lot number and expiration date, or beyond use date, helps determine if
the compounding pharmacy correctly assigned an expiration date. The beyond use
date for injectable chemicals mixed by compounding pharmacies will be set for a
date soon after the chemicals were mixed.
39.

The potency of a drug is the concentration at the time a drug is mixed.

A drug is considered potent when the labelled concentration of the drug matches the
measured concentration. For example, if the formula for a drug is 60 milligrams/
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milliliter and a pharmacist mixed the drug according to a formula, the drug would
need to test within ±10% of 60 milligrams/milliliter for the labeled potency to be
considered accurate.
40.

If the potency of a lethal injection drug has declined, such as 20% of

the labelled dose, then the lethal injection might not actually be lethal. The
condemned might spend a lot of time in the second stage of anesthesia. If
pentobarbital, for instance, is not potent enough, and the patient is administered a
neuromuscular blocker such as pancuronium bromide, the patient may suffocate to
death.
41.

If the potency of the lethal injection drugs is reduced, the execution

team will administer what they think is a fatal dose, but instead just put the person
into the second stage of anesthesia. This is the reason execution teams often use
neuromuscular blockers such as pancuronium bromide, so the condemned prisoners
are unable to flail. When a botched execution occurs, it could be the result of drugs
with degraded potencies.
42.

The stability of a drug is about the amount of time a drug maintains

the characteristics it had at its most potent when first mixed. Ideally, a solution will
stay within 10% of the potency for the duration that the solution is stored prior to
use. Knowing the stability of a drug requires testing the final drug product and
examining the formula used to create the drug. The type of solvent also can
significantly affect stability; for example, pentobarbital mixed with water or saline
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does not have a significant shelf life, so the solution may only remain potent enough
for lethal injection if used within 2 hours of compounding, but not 3-5 days later.
43.

Unlike pharmaceutical manufacturers, compounding pharmacies mix

custom medications. Scientific supply companies supply compounding pharmacies
with jars of powders. A department of correction is unlikely to have people on staff
to formulate lethal injection drugs, so departments including IDOC have turned to
compounding pharmacies, which are unlikely to have any significant experience
with compounding lethal injection drugs, either. Because scientific supply
companies do not bar the use of products they sell to be used in lethal injections,
compounding pharmacies are then able to mix lethal injection drugs for prisons to
use in their executions.
44.

The FDA requires compounding pharmacies that do not fill individual

patient prescriptions to register as a 503B outsourcing facility. Compounding
pharmacies filling individual patient prescriptions are 503A pharmacies. More than
50,000 pharmacies exist in the United States that can conduct 503A compounding.
503B facilities are not required to be licensed as pharmacies by the FDA but most
states do require them to be licensed by the individual Boards of Pharmacy. This is
true whether the facility is located in the state or not. Outsourcing facilities (503B)
are held to CGMP standards (Current Good Manufacturing Practices, the main
regulatory standard for ensuring pharmaceutical quality) with lab testing for
potency, stability and sterility. These facilities make large batches of drugs. It is
unlikely that any 503B outsourcing facility is making lethal injections, because it is
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highly unlikely a purchaser would be able to store and use that quantity of lethal
injection drugs within the shelf life. So, by default, that means smaller
compounding pharmacies mix a limited number of compounded prescriptions for
States performing lethal injections.
45.

Any pharmacy could elect to be a 503A compounding pharmacy. In

hospitals, many drugs used come from 503B compounding pharmacies. Another
reason for compounding is in response to a shortage of drugs in the market. When a
shortage occurs, consumers may have the option of going to compounding
pharmacy. Drug shortages are common in the United States, currently, both for
departments of correction and other medical purchasers.
46.

Compounding pharmacies must follow certain guidelines put out by

the FDA and Board of Pharmacy. Those guidelines include having procedures and
policies in place, clean laboratories, and up to date training and certification
requirements by pharmacists employed by the compounding pharmacy. However,
there are no requirements for testing potency, stability, or sterility of drugs mixed
in a compounding pharmacy.
47.

Compounding pharmacies are also divided between sterile and non-

sterile compounders. Compounding pharmacies that mix solutions for injection,
including lethal injection of drugs such as pentobarbital, must be sterile
compounding pharmacies.
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48.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers are able to prepare drugs with greater

stability and therefore can ensure potency longer. Sterile compounding pharmacies
typically are unable to create the same pentobarbital that manufacturers can.
49.

Compounding pharmacies face minimal regulation compared to

pharmaceutical manufacturers. The FDA generally provides guidance to, not
regulation of, compounding pharmacies. According to the FDA, a compounding
pharmacy must be a pharmacy, have a pharmacist in charge, and fill prescriptions
for a particular individual. The FDA defers to states in overseeing 503A
compounding pharmacies.
50.

The Boards of Pharmacy in each state may inspect compounding

pharmacies. The inspectors review whether the pharmacy is clean and has policies
and procedures in place. Although 503B compounding pharmacies are required to
test the potency and stability of the drugs they mix, 503A compounding pharmacies
are not required to their products unless they have changed an aspect of their
process. Testing the potency and stability of compounded drugs can cost tens of
thousands of dollars. A substantial risk impacting lethal injection drugs prepared
by compounding pharmacies is the lack of oversight and assurance of drug stability
and potency.
51.

503A compounding pharmacies create drugs in a manner that does not

guarantee the potency of its mixed compounds. Lack of adequate potency of lethal
injection drugs mixed in compounding pharmacies is a major concern.
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52.

When a compounding pharmacy is providing lethal injection drugs, the

recipients are unlikely to be testing the compounded drug for potency or
determining the stability of the drug. A stability test costs upward to $30,000 per
test. Compounding pharmacies typically dissolve pentobarbital in alcohol and
water, which means the potency could be lost in a matter of days.
53.

The mere use of pentobarbital in executions is quite concerning. The

brainstem does not stop working until the very last stage of anaesthesia. The dose
of pentobarbital could be inadequately potent to be lethal, yet injecting large doses
of the drug may result in blowing the vein out, which would prevent the drug from
reaching the heart.
54.

Once a compounding pharmacy mixes a drug, how the drug is stored by

the pharmacy and then the purchaser could greatly impact potency.
55.

The State of Idaho executed Paul Ezra Rhoades on November 18, 2011,

and Richard Leavitt on June 12, 2012. It is not possible today to test the potency,
stability, type, quality, or nature of the chemicals that were used in the executions
of Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt.
56.

To know whether a compounding pharmacy has a history of violating

FDA regulations or consumer complaints requires knowing the name of a
compounding pharmacy. Additionally, one cannot request a compounding
pharmacy’s master formulas for mixing chemicals without knowing the pharmacy’s
name. A pharmacy’s master formulas allow the public and other pharmacists to
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monitor whether that pharmacy’s compounded drugs are reliable and properly
made.
57.

Disclosure of the identity of the source of lethal injection chemicals

provides members of the public with an important means of expressing the intensity
of their demand for reforming or maintaining execution by lethal injection.
Government serves, or acts as an agent for, the public at large. In that capacity,
governments frequently purchase privately produced inputs (i.e., goods and
services) in markets (i.e., in physical or electronic places where buyers and sellers
“meet” to exchange goods), and use those inputs to provide certain end-services. It is
economically efficient for the public to have alternative legal ways to register
demand for, or opposition to, the provision of that end-service. Economic efficiency
is enhanced because such alternatives enable the public to more effectively or
accurately inform government about how much end-service to supply and how best
to supply it.
58.

It is economically efficient to have alternative peaceful means for those

who oppose or support a government activity to voice or register their demand for or
against it. The more alternatives available to the public, the better or more
effectively the strength of demand for or against a government activity can be
expressed. Individuals opposed to executions can express their opposition legally by,
among other things, refusing to purchase (i.e., boycotting) products from companies
that supply widely used consumer products in addition to products that
governments use in executions. If the public could better register its opposition to
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(or support for) executions by identifying and boycotting (or patronizing) suppliers
of lethal drugs, the cost of execution by lethal injection would increase (or decline).
This would increase social welfare.
59.

Disclosure of the identity of the source of lethal injection chemicals

also assists government in obtaining important information about its suppliers,
including the quality of the product or service the contractor supplies, whether a
government official has followed established protocols when selecting suppliers, or if
a government official engaged in self-dealing. Transparency can also foster
competition and economic efficiency and deter corruption.
60.

Nondisclosure, on the other hand, interferes with the public’s ability

both (1) to acquire, and to provide government with, additional information about
lethal drugs and drug suppliers (including compounding pharmacies), and (2) to
monitor government conduct and performance relating to lethal injection. This can
negatively affect the safety of lethal injections and create unnecessary pain and
suffering.
61.

Records disclosed by the Idaho Board of Correction in the present

litigation show that Idaho’s prison officials had preliminary communications about
lethal injection drugs with Harris Pharma, the same company that illegally
imported chemicals to the United States and resulted in law enforcement seizures
of drugs from other departments of corrections. Records produced by the state
Division of Purchasing also document a payment by the Department of Correction
directly to “Theo M Lowe,” then the IDOC Executive Financial Officer, for
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“Execution Purchases” in the amount of $10,372.25, as well as a payment of $16,383
to “Kevin H Kempf,” then the Deputy Director of IDOC, with a handwritten note,
“execution.” These public records reveal that Department officials were directly
given cash payments from IDOC in order to procure unspecified execution
materials, which may have included lethal injection chemicals.
62.

Theo Lowe explained that the reason cash payments were used was for

convenience, not for any reason related to safety or security.
63.

Joanne Sooter, former Purchasing Agent for IDOC at the time of the

Rhoades and Leavitt executions, was told by Theo Lowe that IDOC kept three sets
of books regarding executions. The first set, she was told, contained basic
information and would be produced in response to a public records request. The
second set would be withheld from the public unless or until IDOC was pressured or
ordered to reveal more information about the executions. The third set of books
contained the actual financial records. The different sets of books contained
different amounts of expenditures, in an effort to make the costs of execution look
smaller in public disclosures. Theo Lowe does not recall telling Joanne Sooter about
the three sets of books but does not deny that IDOC kept multiple and different sets
of financial records regarding executions. (See also Exhibit 40 pages 2044–45.) Theo
Lowe also confirmed that IDOC Warden Randy Blades had access to the underlying
financial records regarding the Rhoades and Leavitt executions at the time that
IDOC prepared the General Packet, but that IDOC later destroyed those underlying
financial records.
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64.

There is no evidence of any safety or security risk ever presented by

anti-death penalty demonstrators.
65.

As a result of litigation regarding San Quentin prison in California,

execution witnesses were able to see some of the execution team members and yet
those team members experienced no harm or threats to their safety, and prison
officials did not experience any threat to the security of future executions. The
perspective of prison wardens and other corrections officials can skew the
assessment of security and safety risks, exaggerating them without justification.
66.

There is no evidence of any credible or even plausible threat of harm to

any pharmaceutical company or other lethal injection chemical supplier, nor any
example of any actual harm, as a result of public disclosure that an entity supplied
lethal injection drugs.
67.

Because of the modern security of departments of correction, in the

event lethal injection drugs become unavailable there is little to no risk of an escape
of someone who is sentenced to death, but lives their natural life in prison.
Prisoners serving life sentences have a lower disciplinary risk than other prisoners.
68.

Decision making by departments of correction should be based on data.

It is typical, however, for prison officials to make “gut reaction” decision bases on
fear and speculation, rather than data.
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Conclusions of Law
Public Records Act Framework
1.

Cover's September 21, 2017, email was a public records request under

the Public Records Act, I.C. §§ 74-101-126, for inspection or copying of public
records.
2.

Cover's September 21, 2017, public records request was "a legitimate

request for inspection and copying" under LC. § 74-117.
3.

All of the records contained in Exhibit 40, as well as their

corresponding unredacted versions that the Court has examined in camera, are
public records as defined in the Public Records Act. I.C. § 74-101(13).
4.

Cover has a right to examine and take a copy of any of respondents'

public records. I.C. § 74-102(1). Respondents' public records are presumed to be
open to public inspection. Id. The Public Records Act, I.C. §§ 74-101-74-126, must
be interpreted to favor access. Dalton v. Idaho Dairy Products Commission, 107
Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984). All exemptions from disclosure in the Act
must be narrowly construed. Federated Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho
459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996). If it is not obvious that a record falls within an
exemption, a narrow construction of the exemption compels the conclusion that the
record is not exempt. Id.
5.

Respondents bear the burden to prove that any redacted or withheld

records actually fit within a narrowly-construed exemption. Bolger v. Lance, 137
Idaho 792, 796, 53 P.3d 1211, 1215 (2002). Respondents can meet their burden only
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by making a “specific demonstration” proving that the exemption they rely on truly
applies to the records or redacted information at issue. Ward v. Portneuf Medical
Center, Inc., 150 Idaho 501, 504 n.3, 248 P.3d 1236, 1239 n.3 (2011). The Court
cannot uphold a denial based on generalizations about the types of documents
withheld. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 99–100, 320 P.3d 1250, 1258–59 (2014).
Where the respondents allege potential harm from disclosure, they must show a
reasonable probability that disclosure of each requested document could result in
that harm, with evidence demonstrating the harm that might result. Hymas v.
Meridian Police Dept., 159 Idaho 594, 601–602, 364 P.3d 295, 302–303 (Ct. App.
2015). “Although the district court is required to review the records and consider the
exemptions, it does so only after the withholding agency provides sufficient evidence
to meet the relevant standard . . . . While individual documents themselves may
tend to evidence the reasonable probability of harm from disclosure, the agency
must nonetheless satisfy its burden with evidence demonstrating the harm that
might result from disclosure of each document.” Id. The Court must order
disclosure if the respondents do not meet their burden. See Dalton, 107 Idaho at 9,
684 P.2d at 986.
6.

The respondents also have the burden to perform a diligent search

within the time allotted for any records which could be responsive to a public
records request. Under I.C. § 74-103(1), the respondents had three working days
from receiving the petitioner’s September 21, 2017, public records request, unless
the respondents determined that a longer period of time, up to 10 working days,
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was necessary and also notified the petitioner in writing of that determination.
Here, respondents notified Cover in writing that they would need until September
28, 2017, to complete their response to her public records request. The respondents
completed their response to her request and issued a “Notice of Action on Public
Records Request,” Exhibit 5, granting it in part and denying it in part pursuant
only to “Board Rule 135.06,” on September 27, 2017.
Respondents’ Claimed Exemptions
7.

Respondents eventually identified all of the records in Exhibit 40 as

responsive or partially responsive to Cover’s September 2017 public records request.
8.

Upon partially denying Cover’s public records request on September

27, 2017, respondents identified only “Board Rule 135.06” as the basis for the
partial denial. (Exhibit 5.) Under I.C. § 74-103(3), respondents are required to give
written notice of any partial denial of a public records request. Under I.C. § 74103(4), the written notice of partial denial must “indicate the statutory authority for
the denial.”
9.

As to records produced to Cover on about March 14, 2018, respondents

sent Cover a letter identifying I.C. §§ 74-104 and 74-105(4)(a) and IDAPA Rule
06.01.01.135 as the basis for its partial denial and redaction of those records.
(Exhibit 6.) As to records produced to Cover on about May 25, and 29, June 1, and
July 10 and 11, 2018, respondents sent Cover letters identifying I.C. §§ 74-104, 74105(4)(a), (4)(a)(i), and (4)(a)(ii), “Board Rule 135,” “Board Rule 108” broadly, and
“Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i).” (Exhibits 7–11.) Respondents did not provide any
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contemporaneous statutory authority for the partial denial and redaction of records
produced to Cover on about October 29, 2018, as required by I.C. § 74-103(3) and
(4). (Exhibit 14.)
10.

“[W]hen the district court is reviewing a petition to access public

records, the district court's inquiry is whether the exemption from disclosure was
justified at the time of the refusal to disclose rather than at the time of the
hearing.” Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 96 (2014).
11.

Under I.C. § 74-103(1), respondents’ response to Cover’s September 21,

2017, public records request was due no later than October 5, 2017. The only
exemption that respondents had claimed for withholding or redacting responsive
records before that date was IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06. Respondents’ Notice of Action
on Public Records Request as to Cover’s request was issued on September 27, 2017,
and therefore September 27, 2017, is the time of refusal to disclose. Accordingly, the
only exemption from disclosure on which respondents may rely is IDAPA
06.01.01.135.06. To permit respondents to rely on exemptions later claimed as to
records which respondents were already aware as of September 27, 2017, (e.g.,
Exhibit 40 Bates number 654) or which respondents had failed to diligently search
for before September 27, 2017, would reward respondents for failing to faithfully
execute their duties under the Public Records Act.
12.

Even were respondents permitted to claim new exemptions after the

September 27, 2017, notice of action, the only exemptions they did claim by written
notice at the time of refusal to disclose, as required by I.C. § 74-103(4), were:
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a. IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 as to Exhibit 40 pages 1–49 (Exhibit 5);
b. I.C. §§ 74-104 and 74-105(4)(a) and IDAPA 06.01.01.135 as to Exhibit
40 pages 50–653 (Exhibit 6);
c. I.C. §§ 74-104, 74-105(4)(a), (4)(a)(i), and (4)(a)(ii), “Board Rule 135,”
“Board Rule 108” broadly, and “Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i)” as to Exhibit
40 pages 654–1951 (Exhibit 7–11);
d. None as to Exhibit 40 pages 1952–2497 (Exhibit 14).
13.

Because respondents failed to indicate any statutory authority for

redactions in the October 29, 2018, disclosures (Exhibit 40 pages 1952–2497), there
is no basis under the Public Records Act for withholding the redacted information in
those records.
14.

Because both I.C. § 74-105(4)(a) and “Board Rule 108” are sections that

themselves contain multiple exemptions, respondents indication of those sections
generally in their written notices is insufficient to comply with I.C. § 74-103(4).
Accordingly, the subsections within those sections that respondents did not indicate
specifically provide no basis for redaction or withholding of information or records
from Cover. Even if respondents could rely on “Board Rule 108” generally, they only
cited that Rule in letters accompanying the disclosures at Exhibit 40 pages 654–
1951; no part of IDAPA 06.01.01.108 may provide the basis for redactions on
Exhibit 40 pages 1–653 or 1952–2497. Respondents may rely only on those specific
exemptions that they indicated in writing at the time they produced the redacted
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documents: I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and (ii) and IDAPA 06.01.01.108.04.b.i, as to
Exhibit 40 pages 654–1951.
15.

The exemption at I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(ii), exempting “[r]ecords that

contain any identifying information, or any information that would lead to the
identification of any victims or witnesses” is not applicable to any of the records at
issue; it applies to exempt records that would identify victims or witnesses of
crimes, not of executions. Likewise, Board Rule 108(4)(b)(i) (IDAPA
06.01.01.108.04.b.i), exempting “[r]ecords that contain any identifying information
or any information that would lead to the identification of any victims or witnesses”
is inapplicable to any of the records at issue, for the same reasons. (Additionally,
even had respondents given proper notice of them:
a. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(iii) is not applicable to any of the records at issue
because none of the records produced reflect any transportation or
movement of a prisoner;
b. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(iv) is not applicable to any of the records at issue
because, narrowly construed, it applies only to records actually
gathered during the course of a presentence investigation and
respondents have not met their burden to show any of the records at
issue were records actually gathered during the course of a PSI; and
c. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(v) is not applicable to any of the records at issue
because Cover is not a prisoner or probationer.)
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16.

That leaves only I.C. §§ 74-104 and 74-105(4)(a)(i) and IDAPA

06.01.01.135.06 on which respondents may rely to justify withholding or redacting
records in this case. Idaho Code § 74-104(1) exempts from disclosure records that
are “exempt from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations to the
extent specifically provided for by such law or regulation.” The only applicability of
that provision to the records at issue in this case is for records that may be
protected under the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA). However, HIPAA does not apply to records ordered disclosed by a court.
45 CFR § 164.512(e)(1). Idaho Code § 74-104(2) concerns certain records contained
in court files. No records covered by I.C. § 74-104(2) are contained in Exhibit 40.
17.

That leaves only I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 on

which respondents may rely to justify withholding or redacting records in this case.
IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06 is Invalid and Not Entitled to Deference
18.

Idaho Board of Correction never identified, pursuant to its authority

under I.C. § 20-212 or otherwise, any records of which the public interest in
confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public
interest in disclosure. The Board was required by I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) to make such
a determination in adopting the rule. Indeed, I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) specifically
grants authority only to the Board of Correction, and not the Department of
Correction, to identify exempt records. Compare I.C. § 20-212 (referring to both
Board and Department of Correction) with I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) (referring only to
Board of Correction). Any records that the Board identifies under I.C. § 74-
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105(4)(a)(i) only qualify as exempt if “the public interest in confidentiality, public
safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure”
of those records. The Board never even considered any public interests or the text of
Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) 06.01.01.135.06 (the “Rule”) at any time, and it
never identified any specific records to be exempt. The broad, categorical description
of records to be exempt under Rule 135.06 is insufficient. See Wade, 156 Idaho at 99,
320 P.3d at 1258 (rejecting categorical approach to Public Records Act exemption);
Hymas, 159 Idaho at 602, 364 P.3d at 303 (same). A narrow construction of I.C. §
74-105(4)(a)(i) requires the Board to identify specific records to be exempt. It never
did so. The Rule is therefore invalid, null, and void.
19.

The Rule is also invalid because it contravenes the legislature’s plain

instructions. “[A]dministrative rules are invalid which do not carry into effect the
legislature’s intent as revealed by existing statutory law, and which are not
reasonably related to the purposes of the enabling legislation.” Holly Care Center v.
State Dept. of Employment, 110 Idaho 76, 78, 714 P.2d 45, 47 (1986). Rule 135.06
renders the I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) public interest balancing meaningless in the same
way. The legislature instructed that IDOC records could be withheld pursuant to a
Board rule only if the public interest in four specific areas (confidentiality, public
safety, security, and habilitation) “clearly outweighs” the public interest in
disclosure. I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i). To exempt from disclosure any information that
“could jeopardize” the ability to carry out an execution, IDAPA 06.01.01.135.06,
ignores that stiff, “clearly outweighs” hurdle and defines the “public interest in
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disclosure” into oblivion, I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i). Under Rule 135.06’s “could
jeopardize” test, IDOC could withhold records in which the public has an extreme
interest in disclosure: records proving the condemned person’s innocence, records
revealing that executioners are not qualified, or—as in this case—records either
confirming or refuting that IDOC has used legal and safe drugs to conduct its
executions. The “could jeopardize” test is so broad and meaningless that it allows
IDOC to hide illegal executions from the public. Because that test “eras[es], for all
practical purposes” the legislature’s “clearly outweighs” statutory balancing test,
the Rule is invalid. See Holly Care Center, 110 Idaho at 79, 714 P.2d at 48.
20.

Alternatively, even were the Rule valid, it is entitled to no deference

from this Court. The rule here fails all four prongs used to determine the
appropriate level of deference under J.R. Simplot Co. v. Tax Commission, 120 Idaho
849, 863, 820 P.2d 1206, 1220 (1991): (a) Has the agency been entrusted with the
responsibility to administer the statute?, (b) Is the agency construction reasonable?,
(c) Does the statutory language expressly treat the precise question at issue?, and
(d) Are the rationales underlying the rule of deference present?
a. Has the agency been entrusted with the responsibility to administer
the statute? The Board never considered or voted on Rule 135.06 at all,
much less determined that the public interest in disclosure is clearly
outweighed. Because Rule 135.06 lacks Board approval, it fails the
first prong.
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b. Is the agency construction reasonable? The Rule is unreasonable
because it exempts any information that “could jeopardize” the ability
to carry out an execution, and exempting all information that merely
“could” jeopardize an execution renders the statutory balancing test
meaningless.
c. Does the statutory language expressly treat the precise question at
issue? Yes, and the Rule contradicts the legislature’s clear expressions
in three ways. First, as explained above, the rule renders the “clearly
outweighs” test meaningless, as IDOC can withhold information just
because it might jeopardize an execution—even an unlawful one.
Second, also explained above, the Idaho Board of Correction never
identified that the public interest in disclosure is clearly outweighed,
as the statute expressly requires. Third, and also explained below, the
Rule allows IDOC to evade the Public Records Act’s disclosure
requirements by contracting with a private entity. The Public Records
Act makes clear that an agency “shall not prevent the examination or
copying of a public record by contracting with a nongovernmental body
to perform any of its duties or functions.” I.C. § 74-102(13).
a. Are the rationales underlying the rule of deference present? As to the
fourth prong, none of the five rationales underlying the rule of agency
deference—repose, practical interpretation, legislative acquiescence,
contemporaneous formulation, and special expertise—are present. The
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first is the rationale of “repose,” which protects long-time reliance on a
particular agency construction. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Tax Commission,
120 Idaho 849, 858, 820 P.2d 1206, 1215 (1991). That rationale is not
present here because there is no evidence of any reliance and the rule
is less than seven years old. The rationale of repose only applies after a
dozen years or more. Id., 120 Idaho at 863, 820 P.2d at 1220 (“The
shortest time period in a case directly addressing this rationale was
twelve years.”). The second rationale is whether the agency rule is a
“practical” interpretation. Id. For the same reasons that Rule 135.06 is
invalid for rendering the public interest balancing meaningless, it is
not a “practical” interpretation of that statutorily mandated balancing.
The third rationale is legislative acquiescence. This rationale “has not
stood the test of time” in the face of mere legislative inaction. Id., 120
Idaho at 859 n.6, 820 P.2d at 1216 n.6. The fourth rationale favors
rules formulated contemporaneously with the passage of their
authorizing statute. J.R. Simplot Co., 120 Idaho at 859, 820 P.2d at
1216. This rationale is not present here because the statutory
provision currently found at I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) was enacted in 2001
and has not been amended since. 2001 Idaho Session Laws ch. 180, at
607. Rule 135.06 was not announced until a decade later, in 2011.
(Exhibit 39.) The fifth and final rationale is also missing. That
rationale favors deference where the agency demonstrably used its
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special expertise in developing the rule. J.R. Simplot Co., 120 Idaho at
865, 820 P.2d at 1222. The Board of Correction did not even discuss or
vote on this rule, much less apply its expertise to its language.
b. Because the Rule fails all four prongs of the deference analysis, the
Court should not give any deference to it.
21.

Regardless of whether Rule 135.06 is valid, I.C. § 74-102(13) prohibits

the respondents from evading disclosure because of a contractor’s interests.
Although it may be expedient for IDOC to contract with private suppliers for its
lethal injection drugs, the Public Records Act treats the records about the drugs as
if IDOC had itself manufactured them. By arguing that disclosing information
about the drugs or their suppliers is too risky, the agency here attempts exactly
what the legislature prohibited: an agency “delegating its duties to a private entity
in an effort to evade the Act . . . .” Ward v. Portneuf Medical Center, Inc., 150 Idaho
501, 506, 248 P.3d 1236, 1241 (2011). The Idaho Supreme Court held that the
Public Records Act “embodies a clear policy by the Legislature that the public has a
right to view and inspect records relating to the public’s business and this right
cannot be denied by the expediency of having some other entity conduct the public’s
business at some other location.” Id., 150 Idaho at 507, 248 P.3d at 1242. Indeed,
the Supreme Court has even made clear that the custodian of public records is
“irrelevant when determining whether a requested document is a public record and
whether it qualifies for an exemption.” Id., 150 Idaho at 506, 248 P.3d at 1241
(footnote omitted). Thus, even records kept by private contractors and other entities
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may be public records if their contents relate to the public’s business. Id.; cf. I.C. §
74-101(13) (defining “public record” broadly).
The Public Interest in Disclosure is Not Clearly Outweighed
22.

Even had the Board identified specific records to be exempt and Rule

135.06 was otherwise valid and entitled to deference, none of the records that
respondents withheld or redacted under Rule 135.06 qualify for exemption because
the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation does
not clearly outweigh the public interest in disclosure of any of those records.
Nondisclosure of the requested records would not advance any public interest in
habilitation, because these records involve executions.
23.

Nondisclosure of the requested records would not advance any public

interest in public safety or security. There are more than 50,000 potential
compounding pharmacy sources for lethal injection chemicals in the United States.
Respondents could also compound the drugs they need in-house. Even if lethal
injection chemicals become unavailable, there is no threat to public safety or
security. If all lethal injection chemicals are unavailable when an execution is
scheduled, the unavailability would not cause the condemned person’s release from
prison. There is no evidence of any credible threat to the safety or security of any
manufacturer, compounder, or other supplier of lethal injection chemicals that may
result from disclosure of the identity of those entities. Nondisclosure would not
advance any public interest in public safety or security.
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24.

Nondisclosure of the requested records would not advance any public

interest in confidentiality. Respondents have failed entirely to meet their burden to
show any interest in confidentiality that would be advance by withholding the
documents. The evidence instead is that no supplier has said it would not provide
drugs to IDOC if its identity were disclosed to the public. And no IDOC execution
has ever been postponed or canceled because of lack of drugs.
25.

For the same reasons, and because the executions of Paul Ezra

Rhoades and Richard Leavitt have already occurred, disclosure of the requested
records will not jeopardize IDOC’s ability to carry out an execution. In addition, the
department of correction can seek a stay of a death warrant or other modification of
a death warrant in the event that the department needs more time to locate lethal
chemicals.
26.

The public interest in disclosure of the requested records is enormous:
a. The public’s interest in knowing the type, quality, nature, and source
of lethal injection drugs is distinct from and goes beyond that of the
condemned person. Members of the public have a compelling interest
in understanding how the death penalty is being carried out and
evaluating whether it is a punishment that comports with their values.
The public should not be forced to rely on death row inmates to seek,
obtain, and publicize the nature of the drugs that will be used to
execute them. Some inmates, known as “volunteers,” may waive their
appeals and refuse to litigate issues concerning their execution. The
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public still has an interest in ensuring that the death penalty is not
carried out in its name in an inhumane manner.
b. Especially because there are no portions of the chemicals that were
used in the executions of Paul Ezra Rhoades and Richard Leavitt that
are still available for testing, there is a public interest in knowing the
source of these drugs and the steps that the state took to ensure their
quality and safety.
c. The death penalty represents the apex of law enforcement and
criminal punishment in the state. The public has a substantial interest
in ensuring that state officials are not engaging in illegal or unethical
conduct in order to implement it. The American Bar Association has
accordingly adopted a resolution calling for transparency around
execution, including public disclosure of the names of lethal injection
supplies, expiration dates, and testing results.
d. The public has an interest in understanding how Idaho’s lethal
injection drugs were obtained and from whom. This information will
enable members of the public to evaluate whether or not the state
adequately ensured that the drugs would be safe and uncontaminated
and to assure themselves that the state did not engage in illegal or
unethical methods in obtaining them.
e. In the past half century, the Supreme Court has decided many cases
involving the constitutionality of the administration of the death
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penalty. The Supreme Court has relied on the principle that “the
words of the [Eighth] Amendment are not precise, and . . . their scope
is not static. The Amendment must draw its meaning from the
evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing
society.” Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100–01 (1958) (plurality opinion).
Accordingly, in evaluating whether the death penalty itself or a
particular capital punishment practice is unconstitutional under the
Eighth Amendment, the Supreme Court begins by assessing “objective
indicia” of society’s “evolving standards of decency.” Kennedy v.
Louisiana, 554 U.S. 407, 421, modified 554 U.S. 945 (2008). Although
the Supreme Court has held that ultimately, its own independent
judgment is determinative of whether a punishment is
unconstitutional, Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 312-13 (2002), the
Supreme Court has placed heavy weight on society’s “standards of
decency,” and in fact, in every death penalty case to date, the Court
has ruled consistently with the “standards of decency” it has discerned.
See, e.g., Kennedy, 554 U.S. 407; Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551
(2005), Atkins, 536 U.S. 304; Enmund v. Florida, 458 U.S. 782 (1982);
Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977) (plurality opinion); Gregg v.
Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) (plurality opinion). The Court has
considered state legislation and jury determinations as the most
authoritative “objective indicia” of contemporary “standards of
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decency.” Kennedy, 554 U.S. at 421 (quoting Roper, 543 U.S. at 563).
In order for state legislation and jury determinations to accurately
reflect society’s “standards of decency,” the public must have
information about how executions take place and what methods the
state employs in order to obtain execution drugs. State secrecy
prevents the public from ensuring that the laws and punishment
practices of their state genuinely reflect their “evolving standards of
decency.”
f. The Eighth Amendment is violated if the “State’s lethal injection
protocol creates a demonstrated risk of severe pain . . . [and] the risk is
substantial when compared to the known and available alternatives.”
Glossip v. Gross, 135 S. Ct. 2726, 2737 (2015) (quoting Baze v. Rees,
553 U.S. 35, 52 (2008)). The public has an interest in determining
whether the state is ensuring that its executions do not violate the
Eighth Amendment. Moreover, prisoners may have difficulty
establishing the existence of “known and available alternatives” if
state secrecy laws prevent them from identifying how the state
obtained the execution drugs it intends to use or what other efforts the
state has made to obtain lethal injection drugs.
g. Idaho law recognizes the importance of the public interest in ensuring
government accountability in purchasing and contracting, as evidenced
by the passage of the State Procurement Act, which governs the lawful
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use of state funds to procure property. See Idaho Code § 67-9201 et seq.
The State Procurement Act includes ethical requirements so as to
ensure “that all persons involved in the process of procuring property
for the state conduct themselves in a manner that protects the public
interest and fosters confidence in the integrity of the process.” Idaho
Code § 67-9233 (1). As demonstrated by the records produced by the
state in the present litigation, Idaho has spent at least $26,000 and
likely more on executions, and the tax-paying public has an interest in
knowing how their money was spent.
h. Members of the public are guaranteed freedom of speech, freedom of
religion, and freedom of association, and they may lawfully exercise
these rights in response to information that a particular pharmacy or
drug distributor is providing chemicals for use in executions.
Exercising these rights is not “harassment.” Some members of the
public are deeply opposed to the death penalty as a matter of
conscience or as a matter of religious belief. If these individuals wish
not to patronize or associate with a company that is facilitating
executions, or if they wish to exercise free speech rights in order to
persuade that company to change its practices or to protest against its
policies, they have a First Amendment right to do so in a peaceful
manner. The possibility that releasing information about the source of
the drugs would enable citizens to exercise First Amendment rights is
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not an argument against disclosure; it is further confirmation of the
public interest in obtaining this information.
i. The multiple public records requests, including from media outlets,
that respondents have received seeking records regarding Idaho’s
lethal injection chemicals, as well as frequent media coverage of lethal
injection in Idaho also reflects the enormous public interest implicated
by public records requests regarding lethal injection and lethal
injection chemicals.
j. The public needs to know the source of lethal injection drugs in order
to determine whether or not the drugs were obtained legally, ethically,
and without subterfuge or deception.
27.

The public’s interest in disclosure of the public records requested

outweighs the public interests in confidentiality, safety, security, and habilitation.
Respondents Have Not Made a Specific Demonstration that any
Withheld Information is Exempt under IDAPA 06.01.01.108
28.

At trial, respondents have broadly identified “Rule 108,” referring

apparently to IDAPA 06.01.01.108 generally, as the basis for withholding or
redacting records. That Rule contains five subsections, only two of which refer to
bases or processes for withholding or redacting records. One of those subsections,
IDAPA 06.01.01.108.04, contains 15 distinct bases for withholding or redaction.
General reference to “Rule 108” to justify withholding is insufficient to meet
respondents’ burden to justify nondisclosure of the documents they withheld or
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redacted. Even were it sufficient, respondents only gave proper written notice
invoking any Rule 108 exemption as to Exhibit 40 pages 654–1951.
29.

In two instances, respondents have identified a specific basis within

IDAPA 06.01.01.108.04. Jeff Zmuda identified Rule 108.04.a.iii as the basis for
redactions on Exhibit 40 Bates numbers 91 and 693. Zmuda further testified that
respondents made no redactions based on Rule 108.04.a.v, vi, or viii. Otherwise,
respondents failed to identify any specific basis under any specific subsection of
Rule 108. At trial, the respondents have only sufficiently identified a basis for
exemption under Rule 108 as to Exhibit 40 Bates numbers 91 and 693.
30.

As to Exhibit 40 Bates numbers 91 and 693, respondents have

identified Rule 108.04.a.iii as the basis for their redactions. (The Court has already
ordered, in its January 30, 2019, bench order, that portions of page 693 be
unredacted.) Respondents may not rely on Rule 108.04.a.iii to withhold or redact
these records because, as explained above, respondents did not identify Rule
108.04.a.iii at the time of withholding or redaction in any of their written notices.
The only portion of that rule that respondents did specifically identify was “Board
Rule 108(4)(b)(i)” (IDAPA 06.01.01.108.04.b.i). (See Exhibits 5–11.) As to page 91,
respondents did not identify Rule 108 generally or specifically in their
contemporaneous notice. (Exhibit 6.) As previously stated, “when the district court
is reviewing a petition to access public records, the district court’s inquiry is
whether the exemption from disclosure was justified at the time of the refusal to
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disclose rather than at the time of the hearing.” Wade, 156 Idaho at 96; cf. I.C. § 74103(4).
31.

Yet, even were respondents to be permitted to invoke Rule 108.04.a.iii,

it could not provide a basis for withholding or redaction. Rule 108.04.a.iii is invalid
because it, like Rule 135.06, fails to identify any specific records to be exempt, as
required under I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) as narrowly construed, and instead only
broadly describes a general category of records to be exempt. See also Wade, 156
Idaho at 99, 320 P.3d at 1258 (rejecting categorical approach to Public Records Act
exemption); Hymas, 159 Idaho at 602, 364 P.3d at 303 (same).
32.

Even were Rule 108.04.a.iii valid, however, respondents have not met

their burden to qualify Exhibit 40 Bates numbers 91 or 693 for exemption under
that subsection. Rule 108.04.a.iii, if it were valid, would only exempt “[r]ecords of
the Department that define site-specific security operations, such as facility security
procedures and site-specific post orders, that if disclosed would jeopardize public
safety and the security of the facility” (emphasis added).
33.

Respondents failed to make any “specific demonstration” that the

information in Exhibit 40 Bates numbers 91 or 693 would jeopardize public safety
and the security of the facility if disclosed. See Ward, 150 Idaho at 504 n.3, 248 P.3d
at 1239 n.3. Respondents have likewise failed to prove a reasonable probability that
disclosure of the information on those pages could result in harm or any evidence
demonstrating the harm that might result. Hymas, 159 Idaho at 601–602, 364 P.3d
at 302–303; see also ACLU of Northern California v. Superior Court, 202 Cal. App.
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4th 55, 72, 134 Cal. Rptr. 3d 4 72, 484 (2011) (ordering disclosure of identities of
lethal injection chemical suppliers, holding that "fa} mere assertion of possible

endangerment is insufficient to justify nondisclosure" (citations and internal
quotation marks omitted, emphasis in original)).
34.

The respondents have not met their burden of proving that the records

they have withheld, redacted, or partially redacted fit within any narrowly
construed exemption in the Public Records Act.

Bad Faith
35.

Under LC. § 7 4-11 7, "[i]f the court finds that a public official has

deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused a legitimate request for inspection
an copying, a civil penalty shall be assessed against the public official," up to
$1,000.
36.

Refusing a public records request "improperly" simply means that the

public official's refusal to disclose a record (by withholding or redacting it) was not
justified by a narrowly construed exemption within the Public Records Act. That is
how "improperly" is used in LC.§ 74-116, which grants this Court authority to order
a public official to disclose public records "[w]henever it appears that certain public
records are being improperly withheld .... "LC.§ 74-116(1) (emphasis added).
37.

The plain meaning of "deliberately" in this context is to refuse a

request other than by accident, "with full awareness of what one is doing."
Merriam-Webster.com, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/deliberately.
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38.

“Bad faith” under I.C. § 74-117 includes lack of diligence in fulfilling

an agency’s mandatory duties under the Public Records Act. In Cobbley v. City of
Challis, 143 Idaho 130, 135, 139 P.3d 732, 737 (2006), the Idaho Supreme Court
interpreted the element of “bad faith” required under the attorneys’ fees provision
in the Idaho Tort Claims Act at I.C. § 6-918A. The court referred to Black’s Law
Dictionary for a definition of “bad faith,” quoting from the dictionary definition that
bad faith is “[d]ishonesty in belief or purpose.” Cobbley, 143 Idaho at 135, 139 P.3d
at 737 (quoting Black's Law Dictionary 134 (7th ed.1999)). That definition goes on
provide examples of how bad faith manifests, including “lack of diligence and
slacking off” and “abuse of a power to specify terms.” Black’s Law Dictionary at 134.
Similarly, in determining whether an insurer has acted in bad faith, the Idaho
Supreme Court has held that “the insurer, at a minimum, should make a diligent
effort to ascertain the facts . . . .” Truck Insurance Exchange v. Bishara, 128 Idaho
550, 555, 916 P.2d 1275, 1280 (1996).
39.

Courts evaluating bad faith in agency’s public records disclosure

obligations have held likewise. In Uniontown Newspapers, Inc. v. Pennsylvania
Dept. of Corrections, 185 A.3d 1161, 1175 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2018), the court
explicated the “bad faith” element in the civil penalty provision of Pennsylvania’s
Right to Know Law, which provides that “[a] court may impose a civil penalty of not
more than $1,500 if an agency denied access to a public record in bad faith.” 65 Pa.
Stat. Ann. § 67.1305. The court held that, in the context of agency obligations to
disclose public records, “‘bad faith’ does not require a showing of fraud or
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corruption. The lack of good faith compliance with the [public records statute] and
an abnegation of mandatory duties under its provisions rise to the level of bad
faith.” Uniontown Newspapers, 185 A.3d at 1170. In particular, “[a]fter-discovered
records are a type of evidence from which a court may discern bad faith,” and
“[w]here an agency did not perform a search of its records under the [statute] until
the matter was in litigation, the agency denied access in willful disregard of the
public's right to public records.” Id. at 1170, 1171. Accordingly, “[a]n agency’s failure
to locate responsive records until motivated by litigation evinces bad faith,” the
court concluded. Id. at 1172. Noting that the Department of Corrections in that case
did not conduct a thorough search for responsive records until after litigation began,
made a series of “piecemeal, incomplete disclosures” that delayed access to the
responsive records, and that the agency’s designated custodian had initially
responded to the request “[w]ithout understanding the records involved,” the court
held that “the maximum statutory civil penalty was warranted.” Id. at 1168, 1175–
76. The court remarked that the maximum penalty could “deter DOC and other
agencies from disregarding their statutory duties” under the public records act. Id.
at 1176.
40.

Federal courts have also evaluated, under the federal Freedom of

Information Act, whether an agency may rely on a previously compiled packet of
public records materials on particular subjects. Though agencies may use packets to
facilitate responses, for an agency to demonstrate good faith it must also produce
any other responsive materials that are responsive to a request and ensure that the
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packet is up to date at the time of each request. Pinson v. United States Dep't of
Justice, 245 F. Supp. 3d 225, 243 (D.D.C. 2017); see also Sandoval v. United States
Dept. of Justice, 296 F. Supp. 3d 1, 14 (D.D.C. 2017) (holding that FOIA requires
“agencies to make more than perfunctory searches”).
41.

The instances of these kinds of bad faith in this case are abundant. Jeff

Ray, IDOC’s Public Information Officer by title and one of the agency’s officially
designated records custodians under I.C. § 74-102(16), signed the notice of action
partially denying Cover’s request in September 2017 despite conducting no search
at all, despite that he knew the great extent of the organization’s records,
encompassing, by his own appraisal, thousands of file cabinets and many electronic
files. Ray took his own obligations under the Public Records Act so lackadaisically
that he did not even know that he was an officially designated records custodian
under the Public Records Act until his January 2019 deposition in this case. Mabe,
who testified that she was also an officially designated records custodian for IDOC
at all relevant times likewise did nothing to search for any materials other than
those already compiled in response to a “very different,” distinct records request
months earlier. Failure to search for additional records that may have been
obtained or created since the General Packet was developed was clearly inadequate
because Cover’s request asked for records about drugs to be used in future
executions. Respondents offered no evidence that anyone has ever diligently
searched to determine whether any of those records exist. Furthermore, Mabe had
Cover’s request and reviewed the General Packet yet refused to produce to Cover
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records that were obviously responsive, including Exhibit 15 GP 1–8
(correspondence prior to Rhoades execution seeking lethal injection chemicals), GP
56 (regarding drugs for Rhoades execution), GP 426 (regarding the injection protocol
and drugs for the Leavitt execution), as well as records that this Court has recently
ordered disclosed with redactions lifted, such as Exhibit 40 page 218 and 234 (found
in the General Packet at Exhibit 15 GP 58 and 74). These materials were so
obviously responsive that Jeff Zmuda attempted to disavow at trial that he had ever
suggested that Mabe should pick and choose which documents from the General
Packet to produce to Cover.
42.

Jeff Zmuda’s attempted disavowal is unconvincing, however, because

he got a copy of Ray’s proposed response to Cover (Exhibit 3) and had time to review
it before it was sent to Cover, knew it was incomplete, but still did nothing to
correct it. In fact, he had many additional responsive documents in his own filing
cabinet. As to Cover’s request for records about drugs to be used in future
executions, Zmuda admitted that he did not even know exactly who at IDOC had
been recently involved in seeking execution drugs, yet he (nor Ray, Mabe, or anyone
else involved in responding to Cover’s request) ever did anything to find out or
search for records responsive to that portion of Cover’s request. Zmuda knew that
he could easily send an email to all IDOC personnel to identify responsive records,
yet never did that while compiling either the General Packet or the September 2017
response to Cover’s request. It was not until July 2018, after this Court had entered
a peremptory writ of mandate requiring respondents to produce all responsive
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records, that Zmuda had Mabe send out an email to all IDOC personnel seeking
responsive records regarding the Rhoades or Leavitt executions (Exhibit 12). The
July 2018 “Everyone IDOC” email identified further responsive records.
Nevertheless, before it was even sent out, Zmuda had represented to this Court in a
sworn affidavit that IDOC had “collected and safely stored all known documents
related to the executions of inmates Rhoades and Leavitt.” (Neither Zmuda nor
anyone else at IDOC ever sent an email to all IDOC personnel seeking records
responsive to Cover’s request for records about drugs to be used in future
executions.)
43.

The thousands of pages of responsive records (Exhibit 40 pages 654–

2497) that IDOC had never found or produced until after this Court entered its
peremptory writ of mandate in this case demonstrate beyond any doubt the
respondents’ bad faith in responding to Cover’s request as well as prior requests for
records regarding lethal injection and the Rhoades and Leavitt executions.
Responsive records were easy to be found once litigation and a peremptory writ of
mandate motivated respondents to actually look for them. Records were found
among the materials that respondents could have no excuse for failing to check,
including the office of a key employee, Josh Tewalt, who had been involved in
obtaining lethal injections drugs and among the records kept by other key
individuals involved in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions. Respondents did not
even search through the archives of the IDOC Director’s records for responsive
materials until after this Court issued a peremptory writ of mandate. Cf. Sandoval,
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296 F. Supp. 3d at 14 (holding that FOIA requires “agencies to make more than
perfunctory searches and, indeed, to follow through on obvious leads to discover
requested documents”). Zmuda admitted, even, that respondents had not even run
any keyword searches of emails or electronic files to locate responsive records.
44.

Worse, this bad faith is part of a pattern. In responding to a public

records request in October 2011 seeking, among other things, “[a]ny correspondence
between IDOC and any part from May 1, 2011 to the present regarding drugs
intended or considered for use in executions” (Exhibit 40 page 265), IDOC produced
emails between Warden Randy Blades and Chris Harris of Harris Pharma LLP
(Exhibit 15 GP 1–8) yet failed to produce an August 2011 letter from the IDOC
Director to the Secretary of the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation seeking lethal injection drugs (Exhibit 4 page 2342). Then, in 2015,
asked in a BuzzFeed reporter’s public records request specifically for records and
emails regarding Chris Harris and Harris Pharma, IDOC responded that it had no
such records. (Exhibit 27.) Ray directly asked Zmuda if he had any responsive
records to that request and Zmuda failed to produce the Harris Pharma emails
(Exhibit 15 GP 1–8) that were in his own filing cabinet at the time and that he
knew had been produced in response to a public records request in 2011. And again,
in 2017, IDOC received a subpoena specifically seeking, among other things,
“communications with any other corrections department . . . related to the selection,
purchase, or exchange or drugs for the purpose of lethal injection executions.”
(Exhibit 34 page 3.) Yet, IDOC failed to produce the obviously responsive letter from
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IDOC’s Director to the California Department Secretary (Exhibit 4 page 2342).
Zmuda admitted that IDOC had even previously produced the lethal injection drug
receipt at Exhibit 40 page 654, in redacted form, in response to a public records
request prior to Cover’s request.
45.

The respondents pattern of bad faith has continued even during this

case. This Court found in January 2019 that “IDOC respondents did fail to
completely search their records for responses to Petitioner’s Discovery requests and
failed to timely supplement by the deadline of December 10, 2018. This has been a
pattern throughout the pendency of the Petitioner’s Public Records Act
proceedings.” Even as to the General Packet (Ex. 15), the respondents did not
disclose the entire packet until Jeff Zmuda’s December 20, 2018 deposition. When
fully disclosed, the General Packet included responsive documents that were
available both at the time of Cover’s request and at the time of additional
disclosures in Exhibit 40. Some of the materials in the General Packet that
respondents produced to Cover’s attorneys on December 20, 2018, were duplicates of
materials previously produced to Cover; but other records in the December 20, 2018,
General Packet production were records that Respondents had never previously
produced to Cover—including the records at Bates numbers GP 000344–389, 406–
425, 831–838, 863–898 in Exhibit 15.
46.

Respondents’ bad faith is not just part of a pattern, but is part of a

plan as well. Both documentary (Exhibit 40 pages 2044–45) and testimonial
evidence (from Joanne Sooter) demonstrate that respondents have planned for years
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to withhold information about executions from the public, despite that the Public
Records Act establishes a presumption that “any writing containing information
relating to the conduct or administration of the public’s business prepared, owned,
used or retained by any state agency” shall be open to public inspection. I.C. §§ 74101(13), 74-102(1). Preparing separate documents designed to be withheld from the
public, as Exhibit 40 pages 2044–45 and Sooter’s testimony reflect, is further
evidence of deliberate choices and bad faith by respondents.
47.

The Court shall assess a civil penalty against any public official who

has deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused a legitimate public records
request, regardless whether the public official is a named party in the proceeding.
As I.C. § 74-115(1) makes clear, judicial proceedings by a person seeking disclosure
under the Public Records Act are brought against the public agency. Nothing in I.C.
§ 74-115(1), authorizing these proceedings, refers to public officials. Although the
proceeding is brought against the agency, I.C. § 74-116 specifies that the Court’s
order may be directed to a public official. Likewise, I.C. § 74-117 specifies that civil
penalties be assessed against public officials. By definition, a “public official”
includes any agency employee. I.C. § 74-101(12).
48.

The respondents did not meet their burden to conduct a diligent search

for records which could be responsive to Cover’s public records request within the
time allotted under I.C. § 74-103(1).
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49.

The respondents also redacted substantial information in records

produced to Cover in response to her public records request for which there was no
basis in law to support the redaction. (Compare Exhibit 40 with Exhibit 4.)
50.

Many of respondents’ redactions were arbitrary. Compare, for example:
a. Exhibit 40 page 1095 with page 117 and Exhibit 15 page GP 160.
b. Exhibit 40 page 1184 with page 204 and Exhibit 15 page GP 44.
c. Exhibit 40 page 1146 with page 92 and Exhibit 15 page GP 135.
d. Exhibit 15 page GP 527 with Exhibit 40 page 1952 and 2126 (showing
arbitrary redactions even within records produced at the same time,
even after a second review of those redactions).

51.

The respondents deliberately chose not to conduct a diligent search for

the records Cover requested. Not only did the respondents wait to conduct a search
until after the time allotted under I.C. § 74-103(1) and after partially denying
Cover’s request, they did not even begin any kind of search until well after this
Court entered a peremptory writ requiring disclosure of the very responsive records
Cover had requested—records that the respondents had never, until after that writ
issued, ever begun a search to find. The respondents have never conducted a
diligent search for all of the records Cover requested.
52.

There is no credible evidence that the respondents’ decision not to

conduct a diligent search for the records Cover requested was made in good faith.
Rather, the evidence shows that the respondents chose not to conduct a diligent
search for the requested records as an effort to avoid disclosing responsive records
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to which the public has a presumptive right of access under the Public Records Act.
The respondents willfully made themselves ignorant of what additional public
records might be responsive to Cover’s request. The respondents’ past failure to
conduct diligent searches in response to prior similar requests further corroborates
that the respondents’ failure to diligently search and disclose responsive documents
about lethal injection chemicals to Cover was not inadvertent or in good faith.
53.

The respondents deliberately and in bad faith improperly refused in

part Cover’s legitimate request to inspect and copy public records. I.C. § 74-117.
Frivolousness
54.

The respondents produced records after Cover filed her petition in this

case that it could have and should have located and disclosed, either unredacted or
partially redacted, within the time allotted under I.C. § 74-103(1). As this Court has
already held, there was no basis in law for the respondents not to have diligently
searched for all records responsive to Cover’s public records request within the time
allotted under I.C. § 74-103(1). The respondents’ partial denial of records that Cover
requested but that respondents later disclosed to Cover on about March 14, May 25,
June 1, June 12, July 10, and October 29, 2018, was frivolously pursued.
Writs and Orders
55.

The Court will accordingly issue a Peremptory Writ of Mandate

requiring disclosure of any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive
to petitioner’s request for “The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and
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communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs).”
Respondents may redact only the individual names of any onsite physician, staff,
contractors, consultant, escort volunteer, or medical team members, the individual
names of any victim or witness of a crime (as opposed to an execution), and IDOC
and IDOC staff phone numbers.
56.

The Court will also assess a civil penalty against the respondents and

Jeffrey Ray, Jeff Zmuda, and Ammie Mabe in the amount of $1,000 for each
responsive record withheld between September 27, 2017, and October 29, 2018. I.C.
§ 74-117.
57.

The petitioner is the prevailing party. The respondents’ refusal to

provide the responsive records was frivolously pursued. Previously, the Court
awarded fees and costs to the petitioner for those fees and costs incurred for the
filing of the Petition and up to April 5, 2018. The petitioner filed a Memorandum of
Fees and Costs for the amount of $16,557.87 if no objection was filed. The
respondents filed a Notice of Non-Objection to Petitioner’s Memorandum of Fees
and Costs. Accordingly, $16,557.87 is awarded to petitioner’s counsel for the fees
and costs claimed in the May 28, 2018, memorandum. Petitioner’s counsel may file
an additional memorandum of fees and costs including fees and costs incurred at
any time in this matter but not included in the May 28, 2018, memorandum within
fourteen days of entry of judgment in this case. I.C. § 74-116(2).
*****
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Respectfully submitted,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink

/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka

Attorneys for Petitioner
Dated: February 12, 2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of February, 2019, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using
the iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for plaintiffs
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MAR O4 2019
PHIL McGRANE, Clerk
By JANINE KORSEN
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877

Petitioner,

ORDER TAKING JUDICIAL NOTICE

vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPAR TMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFR EY RAY,
Respondents.

The Court takes judicial notice pursuant to I.R.E. 201 of the Idaho Department of
Correction Standard Operation Procedure 135.02.01 .001, Execution Procedures,
Adopted: 5-18-1998, Reviewed: 1-6-2012, which is currently publicly available on
the
Idaho Depart ment of Correction website at
forms.idoc.idaho.gov/Weblink/0/edoc/283090/Execution%20Procedures.pdf.
This docum ent is attached to this Order and will be digitally filed in Case No.
CV01-18-3877.
The Court also takes judicial notice pursuant to I.R.E. 201 of the Affidavit of Jeff
Zmuda Regarding Documents, filed in this case on July 19, 2018.

ORDERED

3/1 /2o f 9

~
Di
udge
Lynn Norton
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on March
following parties:

i:t_, 2019 I served a copy of this order upon the

Richard Eppink

reggink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn

jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
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Operations
Division

Control Number:
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Adopted:

5-18-1998
1-T-itl_e_:_ _ _ _ _ _ __.._______ Reviewed:

1-6-2012
Execution Procedures

General
Administration

This document was approved by Kevin Kempf, chief of the Operations Division, on
1/6/12 (signature on file).
Open to the general public:~ Yes
BOARD OF CORRECTION IDAPARULE NUMBER 135
Executions
POLICY CONTROL NUMBER 135
Executions
DEFINITIONS
Standardized Terms and Definitions List
None
PURPOSE
The purpose of this standard operating procedure (SOP) is to establish specific procedures
for administration of capital punishment in accordance with the Idaho Code and the
constitutions of the United States of America and the state of Idaho.
SCOPE
This SOP applies to all Idaho Department of Correction (IDOC) staff members involved in
the administration of capital punishment and to offenders who are under death warrant and
the execution of which has not been stayed.

·N<>t~:J'his;Sqf:ii~s~~mf:t~tr-e~1$iqrfatftfl~,,~1~'.Pt~tftm',jff\h,,~ijlit ijf.th~·•~J)eratiq11$.;Divi$ion.•···
or.·the•·airector9f,tne,J@Q~. •Sitner ·p~rsorirnayrevisjisijspend;cer•r~oihd·f30Y:prooedural.• ·
1

.steps, at any time; at his>sole disc;retic:>n~

·

·

·

·· ·

RESPONSIBILIT Y

Director of the /DOC
The director of the IDOC shall be responsible for:
•

Exercising overall control of the administrative policy, SOP, field memorandum,
and of the execution process itself;

•

Communicating with Idaho governor's office, Idaho Board of Correction,
legislators, and Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole;
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•

Determining execution method and ensuring that applicable chemicals are
obtained; and

•

Approving news media representatives for media center access.

Chief of the Operations Division
The chief of the Operations Division shall be responsible for:
•

Approving all SOPs, field memorandums, and post orders related to the
execution process;

•

Contacting/notifying members of the victim's family;

•

Contacting/notifying the state of Idaho's witnesses;

•

Briefing the victim's family, the condemned offender's family, and the state of
Idaho's witnesses before the execution; and

•

Disseminating briefings as needed to staff following the issuance of a death
warrant.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
The deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau shall be responsible for:
• Appointing one or more staffmem ber(s)wit hin the bureau to assist the Idaho
Maximum Security Institution (IMSI) warden;
•

Coordinating the IDOC's south Boise complex activities as the Incident
Comman d System (ICS) comman d center operations chief; and

•

Activating the following teams and overseeing their activities:
•

Command;

•

Correctional Emergen cy Response Team (CERT);

♦

Maintenance;

♦

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM);

•

Traffic Control Team;

+ Idaho State Correctional Institution (ISCI) media center; and
+ South Idaho Correctional Institution (SICI) grounds and perimeter security.
Adminis trative Team
The Administrative Team consists of the deputy chiefs of the Prisons Bureau, the IMSI
warden, and the backup to the IMSI warden for the purpose of serving as the execution
director. The Administrative Team is responsible for:
•

Providing, planning, directing, and implementing all pre-execution and post-execution
activities;

•

Coordinating all processes associated with specialty team (section 5) personnel
selection, equipment, supply acquisition, training, rehearsal, and performance;

•

Conducting preparatory steps in order to ensure that the execution process is
conducted in accordance with this SOP;
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•

Reviewing and ensuring that the department faithfully adheres to the letter and intent
of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713, 19-2714, 19-2715, 19-2716, 19-2718;

•

Selecting staff to serve on the Escort T earn and Medical T earn;

•

Identifying a licensed physician to be on sight during the execution procedure;
Ensuring that all of the equipment such as electrical, plumbing, heating and cooling
units (HVAC) in the execution chamber are tested periodically to ensure they are in
working order; and

•

•

Ensuring that an annual training schedule is established and identifying dates for
periodic for periodic on-site rehearsal sessions bythe Escort Team, Medical Team,
and command staff.

Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSO Warden
The IMSI warden shall be responsible for:
•

Serving the death warrant;

•

Assigning to the condemned offender a warden's liaison;

•

Creating and maintaining a log documenting the events leading up to the
execution date;

•

Issuing all the orders to facilitate an execution at IMSI;

•

Approving the spiritual advisor for the offender if one is requested; and
Creating a permanent record of the execution activities.

•

Idaho Maximum Security Institution (IMSO Deputy Warden of Security
The IMSI deputy warden of security shall be responsible for internal security at IMSI. In
addition to the regular posts, the IMSI deputy warden of security shall be responsible for
scheduling staff for additional security to begin 48 to 24 hours prior to the execution up
to and including a 'level C response' in accordance with the ICS.
Idaho State Correctional Institution (ISCO Warden
The ISCI warden shall be responsible for establishing a field memorandum to identify
authority and guidelines to coordinate media activity and providing logistical and
communicatio n support at the IDOC's south Boise complex.

South Idaho Correctional Institution (SICO Warden
The SICI warden shall be responsible for establishing a field memorandum to identify
authority and guidelines to coordinate and implement external security measures,
including guidelines for other law enforcement and support agencies operating on the
IDOC's south Boise complex.
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GENERAL REQUIREME NTS

1. Introduction
Execution of an offender under sentence of death is one of the most serious responsibilities
of the agency and a high regard for the dignity of all involved must be maintained.
An execution generates public debate and attention. IDOC staff must be aware of the
pressures an execution places on themselves and offenders. Extra security precautions are
necessary and staff must be prepared and able to meet the situations that might arise.
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All execution procedures, for both male and female offenders, will be conducted at IMSI.
No IDOC staff member or contractor, except as identified by Idaho Code or contract, will be
forced to participate in an execution and can withdraw from the process at any time without
prejudice.
The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and preparation of an execution to ensure
that the execution process:
•

Faithfully adheres to the letter and intent of Idaho Code, sections 19-2705, 19-2713,
19-2714, 19-2715, 19-2716, and 19-2718;

•

Is handled in a mannerth at minimizes its impact on the safety, security, and
operational integrity of the prison in which it occurs;

•

Reasonably addresses the right of the offender to not suffer cruelly during the
execution;

•

Accomm odates the public's right to obtain certain information concerning the
execution and strives to minimize the impact on the community and the state of
Idaho;

•

Reasonably addresses the privacy interests of victims and their families;
Provides contingency planning to identify and address unforeseen problems;

•
•

Maintains lines of communication for stays of execution, commutations, and other
circumst ances up to the time that the offender is executed;

•

Provides opportunity for citizens to exercise their First Amendment rights to
demonstrate for or against capital punishment in a lawful manner; and

•

Ensures there is an appropriate response to unlawful civil disobedience, trespass
and other violations of the law by any person attempting to impact the execution or
the operation of the prison.

2. Monitoring Appellate Activities
The deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau, in conjunction with the deputy attorneys general
(DAGs) who represent the IDOC, will monitor the appellate process of those offenders under
the sentence of death. When it appears that an offender may be within one year or less of
exhausting his appeals, the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau will notify the director of the
IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and the IMSI warden of the possibility of the
issuance of a death warrant within the next year.
The Administrative Team will begin the planning and preparation process when an offender
is determined to be possibly within this one year timeframe.
3. Staff Conduct and Professionalism
All IDOC staff and contractors are responsible to maintain a high degree of professionalism
regarding the execution process, to include all IDOC and contract facilities that are not
involved in the execution process. Expectations demonstrating professionalism include, but
are not limited to, the following:
•

Restraint and courtesy when interacting with offenders, witnesses, demonstrators,
attorneys, news media, state of Idaho and local law enforcement and any member of
the public regarding the implementation of the death penalty;
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•

All assigned duties are performed proficiently and professionally; and

•

Conduct that appropriately reflects the gravity of the execution process.

The names of the individuals serving on the escort and medical teams (see section 5) and
the name of the on-site licensed physician (see section 6) will be treated with the highest
degree of confidentiality. Any staff member who is aware of the identities of the individual
team members and/or the on-site physician must maintain strict confidentiality of those
identities. Any staff member who discloses the identities of any individual team member or
the on-site physician will receive disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. (See SOP
205.07.01 .001, Corrective and Disciplinary Action).
4. .Attempted Disruption of Execution Process
The IDOC is required by Idaho Code to carry out the execution of an offender under
sentence of death. The IDOC will take those actions necessary to fulfill this requirement and
prevent the disruption of an execution or disruption to the safe and orderly operation of its
correctional facilities to include, but not limited to the following:
•

Filming, taping, broadcasting or otherwise electronically documenting the execution
of an offender;

•

Trespassing and otherwise entering upon IDOC property without authorization;

•

Participating in unlawful demonstrations or unlawfully attempting to disrupt, prevent
and otherwise interfere with an execution; and/or

•

Unlawfully threatening, intimidating and otherwise attempting to influence authorized
persons involved in the execution process.

These prohibitions apply to the offender population, contractors, IDOC staff, and members
of the general public.
The IDOC will ensure that adequate law enforcement officers to include but not limited to the
Boise Police Department, Ada County Sheriff's Department, and/or Idaho State Police are
present to ensure the safe control of citizens on IDOC property, including officers stationed
at the Execution Unit, if deemed necessary.
5. Specialty Teams and their Training and Practice Requirements
The execution process requires three (3) specialty teams: an Escort Team, a Medical Team,
and an Administrative Team. The names of the individuals on the Escort Team and Medical
Team will be treated with the highest degree of confidentiality (see section 3). The
anonymity of all individuals (except those Administrative Team members who must
participate as required by Idaho Code) participating in or performing any ancillary functions
in the execution and any information contained in the records that could identify those
individuals must remain confidential and are not subject to disclosure. The identities of
escort and medical team members will be limited to the director of the IDOC, the chief of the
Operations Division, and the Administrative Team.

Escort Team Members-C riteria and Selection Requirements
To serve on the Escort Team is strictly voluntary (staff may withdraw at any time without
prejudice). Escort Team members must meet the following criteria:
•

Has displayed a high degree of professionalism;

•

Has displayed an ability to maintain confidentiality;
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•

Has had no personnel disciplinary action in the past 12 months;

•

Has at least one year of satisfactory employment with the IDOC;

•

Has no blood relationship or legal relationship to the victim's family; and

•

Has no blood relationship or legal relationship to the condemned offender or
offender's family.

The Administrative Team shall identify qualified personnel to serve on the Escort
Team, verify their qualifications, and complete criminal background checks before
approving their participation on the team.
The deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau will designate an Escort Team leader and at
least one alternate Escort Team leader.
The Escort Team leader shall (a) report to and take direction from a designated
Administrative Team member, and (b) ensure that all team members thoroughly
understand all provisions of this SOP and are well-trained in the escort procedures.

Medical Team Members-C riteria and Selection Requirements
The Medical Team shall consist of volunteers whose training and experience include
administering intravenous (N) drips. The Medical Team shall be responsible for inserting
IV catheters, ensuring the line is functioning properly throughout the procedure, mixing
the chemicals, preparing the syringes, monitoring the offender (including the level of
consciousnes s), and administering the chemicals as described in appendix A, Execution
Chemicals Preparation and Administration.
The Medical Team can be comprised of any combination of the following disciplines:
•

Emergency medical technician (EMT);

•

Licensed practical nurse (LPN);

•

Mlitary corpsman;

•

Paramedic;

•

Phlebotom ist;

•

Physician assistant;

•

Physician;

•

Registered nurse (RN); or

•

Other medically trained personnel including those trained in the United States
military.

To serve on the Medical Team, individuals must meet the following criteria:
•

Must have at least three (3) years of medical experience as an EMT, LPN,
military corpsman, paramedic, phlebotomist, physician assistant, physician, RN,
or other medically trained personnel including those trained in the United States
military;

•

Has no blood relationship or legal relationship to the victim's family; and

•

Has no blood relationship or legal relationship to the condemned offender or
offender's family.
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The Administrative Team shall identify qualified personnel to serve on the rv1edical
Team; verify their professional qualifications (to include professional
s] and
certification[s]), training, and experience; complete criminal background checks; and
conduct personal interviews before approving their participation on the team.

~Qle:,Llc~nsingCand/&fer:tifi~atiijn"'andrifiroinal•l"listaryr'evieWitsoall'.be·· c;onducted,·
prior to entering;into an agr~l'llent.T:"hese.~vjews stiall· be conducted annually and.
upon the issuance of a deathwcarrant. .

· .·.

··

· ..

·

The Administrative Team shall ensure that all rv1edical Team members thoroughly
understand all provisions of this SOP and are well-trained in the execution procedures.
The deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau will designate a Medical Team leader and at
least one alternate Medical Team leader.
The Medical Team leader shall (a) have direct oversight over the Medical Team, and
(b) report to and take direction from a designated Administrative Team member
Training and Rehearsal Requirements
The Administrative Team shall (a) ensure an annual training schedule is established,
and (b) identify dates for periodic on-site rehearsal sessions by the Escort Team,
Medical Team, and command staff. All training and rehearsal sessions shall be
documente d and submitted to a designated Administrative Team member. The training
schedule shall meet the following criteria:
•

The schedule shall include a minimum of 10 annual training sessions for the
escort and medical teams;

•

After receiving a death warrant, the Escort Team, rv1edical Team, and command
staff will train weekly before the scheduled execution date;

•

The Escort Team, Medical Team, and command staff members must participate
in a minimum of four (4) training sessions prior to participating in an actual
execution;

•

Prior to any scheduled execution, the Escort Team, Medical Team, and
command staff shall conduct a minimum of two (2) rehearsal sessions during the
48 hours before the scheduled execution; and

•

Training and rehearsal sessions for the Medical Team shall include the placing of
N catheters and establishing an N drip in a minimum of two (2) live volunteers
prior to each execution.

Note: If no.execution is . anticipated beyond the time required to assemble and
adequately'. train theesoorta nd meaical t~ms, the director ofthe ll)OC may suspend

annual training.

·

· ··

6. Licensed Physician on Site during Execution
A licensed physician will be on-site and staged in or near the Execution Unit. The
Administrative Team will verify the physician's professional licensure and will complete a
criminal background check.

Note; The on-sit$J)hyslcianwill not be a. member·o fanyteams described herein.this SOP
and will not partl~ipate in the execution in any way; ..
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Note:The on~sitepbY$ician!$ identity;sllaH rem~irranonymous and shaH be protected from
disclosurein.thesamernanner::described·for,the.·medical and escort t~m mernbers~·(See
section 3 arn:J:section 4;
·
,
·
·
The on-site physician will have access to an on-site medical crash cart, including applicable
medications, and defibrillator. The physician must be a medical doctor licensed by the Idaho
Board of Medicine.
The on-site physician will provide the following services:
•

First Aid: Provide emergency care if needed to any person in the immediate area;
and

•

Resuscitation: Will assist in any necessary resuscitation effort of the offender should
a problem occur with the execution process.

Emergenc y Medical Personnel and Ambulanc e Service
Emergenc y medical technicians and ambulance service will be staged near the
Execution Unit as determined by the Administrative Team to provide emergency medical
assistance and transport to anyone requiring such care during the process.

7. Death Warrants and Pregnant Females
If there is reason to believe that a female under death warrant is pregnant, the facility
warden will require the offender to be examined by three (3) physicians. If the offender is
found to be pregnant, the facility warden will immediately notify the prosecuting attorney of
the county with jurisdiction, the Idaho governor's office, and the sentencing judge. The
facility warden will suspend the execution, until the offender is no longer pregnant and the
sentencing court has appointed a day for execution.
8. Stay of Execution
Upon receipt of notification that the court has issued a stay of execution, the director of the
IDOC shall advise the chief of the Operations Division, deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau,
and IMSI warden.
If the stay of execution is received immediately prior to the execution, the IMSI warden will
advise the witnesses that a stay of execution has been issued. If it is anticipated that the
stay will be for an extended period of time, have the witnesses escorted back to their
specified staging areas.
Director of the /DOC
• Notify the state of Idaho governor's office; and
•

Notify the executive director of the Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole.
Chief of the Operations Division
•

Provide a briefing to the state of Idaho's witnesses and the condemned offender's
witnesses; and

•

Provide a briefing to IDOC staff.

Administr ative Team
Ensure that all chemicals and medical supplies are handled in accordance with appendix
A, Execution Chemicals Preparation and Administration.
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Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
• Advise facilities that a stay of execution has been issued;
•

Begin systematically deescalating the operation and when applicable instruct
execution activities related operations to stand down; and

•

When appropriate, return all IDOC and contract facilities to normal operations.
/DOC Public Information Officer(P/ 0)
Issue a press release to the media.

IMS/Ward en

•

If the stay is issued after the offender has been moved to the execution chamber and
IV catheters have been inserted, and the stay is anticipated to be for more than two
(2) hours, direct the Medical Team to remove the catheters;

•

Direct the Escort Team to remove the offender from the Execution Unit and return
him to a designated cell; and

•

If applicable, return offender's property.

9. General Timelines
The processes described in this SOP are based on a timeline; however, the timeline is
subject to change as needed to accommod ate unforeseen events.
The timeline begins with issuance of a death warrant and concludes following the execution
or stay of execution. The sequence of events is based on the following timeline:
• Issuance of the death warrant;
•

30 days prior to the execution;

•

21 days prior to the execution;

•

Seven (7) days prior to the execution;

•

Two (2) days prior to the execution;

•

24 hours prior to the execution;

•

12 hours prior to the execution;

•

Execution procedures; and

•

Post-execution activities.

10. Public Information and Media Access
The IDOC PIO is responsible to prepare and release information to the media. The IDOC
PIO will clear each press release with the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau before it is
released to the media.
The IDOC PIO will act as the IDOC's liaison with all media agencies requesting access to
the IDOC's south Boise complex or information regarding the execution. The IDOC PIO will
notify all news media of the following IDOC rules that must be adhered to:
•

Tobacco is not allowed within any IDOC facility;

•

Weapons of any kind are not allowed on IDOC property;
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•

Cameras, video cameras, cellular telephones, and recording devices are not allowed
inside IMSI or the execution chamber;

•

Cameras, video cameras, and recording devices are allowed in the media center and
at the area(s) designated for media on the IDOC's south Boise complex;

•

Are subject to search (metal detector and random pat search);

•

Must arrive at the facility at the designated time; and

•

Must enter IDOC property as instructed.

Media Center
A media center will be established and will be located on property at the IDOC's south
Boise complex.
The term "news media representative" shall be defined as a person whose primary
employment is gathering or reporting news for:
•

A newspaper as defined in Idaho Code, section 60-106;

•

A news magazine having a national circulation being sold by newsstands and by
mail circulation to the general public;

•

Radio and television news programs of stations holding Federal Communication
Commission licenses; and

•

The Associated Press.

Because advances in information technology have blurred the definition of the term
'news media', resulting in there being no commonly accepted definition of the term, and
because IDOC has an obligation to assure the orderly operation of the media center by
regulating access to center, news organizations which distribute content primarily via a
website will be admitted on a case-by-case basis. The IDOC PIO will verify that each
web-based organization is a bona fide news media. The director of the IDOC will be the
final authority to approve admittance of news media representatives from web-based
news agencies.

Media Witnesses to the Execution
In addition to the media center where news media representatives will be provided
information and briefings, the IDOC has allotted four (4) seats for news media
representatives to witness the execution. News media organizations wishing to have
reporters witness the execution must submit their representatives' names,
dates
and
Security numbers at least 14 days prior to the scheduled execution for the
purposes of undergoing a criminal background check and approval (see appendix B,
Media Notification and Agreement). The four (4) media seats are comprised as follows:
•

One media witness seat is allocated to the Associated Press. The Associated
Press will select the reporter.

The following media witness seats are selected by random drawings:
•

One media witness seat is allocated to media representing the region that serves
the county of conviction. The director of the IDOC will determine which media
agencies provide substantial coverage to the residents in the county of conviction
for admittance into the pool for this seat;

•

One seat is allocated for local print/internet; and
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One seat is allocated for local broadcast media.

a

Note: LQ¢~1medi~ isdefinect. as .print(iftternefor broadcas(me dia wnose primary.
mission is to cover and deliver •local n~~to·there sidents of:tdaho, t;achm$:iia
· or aniz:ationma submit no more than one
sible media :w'rtness.
Random Drawing
Approximately one week before the scheduled execution, the IDOC PIO will conduct the
random drawing for three (3) media seats. The drawing shall include selecting
alternative representatives should the primary representative withdraw prior to the
execution.
News media representatives requesting access to the media center must complete
appendix B, Media Notification and Agreement, and agree to return directly to the media
center following the execution and share their information with the other news media
representatives. The IDOC PIO will facilitate that discussion and briefing.

Media Staging
The deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau will determine the schedule and location for
media vehicle staging and the schedule when news media representatives who are not
participating in the witness pool must arrive.
News media representatives who have been selected to witness the execution must
arrive at the media center at the time designated by the IDOC PIO, which is
approximately three (3) hours before the scheduled execution.
News media representatives will sign in at the designated media center.
ISCI will provide two (2) escort officers and a transport van to transport the news media
representatives selected to be present at the execution from the media center to IMSI.
The news media witnesses will join the other state of Idaho witnesses to be escorted to
the Execution Unit.
The transport officers will remain in a pre-assigned area at IMSI until the execution is
declared completed by the IMSI warden. The escort officers will then transport the media
representatives back to the media center to participate in the news conference.

11. External Security
Temporary Flight Restriction
In consultation with local law enforcement and home land security, the deputy chief of
the Prisons Bureau will assess any security threat or risk posed by air craft. If a security
or safety risk involving aircraft is perceived, before the execution the deputy chief of the
Prisons Bureau will request through appropriate channels that the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) place a temporary flight restriction (TFR) surrounding the IDOC's
south Boise complex consisting of the following (see section 16). An example of the TFR
airspace would be as follows:

•

Radius: Three (3) nautical miles

•

Altitude: 500 feet from the surface

IDOC's South Boise Complex Security Zones
The IDOC property south of Boise known as IMSI, ISCI, SICI, and South Boise Women's
Correctional Center (SBWCC) will be broken down into four (4) security areas:
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•

Inner perimeter zone: the respective facilities fences

•

Controlled perimeter zone: an extended perimeter around the four (4) facilities

•

Restricted zones: areas designated for the media
Extended zones: areas designated for observers/demonstrators.

•

At. the designated time, the SICI warden will control access to the IDOC's south Boise
complex to include IMSI, ISCI, SICI, and SBWCC.
SBWCC will provide security staff as needed to the SICI warden to help support security
of the controlled perimeter zone.
The SICI warden is responsible for establishing posts at strategic access and
checkpoints in the controlled perimeter zone surrounding the facilities.

12. Those Present at Execution
The director of the IDOC (or designee) shall have the discretion to determine the number of
persons allowed in the Execution Unit during the execution procedure. In exercising this
discretion, the director of the IDOC (or designee) shall consider the safe and orderly
operation of IMSI, the interests of the victim's family, and whether multiple death warrants
are being executed concurrently. Persons allowed in the Execution Unit are as follows.

N<>tf: Individual .pla~~mentQf•.attend~ ir'f ttie$xe~utl~n· l.lnit<j~ s!Jbjeottb change•· at the
discretion ·ofthe .fMSI ,warden; " . .
..
. .
.
. .
•

The Administrative Team;

•

The Escort Team (up to four [4] members total);

•

The Medical Team;

•

The on-site physician (one total);

•

The director of the IDOC (or designee);

•

An Idaho Board of Correction representative (one total);

•

The chief of the Operations Division (or designee);

•

The IMSI warden (or designee) (one total);

•

The Ada County coroner (one total);

•

The prosecuting attorney from the county of conviction (one total);

•

The sheriff from the county of conviction (one total);

•

The sentencing judge (one total);

•

The Idaho governor (or his representative) (one total);

•

The Idaho attorney general (or his representative) (one total);

•

Members of the victim's family (two [2] total);

•

A spiritual advisor of the offender's choosing (one total);

•

Friends (approved visitors) or members of the offender's family (two [2] total);

•

The offender's attorney of record (one total); and
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Members of the news media (up to four [4] total, see section 10).

The Execution Unit includes witness areas, the execution chamber, the Medical Team room,
and staging areas. The persons in each area are as follows:

State of Idaho Witness Area
• An Escort Team member (one total);
•

The chief of the Operations Division;

•

Members of the victim's family (two [2] total);

•

Members of the news media (up to four [4] total in accordance with section 10);

•

The prosecuting attorney from the county of conviction (one total);

•

The sheriff from the county of conviction (one total);

•

The sentencing judge (one total);

•

An Idaho Board of Correction representative (one total);

•

The Idaho governor (or his representative) (one total); and

•

The Idaho attorney general (or his representative) (one total).

Condemned Offender's Witness Area
• An Escort Team member (one total);
•

IDOC liaison for offender's family;

•

Friends (approved visitors) or members of the offender's family (two [2] total);

•

The offender's attorney of record (one total); and

•

A spiritual advisor of the offender's choosing (one total);

Execution Chamber
Other than the offender, the other individuals authorized to be in the execution chamber
are:
•

Escort Team members (up to two [2] total);

•

Interpreter (if necessary):

•

The director of the IDOC; and

•

The IMSI warden (or designee).

Note t •The Ada$Quntycoroner.ancfthe: on~site.physieiat1{seilsectlon··6) Will•be·lodated· in a·
stagin area. near the executionchamberasdet~rmined b the IMSI warden.·
Medical Team Room
•

Only the Medical Team; and

•

Only the Administrative Team.

13. Upon Receipt of a Death Warrant
Upon the receipt of a death warrant by the director of the IDOC, the following steps will be
implemented.
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Facility Warden

3

Facility Warden

4

Facility Warden

5

Facility Warden

6
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Immediately notify the warden of the facility in which
the offender is housed and the IMSI warden; and

•

Immediately forward the death warrant to the warden
of the facili in which the offender is housed.
Notify the:
• Idaho Board of Correction;
• Executive director of the Idaho Commission of
Pardons and Parole;
• Idaho governor's office; and
• IDOC PIO.
Begin a log to provide a comprehensive chronological
histo of eve as ect of the execution rocedure.
Serve the death warrant on the offender.
Immediately segregate the offender from the general
offender o ulation see section 15 .
Place the offender under constant observation by two (2)
staff members for 24 hours a da , seven 7 da s a week.
N~tei Ar:robservation JQQbPok will be im,n~iately
~stablish~d t~ rec9r9staff~ ;Qt,ServcJtion of the offencter's

a~tivitittsanc1 behc1viqmurtittne· Qffen(fer i$':ElXe~ut~;;Pr ·a··•··.

.s~of. exeol\ltipff is rec~ived,Entfies.wiH~~. •nologieaL ...
Eacl;fdl:iywill~be.ie~ordedel)eginrtitig· at rniqnifJijtas.·
MJOO~. Ourit'lQittl~>finaffour (4} n¢UfS before the .
·exefJi.JtiC>rti.$laff $f!!'all r~9r(:leaeffer'it~;0(ttirigthij tirne in.·.
·ho1Jrsa.nd;rninutes./ana•.mak~,entJ'ies.a:rninimurn of once
e,.ve ,
rni11ytes. '
.
.
. .. . .
.

~o

Facility Warden

7

Notify the facility health authority and clinician that the
offender has been placed in solitary confinement under a
death warrant.
• Notify the sentencing court that the death warrant has
been served;
• Retain the original death warrant;
•

Facility Warden

8

•
•

Place a copy of the death warrant in the offender's
central file;
Provide the offender with a copy of the death warrant;
and
Forward a copy of the death warrant to the lead DAG
who re resents the IDOC.
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Within 24 hours after the death warrant is served, appoint a
staff member (normally an IMSI deputy warden) to relieve
the warden of all duties except those duties related to the
execution procedure until there is a stay of execution or the
execution rocess has been com leted.
Appoint a staff member to serve as liaison between the
condemned offender, the offender's family, and the IMSI
warden (if the offender does not speak English ensure an
interpreter is obtained and available to communicate with
offender·

14. Briefing and/orConvnunl cation: After the Death Warrant is Served
The facility warden shall ensure that at a minimum, a weekly briefing will occur for all
involved staff commencing after the death warrant is served until the facility has returned to
normal operations. The CISM team members will be available to speak with interested and
affected staff, individuals, or groups who have been identified by the facility warden or other
staff.

At a minimum, briefings and/or communication will be conducted as follows:
•

Immediately after the death warrant is served;

•

If any changes are made to the established execution timeline;

•

As deemed necessary to keep staff well informed during the week prior to the
execution; and

•

The day after the execution.

15. Conditions of Confinement
Immediately following the service of a death warrant, the offender will be moved to a
predetermined isolation cell in accordance with Idaho Code, section 19-2705. The isolation
cell will be supplied a fresh mattress and pillow that has been thoroughly inspected, and
clean bedding. An unclothed body search will be conducted and the offender will be given
clean clothes and different shoes.

Identify any special accommodations that are required if the offender has a disability or
other special need.
Until the execution has been stayed or completed, any movement of the offender will require
that he be escorted in full restraints, by two (2) correctional staff.
The offender will be placed under 24-hour, constant observation by two (2) uniformed staff
members until there is a stay of execution or the offender is transferred to the execution
chamber.
The offender will be allowed daily outdoor exercise, showers, and telephone access.
The offender will be provided access to a television set.

Property
The offender's personal property will be handled as provided in this section.
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The offender's personal property shall be inventoried. The offender will be allowed to
keep not more than six (6) cubic feet of legal papers and religious materials, a pencil and
paper, books or periodicals, and commissa ry food items. All remaining property will be
boxed, sealed and removed from the cell. It will be stored pending receipt of written
instructions from the offender regarding disposition of property or otherwise disposed of
as outlined in directive 312.02.01 .001, Death of an Inmate.

Commiss ary
The offender will be allowed to purchase food items from the commissa ry until the
delivery date of commissa ry is within seven (7) days of the execution, the IMSI warden
can extend this time frame at his discretion. Non-food purchases must be approved by
the IMSI warden. The spending limit will be the same as established in SOP
320.02.01 .001, Property: State-issued and Offender Personal Property. However, the
IMSI warden can increase or decrease this amount with approval of the deputy chief of
the Prisons Bureau. The offender may retain consumable commissa ry items as
approved by the IMSI warden until completion of the last meal.
Last Meal
For the last meal, the offender can select a meal from the established IDOC menu. The
last meal will be provided to the offender at approximately 1900 hours the day prior to
the scheduled execution.
Hygiene Items
The offender shall receive limited hygiene supplies (bar soap, toothpaste and
toothbrush) and a towel and washcloth. These items will be exchanged on a daily basis.
The offender will be issued a clean set of clothing and bedding daily.
The offender will be provided (issued by staff) a safety razor to shave. Staff will
immediate ly remove the razor from the offender's possession after he has finished
shaving.

Access to the Offender
Access will be limited to the following:
•

Law enforcement personnel investigating matters within the scope of their duties;

•

The offender's attorney of record;

•

Agents of the offender's attorney of record; and

•

Attending physician/healthcare staff.

Access is defined as those activities that are necessary for official business. Law
enforceme nt personnel, attorneys of record and their agents, and attending
physician/healthcare staff are considered as official business and such access will be a
contact visit.

Visitation
Visitation will be limited to the following:
•

Spiritual adviser of the offender's choosing;

•

Approved visitors;

•

Members of the offender's immediate family, specifically the offender's:
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•

Mother or father, including step parents;

♦

Brothers or sisters of whole or half(½) blood, by adoption or stepbrothers
or stepsisters;

•

Lawful spouse verified by marriage license or other operation of law;

•

Natural children, adopted children, or stepchildren;

♦

Grandparents of blood relation; and

•

Grandchildren of blood relation.

All visitations must be in accordance with SOP 604.02.01 .001, Visiting, and the
guidelines established herein this SOP.
The offender's attorney of record and his agents will be provided contact visits. Such
contact visits will be under staff visual observation, but so that the staff members cannot
hear the conversation.

Note: For111epurpose$• of ttiis .• section, 'agents· oftf'leattomey of re<;ord' means . •
employees of tt1eJittorneys oi ·record includiOgiinyE}stigators. parat~als,· lf3Q?tl interns
.and·. rnitigationsl)eCialist~ bt.rtdoes n~tinclucJe·retaine!:i·•experts·•·or·othfl)r ·indeper,dent
contractors ofth~attorne
record. . ·
.
.. . . .
.

of

Immediate family and approved visitors must be approved in accordance with SOP
604.02.01 .001, Visiting. Normally, minor children will not be allowed to visit and any
exception must be approved by the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau.
Approved visitors and immediate family may be allowed non-contact visits until seven (7)
days before the execution date. Any exception to this rule must be approved by the
deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau. Between serving the death warrant until seven (7)
days before the execution, all visits with immediate family, approved visitors, and
spiritual advisor will be non-contact.
In the seven (7) days immediately before the execution, if there is no stay of execution,
visits with approved visitors who are not immediate family will cease. This time frame
can be extended by the IMSI warden in collaboration with the deputy chief of the Prisons
Bureau.
In the seven (7) days immediately before the execution, approved immediate family and
spiritual advisor may be granted contact visits with the offender. (The offender's attorney
of record will continue to have contact visiting during the seven [7] days immediately
before the execution.)
The IMSI warden shall establish the frequency and duration in which visits occur and
shall have the authority to suspend or deny visits when public safety or the safe, secure
and orderly operation of the prison could be compromised .

. Note; If fuereisa stey pfexeeution; the:·IMSI wlll~~n Wili'd~let:mit:ii·ho0sing in ·•·• · .·•. ·. ..
accordancewitn.,SOP.319.02~otoo1.••·•Restrictiv£JHoqs/6giaod visitin~. in,:accordance
with SOF> 604<02.01 .001; Visitln .

.

.

Spiritual Advisor
The offender can request a spiritual advisor of his choosing. The spiritual advisor must
be approved by the facility warden before visitation can occur. The spiritual advisor
cannot be an IDOC staff member or the staff member of a contract facility. The spiritual
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advisor will normally be an approved religious volunteer or member of the clergy. The
spiritual advisor may be a contract provider for volunteer and religious activities in
accordance with the requirement of that contract.

Healthcare
The IMSI warden shall request that the facility health authority review the condemned
offender's healthcare record and identify any prescribed medication(s) or health care
issues.
Facility healthcare services staff shall dispense all medications in unit doses and when
available, in liquid form. No medication including over-the-counter medications shall be
provided or maintained by the offender as keep-on-person.
The facility health authority shall provide the offender an opportunity to complete an
Idaho Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment form.
Facility healthcare services staff will take necessary steps to maintain the offender's
health prior to the execution and shall respond appropriately to health care issues and
emergencies including suicide attempts and will take reasonable steps to revive the
offender in medical distress at all times prior to the execution, unless the offender has a
"do not resuscitate" request on file.
Facility healthcare services staff will monitor the offender daily for significant changes in
the offender's medical or mental health and if the offender's health changes, facility
healthcare services staff must report the offender's condition immediately to the IMSI
warden.

I Note: AH acceS$, visits, etc.will. be documented irdhe constantobservation log.
16. Thirty (30) to 21 Days Prior to the Execution
After serving the death warrant until 21 days prior to the execution, the following activities
will occur. If any of the activities identified in this section cannot be achieved within this
timeframe, the responsible party will notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations
Division, and the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Director of the /DOC
• Continue communication with the Idaho Board of Correction;
•

Continue communication with the Idaho governor (or his representative);

•

Communicate as needed with the executive director of the Idaho Commission of
Pardons and Parole; and

•

I\Aeet with the chief of the Operations Division, the deputy chief of the Prisons
Bureau, and other members of the IDOC Leadership Team as needed.

Chief of the Operations Division
•

Continue to provide briefings to IDOC staff;

•

Send appendix C, State Witness Notification and Agreement, to the following and
establish a deadline for the return of all forms:
♦

The Ada County Coroner;
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The prosecuting attorney from the county of conviction;

•

The sheriff from the county of conviction;

•

The sentencing judge;

•

The Idaho governor;

•

The Idaho attorney general;

♦

The Idaho Board of Correction; and
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fv1onitor planning related to the scheduled execution.

Administrative Team
• Finalize arrangements with the Ada County coroner's office for the disposition of the
body, security for the Ada County medical examiner's vehicle, and the custodial
transfer of the body;
•

Evaluate the candidates to serve on the escort and medical teams (see section 5),
approve or deny each candidate, review the current specialty team rosters, and
make replacements if needed;

•

Ensure the assigned Medical Team members physically evaluate the offender to
predetermine appropriate venous access locations;

•

Ensure that all of the equipment such as electrical, audio, plumbing, HVAC units in
the execution chamber are tested periodically to ensure they are in working order;

•

Contact licensed physician to ensure he is available to perform duties as identified
herein;

•

Assign a staff member to test and perform maintenance as needed to all utilities
(HVAC units, plumbing, electrical etc.) in the Execution Unit and establish a schedule
for testing and reporting unit status during the time leading up to the execution date;

•

Ensure the Medical Team room and execution chamber are equipped with one
synchronized clock each. The synchronized clocks will be the official time keeping
devices for the execution procedures;

•

Ensure that execution chemicals and other medical supplies have been purchased
and/or that sources have been established. When chemicals are received,
immediately start a chain of custody document, secure the chemicals, and monitor to
ensure compliance with manufacturer specifications. Access to the chemicals must
be limited the members of the Administrative Team;

•

If chemicals are on site, check the expiration dates on each item to ensure they will
not expire before the execution date. If any item will expire before the execution date,
immediately dispose of it appropriately;

•

Consult with Medical Team members regarding the equipment for the procedure and
ensure all equipment necessaryto properly conduct the procedure is on site,
immediately available for use and functioning properly;

•

Ensure that all backup medical equipment, including a backup electrocardiograph
(EKG) machine and instruments, crash cart, and defibrillator are on site, immediately
available for use and functioning properly;
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•

Check applicable sterilization dates on medical supplies to ensure they are useable
on the execution date;

•

Ensure that the Escort Team, Medical Team, and command staff are conducting
training (see section 5) in preparation for the execution; and

•

Ensure that communication devices with inter-operability capability and restricted
frequencies are available and will be on site before the execution date.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
• Notify facility heads at all IDOC correctional facilities of the pending execution and
provide instruction to the facility heads regarding staff briefings and expectations;
• Request that all IDOC facility heads develop incident action plans (IAP) for their
respective facilities for facility management during the period leading up to and
following the execution. The IAPs must be submitted to the deputy chief of the
Prisons Bureau at least 21 days before the scheduled execution date;
• Contact the IDOC contract monitor and Correctional Alternative Placement Program
(CAPP) and Idaho Correctional Center (ICC) facility heads to discuss their respective
IAPs for facility management during the period leading up to and following the
execution. The CAPP and ICC facilities must submit their IAPs to the IDOC 21 days
before the execution date;
•
•

Identify and assign team leaders and members , and activate the teams;
Establish the four (4) security areas of the IDOC's south Boise complex and provide
that information to facility heads and other staff as needed see section 11;

•

Confirm with the IMSI warden that the training schedule has been activated ensuring
that staff members participating in the execution have received adequate training,
written instruction and practice, and that all training has been documented;

•

Discuss preparations at IMSI with the IMSI warden;

•

Confirm with all lDOC south Boise complex facility wardens that the training
schedule has been activated ensuring that staff members participating in the
execution have received adequate training, written instruction and practice, and that
all training has been documented;

•

Contact the CISM team;

•

Notify the IDOC victim services coordinator of the court's issuance of a death
warrant;

•

If warranted, request through the appropriate authority that the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) place a 24 hour temporary flight restriction (TFR) surrounding
the IDOC's south Boise complex consisting of the following:

+ Radius: Three (3) nautical miles
+ Altitude: 500 feet from the surface
•

Ensure state of Idaho and local law enforcement is periodically briefed and
adequately prepared for the execution;
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•

Establish the agenda, schedule meetings, and lead the discussion with state of Idaho
and local law enforcement and applicable IDOC staff regarding community safety,
traffic control, and crowd control;

•

Ensure that personnel from law enforcement agencies who have not participated in
training sessions or who have not previously been involved in the execution process
are briefed and their responsibilities explained;

•

Invite state of Idaho and local law enforcement liaisons to participate in periodic
briefings about the execution and its impact on the community including access
restrictions, crowd control, additional security precautions that may be warranted,
and other pertinent information. Collaborate with each agency to determine each
agency's role and each jurisdiction's responsibilities;

•

Schedule tabletop and simulation exercises with state of Idaho and local law
enforcement identifying areas and activities for improvement and incorporate the
findings into future simulations; and

•

If it is determined that any IDOC staff member, contractor, volunteer, or other
offender under IDOC jurisdiction is a family member, has a legal or other significant
relationship with the condemned offender, the condemned offenders' family, the
victim, or the victim's family, contact the applicable manager to discuss potential
issues and ensure that appropriate management and/or support plans are
developed.

/DOC PIO
•

Issue a news release announcing the date and time of the execution;

•

Send appendix B, Media Notification and Agreement, to media liaisons and establish
a deadline for the return of all forms; and

•

Facilitate up to one telephone interview with the offender per day with Idaho media
from the day the death warrant is issued until the day before the execution (excluding
weekends and state of Idaho and federal holidays). The offender and his attorney of
record may select the order in which the interviews occur. The offender may refuse
any or all media requests for interviews.

/DOC Victim Services Coordinator
Determine if the IDOC has recorded victims who have requested notification. If such
victims exist, obtain contact information for each victim (minor children will not be
allowed to witness an execution). The victim service coordinator will provide the contact
information to the chief of the Operations Division. If possible, the chief of the Operations
Division will first make contact with the victim's family by telephone.
•

Send each victim who has identified themselves to the IDOC appendix D,
Victims Family Witness Notification and Agreement using certified mail with a
return receipt;

•

The requests to be present at the execution must be received at least 14 days
before the execution; and

•

Notify the IDOC victim services coordinator in the county in which the crime
originated.
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IMS/Warden
• Begin an execution log to be kept in the IMSI warden's office. This log will provide a
comprehensive and chronological history. The IMSI warden will document every
aspect of the execution proceeding, including tasks and/or actions assigned to, or
completed by an Administrative Team member, until the offender has been executed
or has received a stay of execution order. When the process has been completed
either by execution or stay, the log will be placed in the offender's central file;
•

Ensure that the facility health authority provides the offender an opportunity to
complete an Idaho Physician Order for Scope of Treatment form;

•

Ensure that the facility healthcare service is providing medications in unit doses and
when available, in liquid form; that no medication, including over-the-counter
medication, is being provided to the offender as keep-on-person; and that any
medication the offender has requested be discontinued is no longer being provided;

•

Discuss with the offender the options available for the disposition of his body after it
has been released by the Ada County coroner. Advise the offender that he cannot
donate his body for organ donation;

•

Inform the offender that he can request a spiritual advisor and ask if the offender
would like to request a spiritual advisor now;

•

Inform the offender that a total of two (2) adult family members or friends (approved
visitors), his attorney of record, and a spiritual advisor may be present at the
execution. The offender can decline any of these individuals who want to witness the
execution. No minors (see section 16) or other offenders can witness the execution;

•

Outline how conditions of confinement will be modified over the next 30 days and
briefly describe the relevant aspects of the execution process;

•

Offer the offender the opportunity to contact his attorney of record by phone and to
speak with a facility volunteer and religion coordinator (VRC) or spiritual advisor;

•

Advise the offender he may request a last meal. The meal can be his choice from the
IDOC standard food service menu;

•

Provide the offender with a copy of appendix E, Summary of Procedures. (Attach the
signed original to the IMSI warden's execution log.);

•

Ensure that the offender's file is reviewed thoroughly to determine if there are any
IDOC staff members, contractors, or volunteers who are family members, have a
legal relationship, or any other significant relationship with the condemned offender,
the victim, or victim's family; or if there are any offenders under IDOC jurisdiction
who are family members, have a legal relationship, or any other significant
relationship with the condemned offender, the victim, or victim's family. If any such
persons are identified, relay that information to the deputy chief of the Prisons
Bureau;

•

Notify the commissary provider of the restrictions placed on the offender's
commissary purchases;

•

Contact the condemned offender's family by telephone to inform them of the
scheduled execution date, the name and contact information of the warden's liaison,
and any other related issues;
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•

Within two (2) business days of receiving a death warrant, send appendix F,
Offender's Friend/Family Witness Notification and Agreement, to the offender's
family by certified mail citing the date of execution and informing them of their liaison
person. The notification will inform them that if they choose to receive the remains
that they are responsible for making arrangements for the offender's burial, or the
state of Idaho will have the remains cremated;

•

Inform the offender and the offender's family that disposition of remains information
must be received seven (7) days before the execution date and that if the offender
does not provide information for disposal of his remains, his remains will be disposed
of in accordance with directive 312.02.01 .001, Death of an Inmate. (Give the
offender a copy of directive 312.02.01 .001.);

•

Request that the IDOC health authority develop a medical emergency response plan
that provides adequate emergency response in the Execution Unit; and

•

Ensure that healthcare services staff obtain the offender's current weight and enter
that information into the IMSI warden's execution log.

IMS/ Warden's Offender Liaison
I\Aeet with the condemned offender at least once each working day and forward all of the
offender's questions and concerns directly to the IMSI warden.
IMS/ Deputy Warden (Acting as Facility Head)
• Establish a management plan including staffing, meals, and contingency plans to
ensure the safe and orderly operation of the facility during the time leading up to the
execution;
•

Brief the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau on the management plan; and

•

Monitor IMSI activities and brief the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau if any
concerns or problems arise.

17. Twenty-one (21) to Seven (7) Days Prior to the Execution
Twenty-one (21) to seven (7) days prior to the execution, the following activities will occur. If
any of the activities identified in this section cannot be achieved within this timeframe, the
responsible party will notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and
the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Chief of the Operations Division
• Continue to provide briefings to IDOC staff;
•

Compile a list of state of Idaho and media witnesses including pool reporters, and
submit the list and all completed state witness notification and agreements (appendix
C) and media notification and agreements (appendix B) to the deputy chief of the
Prisons Bureau; and

•

Monitor planning related to the scheduled execution.

Administrative Team
• Ensure that the Escort Team, Medical Team, and command staff are conducting
training (see section 5) in preparation of the execution;
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•

Contact the Ada County coroner's office and determine the protocol regarding the
transfer of the offender's body to the coroner's possession following the execution
and forward that information to the IMSI warden; and

•

Take steps to resolve outstanding equipment and inventory issues.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
•

Brief director of the IDOC and chief of the Operations Division;

•

Continue to conduct tabletop and live exercises with the previously identified teams;

•

Review IDOC, CAPP, and ICC facility IAPs, and continue discussion and preparation
with facility heads;

•

Contact the CISM team leader and ensure the team is making appropriate
preparations; and

•

Convene a meeting with state of Idaho and local law enforcement agencies to
discuss any changes or modifications to crowd control, traffic control, and community
safety.

/DOC PIO
• Address media-specific inquiries;
•

Forward all completed media notification and agreements (appendix B) to the deputy
chief of the Prisons Bureau (or designee) for a criminal background check;

•

Arrange telephone interviews with the offender up to one day prior to the execution;
and

•

Notify members of the media regarding the status of their witness applications.

IMS/Warden
•

Visit with the condemned offender as needed;

•

Retrieve the completed Offender's Friend/Family Witness Notification and
Agreement (appendix F) and answer any questions the offender may have;

•

Ensure the offender has provided directions for the handling of his remains. (If the
offender provides no information or the information is insufficient or incorrect, the
deceased shall be disposed of in accordance with directive 312.02.01.001, Death of
an Inmate.);

•

Ensure that the offender has had the opportunity to complete an Idaho Physician
Orders for Scope of Treatment form;

•

Ensure the offender has provided directions for the disposition of his property and
offender trust fund; and

•

Meet with the facility health authority and IDOC health authority to review plans for
coverage and emergency response before and following the scheduled execution.

IMS/ Warden's Offender Liaison
• Continue daily contact with the offender;
•

Stay in contact with the condemned offender's family; and

•

Update the IMSI warden on any issues, requests, or questions.
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IMS/ Deputy Warden (Acting as Facility Head)
• Ensure that the necessary action steps have been taken regarding the IMSI
management plan including staffing, meals, and contingency plans to ensure the
safe and orderly operation of the facility during the time leading up to the execution;
•

Brief the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau on the status of the management plan;
and

•

Continue to monitor IMSI activities and brief the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau if
any concerns or problems arise.

18. Seven (7) to Two (2) Days Prior to the Execution
Seven (7) to two (2) days prior to the execution, the following activities will occur. If any of
the activities identified in this section cannot be achieved within this timeframe, the
responsible party will notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and
the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Chief of the Operations Division
• Continue to provide briefings to IDOC staff;
•
•

Gather the names of those planning to be present in the Execution Unit; and
fv1onitor planning related to the scheduled execution.

Administrati ve Team
•

Ensure that the Escort Team, tv1edical Team, and command staff have completed
adequate training sessions (see section 5);

•

Confirm preventive maintenance of the execution chamber is current;

•

Test equipment, lighting, audio, HVAC units, etc. in the execution chamber;

•

Ensure that audio/video equipment is ready and operational if needed;

•

Confirm that the inventory of equipment, necessary supplies, and backup materials
are on-site;

•

Recheck the medical supplies and chemicals to ensure that each item is ready,
expiration dates have not been exceeded, items are properly packaged, and if
applicable sterilized; and

•

At least three (3) days before the scheduled execution date, obtain technical

assistance for the purpose of reviewing the lethal substances, the amounts, the
methods of delivery and injection, and the offender's physical and historical
characteristics to evaluate compliance with this SOP. The individual(s) conducting
the technical review will observe the tv1edical Team place IV catheters and establish
an IV drip line in a live body. The individual(s) conducting the technical review will
meet with the Administrative Team to review his findings. The director of the IDOC
will make the final determination regarding compliance with this SOP.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
• Brief director of the IDOC and chief of the Operations Division;
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•

Stand up the ICS center;

•

Continue tabletop and live exercises;

•

Confirm staffing levels and necessary vehicles for regular operations and the
execution are appropriate and ready;

•

Ensure local law enforcement agencies are fully briefed;

•

Gather all information regarding media, potential media witnesses, and those who
will be present at the execution; and

•

In conjunction with the IDOC Leadership Team, ISCI, and IMSI wardens, finalize the
media plan, potential media witnesses, and those who will be present at the
execution.

/DOC PIO
• Conduct the random drawing, approximately seven (7) days prior to the execution,
for three (3) media seats, to include alternate representatives should the primary
representative withdraw prior to the execution;
•

Complete a list of the media representatives that want to be on or near the IDOC's
south Boise complex and/or be in the media center, but not present at the execution;

•

Forward the lists of media agencies, media staff members, and potential media
witnesses to the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, deputy chief
of the Prisons Bureau, and IMSI warden; and

•

Conduct a preliminary briefing with potential media witnesses and media
representatives serving as pool reporters.

Medical Team Leader
• Ensure serviceability of all medical equipment including EKG machines (to include
instruments) and/or defibrillator, and the availability of graph paper; and
•

Ensure heart monitor lead lines are sufficient in length.

IMS/Warden
•

Meet with the condemned offender as needed; and

•

Address any unresolved questions or issues.

IMS/ Warden's Offender Liaison
• Continue daily contact with the offender;
•

Have the offender complete a withdrawal slip for any remaining funds in his trust
account and designate to whom the funds should be sent;

•

Stay in contact with the condemned's family; and

•

Update the IMSI warden on any issues, requests, or questions.

IMS/ Deputy Warden (Acting as Facility Head)
• Review staffing to ensure there is adequate coverage near the execution date;
•

Review use of force inventories, less than lethal weapons and munitions to ensure
that adequate supplies are in place if needed for emergency response;

•

Brief shift commanders, unit sergeants, and case managers;
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•

Ensure that proper tool and key control procedures are being followed;

•

Ensure that transportation vehicles that are not assigned to the execution process
are available if needed for IMSI operational needs;

•

Meet with maintenance staff to review any problems or concerns with infrastructure;

•

Meet with the facility health authority to ensure that an adequate emergency
response plan is in place for the time frame near the execution; and

•

Brief the IMSI warden and the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau regarding the
emergency plan preparedness and any issues or concerns.

19. Two (2) Days Prior to the Execution
Two (2) days prior to the execution, the following activities will occur. If any of the activities
identified in this section cannot be achieved within this timeframe, the responsible party will
notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and the deputy chief of the
Prisons Bureau.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Chief of the Operations Division
• Continue to provide briefings to IDOC staff; and
•

Monitor planning related to the scheduled execution.
Administrati ve Team
•

Conduct at least two (2) rehearsal sessions with the Escort Team, Medical Team,
and command staff (see section 5);

•

Confirm that escort and medical teams, a licensed physician (see section 6),
emergency medical personnel, and the Ada County coroner are scheduled and will
be on-site at the established time;

•

Restrict access to the execution chamber to those with expressly assigned duties;

•

Ready the execution chamber for the offender; and

•

Verify execution inventory and equipment checks are completed and open issues
resolved.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
• Schedule and conduct IDOC south Boise complex simulation exercises, as
necessary and modify practices if warranted;
•

Ensure that contracted services have planned their activities to coincide with the
incident action plans for modified operational status related to the scheduled
execution;

•

Contact IDOC, CAPP, and ICC facility heads to monitor their preparation and status;

•

and

•

Confirm adequate staffing, equipment, and materials are in place for regular
operations and the execution.

I
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20. Twenty-Four(24) to 12 HoursPriorT othe Execution
Twenty-four (24) to 12 hours prior to the execution, the following activities will occur. If any
of the activities identified in this section cannot be achieved within this timeframe, the
responsible party will notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and
the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Administrati ve Team
•

Ensure the final preparation of Execution Unit is complete. Each room receives a
final evaluation specific to its functions including security, climate control, lighting,
sound and sanitation;

•

Ensure that video monitoring and intercom systems are functioning properly;

•

Ensure the Medical Team room and execution chamber clocks are accurately set
and working;

•

Ensure that appropriate restraints are ready;

•

Ensure that communication devices are ready;

•

Ensure that the Medical Team leader checks the EKG machine instruments to
confirm they are functioning properly;

•

Ensure that the crash cart and defibrillator are in place and functioning properly; and

•

Check medical supply and chemical inventory.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
• Activate the following teams:
♦

Command

♦

CERT

♦

fv1aintenance

♦

CISM

•

Traffic Control Team

•

Ensure CISM is activated state-wide;

•

Modify operation of the IDOC's south Boise complex;

•

Contact IDOC, CAPP, and ICC facility heads to ensure they are prepared to activate
their IAPs for modified operation; and

•

Establish the ICS command center.

/DOC PIO
Establish the media center.
/DOC Health Authority
Conduct a review of the offender's healthcare.
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IMS/Warden
•

Ensure that all the offender's remaining property, except one religious item, is
removed and inventoried, and that the offender has completed a disposition sheet for
his property;

•

Ensure that witness areas are in order;

•

Ensure that transportation vehicles are ready; and

•

Ensure that food service is prepared to serve offender his last meal request.

IMS/ Deputy Warden (Acting as Facility Head)
• Activate the IMSI management plan;

Note: the plan 'can be•activated earli~r if .activities, behaviors, or other• issuesihdicate ·
it rudentto doso.
·
0

•

Ensure that detailed staff briefings are provided; and

•

Ensure that CISM is on-site at IMSI.

21. Twelve (12) Hours Prior To the Execution
Twelve ( 12) hours prior to the execution, the following activities will occur. If any of the
activities identified in this section cannot be achieved within this timeframe, the responsible
party will notify the director of the IDOC, chief of the Operations Division, and the
Administrative Team.
Unless a specific timeline is identified, the tasks outlined in this section are not required to
be completed in a specific order.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
Contact IDOC, CAPP, and ICC facility heads to ensure they have activated their incident
action plans for modified operation.
Restricting Access to /DOC Property
During the final twelve hours prior to the execution, access to the IDOC's south Boise
complex is limited. Restrictions shall remain in effect until normal operations resume
after the execution or a stay of execution is issued.
Access is limited to the following:
•

On-duty personnel;

•

On-duty contract personnel;

•

Volunteers deemed necessary by the facility wardens;

•

Approved delivery vehicles;

•

Approved media;

•

Approved execution witnesses;

•

Law enforcement personnel on business-related matters; and

•

Others as approved by the ICS operations chief.
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Population Management
•

The IDOC's south Boise complex and CAPP and ICC facilities shall go on secure
status as defined and ordered by the ICS operations chief at conclusion of a formal
count and not less than nine (9) hours prior to the scheduled execution; and

•

After the conclusion of the execution or stay of execution, all IDOC and contract
prison facilities shall return to regular operations at the direction of the ICS
operations chief.

Condemned Offender Activities
•

Ensure the offender receives the last meal by approximately 1900 hours prior to the
scheduled execution. (All eating utensils and remaining food and beverage shall be
removed upon completion of the meal.);

•

Phone calls are concluded by 2100 hours. (Telephone calls shall be terminated at
2100 hours the day prior to the execution, excluding calls with the offender's attorney
of record and others approved by the IMSI warden.);

•

Visitation shall be terminated at 2100 hours the night prior to the execution,
excluding visits from the offender's attorney of record and others as approved by the
IMSI warden;

•

No later than 2300 hours the night before the execution, the facility healthcare
services staff will offer the offender a mild sedative;

•

No later than five (5) hours prior to the execution, the offender shall be offered a light
snack. (All eating utensils and remaining food, to include any remaining consumable
commissary, shall be removed upon completion of the meal.); and

•

No later than four (4) hours prior to the execution, the facility healthcare services
staff will offer the offender another mild sedative.

22. Final Preparations
During the final preparations, the IMSI warden will be unavailable to address issues not
directly related to the execution process. All other inquiries shall be directed to a member of
the Administrative Team.

Witness Briefing
Prior to entering the execution witness area, the chief of the Operations Division will
provide briefings of the execution process to those who will be present at the execution.
The victim's family and offender's family will receive separate briefings.

Procedures to Carry out the Execution
The procedures for carrying out the execution are found in appendix A, Execution

Chemicals Preparation and Administration.

NoterTotal~nornyrnity ofpersortnefin°tne ~icral'T~rTl.roorcn mu~U>e[Ilcti.Otained~ ·At
. no:timewiU the/personnel bilc:adciressed::b~rn~fl'.le'Of:,6S~ecl-a~yttiiQ(:J::thatV)t'Q\'.lld· requir,
a11oral response. :

·

·

·· ·

23. Pronouncement of Death
Idaho Code, section 19-2716, requires that the death of a condemned offender be
pronounced by the Ada County coroner (or deputy coroner).
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The Ada County coroner (or deputy coroner) will be staged in or near the Execution Unit
during the execution process. When the execution process has been completed, the coroner
will enter the execution chamber, examine the offender, and pronounce the offender's death
to the IMSI warden. The IMSI warden will announce that the sentence of death has been
carried out as ordered by the court and the execution has been completed.
24. Return of Service on the Death Warrant
After the execution, the IMSI warden must complete a return of service of the death warrant,
showing the date, time, mode, and manner in which it was executed. The original death
warrant will be returned to the sentencing court. A copy of the death warrant with the return
of service information will be filed in the offender's central file. A copy of the original death
warrant shall be forwarded to the DAG office.
25. Following the Execution

Administrative Team
•

Ensure that the assigned members of the Medical Team will return all unused
materials to the safe in the execution chamber;

•

Gather all documents, logs, recordings, sequence of chemical forms (see
appendixes A1 thru A4), EKG machine tape, list of identifiers, etc. and deliver them
to the DAG who represents the IDOC for storage;

•

Upon completion or long-term stay, inventory the items, complete the chain of
custody, and secure the items in the administration safe;

•

Retrieve all secured materials; and

•

Destroy all used materials in accordance with safe disposal practices and document
the disposition of each drug on the inventory sheet.

Deputy Chief of the Prisons Bureau
Contact all facility heads and determine each facilities' status and any issues that were
experienced related to the execution process.
Execution Chamber and Condemned Isolation Cell Cleaning
Under the supervision of a person designated by the designated Administrative Team
member, the execution chamber and condemned isolation cell shall be cleaned and
secured. Facility staff trained in infectious diseases preventive practices will utilize
appropriate precautions in cleaning the execution chamber.
Resuming Normal Operations
ICS command center shall determine when the prisons resume normal operations after
receiving assessments from all facility wardens.
IDOC staff shall be deactivated at the direction of ICS command center.

Debriefing
Within 48 hours, the deputy chief of the Prisons Bureau and IMSI warden will debrief the
director of the IDOC and chief of the Operations Division and other Leadership T earn
staff as the director deems appropriate regarding the process and if applicable make
recommendations to revise the standard operation procedure or other related processes
or documents.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Execution Chemicals Preparation and .Administration
A Modifications to Protocols and Procedures

There shall be no deviation from the procedures, protocols, and chemicals in this procedure without
prior consent from the director of the IDOC. A member of the Administrative Team shall monitor and
ensure compliance with protocols and procedures related to the preparation and administration of
chemicals.
B. Preparation of Chemicals

Af the appropriate time, the IMSI warden shall transfer custody of the chemicals to the Medical Team
leader so the Medical Team can complete chemical and syringe preparation.
The Medical Team leader will supervise the syringe preparation, assigning a Medical Team member to
prepare each chemical and the corresponding syringe. The assigned Medical Team members shall
prepare their designated chemical and syringes for two (2) complete sets of chemicals to be used in the
implementation of the death sentence. A third set of syringes shall be available and ready for use as
backup.
The assigned Medical Team member shall be responsible for preparing and labeling the assigned sterile
syringes in a distinctive manner identifying the specific chemical contained in each syringe by (a)
assigned number, (b) chemical name, (c) chemical amount and (d) the designated color, as set forth in
the chemical chart below. This information shall be preprinted on a label, with two (2) labels affixed to
each syringe to ensure a label remains visible.
There shall be sufficient lighting and physical space in the Medical Team room and the execution
chamber to enable team members to function properly and to observe the offender. The offender will be
positioned to enable the Medical Team leader to view the offender, the offender's arms (or other
designated intravenous [IV] location) and face with the aid of a color camera and a color monitor.
After the Medical T earn prepares all syringes with the proper chemicals and labels as provided in the
applicable chemical chart, the Medical Team leader shall place three (3) complete sets of the prepared
and labeled syringes in the color-coded and labeled syringe trays in the order in which the chemicals are
to be administered. The syringes will be placed in the color-coded and labeled syringe trays in a manner
to ensure there is no crowding, with each syringe resting in its corresponding place in the shadow box
which is labeled with the name of the chemical, color, chemical amount and the designated syringe
number.
The syringes shall be placed in such a manner to ensure the syringe labels are clearly visible. Prior to
placing the syringes in the color-coded and labeled syringe trays, the flow shall be checked by the
Medical team leader running heparin/saline solution through the line to confirm there is no obstruction.
After all syringes are prepared and placed in color-coded and labeled syringe trays in proper order, the
Medical Team leader shall confirm that all syringes are properly labeled and placed in the color-coded
and labeled syringe trays in the order in which the chemicals are to be administered as designated by
the applicable chemical chart. Each chemical shall be administered in the predetermined order in which
the syringes are placed in the tray.
C. Approved Chemicals

The IDOC has four (4) options for lethal injection methods. Which option is used is dependent upon the
availability of chemicals.
The director of the IDOC has approved the following lethal injection chemicals and methods as
described in Chemical Chart 1, Chemical Chart 2, Chemical Chart 3, and Chemical Chart 4:
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Method1

odium Pentothal, GREEN
odium Pentothal, GREEN
parin/Saline, BLACK
ncuronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
in/Saline, BLACK
ssium Chloride, RED
ssium Chloride, RED
'n/Saline BLACK

odium Pentothal, GREEN
odium Pentothal, GREEN
eparin/Saline, BLACK
ncuronium Bromide, BLU
ncuronium Bromide, BLU
parin/Saline, BLACK
otassium Chloride, RED
otassium Chloride, RED
arin/Saline, BLACK

odium Pentothal, GREEN
odium Pentothal, GREEN
parin/Saline, BLACK
ncuronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
'n/Saline, BLACK
ssium Chloride, RED
tassium Chloride, RED
arin/Saline, BLACK

Syringe Preparation (Method 1)
Syringes 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C each contain 1.25 gm/50ml. of sodium
pentothal / 1 in 50 ml. of sterile water in four (4) 60 ml. syringes for a total dose of 5 grams of sodium
pentothal in each set. Each syringe containing sodium pentothal shall have a GREEN label which
contains the name of chemical, chemical amount, and the designated syringe number.
Syringes SA, BA, 11A, 5B, BB, 11 B, SC, BC and 11 C each contain 60 ml. of a heparin/saline
solution, at a concentration of 10 units of heparin per milliliter, and shall have a BLACK label which
contains the name of the chemical, chemical amount, and the designated syringe number.
Syringes 6A, 7A, 6B, 7B, 6C and 7C each contain 60 mg of pancuronium bromide for a total of 120
mg of pancuronium bromide in each set. Each syringe containing pancuronium bromide shall have a
BLUE label which contains the name of the chemical, chemical amount, and the designated syringe
number.
Syringes 9A, 10A, 9B, 10B, 9C and 10C each contain 120 milliequivalents of potassium chloride for
a total of 240 milliequivalents of potassium chloride in each set. Each syringe containing potassium
chloride shall have a RED label which contains the name of the chemical, chemical amount, and the
designated syringe number.
After the fv1edical Team prepares all syringes with the proper chemicals and labels as provided in the
applicable chemical chart, the Medical Team leader shall ensure the IV setup is completed.
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Method2

"n/Saline, BLACK
ronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
"n/Saline, BLACK
ssium Chloride, RED
ssiumChloride, RED
"n/Saline BLACK

in/Saline, BLACK
ronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
'n/Saline, BLACK
ssium Chloride, RED
ssium Chloride, RED
'n/Saline, BLACK

'n/Saline, BLACK
ronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
'n/Saline, BLACK
ssium Chloride, RED
ssium Chloride, RED
in/Saline, BLACK

Syringe Preparation (Method 2)
Syringes 1A, 2A, 1B, 2B, 1C, and 2C each contain 2.5 gm of pentobarbital for a total of 5 grams in
each set. Each syringe containing pentobarbital shall have a GREEN label which contains the name
of chemical, chemical amount and the designated syringe number.
Syringes 3A, 6A, 9A, 3B, 6B, 9B, 3C, 6C and 9C each contain 60 ml. of a heparin/saline solution, at
a concentration of 10 units of heparin per milliliter, and shall have a BLACK label which contains the
name of the chemical, chemical amount and the designated syringe number.
Syringes 4A, SA, 4B, 5B, 4C and SC each contain 60 mg of pancuronium bromide for a total of 120
mg of pancuronium bromide in each set. Each syringe containing pancuronium bromide shall have a
BLUE label which contains the name of the chemical, chemical amount and the designated syringe
number.
Syringes 7A, 8A, 7B, 8B, 7C and BC each contain 120 milliequivalents of potassium chloride for a
total of 240 milliequivalents of potassium chloride in each set. Each syringe containing potassium
chloride shall have a RED label which contains the name of the chemical, chemical amount and the
designated syringe number.
After the Medical Team prepares all syringes with the proper chemicals and labels as provided in the
applicable chemical chart, the Medical Team leader shall ensure the IV setup is completed.
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Method3

m Pentothal, GREEN
m Pentothal, GREEN
in/Saline, BLACK

m Pentothal, GREEN
m Pentothal, GREEN
'n/Saline BLACK

m Pentothal, GREEN
m Pentothal, GREEN
'n/Saline BLACK

Syringe Preparation (Method 3)
Syringes 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 1C, 2C, 3C, and 4C each contain 1.25 gm/S0ml. of sodium
pentothal / 1 in 50 ml. of sterile water in four (4) 60 ml. syringes for a total dose of 5 grams of sodium
pentothal in each set. Each syringe containing sodium pentothal shall have a GREEN label which
contains the name of chemical, chemical amount, and the designated syringe number.
Syringes SA, 5B, and SC each contain 60 ml. of a heparin/saline solution, at a concentration of 10
units of heparin per milliliter, and shall have a BLACK label which contains the name of the
chemical, chemical amount, and the designated syringe number.
After the fv'edical Team prepares all syringes with the proper chemicals and labels as provided in the
applicable chemical chart, the fv'edical Team leader shall ensure the IV setup is completed.
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Method4

obarbital GREEN
arbital GREEN
in/Saline, BLACK

'n/Saline, BLACK

Syringe Preparation (Method 4)
Syringes 1A, 2A 1B, 2B, 1C, and 2C each contain 2.5 gm of pentobarbital for a total of 5 grams in
each set. Each syringe containing pentobarbital shall have a GREEN label which contains the name
of chemical, chemical amount and the designated syringe number.
Syringes 3A, 3B, and 3C each contain 60 ml. of a heparin/saline solution, at a concentration of 10
units of heparin per milliliter, and shall have a BLACK label which contains the name of the
chemical, chemical amount and the designated syringe number.
After the Medical Team prepares all syringes with the proper chemicals and labels as provided in the
applicable chemical chart, the Medical Team leader shall ensure the IV setup is completed .

.·Not~!The 0,l'lemiealamQunts as setforth ·in chemic~lch$tts.l, .·2,3, and 4 Eire desigr,~ted fQr the

. executiofl ofperso11s weighing 500>p0unds orless/fhechemieal t;tmQunts wiH.be reviewed and may

··be revised. a~neces$ary•fontn offender exceeding this bOdy weight.

Note: The quantiti~s. ofchernicals f)repated:,and administered may not be changed in any manner
without ptiot":approval of the director.of.the IDOp;
·.
.

' Nq,te,:ffhefuli' db$e.cijnuained ifl eacfF~YF!nge . If: ~✓adniini~tered :to\tije:of{end~I' c1nd ,' ·. '. , . . '
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·administering all of the. chemicals, the M,edicil 1"earn me01~ersshall eontinue .to follow this protocol
·and administer all, remaining chemicals inthe order arid arnounts.setforth intne applicable .chemical
chart.
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N Setup Procedure
After all syringes are prepared and placed in proper order, the Medical Team leader shall confirm
that all syringes are properly labeled and placed in the order in which the chemicals are to be
administered as designated by the chemical chart. Each chemical shall be administered in the
predetermined order in which the syringes are placed in the color-coded and labeled syringe trays.

•.Nolfi:AJl'.of·tne,pt~pat~cf,ehernicals}itialtae;.l!Si(!l,~itt,topirly,(lisposede>J;cno,laterlham,24,hours•
after the,fime designated· .for the ·execuUorflo occur. ..· ·. .
·; .· . · · ...·
·
Note: Should··cl stay delay,.th~·executiord>eyond 24 hours ofthe,~chedu(ectexecution, another
ptlmary·setpf syringes shall'b~prep~red,when:,the ex~utio.n·i$ resotledulegcjn·•·pcto~dance.with the
pmcessset forth inthis prpcedure,,
·. ·
· ··
·
··
D. Chemical DeliveryProcedures
The Medical Team recorder is responsible for completing the applicable sequence of chemical form (see
appendixes A1 thru M). The recorder shall document on the form the amount of each chemical
administered and confirm that it was administered in the order set forth in the chemical chart. Any
deviation from the written procedure shall be noted and explained on the form.

E. Preparation, Movement, and Monitoring of Offender
Prior to moving the offender from the isolation cell to the execution table, the director of the IDOC will
confer with the Idaho attorney general (or designee) and the Idaho governor (or designee) to confirm
there is no legal impediment to proceeding with the lawful execution and there are no motions pending
before a court which may stay further proceedings.
The offender will be offered a mild sedative based on the offender's need. The sedative shall be
provided to the offender no later than four (4) hours prior to the execution, unless it is determined
medically necessary.

Af the designated time, the Escort Team will escort the offender to the execution room secured on the
table by the prescribed means with the offender's arms positioned at an angle away from the offender's
side.
After the offender has been secured to the execution table, the Escort Team leader will personally check
the restraints which secure the offender to the table to ensure they are not so restrictive as to impede
the offender's circulation, yet sufficient to prevent the offender from manipulating the catheters and IV
lines.
Once the offender is secured, the Medical Team leader will attach the leads from the electrocardiograph
(EKG) machine to the offender's chest and confirm that the EKG machine is functioning properly and
that the proper graph paper is used. A backup EKG machine shall be on site and readily available if
necessary.
A Medical Team member shall be assigned to monitor the EKG machine, and mark the EKG graph
paper at the commencement and completion of the administration of each chemical. The assigned
identifier of the Medical Team member monitoring the EKG machine shall be noted at each juncture.
Throughout the procedure, the Medical Team members shall continually monitor the offender's level of
consciousness and EKG machine readings, maintaining constant observation of the offender using one
or more of the following methods: direct observation, audio equipment, camera, and television monitor
as well as any other medically approved method(s) deemed necessary by the Medical Team leader. The
Medical Team leader shall be responsible for monitoring the offender's level of consciousness.
The assigned Medical Team members will insert the catheters and attach the IV lines.
The witnesses will be brought in to the applicable witness areas.
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Once all witnesses are secured in the witness rooms, the IMSI warden shall read aloud a summary of
the death warrant.
A microphone will be positioned to enable the Medical Team leader to hear any utterances or noises
made by the offender throughout the procedure. The Medical Team leader will confirm the microphone
is functioning properly, and that the offender can be heard in the Medical Team room.
The IMSI warden shall ensure there is a person present in the execution chamber throughout the
execution who is able to communicate with the offender in the offender's primary language. This person
will be positioned to clearly see, hear and speak to the offender throughout the execution. If the IMSI
warden can communicate with the offender in the offender's primary language, he may serve in that
capacity.
The IMSI warden will ask the offender if he wishes to make a last statement and provide an opportunity
to do so.
The IMSI warden will offer the offender an eye covering.

F. Intravenous Lines
The assigned Medical Team members shall determine the best sites on the offender to insert a primary
IV catheter and a backup IV catheter in two (2) separate locations in the peripheral veins utilizing
appropriate medical procedures. The insertion sites in order of preference shall be: arms, hands, ankles
and feet, as determined medically appropriate by the Medical Team leader. Both primary and backup IV
lines will be placed unless in the opinion of the Medical Team leader it is not possible to reliably place
two (2) peripheral lines. In the event that it is not possible to reliably place two (2) peripheral lines, the
Medical Team leader will direct Medical Team members to place an IV catheter in a central line for the
purpose of administering the chemicals.

N.. the discretion of the Medical Team leader, a localized anesthetic may be used to numb the venous
access site.
To ensure proper insertion in the vein, the assigned Medical Team members should watch for the
flashback of blood at the catheter hub in compliance with medical procedures.
The assigned Medical Team members shall ensure the catheter is properly secured with the use of tape
or adhesive material, properly connected to the IV line and out of reach of the offender's hands. A flow
of heparin/saline shall be started in each line and administered at a slow rate to keep the line open.
The primary IV catheter will be used to administer the chemicals and the backup catheter will be
reserved in the event of the failure of the first line. Any failure of a venous access line shall be
immediately reported to the IMSI warden.
The IV catheter in use shall not be covered and shall remain visible throughout the procedure.
The IMSI warden shall physically remain in the execution chamber with the offender throughout the
administration of the chemicals in a position sufficient to clearly observe the offender and the primary
and backup IV sites for any potential problems and shall immediately notify the Medical Team leader
and director of the IDOC should any issue occur. Upon receipt of such notification, the director of the
IDOC will stop the proceedings and take all steps necessary in consultation with the Medical Team
leader prior to proceeding further with the execution.
Should it be determined that the use of the backup IV catheter is necessary, a complete set of backup
chemicals will be administered in the backup IV as set forth in the applicable chemical chart.
Should it become necessary to use an alternate means of establishing an IV line because, in the opinion
of the Medical Team leader, it is not possible to reliably place a peripheral line in the offender, a Medical
Team member may utilize a central line catheter if, in the opinion of the Medical Team leader, such a
line may be reasonably placed. The Medical Team member responsible for placing a central line
Appendix A
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catheter shall have at least one year of regular and current professional experience conducting that
procedure. The Medical Team member will place the central line catheter utilizing appropriate medical
procedures. The Medical Team member shall ensure the catheter is properly secured with the use of
tape or adhesive material, properly connected to the IV line and out of reach of the offender's hands.
This line shall be utilized for the administering of all chemicals.
Upon successful insertion of the catheter into a central line, a Medical Team member will inject a
solution of heparin/saline into the catheter to ensure patency of the catheter.
G . .Administration of Chemicals Methods 1 and 2

At the time the execution is to commence and prior to administering the chemicals, the director of the
IDOC will reconfirm with the Idaho attorney general (or designee) and the Idaho governor (or designee)
that there is no legal impediment to proceeding with the execution. Upon receipt of oral confirmation that
there is no legal impediment, the director of the IDOC will instruct the IMSI warden to commence the
process to carryout the sentence of death. The IMSI warden will then order the administration of the
chemicals to begin. If there is a legal impediment to the execution, the director of the IDOC shall instruct
the IMSI warden to stop the process, and to notify the offender and witnesses that the execution has
been stayed or delayed. The IMSI warden (or designee) shall also notify the IDOC PIO and other
pertinent staff.
Upon receiving the order to commence the execution process from the director of the IDOC, the IMSI
warden will instruct the Medical Team leader to begin administrating the chemicals. The Medical Team
leader will instruct the assigned Medical Team member to begin dispensing the first chemical.
Upon direction from the Medical Team leader, the assigned Medical Team member will visually and
verbally confirm the chemical name on the syringe and then administer the full dose of sodium
pentothal/or pentobarbital immediately followed by the heparin/saline flush. The heparin/saline is
administered as a secondary precaution to further ensure the line is functioning properly and flushed
between each chemical.
After the sodium pentothal/or pentobarbital and heparin/saline have been administered and before the
Medical Team members begin administering the pancuronium bromide, the Medical Team leader shall
confirm the offender is unconscious by direct examination of the offender. The Medical T earn leader,
dressed in a manner to preserve his anonymity, will enter into the room where the IMSI warden and
offender are located to physically confirm the offender is unconscious by using all necessary medically
appropriate techniques such as giving verbal stimulus, soliciting an auditory response, touching the
eyelashes, and/or conducting a sternal rub. The Medical Team leader will also confirm that the IV line
remains affixed and functioning properly.
No further chemicals shall be administered until the Medical Team leader has confirmed the offender is
unconscious. After three (3) minutes have elapsed since the administration of the sodium pentothal/or
pentobarbital, the Medical Team leader will assess and confirm that the offender is unconscious. The
Medical Team leader will verbally advise the IMSI warden of the offender's status.
In the unlikely event that the offender is conscious, the Medical Team shall assess the situation to
determine why the offender is conscious. The Medical Team leader shall communicate this information
to the IMSI warden, along with all Medical Team input. The IMSI warden will determine how to proceed
or, if necessary, to start the procedure over at a later time or stand down. The IMSI warden may direct
the curtains to the witness viewing room be closed, and, if necessary, for witnesses to be removed from
the execution unit.
If deemed appropriate, the IMSI warden may instruct the Medical Team to administer an additional 5
grams of sodium pentothal/or pentobarbital followed by the heparin/saline flush from backup set B.
Upon administering the sodium pentothal/or pentobarbital and heparin/saline from backup set B, the
Medical Team leader will again physically confirm the offender is unconscious using proper medical
Appendix A
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procedures and verbally advise the IMSI warden of the same. Throughout the entire procedure, the
Medical Team members and the IMSI warden shall continually monitor the offender using all available
means to ensure that the offender remains unconscious and that there are no complications.
Only after receiving oral confirmation from the Medical Team leader that the offender is unconscious
and three (3) minutes have elapsed since commencing the administration of the sodium pentothal/or
pentobarbital and heparin/saline from backup set B, will the IMSI warden instruct the Medical Team
leader to proceed with administering the next chemicals.
When instructed, the Medical Team leader will instruct the assigned Medical Team members to begin
administering the full doses of the remaining chemicals (pancuronium bromide and potassium chloride),
each followed by a heparin/saline flush as set forth in the applicable chemical chart.

If after administering the potassium chloride and subsequent heparin/saline flush, the electrical activity
of the offender's heart has not ceased, the additional potassium chloride and heparin(saline flush
contained in backup set B shall be administered.
The full dose contained in each syringe shall be administered to the offender and subsequently
documented by the designated recorder. The quantities of the chemicals prepared and administered
may not be changed in any manner without prior approval of the director of the IDOC after consultation
with the Medical Team leader.

If all electrical activity of the heart ceases prior to administering all the chemicals, the Medical Team
members shall continue to follow this protocol and administer all remaining chemicals in the order and
amounts set forth in the applicable chemical chart.
When all electrical activity of the heart has ceased as shown by the EKG machine, the Medical Team
leader will advise the Ada County coroner and the IMSI warden that the procedure has been completed.
The Medical Team leader will ensure that the EKG machine runs a print-out strip for two (2) minutes
after the last chemical injection.
The Ada County coroner will enter the execution chamber, examine the offender, and pronounce the
offender's death to the IMSI warden. The IMSI warden will then announce that the sentence of death as
been carried out as ordered by the court.
The witnesses will be escorted from the Execution Unit back to the respective staging and/or exit
locations.

·•Note:J3ackup··set<>wilf~usedif(1~)electri~al}aCtl\;fity1~;tf,t~;heart•has"rtOf'e~sed·a~et·adrn1nisHration•
of sets A.and
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H. Administration of Chemicals Methods 3 and 4

At. the time the execution is to commence and prior to administering the chemicals, the director of the

IDOC will reconfirm with the Idaho attorney general (or designee) and the Idaho governor (or designee)
that there is no legal impediment to proceeding with the execution. Upon receipt of oral confirmation that
there is no legal impediment, the director of the IDOC will instruct the IMSI warden to commence the
process to carry out the sentence of death. The IMSI warden will then order the administration of the
chemicals to begin. If there is a legal impediment to the execution, the director of the IDOC shall instruct
the IMSI warden to stop the process, and to notify the offender and witnesses that the execution has
been stayed or delayed. The IMSI warden (or designee) shall also notify the IDOC PIO and other
pertinent staff.
Upon receipt of the director of the IDOC's order and under observation of the Medical Team leader, the
IMSI warden will advise the Medical Team leader to begin the administration of chemicals. The Medical
Team leader will instruct the assigned Medical Team memberto begin dispensing the first chemical.
Appendix A
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Upon direction from the Medical Team leader, the assigned Medical Team member will visually and
verbally confirm the chemical name on the syringe and then administer the full dose of sodium
pentothal/or pentobarbital immediately followed by the heparin/saline flush.

If after administering the sodium pentothal/or pentobarbital, subsequent heparin/saline flush, and 10
minutes have elapsed, and the electrical activity of the offender's heart has not ceased, the additional
sodium pentothal/or pentobarbital and heparin/saline flush contained in backup set B shall be
administered.
The full dose contained in each syringe shall be administered to the offender and subsequently
documented by the designated recorder. The quantities of the chemicals prepared and administered
may not be changed in any manner without prior approval of the director of the IDOC after consultation
with the Medical Team leader.

If all electrical activity of the heart ceases prior to administering all the chemicals, the Medical Team
members shall continue to follow this protocol and administer all remaining chemicals in the order and
amounts set forth in the applicable chemical chart.
When all electrical activity of the heart has ceased as shown by the EKG machine, the Medical Team
leader will advise the Ada County coroner that the procedure has been completed. The Medical Team
leader will ensure that the EKG machine runs a print-out strip for two (2) minutes after the last chemical
injection.
The Ada County coroner will enter the execution chamber, examine the offender, and pronounce the
offender's death to the IMSI warden. The IMSI warden will then announce that the sentence of death as
been carried out as ordered by the court.
The witnesses will be escorted from the Execution Unit back to the respective staging and/or exit
locations .

•Note t aackup ~ijt C YLill ~ 1.1se.c:Jif{1) eleotri~~la&ti\lityfQflh~ heatth~s• ri9t>c:ea$ed~~ad ministration ·.
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I. Documentation of Chemicals and Stay
In the event that a pending stay results in more than a two (2) hour delay, the catheter will be removed,
if applicable, and the offender shall be returned to the isolation cell until further notice.
The Medical Team recorder shall account for all chemicals that were not administered and document, in
the applicable sequence of chemical form (see appendixes A1 thru A4), the chemical name, syringe
identification code, amount, date, and the time. Time will be marked based on the approved Medical
Team room clock. The Medical Team leader and the Medical Team recorder each will sign the
applicable sequence of chemical form (see appendixes A1 thru A4). And will give the unused chemicals
to a member of the Administrative Team.
All logs, the applicable sequence of chemical forms (see appendixes A1 thru A4), the list of identifiers,
and the EKG machine tape shall be submitted to the deputy attorney general who represents the IDOC
for storage.
Upon completion of the execution or when a stay exceeding 24 hours is granted the Administrative
Team shall be responsible for the appropriate disposal of all medical waste and supplies to include
unused, drawn chemicals in accordance with state of Idaho and federal law.

J. Contingency Procedure
A portable cardiac monitor/defibrillator will be readily available on site in the event that the offender goes
into cardiac arrest at any time prior to dispensing the chemicals; trained medical staff shall make every
Appendix A
135.02.01 .001
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effort to revive the offender should this occur, unless the offender has signed a do not resuscitate

(DNR).

Trained medical personnel and emergency transportation, neither of which is involved in the execution
process, shall be available in proximity to respond to the offender should any medical emergency arise
at any time before the order to proceed with the execution is issued by the director of the IDOC.
If at any point any Medical Team members determine that any part of the execution process is not going
according to procedure, they shall advise the Medical Team leader who shall immediately notify the
IMSI warden. The IMSI warden, in consultation with the director of the IDOC may consult with persons
deemed appropriate and will determine to go forward with the procedure, start the procedure over at a
later time within the 24-hour day, or stand down.

Appendix A
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 1

Offender:
Number: - --------Court Case#:
Warrant of Death Issued By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------- ------- -------- -------

odium Pentothal, GREEN
odium Pentothal, GREEN
odium Pentothal, GREEN
m Pentothal, GREEN
'n/Saline, BLACK
ronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
'n/Saline, BLACK
assium Chloride, RED
assium Chloride, RED
'n/Saline BLACK

Sodium
Sodium
dium
m

Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal

GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN

ronium Bromide BLUE
'n/Saline BLACK
assium Chloride RED
assium Chloride RED
'n/Saline BLACK

odium Pentothal GREEN
odium Pentothal GREEN
dium Pentothal GREEN
m Pentothal GREEN
'n/Saline BLACK
ronium Bromide BLUE
ronium Bromide BLUE
'n/Saline BLACK
assium Chloride RED
assium Chloride RED
'n/Saline BLACK

Appendix A1
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 2

Offender:
Number: ---------Court Case#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Warrant of Death Issued By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------- ------- --

arbital GREEN
arbital GREEN
'n/Saline, BLACK
ronium Bromide, BLUE
ronium Bromide, BLUE
'n/Saline, BLACK
tassium Chloride, RED
assium Chloride, RED
'n/Saline BLACK

ronium Bromide BLUE
'n/Saline BLACK
assium Chloride RED
assium Chloride RED
'n/Saline BLACK

'n/Saline BLACK
ronium Bromide BLUE
ronium Bromide BLUE
'n/Saline BLACK
tassium Chloride RED
tassium Chloride RED
'n/Saline BLACK

Appendix A2.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 3

Offender:
Number:
Court Case#:
Warrant of Death Issued By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------- ------- ------- -------

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

Pentothal,
Pentothal,
Pentothal,
Pentothal,

GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal

GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal
Pentothal

GREEN
GREEN
GREEN
GREEN

Appendix A3
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------- ---

IDAHO DEPARTMEN T OF CORRECTIO N
Sequence of Chemical Form- Method 4

Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Offender:
Court Case#:
Warrant of Death Issued By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----- ----- --------- ----- ---arbital GREEN
arbital GREEN
"n/Saline BLACK

arbital GREEN
arbital GREEN
"n/Saline BLACK

Administered
arbital GREEN
arbital GREEN
"n/Saline BLACK

Appendix M
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Filed: 03/21/2019 08:06:01
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877

Petitioner,

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
A Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate to Compel the Disclosure of Public
Records was filed by Aliza Cover on February 27, 2018.
A Court trial was held on January 28 th through 30th , February 1st and 4th, 2019.
On January 25, 2019, the parties filed Stipulated Facts and Exhibits. 1 The Court had
previously entered an Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate requiring disclosure of
records responsive to Petitioner's request that were in existence as of September 21,
2017.
Cover clarified her public records request during the course of these proceedings
that she was not seeking disclosure of individual name(s) of any onsite physician, staff,
contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, medical team member, victim, or witness; or
telephone numbers redacted from IDOC records except the telephone numbers on
Exhibit 40, pages 654 and 655.
The Petitioner moved under Rule 41 (b) before she began her case-in-chief. The
Court granted in part since the Court only had the opportunity to review in detail Exhibit
40, pages 1 through 1297. The Court then reconsidered its decision as to Exhibit 40,
page 654 only, and the trial proceeded. To the extent the Court reserved ruling on
Exhibit 40, pages 1298 through 2497, the Court denies the Rule 41 (b) motion and will
rather reach findings and conclusion on all of Exhibit 40 based upon the admissible
Stipulated Facts and Exhibits, filed Jan. 25, 2019, hereinafter "Stipulated Fact."
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evidence and the law, but still being mindful that the Respondents carry the burden of
proof in this proceeding.
Based upon the evidence presented at trial and the arguments of counsel, the
Court enters the following findings of fact and conclusions of law.
FINDINGS OF FACT2

1. Throughout this decision, the Idaho Board of Correction will be referenced as "IBOC"
and the Idaho Department of Correction will be referenced as "IDOC." Additionally,
the Court will use acronyms defined in IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 as Idaho Maximum
Security Institution (IMSI), Idaho State Correctional Institution (ISCI), South Idaho
Correctional Institution (SICI), South Boise Women's Correctional Center (SBWCC),
Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP), and Idaho Correctional Center
(ICC). All are IDOC prison facilities just south of Boise, Idaho.
2. Jeff Zmuda testified he has been employed by IDOC for 30 years. He has been the
Deputy Director for the Idaho Department of Correction for the past two years and
was in that role in September 2017 when Cover's public records request was
submitted. He has also held roles as the Chief of Prisons, Deputy Chief of Prisons,
Deputy Administrator of Operations, Deputy Warden for Security at IMSI, Deputy
Warden for Security at ISCI, and Associate Warden for ISCI.
I.

The Rhoades and Leavitt Executions

3. Paul Ezra Rhoades was sentenced to death for the murders of two women. He was
executed at the Idaho Maximum Security Institution on November 18, 2011. 3
4. The parties stipulated that IDOC purchased the chemicals used to execute Rhoades
with cash in an amount of $10,000 or more. 4
5. The unredacted record at Exhibit 40, page 655, 5 identifies the source and other
information about the lethal injection drugs used in the Rhoades execution.
6. The parties stipulated that IDOC made no promises to the source at page 655 that
the source's identity or other information would be kept confidential. 6
2

Any Finding of Fact that should be designated as a Conclusion of Law is hereby denominated as

such.
3

Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
5
This was described at trial as a DEA form or chain of custody for chemicals that has identifying
information, addresses, dates related to supplier, specific information on the controlled substance, with a
DEA registration number, signature, and a phone number.

4
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7. Zmuda was employed with IDOC during 2011 and 2012 and was an incident
commander for both executions. He was not involved in procuring lethal injection
chemicals or vetting chemical sources for the 2011 or 2012 executions. He testified
at the trial as a lay witness since he was not properly disclosed as an expert witness.
8. Zmuda testified he did not know if the source at page 655 was a pharmacy or a
compounding pharmacy and did not know for certain whether that supplier was
subject to any state regulation or oversight, or whether that source could provide
drugs or chemicals for future executions.
9. Richard Leavitt was sentenced to death for first degree murder. He was executed at
the Idaho Maximum Security Institution on June 12, 2012. 7
10. The parties stipulated that IDOC purchased the chemicals used to execute Leavitt
with cash in an amount of $10,000 or more. 8
11. The unredacted version of the record at Exhibit 40, page 654, is a source from which
IDOC obtained a commitment to obtain lethal injection chemicals in the future after
the Leavitt execution. 9 Zmuda testified that the chemicals from that receipt were not
actually obtained because no execution has taken place in Idaho since the Leavitt
execution in 2012.
12. Zmuda's testimony at trial was that the source in page 654 can no longer provide
lethal injection chemicals to IDOC because that source cannot comply with current
regulations.
13.Although page 654 is not a record of drugs used in the Leavitt execution, Zmuda's
testimony at trial was that page 654 identifies a compounding pharmacy that was the
source of the lethal injection drugs used to execute Leavitt and was redacted under
Board Rule 135. The parties stipulated that IDOC made no promises to the source in
page 654 that the source's identity or other information would be kept confidential. 10

6

Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
8
Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
9
Zmuda's testimony at trial was that page 654 includes a company logo, name, address, e-mail,
telephone number, fax number, and date; and also states receipt of a stated amount of money with a
printed name and signature. In the lower right is a note written with the name of a family member of the
company owner, relationship to owner, and a phone number.
10
Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
7
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14. The evidence presented at trial was that at the time of the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions, Brent Reinke was the Director of the Idaho Department of Correction;
Randy Blades was the Warden at Idaho Maximum Security Institution responsible
for overseeing both executions; Reinke, Blades, Kevin Kempf and Josh Tewalt were
IDOC employees involved in obtaining lethal injection chemicals for these
executions; and other members of IDOC's administrative team had roles in the
execution.
15. There were media articles related to the Leavitt execution admitted in Exhibit 40 at a
tab titled, "Media Articles." 11 One article 12 reported in May 2012 that:
The state execution team will administer a single, lethal dose of the
surgical sedative pentobarbital during the scheduled June 12 execution of
convicted murderer Richard Leavitt, said Brent Reinke, director of the
Department of Corrections.
His decision marks a departure from Idaho's most recent execution in
November, when a mixture of three chemicals, including pentobarbital,
were used to kill Paul Ezra Rhoades in the state's first execution in 17
years.
Reinke said the single-dose injection complies with the newest version of
the state's execution policy, which also allows the state the options of
returning to the three-drug mixture later.
The switch was also driven in part by the difficulty of obtaining the other
two drugs that were used on Rhoades.... Decisions by [Arizona, Ohio,
Texas and several other states that had switched to the single drug in the
prior year] were fueled by complications in getting other drugs, a
preference for one-drug lethal injections and after the only U.S.
manufacturer of execution drug sodium thiopental signaled it would stop
production.
"I made the decision on availability of the drug and what we're seeing in
other capital punishment states," Reinke said. "It's just easier to obtain
one chemical over three."
He declined to say how much pentobarbital the agency has on hand for next
month's execution or those likely to occur in the next several years.

11

The BATES numbers are cut off at the bottom so the court cannot cite to specific page numbers
related to these articles.
12
Idaho Statesman, "Idaho opts for 1 drug only in execution policy," May 19, 2012, Ex 40, Media
Articles, p. 27; same Associated Press news story also printed The Republic, "Idaho opts for 1 drug only
in lethal injection process; joins other states using pentobarbital" at pp. 29-30.
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(Ex 40, Media Articles, pp. 27, 29-30). Another article 13 reported that the 9th Circuit
of Appeals ordered Idaho prison officials to open the curtain immediately after
Leavitt entered the execution chamber, enabling witnesses to see as executioners
inserted IV catheters into Leavitt's body during Leavitt's execution. (Ex 40, Media
Articles, p. 24 ). According to that article, "Witnesses said the execution was
uneventful." (Id.) According to the article, "Reinke said the agency and its execution
team made adjustments to comply with the federal court order.

Execution team

members donned masks and goggles to ensure their anonymity." (Id.)
16. The parties stipulated that Respondents have no records that chemicals used in the
Rhoades or Leavitt executions were tested and none of those chemicals remain
available for testing. 14
17. Cover testified at trial that there is no evidence that the Rhoades or Leavitt
executions were "botched" 15 executions.
18. The IDOC standard operating procedure (protocol) is at a different website link than
was provided to Cover in Exhibit 2.

That document was not admitted as a trial

exhibit. The Court takes judicial notice of Idaho Department of Correction Standard
Operation Procedure 135.02.01 .001, Execution Procedures (hereinafter "IDOC SOP
135.02.01 .001 "). 16
19. IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 was in effect at the time of the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions and states the IDOC has four options for lethal injection methods and the
option used depends upon the availability of chemicals. It then states the director of
IDOC has approved certain lethal injection chemicals and methods as described in
the attached chemical charts. (IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, App. A, p. 1).

The

attached charts show the chemicals as follows: Chart 1 includes Sodium Pentothal,
Heparin/Saline, Pancuronium Bromide, and Potassium Chloride; Chart 2 shows
13

Idaho Statesman, "Idaho executes inmate for woman's killing in 1984," June 12, 2012, Ex 40,
Media Articles, p. 24.
14
Stipulated Fact, ,I 32.
15
The Court applied the dictionary meaning to "botched" which means "unsuccessful because of
being poorly done: spoiled by mistakes." Merriam-Webster online dictionary, accessed at
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/botched on March 1, 2019.
16
Only a confidential draft was admitted as an exhibit. Ex 40, beginning at p. 2343. Idaho
Department of Correction Standard Operation Procedure 135.02.01 .001, Execution Procedures, was
adopted May 18, 1998 and last reviewed Jan. 6, 2012. IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 was in effect at the time
of the Rhoades and Leavitt executions.
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Pentobarbital, Heparin/Saline, Pancuronium Bromide, and Potassium Chloride;
Chart 3 shows Sodium Pentothal and Heparin/Saline; and Chart 4 shows
Pentobarbital and Heparin/Saline. (Id. at App. A, pp. 2-5) The charts also show
dosage amounts to be given during an execution. (Id.)
II.

Other Requests Related to Executions, Lethal Injection

20. The parties stipulated that in the past years, the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) seized lethal injection execution drugs from Arizona and Texas
state officials, and the United States Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) seized
execution drugs from Georgia and Alabama state officials. 17
21.As lethal injection drugs have become increasingly scarce, another state was
reported in the media as having obtained illegally imported drugs from Harris
Pharma, a drug distributor in India. The parties stipulated in this trial that IDOC
officials have emailed suppliers in India seeking lethal injection drugs for import to
ldaho. 18
22. In response to an October 2011

public records request asking for IDOC

communications between May 1st and October ]1h, 2011 regarding the procurement
of lethal injection chemicals (Ex 40, p. 265), Zmuda was involved in providing
responsive records. Krista L. Howard, Deputy Attorney General, Idaho Department
of Correction, wrote the 2011 response letter and included an attachment described
as an email between Warden Blades and Chris Harris of Harris Pharma LLC. (Id.)
23.A July 2015 public records request from Chris McDaniel requested communications
between IDOC and Harris Pharma. (Ex 27, 2615-2618) That request was received
by Ray and forwarded to Zmuda and other IDOC employees. Ultimately, IDOC
responded by a Notice of Action on Public Records Request that "No Record Found"
signed by "Custodian/Designated Custodian Jeffrey F. Ray, Public Information
Officer Date: July 20, 2015." (Ex 27, p. 2618) However, Zmuda admitted at trial that
the 2011 email correspondence between Warden Blades and Harris Pharma (Ex 15,
pp. 1-8, hereinafter "Harris Pharma email") was in his office file drawer in 2015 but
was not disclosed to Ray or to McDaniel in 2015.

17
18

Stipulated Fact, ,I 33.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 33.
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24. Zmuda’s testimony at trial was that Chris Harris or Harris Pharma did not provide
any lethal injection drugs to IDOC.
25. There was no evidence at trial that any public records requests, other than Cover’s,
were being litigated before any District Court or on appeal.
26. Pursuant to IDOC SOP 135.02.01.001, the IMSI Warden is responsible for creating
a permanent record of execution activities. (IDOC SOP 135.02.01.001, p. 3)
Warden Blades was the IMSI Warden at the time of the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions and is still an IDOC employee.
27. Between January 1, 2011, and September 21, 2017, Respondents responded to at
least ten other public records requests seeking records regarding lethal injection
drugs including five from the Berkeley Law Death Penalty Clinic around October 7,
2011, July 26, 2013, September 21, 2016 (Ex 25, 2548–2551), April 21, 2017 (Ex
23, 2547, 2552–2559), and September 8, 2017; two from Rebecca Boone of the
Associated Press; one from Chris McDaniel of Buzzfeed News around July 15, 2015
(Ex 27, 2615–2618); one from Federal Defender Services of Idaho; and one from
April Rohman. (Stipulated Fact, ¶ 25)
28. Because of the frequency of requests and after an extensive and detailed records
request from the Berkeley Law Death Penalty Clinic in April 2017, Zmuda and Mabe
created a packet of documents to be used to respond to public records requests
regarding the Rhoades and Leavitt executions.
29. Zmuda testified that his duties in 2017 did not directly include responding to public
records requests but he was “indirectly” involved. He testified that it was his belief
that Mabe was primarily responsible for responding to requests related to executions
and that Ray was a back up for her.
30. Zmuda testified he interacted frequently with Ray and Mabe but he did not supervise
either.
31. Zmuda testified “we” had gathered records created in 2011 and 2012 related to the
Rhoades and Leavitt executions in a filed cabinet located in Zmuda’s current office.
Zmuda testified that he had collected the records in 2011 and 2012 from members of
the Administrative Team overseeing the executions, the IMSI Warden, and other
deputy chiefs at that time including Tewalt. Zmuda was unsure if Kempf had been
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asked for documents at that time but he believed Kempf was involved. Zmuda was
also unsure if Reinke was involved in the 2011 or 2012 collection but Zmuda testified
he did not ask Reinke for any documents then. Theo Lowe was the Executive
Financial Officer for IDOC at the time of Rhoades’s execution and a Project Manager
for IDOC during the Leavitt execution.

Lowe testified she provided financial

documents in 2011.
32. Further, Zmuda testified that as additional records came in related to executions,
“most of them” would make their way into Zmuda’s file cabinet although other
records were with members of the Administrative Team. This included documents
Theo Lowe had previously provided.
33. Zmuda testified that he did not conduct any search to respond to the 2017 Berkeley
public records request, only retrieved documents from his file cabinet. He testified
that an additional search was not conducted because it did not occur to him that
there would be other documents that were not in his files.
34. To create the packet, Zmuda testified that he took some, but not all, of the records
from his filing cabinet that had been saved in 2011 and 2012 related to executions.
Zmuda testified that he gave some of these records to Mabe in 2017.
35. Zmuda testified that he did not give her all of the records he had related to the
executions. He testified he withheld expenditure logs (or confidential cash log) and
warden’s logs, to the best of his recollection. He testified these identify dates tied to
activities “that could expose some operational problems and/or identities of team
members…some…specifically identify team members’ by name.”
36. Mabe testified that she then contacted Kristina Schindele along with Warden Blades,
Jeff Zmuda, Brett Phillips, and Randy Valley (all still IDOC employees in May 2017)
to obtain additional responsive documents. Mabe testified that she believed she
contacted all individuals who would likely possess materials related to the 2011 and
2012 executions.
37. Neither Mabe, Zmuda or Ray asked former Directors Brent Reinke or Kevin Kempf,
or current Director Josh Tewalt for responsive records since they were not employed
at IDOC in May 2017 when this compilation of records occurred. No one in IDOC
had ever sent out an “all-IDOC staff” email requesting all employees search for
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records related to executions. No other employees were asked in May 2017 if they
had records related to the Rhoades or Leavitt executions.
38. In May 2017, over 600 pages of records related to the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions were collected by Zmuda and Mabe.

Zmuda and Mabe with the

assistance of Deputy Attorney General Kristina Schindele, redacted some of these
records.
39. Mabe testified that she relied on the IDOC Public Records Act manual, the Public
Records Act, and the IDAPA Rules in making redactions to the general packet but
she did not specify which statute or rule was the basis for any particular redaction.
40. Zmuda testified he referred to Board Rules and had a sheet with some information
on it that he used to make redactions. His testimony at trial was that information was
redacted if it was "possible" the information could jeopardize security or safety, or
reveal identities of protected persons, or sources of drugs.
41. Zmuda first testified he was not involved in redacting pages 50 to 652 of Exhibit 40
and did not know who helped with those redactions. Later, on redirect examination,
he testified that "a few of us and I would have participated in helping assist in the
redaction of those, identifying items that needed to be redacted."
42. These redacted records were referred to as the "general packet" at trial and the
records were stored on Mabe's computer at the time of Cover's public records
request.
43. The general packet was admitted as Exhibit 15 at trial and consists of 1,058 pages 19
which includes as pages 1 through 9 the Harris Pharma email mentioned above.
The parties stipulated that Exhibit 15, pages 1 through 857 were in the general
packet on or before May 18, 2017. 20
44. Zmuda testified that he thought the general packet contained all relevant records
and intended the general packet at Exhibit 15 would be provided to anyone who
made a public records request for documents related to the 2011 and 2012
executions.

19

Respondents added materials to the general packet at different times and the parties stipulated
that the dates on the tabs in admitted Exhibit 15 reflect the approximate date that materials were added to
the general packet. Stipulated Fact, 1J 23.
20
Stipulated Fact, 1J 23.
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45. Zmuda testified he thought he had a conversation with Mabe about how to use the
general packet. He testified, "Our intention was that that packet in its entirety could
go out to a public records request related to the death penalty."
46. Mabe testified that she thought the purpose of the general packet was for her to go
through for future records request to see if records within it were responsive.
4 7. Ray was not involved in compiling the general packet. Ray relied upon Mabe's and
Zmuda's review of the general packet to determine which records should be
released to Cover.
48.After Cover's September 21, 2017 public records request and before trial,
Respondents received six additional public records requests seeking records
regarding lethal injection drugs. 21 Since Exhibits 16 through 21 were not admitted at
trial, the Court did not consider these exhibits.

Ill.

Petitioner's Public Records Request

49. On September 21, 2017, Aliza Cover sent an email to Jeffrey Ray at the Idaho
Department of Correction, seeking three categories of records: (1) "The most current
IDOC protocol for executions," (2) "The drugs that have been or will be
purchased/used in future executions (including identifying information about the
drugs; drug labels; expiration dates; purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how
the drugs are to be stored, etc.)," and (3) "The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from,
and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)."
(Ex 122 ) The parties stipulated this was a legitimate public records request. 23
50. Ray provided Cover with a web link to the most current IDOC protocol for executions
on September 22, 2017. (Ex 224 ) There remained no dispute at trial that the protocol
had been released in its entirety in a timely response to Cover.
51. The court finds Cover did not request any information about purchases of other
items used in the Rhoades or Leavitt executions such as medical supplies ... only
21

IDOC received and responded to the requests of Adanya Lustig, MuckRock staff reporter, around
September 28, 2017, and to requests by Daniel Schlein around December 5, 2017, January 10, 2018,
March 30, 2018, May 9, 2018, and September 28, 2018. Stipulated Fact, ,I 25.
22
Stipulated Fact, ,T,T 2 and 32.
23
Stipulated Fact, ,I 32.
24
Stipulated Fact, ,I 4.
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drugs and drug suppliers. Therefore, Cover did not request information Zmuda
testified was redacted at Exhibit 40, pages 1593, 1594, 1597-1598, and 1616-1617
identifying the supplier of IV lines, catheters, syringes, and other medical supplies
because these were not records about drugs or drug suppliers.
52. Disclosure of Idaho Department of Correction Records Under The Idaho Public
Records Act was IDOC's manual governing the disclosure of records under the
Idaho Public Records Act in effect at all times relevant to Cover's public records
request (Ex 32 25 ). It was adopted in January 2016.

IDOC also had a policy

regarding Public Access to Records in effect at all relevant times (Ex 33 26 ). It was
adopted in 1991. Both the policy and manual list the Public Information Officer,
among others, as official records custodians for IDOC. (Ex 32, p. 2585; Ex 33). The
parties stipulated that Ray was the Public Information Officer and a designated
records custodian for IDOC. 27 Other IDOC designated official custodians pursuant to
Idaho Code§ 74-101 (3), the policy and the manual at the time of the Cover request
were the Director, the Central Records Sentencing Supervisor, the Division Chiefs,
and the Facility Heads.

(Ex 32, p. 2585, Ex 33).

"Division Chiefs" is not further

defined. The manual also states, "Employees designated as official custodians of
IDOC records may delegate duties and responsibilities of the custodians in order to
more efficiently process public requests.

IDAPA 06.01 .01, Rules of the Board of

Correction, Section 108, Idaho Public Records Act, subsection 03, Custodian of
Records." (Ex 32, p. 2585).
53.Ammie Mabe, IDOC's Constituent Services Manager, testified she was delegated
responsibility as an IDOC designated custodian of records although she could not
remember exactly when she was designated or the designation was by former
Director Kempf or former Director Atencio.
54. Mabe testified that she had never received any formal training on responding to
public records requests or the Public Records Act, although she had read the
Idaho's Office of the Attorney General's "Idaho Public Records Law Manual." She

25

26
27

Stipulated Fact, ,I 26.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 26.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 26.
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testified that she also consults with Idaho Code chapter 74, the Public Records Act,
when responding to requests.
55. Mabe responded to a Public Records Request from Jennifer Moreno and signed the
Notice of Action on Public Records Request as "Custodian/Designated Custodian"
on May 17, 2017. (Ex 23)
56. Ray has been IDOC's Public Information Officer for thirteen years. He is one of
IDOC's designated official custodians of records 28 and is responsible for ensuring
IDOC produces all responsive records to public records requests. In 2008 and 2010,
Ray attended training by the Idaho Office of the Attorney General's Office on how to
properly respond to public records requests. He responds to fifteen to twenty public
records requests each year.
57.Although Ray testified that it was not until his deposition in January 2019 that he
became aware that he was actually official designated custodian for IDOC at the
time of Cover's request, the designation of IDOC's Public Information Officer as a
designated official custodian of records has been in IDOC's policy since at least
1991.
58. On September 21, 2017, Ray informed IDOC's Deputy Director of Prisons, Jeff
Zmuda, of Cover's public records request and asked Zmuda where to find
responsive records. Zmuda directed Ray to ask Mabe for assistance in finding
responsive records. He also confirmed to Cover his receipt of the request. 29
59. On September 22, 2017 (the first business day after receipt), Ray responded to
Cover informing her that he anticipated having more records in a week when his
colleagues returned from vacation (Ex 2 30 ) but that the Attorney General's Office had
advised him some of the records would not be disclosed (Ex 2). On September 25,
2017 (the second business day after receipt), Ray informed Cover that he expected
to email all "disclosable" documents in response to her request by 5:00 p.m. on
Thursday, September 28, 2017.
60. On September 22, 2017, Ray also forwarded Cover's public request to Ammie
Mabe, asking for records (Ex 201 ). Ray's email states, "Remember that big request
28

29
30

Stipulated Fact, ,I 26.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 3.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 3.
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we got awhile back? Did you give me copies of the response? If so, I’ll find it and
send it to this requester. If not, can you give me the records and I’ll handle this
response?”
61. On September 25, 2017, Mabe read Cover’s public records request that had been
sent by Ray. Mabe searched through the records on her computer for records she
believed were responsive to Cover’s request and determined that 49 of the 857
pages of the general packet were responsive. Mabe testified that she looked at each
page of the general packet to determine whether each page was responsive to Ms.
Cover’s request.
62. Mabe testified that she did not consider the 2011 Harris Pharma email where
Warden Blades inquired seeking lethal injection chemicals from Chris Harris to be
responsive to Cover’s request. The 2011 Harris Pharma e-mail begins with Warden
Blades contacting Chris Harris on March 15, 2011 stating, “I am contacting you
inquiring about the availability of Pentobarbitol.” (Ex 15, p. 8) The response included
that Harris Pharma could only supply a large quantity of pentobarbital, but they could
supply Sodium Thiopental in a minimum quantity of 500 vials, and they had recently
supplied this to Nebraska and South Dakota. (Ex 15, p. 7) In follow up e-mails,
Harris clarified that Harris Pharma was selling to Caligor Rx Inc, a U.S. company,
that Harris represented could import the products legally to supply to IDOC. (Ex 15,
pp. 2-3) The follow up e-mails continue until May 24, 2011. (Ex 15, p. 1)
63. Again, Rhoades was executed on November 18, 2011, and in a May 28, 2012
newspaper article, Director Reinke stated a mixture of three chemicals, including
pentobarbital, were used to execute Rhoades. (Ex 40, Media Articles, pp. 27, 29-30)
When combined with the publicly available IDOC SOP 135.02.01.001, Appendix A,
in effect at the time of the Rhoades execution, information was available publicly that
Rhoades

was

executed

using

a

Chart

2

combination

of

Pentobarbital,

Heparin/Saline, Pancuronium Bromide, and Potassium Chloride. When combined
with the publicly available IDOC SOP 135.02.01.001, Appendix A, in effect at the
time of the Leavitt execution, information was available publicly that Leavitt was
executed using Chart 4 with Pentobarbital with Heparin/Saline.
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64. Mabe also determined Command and General Staff meeting agendas mentioning
procurement of lethal injection chemicals for the 2011 and 2012 executions (Ex 15,
pp. 52 and 426) were not responsive.
65. Mabe did not send the entire general packet to Ray.

Mabe emailed to Ray five

digital files on on September 25, 2017 (Ex 201) which contained the forty-nine pages
that Mabe considered responsive (Ex 40, pp. 1-49). Mabe's e-mail to Ray stated,
"Here are the documents we previously provided to Berkeley .... " However, Mabe
attached only five digital files when twenty-nine digital files had actually been
released in response to the earlier Berkeley response. (Ex 201; Ex 23, p. 2555). 31
66. On September 26, 2017, Ray emailed those five files from Mabe with a proposed
Notice of Action in a digital file to Zmuda and Kristina Schindele, an Idaho Deputy
Attorney General assigned to IDOC, for their review. (Ex 332 )
67. Ray testified that he believed he had obtained the entire general packet to disclose
to Cover but his testimony was that he did only a very cursory review of the records
forwarded by Mabe, which included only looking at the file names. When asked why
he did not open the files to review them, he testified, "that is not my thing ... l have a
lot going on and I didn't have occasion to, I know her to be a reliable person."
68. Ray also testified that he did not compile the records and was not involved in the
redactions to those records. He also testified that he was never involved in finding
or redacting any other responsive records after September 22, 2017.
69. It was Ray's perception from the email in Exhibit 3 that Zmuda and Schindele had
approved sending those six files to Cover in response to her request. Schindele's
response is redacted as attorney-client privileged information. At a minimum, there is
not a record that they did not approve his response.
70. Zmuda testified that he did not compare the records being sent to Cover with the
records in the general packet or to execution records he kept in his office.
71. On September 27, 2017, Ray then emailed Cover six digital files which included an
IDOC Notice of Action on Public Records Request (Ex 5, hereinafter "partial denial")
31

Mabe's May 2017 response to the Berkeley request indicated, "Because our server cannot
handle a large amount of data to be attached, I will have to send several emails to get all of the
documents to you." (Ex 23, p. 2555) Exhibit 23 shows 29 digital files sent attached to four separate emails.
32
Stipulated Fact, ,I 5.
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explaining that her public records request was granted in part and denied in part
pursuant to "Board Rule 135.06."33 A copy of the records that Ray provided to Cover
on September 27, 2017 were admitted as Exhibit 4, page numbers 1 to 49. 34
72. The Notice of Action on Public Records Request had a box checked stating Cover's
request was, "Granted in part and denied in part" then said "Pursuant to:" and typed
on one line was "Board Rule 135.06."

There were several other code section

preprinted on the form which included different sections of Idaho Code 74-104, -105,
106, -108, -113, IDAPA 06.01 .01.108, and Idaho Criminal Rule 32. None of those
boxes were checked.

The form then stated, "The statutory exemptions provided

herein shall not constitute a waiver of any and all other legal bases or privileges
which may also be applicable." Then the box was check before, "If your request was
denied in part or entirely, the Department had the opportunity to consult with, or the
request was reviewed by, the deputy attorneys general who represent the Idaho
Department of Correct."

The document is "/signed/" by "Custodian/Designated

Custodian Jeffrey F. Ray, Public Information Officer." (Ex 5)
73. The parties stipulated that Exhibit 4 contains all records produced before the trial to
Cover and the dates on the tabs in that exhibit indicate the approximate date that
IDOC produced the materials under each tab to Cover. 35
74.AII of the e-mails exchanged between Ray and Cover between September 21 st to
2ih, 2017 are in Exhibit 2. 36
75. Respondents stipulated at trial that they did not conduct any additional search for
records responsive to Cover's request between receiving Cover's request on
September 21, 2017 and responding to her request on September 27, 2017. 37
76. Zmuda, Mabe, and Ray testified that no additional search was conducted because
they believed a thorough search was conducted before the Berkeley response in
May.
77. Respondents stipulated at trial that the September 27, 2017 response to Cover was
incomplete. 38
33
34
35

36
37

Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated

Fact,
Fact,
Fact,
Fact,
Fact,

1J1J 5 and 7.
1J 6.
1J 6.
1J 5.
1J 8.
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78. Ray testified that IDOC has "hundreds, if not thousands, of file cabinets" and many
records on computers.

He also said IDOC maintains nine facilities, seven district

offices, several other satellite offices, and has thousands of employees. He testified
he did not know where to search. He goes to the custodian that he defined as "the
person who has custody of the records" for that person to retrieve records.
79. In comparing the Berkeley April 2017 request to Cover's September 2017 request,
they both sought records related to the executions of Rhoades and Leavitt including
information about drugs used and drug suppliers, and also about execution drugs
obtained since to be used in future executions. (Ex 2, Ex 25) Zmuda testified that
the requests were "similar, maybe not exactly," and then later testified they were
"very different" from each other, in the Court's review of both requests, they overlap
even though the Berkeley request is much more detailed and requests much more
information.
80. The meeting minutes of the Idaho Board of Correction (IBOC) from 2011 and 2012
were admitted as Exhibit 38. 39 These minutes do not demonstrate that IBOC ever
voted to adopt IBOC Board Rule 135.06 (the proper legal citation is Idaho
Administrative Code (IDAPA) 06.01 .01 .135.06). The parties stipulated that IBOC
never made an explicit determination that the public interest in confidentiality, public
safety, security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure
prior to the promulgation of Board Rule 135.06. 40 The Notice of Proclamation of
Rulemaking regarding Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) 06.01 .01 .135.06 is
admitted as Exhibit 39.
81.After the September 27, 2017 response to Cover, the parties stipulated that
Respondents added to the general packet pages 858 through 897 on about
September 29, 2017; page 898 on about October 2, 2017; pages 899 through 996
on about October 19, 2017; and pages 997 through 1030 on about December 5,
2017. 41

38
39

40
41

Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated

Fact,
Fact,
Fact,
Fact,

,I 8.
,I 31.
,I 31.
,I 23.
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82. On March 14, 2018 (the same day that Respondents filed their Response), the
parties stipulated that Respondents produced to Cover's counsel 603 pages of new,
previously undisclosed records. (Ex 4,

pp. 50-653 42 ) These records were

accompanied by a letter from Ray to Cover. (Ex 643 ) That letter was signed by Ray
as "Public Information Officer" and identified I.C. §§ 74-104 and 74-105(4)(a) and
IDAPA Rule 06.01 .01 .135 as the basis for its partial denial and redaction of those
records. (Ex 6) These records were part of the Exhibit 15 general packet that existed
in September 2017 but had been withheld from Cover by the Respondents.
83. Ray testified that he provided these additional documents but that he "just passed
along what someone else sent." He testified he did not review them or ensure they
were a complete response.
84. Mabe testified that after September 2017, she had no other involvement in
redactions or responding to Cover's request.
85. The Court notes that although the Respondents released pages 50 to 653 of Exhibit
4 on March 14, 2018 to Cover, the general packet had actually grown to 1,030
pages by that time (Ex 15).
86. The parties stipulated that Respondents added to the Exhibit 15 general packet
pages 1031 through 1036 on about March 30, 2018. 44
87. Cover submitted a public records request to the Idaho Department of Administration,
Division of Purchasing and received a response on March 22, 2018 which included a
letter from Valerie Bollinger and additional records admitted at trial as Exhibits 36
and 37. 45 Related to Exhibits 36 and 37 received from Division of Purchasing, these
records show a payment from the Department of Correction to "Theo M Lowe," for
"Execution Purchases" in the amount of $10,372.25; and a payment of $16,383 to
"Kevin H Kempf," then the Deputy Director of IDOC, with a handwritten note,
"execution." Theo Lowe testified that cash was withdrawn and used by IDOC
employees to procure materials needed for executions. Lowe testified the financial
records for the cash still flowed through the general ledger and were contained on a

42
43

44
45

Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated

Fact, 1J1J 10, 11 and 12.
Fact, 1J 11.
Fact, 1J 23.f.
Fact, 1J 28.
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standard financial report processed through the State Controller's Office. She
testified there were no records created or maintained that left off any execution
expenditures.
88. Lowe testified that although cash expenditures are unusual, they are not disallowed
by state laws or regulations. Many cash expenditures have been discontinued with
P-cards (purchase cards) are now used.

Lowe's testimony about these accounts

was more credible than the testimony of Joanne Sooter. 46

While the Court

understands why the public would be concerned about Sooter's representation that
there were "three sets of books" and large amounts of public monies expended in

46

Lowe testified that cash was withdrawn and used by IDOC employees to procure materials
needed for executions. Lowe testified that cash was used because expenses came up on nights or
weekends when no one had a purchase card or because there was not a lot of time for purchases, but
she could not say why purchases for executions needed to be made so fast.
Joanne Sooter, a former IDOC Purchasing Agent during the Rhoades and Leavitt executions,
testified that she was concerned that Lowe had described to Sooter that IDOC "kept three sets of books
regarding executions." Sooter's impression of Lowe's explanation was that the first set contained
information produced in response to public records requests. A second set was released only if IDOC
was pressured or ordered to reveal more information about the executions. Then, the third set of books
contained the actual financial records for executions. Lowe did not recall giving Sooter this explanation.
Sooter testified she never actually saw the three books.
Lowe testified that IDOC had three types of financial records regarding executions. Lowe testified
there were 1) financial records related to the remodel of the F Block execution chamber which was a fixed
asset file with a mandatory requirement by the State Controller for permanent retention; 2) financial
records including receipts from the cash to which Warden Blades had access in a binder in Lowe's office
for which an audit was conducted of those underlying financial records; and 3) then there were the
audited records that just shows a summary of lump sums as paid to Lowe or Kempf in cash. IDOC
maintains handwritten loose leaf paper where medical team members' names are listed to reflect they
were paid in cash. That confidential cash log is still retained by IDOC and has not been provided to Cover
in any form other than the summary referenced immediately above. The Court reviewed those records in
camera.
Lowe testified the financial records for the cash still flowed through the general ledger and were
contained on a standard financial report processed through the State Controller's Office. She testified
there were no records created or maintained that left off any execution expenditures.
The Petitioner testified she was not familiar with IDOC financial practices and did not know
IDOC's financial practices related to executions.
In weighing the credibility of Lowe and Sooter at trial, the Court finds Sooter's explanation of her
concern about record keeping at IDOC related to executions was genuine. The evidence at trial was that
cash-based payments for a state agency was very rare. However, Sooter was just in the office where
such records were maintained and was not responsible for maintaining those records. Her testimony
about the "three sets of books" where additional information was released if there was pressure or orders
is not as credible an explanation as the detail of the three binders provided by Lowe.
Lowe's testimony differentiating between fixed assets and expense accounting records being
maintained separately is credible. Her description of how the cash account for execution spending was
maintained was also credible. The evidence at trial was that the accounts and expenditures were audited
and the receipts for cash expenditures were available for Division of Purchasing audits. Therefore, even
though cash accounting is rare, there was no credible evidence presented at trial that IDOC's record
keeping or execution expenditures were illegal or violated any regulation.
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cash, the Court has included its findings as a footnote because this is an action to
compel disclosure of records only.
89. The Court held a Show Cause hearing on April 5, 2018 for Respondents to show
cause why the Court should not order Respondents to disclose the records the
petitioner requested. 47 The Court heard oral arguments and considered affidavits
filed before the hearing. At that hearing, counsel for Respondents initially stated the
Respondents had released all responsive records except the "Leavitt document" but
later clarified they were still withholding additional records under Board Rule 135.06.
Respondents also conceded that day that negligence or inadvertence was not a
basis for withholding documents.
90. The parties stipulated that in 2017, IDOC received a federal subpoena regarding an
F.R.C.P. 30(b)(6) deposition of the Idaho Department of Correction and seeking
documents relating to executions. Counsel for IDOC sent a letter on March 3, 2017
in response (Ex 34) and produced records in response to that subpoena (Ex 35). 48
91. Following the show cause hearing, this Court had ordered the release of the
document at Exhibit 35 unless the Respondents could show that it was subject to a
protective order of the Court in that proceeding. The Respondents have not shown
that Exhibit 35 was released subject to any protective order in that litigation.
92. Exhibit 35 is the "Leavitt document" referenced by counsel at the show cause
hearing.

It

consists

of

two

"Execution

Chemical

Inventory/Chain

of

Custody/Disposition Form" and an "Idaho Department of Correction Sequence of
Chemical Form-Method 4" for Leavitt.
93.Zmuda testified that Exhibit 40, p. 2171, was Leavitt's form and Zmuda testified that
document was redacted because the redacted information "could identify a medical
team leader."
94. In the Court's in camera review of Exhibit 40, p. 2171, the date of the document
reveals it is the information of a volunteer during a training session and not anyone
executed. Leavitt's Sequence of Chemical Form is at Exhibit 35, page 2806.

47
48

Stipulated Fact, ,I 13.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 27.
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95. On May 14, 2018, this Court entered an Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate
Requiring Disclosure of Some Records, with an accompanying Peremptory Writ of
Mandate. 49 On September 17, 2018, the Court reconsidered and vacated the
peremptory writ, substituted an Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate, and set the
remaining issues for trial. 50
96. The parties stipulated that Respondents added to the Exhibit 15 general packet
pages 1037 through 1045 on about May 16, 2018. 51
97.After the May 14, 2018 Writ of Mandate, the Respondents continued to find records
responsive to Cover's public records request. 52
98.According Zmuda's testimony at trial, an IDOC employee 53 was reorganizing his
cubicle at the IDOC Headquarters (Central Office) building in May 2018. Both Chad
Page and Randy Valley had previously occupied this cubicle. Randy Valley served
as the Emergency Preparedness Coordinator at the time of the Rhoades and Leavitt
executions and is still employed with IDOC in another position. Kimmel found a box
with records related to executions in it. Once found, these records were provided to
Cover.
99. Zmuda testified he believed he had all execution-related documents before this box
was found in May 2018.
100.

Later, Mabe overheard Kimmel talking with Lowe about finding these execution-

related records.
101.

Mabe relayed the conversation to Zmuda and Zmuda requested Lowe provide

any responsive documents. Lowe provided records different from those she provided
in 2011 to Zmuda, and they were produced to Cover.
102.

Another IDOC employee 54 was cleaning a vacant office next to Zmuda's in May

2018 and discovered the unredacted version of Exhibit 40, p. 655, in Tewalt's former
desk drawer that lists the lethal injection chemical supplier for the Rhoades

49

Stipulated Fact, ,I 13.
Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of Mandate, filed Sep. 17,
2018; Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate, filed Sep. 17, 2018.
51
Stipulated Fact, ,I 23.g.
52
Stipulated Fact, ,I 13.
53
Bret Kimmel
54
Cheryl Iseri.
50
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execution. (Ex 40, p. 655) A heavily redacted version of this record was provided to
Cover around May 25, 2018. 55
103.

Zmuda testified page 655 is a DEA form, a "chain of custody" type form for

chemicals 56 that identifies the source and other information about the lethal injection
drugs used in the Rhoades execution in 2011. Zmuda testified he did not know if
this source was a pharmacy or a compounding pharmacy, whether it was subject to
any state regulation or oversight, or whether that source could provide drugs or
chemicals for future executions. Zmuda testified it was redacted under Board Rule
135.
104.

A binder with execution medical team training documents was subsequently

found in another vacant office. 57 These records had not previously been disclosed to
Cover so they were then provided to Cover.
105.

An IDOC employee 58 then searched through the director's archive in a basement

storage room in the Central Office described at trial as a "catchall for storage."
Zmuda testified some documents were found and were provided to Cover including
the 2011 Reinke letter.
106.

It appears that Director Reinke's archives had been stored in that basement

storage room since Reinke's departure from IDOC employment and these archives
were not searched for execution-related records until after the Court entered its May
2018 Writ of Mandate in this case.
107.

Zmuda testified that the August 2011 Reinke letter (Ex 40, p. 2342) was found in

the Director's archives in the basement of the IDOC Central Office in summer of
2018.
108.

That letter was disclosed to Cover around October 28, 2018 59 in its completely

unredacted form. The letter written in August 2011 by Director Reinke to the
55

Stipulated Fact, 1J1J 14 and 15.
Zmuda testified the form includes an address, dates related to the supplier, specific information to
the chimicals, schedule of the chemicals, DEA registration number, signature, phone number, and
handwritten phone number.
57
Described as Shannon Cluney's old desk.
58
Also Iseri.
59
Stipulated Fact, 1J1J 14, 21. This was previously redacted as Ex 4, pp. 2342-2352 according to
Stipulated Fact 1J 29. Only one page is the letter. The rest is the confidential draft of the execution
standard operating procedure for Idaho that Reinke references for the amount of the chemicals he is
seeking to acquire.
56
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California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) seeking lethal
injection chemicals for "a possible execution in late November of this year, with the
possibility of three additional executions on the horizon for 2012 and 2013. Because
of the difficulties we are facing, it is our hope that CDCR will consider allowing IDOC
to purchase the amount of legal substances required in order to perform four
executions." (Ex 40, pp. 2342-2352) There is also a one-page outline used to draft
that letter that was redacted (Ex 4, p. 2353 60 ) then completely unredacted in October
2018 (Ex 40, p. 2353).
109.

It is clear that the August 2011 Reinke Letter existed in IDOC's custody in

October 2011, was responsive to a request for IDOC communications between May
1, 2011 and October 7, 2011 regarding the procurement of lethal injection
chemicals, but was not produced in the October 2011 Public Records Act response
written and signed by the Deputy Attorney General for the Idaho Department of
Correction (Ex 40, p. 265) or in response to Cover's request in 2017.
110.

Zmuda testified Ashley Dowell, then IDOC Chief of Prisons, assisted with the

review of documents and redactions prior to trial and noticed a reference to meeting
minutes mentioning a shared drive that stored records related to executions.
111.

Zmuda testified that he used the shared drive in 2011 and 2012, but he had

subsequently forgotten about the drive. Zmuda testified he did not believe that
shared drive was in active use in 2017. Zmuda testified that shared drive had never
been searched for execution-related records before the Court entered the May 2018
Writ of Mandate. IT personnel then recovered records from the shared drive that
were responsive to Cover's request.
112.

Zmuda then asked the Division of Purchasing to search for records related to

prior executions. Division of Purchasing produced records that Zmuda did not
previously have.
113.

Zmuda testified he also found some records after the May 2018 Writ of Mandate

in a file drawer in his own office that were not disclosed to Cover but were
responsive to her request. The records were subsequently disclosed.

60

Stipulated Fact, ,I 30.
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114.

After the May 2018 Writ of Mandate entered, Respondents produced records

responsive to Cover's public records request, including:
May 25, 2018 (Ex 4, 654-950; Ex 7) records not provided to Cover in September
2017 or before the May Writ of Mandate. 61
May 29, 2018 (Ex 4, 951-1196; Ex 8) including some records never previously
produced to Cover and some duplicates. 62
June 1, 2018 (Ex 4, 1197-1542; Ex 9) including some records never previously
produced to Cover and some duplicates. 63
June 12, 2018 records (Ex 4, 1543-1887; Ex 10) including some records never
previously produced to Cover and some duplicates. 64
July 10, 2018 records (Ex 4, 1888-1951; Ex 11) records never previously
produced to Cover. 65
115.

Zmuda was not aware of any other searches for digital records to determine if

IDOC held any other records responsive to Cover's request.
116.

On July 19, 2018, the Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda Regarding Documents was signed,

sworn and filed in this case. The Court takes judicial notice of that affidavit. That
affidavit detailed records found within IDOC in various locations and testified:
Our experience in this case and our difficulty in finding responsive
documents, as well as finding documents in various offices in the
possession of various employees, has indicated to us that we have
previously failed to organize documents properly. We have found multiple
copies of the same documents in various places. We have found many
draft copies of a document that was later finalized. Following this
experience, we have collected and safely stored all known documents
related to the executions of inmates Rhoades and Leavitt.
117.

Zmuda testified on cross-examination that he would emphasize the word "known"

in the last sentence, because the affidavit testified IDOC had collected and safely
stored all known documents related to the Rhoades and Leavitt executions.
118.

On July 20, 2018 (the day after that affidavit was filed), Zmuda had Mabe send

an e-mail on Zmuda's behalf to all lDOC personnel requesting each IDOC employee
check his or her files and archives for records regarding the Rhoades and Leavitt

61

62
63
64

65
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executions in order to identify records responsive to Cover's September 2017 public
records request. (Ex 12, p. 2056 66 ).
119.

Zmuda received additional records in response to that email admitted at trial as

pages 2069, and 3632 through 3658 of Exhibit 13. 67 These included records from
the Warden of Idaho Correctional Institution Orofino (Ex 13, p. 2069); Sandy Jones,
Executive Director of the Idaho Commission of Pardons and Parole (Ex 13, p. 36233635); Brett Phillips (Ex 13, pp. 3641-3644, 3650-3653); a box taken to "legal" by
Bret [Kimmel] (Ex 13, pp. 3638-3639, 3645-3646); records given to Zmuda by Theo
Lowe (Ex 13, pp. 3647-3648); records from Bob Morlan given to "Ashley" (Ex 13, p.
3649, 3654).
120.

The parties stipulated that Respondents added to the Exhibit 15 general packet

pages 1046 through 1058 on about September 28, 2018. 68
121.

Respondents stipulate that they produced additional records to Cover on October

29, 2018 which included Exhibit 4, pages 2044, 2045, and 2340 through 2353 which
had never previously been produced to Cover. 69 This included the August 2011
letter written by Director Reinke to the California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) seeking lethal injection chemicals to perform up to four
executions in 2011 and 2012. (Ex 40, pp. 2342-2352; Ex 4, p. 2353 70 ; Ex 40, p.
2353). The October 2018 response also included duplicates of previously disclosed
records (Ex 4, 1952-2496; Ex 1471 ).
122.

IDOC could not find its possession an unredacted version of Bates 656. It was

unclear at trial when that document was redacted and when the unredacted version
was destroyed.
123.

In preparation for trial, Petitioner's counsel deposed Zmuda on December 20,

2018. 72 During the deposition, Zmuda referred to a general packet of public records
66

Stipulated Fact, ,I 20.
Stipulated Fact, ,I 20.
68
Stipulated Fact, ,I 23.
69
Stipulated Fact, ,I,I 14, 21. This was previously redacted as Ex 4, pp. 2342-2352 according to
Stipulated Fact ,I 29. Only one page is the letter. The rest is the confidential draft of the execution
standard operating procedure for Idaho that Reinke references for the amount of the chemicals he is
seeking to acquire.
70
Stipulated Fact, ,I 30.
71
Stipulated Fact, ,I,I 14 and 21.
72
Stipulated Fact, ,I 22.
67
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that IDOC had prepared to responding to public records requests about the death
penalty. At Petitioner's counsel's request, Zmuda produced the general packet at the
deposition. At the time of the deposition, the general packet had grown to be 1,058
pages in length. 73 The parties stipulated that as of December 20, 2018, the general
packet included Bates numbers GP 344-389, 406-425, 831-838, and 863-898 in
Exhibit 15 which existed at the time of Cover's September 2017 request and
response but had never been produced to Cover before the December 20, 2018
deposition. 74
124.

On January 18, 2019, the Court entered an order compelling discovery finding

that IDOC respondents had failed to completely search their records and failed to
timely supplement by the deadline of December 10, 2018. 75 The Court compelled
Respondents to respond to Request for Production 1 of Petitioner's October 11,
2018 First Set of Written Discovery Requests which requested production of "all
communications regarding the petitioner's September 17, 2017, public records
request, including communications regarding efforts to locate, retrieve, search for,
compile, produce, or redact records in response to the petitioner's September 21,
2017, public records request, the petition in this case, or any of the court orders or
writs regarding that request."
125.

Then, on January 24, 2019-just before the trial began, Respondents provided a

new version of previously-provided documents but with substantially fewer
redactions. 76
126.

Zmuda's testimony was that this additional information was released after a line-

by-line determination of whether it was "probable" the information could jeopardize
security or safety, or reveal identities of protected persons, or sources of drugs.
127.

The less redacted documents provided on January 24, 2019 were admitted at

trial as Exhibit 40. To the extent this Court's decision references a page number
without an Exhibit number, such reference is to Exhibit 40. This decision skips the
zeros at the beginning of the page numbers.

73

74
75
76

Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated
Stipulated

Fact,
Fact,
Fact,
Fact,

,I 23.
,I 24.
,I 35.
,I 36.
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128.

Altogether, Respondents produced a total of 3,554 pages of records in response

to Cover's request, many partially redacted and many duplicates of one another. 77
129.

In addition to the exempt information redacted in Exhibit 40, IDOC also did not

disclose EKG strips taken of volunteers during execution training sessions and a
confidential cash log which includes papers with execution team members' names
and reflecting their cash payments for roles while execution team members but
IDOC still retains those records. 78 Respondents mentioned on the first day of trial
that they existed and the Court could inspect them in camera.
130.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 describes the roles and responsibilities of a variety of

personnel involved in planning and performing an execution.
IV.

Basis for Redacted and Withheld Records

a. Presentence Investigation Information
131.

At trial, Zmuda testified that pages 2272 to 2275 has information redacted that

was extracted from a presentence investigation (PSI), including medical information.
Presentence information is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Court
Administrative Rule 32, Idaho Criminal Rule 32(h), and I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(iv).
Additionally, page 720 is PSI information actually gathered during the course of a
presentence investigation since it was received from a Technical Records Specialist
who would have access to that information.
b. Security or safety plans under Board Rule 108
132.

At trial, Zmuda testified that some information redacted from the records under

Board Rule 108 included incident action plans (which address who is responsible for
an assignment, resources,

restriction and movement of prisoners, and the

timeframes for those), demobilization plans (when staff were released from
responsibilities), operational timelines (including execution planning and tracking
timelines), radio and communication information, and site-specific operational and
security plans used during executions and to respond to emergencies that would
compromise security or safety of operations. Zmuda described execution plans at

77

Stipulated Fact, ,I 14.
The standard operating procedure for executions states that all logs, the applicable sequence of
chemical forms, the list of identifiers, and the EKG machine tape shall be submitted to the deputy attorney
general who represents the IDOC for storage. IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 at App. A, p. 10.
78
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pages 778-834, and 1296 as site-specific operational plans that are a type of
incident action plan that were redacted for safety or security reasons. He testified
times to open and close the demonstrator lot were redacted from page 2046
pursuant to Board Rule 108.
133.

Zmuda testified that pages 1332, 1334-1335, 2354 had information redacted for

operational issues like who was assigned to perform specific tasks, dates, time
frames, and phone numbers, and specific areas for staging (described as
designated areas where staff report or gather to check in and then be assigned
specific duties or responsibilities) or staffing (number of employees and assigned
posts required to carry out a mission), and tactics used.

He also testified that

assignment lists, specifically the one at page 1459, from which the redacted
information would disclose a very specific responsibility, area, or the number of staff
assigned.

He testified that generally other assignment lists were redacted

consistently.
134.

Zmuda testified that pages 2378-2384, and 2396-2397 were evacuation or

lockdown plans with redacted information on exactly where staff would go and
conduct themselves if an emergency required an evacuation, or staff could not
evacuate a building. He testified generally that any document titled lockdown plan
was redacted for the same reasons.
135.

Pages 2378-2384, 2391-2397, 2400-2406 are duplicates of the same records.

136.

Zmuda testified that radios are used by staff in managing prison facilities, for

movement of staff and prisoners, to call for emergencies, and coordinate
communications. Radio capabilities, frequencies, and numbers were redacted from
page 701 and from other documents. Radio information is also redacted on pages
1093, 1114, 1242, 1391, 1444, 1633, 1754,and 1756-1758.
c. Assignment and deployment lists under Board Rule 108
137.

Zmuda testified that deployment checklists at pages 1223 to 1234 are checklists

of activities that occur prior to and during an execution used to identify when an
activity would occur, who was assigned for that activity, and when it was completed.
Zmuda testified that specific dates, the number of people assigned, and specific
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locations were redacted from these documents.

He testified generally that he

believed other deployment checklists were redacted the same way.
138.

Zmuda testified that a "department clocking report," pages 1708-1714, was

redacted to remove staff identifying information include their IDOC associate or ID
number, dates and times for operational safety and security reasons.
d. After action plans under Board Rule 108
139.

Zmuda testified that an after action corrected action plan, beginning at page

1532, was used to capture lessons learned and what could be performed better at
future executions and had information redacted related to operations, staging and
staffing.

He testified generally multiple after action reports were redacted

consistently.
140.

Zmuda testified that information was redacted from a debrief documents at pages

1080-1086 because it was related to safety and security, operations, and included
staffing, staging, security plans, and emergency response. He testified the redacted
information would be consistent across all debrief documents.
141.

Zmuda testified that "Control center notes after execution" at pages 1704-1707

were redacted to remove "very, very specific information about augmentation of
staffing ... and an operational aspect for ensuring security and safety."
e. Permanent log book or activity logs under Board Rule 108
142.

Zmuda described pages 835 to 950 and beyond as an IMSI permanent log for F

Block where executions are performed that tracks activities and time frames,
including people associated with a specific activity.
143.

Zmuda described pages 835 to 950, and 1888-1951, to be activity logs. Zmuda

testified activity logs have information related to safety and security including
movements and the time they occurred, staging and staffing of the prison facility,
along with medical or escort team members, that was redacted. 79

79

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 7, states, "The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and
preparation of an execution to ensure that the execution process: ... Reasonably addresses the right of
the offender to not suffer cruelly during the execution; Accommodates the public's right to obtain certain
information concerning the execution .... "
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144.

Exhibit 40, pages 740-743 are also the Operations Chief's Log with specific

information related to times, staging, staffing, staffing augmentation, and emergency
response of the prison facility redacted pursuant to Board Rule 108.
f.
145.

Meeting minutes and agendas

Zmuda testified that information was redacted from command and general staff

meeting agendas, like the one at pages 1087-1088, then opined how that
information "could be" detrimental, which evidence was stricken because it was an
expert opinion and Zmuda was not properly disclosed as an expert. Zmuda testified
generally that information that "could" impact operations, "could" compromise
security or safety, such as staging, staffing, or emergency response, was redacted
throughout all command and general staff meeting agendas.
146.

Zmuda testified that agency rep meeting minutes (held at 9 a.m. on 10/10/11, a

couple days before the Rhoades execution) (Ex 40, p. 1095-1096) had many
redactions although the same document was previously released completely
unredacted at pages 117-118 of Exhibit 40. Although page 234 of Exhibit 40 are
minutes of a subsequent meeting on the same day (Command and General Staff
meeting, 10/10/11 at 11 a.m.), it has the exact same first paragraph which was
completely unredacted at page 117 but then has a redaction when the exact same
first paragraph appears at page 234.
147.

Zmuda testified that "we" knew that staff meeting minutes had been previously

publicly released unredacted or mostly unredacted although the later versions were
released to Cover in a more redacted form.
148.

Zmuda later testified he did not intend to add redactions between the first and

second review.
g. Staff informational records under Board Rule 108
149.

Page 2046 has information on the time the "demonstration lots" open and how

long they remain open which Zmuda testified was redacted under Rule 108. 80

80

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 7, states, "The IDOC shall make every effort in the planning and
preparation of an execution to ensure that the execution process: ... Provides opportunity for citizens to
exercise their First Amendment rights to demonstrate for or against capital punishment in a lawful
manner." That standard operating procedure also provides IDOC will take actions necessary to prevent
the disruption of an execution or the safe and orderly operation of correctional facilities including for those
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150.

Zmuda testified that emails labeled as "situational briefing" at pages 2253-2259

were redacted to remove timeframes, where people would be staged, or the location
of an activity. These pages include specific information of where team leaders for the
executions will be at specific times immediately before the execution.
h. Maps and aerial views under Board Rule 108
151.

Zmuda testified that maps which were aerial overviews of the south Boise

complex were redacted in their entirety at pages 1731-1733 because the maps show
shows "very specific locations" where staff was deployed to perform duties
associated with the executions. He testified generally that multiple maps of the
facility were redacted for the same reason.
152.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 is a publicly available document describing general

timelines for an execution. 81 This includes temporary flight restrictions surrounding
the south Boise complex for a three nautical mile radius to 500 feet in altitude. 82
i.
153.

Support by other agencies

Zmuda described information redacted from page 776 under "agency support" as

staging, staffing and operational information that discusses who is providing external
security, which entity is doing what, and the number of communication devices
required.
154.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, a publicly available document, states, "The IDOC will

ensure that adequate law enforcement officers to include but not limited to the Boise
Police Department, Ada County Sheriff's Department, and/or Idaho State Police are
present. ... "83 Further, that document defines IDOC's south Boise complex to include
IMSI, ISCI, SICI, and SBWCC; that the SICI warden will control the south Boise
complex during an execution to include establishing access and checkpoints; and
also states SBWCC will provide staff to help the SICI warden provide security for the
controlled perimeter zone. 84 The standard operating procedure requires the south

participating in unlawful demonstrations, or unlawfully attempting to disrupt, prevent or otherwise interfere
with an execution. Id. at 8.
81
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 12.
82
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, pp. 14 and 23.
83
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 8.
84
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 15.
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Boise complex and the CAPP and ICC facilities to go on a secured status ordered
not less than nine hours prior to an execution. 85
Medical, escort team identifying and training information under Rules 108 and 135

j.

155.

Zmuda testified that the arrival and departure times of the medical team

members was redacted pursuant to Board Rules 108 and 135 to protect the
identities of medical team members involved in the execution and protect them from
harm. Zmuda testified this include redactions on pages 434 (first and second box),
662, and 693.
156.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 at pages 9 through 11 states the criteria for selection

of a Medical Team for executions, that there is a Medical Team leader, and specifies
team training requirements and intervals. The Administrative Team 86 oversees that
training. The Medical Team Leader is responsible for ensuring serviceability of
medical equipment including the EKG machines (to include instruments) and/or
defibrillator, and the availability of graph paper; and ensure heart monitor lead lines
are sufficient length. 87 Volunteers participate in this training. 88
157.

Zmuda testified that there were training agendas or schedules for the medical or

escort teams for executions which included the date, the timeframe of the training,
the agenda for the training, that had safety and security information redacted or
identities of those involved redacted.

Zmuda testified dates were redacted 1) to

protect the safety and security of those involved in the training, and 2) if it was

85

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 33, defined at p. 23.
"Administrative Team" is defined as the deputy chiefs for the Prisons Bureau, the IMSI warden,
and the backup to the IMSI warden. The Administrative Team selects the Escort Team and Medical Team
members, identifies a licensed physician to be on site during the execution, and establishes dates for an
annual training and periodic on-site rehearsals for Escort Team, Medical Team, and command staff
involved in executions. IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, pp. 2-3. The Administrative Team shall ensure that all
Medical Team members understand the standard operating procedure for executions and are well trained
in execution procedures. Id. at p. 10. The training and rehearsal requirements are at page 10 and require
weekly training after receipt of a death warrant, require a minimum of four training sessions before
participating in an execution with two of those being within forty-eight hours immediately prior to the
execution. Id. at p. 10. This document states the names of the individuals serving on the escort and
medical teams and the name of the on-site physician will be treated with the highest degree of
confidentiality and provides for disciplinary action, including dismissal, of any staff member who discloses
those identities. Id. at p. 8.
87
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 29.
88
The standard operating procedure for executions states that Medical Team training must include
placing IV catheters and an IV drip in at least two live volunteers within forty-eight hours of an execution,
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 at p. 10.
86
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known when and where they were training, there might be other means to reveal
their identity. This included pages 703, 706, and 711.
158.

Zmuda testified that information that "might" reveal the identities of execution

team members to include escort or medical team members was redacted under
Board Rule 135. This included:
Page 751 identifying a specific task to be performed by the medical team leader;
Pages 753-763, 2168, 2174, 2177, and in other places redacted because it had
the medical team leader's handwriting which Zmuda felt would protect the
medical team leader's identity. When asked, "And if anywhere throughout the
documents handwriting appears on the medical team training documents, are
those redactions done for the same reason?," and Zmuda responded, "Yes, I
believe so."
Page 1617 has a medical team member's identity redacted;
Pages 1952-1965 and other pages like that have dates for medical team
briefings redacted to protect the identity of medical team members and
operational aspects of when they arrive on site and when they might leave.
Page 2171 is a "sequence of chemical form" from the execution standard
operating procedure used for the administration of lethal chemicals during an
execution. He testified it was redacted because it "could" identify a medical team
leader. Exhibit 35 contains the unredacted sequence form. He testified generally
that there are several sequence of chemical forms in Exhibit 40.
159.

The Court finds that pages 1966-1967 were not retained in a non-redacted form

by IDOC but there is no indication of when the redactions were made.
160.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 requires the Medical Team leader and the medical

Team recorder each to sign the applicable sequence of chemical form which shall
then be submitted to the deputy attorney general who represents the IDOC for
storage. (App. A., p. 10)
k. Emergency response team information under Board Rule 108
161.

Zmuda testified that CERT is the Correctional Emergency Response Team which

is the tactical element in corrections, similar to a SWAT team.

CRFT is the

Correctional Fire Response Team on the south Boise complex that responds to fires.
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162.

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001 at page 2 states the Deputy Chief of the Prisons

Bureau is responsible for the activities of the CERT team during an execution 89 and
that the CERT team is activated twenty-four to twelve hours prior to the execution. 90
163.

Zmuda testified certain documents were redacted because they contained the

number of CERT team members on site at a given time and the time associated with
their arrival and departure; and the location of the CERT team, including the
locations specified on pages 91, 94, 96, 153, 157, 230, 231, 244, 299, 570, 575,
578, 630, 635, 1285 were redacted as a plan that defines a site-specific security
operation that disclosure would jeopardize facility security and public safety pursuant
to Board Rule 108(4 )(a)(iii) and as an emergency plan under Board Rule
108(4 )(a)(ii) that disclosure would interfere with the secure and orderly conduct of
IDOC operations.
I.

164.

HIPAA-related information

Zmuda also testified that anything that "might" be HIPAA-related information was

redacted.

Zmuda did not testify as to his understanding of HIPAA or how he

determined if information was HIPAA-related.
165.

The Court understands "HIPAA" to mean the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act of 1996 which is federal legislation that provides data privacy and
security provisions for safeguarding medical information. However, no explanation
was provided as to what information this law would apply to or how it related to any
redacted information.
166.

Zmuda testified that page 680 had "some information from a clinician kind of

detailing a visit to the condemned and maybe at least part of it is a conversation that
they had with him" that was mental health information of the condemned.
167.

Zmuda said information in the lower left of page 735 "goes to a medical issue" of

Leavitt.
168.

Zmuda testified that page 737 on lines 9, 10, and 11 included a medical condition

and aids of Leavitt but did not further testify of a basis for redaction of the
information.

89
90

IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 2.
IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001, p. 31.
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m. Personal identifying information or family information of the condemned
169.

Zmuda testified he also redacted some personal identifying information including

two birthdates on page 700, names and offender numbers of Leavitt's relatives in
page 734, 737, how Leavitt communicated with his son from page 735;
170.

He testified pages 2412, 2414-2416 includes information related to the family

members of an executed inmate, activities that occurred with the family and that
inmate, and a medical condition of the inmate's family member.
171.

Zmuda testified page 776 included a contingency plan related to a medical

condition of an inmate at SBWCC unrelated to the execution but that may need
additional personnel for support.
n. Execution drugs, lot numbers, expiration dates
172.

Related to the expiration date and lot numbers listed for three drugs in pages 46

and 48, Zmuda generally testified that the information was withheld pursuant to
Board Rule 135.
Related to page 46, Zmuda testified:
Q. And turning to page 46, there's one redaction on this page. What is the nature
of that redaction, the information?
A. It is an entry indicating the receipt of supplies and some identification numbers
for supplies to be sued in the execution.
Q. You indicated identification numbers. Is that identification numbers of the
supplies or something else?
A. It appears to be identification numbers directly to those supplies.
Q. And what types of supplies are those?
A. Those are chemicals.
Q. And on what statute or rule did you base this particular redaction?
A. Rule 135.
Related to page 48, Zmuda testified:
Q. Mr. Zmuda, so turning your attention to Exhibit 40 again, looking at page 48?
A.48?
Q. There are two redactions on this page, the first closest to the top, what is the
nature of the information redacted in that redaction?
A. It is I an entry noting receipt of supplies directly related to an execution and a
location where they were received.
Q. Is the location information also in that first redaction?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. And then in the second block redaction, what is the nature of that information
redacted?
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A. Information related to the receipt of supplies directly related to an execution
and some identifying information specific to those materials.
Q. And on what statute or rule did you rely for these redactions?
A. Board rule 135.
o. Harm
173.

Zmuda testified that there has been no harm to any individuals participating in

any executions Zmuda had been involved with and that he was not aware of any
credible threat of harm to any individual who had participated in the Rhoades or
Leavitt executions.
174.

Between the time after Leavitt's execution in 2012 and Cover's public records

request in 2017, Zmuda was involved in trying to obtain lethal injection chemicals or
drugs on behalf of IDOC for an execution. No death penalty executions have actually
occurred in Idaho since Leavitt's execution. Zmuda testified that he did not speak
with any lethal injection chemical source between May 2012 and September 2017
that said it will not supply lethal injection chemicals if its identity was revealed to the
public. It was during this timeframe the commitment for drugs in page 654 was
acquired.
175.

Zmuda testified that he was not involved in any search for lethal injection

chemicals between May and September 2017.
176.

Zmuda testified he has been involved in 2018 with procuring or attempting to

procure lethal injection chemicals and has had one or two conversations with
potential drug suppliers since May 2018.
177.

Zmuda testified that no source had ever told him they were unwilling to provide

lethal injection chemicals if it was public knowledge that they were the source.
178.

Zmuda testified that there were no executions that IDOC was unable to conduct

because IDOC lacked the required chemicals.
179.

Zmuda testified that he had experienced some difficulty in obtaining sources for

lethal injection chemicals in his personal experience trying to obtain them for IDOC.
p. Additional Information
180.

Zmuda testified that he did not rely upon Board Rule 108.04.a, subsections (v),

(vi), or (viii) as a basis for any redactions.
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181.

Exhibit 40, pages 10-23, has no information actually in the darkened boxes so do

not contain withheld information.
182.

Zmuda testified that duplicates in the record are because multiple people or

multiple worksites retained a separate copy of the same record.
V.
183.

Petitioner’s Evidence

Jeanne Woodford, Executive Director of Death Penalty Focus, testified as an

expert for Petitioner. She worked for the California Department of Corrections for
twenty-seven years, eventually becoming the Warden at San Quentin State Prison
who carried out four executions.
184.

She was appointed in 2004 as the Director of the California Department of

Corrections.
185.

She retired from government service in 2006 and now works for an organization

with a mission of abolishing the death penalty.
186.

Woodford testified about her experience in California when lethal injection

executions were required by the courts to be conducted with witnesses from the time
the lethal injection IV was inserted until the execution was complete.
187.

She testified that some members of the execution team were concerned when

their identities were revealed by leaving the curtain open from the time the IV was
inserted throughout the execution because these members had family in the area
that might find out about their involvement.
188.

She testified that in her experience in California that security plans for

executions, including staging, staffing, checkpoints, and posts were not disclosed to
the public.
189.

Dr. Stephen Silberman, an industrial organization economist, testified he had

experience in evaluating monopolies, antitrust cases, price fixing, taxes, false
advertising, and trade, although he had not audited or evaluated prisons, prison
security or operations, executions, or lethal injection chemical suppliers.
190.

He testified generally that there is a strong presumption that access to more

information improves market performance or improves social welfare.
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191.

Silberman testified that obtaining the identity of a lethal injection drug supplier

could be to boycott that source with a goal to have the business stop providing the
drugs for that purpose.
192.

He testified that a boycott of one source could have a chilling effect on all other

sources that might provide lethal injection chemicals to departments of correction.
193.

Still, Silberman felt disclosure of a drug supplier could also encourage a safer

and more effective product or lead to information of more sources available for
drugs. He testified withholding information may increase the likelihood the
department would choose a less safe or effective supplier or reduce social welfare
by having public see a botched execution.
194.

Woodford testified that if the identity of a lethal injection chemical source were

revealed to the public, it is her opinion that it would be possible departments of
correction would not be able to obtain lethal injection chemicals, which could delay
an execution or jeopardize the ability to carry out an execution.
195.

Woodford testified that a lethal injection supplier for Texas had been made public

and the only impact was personal protests or protests in writing.
196.

Dr. Lynn Paulsen is a doctor of pharmacy, has taught managing diseases with

drugs at Washington State University (WSU), and was an institutional pharmacist at
hospitals including Kaiser Permanente and University of California hospitals. While
at WSU, she also worked with the veterinary school to develop better practices for
using pentobarbital from euthanizing large animals because pentobarbital becomes
less effective over time when mixed with water, changing stability in animals.
197.

With hospitals, she worked to meet or exceed pharmacy safety guidelines

between 2011 and 2016. In this role, she inspected sixty-one pharmacies to
evaluate reliable processes according to standards she had developed; finding
twenty-three of those were unacceptable. She testified more reliable processes lead
to more reliable outcomes for drugs produced by these pharmacies.
198.

Paulsen testified that the FDA clarified regulations about compounding

pharmacies in 2014 because of contamination incidents in 2012 and 2013.
199.

She testified that a 503A pharmacy makes one product for a patient that is

compounded for a specific patient that is regulated by state board of pharmacy rules
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and is less frequently inspected. Any pharmacy can be a 503A pharmacy and there
are more than 50,000 503A compounding pharmacies nationwide.
200.

She testified that 503B pharmacies compound larger batches of a drug and these

pharmacies are totally regulated by the FDA with more stringent regulations and
more frequent inspections. Because of this regulatory scheme, there are less than
100 503B pharmacies.
201.

Compounding pharmacies that mix solutions for injection, including lethal

injection of drugs such as pentobarbital, must be sterile compounding pharmacies,
and the Idaho Board of Pharmacy regulations default to USP 797 sterile standards
for compounding pharmacies mixing solutions for injection.
202.

Paulson testified that for lethal injection drugs, the EU prohibits sale of drugs

manufactured in the EU to be used for lethal injection; commercial manufacturers
also prohibit resale to prisons for use in lethal injection; so most prisons resort to
using compounding pharmacies for lethal injection drugs.
203.

Paulsen testified that lethal injection drugs typically come from 503A pharmacies.

204.

Related to medications, most of the “really bad recalls” are of drugs from China

and India.
205.

Products from a compounding pharmacy typically have a “use by” date rather

than an expiration date.
206.

Once a compounding pharmacy mixes a drug, how the drug is stored by the

pharmacy and then the purchaser could greatly impact potency. A product by use
date will typically be twenty-four hours at room temperature or seventy-two hours if
refrigerated.
207.

Paulson testified that compounding pharmacies typically use analytical grade

chemicals like those used in research and diagnostic labs. These chemicals are also
used in anesthesia to induce 1) sedation, 2) excitation, then 3) anesthesia. If
overused, the chemicals induce the fourth stage, death.
208.

Paulson testified there can be a concern with potency of drugs from a

compounding pharmacy if the potency is not labelled or if it is used after the “use by”
date. The stability of a drug is how long it remains at the same potency as when
mixed.
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209.

She stated the only way to test to see if a drug is stable is to test the drug

(usually about a $30,000 test performed once), and then test potency for each use.
210.

She testified that 503A pharmacies are not required to test every product.

211.

She testified that pentobarbital and thiopental are not very stable in water and

degradation can depend on time, temperature, and light.
212.

She testified a compounding pharmacist’s ability to properly mix lethal injection

drugs depends upon their skill set and some compounding pharmacies are good
while others are not. She testified that there is a higher risk when mixing drugs if it is
done infrequently since things can go wrong even if written down.
213.

Paulson testified the options available if there is a drug shortage are 1) see if

someone has a stockpile somewhere through contacts, 2) use alternative drugs, 3)
outsource making the drug to a compounding pharmacy, or 4) make the drug
internally.
214.

She testified that the right personnel and equipment at a prison would permit a

prison to mix their own lethal injection chemicals, although she had not heard of that
happening.
215.

Paulson testified that knowing a pharmacy’s identity would permit someone to

look for regulatory violations on a board of pharmacy or FDA website, or permit a
person to request the master formula for ingredients and the beyond use date from
the supplier.
216.

However, she testified that “lot numbers” are not standardized across all

pharmacies but most use a date, month and year, which would permit someone to
figure out when a pharmacist mixed the chemical to help figure out the beyond use
date.
217.

Dr. Paulsen testified that knowing the identity of a lethal injection chemical

source from 2011 or 2012 would provide “a clue” about potency but would not tell if
the medication was stable or safe. It could lead to information about the master
formula to allow one to learn more about the effectiveness of the chemicals used in
the 2011 and 2012 executions.
218.

The Petitioner is a tenured professor at the University of Idaho Law School and

writes and researches constitutional criminal procedure including on lethal injection
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and the death penalty, including the 8th Amendment's prohibition against cruel and
unusual punishment and the evolving standard of decency related to capital
punishment. She has also advocated for condemned individuals.
219.

She testified that the lack of public information makes it hard to determine safety

and efficacy, ensure executions are constitutional and humane, that government is
acting ethically and legally, or speak publicly to legislators or in protest.
220.

She testified that as lethal injection drugs became more difficult to obtain, states

have turned to compounding pharmacies or India, changed protocols which could
have unexpected results, or sought and received drugs from illegal or high risk
sources. She cited Missouri and Texas as examples. A drug company sued Nevada
last year and stayed that execution.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

This is not a case about whether the death penalty should be legal in Idaho.
The death penalty is legal in Idaho for First Degree Murder or First Degree
Kidnapping, when a death penalty notice is filed, and certain requisite statutory
aggravators are found. 91
Upon issuance of a death warrant, 92 IDOC is charged with the responsibility to
carry out an execution pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 19-2716 and 19-2716A. 93
In Idaho, lethal injection has been the only method for infliction of the death
penalty statutorily permitted since 2009. 94
Therefore, the death penalty in Idaho currently cannot be carried out without
lethal injection drugs or chemicals, or a statutory change by the Idaho legislature. 95

91

Idaho Code§§ 18-4001, -4003, -4004, -4004A (murder), 18-4504, -4504A, -4505 (kidnapping);
19-2515, -2515A (sentences in capital cases).
92
Idaho Code§§ 19-2719 and 19-2719a.
93
Idaho Code§ 19-2716A was added to the Idaho Code July 1, 2012, which was after the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions. This statute permits any pharmacy, prescriber, manufacturer, wholesale
distributor or other entity authorized by law to possess controlled substance to distribute controlled
substances to the director of the Department of Correction or his designees who this statute states, "shall
not be subject to criminal or civil liability for the death of the condemned person." Additionally, that statute
permits the director and his designees to obtain, possess, store and administer controlled substances and
specifies he and his designees are exempt from most laws and regulations related to pharmacies. Idaho
Code§ 19-2716A; Idaho Session Laws, 2012 ch. 85, § 1, p. 242.
94
Death by firing squad was removed from Idaho Code § 19-2716 in 2009. Idaho Session Laws,
2009 ch. 81, § 1, p. 228.
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Glossip v. Gross details obstacles in the United States and internationally

experienced in obtaining lethal injection drugs which the Supreme Court attributed to
anti-death-penalty advocates pressuring pharmaceutical companies to refuse to supply
the drugs used to carry out death sentences. 96 That Supreme Court opinion states
pentobarbital was used in all of the forty-three executions carried out in the United
States in 2012. 97 The opinion then describes the unavailability of pentobarbital attributed
to lobbying by anti-death-penalty advocates which resulted in states acquiring and
substituting other drugs to be used in their lethal injection protocols. 98
There was testimony at trial about whether the information from public records
requested can or will be used to boycott, protest, lobby, research, or advocate related to
the death penalty and lethal injections.
The law is clear that a requester's motive in obtaining public records is
completely irrelevant in a Public Records Act proceeding. "Once a request for public
records is made, the custodian of the records is to make no inquiry of the person
making the request, except as explicitly provided in Idaho Code § 9-338(5) 99 ." Wade v.
Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 96, 320 P.3d 1250, 1255 (2014). In Wade v. Taylor, the district

court considered the purpose of the requester which was error resulting in vacating the
court's decision. The Idaho Supreme Court has required the same objective analysis of
the Court in restricting its determination of the motive for the request.
95

The Supreme Court of the United States stated in 2015, "Our decisions [on death penalty by
lethal injection] have been animated in part by the recognition that because it is settled that capital
punishment is constitutional, '[i]t necessarily follows that there must be a [constitutional] means of
carrying it out."' Glossip v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. 2726, 2732-33 (2015), citing Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 47,
128 S.Ct. 1520 (2008). The Supreme Court continued, "And because some risk of pain is inherent in any
method of execution, we have held that the Constitution does not require the avoidance of all risk of pain.
After all, while most humans wish to die a painless death, many do not have that good fortune. Holding
that the Eighth Amendment demands the elimination of essentially all risk of pain would effectively outlaw
the death penalty altogether." (citation omitted), Glossip v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. at 2733.
96
Glossip v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. 2726, 2733 (2015).
97
Id., citing The Death Penalty Institute, Execution List 2012, online at 222.deathpenalty
info.org/execution-list-2012 (visited June 26, 2015). "And courts across the country have held that the use
of pentobarbital in executions does not violate the Eighth Amendment." Glossip v. Gross, 135 S.Ct. at
2733, additional citations omitted.
98
Id. at 2733-34. Glossip v. Gross affirmed the dismissal of a complaint by death row inmates
challenging Oklahoma's use of midazolam in a lethal injection protocol under Eighth Amendment
~rounds. See generally Id.
9
I.C. § 9-338 is the former version of I.C. § 74-102(5). I.C. §§ 9-338, et seq., was repealed by
Idaho Session Laws 2015, ch. 140, §1, effective July 1, 2015, and replaced by the Idaho Public Records
Act in I.C. § 74-102, et seq., effective July 1, 2015. Therefore, even though there is now a different
statute number, the holding of Wade v. Taylor still applies in this case.
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I.

Respondents' First Affirmative Defense

The Idaho's Public Records Act can be found in Chapter 1, Title 74, Idaho Code
Sections 101 through 126.
The parties stipulated, and the Court agrees, that Cover's September 21, 2017
email to Ray was request under the Public Records Act to inspect and copy records as
required by I.C. § 74-117. 100
The Respondents issued the "Notice of Action on Public Records Request"
(hereinafter "partial denial") citing only to "Board Rule 135.06," on September 27,
2017. 101 The Respondents provided only forty-nine pages of records, some with
redactions. The Respondents stipulated at trial that the September 27, 2017 response
to Cover was incomplete. 102
The Court concludes as a matter of law, that the September 27, 2017 response
to Cover was incomplete and that IDOC improperly withheld responsive documents.
Therefore, the Court dismisses the Respondents' First Affirmative Defense that
Petitioner failed to state a claim. 103
II.

Respondents' Third Affirmative Defense

This case is not a challenge to Idaho's lethal injection protocol or even the Idaho
Board of Correction's rulemaking authority.
On February 27, 2018, Cover filed a Petition for a Writ of Mandate before the
District Court in the Fourth Judicial District seeking to compel disclosure of the records
requested by Petitioner on September 21, 2017 but withheld by Respondents. 104 The
Petition clearly only states a claim under the Idaho Public Records Act, Idaho Code §§
74-1 O1, et seq.

100

A public records request can be submitted by electronic mail, I.C. § 74-102(4), and a response
may be in an electronic form as well, I.C. § 74-102(15).
101
Under I.C. § 74-103(1 ), the Respondents had three working days from receipt of Cover's request
to produce or deny the records, unless Respondents determined up to 10 working days longer was
necessary and notified petitioner in writing of that determination. The Respondents notified Cover in
writing that they needed until September 28, 2017.
102
Stipulated Fact, ,I 8.
103
Amended Response/Answer to Petitioner's Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate, filed Oct. 15,
2018, p. 6.
104
Stipulated Fact, ,I 9; Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate to Compel the Disclosure of Public
Records, filed Feb. 27, 2018 ("Petition").
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Therefore, the only question before this Court is whether IDOC properly withheld
and redacted records provided to the Petitioner pursuant to her Public Records Act
request made September 21, 2017.
Respondents' Third Affirmative Defense is that this is a Public Records Act
proceeding under I.C. § 74-115 is not the proper forum to challenge the rulemaking
authority of IBOC or Board Rules 108 and 135. 105
To the extent the rulemaking authority of the IBOC or the validity of Board Rules
108 and 135 is relevant to the Second Affirmative Defense, it is discussed below.
The Court finds the Respondents met their burden of proof that this is a
proceeding under Idaho Code§§ 74-101, et seq., which limits the remedies available to
this Court. The Court finds for the Respondents on the Third Affirmative Defense.
Ill.

Respondents' Second Affirmative Defense

Petitioner clarified in this litigation that she was not pursuing the release of
telephone numbers (except if on pages 654 or 655 of Exhibit 40), or records identifying
on-site physician or staff, contractors, consultants, and volunteers serving on an escort
or medical team. The Petitioner narrowed her request.
The Court finds these pages contain names which Cover stated she was not
requesting: Exhibit 40, pages 25, 40, 43-44, and 49, 661, 661,669,677,679, 681,
684,686,689,694,696-697,699, 702,703,706,711,713,718,745, 1599,
1614, 1627, 1653, 2407-2408, 2418, and 2477. Activity logs at Exhibit 40, pages
835-1079, and 1888-1951 also have names redacted.
The Court finds these pages contain telephone numbers which Cover stated she
was not requesting: Exhibit 40, pages 75, 81, 116, 129, 130, 177, 183, 190, 193,
236-237,239,275,277,280,281,338-339,354,356,359,360,417-418,501,
509,512,514,518,521,587,602-604,625,629,631,632,636-637,676,679,
684,710,714, 1089-1090, 1126, 1132, 1268, 1274, 1288-1290, 1339, 14031404, 1413-1414, 1446-1447, 1464-1478, 1483-1485, 1492, 1493, 1495-1498,
1512-1523, 1543, 1557-1560, 1562-1563, 1573-1576, 1579-1584, 1635, 1687,
1688, 1693, and 1718.
The Court also notes that Exhibit 40, pages 10 through 23 are just boxes with
black fill that did not have any information redacted. Therefore, there was no information
withheld on these pages.

105

Amended Response/Answer to Petitioner's Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate, filed Oct. 15,

2018, p. 7.
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The Respondents' Second Affirmative Defense states, "Respondents have
properly withheld public records or redacted information in public records pursuant to
Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Board Rule 135; Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and
Board Rule 108; Idaho Code § 74-105(4 )(a)(ii) and Board Rule 108(4 )(b )(i); and Idaho
Code § 74-104. The Court discusses its conclusions of law on this affirmative defense
below.
A. Proper parties

Under I.C. § 74-101 (3), the version in effect in 2017,
"Custodian" means the person having personal custody and control of
the public records in question. If no such designation is made by the
public agency or independent public body corporate and politic, then
custodian means any public official having custody of, control of, or
authorized access to public records and includes all delegates of such
officials, employees or representatives.
The version in effect since July 1, 2018 states, "'Custodian' means the person or
persons having personal custody and control of the public records in question."
I.C. § 74-101 (12) at all times relevant defines "Public official" to mean "any state,
county, local district, independent public body corporate and politic or governmental
official or employee, whether elected, appointed or hired."
I.C. § 74-102(16) as amended on July 1, 2018 states, "A public agency, elected
official or independent public body corporate and politic shall designate a custodian
or custodians for all public records, which includes any public official having custody
of, control of, or authorized access to public records and also includes all delegates
of such officials, employees or representatives."
At all times relevant to this proceeding Ray and Mabe were designated
custodians of records. The preponderance of the evidence is that Zmuda was a "public
official" within the definition of the statute and had personal custody and control as
defined by the statute and its amendment of certain IDOC records both before June 30,
2018 and after July 1, 2018.
To the extent the March 14, 2018 Response asked for dismissal of Jeffrey Ray
as a party, the Court finds Ray is a proper party in this proceeding and the Court will not
dismiss him.
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At all times relevant, I.C. § 74-112 required exempt and nonexempt information
requested be separated to permit the nonexempt material in a public record to be
examined by the public. 106 I.C. § 74-112(2) then requires the public agency shall keep
all documents or records in question until the end of the appeal period, until a decision
has been rendered on the petition, or as otherwise statutorily provided, whichever is
longer.
No evidence was presented at trial that the unredacted version of Exhibit 40,
page 656, was destroyed after I.C. § 74-112(2) was enacted in 2015 or that there was
any other litigation or rule that would have required its retention in unredacted form.
I.C. § 74-119, effective July 1, 2015 required, "By January 1, 2016, every state
agency or independent public body corporate and politic shall adopt guidelines that
identify the general subject matter of all public records kept or maintained by the state
agency or independent public body corporate and politic, the custodian, and the
physical location of such documents." That statute was in effect at all times relevant to
this request and litigation. 107
Therefore, all named Respondents are proper parties and have had notice and
an opportunity to be heard.
To the extent any other custodian of records or designated custodians of records
for IDOC were not named as a party in this proceeding, they have not had notice of the
requirement to defend this action or the opportunity.

Appearing in an action as a

witness does not invoke the responsibility to defend the litigation.
B. Whether the Court is required to give deference under Board Rules
First, this is not an Administrative Procedures Act proceeding under Idaho Code
§ 67-5201, et seq. This is a proceeding to enforce the right to examine a record or to
receive a copy of the record filed before the District Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 74115. Idaho Code§ 74-115(1) states:

106

This requirement to separate exempt from non-exempt material was not added to the Public
Records Act until July 1, 2015. Idaho Code§ 74-112, Idaho Session Laws, 2015, ch. 140, § 5, p. 344.
107
Idaho Code§ 74-119, Idaho Session Laws, 2015, ch. 140, § 5, p. 344. Idaho Code§ 74-119 also
required that by January 1, 2019 that "Public agencies shall designate at least one (1) person as
custodian to receive public records requests and shall provide an alternate custodian or alternate
custodians for contingencies."
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The sole remedy for a person aggrieved by the denial of a request for
disclosure is to institute proceedings in the district court of the county
where the records or some part thereof are located, to compel the public
agency or independent public body corporate and politic to make the
information available for public inspection in accordance with the provision
of this chapter.
There is no reference to the Administrative Procedures Act, or Idaho Code § 67-5270 in
the Public Records Act. Therefore, Idaho Code § 67-5279 requiring the Court to defer
to the judgment of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact does
not apply.
Further, Wade v. Taylor holds that whether or not a record is exempt from
disclosure is an objective inquiry for the court. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 96, 320
P.3d 1250, 1255 (2014). Therefore, this Court is not required, or even allowed, to give
deference to the subjective determination of the records custodian. "[W]hether a public
record is subject to disclosure is an objective analysis, both for the custodian and for the
district court." Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho at 101.
Idaho Code § 74-105(4 )(a)(i) records of the department of correction from
disclosure under the Public Records Act to include:
Records of which the public interest in confidentiality, public safety,
security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in
disclosure as identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho board of
correction under section 20-212, Idaho Code;
Idaho Code § 20-212 specifically provides that "no other provisions of chapter 52, title
67, Idaho Code, [the Administrative Procedures Act] shall apply to the board, except as
otherwise specifically provided by statute." I.C. § 20- 212(1 ).

No additional statutory

restrictions exist related to release or withholding of records under the Public Records
Act.
The meeting minutes of IBOC from 2011 and 2012 108 do not demonstrate that
IBOC ever voted to adopt IBOC Board Rule 135.06. So, even if the Notice of
Proclamation of Rulemaking Board that added Rule 135.06 109 was entered, there is a
question of whether the Court is required to give deference to decisions made under
Board Rule 135.06. The parties stipulated that IBOC never made an explicit
108
109

Stipulated Fact, ,I 31, Exhibit 38.
Exhibit 39.
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determination that the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and
habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure prior to the promulgation of
Board Rule 135.06. 110
Idaho Code § 74-105(4 )(a)(i) provides an exemption for department of correction
records if the board identified the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security,
and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure. Board Rule 135.06
lacks that explicit determination. Although Respondents argue that weighing can be
implied, the Court disagrees, especially given the Public Records Act's presumption in
favor of disclosure and the Court's responsibility of making an objective determination.
If the Court implies anything, it applies the statutory presumption from Idaho Code § 74102(1) that the public records are open for inspection by the public.
The language of Board Rule 108 specifically recognized the balancing test
required in I.C. § 74-105(4 )(a)(i) and indicated that Rule was made according to that
balancing test. Therefore, the Court recognizes IBOC conducted a balancing test when
promulgating Board Rule 108 to qualify as an exemption under I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i).
Since Board Rule 135 lacks the explicit balancing test language and nothing else
in the record shows IBOC or the records custodian considered the balancing test when
promulgating Board Rule 135, then it is the Court that must objectively conduct the
balancing test when evaluating any records a custodian testified was withheld pursuant
to Board Rule 135.

Further, the second part of Board Rule 135.06 states, "The

Department will not disclose ... any other information wherein the disclosure of such
information could jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution."

111

"Could jeopardize" is not the legal standard or burden of proof required for this trial.
Respondents are still required to meet the heightened level of scrutiny for a public
records act proceeding discussed below.
C. Claims before the Court

Pursuant to Wade v. Taylor, the Court's first inquiry is whether the writings
requested are public records. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho at 97.

110

Stipulated Fact, ,I 31.
Exhibit 39; Idaho Administrative Code, Idaho Department of Correction, Rules of the Board of
Correction, IDAPA 06.01 .01.108, is "Idaho Public Records Act," and subsection 04 is "Records Exempt
from Disclosure".
111
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All records contained in Exhibit 40 and the nonredacted materials are public
records as defined in Idaho Code§§ 74-101 (13) and (16).
"Public record" includes, but is not limited to, any writing containing
information relating to the conduct or administration of the public's
business prepared, owned, used or retained by any state agency,
independent public body corporate and politic or local agency
regardless of physical form or characteristics. 112
"Writing" includes, but is not limited to, handwriting, typewriting,
printing, photostating, photographing and every means of recording,
including letters, words, pictures, sounds or symbols or combination
thereof, and all papers, maps, magnetic or paper tapes, photographic
films and prints, magnetic or punched cards, discs, drums or other
documents. The definition of a public record includes any writing
"regardless of physical form or characteristics." 113
The Idaho Public Records Act ensures that government records are accessible to
the public, has a "very broad scope," and must be interpreted to favor access. Dalton v.
Idaho Dairy Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984 );
Federated Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996).
There is a presumption that public records are open for public inspection under Idaho
Code § 74-102(1 ).
If the Court finds in its first inquiry that the writings requested are public records,
the Court applies the presumption that the records are open to the public, unless it is
shown that an exemption applies. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho at 97.
Respondents must demonstrate a reasonable probability that disclosure of each
requested record could result in potential harm, and provide evidence demonstrating the
harm that might result. Hymas v. Meridian Police Dept., 156 Idaho 739, 74 7, 330 P .3d
1087, 1105 (Ct.App. 2014) (Hymas I). If Respondents fail to meet this burden, the Court
shall order disclosure. "Although the district court is required to review the records and
consider the exemptions, it does so only after the withholding agency provides sufficient
evidence to meet the relevant standard .... While individual documents themselves
may tend to evidence the reasonable probability of harm from disclosure, the agency
must nonetheless satisfy its burden with evidence demonstrating the harm that might
result from disclosure of each document." Hymas v. Meridian Police Dept., 159 Idaho
112
113

I.C. § 74-101 (13).
I.C. § 74-101 (16).
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594, 602, 364 P.3d 295 303 (Ct. App. 2015) (Hymas II). Further, Hymas II emphasizes,
"And, while the evidence showing the likelihood of harm from disclosure of a document
may be the same or similar for all or a number of the subject documents, the evidence
must not be generalized or categorical." Id. at 603. The Court must order disclosure if
the respondents do not meet their burden. See Dalton, 107 Idaho at 9, 684 P.2d at 986.
Then, Respondents bear the burden to prove that redacted or withheld records fit
within a narrowly-construed exemption. Bolger v. Lance, 137 Idaho 792, 796, 53 P.3d
1211, 1215 (2002); Federated Publications, Inc. v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914
P .2d 21, 25 ( 1996); Dalton, 107 Idaho at 11. If it is not obvious that a record falls within
an exemption, a narrow construction of the exemption compels the conclusion that the
record is not exempt. Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court noted in Wade v. Taylor, "Finally, we note that the
inquiry should focus on whether the withholding agency has shown a reasonable
probability of a harm identified in [the statutory exemption] at the time of the denial of
the public records request rather than at the time of the hearing. . . . This language
makes it clear that the relevant inquiry is the time of the denial." 114
September 27, 2017 and March 14, 2018 disclosures
On September 27, 2017, Ray emailed the partial denial with pages 1-49 of
Exhibit 4 to Cover with the only explanation for withholding as "Board Rule 135.06." 115
While there were several other code section preprinted on the form which included
different sections of Idaho Code 74-104, -105, 106, -108, -113, IDAPA 06.01.01.108,
and Idaho Criminal Rule 32, Ray did not select any of those as his basis for withholding.
Ray did not review the records withheld or disclosed. Ray testified he did not
review the records at all because it was "that is not my thing ... l have a lot going on and I
didn't have occasion to."
Mabe testified that she relied on the IDOC Public Records Act manual, the Public
Records Act, and the IDAPA Rules in making redactions to the general packet but she
114

Wade v. Taylor is a case in which the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office withheld
investigatory records compiled for law enforcement claiming exemption under Idaho Code § 9-335 (which
would now be an exemption under Idaho Code§ 74-105. The department of correction has claimed other
statutory exemptions in this case so the court uses the law in Wade v. Taylor to analyze the specific
statutory exemptions claimed in this case.
115
Stipulated Fact, 1J1J 5 and 7.
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did not specify a statute or rule for any particular redaction or withholding, or explain
why she thought probable harm would result from release. She was the only one who
actually looked at the records released to Cover or withheld from Cover in September
2017.
Zmuda testified he referred to Board Rules and had a sheet with some
information on it that he used to make redactions. His testimony at trial was that
information was redacted if it was “possible” the information could jeopardize security or
safety, or reveal identities of protected persons, or sources of drugs, then reviewed with
some redactions changed in January 2019 if harm was “probable.”
Under I.C. § 74-103(3), respondents are required to give written notice of any
partial denial and, under subsection (4), that written notice must “indicate the statutory
authority for the denial.”
Respondents identified only “Board Rule 135.06” as the basis for the partial
denial in September 2017.
Clearly, IDOC and the records custodians knew they had 635 pages of
responsive records on September 27, 2017 but only released 49.
To the extent Zmuda alleged probable harm would result from the release of the
redacted information, the dates and times are sequential in these pages so anyone with
access to the public portions of these documents can figure out the timeline for events.
Further, the Respondents presented no evidence of the probable harm that would result
from the release of the redacted information in pages 1 through 49 and Zmuda’s
testimony at trial failed to show there was a narrow statutory exemption for the
information redacted in the records released on September 27, 2017 (Ex 40, pp. 1-49).
Therefore, the Court orders any redactions (other than names on pages 25, 40, 43-44,
and 49, and titles on pages 43-44 discussed below) must be released.
The Court notes that Exhibit 40, pages 1966-1972 is the same log as contained
at pages 43-49 but with different redactions so those pages must also be released as
well.
To the extent IDOC had released redacted pages 50-635 in May 2017, the
Respondents have failed to show a reasonable probability of harm or provide any
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evidence of the harm that may result from releasing to Cover these previously-released
pages in their redacted form.
The Respondents filed their Response to the Petition on March 14, 2018 citing
Board Rule 135 and Idaho Code§ 74-105(4)(a). 116
Specifically, for pages 43-44, members of the medical team must have certain
qualifications identified at page 9 of IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001. To the extent a job title
is actually named within the SOP qualifications, the public interest is outweighed by
reasonable probability of harm as to those job titles. However, if a medical team
member's job title listed on pages 43-44 differs from one listed in the SOP, the work
location is specific enough and Zmuda's testimony establishes a reasonable probability
of harm if the identity were known, and Zmuda identified a specific narrow exemption
under Board Rule 108.04.a.i. for withholding work information.
Specifically, for page 434, Zmuda's testimony established a reasonable
probability of harm with specific evidence only as to the timeframe in the first box, and
proved a narrow exemption for withholding for safety and security reasons under Board
Rule 108.04.a.i. However, the remainder of the redacted information is already publicly
disclosed at page 34 of IDOC SOP 135.02.01 .001. So, the Respondents have failed to
show a reasonable probability of harm to all of the information except the specific
timeframe.
Related to the expiration date and lot numbers listed for three drugs in pages 46
and 48, the Respondents failed to present any evidence of the specific harm that would
be caused by the release of the expiration date and lot numbers listed.

The

Respondents failed to present any evidence of a reasonable probability of harm
resulting from disclosure of the lot numbers, expiration dates, or location of drugs on
pages 46 and 48. The Respondents failed to show any evidence of harm outside of
what the records says.

While Dr. Paulson testified that expiration dates and lot

numbers can provide some information about the potency of a drug, the evidence
presented through cross examination was insufficient to establish a reasonable
probability of harm to the ability to perform future executions if the expiration dates and
lot numbers from a past execution are released. Further, Dr. Paulson's testimony did
116

Stipulated Fact, ,I 9.
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not establish that a lot number could be used to actually identify the drug's source. The
Respondents offered no specific evidence of probable harm in its case-in-chief or in its
rebuttal case. Therefore, the Respondents must disclose unredacted pages 46 and 48.
May 25. 2018 and later disclosures
This Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of
Mandate on September 17, 2018, permitted Respondents to amend their response as
to any records disclosed after March 14, 2018 and granted leave to file an amended
responsive pleading.
As to records produced to Cover on about May 25, May 29, June 1, July 10, and
July, 11, 2018, respondents sent Cover letters identifying I.C. §§ 74-104, 74-105(4)(a),
(4 )(a)(i), and (4 )(a)(ii), Board Rule 135, Board Rule 108, and specifying Board Rule
108(4)(b)(i). as the basis for withholding records. (Ex 7-11)
The Amended Response, Second Affirmative Defense, 117 asserts records were
properly withheld or redacted as follows:
a. Purchase orders, receipts, source paperwork, and communication with
suppliers pursuant to I.C. § 74-105(4) and Board Rule 135;
b. [addressed above];
c. Records wherein the public's interest in confidentiality or public safety and
security outweighs the public's interest in disclosure, including building design
details and specific operational records that would jeopardize public safety
and security of the facility pursuant to I.C. § 74-105(4 )(a)(i) and Board Rule
108;
d. Records that contain identifying information pursuant to I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(ii)
and Board Rule 108(4 )(b )(i); and
e. Records exempt from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations
I.C. § 74-104.
No further statutory or rule authority was cited for any partial denials of records
produced on October 29, 2018 (Ex 14) or later.

D. Whether withholding justified under specific exemptions cited
Under Wade v. Taylor, the Court's inquiry for Petition to access public records is
whether the exemption from disclosure was justified at the time of the refusal to disclose
rather than at the time of the hearing. Wade v. Taylor, 156 Idaho 91, 99-100, 320 P.3d
1250, 1258-59 (2014).
117

Amended Response/Answer to Petitioner's Verified Petition for Writ of Mandate, filed Oct. 15,
2018, p. 6.
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Additionally, Hymas v. Meridian Police Dept. holds that even if the agency
discloses the requested records before a hearing is held, the burden of proof remains
with the withholding party to justify its denial.

Hymas v. Meridian Police Dept., 159

Idaho 594, 599, 364 P.3d 295, 300 (Ct. App. 2015)(Hymas II), citing Hymas v. Meridian

Police Dept., 156 Idaho 739, 747 330 P.3d 1087, 1105 (Ct.App. 2014) (Hymas /).
Hymas II further explains, "Thus, where an agency denies a public records request in
whole and then subsequently discloses the records after its denial is legally challenged,
the moving party need only make a good-faith claim that the agency's conduct in
denying the request was frivolous and the withholding party must then articulate the
statutory basis for withholding the documents." Hymas II, 159 Idaho at 599.

Hymas I states, [the public] agency must still show a reasonable probability that
disclosure of each requested document in [a public] record may result in one of the
enumerated harms and they must disclose all documents in the [public] records for
which this showing cannot be made. Hymas II, 159 Idaho at 601, citing Hymas, 156
Idaho 746. "And, while the evidence showing the likelihood of harm from disclosure of a
document may be the same or similar for all or a number of the subject documents, the
evidence must not be generalized or categorical." Hymas II, 159 Idaho at 602. The
Court is required to examine whether the Respondents have provided sufficient proof
that connects a risk of harm to the production of each document.
Idaho Code § 74-104 exempts from disclosure, "(1) Any public record exempt
from disclosure by federal or state law or federal regulations to the extent specifically
provided for by such law or regulation" and also exempts records in court files of
judicial proceedings, if disclosure is prohibited by rules adopted by the Idaho
Supreme Court, but only to the extent that confidentiality is provided under such
rules.
Idaho Code 74-105(4 )(a) exempts specific records of the Department of
Correction from disclosure including:

118

118

The Petitioner's identity is irrelevant to a public records request except to the extent I.C. § 74105(4 )(a)(v) exempts disclosure of certain records to another prisoner or probationer. There is nothing in
the record to indicate the Petitioner is in prison or on probation so the Court will not further discuss this
statutory exemption. Also, since the request relates to executions, the Court will not further address I.C.
§ 74-105(4)(a)(iv) which pertains to presentence investigations records. Also, there is nothing in the
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(i) Records of which the public interest in confidentiality, public safety,
security and habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in
disclosure as identified pursuant to the authority of the Idaho board of
correction under section 20-212, Idaho Code;
(ii) Records that contain any identifying information, or any information
that would lead to the identification of any victims or witnesses; ....
The relevant portion of Board Rule 135.06 119 states,
The Department will not disclose (under any circumstance) the identity of
the onsite physician; or staff, contractors, consultants, or volunteers
serving on escort or medical teams; nor will the Department disclose any
other information wherein the disclosure of such information could
jeopardize the Department's ability to carry out an execution.
The relevant portion of Board Rule 108.04 states,
In order to protect information consistent with the public's interest in
confidentiality, public safety, security, and the habilitation of offenders, the
Board has identified records of the Department to be exempt from
disclosure in whole or in part. These records include, but are not limited
to:
a. Records to be exempt in their entirety:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Records of the Department that define specific building design
details, such as facility blueprints, that if disclosed would
jeopardize public safety and the security of the facility;
Records of the Department that define specific operations used
to respond to and control emergencies, such as emergency
plans, that if disclosed would interfere with the secure and
orderly conduct of Department operations;
Records of the Department that define site-specific security
operations, such as facility security procedures and site-specific
post orders, that if disclosed would jeopardize public safety and
the security of the facility;
Records containing information specific to the habilitation of an
offender, including information tracking the behavior, progress
or digression of a particular offender under the legal care,
custody, supervision or authority of the Board, including a
person within or without the state pursuant to an agreement with
another state or a contractor. Nothwithstanding this exemption,

record that indicates the records request related to the Leavitt and Rhoades executions asks for future
transportation records of a prisoner so I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(iii) is also not further addressed.
119
Exhibit 39; Idaho Administrative Code, Idaho Department of Correction, Rules of the Board of
Correction, IDAPA 06.01 .01.108, is "Idaho Public Records Act," and subsection 04 is "Records Exempt
from Disclosure".
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v.
vi.
vii.

viii.
ix.

records of this nature specific to inmates sentenced to death
shall be available to counsel of record for inmates sentenced to
death, subject to redaction; ....
[Zmuda testified he did not rely upon this exemption]
[Zmuda testified he did not rely upon this exemption]
Pre-sentence investigation reports, addenda, and the
information contained in or attached to the reports, shall not be
disclosed to any person except as provided by Idaho Rules of
Criminal Procedure;
[Zmuda testified he did not rely upon this exemption]
Medical, counseling and treatment records. Notwithstanding
this exemption, an offender's medical, counseling and treatment
records shall be disclosed to the offender's attorney of record in
his criminal case, or the offender's private professional health
care provider, provided that the attorney or the health care
provider submit a released for these records, on his letterhead,
signed by the offender. A release under Subsection 108.04.a.ix.
must be current within six (6) months.

Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a)(iv), Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32, Idaho
Criminal Rule 32(h), and Board Rule 108.04.a.vii. exempt presentence investigation
records from public disclosure. Respondents met their burden of showing that Exhibit
40, pages 720, 2272 to 2275, contained redacted presentence investigation information
statutorily exempt from disclosure and withholding the information was justified under
this narrow statutory exemption.
Idaho Code 74-105(4 )(a)(ii) only protects identifying information of victims or
witnesses.

The Court finds that members of the escort or execution team are not

"witnesses" to the execution.

Family members of a condemned who attend an

execution are witnesses to an execution.
Board Rule 135 protects from disclosure the identity of the onsite physician, staff,
contractors, consultants, escort volunteers, or medical teams; but "Identity" is not further
defined in the Board Rule.

"Identity" is defined in Webster's Dictionary as "the

distinguishing character ... of an individual." 120
name. 121

Identity extends beyond a person's

Identifying information beyond a name that would identify the onsite

120

Merriam-Webster online dictionary, accessed at https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
identity on May 12, 2018.
121
The current standard operating procedure for executions is available to the public on the IDOC
website and includes detailed descriptions of roles in executions by job titles. Since this information is
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physician, a staff member, contractor, consultant, escort volunteer, or medical team
member for the Leavitt or Rhoades executions is exempt from disclosure pursuant to
Board Rule 135.06 but only if the custodian shows or the Court finds the likelihood of
harm from disclosure of a document and sufficient proof that connects a risk of harm to
the production of each document.
While Board Rule 135.06 protects "any" information which "could" jeopardize the
Department's ability to carry out an execution and in Idaho Code 74-105(4 )(a)(i) which
exempts specific records of the Department of Correction from disclosure including
records where the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and
habilitation clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure as identified through
the Board of Correction's rulemaking authority bestowed in Idaho Code § 20-212,
there is no evidence that IBOC when making the rule, or the custodian of the record
when applying the rule, actually engaged in the required balancing test.
The Sequence of Chemicals form with a medical team member's handwriting,
Exhibit 35, was released by IDOC in March 2017 in response to a subpoena issued in
a litigated case. This Court invited proof of whether that information was released
under a protective order or in a sealed court file which would make the information
"confidential" under Idaho Supreme Court rules and Idaho Code § 74-104.

The

Respondent failed to show any protection under court rules or that statute. Therefore,
the Respondents have failed to show the public interest in confidentiality in this
document clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure.
The Court finds that the identity of medical (or execution) team members could
be discovered and there is a probability of harm if their names are discovered from
piecing together certain information within the redacted records.

This identity or

distinguishing character includes handwriting and the training schedule dates and times.
While Zmuda testified that no harm has been threatened to anyone involved with an
execution, the actual identity of the executioners has not been revealed. A showing of
actual harm is not required, just sufficient proof of a reasonable probability of harm. The
Respondents, through Zmuda's testimony, have shown a reasonable probability of harm

publicly available, any interest in a person of having their job title remain confidential is already
outweighed by the public interest since the information by job title is already in the public domain.
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could result if sufficient information from the records is released to discover the
identities of the escort or medical teams for the past executions. Zmuda also
established a sufficient basis for narrowly-construed exemptions under Board Rules 108
and 135. IBOC performed the weighing of the public interest against disclosure in Rule
108.

The Court has considered the evidence and weighed the public’s interest in

disclosure against the safety and security of personnel actually involved in the
executions and finds the safety and security of personnel outweighs the public’s interest
in learning the identities through the training schedules or workplaces, or in learning the
exact times and locations of their arrival on the day of the executions.
Exhibit 40, pages 1, 5, first box on 434, 662, 693, and 749 specify arrival times
and locations of execution team members on the execution days, the Respondents met
their burden of showing the withholding was justified under Board Rules 108 and 135,
and that remaining information should remain redacted.
However, the information on pages 4, 9, and 2122 is actually unredacted at
2138. Given that the information was publicly released, the Respondents are unable to
show a probable risk of harm from releasing the information. The Court finds that the
continued withholding of the information at pages 4, 9, and 2122 is not justified.
The Respondents have failed to show any harm from identifying a medical team
member by position title only so page 672 must be unredacted.
The Respondents have shown sufficient basis for withholding the entire training
schedules on pages 703, 706, and 711, and the dates listed on the training agendas on
pages 1952-1965. Additionally, page 751 if tied with page 670 would identify medical
team member’s name so that information can continue to be withheld.
Also, pages 763 and 768 include work location information for medical team
members. Respondents have shown sufficient basis for withholding because it could
reveal the members’ identities and there is a reasonable probability that harm could
result.
Zmuda testified pages 753-762 were redacted because of the possibility of
identifying handwriting of medical team members.

However, the handwriting was

already released in Exhibit 35. So, the release of these records do not make harm any
more probable. The Respondents have failed to show a reasonable probability of harm
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would result in the disclosure of pages 753-762 so those pages should be released
unredacted except for the training dates.
Respondents withheld EKG strips that were represented by counsel to be the
EKG strips of members of the execution teams taken during trainings and not of the
condemned during the executions. No other testimony or evidence related to the EKG
strips or any evidence about probable harm was presented at trial. The probable harm
of disclosure of medical team training dates is discussed above and applies to any
training dates included on the EKG strips. Since no evidence of probable harm from
information beyond the training dates was presented at trial by the Respondents, the
records are presumed to be public records subject to disclosure. Respondents have
failed to overcome that presumption with any evidence. Therefore, the EKG strips must
be disclosed except for the training dates for the reasons discussed above.
Next, the Court addresses the handwritten confidential cash log withheld from the
Petitioner. Lowe’s testimony established the purpose of the confidential cash log was to
shield the identity of execution team members by providing their interface for payment
through the Warden who knew their actual identities as well as convenience in making
payments during non-business hours. Cover clarified she was not seeking names but
there is other identifying information including dates of payments that correlate to
training dates otherwise withheld. Therefore, the Court finds the agency established the
confidential cash log is confidential and the agency’s interest in the confidentiality of the
information on payments outweighs any interest in public disclosure of this information
since the information was available to auditors in the Controller’s Office and was
audited.

This information is exempt pursuant to Board Rule 135 and I.C. § 74-

105(4)(a)(i) and the Court will not require disclosure.
The existence of a CERT team is public information in IDOC SOP 135.02.01.001.
Therefore, any reference to the CERT team redacted just because it exists is not
justifiably withheld.
However, the Respondents have shown a reasonable probability of harm as a
site-specific security procedure or operation pursuant to Board Rule 108(4)(a)(iii) and as
an emergency plan under Board Rule 108(4)(a)(ii) for specific post locations and
numbers and Respondents can continue to withhold the information specifically cited in
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testimony on pages 91, 94, 96, 153, 157, 230, 231, 244, 299, 570, 575, 578, 630, 635,
1285, 2378-2384, 2391-2397, and 2400-2406.
The “Operational Period Timeline” at page 91 only has two redactions which are
justified as discussed above. To the extent other Operational Period Timelines which
are the same document as page 91 have more information redacted, the Respondents
have failed to show withholding of information previously publicly released is justified.
Therefore, pages 1139, 1143, 1145, 1160, 1286, 1305, 1341, 1352, 1370, 1373, 1376,
1448, 1461, 1500, 1502, and 1504 must be redacted consistent with page 91.
Also, the “Execution Event Log” at page 230 only has two specific CERT team
redactions.

These redactions are not contained in similar completely unredacted

versions at pages 128, 217 and 225. The Court finds the Respondents met their burden
that the two redactions on page 230 are justified. However, pages 1083, 1103, 1190,
1638, and 1658 are “Execution Event Logs” with no explanation for any additional
redactions. Therefore, any additional redactions on these pages are not justified and
must be unredacted.
There was no explanation why the medical plan at pages 1445 and 1755 were
redacted or why there is any harm as to location of medical care during an execution.
Therefore, the records must be provided in unredacted form except the phone numbers
can remain redacted.
Information that the Idaho State Police, Ada County Sheriff’s Office, and Boise
Police Department are law enforcement agencies with jurisdiction over the South Boise
Complex prison facilities is included in the Standard Operating Procedure for
Executions.

Still, information about law enforcement or peace officer presence or

patrols during executions is outside of the public records request asking for information
about drugs or drug suppliers for the Rhoades, Leavitt, and future executions, so this
information at pages 776, 1332, and 1334-1335 can remain redacted.
The Respondents have shown a reasonable probability of harm as a site-specific
security procedure or operation pursuant to Board Rule 108(4)(a)(iii) and as an
emergency plan under Board Rule 108(4)(a)(ii) for radio and communication plans
during the executions since the number, frequency, and radio capabilities could remain
the same for the facilities and personnel, now or for future executions to allow disruption
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of emergency communications at the facilities or for the agencies that own the radios.
Therefore, pages 701, 1093, 1114, 1242, 1391, 1444, 1633, 1754, and 1756-1758 can
remain redacted. In the alternative, radio and communication plans are not drug or drug
supplier information related to executions that are actually responsive to Cover’s
records request.
The Respondents have shown a reasonable probability of harm as a site-specific
security procedure or operation pursuant to Board Rule 108(4)(a)(iii) and as an
emergency plan under Board Rule 108(4)(a)(ii) for deployment checklists at pages 1223
(although 1609 should be unredacted consistently with 1223), arrivals and departures of
staff in pages 1715-1717, demobilization checkout sheets 1762-1887, contingency
checklists or plans at pages 1260, 1300, 1302, 2066-2067, 2378-2384, 2391-2397,
2400-2406, the “Confidential” IMSI Post Order for Escort Team with post locations at
pages 1975-1980, Operations Chief Log at pages 730-743, assignment lists at pages
1332, 1334-1335, 1353-1363, 1365-1367, 1419, 1424-1443, 1452, 1456-1459, 16671674, 1709-1714, 1720-1725, 1734-1753, specific checkpoint check-in times at pages
1322, 1324-1325, 1327-1328, 1330-1331, the demobilization plan beginning at page 15
(although the same beginning at page 1091 should be redacted the same), command
post locations and times at pages 1115 and 2229, staging locations at pages 1511,
2234, 1334, 1337 (although 1618 and 2354 need to be redacted consistently), after
action plans at pages 1532, and 1704-1707, segregation plan at page 1561. In the
alternative, these operational, personnel staging, post, and staffing plans are not drug or
drug supplier information related to executions that are actually responsive to Cover’s
records request.
However, the Respondents failed to show probable harm from the release of the
following or that the interest in safety and security is outweighed by public interest in the
following general information without specificity in trial evidence: pages 1525 except
phone number, badge numbers from pages 791-794, pages 1080-1086, 1390, 20472048, 2425, 1279, 1284, 1277, 2426, and pages 773, 1277, 1278, 1368, 2035-2036,
2229, 2241-2243, 2244, 2282, and 2388.
The Court does not find that the “google” maps would be exempt under Board
Rule 108.04.a.i. as IDOC records that define specific building design details, such as
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facility blueprints. However, these maps have site specific post locations added to them
that, if disclosed, would jeopardize the security of the facility or posted personnel. The
Respondents have shown a reasonable probability of harm as a site-specific security
procedure or operation pursuant to Board Rule 108.04.a., Subsections ii and iii, for
pages 1731-1733 only. There was no specific testimony or evidence offered as to how
pages 1421-1423, 1453-1455, and 1664-1666 differed from "google" maps downloaded
from the internet or what information was added to make those documents demonstrate
probable harm if they were released.
The Petitioner's request was for drugs and drugs suppliers for the Leavitt and
Rhoades executions, or future executions. While the Rhoades and Leavitt execution
plans are site-specific security plans under Board Rule 108.04.a.iii., they are not
specifically related to the drugs or drug suppliers for the executions.

Therefore, the

redacted information in pages 778-834, and 1296 is not responsive to Petitioner's
request. The Court does note that these documents were released with inconsistent
redactions. 122
Many minutes and agenda were also released in unredacted or near-unredacted
form but then later released with more redactions without justification for the increased
redactions.

These agendas and meeting minutes must be released with the least

restrictive redactions:
Command and General Staff minutes beginning 123 at pages:
11 /18/11, page 1195 must be unredacted like page 250,
11 /17 /11, page 1191 must be unredacted like 248,
11/10/11, pages 1087-1088 must be unredacted like 234-235,
11 /8/11, page 1097 must be unredacted like 218,
11 /1 /11, page 1184 must be unredacted like 204,
10/25/11, pages 1164 and 195 must be unredacted like page 91,
10/27/11, page 1170 must be unredacted like 200,
122

The execution plans for Leavitt were released completely unredacted beginning at pages 312,
391, 1387, 1391, 1528, 316, 395, 321, 400, 325, 404, (but then the same information was redacted at
811, 807, 815, 786 for Rhoades without explanation). Other execution plans include for IDOC at pages
1726-1730, CAPP at page 778, ICC at page 782, IMSI at page 796, ISCI at page 801, or SBWCC at page
818. No specific explanations were offered at trial for the redactions at page 770, or for redacted
information in the organizational charts of the execution plans. The organizational chart at page 1663
was released completely unredacted, while organizational charts at 1343, 1345, 1375, 1383, 1420, and
1730 were redacted with no explanation of the difference.
123
The Court has cited the first page of the document, although the minutes may be multi-page with
redactions on subsequent pages.
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6/5/12, page 1348 must be unredacted like 1146,
5/31 /12, page 1379 must be unredacted like 1135,
5/24/12, page 1118 must be unredacted like 218.
Agency Representative Meeting minutes beginning 124 at pages:
11 /17 /11 page 1194 must be unredacted like page136,
11/10/11 pages 1095 and 234 must be unredacted like 117,
11 /8/11 page 1105 must be unredacted like 131,
11 /3/11 pages 1108 and 1179 must be unredacted like 123,
11 /1 /11 page 1177 must be unredacted like 120,
5/24/12 page 1112 must be unredacted like 146,
5/31/12 pages 1142 and 1378 must be unredacted like 152,
6/7/12 pages 159 and 1161 must be unredacted like 158,
6/11 /12 page 1163 must be unredacted like 161.
No specific explanations were provided for the agenda redactions on pages
1611 , 1144, 1149, or 1351 or no evidence was provided as to what probable harm
would result from release of information on those pages so those items must be
unredacted.
Exhibit 40, page 2046, has two redactions while an earlier release of this same
document only had one in Exhibit 4, p. 2046. Further, Zmuda failed to testify as to any
basis for probable harm on the disclosure of the time the demonstrator lot opened or
closed during previous executions.

The Court orders the entire page 2046 to be

disclosed.
Additionally, the "Debrief for Planning" section is completely unredacted at page
139 for Rhoades. Then, pages 1084-1086, 1621-1623, and 1639-1641 are all same
document with different redactions with no explanation for the inconsistent redactions.
Pages 1084-1086, 1621-1623, and 1639-1641 must be disclosed in unredacted form.
Pages 1654-1655 is a different document with similar information without explanation
for its redactions. Pages 1654-1655 must also be provided in unredacted form.
No basis was provided for the redactions in the execution planning and tracking
timeline at pages 1296-1299 or for the food unit plans at pages 1153, 1155, 1480, 1508.
Page 1482 was released unredacted. Because the Respondents failed to show specific

124

The Court has cited the first page of the document, although the minutes may be multi-page with
redactions on subsequent pages.
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evidence of a reasonable probability of harm related to this information, these
documents must be provided in unredacted form.
Page 680 contains mental health information relayed by a condemned to a
clinician.

However, this information is not contained in a medical, counseling or

treatment record -- rather it was e-mailed by the clinician to at least six people with no
evidence presented by the Respondents that these additional people were mental
health or medical providers. The Respondents have failed to show this information falls
within the narrow exemption in Board Rule 108.04.a.ix. so the information must be
released.
Pages 2491-2492 include health information for Rhoades that was redacted
without further explanation. However, this information is not contained in a medical
record but rather is titled “Fact Sheet” and appears to have been prepared to respond to
questions from the public. The Respondents have failed to show there is a reasonable
probability of harm for release of this information or that it falls within the narrow
exemption in Board Rule 108.04.a.ix.
Page 669, 689, 2385 have more than just names redacted. While this contains
dietary information of a family member, the Respondents have failed to show public
interest is outweighed by a narrow exemption requiring withholding. Therefore, only the
family member names should remain redacted and the remainder of the information
must be released.
The Respondents have also failed to show a reasonable probability of harm if
information other than the names is released for pages 1084-1086, 1621-1623, and
1639-1641. Therefore, the names can remain redacted but the remaining information
must be released.
At page 681 and between pages 2412, 2414-2416, the actual medical condition of
a family member visiting the condemned is not responsive to public records request so
the Respondents can continue to withhold this information.
Page 734-735 is a letter written by Leavitt to the Warden. The Respondents
have shown the actual names and offender numbers should be withheld since that
information is identifying information of family members, as well as the offender name
and status of his son on page 737. However, Respondents have failed to show the last
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box on 735 is in a medical record within a narrow exemption. Telephone restrictions are
discussed in the publicly-released Standard Operation Procedure for executions.
Therefore, the Respondents have failed to show a reasonable probability of harm if the
information at the bottom of page 735 or the discussion of the telephone restrictions is
released. Those portions must be unredacted.
Additionally, Zmuda also failed to testify as to any reasonable probability of harm
in the release of information on lines 9, 10 and 11 on page 737 so that information must
also be unredacted.
There is personally identifying information which should continue to be withheld
which includes birthdates listed on pages 700 and 2276; a social security number on
page 2277; and the condemned's mother's address on page 2278. The Respondents
have shown a reasonable probability of harm if this personal information is released
publicly.
Three paragraphs down on page 776 included a medical condition of an offender
at South Boise Women's Correctional Center which not responsive to Cover's records
request just because this medical contingency existed at the time of the execution. This
information also appears on page 1561. The Respondents can continue to withhold
that information.
To the extent that only a redacted version of page 656 remains in IDOC's
custody and there was no evidence presented that it was redacted after the statute
requiring retention of unredacted records, the Court will not require the release of an
unredacted version.
Although page 654 is not a record of drugs used in the Leavitt execution, it is a
receipt from a compounding pharmacy that provided the drugs for the Leavitt execution.
That receipt was for drugs for a later execution, although none have occurred. Zmuda
testified that no lethal injection chemical source he contacted between May 2012 and
September 2017 said it will not supply lethal injection chemicals if its identity was
revealed to the public. The parties stipulated that IDOC made no promises to this
source that its identity or other information would be kept confidential. 125 Zmuda's
testimony at trial was that the source in page 654 can no longer provide lethal injection
125

Stipulated Fact, ,I 34.
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chemicals to IDOC because that source cannot comply with current regulations. Dr.
Paulson’s testimony was that regulation of compounding pharmacies was strengthened
in 2014 in response to prior “botched” executions of other states. The only evidence
cited for the probable harm from releasing page 654 was a general reference to a
chilling effect on other potential sources if a source’s identity was known.
Under Hymas I, Respondents must demonstrate a reasonable probability that
disclosure of each requested record could result in potential harm, and provide
evidence demonstrating the harm that might result. Hymas I requires the agency to
satisfy its burden with evidence demonstrating the harm that might result from
disclosure of each document. If Respondents fail to meet this burden, the Court shall
order disclosure.

Based upon the evidence and testimony presented at trial, the

Respondents have failed to satisfy its burden of a reasonable probability of harm or
specific evidence that demonstrates the harm that might result from public disclosure of
page 654 just based on an allegation of a general chilling effect. The evidence is that
the specific compounding pharmacy cannot meet the more stringent regulations
required of compounding pharmacies but other states have performed executions after
the more stringent regulations have been enacted. Related to page 654, the public
interest in disclosure outweighs the evidence presented by the Respondents that
release of the no-longer-available source might impair its ability to conduct future
executions. Therefore, the Court will order disclosure of page 654.
Page 655 identifies the source and other information about the lethal injection
drugs used in the Rhoades execution in 2011. Zmuda testified he did not know if this
source was a pharmacy or a compounding pharmacy, whether it was subject to any
state regulation or oversight, or whether that source could provide drugs or chemicals
for future executions. The parties stipulated that IDOC made no promises to this source
that its identity or other information would be kept confidential. No evidence was
presented about whether this source was contacted since 2011 about providing lethal
injection drugs. The cross examination of Woodford established that a supplier of lethal
injection drugs in Texas had been subjected to protests when its identity became
publicly knows. Director Reinke specifically cited to issues in other states, including
Texas, led to his decision to move from a three-drug protocol after the Rhoades
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execution because of his difficulty in obtaining lethal injection drugs and the
complications other states had as well.

Zmuda also testified that he had difficulty

finding sources for lethal injection drugs or chemicals in conversations after Cover’s
records request. However, Zmuda’s conversations that occurred after Cover’s records
request is not information he would have had at the time that page 655 was withheld.
Zmuda knew that record existed since it was in his possession even though it had not
been part of the general packet redactions/disclosures in September 2017. But the
Court is required to reach its determination as of the time of the initial public records
response, not as of the time of the trial.
The Respondents met its burden of a showing of probable harm with specific
evidence relating that harm to page 655 if it is disclosed. The Court next considers
whether the Respondents have shown that page 655 is exempt by a narrow statutory or
rule exemption.
Zmuda testified that page 655 was withheld pursuant to Board Rule 135.06, the
part stating that the Department will not disclose any other information wherein the
disclosure of such information could jeopardize the Department’s ability to carry out an
execution. The parties stipulated that IBOC never made an explicit determination that
the public interest in confidentiality, public safety, security and habilitation clearly
outweighs the public interest in disclosure prior to the promulgation of Board Rule
135.06. Further, neither Zmuda, Mabe or Ray testified that they, as custodian of such
record, weighed the evidence in page 655 under this standard prior to the decision to
withhold the record. Therefore, the Court will conduct this balancing test considering all
of the evidence available to the custodian at the time the record was withheld in
September 2017.
Based upon the evidence, the agency has failed to show there was any interest
in habilitation of an offender or public safety that would be caused if an execution could
not be performed because a source would not supply lethal injection drugs or chemicals
because of public release of a past source. The offender would remain incarcerated
with the death sentence until drugs could be obtained, the protocol could be changed,
laws or rules could be amended, and such execution could be performed. Other states
have continued to perform executions using other protocols. Therefore, the agency’s
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interest in habilitation of an offender or public safety does not outweigh the public
interest in disclosure.
However, there is evidence of the agency’s interest in confidentiality and security
in the record.

The death penalty is legal in Idaho, a jury made the unanimous

determination that the sentence was justified under the circumstances of the crime, all
legal remedies and appeals are exhausted, and the court issues a death warrant. The
State has a demonstrated interest in ensuring confidentiality of a source to be able to
carry out its statutory duty of execution and in security for offenders on death row and in
Idaho penal institutions. While the agency’s interest cannot be in execution at all costs
while disregarding all laws and regulations, the Idaho legislature enacted Idaho Code §
19-2716A on July 1, 2012 to permit any pharmacy, prescriber, manufacturer, distributor
or other entity to provide lethal injection drugs or chemicals to IDOC, to shield IDOC
employees involved in executions from liability, and to exempt them from laws and
regulations related to pharmacies to ensure that execution after a legal death sentence
can continue in Idaho. Board Rule 135.06 was also put in place to assure executions
can continue.

While Board Rule 135.06 uses the language of “could” jeopardize,

Zmuda’s testimony was that at the time page 655 was actually reviewed, he applied the
standard of “possible” harm and then later reviewed that document and determined that
there would probably be harm if page 655 was released. In reviewing the evidence in
the record as a whole, and the statutory framework for IDOC carrying out death penalty
executions in Idaho, the Court is satisfied that the Respondents have shown that the
information in page 655 falls within a narrow statutory and rule exemption that permits
withholding of a potential future source for lethal injection drugs or chemicals and that
the agency’s interest in confidentiality and security outweigh the public interest in
knowing this lethal injection drug supply source. Therefore, the Court will not order
disclosure of Exhibit 40, page 655, since the withholding of such information was
justified pursuant to Board Rule 135 and Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a)(i) and Board Rule
135.
To the extent a specific page number or series is not addressed in this decision
but has been withheld, the Respondents presented no evidence at trial related to that
record and why such information was withheld. Since the Respondent bears the burden
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of proof on each redaction, not just general categories of redactions, and no evidence
was presented justifying redactions, any redactions not mentioned in this decision are
not justified and such record must be released in its entirety.

E. Whether Respondents diligently searched for responsive records
Respondents also have the burden to demonstrate they performed a diligent
search for responsive documents prior to responding to Cover's request on September

27, 2017. While the Respondents made some efforts to collate and review records in
May of 2017, it is clear that they did not review all records maintained in the custody of
IDOC or IBOC as of May 2017. No further review was conducted in September 2017.
It is obvious that many of the records subsequently disclosed pursuant to this litigation
were maintained in IDOC's custody in September 2017.
Under the version of Idaho Code § 74-101 (3) in effect at the time of Cover's
request, the "Custodian" of the records meant the person having personal custody and
control of the public records in question. An official designation as a custodian was
made for Ray and for Mabe at the time.
Mabe had the records on her computer and looked through the records,
although she misapplied the exemptions. She at least searched what she had.
Ray, however, a designated custodian, did not search the records he was
provided and did not make any inquiry into whether he had all of the records in the
general packet.

He cannot be shielded because he trusted in Mabe's ability to

review records since he was the designated custodian actually making the denial of
part of the records-especially since his testimony was that it was "not my thing" to
diligently search for records for which he was a designated custodian.
To the extent Ray or Mabe did not actually have records within their custody
and control, then the custodian was any public official having custody of, control of,
or authorized access to public records and includes all delegates of such officials,
employees or representatives. Records in the Central Office basement and vacant
offices were within the custody and control of the department and the department is
not shielded from its responsibility to diligently search by its lack of a diligent
adherence to a file plan.

Similarly, IDOC is not shielded from its responsibility to

search the records at other facilities just because no one bothered to ask until July
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20, 2018, after filing an affidavit that it had searched and secured all records. The
emphasis on the word "known" in a sworn affidavit filed with this Court is
disingenuous since the affidavit was filed with the intent to have this Court rely on its
representation that IDOC had conducted an adequate search at the time it was filed.
A search was required when the request was made. The Court provided plenty of
opportunity for an additional search before the show cause hearing. Such diligent
search was not conducted before the show cause hearing or before the July 19,
2018 affidavit was filed.
F. Ray's refusal to disclose was in bad faith
Under I.C. § 74-117, "[i]f the court finds that a public official has deliberately and
in bad faith improperly refused a legitimate request for inspection an copying, a civil
penalty shall be assessed against the public official," up to $1,000.
This bad faith extends beyond misapplying statutes or regulations, and must
actually be improper. "Bad faith" includes "dishonesty in belief or purpose." 126 However,
this is not just fraud or corruption. It can be a complete failure to act when a statutory
duty to act has been imposed-such as the statutory duty of the Public Information
Officer, a designated records custodian for the Idaho Department of Corrections, to fulfill
his statutory responsibility to review records subject to a Public Records Act request to
make an objective determination whether those records should be withheld or
disclosed.
Further, the improper withholding must also be deliberate. The plain meaning of
"deliberately" 127 in this context means, "with full awareness of what one is doing: in a
way that is intended or planned."
Based upon all of the evidence presented, the Court finds Ray's partial denial of
records at pages 1 through 49 and complete denial of records at pages 50 to 653 was
deliberately and in bad faith improperly withheld.

The Respondents stipulated the

126

Cobbley v. City of Challis, 143 Idaho 130, 135, 139 P.3d 732, 737 (2006), citing Black's Law
Dictionary 134 (7th ed.1999)).
See also Uniontown Newspapers, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Dept. of
Corrections, 185 A.3d 1161, 1175 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2018); Pinson v. United States Dep't of Justice, 245
F. Supp. 3d 225, 243 (D.D.C. 2017); and Sandoval v. United States Dept. of Justice, 296 F. Supp. 3d 1,
14 (D.D.C. 2017).
127
Merriam-Webster.com, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/deliberately, accessed Mar.
17, 2019.
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records were improperly withheld. Ray was clearly the designated records custodian for
IDOC tasked with the statutory responsibility for maintaining and releasing those
records, had been trained in public disclosure, and knew the records existed. Yet, he
did nothing to fulfill his responsibilities other than trust that others would. Ray did not
even open the digital files to see what he had actually denied, did not ensure the
records he received were complete, or inquire into how the decision was made to deny
any portions of the records. Further, he did not fulfill the expectation that the custodian
of the records would conduct a proper review, applying the statutory presumption of
disclosure against the probable harm of disclosure, and balance the agency's interest
against the public interest. His inquiry and review was so lacking as to be an improper
withholding that was performed deliberately and in bad faith given his testimony that it
was "not my thing" to review records before disclosure. Ray's testimony at trial is
substantial evidence his lack of a good faith compliance with Idaho's Public Records Act
and avoidance of his mandatory duties under its provisions rising to the level of bad
faith for his lack of a minimum diligent effort to ascertain facts about the records he
ultimately signed a Notice of Action denying access.
The Court hereby orders Jeffrey Ray to pay a $1,000.00 civil penalty under I.C. §
74-117 for his failure to disclose the records. Such fine is to be paid to the Ada County
Clerk's Office to be paid into the general treasury for the State of Idaho.
To the extent that others were records custodians after September 27, 2017 who
were not named parties in this litigation, the Court cannot order a fine for their
conduct. 128
G. Whether refusal to provide records was frivolous

A court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to the prevailing party if it
finds that the request or refusal to provide records was frivolously pursued. Idaho Code
§ 74-116(2) states,
128

The Petitioner suggests that the Court may fine a public official who was not named as a party in
this litigation. The Court finds no notice or opportunity to be heard was provided to any public official
other than Ray. The Court finds imposition of a civil penalty without notice and an opportunity to be heard
is improper. Further, the Petitioner suggests that the $1,000 civil penalty applies to each individual record
withheld. The Court also does not read the plain language of the statute to allow a penalty of $1,000 per
page and the Petitioner has not cited any legal authority for imposing a civil penalty in such a manner.
Therefore, the Court imposes a single $1,000 penalty for the single public records act request involved in
this litigation.
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If the court finds that the public official's decision to refuse disclosure is
not justified, it shall order the public official to make the requested
disclosure. If the court determines that the public official was justified in
refusing to make the requested record available, [the court] shall return
the item to the public official without disclosing its content and shall
enter an order supporting the decision refusing disclosure. In any such
action, the court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to the
prevailing party or parties, if it finds that the request or refusal to
provide records was frivolously pursued.
It remains the Respondents burden to prove that records withheld were not
frivolously withheld. That burden never shifts to the Plaintiff. Hymas II, 159 Idaho at
602.
Hymas II discusses the definition of frivolous in a public records act context:
A court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to the prevailing
party if it finds that the request or refusal to provide records was frivolously
pursued. I.C. § 74-116(2). Under a separate title, the Idaho Code defines
frivolous as conduct "not supported in fact or warranted under existing law
and cannot be supported by a good faith argument for an extension,
modification, or reversal of existing law." I.C. § 12-123(1)(b)(ii); see
a/so BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 451 (8th ed.2004) (defining a "frivolous
defense" as one that has no basis in law or fact). However, a party's
position is not frivolous simply because the district court concludes that it
fails as a matter of law. Garner v. Povey, 151 Idaho 462, 468, 259 P.3d
608, 614 (2011 ).
Courts have found that where an agency ignored the plain and
unambiguous language of a statute or ordinance, its conduct was
unreasonable and not in conformance with applicable law. See,
e.g., Gardiner v. Boundary Cnty. Bd. of Comm'rs, 148 Idaho 764, 769, 229
P.3d 369, 374 (2010), overruled on other grounds by City of Osburn v.
Randel, 152 Idaho 906, 277 P.3d 353 (2012). On the other hand, courts
have found that where an agency's improper application of a statute was
nonetheless reasonable, the agency acted in conformance with applicable
law. See Randel, 152 Idaho at 909, 277 P.3d at 356 (2012).
Hymas II, 159 Idaho at 602 .
The issue of reasonableness of the agency's action is determined at the time of
the Petitioner's request, not at the time of the hearing or trial.
In this case, Respondents neglected to provide over 600 pages of records
responsive to Professor Cover's request that the Respondents knew existed when
Cover made her request.
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Mabe’s explanation for failing to provide the full records released to Berkeley only
four months earlier was not supported by citing to any statutory or rule authority for the
withholding.
In evaluating her testimony, she appeared to be inadequately trained as a
designated records custodian related to maintaining or disclosing agency records but
lack of training does not make her opposition to disclosure not frivolous since she
obviously held responsive records that had previously been publicly released.
Further, it is clear from testimony that neither Zmuda or Ray actually reviewed
the records disclosed to Cover or withheld from Cover in September 2017.
If Zmuda or Ray would have opened the digital files to review them before
release, it would have been obvious that all responsive records had not been included.
Neither did.
Ray’s trial testimony of not opening the digital files to review them, explaining
“that is not my thing...I have a lot going on and I didn’t have occasion to, I know her to
be a reliable person,” establishes that his withholding the records was frivolous.
Zmuda’s explanation that he thought Mabe understood that the entire general
packet was to be released also lacks a showing of merit since he also did not actually
review the digital files to ensure Mabe had complied with his instruction.
Zmuda’s failure to disclose the Harris Pharma record in response to the 2015
records request indicating no records were found even though it was maintained in his
files, refusal to have anyone look in the archives to discover the August 2011 letter from
the IDOC Director Reinke to the Secretary of the California Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation seeking lethal injection drugs that was clearly responsive, and filing
an affidavit with the court indicating all responsive records had been located and
secured the day before he even made a request of IDOC employees to provide such
records is frivolous conduct.
Further, through the course of this litigation, the Respondents’ position that they
were not required to release information in its custody if it wasn’t “known” is contrary to
the statutory requirements of the Public Records Act.

To allow willful ignorance of

records clearly in its custody until litigation ensues and beyond, completely negates the
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intent of the Public Records Act that public records be open for inspection and copying
with a presumption for public release.
The Public Records Act requires an affirmative duty for a records custodian to
actually look and release of any records in the custody of the agency. It makes no
exceptions for records poorly indexed, improperly filed, maintained in more than one
location, or abandoned in desks or basements. If the Respondent maintains a record, it
is implicit that its negligence in maintaining the records is not a shield to production.
The agency has a statutory responsibility to maintain a file and disposition plan.
It can certainly dispose of records under its disposition plan. But if the records are not
properly disposed of in accordance with that plan, they are still maintained in its custody
and subject to disclosure under the Public Records Act if requested. If IDOC chooses to
maintain records in boxes and basements for years without review, then it bears the
responsibility of those choices.
“[W]hen the district court is reviewing a petition to access public records, the
district court's inquiry is whether the exemption from disclosure was justified at the time
of the refusal to disclose rather than at the time of the hearing.” Wade v. Taylor, 156
Idaho 91, 96 (2014).
The Respondents have failed to meet their burden to show the withholding of
records in September 2017 was not frivolous. Further, they have failed to show the
subsequent failure to affirmatively search for records was also not frivolous.
The partial disclosure of 49 pages and withholding of over 2,000 pages without
diligent search is not justified. While the court ultimately has permitted withholding
certain information within these documents for specific purposes, the overwhelming
majority of the information withheld in September 2017 was released pursuant to this
litigation.
Therefore, the Petitioner is the prevailing party and an award of attorney fees and
costs to the Petitioner for her efforts in pursuing this litigation because of the
Respondents’ frivolous partial denial of her September 2017 public records request is
warranted. On May 28, 2018, the Petitioner has filed a Memorandum of Fees and Costs
in the amount of $16,557.87 for fees up to April 5, 2018 for prevailing at the show cause
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hearing and Respondents filed a Notice of Non-Objection to that memorandum. The
Court awards Petitioner $16,557.87 in fees and costs incurred up to April 5, 2018.
Petitioner has also filed a memorandum of fees and costs related to the order to
compel which is subject of a scheduling order for decision. The court will rule on that
motion separately since it only addresses fees incurred in filing the motion to compel.
The Petitioner must file any supplemental memorandum for fees and costs
incurred since April 6, 2018 within fourteen days of the date the Judgment is entered in
this case. I.C. § 74-116(2).
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing findings of fact and conclusions of law, the Court
dismissed Respondent’s First Affirmative Defense; found for Respondents on
Respondent’s Third Affirmative Defense; and found the Petitioner withdrew her request
for any records identifying names of the on-site physician or staff, contractors,
consultants, and volunteers serving on an escort or medical teams; and telephone
numbers except those on pages 654 and 655.
In addition to the lists noted above, the Court also found these telephone
numbers should also remain redacted since they are not responsive to Cover’s request:
phone numbers at pages 1332, 1445, 1525, and 1755; and names appearing in any
activity logs in pages 740-743, 835-950, and 1888-1951, or already redacted in pages
669, 689, 2385, 1084-1086, 1621-1623, and 1639-1641.
On the Second Affirmative Defense, the Court finds Respondents were justified
in withholding the exempt portions of records including redactions on:
1) Presentence investigation records on Exhibit 40, pages 720, 2272 to 2275;
2) Execution and escort team members identifying information including training dates
on Exhibit 40, pages 1, 5, first box on 434, 662, 693, 749, 703, 706, and 711, 19521965, and 751; and work location information on pages 763 and 768; and the
handwritten confidential cash log.
3) CERT team location on pages 91, 94, 96, 153, 157, 230, 231, 244, 299, 570, 575,
578, 630, 635, 1285, 2378-2384, 2391-2397, and 2400-2406; but pages 1139, 1143,
1145, 1160, 1286, 1305, 1341, 1352, 1370, 1373, 1376, 1448, 1461, 1500, 1502,
and 1504 must be redacted consistent with page 91; and page 230.
4) Law enforcement agency support at pages 776, 1332, and 1334-1335.
5) Radio and communication plans on pages 701, 1093, 1114, 1242, 1391, 1444,
1633, 1754, and 1756-1758.
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6) Site-specific security procedure or operations and emergency plans with
assignment, staging, staffing, demobilization, after action, and contingency plans
pages 1223 (although 1609 should be unredacted consistently with 1223), 17151717, 1762-1887, 1260, 1300, 1302, 2066-2067, 2378-2384, 2391-2397, 24002406, 1975-1980, 730-743, 1332, 1334-1335, 1353-1363, 1365-1367, 1419, 14241443, 1452, 1456-1459, 1667-1674, 1709-1714, 1720-1725, 1734-1753, 1322,
1324-1325, 1327-1328, 1330-1331, the demobilization plan beginning at page 15
(although the same beginning at page 1091 should be redacted the same), 1115
and 2229, 1511, 2234, 1334, 1337 (although 1618 and 2354 need to be redacted
consistently), 1532, and 1704-1707, and 1561.
7) Maps at pages 1731-1733 only.
8) Non-drug supplier information at 778-834, and 1296.
9) Agendas and meeting minutes must be released with the least restrictive redactions:
Command and General Staff minutes beginning at pages:
11/18/11, page 1195 must be unredacted like page 250,
11/17/11, page 1191 must be unredacted like 248,
11/10/11, pages 1087-1088 must be unredacted like 234-235,
11/8/11, page 1097 must be unredacted like 218,
11/1/11, page 1184 must be unredacted like 204,
10/25/11, pages 1164 and 195 must be unredacted like page 91,
10/27/11, page 1170 must be unredacted like 200,
6/5/12, page 1348 must be unredacted like 1146,
5/31/12, page 1379 must be unredacted like 1135,
5/24/12, page 1118 must be unredacted like 218.
Agency Representative Meeting minutes beginning at pages:
11/17/11 page 1194 must be unredacted like page136,
11/10/11 pages 1095 and 234 must be unredacted like 117,
11/8/11 page 1105 must be unredacted like 131,
11/3/11 pages 1108 and 1179 must be unredacted like 123,
11/1/11 page 1177 must be unredacted like 120,
5/24/12 page 1112 must be unredacted like 146,
5/31/12 pages 1142 and 1378 must be unredacted like 152,
6/7/12 pages 159 and 1161 must be unredacted like 158,
6/11/12 page 1163 must be unredacted like 161.
10) Only the family member names on pages 669, 689, 2385 and names on pages

1084-1086, 1621-1623, and 1639-1641; and the family member’s actual medical
condition on page 681 and between pages 2412, 2414-2416; names and offender
numbers on pages 734-735; offender name and status of his son on page 737;
personally identifying information on pages 700, 2276, 2277, 2278; medical
condition of unrelated inmate on three paragraphs down on page 776 and 1561.

11) Page 655.

On all other claims in the Second Affirmative Defense, the Court finds in favor of
the Petitioner and the Court enters a Writ of Mandate that any records in the exempt
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binders or within the custody and control of the Respondents not withheld above are to
be released in their unredacted form. The Court will return the exempt binders to the
Respondents to release the records.
The Court hereby orders Jeffrey Ray to pay a $1,000.00 civil penalty under I.C. §
74-117 for his failure to disclose the records. Such fine is to be paid to the Ada County
Clerk's Office to be paid into the general treasury for the State of Idaho.
The Court find the Petitioner is the prevailing party and awards Petitioner
$16,557.87 in fees and costs incurred up to April 5, 2018.
Any supplemental memorandum of costs or fees pursuant to I.C. § 74-116(2)
from April 6, 2018 until Judgment must be filed by Petitioner within fourteen days of
Judgment.
ORDERED

Signed: 3/20/2019 05:48 PM

Lyn~
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
_ , 2019, I e-mailed (served) a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on March 21
the above document to the following:
Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org
Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk of Court

di~l1PUL11

eputy Clerk Signed: 3/21/2019 08:06 AM
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Filed: 03/21/2019 08:09:44
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-03877
PEREMPTORY WRIT OF MANDATE

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
The Respondents can withhold the exempt portions of records including
redactions on:
1) Presentence investigation records on Exhibit 40, pages 720, 2272 to 2275;
2) Execution and escort team members identifying information including training dates
on Exhibit 40, pages 1, 5, first box on 434, 662, 693, 749, 703, 706, and 711, 19521965, and 751; and work location information on pages 763 and 768; and the
handwritten confidential cash log.
3) CERT team location on pages 91, 94, 96, 153, 157, 230, 231, 244, 299, 570, 575,
578, 630, 635, 1285, 2378-2384, 2391-2397, and 2400-2406; but pages 1139, 1143,
1145, 1160, 1286, 1305, 1341, 1352, 1370, 1373, 1376, 1448, 1461, 1500, 1502,
and 1504 must be redacted consistent with page 91; and page 230.
4) Law enforcement agency support at pages 776, 1332, and 1334-1335.
5) Radio and communication plans on pages 701, 1093, 1114, 1242, 1391, 1444,
1633, 1754, and 1756-1758.
6) Site-specific security procedure or operations and emergency plans with
assignment, staging, staffing, demobilization, after action, and contingency plans
pages 1223 (although 1609 should be unredacted consistently with 1223), 17151717, 1762-1887, 1260, 1300, 1302, 2066-2067, 2378-2384, 2391-2397, 24002406, 1975-1980, 730-743, 1332, 1334-1335, 1353-1363, 1365-1367, 1419, 14241443, 1452, 1456-1459, 1667-1674, 1709-1714, 1720-1725, 1734-1753, 1322,
1324-1325, 1327-1328, 1330-1331, the demobilization plan beginning at page 15
(although the same beginning at page 1091 should be redacted the same), 1115
and 2229, 1511, 2234, 1334, 1337 (although 1618 and 2354 need to be redacted
consistently), 1532, and 1704-1707, and 1561.
7) Maps at pages 1731-1733 only.
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8) Non-drug supplier information at 778-834, and 1296.
9) Agendas and meeting minutes must be released with the least restrictive redactions:
Command and General Staff minutes beginning at pages:
11/18/11, page 1195 must be unredacted like page 250,
11/17/11, page 1191 must be unredacted like 248,
11/10/11, pages 1087-1088 must be unredacted like 234-235,
11/8/11, page 1097 must be unredacted like 218,
11/1/11, page 1184 must be unredacted like 204,
10/25/11, pages 1164 and 195 must be unredacted like page 91,
10/27/11, page 1170 must be unredacted like 200,
6/5/12, page 1348 must be unredacted like 1146,
5/31/12, page 1379 must be unredacted like 1135,
5/24/12, page 1118 must be unredacted like 218.
Agency Representative Meeting minutes beginning at pages:
11/17/11 page 1194 must be unredacted like page136,
11/10/11 pages 1095 and 234 must be unredacted like 117,
11/8/11 page 1105 must be unredacted like 131,
11/3/11 pages 1108 and 1179 must be unredacted like 123,
11/1/11 page 1177 must be unredacted like 120,
5/24/12 page 1112 must be unredacted like 146,
5/31/12 pages 1142 and 1378 must be unredacted like 152,
6/7/12 pages 159 and 1161 must be unredacted like 158,
6/11/12 page 1163 must be unredacted like 161.
10) Only the family member names on pages 669, 689, 2385 and names on pages

1084-1086, 1621-1623, and 1639-1641; and the family member’s actual medical
condition on page 681 and between pages 2412, 2414-2416; names and offender
numbers on pages 734-735; offender name and status of his son on page 737;
personally identifying information on pages 700, 2276, 2277, 2278; medical
condition of unrelated inmate on three paragraphs down on page 776 and 1561.

11) Page 655.
12) Petitioner clarified in this litigation that she was not pursuing the release of telephone

numbers (except if on pages 654 or 655 of Exhibit 40), or records identifying on-site
physician or staff, contractors, consultants, and volunteers serving on an escort or
medical team. The Petitioner narrowed her request.
The Court finds these pages contain names which Cover stated she was not
requesting: Exhibit 40, pages 25, 40, 43-44, and 49, 661, 661,669,677,679, 681,
684, 686, 689, 694, 696-697, 699, 702, 703, 706, 711, 713, 718, 745, 1599,
1614, 1627, 1653, 2407-2408, 2418, and 2477. Activity logs at Exhibit 40, pages
835-1079, and 1888-1951 also have names redacted.
The Court finds these pages contain telephone numbers which Cover stated she
was not requesting: Exhibit 40, pages 75, 81, 116, 129, 130, 177, 183, 190, 193,
236-237, 239, 275, 277, 280, 281, 338-339, 354, 356, 359, 360, 417-418, 501,
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509, 512, 514, 518, 521, 587, 602-604, 625, 629, 631, 632, 636-637, 676, 679,
684, 710, 714, 1089-1090, 1126, 1132, 1268, 1274, 1288-1290, 1339, 14031404, 1413-1414, 1446-1447, 1464-1478, 1483-1485, 1492, 1493, 1495-1498,
1512-1523, 1543, 1557-1560, 1562-1563, 1573-1576, 1579-1584, 1635, 1687,
1688, 1693, and 1718.
The Court will return the exempt binders to the Respondents with this order to disclose
any records responsive to Petitioner’s September 21, 2017 public records request other
than those above.
The Court issues this Peremptory Writ of Mandate to the Idaho Board of
Correction and the Idaho Department of Correction requiring a diligent search of its
records (as defined in the Public Records Act) and disclosure of:
a) Any records responsive to Petitioner’s request on September 21, 2017 for
“drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions
(including identifying information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration
dates, purchase orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are stored).”
b) Any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive to Petitioner’s
request on September 21, 2017 for “The use of lethal injection in the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs
from, and communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition
of drugs).”
Once the Respondents have complied with this writ, the Board and Department of
Correction must certify that the agency has released all records responsive to the
Petitioner’s September 21, 2017 request.
ORDERED

Signed: 3/20/2019 05:52 PM

________________________________
Lynn Norton
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
_ , 2019, I e-mailed (served) a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on March 21
the above document to the following:
Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org
Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk of Court

Signed: 3/21/2019 08:10 AM
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Filed: 03/21/2019 08:12:17
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877
JUDGMENT

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, JEFFREY RAY,
Respondents.
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
The Court dismisses Respondents' First Affirmative Defense;
The Court finds for Respondents on their Third Affirmative Defense;
The Court finds for Petitioner on most claims in the Second Affirmative Defense
and has entered a Peremptory Writ of Mandate requiring release of specific records by
the Respondents.
Jeffrey Ray is ordered to pay a $1,000.00 civil penalty under I.C. § 74-117 to the
Ada County Clerk's Office to be paid into the general treasury for the State of Idaho.
The Court finds the Petitioner is the prevailing party and awards Petitioner
$16,557.87 in fees and costs incurred up to April 5, 2018.
Any supplemental memorandum of costs or fees pursuant to I.C. § 74-116(2)
from April 6, 2018 until Judgment must be filed by Petitioner within fourteen days of
Judgment.
ORDERED

Signed: 3/20/2019 05:53 PM

L ~
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
_ , 2019, I e-mailed (served) a true and correct copy of
I hereby certify that on March 21
the above document to the following:
Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org
Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL MCGRANE
Clerk of Court

~~11~

eputy Clerk Signed: 3/21/2019 08:12 AM
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Electronically Filed
4/4/2019 1:33 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

THIRD MEMORANDUM OF
FEES AND COSTS

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

Petitioners' counsel submit the following memorandum of fees and costs,
under LC.§ 74-116(2), IRCP 54(d) and (e), and this Court's findings of fact and
conclusions of law and judgment.
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1. Grounds for claim to costs and fees. The Petitioner brought this action for a

writ of mandate under LC.§§ 7-301 through 7-314 and under the Idaho Public
Records Act, as prescribed at LC.§§ 74-115 and 74-116. Under LC.§ 74-116(2), the
Court shall award reasonable costs and attorney fees to the prevailing party if the
Court finds that the refusal to provide records was frivolously pursued. The Court
found, in its March 21, 2019, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as well as in
its Judgment entered the same day, that the Petitioner is the prevailing party. The
Court also found in its March 21, 2019, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
that the Respondents' partial denial of requested records was frivolously pursued.
Accordingly, under LC.§ 74-116(2), Petitioner is entitled to all of her "reasonable
costs and attorney fees" in the case.
Additionally, as stated at IRCP 54(d)(l)(A), a prevailing party is ordinarily
allowed her costs as a matter of right. Beyond those costs that Petitioner is entitled
to as a matter of right under IRCP 54(d)(l)(C), the Court should award Petitioner's
additional costs because they are all "reasonable costs" under LC.§ 74-116(2).
Even if LC. § 74-116(2) did not require the Court to award Petitioner all of
her reasonable costs, the Court could award them under IRCP 54(d)(l)(D). All of
Petitioner's costs were necessary, exceptional, and reasonably incurred, and should
be assessed against Respondents' in the interest of justice in this extraordinary
case. This case in its entirety has been exceptional. "A court may evaluate whether
costs are exceptional within the context of the nature of the case." City of McCall v.

Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 588, 130 P.3d 1118, 1126 (2006); accord Great Plains
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Equip., Inc. v. Nw. Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466, 474, 36 P.3d 218, 226 (2001).
“[T]he case itself can be what’s exceptional” on its own. Lakeland True Value
Hardware v. Hartford Fire Ins., 153 Idaho 716, 729, 291 P.3d 399, 412 (2012); see
also Hayden Lake Fire Protection District v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 314, 109 P.3d
161, 168 (2005) (“This Court has always construed the requirement that a cost be
‘exceptional’ under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) to include those costs incurred because the
nature of the case was itself exceptional.”). A party’s conduct before and during the
litigation—such as refusing to produce documents—can also make a case
“exceptional.” Lakeland True Value Hardware, 153 Idaho at 729–730, 291 P.3d at
412–413. Particular expenses can also be exceptional depending on the type of case
and whether such expenses are routinely incurred in that type of case or not. See
Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492, 494, 960 P.2d 175, 177 (1998).
Petitioner’s expenses in this case are exceptional for all three reasons: the
case itself is exceptional; Respondents’ frivolous, bad faith, and nondiligent conduct
was exceptional; and Petitioner’s particular expenses are exceptional because they
are not the kind normally incurred in a Public Records Act case. The case itself is
obviously exceptional because of the extensive discovery, litigation, and trial
involved in a Public Records Act case, which the statute contemplates as a limited
and expedited proceeding. See I.C. §§ 74-115(1), 74-116(1). The Public Records Act is
also a remedial statute, with a “very broad scope” and interpreted to favor access.
(Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 48 (Mar. 21, 2019) (quoting Dalton v.
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Idaho Dairy Products Commission, 107 Idaho 6, 11, 684 P.2d 983, 988 (1984) and
Federated Publications v. Boise City, 128 Idaho 459, 463, 914 P.2d 21, 25 (1996)).
Respondents’ conduct also makes this case and Petitioner’s resulting
expenses exceptional. As the Court found after trial, not only did Respondents’
pursue their denial of Petitioner’s public records request frivolously, the records
were withheld in bad faith as well. This same conduct persisted throughout the
case, even as trial approached and the Court had to sanction Respondents’ for
failing to diligently search for and supplement documents that Petitioner requested
in discovery. The Public Records Act, by statute, deems that frivolous conduct alone
requires the Court to award all “reasonable costs and attorney fees” to Petitioner,
regardless whether “exceptional.” I.C. § 74-116(2).
Petitioner’s particular expenses are also exceptional considering the context
of this case. Petitioner’s counsel had to travel to both coasts and northern Idaho to
defend exceptionally brief expert witness depositions that Respondents’ counsel
refused to conduct remotely by video. The Board of Correction’s failure to comply
with the statutory requirement in I.C. § 74-105(4)(a)(i) that it balance public
interests and identify exempt records under that provision made the balancing of
those public interests a central issue in this litigation, demanding expert analysis
and testimony to aid the Court. And Respondents’ extensive and staggered records
disclosures required Petitioner to prepare expensive, tabbed exhibit binders so that
witnesses could meaningfully review the disclosures during depositions and at trial.
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Ultimately, there has probably never been any Public Records Act litigation
like this before in Idaho. The Respondents' consistently obstructionist and inept
conduct needlessly increased the time and expense oflitigating this case. Hours
upon hours were spent in deposition and trial trying to make sense of Respondents'
disorganized recordkeeping and haphazard response to Petitioner's records request.
Many more hours were spent probing to determine if Respondents' had any support
for their claims that public interests justified their redactions and explaining,
through experts, the abundant public interests in disclosure on this grave subjectall because the Board of Correction failed to do its job. The extensive public and
media attention to this case throughout its course underscores how exceptional it is.
Regardless, because the Court has determined Petitioner to be the prevailing
party and that Respondents pursued the denial of her request frivolously, Petitioner
is entitled to an award of all of her reasonable fees and costs. The Court should
a ward them as detailed below.
2. Costs. In prior memoranda of fees and costs filed in this case, Petitioner
claimed her court filing fees of $227.63 and $542.46 of her deposition costs under
IRCP 54(d) in this case. Petitioner now claims her remaining costs as follows:

Description

Amount

Transcripts of court proceedings
Transcript of July 25, 2018, court hearing on motion to reconsider
Transcript of October 4, 2018, court scheduling conference
Rough draft transcripts of portions of Jeff Zmuda' s trial testimony
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$221.40
60.00
196.00

Depositions
Jeff Zmuda deposition expenses

1,179.20

Jefferey Ray deposition expenses (less $244.02 previously claimed)

569.38

Ashley Dowell deposition expenses (less $188.40 previously claimed)

439.60

Ammie Mabe deposition expenses (less $110.40 previously claimed)

256.40

Joanne Sooter deposition expenses

268.20

IDOC 30(b)(6) deposition expenses (deponent Ross Castleton)

458.20

Transcript of Stephen Silberman deposition

184.08

Transcript of Lynn Paulsen deposition

101.40

Transcript of Jeanne Woodford deposition

223.00

Exhibit preparation
Exhibit preparation expenses: Exhibit 4 (deposition exhibit 6)

654.32

Expert fees
Expert consulting and witness fees: Jeanne Woodford

6,982.11

Witness travel
Stephen Silberman airfare

553.50

Stephen Silberman lodging

1,122.01

Stephen Silberman ground transport

78.96

Jeanne Woodford airfare

318.46

Jeanne Woodford lodging

468.29

Lynn Paulsen airfare

310.46

Lynn Paulsen lodging

472.34
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Counsel travel
Woodford deposition: Molly Kafka airfare

409.46

Woodford deposition: Molly Kafka lodging

129.71

Woodford deposition: Molly Kafka ground transport

132.49

Silberman deposition: Molly Kafka airfare

624.88

Silberman deposition: Molly Kafka lodging

134.77

Silberman deposition: Molly Kafka ground transport

25.97

Paulsen deposition: Molly Kafka airfare

280.10

Paulsen deposition: Molly Kafka lodging

79.92

Paulsen deposition: Molly Kafka ground transport

97.51

TOTAL

$17,032.12

True copies of the receipts reflecting these costs are attached as Exhibit D to
the accompanying Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner's Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs.
3. Attorney's Fees. The Petitioner is assisted by two attorneys in this case,
Richard Eppink and Molly Kafka, and one paralegal, Sherrie Wyatt. Petitioner's
counsel previously claimed fees for some of the time spent on this case. The
Petitioner now claims the additional sum of $192,783.50 as a reasonable attorney's
fee, as follows:
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Hourly
Rate

Claimed
Hours

Fee

Richard Eppink

$335

330.1

$110,583.50

Molly Kafka

$250

306.8

$76,700.00

Sherrie Wyatt

$125

44.0

$5,500.00

TOTAL

680.9

$192,783.50

Counsel have carefully reviewed these time records for accuracy and
reasonableness. All of the work done and time claimed in this memorandum was
reasonable and appropriate. As noted in Petitioner's prior memoranda of costs and
fees, this case is an extremely undesirable case for private market attorneys to
handle and has involved specialized legal issues.
Accompanying this memorandum are declarations of counsel, stating the
basis and method of computation of the fees claimed. Petitioner's counsel also
support this memorandum with their declarations filed in support of their prior
memoranda of fees and costs filed on May 28, 2018, and February 15, 2019, and the
declaration of attorney Celeste Miller, filed on May 28, 2018.
In summary, Petitioner's counsel requests that the Court award an
additional $209,815.62, consisting of $192,783.50 in additional fees and $17,032.12
in additional costs, based upon this memorandum. In total, Petitioner's counsel
therefore requests an amended judgment that includes a cumulative award of
$235,346.50 in fees and costs:
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First Memorandum of Fees and Costs (5/28/2018)

$16,557.87

Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs & Response
(re: Motion to Compel) (2/15 & 3/18/2019)
Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs (4/4/2019)

TOTAL

$8,973.01
$209,815.62

$235,346.50

To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Petitioner and her attorneys,
the items of fees and costs set forth above are correct and are claimed in compliance
with I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).

/ s/ Richard Epp ink
Richard Eppink
Attorney for Petitioner
Dated: April 4, 2019

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of April, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Petitioner
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Electronically Filed
4/4/2019 1:33 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202

Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF
RICHARD EPPINK IN
SUPPORT OF
PETITIONER'S THIRD
MEMORANDUM OF FEES
AND COSTS

Respondents.
I, Richard Eppink, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am attorney for the petitioner in this case.

2. I make this Declaration in support of petitioner's third memorandum of fees
and costs. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit A are a portion of my time records
in this case, which I kept contemporaneously. The time reflected in that exhibit is
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time that I have not previously claimed in this case as part of the two prior
memoranda of fees and costs Petitioner has submitted. I have carefully reviewed
these records and attest that these charges are accurate for the dates claimed, and
reflect time that was reasonably spent in prosecuting this litigation and representing
the Petitioner in it.
3. I have been an attorney assisting the petitioner in this case since attorney
work began on it.
4. I previously submitted the Declaration of Richard Eppink filed May 28,
2018, explaining my background and experience as well as the nature of this case.
Everything in that declaration about my background and experience and the nature
of this case remains true and accurate, except that I am now the immediate past
(rather than current) Chair of the bench-bar Pro Bono Committee of the Fourth
Judicial District in the State of Idaho
5. I have carefully scrutinized all of my time records, both at the time I made
them and again in preparing this declaration, exercising billing judgment to deduct
time from the fees we now seek.
6. I know several lawyers who practice as solo practitioners or in small
partnerships in Boise and I am familiar with their practices from speaking with them.
From that knowledge, I know that I work like other solo practitioners and attorneys
in small partnerships. I draft my own pleadings and papers and electronically file
them on my own, I type my own notes and letters almost all of the time, and I make
my own copies almost all of the time. I do not have a secretary or receptionist who
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screens my phone calls (unless the caller does not know my phone extension and also
does not use the automated directory to dial my desk directly).
7. None of the time I claim in this case could have been performed by clerical
staff, even if I had clerical staff to do it, which I do not. The work could not be
performed by paralegal staff, either, which I also do not generally have. The Legal
Department in our office consists of three regular employees: myself, Ms. Kafka, and
an Intake and Investigations Manager. For trial in this case, we contracted with
Sherrie Wyatt for additional trial and litigation support. Our Intake and
Investigations Manager, Ingrid Andrulis, provides some litigation support, but works
primarily on investigations and responding to intake from prospective clients. Ms.
Kafka, Ms. Andrulis, and I delegated essentially all clerical and paralegal tasks
related to the trial in this case to Ms. Wyatt; the time spent on clerical and paralegal
tasks during that period are reflected in Ms. Wyatt’s time records.
8. Exhibit B to this declaration is a true copy of Ms. Wyatt’s time records
related to work she performed on this case. I supervised Ms. Wyatt and I have
reviewed her time records with her, determined that the time she spent on the work
was reasonable for the case, and exercised billing judgment as to her claimed time.
Exhibit C is a true copy of Ms. Wyatt’s résumé. I am very familiar with attorney fee
awards in public interest litigation in Idaho, including fee awards for paralegal time.
I have prepared and filed several petitions for fees in those cases, in Idaho state
courts, in Idaho’s federal district Court, and at the Ninth Circuit. I have discussed
hourly rates and reasonable fee requests with many attorneys, including attorneys
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in Boise, attorneys in other parts of Idaho, and attorneys handling similar cases in
other states. I review all written opinions that Idaho appellate courts issue, including
every decision regarding attorney fees that either of those courts enters as well as all
decisions regarding Idaho attorney fees issued by Idaho’s federal district court or the
Ninth Circuit, as they are released. I also discuss hourly rates used in settlements
involving attorney fees in public interest, civil rights, and discrimination litigation
with the plaintiffs’ attorneys involved when I learn about those settlements. Based
on that knowledge and experience, an hourly rate of $125, considering Ms. Wyatt’s
extensive experience, is more than reasonable for her work on this case.
9. It is my habitual practice to exercise contemporaneous billing judgment
when making my own time records each day, in two ways. First, I do not record time
spent reading and answering an email or listening to a voicemail, or on other brief
tasks, if it takes five minutes or less. Second, when recording time for any task, I
round down to the nearest tenth of an hour. So, for example, if I spend 16 minutes
on a task, I will record that time as only 0.2 hour, or 12 minutes.
10. I have spent a total of 330.1 billable hours in this matter that I have not
previously claimed in either of the two prior memoranda of fees and costs Petitioner
has submitted in this case. Particularly considering the novelty and difficulty of some
of the legal issues involved in this case, the risk and resulting extreme undesirability
of this case, and the special focus and abilities of my law practice and experience, I
believe that the hourly rate that I am seeking for this work—$335—is appropriate
and more than reasonable. I have adjusted my hourly rate since my last declaration
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based on additional experience and my ongoing review of fee awards made by federal
and state courts in Idaho.
11. Exhibit D to this declaration is a table of expenses incurred in litigating
this case and representing the Petitioner in it, listed in chronological order based on
the date of the expense, followed by receipts for each expense in the same order. I
have reviewed these expenses and exercised billing judgment as to which expenses to
claim. All of these expenses were reasonably incurred in this case and were necessary.
Given the nature of this case, Respondents’ conduct both before and during the
litigation, and the extraordinary work and expenses that the case and Respondents’
conduct made necessary—highly unusual for any Public Records Act litigation—these
expenses were exceptional as well.
12. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of fees and costs set forth
above are correct and are claimed in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho
that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: April 4, 2019

/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of April, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Petitioner
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Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction : Timesheet of Richard Eppink
Date

Billable

Hours

Description

3/14/2018

0.3

0.3 Review response briefs and supporting affidavits filed by respondents

3/15/2018

0.6

0.6 Begin drafting reply in support of petition

3/15/2018

1.1

1.1 Legal research re: evidentiary sufficiency of responsive affidavits
Confer with Molly Kafka (MK) re research on evidentiary sufficiency of

3/16/2018
3/19/2018

0.3

0.3 responsive affidavits
3.4 Continue drafting reply in support of petition

3/19/2018

3.4
0.2

3/20/2018

0.0

0.0 than 6 mins)

3/20/2018

3.2

3.2 Finish first draft of reply in support of petition

3/21/2018

2.0

3/21/2018

0.7

2.0 Revise first draft of reply in support of petition
0.7 Draft Declaration of Richard Eppink and compile exhibits to it

0.2 Phone call to client Aliza Cover re: reply materials
Phone call from client Aliza Cover re: reply materials (no charge- less

3/21/2018

2.1

2.1 Check citations in reply brief and make revisions

3/21/2018
3/21/2018

0.5
0.3

0.5 Draft motion to file overlength brief and brief in support
0.3 Finalize papers for filing

3/27/2018

0.6

3/27/2018
3/28/2018

0.2

0.6 Revise reply brief to shorten to 15 pages
0.2 Confer with Molly Kafka about revised reply brief

4/4/2018

1.1
2.6

2.6 Prepare for show cause hearing

4/5/2018

3.0

3.0 Prepare for show cause hearing
Phone call with client to discuss what may happen at show cause

4/5/2018

0.3
1.6

0.3 hearing and to discuss testimony

4/5/2018

1.1 Continue revising reply brief to shorten to 15 pages

1.6 Attend show cause hearing
Preemptively prepare notice of appeal, to be ready to appeal

4/25/2018

0.3

0.3 immediately

5/14/2018

0.4

0.4 Review memorandum decision and order and writ of mandate
Phone call with client, MK and Ingrid Andrulis (IA) (Intake and

5/15/2018

0.6

0.6 Investigations Manager) re: reaction to decision and next steps
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A

5/16/2018

0.2

0.0 Review and edit draft press release re: Court decision [NO CHARGE]
Review document production received from IDQC and email client and

5/29/2018

1.1

1.1 co-counsel about it
Draft letter to opposing counsel about document production, then email

5/29/2018

0.6

0.6 client and co-counsel about it
Review reconsideration materials filed by respondents and begin making

5/30/2018

1.4

1.4 notes about a response
Review stipulation for conventional filing from QC, then email QC Kuehn

6/1/2018

0.1

0.1 about it
Review new records production (dated 5/29/2018) and then email client

6/1/2018

0.3

0.3 and QC Kuehn about it
Review and revise stipulation for conventional filing prepared by QC

6/1/2018

0.3

0.3 Kuehn, and email QC Kuehn about it

6/11/2018

0.2

0.2 for reconsideration

6/11/2018
6/11/2018

0.5

0.0 memo re: standards on motion for reconsideration [NO CHARGE]

0.2

0.2 Read transcript of 4/5/18 show cause hearing

6/13/2018

1.2

1.2 Begin drafting response brief opposing motion for reconsideration

6/15/2018

0.2

0.0 CHARGE]

6/18/2018

3.6

3.6 Continue drafting response brief opposing motion for reconsideration

6/19/2018

2.1

2.1 Continue drafting response brief opposing motion for reconsideration

Review memo by legal intern Rolando Ruano re: standards on motion

Meet with intern Rolando Ruano to review and provide feedback on his

Confer with MK re: response to IDQC's motion for justicie notice [NO

Read cases cited by respondents in their motion for reconsideration
6/19/2018

2.5

2.5 brief

6/19/2018

0.3

0.3 reconsideration

6/26/2018

0.1

0.1 Review possible expert witnesses

Review MK comments on draft brief opposing motion for
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6/26/2018

1.0

1.0 Continue drafting response brief opposing motion for reconsideration

6/27/2018

1.8

1.8 Continue drafting response brief opposing motion for reconsideration
Phone call with consulting experts/attorneys re: additional evidence and
0.5 potential experts

7/3/2018

0.5
3.7

7/4/2018

2.9

3. 7 Revise brief opposing motion for reconsideration
2.9 Continue revising brief opposing motion for reconsideration

7/4/2018

0.4

0.4 Review draft second affidavit of Aliza Cover and then email Aliza about it

6/27/2018

Review and revise draft response brief to motion for judicial notice and
7/4/2018

0.6

0.6 email MK with comments about it

7/4/2018

0.6

0.6 Draft motion for order to lodge responsive records and brief in support

7/5/2018

0.2

0.2 reconsideration and motion to lodge
Confer with MK about brief in response to motion for reconsideration

7/6/2018

0.6

0.6 and motion to lodge

7/6/2018

0.5

0.5 Review draft declaration of Aliza Cover and email Aliza with comments

Email MK about revisions to response brief on motion for

Review DEA FOIA documents and research past DEA and FDA seizures of
1.4 lethal injection drugs, then email client and MK about what I found

7/6/2018
7/9/2018

1.4
0.1

7/9/2018

0.3

0.3 Revise brief in support of motion to lodge
Review MK's edits to response to motion for reconsideration and make

7/9/2018

1.2

1.2 further revisions

0.5

Review revised draft response to motion for judicial notice, make
0.5 suggested revisions, and email MK about them

7/9/2018

0.1 Revise 3d Declaration of Richard Eppink

Review response to motion for reconsideration and email to Molly for
7/9/2018

0.5

0.5 review
Review declaration of Aliza Cover and email Aliza with comments for

7/11/2018

0.5

0.5 final review
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7/11/2018

1.2

1.2 Review and cite check response brief to motion for reconsideration
Finalize response to motion for resonsideration (0.6), draft fourth
declaration of Richard Eppink (0.1), and review new document

7/12/2018

0.8

0.8 production received from IDOC (0.1)
Revise response to motion for reconsideration to include new Nevada

7/12/2018

0.4

0.4 decision just received
Confer with MK re: oral argument on motion to reconsider [NO

7/17/2018

0.3

0.0 CHARGE]

7/25/2018

1.1

1.1 outline and provide edits and comments (0.7)

7/25/2018

0.2

0.2 Confer with MK in preparation for oral argument on pending motions

7/25/2018

1.2

7/25/2018

0.3

1.2 notice, and motion for order to lodge unredacted documents
0.3 Debrief with client and MK following oral argument

9/17/2018
9/17/2018

0.6

Review latest round of respondents' briefing (0.4), review oral argument

Attend oral argument on motion for reconsideration, motion for judicial

9/17/2018

0.1
0.1

0.1 Phone call with reporter about decision

0.2

0.3 Confer with MK and IA re decision and next strategy steps
0.2 Phone call with client about decision and next stragey steps

10/4/2018

0.2

Confer with MK re scheduling conference and next strategy steps,
0.2 including discovery requests to propound

10/5/2018

0.3

0.3 Review draft scheduling order, email to MK with comments

9/17/2018
9/17/2018

0.3

0.6 Review memorandum decision and order and accompanying orders
0.1 Emails with client and MK about decision

Begin drafting first set of written discovery requests, plus additional
10/10/2018

1.4

1.4 requests for use later in the case
Phone call with Federal Defenders office re: potential experts and

10/10/2018

0.2

0.2 discovery

10/10/2018

0.3

10/11/2018

0.4

0.3 Phone call with SAPD re: potential experts and discovery
0.4 Finalize first set of written discovery requests

1.3

Meet with client (with MK) to discuss potential experts, client's expert
1.3 testimony, and additional witnesses and trial strategy

10/12/2018
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Phone call with Federal Defenders office about potential experts and

10/12/2018

0.5

0.5 background on Rhoades and Leavitt executions
Review trial setting order and scheduling stipulation to plan case
0.5 strategy and timing

10/15/2018
10/23/2018
10/25/2018
10/27/2018

0.5
1.0

0.2
0.6

0.2 Draft motion and order for DQ of alternate judge
0.6 Review initial disclosure documents received from QC

10/27/2018
10/27/2018

0.3
0.3

0.3 Email to QC about Bates label issue with responsdents' initial disclosures
0.3 Prepare discovery log

10/28/2018

0.6

0.6 Continued review of initial disclosure documents received from QC

10/28/2018

0.1

0.1 Email MK and capital defense lawyers re: new disclosures from IDQC

10/29/2018

1.9

1.9 prep for trial
Meet with MK to plan discovery strategy and discuss potential expert

10/30/2018
10/30/2018

0.8
0.1

0.8 witnesses
0.1 Email to QC about Board Rule 108 privilege log entries

11/12/2018
11/12/2018

0.8
0.2

0.8 expert testimony
0.2 Prep for meeting with client

11/14/2018
11/14/2018

0.8

0.8 discovery requests

1.0

1.0 Draft 2d set of written discovery requests

11/14/2018
11/14/2018
11/15/2018
11/15/2018
11/15/2018

0.5

0.2

0.5 and email to QC Kuehn
0.2 Draft 3d set of written discovery requests

0.4

0.4 Phone call with potential expert witness (with MK)

0.6
0.6

0.6 Confer with MK re: potential expert witnesses

11/15/2018
11/15/2018

0.7

0. 7 witnesses

1.0

1.0 Research re: potential expert witnesses

1.0 Prepare initial disclosures

Legal research re elements of public records act bad faith claims and

Meet with client (with MK) to discuss potential experts and client's

Meet with MK to discuss discovery strategy and 2d set of written

Revise 2d set of written discovery requests, prepare notice of service

0.6 Phone call with another potential expert witness (with MK)
Confer with MK re: deposition of Jeff Zmuda and potential expert
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11/16/2018
11/16/2018

0.3
0.3

0.3 Phone call with potential expert witness (with MK)
0.3 Phone call with yet another potential expert witness (with MK)
Phone call with still another potential expert witness (with MK) [NO

11/16/2018
11/16/2018

0.2

11/19/2018

0.4
0.3

11/19/2018
11/19/2018

0.3

0.0 CHARGE]
0.0 Confer with MK about potential experts [NO CHARGE]
0.4 Review and edit notes re potential experts
0.3 Confer with MK re expert witnesses
0.3 Draft engagement letters for expert witnesses

11/19/2018

0.3
0.1

11/19/2018
11/19/2018

0.3

2.6 Prep for Jeff Zmuda deposition
0.3 Prep for phone call with potential expert witness

11/19/2018

0.9

0.9 Phone call (with MK) with potential expert witness (Silberman)

11/20/2018

1.0

11/20/2018

0.2

1.0 Revise 3d set of written discovery requests
0.2 Draft notice of deposition and subpoena of Jeff Zmuda

11/20/2018

0.4

0.4 document
Phone call with QC Kuehn re "Activity Logs 2.pdf" inadvertently disclosed

11/20/2018

0.2

11/20/2018

0.2

0.2 document, then send followup email
0.2 Finalize 3d set of written discovery requests

11/21/2018

0.2

0.2 supplementation issues

2.6

0.1 Review materials received from potential expert witnesses

Confer with MK re "Activity Logs 2.pdf", possibly inadvertently disclosed

Phone call with QC Kuehn re delayed deposition of Jeff Zmuda and
Draft letter to QC Kuehn re delayed deposition of Jeff Zmuda and
11/26/2018

1.0

1.0 supplementation issues
Review and revise email to potential expert witness re: threat

11/26/2018

0.3

0.3 assessment
Review and circulate comments to MK re draft report from Steve

11/26/2018

0.6 Silberman

11/26/2018

0.6
0.1

11/28/2018

0.4

11/29/2018

0.6

11/29/2018

0.8

0.1 Email to client re potential witnesses
0.4 Confer with MK re: potential expert witnesses
0.6 Prepare for phone call with Steve Silberman (expert witness)
0.8 Begin drafting expert and lay witness disclosures
Phone call with Steve Silberman about draft report (0.9); email to

11/29/2018

1.0

1.0 Silberman with requested articles (0.1)
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Confer with Ingrid Andrulis to coordinate deposition exhibit preparation
11/29/2018

0.2

0.2 for Jeff Zmuda depo

11/29/2018

0.4
0.2

0.4 Review draft outline of Lynn Paulsen report
0.2 Prep for call with expert Lynn Paulsen

1.0

1.0 Phone call (with MK) with Lynn Paulsen re: draft report

11/30/2018
12/3/2018

0.2

Confer with MK re: motion to lodge unredacted production and trial
0.2 strategy

0.2

0.2 Prep for call with expert Lynn Paulsen

12/3/2018

1.2

1.2 Phone call (with MK) with Lynn Paulsen to further discuss draft report

12/3/2018

0.3

0.3 Review and make notes about draft expert report of Steve Silberman

12/3/2018

0.7

12/3/2018

0.2

0.7 Phone call with expertJeanne Woodford re: draft report
0.2 Prep for call with expert Jeanne Woodford

12/3/2018

0.4

0.4 Review and make notes about draft expert report of Lynn Paulsen

11/30/2018
11/30/2018

Review and make notes about draft summary of expert testimony of
12/3/2018

0.3

0.3 Aliza Cover
Review email and voicemail from opposing counsel re: potential witness

12/3/2018

0.1

0.1 Joanne Souter

12/3/2018
12/3/2018

0.6
0.4

0.6 Review and make notes about draft expert report of Jeanne Woodford
0.4 Confer with MK re: draft expert report of Jeanne Woodford

12/4/2018
12/4/2018

1.2

1.2 Review and make notes about draft expert report of Lynn Paulsen

0.2

0.2 Phone call with Steve Silberman about latest draft of report

12/4/2018

0.2

0.2 Phone call with Jeanne Woodford about draft report
Confer with MK re draft expert reports of Woodford and Paulsen (0.4),

12/4/2018

0.5

0.5 potential witness Joanne Souter (0.1)
Review revised draft of Woodford expert report and phone call with

12/4/2018

0.2

0.2 Woodford (with MK) to discuss revisions

12/5/2018

0.4

0.4 Final review of Woodford expert report

12/5/2018

0.3

0.3 Final review of Silberman expert report

12/7/2018

0.8

0.8 Review and format expert report of Lynn Paulsen
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12/7/2018
12/7/2018

0.2
0.2

0.2 Review and edit citations in summary of Aliza Cover's expert testimony
0.2 Continue drafting lay and expert witness disclosure lists
Confer with MK re deposition strategy, motion in limine, motion for in
camera examination, pretrial conference, and expert and lay witness

12/7/2018
12/7/2018
12/11/2018
12/12/2018
12/13/2018
12/14/2018

0.4
0.6
1.2
1.1
3.5
1.4

0.4 disclosures
0.6 Edit draft expert and lay witness disclosure lists
1.2 Begin drafting proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
1.1 Review discovery productions and begin preparing exhibit list
3.5 Continue drafting proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
1.4 Prep for Jeff Zmuda deposition
Confer with MK re: lack of response to Petitioner's 2d set of written

12/16/2018

0.2

0.2 disco and lack of any rebuttal expert disclosures by IDQC
Email to QC re: (1) lack of response to Petitioner's 2d set of written
disco, (2) incomplete discovery responses as to 1st set of written disco,
0.2 (3) illegible Bates labels, and (4) Joanne Sooter deposition dates

12/16/2018

0.2

12/18/2018

1.3

12/18/2018
12/18/2018

1.2

1.3 Continue drafting proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
1.2 Begin drafting trial witness and exhibit lists

12/19/2018

2.0
0.2

0.2 Finalize proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law

12/19/2018

0.1

0.1 Review trial witness and exhibit lists
Review and revise draft brief in support of motion in limine to exlude

12/19/2018

1.1

1.1 expert testimony

12/19/2018

1.0 Review and revise draft motion and brief for in camera inspection

12/19/2018

1.0
0.1

0.1 Finalize witness and exhibit list

12/19/2018

0.6

0.6 and motion for in camera examination)

12/19/2018

0.5

0.5 Walk to and from courthouse for meeting with QC and PTC

2.0 Prep for Jeff Zmuda deposition

Finalize two declarations of Molly Kafka (in support of motion in limine
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Meet with QC and MK re: trial logistics, depo scheduling, and stipulated
12/19/2018

0.6

12/19/2018

0.6
3.2

0.6 facts
0.6 Attend PTC

1.6

3.2 Prep for Jeff Zmuda deposition
1.6 Prep for Jeff Zmuda deposition

0.6
3.1

0.6 Travel to and from Jeff Zmuda deposition
3.1 Take Jeff Zmuda deposition (morning)

3.4

3.4 Take Jeff Zmuda deposition (afternoon)

12/20/2018

0.5

0.5 Confer with MK re Jeff Zmuda deposition during lunch break

12/20/2018

0.3

0.3 Confer with MK re Jeff Zmuda deposition (debrief following depo)

12/20/2018

0.4

0.4 with brief summary
Confer with MK re: motion to continue and motion for in camera exam

12/27/2018

0.3

0.0 [NO CHARGE]

12/31/2018
12/31/2018

5.5
0.5

5.5 Draft reply brief in support of Motion in Limine
0.5 Begin drafting response brief opposition motion to continue

12/31/2018

0.5

0.5 examination

12/31/2018

0.9

12/31/2018

0.2

0.9 Continue drafting response brief opposition motion to continue
0.2 Review MK's edits to reply brief in support of motion in limine

12/31/2018

0.2

0.2 reply briefs

1/2/2019

1.0

1.0 Legal research re: response to motion to continue

1/2/2019

0.2

0.2 Email to client Aliza Cover re: pretrial motions and upcoming depositions
Confer with MK re hearing on motion in limine and motion for in camera

1/2/2019
1/2/2019

0.1
0.1

0.1 inspection

1/2/2019

1.0

1.0 prepare

12/19/2018
12/20/2018
12/20/2018
12/20/2018
12/20/2018

Review rough draft transcript of Jeff Zmuda deposition and email client

Review draft of reply brief in support of motion for in camera

Confer with MK about trial strategy and revisions to pretrial motion

0.1 Confer with MK re: 30(b)(6) deposition
Draft 30(b)(6) deposition notice of IDQC and cover letter re: duty to
Finalize 30(b)(6) deposition notice of IDQC and accompanying cover

1/2/2019

0.4

0.4 letter, then email them to QC
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Confer with MK (again) re oral argument on motion in limine and motion
1/2/2019

0.1

0.1 for in camera inspection
Review draft outline of oral argument on motion in limine and motion

1/2/2019

0.6

0.6 for in camera inspection
Confer with MK to prep for hearing while walking to and from

1/2/2019

0.5

0.5 courthouse for hearing on pretrial motions

1/2/2019
1/2/2019

1.5

1.5 Attend hearing on motion in limine and motion for in camera review
1.3 Begin drafting stipulated facts

1/3/2019

1.3
4.3

1/3/2019

0.4

4.3 Prep for Joanne Sooter deposition
0.4 Finalize response to motion to continue

1/3/2019

0.5

0.5 Confer with MK re Jeff Ray and Ashley Dowell depositions

1/3/2019

0.2

1/3/2019

1.8

0.2 Prepare exhibits for Joanne Sooter deposition
1.8 Continue drafting stipulated facts and stipulated exhibit list

1/4/2019

0.3
0.8

1/4/2019
1/4/2019
1/4/2019

1.3

0.3 Review and comment on draft outline for depo of Jeff Ray
0.8 Prep for Joanne Sooter deposition
1.3 Take deposition of Joanne Sooter

0.4
0.9

0.4 Confer with MK and Aliza Cover re trial prep tasks

1/4/2019
1/4/2019

0.1

0.1 followup questions

1/4/2019

0.1

0.1 Phone call with OC Kuehn re: stipulated facts and upcoming depos

0.9 Revise draft stipulated facts
Confer with MK and Aliza Cover during break in Joanne Sooter depo re:

Review draft outlines for Ray and Dowell depositions and send
1/6/2019

0.5

1/7/2019

3.7

1/7/2019
1/7/2019

3.6
0.4

1/7/2019

0.6

0.5 comments to MK
3.3 Attend Jeff Ray deposition
3.2 Attend Ashley Dowell deposition
0.4 Travel to and from Ray/Dowell depositions at IDOC
0.6 Confer with MK during lunch break re: Dowell deposition
Phone call with Federal Defenders office re information known regarding

1/8/2019

0.4

1/8/2019

0.5

0.4 Idaho LI drug sources
0.5 Confer with MK re: expert depositions and prep of experts

1/8/2019

1.0

1.0 Review materials to prepare to prep Jeanne Woodford for her depo
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1/8/2019
1/8/2019

0.2
0.2

0.2 Phone call with client Aliza Cover re: 30(b)(6) depo and status of case

1/9/2019
1/9/2019

1.5

1.5 Phone call with Jeanne Woodford (with MK) to prep for deposition

1.0

1.0 Prep for hearing on motion to continue trial

1/10/2019
1/10/2019

0.7

0.7 Phone call with Jeanne Woodford (with MK) to prep for deposition

0.5
0.6

0.5 Travel and and from courthouse for motion to continue hearing

1/10/2019
1/10/2019
1/11/2019

0.2
2.0

0.2 Review IDQC reply brief in support of motion to continue trial

0.6 Attend and argue at motion to continue hearing
0.2 Confer with QC Kuehn re: 30(b)(6) depo,
2.0 Listen by phone to deposition of Jeanne Woodford
Phone call with Steve Silberman (with MK) to prep Steve for his depo

1/12/2019

0.7

0.7 (joined call already in progress)

1/12/2019

1.0

1.0 take which witnesses, and trial strategy

Confer with MK re order of witnesses for trial, which attorney would
Meet and confer with QC Schindele, Kuehn, and Kubinski (with MK) re:
0.6
1.1

0.3 30(b)(6) deposition and RFP 1
1.1 Draft outline for depo prep of Lynn Paulsen

1/15/2019

1.2
2.1

1/15/2019

0.3

1.2 Draft opposition to IDQC's motion to quash
2.1 Phone call with Lynn Paulsen (with MK) to prep for her depo
0.3 Finalize opposition to IDQC's motion to quash

1/16/2019

0.7

0.3 Prepare for oral argument on motions to compel and motion to quash

1/14/2019
1/14/2019
1/15/2019

Further preparation for oral argument on motions to compel and motion
1/16/2019

0.4

0.2 to quash

1/16/2019

0.7

0.4 Hearing on motions to compel and motion to quash

1/16/2019

0.5

0.5 Arrange travel for expert witnesses for trial
Listen by phone to deposition of Lynn Paulsen (not including time spent

1.1

1.1 during deposition responding to email)

1/16/2019

1.1

1/17/2019

2.6

1.1 Prep for deposition of Ammie Mabe
2.6 Further prep for deposition of Ammie Mabe

1/16/2019

Review court's order on motion for protective order re: 30(b)(6)
1/17/2019

0.4

0.4 deposition
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0.5

0.2 Finalize outline for Ammie Mabe deposition
0.5 Finalize outline for IDOC 30(b)(6) deposition

1/18/2019
1/18/2019

0.6

Travel to and from IDOC headquarters for depositions of Ammie Mabe
0.6 and IDOC (30(b)(6))

2.0

1.4 Take deposition of Ammie Mabe

1/18/2019

0.5

0.3 compel, motion for in camera review, and final pretrial order)

1/18/2019

0.8 MK about strategy for IDOC 30(b)(6) deposition during lunch break

1/18/2019

0.8
2.6

1/19/2019

2.1

2.6 Take deposition of IDOC 30(b)(6)
2.1 Begin preparing cross-exam of Jeff Zmuda for trial

1/19/2019

1.0

1.0 Begin drafting motion to reconsider part of order in limine

1/19/2019

0.2

0.2 Begin reviewing rough transcript of Ammie Mabe deposition

1/19/2019

0.2

0.2 Email to client with update on pretrial orders and latest depositions

1/19/2019

0.2

0.2 Develop trial strategy and make notes about it

1/20/2019

0.8

1/20/2019
1/20/2019

1.6

0.8 motion to shorten time and brief in support and proposed order (0.3)
1.6 Confer with MK on trial strategy and witness prep

0.2

0.2 Finalize motion to reconsider and brief in support

1/18/2019
1/18/2019

0.2

Review orders issued by Court today (on motions in limine, motion to

Debrief with MK following deposition of Ammie Mabe and confer with

Finish first draft of brief in support of motion to reconsider (0.5); draft

Legal research: FOIA and public records caselaw re: pre-prepared
1/20/2019
1/20/2019

1.3
0.7

1/21/2019

1.0
2.9

1/21/2019

0.2

1/22/2019

0.5

1/21/2019

1.3 packets of documents
0.7 Confer with MK re opening statement and elements of proof
1.0 Orient trial support assistant and delegate exhibit prep projects
2.9 Write outline for direct examination of Steve Silberman
0.2 Confer with MK re planning direct exams of experts

1/22/2019

2.4

0.5 Phone call with Lynn Paulsen (with MK) re: DEA vetting
2.4 Draft direct exam outline for Aliza Cover

1/22/2019

0.2

0.0 Confer with MK re trial strategy [NO CHARGE]

1/22/2019

0.4

0.4 Continue drafting Zmuda cross-exam outline

1/23/2019

0.7

0.7 Revise draft stipulated facts and stipulated exhibit list
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1/23/2019
1/23/2019
1/23/2019

0.4
2.4

0.4 Further revisions to draft stipulated facts
2.4 Continue drafting Zmuda cross-exam outline

0.2

Review documents received from investigation into latest problems with
0.2 lethal injection drug sourcing
Walk to and from courthouse for hearing on motion to reconsider order
0.8 in limine

1/23/2019

0.8
0.3

1/23/2019

0.2

0.2 for trial

1/23/2019

0.3

Review redlined draft stipulated facts from OC then email OC to set up
0.3 time to discuss tomorrow

1/23/2019

1.4

1.4 outline of same witness
Prep mock cross of Jeanne Woodford and make comments on direct

1/23/2019

1.0

1.0 exam outline of same witness
Review IDOC 30(b)(6) deposition transcript and revise draft stipulated

1/24/2019

1.2

1.2 facts
Phone call with OC Kuehn re IRE 615 witness exclusion, closing

1/24/2019
1/24/2019

0.1

0.1 arguments, and stipulated exhibits
3.1 Prep Lynn Paulsen for trial testimony (with MK)

1/24/2019

0.4

1/24/2019
1/24/2019

3.1

0.4 Review and update direct exam outline for Steve Silberman
3.1 Prep Steve Silberman for trial testimony (with MK)

0.4

0.4 Confer with MK about Jeanne Woodford's trial testimony

0.4
2.0

0.4 Revise direct exam outline for Steve Silberman

1/23/2019

0.3 Attend hearing on motion to reconsider order in limine
Confer with OC Kuehn (with MK) re: stipulated facts and witness logistics

Prep mock cross of Lynn Paulsen and make comments on direct exam

1/25/2019
1/26/2019
1/26/2019
1/26/2019

3.1

0.3
3.5
0.2

2.0 Research attorneys fees issues
0.3 Confer with MK re: opening statement
3.5 Draft outline for cross exam of Jeff Ray

1/26/2019

1.1

0.2 Confer further with MK re: opening statement
1.1 Draft trial brief on hearsay by unidentified declarant

1/27/2019

4.3

4.3 Finish outline for cross exam of Jeff Zmuda

1/27/2019

0.6

1/27/2019

0.4

0.6 Confer MK re exam outlines for Mabe and Sooter
0.4 Review outline for opening statement

1/27/2019

0.5

1/27/2019

4.1

1/26/2019

0.5 Confer MK re: opening statement outline
4.1 Draft IRCP 41(b) argument and closing argument outlines
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1/27/2019
1/28/2019

0.3

1/28/2019

4.0
5.0

4.0 Attend trial (day 1 AM)

1.3

1.3 Prep Steve Silberman for trial testimony

0.4
0.6

0.4 Review and revise outline for cross exam of Zmuda
0.6 Revise outline for IRCP 41(b) motion
4.6 Attend trial (day 2)

1/29/2019

4.6
1.1

1/29/2019

0.2

0.2 motion argument

1/29/2019

0.1

1/29/2019

1.8

0.1 may have important information
1.8 Draft reply brief in support of IRCP 41(b) motion

1/29/2019
1/29/2019

0.3
0.8

1/30/2019

0.4

1/30/2019

0.2

1/30/2019

3.1

1/28/2019
1/28/2019
1/29/2019
1/29/2019
1/29/2019

1.0

0.3 Pack supplies and materials for trial
1.0 Trial prep for day 1
5.0 Attend trial (day 1 PM)

1.1 Prep Aliza Cover for trial testimony
Email court reporter with case names and spellings from IRCP 41(b)
Phone call with consulting expert re: redacted documents disclosed that

0.3 Finalize reply brief in support of IRCP 41(b) motion
0.8 Research standard for stay of interlocutory order
0.4 Research implications of IRCP 41(b) ruling on proceedings
0.2 Review rules and decisions on stays of interlocutory orders
3.1 Attend trial day 3 morning session (ruling on 41(b) motion)
Confer with MK and client during lunch break re: strategy over

1/30/2019

1.9

1/30/2019
1/30/2019

4.1

1.9 interlocutory appeal of 41(b) ruling
4.1 Attend trial day 3 afternoon session

0.4

0.4 Debrief with client (with MK)
Discuss strategy over interlocutory appeal with MK after third day of

1/30/2019

1.1

1.1 trial
Prep for response to motions for permissive appeal and/or stay of bench

1/31/2019

2.0

2.0 order
Prep for continued direct exam of Aliza Cover and direct-cross of Jeff

1/31/2019

2.1

2.1 Zmuda

1/31/2019

5.0

1/31/2019

0.4

5.0 Revise closing argument
0.4 Confer with MK re: trial strategy for day 4
Phone call with client re: Respondents' intention to move for a stay and

1/31/2019

0.7

0.7 her remaining testimony

1/31/2019

0.5

0.5 Review rough transcript of Zmuda's day 2 testimony
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1/31/2019
1/31/2019

0.2

0.2 Review rough transcript of colloquy about day 3 bench order

0.3

0.3 Revise direct exam outline for Aliza Cover

1/31/2019

0.7
1.4

0.7 Revise direct-cross exam outline for Jeff Zmuda
1.4 Continue revising closing argument

5.0

5.0 Attend trial day 4

1.6
3.0

1.6 Confer with MK re: closing argument

2/1/2019
2/1/2019
2/1/2019

0.9

3.0 Prep for closing argument
0.9 Final prep for closing argument

0.4
2.0

0.4 Travel to and from courthouse for trial day 5
2.0 Attend trial day 5 (closing arguments)

2/5/2019

1.1

2/5/2019

0.2

1.1 Begin drafting amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
0.2 Email to client re: arguments seeking attorney fees

2/3/2019
2/4/2019
2/4/2019
2/4/2019

Continue drafting amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
1.0

1.0 law

2/8/2019

0.2

Review un/less-redacted materials produced by IDOC following bench
0.2 order

2/8/2019

2.0

2.0 law
Continue drafting amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions of

2/10/2019

0.8

0.8 law

2/7/2019

Continue drafting amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions of

Continue drafting amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
2/11/2019
2/11/2019
2/12/2019

4.1
0.1
1.5

4.1 law
0.1 Email to client with draft findings/conclusions for her review
Review client's comments on draft findings/conclusions and make
1.5 revisions
Further revisions to amended proposed findings of fact and conclusions

2/12/2019

0.5

2/12/2019

0.3

0.5 of law
0.3 Confer with MK re proposed findings and conclusions

2/12/2019

0.4

0.4 Confer with MK further to finalize proposed findings and conclusions

2/12/2019

0.3

0.3 Review respondents' proposed findings and conclusions

3/21/2019

1.7

1.7 Read findings of fact and conclusions of law

3/21/2019

0.4

0.4 Confer with MK about findings of fact and conclusions of law
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3/21/2019

0.7

0.7 Phone call with client (with MK) re court's final decision and next steps
Draft letter to QC Kuehn re: deadline to disclose documents and provide

3/22/2019
3/26/2019

0.6

0.6 search methodology
0.1 Review letter from QC Kuehn re: document disclosure
Prep client for media interview (0.4) [NO CHARGE] and discuss strategy

3/27/2019
3/27/2019

0.6

0.2 re: document disclosure and appeal (0.2)

0.6

0.6 Review time records to exercise billing judgment

3/28/2019

0.6

0.6 Confer with MK to reconcile time records and exercise billing judgment

0.1

Additional review of my time records to check for work product and
4/1/2019

0.4
1.0

4/1/2019
4/2/2019

1.8
0.2

4/2/2019

0.7

3/29/2019

0.4 privilege and to exercise further billing judgment
1.0 Review costs and expenses to determine which to claim
1.8 Legal research re reasonable and discretionary costs
0.2 Continue drafting 3d memorandum of fees and costs
0.7 Review expenses and receipts and exercise billing judgment
Draft declaration of Richard Eppink in support of 3d memorandum of
fees and costs, including review of Sherrie Wyatt's time records to
exercise billing judgment and further review of expenses to exercise

4/3/2019

0.9

0.9 additional billing judgment
Review and comment on MK's draft declaration in support of 3d memo

4/3/2019

0.1

0.1 of fees and costs

4/4/2019

0.2

0.2 Review MK declaration and timesheet re: 3d memo of fees and costs

4/4/2019

1.0

1.0 Continue drafting 3d memorandum of fees and costs
Finish drafting 3d memorandum of fees and costs and RE declaration in

4/4/2019

1.1

1.1 support

TOTAL
AMOUNT

335.5

330.1
$110,583.50
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Cover v. IDOC
Sherrie Wyatt - Paralegal Fees & Costs
Date

1/21/2019
1/22/2019
1/23/2019
1/24/2019
1/25/2019
1/27/2019
1/28/2019
1/29/2019
1/30/2019
2/1/2019
4/1/2019
4/2/2019
Total hours

Hours

Claimed

4.25
4.00
3.25
4.00
4.75
5.25
11.00
5.50
9.50
4.50
5.00
2.50
63.50

4.25
4.00
3.25
4.00
4.75
5.25
4.00
2.50
3.00
1.50
5.00
2.50

Description

Prepare trial exhibits
Prepare trial exhibits
Prepare trial exhibits
Prepare trial exhibits
Prepare trial exhibits
Prepare trial exhibits
Trial prep and attend trial
Trial prep and attend trial
Trial prep and attend trial
Trial prep and attend trial
Compile receipts/invoices and prepare cost spreadsheet
Compile receipts/invoices and prepare cost spreadsheet

44.00
$5,500.00 @$125/hr.
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C

SHERRIE L. WYATT

SKILLS:

Typing: 120 wpm
Microsoft Office Programs
TrialDirector
Adobe Acrobat

Summation
Concordance
CaseMap
CM/ECF

Westlaw
Lexis
TimeMap

EDUCATION:

Northwest Nazarene University - Paralegal Certificate 12/2002
Ft. Walton Beach High School, Ft. Walton Beach, FL
EXPERIENCE:
Contract Paralegal
August, 2014 - Present

Working as a contract paralegal to assist in discovery responses, document reviews, deposition
summaries, witness interviews, trial preparation or additional legal assistance as requested.
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
Paralegal
May, 2013 to August, 2014

Support to firm wide business practice group with emphasis on mergers & acquisitions, structured
finance and corporate governance. Responsibilities included drafting purchase and sales
agreements, escrow instructions, corporate entity documents; reviewing titles and surveys;
performing litigation and asset searches; and filing UCC financing statements.
Thomas, Williams & Park, LLP
Litigation Paralegal
May, 2010 to May, 2013

Litigation Paralegal with emphasis on employment law, personal injury and class action cases.
Responsibilities included conducting client interviews and witness interviews, investigations,
research, drafting pleadings, discovery requests and responses; performing in-depth document
reviews for privilege and substance and maintaining document control system (Summation). I
also reviewed depositions and summarized. I was responsible for exhibit preparation and
attending trials, utilizing TrialDirector for exhibit presentation to the court and jury. I also
conducted post-trial juror interviews. In addition, I handled post-settlement disbursements in
class action cases and maintained the requisite accounting and records.
Robert L. Miller, Attorney at Law
Paralegal
June, 2007 to May 2010

SHERRIE WYATT RESUME - 1
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I drafted contracts, leases, escrow instructions and general real estate documents; reviewed titles
and surveys, loan closing documents; drafted corporate entity documents; drafted wills and estate
documents; drafted small claims actions and appeared at small claims hearings. I also maintained
the client billing and accounts payable, payroll, month- and year-end financial statements and
trust account reconciliations, together with filing required documentation with the appropriate
governmental entity.
DBSI / DDRS-Legal Finance Dept.
Paralegal
November, 2004 to May, 2007

I reviewed loan and financing documents for large commercial properties throughout the country;
reviewed titles and surveys; researched state requirements where property was located regarding
limited liability company filings and state notary requirements. I was responsible for
approximately 25-30 transactions at any given time and I also supervised and trained legal
assistants on forming LLCs in other states and reviewing corporate and trust documents to ensure
ability of borrower to enter into transactions.

Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP
Litigation Paralegal
November, 2002 to November, 2004
(208) 344-5800

I was the senior paralegal on a complex litigation case involving clients in Canada which entailed
obtaining Canadian subpoenas for depositions and trial. I was responsible for maintaining a
document control system which included over 500 boxes of client files in addition to electronic
data and emails. I was also responsible for training other paralegals, legal assistants and
document clerks on the specific information to be derived from reviewing the documents received
from opposing counsel. I travelled extensively to client's office in Calgary, Canada for planning
sessions, witness preparations and meetings with expert witnesses. I reviewed and dictated
deposition summaries, and prepared and maintained witness binders. I reviewed documents and
electronic data/emails for privilege, and prepared exhibits for hearings, depositions and trial.

Meuleman & Miller LLP
Legal Assistant / Paralegal
September, 1997 to November, 2002

I supported attorneys in the areas of employment law, litigation, business and commercial real
estate. I drafted pleadings and discovery requests and responses, and maintained litigation files. I
reviewed documents for privilege and prepared summaries of documents received from opposing
counsel. I also drafted documents for the purchase and sale of shopping centers, property leases
and ground leases. I reviewed title reports, maintained critical date calendars, and reviewed
closing statements and other closing documents. I also drafted formation documents for
corporations, limited liability companies and limited partnerships including meeting with clients
to ascertain their needs and preparation of bylaws, articles of organization and related documents.

Givens, Pursley & Huntley
Legal Assistant
December, 1986 through May, 1995

SHERRIE WYATT RESUME - 2
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I supported attorneys in the areas of litigation, employment law, medical malpractice defense,
water law and estate planning. I reviewed documents for privilege, drafted pleadings, witness
summaries and deposition summaries. I also assisted counsel with a three month trial in Twin
Falls.

SHERRIE WYATT RESUME - 3
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COVER v. IDOC
ITEMIZATION OF COSTS
Date Paid

Memo

07/25/2018 Transcript of 7/25/18 motion for reconsideration
hearing
10/04/2018 Transcript of 10/4/18 scheduling conference
12/20/2018 Jeff Zmuda deposition
12/20/2018 Meals (Zmuda deposition)
12/31/2018 Exhibit preparation (trial exhibit 4)
01/04/2019 Joanne Sooter deposition
01/07/2019 Jeffrey Ray deposition
01/07/2019 Ashley Dowell deposition
01/10/2019 Molly Kafka hotel (Woodford deposition)
01/10/2019 Molly Kafka airfare (Woodford deposition)
01/10/2019 Molly Kafka taxi (Woodford deposition)
01/10/2019 Molly Kafka taxi (Woodford deposition)
01/11/2019 Jeanne Woodford deposition transcript
01/11/2019 Molly Kafka public transit (Woodford deposition)
01/11/2019
01/12/2019
01/13/2019
01/13/2019
01/13/2019
01/13/2019
01/14/2019
01/14/2019
01/15/2019
01/15/2019
01/15/2019
01/16/2019
01/16/2019
01/16/2019
01/16/2019
01/18/2019
01/18/2019
01/21/2019
01/31/2019

Molly Kafka meals (Woodford deposition)
Molly Kafka taxi (Woodford deposition)
Molly Kafka airfare (Silberman deposition)
Molly Kafka hotel (Silberman deposition)
Molly Kafka taxi (Silberman deposition)
Molly Kafka meals (Silberman deposition)
Molly Kafka metro (Silberman deposition)
Stephen Silberman deposition transcript
Molly Kafka airfare (Paulsen deposition)
Molly Kafka hotel (Paulsen deposition)
Molly Kafka car rental (Paulsen deposition)
Molly Kafka fuel (Paulsen deposition)
Molly Kafka parking (Paulsen deposition)
Molly Kafka meals (Paulsen deposition)
Lynn Paulsen deposition transcript
Ammie Mabe deposition
Ross Castleton deposition
Exhibit labels
Jeff Zmuda trial testimony transcript (rough draft)

01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019
01/31/2019

Exhibit preparation (trial exhibit 40)
Lynn Paulsen hotel (trial)
Lynn Paulsen airfare (trial)
Steve Silberman hotel (trial)
Steve Silberman taxi (trial)
Steve Silberman meal (trial)
Steve Silberman airfare (trial)
Jeanne Woodford hotel (trial)
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Amount

Claimed

$221.40

$221 .40

$60.00
$1,179.20
$16.06
$654.32
$268.20
$813.40
$628.00
$129.71
$409.46
$41.42
$66.50
$223.00
$14.00

$60.00
$1,179.20
$0.00
$654.32
$268.20
$569.38
$439.60
$129.71
$409.46
$41.42
$66.50
$223.00
$14.00

$92.46
$10.57
$624.88
$134.77
$19.97
$61.19
$6.00
$184.08
$280.10
$79.92
$84.84
$12.67
$5.25
$43.77
$101.40
$366.80
$458.20
$11.94
$196.00

$0.00
$10.57
$624.88
$134.77
$19.97
$0.00
$6.00
$184.08
$280.10
$79.92
$84.84
$12.67
$0.00
$0.00
$101.40
$256.40
$458.20
$0.00
$196.00

$989.27
$472.34
$310.46
$1,122.01
$78.96
$11.09
$553.50
$468.29

$0.00
$472.34
$310.46
$1,122.01
$78.96
$0.00
$553.50
$468.29

01/31/2019 Jeanne Woodford airfare (trial)
01/31/2019 Meals for witnesses during trial
02/04/2019 Expert Fees (Jeanne Woodford - Correctional
Consulting Services LLC)
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$318.46
$351.37
$6,982.11

$318.46
$0.00
$6,982.11

$19,157.34

$17,032.12

December 29, 2018

Invoice to ACLU

Remit payment to:
Sims Reporting, Inc.
2867 S. Groom Way
Meridian, ID 83642

Transcript- 07-25-2018 hearing in Cover v IBOC, et al
54 pages at $4. l 0/pg

$221.40

Total due

$221.40

Thank you,
Susan Sims
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INVOICE
December 12, 2018

Christie Valcich
Official Court Reporter to
Honorable Steven J. Hippler
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 287-7580
cvalcich@adaweb.net

ATTN:
Ingrid Andrulis
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

Cover v. Idaho Board of Corrections
CASE No.: CV0l-18-03877
Hearing Date:

October 4,

2018

Transcript of proceedings .
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$60.00

Court Reporting, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730 . DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 . Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www.QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. TF-19-0018
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Ariwna CR 50883. Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washington CCR 3221

Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU OF IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

January 14, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTIONS et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
12.20.2018

DEPOSITION OF JEFF ZMUDA
Court Reporter: Tiffany Fisher Idaho CSR 979
REPORTER'S APPEARANCE FEE:

$280.00

REPORTERS REAL TIME FEED:

$171.00

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF JEFF ZMUDA
171 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY@ $4.00 PER PAGE:

$684.00

EXHIBITS: SCANNED & HYPERLINKED
221 PAGES@ $.20 PER PAGE:

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE.

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC !
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$44.20

$1179.20

C(1Lltr ~

~0.()
(208)336-2989 /I fl'.::i~

BAGUETTE DELI

·v

5204 WFRANKUN RD
BOISE, ID 83705

12/20/2018

12:26:01
CREDIT CARD

VISA SALE
Card#

YY.''l:l..'/:t/..XXX'tl.6735

SEQ#:

31

Batch#:
INVOICE
Approval Code:
Enlry Method:
Mode:

SAlE AMOUNT
Thank you for your busu-iess!

CUSTOMER COPY
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1637
31
310262
Swiped

Online

ep1Gl

Invoice
Page 1 of 1

Remit to

Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Inc
777 Third Ave, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10017

Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Inc
Dept0250
P.O. Box 120250
Dallas, TX 75312-0250

Payment by Wire:
Bank:
ABA Routing:
~B-i11-_T_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, Acct No:
SWIFT:
American Civil Liberties Union of
Idaho
Information
Attn: Ingrid Andrulis
Invoice No.
P.O. Box 1897
Purchase Order No.
Boise ID 83701
Cusbmer No.

For billing questions, call 913-621 -9980
or billing@epiqglobal.com
Silicon Valley Bank (Santa Clara. CA}
121140399
3300474842
SVBKUS6S

Currency
Contract No.
Contract Description
Terms of Payment
Internal Reference No
Project Number
Client Matter ID

90291770
Invoice Date
WR-617480
3008586
USO
40022147
ACL0001 B01- ACLU - Bk! Proj
Net due in 30 days
ACL0001
P-1021439
PRRProductions

12/31/2018

Comme nts

Code
SCA192

Custom Tabs

SCA107

Printing (Blowbacks) without Slip Sheets

Service

Q u antity

U nit

Unit Price

Am ount

24

EA

0.7500

18.0C

7,49 1

PAG

0.0800

599.2t!

6 17.28

Net Amount

37.04

Sales Tax
Total Amount Due {USO)

654.32

ep1Q
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CONFIDENTIAL

Court Reporting, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730. DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 . Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www.QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. LP-19-0022
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer , CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Ariw11a CR 50883 . Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washi11gto11 CCR 3221

Mr. Richard E ppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU O F IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

.January 14, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTIONS et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0J-18-03877
01.04.2019

DEPOSITION OF .lOANNE SOOTER
Court Reporter: Lori A. Pulsifer RDR, CRR, CRC, Idaho CSR 354
REPORTER' S APPEARANCE FEE:
REPORTER'S TRANSCR[PT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF JOANNE SOOTER
44 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY @ $4.00 PER PAGE:
EXHIBITS: SCANNED & HYPERLINKED
61 PAGES @ $.20 PER PAGE:

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET UDR.TY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DA TE ,

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC !
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$80.00

$176.00

$12.20

$268.20

Court Reporting, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730 . DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 . Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www.QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. LP-19-0025
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Arizona CR 50883. Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washington CCR 3221

Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU OF IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

January 22, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
01.07.2019

DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY F. RAY
Court Reporter: Lori A. Pulsifer RDR, CRR, CRC, Idaho CSR 354
REPORTER'S APPEARANCE FEE:

$160.00

REPORTER'S REALTIME FEED:

$120.00

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY F. RAY
122 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY@ $4.00 PER PAGE:

$488.00

EXHIBITS: SCANNED & HYPERLINKED
227 PAGES@ $.20 PER PAGE:

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE.

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC !
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$45.40

$813.40

Court Reporting, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730 . DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 . Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www.QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. LP-19-0027
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Arizona CR 50883. Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washington CCR 3221

Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU OF IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

January 22, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
01.07.2019

DEPOSITION OF ASHLEY DOWELL
Court Reporter: Lori A. Pulsifer RDR, CRR, CRC, Idaho CSR 354

REPORTER'S APPEARANCE FEE:

$120.00

REPORTER'S REAL TIME FEED:

$100.00

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF ASHLEY DOWELL
102 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY@ $4.00 PER PAGE:

$408.00

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE,

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC !
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$628.00

01-11-19
Molly Kafka
910 W. Main St., Ste. 248
Boise ID 83702
United States

Folio No.
NR Number
Group Code
Company

Arrival
Departure
Cont. No.

WORK

Membership No.
Invoice No.

!Jate

Rate Code
Page No.

Description

01-10-19

Visa

01-10-19

*Accommodation

01-10-19

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

218
01-10-19
01-1 1-19
41525906
IGCOR
1 of 1

Room No.

Charges

XXXXXXXXXXXX6735

I

Credits
129.71

119.00
10.71

Total
Balance

129.71
0.00

Guest Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

' have received the goods and / or service:; i11 tin~ c:1rnount :;huwn heron. I agree that my liablity for this bill ls not waived and agree to be held
personally liable in the event that the indicated person, company, or associate fails to pay for any part or the full amount of these charges. If
a credit card charge, I further agree to perform the obligations set forth in the cardholder's agreement with the issuer.

Holiday Inn Express Benicia
1375 East 5th Street
Benicia, CA 94510
Telephone: (707) 297-6873 Fax: (707) 297-6904
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129.71

Here's your itinerary and olhqr Important travel iiformation.
Viow our mobile site I View In browser

Southwesf~

Manage Flight I Flight Status I My Account

Hi Molly,
We're looking forward to flying together! It can't come soon enough. Below
you'll find your itinerary, important travel information, and trip receipt. See
you onboard soon!

JANUARY10- JANUARY 11

OAK

801
Boise to Oakland

Confirmation# V7PGSB

PASSENGER

Confirmation date: 01/03/2019

RAPID REWARDS#

Molly Kafka
Join or bQg.l!l

TICKET#

5262423391837

EXPIRATION1

January 4, 2020

EST. POINTS EARNED

2,152

Rapid Rewards® polnls ,ue only osUmatJom.

Your itinerary
Flight 1: Thursday, 01/10/2019

FLIGHT
# 1967
Flight 2:

Wanna Get Away®

DEPARTS

ARRIVES

801 05:SOPM

OAK06:35PM

Boise

Oakland

Friday, 01/11/2019

FLIGHT
# 1648

Est. Travel Time: 1 h 45m

Est. Travel Time: 1 h 25m

Wanna Get Away®

DEPARTS

ARRIVES

OAK 10:00PM

BOI12:25AM

Oakland

Boise

Payment information
Payment

Total cost

Air· V7PG58
Base Fare
U.S. Transportation Tax
U.S. 9/11 Security f ee
U.S. Flight Segment Tax
U.S. Passenger Facility Chg

$
$
$

358.47
26.89
11.20
8.40
4.50

Total

$

409.46

$
$

Visa ending ln 6735
Date: January 3, 2019
Payment Amount: f409.46

Faro Rules; If you docldo lo make a thango to yuur current ltinera,y it may result rn o fare Increase. In the ease you're left With travel
funds from lhls conffrma'1on number, you"ro In lucid We're happy lo let you use lhem towards a r1-1ture flight for tho lndlviduel namod on
the Uekel, as long as lho new travel Is complelod by the eJ(plration dale.

Your llckol number: 5262423391837

Prepare for takeoff

0

24 hours before your departure:

(9

30 min utes before your departure:

Check-in on Southwest.com® or using lhe Southwest Mobile App. Use your mobile
device and receive a mobile boarding pass,

Arrive at the gate prepared to board.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

no-reoly@lyftmail.com on behalf of Lyft Ride Receipt
Molly Kafka
Your ride with George on Januar{ 11
Friday, January 11, 2019 12:51:01 PM

Thanks for riding with George!
January 11, 2019 at 11 :18 AM

Ride Details
Lyft fare (16.81mi, 23m 48s)

$6.90

Tip

f [§

$34.52

$41 .42

Visa *6735
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From:

To:

Subject:
Date:

no-reply@ly~mail.com on behalf of Lyft Ride Receipt
Molly Kafka
Your ride with Emeline on January 10
Thursday, January 10, 2019 9:49:27 PM

00

Thanks for riding with Emeline!
January 10, 2019 at 6:51 PM

Ride Details
Lyft fare (38.24mi, 52m 53s)

$55.42

Tip

$11.08

[fl i Visa *6735

$66.50
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M&M COURT REPORTING SERVICE
26-2913728

MM

"Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed:

Billed to:

1/16/2019

Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho F
910 W Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, ID 83702

Job#

(5072884)

Invoice#

7428285

Case:

Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction, et al.

Witness:
Date:

Jeanne S. Woodford
1/11/2019 9:00:00 AM

Claim#

•

Charges:
Certified Copy Transcript (Expert)
B&W Exhibits Attached

$3.25
$0.25

67
21

$217.75
$5.25

Signature Reserved
1/22/19 Expedite fee of $1.65 removed
Sub Total
Payments
Balance Due

$223.00
$0.00
$223.00

1/22/19 revised invoice removed expedite fee
Net 30 Days - We accept all major credit cards - We appreciate your business!

(Return this section with check)

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due:

Molly Kafka
74282B5
1/16/2019
$223.00

Contact: 208-345-96 11
800-234-96 11
Fax_:
208-345-8800
courtreporters@ m-m service.com
Email:

M&M Court Reporting Service
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, ID 83 70 l -2636
Page 1956
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ANDALE
w<JO~
Mexican Restaurant And Bar
1 Airport Dr Box 8
Oakland CA 94621
510-638-6000

(~

3049 Crystal

~

<Jwv~~
.£MA

Bottom of the Fifth
i))a~~
Order#: 1009-t.2535 Check: 1

bartop lady
Server: Mat
2019-01-10 20:26:23

Jan11'19 Ol:19P Gst o

Chk 1400

CREDIT CARD SALE

To Go!!!

1 Hesq.Grill.Veg.B
1 Coco Water
XXXXXXXXXXXX6735
Visa
TVH Nu. :

5505

BAHT

Subtotal
Tax
3% Health
Payment

Richmond
1700 Neui n Aue nue
OAlE: Ol/11/ 19
TIME: 11:1'15 AH
Credit Card Sale
6735

311154
264659

AMOUNT AUTII OR I ZEO

Seq 11

Auth Code: 220162

16.00
1.52
0.48
18.00

SC

Amount:

16.25

Gratuity:

~ Z--

c_J _

Totc1 '"10_<

Customer Copy

Your Order#

11-1 _00

00

CLIPPER GARO PURCHASE
Card issue tee
3.00
S/N

18.00

Ref#: 1273065979

lll. 00

REF. II

L oad amount

VISA ... 6735

Thank you for dining with us
Let us know how we are doing at
service@andalemexican.com
Tax Includes 3% Health Surcharge

Vi::;a

CARO NO .
AMOUNT !&
AU TH _ 11

11.50
4.50

11. 00

1

1209248358

1

PROTECT VOUR GAROf
REG I STER IT AT
WWW . CL IPPERCARO.COM
OR 877 _878 . 8883
3921.199
TRf\N IO 11
Tha nks fo1~ ,~iding BART -

~~~~
ANDALE
Mexican Restaurant And Bar
1 Airport Dr Box 8
Oakland CA 94621
510-638-6000 . {:o<J

~

3056 Maribel

----------------~---------------------

Chk 1610

Jan11 ' 19 08:0lP Gst o

----------··--------------------

To Go 1 1 1
1 Veegi e Sandi~ - - -

XXXXXXXXXXXX6735
Visa
Subtotal
Tax
3% Hea 1th SC
Payment

Huckleberry's Restaurant
800 Southampton
Benicia CA 94510
707-745-3739
01/ 11/201t
01/11/201f
2/2000E

Se,ver: cashier-

08 :02 AM
Table 42/1

10.95

SALE

12.32

VISA
1048581
r~rd i!XXXXXXXXXXXX6735
Magnetic ca rd present: l(MKA MOLLY M
Card Entry Method: S

10.95
1.04
0.33
12.32

Thank you for dining with us
Let ~s knoJ~ how 1~e are doing at
serv1ce@andalemexican .com
Tax Includes 3% Health surcharge

----------------- --------------Page 1958

Approval: 011120
Amount:
t

=

$

28.51

Tip: _ _0-'- ,,_.

Total:

~ e-(. 5 ]

----~ -...-:,r- R ... :·. ~. :- :; ...-:-·· ~·_.. ---~· ·;;-:. ·" ; .... · --

,r'o

·_G

f ' ·· ··· -' ·. · '· ·

}_,•~•~~,j,

~/{, ;;1

.j -

CHAI . /!TH

ADD

/!

Ii•,

•' ,

G

!i . ? 1)
1:i!i

U1!1 111J M] u:

1).

8584-9 lC 04( oli 7
TBSL 1/![) ,·,. ~ HMY
:i . !:11)
TB SL '1u l aH;.:? c cl,1'·1 '.11 ii i 1 I ;.:I
A1mon 1 1:: 111,ney 1 , 4cz
1

r'

-

''··

1.

i "-· -'. ·,

WE WAN( .rc· Hl:,,I~ Y'.)llll f'.El:. lll:Uil;K!
PLEA SE CJl, TA1 :·· l-:::i':1 --U :{--;'.!l1i 7
OR cusro ·1rn si: nrc 1::c,1rn:::1rn:n .1: oM
TO SH 1\ ~ [ YI 11ll~ E:(F• EHIE I~ 1; :: •

STJVi l [I
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J

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

no-reply@lyftmail.com on behalf of Lytt Ride Receipt
Molly Kafka
Your ride with Kurt on January 12
Saturday, January 12, 2019 12:52:08 AM

•
•

ml

Thanks for riding with Kurt!
January 12, 2019 at 12:32 AM

Ride Details
Lyft fare (1.94mi, 6m 27s)

$7.57

Tip

$3.00

f [G '' Visa *6735

$10.57

Page 1960
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s;.I ~~rrv2ifl
Molly Kafka
Expedia.com <Expedia@expediamail.com>
Friday, January 04, 2019 12:46 PM
Molly Kafka
Expedia travel confirmation - Jan 13 - (Itinerary # 7402610731505)

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

0 Expedia
Thanks! Your trip is booked and confirmed
Important Next Steps:

0

O

Review your flight's
restrictions

U N IT E D

Make sure your travel
dates are correct

fffl.

8

A

Make sure each
traveler's name
matches their photo ID

D EL TA

Basic Economy fare restrictions:

Basic Economy fare restrictions:
Cancellations and changes are not allowed

(S:t

Cancellations and changes are not allowed

No cany-on bag

✓

Br ing a cany-on bag

$

Pay to choose yom seats

(SI

$

Pay to check your bags

✓

Bring a personal item

{S.l
(S)

Airline assigns your seats (grou ps and
families may not sit together)

$

Pay to check yom bags

✓

Bring a personal item

Washington
Jan 13, 2019 - Jan 14, 2019

Because you booked a flight, you qualify for up to 43% off Washington
hotels.
1

Page 1962

Ticket#
0167236683388 (MOLLY KAFKA)
Change or cancel this reservation
You still have time to protect your trip.

Protect My Trip
Expires 24 hours after confirmation of flight booking

0Departure Sun, Jan 13
United 1782

Boise (801)

Denver (DEN)

6:43am

8:47am

Fare type: Basic Economy
Cabin: Economy/ Coach (N)
2h 4m duration

058m stop Denver (DEN)

United 1767

Denver (DEN)

➔

Washington (DCA)
2:56pm
Terminal: B

9:45am

Fare type: Basic Economy
Cabin: Economy/ Coach (N)
3h 11 m duration

Total duration
6h 13m

3

Page 1963

Minneapolis (MSP)

➔

Boise (B01)
10:19pm

7:59pm
Terminal: 1
Fare type: Basic Economy
Cabin: Economy/ Coach (E)
3h 20m duration

Total duration
7h 11m

Traveler(s)
MOLLY KAFKA
No frequent flyer details provided
Update traveler details and make special requests. Please confirm all requests with your airline.

Price summary
Flight 1: BOI to DCA
Traveler 1: Adult $307.50
Flight $268.84
Taxes & Fees $38.66
Flight 2: DCA to BOI
Traveler 1: Adult $312.00
Flight $268.84
Taxes & Fees $43.16
Expedia Booking Fee $5.38

Total $624.88
All prices are quoted in USO.

5
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~{~
COURTYARD~'
_;\\amott.

-ea~ ~~ClarnoOO~!~~~

Courtyard Arlington Rosslyn

Arlington, VA 22209

T 703.528.2222

Molly Kafka

Room: 0511

910 W. Main SL

Room Type: GENR

Ste. 248

Number of Guests: 2

Boise ID 83702

Rate: $119.00

Clerk: ARS

Time: 09:1 DAM

Folio Number: 54542

Arrive: 13Jan19

Time: 04:04PM

Date

Description

13Jan19
13Jan19
13Jan19
14Jan19

Room Charge
Occupancy Sales Tax
County Tax
Visa
Card #: VIXXXXXXXXXXXX6735/XXXX
Amount 134. 77 Auth: 513140 Signature on File
This card was electronically swiped on 13Jan 19

119.00
7.14
8.63

Balance:

0.00

Depart: 14Jan19

Charges

Credits

134.77

As a Rewards Member, you could have earned points toward your free dream vacation today. Start earning points and
elite status, plus enjoy exclusive member offers. Enroll today at the front desk.

See our "Privacy & Cookie Statement" on Marriott.com.
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Molly Kafka
Union Cab 822 via Square <receipts@messaging.squareup.com>
Sunday, January 13, 2019 1:48 PM
Molly Kafka
Receipt from Union Cab 822

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Square automatical ly sends receipts to the email
address you used at any Square seller. Learn more

Custom Amount

$15.36

Purchase Subtotal

$15.36

Tip

$4.61
$19.97

Total

Vl

I
Gl

:r.

.<-\ciingtOli

VilL:1ge

-·"

v·

~

1
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1-'TARGET

nt~

8 /}4. ~ EXPECTMORE. PAYLESS~ I ~
JV~b
=I{/ ~OSSLYN VA - 571 -777-2438

(rJ'
)1/14/19

01/13/2019 08:24 PM EXPIRES 04/13/19

12: 02: 01

Jsslyn
·lington VA

$3.79

SUBTOTAL
$3.79

$3.79
$0.09

14

GT'S

\LL 202 - 962 - 5719

C = VA TAX 2.5000% on

~i~A~IN~ogie St.

FC

District Taco
Aluays Fresh, Always Mexican!
1500 Wilson Blvd

IIIIIIIIIII I1111111111111111111111 111

GROCERY
211080446

lR CUSTOMER SERVI CE

TOTAL
$3 .88
~6735 VISA CHARGE
$3 .88
AID: A0000000031010
Visa Credit

\CHINE 35

REC#2-9013-3210·0160-6838-5 VCD#750-252-657

~EDIT PURCHASE

A~~\\)\✓_~✓St\~

JANTITV SELECTED: 1

~

/v "· .

)ST IS $6.00 PER

IL VIAGGIO
REAGA N NATIONAL AIRPORT

\RD
'N:

L67 0577 7969 8359 4248

lTAL AMOUNT: $6 . 00

Merchant ID
Terminal ID
Check No
Tab] ,-. M,,

1613529 Emebet

Name 01 1 1.,; ., ,
Acct N: :r~
Expiry t.lale

Card Type
STARBUCKS Store #7457
Trans Type
1501 North 17th Street
Trans Date
Roslyn, VA (703) 812-2100
Trans Ti me
.--..·---··- ---·----··- ··- --·--··---.... --- -· Ent r y Mode
CHK 709064
ALI t h Code
01/14/2019 09:15 AM
2175288 Drawer: 1 Reg: 1

5.72

sa

,Z AFKA/MOLLY M

~XXXXXXXXXXX6735

$5.20
$0.31
$0 .21
$5 .72

inge Due

$0"

.,______ Check C1osed -------- ---...

9. oc

Ourrito Moiado
tlO MEAT (Vegetarian)
Guaca,101e

S11btota1

9. 00

Total Tax

0. 90

4% Loca1 Tax

0. 36

To Go Total

9. 90

Ui sa ~XXXXXXXXXXXX6735

9. 90

Auth: 028390

SIGtlATURE : __ -----------------· ___________________ _

Autho ri ze

1/14/2019
12:50 PM
s~, i ped

iBuen Provecho !

114 105

To order Pick-up or delivery, visit:

wuw. districttaco. com
UiFi Password: guacano1e

13 . 19

$

'3--

------- --- ------ -- - .. -

XXXXXXXXXX6735

btotal
ate Tax 6%
als Tax 4%
,ta 1

01/13/201!
3:52 Pt
10011

14

**/**
VISA

2.00 SUBTOTAL
0.75
2.45
TIP:

13239 19
51B4
20 1/1

Se r'-' ,·,

Pike Place

Host: lily

Order Type: To Go

:NOOR: 041 - 35 - 32 128
:F NO : 3212863333 14
JTH NO: 114110

~rything Bagel
Plain Cream Cheese

·

---

rrtJfl

?ii~

µ; lMj-- (jvvr ~
1:im Yurr
1515 Ali'; s,:ir 1rivd

ROUND UP 4 CHAR 1TY: --- ~

M l i ngt ::,n,, VP 2??09

---- __ _

J_lo_~L! ___ ----

'. 7C·3) ·· ~i2B.. TH~I (B424)

TDTAL : _____

01/14/2019 09:15 AM

Chk ?.2

.lctn'l:3' 19 08: 10P G::::1: 0

1 OnJmic lofu
XXJ,.X>:X:<:O(XXX67J i
Vi s~
Subtoh ·I

sa· :s Tm:

Payrent
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6, 'j :I

1.li'

6. 'i:1
0.f;, :I
7 .47

'. , ' •

,_ ,

i • •~•

~- l'

.-''\ I

'

'i • •

ST;ARBW,CK,9 1JP.F.U~,, B,.,~OUTH

REAGAN NATIONAL AIRPORT

800017428 Gabriele
CHK 613
JAN14'19

·l A+TE·

'\'Aob
,

;

I

GST

:·:t ·_;' .:·' ,.

TO,ttb
CH.i n

2:35PM

.•G .::.

:.'ALt4 oNo.·_ MIL I( -.:;.-_:,

• I•

; , - .:, •~• :-. , ,,.!.;;_ ·!:.

suarn r:A l: ,

'~

i 1 ." ; •-~

TA.X

4. go
o • 65

...,, ••:

, _

5 . s5

.

0.55

AHOUNT PAID ;· · ·•r -6 . 1 0

A1i14i5~ XXX6735
VISA CC
6.10
-800017428 Closed JAN14 02:35PM·
I

~ ,_(},µ~
Cava Grill ~jh,u)Y0lf'
Ronald Reagan Na
Terminal B
Operated by Crew

2024 DORIS F

Chk 5553

Jan14'19 03:31P Gst 1

Dine In
- - 1 Rice Bm•Jl

;~.;<XXXXXXXXXX6735
-s..-;-· Visa

Subtotal

10.85
11. 93
10,85
1.08
11 .93

Tax

Payment
Thank You!!!
Like us on Yelp
Crewsofca.coin
Cre11is 1972 .com
111ecaredca@c reNs1972. com
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M&M COURT REPORTING SERVICE

26-2913728

MM:

"Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed:

Billed to:

1/22/2019

Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho F
910 W Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, ID 83702

Job#

(5072984)

Invoice#

7432085

Case:

Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction, et al.

Witness:
Date:

Stephen Silberman, PhD
1/14/2019 10:30:00 AM

Charges:
Based on Arlington, VA rates
Certified Copy Transcript Fee
Signature Reserved by Kafka

Claim#

$4.72

Sub Total
Payments
Balance Due

39

$184.08

$184.08
$0.00
$184.08

Net 30 Days - We accept all major credit cards - We appreciate your business!

(Return this section with check)

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due:

Molly Kafka
74320B5
1/22/2019
$184.08

Contact: 208-345-9611
800-234-9611
Fax:
208-345-8800
Email:
courtreporters@m-mservice.com

M&M Court Reporting Service
P.O. Box 2636
Boise, ID 83701-2636

Page 1969

C~nfirmation ',code:
NRXBZN
Traveler
Molly Kafka
E•licket: 0272115038660
MP#: Alaska 269799526
Seats: B01-GEG
9E
9E
GEG-BOI

Departs

Flight

Arrives

-?flns~a Alaska 2090
Main (L) I Nonstop

Boise (BOI)

Spokane (GEG)

Distance: 287 mi I Duration: 1h 20m

IY~•..!11n15
8:05pm

IY..«1-, .4,m 15

Operated by Horizon Air as AlaskaHorizon

8:25pm

Check in with Alaska Airlines
7'flos,{Q. Alaska 2073

Main (L) I Nonstop

Spokane (GEG)

Boise (BOI)

Distance: 287 .mi I Duration: 1h 15m

.wru!J.hn 16

Operated by Horizon Air as AlaskaHorizon

6:10 pm

W~J.iln16
- ·-· -·
8:25pm

Check in with Alaska Airlines

Flight Total for 1 passenger: $280.10
The VISA ending with *******6735 has been charged a total of USD $280.10.
Total per passenger
Fare
Base fare
Taxes and fees
US flight segment tax
US psgr. facility charge
US Sept. 11 security fee
US transportation tax

$280.10
$238.14
$238.14
$41.96
$8.40
$4.50
$11.20
$17.86

Each ticket and any booking or change fees will be a separate charge on your credit card statement.
For additional assistance with your reservation, call us at 1-800-252-7522 for assistance.
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Molly Kaf ka
From:

Se nt:
To:
Subject:

Monarch Motel <reservations@moscowmonarch.com>
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 6:30 PM
Molly Kafka
Monarch Motel Check Out

Thank you for choosing the Monarch Motel. We appreciate your business and hope we can serve you again in
the futme. Your card has been charged 79.92 for your stay 01/15/2019 to 01/ 16/2019.

If you enjoyed your visit, please consider giving us a glowing review on TripAdvisor, Google, Yelp or
Facebook. Thank you!

Monarch Motel
120 W. 6th St
208-882-2581

I

I

Moscow ID 83843

www.moscowmonarch.com

1
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Boise Ai rpo rt
Harvest &Grounds
Terminal C

ilA 642760594
B11 0
Rental 15·JAN·2019 06:21 PM
SPOKANE INTL ARPT
Re turn 16·JAN·2019 01 :32 PM
SPOKANE INTL ARPT

Tbl :0
Cruz

MOLLY K~KA

Vehicle# JL662070
Mode I
SENTRA
Class Driven ICAR Class Charged SPAR
LI cense# 006KXYI Stale IP rev inee OR
M/Kms Driven 171
M/Kms Out
10443
M/Kms In
10614

BI 11 fng Ref 10389705485

DAMAGE WAI
T &M
UNLIM M/KM

6.70
0.40
7 .10

7.10
7. 10

Tell us about your experience by
vis iting DelawareNorthlistens.com.

USO 84 .84

1otal Charges
Depos I t

SubTotal
State Tax

VISA ************6735
Amount Paid

7.28·
3.75
0.53
3, 12
0,62*
4.65

CFC

4.45
2.25

Total

o.oo·

SPORTS FACILITY TAX
WA STATE RENTAL TAX
VLF REC
SALES TAX g/1,600 ¾

Chai Latte Grande
Idaho Cookie

---------------·---,-~------------------

Amount
19,99
45.00'

Pr Ice
No Unit
19,99
1 Days
45.00
1 Days
OM/Kms
CONCESS ION RECOVERY FEE

Charges

Ref :369354
Chk:369354
1/'15/2019 7:06 pm

Visa 6735

~ ~ (wvvcb

USO 64 ,84

Arr.oun t Due

.
PqJµ0'
The Breakfast Club
501 S. Main St.

~

Taxab le I terns
Subject to Audit
for Reservatons: 1-BOO·RENT·A-CAR

M
oscow, ID 83843
(208) 882-6481
Ticket ~10300572
User: Kerri
1/16/2019 7:45:17 AM
Table: 41
SALE
VISA

Flying J @963
3709 S Geiger Blvd

Entry method: Swiped
APPROVAL 906154

Spokane

Invoice~
Dat.e

lime

Auth

0000803114809499

CARD #XXXX6735

55941
0.1.1161'1',

13: 2l

51.6141

~

Amount:

I

Y
___

+ Tip: _ _ _

\I

Pump
63

Gallons
4,695
$
$

Amoun~
12.6 f

Total Sale

$

12 , 61

SALE -

·---z__,
5_.Zo
=Total : _ _
_
__

Pricj
2.69

Product
Unleaded

$21.20

I agree to pay the above total amount
accrn-ding to the card issuer agreement

I

Card Swiped '
Page 1972
nTf"Hl e

I

~•,~~ -(o.,v ~
',::,;;· ~'7a'
V~
Mos·co·w ·r-ooo co+oP

121·E 5th St, Moscow, IO 83843
n ..ose,11
--·___ . _______ .....2oa-a82-as31
___ --·_....______ .1re~
__ .....
l/16/19

11:28 AM

Receipt#: 194120-14

Your cashier today is Joseph EH
049000011290 HAN Manciarin Lime
Soda
00300
Turkev Avocado

✓ PLACCTffl\i~lsity ofcra~rnr
)

~

Valid in Lot 91 until:

6.99 P6

SUBTOTAL
~RECEIPT
ENTRY:·

(

JAIU6
8 :33AM .

r

- 11
,

7.48

Sa'les Tax

0;45

fi!TAL
FSA ELIGIBLE
Credit~Electronlc Sig

7.9:3
7,41
7.93

TOTAL fl:NOER£0

1.93

Change

0.00

~LA~E ON DASH FACE UP [

r,12:03 PM
~JAN 16, 2019

PAID:
$5.25

~ AMOUNT: $5.25C
ARRIVAL: 1/16/2019 8:33 AM
RECEIPT NR:4303METER ID :LOT 91#1

1

EXPIRES:
JAN16
1 2:03 PM

IDISIPLAY FACE UP ON DASIHI

PLAC~ON DASH FACE UP

0.49 F

CARD INFORMATION:
i

PLACE ON DASH FACE UP

PLACE ON DASH FACE UP

I

Carel Type:
Account:

VISA
i='!-'f*********6735

App rova 1 11:

316182

Amount:

7.93

2019-01 - 16 11:28:35
Reference#: 0224
Tl111estarnp ;

OPERATED ~ -

~s
. lffl'!~ · -

STARBUCKS COFFEE C
SPOKANE AIRPORT
358057 Josephin

CHK 6300

GST .

JAN16 ' 19

2:28PM

TO GO
1

ICD COFFEE

G

3 . 25

3.25
SUBTOTAL
0.29
TAX
AMO UNT PAID
3.54
AT616182 XXX6735
VISA CC
3.54
--358057 Closed JAN 16 O2:28PM-- ·
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WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR FEEDBACK!
PLEASE CONTACT 1-877 - 672-7467

M&M COURT REPORTING, LLC
47-1295698
"Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970"

Billed to:

Billed:

1/22/2019

Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union of Idaho F
910 W Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, ID 83702

Job#

(3756C1)

Invoice #

18504C1

Case:

Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction, et al.

Witness:
Date:

Lynn Paulsen, Pharm.D.
1/16/2019 9:02:00 AM

Charges:
1 Certified Copy Transcript - Digital Only
Exhibits - Digital Only

Claim#

$2.25
$0.15

Sub Total
Payments
Balance Due

44
16

$99.00
$2.40

$101.40
$0.00
$101.40

Payment Terms Net 30 days. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Thank you for your business!

(Return this section with check)

Billed to:
Invoice#
Billed:
Amount Due:

Molly Kafka
18504C1
1/22/2019
$101.40

Contact: 208-765-1700
800-879-1700
Fax:
208-765-8097
Email:
csmith@mmcourt.com

M&M Court Reporting, LLC
816 E Sherman Ave Ste 7
Coeur d Alene, 1D 83814-4921

Page 1974

\
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\

Court Reportin g, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730. DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 . Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www.QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. LP-19-0029
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Arizona CR 50883. Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washington CCR 3221

Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU OF IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

January 22, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
01.18.2019

DEPOSITION OF AMMIE MABE
Court Reporter: Lori A. Pulsifer RDR, CRR, CRC, Idaho CSR 354

REPORTER'S APPEARANCE FEE:

$80.00

REPORTER'S REAL TIME FEED:

$53.00

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF AMMIE MABE
58 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY@ $4.00 PER PAGE:
EXHIBITS: SCANNED & HYPERLINKED
9 PAGES@ $.20 PER PAGE:

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DA TE.

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC!
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$232.00

$1.80

$366.80

Court Reporting, LLC
QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tax ID No. 20-4965730. DUNS No. 614501620
Post Office Box 1058 • Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
Phone: (208) 484-6309 . Fax: (208) 286-7426
realtimeQnA@msn.com . www .QnAcourtreporting.com

INVOICE NO. LP-19-0031
Owner: Lori A. Pulsifer, CSR, CCR, RDR, CRR, CLR
Arizona CR 50883. Idaho CSR 354. Utah CCR 7609959-7801. Washington CCR 3221

Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
ACLU OF IDAHO
910 West Main Street
Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83701

DATE

January 22, 2019

DESCRIPTION

CHARGES

ALIZA COVER vs
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION et al
ADA COUNTY CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
01.18.2019

DEPOSITION OF ROSS CASTLETON
Court Reporter: Lori A. Pulsifer RDR, CRR, CRC, Idaho CSR 354

REPORTER'S APPEARANCE FEE:

$100.00

REPORTER'S REAL TIME FEED:

$68.00

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF THE
DEPOSITION OF ROSS CASTLETON
71 PAGES, ORIGINAL & ONE COPY @ $4.00 PER PAGE:
EXHIBITS: SCANNED & HYPERLINKED
31 PAGES@ $.20 PER PAGE:

BALANCE DUE:
TERMS: NET THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE.

Thank you for choosing QnA Court Reporting, LLC !
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$284.00

$6.20

$458.20

1/21/2019

Order Details

□

i

All

VI

3°10 Back at Amazon.com

Deliver to Sherrie

Boise 83702

Buy Again

Browsing History

EN -

-

v

I

0

Hello, Sherrie

Account & Lists

Orders

v

Prime

Cart

v

Your Account > Your Orders > Order Details

Order Details
Ordered on January 21, 2019

Shipping Address

Payment Method

Rich Eppink
910 W MAIN ST STE 248
BOISE, ID 83702-S732
United States
[ Change

I View or Print invoice

Order# 112-5424783-0359459

\IISA

•u• 8334

j Change]

Apply gift card balance

Order Summary

I

ltem(s) Subtotal:
Shipping & Handling:

Enter code
Apply

J

j

$7.95
$3.99

Total before tax:
Estimated tax to be
collected:

$11.94
$0.00

Grand Total:

$11.94

Transactions

Arriving Wednesday

Track package

Tabbies® Exhibit Labels, Petitioner's Exhibit Orange, 1-S/8" x 1", 252 labels per package
Sold by: ApexGoGo
$7.95
Condition: New

j Add gift option

Change Payment Method
Change shipping speed
Cancel items

J

I Buy it again I

Archive order

Customers Who Bought Items in Your Order Also Bought

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

□

Page 1 of 13

.
fJjEF:Et-,IDAt•ms
EXHisit'

EXHIBIT

"'" ."-',,~~~'--"-7',

Tabbies® Exhibit Labels,
Respondent's Exhibit Blue,
1-5/8" x 1 ", 252 labels per
package
4

$7.95

Tabbies Legal Exhibit
Labels, Label: 1-5/8"W x
1 "H, Sheet: 5-1/ 4"W x 31/4"H, ...
78
$6.80

Tabbies Legal Exhibit
Labels Label: 1-5/8"W x
1"H, Sheet: 5-1/4"W x 31/4"H, ...
78
$6.68

□
Tabbies Tabbies Colorcoded Exhibit Labels 1.62" Width x 1" Length 252 / Pack - White
5

$7.79

Your recently viewed items and featured recommendations
Recommendations & Popular Items

https://www.amazon.com/gp/css/summary/edit. html/ref=typ_rev_edit?ie=UTF8&orderl D=112-5424 783-0359459
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January 31, 2019
INVOICE

Richard Eppink:
ACLU of Idaho
PO Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
From Susan Sims, Official Court Reporter to Honorable Lynn Norton
ssims@adaweb.net
208-287-7690
Remit payment to:
Sims Reporting, Inc.
2867 S. Groom Way
Meridian, ID 83642

Rough Drafts
Coverv IBOC
Jan. 29, 2019 -Jeff Zmuda's testimony 90 pages @$2/page
Jan. 30, 2019 - Excerpt before lunch 8 pages@$2/page

$180.00
$16.00

Total due (upon receipt)

$196.00

Thank you,
Susan Sims
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ep1Q
Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Inc
777 Third Ave, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10017

Invoice
Page 1 of1

Remit to

Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Inc
Dept 0250
P.O. Box 120250
Dallas, TX 75312-0250
Payment by Wire:
Bank:

For billing questions, call 913-621-9980
or billing@epiqglobal.com
Silicon Valley Bank (Santa Clara, CA)
121140399
3300474842
SVBKUS6S

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < A B A Routing:
Acct No:
Bill-To
SWIFT:
American Civil Liberties Union of
Idaho
Information
Attn: Sherrie Wyatt
Invoice No.
P.O. Box 1897
Purchase Order No.
Boise, ID 83701
Customer No.

Invoice Date
90300570
WR-647189
3008586
USO
40022147
ACL0001 BOI -ACLU - Bkt Proj
Net due in 30 days
ACL0001
P-1021439
Cover Trial

Currency
Contract No.
Contract Description
Terms of Payment
Internal Reference No
Project Number
Client Matter ID

01/31/2019

Comments

Code
SCA163

Service
Photcopy-3 Ring Binders - 3"

SCA164

Photocopy-3 Ring Binders - 4"

SCA176

Copes - B/\/V

SCA192

Photocopy-Custom Tabs

Quantity
5

Unit
EA

Unit Price
12.0000

Amount
60.00

5

EA

15.0000

75.00

12,492

EA

0.0600

749.52

65

EA

0.7500

48.75

933.27

Net Amount

56.00

Sales Tax
Total Amount Due (USO)

989.27

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ep1Q
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CONFIDENTIAL

•~"°~~e,,f'

January 29, 2L

v( THE GROVE HOTE L

245 South Capitol Boulevard
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 333-8000 Fax (208) 333-8800

~eservatlon Number 533038
Send to

Lynn Paulsen
Po Box 1897
boise, ID 83702

Phone
208-596-7336
PO#
3uest Name Lynn Paulsen

Departure Date

Arrival Date
1/28/19

1/29/19

Room In formation

0929 - Standard l<ing

3ill To

Paulsen, Lynn
Po Box 1897
boise, ID 83702
:>hone
208-596-7336
'olio Number 540525
Trans Date
Description
ha r ges
Best Available Rate
1/28/19

1/28/19

Vouch er

Amount

gro-0929

169.00

gro-0929

Room Tax
Total Charges

ayments
1/29/'19

Visa

21.97
190.97

##1t#1/#######6969

0322511929

0000428553

-W0.97

-190,97

Total Payments
Balance Due:

0.00

Thank you for choosing The Grove Hotel! We hope you enjoyed your stay.

agree that my liability for this bill is not waived and agree lo be held personally liable fn the event that the indicated person, company, or
ssociation fails to pay for any or the full amount of these charges. I also agree that all charges contained in this account are correct and any
lispL1tes or reques ts for copies of charges must be made within five days after my departure.

Guest Signature : _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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COURTYARD~·
A,\arnolt

222 S. Broadway Ave
Boise, Id 83702
T 208.331 .2700

Courtyard Boise Downtown

Ly,nn Paulsen

Room: 305

910 W Mair, Suite 248

Room Type: DBDB

Boise ID 83702

Number of Guests: 2

Na

Rate: $249.00

Clerk: JA L

Time: 07:11AM

Fallo Number: 92029

Arrive: 29Jan 19

Time: 01: 15PM

Date

Description

29Jan19
29Jan19
30Jan19

Room Charge
Room Tax
Visa

Depart: 30Jan19

Charges

Credits

249.00
32.37
28U7

Card#: VIXXXXXXXXXXXX7103/XXXX
Amount: 281.37 Auth: 419251 Signature on File
This card was electronically swiped on 29Jan19

Balance:

0.00

As a Rewards Member, you could have earned points toward your free dream vacation today. Start earning points and
elite status. plus enjoy exclusive member offers. Enroll today a1 the front desk,
Thank you for staying with us at the Courtyard by Marriott Boise Downtown.
See our "Privacy & Cookie Statement'' on Marriott.com.

Opera1ed under license from Marnott lnternal,onal, Inc, or one or its alfil1ates
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From:
To:
Subject:

Date:

Southwest Airlines
Ritchie Eppink
Lynn M Paulsen"s 01/28 Boise trip (QZOL3V): Your reservation is confirmed.
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 7:51:42 AM

Here's your itinerary and other important travel information.
View our mobile site I View in browser

Southwest Airlines

Manage Flight I Flight Status I My Account

JANUARY 28 - JANUARY 29

GEG

~

801

Spokane to Boise

Confirmation# QZOL3V

Confirmation dale: 01/16/2019

PASSENGER

Lynn M Paulsen

RAPID REWARDS #

Join or Log in

TICKET#

5262428335803

EXPIRATION 1

January 16, 2020

EST. POINTS EARNED

1.432

Rapid Rewards® points are only estimations.

Your itinerary
Flight 1:

Monday, 01/28/2019

DEPARTS

Est. Travel Time: 1 h

~

ARRIVES

FLIGHT

Page 1983

~I

GEG 10:40AM

#0847

Spokane

Boise

Flight 2: Tuesday, 01/29/2019

Est. Travel Time: 1h 10m

DEPARTS
FLIGHT
# 2174

BOl 12:40PM
~

ARRIVES

~

801 07:15PM
Boise

GEG 07:25PM
Spokane

Payment information
Total cost

Payment

Air- QZOL3V

Visa ending in 7103
Date January 16, 2019

I

Base Fare

$

238.48

U.S. Transportation Tax

$

17.88

U.S. 9/11 Security Fee

$

11.20

U.S. Flight Segment Tax

$

8.40

U.S. Passenger Facility Chg

$

4.50

EarlyBird

$

30.00

Total

$

310.46

Payment Amount: $280.46
Visa ending in 7103
Date January 16, 2019
Payment Amount: $15.00
Visa ending in 7103
Date January 16, 2019
Payment Amount: $15.00

Fare Rules: If you decide to make a change to your current itinerary it may result in a fare increase. In the case you're left with travel
funds from this confirmation number, you're in luck! We're happy to let you use them towards a fulure filght for the individual named on
the ticket, as long as the new travel is completed by the expiration date.
Your ticket number: 5262428335803

Prepare for takeoff
24 hours before your departure
Check-in on Southwest.com® or using the Southwest Mobile App. Use your mobile
device and receive a mobile boarding pass.

30 minutes before your departure:
Arrive at the gate prepared to board.
10 minutes before your departure:

This is the last opportunity to board your flight if you are present in the gate area and
have met all check-in requirements.
If you do not plan to travel on your flight : Things happen, we understand! Please let us
know at least 10 minutes prior to your flight's scheduled departure if you won't be traveling.
If you don't notify us, you may be subject to our No Show Policy.
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@)
THE GROVE HOTEL
DOWNTOWN BOISE

245 South Capitol Boulevard
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 333-8000 Fax (208) 333-8800

Reservation #
Send To

533041
Silberman, Stephen
Po Box 1897
boise, ID, 83702, US

Phone

202-553-6878

Room Information 1132 - Premium Corner King

Guest Name

Silberman, Stephen

Arrival Date
01/27/2019

Bill To

Silberman, Stephen
Po Box 1897
boise, ID, 83702, US
202-553-6878

Folio Number
Trans Date
Charges

540527
Description

01/27/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1419-2740

189.00
24.57

Departure Date
01/31/2019

Voucher

Amount
49.75

01/27/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-1132

01/27/2019

Room Tax

gro-1132

01/28/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1441-2807

01/28/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-1132

199.00

01/28/2019

Room Tax

gro-1132

25.87

01/29/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1512-2988

18.90

01/29/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1558-3113

17.84

01/29/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1573-3160

01/29/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-1132

209.00

01/29/2019

Room Tax

gro-1132

27.17

01/30/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1583-3195

13.60

01/30/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1670-3418

59.40

17.84

33.90

01/30/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-1132

209.00

01/30/2019

Room Tax

gro-1132

27.17

1122.01

Total Charges
Payments
01/31/2019

Visa

xxxxxxxxxxxx5387

917220

-1122.01

-1122.01

Total Payments

Balance Due

0.00

I have received the goods and/or services in the amount shown hereon. I agree that my liability for this bill in not waived and agree to be held personally liable in
the event that the indicated person, company, or association fails to pay for any part or the full amount of these charges. If a credit card charge, I further agree to
perform the obligations set forth in the cardholder's agreement with the issuer.

Guest Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Custom Amount

$16.50

Total

$16.50

Zahkaria Akal Around Town Taxi 2085590647 #147
Last Location
208-337-3302

Visa 5387 (Swipe)

Jan 27
2019

STEPHEN D SILBERMAN

at 5:59
PM
#jNfl
Auth
code:
8'17295

© 2019 Square, Inc.
1455 Market Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94103

© Mapbox © OpenStreetMap Improve this map
Square Privacy Policy · Not your receipt?
Manage preferences for digital receipts

2
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Washington Flyer
Checker Airport
Dulles Int' l Ai 1
703-572-TAX:

America's Dog O'Hare
Ne' re Proud To Be Part Of The United
Airlines Family!
Terminal 1, Concourse C
773-686-9600

Cab# 508
Driver# 6379(
1/31/2019 4:02:,
TRIP ID:
START:
END:
DISTANCE:

fit~

Order#
Server: Vanes.:faS
Date; 1/27/19, 10:36 AM

177459
1/31/2019
1/31/2019

07PM

44 PM
'.0 mi

139200

Transaction:

Flagfa 11
Fare
Extras
Airport Fee
Tolls
Subtotal

$3,50
,48.06
$0.00
$2.65
$0.00
;54,21

Total Tax:

Tip
Card Charged

$8.25
,62.46

Total:

17 (C)

Paid Hith: VISA

Approval
*****'
Card No
EMVCot
Entry Mode
51131l
Allth ID
MID 324027155997
TIO 07929901
Issue1
Mode
A0000l
AID
80800(
TVR
060101
IAD
TSI 7800
ARC 00
Visa Credit
Thank you and call
706-853-6081

Sas il Presto Chicken Bagu

$9,95

Subtota1:

$9,95
$1.14
$11.09

xxxx5387

$11.09

Tota 1:

,:,,PPROVEO

010

unt
1 agree to pay the above total amo nt
eme
agi-e
er
issu
card
tEJ
ng
ordj
aGc

1000

Ema i 1 Comments To
Comments~AmericasDog,com

I,

*********************'

***Customer
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Sherrie Wyatt
From:

Ritchie Eppink
Tuesday, April 2, 20 19 3:09 PM
Sherrie Wyatt
FW: eTicket Itinerary and Receipt for Confirmation NGM35R

Sent:
To:

Subject:

From: Stephen Silberman [mailto:sdsilberman45@gmai l.com]

Sent: Friday, February 01, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Ritchie Eppink <reppink@acluidaho.org>; Molly Kafka <mkafka@acluidaho.org>
Subject: Fwd: eTicket Itinerary and Receipt for Confirmation NGM35R

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "United Airlines, Inc. " <unitedairlines@united.com>
Date: January 30, 2019 at 9:13:20 PM EST
To: SDSILBERMAN45@GMATI,.COM
Subject: eTicket Itinerary and Receipt for Confirmation NGM35R

Receipt for confirmation number NGM35R
A STAR ALLIANCE MEMBER ~

•

United logo link to home page
Confirmati o n:

NGMJSR

Check-In >
Issue Date: January 26, 2019

TRAVELER INFORMATION
Travel er
SILBERMAN/STEPHEN DAVID
FLIGHT INFORMATION
Day, Date
Flight
Sun, 27JAN19
UA374

Sun, 27JAN19

UA775

eTicket Nu mber
0162436115451

Class Departure City and Time
Q
WASHINGTON, DC
(IAD - DULLES) 8:15 AM

Q

CHICA~O, IL
(ORD - O'HARE) 12:45 PM

1
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Frequent FlyerNumber

Seats

---!---! ---/ ---/ ---

Arrival City and Time
CHICAGO, IL
(ORD - O'HARE) 9:20 AM

DENVER,CO
(DEN) 2:29 PM

Aircraft

Meal

Sun, 27JAN 19

UA5688

Q

DENVER, CO
(DEN) 3:30 PM

BOISE, ID
(BOI) 5:45 PM

Th1.,1, 31JAN19

UA5358

t

BOISE, ID
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
(BOI) 6:00 AM
(SFO) 7 : 10 AM
Flight operat~d gy SKYWEST AIRLJN_ES g_oin.9 .Q!,!SlnJ:!S§ as UNITED !;XPRES~.

EFP

Thu, 31JAN19

UA2289

G

737-800

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
(SFO) 9:07 AM

WASHINGTON, DC
(IAD - DULLES) 5:05 PM

175

FARE INFORMATION

Fare Breakdown

Airfare:
_
457 67

Form of Payment:
MISC DOCUMENT

USO
U.S. Transportation Tax:
34.33
September 11th Security Fee:

11.2
U.S. Flight Segment Tax:
16.8
Per Person Total:
533.50
USO
eTicket Total:
533.50
USD

The airfare you paid on this itinerary totals: 457 .6 7 USO
The taxes, fees, and surcharges paid total: 62.33 USO

Fare Rules:

Additional charges may apply for changes i n addition to any fare rules listed .
NONREF/0VALUEAFTDPT/CHGFEE
Cancel reservations before the scheduled departure time or TICKET HAS NO VALUE.

Additional Charges:

Mon., Jan. 14, 2019/Visa 5387 was charged 9 USO for the SST/ EDD 01629257082143
9.00 USD for: Preferred Zone Assignment
Mon., Jan. 14, 2019/Visa 5387 was charged 9 USO for the SST/ EDD 01629257082121
9.00 USO for: Preferred Zone Assignment

Baggage allowance and charges for this itinerary.
2
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Purchase

I
Purchase

THE GROVE H O T E L
n

o

w

1-1 T

n w r-1 n

n

Is E

245 South Capitol Boulevard
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 333-8000 Fax (208) 333-8800

Reservation #
Send To

533095
Woodford, Jeanne
Po Box 1897
boise, ID, 83702, US

Phone

707-853-0928

Room Information 0632 - Executive/Junior Suite

Guest Name

Woodford, Jeanne

Arrival Date
01/28/2019

Bill To

Woodford, Jeanne
Po Box 1897
boise, ID, 83702, US
707-853-0928

Folio Number
Trans Date
Charges

540607
Description

Voucher

Amount

01/28/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-0632

189.00

01/28/2019

Room Tax

gro-0632

24.57

01/29/2019

Trillium Restaurant

1531-3035

18.55

01/29/2019

Best Available Rate

gro-0632

209.00

01/29/2019

Room Tax

gro-0632

27.17

Departure Date
01/30/2019

Total Charges

468.29

Payments

01/30/2019

Visa

xxxxxxxxxxxx6814

05585D

Total Payments

-468.29
-468.29

Balance Due

0.00

I have received the goods and/or services in the amount shown hereon. I agree that my liability for this bill in not waived and agree to be held personally liable in
the event that the Indicated person, company, or association fails lo pay for any part or the full amount of these charges. If a credit card charge, I further agree to
perform the obligations set forth in the cardholder's agreement with the issuer.

Guest Signature: _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Southwest<>
Your flightis booked!
Trtp summary

X Fl/ghl

RKXGBR
1 318.46

1/28-Boise
c:tC..

~

ft.Milt > ~

Big lnlUgl1t "nhutalnn1i:-nl. Lillfe screen.

.._, ~<111.,.. ,...1...........

ll. " · - - • - ' -

, ........., ........ ~-,..,..••

.U'IIJf,)t

Oakland, CA to Boise, ID

................., ..1' •• ..~
s.... .... ...-- •
,,_ .....
_)

,,.,

OAK

C .,,... C:.

0 -·" 1 :20...,
Returning

B01

1 •·~•-.

'170.52

C'°"· ti C>

•-»to)~

0 """ 6:35~,

OAK

' 105.40

Fllgt1t1ot.1I

5318.46

••• I .,._• ~
,>" ,,•~IIH ~ u o o 1 11111 .. ouw.
•
- · ~,1
h. +· ,.,r1• • .-, ,.

01/30/2019

Payment summary

..a
l'O-.ll l llJ

13

1101'11, DVSll'l~

18. 46

' Total charged

'l7S.9l
5 42,!M

WBl'!IS

1ow..OCUAA,

~

Save up to 3~.4

Low late<;;, No Nadel" ru, .
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..

,~~~·-·
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00 0

Click 'N Save•

..
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,.,,,.:,,,, , .,,_,

D

'trlfM

&uev- .
J/!v .. , - ~
-r--tr ,o._/ /1'µ,i ·
M

750

~;_ _

vJ. I

-

.

Boise
I

•,t ;

:.~

. •

,

Server: -Jacob
02:06 PM

1

.

·

·

01/29/20
01/29/20
1/100

/ ; Tahle 54/1
;

SALE

!

VISA
31457
Card JXXXXXXXXXXXX6735
Magnetic card present: l(AFl<A MOLLY M
Card Entry Method: S
! Approval : 519260

r

Item

Price

Amount :

$ 53 .

+ Tip:

_ L"2---~

::: Total:

""i"c::r ~rc=
:-CR_
~~nl

- - - -- -----------------~---

1 Small -Coffee

1 Medi um Coffee
2 Medium Latte (@3.40ea)

1i 6~J :'
1.98T

-----------------------

Subtotai

10.43

Sales Tax (6.00%) .
Total

6.sor

\,

Mstrcard Visa
Amount Du!; _

0.63

Juniper
Kitchen and Cocktoils
Boi se. Idaho 83702

Iftl ·1· .=
os

DOB: 01/28/2019
01/28/2019
3/30006

Server: Ashley
07:20 PM
Table 112/1

$-11.06
$0.00

SALE
VISA
Card ~XXXXXX)O(XXXX6735
Magnetic card present: Yes
Card Entry Methqd: S

3145739

Approva 1: 028242

Amount:

$178.23

35----

+ Tip: - -- -= Tota'l ::-' Zrf:-?;~ -~
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~~

Wi nC o ~
FOO DS

Tl11! S11p,•1·11111rk,•t l.m,· Prh-t! J.,•11tf,•r

www.wlncofoods.com
110 E Mvrtl e St
Boise, ID 83702
Store #0001
Cashier: SCO 6
01/28/19

12:22:24

LACROIX WTR LEH 7336037341
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL TAX
TOTAL
DEBIT CARO
TENDER
C Acct: xxxxxxxxxxxx8334
Ch ip Read
Verified By PIN
US DEBIT
AID: A0000000980840
TVR: 8080048000
!AD: 06010A03600000
TSI: 6800
ARC: 00
Mode: Issuer
CASH
CHANGE

3.98 FS
3.98
.24
4.22
4.22
PURCHASE

.OD

NUMBER OF ITEMS
01/28/19
12:24:07

Oper U 896
Term# 96

1

Trx # 58
Store #0001

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT WINGO
(208) 424-1634
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JEANNE WOODFORD
PO BOX 732
BENICIA, CALIFORNIA 94510-0732
(707) 853-0928

INVOICE
INVOICE #1
DATE: 2/4/2019

TO:

SHIP TO:

Ritchie Eppink and Molly Kafka
ACLU Idaho
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Correctional Consulting Services, LLC.
Attn: Jeanne Woodford
PO Box 732
Benicia, California 94510-0732
Phone (707) 853-0928

RE: EXPERT CONSUL TANT FEES

Aliza Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction, et al.,
Ada County (Idaho) case no. CV0 1-18-03877

DATE

DESCRIPTION

HOURLY
RATE

TOTAL

12/3/18

PHONE CALL WITH ATTORNEYS AND REVIEW DOCS. (1HOUR)

$200.00

$200.00

12/3/18

DOCUMENT REVIEW(1 HOUR)

$200.00

$200.00

12/4/18

DOCUMENT REVIEW (30 MINUTES)

$200.00

$100.00

12/4/18

PHONE CALL WITH ATTORNEY (15 MINUTES)

$200.00

NO CHARGE

12/4/18

Review and Edit Declaration (1 HOUR)

$200.00

$200.00

12/5/18

RREVIEW, EDIT AND PROCESS DECLARATION (45 MINUTES)

$200.00

$150.00

12/8/18

PHONE CALL (90 MINUTES)

$200.00

$300.00

12/9/18

DEPOSITION PREPARATION (2 HOURS)

$200.00

$400.00

12/10/18

PHONE CALL ATTORNEYS (1 HOUR)

$200.00

$200.00

12/10/18

DEPOSITION PREPARATION (2 HOURS)

$200.00

$400.00

12/11/18

DEPOSTION (4 HOURS)

$200.00

$800.00

1/18/19

REVIEW DEPOSITON (45 MINUTES)

$200.00

$150.00

1/24/19

PHONE CALL WITH ATTORNEYS (2 HOURS AND 15 MINUTES

$200.00

$450.00

1/27/19

PHONE CALL WITH ATTORNEYS (1 HOURS)

$200.00

$200.00

1/28/19

TRAVEL TO IDAHO AND REVIEW DOCUMENTS (6 HOURS)

$200.00

$1,200.00

1/29/18

REVIEW DOCUMENTS AND MEET WITH ATTORNEY (4
HOURS)

$200.00

$800.00

1/30/19

TESTIFY IN COURT AND TRAVEL HOME (8 HOURS)

$200.00

$1,600.00

GROVE HOTEL

N/A

$468.29

1/28/19

UBER FROM HOME TO AIRPORT 1 WAY

N/A

$71.95

1/28/19

TAXI FROM AIRPORT TO HOTEL (WITH TIP $20.00, I WILL
COVER TIP)

N/A

$15.00

1/28/19-1/29/19
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1/30/19
1/28/19-1/30/19
1/30/19
2/4/19

TAXI FROM HOTEL TO AIRPORT (WITH TIP $20.00, I WILL
COVER TIP)

N/A

$15.00

FOOD (RECEIPTS ATTACHED)

N/A

$61.87

TRAVEL HOME FROM AIRPORT NO CHARGE

NIA

NO
CHARGE

MINUS DISCOUNT TO ACLU OF IDAHO ($1,000.00)

-$1000.00
$6,982.11
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

Make all checks payable to Correctional Consulting Services, LLC. Attn: Jeanne Woodford - Tax ID# 46-4403269
If you have any questions concerning this invoice, contact Jeanne Woodford (707) 853-0928 or e-mail:
jean newoodford@comcast.net

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
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Electronically Filed
4/4/2019 1:33 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202

Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Case No. CV0l-18-03877

Petitioner,

DECLARATION OF MOLLY
KAFKA IN SUPPORT OF
PETITIONER'S THIRD
MEMORANDUM OF FEES
AND COSTS

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

I, Molly Kafka, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am one of the attorneys working on the petitioner's behalf in this case since

it began and I base this declaration on my own personal knowledge.
2. This declaration is in support of Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and
Costs, filed with this declaration.

DECLARATION OF MOLLY KAFKA - Page 1
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3. Accompanying this declaration as Exhibit A are my time records. When I
worked on this case, I would track the time as I worked. I have closely reviewed
my time records in this case and believe they are accurate, both for time
recorded on specific dates, and the type of work describing during those work
periods. The time and work I spent on this case is reasonable and needed in
preparing the case for litigation.
4. I submitted time records and fees related to the time I spent on this case on
two prior occasions. The first set of time records and fees I filed was in response
to the Court’s May 14, 2018, Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate
Requiring Disclosure of Some Records. In that Order, the Court instructed the
petitioner’s attorneys to file a memorandum of fees and costs, specifying that
the memorandum should not include fees and costs for preparing any reply to
the Respondents’ response or costs related to the show cause hearing.
Accordingly, the time I spent on preparing reply and the time I spent related
to the show cause hearing are included in Exhibit A of this declaration.
5. On February 15, 2019, I filed a second set of time records and fees in response
to the Court’s January 18, 2019, Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to
Compel and Order Compelling Discovery, where the Court ordered the
respondents to pay the reasonable fees and costs for the petitioner’s pursuit of
her motion to compel. In my February 15, 2019 declaration, I recorded portions
of the time I spent in depositions related to the motion to compel. In Exhibit
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A of this declaration, the previously unclaimed remaining time I spent
conducting or attending the depositions is included.
6. I reviewed my declaration filed in May 2018 for attorney fees in this case. The
information I provided about my educational and professional background
remains accurate and true. I explain below how my involvement in this case
changed once I became a licensed in the state of Idaho.
7. I am an attorney that has been assisting the plaintiff since legal work began
in November 2017. I have served as co-counsel of record on this case since
shortly after my admission into the Idaho State Bar May 2018.
8. Since my admission into the Idaho State Bar, I have acted as co-counsel in this
case. I have conducted depositions, reviewed discovery productions, analyzed
the evidence, argued motions in court, and served as co-counsel in trial.
9. I worked 317 hours on this case, not including time previously claimed in prior
memoranda of fees and costs filed in this case. However, in exercising my
billing judgment, I now claim only an additional 306.8 hours as billable hours
at this time.
10. The hours I spent on this case do not include clerical work. I work with two
other individuals in our legal department: Richard Eppink and Ingrid
Andrulis. As the Intake and Investigations Manager, Ms. Andrulis completed
some litigation support, but her primary focus at the organization is on
investigations and processing civil rights complaints the organization receives
from the public. Ms. Andrulis could not have done the work I did in this case.
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Sherrie Wyatt entered into a contract to provide paralegal services for this case
during trial. Whatever clerical tasks arose before and during trial, Ms. Wyatt
completed. Ms. Wyatt could not have done the work I completed on this case.
11. With over 4 ½ years of legal practice, a reasonable rate for my time on this case
is $250 per hour.
12. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of fees and costs set forth
above are correct and are claimed in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that
the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: April 4, 2019
/ s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
Idaho State Bar no. 10518

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of April, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner
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Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction : Timesheet of Molly Kafka

Date

Actual

Billed

Hours

Hours

Description

Legal research on evidentiary sufficiency of responsive affidavits plus search for judicial
3/15/2018

4.6

4.6

lanaguage on public's right to know about death penalty
Legal research on evidentiary sufficiency of responsive affidavits

3/16/2018

4

4

3/16/2018

0.3

0.3

3/18/2018

3

3

3/19/2018

0.6

0.6

Legal research on evidentiary sufficiency of responsive affidavits

3/21/2018
3/27/2018

1.9

1.9

Check citations in reply brief written by RE and suggested edits

0.2

0.2

Talked to RE about shortening reply brief to 15 pages

3/27/2018

0.8

0.8

Reviewed draft of reply brief and noted suggestions on shortening brief to 15 pages

5/15/2018

0.6

0.6

steps

Meeting with RE about research on defendant's response and Zmuda affidavit
Legal research on evidentiary sufficiency of responsive affidavits

Participated in conversation with client, RE, JW, and IA about the court's decision and next
Met with RE to talk about me writing Reply to Respondents' motion for judicial notice of
6/15/2018

0.2

0.2

6/15/2018

0.2

0.2

McWilliams's affidavit. Spoke about arguments for the reply.
Reviewed Respondent's Motion on judicial notice, Kuhn's affidavit and McWilliams's
affidavit
Case law and statutory research for Reply to Respondents' motion for judicial notice of

6/15/2018

2.7

2.7

McWilliams's affidavit

6/17/2018

0.6

0.6

Reviewing caselaw on judicial notice and evidentiary objections to affidavit.

6/17/2018

1.6
2.4

1.6
2.4

Begin drafting response to Respondent's Motion Judicial Notice of McWilliams affdavit

1.4

1.4

6/19/2018

0.9

0.9

Continue drafting response to motion for judicial notice
Reviewed RE's response brief to motion for consideration

6/20/2018
6/25/2018

0.9

0.9

Continue drafting response to motion for judicial notice

1.2

1.2

6/26/2018

0.4

0.4

Editting and revising response to motion for judicial notice
Editting and revising response to motion for judicial notice

6/18/2018
6/19/2018

Continue drafting response to motion for judicial notice

Reviewed Jessica Kuehn's stipulation for scheduling and notice; emailed her back with
6/29/2018
7/1/2018

0.3
2.1

0.3
2.1

editted drafts and confirmation
Reviewed document production from IDOC 9-25-2017, 3-14-2018, and 5-29-2018
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A

7/3/2018

1.1

1.1

Reviewed document production from IDOC 3-22-2018 and 5-29-2018

7/4/2018

1.1

1.1

Reviewed document production from IDOC 5-29-2018, 6-1-2018 and 6-13-2018

7/4/2018
7/5/2018

2.9

2.9

0.7
0.3

0.7
0.3

Reviewed filings from petition to Respondents' motion for reconsideration
Reviewed and commented on RE's response brief to mtn for reconsideration

7/5/2018

Reviewed and commented on RE's motion to lodge

7/5/2018

0.8

0.8

Reviewed RE's comments on my response to mtn for judicial notice; researched his
suggestions on format and research

7/6/2018

0.4

0.4

Reviewed and commented on client's declaraton; emailed response to RE and client

7/6/2018

0.6

0.6

to lodge

7/7/2018

0.4

0.4

Revised response to mtn for judicial notice;
Continued to research for more caselaw on judicial notice of affidavits from outside the

7/7/2018

1.7

1.7

jurisdiction

7/9/2018
7/9/2018

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

Reviewed my response for judicial notice before sending to RE for feedback
Reviewed RE's comments on my response to mtn for judicial notice

7/9/2018

0.6

0.6

Editted response to mtn for judicial notice based on RE's suggestions

7/9/2018

0.8

0.8

Reviewed RE's response brief to motion for consideration and motion to lodge; read
updated caselaw included in RE's brief

7/10/2018
7/11/2018

0.7

0.7

0.2

0.2

Read transcript from 4/5/18 show cause hearing
Reviewed client's declaration

7/12/2018

0.2

0.2

Reviewed client's revised declaration

7/12/2018

0.3

0.3

Read ACLUNV v. State of Nevada decision filed 7/6/2018
Reviewed response to motion for judicial notice before filing to make sure citations were

7/12/2018

0.2

0.2

7/12/2018

0.5

0.5

correct
Began breaking down arguments in response to motion for judicial notice

7/13/2018
7/13/2018

3
2.4

3
2.4

Finished basic outline arguments in response to motion for judicial notice
Began outlining argument in response to motion for reconsideration.

7/16/2018

1.1

1.1

Finished outlining arguments in response brief to motion for reconsideration.

7/17/2018

0.3

0.3

Spoke to RE about oral argument framework for response to motion to reconsider

Met with RE to talk about arguments in response to mtn for reconsideration and our mtn

Brainstorm and outlining arguments for oral argument of response for motion to
7/17/2018

2.1

2.1

7/18/2018

0.6

0.6

reconsider
Finish draft outline for oral argument of response for motion to reconsider
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7/18/2018

0.6

0.6

Finish draft of outline for oral argument of response to motion to take judicial notice
Reviewed respondents' reply to responses on motion to reconsider and motion for judicial

7/22/2018

0.3

0.3

notice.
Reviewed caselaw in preparation for oral argument--specifically Guardian News, Bolger v.

7/22/2018

0.9

0.9

Lance, cases where disclosure not ordered and others where disclosure ordered
Walked to Ada County Courthouse and went over remaining questions with RE about oral

7/25/2018

0.2

0.2

argument
Argued in court regarding respondents' motion to reconsider and motion to take judicial

7/25/2018
7/25/2018

1.5
0.3

1.5
0

9/17/2018

0.3

0

notice, and our motion for an order to lodge responsive documents with the court
Debrief with client and RE after oral argument [NO CHARGE]
Conference with IA and RE on strategy after receiving court's decision [NO CHARGE]
Read Judge Norton's Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of

9/22/2018
10/4/2018
10/4/2018
10/4/2018

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6

Mandate
Prepared for scheduling conference
Walked to and from Ada County Courthouse for scheduling conference
Appeared in court for client at scheduling conference
Spoke to RE about scheduling conference; scheduling proposal; brainstormed discovery

10/4/2018
10/5/2018
10/5/2018

0.2
0.7
0.2

0.2
0.7
0.2

requests
Calculated times for deadlines in judge's proposed scheduling stipulation form
Spoke to client about scheduling for discovery
Spoke to opposing counsel about proposed stipulations to add to the scheduling

10/5/2018
10/5/2018

0.1
0.3

0.1
0.3

stipulation
Researched prospective experts and emailed RE about experts
Editted the scheduling stipulation in Word document after receiving a blank stipulation

10/10/2018
10/10/2018

0.6
0.1

0.6
0.1

from the clerk that was different from the version we received in court
Emailed QC Kuehn back and forth on proposed scheduling stipulation
Spoke to Federal Defenders about potential experts in this case and background on prior

10/10/2018

0.5

0.5

executions
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Amended scheduling stipulation to include verbal agreements about timing of initial
10/11/2018

0.3

0.3

disclosure.

10/12/2018

1.3

1.3

Meeting with RE and client to discuss trial prep; discovery; experts
Meet with RE to plan discovery strategy and discuss potential expert witnesses [NO

10/30/2018

0.8

0

CHARGE]

Meet with client and RE to discuss potential experts and client's expert testimony [NO
CHARGE]

11/12/2018

0.8

0

11/14/2018

0.8

0.8

11/14/2018

0.8

0.8

Met with RE to discuss legal strategy and prepare 2nd discovery requests
Researched lay witness opinion testimony--Zmuda

11/14/2018

0.2

0.2

Reviewed draft of 2nd written discovery requests

11/15/2018
11/15/2018

2

2

0.6

0.6

0.6
0.7

0.6
0.7

11/15/2018
11/15/2018
11/16/2018

Researched lay witness opinion testimony--Zmuda
Met with RE to talk about potential expert witnesses
Called potential expert with RE
Spoke with RE about strategy with potential expert witnesses

0.3

0.3

11/16/2018

0.3

0.3

Called Steve Silberman with RE to discuss potential expert services
Discussion with RE about next steps with expert witnesses

11/16/2018
11/16/2018

0.5

0.5

Read Zmuda transcript from Creech v. Reinke

0.3
0.2

0.3
0.2

Call with RE and Lynn Paulsen about potential expert services
Call with RE and potential expert about potential expert services

11/16/2018
11/18/2018

0.2

0.2

1.6

1.6

Read Zmuda affidavit from Creech v. Reinke
Reviewed doc production from 3-14-2018

11/18/2018

1.5

1.5

Drafted points I would like to ask Jeanne Woodford

11/19/2018

0.3

0.3

Met with RE about expert witnesses

11/19/2018

0.3

0.3

Reviewed 2nd set of written discovery requests that RE drafted

0.4

Reviewed Steve Silberman draft report/points and formulated my own questions in
response in preparation for phone call
Reviewed Jeanne Woodford engagement letter drafted by RE; composed email to Jeanne
Woodford to email engagement letter

11/16/2018

11/19/2018

0.4

11/19/2018

0.2

0.2

11/19/2018
11/19/2018

1

1

0.9

0.9

Reviewed doc production from 5-25-2018 disclosure
Call with RE and Steve Silberman

11/19/2018

1.1

1.1

Reviewed doc production from 5-29-2018 disclosure

11/19/2018
11/20/2018

0.9

0.9

Reviewed doc production from 6-1-2018 disclosure

0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2

Searched for 2011 Berkley letter for RE
Reviewed and editted 3rd set of written discovery requests drafted by RE

11/20/2018
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11/20/2018

0.4

0.4

Confer with RE about "Activity Logs 2.pdf", possibly inadvertently disclosed document
Phone call with RE and QC Kuehn about "Activity Logs 2.pdf" inadvertently disclosed

11/20/2018

0.2

0.2

document, then send followup email
Walked to and from AG's office to hand deliver Disc 2 "Activity Logs 2.pdf" to QC Jessica
Kuehn--handed disc to assistant Kathy and met Jessica in hallway as I was leaving and

11/20/2018

0.3

0.3

confirmed delivery

11/20/2018

0.6

0.6

11/20/2018

1

1

Reviewed documents from 6-12-2018 production
Reviewed documents from 10-29-2018 production

11/26/2018

0.6

0.6

Composed email to John Muffler

11/26/2018

0.4

0.4

Reviewed Stephen Silberman draft report sent on 11/24/2018

11/28/2018

0.4

0.4

11/29/2018

0.7
0.9

0.7
0.9

Spoke to RE about expert witness options
Drafted outline of points I want to ask Lynn Paulsen

1
0.2

1
0.2

Phone call with RE and Lynn Paulsen to discuss her opinions
Spoke to RE about motion to lodge unredacted production and trial strategy

1.3

1.3

Transformed notes from phone call with Paulsen into report format

1.2
1.1

1.2
1.1

Call with RE and Lynn Paulsen about her opinions for expert testimony

12/3/2018
12/3/2018

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

12/3/2018

0.7

0.7

Reviewed Aliza Cover's draft report
Phone call with RE and Jeanne Woodford about opinions in report

12/3/2018

0.4

0.4

Spoke to RE about Woodford draft report

12/3/2018

1.2

1.2

Compiled notes from Woodford call and formatted into report format

12/4/2018

0.3
0.4

0.3
0.4

Call with Carl Caulk about potential consultation
Had conversation with RE about experts (Woodford and Paulsen) and strategy

0.3

0.3

Review Woodford's draft report

12/4/2018

0.4

0.4

Review Paulsen draft report

12/4/2018

0.2

0.2

Call with Jeanne Woodford

11/29/2018
11/30/2018
11/30/2018
12/2/2018
12/3/2018
12/3/2018

12/4/2018
12/4/2018

Phone call with RE and Steve Silberman about his draft report

Paulsen report draft update after conversation with her
Reviewed Silberman's draft report and provided feedback

Spoke to RE about depositions, motion in limine, witness dislosure, motion for in camera
12/7/2018
12/7/2018
12/10/2018
12/10/2018

0.4
0.3

0.4
0.3

review of unredacted production, pretrial confernece
Reviewed witness disclosure and gave feedback

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Finished reviewing document production for the Zmuda depo
Began drafting motion in limine
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0.8
1.4

Continued drafting motion in limine

12/11/2018

0.8
1.4

12/12/2018

1.2

1.2

Continued drafting motion in limine

12/13/2018

0.6

0.6

12/13/2018

0.4

0.4

Began drafting fact/background section in the brief in support of motion for in camera
examination
Legal research "in camera" under 74-116

12/15/2018

0.3

0.3

Review of case law under IC 74-116 for brief ISO in camera examination

12/15/2018

0.6

0.6

12/15/2018

0.5

0.5

Legal research of "excessive redactions" for brief ISO in camera exmaination
Legal research of "specious redactions" for brief ISO of in camera examination

12/15/2018

0.3

0.3

Read transcript from 10/4/2018 hearing

12/15/2018
12/15/2018

0.5

0.5

Applying 10/4/18 transcript into draft of brief ISO in camera examination

1.6

1.6

12/16/2018

1.9

1.9

Drafted argument section of brief ISO in camera examination
Continued drafting argument section of brief ISO in camera examinaton

12/11/2018

Legal research for MIL on excluding witness because of late disclosure

Discussion with RE about OC not responding to our 2nd set of discovery and RFAs, and lack
0.2
1.2

0.2
1.2

12/17/2018
12/18/2018

1

1

Review and edit brief ISO in camera examination

1

1

12/18/2018

0.7

0.7

Reviewed and editted brief ISO in camera examination
Drafted declaration for brief ISO in camera examination

12/18/2018
12/18/2018

1.2

1.2

Reviewed proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law

0.2

0.2

12/18/2018

0.5

0.5

Reviewed witness and exhibit list
Editted brief ISO in camera examination

12/18/2018

0.4

0.4

Drafted motion for in camera examination

12/18/2018

0.2

0.2

Emailed experts for their deposition availability

12/18/2018

1.1

1.1

Drafted background section for brief ISO MIL

12/18/2018
12/18/2018

0.3

0.3

Drafted argument section of brief ISO MIL

0.6

0.6

12/19/2018

0.9

0.9

Drafted declaration for brief ISO MIL
Editted brief ISO MIL

12/19/2018
12/19/2018

0.4

0.4

Prepared for pretrial conference hearing

0.4

0.4

Incorporated RE's edits to brief ISO MIL

12/19/2018

0.2

0.2

Editted MIL

12/19/2018
12/19/2018

0.1

0.1

Incorporated RE's edits into MIL

0.7

0.7

Incorporated RE's edits into brief ISO in camera examination

12/16/2018
12/16/2018

of expert rebuttal disclosures from OC
Drafting of fact section in brief ISO in camera examination
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12/19/2018

0.6

0.6

12/19/2018

0.9

0.9

12/19/2018

0.5

0.5

Final review and edits of motion for in camera examination, brief ISO in camera
examination, declaration and exhibits
Final review and edits for MIL and brief ISO MIL
Walk to and from courthouse for meeting with QC and pretrial conference
Met with QC and RE and discussed trial logistics, remaining deposition scheduling and

12/19/2018

0.6

0.6

logistics (including travel out of state and reimbursement to our experts), and began
discussing stipulated facts

12/19/2018

0.6

0.6

Attended pretrial conference hearing

12/20/2018

0.6

0.6

Drove to and from IDOC office building for Jeff Zmuda deposition

12/20/2018

3.1

3.1

Attended Jeff Zmuda deposition in the morning

12/20/2018
12/20/2018

0.5

0.5

Discussed Jeff Zmuda deposition during lunch with RE

3.4

3.4

12/20/2018

0.3

0.3

Attended afternoon session of Jeff Zmuda deposition
Discussed Jeff Zmuda deposition with RE after the deposition was over
Drafted stipulation for notice requirements of pretrial motions hearing and a proposed

12/20/2018

0.4

0.4

order to accompany
Finalized and filed stipulation for notice requirements of the pretial motions hearing and

12/21/2018
12/27/2018

0.3

0.3

the proposed order

0.7
1.2

0.7
1.2

Review of Jeff Zmuda depo transcript and exhibits
Preparation for Jeff Ray deposition
did not file response to our MIL or mtn for in camera examination, discussed our response
and legal research to be done

12/27/2018

Discussion with RE about OC's motion to continue and legal research to be done; also QC
12/27/2018

0.3

0.3

12/29/2018

2

2

Reviewed OC's MTC and researched IRCP 30(e) and FRCP 30(e)

12/30/2018

1

1

Drafting reply ISO in camera examination

12/31/2018

0.2

0.2

Confer with RE about reply ISO in camera examination

3.1

3.1

Drafting reply ISO in camera examination

12/31/2018

0.3
1

0.3
1

Read 7/25/2018 court hearing transcript
Draft, edit, and finalize reply ISO in camera examination

12/31/2018

1.2

1.2

Draft and edit reply ISO MIL

12/31/2018

0.3
0.4

0.3
0.4

Confer with RE about replies ISO MIL and in cam exam, response to MTC, and trial strategy

1/1/2019
1/1/2019
1/2/2019

3.5
0.1

3.5
0.1

Prepare for January 2, 2019 hearing on MIL
Talk to RE about 30(b)(6) depo strategy

12/31/2018
12/31/2018

Review response to OC's MTC
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1/2/2019

1.7

1.7

Prepare for January 2, 2019 hearing on motion for in camera examination
Consulted with RE during our walk to courthouse on how I should argue motion in limine
and motion for in camera examination and preparing for judge's questions

1/2/2019

0.5

0.5

1/2/2019
1/3/2019

1.5
0.1

1.5
0.1

1/3/2019

0.4

0.4

1/3/2019
1/3/2019

2.6

2.6

0.6

0.5

Jeff Ray depo prep
Talked to RE about Ray and Dowell deposition questions and strategy

1/4/2019

0.4

0.4

Reviewed stipulated facts/conclusions of law

1/4/2019
1/4/2019

0.1

0.1

Talked to RE about Ray depo outline

1.3

1.3

Attended Joanne Sooter deposition
Spoke to Aliza Cover and RE during break in Sooter depo to talk about topics/areas RE

1/4/2019
1/4/2019

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.4

should remember to question her on
Talked to Aliza Cover and RE about preparing for trial and future depositions

1/4/2019

1.9

1.9

Deposition prep for Jeff Ray depo

1/5/2019

0.8

0.8

1/5/2019

4.5

4.5

Deposition prep for Jeff Ray depo
Deposition prep for Ashley Dowell

1/6/2019

0.1

0.1

1/6/2019
1/7/2019

0.3

0.3

Edit Dowell depo outline with RE's edits
Edit Ray's depo outline with RE's edits

0.4

0.4

Drive to and from IDOC Central Office for Ray and Dowell depositions

Attend and argue at hearing on motion in limine and motion for in camera examination
Review draft of response to OC's motion to continue
Cite check for our response to OC's MTC

1/7/2019

3.7

2.6

Depose Jeff Ray

1/7/2019

0.6

0.6

Talk to RE over lunch about deposition of Dowell

1/7/2019

3.6

2.6

Depose Ashley Dowell

1/8/2019

0.5

0.5

Talk to RE about expert depositions, including preparing the experts for the depos
Added to depo prep outline for Jeanne Woodford and reviewed her report and conducted
online search of her

1/8/2019

0.7

0.7

1/9/2019
1/10/2019

1.5

1.5

0.7

0.7

Call with Jeanne Woodford and RE about her deposition and prepared her
Call with Jeanne Woodford and RE about her deposition

1/10/2019

0.4

0.4

Prepped myself for Woodford depo

1/10/2019
1/10/2019

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

Drove to and from courthouse for motion to continue hearing
Attended the motion to continue hearing
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0.4
0.4

0.4
0.4

Prepped with Woodford before depo
Travel to depo from hotel

0.9
2

Travel from depo to airport

1/11/2019

0.9
2

1/12/2019

1.3

1.3

1/11/2019
1/11/2019
1/11/2019

Attended Jeanne Woodford deposition
Call with Steve Silberman and RE to prepare Steve for his deposition
Spoke to RE about our trial strategy, including which witnesses we'll call at trial and which

1/12/2019

1

1

1/13/2019

2.5

2.5

Spoke to Steve Silberman on the phone in preparation for his deposition

of us will cross or direct examine them

1/14/2019

0.3

0.3

Joined the meet and confer with RE, Schindele, Kubinski, and Kuehn for only a portion of
the call regarding 30(b)6 depos and RFP1

1/14/2019
1/14/2019

1.2

1.2

Attended Steve Silberman deposition

0.2

0.2

Travel from hotel to depo

0.4
2.1

0.4
2.1

Travel from depo to airport
Call with Lynn Paulsen and RE to prepare for her deposition

1/14/2019
1/15/2019
1/15/2019

0.4

0.4

Prepped myself for Paulsen depo

1/16/2019

0.4

0.4

Met with Paulsen ahead of deposition and prepped for deposition

1/16/2019
1/18/2019

1.1

1.1

Attended Paulsen deposition

0.2

0.2

1/18/2019

0.3

0.3

Read judge's order on IDOC's Mtn to Quash or Protective Order
Reviewed 30(b)(6) depo outline created by RE

1/18/2019
1/18/2019

0.6

0.6

Drive to and from IDOC Central Office for Mabe and 30(b)(6) depositions

2

1.8

Attend Ammie Mabe deposition

1/18/2019

0.8

0.8

1/18/2019

2.6

2.6

Talk with RE after Mabe depo about strategy for IDOC 30(b)(6) deposition during lunch
Attend 30(b)(6) depo

1/20/2019

0.5

0.5

Reviewed Judge's orders on MIL and MICE

1/20/2019

1.8
0.2

1.8
0.2

117
Begin drafting direct examination for Joanne Sooter

1/20/2019
1/20/2019

0.4

0.4

Review draft of brief ISO mtion reconsider order in limine

0.2

0.2

1/20/2019

1.6
0.2

1.6
0.2

Spoke to RE about what we want Sherrie Wyatt to do for trial preparation
Spoke to RE about trial strategy and witness preparation

0.7

0.7

Reviewed deliberate and bad faith and frivolously pursued standards under 74-116, 741/20/2019

1/20/2019
1/20/2019

Reviewed mtn to reconsider, mtn to shorten time, and briefs ISO
Spoke to RE about trial strategy, including opening statement
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1/20/2019

0.6

0.6

Reviewed Petitioner's request for written discovery and Respondents' responses

1/20/2019

0.5

0.5

Read Joanne Sooter deposition transcript

1/20/2019
1/21/2019

0.8
1

0.8
1

1/21/2019

3.2

3.2

Read Jeanne Woodford deposition transcript
Drafted Joanne Sooter's direct examination
Drafted Jeanne Woodford's direct examination

1/21/2019

0.7

0.7

Read Lynn Paulsen's deposition transcript

1/21/2019

1.8

1.8

Drafted Lynn Paulsen direct examination

1/21/2019

0.2

0

Confer with RE on expert witnesses [NO CHARGE]

1/22/2019

2.5

2.5

Drafted Lynn Paulsen direct examination

1/22/2019
1/22/2019

0.5

0.5

RE and I called Lynn Paulsen to discuss supplemental report

1

1

Read Ammie Mabe deposition transcript

1/22/2019

1.4

0

Reviewed 3rd Supplmental Responses to Petitioner's 1st set of discovery requests

1/22/2019

0.3

0

Spoke to RE about Respondents' 3rd Supplemental Responses to our 1st set of discovery
requests and trial strategy

1/23/2019
1/23/2019

1

1

Drafted Ammie Mabe cross examination

1

1

Reviewed and editted proposed stipulated facts

1/23/2019
1/23/2019

0.8

0.8

Walk to and from courthouse for hearing on motion to reconsider order in limine

0.3

0.3

Attend hearing on motion to reconsider motion in limine argued by RE
Meet and confer with QC Kuehn and RE on proposed stipulated facts and trial logistics,

1/23/2019

0.2

0.2

specifically on witnesses

1/23/2019

1.3

1.3

Prepare for Steve Silberman's trial preparation

1/23/2019

2.9

2.9

Drafted Ammie Mabe cross examination

1/24/2019
1/24/2019

3.1

3.1

Trial preparation with Lynn Paulsen and RE

3.1

3.1

1/24/2019

0.7

0.7

Trial preparation with Steve Silberman and RE
Editted Paulsen direct examination

1/24/2019
1/24/2019

2.3

2.3

Trial preparation with Jeanne Woodford

0.4

0.4

Spoke to RE about Woodford trial testimony

1/25/2019

1.4

1.4

Prepared mock cross examination for Aliza Cover trial preparation

1/25/2019
1/25/2019

3.8

3.8

Met with Aliza Cover and RE to prepare AC for trial testimony

1.2

1.2

1/25/2019

0.8

0.8

Editted Paulsen direct examination
Editted Sooter direct examination
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Began reviewing less redacted 1-24-2019 production (exhibit 40)

1/26/2019

0.3
5.5

0.3
5.5

1/26/2019

2

2

1/26/2019

0.5
0.3

0.5
0.3

Reviewed opening statement with RE

1/26/2019
1/27/2019

0.5

0.5

1/27/2019

1.6

1.6

Editted Paulsen direct examination
Editted opening statement

1/27/2019

1.4

1.4

Editted Sooter direct examination

1/27/2019

0.6

0.6

1/25/2019

Drafting opening statement for trial
Reviewed less redacted 1-24-2019 production (exhibit 40)
Editted Mabe cross examination

1/27/2019

1.9

1.9

Spoke to RE about Mabe and Sooter examinations
Editted Mabe cross examination

1/27/2019
1/27/2019

0.5

0.5

Reviewed opening statement with RE

0.9

0.9

1/28/2019

0.4
4

0.4
4

Prep Jeanne Woodford for trial
Editted opening statement

1/28/2019
1/28/2019

Attended trial in the morning (Day 1)
Attended trial in the afternoon (Day 1)

5

5

1/28/2019

1.3

1.3

Prep Lynn Paulsen for trial

1/29/2019
1/29/2019

4.6

4.6

Attend trial (Day 2)

1

1

1/29/2019
1/30/2019

0.3

0.3

Review and edit reply brief ISO motion for orders at close of Respondents' case-in-chief

3.1

3.1

Attend trial in morning (Day 3) + Rule 41 MTD

Prep Jeanne Woodford for trial

Talk with RE and client during lunch break about strategy over interlocutory appeal of
1/30/2019

1.9

1.9

1/30/2019

4.1

4.1

41(b) ruling
Attend trial in afternoon (Day 3)

1/30/2019

0.4

0.4

Talk to RE and client about the trial

1/30/2019

1.1
2.4

1.1
2.4

various outcomes
Editted and prepped for Sooter direct examination

Talk to RE about interlocutory appeal and the IRCP and appellate rules that could lead to
1/31/2019
1/31/2019
1/31/2019

1.2

1.2

0.7

0.7

Researched Idaho Appell. Rules 12 and 13 and related caselaw
Reviewed Exhibit 40 and the ruling on 41(b) motion

1/31/2019

0.4

0.4

Talked to RE about remaining trial issues and strategy

2/1/2019

5

5

2/1/2019
2/9/2019

1.6
2.1

1.6
2.1

Attend trial (Day 4)
Discussed the closing argument with RE
Drafting amended proposed FFCL (fact portion)
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Drafting amended proposed FFCL (fact portion)

2/12/2019

3
2.8

3
2.8

2/12/2019

0.5

0.5

2/12/2019
2/12/2019

0.3
0.4

0.3
0.4

2/15/2019

2

2

Draft declaration for attorneys fees and costs RE: motion to compel
Talked to RE about Jeanne Woodford invoice and whether she can be paid for depo prep

2/15/2019

0.2

under IRCP 26(b)(4)(e) [NO CHARGE]

2/15/2019

0.4

0
0

Compiling exhibits for attorneys fees/costs RE: motion to compel

2/15/2019

1.9

0

Drafting declaration for attorneys fees/costs RE: motion to compel

2/15/2019

0.3

0

Finalizing declaration and exhibits for attorneys fees/costs RE: motion to compel

2/15/2019

0.2

0

Reviewed Ritchie Eppink's declaration for attorneys fees RE: motion to compel

2/15/2019

0.2
1.4

0
1.4

Editted declaration for motion to compel attorneys fees after getting RE's feedback
Read and anyalyzed judge's FFCL

3/21/2019
3/21/2019

0.4

0.4

Met with RE to discuss and process judge's FFCL

0.7

0.7

Called client with RE to talk about the FFCL, writ, and next steps
Met with client, JW, and RE ahead of radio interview and prepared by discussing talking

3/27/2019

0.4

0

2/11/2019

3/21/2019

Drafting amended proposed FFCL (fact portion)
Reviewed Respondents' FFCL
Spoke to RE about FFCL
Spoke again to RE about FFCL

points and the history of the case
During meeting meeting with client, discussed strategy around appeal and other legal

3/27/2019

0.2

0.2

responses regarding records disclosure

3/27/2019

0.5

0.5

Reviewed time records and exercised billing judgment

3/28/2019

0.6

0.6

Met with RE and went through our time records and exercised billing judgment

4/2/2019

0.6
0.2

0.6
0.2

Drafting declaration for attorneys fees/costs RE: final fees
Editted my declaration for fees after receiving RE's edits

317.0

306.8
$76,700.00

4/3/2019

Total
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ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
)
R. RAY, Public Information
)
Officer,
)
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
MOTION TO DISALLOW CERTAIN COSTS
AND ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) AND (e)(6)

COME NOW, the Idaho Board of Correction, the Idaho Department of Correction, and
Jeffrey Ray, Respondents, by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and hereby
respectfully move this Court, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 to disallow certain

MOTION TO DISALLOW CERTAIN COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 – 1
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costs and attorney fees as set forth more fully in a memorandum and supporting affidavit filed
contemporaneously herewith.
DATED this 18th day of April 2019.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
By Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of April 2019, I filed the foregoing electronically
through the iCourt E-File system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served by
electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notification of Service:
Richard Eppink:
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

_U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General
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ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF
)
CORRECTION, IDAHO
)
DEPARTMENT OF
)
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
)
R. RAY, Public Information
)
Officer,
)
)
Respondents.
)
______________________________)
I.

CASE NO. CV01-18-03877
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) AND (e)(6)

INTRODUCTION

Petitioner submitted a public records request to Jeffrey Ray, Idaho Department of
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 – 1
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Correction’s (IDOC) Public Information Officer, on September 21, 2017, seeking records relating
to the executions of Paul Rhoades in 2011 and Richard Leavitt in 2012, and other documents
related to executions in Idaho, including IDOC’s past and current attempts to secure possession of
the drugs to be used to carry out state-sanctioned executions. The Department, through Mr. Ray,
responded to Petitioner’s request on September 27, 2017, granting in part and denying in part her
request. Petitioner electronically filed her petition for a writ of mandate to compel disclosure of
public records in this action on February 27, 2018. Following a multiple-day evidentiary hearing,
the Court entered its Judgment and Peremptory Writ of Mandate requiring the disclosure of certain
previously withheld documents and information on March 21, 2019.
On April 4, 2019, counsel for Petitioner filed a Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs.
Respondents have filed a motion to disallow certain costs and attorney fees and file this
memorandum in support thereof.
ARGUMENT
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-116(2), Petitioner is only entitled to her reasonable costs and
attorney fees incurred in this matter. The trial court has the discretion to calculate reasonable
attorney fees. City of McCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 587, 130 P.3d 1118, 1125 (2006). To aid
in the calculation of attorney fees, the Court must consider the factors set forth in Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure (I.R.C.P) 54(e)(3). The factors to consider include, among others, the time and
labor required by the proceeding, the amount in controversy involved and the results obtained, as
well as any other factor the court deems appropriate. Respondents submit, based on these factors,
that portions of the Petitioner’s claims for attorney fees are unreasonable, and ask the Court to
disallow the same (to be described infra).
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In addition to the costs claimed by Petitioner as a matter of right pursuant to I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(c), the Petitioner further requests the Court award exceptional costs pursuant to I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(D), noting that all Petitioner's costs were "necessary, exceptional, and reasonably
incurred." (Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, p. 2). Respondents agree the Court may
determine costs are exceptional within the context and nature of the case, as well as consider the
non-prevailing party's conduct before and during litigation and whether the expenses incurred by
Petitioner are the types of expenses routinely incurred in that type of case or not.

(Third

Memorandum of Fees and Costs, p. 2-3). For a court to award exceptional costs, however, the
Petitioner must show those costs were not only exceptional, but also necessary, reasonably
incurred, and "should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(D).

The Idaho Supreme Court has reiterated this standard, requiring not only that

discretionary costs be exceptional, but that they be necessary and reasonably incurred. City of
McCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho at 587, 130 P.3d at 1125 (2006). Respondents submit that some of

the discretionary costs claimed by Petitioner were unnecessary and unreasonable, and should
therefore be disallowed (to be described infra).
Respondents will describe herein each cost or attorney fee claim to which Respondents
object and the reasons for those objections.

1.

The Court should disallow all expenses related to the deposition and trial
testimony, as well as related preparation, of Joanne Sooter.
The Court should disallow all expenses related to the deposition of Joanne Sooter:

(1) the deposition cost of$268.20 (Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(2) the 1.4 hours claimed by Molly Kafka to attend the deposition of Joanne
Sooter (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Petitioner's Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(3) the 0.2 hours claimed by Molly Kafka for beginning to draft the direct
examination of Joanne Sooter (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of
Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
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(4) the 0.5 hours claimed by Molly Kafka for reading the Joanne Sooter
deposition transcript (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Petitioner’s
Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(5) the 1 hour claimed by Molly Kafka for drafting Joanne Sooter’s direct
examination (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Petitioner’s Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(6) the 2.2 hours claimed by Molly Kafka for editing Joanne Sooter’s direct
examination (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Petitioner’s Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(7) the 2.4 hours claimed by Molly Kafka for editing and preparing for Joanne
Sooter’s direct examination (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of
Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(8) the 4.3 hours claimed by Richard Eppink for preparing the deposition of
Joanne Sooter (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(9) the 1 hour claimed by Richard Eppink for the preparation of exhibits for the
Joanne Sooter deposition (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of
Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
the 1.4 hours claimed by Richard Eppink for taking the deposition of Joanne
Sooter (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs),
(10) half of the 0.6 hours (0.3 hours) claimed by Richard Eppink for conferring
with Molly Kafka regarding exam outlines for Mabe and Sooter (Declaration
of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of Fees and
Costs).
These expenses total $4,270.00 in attorney fees and $268.20 in costs. Thus, Respondents
request this Court reduce the amount awarded to Petitioner by $4,538.20 by disallowing these
expenses. Respondents submit these fees and costs were not necessary and were not reasonably
incurred. Though the cost claimed for the deposition would generally be a cost awarded as a matter
of right pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(x), Respondents submit this cost was not reasonably
incurred, and therefore object to the award of the same.
Joanne Sooter is a former employee of IDOC who testified at a deposition and at the trial
on this matter. The Court discussed Sooter’s trial testimony in its Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law (p. 18-19, para. 88). In this discussion, the Court noted Sooter testified that she was told
that IDOC “kept three sets of books regarding executions.” (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
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Law, p. 18, ftn. 46). The Court found that Sooter testified she never actually saw the alleged books,
that she was not responsible for maintaining those records, and that her explanation was not as
credible as that provided by Theo Lowe, the IDOC employee who was actually responsible for
maintaining those records (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, p. 18, ftn. 46). Moreover,
the Court indicated it was including its findings related to Sooter’s testimony in a footnote
“because this is an action to compel disclosure of records only” (Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law, p. 19). Sooter’s testimony, though well-intentioned, was clearly not credible and was not
relevant to any matter before the Court. The only apparent purpose for presenting such testimony
was to embarrass or harass IDOC by implying, without any credible evidence, that IDOC officials
were involved in actively hiding information from the public and/or engaging in unlawful or
unethical conduct during the 2011 and 2012 executions. This is not a legitimate purpose to present
testimony. Even if Petitioner was not attempting to embarrass or harass IDOC through Sooter’s
testimony, the testimony was not relevant to any question before the Court. Thus, any fees and
costs incurred for preparing and presenting Sooter’s trial testimony were unnecessary and not
reasonably incurred.
Any costs and fees incurred for preparing for and taking the deposition of Sooter were also
unnecessary and not reasonably incurred. On December 3, 2018, counsel for Respondents
contacted counsel for Petitioner to inform counsel that Sooter desired legal representation, so
Sooter did not want to attend the previously scheduled meeting with the ACLU. Counsel for
Respondents indicated, however, that Sooter was still interested in speaking with counsel for
Petitioner, and suggested the previously scheduled meeting be rescheduled for a time convenient
for all parties.

Petitioner’s counsel responded to Respondent’s counsel with a request for

deposition instead. (Declaration of Jessica Kuehn In Support of Objection to Third Memorandum
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of Fees and Costs). A meeting, rather than a deposition, would have been a more cost-effective
manner of obtaining information from Sooter, especially given the lack of relevant information
possessed by Sooter.

As previously noted, Sooter's testimony did not provide a credible

explanation and was not relevant to the withholding of documents, and Petitioner could not
reasonably have expected Sooter's testimony to be relevant to the withholding of documents when
Sooter was not employed by IDOC at any time during Petitioner's public records request or the
litigation.
Respondents respectfully request this Court disallow all fees and costs claimed related to
the deposition and trial testimony, including preparation, of Joanne Sooter as these costs and fees
were unnecessary and not reasonably incurred given the testimony actually provided by Sooter.
II.

This Court should limit the expert witness fees of Jeanne Woodford.

Petitioner is entitled to reasonable expert witness fees of not more than $2,000 for each
expert witness for all appearances. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ix). Any fees in excess of that amount
would be considered discretionary or exceptional costs pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). As
previously stated, exceptional costs may only be awarded if Petitioner shows such "costs were
necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the interests of justice be
assessed against the adverse party." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D).
Petitioner requests expert consulting and witness fees for Jeanne Woodford in the amount
of $6,982.11 (not including the witness's out of pocket travel expenses that Respondents do not
contest). This consulting and witness fee is more than three times the cost permitted as a matter
of right and was not necessary or reasonably incurred. The claimed amount should not in the
interests ofjustice be assessed against Respondents. Woodford testified as an expert for Petitioner
at deposition and at trial.

Woodford's testimony focused on a few relevant issues:
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(1) the

California Department of Corrections policies and procedures related to security plans for
executions, (2) that, in her opinion, revealing the identity of a lethal injection chemical source to
the public could jeopardize the ability of departments of correction to carry out an execution, and
(3) that the identity of a lethal injection supplier for Texas had been made public and the only
impact was personal or written protests (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, pp. 36-37).
The Court relied upon Woodford’s testimony, in part, in determining Respondents were justified
in withholding the document at Exhibit 40, Page 655 (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law,
p. 65).

Additionally, though the Court relied primarily upon Jeff Zmuda’s testimony in

determining Respondents were justified in withholding certain security and staffing plans,
Woodford’s testimony regarding security plans for executions supported Zmuda’s testimony.
Thus, Respondents prevailed, in part, on some of the issues for which Woodford’s testimony was
most relevant (e.g. the potential harm of revealing source identity). Despite Petitioner’s claims,
Woodford’s testimony was not necessary to Petitioner’s case, and in fact, supported several of the
Respondents’ justifications for withholding or redacting certain documents. It does not serve the
interests of justice to assess this exorbitant expert witness fee against Respondents when this
witness actually demonstrated Respondents were justified in denying access to certain documents
and information.
Additionally, the fees claimed are unreasonable. Specifically, Woodford charged $200.00
per hour during travel time, which accounted for approximately $2,400.00 of the claimed
$6,982.11 expense (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third Memorandum
of Fees and Costs). This expert fee also includes a $468.29 charge from the Grove Hotel for the
nights of January 28, 2019, and January 29, 2019. Petitioner double-counted this cost by including
it both in the requested expert witness fee for Jeanne Woodford and in the witness travel costs
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described as Jeanne Woodford lodging (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s
Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs). There may also be a double-counting for meals within
the requested expert witness fee, though it is unclear due to a lack of itemization. Woodford’s
itemized invoice claims food costs in the amount of $61.87 for meals from January 28, 2019,
through January 30, 2019 (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third
Memorandum of Fees and Costs). Though Petitioner does not request an award of $351.37 for
meals purportedly purchased by counsel for witnesses during trial, it is not clear whether the meals
reportedly purchased by Woodford were meals necessary and reasonable as Woodford’s
itemization does not clarify whether these meals were different from those provided by counsel
for Petitioner (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of
Fees and Costs). Though Petitioner provided receipts for meals purchased during trial, the meals
claimed by Woodford in her expert witness fee are set forth in her itemization with a notation that
receipts are attached, but no receipts that Petitioner has provided appear to relate to Woodford’s
self-purchased meals.
The expert witness fee claimed by Petitioner for the consultation and testimony of Jeanne
Woodford is excessive, unnecessary, and unreasonable. One item is clearly double-billed on
Woodford’s invoice and Woodford’s hourly fee during travel is exorbitant. Woodford’s testimony
supported some of the justifications provided by Respondents for withholding documents, and, in
fact, her most relevant and helpful testimony for the Court at least partially, and in some instances,
strongly, supported Respondents’ offered justifications. Though many redactions were involved
in this case and significant trial time was spent discussing various redactions, Woodford’s
testimony was primarily relevant to redactions related to security and redactions of source
identifying information.

Respondents prevailed on many security-related justifications for
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redactions, and prevailed on one of two documents that directly identify the source of lethal
injection chemicals. Also, even had Respondents engaged in a perfect search for documents in
this case, the parties very likely would still have gone to trial over the security and chemical source
related information.

Respondents' conduct before and during litigation did not significantly

impact the Petitioner's perceived need of this witness. It would not be in the interests of justice to
award Petitioner exceptional fees for this witness.
Respondents request this Court limit the award for the expert witness fee claimed for
Jeanne Woodford to $2,000 as provided by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ix), thus disallowing $4,982.11
of the claimed amount.
III.

This Court should reduce the witness travel costs claimed by Petitioner for the
lodging of Stephen Silberman and the lodging of Lynn Paulsen.
Petitioner requests airfare and lodging for her three expert witnesses: Stephen Silberman,

Jeanne Woodford, and Lynn Paulsen.

Respondents object to the lodging costs for Stephen

Silberman and Lynn Paulsen.
Both Silberman and Paulsen provided testimony at deposition and at trial. The lodging
costs claimed are exclusively for lodging during trial (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support
of Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs).
The lodging cost claimed for Silberman totals $1,122.01 and is comprised of a four-night
stay at The Grove Hotel from January 27, 2019 through January 31, 2019 (Declaration of Richard
Eppink in Support of Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs). Silberman's testimony
began and ended on the same day of trial, yet Silberman attended each day of trial through January
30, 2019, which obviously necessitated additional lodging costs. These costs are unnecessary and
unreasonable.

Silberman's testimony focused on a few simple topics:

(1) that access to

information improves market performance or social welfare, (2) that revealing the identity of a
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chemical supplier to the public could result in boycotts of that supplier’s business, (3) that boycotts
of one source could have a chilling effect on all other sources, and (4) that disclosure of a drug
supplier’s identity could encourage a safer and more effective product or lead to additional sources
of chemicals for the department (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, p. 36-37). Petitioner
has made no showing, and cannot make a showing, that Silberman’s attendance at trial on days he
did not testify assisted Petitioner in presenting a case, or that Silberman’s testimony in any way
benefitted from observing the testimony of other witnesses.

Additionally, included in the

requested cost for Silberman’s lodging are hotel restaurant expenses totaling $211.23. Though
Petitioner does not request reimbursement for the cost for meals provided to witnesses during trial,
this amount is relevant to whether the meal cost claimed by Silberman is necessary and reasonable.
Petitioner notes a cost of $351.37 for meals purchased for witnesses during trial, yet Silberman
claims additional meal charges on the dates of trial, as well as others (Declaration of Richard
Eppink in Support of Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs). Two of the restaurant
charges are in the amounts of $49.75 and $59.40, which is clearly excessive for one person.
Respondents request this Court disallow all hotel restaurant charges unless Petitioner can provide
an itemization of the individual(s) who consumed the meals and why such meals are necessary and
reasonable when Petitioner purchased meals for experts during trial. Respondents further request
this Court disallow two of the nights for which Silberman received lodging given the extent of his
testimony and the amount of time he was required to be present at trial.
Respondents request this Court disallow the $211.23 cost from Trillium restaurant claimed
as part of Stephen Silberman’s lodging, and disallow hotel costs in the amount of $449.74, which
represents two of the room charges and the associated room tax, for a total reduction of $660.97.
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Respondents also request this Court disallow a portion of the costs claimed by Petitioner
for the lodging of Lynn Paulsen. Paulsen testified at both deposition and trial. Her lodging costs
two nights, one at The Grove Hotel (January 28, 2019) and one at the Courtyard Marriott (January
29, 2019). The cost for each hotel is significantly different. Whereas the cost for Paulsen's January
28, 2019, stay at The Grove Hotel was $190.97, Paulsen's January 29, 2019, stay at the Courtyard
Marriott was $281.37. Petitioner does not explain Paulsen's move from one hotel to a much more
expensive hotel. This additional hotel cost was not necessary or reasonable. Thus, Respondents
request this Court reduce the award of Paulsen's lodging costs by $90.40, which reflects the price
difference between The Grove Hotel and the Courtyard Marriott.
Respondents request a total reduction in the award of costs requested by Petitioner in the
amount of$6,001.68.
IV.

This Court should disallow all attorney fees requested related to the 2018 Motion
for Reconsideration as Petitioner was not prevailing party on that matter.
The Court should disallow all attorney fees requested related to the Motion for

Reconsideration filed by Respondents on May 29, 2018, as Petitioner was not the prevailing party
on this Motion. The Court granted Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration on September 17,
2018. Though Petitioner was the prevailing party following the trial in this matter, Petitioner was
not the prevailing party on the earlier motion and is not entitled to attorney fees related to that
motion.
Thus, Respondents request this Court disallow all attorney fees requested related to that
Motion:
The following fees claimed by Richard Eppink (Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support
of Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, Exhibit A):
5/29/18

1.4 hours to review reconsideration motion and make notes
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6/11/18

0.2 hours to review legal intern memo related to reconsideration

6/13/18

1.2 hours to begin drafting response brief

6/18/18

3.6 hours to continue drafting response brief

6/19/18

2.1 hours to continue drafting response brief

6/19/18

2.5 hours to read cases cited by Respondents in reconsideration brief

6/19/18

0.3 hours to review Molly Kafka’s comments on reconsideration motion

6/26/18

0.1 hours to review possible expert witnesses for reconsideration

6/26/18

1.0 hours to continue drafting response brief reconsideration

6/27/18

1.8 hours to continue drafting reconsideration response

6/27/18

0.5 hours to consult with potential experts re reconsideration

7/3/18

3.7 hours to review brief opposing reconsideration

7/4/18

2.9 hours to continue revising reconsideration brief

7/4/18

0.6 hours to draft motion for order to lodge responsive records and brief

7/5/18

0.2 hours to email Molly Kafka about revisions to reconsideration brief

7/6/18

0.6 hours to confer with Molly Kafka re reconsideration brief

7/6/18

0.5 hours to review Cover declaration

7/6/18

1.4 hours to review DEA FOIA documents and research past DEA

7/9/18

0.1 hours to revise Eppink Declaration

7/9/18

0.3 hours to revise motion to lodge

7/9/18

1.2 hours to review Kafka’s edits in response to reconsideration

7/9/18

0.5 hours to review revised draft related to reconsideration

7/9/18

0.5 hours to review response to reconsideration and email Kafka

7/11/18

0.5 hours to review Cover declaration and email Cover
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7/11/18

1.2 hours to review and cite check reconsideration motion

7/12/18

0.8 hours to finalize response to reconsideration

7/12/18

0.4 hours revise response to reconsideration

7/25/18

1.1 hours to review reconsideration briefing, review

7/25/18

0.2 hours to confer with Kafka in oral argument preparation

7/25/18

1.2 hours to attend reconsideration oral argument, etc.

7/25/18

0.3 hours to debrief with client and Kafka following oral argument

Respondents respectfully request this Court disallow all Richard Eppink's attorney fees
associated with the Motion to Reconsider, which totaled 32.9 hours, for a total of $11,021.50.
Respondents request this Court reduce the requested attorney fee award by this amount.
Between July 4, 2018, and July 25, 2019, Molly Kafka also claimed time expended on the
Respondents' Motion to Consider and related motions (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of
Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, Exhibit A). This time expenditure totaled 24
hours, for a total amount of attorney fees requested for this Motion of $6,000.00. Respondents
request this Court disallow this amount in its entirety.

V.

This Court should reduce the award of attorney and paralegal fees requested by
Petitioner as portions of the requested fees are unreasonable and Petitioner
provides insufficient information to demonstrate the reasonableness of the fees
pursuant to the I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors.
The Court has wide discretion when determining the reasonableness of an attorney fees

award. When awarding attorney's fees, trial court must consider the applicable factors provided
in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) and may consider other factors the court deems appropriate. Lettunich v.
Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 185 P.3d 258 (2008); Johannsen v. Utterbeck, 146 Idaho 423, 432, 196

P.3d 341, 350 (2008) (footnote omitted) (quoting Lee v. Nickerson, 146 Idaho 5, 10-11, 189 P.3d
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467, 472-73 (2008). A court need not address all I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors in writing, but must
clearly consider all factors. Id. at 432-33, 196 P.3d at 350-51; Thomas v. Thomas, 249 P.3d 829,
839 (Idaho 2011). The party submitting a claim for attorney fees has the burden of demonstrating
the reasonableness of the amount claimed. Lettunich, 145 Idaho at 750, 185 P.3d at 262. "The
bottom line in an award of attorney fees is reasonableness." Id.
A. Petitioner fails to demonstrate the time and labor claimed by counsel is reasonable.

One factor this Court must consider in determining and attorney fees award is the time and
labor required to litigate the case. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A). Though the Court should consider the
actual time the attorney expended, the claimed amount of time expended must also be evaluated
under a standard ofreasonableness. Med. Recovery Servs., LLC v. Jones, 145 Idaho 106, 110, 175
P.3d 795, 799 (Ct. App. 2007). The burden of demonstrating that the time and labor claimed is
reasonable remains upon the party seeking an award of attorney fees.
Petitioner fails to demonstrate the time and labor claimed in this litigation is reasonable.
Petitioner claims a total number of 680.9 hours expended among two attorneys and one paralegal.
On its face, this appears excessive for the nature of the legal issues presented by this litigation, the
number of witnesses presented, and the simplistic nature of the expert opinions provided.
Respondents requested 56.9 of these hours be disallowed in the section above.
Several of the time expenditures claimed appear excessive and Respondents request this
Court make a determination of whether the time claimed is reasonable for the amount of legal
experience claimed by these attorneys and the nature of the legal issues in this case. Respondents
believe the following time expenditures claimed, in particular, are excessive.
The following times claimed by Richard Eppink (Declaration ofRichard Eppink in Support
of Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, Exhibit A):
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4/4-4/5/18

5.6 hours to prepare for show cause hearing at which no evidence or
testimony was presented

4/25/18

0.3 hours to preemptively prepare notice of appeal. Petitioner provides no
reason for the need to appeal immediately

9/17/18

0.1 hours for a phone call with a reporter about the Court's decision.
Petitioner does not show how speaking with a reporter is a reasonable
expenditure of time for which Respondents should be responsible

The following times claimed by Molly Kafka (Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of
Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, Exhibit A):
11/20/18

0.2 hours claimed to search for 2011 Berkeley letter for Eppink
It is unclear how searching for a document for another attorney could be
anything but administrative or clerical work. It is fairly well-settled that
tasks that are clerical or administrative in nature not be billed at attorney
rates. See, e.g., Nadarajah v. Holder, 569 F.3d 906 (9 th Cir., 2009); Davis
v. City & County of San Francisco, 976 F.2d 1536, 1543 (9 th Cir., 1992).

1/25/19

3.8 hours Cover trial preparation. This seems unreasonable given the extent
of Cover's relevant testimony at trial and the simplicity of her expert
op1mons.

Both attorneys claimed time expenditures for the same, or substantially similar, event and
work in the following instances:
1/7/19

0.4 hours claimed by both Eppink and Kafka to travel to deposition. There
is no explanation for requiring both attorneys to attend the depositions
3.3 hours claimed by Eppink for attending Ray deposition
2.6 hours claimed by Kafka for deposing Ray
*These claimed time expenditures are especially concerning as the
two attorneys claimed different amounts of time. Eppink, who was
only attending, not conducting the deposition, claimed more time
than the attorney, Kafka, who actually conducted the deposition.
There is no explanation for this discrepancy or the need for two
attorneys at this deposition.

1/7/19

3 .2 hours claimed by Epp ink for attending Dowell deposition
2.6 hours claimed by Kafka for deposing Dowell
*Again, the times claimed are inconsistent without explanation and
there is no explanation demonstrating a need for both attorneys to
be present at this deposition
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1/9-1/10/19

1/11/19

2.2 hours claimed by both Eppink and Kafka for a telephone call with
Jeanne Woodford to prepare her for her deposition. There is no explanation
necessitating the presence of both attorneys merely to prepare a witness who
provided very simple expert opinions.
2 hours claimed by both Eppink and Kafka for the Woodford deposition
with Eppink listening by telephone. There is no explanation for the need to
have the presence of both attorneys for a simple deposition.

1/12/19

0.7 hours claimed by Eppink for joining a call already in progress to prepare
Silberman deposition (with Kafka). Kafka apparently has this call taking
place on 1/13/19. There is no explanation for Eppink joining this call to
prepare a witness who provided very simple expert opinions.

1/15/19

2.1 hours claimed by both Eppink and Kafka for telephone call with Lynn
Paulsen to prepare for deposition. There is no explanation for the need for
two attorneys to prepare a witness who provided very simple expert
opinions.

1/16/19

1.1 hours claimed by Eppink for listening to Paulsen deposition via
telephone. There is no explanation for the need for a second attorney to
listen to a simple deposition via telephone.

1/18/19

1.4 hours claimed by Eppink for deposing Ammie Mabe
1.8 hours claimed by Kafka for attending Mabe deposition
*Again, there is no explanation for the inconsistent time expenditure
(especially, as, again, the attorney who deposed the witness claimed
less time than the attorney who merely attended), and no explanation
for the need for two attorneys to attend this deposition.

1/24/19

3.1 hours claimed by both Kafka and Eppink for Lynn Paulsen trial
preparation. There is no explanation showing the need for two attorneys to
prepare a witness for trial for over 3 hours, especially given her simple
expert opinions.

1/24/19

3.1 hours claimed by both Kafka and Eppink for Stephen Silberman trial
preparation. There is no explanation showing the need for two attorneys to
prepare a witness for trial for over 3 hours, especially given his simple
expert opinions.
On 1/23/19, Kafka claimed an additional 1.3 hours to prepare for
this trial preparation, which appears unreasonable given the extent
of Silberman’s testimony and the excessive trial preparation
attended by two attorneys the next day

2/5-2/12/19

11.8 hours claimed by Eppink and 8.6 hours claimed by Kafka for drafting
of Petitioner’s Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. There
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is no explanation for this excessive length of time and the need for two
attorneys to be involved in drafting.
Respondents request this Court consider the reasonableness of the time and labor
expenditures claimed by Petitioner in this case. Specifically, Respondents ask this Court consider
the amount of time expended by two attorneys on the preparation of a witness compared to the
actual time and complexity of the testimony offered by the witness. Respondents request this
Court consider the duplicative work performed by two attorneys during deposition and trial
preparation, and at deposition. Respondents submit portions of the time expenditures claimed by
Petitioner are unreasonable and should be disallowed.
B. Petitioner fails to demonstrate the novelty and difficulty of the questions.
An additional factor for the Court to consider in awarding attorney fees is the novelty and
difficulty of the questions posed by the litigation. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(B). Petitioner concludes that
the issues are novel and difficult, but fails to make such a showing. Though the exact issues
considered in this case (e.g., the exact nature of the justifications for withholding) may not have
been elucidated previously, the legal issues were fairly simple. The Idaho Public Records Act,
chapter 1, title 74, Idaho Code, explicitly describes Respondents' obligations and the exemptions
to be applied. Recent case law explicitly describes the burdens in this type of litigation, the
standard and review for the court to apply, and frivolity. See, e.g., Hymas v. Meridian Police
Department, 159 Idaho 594, 364 P.3d 295 (2015). Though Petitioner obtained three expert

witnesses, none of the testimony provided by those witnesses was technically or scientifically
complex. Overall, the expert testimony was highly generalized and composed of fairly obvious
and simple axioms (e.g., Silberman testifying that transparency is good).
Petitioner has not shown the issues involved in this case were particularly novel or difficult
to justify the excessive time expended.
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C. The Court should consider the expert testimony that supported Respondents' claimed
justifications for withholding and that Respondents prevailed on certain justifications
claimed.
The Court determined Petitioner was the prevailing party overall. However, Respondents
prevailed on certain issues.

Most notably, Respondents prevailed on the justification for

withholding the document at Exhibit 40, page 655. This is an especially important success in the
consideration of the reasonableness of the attorney fee award as most of the expert testimony
presented by Petitioner was geared toward the identification of chemical sources. It is also relevant
to this determination that Petitioner's expert witness Jeanne Woodford provided support for
Respondents' given justification for withholding source identifying and security information.
Petitioner's expert witness Stephen Silberman likewise supported Respondents' given justification
for withholding source identifying information by demonstrating a potential harm that could result
should the source be revealed.
Respondents respectfully request this Court consider that Respondents successfully
defended certain redactions and withholdings, including some categories of information (e.g.,
source) that involved the most rigorous offense from Petitioner and most rigorous defense from
Respondents. Respondents request this Court consider this additional factor when determining a
reasonable attorney fees award.
CONCLUSION

For these reasons, Respondent respectfully requests this Court disallow certain fees and
costs claimed in Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs and supporting Declarations
and Exhibits. Respondents specifically listed certain fees and costs supra that Respondents ask
this Court disallow. In addition to those costs and fees specifically enumerated by Respondents
herein, Respondents further request this Court consider the overall reasonableness of the award
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sought in light of duplicative and unnecessary work by two attorneys when compared to the
outcomes of that work (e.g., excessive time expended on preparing the relatively brief and simple
testimony of all expert witnesses), the actual testimony provided by the expert witnesses that
supported certain justifications claimed by Respondents, and that Respondents did prevail on
certain justifications for withholding documents.

DATED this 18th day of April 2019.

STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General

By:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of April 2019, I filed the foregoing electronically
through the iCourt E-File system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served by
electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notification of Service:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkatka@acluidaho.org

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General
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MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ISB No. 6090
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
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V.
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CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

)
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)
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)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
DECLARATION OF
JESSICA L. KUEHN
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW
CERTAIN COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

I, Jessica L. Kuehn, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1.

I am an attorney for Respondents Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of

Correction and Jeffrey Ray in the above-entitled matter.
DECLARATION OF JESSICA L. KUEHN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISALLOW
CERTAIN COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 - Page 1
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2.

I make this declaration in support of Respondents' motion to disallow certain costs

and attorney fees. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit A is a copy of an email exchange I had
with counsel for Petitioner regarding Joanne Sooter' s availability to participate in an informal
meeting and interview. Counsel responded with a request for a deposition of Ms. Sooter.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this 18th day of April 2019.

K=u=ehn=r=~=.= = = = = =
By_Je-s~si=c=a~=,~. F

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of April 2019, I caused to be served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing Declaration of Jessica L. Kuehn in Support of Motion to Disallow
Certain Costs and Attorney Fees via the iCourt e-file and serve system to:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acl uidaho .org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
___X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

_
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Kuehn, Jessica
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ritchie Eppink < reppink@acluidaho.org >
Wednesday, December 5, 2018 7:16 AM
Kuehn, Jessica; Molly Kafka
RE: Meeting with Joanne Sooter

Jessica- Thanks for your messages- I imagine you are tied up with the wedding right now, but when yo u have a chan ce
w ou ld you please let us know some possi ble dates t o take Ms. Sooter's deposition? / re
From: Kuehn, Jessica [mailto:jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 3:38 PM
To: Ritchie Eppink <reppink@acluidaho.org>; Molly Kafka <mkafka@acluidaho.org>
Subject: Meeting with Joanne Sooter

Good afternoon:
I left a phone message with Ritchie a few minutes ago but wanted to send an email as well given the short
timeframe. We were contacted today regarding a meeting that was set up with Ms. Sooter for this Wednesday,
December 5, 2018 . Ms. Sooter is a state employee and approached her supervisor with concern over the meeting. We
spoke with Ms. Sooter and sh e indicated she did want to meet with the ACLU, but would like representation at the
meeting. Based on her request, I will be representing her. She does still want to meet and speak with you, but would
like to cancel this Wednesday's meeting and reschedule the meeting for a time when I would be able to be present. I
am unavailable the remainder of this week as I will be out of state for my sister's wedding . However, my trial for the
following week (December 10-14) did resolve, so I would be able to meet that week if you had any availability.
Please let me know what may work for you. Thank you.
Best Regards,
Jessica
Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecutions Unit
Criminal Law Division
700 W. State Street -4th Floor

(208) 334-4103

1
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Filed: 04/19/2019 11:28:42
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ALLOWING FEES ON ORDER
TO COMPEL

Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY,
Respondents.

Respondents' Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs, filed
February 28, 2019 is fully submitted to the Court, pursuant to the Court's Scheduling
Order on Costs and Fees on Motion to Compel.
BACKGROUND

Petitioner filed a Motion to Compel and for Sanctions on January 14, 2019, with
supporting memorandum and affidavit. 1

The Court granted Petitioner's motion and

entered an order compelling Respondents to produce all materials responsive to
Petitioner's Request for Production No. 1 and granted the motion for sanctions. 2 The
court later issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash
Subpoena but Granting in Part Protective Orders which limited the testimony Petitioner

Urgent Motions to Compel and for Sanctions, filed Jan. 14, 2019; Brief in Support of Petitioner's
Urgent Motions to Compel and for Sanctions, filed Jan. 14, 2019; Declaration of Richard Eppink in
Support of Motions to Compel and for Sanctions, filed Jan. 14, 2019.
2
Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Compel and Order Compelling Discovery ("Order"),
filed Jan. 18, 2019, p. 8.
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could seek through deposition of IDOC employees 3 and made null part of the order
compelling discovery. 4 The Court gave Petitioner fourteen days from the end of trial to
file a Memorandum of Fees on the motion to compel and Respondents' failure to timely
supplement. 5
Petitioner's attorneys filed a timely Memorandum of Costs and Fees with
supporting affidavits. 6 Respondents filed a timely objection. 7 Neither party requested a
hearing under the Court's scheduling order on the objection. The Petitioner timely filed
a response. 8 No reply was filed by March 25, 2019. Therefore, pursuant to the Court's
Scheduling Order on Costs and Fees on Motion to Compel, 9 the Court considers this
matter fully submitted and has considered all matters filed in support of and opposition
to the objection.
LEGAL STANDARD

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (IRCP) 54 governs attorney fee awards granted
pursuant to an IRCP 37 Motion to Compel. Any objection to a claim for attorney fees
must be made in the same manner as an objection to costs as provided by Rule
54(d)(5). Rule 54(e)(3) and (7) read:
(3) Amount of Attorney Fees. If the court grants attorney fees to a party or
parties in a civil action it must consider the following in determining the
amount of such fees: (A) the time and labor required; (B) the novelty and
difficulty of the questions; (C) the skill requisite to perform the legal service
properly and the experience and ability of the attorney in the particular
field of law; (D) the prevailing charges for like work; (E) whether the fee is
fixed or contingent; (F) the time limitations imposed by the client or the
circumstances of the case; (G) the amount involved and the results
obtained; (H) the undesirability of the case; (I) the nature and length of the
professional relationship with the client; (J) awards in similar cases; (K)
3

See Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena but Granting in Part
Protective Orders, filed Jan. 17, 2019.
4
See Order, pp. 1-2 (citing Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena
but Granting in Part Protective Orders).
5
Order, pp. 7-8.
6
Memorandum of Fees and Costs Re: Motion to Compel ("Petitioner's Memo"), filed Feb. 15,
2019; Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs Re:
Motion to Compel ("Eppink Dec"), filed Feb. 15, 2019; Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Petitioner's
Memorandum of Fees and Costs Re: Motion to Compel ("Kafka Dec"), filed Feb. 15, 2019.
7
Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Cost RE: Motion to Compel ("Respondents'
Objection"), filed Feb. 28, 2019.
8
Response in Support of Memorandum of Fees and Costs re: Motion to Compel, filed March 18,
2019.
9
Scheduling Order on Costs and Fees on Motion to Compel, filed March 5, 2019.
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the reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted
Legal Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in
preparing a party's case; (L) any other factor which the court deems
appropriate in the particular case.
...
(7) Settlement of Attorney Fees by Order of Court; Determination Not
Binding on Attorney and Client. After a hearing on an objection to attorney
fees, or after the time for filing an objection has passed, the court must
enter an order settling the dollar amount of attorney fees, if any, awarded
to any party to the action. If there was a timely objection to the amount of
attorney fees, the court must include in the order its reasoning and the
factors it relied on in determining the amount of the award. The allowance
of attorney fees by the court under this rule is not to be construed as fixing
the fees between attorney and client.
Generally, “The determination to award or not award attorney fees is committed
to the discretion of the trial court.” Foster v. Shore Club Lodge, Inc., 127 Idaho 921, 927,
908 P.2d 1228, 1234 (1995). When considering an award of attorney fees, the Court
must look at the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho
746, 750, 185 P.3d 258, 262 (2008). “The bottom line in an award of attorney fees is
reasonableness.” Id. Reasonableness and other attorney fee determinations, “are a
discretionary matter for the trial court and are reviewed under an abuse of discretion
standard.” Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761,
769, 86 P.3d 475, 483 (2004).
If the court grants a motion to compel, or discovery is provided after the filing of
the motion to compel, the court must, after an opportunity for a hearing, “require the
party . . . whose conduct necessitated the motion, the party or attorney advising that
conduct, or both to pay the movant’s reasonable expenses incurred in making the
motion, including attorney’s fees.” I.R.C.P. 37(a)(5). However, the court may decline to
award reasonable expenses to the movant if “the court finds that the opposition to the
motion was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of
expenses unjust.” Id. If the motion to compel was granted in part and denied in part, the
Court may apportion the reasonable expenses of the motion. I.R.C.P. 37(a)(5)(C).
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ANALYSIS

Petitioner requests $7,177, which is comprised of $542.46 in costs and
$6,634.55 in fees. 10

1. Costs
Petitioner claims $542.46 in costs for her 30 percent of the deposition costs of
Jeffrey Ray, Ashley Dowell, and Ammie Mabe. Petitioner argues that these depositions
provided the information that Respondents had failed to provide complete responses to
Petitioner's request for production that was the subject of the motion to compel.
Respondents did not object to this award of costs. 11

Therefore, the Court awards

Petitioner $542.46 in deposition costs.

2. Fees
Respondents do not object to the overall request for fees or the hourly rates
billed. Rather Respondents only object to specific line items billed in Richard Eppink's
and Molly Kafka's affidavits.
a. Objections to Richard Eppink's Declaration
Respondents object to two billings on Eppink's Declaration, alleging the entry
contains billing of clerical work at the attorney rate. 12
i.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 1.8 hours. Respondents object
to the "compile materials in support of memorandum of fees and
costs re: motion to compel and draft memorandum" entry as time
spent on clerical or administrative work. 13
Petitioner responded that this entry was billed for Eppink's
review of his time records, his associate's records, deposition
transcripts, and deposition exhibits to apportion work attributable to
the motion to compel. 14 Eppink asserts these tasks could not be

10

Petitioner's Memo, pp. 2-3: see also Errata, filed March 18, 2019, correcting Molly Kafka' hourly
rate to $250.00 instead of the $200.00 originally in the table in Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and
Costs re: Motion to Compel, filed February 15, 2019, although the total fees requested in that
memorandum of $1,700.00 was correct.
11
See generally Respondents' Objection.
12
Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs re: Motion to Compel, filed February
28, 2019, p. 2-3.
13
Id.
14
Second Declaration of Richard Eppink, filed March 18, 2019, page 2.
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performed by support staff (if he had clerical and/or paralegal
staff). 15
The Court agrees that only the attorney doing the work
under consideration could determine which portions of the work
was to be apportioned to the motion to compel versus the part of
the work attributable to other discovery. The Court finds this entry
is reasonable and should be awarded to Petitioner.
ii.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 0.3 hours. The "finalizing the
memorandum of fees and costs re: motion to compel and
supporting papers" entry 16 is objected to by Respondents as
ambiguous and appears to include clerical tasks. 17
Petitioner clarified the term "finalizing" referred to his review
of citations for correctness and to be sure all points were briefed
before the document was filed. 18
The Court finds that this entry is not ambiguous and is not
clerical tasks.

The time spent to review a memorandum before

filing is legal work and reasonable. The Court will award this entry
for Petitioner.
b. Objections to Molly Kafka's Declaration. Respondent objects to four entries in
Molly Kafka's declaration in support of Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees.
i.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 0.4 hours. Respondents surmise
that Kafka's billing "for compiling exhibits for attorneys fees/costs re:
motion to compel" is clerical work 19 by comparing Kafka's and Eppink's
entries. While Eppink combined compiling material and drafting the
memorandum into one entry, Kafka separated this into two entries so
the Respondents conclude that Kafka's compilation must be clerical
work.

15
16
17
18

19

Id.
Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs re: Motion to Compel, page 3.
Id.
Second Declaration of Richard Eppink, filed March 18, 2019, page 3.
Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs, page 4.
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Kafka responded that this entry was not clerical work, rather time
reviewing records to apportion which entries were related to the motion
to compel. 20
Kafka's explanation is reasonable since all of the work within
this time frame was not attributed to the motion to compel.

Kafka

spent a reasonable amount of time determining which work was to be
apportioned and that was a task the needed to be performed by the
lawyer performing such work. The Court will award this entry for
Petitioner.
ii.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 1.9 hours. Respondents compared
entries for "drafting declaration for attorneys fees/costs re: motion to
compel", 21 to discern that Eppink claimed 0.8 hours for this task while
Kafka claimed 1.9 hours.
Kafka

responds

that

Respondents

did

not

contest

the

reasonableness of these amounts claimed.
Kafka's billing rate is $85.00 per hour less than Eppink's. 22
The court takes two things from this: 1) Kafka is a less experienced
attorney than Eppink which means it takes longer for her to
complete similar tasks, or 2) the less expensive attorney performs
more work to contain costs for the client. Either or a combination of
both can reasonably account for the difference in time. Regardless,
Kafka's 1.9 hours of time billed is reasonable considering that she
frequently prepared and argued motions and it was necessary to
apportion her work for the Motion to Compel. The Court will award
this entry for Petitioner.
iii.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 0.3 hours. Respondents object to
Kafka's billing for "finalizing declaration and exhibits for attorney
fees/costs" 23 as ambiguous and clerical in nature.

20
21

22

23

Second Declaration of Molly Kafka, filed March 18, 2019, page 2.
Objection to Petitioner's Memoradum of Fees and Costs, filed February 28, 2019, page 4.
Memorandum of Fees and Costs, filed February 15, 2019, page 3.
Objection to Petitioner's Memoradum of Fees and Costs, filed February 28, 2019, page 5
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Kafka

responds

that

Respondents

did

not

object

to

the

reasonableness of the entry. 24
The Court finds this entry is not ambiguous or clerical. A lawyer
spending 0.3 hours to review a document before filing is reasonable,
so the Court will award this entry for Petitioner.
iv.

Billing dated February 15, 2019 for 0.2 hours.

Finally, Respondents

object to the entry of "review of Ritchie Eppink's declaration for
attorneys fees re: Motion to Compel," 25 questioning the need for Kafka
to review Eppink's work.
Kafka declared this 12 minute entry was reasonable and
necessary to prepare this matter for trial. 26

To avoid duplication of

costs, co-counsel often review other counsel's work. While excessive
reviews would be unnecessary or duplicative, the Court finds this 12
minutes charged for this purpose was reasonable and necessary. The
Court awards this entry for Petitioner.
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Respondents' Objection to Petitioner's Memorandum of
Fees and Costs, filed February 28, 2019, is DENIED.
The Court AWARDS Petitioner $6,634.55 in attorneys' fees and $542.46 in
costs, totaling of $7,177.01 to be paid by Respondents.

ORDERED

Signed: 4/18/2019 07:09 PM

L ~

24

25
26

Second Declaration of Molly Kafka, filed March 18, 2019, page 3.
Objection to Petitioner's Memoradum of Fees and Costs, filed February 28, 2019, page 5
Declaration of Molly Kafka, filed February 15, 2019.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

April
19,
__
_2019
_ _ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
I hereby certify that on _ _
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court

a~11~
Deputy Clerk Signed: 4/19/2019 11:29 AM
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Filed: 04/26/2019 15:57:18
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877

Petitioner,

SCHEDULING ORDER ON
OBJECTION TO COSTS AND FEES

vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R. RAY,
Respondents.

On April 4, 2019, Petitioner Cover filed her Third Memorandum of Fees and
Costs with supporting declarations requesting costs and attorney fees.

On April 18,

2019, the Defendants filed a motion and memorandum objecting to the Plaintiff's
memorandum. Neither party has yet noticed the issue of costs and fees for hearing.
The Court will allow a party until May 3, 2019, to file a notice of hearing.
The Court sets the following deadlines as outlined in Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 6 and 7(b) regardless of whether a party notices the matter for hearing.
May 16, 2019 for Petitioner to file any response brief, and
May 23, 2019 for any reply from Respondents.

If no hearing is noticed and Plaintiff does not file a response, the Court will
consider the matter fully submitted for the Court's consideration on May 28, 2019 which
allows for delays in digital filing and will issue a written decision on the record.
If a hearing is noticed, the Court will consider the matter fully submitted after
such hearing is held.
ORDERED

Signed: 4/26/2019 03:55 PM

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

April
26,_2019
__
_ _ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
I hereby certify that on _ _
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court

a~11~
Deputy Clerk

Signed: 4/26/2019 03:57 PM
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Electronically Filed
4/30/2019 12:34 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Timothy Lamb, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
RESPONDENTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL

Respondents/
Appellants,
-vsALIZA COVER,

Petitioner/
Respondent.

TO:

ALIZA COVER, by and through her attorneys of record RICHARD EPPINK and
MOLLY KAFKA, and THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.

RESPONDENTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL

1
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The Appellants, Idaho Board of Correction, Idaho Department of Correction, and

Jeffrey R. Ray, Public Information Officer, appeal from the Peremptory Writ of Mandate and
Judgment entered on March 21, 2019, in the above-entitled case by the Honorable Lynn Norton,
District Judge, presiding, in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District for the State of Idaho,
County of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court. Appellants’ appeal is taken upon matters of law and
matters of fact.
2.

That the Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

Peremptory Writ of Mandate and Judgment described in Paragraph 1, above, are appealable
Judgments under and pursuant to I.A.R. 11(a).
3.

Appellants request a court report’s transcript for the following proceeding pursuant to

I.A.R. 25(c): an electronic version of the transcript of the Court Trial in this matter, which was held
on January 28, 2019 through January 30, 2019, as well as February 1, 2019 and February 4, 2019.
The court reporter for this proceeding was Susan Sims, and the estimated number of pages for the
transcript is approximately 800 pages.
4.

A preliminary statement of the issues which Appellants intend to assert in the appeal

are upon both matters of law and matters of fact, and include:
a. Whether the District Court erred in determining the document located at Trial
Exhibit 40, Bates 654, is a public record not subject to exemption from public
disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a) and Idaho Administrative
Procedures Act (IDAPA) 06.01.01.135.06, and must therefore be disclosed to
Petitioner / Respondent.

RESPONDENTS’ NOTICE OF APPEAL
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b. Whether the District Court erred in substituting the District Court’s judgment for
that of the Idaho Board of Correction by engaging in the weighing process
described in Idaho Code § 74-105(4)(a)(i) rather than deferring to the Idaho Board
of Correction’s rule-making authority related to the document at Trial Exhibit 40,
Bates 654.
c. Whether the District Court erred in determining the public interest in disclosure
of the document at Trial Exhibit 40, Bates 654, outweighs the evidence presented
by Appellants on the public’s interest in confidentiality.
d. Whether Appellants are entitled to their costs and attorney fees on appeal.
Provided, this list of potential issues on appeal shall not prevent Appellants from asserting other issues
on appeal.
5.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. However, the

District Court did review certain records in camera.
6.

Appellants do not request any additional documents to be included in the clerk’s

record in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28.
7.

Appellants request the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or admitted as

exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court:
a. Exhibit 40, Bates Number 654
b. Exhibit 40, Bates Number 655
8.

I certify:
a. That service of this Notice of Appeal has been made upon the reporter of the
proceeding;

RESPONDENTS’ NOTICE OF APPEAL
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b. That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fees for
preparation of the designated reporter's transcript as required by I.AR. 24;
c. That the estimated fees for the preparation of the clerk's record have been paid;
d. That Appellants are exempt from filing an appellate filing fee pursuant to I.AR.
23 as Appellants are agencies of the State ofldaho; and
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to

I.AR. 20.

DATED this _30 th day of April, 2019.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

RESPONDENTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document
was electronically filed with the Fourth Judicial District, County of Ada, on the 30th day of April,
2019. Notice will automatically be electronically mailed to the following individuals who are
registered with the iCourt electronic filing system:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Ofldaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_X_ Electronic Mail (Email)

Isl Jessica L. Kuehn
JESSICA L. KUEHN
Deputy Attorney General,
Counsel for Respondents

RESPONDENTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL
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Electronically Filed
5/2/2019 4:16 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Austen Joseph, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Case No. CV0l-18-03877
ALIZA COVER,

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
PetitionerRespondentCross-Appellant,
vs.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R. RAY,
Public Information Officer,
RespondentsAppellantsCross-Respondents.

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED CROSS-RESPONDENTS, Idaho Board of Correction,
Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R. Ray, AND THE PARTIES'
ATTORNEY, Jessica L. Kuehn, Deputy Attorney General, P.O. Box 83720, Boise,
Idaho 83720-0010, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - 1
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1. The above-named cross-appellant, Professor ALIZA COVER, cross appeals
against the above-named appellants (referred to collectively as “IDOC” in this notice”)
to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment, entered in the above entitled action
on the 21st day of March, 2019, Honorable Judge Lynn Norton presiding, as well as
certain interlocutory orders and decisions by the District Court, including the Court’s
September 17, 2018, Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory
Writ of Mandate and Order Vacating Peremptory Writ of Mandate, its January 17,
2019, Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena But
Granting in Part Protective Orders, and its January 29, 2019, bench order denying
in part Professor Cover’s Motion for Order at the Close of Respondents’ Case-in-Chief.
2. That the party has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and
the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under
and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1) and 11(g), Idaho Appellate Rules (“I.A.R.”).
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that the cross-appellant
intends to assert in the appeal is as follows:
•

Did the District Court err in granting the IDOC’s motion for
reconsideration and vacating its May 14, 2018, Peremptory Writ of
Mandate?

•

Did the District Court err in granting a protective order limiting
the scope of Professor Cover’s IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of the Idaho
Department of Correction?

•

Did the District Court err by permitting IDOC to withhold portions

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL – 2
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of public records that Professor Cover requested?
•

Is the Petitioner-Cross-Appellant entitled to attorneys’ fees and
costs on appeal?

Provided, this list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the cross-appellant
from asserting other issues on appeal.
4.

(a) Is an additional reporter’s transcript requested? Yes.

The additional transcripts are to be provided in in [ ] hard copy [ ] electronic
format [x] both.
(b) The cross-appellant requests the preparation of the following
portions of the reporter’s transcript in addition to those portions requested in
by the appellants in the initial notice of appeal:
(i) Show cause hearing, 4/5/2018
(ii) Motion for reconsideration hearing, 7/25/2018
(iii) Scheduling conference, 10/4/2018
(iv) Motion to quash hearing, 1/16/2019
5. The cross-appellant requests the following documents to be included in the
clerk’s record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R., and
those designated by the appellants in the initial notice of appeal:
2/27/2018

Affidavit of Aliza Cover

3/6/2018

Stipulation for Briefing Schedule and Show-Cause
Hearing

3/7/2018

Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order to Show
Cause
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3/7/2018

Order to Show Cause

3/14/2018

Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

3/14/2018

Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda

3/21/2018

Declaration of Richard Eppink

3/28/2018

Reply Brief in Support of Public Records Petition

5/14/2018

Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate
Requiring Disclosure of Some Records

5/14/2018

Peremptory Writ of Mandate

5/29/2018

Motion to Reconsider

5/29/2018

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider

5/29/2018

Second Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

5/29/2018

Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda

5/29/2018

Affidavit of Jeff Ray

5/30/2018

Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

6/19/2018

Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn [Conventionally
Filed]

6/19/2018

Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda [Conventionally
Filed]

7/12/2018

Response to Motion to Reconsider

7/12/2018

Declaration of Aliza Cover

7/12/2018

Fourth Declaration of Richard Eppink

7/19/2018

Reply Brief on Motion to Reconsider

7/19/2018

Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda re: Documents

9/17/2018

Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering
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Peremptory Writ of Mandate
9/17/2018

Order Vacating Peremptory Writ of Mandate

9/17/2018

Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate

1/14/2019

Motion to Quash Subpoena

1/14/2019

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena

1/14/2019

Affidavit in Support of Motion to Quash

1/15/2019

Opposition to Respondents’ Motion to Quash or for a
Protective Order

1/15/2019

Second Declaration of Richard Eppink re: Discovery
Motions

1/17/2019

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion
to Quash Subpoena but Granting in Part Protective
Orders

1/18/2019

Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Compel
and Order Compelling Discovery

1/25/2019

Stipulated Facts and Exhibits

1/29/2019

Petitioner’s Reply Brief in Support of Motion for
Order at the Close of Respondents’ Case-in-Chief

2/12/2019

Petitioner’s Amended Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law

3/21/2019

Peremptory Writ of Mandate

6. The cross-appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court in addition
to those requested in the original notice of appeal:
Exhibit 1
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Exhibit 2
Exhibit 5
Exhibit 6
Exhibit 7
Exhibit 8
Exhibit 9
Exhibit 10
Exhibit 11
Exhibit 14
Exhibit 36
Exhibit 37
Exhibit 38
Exhibit 39
Exhibit 40
Exhibit 101
Exhibit 203
Exhibit 204
Exhibit 205
Exhibit 206
7. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this notice of cross-appeal and any request for additional
transcript have been served on each reporter on whom an additional transcript has
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been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Monica M. Fuhs, PO Box 2636, Boise, ID 83701-2636
Christie Valcich, Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702
Susan Sims, Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been contacted to request the
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter’s transcript and any additional
documents requested in the cross-appeal and the estimated fee will be paid promptly
after it is provided.
(c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20 (and the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho
Code.)
DATED this 2nd day of May, 2019.
/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
ACLU OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Attorneys for Petitioner-Respondent
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt
E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following attorney; and
a copy of the document was mailed to each of the following court reporters:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
Attorney for Respondents
Monica M. Fuhs
PO Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
Christie V alcich
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Susan Sims
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

Court Reporters
By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Plaintiff-Respondent
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Electronically Filed
5/16/2019 10:26 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

RESPONSE TO MOTION
TO DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(5) AND
(e)(6)

Respondents.

For obvious reasons, this Court found that Professor Cover is the prevailing
party in this litigation. Persisting through a year of inept and obstructionist conduct
by Respondents (IDOC), she ultimately vindicated Idaho's Public Records Act by
compelling disclosure of thousands of pages of records IDOC had kept secret for
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years. She proved that those records had been kept secret in bad faith. And she
repeatedly exposed frivolous and sanctionable practices by one of Idaho's largest
government agencies.
As the prevailing party in a Public Records Act case where the refusal to
provide records was frivolously pursued, Cover is entitled to her costs and fees. I.C.
§ 74-116(2); see also Gilbert v. City of Caldwell, 112 Idaho 386, 399, 732 P.2d 355,

368 (Ct. App. 1987) (noting trial court's discretion in determining prevailing party).
She is entitled not just to fees for some of her attorneys' work, but instead to a "full
reasonable attorney fee." Irwin Rogers Insurance Agency v. Murphy, 122 Idaho 270,
277, 833 P.2d 128, 135 (Ct. App. 1992). "[T]he amount should not be calculated
based upon individual prevailing 'theories' .... and is not to be affected by the ratio
of prevailing 'theories' to nonprevailing 'theories."' Nalen v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho 79,
82, 741 P.2d 366, 369 (Ct. App. 1987).
Yet Respondents' objections to Cover's costs and fees attempt just that-to
second-guess the winning counsels' judgment and scalpel out any work that the
losing party does not feel, in retrospect, was worth it. But for one thing, this case
thoroughly demonstrates that IDOC's judgment is often poor. Regardless, the Court
cannot second-guess counsel who exercise sound billing judgment. "By and large,
the court should defer to the winning lawyer's professional judgment as to how
much time he was required to spend on the case; after all, he won, and might not
have, had he been more of a slacker." Moreno v. City of Sacramento, 534 F.3d 1106,
1112 (9th Cir. 2008).
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Each of IDOC's objections is easily addressed, especially because IDOC offers
no evidence at all to refute Petitioner's counsels' judgment.

I.

The Sooter Deposition
Respondents open their list of objections by complaining that Petitioner took

Joanne Sooter' s deposition. The relevance of Sooter' s testimony, however, is
manifold and plain. Her testimony was more evidence of IDOC's bad faith, more
evidence that IDOC's disclosures may still be incomplete, and more evidence
corroborating IDOC's failure to properly organize and retain records. All three areas
were at the core of the issues for trial. (See Memorandum Decision and Order
Reconsidering Peremptory Writ of Mandate 11 (Sept. 17, 2018) (identifying issues
for trial).) Respondents' belated complaint about the relevancy of Sooter's testimony
is merely a distraction, after all; IDOC needed to raise its relevance objections and
have them sustained at trial, if they had any merit at all. See IRE 103(a).
Respondents' hindsight wish that Cover's attorneys would have just met with
Sooter, rather than take her deposition is ironic. It's ironic, first of all, because
Sooter was represented by Respondents' counsel-leaving Cover's counsel with
little choice but to rely on a deposition oath to ensure candor given opposing
counsel's representation. It's also ironic because had Cover's attorneys first met
with Sooter, they would have deposed her as well, resulting in increased overall
costs. Eppink explained this, in fact, at the very beginning of Sooter's deposition:
Joanne, thank you very much for coming in today. I know that the
original plan was that we were going to have a meeting.
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When Jessica contacted me and said that she represented you, I
figured, if we had a meeting and then some stuff came up that was
important, we would want to get it on the record.
So I figured, rather than do two iterations, we would try to just get
it all done at once. Even though it does makes it a little bit more
formal, hopefully it will be convenient for everybody in the long run.
(Deel. Kafka ex. A, Dep. Sooter 4:18-5:11 (May 16, 2019).)
That IDOC wishes Petitioner had litigated the case differently is no reason to
deduct costs and fees.

II.

Jeanne Woodford's Fees
Respondents second objection is to Jeanne Woodford's expert costs of

$6,982.11. They acknowledge that Professor Cover is entitled to up to $2,000 for
each expert witness for all appearances made by the expert during the entirety of
the case. LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ix). However, LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) allows a Court to
award costs beyond those listed as a matter of right under LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C), so
long as there is "a showing that the costs were necessary and exceptional costs,
reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the
adverse party."
Woodford's costs were necessary because of the Idaho Public Records Act's
balancing test allowing public records to be withheld if the state agency proves the
public interest in safety or security clearly outweighs the interest in disclosure. LC.
§ 74-105(4)(a)(i). A corrections official expert testifying as to the safety and security

interests, or the lack of them, in withholding public records was necessary in this
case. Woodford's testimony directly related to the test the Court applied under LC. §
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74-105(4)(a)(i) in determining whether Respondents were justified in withholding
the requested records. Woodford's costs were necessary.
Woodford's costs are also exceptional due to the unique nature of this case. As
explained in Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs, "Petitioner's
particular expenses are exceptional because they are not the kind normally incurred
in a Public Records Act case." (Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs 3 (April 4,
2019).) Furthermore, calling an expert witness to testify in a Public Records Act
trial is exceptional. Respondents' own justifications for withholding the records
based partially on the alleged risk to safety and security is an argument not
pursued in a typical public records request. The entire case was an exceptional
Public Records Act case. Woodford's expert costs are therefore also exceptional.
The time Woodford spent on this case was reasonable. Other than an
inadvertently double-charged hotel room and question on meal expenses, addressed
fully below, Respondents point only to Woodford's travel charge of $2,400 as being
unreasonable, specifically. Respondents never explain why they believe the travel
charge is unreasonable.
Awarding Woodford's total costs would go to the overall reasonability of
expert costs, as well. Three experts testified in Professor Cover's case: Jeanne
Woodford, Steven Silberman, and Lynn Paulsen. Three experts all with decades of
experience in their particular fields. Two of the experts, Silberman and Paulsen, did
not charge for their services. As a matter of right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C)(ix),
Cover would be eligible to receive $6,000 for the three experts' work had all three
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charged for their services. It is within the Court's discretion to apply Silberman's
and Paulsen's unclaimed $4,000 towards Woodford's charged services. Applying the
unclaimed $4,000 towards Woodford's costs would go towards the reasonability of
the overall expert costs claimed by Petitioner's expert.
The costs incurred by Woodford' s expert services should certainly be assessed
against Respondents in the interest of justice. Woodford was the only witness to
testify on how corrections officials make decisions and assess the impact of those
decisions on the safety and security of departments of corrections. Her testimony
provided insight into a profession outside of the public's common knowledge.
Respondents argue they should not have to pay the costs of Woodford's services
because they believe they benefited from some of her testimony. This argument is
nonsensical. Respondents seemingly point out the typical nature oflitigationsometimes one party's witnesses or evidence benefits the other party's argument.
Respondents' objections to Woodford's costs based on whom the prevailing and nonprevailing parties lack merit. Respondents' essentially suggest the Court dissect
Woodford's costs based on what portions had some benefit to Respondents'
arguments and then award costs to Petitioner for those portions of testimony that
did not benefit Respondents. Such a theory is contrary to established law. See Kelly

v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 872, 876, 811 P.2d 48, 52 (Ct. App. 1991); Nalen v. Jenkins,
113 Idaho 79, 82, 741 P.2d 366, 369 (Ct. App. 1987).
Woodford's testimony was also significant. She was the only expert to testify
during the entire trial about the safety and security concerns of a department of
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corrections official. Not only did Woodford testify as a former warden who carried
out four executions by lethal injection, but she testified extensively on what
wardens take into consideration while controlling a facility and the factors in
making decisions about the safety and security related to information disseminated
to the public. Respondents attempt to downplay the significance of Woodford's
testimony, which falls flat when considering the breadth of her experience and
testimony.
Petitioner acknowledges she duplicated the request for Woodford's lodging in
both her request for expert fees and witness travel costs. This duplication was
inadvertent. She withdraws the request for witness travel costs by $468.29.
Additionally, in another exercise of billing judgment, Petitioner withdraws her
request for expert fees for Woodford's meals in the amount of $61.87.

III.

Lynn Paulsen and Steve Silberman Expenses

The circumstances leading to Respondents' objections to Steve Silberman's
and Lynn Paulsen's lodging costs are Respondents' own doing. Significantly,
Respondents' attorney, Jessica Kuehn, anticipated finishing Respondents' case-inchief by the end of the first day of the trial, or earlier. (See Deel. Kafka if 2 (May 16,
2019).) At the outset of the trial, Petitioner intended to call Silberman as her first
witness. Petitioner made travel arrangements for the witnesses with that
understanding. On January 23, 2019, opposing counsel confirmed she believed
Respondents would finish their case-in-chief on the first day of trial, if not, by midafternoon on the first day of the trial. And at no time before the end of the first day
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of trial did opposing counsel give any indication that it would take longer than one
day. (See Deel. Kafka i-f2 (May 16, 2019).)
Because Silberman lives in Arlington, Virginia, it takes a full day to travel to
Boise, Idaho, the location of the trial. Therefore, Silberman flew to Boise the day
before the trial started. Had he waited to travel to Boise on the first day of trial, he
would have been unavailable to testify on the first day had Respondents' case
concluded before the end of the day.
Opposing counsel's prediction was inaccurate. In fact, Petitioner's counsel
requested the Court to intervene with the presentation of evidence by the
Respondents when it became clear that Respondents would not complete their casein-chief in one day and may have indeed taken more than two days. Silberman's
long stay in Boise is due to Respondents' faulty estimate of the length of their casein-chief. Therefore, Silberman's hotel costs were necessary and reasonable.
Similarly, Petitioner intended for Paulsen to stay only one night in Boise.
However, due to the Respondents prolonged presentation of evidence, Petitioner
needed Paulsen to stay an additional night. Because the Grove Hotel was
completely booked by the time Petitioner realized she needed Paulsen to stay an
extra day, Petitioner picked the next closest and available hotel, which was the
Courtyard Marriott. (See Deel. Sherrie Wyatt i-f 5 (May 16, 2019).) Again, Paulsen's
additional lodging costs were a result of Respondents' faulty trial time estimate.
Paulsen's lodging costs, in total, were both necessary and reasonable.
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In another exercise of billing judgment, Petitioner withdraws her request for
Silberman's $211.23 restaurant expenses. Accordingly, we ask the Court to deduct
$211.23 from the overall request for costs.

IV.

Motion for Reconsideration
Respondents' argument that Cover is not entitled for fees for time spent

unsuccessfully opposing the motion for reconsideration has been rejected both in
Idaho and in federal courts. "[A] plaintiff who is unsuccessful at a stage oflitigation
that was a necessary step to her ultimate victory is entitled to attorney's fees even
for the unsuccessful stage." Cabrales v. County of Los Angeles, 935 F.2d 1050, 1053
(9th Cir. 1991). In Irwin Rogers Insurance Agency, the prevailing insurance agency
lost a motion to set aside a default entered earlier in the case, but ended up
prevailing overall. 122 Idaho at 277, 833 P.2d at 135. The court refused to deny the
company its fees for unsuccessfully opposing the motion to set aside the default,
holding that, ordinarily, the prevailing party "is entitled to its full reasonable
attorney fee," even for time spent on motions it loses. Id. As the Ninth Circuit has
similarly explained, "[r]are, indeed, is the litigant who doesn't lose some skirmishes
on the way to winning the war .... [L]osing is part of winning." Cabrales, 935 F.2d
at 1053.
This Court would err if it denied Cover, as prevailing party, fees for work on
the reconsideration motion. See Irwin Rogers Insurance Agency, 122 Idaho at 277,
833 P.2d at 135; see also Kelly v. Hodges, 119 Idaho 872, 876, 811 P.2d 48, 52 (Ct.
App. 1991); Nalen v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho 79, 82, 7 41 P.2d 366, 369 (Ct. App. 1987).
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V.

Second-Guessed Time Entries
Disingenuously (or inattentively), IDOC highlights as "especially concerning"

Kafka's and Eppink's time entries for taking and attending the Ray, Dowell, and
Mabe depositions. Respondents claim that the time entries are "inconsistent."
(Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Certain Costs 15-16 (April 18,
2019).) But IDOC fails to remind the Court that both Kafka and Eppink previously
claimed-and have already been awarded-fees for some of the time they spent on
the Ray, Dowell, and Mabe depositions, as part of the sanctions award this Court
imposed on IDOC for discovery violations. (See Memorandum Decision and Order
Allowing Fees on Order to Compel (April 19, 2019); cf Deel. Kafka ex. A (Feb. 15,
2019); Deel. Eppink ex. A (Feb. 15, 2019).) In that prior memorandum of fees and
costs, Kafka claimed 30% of the time spent taking the Ray and Dowell depositions
and 10% of the time spent attending the Mabe deposition. (Deel. Kafka

,r 14 (Feb.

15, 2019).) Likewise, Eppink claimed 30% of the time spent taking the Mabe
deposition and Kafka claimed 10% of her time attending it. (Deel. Eppink

,r 8 (Feb.

15, 2019).) After accounting for that previously claimed and awarded time, Ms.
Kafka's and Mr. Eppink's time entries are fully consistent:
Ray

Eppink:
1/7/'l.0:1'9

9

3 . 3 Attend Jeff R. v deposmo111

Kafka:
1/7/20191

@

IDe pose Jeff Ray

Dowell
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Eppink:
3 ., 2 Atte nd As hi ey Dow,e 11d eposit iofil

1/ 7/ 20~9

Kafka:

IDepose Ash ley Dow ell
Mabe
Eppink:
lA Ta t e deposi1tii on of Amm ie . abe

1/ 18/201.9

Kafka:
1/18/2019

1..8

AUend Amm ie M ab e d eposit ion

Perhaps even more disingenuously, IDOC complains that both Kafka and
Eppink attended the depositions in this case. Respondents fail to mention that they,
too, sent two attorneys to most of the depositions in the case. (See Deel. Kafka ex. A
(May 16, 2019).) "Either they were wasting the taxpayers' money" or it was
reasonable for Cover's lawyers to help each other at depositions, just as IDOC's
lawyers did. Democratic Party of Washington State v. Reed, 388 F.3d 1281, 1287
(9th Cir. 2004). "Participation of more than one attorney does not necessarily
amount to unnecessary duplication of effort." Reed, 388 F.3d at 1286; see also

Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 7 46, 751, 185 P.3d 258, 263 (2008); Chaudry v.
City of Los Angeles, 751 F.3d 1096, 1112 (9th Cir. 2014) ("Duplicative work is not
inherently inappropriate."); PSM Holding Corp. v. Nat'l Farm Fin. Corp., 743 F.
Supp. 2d 1136, 1157 (C.D. Cal. 2010) (holding that "division of responsibility may
make it necessary for more than one attorney to attend activities such as
depositions," to confer over tactics and strategy on the spot (internal citation
omitted)); Ober/elder v. City of Petaluma, No. C-98-14 70 MHP, 2002 WL 4 72308, at
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*7 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 29, 2002) (noting that depositions of key witnesses are “the
building blocks of trial strategy”), aff'd sub nom. Oberfelder v. Bertoli, 67 Fed. App.
408 (9th Cir. 2003). “[T]he salient question is not whether an attorney is ‘essential’
to a task, but whether the hours expended by additional attorneys are reasonable
considering the specific facts of the case.” ALDF v. Otter, No. 14-CV-00104-BLW,
2016 WL 2910266, at *3 (D. Idaho May 18, 2016). Respondents’ complaint about
both of Petitioner’s attorneys attending these depositions is egregiously
disingenuous considering IDOC’s hand-wringing this January over how little time
there was between depositions and trial. (See, e.g., Respondents’ Reply Brief in
Support of Motion to Continue Trial (Jan. 8, 2019).)
Respondents’ remaining complaints about the time Cover’s counsel spent are
wholly unsupported second-guessing. Their arguments are most notable for what
they do not include: a single declaration or affidavit from any attorney—in Idaho or
elsewhere—contending that any of the time claimed was unreasonable or
unnecessary. It was IDOC’s burden to come forward with specific evidence of any
duplicative, inefficient, or otherwise unreasonable time entries. “The party opposing
the fee application has a burden of rebuttal that requires submission of evidence to
the district court challenging the accuracy and reasonableness of the hours
charged.” Gates v. Gomez, 60 F.3d 525, 534–35 (9th Cir. 1995), as amended (Aug. 3,
1995) (quoting Gates v. Rowland, 39 F.3d 1439, 1449 (9th Cir. 1994)). Respondents’
failure to submit evidence to support targeted reductions means the court should
reject Respondents’ objections. Gates, 60 F.3d at 535–536 (“Defendants did not meet
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their rebuttal burden of providing specific evidence that plaintiffs’ hours were
duplicative or inefficient.”); Latta v. Otter, No. 1:13-CV-00482-CWD, 2014 WL
7245631, at *8 (D. Idaho Dec. 19, 2014) (“Defendants offer no evidence to support
targeted reductions for specific tasks performed by particular attorneys.”)
Moreover, IDOC’s self-serving suggestions that there was no need for the
time Cover’s lawyers spent on certain tasks or no need for both of her attorneys to
work on some of them do not make sense, because Cover’s lawyers do not receive
any attorney’s fees in this case unless awarded by the Court. (Decl. Eppink ¶ 10
(May 28, 2018) (“The agreement that I have with my client in this litigation is that
she will not be charged for my services if we do not prevail, and that if we do
prevail, attorney’s fees may be sought from the respondents under fee-shifting
provisions of the law.”).) “[L]awyers are not likely to spend unnecessary time on
contingency fee cases in the hope of inflating their fees. The payoff is too uncertain,
as to both the result and the amount of the fee.” Moreno, 534 F.3d at 1112.
Thus, IDOC’s arguments lack both requisite supporting evidence and even
logical coherence. The Court should reject IDOC’s second-guessing and armchair
quarterbacking. See Blackwell v. Foley, 724 F.Supp.2d 1068, 1080 (N.D. Cal. 2010)
(“Defense counsel . . . with no particular expertise beyond his own Bar card,
attempts to analyze the time sheets of Plaintiff's counsel, objecting to certain
percentages of time as excessively spent on certain tasks. . . . [T]his Court rejects
this uninformed second-guessing . . . .”); Rutti v. Lojack Corp., No. SACV 06-350
DOC JCX, 2012 WL 3151077, at *9 (C.D. Cal. July 31, 2012) (“Defendant first
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argues that Counsel, highly experienced . . . practitioners, spent too many hours on
‘simple tasks.’ . . . This Court does not wish to engage in armchair quarterbacking,
nor will it encourage attorneys to litigate in a way that may jeopardize the quality
of their representation.”).
VI.

Reasonable attorney fees under I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)
Respondents also cite to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) in requesting the Court to disallow

attorney fees to Cover. They first claim that the time and labor Cover’s attorney
spent on the case was not reasonable. On the topic of reasonableness, Respondents
rely on Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746 (2008), which cites to Sun Valley
Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 769 (2004)—a case
where the prevailing party did not provide “sufficient” information to the district
court regarding attorney fees. Respondents, though, do not claim Petitioner failed to
provide sufficient information to show why the time and labor spent on this case
was reasonable.
The time and labor Petitioner’s counsel put into this case reflects the time
and labor required, which was reasonable. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A). Respondents
first withheld thousands of pages of records, and then produced those same records
multiple times throughout the case with varying redactions. Petitioner found
mistakes in how the documents were produced and redacted at those various stages.
Review of all documents produced by Respondents’ was necessary. Petitioner’s own
persistence and understanding of the documents were the only reason Petitioner
discovered there was a “general packet” created and kept by IDOC to respond to
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public records requests regarding lethal injection. (See Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law ¶123 (March 21, 2019).)
The novelty and difficulty of the questions at the core of this case required
both attorneys’ attention, analysis, and strategy—their time and labor. Cover’s
attorneys’ preparation and handling of the case was thorough, yet reasonable. Due
to the short time between depositions and trial, it was necessary for both attorneys
to attend depositions. Respondents fail to provide their own timesheets or any
attorneys’ opinions or other evidence to contradict the reasonableness of Petitioner’s
attorneys’ time and labor spent on this case. The time and labor spent on this case
by Petitioner’s counsel was necessary and reasonable.
The novelty and difficulty of the questions raised in this case were also not
typical of Public Records Act litigation. See I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(B). To put forth the
argument that it was, not only highlights the dismissiveness in which IDOC
handled Petitioner’s public records request in the first place, but it announces the
blatant disregard of the complexities, nuances, and importance of this case in Idaho.
To Petitioner’s knowledge, this case is the first in which an Idaho court has
had to determine the standard for finding bad faith under the Idaho Public Records
Act, and the first to find that a public official acted in bad faith in its handling of a
public records request. This also may be the first case to address the balancing test
under I.C. § 74-105(4)(A)(i). The novelty and difficulty throughout this case was
substantial as it explored new legal grounds.
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Another example of the novelty and difficulty of this case involved
Petitioner's application and argument of the 4-pronged deference test with subfactors coming out of J.R. Simplot Co. v. Tax Commission, 120 Idaho 849, 863, 820
P.2d 1206, 1220 (1991). Petitioner challenged the validity of IBOC's Rule 135.06 by
applying the Simplot test, which was a multi-layered analysis. The Court ultimately
agreed with Petitioner and declined to give deference to Rule 135.06. (See Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law 4 7 (March 21, 2019).)
Finally, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(L) allows the Court to consider "any other factor
which the court deems appropriate in the particular case" when determining
attorney fees. Integral to this case is the public's interests, a major focus in the
balancing test controlling LC.§ 74-105(4)(A)(i). Deductions should be limited in
cases, like this one, that serve the public interest on a significantly wide scale. See

Hamby v. Walker, 2015 WL 1712634, at *9 (D. Alaska Apr. 15, 2015). Limiting
deductions in such cases encourages experienced and uniquely-qualified attorneys
to take on cases against the government that other lawyers are unlikely to see
through. Id.
Additional evidence of the public's interest in this case is the extent that
Idaho's media has consistently and extensively covered this case throughout its
lifespan. The public interest in this case is significant and should be a factor the
Court considers in finding Petitioner's fees and costs reasonable. See, e.g., Jerry
Painter, "Idaho appeals ruling ordering release of execution records," Post Register
(May 6, 2019), h ttps ://www.postregister.com/idaho-appeals-ruling-ordering-release-
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of-execution-records/article b7 a0a 78f-5a93-5f8e-be37-94fcdcb4 7789.html; Richard
Copeland, "District Court Rules IDOC Must Turn Over Execution Documents,"

Boise State Public Radio (Mar. 27, 2019), https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/
post/ district-court-rules-idoc-must-turn -over-execution-documents#stream/0;
Rebecca Boone, "Idaho prison officials fought to keep lethal injection info private. A
judge disagrees." Idaho Statesman (Mar. 22, 2019), https://www.idahostatesman.
com/news/northwest/idaho/article228275629. html; Tommy Simmons, "Judge says

IDOC must disclose information about one source of lethal chemicals used in
execution," Idaho Press (Mar. 21, 2019), https://www.idahopress.com/news/local/
judge-says-idoc-must-disclose-information-about-one-source-of/article e70f736f4ecb-5d87-b 17c-ecf6b296bb8b.html; "Idaho judge urged to force disclosure of
execution drug," WTOP (Feb. 4, 2019), https://wtop.com/national/2019/02/idahojudge-urged-to-force-disclosure-of-execution-drugs/; Tommy Simmons, "Former

IDOC purchasing agent describes unusual financial practices related to executions,"
Idaho Press (Feb. 1, 2019), https://www.idahopress.com/news/local/former-idocpurchasing-agent-describes-unusual-financial-practices-relatedto/article 8d976b93-2513-52a3-97d5-leec70e2d7e2.html; Rebecca Boone, "Witness:
Prison officials kept misleading financial books," The Spokesman-Review (Feb.1,
2019), http://www. spokesman. com/ stories/2019/feb/01/witness-prison -officials-keptmisleading-financial/; "Editorial: State needs to come clean about lethal injection
drugs," Idaho Press (Jan. 31, 2019), https://www.idahopress.com/opinion/editorials
/editorial-state-needs-to-come-clean-about-lethal-injection-drugs/article e9d554 74-
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3054-5ef7-a098-00d373d5c7aa.html; Rebecca Boone, "Judge orders partial release of
Idaho lethal injection docs," The Spokesman-Review (Jan. 30, 2019),
http://www.spokesman. com/stories/2019/jan/30/judge-orders-partial-release-ofidaho-lethal-injec/; Tommy Simmons, "A judge ordered IDOC to turn over the name
of a lethal drug provider. Here's why the name matters." Idaho Press (Jan. 30,
2019), https://www.idahopress. com/news/local/a-judge-ordered-idoc-to-turn-overthe-name-of/article lc01lb90-0ff5-5c14-bb22-851975074e21.html; Rebecca Boone,
"From handwriting to hairstylists, here's why Idaho heavily redacted lethal
injection info," Idaho Statesman (Jan. 29, 2019), https://www.idahostatesman.com
/news/northwest/idaho/article225252340. html; Betsy Russell, "IDOC in court over
lethal injection source; drugs sought in India, from compounding pharamacy ... ,"

Idaho Press (Jan. 29, 2019), https://www.idahopress.com/eyeonboise/ idoc-in-courtover-lethal-injection-source-drugs-sought-in/article ce9a49e8-22f3-5c2d-b72d33f725a 7aal l.html; Rebecca Boone, "Idaho's lethal injection document redactions
were extensive," 7KTVB.com (Jan. 29, 2019), https://www.ktvb.com/
article/news/local/idahos-lethal-inj ection-document-redactions-were-extensive/277 ce920bde-04bb-482b-9a4a-20edcca36600; Tommy Simmons, "Pharmacy that
supplied IDOC with lethal drugs couldn't comply with regulations," Idaho Press
(Jan. 29, 2019), https://www.idahopress.com/news/ local/pharmacy-that-suppliedidoc-with-lethal-drugs-couldn-t-comply/article f6cb7119-7637-505f-aae9fa0a2fb47ac0.html ; Tommy Simmons, "Years after IDOC received execution-related
requests from BuzzFeed, employees still found new documents," Idaho Press (Jan.
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28, 2019), https://www.idahopress. com/news/local/years-after-idoc-receivedexecution-related-requests-from-buzzfeed-employees/article 6a6e5937-7b8d-5af5a3cb-4c6643b7bldb.html; Rebecca Boone, "'IDOC is relying on speculation and fear':
Trial begins over effort to get Idaho execution-drug records," Idaho Statesman (Jan.
28, 2019), https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/local/article225193500.html;
Natasha Williams, "IDOC lethal injection trial to begin Monday," KIVI Boise (Jan.
27, 2019), https://www.kivitv.com/news/idoc-lethal-injection-trial-to-begin-monday:
Ashley Rundell, "Idaho judge allows lethal injection drug to remain secret," Jurist
(Sept. 18, 2018), https://www .jurist.org/news/2018/09/idaho-judge-allows-lethalinjection-drug-source-to-remain-secret/; James Dawson," Idaho Department of
Correction Can Keep Lethal Injection Drugs Secret, Judge Says," Boise State Public

Radio (Sep. 17, 2018), https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/ post/idahodepartment-correction-can-keep-lethal-injection-drugs-secret-judge-says#stream/0;
Rebecca Boone, "Idaho judge: Lethal injection drug source is secret for now," The

Spokesman-Review (Sept. 17, 2018), http://www.spokesman.com/
stories/2018/ sep/ 1 7/idaho- judge-lethal-injection -drug-source-is-secret/; Rebecca
Boone, "Judge: Idaho prison officials must release execution drug records,"

Magic Valley.com (May 1 7, 2018), https://magicvalley.com/ news/local/crime-andcourts/judge-idaho-prison-officials-must-release-execution-drugrecords/article 9bf334 7 4-2225-5d2f-859c-0f39a 799282d.html; Rebecca Boone, "UI
law prof sues Idaho for execution records," The Spokesman-Review (Feb. 28, 2018),
http://www. spokesman.com/blogs/boise/2018/fe b/2 8/ui-law-prof-sues-idaho-
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execution-records/; "UI law prof sues Idaho for execution records," Idaho State

Journal (Feb. 28, 2018), https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/ local/ui-law-profsues-idaho-for-execution-records/article 554010ad-0677-5fad-81c7056862 ldb4b5.html.
The Court should remember that IDOC insisted on having a full trial in this
case. (See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider Order Granting
Peremptory Writ of Mandate Requiring Disclosure of Some Records and Peremptory
Writ of Mandate (May 29, 2018).) Petitioner sought an expedited hearing from the
very beginning of this litigation. The Public Records Act imposes a tight timeframe
to respond to public records requests, which Cover sought to enforce. See LC. § 7 4103(1). Regardless, the Court granted Respondents' request for a trial. Petitioner,
accordingly, engaged in discovery and litigation. Respondents' lamentation at
Petitioner's attorney fees resulting from effectively litigating the case after
Respondents insisted on full-blown litigation and trial is just more
disingen uousness.
Conclusion

The Court should reject Respondents' Motion to Disallow Certain Attorney
Fees and Costs. Responding to Respondents' motion also required Petitioner's
counsel to spend additional time on this case. Mr. Eppink claims an additional 13.2
hours at $335 per hour, and Ms. Kafka claims an additional 18.8 hours at $250 per
hour. (See Deel. Eppink 12 (May 16, 2019); Deel. Kafka 14 (May 16, 2019).)
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Altogether, the Court should award Petitioner’s counsel a total of $9,122.00 for costs
and fees.
Altogether, then, Petition requests the following:
First Memorandum of Fees and Costs (5/28/2018)

$16,557.87

Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs & Response
(re: Motion to Compel) (2/15 & 3/18/2019)

$8,973.01

Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs (4/4/2019)

$209,815.62

Further billing judgment deductions (5/16/2019)

($741.39)

Fees for response to motion to disallow (5/16/2019) $9,122.00
TOTAL

$243,727.11

Of that $243,727.11 total, the Court has previously awarded $16,557.87 and
$7,177.01 in prior orders. (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 76 (Mar. 21,
2019); Memorandum Decision and Order Allowing Fees on Order to Compel 7 (Apr.
19, 2019).) Therefore, Petitioner requests an additional award of $219,992.23, plus
fees for any additional attorney time or expenses necessary for hearing and other
further proceedings on Respondents’ motion.
To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Petitioner and her attorneys,
the items of fees and costs set forth above and in Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of
Fees and Costs (April 5, 2019) are correct and are claimed in compliance with
I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
Respectfully submitted,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
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f sf Richard Epp ink
Richard Eppink

f sf Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka

Attorneys for Petitioner
Dated: May 16, 2019

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
By: f sf Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner
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Electronically Filed
5/16/2019 10:26 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202

Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF MOLLY
KAFKA IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONSE TO MOTION
TO DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(5) AND
(e)(6)

Respondents.

I, Molly Kafka, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am one of the attorneys working on the petitioner's behalf in this case since

it began and I base this declaration on my own personal knowledge.
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2. Discussions about scheduling witnesses for trial began at the October 4, 2018,
status conference. It was at the status conference where both parties agreed
we would need three days to finish the trial. Throughout the period between
the October status conference and the Respondents’ motion to continue
hearing, Jessica Kuehn never suggested she needed more than the time
discussed for her presentation of evidence. Richard Eppink and I, Petitioner’s
attorneys, engaged in multiple conversations with Kuehn and it was our
understanding the Kuehn’s case-in-chief would take a little more than one full
day of trial. In a meeting of counsel just before trial, Kuehn even estimated
that Respondents’ case in chief would conclude in the first day of trial, and
possibly in the early afternoon of the first day, which meant Petitioner might
have needed to have one of her witnesses available to testify on the first day of
trial. Petitioner’s attorneys committed to ensuring at least one of Petitioner’s
witnesses would be available to begin testimony on the first day, Monday
afternoon, of the trial. Petitioner’s counsel determined at that time that they
would call Steven Silberman as their first witness. Due to the evidence
presented in Respondents’ case in chief, Petitioner’s attorneys later
determined to call Jeanne Woodford first. This is in large part due to the fact
that during the first day of trial, it became clear Respondents’ were going to
take far longer than one day in presenting their case in chief. Because
Petitioner’s attorneys planned on calling Ms. Woodford to testify on Tuesday,
but because Respondents’ did not rest their case until Tuesday, Petitioner
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sought to reduce costs and call Ms. Woodford first since she was the only
witness charging for her services.
3. Accompanying this declaration is Exhibit A, which are true copies of the
listing of appearances of counsel from the transcripts of the depositions of Jeff
Zmuda, Joanne Sooter, Jeffrey Ray, Ashley Dowell, Ammie Mabe, and the
IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of IDOC, through its designee Ross Castleton, in this
case. Included with the Sooter pages are pages 4-5 of the transcript.
4. In preparing the response to Respondents’ April 18, 2019, Motion to Disallow
Certain Costs and Attorney Fees and in working to ensure compliance with the
Court’s writ of mandate, I spent an additional 18.8 hours of work in this
matter, not including time spent on the appeal and cross-appeal in this case.
Exhibit B to this declaration are my records of that time, which I kept
contemporaneously. I have reviewed these records and attest that these
charges are accurate for the dates claimed, and reflect time that was
reasonably spent prosecuting this litigation and representing the Petitioner in
it.
5. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of fees and costs set forth
above are correct and are claimed in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho
that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: May 16, 2019
/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
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Attorney at Law
Idaho State Bar no. 10518

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner
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Jeff Zmuda

December 20, 2019

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

)

)
Petitioner,

)

) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION, IDAHO )
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, and
)
JEFFREY R. RAY, Public Information )
Officer,

)
)

Respondents.

)

)

DEPOSITION OF JEFF ZMUDA
Offices of Idaho Department of Correction
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Thursday, December 20, 2018
Beginning at 8:58 a.m.

QnA Court Reporting, LLC
Tiffany Fisher, RPR, Idaho CSR 979
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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208.484.6309. 208.286. 7426 (fax)
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Jeff Zmuda

December 20, 2019

Page 2

APPEARANCES
FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorneys at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION of IDAHO
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone: (208)344-9750
Facsimile: (208)344-7201
E-mail: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkatka@acluidaho.org
FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica Kuehn
Attorney at Law
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
Telephone: (208)334-4103
Facsimile: (208)854-8083
E-mail: j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Mr. Mark Kubinski
Attorney at Law
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street, Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83720
Telephone: (208)658-2117
Facsimile: (208)327-7485
E-mail: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov

***
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Joanne Sooter

January 4, 2019

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

)
)

Petitioner,
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION;
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
and JEFFREY R. RAY, Public
)
Information Officer,
)

)

)

Defendants.

)

DEPOSITION OF JOANNE SOOTER
Sonna Building
910 Main Street, Room 302
Boise, Idaho
Friday, January 4, 2019
Beginning at 10:03 a.m.

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Lori A. Pulsifer, RDR, CRR, Idaho CSR
354
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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Joanne Sooter

January 4, 2019

Page 2
APPEARANCES
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
and
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701-1897
910 West Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.344.9750, Extension 1202
Fax: 208.344. 7201
Email: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

11
12
13
14
15
16

FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, Fourth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.334.4103
Fax: 208.854.8083
Email: jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

17
18
19
20
21

Mr. Mark Kubinski
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street
Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.658.2117
Fax: 208.327.7485
Email: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov

22
23

ALSO PRESENT:
Professor Aliza Cover, Petitioner

24
25
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Joanne Sooter

January 4, 2019
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THE DEPOSITION OF JOANNE SOOTER was taken on
2

behalf of Petitioner Aliza Cover the 4th day of January

3

2019 at the Sonna Building, 910 West Main Street, Room

4

302, Boise, Idaho, before Lori A. Pulsifer, Court

5

Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State of

6

Idaho, to be used in an action pending before the

7

District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the

8

State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, Case No.

9

CV0l-18-03877.

10

The following testimony was adduced, to wit:

11
12

13

JOANNE SOOTER,
having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:

14

15
16

17
18

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MR. EPPINK:
Q. Joanne, thank you very much for coming in

19

today. I know that the original plan was that we were

20

going to have a meeting.

21

When Jessica contacted me and said that she

22

represented you, I figured, if we had a meeting and then

23

some stuff came up that was important, we would want to

24

get it on the record.

25

So I figured, rather than do two iterations, we
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Joanne Sooter

January 4, 2019
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would try to just get it all done at once. Even though
2

it does makes it a little bit more formal, hopefully it

3

will be convenient for everybody in the long run.

4

There is a trial in this case that is scheduled

5

to start at the end of this month, and it might be

6

important that you attend that trial as well. I don't

7

know that yet.

8

Certainly, I will let Jessica know if that is

9

important; and we will get there. The starting point,

10

at least, is to learn what you know today through this

11

deposition.

12

13

Have you ever had your deposition taken
before?

14

A. No. This is the first time.

15

Q. So there are just a few key features that sort

16

of distinguish a deposition. One, of course, is the

17

oath that you just took to tell the whole truth.

18

Then, of course, Ms. Pulsifer, who is our court

19

reporter, is taking down everything that we say today,

20

at least while we are on the record.

21

We might take a break or two. If we go off the

22

record, that won't be taken down. While we are on the

23

record, everything is being taken down so that we have a

24

verbatim transcript of what everybody said today.

25

During the course of the deposition today, it
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

)
)

Petitioner,
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION;
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
and JEFFREY R. RAY, Public
)
Information Officer,
)

)

)

Respondents.

)

DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY F. RAY
Idaho Department of Correction . Central Office
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Monday, January 7, 2019
Beginning at 9:00 a.m.

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Lori A. Pulsifer, RDR, CRR, Idaho CSR
354
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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Jeffrey F. Ray

January 7, 2019
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APPEARANCES
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
and
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701-1897
910 West Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.344.9750, Extension 1202
Fax: 208.344. 7201
Email: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21

FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, Fourth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.334.4103
Fax: 208.854.8083
Email: j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Mr. Mark Kubinski
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street
Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.658.2117
Fax: 208.327.7485
Email: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov

22
23
24
25
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Ashley Dowell

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

)
)

vs.

Petitioner,
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877
)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION;
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
and JEFFREY R. RAY, Public
)
Information Officer,
)

)

)

Respondents.

)
)

DEPOSITION OF ASHLEY DOWELL
Idaho Department of Correction . Central Office
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Monday, January 7, 2019
Beginning at 1:00 p.m.

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Lori A. Pulsifer, RDR, CRR, Idaho CSR
354
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.

com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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Ashley Dowell
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FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
and
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701-1897
910 West Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.344.9750, Extension 1202
Fax: 208.344. 7201
Email: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org
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FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, Fourth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.334.4103
Fax: 208.854.8083
Email: j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Mr. Mark Kubinski
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street
Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.658.2117
Fax: 208.327.7485
Email: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov
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Ammie Mabe

January 18, 2019

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

)
)

Petitioner,
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION;
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
and JEFFREY R. RAY, Public
)
Information Officer,
)

)

)

Respondents.

)

DEPOSITION OF AMMIE MABE
Idaho Department of Correction . Central Office
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Friday, January 18, 2019
Beginning at 10:00 a.m.

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Lori A. Pulsifer, RDR, CRR, Idaho CSR
354
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)
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FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
and
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701-1897
910 West Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.344.9750, Extension 1202
Fax: 208.344. 7201
Email: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org
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FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, Fourth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.334.4103
Fax: 208.854.8083
Email: j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Mr. Mark Kubinski
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street
Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.658.2117
Fax: 208.327.7485
Email: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov
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IDOC Ross Castleton

January 18, 2019

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,

)
)

Petitioner,
) Case No.
) CV0l-18-03877

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION;
)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
and JEFFREY R. RAY, Public
)
Information Officer,
)

)

)

Respondents.

)

RULE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION
OF
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
(REPRESENTATIVE ROSS CASTLETON)
Idaho Department of Correction . Central Office
1299 North Orchard Street
Boise, Idaho
Friday, January 18, 2019
Beginning at 1:00 p.m.

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Lori A. Pulsifer, RDR, CRR, Idaho CSR
354
P.O. Box 1058, Eagle, Idaho 83616-1058
realtimeQnA@msn.com . QnAcourtreporting.
com
(ELECTRONIC COPY)

Electronically signed by Lori Pulsifer (001-378-144-1201)
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IDOC Ross Castleton
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FOR THE PETITIONER:
Mr. Richard Eppink
Attorney at Law
and
Ms. Molly Kafka
Attorney at Law
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Post Office Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701-1897
910 West Main Street, Suite 248
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.344.9750, Extension 1202
Fax: 208.344. 7201
Email: reppink@acluidaho.org
mkafka@acluidaho.org
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FOR THE RESPONDENTS:
Ms. Jessica L. Kuehn
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
700 West State Street, Fourth Floor
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.334.4103
Fax: 208.854.8083
Email: j essica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Mr. Mark Kubinski
Deputy Attorney General
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
1299 North Orchard Street
Suite 110
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 208.658.2117
Fax: 208.327.7485
Email: mkubinsk@idoc.idaho.gov
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Date

Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction : Timesheet of Molly Kafka

Actual

Billed

Hours

Hours

Description

Brief review of pages related to lots #s, expiration dates, and medical supplies from 4-84/10/2019
4/11/2019

0.2

0.2

1

1

4/15/2019

1.2

1.2

2019 disclosure
Created chart of Bates numbers judge allowed to be redacted
Reviewed 4-8-2019 production and compliance with 3-20-3019 Judge's FFCL through Bates
1561
RE and I called QC Kuehn about Bates 654, issues with the prior disclosures, what search
IDOC is doing to certify completion, and attorneys fees and costs IDOC has been previously

4/16/2019

0.1

0.1

4/18/2019

1

1

ordered to pay ACLU
Reviewed 4-8-2019 production and compliance with 3-20-3019 Judge's FFCL through Bates
2033
Composed email to QC regarding incorrect Bates numbers starting at 2033, which involved
reviewing Bates ranges to determine which pages were incorrectly labelled; also reviewed

4/18/2019
4/22/2019

0.4

0.4

list of Bates numbers I believe are redacted in violation of judge's FFCL

0.2

0.2

Read and reviewed OC's motion to disallow fees and costs

5/5/2019

1.7

1.7

Reviewed Bates 1 - 2249 from 4/29/2019 production from QC with corrected redacations
and Bates numbers

0.6

Reviewed Bates 2250 - 2497 from 4/29/2019 production from QC with corrected
redactions and Bates numbers

5/6/2019

0.6

Spoke to RE about IDOC's latest disclosure and problems with redactions violating Court's
5/6/2019

0.2

0

5/7/2019
5/7/2019

0.6
0.4

0.6
0.4

order
Re-read Respondents' memo ISO motion to disallow certain fees
Review RE's draft of response to motion to disallow certain fees

5/7/2019

1.3

1.3

5/7/2019

0.4

0.4

Draft Woodford section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Drafting my declaration for Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/7/2019

0.2

0.2

Continue drafting Woodford section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/8/2019

1

1

Continue drafting Woodford section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

Page 2101

5/8/2019

0.4

0.4

5/8/2019

0.4

0.4

5/9/2019

0.1

0

Draft Silberman and Paulsen section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Draft IRCP 54(e)(3) factors section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Spoke to RE about filing motion to enforce writ regarding IDOC needing to certify they
have completed a search for records
Continue drafting IRCP 54(e)(3) factors section in Response to Motion to Disallow Certain

1.7

1.7

5/10/2019

0.5
1.1

0.5
1.1

5/10/2019

1.2

1.2

Edit Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/11/2019

0.3

0.3

Continue drafting my declaration for Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/11/2019

0.2

0.2

5/13/2019

0.1

0.1

Edit my declaration and exhibit for Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Reviewed RE's feedback on Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/13/2019

0.2

0.2

Begin applying RE's suggested edits to Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

5/13/2019

0.1

0.1

Consulted with Sherrie Wyatt about her declaration to accompany Response to Motion to
Disallow Fees

5/13/2019
5/13/2019

0.4

0.4

5/14/2019

0.6
0.2

0.6
0.2

5/14/2019

0.6

0.6

Edit Response, declarations, and calculation of total costs and email to RE for review

5/16/2019

0.1

0.1

writ
Final review Response to Motion to Disallow Fees and declarations; edited response and

5/16/2019

0.4

0.4

my declaration as to key citing and file

5/9/2019
5/10/2019

Fees
Edit Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Edit Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

Spoke to RE about response to motion to disallow fees and supporting declarations
Edit Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees
Edit my declaration for Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Fees

Email QC Kristina Schindele about certification of completing records search pursuant to

Total hours
billed

18.8
$4,700.00
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Electronically Filed
5/16/2019 10:26 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202

Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF
RICHARD EPPINK IN
SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO
DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(5) AND
(e)(6)

I, Richard Eppink, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am an attorney for the petitioner in this case.

2. In preparing the response to Respondents' April 18, 2019, Motion to Disallow
Certain Costs and Attorney Fees and in working to ensure compliance with the

DECLARATION OF RICHARD EPPINK - Page 1
Page 2103

Court’s writ of mandate, I spent an additional 13.2 hours of work in this matter, not
including time spent on the appeal and cross-appeal in this case. Exhibit 1 to this
declaration are my records of that time, which I kept contemporaneously. I have
reviewed these records and attest that these charges are accurate for the dates
claimed, and reflect time that was reasonably spent prosecuting this litigation and
representing the Petitioner in it.
3. To the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of fees and costs set forth
above are correct and are claimed in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(d) and (e).
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho
that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: May 13, 2019

/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
American Civil Liberties Union
of Idaho Foundation
Attorney for Petitioner

DECLARATION OF RICHARD EPPINK – Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner

DECLARATION OF RICHARD EPPINK - Page 3
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Cover v. Idaho Board of Correction : Timesheet of Richard Eppink

4/15/2019

1.2

4/16/2019

0.3

1.2 Legal research re: enforcement of peremptory writ
0.3 Begin drafting motion to enforce peremptory writ
Phone call with OC Kuehn (with MK) re: 654, problems with prior

4/16/2019
4/19/2019

0.1

0.1 disclosures, additional search, and attorney fees and costs payments
1.3 Read motion to disallow costs and fees and papers in support

4/19/2019

1.3
0.2

4/22/2019

1.4

1.4 Being drafting brief in support of motion to enforce peremptory writ

5/1/2019

1.6

1.6 Legal research re: response to motion to disallow costs and fees

5/1/2019

0.5

0.5 Begin drafting response to motion to disallow costs and fees

5/2/2019

2.0

5/6/2019

0.2

2.0 Continue drafting response to motion to disallow costs and fees
0.2 Confer with MK re: unwarranted redactions in latest disclosure

5/6/2019

1.1

1.1 Continue drafting response to motion to disallow costs and fees

5/9/2019

0.1

0.1 email to OC Kuehn about it

0.2 Read MOO allowing fees on order to compel

Confer with MK re: enforcing certification provision in writ, then send
Draft 2d Declaration of Richard Eppink in support of 3d Fees and Costs
5/10/2019
5/12/2019

0.1

0.1 Memo

1.0

1.0 Revise response to motion to disallow fees and costs
Review and comment on draft 2d declaration of MK re: motion to

5/12/2019

0.3

0.3 disallow fees and costs

5/13/2019

1.3

1.3 Legal research re enforcement of writ of mandate and availability of stay
Finish drafting 2d declaration of Richard Eppink in support of 3d Fees

5/13/2019

0.1

0.1 and Costs Memo

5/13/2019
TOTAL

0.4

0.4 Confer with MK re declarations in support of 3d fees and costs memo

AMOUNT

13.2

13.2
$4,422.00
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Electronically Filed
5/16/2019 10:26 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

DECLARATION OF
SHERRIE WYATT IN
SUPPORT OF RESPONSE
TO MOTION TO
DISALLOW CERTAIN
COSTS AND ATTORNEY
FEES PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(5) AND
(e)(6)

I, Sherrie Wyatt, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1. I am a paralegal working on the petitioner's behalf in this case beginning
January 21, 2019.

DECLARATION OF SHERRIE WYATT - Page 1
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2. This declaration is in support of Petitioner’s Response to Respondents’ Motion
to Disallow Certain Attorney Fees and Costs, filed with this declaration.
3. Prior to trial in this case, I was responsible for preparing all exhibits and
binders in preparation for trial.

This required labeling all exhibits and

preparing binders for the Judge, Clerk, Petitioner and Respondent. There was
a total of 12 binders with approximately 3,800 pages of exhibits.
4. During trial, I was responsible for the logistics, including travel and lodging
arrangements, of the expert witnesses, maintaining a list of exhibits which
were admitted and/or denied and a brief summary of objections to specific
exhibits.
5. Due to trial scheduling, Dr. Lynn Paulsen did not testify on the day on which
she was originally expected to testify. Dr. Paulsen was staying at the Grove
Hotel; however, they did not have any available rooms for an additional night
so I had to find another hotel near the courthouse. I called several hotels to
find a room for Dr. Paulsen and found that many of the hotels in downtown
Boise were booked for that night. The closest hotel I found was the Courtyard
by Marriott.
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that
the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: May 13, 2019
/s/ Sherrie Wyatt
Sherrie Wyatt
Paralegal

DECLARATION OF SHERRIE WYATT – Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner
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Electronically Filed
5/17/2019 2:10 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Eric Rowell, Deputy Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IDAHO
MARK A. KUBINSKI, ISB No. 5275
Lead Deputy Attorney General
Department of Correction
JESSICA L. KUEHN, ISB No. 9059
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE, ISB No. 6090
Deputies Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-4103
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
kristina.schindele@ag.idaho.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR IDOC RESPONDENTS
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF
CORRECTION, IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY
R. RAY, Public Information
Officer,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0l-18-03877
DECLARATION OF
JEFF ZMUDA CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE
WITH PEREMPTORY WRIT OF
MANDATE

I, Jeff Zmuda, declare under penalty of pe1jury as follows:

1.

I am the deputy director of the Idaho Department of Correction ("Depaiiment"). I

have been in this position since December 2016. I have been employed with the Depaiiment for
over 30 years.
DECLARATION OF JEFF ZMUDA CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE WITH PEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE - Page 1

Page 2110

2.

I have been involved with this case and am aware of the Court's Peremptory Writ

of Mandate filed March 21, 2019. Specifically therein, the Court ordered:
The Court issues this Peremptory Writ of Mandate to the Idaho Board of C01Tection
and the Idaho Depmiment of Correction requiring a diligent search of its records (as
defined in the Public Records Act) and disclosure of:
a)
Any records responsive to Petitioner's request on September 21, 2017 for
"drugs that have been or will be purchased/used for future executions (including
identifying information about the drugs, drug labels, expiration dates, purchase
orders/receipts; paperwork about how the drugs are stored)."
b)
Any records (as defined in the Public Records Act) responsive to
Petitioner's request on September 21, 2017 for "The use oflethal injection in the Rhoades
and Leavitt executions (including paperwork about where IDOC got its drugs from, and
communications with drug suppliers or others regarding acquisition of drugs)."
Once the Respondents have complied with this writ, the Board and Department of
C01Tection must ce1iify that the agency has released all records responsive to the
Petitioner's September 21, 2017 request.
(Emphasis added.)
3.

At the comi trial in this matter, I testified as to the Depmiment' s prior search efforts

related to Petitioner's public records request. Pursuant to the Comi's directive in the Peremptory
Writ of Mandate, I, along with other IDOC staff, have engaged in a number of actions to ensure
that the Depmiment has completed its diligent search of its records for all records responsive to
the Petitioner's September 21, 2017, public records request and the Court's Peremptory Writ. I
have either personally engaged in the following actions or requested assistance from staff at the
Depmiment and the Office of the Attorney General to complete the following actions:
a)

I met with staff from the IT department. As a result of that meeting, staff
completed two additional searches to ensure that the Department had completed a
diligent search of records responsive to Petitioner's public records request.

DECLARATION OF JEFF ZMUDA CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE WITH PEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE - Page 2
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1. IT depmiment staff identified and searched specific employee hard drives
for documents that included the following search terms: pharmaceutical,
Leavitt, Rhoades, chemical, execution, supplier, and lethal injection. I
identified the following specific staff: current employees Howard "Keith"
Yordy, Randy Blades, Ashley Dowell, Ross Castleton, Josh Tewalt, Al
Ramirez and myself, Jeff Zmuda; and former employees - Brent Reinke,
Kevin Kempf, Henry Atencio, and Shannon Cluney. I identified these
employees as they were command staff personnel involved in either the
search for chemical(s) to be used in the Rhoades and Leavitt executions or
involved in the executions of Rhoades and Leavitt by lethal injection. I
asked for a search of Al Ramirez's hard drive as he is the current warden at
the Idaho Maximum Security Institution. I asked for a search of Ross
Castleton's hard drive because he may have obtained responsive documents
based on his current role in the search for chemicals to be used in future
executions. Based on IT's eff01is, it was determined that former Director
Brent Reinke's hard drive was no longer available. All other hard drives
were searched. All of the documents produced during the search using the
identified terms were reviewed. As a result of the exhaustive search and
narrowing review, one document responsive to Petitioner's public records
request as identified in paragraphs a and b of the Peremptory Writ was
located. This document has been disclosed to Petitioner contemporaneously
with this certification.

DECLARATION OF JEFF ZMUDA CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE WITH PEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE - Page 3
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2. IT department staff also searched the email accounts of Kevin Kempf, Brent
Reinke, Josh Tewalt, Ross Castleton, Howard "Keith" Yordy, Remy
Atencio, Jeff Zmuda, Randy Blades, Al Ramirez and Shannon Cluney. I
requested the search include any and all emails on or after January 1, 2011,
and on or before September 28, 2017. I asked that the search include the
following keyword terms: chemical, lethal injection, execution, Rhoades,
Leavitt, supplier and/or pharmaceutical. All of the emails those search terms
produced were reviewed.

As a result of the exhaustive search and

narrowing review, two additional email exchanges responsive to
Petitioner's public records request as identified paragraphs a and b of the
Peremptory Writ were located. Those documents were provided to
Petitioner contemporaneously with this certification.
b)

I asked Cheryl Iseri, an employee assigned to the Director's Office, to coordinate
a search for all hard copy, archived materials responsive to the Peremptory Writ
for the following former employees: Brent Reinke, Kevin Kempf, Remy
Atencio, and Shannon Cluney. I also asked Ms. Iseri to search for any materials
archived for Josh Tewalt as he left the Department and recently returned as the
Director. Ms. Iseri searched the Director's office records. She also coordinated
searches of the archived records for the Division of Probation and Parole as well
as the Division of Prisons. Ms. Iseri also searched archived records for the Board
of Conection as well as Leadership Team Meeting records. Any potentially
responsive documents were identified for review. As a result of the exhaustive
search and nanowing review, one document responsive to Petitioner's public

DECLARATION OF JEFF ZMUDA CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE WITH PEREMPTORY
WRIT OF MANDATE - Page 4
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records request as identified in paragraphs a and b of the Peremptory Writ was
located. This document was provided to Petitioner contemporaneously with this
certification.
c)

Additionally a box of media discs (CDs) created by a former Department
employee were located in the area of the Director's Office. These documents on
these media discs were reviewed. Upon review of the media discs, one additional
document responsive to Petitioner's public records request as identified in
paragraphs a and b of the Peremptory Writ was located. This document was
provided to Petitioner contemporaneously with this certification.

d)

I also contacted current Department employees who may have or may have
previously had some involvement in the procurement and handling of lethal
injection chemicals or may have or had document(s) related to the same. All
documents produced by these individuals were reviewed. As a result of the
search conducted by such employees and my subsequent review, only one
document responsive to Petitioner's public records request as identified in
paragraphs a and b of the Peremptory Writ was located. This document, an
email, was provided to Petitioner contemporaneously with this certification.

4.

Based on the foregoing, I hereby ce1iify that the Idaho Depaiiment of C01Tections

has made a diligent search of its records and released all records located responsive to Petitioner's
September 21, 2017, public records request.
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I declare under penalty of pe1jury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the
foregoing is true and co1Tect.
DATED this 17th day of May 2019.

_jci5z_£2_

By

Jeff Zmuda

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17 th day of May 2019, I caused to be served a true and

c01Tect copy of the foregoing Declaration of Jeff Zmuda Ce1iifying Compliance with the
Peremptory Writ of Mandate via the iComi e-file and serve system to:
Richard Eppink
Molly Kafka
American Civil Liberties Union
Of Idaho Foundation
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, ID 83701
reppink@acl uidaho .org
mkafka@acluidaho.org

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_x_ Electronic Mail (Email)

_

KRISTINA

M. SCHINDELE
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Electronically Filed
5/29/2019 9:45 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Charlotte Watson, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Case No. CV0l-18-03877
ALIZA COVER,

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENT IN THE CLERK'S
RECORD ON APPEAL

PetitionerRespondentCross-Appellant,
vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R. RAY,
Public Information Officer,
RespondentsAppellantsCross-Respondents.

Under Rule 28(c), Idaho Appellate Rules, Petitioner requests that the following
additional document be included in the Clerk's record on appeal:

5/17/2019

Declaration of Jeff Zmuda Certifying Compliance
with Peremptory Writ of Mandate
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Petitioner did not request this document be included in the record in her
Notice of Cross-Appeal because the document had not yet been filed at that time. As
provided by I.A.R. 28(c), the clerk’s record shall include all documents requested by
any party, whether in a notice of appeal, notice of cross-appeal, or—as here—a
request for additional documents in the record.
DATED this 29th day of May, 2019.
/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
/s/ Richard Eppink
Richard Eppink
ACLU OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
Attorneys for Petitioner-Respondent-Cross-Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of May, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt
E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following attorney; and
a copy of the document was mailed to each of the following court reporters:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
Attorney for Respondents

By: /s/ Richard Eppink
RICHARD EPPINK
Attorney for Petitioner-Respondent
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Electronically Filed
6/14/2019 3:24 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701

Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALIZA COVER,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV0l-18-03877

SECOND ERRATA

V.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY, Public Information Officer,
Respondents.

The total amount stated on page 6 of Petitioner's Response in Support of
Memorandum of Fees and Costs re: Motion to Compel (filed 3/18/2019) contains a
typographical error. The total amount states $8,973.01. However, the "9" and "7"
should replace each other. The correct total is $8,793.01. This same typographical

SECOND ERRATA- Page 1
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error occurred on page 9 of Petitioner’s Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs (filed
4/4/2019) and on page 21 of Petitioner’s Response to Respondents’ Motion to
Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees (filed 5/16/2019).
Petitioner bolds the two numerical figures requiring correction in all of the
above-mentioned filings, but especially in Petitioner’s Response to Respondents’
Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees because of the typographical
error:
First Memorandum of Fees and Costs (5/28/2018)

$16,557.87

Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs & Response
(re: Motion to Compel) (2/15 & 3/18/2019)

$8,793.01

Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs (4/4/2019)

$209,815.62

Further billing judgment deductions (5/16/2019)

($741.39)

Fees for response to motion to disallow (5/16/2019) $9,122.00
TOTAL

Respectfully submitted,

$243,547.11

/s/ Molly Kafka
Molly Kafka
Attorney for Petitioner

Dated: June 14, 2019
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the
iCourt E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following
persons:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83 720
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Petitioner
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Filed: 07/10/2019 09:19:21
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - Korsen, Janine

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALIZA COVER,

Case No. CV01-18-3877

Petitioner,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER DISALLOWING IN PART
REQUESTED COSTS AND FEES

vs.
IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R.
RAY,
Respondents.
Respondents' Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees, filed April 18,
2019, came before this Court for oral argument on June 19, 2019.
Appearances:

Molly Kafka for Petitioner
Jessica Kuehn for Respondents
BACKGROUND

A Verified Petition for a Writ of Mandate to Compel the Disclosure of Public
Records was filed by Aliza Cover on February 27, 2018. A trial was held January 28-30
and February 1-4, 2019. On March 21, 2019, the Court entered a Judgment dismissing
the Respondents' First Affirmative Defense, finding for the Respondents on their Third
Affirmative Defense, and finding for the Petitioner on most of the claims in the Second
Affirmative Defense. 1 The Court found the Petitioner was the prevailing party at trial
and awarded Petitioner $16,557.87 in fees and costs incurred up to April 5, 2018. 2 The
Court required the Petitioner to file a supplemental memorandum of costs and fees for
any costs and fees requested from April 6, 2018 to Judgment within fourteen days after
entry of judgment.

2

Judgment, filed Mar. 21, 2019.
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, p. 76.

1
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Petitioner filed a timely Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs with supporting
declarations on April 4, 2019, requesting an additional $17,032.12 in costs and
$192,783.50 in fees. 3
declaration.

4

Respondents filed a Motion to Disallow with a supporting

The Court issued a Scheduling Order, Petitioner noticed the matter for

hearing, and Petitioner filed a response with supporting declarations. 5

Petitioner also

filed a "Second Errata" regarding this motion on June 14, 2019.
Also, on April 19, 2019, the Court issued a decision allowing fees on the Motion
to Compel which ordered Respondents to pay $7,177.01 to Petitioner ($6,634.55 in
attorney fees and $542.46 in costs). 6
The Court considered all documents filed in support and in opposition to
Petitioner's request, and oral arguments heard on June 19, 2019.
LEGAL STANDARD

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d) governs the award of costs and 54(e)
governs the award of attorney fees. The relevant portion of the rules read:
(d) Costs

(A) Parties Entitled to Costs. Except when otherwise limited by these rules, costs
are allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party or parties, unless
otherwise ordered by the court.
(4) Memorandum of Costs. At any time after the verdict of a jury or a
decision of the court, but not later than 14 days after entry of judgment,
any party who claims costs may file and serve on adverse parties a
memorandum of costs, itemizing each claimed expense. The
memorandum must state that to the best of the party's knowledge and
belief the items are correct and that the costs claimed are in compliance
with this rule. Failure to timely file a memorandum of costs is a waiver of
the right to costs. A memorandum of costs prematurely filed is considered
as timely.
3

Third Memorandum of Fees and Cost ("Memorandum"), filed Apr. 4, 2019; Declaration of Molly
Kafka ("Kafka Dec"), filed Apr. 4, 2019; Declaration of Richard Eppink ("Eppink Dec"), filed Apr. 4, 2019.
4
Motion to Disallow Certain Fees and Costs, filed Apr. 18, 2019; Memorandum ISO Motion to
Disallow ("Respondents' Memo"), filed Apr. 18, 2019; Declaration of Jessica Kuehn ISO Motion to
Disallow, filed Apr. 18, 2019.
5
Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(5)
and (e)(6), ("Petitioner's Response"), filed May 16, 2019; Declaration of Molly Kafka ("Kafka Response
Dec"), filed May 16, 2019; Declaration of Richard Eppink ("Eppink Response Dec"), filed May 16, 2019;
Declaration of Sherrie Wyatt ("Wyatt Response Dec"), filed May 16, 2019.
6
Memorandum Decision and Order Allowing Fees on Order to Compel, filed Apr. 19, 2019.

2
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...
(e) Attorney Fees.
(1) Pursuant to Contract or Statute. In any civil action the court may award
reasonable attorney fees, including paralegal fees, to the prevailing party
or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(1)(B), when provided for by any statute
or contract.
...
(5) Attorney Fees as Costs. Attorney fees, when allowable by statute or
contract, are costs in an action and processed in the same manner as
other costs and included in the memorandum of costs. A claim for attorney
fees as costs must be supported by an affidavit of the attorney stating the
basis and method of computation.
Subsection (3) of the Rule 54(e) sets for the factors the Court must consider in
awarding fees, including the time and labor required; the novelty and difficulty of the
questions; the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law; the prevailing charges for like
work; whether the fee is fixed or contingent; the time limitations imposed by the client or
the circumstances of the case; the amount involved and the results obtained; the
undesirability of the case; the nature and length of the professional relationship with the
client; awards in similar cases; the reasonable cost of automated legal research, if the
court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case; and any other factor
which the court deems appropriate in the particular case.
The determination of the prevailing party is in the discretion of the District Court.
In deciding who is the prevailing party, the Court considers, “(a) the final judgment or
result obtained in the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b)
whether there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and (c) the extent to
which each of the parties prevailed on each of the issues or claims.” Chadderdon v.
King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983). Further, “the prevailing
party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim
analysis.” Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 538, 224 P.3d 1125, 1127 (2010).
With regard to fees, as a general rule, “The determination to award or not award
attorney fees is committed to the discretion of the trial court.” Foster v. Shore Club
3
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Lodge, Inc., 127 Idaho 921, 927, 908 P.2d 1228, 1234 (1995). When considering an
award of attorney fees, the Court must look at the factors outlined in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3).
"Rule 54(e)(3) does not require the district court to make specific findings in the record,
only to consider the stated factors in determining the amount of the fees. When
considering the factors, courts need not demonstrate how they employed any of those
factors in reaching an award amount." Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 750, 185
P .3d 258, 262 (2008).

"The bottom line in an award of attorney fees is

reasonableness." Id. Reasonableness and other attorney fee determinations, "are a
discretionary matter for the trial court and are reviewed under an abuse of discretion
standard." Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761,
769, 86 P.3d 475, 483 (2004).
ANALYSIS

Petitioner requests $243,547.11 total for fees and costs in this case, calculated
as follows:
First Memorandum of Fees and Costs

$16,557.87

Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs (Motion to Compel)
Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs

$8,793.01
$209,815.62

Billing Judgment Deductions (5/16/2019)

($741.39)

Fees for Response to Motion to Disallow

$9,122.00

The Court addresses each request for fees and costs separately.

1. First Memorandum of Fees and Costs
The parties had previously briefed the first Memorandum of Fees and Costs and
the Court issued its order awarding $16,557.87 as part of its March 21, 2019 Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law.

Respondents did not object as part of their pending

motion to disallow and have already paid this award. Therefore, the Court reiterates
that the $16,557.87 award for Petitioner's fees and costs up to April 5, 2018 is
appropriate.

4
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2. Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs and Response
Petitioner requests $8,793.01 for fees and costs related to the Motion to Compel
and describes the fees as for motions filed on 2/15/2019 and 3/18/2019.
Petitioner requested $7,177.00 in fees and costs related to the Order to Compel
in her motion filed February 15, 2019.
On March 5, 2019, the Court entered a Scheduling Order on Costs and Fees on
Motion to Compel. That order permitted the Petitioner to file any response brief by
March 18, 2019, and Respondents to file any reply by March 25, 2019. Neither party
requested a hearing under the Scheduling Order.
Petitioner filed a response to Respondents’ objection to these fees and costs with
two declarations in support on March 18, 2019. Page 6 of that response brief requested
an additional $1,616.00 for “Fees for reply” that she alleged was supported by the two
additional declarations filed on the same day as this response. The Kafka and Eppink
declarations filed March 18, 2019 show billing hours for the work on their response brief
by these two attorneys.
The Respondents did not file a reply or raise any argument at the hearing to
object to the additional $1,616.00 requested by Petitioner for responding to
Respondents’ objection.
On April 19, 2019, the Court issued an Order granting Petitioner’s request for
$7,177.01 from the opening brief and Respondents have already paid to Petitioner the
$7,177.01 ordered.
In that Order, the Court did not include the additional $1,616.00 that Petitioner
requested in her response brief and the Petitioner did not request reconsideration or
clarification.
However, Petitioner clearly claimed the additional $1,616.00 in her Third
Memorandum of Costs and Fees (listing $8,973.01 as the total request on the Motion to
Compel), which was filed within 14 days of the entry of judgment. Therefore, Petitioner
made the request for the additional $1,616.00 in a timely-filed memorandum under Rule

5
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54 and provided sufficient notice for Respondents to object to the Court's consideration
of the additional amount requested related to the Motion to Compel.7
Therefore, the Court alters the award of $7,177.00 in the April 19, 2019,
Memorandum Decision and Order Allowing Fees to include the $1,616.01 billed for work
on the reply for a total of $8,793.01.

3. Third Memorandum of Costs and Fees
Petitioner filed a timely Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs with supporting
declarations on April 4, 2019, requesting an additional $17,032.12 in costs and
$192.783.50 in fees.

Respondents filed a Motion to Disallow with a supporting

declaration. Petitioner filed a response with supporting declarations and also a "Second
Errata" regarding this motion.

Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs

addresses fees and costs incurred from April 6, 2018 through Judgment. Respondents
raise specific objections to specific costs and fees. The Court addresses the requests
to disallow costs and fees separately.

I.

COSTS

In reviewing the Itemization of Costs, 8 Petitioner requests both costs as a matter
of right and discretionary costs in the amount of $17,032.12. However, the
memorandum and documents in support do not specifically list costs as a matter of
right separate from discretionary costs. Therefore, the Court sets out the rule for costs
as a matter of right. To the extent the Respondents' argument implicates the rule on
costs as a matter of right, the Court's analysis is discussed below in conjunction with its
analysis of any discretionary costs claimed and whether awards of these requested
costs are proper.

7

The Court recognizes it ordered the Petitioner to "file a memorandum of fees and costs related to
this motion and Respondents' failure to timely supplement within fourteen days after the trial of this matter
ends." Although this set a deadline prior to the Court's entry of Judgment, the Court finds this order did
not explicitly require Petitioner to claim any fees related to the motion to disallow fees by this Court
ordered deadline. Therefore, the Court will not disallow these requested fees as untimely.
8
Eppink Dec, Exhibit D.
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i. Costs as a Matter of Right
With few exceptions, costs are awarded as a matter of right to the prevailing
party in a civil case. IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 54(d)(1 )(A). See IDAHO CODE § 12-101. Idaho
Civil Rule 54(d)(1 )(C) enumerates costs paid to a prevailing party as a matter of right:

(iii) witness fees of $20.00 per day for each day that a witness, other than
a party or expert, testifies at a deposition or in the trial of an action;
(iv) travel expenses of witnesses who travel by private transportation,
other than a party, who testify in the trial of an action, computed at the rate
of $.30 per mile, one way, from the place of residence, whether it is in or
outside the state of Idaho;
(v) travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than by private
transportation, other than a party, computed as the actual travel expenses
of the witness, but not more than $.30 per mile, one way, from the place of
residence of the witness, whether it is in or outside the state of Idaho;
(vi) expenses or charges of certified copies of documents admitted as
evidence in a hearing or the trial of an action;
(vii) reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures,
photographs, or other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a
hearing or trial of an action, but not more than $500 for all of such exhibits
of each party;

(ix) reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a
deposition or at a trial of an action, but not more than $2,000 for each
expert witness for all appearances;
(x) charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in
preparation for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the
trial of an action; and
(xi) charges for one ( 1) copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties
to the action in preparation for trial of the action ;9
Respondents did not object to an award for costs as a matter of right.

ii. Discretionary Costs
The court has the discretion to award a prevailing party "additional items of cost
not enumerated ... may be allowed on a showing that the costs were necessary and
exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed

9

The Court removed enumerated costs that are not at issue in this motion.

7
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against the adverse party."

IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 54(d)(1 )(D).

Whether "costs are

exceptional, necessary, [and] reasonably incurred" is a matter of trial court discretion.

Bingham v. Montane Res. Associates, 133 Idaho 420, 425, 987 P .2d 1035, 1040
(1999).
The Court addresses Respondents' objections to cost and then discusses any
remaining discretionary costs the Court identified in the Petitioner's request.
i. Specific Objections to Petitioner's Costs
Respondents request the Court disallow costs related to (A) Joanne Sooter; (B)
limit Woodford's expert witness fees; and (C) reduce witness travel costs for Silberman
and Paulsen.
1. Costs Related to Joanne Sooter
Respondents request that the Court disallow all expenses (costs and fees)
related to the deposition, trial testimony, and preparation of Joanne Sooter.
Respondents argue costs and fees for Sooter's trial preparation and testimony
should be disallowed because her trial testimony "was clearly not credible and was not
relevant to any matter before the Court." 10
meant to "embarrass or harass IDOC." 11

Respondents argue her testimony was
Respondents did not object to Sooter's

testimony in any motion in limine or at trial.

Sooter was an IDOC employee,

Respondents' counsel attended her deposition, and Sooter actually testified at the trial.
Paragraphs 87 and 88, and footnote 46 of this Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law address her testimony.

Although the Court found Sooter's testimony less

credible than that of Lowe, it was not completely irrelevant to the Public Records Act
request and whether all execution records were disclosed. Therefore, the Court will not
disallow fees related to Sooter's trial testimony and preparation.
Respondents also object to costs associated with the Sooter's deposition as
unreasonable, arguing it would have been more cost effective to have a meeting to
determine whether Ms. Sooter had relevant testimony for trial. 12 At the outset of the
deposition, Richard Eppink, Petitioner's counsel explained:
... I know that the original plan was that we were going to have a meeting.
10
11
12

Respondents' Memo, pp. 3-6.
Respondents' Memo, p. 5.
Respondents' Memo, p. 6.

8
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When [Respondent's counsel] contacted me and said that she
represented you, I figured, if we had a meeting and then some stuff came
up that was important, we would want to get it on record.
So I figured, rather than do two iterations, we would try to just get it done
all at once. Even though this does make it a little more formal, hopefully it
will be convenient for everybody in the long run .... 13
A deposition is a proper form of discovery in anticipation of trial. While a meeting may
have been more cost effective, it is not formal discovery and, therefore, not required by
the Rules of Civil Procedure. The issue is not which form of discovery is most cost
effective. The issue is whether a deposition was reasonable. The Court finds Sooter's
deposition to determine whether Sooter had relevant testimony about whether the
Respondents had disclosed all responsive execution records was reasonable for trial
preparation. Further, Rule 54(d)(1 )(C) lists "charges for reporting and transcribing of a
deposition taken in preparation for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in
the trial of an action" as a cost as a matter of right.

Therefore, the Court will not

disallow costs associated with Sooter's deposition.
2. Limit Expert Witness Fees for Jeanne Woodford

Plaintiff requested fees in the amount of $6,982.11 for the expert witness
testimony of Jeanne Woodford. 14
Respondents claim that certain items are double-billed making such duplicate
fees unreasonable. 15 Petitioner withdrew part of her request for $468.29 in Grove Hotel
travel costs and $61.87 for meals because of duplication. 16

Therefore, the Court

DISALLOWS $530.16 for these duplicated costs for Woodford.

Respondents admit that Petitioner is entitled to $2,000 in costs as a matter of
right for Woodford's expert testimony 17 but object to the additional $4,920.24 claimed as
discretionary costs for Woodford's testimony. Therefore, the Court awards $2,000 in
expert costs as a matter of right for Woodward.

13

Kafka Response Dec, Exhibit A "Sooter Deposition".
Petitioner's Memo.
15
Respondents' Memo, pp. 7-8.
16
Response, p. 7.
17
See IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 54(d)(1 )(C)(ix) (listing "reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who
testifies at a deposition or at a trial of an action, but not more than $2,000 for each expert witness for all
appearances" as a cost as a matter of right). Respondents' Memo, p. 6. Respondents also do not object
to the witnesses out-of-pocket expenses, which are not included in the $6,982.11 amount.
14

9
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Petitioner encourages the Court to consider the reasonableness of Woodford's
fees in the context that two of the three Petitioner witnesses did not charge for their
services. Petitioner argues that if all three of her witnesses would have charged, then
Petitioner would have been entitled to a total of $6,000 for experts as a matter of right. 18
The Court finds Petitioner's argument does not comport with the Rules of Civil
Procedure and also does not address whether the costs associated with Woodford as a
witness were necessary, reasonable and exceptional.
The Court will only consider whether Woodford's discretionary costs were
necessary, reasonable, and exceptional.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1 )(C), subsections (iv) and (v), address travel
expenses of witnesses as a matter of right. Subsection (v) of the rule addresses travel
expenses by other than private transportation and reads as follows:
(v) travel expenses of witnesses who travel other than by private transportation,
other than a party, computed as the actual travel expenses of the witness, but
not more than $.30 per mile, one way, from the place of residence of the witness,
whether it is in or outside the state of Idaho;

Travel expense fees for witnesses that travel to trial are contemplated as a
matter of right under the rules, as are expert fees. While the Supreme Court could have
allocated an hourly fee for travel time or increased expert fees, it did not. It permits
travel costs as a matter of right only based upon distance from the place of residence to
the trial. Therefore, Woodford's travel costs as a matter of right are $190.20 and the
Court allows this amount. 19 Whether an amount in excess should be awarded as a
discretionary cost is discussed below.
The Petitioner claims "Jeanne Woodford airfare" as $318.46 so the Court
considers the additional $128.56 for airfare is a discretionary cost. The Court also
considers the additional $4,920.24 in expert witness fees (which includes Woodford's
travel charge of $2,400 20 which is opposed by Respondents as unreasonable without
any further detail) as discretionary costs. Therefore, a total of $5,048.80 are considered
discretionary costs that Petitioner claimed for Woodford and discussed below.

18

19

20

Petitioner's Response, pp. 5-6.
Woodford flew in from Oakland. Oakland to Boise is 634 miles at $0.30 per mile = $190.20.
Delineated as $200 per hour for 10 hours of travel time for Woodford.

10
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1. Necessary
The Court believes Petitioner's costs for Woodward's testimony were necessary
to oppose Respondents' claims that the records should be exempt from disclosure
because of security concerns surrounding conducting executions in death penalty
cases.

Woodford's testimony addressed decisions that corrections officials make to

prepare for and during executions that impact security of facilities in departments of
corrections and those tasked with carrying out such executions. Her testimony, as a
corrections expert, was important and necessary to further Petitioner's argument that
the public interest in disclosure outweighed the Respondents' claimed interests in safety
and

security.

While

certain

aspects

of Woodford's

testimony

benefitted

the

Respondents, this is insufficient to disallow Petitioner's costs as the prevailing party or
because such testimony was unnecessary.
b. Reasonable
The Court does not find Woodford's discretionary costs were reasonable. There
is no explanation by the Petitioner why $200 per hour for ten hours of travel time was
reasonable in this case.

According to the plane tickets, Woodford spent only three

hours and twenty minutes roundtrip travelling by plane. 21 Therefore, the Court will
disallow six hours and forty minutes at $200 per hour unreasonable. However, the Court
reserves its decision on whether to disallow all of the Woodford travel fee until it makes
a determination on whether the costs were overall exceptional.
The Court reviewed the expense invoice from Woodford to Petitioner's counsel
and does not find any of the other requested costs were patently unreasonable. 22
c. Exceptional
The Court's determination of whether to award the total of $5,048.80 for
Woodford discretionary costs really depends on whether the expenses claimed are
exceptional.
"[E]xceptional" costs "include those costs incurred because the nature of the
case was itself exceptional." Hayden Lake Fire Prof. Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307,

21

She left Oakland at 10:45 am and arrived Boise 1:20 pm; left Boise 5:50 pm and arrived Oakland
6:35 pm. Oakland is in the Pacific time zone and Boise is in the Mountain time zone. The Court calculates
this as a total of 3 hours and 20 minutes of travel time round trip.
22
Eppink Dec, Exhibit D.
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314, 109 P.3d 161, 168 (2005). To determine whether a case is exceptional "courts
should assess the context and nature of a case as a whole along with multiple
circumstances." Hoagland v. Ada Cty., 154 Idaho 900, 914, 303 P.3d 587, 601 (2013).
The court's consideration can "include, but [is] not limited to, whether there was
unnecessary duplication of work, whether there was an unnecessary waste of time, the
frivolity of issues presented, and creation of unnecessary costs that could have been
easily avoided."

Id.

Thus, a party's conduct in a case may cause the case to be

exceptional. Lakeland True Value Hardware v. Hartford Fire Ins., 153 Idaho 716, 729,
291 P.3d 399,412 (2012).
Frequently, public record disclosure cases involve fewer records and lowerprofile issues within the records. In many, experts are not needed at all. The need for
technical expertise to address documents surrounding death penalty executions is
unique. Yet, the need for experts at District Court trials is not unique. Really, what was
unique or exceptional about this case was that there was a trial at all.

Most Public

Records Act cases are resolved without a trial, and, if there is a trial, it is on a more
limited set of records. What made this case unusual was that at every hearing, and
even days before trial, IDOC and IBOC indicated they "were searching for records" or
had "just made additional disclosures." The repeated and delayed disclosures greatly
compressed the time required for attorneys to review and respond to the repeated
document disclosures. To that extent, the experts had prepared their testimony based
on the disclosures made before they prepared for their testimony. To the extent that
Exhibit 40 was disclosed just days before the trial began, there was less time to prepare
a response.
These delays in a thorough search and disclosure drastically delayed the
proceedings and caused increased substantive and procedural issues that may not
have been necessary had the Respondents merely completed a thorough search at the
outset.

Although the Petitioner would likely have litigated the Respondents'

determination that it was not required to disclose the source of lethal injection drugs,
this alone is insufficient to find that the case was not exceptional. This was an extremely
unusual Public Records Act proceeding because of the procedural decisions required of
the Court, along with the delays in disclosure, additional intermittent disclosures, and
12
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then disclosures immediately before trial. But the exceptional nature of this case is
reflected in the hours billed in attorney fees and not in expert witness costs.
Although the Court finds the case proceedings were unusual, the Court does not
find this exceptional procedural nature actually had any impact on expert witness costs.
Regardless of the timing of the disclosures, the Court finds Respondents always
needed experts regarding whether the sources for lethal injection drugs were required
to be disclosed under the Public Records Act. Expert witnesses are essential but an
ordinary part of such litigation. So, the need for Woodford as an expert was not
exceptional. Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS Petitioner's requested discretionary
costs of $5,048.80 for Woodford's expert witness fees.
1. Travel Costs of Stephen
Silberman and Lynn Paulson
Respondents object to the costs for Silberman and Paulsen during trial. 23
Petitioner requested $1,122.01 for "Stephen Silberman lodging" but then
withdrew $211.23 in meal charges as duplicative after Respondents objected. The
Court DISALLOWS the $211.23 in duplicative Silberman meal charges.
Respondents object to $449. 74 for two days of Silberman's four-day hotel stay as
unnecessary. 24
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1 )(C)(v) permits certain travel expenses of
witnesses as a matter of right. The Plaintiff requests $310.46 for Paulsen's airfare; and
$632.46 for Silberman ($553.50 for airfare plus $78.96 for ground transportation).
Based on Rule 54(d)(1 )(C)(v) the Court AWARDS $632.46 for Silberman's
travel 25 and $126.60 for Paulsen's travel 26 in costs as a matter of right.
The Court then considers the remaining $183.86 27 for Paulsen as discretionary
costs. For the same reasons identified above under the Woodford analysis relating to
travel, the Court DISALLOWS $183.86 in discretionary travel expenses for Paulsen.

23

Memo in Support, p. 9.
Memo in Support, pp. 10-11.
25
Silberman travelled from Washington D.C. to Boise which is 2,377 miles at $0.30 equals $713.10.
26
Paulsen flew from Spokane to Boise which is 422 miles at $0.30 per mile equals $126.60.
27
Paulsen: requested $310.46 minus $126.60 as a matter of right= $183.86. Silberman's request
was less than the award he could have received as a matter of right.
24
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Regarding Paulsen's lodging, Respondents request the Court disallow the
$90.40 price increase at Paulsen's second-night hotel as unreasonable. 28

Petitioner

responds these additional lodging costs were "Respondents' own doing," since
arrangements for witnesses were originally made based on Respondents' counsel's
statement that it was anticipated that Respondents' case-in-chief would conclude by the
end of the first day of trial. Since Respondents' case-in-chief continued into the second
trial day, Petitioner states Paulsen had to move from the completely-booked Grove
Hotel to a more-expensive nearby hotel nearby so such expense was necessary. The
Court finds Paulsen's accommodations and length of stay were reasonable and
necessary.
Regarding Silberman's lodging, Respondents argue Silberman's trial attendance
on days that he did not testify was unnecessary, so only two nights were necessary to
provide his testimony.

Petitioner again responds the additional two nights of lodging

costs were "Respondents' own doing" since Respondents did not complete their casein-chief as anticipated on the first day of trial.

The Court finds that the longer-than-

anticipated Respondents' case-in-chief, along with the Court's lengthy bench ruling on
the Petitioner's motion made at the close of the Petitioner's case-in-chief, made a fourday stay for Silberman necessary and reasonable. Experts frequently sit through the
opposing side's trial testimony to consider whether any evidence would impact the
opinion that they would offer. So, arriving the evening before the trial began was
reasonable since the trial was scheduled to start at 8:30 a.m. on January 28, 2019 and
Respondents estimated their case-in-chief as one day.
As soon as the Court completed its ruling on Petitioner's motion, the Petitioner
had the opportunity to consult about an interlocutory appeal of that order, and both
parties agreed to stay disclosure so that the trial could proceed. The Petitioner moved
quickly to complete Silberman's testimony on the same day. Silberman testified from
1:55 pm to 3: 10 pm on the first day of Petitioner's case-in-chief. His flight left at 6 am
the next morning and arrived at Dulles Airport in D.C. at 5:05 pm. From this Court's
experience flying from Boise to D.C., it is improbable Silberman could have gotten a
same-day flight leaving Boise after 5 p.m. on January 30 th that would have returned him
28

Memo in Support, pp. 10-11.
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to the D.C. are on the same day as his testimony. Therefore, the Court finds
Silberman's four nights in a Boise hotel was reasonable given the course of the trial and
the distance he had to travel to return to his residence.

Therefore, the Court will not

reduce Petitioner's request for Silberman's lodging during the trial.
ii. Other Discretionary Costs

Although Rule 54(d)(1 )(C) lists "charges for reporting and transcribing of a
deposition taken in preparation for trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in
the trial of an action," as a costs as a matter of right, the Court finds that a realtime feed
is not a "charge for reporting and transcribing" and instead is a cost of convenience
during a deposition.

Therefore, the Court finds the following requested costs are

discretionary and were not necessarily incurred:
$120.00 for the Ray deposition;
$100.00 for the Dowell deposition;
$53.00 for the Mabe deposition;
$68.00 for the Castleton deposition.
TOTAL: $341.00 for real time during depositions.
Because the Court does not find these costs were necessarily incurred, the Court
DISALLOWS $341.00 for the use of realtime transcription during depositions.

The Court also finds the amounts claimed for hearing and/or trial transcripts,
including rough drafts, are discretionary costs. The Court identifies these claimed costs
as follows:
$221 .40-Transcript of 7/25/18 motion for reconsideration;
$60.00-Transcript of 10/4/18 scheduling conference;
$196.00-Jeff Zmuda trial testimony transcript (rough draft);
TOTAL: $4 77 .40 for trial/hearing transcripts or drafts.
Because the Court does not find these costs were necessarily incurred or exceptional
costs, the Court DISALLOWS $477 .40 for trial/hearing transcripts and drafts.

II.

ATTORNEY FEES

Respondents argue the fees in the Third Memorandum are overall unreasonable
and specifies certain billing entries should be disallowed as either unreasonable or
duplicative.

The Court addresses the specific objections first and then the general

arguments.
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i.

Prevailing Party in the 2018 Motion for Reconsideration

Respondents request the Court disallow $17,021.50 in fees associated with the
Respondents' motion to reconsider filed May 29, 2018 (comprised of Eppink billing 32.9
hours for a total of $11,021.50 and Kafka billing 24 hours for a total amount of
$6,000.00) since Petitioner did not prevail on the motion to reconsider.
The Court determined the Petitioner was the prevailing party in this case
because Petitioner was granted the relief sought based on her original Public Records
Act request. "Unless a prevailing party is determined to have prevailed only in part, that
party is entitled to its full reasonable attorney fee." Irwin Rogers Ins. Agency, Inc. v.

Murphy, 122 Idaho 270, 277, 833 P .2d 128, 135 (Ct. App. 1992).
The Motion to Reconsider challenged the Peremptory Writ entered prior to a
hearing on the merits.

The Court granted to motion to reconsider, finding that the

Respondents were entitled to present their arguments at a trial. After trial, the Court
then entered the Peremptory Writ as part of it final judgment. Similar to the facts in this
case, in Irwin Rogers Insurance Agency, the appellate court held that the district court
did not abuse its discretion when it granted a party who prevailed at summary judgment
the costs and fees associated with an unsuccessful opposition to a motion to set aside
an earlier judgment. Therefore, it is clear the Court can award fees for an unsuccessful
motion to an overall prevailing party. Irwin Rogers Ins. Agency, 122 Idaho 270, 277-78,
833 P.2d 128, 135-36. The Court finds an award of Petitioner's fees on the motion to
reconsider is appropriate since the Petitioner ultimately prevailed on the request for a
Peremptory Writ of Mandate.
However, the Court finds fees billed by two attorneys for filing one responsive
brief and supporting declarations on the motion to reconsider are unreasonable.
Although the rules addressed were a bit arcane, this Court does not believe that a
combined 56.9 hours-approximately seven business days-to file a response dealing
primarily with procedural rules was reasonable. The Court finds it appropriate to reduce
these requested fees by one-third to reflect the amount the Court finds was
unreasonable.
Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $5,673.83 in unreasonable fees associated
with the motion to reconsider.
16
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ii.

Specific Line-Item Objections to Attorney Fees

Respondents object to five specific line items billed by Eppink and Kafka. 29 The
Court addresses them in the order raised in Respondents' memorandum and identifies
them by date and attorney only.
1. The Court allows the 5.6 hours Eppink billed on 4/4-4/5/18 because, based on
matters filed and noticed for hearing, the Petitioner believed the show cause
hearing was to present evidence on the request for the Writ.
2. The Court DISALLOWS the 0.3 hours Eppink billed on 4/25/18 since the Court
had not issued a decision so there was no reason to begin drafting an appeal.
3. The Court DISALLOWS the 0.1 hours billed by Eppink for a phone call with a
reporter about the case because it was not relevant to the case proceedings.
4. The Court DISALLOWS the 0.2 hours Kafka billed for searching for a letter since
there is no evidence that this search was anything other than clerical work.
5. The Court ALLOWS the 3.8 hours Kafka billed for preparing Cover for trial finding
it was reasonable in light of Cover's trial testimony.
Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS 0.4 hours ($134.00) from Eppink's billing and 0.2
hours ($50.00) from Kafka's billing, for a total of $184.00 on Respondents' line-item
objections.
iii.

Duplicative fees

Respondents argue Petitioner should not recover duplicative fees when two
attorneys attended the same depositions. This Court agrees.

Petitioner argues two

attorneys were needed for depositions because Respondents had two attorneys at
depositions. 30 The fact that Respondents had two attorneys is unpersuasive as to
whether it was reasonable or necessary. Based upon the testimony presented by the
witnesses, the expertise required, and the issues in the case, the Court finds it is
unreasonable to allow both attorneys to bill for the same deposition since one attorney
could reasonably have completed them. Therefore, the Court will only award fees for
the deposition time at the higher hourly billing rate.
Thus, the Court DISALLOWS Kafka's recovery of fees for the following billed
items:
DATE
1/7/19
29
30

HOURS DESCRIPTION
0.4
Drive to and From IDOC Central Office for Ray and Dowell
See Respondents' Memo, pp. 14-15.
Response, p. 11.
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1/7/19
1/7/19
1/9/19

2.6
2.6
1.5

1/10/19
1/11/19
1/14/19

0.7
2.0
0.3

1/15/19
1/16/19
1/18/19
1/24/19
1/24/19
TOTAL:

2.1
1.1
1.8
3.1
3.1
24.9

Depositions
Depose Jeff Ray
Depose Ashley Dowell
Call with Jeanne Woodford and RE about her deposition and
prepare her
Call with Jeanne Woodford and RE about her deposition
Attended Jeanne Woodford Deposition
Joined the meet and confer with RE, Schindele, Kubinski, and
Kuehn for only a portion of the call regarding 30(b )6 depos and
RFPI
Call with Lynn Paulsen and RE to prepare for her deposition
Attended Paulsen deposition
Attend Ammie Mabe deposition
Trial preparation with Lynn Paulsen and RE
Trial preparation with Steve Silberman and RE

Based on Kafka's hourly billing rate of $250.00, the Court DISALLOWS $6,225.00 as
duplicative.
iv.

Reasonableness of remaining fees

Respondents argue that the 680.9 hours billed by two attorneys and one
paralegal is excessive. 31
The Respondents did not argue the hourly rate charged was unreasonable. This
Court concludes the hourly attorney and paralegal rates are reasonable for this
geographic area based on the type of this case 32 and the experience of the attorneys
handling the case. 33
However, certain of the hours billed are unreasonable fees in this Court's
discretion which are addressed below.
1. Specific Line Items
a. Commuting
Walking/driving to Ada County Courthouse, the Attorney General's Office, and/or
depositions in Boise is not legal work but rather commuting/overhead for which the
attorneys cannot recover fees. The Court identifies these fees as follows:
31

The court specifically addressed 56.9 hours (motion to reconsider) and 25.5 hours (line-item and
duplicative billing) previously which are not addressed again generally here.
32
IDAHO R CIV. PRO. 54(e)(3)(A, B, and C).
33
IDAHO R CIV. PRO. 54(e)(3)(C).
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1. $1,175.00 for 4.7 hours Kafka billed (to courthouse 2.8, 34 0.3 to Attorney
General's Office on 11/20/18, 0.6 to Zmuda deposition on 12/20/18, 0.6 to Mabe
Deposition on 1/18/19; 0.4 to Ray/Dowell depositions on 1/7/19)
2. $1,306.50 for 3.9 hours Eppink billed (to courthouse 2.3, 35 0.6 to Zmuda
deposition on 12/20/18, 0.6 to Mabe Deposition on 1/18/19; 0.4 Ray/Dowell
depositions on 1/7/19)
TOTAL: $2,481.50 for travel/commuting
Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $2,481.50 for commuting/overhead.
b. Attending Hearings
Both Kafka and Eppink claimed hours for attending the same hearings. Here, the
Court finds it is appropriate to limit the award to those of the attorney who argued at the
hearing. Therefore, the Court disallows the requested fees for the attorney who only
attended any hearing 36 but did not argue.
1. $225.00 for 0.9 hours Kafka billed
•

0.6 hours on 1/10/19 motion to continue

•

0.3 hours on 1/23/19 motion to reconsider order in limine

1. $904.5 for 2.7 hours Eppink billed
b. 1.2 hours on 7/25/19 attending motion to reconsider and motion to lodge
unredacted documents
c. 1.5 hours on 1/2/19 attending motion in limine and motion for in camera
review
TOTAL: $1,129.50
Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $1,129.50 for fees claimed for attendance at
hearings which the attorney did not actually argue.
c. Fees before April 6, 2018
Petitioner requests additional fees prior to April 6, 2018.

The Court finds the

requested fees are not duplicative to those the Court ordered awarded as part of the
First Memorandum of Costs and Fees.

34

10/4/18 billed 0.5; 12/19/18 billed 0.5; 1/2/19 billed 0.5; 1/10/19 billed 0.5; 1/23/19 billed 0.8.
12/19/18 billed 0.5; 1/2/19 billed 0.5; 1/10/19 billed 0.5; 1/23/19 billed 0.8.
36
The Court did not disallow any fees for attending the pretrial conference on 12/19/18 even though
both attorneys attended. The Court finds the presence of both attorneys was reasonable.
35
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However, the Court finds that Kafka's and Eppink's billing rates increased
sometime between April 6, 2018 and filing their Second Memorandum of Costs and
Fees. Based on the previous Declarations, Kafka billed $200.00 per hour until at least
5/25/2018, and Eppink billed $300.00 per hour until at least 5/28/2018. 37 The Court
does not find it appropriate to order two separate billing hourly rates to the same
attorney during the same period. Therefore, the Court reduces the awards prior to June
1, 2018, to reflect the previous billing rates.
Kafka billed 16 hours before June 1, 2018 (with a difference of $50.00 in hourly
rate) the Court reduces her claimed fees by $800.00.
Eppink billed 26.9 38 hours before June 1, 2018 (with a difference of $35.00 in
hourly rate) the Court reduces his claim by $941.50.
TOTAL: $1,741.50

Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $1,741.50 for fees claimed at a higher billing
rate than requested in previous motions for the same period.
d. Motion for Judicial Notice

Kafka billed 19 hours ($4,750.00) to respond to a motion for judicial notice. The
Court finds 19 hours is unreasonable and excessive and reduce the award to 6.4 hours
as reasonable for a total of $1,600 awarded.

Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS

$3,150.00 as excessive for responding to the motion for judicial notice.

e. Eppink and Kafka Conferring

Eppink and Kafka billed 43.4 hours ($9,037.50) for time spent conferring with
each other as follows:
1. Kafka billed 34.9 hours ($8,725.00); and
2. Eppink billed 9.5 hours ($3,182.50).
This does not include the hours billed while conferring with opposing counsel,
conferring with a potential witness, or reviewing court decisions with client. While some
discussion of strategy and trial preparation is necessary for co-counsel, this Court finds
that the 43.4 hours claimed during this period is excessive.
37

See Memorandum of Fees and Costs, filed May 28, 2019. Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support
of Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs, filed May 28, 2019, Exhibit A; Declaration of Richard
Eppink in Support of Petitioner's Memorandum of Fees and Costs, filed May 28, 2019, Exhibit A.
38
The Court subtracted the 1.6 hours it disallowed in the previous section for attending the show
cause hearing.
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The Court finds Eppink's claimed hours are appropriate and reflect the number of
hours needed to confer.

The Court reduces Kafka's hours to a total of 11. 7 hours

totaling $2,925.00 which was reasonable to confer for strategy and preparation.
Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $5,800.00 as unreasonable hours spent conferring.
2. Reasonableness of Remaining Fees

Therefore, the Court considers whether the remaining 523.9 39 hours spent
between April 6, 2018 and when Petitioner filed her Third Memorandum of Costs on
April 4, 2019 (comprising $144,517.00 in requested fees) 40 are reasonable in light of the
Rule 54(e) factors.
The Court finds the most relevant factors in this case are: the time and labor
required; the novelty and difficulty of the questions; and the time limitations imposed by
the client or the circumstances of the case.

The Petitioner also requests the Court

consider the public's interest in this case when reaching a decision on fees.
The Court is very familiar with the underlying facts, proceedings, delays, and
rulings in this case.

Based on these factors, the Court finds the hours claimed are

excessive, especially since 523.9 hours were billed only during a one-year period. The
Court recognizes that this case was on an expedited schedule to comply with the intent
of the Public Records Act to timely disclose documents. The Court also recognizes that
the Respondents delayed disclosures and, when disclosed, the documents contained
duplicate documents without clear indication of how a set was different from any
previously disclosed set. Comparison of the documents with previous disclosures was
very time consuming and tedious. However, the nature of this Public Records Act case
and evaluation of the Board rules was not so novel or difficult as to require all 523.9
hours Petitioner's attorneys billed in that year. Therefore, the Court will disallows twenty

39

The Court already addressed 56.9 hours (motion to reconsider); 25.5 hours (line-item and
duplicative billing); 8.6 hours (travel time); 3.6 hours (mere attendance at hearings); 19 hours (Judicial
notice); and 43.4 hour (conferring) above-for a total of 157 hours-so these hours are not addressed
again generally here.
40
This number does not include the amounts awarded on analysis of the hours in the previous
sections (listed below) for which the Court subtracted to determine the "remaining hours." See previous
FN.
The Court found $11,347.67 appropriate on the motion to reconsider; $1,876 for 5.6 hours Eppink
billed and $950 for hours Kafka billed on specific line items Respondents objected to; $1,600.00 on the
motion for Judicial Notice; and $2,925.00 for Kafka and $3,182.50 for Eppink conferring.
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percent of the attorney fees claimed as unreasonable considering the Rule 54(e)
factors.

Therefore, the Court DISALLOWS $28,903.4041 in unreasonable fees

addressed in this section.
4. Requested Fees on Motion to Disallow and Motion for Stay

Petitioner requests $9, 122.00 ($4,700.00 for 18.8 hours for Molly Kafka and
$4,422.00 for 13.2 hours for Richard Eppink) for responding to the motion to disallow
and "working to ensure compliance with the Court's writ of mandate" (responding to the
motion for stay). 42 The Court granted the motion for stay from the bench at the hearing.
The Court finds it is unreasonable to award fees to the Petitioner for the unsuccessful
response to this post-judgment motion since it is based on enforcement of the writ and
is squarely related to Respondents' appeal.

Therefore, the Court denies all fees

requested for reviewing and drafting a response to the motion for stay identified as
follows:
From Richard Eppink's Declaration:
Date
Hours
f
1.2
4/16/2019 0.3
4/16/2019 0.1

4/22/2019

1.4

5/6/2019
5/6/2019

0.2
1.1

5/13/2019

1.3

TOTAL:

5.6

41
42

Description
Legal research re: enforcement of peremptory writ
Begin drafting motion to enforce peremptory writ
Phone call with OC Kuehn (with MK) re: 654, problems with
prior disclosures, additional search, and attorney fees and costs
payments
Being drafting brief in support of motion to enforce peremptory
writ
Confer with MK re: unwarranted redactions in latest disclosure
Continue drafting response to motion to disallow costs and fees
Confer with MK re: enforcing certification provision in writ, then
send
Legal research re enforcement of writ of mandate and
availability of stay Finish drafting 2d declaration of Richard
Eppink in support of 3d Fees

$144,517.00 x 0.2 = $28,903.40 disallowed. The Court will allow $115,613.60.
See Kafka Response Dec, ,I 4; See Eppink Response Dec, ,I 2.
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From Molly Kafka's Declaration:
Date
Hours
4/10/2019 0.2
4/11/2019
4/15/2019

1.0
1.2

4/16/2019 0.1

4/18/2019

1.0

4/18/2019 0.4

5/5/2019

1.7

5/6/2019

0.6

5/16/2019 0.1
TOTAL:

Description
Brief review of pages related to lots #s, expiration dates, and
medical supplies from 4-8-2019 disclosure
Created chart of Bates numbers judge allowed to be redacted
Reviewed 4-8-2019 production and compliance with 3-20-3019
Judge's FFCL through Bates 1561
RE and I called QC Kuehn about Bates 654, issues with the
prior disclosures, what search IDQC is doing to certify
completion, and attorneys fees and costs IDQC has been
previously ordered to pay ACLU
Reviewed 4-8-2019 production and compliance with 3-20-3019
Judge's FFCL through Bates 2033
Composed email to QC regarding incorrect Bates numbers
starting at 2033, which involved reviewing Bates ranges to
determine which pages were incorrectly labelled; also reviewed
list of Bates numbers I believe are redacted in violation of
judge's FFCL
Reviewed Bates 1 - 2249 from 4/29/2019 production from QC
with corrected redactions and Bates numbers
Reviewed Bates 2250 - 2497 from 4/29/2019 production from
QC with corrected redactions and Bates numbers
Email QC Kristina Schindele about certification of completing
records search pursuant to writ

6.3

The court disallows these hours calculated according to Eppink's hourly rate of $335.00
and Kafka's hourly rate of $250.00. 43 The Court DISALLOWS $3,451.00 in fees
responding to the post-judgment motion to stay.
Petitioner claims $5,671.00 for responding to the motion to disallow but Petitioner
did not make this claim as part of a timely filed memorandum of costs. 44 Here, the
Court finds the request for additional fees to respond to the motion to disallow is barred
since the request was not filed as a supplemental memorandum and was untimely.
43

Petitioner's Memo, p. 8. The Court disallowed $1,876.00 from Eppink's and $1,575.00 from
Kafka's billing sheet.
44
The Court did not address timeliness of the claim for fees in response to the Motion for Stay
because Idaho Code § 12-120(5), states "In all instances where a party is entitled to reasonable
attorney's fees and costs under subsection (1 ), (2), (3) or (4) of this section, such party shall also be
entitled to reasonable postjudgment attorney's fees and costs incurred in attempting to collect on the
judgment. Such attorney's fees and costs shall be set by the court following the filing of a memorandum of
attorney's fees and costs with notice to all parties and hearing." Therefore, there is statutory authority to
seek fees for enforcing the judgment after the 14-day Rule 54 deadline.
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Petitioner's additional fees to respond to the motion to disallow was not filed as a
memorandum of fees required under Rule 54. The Court finds a mere statement in a
response that Petitioner is requesting additional fees, especially when buried on one
page as part of a conclusion, 45 is insufficient to serve as a memorandum request or put
the other party or Court on notice of the request.
Further, regardless of whether the Petitioner properly put the Respondents and
Court on notice that she was requesting additional fees, the Court finds the request in
Petitioner's response brief was untimely under the Rules of Civil Procedure. Although
not binding, the Idaho Court of Appeals in an unpublished decision addressed the issue
of a request for fees incurred for responding to a motion to disallow. Marmor v. Marmor,
No. 41062, 2014 WL 2743771, at *7 (Idaho Ct. App. June 16, 2014), as amended (June
18, 2014 ). The Court found that the defendant's failure to file a motion to enlarge time
to file a supplemental memorandum within the 14-day period and failure to demonstrate
good cause or excusable neglect for failing to request to enlarge time caused her
supplemental memorandum of fees to be time-barred. The court in Marmor based this
decision in part on Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 6, which is not a part of the current
Rules of Civil Procedure.

However, the current similar rule, Rule 7(b )(3)(H), states,

"Any exception to the time limits in this rule may be granted by the court for good cause
shown." IDAHO R. CIv. PRO. 7, adopted March 1, 2016, effective July 1, 2016. Since the
language of the rules is substantially similar to the language of the previous Rule 6(b ),
the Court finds that the law interpreting the former Rule 6(b) applies also to Rule
7(b )(3)(H).
Because the facts in this case are analogous to the facts in Marmor, and there is
a similar rule that allows the Court to apply the Marmor holding under the current
version of the Rules of Civil Procedure, this Court DISALLOWS $5,671.00 in attorney
fees in the Errata as "Fees for response to motion to disallow" since the request was
untimely.

45

See Petitioner's Response, p. 21.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Respondents' Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and
Attorney Fees, filed April 18, 2019, is GRANTED in part and DENIED in PART. The
Court determined Petitioner is entitled to fees and costs on the separate memoranda as
follows:

First Memorandum of Fees and Costs

Requested

Awarded

$16,557.87

$16,557.87

Second Memorandum of Fees and Costs $8,793.01
(Motion to Compel)
Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs
$209,815.62

Fees for Response to Motion to Disallow

$8,793.01
$147,734.44
46

$17,032.12 in costs
$192,783.50 in attorney
fees

$10,239.67 in costs
$137,494.77 in attorney
47
fees

$9,122.00

$0.0048

In summary, the Court AWARDS Petitioner $173,085.32 in costs and fees to
be paid by Respondents. The Respondents are to receive credit for $16,557.87
already paid on First Memorandum and $7,177.01 already paid on Second
Memorandum. Therefore, $149,350.44 still remains to be paid by Respondents.
ORDERED

Signed: 7/9/2019 04:50 PM

Lynn~
District Judge
46

Above the Court disallowed $530.16 for agreed duplicative billing; disallowed $5,048.80 for
Woodford's expert witness fees and travel costs; disallowed $211.23 petitioner withdrew; disallowed
$183.86 in travel expenses for Paulsen; disallowed $341.00 for the use of realtime during depositions;
and disallowed $477.40 for trial/hearing transcripts.
Although the Petitioner withdrew her request for $530.16 and $211.23 (totaling $741.39 in its
Errata as "Further billing judgment deductions"), the Court did not include this in the graph and it is
therefore appropriate to subtract it from the request for costs in the Third Memorandum of Fees and
Costs.
47
The Court disallowed $5,673.83 as unreasonable fees associated with the motion to reconsider;
disallowed $184.00 on Respondents' line-item objections; disallowed $6,225.00 as duplicative;
disallowed $2,481.50 for billed hours for commuting/overhead for which attorneys cannot recover fees;
disallowed $1,129.50 for fees claimed for mere attendance at hearings; disallowed $1,741.50 for fees
claimed at a higher billing rate than requested in previous motions for the same period; disallowed
$3,150.00 as excessive for responding to the motion for judicial notice; disallowed $5,800.00 as
excessive hours billed for conferring; and disallowed $28,903.40 as unreasonable fees for the hours not
addressed in previous sections.
48
The Court disallowed $3,451.00 for fees related to responding to the motion to stay and
disallowed $5,671.00 billed fees associated with the motion to disallow.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2019
I hereby certify that on _ July
_ _10,
__
_ _ _ , I e-mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the above document to the following:

Richard Eppink
reppink@acluidaho.org

Molly Kafka
mkafka@acluidaho.org

Jessica Kuehn
Jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov

PHIL McGRANE
Clerk of the Court

d~l1P14t#1

Deputy Clerk Signed: 7/10/2019 09:20 AM
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Electronically Filed
8/9/2019 9:08 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Phil McGrane, Clerk of the Court
By: Austen Joseph, Deputy Clerk

Richard Eppink
Idaho State Bar no. 7503
reppink@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750, ext. 1202
Molly Kafka
Idaho State Bar no. 10518
mkafka@acluidaho.org
(208) 344-9750 ext. 1212
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF IDAHO FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1897
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attorneys for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV0l-18-03877
ALIZA COVER,

AMENDED NOTICE OF CROSSAPPEAL

PetitionerRespondentCross-Appellant,
vs.

IDAHO BOARD OF CORRECTION,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION, and JEFFREY R. RAY,
Public Information Officer,
RespondentsAppellantsCross-Respondents.

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED CROSS-RESPONDENTS, Idaho Board of Correction,
Idaho Department of Correction, and Jeffrey R. Ray, AND THE PARTIES'
ATTORNEY, Jessica L. Kuehn, Deputy Attorney General, P.O. Box 83720, Boise,
Idaho 83720-0010, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
AMENDED NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
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1.

On May 2, 2019, the above-named cross-appellant, Professor ALIZA

COVER, timely filed an initial notice of cross-appeals against the above-named
appellants (referred to collectively as "IDOC" in this notice") to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the Judgment, entered in the above entitled action on the 21st day of
March, 2019, Honorable Judge Lynn Norton presiding, as well as certain
interlocutory orders and decisions by the District Court, including the Court's
September 17, 2018, Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering Peremptory
Writ of Mandate and Order Vacating Peremptory Writ of Mandate, its January 17,
2019, Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion to Quash Subpoena But
Granting in Part Protective Orders, and its January 29, 2019, bench order denying
in part Professor Cover's Motion for Order at the Close of Respondents' Case-in-Chief.
2. That the party has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and
the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under
and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) and 1 l(g), Idaho Appellate Rules ("I.A.R.").
3. The cross-appellant has a right to amend a notice of appeal under and
pursuant to Rule 18(1), Idaho Appellate Rules ("I.A.R.").
4. The cross-appellant files this amended notice of cross-appeal for the purpose
of noticing all parties of an additional appellate issue, hearing transcript request, and
documents request to be added to the initial notice of cross-appeal filed on May 2,
2019. The additional appellate issue, transcript, and most of the documents did not
exist at the time the initial notice of cross-appeal was filed.
5. The cross-appellant underlined the additional issue, transcript request, and
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document requests within this notice.
6. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that the cross-appellant
intends to assert in the appeal is as follows:

•

Did the District Court err in granting the IDOC's motion for
reconsideration and vacating its May 14, 2018, Peremptory Writ of
Mandate?

•

Did the District Court err in granting a protective order limiting
the scope of Professor Cover's IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition of the Idaho
Department of Correction?

•

Did the District Court err by permitting IDOC to withhold portions
of public records that Professor Cover requested?

•

Is the Petitioner-Cross-Appellant entitled to attorneys' fees and
costs on appeal?

•

Did the District Court err in disallowing certain attorney fees and
costs requested by Petitioner-Respondent in its July 10, 2019,
Memorandum Decision and Order Disallowing in Part Requested
Costs and Fees?

Provided, this list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the cross-appellant
from asserting other issues on appeal.
7.

(a) Is an additional reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

The additional transcripts are to be provided in in [] hard copy [] electronic
format [x] both.
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(b) The cross-appellant requests the preparation of the following
portions of the reporter's transcript in addition to those portions requested in
by the appellants in the initial notice of appeal:
(i) Show cause hearing, 4/5/2018
(ii) Motion for reconsideration hearing, 7/25/2018
(iii) Scheduling conference, 10/4/2018

(iv) Motion to quash hearing, 1/16/2019
(v) Respondents' Motion to Disallow Certain Fees and
Costs hearing, June 19, 2019.
8. The cross-appellant requests the following documents to be included in the
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R., and
those designated by the appellants in the initial notice of appeal:

2/27/2018

Affidavit of Aliza Cover

3/6/2018

Stipulation for Briefing Schedule and Show-Cause
Hearing

3/7/2018

Alternative Writ of Mandate and Order to Show
Cause

3/7/2018

Order to Show Cause

3/14/2018

Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

3/14/2018

Corrected Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda

3/21/2018

Declaration of Richard Eppink

3/28/2018

Reply Brief in Support of Public Records Petition

5/14/2018

Order Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandate
Requiring Disclosure of Some Records
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5/14/2018

Peremptory Writ of Mandate

5/29/2018

Motion to Reconsider

5/29/2018

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider

5/29/2018

Second Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

5/29/2018

Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda

5/29/2018

Affidavit of Jeff Ray

5/30/2018

Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn

6/19/2018

Third Affidavit of Jessica Kuehn [Conventionally
Filed]

6/19/2018

Second Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda [Conventionally
Filed]

7/12/2018

Response to Motion to Reconsider

7/12/2018

Declaration of Aliza Cover

7/12/2018

Fourth Declaration of Richard Eppink

7/19/2018

Reply Brief on Motion to Reconsider

7/19/2018

Affidavit of Jeff Zmuda re: Documents

9/17/2018

Memorandum Decision and Order Reconsidering
Peremptory Writ of Mandate

9/17/2018

Order Vacating Peremptory Writ of Mandate

9/17/2018

Amended Alternative Writ of Mandate

1/14/2019

Motion to Quash Subpoena

1/14/2019

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena
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1/14/2019

Affidavit in Support of Motion to Quash

1/15/2019

Opposition to Respondents' Motion to Quash or for a
Protective Order

1/15/2019

Second Declaration of Richard Eppink re: Discovery
Motions

1/17/2019

Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Motion
to Quash Subpoena but Granting in Part Protective
Orders

1/18/2019

Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Compel
and Order Compelling Discovery

1/25/2019

Stipulated Facts and Exhibits

1/29/2019

Petitioner's Reply Brief in Support of Motion for
Order at the Close of Respondents' Case-in-Chief

2/12/2019

Petitioner's Amended Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law

3/21/2019

Peremptory Writ of Mandate

4/4/2019

Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs

4/4/2019

Declaration

of

Molly

Kafka

in

Support

of

Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs
4/4/2019

Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of
Petitioner's Third Memorandum of Fees and Costs

4/18/2019

Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

4/18/2019

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow
Certain Costs and Attorney Fees Pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)
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4/18/2019

Declaration of Jessica L. Kuehn in Support of
Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney Fees
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

4/19/2019

Memorandum Decision and Order Allowing Fees on
Order to Compel

4/26/2019

Scheduling Order on Objection to Costs and Fees

5/16/2019

Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and
Attorney Fees Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

5/16/2019

Declaration of Molly Kafka in Support of Response
to Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney
Fees Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

5/16/2019

Declaration of Richard Eppink in Support of
Response to Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and
Attorney Fees Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

5/16/2019

Declaration of Sherrie Wyatt in Support of Response
to Motion to Disallow Certain Costs and Attorney
Fees Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) and (e)(6)

5/17/2019

Declaration of Jeff Zmuda Certifying Compliance
with Peremptory Writ of Mandate

6/14/2019

Second Errata

7/10/2019

Memorandum Decision and Order Disallowing in
Part Requested Costs and Fees
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9. The cross-appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures
offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court in addition
to those requested in the original notice of appeal:

Exhibit 1
Exhibit 2
Exhibit 5
Exhibit 6
Exhibit 7
Exhibit 8
Exhibit 9
Exhibit 10
Exhibit 11
Exhibit 14
Exhibit 36
Exhibit 37
Exhibit 38
Exhibit 39
Exhibit 40
Exhibit 101
Exhibit 203
Exhibit 204
Exhibit 205
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Exhibit 206
10. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this amended notice of cross-appeal and any request for
additional transcript have been served on each reporter on whom an additional
transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Monica M. Fuhs, PO Box 2636, Boise, ID 83701-2636
Christie Valcich, Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702
Susan Sims, Ada County Courthouse, 200 W. Front St., Boise, ID 83702
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been contacted to request the

estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript and any additional
documents requested in the cross-appeal and the estimated fee will be paid promptly
after it is provided.
(c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20 (and the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho
Code.)
DATED this 9th day of August, 2019.
f sf Molly Kafka

Molly Kafka
f sf Richard Epp ink

Richard Eppink
ACLU OF IDAHO FOUNDATION

Attorneys for Petitioner-Respondent
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of August, 2019, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document was filed with the Clerk of the Court using the iCourt
E-File system which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following attorney; and
a copy of the document was mailed to each of the following court reporters:
Jessica Lynn Kuehn
jessica.kuehn@ag.idaho.gov
Office of the Attorney General
700 West State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720
Attorney for Respondents
Monica M. Fuhs
PO Box 2636
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636
Christie V alcich
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Susan Sims
ssims@adacounty.id.gov
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83 702

Court Reporters
By: / s/ Molly Kafka
MOLLY KAFKA
Attorney for Plaintiff-Respondent
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